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Dear Participants of the 17th IFIP Networking 2018!

Exactly eighteen years ago the IFIP Networking conference history took off with its first instance on May 14, 2000 in Paris, France, forming at that point for the first time a joint event on formerly separated and since then integrated conferences on Broadband Communications (1995-1999), Performance of Communication Networks (1981-1998), and High Performance Networking (1987-1998). While IFIP Networking took place in the past for 11 times in Europe, for 3 times in North America, and twice in Asia, now the 17th IFIP Networking instance starts in Zürich, Switzerland. Thus, it is my pleasure to welcome you in my position as the IFIP Networking 2018 General Chair – and on behalf of the entire IFIP Networking Organizing Committee and Local Arrangements Team – to the 17th IFIP Networking 2018!

Since you are already holding these proceedings in your hands, you have arrived by now safely to the beautiful location of Zürich, either by plane, train, or even car. Therefore, please find this program now at your hands as a guideline to your technical session planning for IFIP Networking 2018, the conference venue, information on the social event, conference services, and last but not least on lots of activities in and around Zürich. As you will have noted, the public transport toward the Swissôtel in Zürich-Oerlikon is most likely the very shortest one you may have ever seen for any conference you may participate in! The 8 minutes travel by train or S-Bahn (so called fast, short distance trains in Switzerland) from the train station of the Zürich Unique Airport (ZRH) to Oerlikon Bahnhof (station) and only an additional 60 m footpath from there to the hotel’s entrance is not only a great coincidence, it is Zürich’s dedication to offer a frequent, timely, reliable, and efficient public transport, running besides trains, S-Bahn, and tram lines also buses and boats on the same ticket!

And you will learn during IFIP Networking 2018 that this public transport is also working for IFIP Networking’s social program, supported by IFIP Networking’s provision of sponsored local transport ticket for 24 hours. Besides for its use for the social event, please check out on such ticket-wide travel options within Zürich’s travel zone 110! Main details are available on the route map provided in your participants’ welcome package. And for sure, do not hesitate to talk to the Zürich local team or the reception desk for more detailed inquiries.

During IFIP Networking 2018 you can enjoy as a registered participant (please wear always your badge for room access) the welcome and keynote sessions, technical sessions, the poster and demo session, the panel, a modern hotel of up-to-date conference facilities, complimentary WLAN access, and a great setting for work, coffee breaks, and joint lunches.

Such an event would not be possible without you, the attendees and paper authors! Thus, thank you for being with us and presenting your work. But additionally, it is the great help and drive of the IFIP Networking 2018 Organizing Committee, who made sure that all of you see this great program and nice location. Special thanks go here to the three TPC Co-chairs of IFIP Networking 2018: Claudio Casetti, Fernando Kuipers, and James P. G. Sterbenz.

Last but not least it is my pleasure to address many thanks to the sponsors of IFIP Networking 2018 especially the Communication Systems Group CSG of the Department of Informatics IfI, the University of Zürich UZH, the Canton of Zürich, and the City of Zürich, who help to make your experience of IFIP Networking 2018 a unique one! Also, IFIP Networking 2018 is pleased to acknowledge the support by IFIP TC6 and the technical co-sponsoring by the IEEE Computer Society. Thus again, the entire Zürich local arrangements team wishes you a very warm welcome, a highly successful conference, productive “in-between” meetings, new contacts and ideas, and some great days out in and around the city of Zürich!

Burkhard Stiller

IFIP Networking 2018 General Chair
IFIP Networking 2018 Program Chairs’ Welcome Message

It is with great pleasure that we welcome all attendees of the 17th edition of IFIP Networking in Zürich, Switzerland. The main objective of IFIP Networking is to bring together members of the networking community from both academia and industry, to discuss recent advances in the broad and quickly evolving fields of computer and communication networks, to highlight key issues, identify trends, and develop a vision for Future Internet technology, operation, and use.

As in the past editions, IFIP Networking 2018 has attracted a large number of papers in four main areas: (1) Network Architectures, Applications and Services, (2) Network Modeling and Analysis, (3) Network Security and Privacy, and (4) Wireless Networking.

This year, we received 225 submissions from a total of 41 countries. At a time when all major conferences are vying to attract research works, the high number of this year’s submissions confirms that IFIP Networking is a well-established, reputed venue for high quality papers.

The main technical program is the result of a very selective, rigorous two-step peer-review process by experts in the areas of the conference. With all papers receiving an average of 4.4 reviews (at least 3 reviews and some of them up to 6 reviews) plus a meta-review summarizing the online discussion, we were able to guarantee that the works that made it into the main program are of outstanding quality. Overall, we accepted 55 full papers, which corresponds to an acceptance ratio of around 24%. In addition, 8 papers were accepted as short presentation papers. Within a fully separate submission track from the main papers, 4 demonstrations and 3 posters had been accepted, too, to enable an interactive discussion of operational systems and work-in-progress.

The technical program is complemented by three keynotes, namely “Blockchain for Cyber Physical Systems”, “Flexibility Matters: On the Design and Evaluation of Softwarized Networks”, and “Artificial Intelligence in Network Operations and Management”, and a panel on “Security and Privacy in the Internet of Things”, as well as by a poster/demo session.

We would like to thank all the members of the Organizing Committee who worked hard to make this conference a real success. First and foremost, we express our gratitude to Burkhard Stiller, the General Chair of IFIP Networking 2018, for his unflagging support and constant input. Of course, a special thanks is due to all authors who selected IFIP Networking 2018 as a platform to present their latest research results. Last, but not least, we would also like to acknowledge all TPC members and reviewers for their time in providing their rigorous, high-quality 1009 reviews.

Hopefully, you will find this program a source of inspiration of new ideas for your research and work. We encourage you to use the three days of the conference to discuss and create new connections with colleagues from all over the world. Finally, besides attending intellectually inspiring talks and discussions, make sure to enjoy Zürich!

Claudio Casetti
Fernando Kuipers
James P. G. Sterbenz

IFIP Networking 2018 Technical Program Co-chairs
Keynote I: Blockchain for Cyber Physical Systems

Salil Kanhere, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

In Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), computing elements coordinate and communicate with sensors, which monitor cyber and physical indicators, and actuators, which modify the cyber and physical environment where they are run. Current CPS ecosystems rely on centralized, brokered communication models, otherwise known as the client-server paradigm. All devices are identified, authenticated, and connected through cloud servers. The data collected by devices is stored in the cloud for further processing. While this model has connected generic computing devices for decades and will continue to support small-scale CPS networks as we see them today, it will not be able to respond to the growing needs of the large-scale CPS ecosystems of tomorrow with billions of connected devices. Cloud servers will remain a bottleneck and point of failure that can disrupt the entire network. This is especially important as critical services and infrastructure such as healthcare, electric grids, logistics, and transportation become dependent on CPS. The current stove-piped architecture has also created isolated data silos, where users have limited control over their data and how it is used. Users have to trust the cloud and application providers and have no choice but to rely on their promises of security and availability.

This keynote will explore how the Blockchain (BC) technology has the potential to overcome the aforementioned challenges. BC is an immutable timestamp ledger of blocks that is used for storing and sharing data in a distributed manner. The data stored might be payment history, e.g., Bitcoin, or a smart contract or even personal data. In recent years, BC has attracted tremendous attention from practitioners and academics in different disciplines (including law, finance, and computer science) due to its salient features, which include decentralization, immutability, auditability, security, and privacy. Thus, the talk will specifically consider three key aspects of CPSes: (i) Internet of Things, (ii) Intelligent Transportation, and (iii) Supply Chain and will explain relevant concepts, will review the state-of-the-art, will present representative solutions, and will discuss open challenges.

Prof. Dr. Salil Kanhere received his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees, both in Electrical Engineering, from Drexel University, Philadelphia, U.S.A. He is an Associate Professor in the School of Computer Science and Engineering at UNSW Sydney, Australia. He is also a conjoint researcher at Data61 CSIRO, Faculty Associate at Institute of Infocomm Research Singapore, and on the advisory board of two technology start-ups.

His research interests include Internet of Things, pervasive computing, blockchain, crowdsourcing, data analytics, privacy, and security. He has published over 180 peer-reviewed articles and delivered over 20 tutorials and keynote talks on these research topics. He has received 4 Best Paper Awards. His research has been featured on ABC News Australia, Forbes, Wired, ZDNET, MIT Technology Review, IEEE Spectrum and other media outlets. Salil serves on the Steering Committee of IEEE LCN and is the program co-chair for IEEE WoWMoM 2018 and ACM MSWiM 2018. He regularly features on the organizing committee of a number of IEEE and ACM international conferences. He is on the Editorial Board of Elsevier's Pervasive and Mobile Computing and Computer Communications and on the Executive Committee of the IEEE Computer Society's Technical Committee on Computer Communications (TCCC). Salil is a Senior Member of both the IEEE and the ACM. He is a recipient of the Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellowship.
Keynote II: Flexibility Matters:  
On the Design and Evaluation of Softwarized Networks

Wolfgang Kellerer, Technical University of Munich (TUM), Germany

In order to address network dynamics and highly varying requirements, flexibility has emerged as a key property for networks to cope with increasing dynamics and to be prepared for future demands. Softwarized networks including concepts such as Network Virtualization, Software Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization promise flexibility. However, so far flexibility is mainly used as a qualitative advantage for a certain design choice where the meaning of flexibility is varying a lot in literature. To provide a better understanding of how to design flexible networks, we propose a definition for flexibility and present an approach for a quantitative measure of flexibility in softwarized networks. In our proposal, we refer to flexibility as the ability to support new requests, e.g., changes in the requirements or new traffic distributions, in a timely manner. We illustrate with use case studies for function placement and SDN resilience, how this measure can be used to evaluate and compare different network designs quantitatively. To address adaptation time in flexible networks, we further present approaches to speed up the execution of algorithms based on machine learning. Examples include virtual network embedding and function placement. With our proposed approach for the definition and evaluation of flexibility, we intend to stimulate the discussion towards a more quantitative analysis of softwarized networks and beyond.

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Kellerer is a full professor with the Technical University of Munich (TUM), Germany, heading the Chair of Communication Networks at the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Before, he was for over ten years with NTT DOCOMO's European Research Laboratories. His last position was head of the research department for wireless communication and mobile networking.

His current research focuses on flexible networking based on SDN/NFV and wireless M2M networking towards 5G. He received his Dr.-Ing. degree (Ph.D.) and his Dipl.-Ing. degree (Master) from TUM, in 1995 and 2002, respectively. His research resulted in over 200 publications and 35 granted patents. In 2015, he has been awarded with a Consolidator Grant from the European Commission for his project FlexNets: "Quantifying Flexibility in Communication Networks". He is a member of ACM, VDE ITG, and a Senior Member of IEEE.
Keynote III: Artificial Intelligence in Network Operations and Management

Jürgen Quitteck, NEC Laboratories Europe, Germany

Complexity of communication networks and their management and operations is continuously growing. At the same time, the capabilities of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, in particular of deep machine learning, are growing rapidly and offer a way to deal with the complexity.

This keynote gives a brief overview of the history of AI technologies and shows how recent advancements provide powerful means of analysis and prediction suited to address several of today's challenges in network operations and management. Several examples illustrate the variety of potential applications of AI to networking. The outlook will address upcoming technology trends, such as reinforcement learning, representation learning, and automated reasoning.

Dr. Jürgen Quittek is Managing Director of the NEC Laboratories Europe in Heidelberg, Germany. He received his degree in communications engineering from RWTH Aachen in 1989 and his Ph.D. from Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH) in 1996. After a postdoctoral year in Berkeley, California, he joined the NEC Laboratories in 1997. In 2000 he was a visiting professor at Freie Universität Berlin.

He conducted research in the areas of neural networks, network management, data security, software-defined networking, energy-efficient communications, and 5G mobile networks, and he served as TCP chair and member of many conferences and workshops. As working group chair, rapporteur, and author he contributed to communication standards at ETSI, IETF, and ONF. His current research interests also include artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things (IoT).

Panel: Security and Privacy in the Internet of Things

Panel Chair: James P. G. Sterbenz, The University of Kansas, U.S.A. and Lancaster University, U.K.

The Internet of Things (IoT) has become not only a hot topic for research, but as usual, is being deployed before we understand the implications of this technology, and without developed usability, security, privacy, resilience, survivability, controllability, accountability, and manageability.

This panel discusses whether IoT can or will be deployed with acceptable security and privacy for users and society, and whether lessons can be learned from the current ubiquitous mobile Internet. Are we racing towards a machine-assisted utopia or a machine-controlled dystopia?
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Abstract—The use of HTTPS as the only means to connect to web servers is increasing. It is being pushed from both sides: from the bottom up by client distributions and plugins, and from the top down by organisations such as Google. However, there are potential technical hurdles that might lock some clients out of the modern web. This paper seeks to measure and precisely quantify those hurdles in the wild. More than three million measurements provide statistically significant evidence of degradation. We show this through statistical techniques, in particular Rasch analysis, which also shows that various factors influence the problem ranging from the client’s browser, to their locale.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing push for “HTTPS Everywhere,” where HTTPS, or more exactly HTTP over TLS (Transport Layer Security), is a more secure form of the standard Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol. It is more secure in that it provides:

1. server authentication using certificates, i.e., a server can prove its identity;
2. a private communications channel, i.e., it prevents eavesdropping; and
3. data integrity, i.e., it prevents standard man-in-the-middle attacks.

HTTPS Everywhere is the ubiquitous use of HTTPS in preference to HTTP for all services, not only those specifically requiring a secure connection.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is promulgating a browser extension to this effect [1] as a defence against spying, e.g., from nation states in the post-Snowden era. Google supports the idea [2], and has announced that they will give search-rank priority to HTTPS sites [3]. And the increase in the number of clients accessing the Internet through wireless connections mandates encryption at the connection level. Reactions include the HTTPS-Only Standard [4], for the US Federal Government.

There is a performance cost documented [5]–[7] as far back as the 1990s. This cost arises primarily because the certificate exchange requires an additional round trip at the start of a connection. However, most HTTP requests don’t require a full handshake, and with modern hardware the cryptography overhead is not critical. For example Doug Beaver from Facebook, stated “We have found that modern software-based TLS implementations running on commodity CPUs are fast enough to handle heavy HTTPS traffic load without needing to resort to dedicated cryptographic hardware. We serve all of our [Facebook’s] HTTPS traffic using software running on commodity hardware.” [8].

So on the face of it, HTTPS Everywhere is a “no brainer.” There is even an “HTTP Shaming” web page.

HTTPS Everywhere seems to be happening. StatOperator [9] reported that the number of (the top million) sites using HTTPS as the default increased from around 103 to 219 thousand from 2016 to 2017. Google reports client usage statistics [10], [11], and they show similar steady growth from 2015 to the present.

However, there is an important question to answer before we convert the entire Internet to HTTPS: Will there be people who are stranded behind port 80?

We know that HTTPS is not an issue for many people (the current large-scale deployments of HTTPS prove that it mostly works), but there could be locations, or users of specific equipment that face challenges. Detailed reasons are given in Section II. They range from concern about the quality of the technology, to the rejection of compromised connections.

In this paper we provide evidence to inform the technical and policy debate concerning the deployment of secure web services, by measuring whether users can access HTTPS in the wild. We collected 3.3 million observations using APNIC’s web advertising infrastructure [12], from which we found that there is sufficient evidence to show that HTTPS is not easily accessible to all Internet users.

A secondary concern of this paper is the statistical rigour necessary to allow such a statement to be made with confidence. The proportion of users that failed to make an HTTPS connection in our study was small. It has been common in the past to simply report numbers, but our goal is to provide statistically confident statements, despite a noisy and faint signal. The ability to detect such faint signals is important — a mere 0.1% of users now represents millions of individuals. We do so using both standard statistical tests, and a tool that has not been previously used in Internet measurement, but which may find many other applications: Rasch analysis [13], [14].

We found statistically significant evidence that there are clients that find HTTPS connections harder to complete than HTTP, and that this difficulty was influenced by origin autonomous system, browser, country of origin, and operating system, suggesting a range of causes.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Experimental Context

Simple web services with no protection against snooping or identity are typically conducted over TCP port 80, using the HTTP protocol. We call this ‘port 80’ service or HTTP.

Web services which are protected by Transport Layer Security (TLS) are usually conducted over TCP port 443, commonly called ‘port 443’ or HTTPS.

There have been many studies of HTTPS. However, they have focused on two main topics.

1. The certificate landscape, e.g., see [15]–[17], in which the problems with certificate distribution have led to security holes, and consequent fixes\(^1\).
2. Comparisons between HTTP and HTTPS performance, looking primarily at their latency difference, e.g., see [5], [6], but also considering communications overhead and energy consumption [7].

As a consequence of using HTTPS, an additional handshake is needed to establish a connection. There can be no effective proxy-caching of the content, and filtering (e.g., by firewalls) is hampered. HTTPS also uses cryptography which induces extra computational (and hence energy) costs, which may be trivial on a modern computer, but may be important on battery-operated devices, such as mobile phones.

A deeper consequence of the additional layer of complexity is the potential for failures. Surprisingly, studies of HTTPS appear to assume basic reachability, or more correctly, they appear to assume that HTTPS reachability, while perhaps not perfect, will be no worse than HTTP. However, it is not obvious that this will be so. A prominent browser maker asked if the Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC) Labs ad-based measurement system [12] could see if a statistically significant number of users were unable to access TLS protected web resources.

So, what are the possible concerns? They range widely; the following is an incomplete list.

1. A browser or OS may be too old to perform TLS at the current specification. The web server used in this experiment did not offer older approaches, such as RC4 cryptography, so there is a chance that pre-TLS 1.x browsers will fail. However, the older standards are no longer considered secure, and it is our view that providing a false appearance of security is worse than providing none. It might be tempting to tell users to “catch up”, but this is infeasible on mobile networks that sell captive locked phones left behind on “old cold” protocol variants.
2. Some modern browsers use intermediate systems to speed up or cache data. Opera, for instance, deployed a worldwide “anycast” cloud of intermediates to offer speed-up services, performing tasks such as JPG compression, to make the web faster. It is possible that this service notionally works with TLS, but that it works badly for flows it has in port 80 that move up into TLS because the state doesn’t exist. Other well-meaning intermediary systems might break such up-lifts.
3. The additional overhead of the extra handshake makes the session more vulnerable to network problems, and hence less stable.
4. TLS protects against the threat of bad actor man-in-the-middle attacks. If an on-path attacker intercepts the session and attempts to hijack an aspect of the content, TLS should prevent the flawed connection. However, if such attacks are prevalent, they become DoS attacks on the HTTPS service.
5. A firewall along the path might block encrypted traffic as a matter of course. Though most firewalls allow port 80 traffic, they sometimes block all other ports. This might be considered misconfiguration, but misconfiguration is not uncommon [18].
6. Firewalls or other middle-boxes may perform their own hijacking of a connection through installed certificates on user machines.
7. Flaws in implementations or configuration [19], [20].

Our approach uses a cross-site reference within an advertisement in order to create a measurement. The underlying idea is not new. It has been used to measure DNSSEC and IPv6 deployment, among other features, e.g., [21] (or for a more general review see [22]). However, our approach differs in several respects from [22]. The most important is that it performs a pair of measurements: a control based on HTTP, and an actual measurement of HTTPS, the focus. As far as we are aware, past studies have typically lacked a control, and therefore have been hard to interpret statistically.

However, APNIC’s measurement infrastructure also differs from other approaches in that we use (paid) web-advertising to instantiate the tests (details below). Additionally, all fetches are to an APNIC-managed server, avoiding the major ethical controversies of past experiments (see Section III-D for more discussion of this issue).

B. Simple Statistical Background

Here we lay out the key statistical background. The material is somewhat tutorial, but as these techniques are not commonly applied in the Internet measurement context, we feel it is valuable to be precise about the methods and their rationales. We start by defining terminology:

**Observation**: the collected responses of a single client’s connection attempts (see Section III-A for details).

**Sample**: the set of all observations.

**Measurement**: a particular feature of an observation, for instance, whether a successful HTTPS GET was completed. We also call these response variables, and denote them by random variables (RV) \(Y^{(j)}\), where \(j \in \{\text{HTTP, HTTPS}\}\) is the treatment, and the measurement

\[
Y^{(j)} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if measurement } j \text{ succeeds,} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The sample is the collection of instances \(\{y_{i}^{(j)}\}\) of this RV.
Test: a statistical test applied to the data.

Categorical variable: one that takes a set of discrete values.

Predictor: a variable, also called a covariate, whose value may influence the outcome of the measurements.

We make a distinction here between a measurement and a test, the latter meaning a hypothesis test to discriminate between a null-hypothesis $H_0$ and its alternative $H_1$. The advantage of a hypothesis test is that it is consistent and repeatable with strict, precisely-defined assumptions and interpretation. Through their use we can avoid making common errors, such as over-interpreting limited evidence.

The test is conducted with respect to a significance level, $\alpha$, chosen at the outset of the experiment. Here we use the common choice of $\alpha = 0.05$. This sets the Type I error probability (the chance we reject $H_0$ incorrectly). The Type II error probability (the probability we fail to reject $H_0$ when it is false) is determined by the power of the test on the particular data. Thus we cannot control for it, but can ensure it is small by providing enough observations.

We calculate a test statistic, determine from this a $p$-value, and then reject the null-hypothesis if the $p$-value falls below $\alpha$. The common interpretation of the $p$-value is that it is the probability, given the null-hypothesis is true, of observing the at least the given test statistic. Hence, a small $p$-value can be taken as evidence that the null-hypothesis is invalid. However, we must be careful of this interpretation, because of the underlying statistical nature of the problem.

When the null-hypothesis is true, we would expect to see a uniform distribution of $p$-values over a set of repeated experiments, which includes some values $< \alpha$, leading to Type I errors. In order to avoid incorrect inferences in repeated experiments, we should try to control the Family-wise error rate (FWER) not the Per-comparison error rates (PCER). We shall do so here using the Bonferroni correction [23], in which $\alpha$ is divided by the number of tests in the family. We should note that this is rather conservative, and that there are other more complex procedures available [23], but we deliberately use a conservative FWER here.

Our experiment is a matched pairs experiment. That is, the pair of measurements is conducted on the same client, the question of interest being whether some users have more trouble with HTTPS than HTTP. This cannot be answered simply by comparing the proportions of successes for each measurement, because in a matched pair experiments the measurements are very likely correlated. Simply plotting the two probabilities, while useful in an explanatory sense, would not take these correlations into account.

However, the inclusion of our control experiment makes it possible to ask this question in the formal context of hypothesis testing using McNemar’s test [24], with hypotheses:

- $H_0$ is that $p_1 = p_2$; and
- $H_1$ is that $p_1 \neq p_2$;

where $p_j$ is the probability that the $j$th measurement of any particular observation is successfully completed. Rejecting the null implies significant evidence that the difficulty of the two measurements is different.

C. Rasch Modelling and Analysis

Hypothesis tests are an important starting point, but they only tell us “if” but not “how much?” This paper further proposes the use of Rasch analysis, an approach within the broader area of Item Response Theory (IRT). It is best illustrated by its application to the analysis of exams. An exam consists of a list of $m$ questions, performed by $n$ students. Each student answers each question either correctly, or not, forming the binary response variables $Y_{ij}$, where $i$ is the student (in our context an observation) and $j$ is the question (a measurement).

Rasch modelling is one of the most popular strategies within IRT [13], [14]. It posits that there are latent variables, namely:

1. the ability or proficiency of student $i$, denoted $\alpha_i$; and
2. the difficulty of question $j$, denoted $\beta_j$;

that determine the probability that student $i$ answers question $j$ correctly. The variables are latent in that we do not know them a priori.

In its simplest case, i.e., a dichotomous response, we have response variables $Y_{ij}$, which are Bernoulli random variables indicating a successful answer to a question, whose probabilities are modelled as

$$
Y_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } p_i^{(j)} \geq 0.5 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

The logistic function above has an inverse called the logit function. Applying the logit to (1) gives

$$
\logit(p_i^{(j)}) = \log \left( \frac{p_i^{(j)}}{1 - p_i^{(j)}} \right) = \alpha_i - \beta_j, \quad (2)
$$
a linear relationship between the logit and the parameters.

Rasch modelling’s enduring appeal within IRT [13], [14] arises because:

- it simplifies the relationships so that reasonable estimates can be made, even though we have only one instance of each student attempting each question;
- unlike the conventional statistical paradigm, where parameters are fit to data, and accepted or rejected based on the accuracy of the fit, in Rasch modelling the objective is to obtain “data” that fit the model, i.e., the latent predictor variables; and
- the Rasch model embodies the principle of invariant comparison, in which (broadly speaking) the effect on the outcome of a question is separated into the affect of the respondent, and the question’s difficulty.

The approach is not limited to modelling examinations, but can be applied to a set of observations such as we have. However, in traditional dichotomous Rasch analysis, each student answers each question one of two ways (correctly or incorrectly). Here, the naïve approach would be to consider each observation as a “student” with two questions (the HTTP and HTTPS measurements), but then we would have well above the number of students typically considered, blowing up the computational load for most algorithms. Moreover, this would be banal, as performance at this level of granularity is immaterial to us.
TABLE I: Experiment duration, and number of observations. Analysis focuses on the 3.3 million experiments initiated with HTTP (with a subsequent HTTPS GET).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
<th>Unique client IDs (millions)</th>
<th>Valid responses (millions)</th>
<th>HTTPS init. (millions)</th>
<th>HTTP init. (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>192.5</td>
<td>132.4</td>
<td>129.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: The observation process: numbers indicate sequence.

In practice, we would like to group measurements into meaningful partitions, but we then depart from the standard dichotomous Rasch model.

There are at least two alternative approaches; we might think of these partition’s subsets as either being comprised of:

1. a group of similar students, who have an underlying property in common (usually we assume members of the group have proficiency that are random variables with a common mean and variance); or

2. a group of repeated measurements of a single “student” who corresponds to the particular subset, and the responses are now binomial random variables corresponding to the number of correct measurements within the subset.

The two assumptions lead naturally to different algorithms, and as the second is non-standard, we leave analysis its details until Section IV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Measurements

APNIC Labs uses web advertising to measure browser behaviour worldwide [12]. The advertisement is written in HTML5 and fetches multiple pixels in the various protocol exchanges under test (DNS, TCP/UDP, IP, TLS). The system is 100 lines of JavaScript, gzip compressed to 5kb of data, which is a small cost in web-page loading.

The process is illustrated in Figure 1. The observations start (at 5a) with a primer query initiated by the advertisement served to the user’s browser via standard advertisement infrastructure. The primer query is an HTTP GET, and the body of the response is a set of measurements to be performed. Each measurement is a discrete URL with the unique client identity (CID) encoded in it, and is fetched under a ten-second timeout via an asynchronous JavaScript web fetch; on completion of a measurement, the time is recorded. On completion of all measurements, or the ten-second timer, a result web query is sent, which encodes the measurement results in the query argument as a sequence of labels, showing the time or ‘null’ if they did not complete inside the time limit.

The web logs show whether a primer/result pair was valid, and if so, we analyse the results. Observations without primer and result success are filtered from the sample. The goal in discarding these is to focus on the measurements with the highest signal to noise ratio — measurements without a valid pair indicate problems other than a failure of HTTPS, and hence don’t add much information.

The primary goal of these measurements was to collect information about ability to perform HTTPS. Google requires that advertisements placed over a TLS-secured session remain in TLS. Thus we could not recruit TLS users into a test of insecure web access. However, we were permitted to take an HTTP session and include fetches of web elements over TLS. Therefore, our observations measure HTTP users who were asked to fetch a web asset over TLS, thus detecting their ability to upgrade to TLS, which is not precisely a raw HTTPS access.

We focused on connections initiated over HTTP because this HTTP signal provides a “control.” The priming process and the HTTP control measurement follow an identical connection path. Hence, if the observation is valid, the client has demonstrated the ability to perform an HTTP GET; therefore failures of subsequent HTTP GETs provide an indication of the “noise” in the system, i.e., the baseline rate of random loss against which we should measure HTTPS connection failures.

The data were collected between the 10th of November and 4th of December, 2016. Table I shows the total set of client IDs, and the number of valid responses. A large number of connection attempts defaulted to initiating over HTTPS. Table I shows the decrease in the number of experiments as we progress through HTTPS to only HTTP initiations.

Initial exploratory analysis suggested that a signal existed, but at an intensity that could not be easily measured. The situation is analogous to experiments conducted on mice who are genetically modified to have cancer. We wished to measure factors that affected a situation with small probability, and so we inflate the probability of seeing the phenomena of interest. In our case, we focused on observations where the initial connection was HTTP, because these were the cases where failures of HTTPS were most often expected to occur.

As noted, it is a standard statistical approach to collect data in this way, but we must note that the observation is not representative of a “typical” Internet user. For instance, were we to measure a failure rate of 1% on these observations, this does not mean that the general population has a 1% failure rate. However, the question of interest here is not the absolute value of the failure rate, but whether HTTPS is “harder” than HTTP, and what factors affect the failure rate.

More formally, the main goal was to measure success/failure for sessions upgrading to TLS and to see if those sessions which could not upgrade to TLS were still successful on port
80. In other words: “are there stranded users?”

Google’s infrastructure does not carry forward the referring site, and DHCP can reallocate IP addresses, so we cannot be certain that there were no repeats. However, the advertising infrastructure is intended to reach many discrete individuals, so the number of repeats should be very small. We also removed the small number of obvious duplicates from the data. There is some complexity in this process, resulting from apparent fetches from the same IP address that cannot be resolved due to the potential presence of middle-boxes such as Network Address Translators (NATs). We preserved entirely unique requests for the primer, but removed additional fetches without a new primer. As a result, we cannot claim that there are no duplicated observations, but they should be minimal.

B. Data Collected

The experiment logged all of the web fetches, using domain names directed to APNIC-managed DNS and web servers. We also captured the packet flow to relevant services: port 80, port 443, ICMP, DNS, as well as any fragmented IP state.

The combination of web logs, DNS logs, and packet captures allowed us to collate experiments by their IP address and identity in the DNS name, and as presented to the web. Thus we were able to derive the exact sequences of events in any observation.

In the case of this experiment, the data were processed into the form of a series of flags indicating (1) the success or failure of each stage, and (2) whether the measurement completed within a timeout of 10 seconds. The delays were recorded in each case up to 120 seconds, but for our purposes we recorded success if the measurement completed within a timeout of 10 seconds.

In the data analysed, unique client IDs were assigned to anonymise the data. We used code which harvests system entropy and time, to obtain probably unique (modulo birthday paradox) non-sorted 96-bit numbers. We then mapped them into hex (see [25], for the code that was embedded in the NGINX [26] web server).

C. Classification of Covariates

The secondary goal here was to identify the qualities behind the quantities: i.e., can we understand these users in terms of browser type, ISP, economy, or operating system, in order to identify specific problem causes? In practice, this is important because the goal behind APNIC’s participation in such experiments goes beyond simply finding problems. Ideally, the experiment should also help develop strategies to remediate any problems found.

For the purposes of the analysis, a set of qualities was identified, which we felt were simple, easy to reproduce by other people, and provided useful groupings for understanding causes. These qualities were:

- country,
- region (based on United Nations sub-regions [27]),
- origin Autonomous System Number (ASN),
- browser, and
- Operating System (OS).

We used the daily BGP table collected at AS4608 to map IP addresses to origin ASN. There are well-known problems in such a mapping. However, those problems are most prevalent in infrastructure addresses, and we measured “eye-balls” here; inter-AS links do not browse [28].

Likewise, mapping of eye-balls to geographic locations is more accurate [28] than mapping arbitrary IP addresses to geographic locations. In this paper, we used MaxMind [29] data to geolocate the IP addresses, but only at the country/region levels, and so expected a reasonably low error rate.

We also logged each client’s user-agent string, which provides details of the client’s browser, OS, and device. To collect and parse the information we used the Python uabrowser library [30]. It is known that the user-agent string is spoofed in some cases, for instance the ToR browser bundle does so by default (e.g., it pretends to be running on Windows, regardless of the underlying OS). However, there is no easy way to avoid this problem at present, and it remains a caveat on the browser- and OS-level results.

We also considered categorising the client’s device-type, but this was too noisy to be useful at this stage, due to the large number of uniquely identified device types by vendor and version-string.

For each of these categories, we collated them into a series of unique values, and then used a one-way random relabelling to anonymise the categories. There might be enough data to perform some act of deanonymisation, to obtain values for some categories. However, it is important to note that this level of blinding was not intended for the protection of individual privacy (already protected through the client ID anonymisation, and unlikely to be compromised by the additional coarse-grained categorisations). Rather it was intended to allow the statistical analysis to proceed, unbiased by preconceived notions of the likely results.

D. Ethical Concerns

Google’s advertising infrastructure was used here, and so we reviewed compliance with Google and APNIC lawyers, and complied with Google’s legal restrictions on the measurements. In particular, these excluded use of Personally Identifying Information (PII), which in any case we did not require or want. End-user IP addresses were only used for ASN and regional classification, and were then anonymised via a one-way-mapping.

As in many Internet measurement experiments the nature of the measurement technique precluded voluntary recruitment. However, we strictly followed any suggestion that the users wished to opt out of such studies. For instance, end users who had enabled ‘do not track’, who had disabled JavaScript, or who ran ad-blocking software were not recruited. Also, as far as possible, no users were repeatedly asked to run the experiment, in order to place minimum load on any one user.

These measurements were also less contentious than others that have applied similar cross-origin requests e.g., [22]. TLS is used ubiquitously for banking, login, end-user tracking by less responsible advertisers, “bread crumbs” and web-site...
logistics. Evidence suggests that the rate of TLS in the public web is high (above 50% [7]) and very likely significantly higher given the age of that study, and that it has been rapidly increasing in recent years [9], [10]. Therefore, the simple presence of a request to fetch a web asset over TLS does not represent a high-risk activity.

Moreover, the measurement site to which the advertisement redirected requests is innocuous, belonging to a regional address registry (APNIC), so we were not able to discern any reasonable risk to participants from such a connection.

In this experiment, those researchers not employed by APNIC were exposed only to anonymised data, except for those statistics reported here.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss the results of the analyses. We will start with “broad brush” simple hypothesis tests, then focus on those same tests, applied to country, region, ASN, OS and browser. This will be followed by a more comprehensive Rasch model, which analyses the data as a whole.

Figure 2 shows a box and whisker plot [31], [32] of the differences organised by the various predictors. Note that the lower quartile is always positive, as are all whiskers except those for ASN, suggesting that HTTPS is harder than HTTP. Also, if covariates had no effect on the result, these should all have similar interquartile range and median, the differences therefore suggest some structure.

Also, if covariates had no effect on the result, these should all have similar interquartile range and median, the differences therefore suggest some structure.

A. Standard Statistical Tests

We applied McNemar’s test with a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$, applying the appropriate Bonferroni corrections when conducting a set of multiple tests (i.e., we used significance $\alpha/n$ for a family of $n$ tests). Note that in some cases, e.g., when we were testing against ASN, $n$ was quite large, and so the actual threshold was very small. Less conservative corrections exist (for instance the Sidak or Holm-Bonferroni) but the results here are conclusive without needing the extra power gained through these more accurate corrections.

The results, shown in Table II, for the test applied to the whole dataset was a $p$-value less than $10^{-16}$ strongly supporting a difference in the two measurements. This finding must be qualified: although the two measurements are matched they occur in order, and hence, there may be some effect on the second measurement resulting from the state created by the first. So we must understand that this experiment concerns lifting a connection up from HTTP to HTTPS, not an arbitrary HTTPS connection (see the detailed notes in Section III).

It is important, also, to verify that this is not caused by some confounding effect of the covariates. If the covariates were truly irrelevant, we would expect that interquartiles and medians should be the same (within the ranges of natural variation shown by the confidence in intervals in the case of the median), and hence Figure 2 provides evidence that the covariates are important.

Therefore we now consider what part the covariates (country, region, ASN, OS and browser) play. We chose, at least initially, to be conservative by only analysing groupings with at least 500 observations. It is quite possible that smaller groupings would have been amenable to analysis, but we had no need (here) to describe the relationships between all of the rarer groupings, as our goal was to ascertain whether the overall result was supported on a finer level of granularity.

The number 500 was chosen through an initial exploratory analysis, which noted that some of the probabilities in question were quite close to 1, and hence statistical rules of thumb required a moderately large number of observations. As we did not know exactly what these probabilities were a priori, we chose a conservative lower bound. We also found, as Table III shows, that excluding the groups with a small number of observations excluded only a small percentage of the data.

The results can be seen in Figure 3, which shows histograms of the distributions of $p$-values over the set of tests grouped by the various categorical covariates described above. The important fact to note is that most of the $p$-values are small. We cannot see (at the resolution of the plot) whether the $p$-values fall below the threshold, so Table III summarises the tests, showing that in a large proportion of the cases we should reject the null-hypotheses. Thus we have significant evidence for a difference in most of the groupings.

Interestingly, ASN is the grouping with the lowest proportion of rejected null-hypotheses, while we might have expected that ASN would have a larger effect on the network aspects of the problem. However, remember the large Bonferroni correction in this case, which leads to a very conservative test.

Hypothesis testing could be expanded here in several ways.

---

**Fig. 2:** Box and whisker plot of difference $p_{HTTP} - p_{HTTPS}$ by covariate, showing the interquartile range (shaded region) the confidence interval for the estimate of the median (notch), Tukey’s 1.5 IQR, (whiskers) and outliers (crosses). Note that the lower quartile is always positive, as are all whiskers except those for ASN, suggesting that HTTPS is harder than HTTP. Also, if covariates had no effect on the result, these should all have similar interquartile range and median, the differences therefore suggest some structure.

**TABLE II:** Statistical tests applied to the whole dataset. Note that very small $p$-values are reported via a bound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
<th>Accept/Reject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>$&lt; 2 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>Reject null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNemar</td>
<td>$&lt; 2 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>Reject null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III: Hypothesis tests summaries for different covariates. ˜N is the number of groups left after excluding those with fewer than 500 observations. The “% of data” is that retained by this filtering. And the final column reports the proportion of McNemar tests for which we reject the null hypothesis over the ˜N groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>covariate</th>
<th>˜N</th>
<th>% of data</th>
<th>McNemar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>country</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>0.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>browser</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiple-comparisons could be applied, for instance, to test differences between countries or some other covariate. However, in doing so there would be $O(n^2)$ comparisons for $n$ countries, and these hypothesis tests are not all independent of each other, complicating the test procedure greatly. Moreover, much of this theory has been developed in domains where the each measurement requires a physical or social experiment, and therefore it seeks to make best use of a limited set of costly measurements. We have many measurements, and so these refinements are not needed. Instead, in our next step we opt to apply an approach called Rasch analysis.

B. Rasch Analysis

The disadvantage of the previous tests is they provide only a yes/no answer (or really a yes/maybe answer), while we would like, for instance, to be able to say how large the difference is. Here we use Rasch modelling to perform this analysis, but as we are not interested in the per-observation performance we use a grouping strategy. We start by defining $G_k$ to be the $k$th group of observations determined by a covariate. We consider here two modelling approaches.

The first model still follows (2), but now we assume that the proficiency of each student is distributed as $\alpha_i \sim N(\lambda_k, \sigma^2)$, for $i \in G_k$, where $\lambda_k$ is the group mean proficiency, and $\sigma^2$ is the common standard deviation within groups. The task is then to estimate $\lambda_k$ and $\sigma^2$. The careful reader will note the additional assumptions introduced by this model.

The second approach takes a simpler model, that

$$\text{logit}(p_i^{(j)}) = \alpha_k - \beta_j,$$

for $i \in G_k$. We now only estimate a group proficiency $\alpha_k$, not individual proficiencies. This has the disadvantage that it might not be able to fit the data as accurately, but it frees from distributional assumptions.

The former approach has been developed further, in that exact results are known, and there are off-the-shelf solvers using Marginal Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MMLE). We use IRTm [33], [34], a Matlab toolbox allowing quite general models to be estimated. Apart from its additional assumptions, in MMLE each categorical variable with $m$ categories is deconstructed into $m$ binary variables, each an indicator for one possible state of the original variable. For instance, the 119 countries in our data result in constructing a covariate vector consisting of 119 binary elements, leading to an estimation procedure taking considerable memory and time.

The results are illustrated below, in conjunction with those of the second approach, in which we assume each group consists of a set of repeated measurements. However, the standard Binomial Rasch models assumes each measurement is repeated a fixed number of times. For instance, in partial-credit Rasch models [35], a student may obtain some proportion of the marks for a question, but each student answers the same question, with the same total possible marks. But in our groupings, the number of “total marks” would vary, depending on the number of client observations that fall into the group. This case does not appear to have been treated in the literature, and hence we wrote our own Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm (also in Matlab) to estimate the parameters.

The algorithm alternates between fitting the $\alpha_k$ and the $\beta_j$ values, keeping the other parameters fixed. It also needs an additional fixed point of reference (because the variables $\alpha_k$ and $\beta_j$ are not otherwise uniquely determined), which we fix, without loss of generality, by $E[\alpha_k] = 0$.

We assessed the two approaches in this (somewhat non-standard) application by comparing computation times, and Root-Mean-Square (RMS) fitting errors, as shown in Figure 4. All computations were made on an 8 core, Intel i7-6900K 3.2 GHz, running Linux Mint 18, and Matlab R1016b (the largest case for the MMLE algorithm did not complete within 24 hours and so is excluded). The ALS algorithm is orders of magnitude more accurate and faster, and so in what follows we focus on the ALS approach. Note also that the estimation errors in ALS reach a maximum in the order of 5%, which is reasonable given the problem of interest.

Ideally, we could group by all covariates at once. However,
this results a very large number of covariates in the MMLE approach, while in the ALS approach, we end up with very few observations in many of the bins, due to the combinatorial number of bins. Thus we analyse each of the categories as separate groupings. As before, we consider only groupings with at least 500 observations.

The first detail to consider is the \( \beta_i \) values, indicating the difficulty in completing the two measurements (HTTP and HTTPS). The estimated values are shown in Table IV, along with their difference. Larger values indicate additional difficulty with a measurement. The positive values of the difference indicate additional difficulty in the HTTPS measurements compared to HTTP. From all points of view, HTTPS is more difficult than HTTP.

We also see some consistency, namely, the differences in \( \beta_i \) are similar for location (country, region and ASN), and for end-point software (OS and browser), as you might expect. Notably the former group seems to have a larger impact on success than the latter, so it appears that while a client’s device is important, the location from which one accesses the Internet is more important.

The second set of parameters to examine are the \( \alpha_k \) values, namely, the ability or proficiency of a particular covariate group to perform any of the measurements, large values being better. Figure 5 shows the distribution of \( \alpha_k \) values for the region, OS, and browser covariates. We see that they might be coarsely considered to follow a Normal distribution. The data by OS fit this assumption least well, but remember that there are only 14 values here, and we expect to see some natural variation here, because of measurement noise.

Note that we do not draw, from these values, inferences about the particular quality of HTTPS in a particular country (or other grouping). The \( \alpha_k \) variables record the ability of a group to perform both HTTP and HTTPS measurement. This parameter separates out the “noise” inherited from the quality of Internet connections through a particular country from the HTTP v HTTPS question.

However, we also see outliers, here defined as those values that fall more than 1.96 times the standard deviation from the mean, i.e., outside the 95th percentiles. These are not extreme outliers, but there may be some interest in these, so we have reversed the mapping (for these outliers only).

- **country**: five positive outliers: Suriname, Macau, Cyprus, Latvia, Korea; and one negative: Macedonia.
- **region**: no outliers.
- **ASN**: there is a list of 22 positive outliers, but only one negative: AS58539 (listed as China Telecom).
- **browser**: positive outlier: Amazon Silk and no negatives.
- **OS**: one positive outlier: ChromeOS and no negatives.

Some of these might be slightly surprising – for instance, many may not have expect Suriname to be in the list of positive outliers. However, it should be remembered that the measurement methodology filters participants who successfully complete the primer and results query successfully. So this result really says that, those who have a good connection, have a very good connection, i.e., if they complete the primer and result, they are very likely to be able to complete the other measurements.

Similarly, the positive outliers ChromeOS and Amazon Silk (the Kindle Fire’s browser) are perhaps indications of consistency amongst all such devices, because of the stronger constraints on these devices. For instance, Amazon Silk routes requests through remote proxy servers powered by Amazon EC2, which provide high-performance connection speeds and computing power not normally available to a mobile form factor, and apparently improve the consistency of responses.

Hence, though these outliers may be interesting, the underlying point is not that any particular location or device group has a given \( \alpha_k \), so much as the parameter allows us to disentangle these effects from those of the two measurements (HTTP and HTTPS), and thus see the latter in isolation.

In summary, there are two main conclusions to be drawn.

1. The measurements show that there is significantly more difficulty in performing HTTPS than HTTP measurements. The difference is often small, necessitating some extra care in order to determine whether the difference is significant.
2. There are country, OS, and browser differences, mainly important through a small set that exhibits more extreme variations from the norm.

One last important insight is that the dependence on the covariates indicates that the results are not an artefact of APNIC’s measurement infrastructure, as that would remove dependency on point of origin effects.

### V. Conclusion and Further Work

Using a large set of measurements (data provided at bandicoot.maths.adelaide.edu.au/HTTPS/), and detailed statistical modelling we have shown that a small cohort of users in the real world will be adversely affected if HTTPS is adopted universally. That cohort is not a large proportion of Internet users, but those users deserve our attention.
Fig. 5: Histograms of $\alpha_k$ values for ALS algorithm. Positive values indicate a favourable probability of measurement success.

We have categorised measurements by country and region, their provider (origin ASN), browser and operating system, and shown that all of these factors affect a client’s facility with HTTPS. The range of factors points to a range of causes for the blockages. The browser/OS combination suggests a technological problem, but the other covariates suggest problems based in the network near the clients.

In the future, we plan to further investigate, and use the details of the analysis with extensions to understand better correlation in covariates, to help focus efforts on relevant evolution to mitigate the problem.

The use of careful statistical methods was vital in this study. The underlying signal is weak, and hence required “amplification” and careful analysis so as to be able to make confident statements.
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Abstract—While distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are easy to launch and are becoming more damaging, the defense against DDoS attacks often suffers from the lack of relevant knowledge of the DDoS traffic, including the paths the DDoS traffic has used, the source addresses (spoofed or not) that appear along each path, and the amount of traffic per path or per source. Though IP traceback and path inference approaches could be considered, they are either expensive and hard to deploy or inaccurate. We propose PathFinder, a service that a DDoS defense system can use to obtain the footprints of the DDoS traffic to the victim as is. It introduces a PFTrie data structure with multiple design features to log traffic at line rate, and is easy to implement and deploy on today’s Internet. We show that PathFinder can significantly improve the efficacy of a DDoS defense system, while PathFinder itself is fast and has a manageable overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s Internet is vulnerable to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. During a DDoS attack, an attacker controls many compromised machines to flood the victim with unwanted traffic in order to exhaust the network or computational resources of the victim. DDoS attacks have become more frequent and damaging to many network services [1]. For example, a recent large-scale DDoS attack on Dyn [2] disabled its domain name service, and crippled many major web services that relied on it such as Twitter, Netflix, PayPal, and over fifty others for hours.

While many DDoS defense systems have been proposed, a primary challenge in effectively defending against DDoS attacks is that a DDoS defense system usually has little knowledge regarding which paths DDoS traffic has traveled along, how much traffic traveled along each path, and also which source addresses or prefixes of the DDoS traffic are associated with each path. Such information about the DDoS traffic, which we collectively call the footprints of the DDoS traffic, if available, can enable a DDoS defense system to most effectively handle the DDoS attack. It will become more informed regarding where to deploy DDoS traffic filters or take other defense actions; for example, it may learn which autonomous systems (ASes) or AS paths have seen a large amount of traffic to the victim, thus deploying filters there. It can also know better which source addresses (or more likely the source IP prefixes, for scalability) to filter in the case of source-based filtering. And it could also conduct traffic pattern analysis if the footprints are continuously provided.

Various approaches to obtaining such information could be considered, including numerous IP traceback approaches and path inference methods that aim to address the asymmetric nature of Internet paths and ascertain the paths traveled by DDoS packets to reach the victim. Unfortunately, as we will discuss in more detail in Sec. II, these approaches have serious drawbacks. For example, the path inference methods are often inaccurate, and IP traceback approaches introduce significant changes to router hardware or software, rely on inter-AS collaboration, and need routers on the Internet to constantly monitor the traffic. These approaches are also not well-equipped to provide other footprint information, such as total or per-source bandwidth consumption information or the addresses or prefixes of DDoS sources.

We therefore introduce the PathFinder system as a service for DDoS defense systems. Upon request from a DDoS defense system on behalf of a DDoS victim, PathFinder can gather and provide the footprints of the traffic to the victim. We make the following contributions:

• PathFinder consists of an architecture that is easy to implement and deploy on today’s Internet. Every AS can join PathFinder without reliance on other ASes, and it employs an on demand service model with low overhead.

• We design the setup and operations of each component of the architecture while considering a series of real-world factors and the high speed and large scale of DDoS traffic.

• We design a new data structure called PFTrie that supports fast and easy storage and retrieval of traffic footprint information. And we also design a set of PFTrie optimization methods.

• We show the benefits of using PathFinder for DDoS defense, and we further evaluate PathFinder to show it is fast and has a manageable overhead.
An apparent issue here is IP spoofing. The DDoS traffic could carry spoofed IP source addresses. However, we note that regardless whether the IP source addresses of DDoS traffic are spoofed or not, PathFinder will still discover the correct set of paths that DDoS traffic take to reach the victim, thus enabling a DDoS defense system to use the path information, together with other traffic footprints information, to block the DDoS traffic en route accordingly. On the other hand, if a DDoS defense system needs to filter DDoS traffic based on the source addresses of DDoS traffic, the DDoS defense itself needs to handle the IP spoofing separately, which is out of the scope of PathFinder.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss related work in Sec. II, followed by an overview of PathFinder in Sec. III. We then describe individual components of PathFinder, including the PathFinder monitor in Sec. IV, the PFTrie data structure for traffic logging in Sec. V, and the PathFinder proxy in Sec. VI. We evaluate PathFinder in Sec. VII, discuss some open issues in Sec. VIII, and conclude the paper in Sec. IX.

II. RELATED WORK

A. IP Traceback

IP traceback, first introduced in [3], allows a victim to trace the source of an IP packet it has received and reconstruct the router-level path taken by the packet, even if the source address of the packet is spoofed. While many IP traceback solutions have been proposed [4], marking and logging are the two most well-developed approaches.

In a marking approach, such as those described in [5], [6], [7], when a router along a path forwards a packet to the victim, the router marks the packet with its own IP address (or its hashed result) or an edge that the packet has traversed, typically using some unused fields in the IP header of the packet. When the victim receives enough marked packets, even if routers en route mark packets with certain probability rather than all the time, the victim can then reconstruct the paths of these packets (assuming the paths are stable).

In a logging approach such as [8], [9], as a router along a path forwards a packet to the victim, instead of marking the packet, the router uses some data structure (e.g., a Bloom filter) to store the digest of the packet (rather than the packet itself in order to save space), enabling it to later determine whether it has seen the packet. When the victim wants to trace a packet, it can query its upstream routers, asking whether they have seen the packet. Similarly, a router that has seen the packet can query its own neighboring routers about the packet, and so on. Eventually the victim can reconstruct the packet’s path using an ordered list of routers that have seen the packet.

PathFinder has advantages over existing IP traceback approaches in the following respects:

- **Operation**: PathFinder is also essentially a logging approach, but while the previous logging-based IP traceback approaches try to trace the path(s) of any packets (such as packets from a specific source) that a victim has received, PathFinder aims to discover the paths of upcoming packets (often all upcoming packets within a time window) toward a victim when requested. So, while existing IP traceback approaches record packet information or mark packets constantly, PathFinder is an on-demand service and PathFinder monitors will only record traffic information when requested.

- **Overhead**: Because it operates on demand, PathFinder incurs much less operational overhead than existing IP traceback approaches. In addition, packet marking approaches will modify packets before forwarding them, which will introduce delays in processing packets and could downgrade the network throughput significantly, especially when dealing with a high-bandwidth link.

- **Accuracy**: The accuracy of the marking approaches depends on how many marked packets the victim can receive to reconstruct the paths of packets. The accuracy can suffer if the victim cannot receive enough marked packets, such as when its inbound link is congested with DDoS traffic.

The existing logging approaches (and also PathFinder), on the other hand, as long as their monitoring mechanism can process packet headers at line speed, can log packet information with little loss and thus reach a high accuracy in tracing packets.

- **Deployability**: Existing IP traceback approaches face obstacles for deployment: Whether based on marking or logging techniques, they introduce significant hardware or software changes to routers, and also require inter-AS collaboration. PathFinder instead introduces few changes to routers, and PathFinder-participating ASes talk directly with a PathFinder proxy and do not need to communicate with each other.

B. Path Inference

Researchers have studied how to infer the path between two end points on the Internet. Without assuming any control over the network infrastructure or access to end points, research in [10] investigated how to leverage Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) tables collected from multiple vantage points to infer the AS path between any two end points on the Internet. Also, via the probing from multiple vantage points and the IP timestamp and record route options, research in [11] proposed a “reverse traceroute” to allow a user to infer the path from a remote end point to the user, without accessing the remote end point. Inference-based approaches do not require changes to network equipment and are easy to deploy, however, in general they are subject to some degree of inaccuracy (e.g., the accuracy from the research in [10] is 70-88%). Moreover, since they are not based on watching traffic in real time, they will not be able to report the bandwidth consumption and other traffic-related information associated with the path.

III. PATHFINDER OVERVIEW

A. PathFinder as a Service for DDoS Defense

We design PathFinder as a service for DDoS defense. Upon request from a DDoS defense system, PathFinder can provide the footprints of all the traffic toward a victim that each participating AS has witnessed. Note that PathFinder does
not distinguish DDoS traffic from the legitimate traffic, which PathFinder assumes to be the job of the DDoS defense. The footprints include:

- all the AS paths taken by the traffic;
- if requested, the source IP addresses or prefixes of the traffic; and
- if requested, the amount of traffic per source address, or per source prefix, or per AS en route, or other information about the traffic.

When requesting the PathFinder service, a DDoS defense can specify to PathFinder a set of parameters regarding the traffic footprints, including:

- the destination address of the victim, which could be an IP address or prefix, or an IP address plus a port number;
- the length of time for which to collect the traffic footprints (typically during the DDoS attack);
- from which ASes (if not all the ASes supporting PathFinder) to collect the traffic footprints;
- whether to collect the source addresses or prefixes of the traffic, and if so, the prefix granularity (e.g., /24 is to learn all the /24 source prefixes; /32 is to learn all the /32 source prefixes, i.e., all the source IP addresses); and
- whether to collect the bandwidth consumption of the traffic, and if so, the granularity of the bandwidth information (per source address, per source prefix, or per AS en route) and the unit (packets per second or bits per second).

B. Architecture

PathFinder is a log-based system that enables a client (which is DDoS defense in this paper) to learn the AS paths, sources, bandwidth consumption, and other information of the traffic toward a DDoS victim, i.e., the footprints of the traffic. As we will show in the following, it is easy to deploy as it requires minimal reconfiguration of routers; it is scalable as it will continue to perform well if there is more traffic from more sources or if more ASes support PathFinder; and it is accurate, fast, and efficient in providing the traffic information.

![PathFinder architecture](image)

Fig. 1: PathFinder architecture.

Fig. 1 shows the high-level architecture of PathFinder. It consists of three types of entities:

- **PathFinder clients** who interact with their proxy to request the PathFinder service, and retrieve from their proxy the footprints of the inbound traffic to a DDoS victim;
- **PathFinder proxies** which (1) pass their clients’ requests (including all parameters described in Section III-A) to all participating ASes—actually their PathFinder monitors; (2) receive and process from these ASes the PathFinder logs, which we call PFLogs, to derive the DDoS traffic footprints; and (3) return the footprints to their client; and
- **PathFinder monitors** at all participating AS which, according to the request from a proxy, (1) process the traffic that their AS originates or forwards towards the victim specified in the request; (2) generate PFLogs of the traffic, which record the AS path, source addresses (if requested), and amount (if requested) of the traffic; and (3) return the PFLogs to the proxy. Note that monitors from different ASes do not need to interact with each other, thus not introducing into the architecture any reliance on inter-AS collaboration.

IV. PathFinder Monitor

A. Addressing Design Requirements

Foremost, the monitor at each PathFinder-participating AS faces the following two design requirements. First, the monitor needs to consult routers within the AS to learn the AS path from the AS to the victim. Second, it also needs to access the traffic toward the victim in order to record their source addresses and/or amount, if requested. As an AS can have a complicated topology with inter-connected border routers and inside routers, some routers may not be on any path toward the victim at all and some may be on the same path. To meet both requirements, for every path of the traffic to the victim, the monitor must be able to talk with at least one router that is on the path, in order to learn its AS path to the victim or access its traffic to the victim. For the former (to learn its AS path), as every border router on the Internet runs BGP and maintains a Routing Information Base (RIB), the monitor can query the RIB at the router. Note that BGP router vendors such as Cisco [12] and Juniper [13] all support the query of AS paths. For the latter (to access traffic), the monitor needs to receive a copy of the traffic by applying traffic mirroring or tapping techniques (we rule out the possible hardware telemetry support from routers; although they produce traffic records such as those in NetFlow or IPFIX format, the records are only exported periodically, often with a long interval).

The monitor may further face a third requirement if it needs to produce PFLogs with source information or also the traffic amount records. There may be a huge amount of traffic from many distinct sources toward the victim, especially if the victim is currently under a severe DDoS attack, thus making it challenging for the monitor to record all the sources and their corresponding bandwidth consumption at a high speed. The most obvious solution is to use a digest-oriented data structure such as a Bloom filter or hash table. However, while the monitor can use a Bloom filter to easily answer whether it has seen an IP address or prefix or not, it is not good at recording which specific source IP addresses or prefixes it has seen. A hash table is better, but it can only output whatever is stored in itself as is; it is not flexible in processing or aggregating IP address and prefix information, thus scaling poorly when the logs are of a huge size. We therefore design a new, trie-based data structure called PFTrie to facilitate the recording and transmission of PFLogs, which we detail in Section V.
B. Setup

A PathFinder-participating AS needs to set up its PathFinder monitor and its working environment as follows. First, the monitor needs to set up the traffic mirroring or tapping with every border router from which it will need to obtain traffic in real time. To do so, given the autonomy of ASes, each AS may adopt a different procedure that it prefers. For a small AS without many routers, it can physically wire the monitor with every router for wiretapping (Fig. 2a shows an example). For a large AS with many routers over a large geographic region, we assume it can first learn which routers the AS has and then use virtual circuits for traffic mirroring with the routers [14], [15]. Further, a large AS may employ multiple monitors, with one monitor configured as a master monitor that can assign the workload across all the monitors. (Without losing generality, we assume one monitor per AS in the rest of the paper.)

Second, the monitor needs to be able to remotely login to each router that it is wired with and execute commands on the router, such as querying the AS path or the next hop from the router to any destination IP address. To do so, we assume every router supports secure shell (ssh), which is true for most routers nowadays, such as Cisco and Juniper routers [16], [17].

Finally, the monitor must be easy to discover by every PathFinder proxy. While the monitor can employ a running daemon process with a publicly known port number, proxies must also know the monitor’s IP address. Many options exist; for example, the monitor can have its IP address and other information maintained at a web page. Or, the AS can set up a Domain Name System (DNS) record for its PathFinder monitor; e.g., 3582.pathfinder.org may point to the PathFinder monitor of AS 3582.

C. Operation

The monitor at every PathFinder-participating AS operates on demand, remaining idle unless it receives a request from a PathFinder proxy, in which case the monitor will learn the IP address or prefix of the victim in question, together with the parameters in the request as defined in Sec. III-A, and start to generate PFLogs on behalf of the victim.

The very first step that the monitor takes is to identify a set of routers in its AS that are both sufficient and necessary to capture all the possible traffic that the AS may originate or forward toward the victim. Note the AS may also originate traffic toward the victim from any router of the AS itself. We assume one monitor per AS in the rest of the paper.)

At this point, if the client did not request the source addresses or prefixes of the traffic, or source-based bandwidth consumption or other information, the monitor has collected all the PFLogs for the client, and thus can return them to the proxy of the client. We call this mode of operation source-agnostic mode. Otherwise, the monitor will operate in the source-aware mode to further produce source-based PFLogs via PFTrie (see Sec. V) before it returns them to the proxy.

Finally, note that each monitor only communicates with PathFinder proxies. No inter-AS collaboration is needed. In other words, monitors from different ASes are not required to communicate or collaborate, and each AS independently participates in PathFinder without any reliance on other ASes.

V. PFTrie—A PathFinder Data Structure for Traffic Logging

When in source-aware mode, the monitor at every PathFinder-participating AS will need to record all the sources that the AS has seen sending traffic to the victim in question, and if requested, the bandwidth consumption information per source. In doing so, the monitor needs to employ a data structure and accompanying algorithms to log sources, count bandwidth consumption, and transmit such data, all at a high speed to keep up with the line-speed packet arrival rate. Meanwhile, due to its speed, the trie data structure has been popular in storing IP addresses and prefixes, such as those in the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) of routers. A trie is also called a prefix tree, where every node on the trie uses its position on the tree to store the key of the node, such as the IP
address or prefix represented by the node. We therefore adopt the trie data structure for this purpose. Furthermore, to meet the design requirements discussed in Sec. IV-A, we enhance the trie data structure and design the PF Trie as follows.

A. Basic PF Trie Operations

The monitor captures and processes every packet toward the victim. It will make sure the IP source address of the packet is stored into the PF Trie via a put process. In this process, the monitor may modify the PF Trie by adding new nodes to store the IP, or discover that the address is already stored due to a previous packet with the same IP. The put process will return a node representing the IP, which the monitor can further update with bandwidth consumption information incurred by the current packet, if requested.

In the put process, the monitor will traverse the trie from the root downwards. It will traverse a node at each level—which we also call an anchor—to further move to the next level; clearly, when the traversal starts the anchor is the root of the trie. At the same time, it iterates through the bits of the IP address, starting from the leftmost bit, as follows:

1) If the current bit in the IP address is 0, it traverses to the left child of the anchor, otherwise it traverses to the right child; either way, the chosen child will become the new anchor.

2) In case the new anchor does not exist, the monitor will detect a fault, i.e., the trie has not stored this IP address yet; the monitor will then add the missing child onto the trie, and use this child as the new anchor. (Note that this new anchor will also avoid the same fault for the next time.)

3) If the current bit is already the rightmost bit of the IP address, the monitor then knows that the IP address is stored in the trie as represented by the new anchor, and thus return the new anchor node. Otherwise, it still needs to move to the next bit of the IP address; it then uses the new anchor as the current anchor to repeat step (1) above. Note the returned node is always a leaf node on the trie.

Fig. 3 shows an example of inserting a new IP address that ends with 101. When it traverses to node a by following bit 1, it needs to follow bit 0 to go to a’s left child; since it does not exist, the monitor adds node b as a’s left child. It then needs to follow the last bit 1 to go to b’s right child; since it does not exist either, node c is then added, which also represents the newly stored IP address.

An IP address, the trie must maintain a node at each level; for example, an IPv4 address will lead to 32 nodes at 32 respective levels on the PF Trie. We address this issue with two optimization methods that can go in parallel: the bottom-up aggregation of leaf nodes and the top-down collapse of prefixes. Furthermore, we also introduce a method to avoid duplicate traversal of the PF Trie when a source address is already stored. We describe each method below.

1) Bottom-up Aggregation of Leaf Nodes: Because of traffic locality, sometimes there can be multiple sources from the same prefix sending traffic to the victim. For example, besides seeing the 32-bit source IP xxx...x100 to the victim, the monitor may also see traffic to the victim from another source IP xxx...x101, which only differs from the former source IP by the very last bit; in other words, they share the same 31-bit prefix. When such locality is detected, two leaf nodes at level 32 are not needed to represent the two IP addresses. Instead, as shown in Fig. 4, we can aggregate the two leaf nodes into one new level-31 leaf node, indicating the monitor has seen traffic from both IP addresses in the 31-bit prefix. Furthermore, this aggregation can continue if the new leaf node has a sibling leaf node. Clearly, this bottom-up aggregation process can reduce the depth of certain branches of the PF Trie, thus speeding up the put process. One challenge here is the logging of the bandwidth consumption information. After aggregation, the monitor could simply copy the bandwidth consumption of each old leaf node into the new leaf node; or, it can also sum the bandwidth consumption of the two leaf nodes, thus recording the bandwidth consumption of the IP prefix represented by the new leaf node. The choice here depends on the client’s request regarding the prefix granularity for recording the bandwidth consumption information (e.g., a /32 prefix granularity means to record the information per IP address, while a /0 prefix means the total bandwidth consumption for the whole IP space).

2) Top-down Collapse of Prefixes: We notice that in the put process the nodes at the top portion of the PF Trie are frequently traversed. Rather than traversing these nodes one by one each time, we collapse them into all the IP prefixes they represent, allowing the sub-trie below each prefix to be reached by directly indexing an array. Fig. 5 shows an example of collapsing /24 prefixes into an array (the monitor can collapse prefixes of other lengths, such as all the /16 prefixes, similarly). We populate the array with all /24 prefixes that exist in the PF Trie. For every /24 prefix, the monitor treats the 24
bits of the prefix as an integer, use the integer as the index to directly locate the entry of the array, and have that entry point to the sub-trie originally below the prefix. So, instead of traversing 24 nodes of a /24 prefix and then traversing the sub-trie of the prefix, the monitor can immediately locate the entry for this prefix in the array, access from the entry the sub-trie of this prefix, and then traverse the sub-trie as before.

3) Avoidance of Duplicate Traversal: So far, if the PFTrie has recorded an IP address, when a packet with the same IP address arrives, the monitor will still run the put process and traverse the PFTrie, only to find the IP address is already stored. With \( n \) more packets from the same IP address, the extra overhead will be multiplied by \( n \) times.

We introduce a bitmap for each one of \( M \) most recently visited sub-tries. After storing an IP address in a sub-trie, the monitor will also set the bit in the bitmap corresponding to this IP to 1, so that the put process for the same IP later will return very quickly. For example, the sub-trie for prefix \( a.b.c/24 \) can have a bitmap of \( 2^8 \) bits, with the bit at index \( d \) corresponding to IP address \( a.b.c.d \).

If we also need to update the bandwidth consumption information for the IP address (or its prefix), we will need to access its leaf node. To still have a speedy put process for duplicate IP addresses, we replace the bitmap with an array of pointers, and setting a bit to 1 above becomes inserting into the array a pointer that points to this leaf node. In the above example, the pointer at index \( d \) will be either null or point to the leaf node for IP address \( a.b.c.d \) (or its prefix).

VI. PATHFINDER PROXY

A. Addressing Design Requirements

The purpose of a PathFinder proxy is to learn the footprints of the traffic toward a victim. Since on the AS-path of the traffic there can be multiple ASes, when the monitors of such ASes report the AS-paths of the traffic, the AS-paths reported by them may overlap. The proxy must determine which AS-path includes the largest number of ASes. Furthermore, if source-based traffic footprint is requested, these monitors may also store and report the same IP address or prefix. The design of the proxy should resolve the potential conflict between monitors regarding the same IP address or prefix. Finally, the proxy’s design should be cost-aware. Since the proxy does not contact monitors unless requested by a PathFinder client, clearly the best operation mode of the proxy is also on demand.

B. Setup

Every PathFinder proxy will make itself available to potential PathFinder clients. If a PathFinder client needs PathFinder service, it will register itself at a proxy, including setting up all security credentials. The client then can send a request to the proxy when it needs to obtain the traffic footprints of a DDoS victim.

We assume the proxy has a list of PathFinder-participating ASes (which the proxy can obtain, for example, through a web page). Further, it knows how to locate the PathFinder monitor of each AS, as described in Sec. IV-B.

C. Operation

Like any PathFinder monitor, every proxy also operates on demand. Once a proxy receives a request from a client, it will verify that the request is authentic and valid, and if so, learn who the victim is from the request and forward the request to monitors at PathFinder-participating ASes (or a subset of them if specified in the request).

If the footprints do not need to be source-based, each monitor will function in source-agnostic mode and the proxy will receive PFLogs from each monitor that contain the AS path from the monitor’s AS to the victim, as well as bandwidth consumption information if requested. The proxy then adds the path to a path pool, with two exceptions: (1) If the path is just a part—i.e., a sub-path—of another path in the pool, the proxy can ignore this path. (2) Conversely, if a path from the pool is a sub-path of this path, the latter will replace the former in the pool. As a result, the proxy will learn a set of AS paths to the victim, and can return them to the client, together with the bandwidth information if requested.

However, if the footprints need to be source-based, the proxy will construct a local PFTrie based on the PFTries it receives from monitors. Every monitor incrementally transmits its PFTrie to the proxy; e.g., whenever it can fit newly added PFTrie nodes into an IP packet or a timer expires, the monitor will transmit the updates of its PFTrie to the proxy. For each leaf node of the PFTrie from each monitor, which represents an IP address or prefix \( S \) that the monitor has captured, the proxy will store \( S \) in its local PFTrie, following the same put process described in Sec. V-A. Furthermore, assuming the monitor’s AS is \( AS_k \), the proxy also marks the leaf node that represents \( S \) with \( k \), in order to indicate the AS-path of traffic from \( S \) to the victim is the AS-path from \( AS_k \) to the victim. However, if \( S \) is already in the local PFTrie, the proxy will retrieve the marked AS number of the leaf node for \( S \), say \( o \), and mark the leaf node for \( S \) with either \( k \) or still \( o \), whichever AS is upstream. We thus always can obtain the most complete AS-path from \( S \) to the victim.

VII. EVALUATION

A. Goals

We now evaluate PathFinder in terms of the following:

- **Benefits of PathFinder for DDoS defense:** Since PathFinder footprints include path and traffic information, any DDoS
defense system that deploys filters inside the network to
discard DDoS traffic can take advantage of the footprints to
make better filter deployment decisions. We build a DDoS
attack and defense simulation to study how PathFinder can
benefit a DDoS defense system and make it more effective.
We look at four different strategies of placing DDoS traffic
filters and show that a DDoS defense system—when utilizing
PathFinder—uses much less resource and achieves a much
higher level of success.

- **Speed and Overhead of PathFinder**: At the core of
  PathFinder are the PFTrie-based operations at each monitor
  and proxy, particularly the put process. Therefore, we eval-
  uate the time to store an IP address or prefix $S$ in a PFTrie
  under two scenarios. In one scenario, $S$ is new and the PFTrie
  needs to be updated with a set of new nodes, including the
  leaf node that represents $S$. In another scenario, $S$ is in the
  PFTrie, so the put process will check and return the current
  leaf node that represents $S$. We call these two scenarios
  put_a_new and put_an_old, respectively. Furthermore, we
  evaluate the memory overhead of the PFTrie at each monitor
  and proxy when producing source-aware footprints and the
  network overhead when transmitting a PFTrie.

**B. Benefits of PathFinder for DDoS Defense**

To quantify the benefits of PathFinder for DDoS defense,
we first define the model of DDoS attack and defense, and then
compare the simulation results of a DDoS defense system with
and without PathFinder.

1) **DDoS Attack and Defense Model**: The DDoS attack
and defense model includes a botnet, an attack victim, a
DDoS defense system, and the PathFinder system. The botnet
contains 100,000 bots, where each bot is at a random tier-3 AS
and has a fixed uplink bandwidth of 25 Mbit/s. The victim can
at most handle 10 Gbit/s incoming traffic. During an attack,
the victim applies the DDoS defense system to filter DDoS
traffic, with or without the help of PathFinder to locate best
locations for filters. We allow only tier 2 and 3 ASes that are
close to the attack sources to deploy filters, as in practice the
ASes close to the victim are subject to link congestion under
DDoS attack (often too late for them to filter the DDoS traffic).

Since the same set of bots tend to take the same paths to
send traffic toward the victim, these bots will no longer be
effective once filters are deployed to filter their traffic. An
intelligent attacker therefore would periodically switch to a
new batch of bots to launch its attack. We define the attack
*cycle* as the time window for every batch of bots used by the
attacker. On the other hand, upon a newly seen DDoS traffic,
we assume it takes $T$ seconds in total for PathFinder to collect
traffic footprints and also for the DDoS defense system to
place the filters. In this study, we evaluate PathFinder system
under the worst-case scenario where the attack cycle is no
greater than $T$; in another words, before the DDoS defense
place filters for the current bots attacking the victim, the
attacker already switches to a new attack cycle with a new
batch of bots.

![Fig. 6: DDoS defense with and without PathFinder](image)

2) **DDoS Defense Efficacy with PathFinder**: We then com-
pare the DDoS defense efficacy without and with PathFinder.
When the DDoS defense does not have help from PathFinder,
it uses the inferred AS-level topology to place filters, with
two cases: 1) there is a 30% chance that a filter deployed
is ineffective due to asymmetric routing on the Internet [10];
2) further with some portion of the bots using IP spoofing,
there is then a 50% chance that a filter will be ineffective.
When PathFinder is in place, we use two AS selection methods
for filter placement with the help of PathFinder: 1) randomly
select an upstream AS; 2) select an AS that belongs to top $k$
ASes that carry most of the DDoS traffic.

Figure 6 shows results for all four cases defined above. We
see the results of DDoS defense system without PathFinder
performs much worse than both cases when PathFinder is
available. With PathFinder in place, and by applying filters
top congested ASes (which requires path and bandwidth
information from PathFinder), the victim can survive 90% of
the attack cycles with roughly 500 filters, whereas it takes at
least 3,500 filters for a DDoS defense system to subdue 90% of
the attack cycles if there was no PathFinder. In the case when
the DDoS defense system uses only path information from
PathFinder and places filters randomly at ASes, the system
still uses a much smaller number of filters compared to the
two defense cases without PathFinder.

**C. Speed and Overhead of PathFinder**

1) **Experiment Setup**: To evaluate the PFTrie speed and its
memory overhead, we used a desktop with Intel i7-4790 at
3.6 GHz with an 8-MB L3 cache and a 32-GB RAM at 1600
MHz. We implemented the PFTrie in C, and used the
Clang compiler with the optimization level 2 to compile the code.
We also created 50 synthetic traffic traces that contain 150
thousand to 64 million IP addresses; for each size we created
five traces with different levels of source address locality, with
0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% addresses, respectively, that
belong to the same IP prefix and can be aggregated.

2) **Speed of PathFinder (i.e., PFTrie)**: We compare
PFTrie’s performance against Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [18]
and the well-known Generalized Prefix Tree [19] (also called
Patricia Trie) under the two scenarios defined in Sec. VII-A.
We use the synthetic traces that contain one to four magnitude
put_a_new scenario. For example, in the Booter 3 DDoS trace [20][21], the put_an_old scenario is more frequent than the put_a_new scenario. Moreover, the time is also further less compared to ART and Patricia, and PFTrie is at least 10 times faster than ART in every case. This speed is because of the PFTrie optimizations we introduced, including the top-down collapse of prefixes (Sec. V-B2) and the avoidance of duplicate traversals (Sec. V-B3).

While the PFTrie operations are a combination of the two scenarios, from various real-world traces we notice that the put_an_old scenario is more frequent than the put_a_new scenario. For example, in the Booter 3 DDoS trace [20][21], the put_an_old scenario will happen 369 times more than the put_a_new scenario.

More IP addresses, in order to evaluate the three different data structures under stress.

Fig. 7a shows the comparison results under the put_a_new scenario for storing all IP addresses in a trace as new addresses into a data structure. For every synthetic trace size ranging from 160,000 to 64 million source addresses, when storing a new IP address or prefix, PFTrie always outperforms ART and Patricia. For example, to store 16 million IP addresses, it takes more than 1300ms for ART but it only takes around 700ms for PFTrie. In general, PFTrie spends 50% less time than ART to store the same number of IP addresses. Even to store 64 million IP addresses, it takes only 2.93s.

Fig. 7b shows results under the put_an_old scenario for performing 15 million put processes of storing an IP address or prefix already stored. Here, the time needed by PFTrie is virtually constant at about 27.0ms, much less than that in the put_a_new scenario; e.g., we can deduce with 64 million IP addresses, it would be about 115ms as opposed to 2.93s in the put_a_new scenario. Moreover, the time is also further less compared to ART and Patricia, and PFTrie is at least 10 times faster than ART in every case. This speed is because of the PFTrie optimizations we introduced, including the top-down collapse of prefixes (Sec. V-B2) and the avoidance of duplicate traversals (Sec. V-B3).

3) Overhead of PFTrie: We are particularly interested in the memory cost of PFTrie when there are millions of IP source addresses. We used synthetic traces that include a huge number of IP source addresses, and evaluated the memory usage for each number of sources under five different profiles, as shown in Fig. 8. We can see the logarithm of the memory cost is basically a linear function of the logarithm of the number of sources, and overall the memory cost is manageable under all five profiles. Moreover, a profile with a higher address locality can have much lower memory cost. This feature is due to the optimization via bottom-up aggregation of PFTrie leaf nodes (Sec. V-B1). Because of the tree nature of PFTrie, the memory cost complexity for storing $2^n$ addresses in a PFTrie is $O(2^n)$ with $n$ levels of nodes, but if it shrinks to $k$ levels, the memory cost will become $O(2^k)$, a reduction of $O(2^{n-k})$ times.

We also evaluated the network overhead across 25 different AS-level Internet topologies, using one million IP source addresses. For each AS-level topology, we assigned every IP address to an AS, where the number of addresses assigned to each AS is proportional to its IP address space size. Fig. 9 shows the network transmission overhead for an AS to transmit the PFTrie for 1 million source addresses to a proxy. Clearly, the further away an AS is from the victim, the smaller the network overhead it introduces. The AS that is the last hop to reach the victim would see traffic from all addresses, thus incurring the largest overhead, but only about 3.9MB.

Fig. 8: PFTrie memory overhead across five different source profiles. Each profile has a different percentage of aggregatable addresses ($\alpha$).

Fig. 9: Network overhead in transmitting PFTries of 1 million source addresses.
VIII. DISCUSSIONS AND OPEN ISSUES

PathFinder is an approach to obtaining the DDoS traffic footprints at the Internet scale, and we have made many design choices in order to provide a line-rate, cost-effective, and deployable solution. Nonetheless, some issues remain to be addressed due to space limitations:

One obvious issue is IP spoofing. Clearly, nothing would be affected if a monitor’s mode of operation is source-agnostic, but if a PathFinder client requests source-based traffic footprints, the PathFinder system may learn some source IP addresses that are spoofed. An attacker may even generate many spoofed sources to overwhelm every monitor and the proxy of the client. We point out that even if a source address is spoofed, the path that the client learns about the source will still be valid, since the monitor that reported the source was on the path of the packet with the spoofed source. Furthermore, if the client notices multiple paths for the same source address or prefix, the client will know that either a routing change occurred, or at least some of them are spoofed sources.

We have also assumed that every AS (via its PathFinder monitor) is willing and able to communicate with any PathFinder proxy for the common good for DDoS defense. While we have shown the traffic overhead when a proxy communicates with every AS is not a concern (Sec. VII-C3), it is likely that this assumption is not true for some ASes due to incentive or connectivity issues, which we treat as an open issue out of the scope of this paper.

Another issue is to make PathFinder work for IPv6. In fact, the design of the PFTrie is independent of the length of an IP address and works for both IPv4 and IPv6. In the future, we plan to evaluate its speed and memory cost when handling millions of IPv6 addresses.

We do not fully discuss the security of PathFinder. We assume that every node in the PathFinder system must be authenticated before it can talk to other nodes in the system. We also assume that the system employs state-of-the-art defense mechanisms to protect itself against any security attacks; for example, a PathFinder proxy can employ a DDoS defense solution to protect itself and its communication with PathFinder monitors from DDoS attacks.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

While DDoS attacks have become more frequent and damaging and, once launched, can cause severe damage to services on the Internet, defense against DDoS attacks has often suffered from the lack of relevant knowledge of the DDoS traffic. However, it is fairly challenging to grasp the topological nature of the DDoS traffic while the attack is occurring: the DDoS traffic often originates from many different locations, follows various paths to reach the victim, sometimes carry spoofed source addresses, and can be extremely dynamic. Currently the best options are various IP traceback or path inference approaches, but they impose stringent demands to run and deploy. We fill this gap by proposing the PathFinder system as a service that a DDoS defense system can use to obtain the footprints of the DDoS traffic to a victim, including specifying many details of the footprints such as whether the source address and/or bandwidth information is needed. In particular, PathFinder embraces an architecture that not only eases its deployment in today’s Internet, but also ensures it has a low cost (e.g., its on-demand model) and is fast to meet the line rate of the packets it must capture.
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Abstract—How accurately to detect Key Performance Indicator (KPI) anomalies is a critical issue in cellular network management. We present CellPAD, a unified performance anomaly detection framework for KPI time-series data. CellPAD realizes simple statistical modeling and machine-learning-based regression for anomaly detection; in particular, it specifically supports automated prediction model retraining based on prior regression for anomaly detection; in particular, it specifically realizes simple statistical modeling and machine-learning-based detection framework for KPI time-series data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuing advances of cellular network technologies make high-speed mobile Internet access a norm. However, cellular networks are large and complex by nature, and hence production cellular networks often suffer from performance degradations or failures due to various reasons, such as background interference, power outages, malfunctions of network elements, and cable disconnections. It is thus critical for network administrators to detect and respond to performance anomalies of cellular networks in real time, so as to maintain network dependability and improve subscriber service quality. To pinpoint performance issues in cellular networks, a common practice adopted by network administrators is to monitor a diverse set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which provide time-series data measurements that quantify specific performance aspects of network elements and resource usage. The main task of network administrators is to identify any KPI anomalies, which refer to unexpected patterns that occur at a single time instant or over a prolonged time period.

Today’s network diagnosis still mostly relies on domain experts to manually configure anomaly detection rules [25]; such a practice is error-prone, labor-intensive, and inflexible. Recent studies propose to use (supervised) machine learning for anomaly detection in cellular networks (e.g., [3], [8], [10], [11], [13], [34]) and search engines (e.g., [25]). However, machine-learning-based anomaly detection is subject to several well-known challenges [9], [25]: (i) the issues of which machine-learning algorithms should be used and how features should be configured depend on the actual anomaly detection problems and are difficult to address; (ii) labeling which time instants are anomalies for large-scale datasets is time-consuming; (iii) differentiating between normal data and anomalies is challenging and often requires domain knowledge to resolve; and (iv) anomalies occur much more infrequently than normal data, and this imbalanced nature can degrade learning accuracy [17].

In the context of cellular networks, we need to address additional challenges in anomaly detection. First, Internet traffic often exhibits periodic diurnal patterns [35] and different trends after long-term usage. In addition, the performance of cellular networks depends on not only the data transmission usage as in the traditional Internet, but also the radio resource usage [30]. Their corresponding KPIs, and hence anomalies, are often correlated. Such properties need to be properly addressed in the anomaly detection design. Thus, we are motivated to look into the following issues: (i) How should we define useful KPI anomalies that correspond to practical cellular network performance degradation problems? (ii) Can we design a unified anomaly detection framework that can incorporate various anomaly detection algorithms and detect various types of anomalies for one or multiple KPIs? (iii) Can our anomaly detection framework be automated with limited manual intervention, while still achieving accurate detection?

We present CellPAD, a unified performance anomaly detection framework for cellular networks. CellPAD builds on regression analysis, which predicts the expected quantities of KPI time-series data so as to provide prediction results for anomaly detection. We consider two types of anomalies that are of practical interest to cellular network management based on our internal communication with network administrators: sudden drops, which indicate the unexpected degradations of a KPI, and correlation changes, which indicate the inconsistency between the current and historical correlations of two correlated KPIs. Using CellPAD, we conduct trace-driven evaluation to demonstrate how regression analysis achieves automated and accurate KPI anomaly detection. To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We first present a trace-driven analysis on a large-scale KPI dataset from a real-world metropolitan LTE network. Our dataset spans six KPIs, 17 weeks of duration, and 12,463 cells. We show the presence of anomalies in the dataset and motivate the practical need of anomaly detection.
- We design CellPAD for anomaly detection in cellular net-
works. CELLPAD supports various prediction algorithms, including simple statistical modeling, linear regression, and tree-based regression (the latter two belong to machine-learning-based regression). In particular, it takes into account both seasonality and trend components in KPI time-series data, and provides a feedback loop for retraining the prediction models using prior detection results to improve detection accuracy.

- We conduct trace-driven evaluation on CELLPAD based on our KPI dataset to explore a range of prediction algorithms and different feature selection strategies. We also show that CELLPAD achieves more accurate sudden drop detection than Twitter’s time-series anomaly detection tool [2]. We make several observations, such as the accuracies of different prediction algorithms, the robustness against parameter choices, and the importance of prediction model retraining for accurate anomaly detection. We find that no single prediction algorithm is an absolute winner in both sudden drop and correlation change detection.

The source code of CELLPAD is available for download at http://adslab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/cellpad.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II presents the background details and analysis of our KPI dataset and motivates the need of anomaly detection. Section III presents our design of CELLPAD. Section IV evaluates different prediction algorithms and design choices of CELLPAD. Section V reviews related work. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Dataset

In this section, we provide an overview of the KPI dataset that we collected from a production cellular network. We also motivate the need of detecting anomalies in such a network.

A. LTE Network Architecture

In this work, we focus on the 4G LTE cellular technologies. We first provide a high-level overview of an LTE network architecture. An LTE network comprises three main entities: User Equipments (UEs), the Radio Access Network (RAN), and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). Each UE refers to a user’s mobile device. The RAN comprises multiple base stations called Evolved NodeBs (eNodeBs), each of which manages the radio resources of UEs and provides UEs with wireless connectivity. The EPC comprises the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Serving Gateway (SGW), and the Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW); the MME manages UEs’ control-plane functions (e.g., user authentication, mobility management), while both the SGW and PGW manage UEs’ data-plane functions (e.g., data routing). To send or receive data via the Internet, a UE first sets up a radio connection with an eNodeB and a signaling channel with the MME. It then sets up a data session with the EPC atop the radio connection, and uses the data session for data transmission.

Each eNodeB serves multiple geographical areas called cells, each of which covers a number of UEs. The size of each cell depends on the local user population and the radio coverage. A production LTE network typically covers thousands of cells.

B. Data Collection

Network administrators deploy probes in the EPC and every eNodeB to periodically collect KPI values, which will be sent to a centralized network management system (NMS). We call each collected input an instance, which specifies the time and value for a KPI. In this work, we collected per-cell KPI instances from the NMS of an operational LTE network deployed in a metropolitan city in China. Each instance is recorded on an hourly basis and describes the performance of a cell in the latest hour. We consider six types of KPIs, as summarized in Table I. The six types of KPIs address the cellular network performance in three aspects: (i) user population (i.e., USER), (ii) radio resource usage (i.e., RRC, ERAB, and PRB), and (iii) data transmission load (i.e., THR and DUR).

Our KPI dataset covers three collection periods for a total of 17 weeks: (i) November 7, 2016 to January 8, 2017, (ii) February 13, 2017 to March 12, 2017, and (iii) April 10, 2017 to May 7, 2017. We only select the cells that have the complete KPI data over the entire 17 weeks; in other words, each cell has a total of $24 \times 7 \times 17 = 2,856$ instances for each of the six KPIs. Finally, we identify 12,463 cells. To the best of our knowledge, our dataset is among the largest being studied in the literature (in terms of the collection period and the number of cells being covered) regarding KPI measurements in operational LTE networks.

C. A First Look at the Dataset

We first examine the statistical properties of our collected dataset, so as to understand the behaviors of the cellular network. Our observations are summarized as follows: (i) there exist strong seasonality and trend components in the dataset; (ii) some KPIs are strongly correlated; and (iii) there exist non-negligible variances in KPI values across the same hour of different days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPIs</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USER</td>
<td>It refers to the number of active users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC</td>
<td>It refers to the number of radio resource control (RRC) connection requests between a UE and an eNodeB. Each RRC connection works at the control plane and carries signaling messages for managing the radio resources of the UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAB</td>
<td>It refers to the number of E-UTRAN Radio Access Bearer (ERAB) requests between a UE and the EPC. Each ERAB works at the data plane and carries the data traffic of the UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRB</td>
<td>It refers to the number of physical resource blocks allocated. It indicates the radio resource usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THR</td>
<td>It refers to the data transmission throughput in the downlink direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUR</td>
<td>It refers to the duration of active data transmission in the downlink direction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Seasonality: We first analyze the seasonality component (i.e., the recurring patterns over a time series) in all six KPIs. We first aggregate the KPI values at each hour across all cells. We then normalize each aggregate result to the range [0, 1] as \( x \rightarrow \frac{\max\{y\} - \min\{y\}}{\max\{y\} - \min\{y\}} \), where \( \max\{y\} \) and \( \min\{y\} \) represent the maximum and minimum of all 2,856 hours, respectively. Figure 1 plots the weekly normalized aggregate results for all 17 weeks. We see that all six KPIs show fairly stable diurnal patterns, albeit some abrupt increases or drops in some hours.

Trend: We next study the trend component (i.e., the increasing or decreasing patterns over a time series) in all six KPIs. We compute the trend component on a per-cell basis. Specifically, for each KPI, we compute the average KPI value of a cell at the \( i \)-th hour, denoted by \( y_i \), over a sliding time window of 168 hours (a week) using the recent past and future KPI values, starting from the \((i-84)\)-th hour to the \((i+83)\)-th hour, where \( i \geq 84 \). We then compute the trend variation as \( \frac{\max\{y\} - \min\{y\}}{y_i} \), where \( \max\{y\} \), \( \min\{y\} \), and \( y_i \) denote the maximum, minimum, and mean of the sequence of \( y_i \)'s, respectively. In our analysis, we pick the first time period from November 7, 2016 to January 8, 2017, in which we can compute 1,344 \( y_i \)'s over the 9-week period. Intuitively, if the trend variation is close to zero, then the time series remains stable across any weekly cycle; otherwise, the time series has a strong trend component. For example, if the trend variation is larger than one, it means that the maximum differences between the average KPI values of any sliding windows can be larger than the overall average KPI value. Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the trend variations of all cells for each KPI. We see that for each KPI, the trend variation is larger than one for a non-negligible fraction of cells.

Correlation: KPIs may be correlated; for example, if the number of active users increases, both the radio resource usage (i.e., RRC, ERAB, and PRB) and the data transmission load (i.e., THR and DUR) also increase. We compute the Pearson coefficient (PC) (a measure of linear correlation of two variables) for every pair of KPI time-series data of each cell, and obtain the average PC across all cells. If the PC is closer to 1.0, it implies that the two KPIs have high positive linear correlation. Table II shows the results. We observe all six KPIs have positive linear correlation. In particular, the pairs (RRC, ERAB), (PRB, THR), and (USER, RRC) are the top-3 pairs with the strongest correlation.

KPI variations: KPI values may fluctuate over time due to performance changes in cellular networks, thereby implying the presence of performance anomalies. To understand the frequency of such KPI variations, we compute the coefficient of variation (CV) (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) of a KPI at each hour of a day for each cell. A large CV implies that the specific cell has a high deviation of the KPI. Here, we focus on USER. Figure 3(a) shows the boxplots\(^1\) of CVs across all cells. We observe that the majority of CVs are close to zero, yet a few cells exhibit high CVs. Interestingly, we observe higher CVs during nighttime (from 23:00 to 06:00) than during daytime (from 08:00 to 18:00).

We also observe significant KPI variations in the correlations across a KPI pair in some of the cells. We calculate the PC of a KPI pair at each hour of a day for each cell. We focus on USER and RRC (which show a high PC according to Table II). Figure 3(b) shows the boxplots of PCs across all cells. While the majority of cells show a high PC (close to one), some cells show a negative PC, which is unexpected and may be anomalies.

D. Definitions of Anomalies

Based on our analysis and internal communication with network administrators, we study two types of KPI anomalies, \(^1\)A boxplot shows the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum of all samples.
namely sudden drops and correlation changes, that are of practical interest to cellular network management. A sudden drop refers to the sudden performance degradation of a KPI instance within a cell. For example, if there exists a sudden drop in USER, it may imply that a cell fails to provide connectivity to a significant portion of users. In general, a sudden drop happens when a KPI value is significantly less than the expected one. On the other hand, a correlation change refers to the large deviation of two correlated KPI instances within a cell. For example, a cell failure may increase the number of RRC request attempts (i.e., RRC), while the number of active users (i.e., USER) remains relatively unchanged. Thus, both sudden drops and correlation changes are complementary to each other in characterizing performance anomalies of cellular networks. In practice, if either one of the KPI anomalies persists for a prolonged period (e.g., a few hours), it may indicate the presence of network failures and requires network administrators to investigate further. In the following discussion, we propose a unified framework that can effectively detect both sudden drops and correlation changes.

Our anomaly detection focuses on a per-cell basis by inspecting the time-series instances of multiple KPIs in each cell. In this work, we do not consider the correlation across multiple cells. Also, we do not identify the root causes of the anomalies due to insufficient information in our dataset. We pose these issues as future work.

III. DESIGN

We present CELLPAD, a cellular network performance anomaly detection framework. It takes the time-series data of multiple KPIs as inputs, and detects both sudden drops and correlation changes with high accuracy by taking into account both seasonality and trend components in KPI time-series data. It also provides a feedback loop to incrementally update the prediction models based on the past detection outputs, thereby eliminating the manual efforts of specifying labeled data (i.e., ground truths) for model training.

A. Main Idea

CELLPAD builds on regression analysis to predict the normal values of KPI instances in order to detect anomalies. Figure 4 shows the CELLPAD architecture, which provides a unified regression framework for detecting both sudden drops and correlation changes. At a high level, CELLPAD takes multiple time-series streams of KPI instances at different time intervals (hours in our case) as inputs. It first performs feature engineering to extract a set of features, whose values are derived from the KPI instances that are observed up to the current hour. The feature values serve as inputs to different predictors, each of which performs a specific prediction algorithm and outputs a predicted KPI value, which is the expected value for a KPI at each hour in normal situations (i.e., without anomalies). For sudden drop detection, CELLPAD returns one predicted KPI value for each KPI instance being considered, while for correlation change detection, it returns two predicted KPI values for each pair of KPI instances being considered. Finally, CELLPAD performs anomaly detection based on the prediction at each hour by checking the deviations between the actual and predicted KPI values. It concludes that the current KPI instances are either anomalies (i.e., sudden drops or correlation changes) or normal instances. For the latter case, CELLPAD also feeds back the normal instances to retrain the prediction models for improved detection accuracy.

One major design issue is to properly select the predictors and features. In particular, the features depend on not only what types of anomalies (sudden drops or correlation changes) being detected, but also the predictors being used. In the following, we formulate the regression framework of CELLPAD in detail, in which we first state the predictors that CELLPAD supports, followed by the corresponding feature engineering procedures.

B. Predictors

CELLPAD supports three families of predictors: simple statistical modeling, linear regression, and tree-based regression; the latter two belong to machine-learning-based regression approaches. Each predictor returns a predicted value for each hour based on the underlying prediction algorithm. Here, we summarize the algorithms that we consider under each family.

Simple statistical modeling: CELLPAD implements four algorithms:
**SLR (Simple linear regression)** [5]: It computes the predicted value based on the linear combination of the values of a feature that can minimize the mean square deviation.

- **EWMA (Exponentially Weighted Moving Average)** [19]: It computes the predicted value based on the weighted values of a set of instances, such that the weights are exponentially decayed for older instances.

- **WMA (Weighted Moving Average)** [29]: Its prediction is also based on the weighted values as in EWMA, except that the weights are linearly decayed.

- **HW (Holt-Winters)** [37]: It is a triple exponential smoothing method that extends EWMA to deal with seasonality and trend. It computes the predicted value as a function of the weighted inputs of both instances as well as the seasonality and trend components. It also estimates the seasonality and trend components from the instances using EWMA.

- **LCS (Local correlation score)** [28]: It measures the correlation of two time-series. It holds two synchronous sliding windows to compute the auto-covariance matrices continuously and then aggregates the matrices using their exponentially weighted averages. We mainly use LCS for detecting correlation changes.

**Linear regression**: CELLPAD implements two linear regression algorithms to model the linear relationships between features and predicted values:

- **SLR (Simple linear regression)** [5]: It computes the predicted values based on the optimal linear combination of the values of a feature that can minimize the mean square deviation.

- **HR (Huber regression)** [21]: It enhances simple linear regression to be robust against noise, by controlling whether instances are classified as outliers via an epsilon parameter (a smaller epsilon is more robust to outliers). For example, Figure 5(a) shows how Huber regression excludes outliers from modeling as opposed to simple linear regression.

**Tree-based regression**: To model the non-linear relationships between features and predicted values, CELLPAD also implements two tree-based regression algorithms:

- **RT (Regression tree)** [7]: It organizes the feature space into a tree structure, in which each non-leaf node is a decision-making process that splits the feature space based on a selected feature, while each leaf node holds a local predictor that averages all instances that fall into the feature partition. Figure 5(b) shows a regression tree example, in which we choose the hour and day indexes as the features (see Section III-C for details). The predicted value is 10 if the features satisfy “(Hour == 5) and (6 ≤ Day ≤ 7)”. Choosing which feature for decision making and how to split the feature space can be controlled by a set of parameters, which we omit details here.

- **RF (Random forest)** [6]: It is an ensemble learning algorithm. It samples different subsets of instances and features to form multiple regression trees and take their average prediction result. It is robust against irrelevant features and noises than a single regression tree in general.

**Discussion**: Simple statistical modeling is easy to implement, as it can return the predicted values based on the observed instances. However, it has the major limitation that the prediction accuracy heavily depends on the parameter settings. In contrast, both linear regression and tree-based regression are less dependent on parameters, which can be “learned” from input instances. However, they require careful feature engineering for the regression analysis, as we will explain in the next subsection.

**C. Feature Engineering**

We now elaborate the feature engineering process for linear regression and tree-based regression. CELLPAD extracts different features for sudden drop and correlation change detection. We also describe how we address seasonality and trend.

**Sudden drop**: CELLPAD uses two types of features for sudden drop detection. The first type is called *indexical features*, in which we use the time indexes of each KPI instance as features. To take into account seasonality, we index the hour and day from 0 to 23 and from 0 to 6, respectively, and use the hour and day indexes as the features (called Hour and Day, respectively). Intuitively, if we group the instances by the same Hour only, we capture daily seasonality; if we group the instances by both the same Hour and Day, we capture weekly seasonality. In this work, we mainly focus on weekly seasonality. The indexical features are mainly used by tree-based regression (see Figure 5(b)).

The second type is called *numerical features*, in which we apply some numerical operations to KPI instances to extract features. We define each numerical feature as ⟨$\text{win, oper}$⟩, in which we run $\text{oper}$ on the KPI instances in the past $\text{win}$ weeks. For instance, ⟨5, mean⟩ means that we take the mean of KPI values in the past five weeks. By sampling different values of $\text{win}$ and types of $\text{oper}$, we can generate a number of numerical features. To account for weekly seasonality, we only pick the KPI instances with the same Hour and Day. The numerical features can be used by both linear regression and tree-based regression.

**Correlation changes**: For correlation change detection (say, for KPI1 and KPI2), CELLPAD trains two predictors, one for KPI1 and one for KPI2. The predictor for KPI1 (resp. KPI2) takes the value of the current instance of KPI2 (resp. KPI1) as a feature. The rationale is that if the two KPIs are correlated, each KPI instance is dependent on another KPI instance at any given time. Linear regression uses this feature for prediction, while tree-based regression additionally takes Hour and Day as features for prediction.
**Trend removal:** As the changes in the KPI values caused by the trend component affect anomaly detection accuracy, we provide an option of removing the trend component from the raw KPI time-series. CELLPAD removes the trend component before extracting the features based on the idea of time-series decomposition [22]. Specifically, for a given KPI instance at some hour, CELLPAD computes the average KPI value of over a sliding window of 168 hours using the recent past and future KPI values as in Section II-C (note that we do not start anomaly detection until we collect enough past KPI instances for trend removal). To remove the trend component, CELLPAD divides the raw KPI value by the computed average value and feeds the result to feature engineering. Note that we can treat the trend component as additive or multiplicative, yet we choose the latter as it achieves better detection accuracy after trend removal based on our experience. We study the effect of trend removal in Section IV.

**D. Anomaly Detection**

To perform anomaly detection, we first calculate the degree of deviation. For sudden drop detection, CELLPAD computes the drop ratio \( D = \frac{\text{KPI}_a - \text{KPI}_p}{\text{KPI}_p} \), where \( \text{KPI}_a \) and \( \text{KPI}_p \) denote the actual and predicted KPI values, respectively. If \( D \) is much less than 0, it likely implies a sudden drop. To detect correlation changes of two KPIs (say, KPI1 and KPI2), CELLPAD computes the change ratio for KPI1 by \( C_1 = \frac{\text{KPI}_1 - \text{KPI}_p}{\text{KPI}_p} \), and that for KPI2 by \( C_2 = \frac{\text{KPI}_2 - \text{KPI}_p}{\text{KPI}_p} \), where \( \text{KPI}_1 \) and \( \text{KPI}_p \) (resp. \( \text{KPI}_2 \) and \( \text{KPI}_p \)) denote the actual and predicted KPI values of KPI1 (resp. KPI2), respectively.

CELLPAD uses the “\( N \)-sigma rule” for anomaly detection, in which an anomaly is expected to deviate from the mean by a significant number \( N \) of standard deviations. At each hour, we calculate the mean \( \mu \) and standard deviation \( \sigma \) for the drop ratios or change ratios in the last 168 hours. We call a KPI instance a sudden drop if \( D < \mu - N \sigma \), and call two KPI instances a correlation change if \( C_1 \notin [\mu - N \sigma, \mu + N \sigma] \) or \( C_2 \notin [\mu - N \sigma, \mu + N \sigma] \). By default, we set \( N = 3 \), yet we also consider different values of \( N \) for the threshold selection.

Finally, CELLPAD outputs the anomalies, or feeds back the remaining normal instances to retrain the prediction model (see Figure 4), which extracts features from the normal instances for prediction.

**IV. Evaluation**

We have implemented a CELLPAD prototype in Python. For EWMA, WMA, and LCS, we implement their algorithms directly; for HW, we use the open-source code [26], which selects the optimized weights that minimize a loss function; for SLR, HR, RT, and RF, we implement them using scikit-learn [1].

We evaluate the anomaly detection accuracy of CELLPAD, and compare CELLPAD with Twitter’s open-source time-series anomaly detector [2] (called Twitter for short). We address the following questions: (i) What is the accuracy of different predictors in sudden drop and correlation change detection? (ii) How do seasonality and trend affect detection accuracy? (iii) How is CELLPAD compared with Twitter?

**A. Methodology**

It is a labor-intensive task for network administrators to identify real anomalies (i.e., labels) from our dataset, which is large and complex by nature; the same problem is also reported by previous work [3], [8], [24], [36]. Thus, we resort to injecting synthetic anomalies into the raw data of our dataset for evaluation. Specifically, we randomly select 80 cells from our dataset for evaluation. We aggregate the three collection periods into a continuous 17-week period (see Section II-B). In each cell, we randomly pick 1.5% of hours and three continuous segments with a uniformly distributed length of 3 to 24 hours each to inject anomalies. For sudden drops, we decrement the KPI values of each anomaly hour by a percentage uniformly distributed from 30% to 100%. For correlation changes, we pick one of the two KPIs of each anomaly hour, and either increments or decrements its value by a percentage uniformly distributed from 30% to 100%.

We also apply a simple rule-based method to label the obvious anomalies from the dataset based on the raw values. For sudden drops, we treat a KPI instance whose raw value is 75% smaller than either one of the KPI values at the same hour and day in the past two weeks as a sudden drop. For correlation changes, we compute and rank the ratios of the values of all KPI instance pairs, and treat the top 0.5% and lowest 0.5% of pairs as correlation changes. Finally, we have roughly 3-4% of anomalies in the whole 17-week dataset in each cell, and this percentage is consistent with the real-world scenarios based on our internal discussion with network administrators.

We use the first two weeks of KPI instances, including both normal instances and synthetic anomalies, to bootstrap our predictors. We then start our evaluation from the third week onwards. We do not exclude the synthetic anomalies in our bootstrapping process; instead, we rely on prediction model retraining to improve the robustness of our prediction.

**B. Sudden Drop Detection**

We first evaluate CELLPAD in sudden drop detection. We consider the metric PRAUC (Area Under Precision-Recall Curve), which is shown to be robust when the distributions of normal instances and anomalies are highly imbalanced [15]. Here, we use the drop ratio (see Section III-D) as the prediction input to PRAUC, which computes various precision and recall pairs against different thresholds to obtain an accuracy measure between 0 and 1 (higher means more accurate). We only present the results for the KPI USER.

We consider the following predictors:

- **EWMA, WMA, and HW:** We compute the average using the values with the same hour and day indexes from the first week to the previous week. For EWMA, we set the weight to 0.8; for WMA, the weights are set based on the number of previous weeks; for HW, we set the seasonal period as 168 weeks and use it to compute the optimized weights [26].
**SLR and HR**: The features are the mean and median of the values with the same hour and day indexes in the past \( w \) weeks, where \( w \) is sampled at \( w = 3, 5, 7, 10, 13 \); for HR, we set \( \epsilon = 1.35 \).

**RT and RF**: We consider four variants for each of RT and RF. (i) RT\_time and RF\_time, which use the hour and day indexes as indexical features; (ii) RT\_mean and RF\_mean, which use the mean and median features as in SLR; (iii) RT\_ma and RF\_ma, which use the moving averages of both EMWA and WMA as features; and (iv) RT\_all and RF\_all, which use all features as described in (i), (ii), and (iii). For RF, we set the number of trees as 100.

Figure 6 shows the boxplots of PRAUC for different predictors. Figure 6(a) first considers the case in which we remove the trend components. Simple statistical modeling and tree-based regression generally achieve good accuracy; for example, EWMA, WMA, RT\_time, RF\_time, and RF\_all have an average PRAUC of more than 0.9. On the other hand, HW, SLR, and HR have low accuracy, with an average PRAUC of below 0.8. We note that RF maintains high accuracy using different features (with a mean of at least 0.86).

Figure 6(b) shows the results when we do not remove trend components. We see that the accuracy of all predictors drops significantly. This justifies the necessity of removing trend components in sudden drop detection.

### C. Correlation Change Detection

We now study correlation change detection, in which we consider the following predictor implementations in CELLPAD:

- **LCS**: We set the sliding window size as 20 hours and the smoothing constant as 0.8.
- **SLR and HR**: For each of the predictors of a KPI, we set the value of another KPI as the only feature.

**RT and RF**: We consider two variants for each of RT and RF. (i) RT and RF, which use the value of another KPI as the only feature as in SLR and HR; and (ii) RT+ and RF+, which use the value of another KPI as a feature as well as the hour and day indexes as the indexical features. The rationale of using indexical features in RT+ and RF+ is to take into account weekly seasonality.

We use PRAUC as the accuracy metric. We use the average of two absolute change ratios \( \frac{1}{2}(\left| C_1 \right| + \left| C_2 \right|) \) (see Section III-D) as the input to PRAUC. Here, we focus on the KPI pairs (USER, RGC).

Figure 7 shows the boxplots of PRAUC for different predictors. Depending on the predictors, the accuracy may be improved or degraded with trend removal. As opposed to sudden drop detection, RF does not achieve high accuracy here, even though using different features. Overall, HR without trend removal (i.e., using the raw KPI data for anomaly detection) achieves the highest PRAUC (with a mean 0.93).

### D. Comparisons with Twitter

We now compare CELLPAD with TWITTER [2] in sudden drop detection. TWITTER is an open-source anomaly detection system that also takes into account the seasonality and trend components in the anomaly detection of time-series data. Since TWITTER is designed for anomaly detection in a single timeseries (as opposed to two time-series in correlation change detection), we only focus on sudden drop detection. Also, TWITTER only tells if a time point is an anomaly, but does not return an anomaly measure for us to compute PRAUC for different thresholds. Thus, we consider the following accuracy metrics instead: (i) precision, (ii) recall, and (iii) F1-score (i.e., Precision \times Recall / (Precision + Recall)). For CELLPAD, we pick RF\_all (with trend removal) as the predictor.

Figure 8 compares CELLPAD and TWITTER in sudden drop detection for the KPI USER. CELLPAD has much higher precision than TWITTER, but with slightly lower recall. Overall, CELLPAD achieves higher F1-score than TWITTER (with means 0.90 and 0.82, respectively). One possible reason is that TWITTER builds on statistical modeling, while CELLPAD uses random forest regression here to achieve high accuracy; we pose further investigations as future work.

### E. Effects of Model Retraining

Finally, we study the effect of retraining the predictor by feeding back the prior detection results. Here, we consider
two cases: (i) the baseline case, which uses all instances (including normal instances and anomalies) to update the predictor and (ii) our CELLPAD design, which uses only the normal instances to update the predictor. In addition, we test different thresholds in anomaly detection by varying the number of standard deviations from the mean; here, we consider $2\sigma$, $2.5\sigma$, and $3\sigma$. We use $RF_{\text{all}}$ (with trend removal) and $HR$ (without trend removal) as the predictors for sudden drop detection and correlation change detection, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the results for both sudden drop and correlation change detection; the former considers all six KPIs, while the latter considers six KPI pairs which show high PC (see Table II). We make the following observations. First, both $RF_{\text{all}}$ and $HR$ maintain high accuracy for different KPIs and KPI pairs in sudden drop detection and correlation change detection, respectively. Second, the baseline and CELLPAD do not show significant difference in sudden drop detection, while CELLPAD achieves higher accuracy than the baseline in correlation change detection. This justifies the need of retraining the predictor using normal instances only. Finally, we do not see significant difference for different thresholds in CELLPAD, meaning that CELLPAD remains robust in threshold selection.

F. Summary

We summarize our main findings as follows:

- In sudden drop detection, random forest regression with trend removal achieves high PRAUC using different features, although some simple statistical modeling algorithms such as EWMA and WMA can also achieve high PRAUC.
- In correlation change detection, Huber regression without trend removal achieves the highest PRAUC across all predictors.
- Trend removal improves detection accuracy in sudden drop detection across all predictors, while its accuracy varies across predictors in correlation change detection.
- CELLPAD achieves higher F1-Score than TWITTER in sudden drop detection (note that TWITTER currently does not support correlation change detection).
- Retraining the predictor with normal instances only improves PRAUC in correlation change detection.
- CELLPAD remains robust for different choices of thresholds in anomaly detection.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review related work on performance characterization and anomaly detection specifically in the context of cellular networks.

Performance characterization: Several measurement studies analyze real-world traffic traces collected at the cellular network core. Most studies focus on production 3G UMTS cellular networks. For example, Qian et al. [30] characterize the cellular network state machine and analyze how control parameters affect radio resource usage and mobile devices’ energy consumption. He et al. [18] and Qian et al. [31] study the interactions between cellular data traffic and signaling overhead. Chen et al. [10] uses the supervised regression approach RuleFit [16] to how the round-trip time and loss rates are influenced by different factors such as traffic load and application types. Shafiq et al. [32] study the performance degradations in two crowded events. Given the emergence of 4G LTE, Huang et al. [20] study the TCP performance based on 10-day traffic traces collected in an LTE network and identify the limitations of TCP over LTE. Our work also analyzes real-world traces based on the measurements at the network core, with specific emphasis on anomaly detection.


Prior studies perform anomaly detection based on cellular KPIs as in our work. Ciocarlie et al. [13] propose an adaptive
ensemble learning method to address concept drifts in cell anomaly detection. Some studies [4], [14], [23], [27], [33] present automated diagnosis to further identify the root causes of detected KPI anomalies. Chernogorov et al. [12] propose a data mining approach to detect unavailable cells that do not trigger alarms. Besides cellular network management, Twitter [2], [36] proposes an anomaly detection framework for long-term time-series data by addressing seasonality and trend components, yet our evaluation shows that it cannot achieve high detection accuracy as in CELLPAD based on our KPI dataset. Opptnnc [25] focuses on KPI anomaly detection in a global search engine and applies machine learning techniques for anomaly detection. In contrast, CELLPAD focuses on providing a unified framework to detect both sudden drops and correlation changes, while correlation changes are not considered by any previous work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We study the problem of detecting performance anomalies in cellular networks, and motivate the problem based on a large-scale real-world KPI dataset collected from an operational LTE network. We present CELLPAD, a unified performance anomaly detection framework for cellular networks. CELLPAD targets two types of anomaly detection problems, namely sudden drop detection and correlation change detection. It has the following design elements: (i) support of various statistical and machine-learning-based regression algorithms, (ii) addressing the seasonality and trend patterns in anomaly detection, and (iii) providing a feedback loop for prediction model retraining. Our trace-driven evaluation demonstrates how CELLPAD achieves automated and accurate anomaly detection.
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Abstract—Most studies addressing translucent network design targeted a tradeoff between minimizing the number of deployed regenerators and minimizing the number of regeneration nodes. The latter highly depends on the carrier’s strategy and is motivated by various considerations such as power consumption, maintenance and supervision costs. However, concentrating regenerators into a small number of nodes exposes the network to a high risk of data loss in the eventual case of regenerator pool failure. In this paper, we address the problem of survivable translucent network design taking into account the simultaneous effect of four transmission impairments. We propose an exact approach based on a mathematical formulation to solve the problem of regenerator placement while ensuring the network survivability in the hazardous event of a regenerator pool failure. For this purpose, for each accepted request requiring regeneration, we determine several routing paths along with associated valid wavelengths going through different regeneration nodes. In doing so, we implement an $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme. Simulation results highlight the gain obtained by reducing the number of regeneration nodes without sacrificing network survivability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demands for higher bandwidth at lower cost is increasing substantially in today’s communication networks. End-users are using more applications that require reliable connectivity and faster data transfer. This constant growth of broadband services is pushing service providers and equipment vendors to look for scalable optical networks. However, the major limitations to scalability are the optical signal reach and the power consumption. Indeed, transmission impairments induced by long-haul optical equipment may significantly degrade the quality of the optical signal [1], [2]. In order to compensate for the signal degradation and to extend the signal reach, 3R (reamplification, reshaping, and retiming) regenerators may be deployed in the network which will increase the deployment cost as well as the power consumption. Thus, the only viable solution for most wide-area networks is the translucent approach where a small number of regenerators will be deployed in the network.

Since the early 2000s, many researches have addressed the optimal design of translucent optical networks. These studies highlighted that an intelligent deployment of the 3R regenerators allows a translucent optical network to perform similarly to a fully opaque network [3], [4]. The early studies in this field tried to minimize the number of regenerators based on the network topology (such as the number of neighbors or the average distance to neighbors). Indeed, in [4]–[7], a few number of nodes, with the highest number of pre-computed shortest paths traversing them, are selected as regeneration nodes. Afterward, regenerators are assigned to traffic requests based on a QoT evaluation method. In contrast with [4]–[6], additional regeneration nodes may be added during the routing and wavelength assignment process in order to maximize the number of satisfied requests while minimizing the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes [7]. However, these approaches are not realistic as the regenerator placement does not account for signal degradation. Other studies targeted the minimization of the number of regenerators in order to satisfy a given static traffic matrix [3], [8]–[11]. It was until 2011 that the problem of regenerator placement has been first investigated under dynamic but deterministic traffic model [12]. Under such a traffic pattern, one can take advantage from the dynamics of the traffic model so that deployed regenerators may be shared among multiple time-disjoint requests.

In the early 2000s, all studies that addressed the regenerator placement problem were based on empirical laws or heuristic approaches [3], [8]. It was until 2008 that Pan et al. proposed in [9] the first exact approach for regenerator placement. The aim was to minimize the number of regeneration nodes under static traffic requests with 1 + 1 protection scheme. The QoT constraint was considered as a maximum optical reach. Later on, two exact approaches were proposed taking into account different linear and nonlinear impairments [10], [11]. In these studies, the problem of regenerator placement was formulated as a virtual topology design problem where the QoT constraint was considered as a minimum admissible Q-factor. In [10], the network topology is represented by an equivalent graph where two non-adjacent nodes, interconnected by a path with an admissible Q-factor, are connected by a crossover edge in the equivalent graph. In [11], a set of pre-computed paths is selected and regenerators are deployed along these paths. By routing a set of static traffic requests on the virtual topology, the aim of the proposed approaches is to minimize the number of regenerators or the number of regeneration nodes.

In our previous works [12], [13], we proposed an exact formulation for the problem of translucent network design in order to determine the optimal number of regenerators and
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regeneration nodes. Instead of considering permanent/semi-permanent traffic requests commonly used for network design purposes, we considered a more generic and realistic traffic model referred to as Scheduled Lightpath Demands (SLDs). Such a model allows us to easily represent the dynamism of the traffic without losing its deterministic aspect required in order to design the network. In [14], we extended our work to account for the traffic forecast uncertainty. More precisely, instead of designing a translucent network that can accommodate a single set of traffic requests, we considered in the design phase different sets of traffic requests that correspond to the traffic forecasts at different epochs in the future. The resulting optimal translucent optical network design can be used to accommodate any of the considered traffic forecasts.

In all the previous works, researchers tried to achieve the optimal translucent network design motivated by restrictions on capital and operational expenditures (CapEx/OpEx). Such a design consists in achieving a trade-off between minimizing the number of regenerators and minimizing the number of regeneration nodes. As the number of deployed regenerators has been reduced to a minimum, their utilization ratio is relatively high exposing the network to a high risk of data loss in the eventual case of regenerator pool failure. Indeed, if a regenerator pool fails, most of the traffic requests that were planned to be regenerated at this node cannot be regenerated at the other operational regenerator pools because of their high utilization ratio. Subsequently, the impacted traffic requests will suffer from excessive optical signal degradation and their data will be lost. In order to ensure high network availability, the network typically has redundant hardware that makes it available despite failures. The same analysis is applicable if we investigate the failure of multi-channel all-optical regenerators instead of electrical regenerators pool [15].

In this paper, we target to achieve the optimal translucent network design taking into account both operational and backup regenerators. For this purpose, for each accepted request requiring regeneration, we determine several routing paths along with associated valid wavelengths going through different regeneration nodes. In doing so, we implement an $M:N$ shared regenerator protection scheme minimizing the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes without sacrificing network survivability. In order to shorten the time needed to reach the optimal regenerator deployment solution, we tighten the formulation by adding constraints that will help discard equivalent solutions without omitting the optimal solution. As for the QoT constraint, we consider a minimum admissible Q-factor reflecting the simultaneous effect of four well known transmission impairments, namely chromatic dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, amplified spontaneous emission, and self phase modulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a description of the investigated scenarios. Our approach of survivable translucent network design is provided in Section III followed in Section IV by an analysis of the numerical results. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section V.

---

**A. Network Environment**

A network node is modeled as an optical cross-connect (OXC) consisting of several wavelength selective switches (WSSs) and an access unit responsible for adding/dropping traffic requests [3], [16]. A limited number of network nodes are equipped with a pool of regenerators. A regenerator is a tunable transmitter-receiver pair along with a processing unit responsible for re-amplifying, re-shaping, and re-timing the optical signal in the electrical domain. A network link is composed of two unidirectional standard single mode fibers (one SMF in each direction) carrying each $W = 20$ wavelengths in the C-band. In order to compensate for the attenuation and the chromatic dispersion, double stage Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are deployed every 80 km along with dispersion compensating fibers (DCF). Furthermore, inline optical gain equalizers are deployed every 400 km. For the numerical evaluation, we consider the 14-node 20-link NSF network (Figure 1) as well as the 21-node 34-link EBN network (Figure 2). Table I summarizes the parameters of all the equipment deployed in the network.

Transmission impairments induced by long-haul optical equipment accumulate along lightpaths and may significantly degrade the quality of the optical signal. We distinguish between two types of impairments, namely linear and non-
linear impairments. Linear impairments are proportional to the traveled distance and depend on the signal itself (e.g., chromatic dispersion CD, polarization mode dispersion PMD, amplified spontaneous emission ASE), while nonlinear impairments arise from the signal itself and from the interaction between neighboring channels (e.g., self-phase modulation SPM, cross-phase modulation XPM, four wave mixing FWM) [17]. Various metrics can be used to evaluate the signal quality at the end of a lightpath. Among these metrics, the bit error rate (BER) is the most appropriate criterion because it aggregates the effects of all physical impairments. In this paper, we make use of “BER-Predictor” previously introduced in [18] to estimate the BER value at the end of each operational lightpath. BER-Predictor computes the Q-factor as a function of the penalties simultaneously induced by four physical impairments, namely ASE, CD, PMD, and SPM. The analytical relation between the Q-factor and the aforementioned impairments has been derived from analytical formulas and experimental measurements [2]. BER-Predictor can be used assuming either flat or non-flat spectral responses of optical equipment. A flat transmission system behaves the same regardless the wavelength value, while in a non-flat transmission system, the impairments induced by some equipment such as fibers and amplifiers depend on the wavelength value.

### B. Traffic Model

In this paper, we make use of the SLD traffic model that allows us to capture the long-term aspect of the traffic as well as its dynamism. The $i^{th}$ SLD request $\delta_i$ is represented by the tuple $(\alpha_i, \tau_i, \alpha_i, \beta_i)$. The source node $\alpha_i$ and the destination node $\tau_i$ of a request are chosen uniformly among the network nodes such that there is no demand between two adjacent nodes. The idea is to exclude one-hop lightpaths that do not require any regeneration. The attributes $\alpha_i$ and $\beta_i$ denote the set-up and tear-down dates of a request. We first assume that all the requests arrive at the same time ($\alpha_i = 0, \forall i$) and, if accepted, will hold the network for the whole simulation period ($\beta_i = \Delta, \forall i$). Such requests are known as permanent lightpath demands (PLDs). Without changing the source and destination nodes of the requests, we then reduce the period where they are active according to a parameter $\pi$ ($0 < \pi \leq 1$). More precisely, the activity period ($\beta_i - \alpha_i$) of a request $\delta_i$ is chosen uniformly in the interval $[\Delta \times \pi - 1, \Delta \times \pi + 1]$, and the set-up date $\alpha_i$ is chosen randomly while ensuring that $\delta_i$ still ends before the expiration of the simulation period ($\beta_i \leq \Delta$).

### III. $M: N$ SHARED REGENERATOR PROTECTION SCHEME

We target to achieve the optimal translucent network design taking into account both operational and backup regenerators. These regenerators are required in order to cope with transmission impairments and for wavelength conversion needs. Given the network topology and the set of traffic requests, we seek to maximize the number of accepted requests. For each accepted request requiring regeneration, we determine several routing paths along with associated valid wavelengths going through different regeneration nodes. In doing so, we implement an $M: N$ shared regenerator protection scheme minimizing the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes without sacrificing network survivability. The optimal translucent network design is achieved by formulating the problem as a Mixed-Integer Linear Program and solving it using traditional solvers.

In order to improve the scalability of our approach, we decompose the problem into the “Routing and Regenerator Placement” (RRP) sub-problem and the “Wavelength Assignment and Regenerator Placement” (WARP) sub-problem. In the former, we place regenerators and route the traffic requests while assuming that the QoT is independent of the wavelength value. In the latter, additional regenerators may be required to overcome the dependency of the QoT on the wavelength value. Deployed regenerators may be shared among multiple non-concurrent requests. The common parameters for these two sub-problems are:

- The network topology represented by a graph $G = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E})$, where $\mathcal{V} = \{u,v\ldots N\}$ is the set of network nodes and $\mathcal{E} = \{e_i = (u_i, u_e) \in \mathcal{V} \times \mathcal{V}, e = 1\ldots L\}$ is the set of unidirectional fiber-links connecting these nodes.
- The set of available wavelengths $\Lambda = \{\lambda_\ell, \ell = 1\ldots W\}$ on each fiber-link in the network.
- The threshold $Q_{th}$ for an admissible Q-factor.

As we are concerned by the failure of a regenerator pool that can be located at any node of the network, we consider, for each of the sub-problems, $N + 1$ different scenarios. Scenario ‘0’ corresponds to the case where all the regenerator pools are fully operational, while scenario ‘s’ ($s = 1\ldots N$) corresponds to the case where the regenerator pool at node $u_i$ is down.

#### A. Routing and Regenerator Placement

In this sub-problem, we assume that the QoT is independent of the wavelength value. In other words, the QoT of a lightpath transmitted over a wavelength $\lambda_\ell$ is the same as if the lightpath

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of wavelengths</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>SMF PMD (ps/(\sqrt{\text{km}}))</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Switching loss (dB)</td>
<td>−13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelengths (nm)</td>
<td>1538.97 – 1554.13</td>
<td>SMF dispersion (ps/(\text{nm} \cdot \text{km}))</td>
<td>-17(^1)</td>
<td>Inline EDFA Noise Figure (dB)</td>
<td>-6(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel spacing (GHz)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>DCF input power (dBm)</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>Booster EDFA Noise Figure (dB)</td>
<td>5.25(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bit rate (Gbps)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>DCF loss (dB/km)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Pre-compensation (ps)</td>
<td>-800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMF input power (dBm)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>DCF dispersion (ps/(\text{nm} \cdot \text{km}))</td>
<td>-90(^1)</td>
<td>Dispersion slope (ps/(\text{nm} \cdot \text{km}))</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMF loss (dB/km)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>DCF PMD (ps/(\sqrt{\text{km}}))</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Q-factor threshold (dB)</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) It is only the mean value; the real value depends on the selected wavelength value.
was transmitted over the reference wavelength $\lambda_c = 1550$ nm. This is obtained by setting BER-predictor to operate under the flat spectral response configuration. The RRP sub-problem is formulated as follows:

1) Parameters:

- The set of traffic requests $\mathcal{D} = \{d_i, i = 1 \cdots D\}$. Each request $d_i$ is represented by a tuple $(s_i, t_i, \alpha_i, \beta_i)$.
- The ordered set $\mathcal{T}$ grouping the set-up and tear-down dates of all the requests in $\mathcal{D}$

$$\mathcal{T} = \bigcup_{d_i \in \mathcal{D}} \{\tau_i, \cdots, \tau_{k_i}\}$$

such that $\tau_1 < \tau_2 < \cdots < \tau_{k_i}$ and $\mathcal{T} = [\mathcal{T}]$

- The request matrix $\mathcal{D} = \{\theta_{ij}, i = 1 \cdots D, j = 1 \cdots T\}$ representing the traffic requests over time. An element $\theta_{ij}$ of this matrix is a binary value specifying the presence ($\theta_{ij} = 1$) or the absence ($\theta_{ij} = 0$) of request $d_i$ at time instant $\tau_j$.

$$\theta_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \alpha_i \leq \tau_j \leq \beta_i; \\
0 & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}$$

2) Variables:

- The binary acceptance variables $a_i$, $i = 1 \cdots D$.
- The binary variables $\alpha_i$, $i = 1 \cdots D$.
- The binary variables $\beta_i$, $i = 1 \cdots D$.
- The binary variables $\theta_{ij}$, $i = 1 \cdots D, j = 1 \cdots T$.
- The binary variables $p_{s_i, t_j}$, $s = 0 \cdots S, i = 1 \cdots D, j = 1 \cdots K$.
- The binary variables $\psi_{s,m,n}$, $s = 0 \cdots S, m = 1 \cdots M, n = 1 \cdots L$.

3) Constraints:

- If request $d_i$ is accepted, it is routed over a single path among the available $K$-shortest paths between $s_i$ and $t_i$ in each of the considered scenarios. $\forall s = 0 \cdots S, \forall i = 1 \cdots D$,

$$\sum_{j=1}^{K} p_{s_i, t_j} = \alpha_i$$

- In each scenario $s$, the number of requests routed over a single fiber-link $\epsilon_m$ must not exceed, at any time, the number of wavelengths on that fiber-link. $\forall s = 0 \cdots S, \forall t = 1 \cdots T, \forall m = 1 \cdots L$,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{D} \theta_{ij} \times \sum_{j=1}^{K} p_{s_i, t_j} \leq W$$

4) Objective: The objective of the RRP sub-problem is to maximize the number of accepted requests while minimizing the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes. This objective is expressed as:
max $\gamma_1 \times \sum_{i=1}^{\gamma_1} \sum_{u=1}^{\gamma_2} \Phi_i \times \gamma_3 \times \sum_{u=1}^{\gamma_3} R_u$ (11)

where $\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$, and $\gamma_3$ are three non-negative real numbers used to stress the regenerators concentration into a limited number of regeneration nodes, the minimization of the required number of regenerators, the maximization of the number of accepted requests, or any combination of the previous objectives.

5) Performance Improvement: Although the previous formulation is correct, the feasible solution space is quite large. In order to shorten the time needed to solve the RRP sub-problem, we reduce the solution space while paying attention to not omit the optimal solution. This is achieved by cutting regions of the solution space that do not contain any improvement. Indeed, if we notice that when node $u_i$ is not selected as a regeneration node, the scenario ‘s’ representing the failure of the regenerator pool at this node is obvious as it should not affect the accepted requests nor their associated paths. More precisely, the paths assigned to the requests in scenario ‘s’ should be identical to the paths obtained in scenario ‘0’. This is obtained by replacing Equation (3) with the following:

- If request $\delta_i$ is accepted in scenario ‘0’ (no regenerator pool failure), it is routed over a single path $p_{i,j}$ among the available $K$-shortest paths between $a_i$ and $r_i$, $\forall i = 1 \cdots D$,

$$p_{0,i,j} = a_i$$ (12)

- For each failure scenario ‘s’, if node $u_i$ is a regenerator node ($\Phi_i = 1$), we select a single path $p_{i,j}$ for each accepted request $\delta_i$. Conversely, if node $u_i$ is not a regenerator node ($\Phi_i = 0$), we set all the variables $p_{i,j}$ to zero. In this way, we do not assign any path to the accepted requests. Once we obtain the optimal solution, we route, in a post-processing step, each accepted request in scenario ‘s’ on the same path as in scenario ‘0’. This is expressed mathematically as:

$$\forall s = 1 \cdots N, \forall i = 1 \cdots D, \sum_{j=1}^{\gamma_1} p_{s,i,j} = a_i \times \Phi_s$$ (13)

The expression $a_i \times \Phi_s$ is non-linear since it is the product of two binary variables. However, this product can be linearized by means of additional constraints. Thus, Equation (13) can be written in linear form as follows: $\forall s = 1 \cdots N, \forall i = 1 \cdots D$,

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\gamma_1} p_{s,i,j} \leq a_i$$ (14a)

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\gamma_1} p_{s,i,j} \leq \Phi_s$$ (14b)

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\gamma_1} p_{s,i,j} \geq a_i + \Phi_s - 1$$ (14c)

B. Wavelength Assignment and Regenerator Placement

In the solution obtained at the end of the RRP sub-problem, some requests are accepted; others are rejected. Rejected requests are definitely dropped and removed from the problem. Let $D = \{\delta_{i,s} = 1 \cdots D\}$ be the set of accepted requests. Each accepted request has been assigned a single path between its source and its destination nodes in the normal operational scenario ($s = 0$) as well as in each considered failure scenario ($s = 1 \cdots N$). This request may have been regenerated at some intermediate nodes along its path. Without altering its selected path, an accepted request requiring regeneration in a particular scenario is divided into path-segments whenever it passes through its regeneration node. As the routes and the regenerators assigned to a given request may vary from one scenario to another, its decomposition into sub-paths will also vary. Let $D = \{\delta_{i,s,d} = 1 \cdots D\}$ be the modified sets of accepted requests (one modified set of requests for each considered scenario $s = 0 \cdots N$) containing the accepted requests with an admissible QoT (no regeneration required) as well as the path-segments of the accepted requests requiring regeneration.

In the WARP sub-problem, we assign to each request $\tilde{\delta}_{i,s}$ in a scenario ‘s’ a single continuous wavelength between its source and its destination nodes. When this is not possible, additional regenerators are deployed to serve as wavelength converters. Moreover, all these requests have an acceptable QoT if they are transmitted over the reference wavelength $\lambda_c = 1550$ nm. If a request $\delta_{i,s}$ is transmitted over another wavelength, its QoT may be degraded due to the non-flat spectral response of optical equipment. This problem can be resolved by deploying additional regenerators at some intermediate nodes along the path assigned to $\delta_{i,s}$. However, it may happen that the required additional regenerator for a request $\delta_{i,s}$ in scenario ‘s’ needs to be deployed at node $d_i$. Recalling that scenario ‘s’ corresponds to the case where the regenerator pool at node $u_i$ is down, no regenerators can be deployed at node $u_i$. For this reason, we define the function $\delta_{i,s}(\cdot)$ that returns, for each request $\delta_{i,s} \in D$, the index of the associated original request $\delta_{i,s} \in D$:

$$\delta_{i,s}(\delta_{i,s}) = i$$ (15)

Finally, we take advantage of the regenerators deployed in the RRP sub-problem when they are not in use. Hence, the WARP sub-problem is formulated as follows:

1) Parameters:

- The set of original requests $\hat{D} = \{\delta_{i} = 1 \cdots D\}$ that were accepted in the RRP sub-problem. Each accepted original request $\delta_{i}$ is represented by a tuple $(s_i \in \mathcal{V}, r_i \in \mathcal{V}, \alpha_i, \beta_i)$. For each considered scenario ‘s’, an accepted original request $\delta_{i}$ is routed over a single path and may be regenerated at some intermediate nodes along this path. This is captured by the binary parameters $\delta_{i,s,u}, s = 0 \cdots N, i = 1 \cdots D, u = 1 \cdots N$. $\delta_{i,s,u} = 1$, if original request $\delta_{i}$ was regenerated in scenario ‘s’ of the RRP sub-problem at node $u_i$. $\delta_{i,s,u} = 0$, otherwise.

- The modified sets of requests $\tilde{D} = \{\delta_{i,s,d} = 1 \cdots D\}$ ($s = 0 \cdots N$) obtained by dividing the original requests into path-segments at the nodes where they were regenerated.
Each request $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ is represented by a tuple $(s_{t,d} \in \mathcal{V}^t, t_{s,d} \in \mathcal{V}^s, \alpha_{s,d}, \beta_{s,d})$.

- At the end of the RRP sub-problem, each request $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ is routed over a single path $p_{s,d}$ represented as the ordered set of unidirectional links $(e_{e_1}, e_{e_2}, \ldots, e_{e_{p_{s,d}}})$ traversed in the source-destination direction $(s_{t,d} \rightarrow t_{s,d})$. For each wavelength $\lambda_k \in \Lambda$, we compute by means of BER-Predictor the Q-factor value $\Omega_{x_{s,d}}$ at the destination node $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ of the selected path $p_{s,d}$. In this sub-problem, BER-predictor operates under the non-flat spectral response configuration.

- The binary variables $\bar{\theta}_{i,t} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \alpha_{t,s} \leq \tau_i < \beta_{t,s}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$

- For each scenario ‘$s$’ $s = 0 \cdots N$, the new request matrix $\Theta = \{\theta_{s,d} = 1 \cdots \tilde{\delta}_{s,d} \in \mathcal{T} \}$ representing the original requests $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ over time. An element $\theta_{s,d}$ of this matrix is a binary value specifying the presence $\bar{\theta}_{i,t} = 1$ or the absence $\bar{\theta}_{i,t} = 0$ of request $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ at time instant $\tau_i$.

$$\bar{\theta}_{i,t} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \alpha_{t,s} \leq \tau_i < \beta_{t,s}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

2) Variables:

- The binary acceptance variables $\alpha_i, i = 1 \cdots D$.
- The binary variables $p_{s,d} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if scenario } 's', \text{request } \tilde{\delta}_{s,d} \text{ is transmitted over wavelength } \lambda_d \text{ along link } e_m, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$

- The binary variables $\delta_{s,d,u}, s = 0 \cdots N, d = 1 \cdots D, u = 1 \cdots N$.

3) Constraints:

- If original request $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ remains accepted, a single wavelength is reserved on all the links that are traversed by its sub-paths $\tilde{\delta}_{s,d}$ in all the scenarios. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall d = 1 \cdots D, \forall m = 1 \cdots L,

\[ \sum_{e=1-W} p_{s,d,m} \geq \begin{cases} \alpha_{s,d} & \text{if } e_m \in p_{s,d}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]

- In each scenario ‘$s$’, each wavelength on a link can be used at most once at a given time instant. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall m = 1 \cdots L, \forall \ell = 1 \cdots W, \forall t = 1 \cdots T$,

\[ \sum_{d=1-D} p_{s,d,m} \times \bar{\theta}_{s,d} \leq 1 \]  

- A path $p_{s,d}$ must use the same wavelength on any two consecutive links unless a regenerator is deployed at the node in common to the two links. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall d = 1 \cdots D, \forall \ell = 1 \cdots W, \forall \ell = 1 \cdots W, \forall e_m = (u_d, u_{d+1}) \in p_{s,d}, \forall e_n = (u_d, u_{d+1}) \in p_{s,d},$

\[ p_{s,d,m} - p_{s,d,m} - \bar{\theta}_{s,d,u} \leq \bar{\theta}_{s,d,u} \]  

- The Q-factor at the destination node of a request must exceed the predefined threshold $Q_h$. Otherwise, a regenerator is deployed at an intermediate node along the path of the degraded request. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall d = 1 \cdots D, \forall \ell = 1 \cdots W, \forall e_m = (u_d, u_{d+1}) \in p_{s,d},$

\[ Q_h \times \bar{\theta}_{s,d} + Q_h \times \bar{\theta}_{s,d} \geq Q_h \times \bar{\theta}_{s,d} \]  

- In each scenario ‘$s$’, the number of regenerators $\psi_{s,u,t}$ in use at node $u_t$ and time instant $\tau_i$ is equal to the sum of:

- the number of regenerators already deployed in the corresponding scenario ‘$s$’ of the RRP sub-problem for the original requests that remained accepted,

- and the number of regenerators added to serve as wavelength converters and/or to cope with the QoT degradation due to the non-flat spectral response of optical equipment.

These constraints allow the WARP sub-problem to reuse, when possible, the regenerators deployed in the RRP sub-problem. $\psi_{s,u,t}$ is computed as: $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall u = 1 \cdots N, \forall t = 1 \cdots T$,

\[ \psi_{s,u,t} = \sum_{i=1-D} \theta_{j} \times \delta_{s,d} \times \alpha_i + \sum_{d=1-D} \delta_{s,d,u} \]  

- The number of regenerators $\psi_{s,u,t}$ deployed at node $u_t$ is the maximum number of regenerators that are in use at any time for all the considered scenarios. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall u = 1 \cdots N, \forall t = 1 \cdots T$,

\[ \psi_{s,u,t} \geq \psi_{s,u,t} \geq \psi_{s,u,t} \]  

- A node is considered as a regeneration node if it hosts at least a single regenerator. $\forall u = 1 \cdots N$,

\[ \phi_u \geq 1 \times \psi_{s,u,t} \]  

- Finally, a regenerator pool failure at node $u_t$ is simulated by setting to zero the number of regenerators that can be deployed at this node in its corresponding scenario. $\forall s = 0 \cdots N, \forall t = 1 \cdots T$,

\[ \psi_{s,u,t} = 0 \]  

4) Objective: The objective of the WARP sub-problem remains the same as in the RRP sub-problem. We recall that this objective is expressed as:

\[ \max \gamma \times \sum_{i=1-D} \alpha_i - \gamma_2 \times \sum_{u=1-N} \phi_u - \gamma_3 \times \sum_{u=1-N} \psi_{s,u,t} \]  

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this paper, we aim to emphasize the cost benefit brought by the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to deal with the optimal translucent network design taking into account both
operational and backup regenerators. Thus, the only available reference scenario is the 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme. For the sake of fairness, we consider an exact approach for the 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme. This is achieved by recalling the work in [12] which computes the optimal number of regenerators and regeneration nodes without any consideration of network survivability. The 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme can be derived from the latter approach by deploying two identical regenerator pools at each regeneration node; one pool of regenerators serving during normal operations and the other dedicated to backup operations.

In the sequel, we compare the results of the proposed model with the results of the reference scenario in terms of average acceptance ratio $\overline{a}$, average number of regeneration nodes $\overline{\phi}$, as well as average number of regenerators $\overline{N}$. For each request, we compute beforehand 5-shortest paths between its source and destination nodes. The parameters $\gamma_1$, $\gamma_2$, and $\gamma_3$ are set to $10^3$, 1, and $10^{-3}$, respectively. In other words, our main objective is to maximize the number of accepted requests, then we give higher priority to regenerator concentration over minimizing the number of regenerators. It should be noted that the number of regenerators additionally deployed in the WARP sub-problem rarely exceeds 2 regenerators. These additional regenerators are used to overcome the dependency of the signal quality on the assigned wavelength and to alleviate the wavelength continuity constraint. This demonstrates that decomposing the translucent network design problem into RRP and WARP sub-problems does not sacrifice the optimality of the final result.

A. Translucent NSF Network Design

In this section, we consider 10 sets of 200 SLDs where the activity period $\pi$ is set to 0.4. For these traffic sets, we compute the optimal number of regenerators and the optimal distribution of regeneration nodes under 1 : 1 and $M : N$ regenerator protection schemes. It is worth noting that all the SLDs are accepted for all the considered sets of requests and for both protection schemes. Moreover, we should highlight that 9 nodes out of 14 ($u_1$, $u_2$, $u_3$, $u_7$, $u_8$, $u_{11}$, $u_{12}$, $u_{13}$, and $u_{14}$) are never selected as regeneration nodes in both protection schemes.

Under 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme, the optimal number of regeneration nodes varies between 1 and 2 with an average value $\overline{\phi}$ equal to 1.6 regeneration nodes. The optimal number of regenerators varies between 52 and 66 with an average value $\overline{N}$ equal to 57.33 regenerators. Under $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme, the optimal number of regeneration nodes is always equal to 3 and the optimal number of regenerators varies between 40 and 50 with an average value $\overline{N}$ equal to 43.33 regenerators. This represents an average gain of 24.4% in terms of number of deployed regenerators.

Let us detail the solution of the translucent network design for a randomly selected set of 200 SLDs. Under 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme, nodes $u_4$ and $u_{10}$ are selected as the optimal regeneration nodes. Node $u_4$ contains two regenerator pools of 23 regenerators each, while node $u_{10}$ contains two regenerator pools of 6 regenerators each. This corresponds to a total of 2 regeneration nodes and 58 regenerators. For the same set of SLDs, nodes $u_4$, $u_5$, and $u_{10}$ are selected as the optimal regeneration nodes under $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme. The optimal number of regenerators at nodes $u_4$, $u_5$, and $u_{10}$ is equal to 15, 15, and 14, respectively. This corresponds to a total of 3 regeneration nodes and 44 regenerators. During the normal operations of the network where all the regenerator pools are fully operational (Scenario ‘0’), 11 regenerators are used at node $u_4$, 12 regenerators are used at node $u_5$, and 6 regenerators are used at node $u_{10}$. When we assume that the regenerator pool at node $u_4$ has failed (Scenario ‘4’), 15 regenerators are needed at node $u_5$ and 14 regenerators are needed at node $u_{10}$. Finally, when we assume that the regenerator pool at node $u_5$ has failed (Scenario ‘5’), 15 regenerators are needed at node $u_4$ and 14 regenerators are needed at node $u_{10}$. To summarize, $N = 29$ operational regenerators are protected using $M = 44 - 29 = 15$ backup regenerators. This highlights the cost benefit brought by the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the number of SLDs that required regeneration varies between 40 and 41 requests according to the considered failure scenario. If we use a dedicated regenerator for each SLD requiring regeneration, the resulting routing solution would require 40 or 41 regenerators. However, thanks to the resource reutilization between time-disjoint SLDs, the number of regenerators used in these scenarios is only equal to 29 regenerators.

To conclude, we note that the optimal number of regeneration nodes for the NSF network under medium traffic loads, while ensuring network survivability, is equal to 3 nodes. Concentrating regenerators into 1 or 2 nodes exposes the network to a high risk of data loss in the eventual case of regenerator pool failure. Furthermore, we note that $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme evenly distributes the number of required regenerators over the regeneration nodes.

B. Impact of Traffic Load on Regenerator Distribution

In this section, we consider three different loads of permanent requests ($D \in \{100, 200, 300\}$). For each traffic load, we generate 10 sets of PLDs. Table II summarizes the results obtained for the different traffic loads considered in our evaluation. Figure 3 shows the median distribution of the deployed regenerators over the network nodes. It is obvious that the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes increase with the traffic load. For 100 PLDs, the $M : N$ and 1 : 1 protection schemes achieve the same results. However, the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme achieves in average a reduction of 22% to 25% in the number of deployed regenerators compared to the 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme for the sets of 200 and 300 PLDs.
In this section, we investigate the impact of the requests’ time-correlation on the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes by considering dynamic requests with different activity periods ($\pi \in \{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75\}$). For each value of the time-correlation, we generate 10 sets of 200 SLDs. Table III summarizes the results obtained for the different sets of SLDs. Figure 4 shows the median distribution of the deployed regenerators over the network nodes. We notice that for small values of $\pi$ ($\pi \in \{0.1, 0.2, 0.3\}$), the $M : N$ and $1 : 1$ regenerator protection schemes achieve the same results, and the nodes $u_6$ and $u_8$ are the only regeneration nodes. For large values of $\pi$ ($\pi \in \{0.4, 0.5, 0.75\}$), nodes $u_4$, $u_6$, $u_9$, and $u_{10}$ host more than 80% of the deployed regenerators. Moreover, for the latter values, the reduction in the number of deployed regenerators varies between 23% and 30% when comparing the $M : N$ and $1 : 1$ regenerator protection schemes.

**D. Translucent EBN Network Design**

In this section, we consider the EBN backbone network and generate 10 different sets of 150 SLD requests with an activity period $\pi$ of 0.4. In the case of $1 : 1$ protection scheme, all the SLDs are accepted, while in the $M : N$ protection scheme, the number of rejected SLDs varies between 10 and 19 with an average value of 14 rejected requests. This corresponds to an average acceptance ratio $\bar{\alpha}$ of 90.66%. It is worth noting that nodes $u_1$, $u_2$, $u_4$, $u_8$, $u_{13}$, $u_{18}$, $u_{20}$, and $u_{21}$ are never selected as regeneration nodes in both protection schemes.

In the case of $1 : 1$ protection scheme, the optimal number of regeneration nodes is always equal to 4 and the optimal number of regenerators varies between 96 and 132 with an average value $\bar{R}$ equal to 108 regenerators. In the case of $M : N$ protection scheme, the optimal number of regeneration nodes varies between 4 and 6 with an average value $\bar{\phi}$ equal to 5.6 regenerators, while the optimal number of regenerators varies between 41 and 66 with an average value $\bar{R}$ equal to 51.4 regenerators. However, it is not fair to compute the average gain as the two protection schemes do not have the same rejection ratio.

**V. Conclusion**

Reducing the number of regenerators and regeneration nodes is highly motivated by the reduction in power consumption and maintenance cost. However, excessively concentrating the regenerators into a small number of nodes exposes the network to a high risk of data loss in the hazardous event of a regenerator pool failure. The same analysis is applicable if we investigate the failure of multi-channel all-optical regenerators instead of electrical regenerators pool. Indeed, a multi-channel all-optical regenerator can be used to simultaneously regenerate several wavelengths and the failure of such device will impact all the requests that are planned to be regenerated at this node.

Therefore, it is essential to keep in mind the network survivability concern while dimensioning the network. In this paper, we propose an exact approach based on a mathematical formulation that implements an $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme where $N$ operational regenerators are protected using $M$ backup regenerators. The proposed formulation computes the optimal number of regeneration nodes and seeks to evenly distribute the number of required regenerators over the regeneration nodes. In order to improve the scalability of our approach, we decompose the problem into the “Routing and
Regenerator Placement” (RRP) sub-problem and the “Wavelength Assignment and Regenerator Placement” (WARP) sub-problem. We showed that decomposing the original problem into two sub-problems does not sacrifice the optimality of the final result. Furthermore, in order to shorten the time needed to reach the optimal regenerator deployment solution, we tighten the formulation by adding constraints that will help discard equivalent solutions without omitting the optimal solution.

As a rule of thumb, we can conclude that when the deployed regenerators can be concentrated into a single regeneration node under the 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme, the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme achieves comparable results to those obtained by the 1 : 1 regenerator protection scheme. This is usually achieved by equally splitting the number of required regenerators over two distinct regeneration nodes. However, when the number of regeneration nodes increases, the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme outperforms its counterparts by evenly distributing the number of required regenerators over several regeneration nodes. The gain obtained by the $M : N$ shared regenerator protection scheme may rapidly exceed 25% in terms of number of deployed regenerators.
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Abstract—IPv6 Segment Routing is a recent IPv6 extension that is generating a lot of interest among researchers and in industry. Thanks to IPv6 SR, network operators can better control the paths followed by packets inside their networks. This provides enhanced traffic engineering capabilities and is key to support Service Function Chaining (SFC). With SFC, an end-to-end service is the composition of a series of in-network services. Simple services such as NAT, accounting or stateless firewalls can be implemented on a per-packet basis. However, more interesting services like transparent proxies, transparent compression or encryption, transcoding, etc. require functions that operate on the bytestream.

In this paper, we extend the IPv6 implementation of Segment Routing in the Linux kernel to enable network functions that operate on the bytestream and not on a per-packet basis. Our SRv6Pipes enable network architects to design end-to-end services as a series of in-network functions. We evaluate the performance of our implementation with different microbenchmarks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Middleboxes play an important role in today’s enterprise and datacenter networks. In addition to the traditional switches and routers, enterprise networks contain other devices that forward, inspect, modify or control packets. There is a wide variety of middleboxes [1], ranging from simple NAT, IP firewalls, various forms of Deep Packet Inspection, TCP Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEP), load balancers, Application Level Gateways (ALG), proxies, caches, edge servers, etc. Measurement studies have shown that some networks have deployed as many middleboxes as the number of traditional routers [2].

Those middleboxes were not part of the original TCP/IP architecture. They are typically deployed by either placing the middleboxes on the path of the traffic that needs to be handled, e.g., on the link between two adjacent routers, or by using specific routing configurations to force some packets to pass through a particular middlebox. These two deployment approaches are fragile and can cause failures that are hard to diagnose and correct in large networks. Pothraju and Jain have shown in [3] that middlebox failures are significant and that many of them belong to a grey zone, i.e., they cause link flapping or connectivity errors that are difficult to debug and impact the end-to-end traffic. Researchers and vendors have proposed Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [4] and Service Function Chaining (SFC) [5] to solve some of the problems caused by middleboxes.

In a nutshell, the NFV paradigm argues that all network functions should be virtualised and executed on commodity hardware instead of requiring specific devices. On the other hand, SFC [5] proposes to support chains of network functions which can be applied to the packets exchanged between communicating hosts. Several realisations for SFC are being discussed within the IETF. The SFC working group is developing the Network Service Header [6]. This new header can be used to implement service chains and replaces already deployed proprietary solutions. Another approach is to leverage the extensibility of IPv6. Given the global deployment of IPv6 [7], several large enterprises have already announced plans to migrate their internal network or their datacenters to IPv6-only to avoid the burden of managing two different networking stacks [8]. In addition to having a larger addressing space than IPv4, IPv6 provides several interesting features to support middleboxes in enterprise and datacenter networks. One of these is the native support for Segment Routing [9], [10]. Segment Routing (SR) is a modern variant of source routing that enables network administrators to enforce specific network paths.

In this paper, we demonstrate the benefits that the IPv6 Segment Routing (SRv6) architecture can bring to support middleboxes in enterprise and datacenter networks. With SRv6, middleboxes can be exposed in the architecture and visible end-to-end. This significantly improves the manageability of the network and the detection of failures while enabling new use cases where applications can select to use specific middleboxes for some end-to-end flows. This paper is organized as follows.

In Section II, we describe some use cases that can benefit from middleboxes. In Section III, we present SRv6Pipes, a modular SRv6-based architecture to support arbitrary in-network Virtual Functions, that can be applied on bytestreams and chained together. In Section IV, we detail a prototype implementation of our architecture, running on Linux. In Section V, we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach and evaluate the performance of our prototype through various tests and microbenchmarks. Finally, we cover some related work in Section VI and conclude in Section VII. Future work is discussed in VIII.
II. USE CASES

Middleboxes can perform two different types of network functions: per-packet and per-bytestream. The per-packet functions operate on a per-packet basis. They include Network Address Translation and simple firewalls. These functions typically operate on the network and sometimes transport headers. The per-bytestream functions are more complex, but also more useful. These functions operate on the payload of the TCP packets. For example, firewalls and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) need to match patterns in the packet payload while transparent compression and/or encryption need to modify the payload of TCP packets. Such functions need to at least re-order the received TCP packets but often need to include an almost complete TCP implementation. We describe some of these per-bytestream functions in more details in this section.

A. Application-level Firewalling

To cope with various forms of packet reordering, application-level firewalls and Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems need to at least normalize the received packets [11] before processing them. Another approach is to use a transparent TCP proxy on the firewall to terminate the TCP connection and let the firewall/IDS process the reassembled payload. An end-to-end connection would thus be composed of two sub-connections: one between the client and the middlebox and another one between the middlebox and the server.

Network operators often configure access lists to associate IP prefixes to some security checks performed by the IDS. For example, students would be subject to different policies than servers.

B. Multipath TCP Proxies

Multipath TCP [12] (MPTCP) is a recent TCP extension that enables hosts to send packets belonging to one connection over different paths. One of the benefits of MPTCP is that it allows to aggregate the bandwidth of multiple connections. This enables, e.g., network operators to bond xDSL and LTE networks to better serve rural areas [13]. However, MPTCP being an end-to-end protocol, the client and the server require an MPTCP-enabled kernel. To leverage the benefits of MPTCP without modifying the client or server network stacks, operators started developing MPTCP-aware proxies [13], [14] to convert regular TCP to MPTCP and conversely.

To allow the bundling of xDSL and LTE, an NFV deployment could be leveraged to implement the same behavior, by placing a proxy in the CPE to convert regular TCP to MPTCP and a second proxy in the operator’s network to convert MPTCP to regular TCP. This would allow non-MPTCP clients and servers to use different networks simultaneously.

In practice, network operators could want to support different services on the same proxy, e.g. (i) a business proxy that always maximizes bandwidth for business customers, (ii) a low-cost proxy that only uses the LTE network when the xDSL network is fully utilized or (iii) a gaming proxy that always uses the network that provides the lowest delay. Such proxies can be deployed by tuning the packet scheduler and the path manager of Multipath TCP implementations.

C. Multimedia transcoding

Multimedia transcoding has been a research topic for a long time [15], [16]. Since, it has been widely deployed by companies like Amazon [17]. In this context, a proxy placed between the client and the server that hosts the multimedia file can be used to transcode the multimedia file hosted on the server into a format compatible with the client. This allows to distribute the computation intensive task of transcoding the content over several proxies, while the server simply hosts the original files. In this setup, parameters could be passed to the proxy to specify for instance the maximum bitrate that a client is entitled to (based on technical or subscription limitations), the maximum number of streams allowed for this client or the type of content authorized for this client.

III. ARCHITECTURE

Middleboxes and other in-network functions are installed, configured, and managed by network administrators according to business (e.g. security regulations impose the utilisation of firewalls and technical (e.g. performance issues force the utilisation of performance enhancing proxies, or addressing issues force the utilisation of NAT) needs. Usually, network administrators impose the utilisation of specific network functions by configuring routing policies or placing physical boxes on links that carry specific traffic (e.g. firewalls are often attached to egress links). This is both cumbersome and costly since all possible links must be covered by each intended network function.

Like NFV, our architecture assumes that network functions are software modules which can be executed anywhere in the network. A firewall function that only needs to process the external flows does not need to be installed on the egress router, it can be executed on any server or router inside an enterprise network. Each network function is identified by an IPv6 prefix which is advertised by the equipment hosting the function (see section III-C). For redundancy or load-balancing, the same function can be hosted on different equipments in the network.

To understand the different elements of our architecture, let us consider a simple scenario. A client host needs to open a TCP connection towards a remote server. The network administrator has decided that the packets belonging to such a connection must be processed by two network functions: (i) a stateless firewall which blocks prohibited ports and (ii) a DPI which inspects all external TCP connections. Three elements of our architecture are used to support this sequence of network functions in enterprise networks.

The first element is IPv6 Segment Routing (SRv6) [18]. Our architecture uses the SRv6 header (SRH) to enforce an end-to-end path between the client and the server which passes through the two equipments hosting the mandatory networking functions. We describe SRv6 in more details in section III-A.
The second element of our architecture is how the client learns the SRH suitable to reach a given destination. For this, we modify the enterprise DNS resolver. Instead of simply resolving names into addresses, our DNS resolver acts as a controller [19], [20] which has been configured by the network administrator with various network policies. When a client sends a DNS request to the resolver, it replies with the intended response and additional records which contain the SRH that the client has to apply to reach the specified addresses.

Thanks to the SRH which is attached by the client, all the packets belonging to the TCP connection will pass through the stateless firewall and the DPI. Consider now what happens if some packets are lost and need to be retransmitted. The stateless firewall is not affected since it only processes the network and transport headers that are present in each packet. On the other hand, the DPI function needs to include a TCP implementation to be able to detect out-of-order packets or other TCP artifacts. Instead of requiring each network function to include a TCP implementation, our architecture leverages the TCP stack that is already present in the Linux kernel. Each equipment that hosts a network function uses a TCP implementation to be able to detect out-of-order packets if some packets are lost and need to be retransmitted.

On the other hand, the DPI function needs to include a TCP implementation to detect out-of-order packets. The DPI function is required at the segment endpoints. As the list of segments is encoded in reverse order, the index is first initialized to the last element of the list (i.e., the first segment of the path), and decremented at each segment endpoint. The segment pointer thus reaches zero when arriving at the last segment of the path. The active segment is also written as the destination address in the IPv6 header. As such, transit nodes on the path to an active segment simply needs to support plain IPv6 forwarding. SRv6 support is only required at the segment endpoints.

In SRv6Pipes, we leverage the SRv6 architecture to steer TCP flows through arbitrary network functions. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Consider that the client C establishes a connection to a server S, with two intermediate network functions at P1 and P2. To realise that, the client attaches an SRH to its packets, containing three segments. The first two segments represent the functions to be executed at resp. P1 and P2. The third segment is the address of S. When the packets are transiting between C and P1, and between P1 and P2, their IPv6 destination address is thus the address of the function to execute at the corresponding proxy. Between P2 and S, the segment pointer is decremented to zero and the IPv6 destination address of the packets is the address of S.

B. Transparent TCP Proxy

The proxy is the core component of our architecture to support per-bytestream network functions. It is transparent at the network layer, meaning that even if the proxy actually terminates the TCP connection with the client, the destination server will receive packets coming from the client’s IP address, and not from the proxy’s IP address. The transparent proxy is placed on path using the IPv6 Segment Routing Header (SRH) [10]. It intercepts each new connection that matches a given pattern (e.g., a destination port) and terminates it. Then, the proxy establishes a downstream connection to the next segment specified in the SRH of the inbound connection. When the proxy receives data from the client, it applies a transformation function (i.e., the Virtual Function) to the received data and forwards the result on its outbound connection to the next segment of the path. This process is then repeated until reaching the final destination of the path.

C. Encoding Functions and Parameters

As shown in section II, some parameters can be passed to the per-bytestream function. Such parameters are usually specified in the proxy configuration files. However, such configurations can be large and complex if some parameters can change on a per connection basis. Consider for example a first proxy that encrypts the payload and a second that decrypts it. Those encryption/decryption proxies would have to be configured with the encryption/decryption keys for each flow. A possible approach would be to define one key per host or set of hosts. A better approach is to configure a set of keys on the proxies and associate each key with a unique identifier. When a connection starts, the encryption proxy selects a random key and places the identifier of the chosen key in the SRH towards the decryption proxy.

To enable such a granularity in the choice of transformation functions and parameters, we leverage the large addressing space available in IPv6. Each proxy announces one or more IPv6 prefixes that correspond to the Virtual Functions it hosts.
Within the host part of the prefixes, we allocate a given amount of bits to encode the identifier of the function to apply as proposed in [25]. The remaining low order bits are used to specify parameters of the virtual function such as the decryption key in the above example. Consider Figure 2 for an illustration. The proxies announce /80 prefixes. The first 80 bits of the address thus specify the proxy to traverse. The 16 following bits identify the function to apply to the payload, and the low-order 32 bits contain the parameters of these functions. The SRH then contains a list of proxies with their respective functions and parameters. This approach allows the clients to use any combination of function/parameter available in the network.

Consider the network described in figure 1. In this network, the client might require to encrypt the traffic between P1 and P2. In our architecture, the client will use the function bits of the address of P1 to specify the identifier of the encrypt function, and the parameters bits to specify the identifier of an encryption key. The same will be done in the address of P2 with the decrypt function. This allows to have different encryption keys for different connections without having to store a configuration for each connection in the proxy. The processing of the return traffic is discussed in IV-E.

D. SRv6 Controller

In our architecture, a TCP client is able to specify arbitrary functions to apply to its traffic. However, keeping track of all the functions, parameters, and proxies addresses represents a significant amount of complexity. This complexity can be abstracted by a central SDN-like controller. We leverage the SDN Resolver, which is a DNS-based, SRv6 controller introduced in [19], [20]. Before establishing a connection, the client sends a request to the controller with the address of the server and a list of functions to apply to the traffic. The controller then computes a path that matches the request and returns an SRH to the client. A key element of this controller is that the SRH returned to the client does not contain the full list of segments. Instead, it contains only one segment, called the binding segment. The access router of the client is configured by the controller to translate this binding segment into the full list of segments. This abstraction enables the clients to be oblivious to changes in the SRH induced by, e.g., a network failure. The architectural and implementation details of SDN Resolver are available in [19], [20]. Note that the DNS protocol serves as an example, that can be replaced by any ad-hoc application-facing protocol.

E. Security Considerations

The ability to execute and chain arbitrary functions in the network has obvious security implications. To restrict the privilege of using SRv6Pipes proxies, we can leverage the central controller presented in the previous section, as well as its binding segment mechanism. By configuring all access routers to accept only SRHs with known binding segments, we can effectively prevent an uncontrolled usage of network functions. The decision to accept or deny the use of a given set of functions is made by the controller, which can identify clients through independent channels [19].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we implemented a prototype of our solution by extending the implementation of IPv6 Segment Routing in the Linux kernel [24]. The main new component of our prototype is a transparent, SR-aware, TCP proxy. For this, we extended the kernel implementation of SRv6 with a new type of function. An overview of the various data paths in our prototype is shown in Figure 3.

To ensure that our proof of concept could easily be used to reproduce our results on any off-the-shelf hardware, we implemented it using the regular Linux mechanisms. Alternatives solutions are discussed in Section VIII.

A. Transparent SR-Aware TCP Proxy

The core objective of our proxy is to process and relay TCP streams between two segments of a segment routed path. To achieve this, the proxy must (i) intercept and terminate incoming TCP flows. (ii) optionally apply transformation functions to the bytestreams, and (iii) initiate and maintain the corresponding TCP flows to the next segment of the path.

To intercept TCP flows, the proxy must accept connections towards pairs of IP/port that are not local to the machine, which is not possible by default. The Linux kernel provides the TPROXY iptables extensions, enabling such interceptions. It works by redirecting all packets matching an iptables rule towards a local IP/port pair. The proxy is then able to intercept the corresponding TCP flows by listening to this local pair.

Once a TCP flow is intercepted and terminated, the proxy needs to retrieve the associated SRH, decrement its segment pointer, and install it on the corresponding outbound socket. The IPV6_RECVRTHDR socket option could be used to fetch any attached Routing Header (RH) as ancillary data, using the recvmsg() system call. However, this feature is only implemented for datagram protocols such as UDP, where a single RH is associated to each datagram. In bytestream protocols such as TCP, packets can be merged and the 1 : 1 mapping to RHs is lost. In our prototype, we rely on the SRH included in the SYN packet of a given TCP flow. As the kernel does not expose Routing Headers for TCP flows, we leverage the NFQUEUE iptables extension to capture SYN packets in user space. The proxy opens a netlink channel with the kernel and receives through it all SYN packets matching the corresponding iptables rule. Then, the proxy extracts the 5-tuple and the SRH from the SYN packet and stores them in a flows_srh map. Finally, the packet is reinserted into the kernel. Following its normal data path, the SYN packet will trigger a connection request to the proxy. Using the 5-tuple, the proxy is then able to retrieve the SRH previously stored in the flows_srh map. While capturing every packet in user space can severely degrade the performances, our solution does not suffer from such degradation as we only capture the first packet of each flow.
After having intercepted a TCP flow and extracted its SRH, the proxy must establish the corresponding TCP flow to the next iteration of the path. To achieve this, the proxy creates the outbound socket and attaches to it the corresponding SRH. Additionally, the connection must appear as originating from the actual source of the flow. Using the IP_FREEBIND socket option, the proxy is able to bind to a non-local IP/port pair. Finally, the connection is established and data can be exchanged.

Once both connections (inbound and outbound) are established, the proxy only needs to forward data coming from one socket to the other one, after going through an optional transformation function. In our prototype, we use an application-level buffer to transfer data from one connection to the other. Another possible solution would be to use the splice() system call to let the kernel directly move data between file descriptors. However, this solution prevents the proxy from actually modifying the data. Our approach allows the implementation of arbitrary transformation functions. The termination of connections is straightforward. Once one socket is closed, any in-flight data is flushed and the other socket is also closed.

We implemented a multi-threaded architecture, enabling the proxy to scale with the load. One dedicated thread handles the NFQUEUE channel, receives the SYN packets, and populates the flows_srh map accordingly. A configurable number of threads (typically one per CPU thread) accept incoming connections, establish the outbound connection, and process the data exchanged between them. Each of these threads leverages the SO_REUSEPORT socket option, enabling them to simultaneously listen to the same local IP/port. The result is that the kernel maintains distinct accept queues for each thread. Consequently, incoming connections are equally load-balanced across the running threads.

B. Kernel Extensions

When a packet to be processed by the proxy enters the kernel, its IPv6 destination address corresponds to the local proxy function. However, the TCP checksum was originally computed for the actual destination of the packet. As such, it is transiently incorrect, due to the SR-triggered change of destination address. Additionally, the packet will be associated to the proxy’s local socket by the TPROXY module, and subsequently injected in the local stack. However, the segment pointer of the associated SRH is non-zero. The packet will thus enter the SRH processing and the kernel will attempt to forward it to the next segment, bypassing the local TCP processing [24].

To address those two issues, we extend the SRv6 kernel implementation available in Linux 4.14 and add a new type of function called End.VNF. This function takes one parameter (an egress interface) and performs the following actions. First, it updates the destination address of the packet to its final destination. Then, it sets the segment pointer to zero\(^1\). Finally, it injects the resulting packet into the specified egress interface using netif_rx(). In our prototype, we leverage a virtual dummy interface (nfv0). As a result, all packets to be intercepted by the proxy are received through this particular interface and are thus easily distinguished from background traffic.

C. System Configuration

To instantiate the proxy, a non-trivial configuration of iptables and routing tables is required. An example of this configuration is shown in Figure 4. The first two lines create the nfv0 interface to receive all packets to be intercepted by the proxy. Lines 3 – 5 create a DIVERT iptable chain that sets the mark 1 on packets and accepts them. Line 6 creates an NFQUEUE rule that matches all SYN packets (an egress interface) and performs the following actions. First, it updates the destination address of the packet to its final destination. Then, it sets the segment pointer to zero\(^1\). Finally, it injects the resulting packet into the specified egress interface using netif_rx(). In our prototype, we leverage a virtual dummy interface (nfv0). As a result, all packets to be intercepted by the proxy are received through this particular interface and are thus easily distinguished from background traffic.

\(\text{1As the SRH of the SYN packet was previously extracted by the proxy, this information is not lost.}\)
9 creates a routing rule instructing the kernel to lookup table 100 for all packets having the mark 1. Line 10 creates a single routing entry into table 100 that matches all packets and sends them in the local stack (instead of forwarding them). Line 11 creates an SRv6 routing entry that matches all packets towards PROXY_FUNC_ADDR and applies the End.VNF function, using nfv0 as the egress interface. Finally, line 12 enables the processing of SRv6 packets on interface nfv0.

D. Modular Transformation Functions

To support transformation functions in a modular way, our SRv6Pipes proxy leverages Linux dynamic libraries. Functions can be compiled in .so (shared object) files. Those files are independent modules that can be loaded and unloaded at run-time by the proxy. Each module exports an all_funcs symbol. This symbol refers to an array of func_desc structures. Each of those structures describes a single transformation function, through the following symbols. The func_init() symbol is called once, on module load. It registers the function with a given function identifier, which is passed in the IPv6 destination addresses (see Section III-C). The func_spawn() symbol is called each time a new intercepted TCP flow matches the function identifier. Any parameter passed in the low-order bits of the IPv6 destination address is passed as argument. The role of this symbol is to initialize per-connection data. The func_process() symbol is the actual transformation function. It reads data from an input buffer and writes the transformed data in an output buffer. The func_despawn() symbol is called at connection termination and it frees previously allocated per-connection data. Finally, the func_deinit() symbol is called at module unload and de-registers function identifiers.

Such an architecture enables to easily add, modify, and remove transformation functions, without updating nor restarting the proxy’s binary.

E. Return Traffic

The previous sections detailed the processing of the upstream traffic (from client to server). However, if the middleboxes are not located in-path, the downstream traffic (from the server to client) must also be augmented with an SRH. This is also necessary to enable asymmetrical processing functions, i.e., using different transformation functions depending on the direction of the traffic. To achieve this, multiple options exist.

The straightforward option is to simply "reverse" the SRH received from the client or from the previous proxy. Each proxy can simply apply the segments of the initial SRH in reverse order. While this solution is simple and does not incur a significant overhead, it as a major limitation: the segments must necessarily be symmetrical, making asymmetrical processing functions impossible.

To enable asymmetrical processing functions, another option is to embed the return SRH in a TLV extension of the initial SRH. With this solution, after inserting the SRH, the client inserts a TLV to the socket before establishing the connection. Then, each proxy and the server extract the SRH to be used on the return path from the TLV received in the initial packet (SYN). The TLV could also be transmitted with every upstream packet, but this would increase the overhead. With this TLV, it is important to note that the return path must include every proxy that is present in the upstream path, but that others segments, e.g. corresponding to specific paths or routers, can be added or suppressed.

In our prototype, we implemented the second solution by modifying the Linux kernel to add support for such a TLV. When a new TCP socket is created after receiving an SR-enabled SYN packet containing the return-path TLV, this return path is extracted and installed as an outbound SRH for the newly created socket. If the proxies are located in-path, our prototype can also work without an SRH on the return path. This is realized using the DIVERT rules shown in figure 4. In Section V, we evaluate this on-path mode.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we use microbenchmarks to evaluate the performance of our prototype in our lab. For this evaluation, we use three Linux PCs connected with 10Gbps interfaces as shown in figure 5.

---

Fig. 4: System configuration for the proxy.

Fig. 5: Lab setup. M1 can be configured as router or proxy.
The client is a 2.53Ghz Intel Xeon X3440 with 16GB of RAM. M1 and the server use the same hardware configuration but with only 8GB of RAM. They are all equipped with Intel 82599 10Gbps Ethernet adapters and use 9000 bytes MTU. They all use our modified version of the latest IPv6 Segment Routing kernel based on the Linux kernel version 4.14. The server runs lighttpd version 1.4.35. The client uses wrk [26] 4.0.2-5 to load the server with HTTP 1.1 requests. We slightly modified wrk to add an IPv6 SRH as a socket option when creating TCP connections. M1 can be configured either as a router or with our transparent proxy. When used as a router, we create static routes and use the standard Linux IPv6 forwarding.

A. Maximum throughput

First, we compare the performance of one of our proxies against the performance of a Linux router running on the same platform. In this setup, our client uses wrk [26] to simulate 200 web client downloading static web pages of given sizes during 120 seconds. It uses 8 threads with 25 connections per thread. The proxy was configured with a virtual function that directly copies that byte streams without any processing.

![Fig. 6: Raw throughput.](image)

Figure 6 shows the total transfer rate when the client is downloading web pages. This figure shows that there is no significant difference in transfer rates between our proxy and the router. With 10MB files, our proxy reaches a throughput of 9841 Mb/s where the router achieves 9838 Mb/s. A closer look at the small page sizes in figure 6, shows that our proxy slightly underperforms the router. With 1KB files, our proxy achieves a rate of 253 Mb/s, while the router achieves a rate of 272 Mb/s.

In term of requests per second, for 1KB files, our proxy completes 26634 requests per second, while the router completes 28613 requests per second. This difference in performance between large and small files can be explained by the fact that when our proxy receives a new connection from the client, it needs to establish a new connection to the server before starting to forward packets. With smaller files, there are significantly more three-way handshakes to perform, making this overhead more important while this cost is amortized for larger files. With 100KB files, the number of requests per seconds is already on par at \(\approx 11945\) requests per second for both the proxy and the router.

B. Impact of packet losses and latency on the proxies

The previous section explored the maximum rate that our proxies can sustain. In those measurements, the TCP stack running on M1 did not have to buffer packets or handle re-transmissions. As those operations can affect its performance, we added netem to simulate different delays and different packet loss ratios.

We start by adding a 1% loss and a 25ms delay on the four links of figure 5. This corresponds to an end-to-end loss of \(\approx 4\%\), and an end-to-end latency of 100ms. The results of this measurement are shown on figure 7. Under such circumstances, our proxy outperforms the router. This is not surprising since in this setup, our proxy acts as a Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP). While figure 7 clearly shows a large improvement for large file sizes, our measurements indicated that this is also true for small file sizes. This can be explained by the fact that when M1 is configured as a router all packet losses need to be recovered end-to-end. When a packet is lost on the same link with our proxy, the retransmission is done by the proxy.

![Fig. 7: Transfer rate with 1% of loss and 25ms of latency per link.](image)

To confirm our findings, we run the same measurement, but adding latency and loss only on the link between the server and the proxy, the objective being to mimic a network where the loss would happen only on the link between the proxy and the server. To replicate our previous configuration, we add 2\% of loss per link, to get an end-to-end loss of \(\approx 4\%\), and 50ms of latency per link to get an end-to-end latency of 100ms. As shown by figure 8, under such conditions, the proxy and the router are both significantly affected by the performance degradation in the same fashion, confirming our findings.

C. CPU-intensive Virtual Functions

With our architecture, various types of Virtual Functions can be implemented. Some like a PEP simply proxy the connections and do not need to process the payload. Others like DPIs, transparent compression or transparent encryption need to process the payload and thus consume CPU cycles. To
measure the impact of the Virtual Function on the performance of our proxy, we developed a simple microbenchmark that performs $2 \times n$ passes over the bytestream and XORs each byte with a key at each pass. This VF leaves the bytestream unmodified, but consumes both CPU and accesses memory.

The results with this microbenchmark are shown in figure 9. When our VF performs two passes on the bytestream, the maximum throughput is similar to the one we obtained without bytestream modification in figure 6. When the VF performs four passes on the bytestream, the maximum throughput with pages larger than 100KB is divided by 2. This throughput continues to drop with the CPU load on the VF. To confirm that the reduction in throughput was due to the CPU intensive computations, we ran `perf` [27] that yielded 96% of cycles spent in the XOR function.

D. Chaining middleboxes

With our architecture, middleboxes can be used in chains where one middlebox performs the opposite function of the previous one. Typical examples include transparent compression/decompression or transparent encryption. To demonstrate this use case, we implemented a VF that simply XORs each byte of the bytestream with a constant. When two such middleboxes are used in sequence, the bytestream output of the downstream one is the same of the input of the upstream one. This is illustrated in figure 10.

![Fig. 10: Demonstration of middlebox chaining with simple XOR transformations.](image)

Due to limitations of our lab, we could only perform this experiment over 1 Gbps links. Figure 11 shows that with the two chained middleboxes, the maximum throughput was the same as when passing through two routers. This is expected given the results of figure 9 with 10Gbps interfaces.

VI. RELATED WORK

AbdelSalam et al. propose in [28] to use IPv6 Segment Routing to support Virtual Network Function Chaining and implement a prototype as a Linux kernel module. They leverage namespaces to support virtual network functions but only support packet-based functions while our solution leverages the Linux TCP stack to provide a bytestream abstraction to the network functions. In FlowOS, Bezahaf et al. [21] proposed a Linux kernel module that exposes a bytestream abstraction to network functions but they do not describe how flows are routed through the network functions. NetVM [29] leverages virtualization techniques and a user-space packet processing platform to provide fast, chainable network functions in virtual machines. Their work focuses on packet processing and does not consider bytestream functions. Other solutions such as XOMB [30] focus on the system aspects of implementing virtual functions to support middleboxes through a flexible programming model. Our architecture leverages IPv6 Segment Routing to forward the packets to the middleboxes. Another related work is /dev/stdpkt proposed by Utsumi et al in [31]. /dev/stdpkt uses the Linux Kernel Library to implement virtual functions that can be chained together.

VII. CONCLUSION

Given its ability to enforce precise network paths for specific flows, IPv6 Segment Routing appears to be an excellent
candidate to support middleboxes in enterprise networks. We leverage this IPv6 extension in our architecture designed for enterprise networks. Its main benefit is that the middleboxes are explicitly exposed. This significantly improves the manageability of the network. Our architecture supports both middleboxes that operate on a per-packet basis (e.g. NAT, stateless firewalls) and those that need to process bytestreams (e.g. DPI, Application Level Gateways, . . .). For the latter, we use transparent TCP proxies that process the IPv6 Segment Routing Header. We implement this architecture in the Linux kernel and evaluate its performance with various benchmarks in our lab. Our measurements indicate that our architecture is well suited to support middleboxes that process bytestreams.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we implemented a proof of concept using the regular Linux mechanisms. While kernel bypass techniques such as DPDK or user-space TCP stacks like mTCP allow significant performance boosts, they are often specific to a subset of network hardware. By leveraging the kernel datapath, our solution remains generic and can be deployed on any Linux-supported hardware, ranging from high-end servers to home routers. Should an operator require performance only available through kernel bypass techniques, our high-level network architecture would remain identical and our userspace implementation of the proxy would require minimal changes to plug-in with a DPDK-like library. These modifications can be realized as future work.
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Abstract—In this paper we consider the use of IPv6 Segment Routing (SRv6) for Service Function Chaining (SFC) in an NFV infrastructure. We first analyze the issues of deploying Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) based on SR-unaware applications, which require the introduction of SR proxies in the NFV infrastructure, leading to high complexity in the configuration and in the packet processing. Then we consider the advantages of SR-aware applications, focusing on a firewall application. We present the design and implementation of the SERA (SEgment Routing Aware) firewall, which extends the Linux iptables firewall. In its basic mode the SERA firewall works like the legacy iptables firewall (it can reuse an identical set of rules), but with the great advantage that it can operate on the SR encapsulated packets with no need of an SR proxy. Moreover we define an advanced mode, in which the SERA firewall can inspect all the fields of an SR encapsulated packet and can perform SR-specific actions. In the advanced mode the SERA firewall can fully exploit the features of the IPv6 Segment Routing network programming model. A performance evaluation of the SERA firewall is discussed, based on its result a further optimized prototype has been implemented and evaluated.

Index Terms—Service Function Chaining (SFC), NFV, Segment Routing, Linux networking, Firewall, Iptables

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1] is dramatically changing the way in which telecommunication networks are designed and operated. Traditional specialized physical appliances are replaced with software modules running on a virtualization infrastructure made up of general purpose servers. Such virtualization infrastructure can even be composed of a set of geographically distributed data centers. In traditional “pre-NFV” networking, the physical appliances were placed en-route, i.e. along the path of the flows. In NFV scenarios, the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) that replace the physical appliances can be arbitrarily located in the distributed virtualization infrastructure, hence the need of steering the traffic flows through the sequence of VNFs to be accessed. The VNFs can also be denoted as Service Functions (SF) and the Service Function Chaining (SFC) [2] denotes the process of forwarding packets through the sequence of VNFs. Examples of VNF categories are NATs (Network Address Translation), firewalls, DPIs (Deep Packet Inspection), IDSs (Intrusion Detection System), load balancers, HTTP proxies, CDN nodes.
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The IETF SFC Working Group (WG) has investigated the SFC scenarios and issues [3] and proposed a reference architecture [4]. A specific mechanism, called Network Service Header (NSH) [5] has been proposed by the SFC WG to support the encapsulation of packets with a header that specifies the sequence of services (VNFs) to be crossed.

In this paper, we consider the use of the IPv6 Segment Routing (SRv6) architecture to support Service Function Chaining, as already discussed in [6]. In the SRv6 architecture an IPv6 extension header (the Segment Routing Header - SRH) allows including a list of segments in the IPv6 packet header [7]. This segment list can be used to steer the packet through a set of intermediate steps in the path from the source to the destination, following a (loose) source routing approach. The use of Segment Routing for SFC has been documented in [8]. The typical network scenario is that an edge node classifies the traffic and consequently includes a segment list in the IPv6 packet header. Note that the application of SRv6 is not limited to SFC, there are many other important use cases [9] like for example traffic engineering, fast restoration, support of Content Delivery Networks. The concept of SRv6 has been extended in [10], from the simple steering of packets across nodes to a general network programming approach. The idea is to encode instructions and not only locations in a segment list. This is feasible, thanks to the huge IPv6 addressing space. Under this network programming model, the edge node can program a sequence of nodes to be crossed and the packet processing/forwarding behaviors to be executed by the nodes on the packet.

In section II we discuss how the IPv6 Segment Routing can be used to support SFC, what are the implications of using SR-unaware applications and the potential advantages of having SR-aware applications. As we will extend the open source Linux iptables firewall, section III provides a short introduction to its architecture. In section IV we analyze some design requirements and use case scenarios for the SR-aware applications, focusing on a firewall application. An important contribution here is the inclusion of a scenario in which some instructions to the firewall (e.g. actions to be executed on some class of packets) can be included in the segment list associated to a packet, without the need of reconfiguring the rules in the firewall running in the core of the NFV infrastructure and in line with the SRv6 network programming approach [10]. From the requirements, we design the architecture of the proposed Segment Routing Aware (SERA) firewall, which extends the iptables firewall. In section V some details of the implemen-
tation are given. To the best of our knowledge, the SERA firewall can be considered the first SRv6-aware application. Section VI provides the description of the testbed and the result of the performance evaluation. Based on these results, we have identified some shortcomings of the iptables design for our use cases. We implemented and evaluated a proof-of-concept that shows a significant performance improvement.

II. SFC BASED ON IPV6 SEGMENT ROUTING

Following the terminology defined in [4], the SFC encapsulation carries the information to identify the sequence of Service Functions (VNFs) that are required for processing a given packet. In the SRv6 approach considered here, the IPv6 Segment Routing Header (SRH) [7] contains such information. The SRH contains a segment list, a segment in this list identifies a VNF. Moreover, additional information related to the VNF chain can be carried in the optional Tag-Length-Value (TLV) section at the end of the SRH.

When a VNF that processes the packets is a legacy VNF, which is not aware of the Segment Routing based SFC encapsulation, we refer to it as an SR-unaware application. In this case an SFC proxy is needed, to remove the SFC encapsulation and deliver a clean IP packet to the SR-unaware application. Considering our focus on the Segment Routing based solution, we refer to the SFC proxy as SR-proxy. For the packets that are sent by the SR-unaware application, the SR proxy needs to (re)apply the SFC encapsulation after proper classification of the received packets. The operations of the SR proxies tend to be complex and in general they are not efficient. The main issue is that the information contained in the SFC encapsulation is removed from the packet when the packet is delivered to the SR-unaware application and may need to be re-added to the packet. This process typically requires a lot of state information to be configured in the classifier components of all nodes of a VNF chain and can consume a considerable amount of packet processing resources in the nodes.

Different types of VNFs can process the IP packets in a VNF chain. Some VNFs only need to inspect IP packets (e.g. DPI or network monitoring applications), other can drop or admit packets (e.g. firewall), other can modify IP and transport layer headers (e.g. NATs), other may need to terminate transport layer connections and reopen new ones (e.g. HTTP proxies, TCP optimizers). In general, the operations of an SR proxy depend on the type of VNF. If the VNF is not operating on the connections at transport layer (i.e. it is not modifying the 5-tuple of IP and transport layer source and destination addresses) it is possible in principle to re-classify the packets, at the price of repeating the flow-level classification in all nodes of the VNF chain. If the VNF is terminating / opening new transport level connections, it is not always possible to re-classify the packets and associate them to a specific chain.

As described in the SRv6 network programming document [10], the SR information can be added to a packet in two different modes, insert or encap. Figure 1 shows the original IPv6 packet and how it is carried in the two different encapsulation modes. In the insert mode the SRH header is inserted in the original IPv6 packet, immediately after the IPv6 header and before the transport level header. Note that the original IPv6 header is modified, in particular the IPv6 destination address is replaced with the IPv6 address of the first segment in the segment list, while the original IPv6 destination address is carried in the SRH header as the last segment of the segment list. In the encap mode the original IPv6 packet is carried as the inner packet of an IPv6-in-IPv6 encapsulated packet. The outer IPv6 packet carries the SRH header with the segment list.

An SR-unaware application is not able to process the SRH information in the traffic it receives. An SR proxy is used to process the SRH information on behalf of the SR-unaware application. As discussed above, the behavior and the applicability of an SR proxy depend on the type of processing of the application. In [8], a set of behaviors of the SR-proxy have been defined, among them we mention:

- Static proxy
- Dynamic proxy
- Masquerading proxy

Both the Static and the Dynamic proxies support IPv6 SR packets encapsulated only in encap mode. They remove the SR information from packets before sending them to an SR-unaware application. These proxies receive back the packets from the SR-unaware application and reapply the SR encapsulation which includes the information on the VNF chain. They work under the assumption that the specific SR-unaware application running in the VNF is inserted in only one VNF chain, because all packets going out from the VNF are re-associated to the same chain. If multiple VNF chains need to be supported, a different instance of the VNF is needed for each chain. The difference between the Static and the Dynamic proxies is that the SR information is statically configured in the Static case and is read from the incoming packets in the Dynamic case.

The Masquerading proxy supports SR packets encapsulated in insert mode. It masquerades SR packets before they are sent to an SR-unaware application, replacing the IPv6 destination address (which correspond to the current segment of the segment list) with the original IPv6 destination (i.e. the last segment in the segment list). When the packets are received back from the SR-unaware application, the Masquerading proxy retrieves the VNF chain information from the SRH header and changes the IPv6 destination address so that it reflects the current segment of the segment list. This process
is referred to as de-masquerading. The assumption is that the SR-unaware application simply ignores the SRH header and that the SRH header is preserved in the processing. Moreover, this type of proxy can be only used with applications that do not change the packet headers and just inspect them.

Following the above discussion on the SR-unaware applications, we can state that their use in combination with SR proxies is conditioned by some constraints and characterized by high configuration complexity. It can also be affected by performance issues. Of course these problems will be faced and solved in practical use cases, considering the importance to support legacy SR-unaware applications in NFV deployments. On the other hand, in this work we take a more forward-looking approach and consider the design and development of SR-aware applications. Such applications are able to process the SFC encapsulation included in the IP packets, that is in our scenario the IPv6 SRH header that contains the segment list. The greatest benefit of using SR-aware applications is that the SR proxy is not needed and the SFC information carried in the SRH header is preserved when the packet is processed by the application. This approach avoids the need to maintain state information in the internal nodes. The configuration and management of the NFV infrastructure is simplified and the performance of the NFV enabled nodes is not affected by complex classification procedures. Moreover advanced features are possible by letting the applications interact with the SFC functionality offered by the network.

In this paper, we focus on the design and implementation of an SR-aware firewall application, but most of the design considerations have a more general applicability to other types of applications that can be deployed in SR based Service Function Chaining scenarios.

III. LINUX IPTABLES FIREWALL

A firewall [11] essentially works according to a set of rules to accept or drop received packets. Each rule is composed of a condition and an action. The condition is based on set of attributes of received packets.

Once a packet satisfies the condition expressed by a rule condition, the associated action is performed on that packet. Iptables is a flexible and modular firewall and it is a standard component of most Linux distributions. It is built on top on the netfilter framework. In this section we provide a short tutorial on Iptables and netfilter architecture and implementation, which will be the base for the design of our solution.

A. Netfilter Framework

The netfilter framework [12] is a set of hooks in the packet traversal through the Linux protocol stack, which allows access to packets at different points. The current netfilter implementation provides five different hooks (PREROUTING, INPUT, FORWARD, OUTPUT, POSTROUTING) distributed along the receive and transmit path of packets as shown in Fig. 2. Kernel modules can register callback functions at any of these hooks. A callback function, after processing a packet, returns to the netfilter hook the action to be taken on the packet, such as DROP, ACCEPT, QUEUE (queue for user space processing).

B. Iptables

Iptables represents the userspace implementation which allows access to the kernel-level netfilter framework hooks. It defines a set of rules that instruct the kernel what to do with packet coming to or traversing the protocol stack. The implementation of netfilter includes some pre-defined tables, as shown in Figure 2. Each table has a set of chains where iptables rules can be inserted. The supported tables are: filter (the default table, it contains rules that are used to filter IP packets); nat (mainly used to re-write the source and/or destination addresses of IP packets); mangle (a specialized table for mangling packet as they go through the kernel); raw (mainly used for connection tracking). Each iptables rule defines a set of matching criteria based on information from different layers of the protocol stack. Once the packet matches a rule, iptables takes an action on this packet. The standard actions are: ACCEPT, DROP, or QUEUE. Those correspond to the callback functions return values. Listing 1 shows examples of iptables rules.

C. Iptables extensions

The iptables framework is modular and extendible. New match extensions and target extensions can be developed separately and added to the iptables as new modules.

Listing 1: Examples of iptables rules

```
# Standard iptables rule
iptables -I INPUT -d fc00:d1::/64 -j DROP

# Extended iptables rule
iptables -I INPUT -d fc00:d1::/64 \ -m hbh --hbh-len 40 -j DROP
```

Fig. 2: Netfilter hooks and their associated tables
Match extensions are used to add more matching options to iptables. They can be used alone or in combination with the default match options. They provide the ability to have sophisticated iptables rules in order to look deeper into IP packets. e.g., bhb, which matches the parameters in IPv6 Hop-by-Hop extensions header. An example of extended iptables rule is shown in Listing 1.

Target extensions are new actions added to the default ones of iptables. A new iptables target usually performs an action different from the default ones (ACCEPT, DROP, etc.). It can be used for logging/profiling or it can modify the packet before returning it back to the netfilter framework. Destination NAT (DNAT) is an example of iptables target extension, which is used to modify the destination address of a packet.

IV. SEGMENT ROUTING AWARE (SERA) FIREWALL

In an SRv6 SFC scenario, the VNFs are deployed over the servers of the NFV infrastructure. The Segment Routing Header (SRH) is added to packets to enforce a VNF chain, i.e. the sequence of VNFs to be crossed by the packets. The SR-unaware applications rely on the SR-proxy that removes the SRH from the packet. On the other hand, the SR-aware applications are capable of processing the SR information in the packets. We focus on a specific type of SR-aware applications, namely a firewall application. In this section, we start by analyzing some design requirements and use case scenarios for the SR-aware applications. The following considerations are focused on a firewall application, but they have a more general value as they can be applied to similar applications that need to be deployed on an SR based SFC environment (e.g. DPI, IDSs). We assume that an SR-aware firewall should support two working modes: basic mode and advanced mode.

In the basic mode the SR-aware firewall must be able to work as a legacy firewall, but with no need of the SR-proxy. In particular, the SR-aware firewall should be able to use the same set of rules defined for the legacy firewall and apply them directly to the SFC encapsulated packets that carry the SRH information. It must be able to handle SR packets encapsulated in en- cap as well as insert modes and logically apply the rules to the original packets rather than to the SFC encapsulated packets. To make a concrete example, if an existing rule includes a condition on the source IPv6 address and the original IPv6 packet has been encapsulated in (IPv6-in-IPv6) it makes no sense to consider the IPv6 source address of the received packet as the condition should be checked on the source address of the packet. The use case scenario is to virtualize the legacy firewalls, executing them in servers on the NFV infrastructure, without changing the legacy rules and with no need of SR-proxy functionality.

In the advanced mode the SR-aware firewall should support rules with extended conditions that can explicitly include attributes not only from the original packet but also from the SRH and the outer packet. In particular, the SR-aware firewall could leverage SRv6 SID arguments, TLVs, or TAG. It could also apply differentiated processing based on the active SRv6 SID (i.e., apply different rule sets for different SIDs). As for the actions, in the advanced mode the SR-aware firewall should be able to support some SR-specific actions. For example, an SR-specific action could be to skip the next SID in the segment list, so that it is possible to operate a “branching” instead of the usual linear exploration of the VNF chain, when some conditions on the packet are met. A use case scenario for this feature is to consider a service chain which includes a firewall followed by an Intrusion Detection System and allow skipping the IDS for a subset of traffic that matches some conditions. A further requirement is that the SR-aware firewall application should be able to select the actions to be performed based on information contained in the SID. This is aligned with the SRv6 network programming approach of minimizing the state information maintained in the nodes and storing explicit state information in the packets. The use case scenario in this case is that instead of re-configuring some firewall rules in a specific firewall running in the core of the NFV infrastructure, it is possible to obtain the same result by changing a SID in the SID list that is injected to the packet in the edge node. The big advantage is that the reconfiguration is only needed in the edge node, which in any case has to manage per-flow state to perform the classification operations.

In the following subsections we propose the architecture of the SERA firewall (for basic and advanced modes) that meets the above requirements, extending the Linux iptables.

A. SERA basic mode

In the basic mode, SERA is an SR-aware firewall that can apply the normal firewall processing to the original packets even if they have an SR based SFC encapsulation. The proposed packet processing architecture is shown in Figure 3. Each received packet goes through an SR pre-processor that splits traffic into SR and non-SR traffic. Non-SR traffic is processed as in an SR-unaware firewall, as represented with the solid-line path in Figure 3. SR traffic follows a different path through the firewall, represented with double-line path in Figure 3. In this path, the firewall evaluates the defined rules on the original packet, properly taking into account the impact of the SR encapsulation. It supports both en- cap and insert mode, which implies that the original IPv6 source and destination information of received packets may be encoded differently as follows:

- Encap mode: original source and destination are the ones of the packet.
- Insert mode: packets have only one IPv6 header. The original source information is in the source address of the IPv6 header, while the original destination is encoded as the last SID in the SRH.

The Inner match functional block is responsible for getting the original source and destination information from SR packets and compare them to the defined rules. Once a packet hits a condition of a rule, the associated standard action (ACCEPT, DROP, etc.) is triggered on that packet.
B. SERA advanced mode

In the advanced mode, SERA extends the iptables capabilities by offering new matching capabilities and new SR-specific actions. It introduces new iptables rules (SERA rules) that have extended conditions involving attributes from outer packet, inner packet, and the SRH header. The architecture of advanced mode (Figure 4) is defined incrementally with respect to the basic mode (Figure 3), by adding the SRH match functional block and replacing the Action block with the Extended Action block. Since the matching could be performed on both the original and the outer packet headers, the SR traffic follows a more complex path, as shown in Figure 4. Unlike in the basic mode SERA, all received packet are first processed by the Outer match block, which applies parts of the extended rules on the outer packet. The SR pre-processor does the same job as in the basic mode SERA by splitting traffic into non-SR and SR traffic. Non-SR traffic goes directly to the Action functional block while SR traffic is directed to the the Inner match block. The Inner match block works as in the basic mode, but the rules that drive its behavior are written in a different way. For example, with an extended rule it is possible to match on the outer source and destination IPv6 addresses (denoted as src, dst) and on the original ones (denoted as inner-src, inner-dst). The Inner match block takes care of the matching of the inner source and destination (the ones of the original packet). The SRH match block is concerned with the matching between SRH extension part of the rules and the SRH of received SR packets. Finally, each packet (SR or non-SR) that satisfies the matching condition of a rule goes to the Extended Action block. It extends the Action block present in the architecture of the Basic mode by allowing the introduction of SR-specific actions in addition to the standard ones.

An SR-specific action is an advanced action that can be applied to SR-encapsulated packets. It may modify or process SR-encapsulated packets based on SRH information. We list here some examples of SR-specific actions, but the set of these actions can be extended to cover more complex SFC use-cases.

- **seg6-go-next**: the default action of the SE6 target. It is similar to the Endpoint function from the SRv6 network programming model [10]. It sends packets towards the next SID from SRH. The seg6-go-next serves as an ACCEPT action for SRv6 encapsulated packets.
- **seg6-skip-next**: it instructs the SERA firewall to skip the next SID in the SRH.
- **seg6-go-last**: it instructs the SERA firewall to skip the remaining part of the segment list and process the last segment.
- **seg6-eval-args**: the generic action that supports SRH programmed actions.

Following the traditional iptables model, the above defined SR-specific actions are included in *statically* configured rules which are executed in a SERA firewall running as a VNF. Taking into account the concepts of the SRv6 programming model, we have designed a more dynamic approach, which allows to define the action to be executed as a result of a match on a packet by packet basis, by putting information in the Segment IDentifier (SID). For this purpose, a special SR-specific action is defined, called eval-args. It does not represent a concrete action, but instructs the SERA firewall to look into the current SID to find the action to be executed. As described in [10], an SRv6 local SID is an IPv6 address that can be logically split into three fields: LOC:FUNCT:ARGS. LOC uses the L most significant bits, ARGs the R rightmost-bits and FUNCT the remaining 128 – (L + R) bits in the middle. In our case, the LOC part is used as a locator to forward the packets to the NFV node that runs the firewall, and it is advertised by the routing protocols. The FUNCT part identifies a specific VNF on the NFV node (in our case the SERA firewall instance). The ARGs part may contain information required by the VNF and may even change on a per-packet basis. Note that the ARGs part will be ignored in most cases (or omitted setting R=0), whenever there is no need to carry additional information in the SID. To give an example, the LOC field can be 64 bits long and uniquely identify an NFV node. This leaves 128-64=64 bits for the identification of the VNF in the NFV node and for the arguments if needed.

In the advanced mode of SERA it is possible to use the ARGs part of the SID to encode a firewall action to be executed in case of match. This requires that a set of rules with action eval-args is configured in the SERA firewall. For all packets that match one of these rules, the action to be executed is contained in the ARGs field of the SID. The advantage of this approach is that it is possible to (re)configure the action to be executed on a given subset of packets by operating at the network edge, with no need to update the configuration of the SERA firewall instance running in the core of the NFV infrastructure.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the SERA firewall as an extension of Linux iptables described in section III.
Fig. 4: Architecture of advanced mode SERA

A. Implementation of basic mode SERA

In the Linux kernel the `ip6_tables` module is responsible for checking the iptables rules against the received packets. It implements the `ip6_packet_match()` function that evaluates the defined iptables rules against the outermost IPv6 header of a received packet. In order to implement the basic mode of the SERA firewall, we extended the existing `ip6_tables` module to operate according to the architecture shown in Figure 3. We added the SR pre-processor block. The SR packets are forwarded to the `Inner match` functional block, implemented in the `inner_match()` function, which evaluates iptables rules against the original packet. It supports SR packets encapsulated in both encap and insert mode.

We added a new sysctl parameter (`ip6t_seg6`) to switch between legacy iptables mode and SERA basic mode. The system administrator can enable the SERA basic mode on the fly with the command: `sysctl -w net.ipv6.ip6t_seg6=1`, which activates the SR pre-processor.

We have realized a first version of basic mode SERA that implements only a subset of the normal classification rules, namely those involving the IP src and destination addresses. On this first version we have performed the evaluation that is reported in the paper. Then we have implemented a second version that supports all the classification rules and it is now available at [13].

B. Implementation of advanced mode SERA

We implemented the advanced mode SERA by exploiting the iptables extension features. We added a new match extension as well as a new target extension to the iptables implementation both at kernel and user-space levels. Thanks to these extensions it is possible to match on the SRH fields, this allow to have a full control on where the packets is directed (the next SIDs) and which nodes it has crossed before.

At kernel level, we implemented two additional kernel modules: the `ip6t_srh` as match extension and `ip6t_SEG6` as target extension. The `ip6t_srh` module implements the SR pre-processor, the `Inner match`, and the `SRH match` from the advanced SERA architecture. The `ip6t_SEG6` module implements the `Extended Action`. It is a new target (SEG6) for iptables rules that supports a set of SR-specific actions.

To support the advanced mode SERA at user-space level, we extended the iptables user-space utility with two new shared libraries: `libip6t_srh` and `libip6t_SEG6`. They allow the iptables user to define SERA rules. These rules can have attributes from outer packet, inner packet, and SRH. List. 2 shows a list of match options supported by the `libip6t_srh` extension.

The `libip6t_SEG6` extension supports the new SR (SEG6) target with some SR-specific actions (shown in List. 3). For SRH programmed actions, we introduced a new sysctl variable (`ip6t_seg6_args`) that defines the number of rightmost bits in the active SID to be used as ARGS. The SEG6 target decodes the ARGS bits to decide which action should be taken on the packet. If the decoded value does not correspond to any of the supported actions, SERA will send back an ICMP Parameter Problem message point to the active SID. Such ICMP message can be used to understand which actions are supported by the firewall.

Listing 3: Options of SEG6 target extension

```bash
#ip6tables -j SEG6 -h
SEG6 target options:
[--seg6-action action]
Valid SEG6 actions:
  seg6-go-next SEG6 go next
  seg6-skip-next SEG6 skip next
  seg6-go-last SEG6 go last
  seg6-eval-args SEG6 eval args
```

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Testbed description

In order to verify the correctness of SERA implementation and to evaluate the performance aspects, we designed a testbed environment that can be easily replicated, shown in
The ingress and egress nodes are running Linux kernel 4.14. The links between any two nodes X and Y are assigned IPv6 addresses in the form fc00:xy::/64 and fc00:xy::y/64. For example, the ingress node is used as a source node number. We configured the ingress node with two different SR SFC policies as shown in Listing 4. The first SR SFC policy is used to encapsulate traffic destined to d1 as SR packets in encap mode, while the second one encapsulates traffic destined to d2 as SR packets in insert mode. The second SR SFC policy is used to steer traffic through the SR firewall, then to the egress node which removes SR encapsulation from packets as they leave the SR domain towards destinations (d1 and d2). The ingress and egress nodes are running Linux kernel 4.14 [15] and have the 4.14 release of iproute2 [16] installed. The NFV node runs a compiled Linux kernel 4.15-rc2 with SRv6 enabled and SERA firewall included [17]. In order to saturate the CPU of the NFV node, we used only one processor core for processing all the received packets by disabling the irqbalance service and assigning the IRQ for all interfaces to be served by the same CPU core. We used iperf [18] to generate traffic on the ingress node. All traffic generated by iperf goes through the SRv6 SFC policies configured on the ingress node.

The SRv6 SFC policies are used to encapsulate traffic destined to

\[ d_1 \]

as SR packets in insert mode. The SRv6 SFC policies are used to encapsulate traffic destined to

\[ d_2 \]

as SR packets in encap mode.

Listing 4: SR SFC policy

```c
# SR SFC policy - encap mode
ip -6 route add fc00:d1::/64 encap seg6 mode
encap segs fc00:1::/64 encap seg6 mode

# SR SFC policy - insert mode
ip -6 route add fc00:d2::/64 encap seg6 mode
```

Listing 5: SR pre-processor implementation

```c
static inline bool
sr6_pre_processor(const struct sk_buff *skb, int *innoff, int *srhoff, int *encap)
{
    /* SRv6 traffic (encap mode) detector */
    if (ipv6_find_hdr(skb, srhoff, IPPROTO_IPV6, NULL, NULL) > 0){
        *encap=1;
        return true;
    }

    /* SRv6 traffic (insert mode) detector */
    if (ipv6_find_hdr(skb, srhoff, IPPROTO_ROUTING, NULL, NULL) > 0)
        return true;

    return false;
}
```

B. Measurements

In order to evaluate the performance of our implementation, we generated SR traffic with a rate of 1 Mpps (10^6 packets per second). Each packet has a payload size of 1 KB. We wanted to measure the processing capacity (or throughput) of the firewall in processed packets per second (pps). We configured iptables with a rule that drops all traffic going from ingress node towards the destinations. Therefore, the counter of this rule represents the number of SR packets that the firewall has been able to process. In order to evaluate the performance for different numbers of rules, we add a sequence of N-1 non-matching rules before the matching rule. In particular, we repeated each experiment for ten different number of rules N from 1 to 512. Each value plotted in Figures 6-9 represents the average of 30 runs, each run with duration of 60 seconds. The confidence intervals are so close to the average that we have not plotted them.

We conducted five experiments as follows:

- Exp. 1: default iptables on plain IP packets.
- Exp. 2: basic mode SERA with SR encap mode.
- Exp. 3: basic mode SERA with SR insert mode.
- Exp. 4: advanced mode SERA with SR encap mode.
- Exp. 5: advanced mode SERA with SR insert mode.

In experiment 1 (default iptables), we used a rule that matches the IPv6 source and destination address of the received packets. The non-matching rules have the same structure, but different source and destination addresses. With only one rule configured (N=1), the throughput is 911 Kpps. As expected, the achieved throughput decreases with the number

Fig. 5: Performance evaluation testbed.

Listing 5: SR pre-processor implementation

```c
static inline bool
sr6_pre_processor(const struct sk_buff *skb, int *innoff, int *srhoff, int *encap)
{
    /* SRv6 traffic (encap mode) detector */
    if (ipv6_find_hdr(skb, srhoff, IPPROTO_IPV6, NULL, NULL) > 0){
        *encap=1;
        return true;
    }

    /* SRv6 traffic (insert mode) detector */
    if (ipv6_find_hdr(skb, srhoff, IPPROTO_ROUTING, NULL, NULL) > 0)
        return true;

    return false;
}
```
of rules, as shown in Figure 6. This is due to the operations that are executed for each rule. In particular, the function `ip6_packet_match()` is called for each rule.

In experiments 2 and 3, we evaluate the throughput of basic mode SERA with the same rules as the ones in the experiment 1 (matching the source and destination address). In these experiments, we are considering SR encapsulated packets and we set the `ip6t_seg6` sysctl to apply the rule to the original packets. When there is only the matching rule ($N = 1$) the throughput is 875 Kpps in encap mode and 873 Kpps in insert mode (Figure 6). For larger $N$, the degradation of the performance is more evident. The performance reduction of basic SERA with respect to iptables default is due to the SR pre-processor functional block, whose implementation is reported in Listing 5. This block has the task to look for the inner IPv6 header in the packet or for the SRH header in case of insert mode (we have re-used the `ipv6_find_hdr` function used by iptables). These operations are computationally expensive and are the reason for the reduction of the throughput visible in Figure 6. According to the design philosophy of iptables, the SR pre-processor is executed once for each rule, because each rule operates in a stateless way and no state related to the packet is saved. From a performance point of view, this is clearly not efficient. Therefore, in order to improve the throughput result shown in Figure 6 we are considering alternate design choices which can achieve higher performance when a large number of rules may need to be applied to the packets. The insert mode has lower throughput than the encap mode due to our implementation of the SR pre-processor block, which detects SR packets in encap mode before those in insert mode (Listing 5). We decided to add the encap mode detection before the insert mode since it works also for IPv6-in-IPv6 tunnels.

In experiments 4 and 5, we evaluated the throughput of advanced mode SERA. We considered an extended rule that matches source and destination address from both inner and outer packet. The results are similar to the basic mode SERA, the throughput is 857 Kpps in encap mode and 849 Kpps in insert mode when one rule is configured ($N = 1$) and the performance degradation with respect to the default iptables is higher when the number of rules $N$ increases (the Figure is not reported for space reasons). In Figure 7, we compare the throughput of basic and advanced mode SERA, considering the SR packets in encap mode. Both in the basic and in the advanced mode the SR pre-processor is executed once for each rule, the advanced mode SERA achieves a lower throughput because it has to perform two match operations (Inner and Outer) rather than a single one.

We wanted to verify that the throughput reduction when several rules per packet are executed was not caused by problems in our implementation. Hence, we conducted a new experiment using an already existing iptables extension, the Routing Header extension (implemented in `ip6t_rt` kernel module). This extension is able to match the common fields of the IPv6 Routing Header, including the Routing Type field (but is not able to parse the content of the SRH header, for which we have developed the proposed extension). We run the test for the different numbers of rules $N$ as in the previous experiments. For matching we used an extended rule that drops packets with Routing Type 4, i.e. the SR packets with the SRH header. As shown in Figure 8 the obtained throughput perfectly matches our SERA implementation, confirming that the poor performance is inherently related to the iptables design.

Finally, we tackled the issue of performance degradation and we were able to design and implement a solution focusing on one specific scenario, the basic mode SERA operating on SR packets encapsulated in encap mode. In this scenario, a set of existing rules needs to be applied to the original packets that are encapsulated with IPv6-in-IPv6. As shown in Figure 6, there is a performance penalty which becomes significant when the number of rules is large. We revised the design of our iptables extension so that we can execute the SR pre-processor once for each packet instead of re-executing it for every rule. The idea is to modify the pointers that point to the memory area in which the headers of the packet is stored once before executing all the rules and then to properly keep into account these modifications in the processing of the results of the matching. The throughput measurements of the revised design are shown in Figure 9. Only in case of a single
rule, the throughput is slightly reduced due to the operations that are performed once for the packet. When the number of rules increases, there is no throughput degradation as for the basic mode SERA, and the performance approaches the one of the default iptables operating on plain (not encapsulated) IPv6 packets.

From the performance analysis of the SERA implementation we have highlighted a throughput degradation when the number of rules to be checked for each packet increases. This is due to the iptables design that operates in a stateless way and repeats all operations per each rule. We have implemented a proof-of-concept that overcomes this issue in a specific scenario, showing the performance gain that can be obtained.

We provided an open source implementation for SERA [17]. We submitted our implementation to the Linux kernel and a part of it has been merged into version 4.16 [13]. We also contributed to the netfilter.org project to extend the iptables user-space utility to support the new match options and SR-specific actions (part of our work is in release 1.6.2 of iptables [19]).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown that it is possible to modify an existing application (the Linux iptables firewall) and make it Segment Routing aware. Thanks to this awareness, it is possible to setup chains of VNFs in a simple and efficient way, with no need of SR proxy. In the basic mode, the proposed SERA firewall solution avoids the need of (re)classification of packets in the intermediate NFV nodes that host the SR-aware firewall. In the advanced mode, new firewall actions can operate on the SR segment list, allowing to make branches in the VNF chain. We have also described how it is possible for the edge node to put instructions in the SR segment list, which can dynamically change the firewall actions that will be executed. This can be done by the edge node even on a packet-by-packet basis. In this way the firewall VNF could become stateless so that it can be scaled, replicated, moved arbitrarily in the NFV infrastructure.
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Abstract—Many resource allocation problems in the cloud can be described as a basic Virtual Network Embedding Problem (VNEP): the problem of finding a mapping of a request graph (describing a workload) onto a substrate graph (describing the physical infrastructure). Applications range from mapping testbeds (from where the problem originated), over the embedding of batch-processing workloads (virtual clusters) to the embedding of service function chains. The different applications come with their own specific requirements and constraints, including node mapping constraints, routing policies, and latency constraints. While the VNEP has been studied intensively over the last years, complexity results are only known for specific models and we lack a comprehensive understanding of its hardness.

This paper charts the complexity landscape of the VNEP by providing a systematic analysis of the hardness of a wide range of VNEP variants, using a unifying and rigorous proof framework. In particular, we show that the problem of finding a feasible embedding is $\mathcal{NP}$-complete in general, and, hence, the VNEP cannot be approximated under any objective, unless $\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}$ holds. Importantly, we derive $\mathcal{NP}$-completeness results also for finding approximate embeddings, which may violate, e.g., capacity constraints by certain factors. Lastly, we prove that our results still pertain when restricting the request graphs to planar or degree-bounded graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the heart of the cloud computing paradigm lies the idea of efficient resource sharing: due to virtualization, multiple workloads can co-habit and use a given resource infrastructure simultaneously. Indeed, cloud computing introduces great flexibilities in terms of where workloads can be mapped. At the same time, exploiting this mapping flexibility poses a fundamental algorithmic challenge. In particular, in order to provide predictable performance, guarantees on all, i.e. node and edge, resources need to be ensured. Indeed, it has been shown that cloud application performance can suffer significantly from interference on the communication network [1].

The underlying algorithmic problem is essentially a graph theoretical one: both the workload as well as the infrastructure can be modeled as graphs. The former, the so-called request graph, describes the resource requirements both on the nodes (e.g., the virtual machines) as well as on the interconnecting network. The latter, the so-called substrate graph, describes the physical infrastructure and its resources (servers and links). Figure 1 depicts an example of embedding a request graph.

The problem is known in the networking community under the name Virtual Network Embedding Problem (VNEP) and has been studied intensively for over a decade [2], [3]. Besides the rather general study of the VNEP, which emerged originally from the study of testbed provisioning, essentially the same problems are considered in the context of Service Function Chaining [4], [5], as well as in the context of embeddings Virtual Clusters, a specific batch processing request abstraction [6], [7].

A. Related Work

a) Objectives & Restrictions: Depending on the setting, many different objectives are considered for the VNEP. The most studied ones concern minimizing the (resource allocation) cost [2], [3], maximizing the profit by exerting admission control [8], [9], and minimizing the maximal load [4], [10].

Besides commonly enforcing that the substrate’s physical capacities on servers and edges are not exceeded to provide Quality-of-Service [3], additional restrictions have emerged:

• Restrictions on the placement of virtual nodes first arose to enforce closeness to locations of interest [2], but were also used in the context of privacy policies to restrict mappings to certain countries [11]. However, these restrictions are now also used in the context of Service Function Chaining, as specific functions may only be mapped on x86 servers, while firewall appliances cannot [4], [5].

• Routing restrictions first arose in the context of expressing security policies, as for example some traffic may not be
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results are preserved for acyclic, planar, degree-bounded requests

routed via insecure domains or physical links shall not be shared with other virtual networks [3], [12].

- Restrictions on latencies were studied for the VNEP in [13] and have been recently studied intensely in the context of Service Function Chaining to achieve responsiveness and Quality-of-Service [4], [5].

b) Algorithmic Approaches: Several dozens of algorithms were proposed to solve the VNEP and its siblings, including the Virtual Cluster Embedding [6] and Service Function Chaining embedding problem [3]. Most approaches to solve the VNEP either rely on heuristics [2] or metaheuristics [3]. On the other hand, several works study exact (non-polynomial time) algorithms to solve the problem to (near-)optimality or to devise heuristics. Mixed Integer Programming is the most widely used exact approach [4], [9], [13].

Only recently, approximation algorithms providing quality guarantees for the VNEP have been presented. In particular, the embedding of chains is approximated under assumptions on the requested resources and the achievable benefit in [14]. In [15] approximations for cactus request graphs are detailed, while [16] presents fixed-parameter tractable approximations for arbitrary request graph topologies.

c) Complexity Results: Surprisingly, despite the relevance of the problem and the large body of literature, the complexity of the underlying problems has not received much attention. While it can be easily seen that the Virtual Network Embedding Problem encompasses several \mathcal{NP}-hard problems as e.g. the k-disjoint paths problem [17], the minimum linear arrangement problem [18], or the subgraph isomorphism problem [19], most works on the VNEP cite a \mathcal{NP}-hardness result contained in a technical report from 2002 by Andersen [20]. The only other work studying the computational complexity is one by Amaldi et al. [21], which proved the \mathcal{NP}-hardness and inapproximability of the profit maximization objective while not taking into account latency or routing restrictions and not considering the hardness of embedding a single request.

Bibliographic Note: An extended version of this paper was published as a technical report [22]. In addition to the contents found in this paper, it contains a detailed Integer Programming formulation able to solve the VNEP variants considered in this paper. Furthermore, it contains the proof of Theorem 25, that is omitted here due to space constraints.

B. Contributions and Overview

In this work, we initiate the systematic study of the computational complexity of the VNEP. Taking all the aforementioned restrictions into account, we first compile a concise taxonomy of the VNEP variants in Section II. Then, we present a powerful reduction framework in Section III, which is the base for all hardness results presented in this paper. In particular, we show the following (see also Table I):

- We show the \mathcal{NP}-completeness of five different VNEP variants in Section IV. For example, we consider the variant only enforcing capacity constraints, but also one in which only node placement and latency restrictions must be obeyed in the absence of capacity constraints.
- We extend these results in Section V and show that the considered variants remain \mathcal{NP}-complete even when computing approximate embeddings, which may exceed latency or capacity constraints by certain factors.
- Lastly, we show in Section VI that the respective VNEP variants remain \mathcal{NP}-complete even when restricting subgraph isomorphism to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and request graphs to planar, degree-bounded DAGs.

As we are proving \mathcal{NP}-completeness throughout this paper, the implications of our results are severe. Given the \mathcal{NP}-completeness of finding any feasible solution, finding an optimal solution subject to any objective is at least \mathcal{NP}-hard. Furthermore, unless \mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP} holds, the respective variants cannot be approximated to within any factor.

Table I summarizes our results and is to be read as follows.

Any of the five rightmost columns represents a specific VNEP variant. The ✓ symbol indicates restrictions that are enforced, while the ⋆ symbol indicates restrictions which are not considered. Importantly, enabling a ⋆ restriction, does not change the results (cf. Lemma 9). Considering a specific variant, the respective column should be read from top to bottom. Considering for example (VE ⋆), its \mathcal{NP}-completeness is shown in Theorem 19 while its inapproximability when relaxing node capacity constraints is shown in Theorem 23. Lastly, all results also hold under the graph restrictions of the two bottom rows.
II. Formal Model

We now formally introduce the VNEP and its variants.

Definition 1 (Valid Mapping). A valid mapping of request graph $G_r = (V_r, E_r)$ to the substrate graph $G_S = (V_S, E_S)$ is a valid mapping $m = (m_V, m_E)$ of functions that map node and edge capacities, respectively, to the substrate capacities.

- The function $m_V : V_r \rightarrow V_S$ maps virtual nodes to suitable substrate nodes, such that $m_V(i) \in V_S$ holds for $i \in V_r$.
- The function $m_E : E_r \rightarrow E_S$ maps virtual edges $(i, j) \in E_r$ to simple paths in $G_S$ connecting $m_V(i)$ to $m_V(j)$, such that $m_E(i, j) \subseteq E^2_S$ holds for $(i, j) \in E_r$.

Considering the above definition, note the following. Firstly, the mapping $m_E(i, j)$ of the virtual edge $(i, j) \in E_r$ may be empty, if (and only if) $i$ and $j$ are mapped on the same substrate node. Secondly, the definition only enforces that single resource allocations do not exceed the available capacity. To enforce that the cumulative allocations respect capacities, we introduce the following:

Definition 2 (Allocations). We denote by $A_m(x) \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ the resource allocations induced by valid mapping $m = (m_V, m_E)$ on substrate element $x \in G_S$ and define

- $A_m(u) = \sum_{i \in V_r : m_V(i) = u} c_r(i)$
- $A_m(u, v) = \sum_{(i, j) \in E_r : (u, v) \in m_E(i, j)} c_r(i, j)$

for node $u \in V_S$ and edge $(u, v) \in E_S$, respectively.

We call a mapping feasible, if the (cumulative) allocations do not exceed the capacity of any substrate element:

Definition 3 (Feasible Embedding). A mapping $m$ represents a feasible embedding, if the allocations do not exceed the capacity, i.e. $A_m(x) \leq c_S(x)$ holds for $x \in G_S$.

In this paper we study the decision variant of the VNEP, asking whether there exists a feasible embedding:

Definition 4 (VNEP, Decision Variant). Given is a single request $G_r$ that shall be embedded on the substrate graph $G_S$. The task is to find a feasible embedding or to decide that no feasible embedding exists.

B. Variants of the VNEP & Nomenclature

As discussed when reviewing the related work in Section I-A, additional requirements are enforced in many settings. Accordingly, we now formalize (i) node placement, (ii) edge routing, and (iii) latency restrictions. Node placement and edge routing restrictions effectively exclude potential mapping options for nodes and edges. For latency restrictions we introduce latency bounds for each of the virtual edges.

Definition 5 (Node Placement Restrictions). For each virtual node $i \in V_r$, a set of forbidden substrate nodes $V^f_S \subseteq V_S$ is provided. Accordingly, the set of allowed nodes $V^l_S$ is defined to be $\{u \in V_S \mid c_S(u) \geq c_r(i)\}$.

Definition 6 (Routing Restrictions). For each virtual edge $(i, j) \in E_r$, a set of forbidden substrate edges $E^f_S \subseteq E_S$ is provided. Accordingly, the set of allowed edges $E^l_S$ is set to be $\{(u, v) \in E_S \mid c_S(u, v) \geq c_r(i, j)\}$.

Definition 7 (Latency Restrictions). For each substrate edge $e \in E_S$ the edge’s latency is given via $l_S(e) \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$. Latency bounds for virtual edges are specified via the function $l_r : E_r \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \cup \{\infty\}$, such that the latency along the substrate path $m_E(i, j)$, used to realize the edge $(i, j) \in E_r$, is less than $l_r(i, j)$. Formally, the definition of feasible embeddings (cf. Definition 3) is extended by including that $\sum_{e \in m_E(i, j)} l_S(e) \leq l_r(i, j)$ holds for $(i, j) \in E_r$.

We introduce the following taxonomy to denote the different problem variants.

Definition 8 (Taxonomy). We use the notation $\langle C | A \rangle$ to indicate whether and which of the capacity constraints $C$ and which of the additional constraints $A$ are enforced.

C We denote by $V$ node capacities, by $E$ edge capacities, and by $-$ that none are used. When node or edge capacities are not considered, we assume the capacities of the respective substrate elements to be $\infty$.

A Considering the additional restrictions, the abbreviations $-, N, L, R$ stand for no restrictions, node placement, latency, and routing restrictions, respectively.

Accordingly, $\langle VE/\ast \rangle$ indicates the classic VNEP without additional constraints while obeying capacities and $\langle NL \rangle$ indicates the combination of node placement and latency restrictions.
restrictions while neither considering node or edge capacities. We note that the introduction of more restrictions only makes the respective problem harder:

**Lemma 9.** A VNEP variant \( \langle A | C \rangle \) that encompasses all restrictions of \( \langle A' | C' \rangle \) is at least as hard as \( \langle A' | C' \rangle \).

**Proof.** The capacity constraints as well as the additional requirements are all formulated in such a fashion that any one of these can be disabled. Considering capacities and latencies, one may set the respective substrate capacities to \( \infty \) and the latencies of substrate edges to 0, respectively. For node placement and edge restrictions one may set the forbidden node and edge sets to the empty set. Hence, a trivial reduction from \( \langle A | C \rangle \) to \( \langle A' | C' \rangle \) exists and the result follows. \( \square \)

C. Relaxing Constraints: Approximate Embeddings

Within this work, we show the VNEP to be \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete under many meaningful restriction combinations. This in turn also implies the inapproximability of the respective VNEP variants (unless \( P = \mathcal{NP} \) holds). Hence, it is natural to consider a broader class of (approximation) algorithms that may violate constraints by a certain factor: instead of answering the question whether a valid embedding exists that satisfies all capacity constraints, one might for example seek an embedding that uses at most two times the actual capacities. We refer to these embeddings as approximate embeddings:

**Definition 10 (\( \alpha \)-/\( \beta \)-/\( \gamma \)-Approximate Embeddings).**
A mapping \( m \) is an approximate embedding, if it is valid and violates capacity or latency constraints only within a certain bound. Specifically, we call an embedding \( \alpha \)- and \( \beta \)-approximate, when node and edge allocations are bounded by \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) times the respective node or edge capacity. Considering latency restrictions, we call a mapping \( \gamma \)-approximate when latencies are within a factor of \( \gamma \) of the original bound. Formally, the following must hold for \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \geq 1 \):

\[
A_m(u) \leq \alpha \cdot c_S(u) \quad \forall u \in V_S \\
A_m(u, v) \leq \beta \cdot c_S(u, v) \quad \forall (u, v) \in E_S \\
\sum_{e \in m_E(i, j)} l_S(e) \leq \gamma \cdot l_R(i, j) \quad \forall (i, j) \in E_R \quad \square
\]

III. Reduction Framework

This section presents the main insight and contribution of our paper, namely a generic reduction framework that allows to derive hardness results by slightly tailoring the proof for the individual problem variants. Our reduction framework relies on 3-SAT and we first introduce some notation. Afterwards we continue by constructing a (partial) VNEP instance, whose solution will indicate whether the 3-SAT formula is satisfiable.

A. 3-SAT: Notation and Problem Statement

We denote by \( L_\phi = \{ x_k \}_{k \in [N]} \) a set of \( N \in \mathbb{N} \) literals and by \( C_\phi = \{ C_i \}_{i \in [M]} \) a set of \( M \in \mathbb{N} \) clauses, in which literals may occur either positively or negated. The formula \( \phi = \bigwedge_{i \in [M]} C_i \) is a 3-SAT formula, if each clause \( C_i \) is the disjunction of at most 3 literals of \( L_\phi \). Denoting the truth values by F and T, 3-SAT asks to determine whether an assignment \( \alpha : L_\phi \rightarrow \{ F, T \} \) exists, such that \( \phi \) is satisfied. 3-SAT is one of Karp’s 21 \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete problems:

**Theorem 11 (Karp [23]).** Deciding 3-SAT is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete.

For reducing 3-SAT to VNEP, it is important that the clauses be ordered and we define the following:

**Definition 12 (First Occurrence of Literals).** We denote by \( C : L_\phi \rightarrow [M] \) the function yielding the index of the clause in which a literal first occurs. Hence, if \( C(x_k) = i \), then \( x_k \) is contained in \( C_i \), while not contained in \( C_{i'} \) for \( i' \in [i-1] \). \( \square \)

As we are interested the satisfiability of a 3-SAT formula \( \phi \), we define the set of satisfying assignments per clause:

**Definition 13 (Satisfying Assignments).** We denote by \( A_i = \{ a_{i,m} : L_i \rightarrow \{ F, T \} | a_{i,m} \text{ satisfies } C_i \} \) the set of all possible assignments of truth values to the literals \( L_i \) of \( C_i \) satisfying \( C_i \). Note that all elements of \( A_i \) are functions.

Lastly, to abbreviate notation, we employ \( L_{i,j} = L_i \cap L_j \) to denote the intersection of the literal sets of \( C_i \) and \( C_j \).

B. General VNEP Instance Construction

For a given 3-SAT formula \( \phi \), we now construct a VNEP instance consisting of a substrate graph \( G_{S(\phi)} \) and a request graph \( G_{r(\phi)} \). The question whether the formula \( \phi \) is satisfiable will eventually reduce to the question whether a feasible embedding of \( G_{r(\phi)} \) on \( G_{S(\phi)} \) exists. Figure 2 illustrates the construction described in the following.

**Definition 14 (Substrate Graph \( G_{S(\phi)} \)).** For a given 3-SAT formula \( \phi \) we define the substrate graph \( G_{S(\phi)} = (G_{S(\phi)}^R, E_{S(\phi)}) \) as follows. For each clause \( C_i \in C_\phi \) and each potential assignment of truth values satisfying \( C_i \), a substrate node is constructed, i.e. we set \( V_{S(\phi)} = \bigcup_{C_i \in C_\phi} A_i \). We connect two substrate nodes \( a_{i,m} \in V_{S(\phi)} \) and \( a_{j,n} \in V_{S(\phi)} \), iff. a literal \( x_k \) is introduced in the clause \( C_i \) for the first time and is also used in clause \( C_j \), and \( a_{i,m} \) and \( a_{j,n} \) agree on the truth values of the literals contained in both clauses. Formally, we set:

\[
E_{S(\phi)} = \left\{ (a_{i,m}, a_{j,n}) \mid \exists x_k \in L_{i,j} \text{ with } C(x_k) = i \text{ and } a_{i,m}(x_l) = a_{j,n}(x_l) \text{ for } x_l \in L_{i,j} \right\}
\]

Capabilities etc. are introduced in the respective reductions. \( \square \)

**Definition 15 (Request Graph \( r(\phi) \)).** For a given 3-SAT formula \( \phi \) we define the request graph \( G_{r(\phi)} = (V_{r(\phi)}, E_{r(\phi)}) \) as follows. For each clause \( C_i \in C_\phi \) a node \( v_i \) is introduced, i.e. \( V_{r(\phi)} = \{ v_i | C_i \in C_\phi \} \). Matching the construction of the substrate graph \( G_{S(\phi)} \), we introduce directed edges \( (v_i, v_j) \in E_{r(\phi)} \) only if there exists a literal \( x_k \in C_i \) being introduced in \( C_i \) and being also used in the clause \( C_j \):

\[
E_{r(\phi)} = \left\{ (v_i, v_j) \mid \exists x_k \in L_{i,j} \text{ with } C(x_k) = i \right\}
\]

Demands etc. are introduced in the respective reductions. \( \square \)
there exists a valid mapping $m$ of $G_r(\phi)$ on $G_S(\phi)$, such that:

1) each virtual node $v_i$ is mapped on a substrate node corresponding to assignments $A_i$ of the $i$-th clause, i.e. $m_V(v_i) \in A_i$ holds for all $v_i \in V_r(\phi)$, and

2) virtual edges are embedded using a single substrate edge, i.e. $|m_E(v_i, v_j)| = 1$ holds for all $(v_i, v_j) \in E_r(\phi)$.

Proof. We first show that if $\phi$ is satisfiable, then such a mapping $m$ must exist. Afterwards, we show that if such a mapping $m$ exists, then $\phi$ must be satisfiable.

Assume that $\phi$ is satisfiable and let $\alpha : L_\phi \rightarrow \{F, T\}$ denote an assignment of truth values, such that $\alpha$ satisfies $\phi$. We construct a mapping $m = (m_V, m_E)$ for request $r(\phi)$ as follows. The virtual node $v_i \in V_r(\phi)$ corresponding to clause $C_i$ is mapped onto the substrate node $a_{i,m} \in A_i \subseteq V_S(\phi)$, if and only if $a_{i,m}$ agrees with $\alpha$ on the assignment of truth values to the contained literals, i.e. $\alpha(a_{i,m}(x_k)) = \alpha(x_k)$ for $x_k \in C_i$. As $\alpha$ satisfies $\phi$, it satisfies each clause and hence $m_V(v_i) \in V_S(\phi)$ holds for all $C_i \in C_\phi$. The virtual edge $(v_i, v_j) \in E_r(\phi)$ is mapped via the direct edge between $m_V(v_i)$ and $m_V(v_j)$. This edge $(m_V(v_i), m_V(v_j))$ must exist in $E_S(\phi)$, as the existence of virtual edge $(v_i, v_j)$ implies that clause $C_i$ is the first clause introducing a literal of $L_{i,j}$ and $m_V(v_i) = a_{i,m}$ and $m_V(v_j) = a_{j,n}$ must agree by construction on the assignment of truth values for all literals. Clearly, the constructed mapping $m$ fulfills both the conditions stated in the lemma, hence completing the first half of the proof.

We now show that if there exists a mapping $m$ meeting the two requirements stated in the lemma, then the formula $\phi$ is indeed satisfiable. We constructively recover an assignment of truth values $\alpha : L_\phi \rightarrow \{F, T\}$ from the mapping $m$ by iteratively extending the initially empty assignment. Concretely, we iterate over the mappings of the virtual nodes corresponding to clauses $C_\phi$ one by one (according to the precedence relation of the indices). By our assumption on the node mapping, $m_V(v_i) \in A_i$ holds. Accordingly, as the substrate node $m_V(v_i)$ represents an assignment of truth values to the literals of clause $C_i$, we extend $\alpha$ by setting $\alpha(x_k) = \{m_V(v_i)(x_k)\}$ for all literals $x_k$ contained in $C_i$.

We first show that this extension is always valid in the sense that previously assigned truth values are never changed. To this end, assume that the clauses $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_{i-1}$ were handled without any such violations. Hence the literals $\cup_{j<i} L_j$ have been assigned truth values in the first $i-1$ iterations not contradicting previous assignments. When extending $\alpha$ by the mapping of $m_V(v_i)$ in the $i$-th iteration, there are two cases to consider. First, if none of the literals $L_i$ were previously assigned a truth value, i.e. $L_i \cap \cup_{j<i} L_j = \emptyset$ holds, then the extension of $\alpha$ as described above cannot lead to a contradiction. Otherwise, if $L_{i,pre} = L_i \cap \cup_{j<i} L_j \neq \emptyset$ holds, we show that extending $\alpha$ by $m_V(v_i) = a_{i,m}$ does not change the truth value of any literal $x_k$ contained in $L_{i,pre}$.

For the sake of contradiction, assume that $x_k \in C_i$ is a literal, for which $\alpha(x_k)$ does not equal $\{m_V(v_i)(x_k)\}$. As $x_k$ was previously assigned a value, there must exist a clause $C_j$ in which $x_k$ was first used, such that $j < i$ holds. Let $m_V(v_i) = a_{i,m} \in A_i$ and $m_V(v_j) = a_{j,n} \in A_j$. As the edge $(v_j, v_i) \in E_r(\phi)$ by definition and all edges are mapped using a single substrate edge by our assumptions, $m_E(v_i, v_j) = \{(a_{j,n}, a_{i,m})\}$ must hold. Hence, as $(a_{j,n}, a_{i,m}) \in E_S(\phi)$ must hold and edges are only introduced if assignments agree with each other, we have $m_V(v_j)(x_k) = a_{j,n}(x_k) = a_{i,m}(x_k) = \{m_V(v_i)(x_k)\}$. This contradicts our assumption that $\alpha(x_k) \neq \{m_V(v_i)(x_k)\}$ holds. Hence, the extension of $\alpha$ is always valid.

By construction of the substrate graph $G_S(\phi)$, the node set $A_i \subseteq V_S(\phi)$ contains only the assignments of truth values for the literals $L_i$ of clause $C_i \subseteq C_\phi$ that satisfy the respective clause. Hence, $\alpha$ satisfies all of the clauses and hence satisfies $\phi$, completing the proof of the base lemma.

The base lemma is the heart of our reduction framework for obtaining our results and we note that the construction of the substrate and the request graph is polynomial in the size of the 3-SAT formula. Indeed, the base lemma forms the basis for...
polynomial-time reductions for the different VNEP decision variants. Concretely, consider some VNEP variant $\langle X | Y \rangle$. If this variant is ‘expressive’ enough such that any feasible embedding must meet the criteria of Lemma 16, then $\langle X | Y \rangle$ is – by reduction from 3-SAT – $NP$-hard. Furthermore, the existence of an Integer Program for each of the VNEP variants (cf. technical report [22]) shows that the variants lie in $NP$ and hence the successful application of the base lemma shows the $NP$-completeness of the respective variants. As a result, for the considered VNEP variants, any optimization problem (e.g. cost) cannot be approximated within any factor. The following lemma formalizes this observation:

**Lemma 17.** If there is a polynomial-time reduction from 3-SAT to the VNEP decision variant $\langle X | Y \rangle$, then the VNEP variant $\langle X | Y \rangle$ is $NP$-complete. Furthermore, any optimization problem over the same set of constraints is (i) $NP$-hard and (ii) inapproximable (within any factor), unless $P = NP$ holds.

Lastly, the following lemma will prove useful when applying the base lemma.

**Lemma 18.** Exactly one of the following two following properties holds for formula $\varphi$:

1) The clauses of $\varphi$ can be ordered such that within the corresponding request graph $G_{r(\varphi)}$ only the node $v_1 \in \varphi$ has no incoming edges.

2) $\varphi$ can be decomposed into formulas $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$, such that the sets of literals occurring in $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$ are disjoint, while $\varphi = \varphi_1 \land \varphi_2$ holds. Hence, $\varphi$ is satisfiable iff $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$ are (independently) satisfiable.

**Proof.** We prove the statement by a greedy construction and assume that the clauses are initially unordered. We iteratively assign an index to the clauses, keeping track of which clauses were not assigned an index yet. Initially, pick any of the clauses and assign it the index 1. Now, iteratively choose any clause which contains a literal that already occurs in the set of indexed clauses. If no such clause exists, then the clauses already indexed and the clauses not indexed obviously represent a partition of the literal set and hence the second statement holds true. However, if the greedy step succeeded every time, then the following holds with respect to the constructed ordering: any virtual node $v_i$ corresponding to clause $C_i$, for $i > 1$, must have an incoming edge by Definition 15 as the clause overlapped with the already introduced literals.

**IV. $NP$-Completeness of the VNEP**

We employ our reduction framework outlined in the previous section to derive a series of hardness results for the VNEP. In particular, we first show the $NP$-completeness of the original VNEP variant $\langle VE | \cdot \rangle$ in the absence of additional restrictions. Given this result, we investigate several other problem settings and show, among others, that also deciding $\langle \cdot | LN \rangle$ is $NP$-complete. Hence, even when the physical network does not impose any resource constraints (i.e., nodes and edges have infinite capacities), finding an embedding satisfying latency and node placement restrictions is $NP$-complete. Again, it must be noted that adding further restrictions only renders the VNEP harder (cf. Lemma 9).

**A. $NP$-Completeness under Capacity Constraints**

We first consider the most basic VNEP variant $\langle VE | \cdot \rangle$.

**Theorem 19.** VNEP $\langle VE | \cdot \rangle$ is $NP$-complete and cannot be approximated under any objective (unless $P = NP$).

**Proof.** We show the statement via a polynomial-time reduction from 3-SAT according to Lemmas 16 and 17. Given is a 3-SAT formula $\varphi$. We assume for now that the first statement of Lemma 18 holds, i.e. that within the request graph $G_{r(\varphi)}$ only the first node $v_1 \in V_{r(\varphi)}$ has no incoming edge.

To enforce the properties of Lemma 16, we set the substrate and request capacities for some small $\lambda$, $0 < \lambda < 1/|C_{\varphi}|$, as follows. The capacity of substrate nodes is determined by the clause whose assignments they represent. Furthermore, the capacities decrease monotonically with each clause. Similarly, but now increasing per clause, the capacities of edges are determined by the clause that the edge’s head corresponds to:

$$c_S(a_{i,m}) = 1 + \lambda \cdot (M - i) \quad \forall C_i \in C_{\varphi}, a_{i,m} \in A_i$$

$$c_S(e) = 1 + \lambda \cdot i \quad \forall C_i \in C_{\varphi}, e \in \delta^-(A_i)$$

The demands are set to match the respective capacities:

$$c_{r(\varphi)}(v_i) = 1 + \lambda \cdot (M - i) \quad \forall v_i \in V_{r(\varphi)}$$

$$c_{r(\varphi)}(e) = 1 + \lambda \cdot i \quad \forall v_j \in V_{r(\varphi)}, e \in \delta^-(v_j)$$

Due to the decreasing node demands and capacities, virtual node $v_j \in V_{r(\varphi)}$ corresponding to clause $C_i$ can only be mapped on substrate nodes $\bigcup_j A_k$. Due to the choice of $\lambda$, the capacity of any substrate node is less than 2 while each virtual node has a demand larger than 1. Hence, two virtual nodes can never be collocated (mapped) on the same substrate node. Thus, all virtual edges must be mapped onto at least a single substrate edge. Considering the virtual edge $e = (v_i,v_j) \in E_{r(\varphi)}$ with demand $c_{r(\varphi)}(e) = 1 + \lambda \cdot j$, the virtual node $v_j$ must be mapped on a substrate node having an incoming edge of at least capacity $1 + \lambda \cdot j$. As the edge capacities increase with the clause index, only the substrate nodes in $\bigcup_{k=1}^M A_k$ satisfy this condition. Hence, if node $v_j$ has an incoming edge, it can only be mapped on nodes in $\bigcup_{k=1}^M A_k \cap \bigcup_{m\neq j}^M A_k = A_j$. As we assumed that the first statement of Lemma 18 holds for $\varphi$ and hence all nodes $v_2, \ldots, v_M$ have an incoming edge, we obtain that the virtual node $v_1$ must be mapped on $A_i \subseteq V_{S(\varphi)}$ for $i = 2, \ldots, M$. Considering the first node $v_1$, we observe that only nodes in $A_1$ offer sufficient capacity to host $v_1$. Hence, any feasible embedding will obey the first statement of Lemma 16 regarding the node mappings.

We now show that any feasible mapping will also obey the second property of Lemma 16, namely, that any virtual edge is mapped on exactly one substrate edge. To this end, assume for the sake of contradiction that $(v_i,v_j) \in E_{r(\varphi)}$ is not mapped on a single substrate edge. As $v_i$ must be mapped
on some node \(a_{i,m} \in A_i\) and \(v_j\) must be mapped on some node \(a_{j,n} \in A_j\), and as both the request and the substrate are directed acyclic graphs, the mapping of edge \((v_i, v_j)\) must route through at least one intermediate node. Denote by \(a_{k,l} \in A_k\) for \(i < k < j\) the first intermediate node via which the edge \((v_i, v_j)\) is routed. By construction, the capacity of the substrate edge \((a_{i,m}, a_{k,l})\) is \(1 + \lambda \cdot k\). However, as \(k < j\) holds and the edge \((v_i, v_j)\) has a demand of \(1 + \lambda \cdot j\), the edge \((v_i, v_j)\) cannot be routed via \(a_{k,l}\). Hence, the only feasible edges for embedding the respective virtual edges are the direct connections between any two substrate nodes.

Therefore, all feasible solutions indicate the satisfiability of the formula \(\phi\). Any algorithm computing a feasible solution to the VNEP obeying node and edge capacities, decides 3-SAT.

Lastly, we argue for the validity of our assumption on the structure of \(\phi\), namely that the first statement of Lemma 18 holds. If this were not to hold, then the second statement of Lemma 18 holds true and the formula can be decomposed (potentially multiple times) into disjoint subformulas \(\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_k\), such that (i) \(\varphi = \bigwedge_{i=1}^k \varphi_i\) holds, and (ii) such that the first condition of Lemma 18 holds for each subformula. Accordingly, assuming that an algorithm exists which can construct feasible embeddings whenever they exist, this algorithm can be used to decide the satisfiability of each subformula, hence deciding the original satisfiability problem.

**B. \(\mathcal{NP}\)-completeness under Additional Constraints**

Building on the above \(\mathcal{NP}\)-completeness proof, we can adapt it easily to other settings.

**Theorem 20.** VNEP \(\langle E | N \rangle\) is \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete and cannot be approximated under any objective (unless \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}\)).

Proof. In this setting node placement restrictions and substrate edge capacities are enforced. We apply the same construction as in the proof of Theorem 19. Employing the node placement restrictions, we can force the mapping of virtual node \(v_1 \in V_r(\phi)\) onto substrate nodes \(A_i\) by setting \(V^v_S = V_S(\phi) \setminus A_i\) for all \(v_i \in V_r(\phi)\). By the same argument as before, virtual edges cannot be mapped onto paths as the intermediate nodes do not support the respective demand.

**Theorem 21.** VNEP \(\langle V | R \rangle\) is \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete and cannot be approximated under any objective (unless \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}\)).

Proof. In this setting only node capacities must be obeyed, while routing restrictions may be introduced. We employ the same node capacities as in the proof of Theorem 19, such that virtual node \(v_i \in V_r(\phi)\) may only be mapped on nodes \(\bigcup_{k=1}^j A_k\). Routing restrictions are set to only allow direct edges, i.e. \(E^v_S\) holds for each \((v_i, v_j) \in E_r(\phi)\). Again, \(v_i \in V_r(\phi)\) must be mapped on a node in \(A_i\), while all other virtual nodes have at least one incoming edge according to Lemma 18. As multiple virtual nodes cannot be placed on the same substrate node and virtual edges must span at least one substrate edge, any node \(v_j\) can only be mapped on nodes in \(A_j\) for \(j \in \{2, \ldots, M\}\). Together with the routing restrictions both requirements of Lemma 16 are safeguarded and the result follows.

**Theorem 22.** VNEP variants \(\langle \cdot | NR \rangle\) and \(\langle \cdot | NL \rangle\) are \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete and cannot be approximated under any objective (unless \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}\)).

Proof. In both cases capacities are not considered at all. Allowing for node placement restrictions, the first property of Lemma 16 is easily safeguarded (cf. proof of Theorem 20). By employing the same routing restrictions as in the proof of Theorem 21 the result follows directly for the case \(\langle \cdot | NR \rangle\). Latency restrictions can be easily used to enforce that virtual edges do not span more than a single substrate edge. Concretely, we set unit substrate edge latencies and unit virtual edge latency bounds: if an edge was to be embedded via more than one edge, the latency restrictions would be violated. Hence, the result also holds for \(\langle \cdot | NL \rangle\).

**V. \(\mathcal{NP}\)-Completeness of Computing Approximate Embeddings**

Given the hardness results presented in Section IV, the question arises to which extent the hardness can be overcome when only computing approximate embeddings (cf. Definition 10), i.e. embeddings that may violate capacity constraints or exceed latency constraints by certain factors. Based on the proofs presented in Section IV, we first derive hardness results for computing \(\alpha\)-approximate embeddings (allowing node capacity violations) and \(\gamma\)-approximate embeddings (allowing latency violations). For \(\beta\)-approximate embeddings (allowing edge capacity violations) a reduction from an edge-disjoint paths problem is presented in our technical report [22].

**Theorem 23.** For \(\langle V E | \cdot \rangle\) and \(\langle V | R \rangle\) finding an \(\alpha\)-approximate embedding is \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete as well as inapproximable under any objective (unless \(\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}\)) for any \(\alpha < 2\).

Proof. Assume that there exists an algorithm computing \(\alpha\)-approximate embeddings for \(\alpha = 2 - \epsilon, 0 < \epsilon < 1\). We adapt the proofs of Theorem 19 and 21 slightly. First, note that for \(\alpha\)-approximate mappings validity still has to hold according to Definition 10. Hence, by the decreasing node capacities the virtual node \(v_j\) can only be mapped on substrate nodes \(\bigcup_{k=1}^j A_k\). Furthermore, by either enforcing edge capacities or edge routing restrictions, the node \(v_j\) can still only be mapped on \(A_j\). Hence, the only missing piece to show that the respective proofs still hold is the fact that the node at most a single virtual node can be mapped on a single substrate node. To ensure, that this still holds, we adapt the capacities. Concretely, we choose \(\lambda\), such that \(\lambda < \epsilon/(2 \cdot |C_0|)\). Hence, the capacity of any substrate node is less than \(1 + \epsilon/2\). By relaxing the capacity constraints by the factor \(2 - \epsilon\), the allowed substrate node allocations are upper bounded by \((1 + \epsilon/2) \cdot (2 - \epsilon) = 2 - \epsilon - \epsilon^2/2 < 2\). As the demand of any virtual node is larger than \(1\), still at most a single virtual node can be mapped on a substrate node. Hence, the respective proofs still apply and the results follow.
Theorem 24. For \(\{\cdot\mid NL\}\) finding an \(\gamma\)-approximate embedding is \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete as well as inapproximable under any objective (unless \(P = \mathcal{NP}\)) for any \(\gamma < 2\).

**Proof.** The proof of Theorem 22 relied on the fact that due to the latency constraints each virtual edge must be mapped on a single substrate edge. As the latencies of substrate edges are uniformly set to 1 and all latency bounds are 1 as well, computing a \(\gamma\)-approximate embedding for \(\gamma < 2\) implies that each virtual edge can still only be mapped on a single substrate edge. Hence, the result of Theorem 22 remains valid. ■

For \(\beta\)-approximate embeddings similar results can be obtained via a reduction from an edge-disjoint paths problem. Due to space constraints we only state our main result and refer the reader to our technical report for the proof [22].

Theorem 25. Finding a \(\beta\)-approximate embedding for the VNEP variants \(\{VE\mid \cdot\}\) and \(\{E\mid N\}\) is hard to approximate for \(\beta \in \Theta(\log n / \log \log n)\). An undirected edge is contained in \(\mathcal{NP} \subseteq \mathcal{BPTIME}(\bigcup_{d \geq 1} n^{d \log \log n})\) holds.

Note that above \(\mathcal{BPTIME}(f(n))\) denotes the class of problems solvable by probabilistic Turing machines in time \(f(n)\) with bounded error-probability [24].

VI. \(\mathcal{NP}\)-completeness under Graph Restrictions

All of our \(\mathcal{NP}\)-completeness results (except Theorem 25) are based on a reduction from 3-SAT, yielding a specific directed-acyclic substrate graph \(G_{SI(\phi)}\) and a specific directed acyclic request graph \(G_{r(\phi)}\) and we note the following.

**Observation 26.** Theorems 19 - 24 still hold when restricting the request and the substrate to acyclic graphs.

Given the hardness of the VNEP and as for example Virtual Clusters (an undirected star network) can be optimally embedded in polynomial time [7], one might ask whether the hardness is preserved when restricting request graphs further.

In this section, we derive the result that the VNEP variants considered in this paper remain \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete when request graphs are planar and degree-bounded. Our results are obtained by considering a planar variant of 3-SAT. The planarity of a formula \(\phi\) is defined according \(\phi\)'s graph interpretation:

**Definition 27** (Graph \(G_{\phi}\) of formula \(\phi\)). The graph \(G_{\phi} = (V_{\phi}, E_{\phi})\) of a SAT formula \(\phi\) is defined as follows. \(V_{\phi}\) contains a node \(v_i\) for each clause \(C_i \in C_{\phi}\) and a node \(u_k\) for each literal \(x_k \in L_{\phi}\). An undirected edge \(\{v_i, u_k\}\) is contained in \(E_{\phi}\), iff. the literal \(x_k\) is contained in \(C_i\) (either positive or negative). Note that the graph \(G_{\phi}\) is bipartite. ■

An example for the interpretation \(G_{\phi}\) is depicted in Figure 3. Kratochvíl [25] considered the following variant of 4P3C-3-SAT and proved its \(\mathcal{NP}\)-completeness.

**Definition 28** (4P3C-3-SAT). The 4-Bounded Planar 3-Connected 3-SAT (4P3C-3-SAT) considers only 3-SAT formulas \(\phi\) for which the following holds:

1. In each clause, exactly 3 distinct literals are used.
2. Each literal occurs in at most 4 clauses.
3. The graph \(G_{\phi}\) is planar.
4. The graph \(G_{\phi}\) is vertex 3-connected.

**Theorem 29** ([25]). 4P3C-3-SAT is \(\mathcal{NP}\)-complete.

The following lemma connects 4P3C-3-SAT formulas \(\phi\) with the corresponding request graphs \(G_{r(\phi)}\).

**Lemma 30.** Given a 4P3C-3-SAT formula \(\phi\), the following holds for the request graph \(G_{r(\phi)}\) (cf. Definition 15):

1. The request graph \(G_{r(\phi)}\) is planar.
2. The node-degree of \(G_{r(\phi)}\) is bounded by 12.

**Proof.** We consider an arbitrary 4P3C-3-SAT formula \(\phi\) to which the conditions of Definition 28 apply. We first show that the corresponding request graph \(G_{r(\phi)}\) is planar by detailing a transformation process leading from \(G_{\phi}\) to \(G_{r(\phi)}\) while preserving planarity (see Figure 3 for an illustration).

Starting with the undirected graph \(G_{\phi}\), the edges are first oriented: an edge is oriented from a clause node to a literal node iff. the literal occurs in the respective clause for the first time according to the clauses’ ordering. Note that while many reductions in Section IV required the reordering of clause nodes according to Lemma 18, this reordering preserves planarity as the structure of the graph \(G_{\phi}\) does not change.

Given this directed graph, the literal nodes are now removed by joining the single incoming edge of the literal nodes with each outgoing edge of the corresponding literal node.

In particular, consider the literal node \(x_2\) of Figure 3: the single incoming edge \((C_1, x_2)\) is joined with the outgoing edges \((x_2, C_2)\) and \((x_2, C_3)\) to obtain the edges \((C_1, C_2)\)
and \((C_1, C_3)\), respectively. As the duplication of the single incoming edge cannot refute planarity and all incoming and outgoing edges connect to the same node, the planarity of the graph is preserved in this step. Lastly, duplicate edges are removed to obtain the graph \(G_{r(\phi)}^c\), which is, in turn, planar.

It remains to show, that the request graph \(G_{r(\phi)}^c\) corresponding to \(\phi\) exhibits a bounded node-degree of 12 (in the undirected interpretation of the graph \(G_{r(\phi)}^c\)). To see this, we note the following: based on the first two conditions of Definition 28, each clause node connects to exactly 3 literal nodes and each literal node connects to at most 4 clause nodes. Hence, when removing the literal nodes in the transformation process, the degree of each node may increase at most by a factor of 4. As any clause node had 3 neighboring literal nodes, this implies that the degree of any node is at most 12 after the transformation process, completing the proof.

Given the above, we easily derive the following theorem:

**Theorem 31.** Theorems 19 - 24 hold when restricting the request graphs to be planar and / or degree 12-bounded. Theorem 25 holds for planar and degree 12-bounded graphs.

**Proof.** Our \(NP\)-completeness proofs in Section IV and Section V (except for Theorem 25) relied solely on the reduction from 3-SAT to VNEP using the base Lemma 16. As formulas of 4P3C-3-SAT are a strict subset of the 3-SAT formulas, the base Lemma 16 is still applicable for 4P3C-3-SAT formulas. However, due to the structure of 4P3C-3-SAT formulas, the corresponding requests in the reductions are planar and exhibit a node-degree bound of 12 by Lemma 30. Hence, solving the VNEP is \(NP\)-complete, even when restricting the requests to planar and / or degree-bounded ones. Lastly, as proven in our technical report [22], Theorem 25 holds for planar and degree 1-bounded requests, concluding the proof.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

We presented a comprehensive set of hardness results for the VNEP and its variants, which lie at the core of many resource allocation problems in networks. Our results are negative in nature: we show that the problem variants are \(NP\)-complete and hence inapproximable (unless \(P = NP\)) and that this holds true even for restricted classes of request graphs.

We believe that our results are of great importance for future work on several of the virtual network embedding problems. For example, our results on the variant enforcing node placement and latency restrictions are of specific interest for Service Function Chaining. Surprisingly, the respective problem is hard even when not considering any capacity constraints. Furthermore, we have shown that it is hard to compute embeddings satisfying latency bounds within a factor of (less than) two times the original bounds. In turn, whenever latency bounds must be obeyed strictly, one needs to rely on exact algorithmic techniques as e.g. Integer Programming.
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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has recently emerged as a means to replace vendor specific, purpose built equipment with commodity hardware and leverage the open APIs and application orchestration for on demand deployment and scaling of network services. A well studied problem in NFV is the orchestration of Service Function Chains, (SFCs), i.e., a set of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) chained together to realize a network service. State-of-the-art literature on SFC orchestration assumes a strict traversal order of VNFs in an SFC and less attention has been paid to SFCs with relaxed VNF orderings. In this paper, we address the problem of Flexible Service Function Chain Orchestration that jointly allocates compute and network resources for SFCs while considering a relaxed traversal order for some pairs of VNFs. We propose Khaleesi, a suite of solutions that consists of: (i) an Integer Linear Program (ILP) for optimally solving the problem; and (ii) a heuristic algorithm to scale to larger instances of the problem. Our simulation results show that flexible SFCs can increase revenue earned per unit cost by as much as $\approx 10\%$ compared to a rigid SFC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [1] has received significant traction in recent years for its ability to decouple packet processing software, i.e., Network Functions (NFs) from specialized hardware middleboxes. NFV proposes to run the NFs as Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) on commodity hardware and leverages advances in application orchestration for on-demand provisioning of Service Function Chains (SFCs), i.e., an ordered sequence of VNFs that implements a network service. The capability of on-demand service provisioning and the consolidation of multiple NFs on commodity hardware enable the network operators to reduce their operational and capital expenditures.

However, the full benefits offered by NFV cannot be fully reaped without efficient resource allocation mechanisms for provisioning the SFCs. As a result, a significant body of research has been dedicated to address the problem of SFC orchestration, i.e., joint allocation of compute and network resources to provision SFCs with Quality of Service (QoS) (e.g., minimum bandwidth or maximum delay) requirements. SFC orchestration has been shown to be NP-hard [2] and a number of its variants have been studied in the research literature [3]. Despite the significant research efforts in solving SFC orchestration, little attention has been paid to the actual semantics of the VNFs while allocating resources for them. As a result, SFC has been mostly considered as a rigid sequence of VNFs, i.e., the order of the VNFs cannot be modified. In this work, we take a closer look at the semantics of VNFs and show that VNF traversal order can be changed without modifying the semantics of an SFC, and that such flexibility can be leveraged to perform better resource allocation for SFCs.

As an illustrative example, consider the following VNFs: a WAN optimizer that compresses and decompresses HTTP payload and a Probe that counts flows with a given layer 3 and layer 4 signature. These VNFs work on disjoint parts of a packet. Therefore, if they are next to each other in an SFC, swapping their order will neither affect the set of packets exiting the chain, nor the internal state of the VNFs (we call such VNFs reorder-compatible). Now consider the example SFC in Fig. 1(a), where the Probe, WAN Optimizer and Shaper requires 2, 3, and 2 CPU cores, respectively. If we consider the SFC to be rigid (i.e., the order of VNFs cannot be modified) then the only possible provisioning solution is the one shown in Fig. 1(b). However, if we consider the reorder-compatibility of Probe and the WAN Optimizer, then we can swap their order in the SFC and provision the SFC as shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that, by leveraging the flexibility in VNF ordering, we provisioned the same SFC with 50% less network bandwidth.

Considerations for flexible SFCs are not entirely new. Early works in this area [4]–[6] proposed languages and data models to represent flexible SFC requests. However they do not discuss how the flexibility can be determined in the first place. More recently, Parabox [7] and NFP [8] proposed to parallelize VNF execution in an SFC by introducing additional components. In contrast, we do not assume any additional components for changing the order of VNFs in an SFC. Moreover, no quantifiable results exist in the research literature that demonstrates if any benefit can be gained from flexibility in VNF ordering. In this paper, we fill this gap in research literature with the following contributions:

- Theoretical foundation for determining reorder compatibility of VNFs and the mathematical models to represent such flexibility in an SFC.
- The first quantifiable result showing the benefits of flexible SFC orchestration over its rigid counterpart. Our empirical results demonstrate as much as 10\% improvement in revenue earned per unit cost compared to rigid SFCs.
- Khaleesi\(^1\), a suite of solutions to the Flexible SFC orchestration problem consisting of: (i) OPT-Khaleesi, an Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulation for optimally solving the flexible SFC orchestration problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first optimal solution proposed for such problem, and (ii) FAST-Khaleesi, A

\(^1\)A character in popular fantasy novel “A Song of Ice and Fire”, who is also known as the *breaker of chains*
heuristic algorithm to solve larger instances of the problem. Simulation results show that FAST-Khaleesi allocates \( \approx 2 \times \) extra resources and accepts \( \approx 20\% \) less SFC requests on average compared to the optimal solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with a discussion of related work in Section II. Next, we present the theoretical foundations for identifying re-order compatible VNFs in Section III. In Section IV we present the system model and formally define the problem. We present our ILP formulation in Section V, followed by the heuristic in Section VI. Our evaluation results are presented in Section VII. In Section VIII we provide a brief discussion on the operational aspects that may limit the flexibility of SFCs. Finally, we conclude with some future research directions in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Since the publication of introductory white paper in late 2013, research in NFV has gained significant traction over the past few years. In the following, we discuss the state-of-the-art in SFC orchestration with a specific focus on research that considers relaxed order of VNFs in an SFC.

SFC orchestration is one of the most well studied problem in NFV. It has been addressed with different objective functions e.g., maximizing the number of admitted SFCs [9], minimizing operational cost [2], minimizing the number of servers used [10], minimizing network resource utilization [11], minimizing the number of VNF instances used [4], [12] among others. For a comprehensive survey on resource allocation in NFV readers are referred to [3]. Approaches to solve these problems include variants of Linear Programming [4], [10], [11], Cut-and-solve method [9], polynomial time heuristic design [2], [12], approximation algorithm [13], etc. However, majority of these works assume a rigid SFC and do not leverage the flexibility of reorder compatibility between NFs.

Only a handful of research has considered relaxed ordering of NFs in an SFC. For instance [5] proposes a context free grammar to represent an SFC request with flexible parts. The flexible parts are segments of NFs that can be traversed in any arbitrary order. An extension of this work is presented in [6] where the authors propose a YANG data model to represent flexible structures. The authors also propose a Pareto-optimal solution and a heuristic to allocate resources for such SFCs with flexible parts. However, works such as [5], [6], [14] neither quantify the advantages in resource allocation stemming from flexible VNF ordering in an SFC over its rigid counterpart, nor do they shed light on the aspects that may affect such flexibility. More recently, Parabox [7] and NFP [8] proposed to relax the strict ordering of VNFs in an SFC and parallelize some of them to reduce end-to-end latency. However, to do so, additional components were introduced for splitting incoming packets to parallelized functions and also to combine their output. This incurs overhead in terms of network resources and processing delays. In contrast, we identify “re-order compatible” VNFs that can be swapped without adding any additional functions.

III. RE-ORDER COMPATIBILITY OF VNFs

Flexible SFCs can bring benefits in terms of resource allocation, thereby freeing up resources for more SFCs to be admitted. This can indeed increase infrastructure provider’s revenue in the long run. Flexible SFCs have been preliminarily addressed before in [6] and [7]. However, in [6], the flexibility of the chain is an input to the orchestration problem. In [7], [8], the authors identify independent VNFs to increase parallelism in the chain. The concept of independent VNFs is somewhat similar to reorder compatible VNFs, however, not every independent pair of VNFs is re-order compatible. To the best of our knowledge, no existing work has yet formally defined re-order compatible VNFs. In the following, we lay the necessary theoretical foundation for identifying re-order compatible VNFs.

In a nutshell, two VNFs are considered re-order compatible if swapping their order in an SFC does not violate the SFC’s semantics, i.e., results in two semantically equivalent SFCs. We formally define semantically equivalent SFCs as follows:

**Definition 1. Semantically Equivalent SFC:** Two SFCs \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are composed of the same set of VNFs, \( F \), in different order are semantically equivalent if: (i) for an ordered sequence of input packets \( p_{in} \), both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) produce identical ordered sequence of output packets, and (ii) after processing a packet
\( p \in p_{\text{na}} \) the internal state of any VNF \( f_i \in \mathcal{F} \) is identical in both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \).

As a packet traverses an SFC, a VNF in the SFC performs any combination of the following three actions: (i) reads from the packet, (ii) modifies the packet, and (iii) updates its own internal state. For instance, while traversing a NAT, the source IP and source MAC address of a packet are modified, as well as the NAT’s address translation table. In another instance, a probe may keep a count of the number of UDP packets that are sent/received and updates the count after a packet passes through it. Since SFCs provide a form of value-added service, therefore it is important to ensure that any flexible structure of the SFC provides the same service to the flows as well as the constituent VNFs have identical internal states.

To formalize this, we refer to the set of packet\(^2\) fields that a VNF reads or modifies as “interest fields”, denoted as \( \mathcal{H}_f \), and the set of packet fields that affects the internal state of a VNF as “state fields”, denoted as \( \mathcal{H}'_f \). Every \( h \in \mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H}_f \cup \mathcal{H}'_f \) is expressed as a (byte_offset, byte_length) pair (e.g., source MAC can be expressed as a pair \((6, 6)\)), which allows us to express interest fields and header fields in a protocol agnostic way (similar to [15]). By comparing the interest and state fields of two VNFs, we can determine their re-order compatibility.

Two VNFs are re-order compatible when their interest and state fields are mutually exclusive (e.g., an application-layer firewall and a network-layer firewall). Furthermore, even when two VNFs share the same interest and/or state fields, as long as they do not modify the shared interest and/or state fields their processing functions remain independent (e.g., a probe and a Deep Packet Inspector (DPI)). For each VNF, we represent the set of interest and state fields by a \( |\mathcal{H}| \times 3 \) binary matrix \( \mathcal{M} \), illustrated in Table I. The rows in \( \mathcal{M} \) represent the different fields \( h \in \mathcal{H} \). The columns \( r \) and \( w \) indicate whether this particular VNF, \( f \), reads and/or modifies \( h \), respectively. The column \( x \) indicates whether \( h \) affects the internal state of \( f \), denoted by \( x = \text{if}(h \in \mathcal{H}'_f); x \in \{0, 1\} \). Given two VNFs \( u \) and \( v \) and their corresponding matrices \( \mathcal{M}_u \) and \( \mathcal{M}_v \), respectively, \( u \) and \( v \) are re-order compatible if:

\[
\forall h \in \mathcal{H}, \forall (k, k') \in \{(u, v), (v, u)\}:
\begin{align*}
(\mathcal{M}_k[h][r] \land \mathcal{M}_k'[h][u]) & \lor \\
(\mathcal{M}_k[h][u] \land \mathcal{M}_k'[h][w]) & \lor \\
(\mathcal{M}_k[h][x] \land \mathcal{M}_k'[h][r]) & = 0
\end{align*}
\]

Finding the interest and state fields of a VNF is a non-trivial task and is in fact a separate problem on its own. Different approaches have been taken in the past including middlebox modeling [16] [17] [18], header space analysis [19], white-box testing [20], black-box testing [21], etc. However, it is an orthogonal problem and is out of the scope of this paper.

A. Illustrative Example

Table II illustrates a re-order compatibility matrix for some commonly deployed NFs [22], namely firewall, web proxy, Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), Traffic Shaper, NAT, payload-DPI, and WAN Optimizer (WANX). We obtained the interest and state fields for these different VNFs by investigating existing middlebox models [16], middlebox catalog [23], IETF drafts [24], Click configuration files [25], and related research literature [7]. By applying (1) on the obtained interest and state fields, we obtained the matrix in Table II.

We observe that a network Firewall (besides changing the MAC address) typically examines layer 2-4 headers, e.g., source IP, destination IP, and port numbers, and either forwards or drops a packet. An IPS analyzes the packet (header and/or payload) and takes automated actions (drops packet, blocks traffic, sends alarm, or resets connection). Since a network firewall and an IPS perform “read-only” actions on common interest fields they can be swapped without affecting chain semantics. A traffic shaper classifies network traffic for QoS, a payload-DPI inspects the packet payload and raises an alarm if the packet matches a malicious signature. These VNFs are clearly re-order compatible with a network Firewall. Finally, a WANX can perform functions such as payload compression/de-compression, QoS tagging etc., which do not affect the interest and state fields of a network firewall. This renders them also re-order compatible. However, a network firewall and a network probe may not be re-order compatible because of the Probe’s internal state. For instance, if a probe is counting the number of incoming connections to port 80, placing a firewall before the probe will yield a different count than placing it after the probe.

IV. System Model and Problem Statement

We first present a mathematical representation of the inputs, i.e., the substrate network and the SFC request, then we formally define the problem of orchestrating SFCs with flexible VNF ordering with lowest resource provisioning cost (Flexible SFC orchestration for short).

A. Substrate Network

We represent the substrate network (SN) as an undirected graph \( G^s = (N, L) \); where every node \( n \in N \) is associated

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
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with residual compute resource capacity \( c_n \) and internal-switching capacity \( b_{i,j} \). Further, every link \( l : (i,j) \in L \) is associated with residual bandwidth capacity \( b_{i,j} \).

**B. Virtual Network Functions**

The set of available VNFs is represented by \( \mathcal{F} \). Each VNF \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) has compute resource requirement (e.g., number of CPU cores) \( d_f \). Additionally, we have a \( |\mathcal{F} \times \mathcal{F}| \) matrix \( R \) that represents reorder compatibility between the VNFs. \( R_{f,f'} = 1 \) if VNF \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) and \( f' \in \mathcal{F} \) are reorder compatible according to the definition in Section III, 0 otherwise.

**C. SFC Request**

We represent an SFC request as an directed graph \( G^v = (F,E,n_o,n_t) \), where \( F \) is the set of VNFs in the SFC. Note that we focus on SFCs that are structured as chains. Considerations for branching in SFCs is left as a future work. The requested chain \( E \) is represented by a set of directed virtual links, where each virtual link \( e \in E \) consists of a pair of consecutive VNFs, and is associated with bandwidth demand \( d_e \). Further, each SFC is associated with an ingress node \( n_o \in N \) and an egress node \( n_t \in N \).

**D. Problem Statement**

Given an SN \( G^s \), set of VNFs \( \mathcal{F} \), a reorder compatibility matrix \( R \), and a SFC request \( G^v \):

- Place VNF \( f \in F \) on a server \( n \in N \).
- Route exactly \( |F| - 1 \) virtual links between the VNFs to form a chain structure.
- Map each virtual link either to a single substrate path or to a server.
- The cost of allocating bandwidth from the network to route the virtual links are minimized subject to the following constraints:
  - Servers and network links cannot be over-committed to accommodate VNFs and the virtual links.
  - A virtual link should be routed on a single path in the network or placed inside a single server in the network.

Flexible SFC orchestration bares some similarity with the well studied Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem [26]. However, a fundamental difference between flexible SFC orchestration and VNE is that the set of virtual links to be embedded is given as an input to VNE. Whereas, in case of flexible SFC orchestration this set is not known and is part of the solution instead.

**V. OPT-Khaleesi: ILP FORMULATION**

In this section, we first showcase our solution approach that transforms an SFC to exploit flexibility, followed by OPT-Khaleesi, our ILP model that optimally solves the flexible SFC orchestration problem.

**A. SFC Transformation**

In order to fully exploit the flexibility in a given chain, the model must become aware of every re-order compatible pair of VNFs in this chain. To give the model a complete knowledge of this flexibility, we augment the chain with directed virtual links. The ensemble of the original chain and the augmented directed virtual links represent all possible chains that can be traced. The model then selects the optimal subset of \(|F|\) virtual links that routes through every VNF in the chain with minimum cost. Given an SFC and a re-order compatibility matrix \( R \), we augment the set \( E \) into \( E' \) as follows:

- if \( R_{u,v} = 1 \) and \((u \rightarrow v) \in E\), links \((u \rightarrow v.next)\) and \((v \rightarrow u)\) are created and added to \( E' \).
- if \( R_{u,v} = 1 \) and \((u \rightarrow v) \notin E\), if \( R_{u,j} = 1 \) \( \land \) \( u.next \leq j \leq v.prev \), links \((u \rightarrow v.next)\) and \((v \rightarrow u)\) are created and added to \( E' \).
- if \( R_{u,v} = 1 \) and \((u \rightarrow v) \notin E\), if \( R_{j,v} = 1 \) \( \land \) \( v.next \leq j \leq v.prev \), links \((u \rightarrow v)\) and \((v \rightarrow u)\) are created and added to \( E' \).

Fig. 2(c) shows the set \( E' \) generated for the SFC presented in Fig. 2(a) given the re-order compatibility matrix in Fig. 2(b). Generating the set \( E' \) alone is not sufficient; this is because not every subset \( \tilde{E} \subseteq E' \) renders a valid chain. Concretely, consider again the chain presented in Fig. 2(c), and recall that VNFs 0 and 1 are not re-order compatible. Here, while chain \( \{3 \rightarrow 0 \rightarrow 1 \rightarrow 2\} \) is valid, chain \( \{1 \rightarrow 2 \rightarrow 3 \rightarrow 0\} \) is not. Note that both chains are made of a combination of virtual links in \( E' \). Subsequently, we need to ensure that any selected chain structure \( E \subseteq E' \) does not violate any semantics. To do so, we introduce \( \Omega \), a binary matrix, that indicates whether VNF \( f \) can precede function \( f' \).

\[
\Omega_{f,f'} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } (f,f') \in E \lor (R_{f,f'} = 1) \land (f,f') \in E', \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

**Theorem 1.** Any chain that adheres to \( \Omega \) is semantically valid.

**Proof.** Let \( \tilde{E} \subseteq E' \) be semantically invalid. This means that \( \tilde{E} \) contains a pair of VNFs \((f,f')\) where \( f \) cannot precede \( f' \).

If \( f \) cannot precede \( f' \), means that \( f \) and \( f' \) are not re-order compatible; thus \( R_{f,f'} = 0 \) and by definition \( \Omega_{f,f'} = (R_{f,f'} \land (f,f') \in E') = 0 \). This follows that any chain that adheres to \( \Omega \) is semantically valid.

**B. Decision Variables**

A VNF is placed on a node in the SN, which is represented by the following decision variable:

\[
\theta_f^n = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } \text{VNF } f \in F \text{ is placed on node } n \in N, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

The following determines the selection of a virtual link \( e \in E' \) for inclusion in the final SFC:

\[
z_e = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if virtual link } e \in E' \text{ is selected}, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

We use the binary variables \( x_e^n \) and \( y_e^n \) to indicate placement of the origin and destination of a virtual link \( e \in E' \) on a
substrate node \( n \in N \). Routing of a virtual link \( e \in E' \) is determined by the following variable:

\[
u_{i,j}^{e} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } e \in E' \text{ routed on substrate link } (i,j) \in L, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

Finally, we use the following variable to derive the ordering between VNFs in the resultant SFC:

\[
\delta_{f,f'} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if VNF } f \text{ precedes VNF } f' \text{ in the resultant SFC,} \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

### C. Constraints

1) **VNF Placement Constraints:** Constraint (2) ensures that each VNF is placed on at most a single substrate node. Placement of the origin and destination of each virtual link is ensured by constraints (3) and (4), respectively. Finally, we ensure by (5) that either both the source and destination of a virtual link are placed, or neither.

\[
\forall f \in F : \sum_{n \in N} \theta_{f}^{n} = 1 \tag{2}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E', n \in N : x_{n}^{e} \leq \sum_{f \in F : o(e) = f} \theta_{f}^{n} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E', n \in N : y_{n}^{e} \leq \sum_{f \in F : t(e) = f} \theta_{f}^{n} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E' : \sum_{n \in N} x_{n}^{e} - \sum_{n \in N} y_{n}^{e} = 0 \tag{5}
\]

2) **SFC Selection Constraints:** The first and last VNF in the resultant SFC is determined by (6) and (7), respectively. Then, (8) ensures that a virtual link is routed iff both of its endpoints are placed. Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that every VNF in the resultant SFC is traversed exactly once. We ensure that exactly \(|F| - 1\) virtual links are placed by (11). Finally, (12) is used to break loops between virtual links.

\[
\forall e \in E' : \{o(e) = n_o\}, \forall f \in F : \sum_{n \in N} y_{n}^{e} \leq 1 - \sum_{e \in E' : e \neq e', (t(e) = f)} z_{e} \tag{6}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E' : \{t(e) = n_o\}, \forall f \in F : \sum_{n \in N} x_{n}^{e} \leq 1 - \sum_{e \in E' : e \neq e', (o(e) = f)} z_{e} \tag{7}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E' : z_{e} \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{n \in N} x_{n}^{e} + \sum_{n \in N} y_{n}^{e} \right) \tag{8}
\]

\[
\forall f \in F : \sum_{e \in E' : (e(e) = f)} x_{n}^{e} \leq 1 \tag{9}
\]

\[
\forall f \in F : \sum_{e \in E' : (t(e) = f)} y_{n}^{e} \leq 1 \tag{10}
\]

\[
\forall e \in E', e' \in E' : \{o(e) = t(e') \land t(e) = o(e')\} : z_{e} + z_{e'} \leq 1 \tag{12}
\]

3) **Substrate Capacity Constraints:** (13), (14), and (15) represent the server capacity, internal switching capacity, and substrate link capacity constraints, respectively.

\[
\forall n \in N : \sum_{f \in F} \theta_{f}^{n} \cdot d_{f} \leq c_{n} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\forall f \in F : \sum_{e \in E'} \left( x_{n}^{e} \cdot y_{n}^{e} \right) \cdot d_{f} \leq b_{n} \tag{14}
\]

\[
\forall (i,j) \in L : \sum_{e \in E' : (i,j) \in L} w_{i,j}^{e} \cdot d_{e} \leq b_{i,j} \tag{15}
\]

4) **SFC Routing Constraints:** Constraint (16) represents the flow conservation for mapping the virtual links. We use (17) to determine the ordering of VNFs in the resultant SFC. Finally, (18) ensures that the order of VNFs preserves the SFC's semantics.

\[
\forall i \in N, e \in E' : \sum_{j : (i,j) \in L} w_{i,j}^{e} - \sum_{j : (j,i) \in L} w_{j,i}^{e} = x_{i}^{e} - y_{i}^{e} \tag{16}
\]

\[
\forall f \in F, \forall f' \in F, \forall f'' \in F : \delta_{f,f'} \geq \left( \delta_{f,f'} \cdot \delta_{f',f''} \right) + z_{e; \{o(e) = f, t(e) = f''\}} \tag{17}
\]

\[
\forall f \in F, \forall f' \in F : \delta_{f,f'} \leq \Omega_{f,f'} \tag{18}
\]

Note that (14) and (17) contain product of two integer variables, which renders the model non-linear. However, the product of two integer variables can be linearized as follows: For Constraint (14), we introduce a new variable \( g_{n}^{e} \in \{0, 1\} \).
such that:

\[ g_n^c \leq x_n^c \]  
\[ g_n^r \leq y_n^r \]  
\[ g_n^e \geq x_n^e + y_n^e - 1 \]

Similarly, we linearize Constraint (17) by introducing a new variable \( q_{f,f',f''} \in \{0,1\} \) such that

\[ q_{f,f',f''} \leq \delta_{f,f'} \]  
\[ q_{f,f',f''} \leq \delta_{f',f''} \]  
\[ q_{f,f',f''} \geq \delta_{f,f'} + \delta_{f',f''} - 1 \]

D. Objective Function

Our objective is to embed the SFC while minimizing the incurred cost in terms of bandwidth consumption.

\[
\text{minimize } \sum_{e \in E'} \sum_{(i,j) \in L} w_{i,j}^e
\]

E. Hardness of the Problem

**Theorem 2.** \( \text{OPT-Khaleesi is NP-Complete.} \)

**Proof.** Given a graph \( G'=(N,L) \), where \( c_n = 1 \ \forall \ n \in N \) and \( b_l = 1 \ \forall \ l \in L \). We transform \( G' \) into \( G''=(N',L') \) by adding an auxiliary node of capacity 0 between every pair \((i,j) \in L \). \( G'' \) thus represents an SN where some nodes are servers and the rest are network nodes. Now assume that we have a chaotic SFC request of size \( N \) with 1 unit demand for each VNF in the SFC and \( d_f = 1 \). A chaotic SFC refers to an SFC where all pairs of VNFs are re-order compatible. Solving the Hamiltonian path problem in \( G'' \) corresponds to finding a path that spans every node in \( N \). This is exactly solving the flexible service chaining problem in \( G'' \) since the Hamiltonian path will span \( N \) compute nodes in \( G'' \) (the size of the chain). Conversely, solving the flexible service chaining in \( G'' \) would mean that we have found a chain that spans \( N \) compute nodes. This chain in \( G'' \) corresponds to a Hamiltonian path in \( G'' \). Since computing Hamiltonian path is NP-Complete, therefore a special case of our problem (i.e., placement of a chaotic chain of size \( N \)) is also NP-Complete. Therefore, by restriction, \( \text{OPT-Khaleesi} \) is NP-complete. \( \square \)

VI. FAST-Khaleesi: HEURISTIC SOLUTION

To overcome the computational complexity of \( \text{OPT-Khaleesi} \), we propose \( \text{FAST-Khaleesi} \), a heuristic that performs flexible chaining, VNF placement, and routing with the objective to minimize bandwidth footprint. \( \text{FAST-Khaleesi} \) consists of 4 Steps, and is designed to select the chain that encourages more virtual links to be routed internally, which in turn reduces the number of inter-server switching.

- **Step 1: Generate all SFCs** First, given the set \( E' \), we trace all possible chains that do not violate any semantics (i.e., respect \( \Omega \)) by using backtracking. We denote this set as \( S \). Generating all possible chains for a SFC where all VNFs are re-order compatible may yield an exponential number of combinations \( O(|F|!) \) in the worst case. However, in practice, the size of SFC does not exceed 6 in a DC [27]. Moreover, not all pairs of VNFs are typically reorder compatible with each other. Therefore, in practice the actual number of valid chains is far less than the worst case.

- **Step 2: Find Candidate Servers** Step 2 consists of finding a list of candidate servers. A candidate server is a server with sufficient CPU resources to accommodate any VNF. Once the list of candidate servers is obtained, we compute the shortest path between each candidate server \( n \in \bar{N} \) and the ingress \( n_o \) and egress \( n_i \) nodes of the chain, respectively. We denote these distances as \( x_o \) and \( x_i \), respectively. Subsequently, we compute the ratio \( r_n = \frac{x_o}{x_i} \) for every node \( n \in \bar{N} \). By sorting the servers in decreasing order of ratio \( r \), we prioritize the servers with highest capacity and proximity to the chain’s ingress and egress nodes. This will also potentially reduce the bandwidth footprint, as the VNFs will be placed close to the origin and sink of the chain at hand. The time complexity of Step 2 is \( O(2 \cdot \bar{N} \cdot (L + \log N) + N \log N) \) or \( O(N^2 \log N) \) by dropping lower-order terms.

- **Step 3: VNF Placement** The VNF placement is performed for every chain as follows: First, for every candidate server \( n \in \bar{N} \) and for every VNF \( f \in F \), we

---

**Algorithm 1: FAST-Khaleesi Algorithm**

**Input:** \( G'=(N,L), G'^{c}=(F,E,n_o,n_i), E' \)

**Output:** NF Placement and Chain Routing Solution \( m \)

1 **function FAST-Khaleesi**

2 **Step 1:** Generate all Valid Chains \( S \)

3 **Step 2:** Find all candidate servers in \( N \)

4 \( \bar{N} = \{\} \)

5 **forall** \( n \in N \) do

6 **if** \( c_n < \min_{f \in F} d_f \) then

7 **continue**

8 \( \bar{N} = \bar{N} \cup \{n\} \)

9 \( r_n = |\text{shortestPath}(n, n_o)| + |\text{shortestPath}(n, n_i)| \)

10 **SortDescendingOrder(\bar{N}, r) \text{ }**

11 \( M = \{\}; \text{ } \#\text{ Initialize an empty solution set} \)

12 **forall** \( s = (F, \bar{E}) \in S \) do

13 **Step 3:** VNF Placement

14 \( \bar{m} = \{\}; \text{ } \#\text{ Initialize an empty solution set} \)

15 \( V = F \)

16 **while** \( (|V| > 0) \) do

17 \( \bar{F} = \text{FindMinOpCost}(\bar{V} \cup \{s\}, \bar{N}) \)

18 \( \bar{m}.nmap = \bar{m}.nmap \cup (\bar{F}, n) \)

19 \( V = V - \bar{F} \)

20 \( \bar{E} = \bar{E} - \text{GetInternallySwitchedLinks}(\bar{F}) \)

21 **Step 4:** Virtual Link Routing

22 **forall** \( e \in \bar{E} \) do

23 \( \bar{m}.emap = \bar{m}.emap \cup \text{Dijkstra}(e) \)

24 \( \bar{M} = \bar{M} \cup \{\bar{m}\} \)

25 \( m = \text{FindLowestCostSol}(\bar{M}) \)

26 **return** \( m \)
compute an opportunity cost of placing $f$ along with a subset of VNFs $F$ on $n$. The subset $F \cup f$ with the lowest opportunity cost is chosen and mapped on node $n$. Here, opportunity cost refers to the number of virtual links that require inter-server switching as result of placing $F \cup f$ on $n$. This cost is reduced by maximizing the number of virtual links with both end points placed on the same server. Hence, to minimize the opportunity cost for every VNF $f$, we traverse the chain $s$ starting at $f$, and every time we find a pair of adjacent VNFs that can be packed in $n$ without violating its capacity we add them to $F$. This iteration is repeated until the placement of all VNFs is settled. At every iteration, the set of virtual links that require inter-server routing is updated. The time complexity of Step 3 is $O(|S| \cdot |N| \cdot |F|^2)$.

- **Step 4: Inter-Server Routing** Finally, for every placement solution generated in Step 3, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is performed to route the set of virtual links whose end points are distributed in different servers. The time complexity of Step 4 is $O(|S| \cdot (|L| + |N| \log |N|))$.

Once Steps 3 and 4 are performed for every SFC, the algorithm terminates, and the mapping solution with the lowest total bandwidth consumption is returned. If no feasible mapping solution can be found for any chain, the SFC is rejected.

### VII. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed solutions in the following scenarios: (i) evaluating the benefits of flexible VNF ordering in SFCs (Section VII-C), and (ii) performance comparison between FAST-Khaleesi and OPT-Khaleesi (Section VII-D). Before presenting the results, we describe our simulation setup in Section VII-A and the evaluation metrics in Section VII-B.

#### A. Simulation Setup

1) **Testbed:** We implemented OPT-Khaleesi and FAST-Khaleesi using IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.5 Java libraries and Java, respectively. Our testbed consists of machines with hyper-threaded Intel 8x10-core Xeon E7-8870 CPU and 1TB of memory. We developed an in-house discrete event simulator to simulate the arrival and departure of SFCs on an SN.

2) **Topology:** We used the following two real topologies, representing two different scenarios and scales for our evaluation: (i) Univ-DC: a university data center topology with 23 nodes and 42 links from [28]; and (ii) AS3967: a moderate size ISP topology with 79 nodes and 147 links from Rocketfuel dataset [29]. (i) represents a data center network, which typically has high server density compared to an ISP’s backbone network such as (ii). To represent this diversity in server density we augmented (i) and (ii) with 144 and 64 servers, respectively, each with 8 CPU cores.

3) **Traffic Data:** For Univ-DC topology, we used real traffic traces from the same data center [28] to generate SFC request between pairs of edge switches. For AS3967, no real traffic traces are available, hence, we resorted to generating synthetic traffic. We used FNSS tool [30] and generated time varying traffic by following the distribution presented in [31].

4) **Middlebox Data:** We selected a set of six VNFs from the ones listed in Table II and computed the reorder compatibility matrix accordingly. We randomly chained subsets of the selected VNFs to generate SFCs with lengths between 3 and 6. Middlebox CPU requirements were obtained from the research literature and available vendor data sheets [2], [32]. SFC arrival and departure was generated following a Poisson distribution with mean arrival rate varied between 4 - 10 SFCs per 100 time unit. Mean life time of these SFCs were set to 1000 time units. The simulation was run for a total of 10000 time units and included 400 - 960 SFC requests. Note that the dataset and parameters chosen for evaluation are in accordance with relevant research literature [3], [26].

#### B. Evaluation Metrics

1) **Acceptance Ratio:** The ratio of number of admitted SFC requests to the total number of SFC requests.

2) **Embedding Path Length:** Embedding path length is the sum of lengths of all the paths used for routing all inter-NF links in an SFC.

3) **Revenue per unit cost:** Revenue is computed as a function that is proportional to an SFCs total resource requirement. Revenue earned per unit cost is calculated by dividing revenue from an SFC by the SFC’s embedding cost.

#### C. Benefits of Flexibility in SFCs

We demonstrate the benefits of flexible VNF ordering in SFCs by evaluating the following two scenarios. First, we compare results of optimally orchestrating flexible SFCs with that of orchestrating non-flexible or rigid SFCs. In the second scenario, we empirically evaluate how much benefit we can get by feeding all possible SFCs stemming from a flexible SFC to an existing orchestration algorithm from the literature.
The goal is to evaluate how much benefit we can get even without explicitly considering flexible VNF ordering in an existing SFC orchestration algorithm. For that purpose, we use the dynamic programming algorithm from [2].

For the first scenario, we implemented an ILP similar to [2] for comparison. From the results, we did not observe much of a difference between the two approaches in terms of acceptance ratio for different arrival rates. However, the number of accepted SFCs does not say much about the types of SFCs that were accepted. Therefore, we further analyzed the solutions and computed the revenue earned per unit cost for different arrival rates and present the result in Fig. 3(a). More specifically, we present the ratio of revenue earned per unit cost for flexible and rigid cases. The flexible case always yielded more revenue per unit embedding cost to an extent of 11% compared to the rigid cases.

For the second scenario, we take a black box approach. Instead of modifying the dynamic programming algorithm from [2], we executed the algorithm for all valid SFCs that can be traced from an SFC request. We keep the result with the lowest cost for each SFC request. We compare the results from this setting with that from executing [2] on non-flexible SFCs. The results are presented in Fig. 3(b). We observe that even without explicitly considering and exploiting flexibility in SFCs, there is about 10% improvement in revenue earned per unit cost on average for [2].

The takeaway from this study is that flexibility in SFCs can yield more revenue per unit cost even for an SFC orchestration algorithm not designed to handle flexible SFCs. An intuition behind such result is that the flexibility in an SFC leads to reordering of some of the VNFs to accept some more resource demanding ones compared to the non-flexible case.

D. FAST-Khaleesi vs. OPT-Khaleesi

1) Acceptance Ratio: We present the cumulative acceptance ratio of OPT-Khaleesi and FAST-Khaleesi for both SN topologies in Fig. 4 with 5th and 95th percentile error bars. We consider the first 1000 time units of simulation as the warm up period and discard results from that period. For a compute resource constraint environment as in AS3967, the performance gap between the heuristic and the optimal is larger than Univ-DC topology. Nonetheless, we found the heuristic to accept no greater than 20% less SFC requests on average compared to the optimal solution.

2) Mean Embedding Path Length: Our cost function is proportional to the embedding path length for an SFC. Therefore, we compare the mean embedding path length across all SFC requests to gain an estimate as to how much far off is the heuristic from the optimal solution. The results for both of the topologies are presented in Fig. 5. For the data center topology where network diameter is relatively smaller compared to the ISP topology, the heuristic’s mean embedding path was within 20% of that of the optimal solution. However, on a network with larger diameter such as the ISP topology we used, this stretch increased up to \( \approx 2 \times \) the optimal solution.

We also show the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of embedding path length of one fixed arrival rate in Fig. 6. The purpose is to show the breakdown of the length distribution and try to understand the long errorbars in Fig. 5. As we can see, the heuristic demonstrates a long tailed CDF. This long tail is due to the heuristic’s shortcoming of finding a good solution when the network is very close to saturation.

3) Execution Time: Execution time for OPT-Khaleesi and FAST-Khaleesi for embedding a single SFC request is presented in Table III. Note that execution time for Univ-DC is higher than that of AS3967. This is because, majority of the execution time in both of the solutions is spent to find
suitable placement of VNFs on the servers. Recall that the data center topology has higher number of servers, hence, higher execution time despite being smaller than AS3967.

VIII. Discussion

In light of the above, we clearly see potential advantages of flexible structures over the rigid ones. However, the degree of flexibility that might be available in a network not only depends on the types of VNFs deployed, but also on the operator’s policies and customer requirements. There are certain NFs, which by policy might not be flexible at all. For instance, a network’s policy or a customer’s requirement may govern that all incoming and outgoing traffic must traverse through a firewall. In such cases, even if the VNF is reorder compatible with others, it cannot be considered for such flexibility. However, there are indeed some NFs that are deployed for performance enhancement purposes such as a WAN Optimizer, Video Transcoder, Traffic Shaper etc., that may have less strict requirement on their order. Our solution can also work with such operator policies. In such cases, where we have additional constraints imposed by policies, setting appropriate entries in $\mathcal{R}$ before running the optimizations should be sufficient.

IX. Conclusion

In this paper, we have taken a first step towards studying the impact of flexibility in SFCs and also how such flexibility can be leveraged for resource allocation. We present the first quantifiable results showing the potential benefits of flexible SFCs over rigid ones. Our results show that indeed there is improvement in revenue per unit cost, however, the significance of this improvement can be better explained when it is translated into actual monetary values. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose an ILP-based optimal solution to the problem. We also propose a heuristic that performs within $2\times$ of the optimal solution on average while executing orders of magnitude faster.

Flexibility in SFC can be leveraged in other scenarios as well. For instance, in the event of substrate node or link failure, flexibility can be leveraged for restoring failed SFCs while minimizing backup footprint. Another interesting direction is to investigate how flexibility in SFC can be applied for re-optimizing resource allocation to alleviate bottlenecks.
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Abstract—Studies show that more than 95% of the traffic generated by smartphones typically consists of short-lived TCP flows towards websites. The content of such websites often is distributed across multiple servers which requires clients to resolve multiple DNS names and establish multiple TCP connections to fetch the webpage in its entirety. Studies have shown that network latency in a mobile network (attributed to DNS lookup and TCP connect times) contributes heavily to poor experience when browsing such websites. However, there is little understanding of the factors that contribute to high DNS lookup and TCP connect times. In this paper, we take this further by measuring the Domain Name System (DNS) lookup time and the TCP connect time to popular websites from ∼25K subscribers of a cellular network operator in Finland. Using a month-long dataset (Oct 2016) of these measurements, we show that LTE offers considerably faster DNS lookup time compared to legacy cellular networks (such as HSPA+ and UMTS). We also show that the model of the device and the proximity of the DNS server to the subscribers impacts the DNS lookup time. Furthermore, the TCP connect time is also affected by the radio technology. We observe that LTE offers a significantly low latency profile such that the TCP connect time to popular websites is reduced by ∼80% compared to legacy cellular networks. The presence of ISP caches also considerably improves TCP connect times. Using a ping test, we also observe that legacy radio technologies (such as HSPA+ and UMTS) suffer from higher packet loss than LTE.

I. INTRODUCTION

The trend of users using mobile handheld devices to access the Internet shows a steady increase over the last years. If a user is on the move, these devices commonly use the cellular network to access the Internet. Huang et al. [1] show that the majority of network traffic (more than 95%), generated by smartphones typically consists of short-lived TCP flows towards websites. The content of such websites is often distributed across multiple servers, which requires mobile users to resolve multiple DNS names and establish multiple TCP connections to fetch the webpage in its entirety. Internet Service Provider (ISP)s such as T-Mobile [2] have shown that mobile users experience poor web-browsing usually due to high DNS lookup and TCP connect times. Similarly content providers such as Google report [3] that high network latency in a mobile network is contributed by multiple factors such as high DNS lookup, TCP connection and HTTP request times. These latency overheads usually incur before any actual data exchange happens. However, there have been few studies [4], [5] that quantify the factors that are responsible for higher DNS lookup and TCP connect times. This is largely because of lack of datasets with rich metadata information (such as the accessed radio technology during the measurement, the device model, et al.) that can help to identify those factors for mobile users in a cellular network. Using a month-long (Oct 2016) dataset (see § III) collected by an ISP from subscribers of a cellular network, we profile the performance of ∼25K clients distributed across Finland (see Fig. 1) to understand the factors affecting performance in cellular networks. We focus on the performance of short web flows (such as DNS lookup and TCP connect times towards popular websites) that are driven more by latency than by network throughput. To understand the factors affecting performance in cellular networks, we focus on the performance of short web flows (such as DNS lookup and TCP connect times towards popular websites) that are driven more by latency than by network throughput. We also analyze the packet loss and RTT using more than 2M ping measurements towards www.google.fi. The performance over the home wireless network is not considered in this work. Towards this end, we provide three main contributions –

− We observe ∼2% DNS failures due to BADVERS or
BADSIG and YYRRSet errors. We show that packet loss can be underestimated in situations where a ping test sends less than 5 ICMP packets (§ IV) per instance. We also show that the legacy (such as HSPA+ and UMTS) technologies suffer from higher packet loss than Long-Term Evolution (LTE).

- We observe that TCP connect times are affected by radio technology used by the subscriber. LTE offers a significantly low latency profile (§ V) such that TCP connect times to popular websites are reduced by ~80% on LTE compared to legacy networks. Furthermore, we observe that LTE based data subscription plans do not have an impact on TCP connect and DNS lookup times.

- The device model (§ VI) and the DNS server’s proximity to the subscriber has an impact on DNS lookup time. TCP connect times towards popular websites using the same radio technology are comparable, although their DNS lookup times (§ VII) exhibit a difference. ISP caches improve TCP connect times towards www.google.fi and www.youtube.com, while we do not observe cache deployments for www.facebook.com within our dataset. As a result only half of the TCP connections towards www.facebook.com completed within 50 ms, while up to ~80% of TCP connections towards www.google.fi and www.youtube.com completed within 50 ms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present related work in § II. The methodology for measuring DNS lookup time, TCP connection establishment time, packet loss and the resulting dataset are presented in § III. We then discuss the results in § IV to § VII. We describe the limitations in § VIII and conclude in § IX.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss previous work that investigates different factors affecting the performance within cellular networks. For instance, Rodriguez et al. [6] identified that multiple DNS lookup operations are one of the major cause for poor network throughput observed in an UMTS network. Xu et al. [4] measured DNS lookup time from user’s mobile device to evaluate the performance of DNS resolvers and showed that placing the content close to a Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) helps to speed-up content delivery. Jiang et al. [7] examined how large buffers in cellular networks contribute to significant TCP queuing delay. Huang et al. [1] used data collected from within a carrier’s core network to study protocol level interaction of TCP over LTE. They show that TCP underutilizes (by more than 50%) the available bandwidth over LTE. A recent work by Nikravesh et al. [8], which is more related to our work, used two mobile apps to measure DNS lookup time to analyze performance variability across carriers and location. Nguyen et al. [9] showed how the performance of TCP over an LTE network is affected by handover and sudden load increase on the base station. They use a simulation environment and show that performance of TCP can degrade as the load on the carrier’s cell increases.

Our study covers a broader user-base with ~25K subscribers with ~20M measurements using both, the 3G and LTE network. It combines DNS lookup time, TCP connection establishment time and packet loss metrics that are collected from mobile users’ vantage point. In this study, we analyze factors affecting the performance of short web flows in a mobile network which can then be used to identify the potential network performance bottlenecks. Our measurement is conducted towards www.facebook.com, www.google.fi and www.youtube.com. Marquez et al. [10] have recently shown that these websites share more than ~30% of traffic in the Orange’s mobile network today. We also measure towards www.elisa.net (website of the ISP covered in this study), which covers a substantial fraction of mobile network traffic.

III. METHODOLOGY

The dataset we used for the analysis is collected by a carrier’s network measurement platform based in Finland (see § VIII for limitations). It is a mobile application for iOS and Android installed on subscribers mobile devices [11] that conducts measurements tests on DNS lookup, TCP connection establishment and ping.

A. Measurement Setup

These measurement tests are executed inside a session as shown in Fig. 2. A session starts when a network interface that provides access to the Internet, is available and there is no interface claiming to yield a default route. The session ends in situations when the interface that was providing the default route to the Internet becomes unavailable or the client loses the assigned IP endpoint. Sessions are not periodic, but they are repeated when network conditions change. Such as,
when multiple interfaces claim to provide a default route to the Internet, and the 'best interface' changes, the current session is terminated and a new session starts.

B. Measurement Tests

1) DNS Lookup Time: This test measures the time it takes to look up a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) from a DNS server and resolve it into an IPv4 address (see § VIII for limitations). The test allows one to specify a set of DNS servers and target DNS names. The DNS servers can either be statically configured or automatically assigned by the DHCP server. In our work, we measure the DNS lookup time of four popular websites: www.google.fi, www.youtube.com, www.facebook.com and www.elisa.net, as they are commonly known (see § VIII for limitations). Bajpai et al. [12] have shown that www.google.* websites are served by the same CDN and therefore exhibit similar latency behavior. As such, we use www.google.fi for our measurement study.

The test records the resolved DNS name and the IPv4 address of the DNS server. The IPv4 address of the client (majority of which are NATed and consequently receive an IP endpoint from the private [13] address space), the DNS lookup time (in milliseconds), device model type, the radio technology used during the test and the DNS response code indicating the success (or failure) of the test. A timeout of 30 seconds is used in situations where the DNS server is not reachable or the packet is lost. In such a situation, the client does not retry for a failed or timed-out request.

2) TCP Connect Time: This test measures the time it takes to establish a TCP connection (over IPv4) to a target website (over port 80) from the client device (see § VIII for limitations). The test starts when the client sends a SYN packet to a destination identified by a FQDN. It then subtracts this time value from the time of receiving a SYN+ACK packet from the server. This time difference does not include the DNS resolution time.

The test records the starting time of the test, FQDN of the destination host, destination port number, resolved IPv4 address of the destination host, TCP connect time, client's device model type, the radio technology used during the test, and the success (or failure) of the TCP connection establishment.

3) RTT and Packet Loss: This test uses ping to measure the RTT and packet loss towards www.google.fi (see § VIII for limitations) using ICMP echo request packets. Each ping test sends an average of five to nine ICMP echo requests from clients to the target. The payload for each ICMP echo request is configured to be 16 bytes in size.

The test records the DNS name and the resolved IPv4 address of the target, the IPv4 address of the client (majority of which are NATed and consequently receive an IP endpoint from the private [13] address space), total elapsed time of the test, the number of ping tests, payload size of the ICMP echo request packet, the minimum, maximum and average RTT, the number of packets sent and received in the test, the response code indicating the success (or failure) of the execution, device model and the radio technology type used during the test.

C. Dataset

The measurements are collected from ~25K subscribers of a cellular network provider based in Finland, geographically distributed as shown in Fig. 1. The dataset consists of ~14M samples of DNS lookup time, ~19M samples of TCP connect time and ~2M samples of ping measurements collected in October 2016. Table I provides details of the samples collected towards each target website.

IV. Failures

A. DNS Lookup

DNS based redirection techniques are used by content providers (such as Akamai [14]) to determine the location of the end-host and to redirect the contents to the closest content replica [4]. DNS errors may happen for various reasons including poor configuration errors [15], heavy load on the DNS server, and poor network link quality between server and clients. Such errors, if not managed well, could cause drastic damages as it happened in [16], where missing a terminating ‘.’ to the DNS records of .se zone shutdowns a whole bunch of websites and news outlets in Sweden.

We use the DNS response code to determine the number of successful DNS responses and failures. About 86% of the DNS failures (which is about 2% from the total DNS lookup test) are BADSIG or BADVERS [17] (Bad OPT Version or TSIG Signature fails), indicating that a responder does not implement the version level of the request [18]. The second most frequent DNS failure code observed is YXRRSet [19] which means that the RR Set exists when it should not. Some other DNS failures such as BADTIME [20] (out of time windows) and BADMODE [21] (Bad TKEY Mode) also rarely happen. One reason for DNS failures to happen is a poorly configured DNS resolver. We noticed that out of all DNS failures that are observed, about 67% of the DNS lookup queries were sent towards the AS790 (Elisa) DNS resolver.

We observe that DNS lookup over LTE experiences about 1.9% of DNS failures, while over UMTS, HSPA and HSPA+ experience 3.4%, 3.9% and 2.7% DNS failures, respectively. Table II shows DNS failures by website. As it can be seen, these failure are almost evenly distributed over the different websites. There is a 2% DNS lookup failure variation between the www.youtube.com and www.google.fi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>DNS (#)</th>
<th>TCP (#)</th>
<th>ping (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.facebook.com">www.facebook.com</a></td>
<td>3,471,440</td>
<td>4,572,298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.google.fi">www.google.fi</a></td>
<td>6,981,348</td>
<td>4,855,516</td>
<td>2,180,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.youtube.com">www.youtube.com</a></td>
<td>1,628,991</td>
<td>4,075,477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.elisa.net">www.elisa.net</a></td>
<td>1,821,334</td>
<td>5,335,350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II: DNS Failures per website using the LTE network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Failures (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.facebook.com">www.facebook.com</a></td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.google.fi">www.google.fi</a></td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.youtube.com">www.youtube.com</a></td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.elisa.net">www.elisa.net</a></td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Minimum, average and maximum RTT values split by radio technology for a ping test towards www.google.fi.

B. TCP Connect Time

From the over all TCP connect time measurement dataset a quite small fraction of the dataset (~1.07%) shows a TCP connect time failure. Out of thses errors the majority of them (~0.98%) were raised due to “connection refused” error type. As per RFC-793 [22] this error can happen if the client received a RST bit form the server, indicating that the TCP connection must be reset. This could be either due to an intervening firewall that blocks the SYN packet or if the destination server is refusing the TCP connection. We observe that out of all measurements conducted using LTE, HSPA+, HSPA and UMTS 1.0%, 1.2%, 2% and 1.5% experience failures, respectively. We observe a similar failure distribution using the same radio technology for each websites.

C. Packet Loss Using Ping Test Measurement

Fig. 3 shows that minimum, average and maximum RTT using LTE network are 27, 38, 51 ms, respectively. We observe that 90% of the average ping test measurements towards www.google.fi using LTE have a RTT time less than 100 ms. While other legacy 3G technologies are quite slow with than 200 ms RTT.

We observer that ~14.98% of tests in ping measurement (see Table I) have at least one packet loss. Packet loss is calculated from the number of Echo Requests (number of packets sent) and Echo Responses (number of packets received). A packet loss happens if the number of received packets is less than the number of packets sent. We observe that most of the packet loss happens, if the number of packets sent at every ping test instance is more than five Echo Requests. On the one hand, of about 80% of the ping test instances that are measured by sending five individual Echo requests, only 0.33% of the ping test instances suffer from packet loss. On the other hand, ping test instances that were measured by sending more than five Echo Requests suffer from the highest number of packet loss. For instance, measurements that have 6 or 7 Echo Requests suffer with a higher number of packet loss, covering 57% and 19% of the the total ping packet loss, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of packets lost across the number of packets sent at each instance of the ping test.

We noticed that more than 77% of the ping test measurements were conducted using the LTE network. Only 2.4% of them lost at least a single packet. The second and the third highest number of ping measurements are carried over HSPA+ and UMTS, each sharing 11.18% and 8.28% from total measurement, respectively. More than 50% of the ping tests on HSPA+ experience at least one packet loss. The ping test using the UMTS network suffers from the highest packet loss, reaching up to 65%.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of ping test fraction that experiences various percentage of packet loss when tested with a different radio technology. For example, with LTE, more than 0.1 fractions of ping tests suffer from 15% packet loss. Note that, both Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 show the ping test by excluding the cases in which the packet loss was zero percent.

Going forward (sections V - VII-A) we focus on different
TABLE III: DNS & TCP Measurements by radio technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio Technology</th>
<th>DNS (%)</th>
<th>TCP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>68.94</td>
<td>69.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPA+</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>10.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPA</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTS</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>14.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: DNS response times by radio technology: LTE exhibits significantly lower latency.

Fig. 7: TCP connect time towards www.youtube.com and www.google.fi by radio technology. The distribution exhibits similar pattern for www.elisa.net and www.facebook.com, too.

factors impacting DNS lookup and TCP connect times.

V. RADIO TECHNOLOGY

In today’s cellular network environment, there is quite a range of radio technologies with different levels of performance. These radio technologies including LTE, HSPA+, HSPA and UMTS have a various range of bandwidth performance. Most of the today’s mobile devices are equipped with all of these radio technologies. We analyze how DNS lookup and TCP connect time varies across different radio technologies.

DNS Lookup Time: Fig. 6 shows that there is a clear DNS lookup time difference between the radio technologies. There is a fast DNS resolution time in DNS lookup for recent network technologies such as LTE and HSPA+ and a considerably long resolution time for anterior technologies such as HSPA and UMTS.

The LTE network technology consistently shows the best DNS resolution performance on all of the four tested websites. The median difference between LTE and UMTS for resolving www.google.fi is 370 ms. Fig. 6 also shows the poor performance of earlier radio technologies such as EDGE, that takes more than half of a second (624 ms) to resolve the IP address of www.google.fi. The percentaged difference of DNS response time between LTE and other radio technologies varies among the different domain names. Fig. 6 shows that 50% of the requests sent to www.elisa.net are resolved in less than 500 ms, irrespective of the radio technology type. Except using the LTE network, only 25% to 30% of the DNS queries send to www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com are resolved in less than 500 ms. In other words more than 70% of DNS lookup queries send to www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com took more than 500 ms to get back the resolved IP address.

The probability of resolving www.google.fi below 100 ms using LTE and HSPA+ radio technology is 65% and 58%, respectively, which is a difference of 7%. Whereas, the probability of resolving www.youtube.com below 100 ms using LTE and HSPA+ radio technology is 36% and 23%, respectively, which is a difference of 13%. For most of the 3G and 4G technologies, about 50% of the time, the DNS resolution of www.google.fi takes more than 500 ms.

TCP Connect Time: We study the performance variation among radio technologies by comparing the latency to reach a give website address through TCP. Fig. 7 shows TCP connect times of www.youtube.com and www.google.fi using different radio technologies. Similar to the DNS lookup latency, LTE outperforms all other radio technologies. For example, about 92% of the TCP connect time tests using LTE have less than 100 ms latency. Whereas only about 28% of the 3G based TCP connect time tests are below 100 ms. The median TCP connect time of www.youtube.com under LTE and Legacy technology is 50 ms and 251 ms, respectively. Thus, LTE reduces the TCP connect latency by 80%. The measurement distribution of TCP connect time and DNS lookup test by radio technology is shown in Table III.

Given that we know the difference between LTE and legacy radio technologies, going forward, we only look at factors affecting performance on the LTE network.

A. LTE Subscription Plan

We use few randomly selected sample clients’ data subscription plan as a reference to study the impact of data subscription plan for DNS lookup and TCP connect time latency. The clients’ data plan is classified into 2 packages based on the downlink and uplink speed limits. These are 4G and 4G-super for the upper-downlink limit of 25 and 80 Mbits/s, respectively. Note, we only consider LTE in this section.
Fig. 8: DNS response times by subscription plan.

Fig. 9: TCP connect time by subscription plan.

Fig. 10: DNS response time of www.google.fi (above) and www.facebook.com (below) across device models as measured over LTE. Order by device models’ release year.

DNS Lookup time: Fig. 8 depicts the DNS response time per users’ data subscription plan for each radio technology. The graph shows that the clients’ data subscription plan does not actually contribute to the DNS lookup time performance.

TCP Connect Time: As depicted in Fig. 9, the data subscription type has a very small impact on the TCP connection establishment time.

VI. DEVICE MODELS

We analyzed the impact of different device model types and year of release for both TCP connect time and DNS lookup time performance.

DNS Lookup Time: Fig. 10 shows the DNS response time of the top 30 device models, ordered by device models’ release year. All the devices are capable of using both, 3G and LTE radio technologies. The selected devices were using the LTE network during the DNS test session. The model names are substituted with the index number to ensure anonymity. The y-axis reflects the DNS lookup time value of at least 10K individual tests for each device that subscribed to a single network operator. We can observe that there is a significant difference in DNS resolution time among device models. For instance, observing the median value of devices released in the year 2015, it appears that the device model #17 has the highest DNS resolution time, whereas the device model #22 has a relatively short DNS lookup time for resolving the domain name www.facebook.com. The standard deviation (not shown in the plot) of the DNS lookup time across the 30 devices is also highly variable, ranging from 622.45 to 3891.36 ms. The ANOVA [23] F-test for DNS response time is also significant (P-value of 0.0001), asserting that the DNS resolution time is indeed affected by device model type.

To further explore this, we conduct a manual inspection to some of the devices by minimizing the variance such as by fixing the subscribers location and time. From the manual inspection, we observe that few device models consistently show a poor resolution time performance in both LTE and 3G radio technologies. We also observe that devices which have larger internal memory and storage capacity are relatively faster conducting a DNS lookup.

TCP Connect Time: The impact of various device model types for TCP connect time latency is very small, especially when it is compared to the DNS lookup time. As shown in Fig. 11, except few devices the median latency among device types when tested towards www.google.fi and www.facebook.com is less than 100 ms. The device model’s release year has also no direct impact on the TCP connection establishment time variation.

VII. WEBSITES

DNS Lookup Time: Fig. 12 shows that the DNS lookup time significantly varies among different websites, using the same radio technology (LTE) that has been accessed during the DNS test. The DNS lookup times of www.youtube.com and www.facebook.com are significantly slower than the ones of www.google.fi and www.elisa.net. One cause is that the A entries for www.google.fi and www.elisa.net (ISP’s website) are more likely to be cached by DNS resolvers than www.youtube.com and www.facebook.com.

TCP Connect Time: The TCP connection time is one important measure for websites download time and user satisfaction. Prior work [24] has shown that about 17% of the
users are impatient to wait if the response time of a given website is greater than 5 seconds. Thus, we analyze the TCP connectivity time for different websites.

The time elapsed between sending the SYN packet to open the TCP socket and receiving the SYN+ACK response to selected website addresses is shown in Fig. 13. We observe that the majority of TCP connection latencies using LTE range from 20 to 200 ms, irrespective of the website’s address. For instance, about 97% of the TCP connections to www.facebook.com are completed in less than 200 ms.

We can see that 90% of the time, www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com can be reached in less than 100 ms from a client’s device. Whereas, for www.google.fi and www.elisa.net, only 80% and 76% of the TCP connection test are below 100 ms, respectively.

A. Destination Autonomous System Number (ASN)

DNS Lookup Time: Previous studies show that cellular DNS servers can yield faster DNS lookup time than public DNS resolvers [5]. In light of this, we compare the capability of different DNS servers to resolve a domain name to an IP address. Fig. 14 shows the DNS lookup time of different resolvers per website address. Each of these DNS resolvers IP has more than 10K measurements. We can see that some cellular network DNS servers have a faster DNS lookup time for www.google.fi than Google DNS servers. We also notice that there is a significant variation between DNS resolvers belonging to the same ISP. For instance, two DNS resolvers inside AS790, "EUNET. FI" of two different IP entries 195.74.0.47 & 195.197.54.100, have 133 ms and 51 ms (median) to resolve www.google.fi using the LTE network. This variation might happen due to the closer proximity of the DNS resolver to the ISP network [25].

TCP Connect Time: For a better network traffic management and performance optimization, network operators may deploy proxy servers between the client and the target destination server [26]. We observe that a proxy or a cache server between the client and the true destination host server may acknowledge the TCP socket request first [27], [28]. This has the advantage of decreasing TCP connection time in the
order of milliseconds (as shown in section VII-A). We use the RIPE [29] service to map the resolved IP address of the websites to an ASN value.

Fig. 15 (a) shows that the latency for a TCP connection to reach the website www.google.fi varies based on the ASN number for the same radio technology (LTE). We can see that subscribers served by the ISP network manage to reach the www.google.fi website faster than the request sent to Google-owned web-servers. One possible reason of the low TCP connection time for those hosted by ISP would be that web proxies are used to improve browsing performance [30]. This means, if a TCP connection request is sent to the actual server, the proxy, which is installed between the client and the true destination server, may acknowledge the socket request before passing it to the destination server.

Fig. 15 (b) shows that TCP connect time latency towards www.youtube.com varies by the ASN value using the same radio technology (LTE). Clients served by the ISP network have managed to reach the www.youtube.com website in short time. This indicates that pushing the content close to the subscriber could potentially reduce the end-to-end latency by more than 20% compared to the requests sent to YouTube-owned web-servers; this is equal to [31], which points that caching improves the fetch time of small files. Fig. 15 (c) shows all TCP connection requests sent to www.facebook.com were served by a single ASN. Since www.facebook.com does not hit any caches in the ISP network, TCP connect time towards www.facebook.com is substantially slower than towards www.youtube.com and www.google.fi. This is shown in Fig. 15.

\[ \Delta t(\text{ct}) = \text{isp}(\text{ct}) - \text{cdn}(\text{ct}) \] (1)

We use Eq. 1 to calculate the TCP connect time difference between an ISP cache and CDN. For this, we created a pair of CDN and ISP per user within a one-hour time frame. First, we grouped the dataset by the user, ASN and one-hour window. If there is more than one measurement by a given user in a combination, we take the mean value. Then, we keep the ones that have pairs (in this case Google and Elisa). Fig. 16 shows the distribution of difference in TCP connect times between two destinations, where values on the negative scale indicate that ISP cache is faster. We observe that about 70% of TCP connect time towards www.google.fi achieve lower latency when they hit ISP cache.

**VIII. LIMITATIONS**

The measurements only consist of clients based in Finland using IPv4. The only measured services are those that run on port 80. The websites chosen are the most commonly used websites (except www.elisa.net) following the Alexa [32] website ranking. The ping measurements are conducted only towards www.google.fi. As such, it is not known whether and how the observations would differ from a different client base per country and towards different websites or a different services on the Internet. However, these three websites (www.facebook.com, www.google.fi and www.youtube.com) have a high probability of reflecting the majority of the mobile web-user-experience as they generate a considerable size of network traffic in mobile networks [10].
IX. CONCLUSION

We presented an analysis on factors that affect DNS lookup time and TCP connect time towards popular websites in cellular networks. We showed that DNS lookup time significantly varies for different websites, even when the same radio technology is accessed during the measurement. We showed that caches closer to the ISP could significantly improve TCP connect time. Also, the proximity of DNS server to the subscriber has a higher impact on DNS lookup time performance. We also observed that LTE offers considerably low latency compared to legacy radio technologies. We show that packet loss can be underestimated in situations where a ping test sends less than 5 ICMP packets per instance. Thus, we recommend that a packet loss analysis based on the ping test should consider increasing the number of packets per ping test instance for better results.
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Abstract—Airbnb, a recently emerged online lodging service that allows house and apartment dwellers to lease out their premises to short-term renters like tourists, is reconstructing the value chain of the traditional hotel industry. It works as a platform that connects hosts and travelers and facilities their interaction and exchange. Studying this service could shed light on understanding the emerging sharing economy from a user-centric perspective. In this work, we collect the profiles of 43.8 million Airbnb users, and analyze the reviews they published online. We model the interactions between Airbnb users using a review graph, and study their mobility patterns by investigating their reviews. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first measurement study of massive Airbnb users on a global scale, and it provides insights of their activities in both cyberspace and the physical world.

I. INTRODUCTION

Firstly launched in 2008, Airbnb becomes a popular online service for listing and renting short-term lodging in residential properties around the world today. In January 2018, Airbnb has more than 3 million listings in 65,000 cities and 191 countries1. Besides online booking, Airbnb also facilitates the social interaction between tens of millions of users. For example, users can communicate using a private messaging service, and can share their lodging experience through posting reviews for other users publicly. Understanding the user behavior is essential for improving user experience. However, so far there lacks a comprehensive study of Airbnb user behavior.

Each Airbnb user has a personal profile, including demographic information like home country as well as user reviews. In this paper, we adopt a data-driven approach to analyze Airbnb user behavior. We crawled the profile pages of almost all – if not all – Airbnb users (as of Nov. 8, 2015), and collected their demographic information and all the published reviews. Based on the massive amount of data we have collected, we analyze the Airbnb user behavior from the following perspectives.

First, we conduct a demographic analysis of Airbnb users based on several key fields of user profiles, including home country, verification status and their roles in apartment leasing.

We find that Airbnb is getting globally recognized, although most users are still from North America and Europe.

Second, we focus on the visible interactions between hosts and guests, which are revealed by public reviews. We model the interactions with a global review graph G, and describe them with a number of classic graph metrics. By examining the evolution of the review graph from 2008 to 2015, we discover that more and more users have been added to a giant weakly connected component which covers at least 98% users in G.

Last but not least, we dive into the mobility patterns of Airbnb users. After studying the users’ movements from both spatial and temporal aspects, we figure out the time and location preferences in users’ traveling. Also, based on our results of sentiment analysis, a majority of users are satisfied with their lodging experiences.

II. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING

A. Data Collection

In our study, we aim to obtain a complete view of Airbnb user behavior. Therefore, instead of using such a subset of users for study, we have crawled all 43.8 million Airbnb users’ personal profiles including all the published reviews. Due to the strict per IP address rate limit, it becomes challenging to crawl all the user data in a short time. We address this issue as follows. Firstly, each Airbnb user has a unique numeric UID. The UID is assigned sequentially, i.e., a user registered earlier will get a smaller UID. For each user, we can access her profile page via the URL https://www.airbnb.com/users/show/UID. When we registered a new account on Sep. 25, 2015, we got the up-to-date maximum UID, i.e., 45063045. Secondly, we divided the ID range [1, 45063045] evenly into 185 chunks, and launched 185 virtual instances on the Microsoft Azure platform to crawl the personal pages simultaneously. Each of these instances has an unique IP address. The crawling process was run from Sep. 25, 2015 to Nov. 8, 2015. Except few unused IDs, we have obtained 43.8 million users’ profiles and all the published reviews. Note that we respect the privacy of Airbnb users. Only publicly accessible data are crawled.

B. Data Preprocessing

We derive the interactions between Airbnb users from the published reviews, and model the interactions with a social
We call the social graph “review graph”. The reviews can be classified into two categories, including the reviews from guests and the ones from hosts. According to [8], for more than 70% of online bookings through Airbnb, the users have published reviews for the visits. Therefore, it is feasible to profile the Airbnb user behavior such as mobility patterns and social interactions based on the analysis of user reviews.

We denote the review graph by $G = (V, E)$. Each node in the node set $V$ represents an Airbnb user. Two nodes are connected with a directed edge, if one of the users has hosted the other one and at least one of them has posted reviews. For example, if user $A$ has stayed in user $B$’s apartment, $A$ might post a review on $B$’s profile page from the guest’s perspective. Meanwhile, $B$ might post a review from a host’s perspective. If either $A$ or $B$ has posted a review online, there will be a directed edge $(v_A, v_B)$. All the edges form the edge set $E$. When building the review graph, we exclude the users who have never posted or received any review. The resulting review graph includes 19,341,495 nodes and 17,553,551 edges.

As we are interested in the yearly temporal evolution of the review graph, we need to know when each node and edge was created. Because the registration time (year and month) of each Airbnb user is published on the user’s profile page, the creation time of each node can be obtained directly from there. The creation time of an edge depends on when the reviews are published. If a user has visited another one for several times and has posted reviews for more than one visit, we set the creation time of the edge as the year when the first review was published. We derive the year information from reviews following three steps. (1) We obtain the year information directly from the reviews when possible. There are two types of reviews, one from the guest and the other from the host. On each Airbnb user’s profile page we can find the published time information (year and month) of the latest 7 reviews of each type. The reviews published earlier are listed in a reverse chronological order, but their published time information are hidden. Among all the users who have posted or received at least one review, only 3.32% of them have received more than 7 reviews from guests, and 1.74% of them have received more than 7 reviews from hosts. Still, 30.67% of reviews do not have the time information. For these reviews, we infer their published time in the following two steps. (2) If the host and the guest have made “mutual reviews”, which means they have written reviews for each other, we can assume a short time interval between the reviews since Airbnb only allows a user to write a review for a trip within 14 days after checkout. To validate this assumption, we examine all the mutual reviews with timestamps. The results show that 97.8% of them were published in the same month, while 99.3% of them were published in the same year. Given a pair of mutual reviews, if one of them has a timestamp, it is very likely that the other one was published in the same year. With this feature, we are able to estimate the published year of 22.77% of all the reviews. (3) As all the reviews are listed in a reverse chronological order, we utilize this feature to estimate the range of the published year of reviews. For example, three reviews were published in order. If both the earliest and the latest ones were estimated to be published in year 2009, the middle one must be published in 2009 as well. With this feature, we manage to estimate the exact published year of 6.03% of edges. For the last 1.87% edges, we assign each of them a randomly generated year within the estimated time range.

Besides the author and published year of reviews, we also look into the content of each review. We conduct sentiment analysis of all the reviews written in English, which covers 92.66% of all the published reviews. We use a natural language processing (NLP) library called NLTK [1] to extract users’ sentiment information from reviews. Based on the output of NLTK, we follow the VADER algorithm to calculate a sentiment score for each review [12]. VADER is designed for sentiment analysis of social media content. The sentiment score for each review ranges from -1 to 1. A score of 1 means the review is strongly positive, -1 means the review is very negative, and 0 indicates the review is neutral. Among all the reviews written in English, 97.13% of them are positive, 1.98% of them are neutral, and only 0.89% of them are negative. In other words, nearly all the reviews written in English are positive about the lodging experience.

### III. Data Analysis

This work aims at providing insights on the Airbnb user behavior based on the analysis of personal profiles including published reviews. We analyze the crawled user data from the following three aspects. Firstly, we perform a comprehensive demographic analysis in § III-A to reveal the composition of Airbnb users. Secondly, we model the social interactions between users with a review graph, and analyze the static and dynamic characteristics of the review graph in § III-B. Thirdly, we investigate the mobility patterns of Airbnb users in § III-C.

#### A. Demographic Analysis

1) **Statistics**: The personal profile of a typical Airbnb user includes several information fields, such as location, verified ID, and “About Me”. In addition, a user can request to become a verified user, in order to get a “V” badge displayed on her profile page. A small number of hosts satisfying certain requirements can also receive the “superhost” badge, which will also be shown on the user’s profile page.

**User Location** Referring to the “location” indicated on the personal profile, we identify the home country of 86.20% of registered Airbnb users. As shown in Fig. 1(a), 34.29% of users come from the United States. In total, nearly 60% of users come from one of the 5 countries, including the United States, France, United Kingdom, Germany, and Canada. We can see that so far Airbnb is still more popular in North America and Europe than other areas in the world.

Except the reason that Airbnb is a US-based company, there may be other reasons for such user composition. In this work, we pick the top 8 countries with most Airbnb users, and try to discover the correlation between the number of Airbnb users and the social and economic factors like GDP, GDP per capita
and population. In Table I, the figures of GDP and GDP per capita were retrieved from the website of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)\(^2\), while the population information was obtained from the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations\(^3\).

We model each column of Table I as a vector, and denote the vectors by \(v_{\text{user\_num}}\), \(v_{\text{GDP}}\), \(v_{\text{GDP\_per\_capita}}\), and \(v_{\text{population}}\), respectively. After that, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients between \(v_{\text{user\_num}}\) and each of the other three vectors. The resulted correlation coefficients are denoted as \(r_{\text{GDP}}, r_{\text{GDP\_per\_capita}}, \text{ and } r_{\text{population}}\), respectively. The value of the correlation coefficient reflects the impact of the corresponding vector on the number of registered Airbnb users in each country. Note that a Pearson correlation coefficient is between -1 and 1. 1 refers to total positive linear correlation, 0 indicates no linear correlation, and -1 refers to total negative linear correlation. Concerning only the top 8 countries with most Airbnb users, \(r_{\text{GDP}}\) is 0.9927, \(r_{\text{GDP\_per\_capita}}\) is 0.6124, and \(r_{\text{population}}\) is 0.9873. If we extend the scope to include all the Airbnb users around the world, the values of \(r_{\text{GDP}}, r_{\text{GDP\_per\_capita}}, \text{ and } r_{\text{population}}\) are 0.8654, 0.2950, and 0.2049, respectively. Obviously, the number of registered users in a certain country is positively relevant to this country’s GDP, whereas it is less relevant to the GDP per capita and the population.

**Verified IDs** As a method of improving the trust between users, Airbnb encourages users to submit their online and offline IDs for verification. After a user adds her ID information to her personal profile, Airbnb is responsible for verifying that the user does own the ID in question. From the values of the “Verified ID” field, we can find out which types of IDs have been verified. According to the personal profiles we have collected, most users have chosen to verify their “Email address”, “Phone Number”, and “Facebook Account”. As shown in Fig. 1(b), these three types cover 52.82%, 35.64% and 26.29% of all the verified IDs, respectively. These are followed by the government-issued offline ID, a profile photo, a phone number, and an email address. Only 19.43% of all users are verified.

**Reviews** Airbnb users can write reviews for their hosts or guests. Fig. 1(c) demonstrates the distribution of the number of published reviews per user. It fits nicely with the power law model, i.e., \(P(k) \propto k^{-\alpha}\)\(^5\). To evaluate how well the model fits the distribution, we adopt the coefficient of determination, i.e., the \(R^2\) value. The value of \(R^2\) ranges from 0 to 1. The larger the value is, the better the fitting is. When \(\alpha\) is set to 2.4468, the value of \(R^2\) is 0.9557, indicating a nice fit with the distribution of the number of per-user reviews.

Among all the users who have posted at least one review, only 3.53% of them have played both guest and host roles, and 90.76% of them only act as guests. Compared with the 5.71% of users who have written reviews as hosts, the number of guests is much bigger, which means that most of people use Airbnb for searching and booking accommodation instead of leasing out their apartments.

**Superhost** An Airbnb user can become a “superhost” and get a superhost badge on her profile page, if she satisfies certain requirements, including hosting at least 10 groups of guests, receiving a “5-star” for at least 80% of the reviews posted by her guests, and completing each of the confirmed reservations. According to our study, there are only 68,883 superhosts, which means about 0.16% of Airbnb users are classified as superhosts.

**About Me** Besides the above-mentioned fields, there is an “About Me” field in each user’s profile. It allows a user to add more information about herself. Optionally, users could add their “School”, “Work” and “Language” information. Among all users, 28.66% have provided the “School” information, 10.16% have added the “Work” information, and 9.36% have said something about their “Language”.

2) **Temporal Evolution of Airbnb Demographic:** According to the registration time of each Airbnb user, we can review the growth of Airbnb in terms of the number of registered users in the past 8 years. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), both the number of registered users and the amount of published reviews have been growing steadily. The figures grow much faster during summers, showing that people are more active in traveling in summer.

We further look into the geographical distribution of Airbnb users and measure the diversity of home countries. Here we

---

\(^2\)http://www.imf.org/

\(^3\)https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/

---
TABLE I: Number of Registered Users v.s. GDP / GDP per Capita / Population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of registered users</th>
<th>GDP (millions of USD)</th>
<th>GDP per capita (USD)</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>12,979,691</td>
<td>18,561,930</td>
<td>56,084</td>
<td>324,119,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2,910,159</td>
<td>2,488,280</td>
<td>37,653</td>
<td>64,668,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2,195,446</td>
<td>2,649,890</td>
<td>43,902</td>
<td>65,111,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,834,505</td>
<td>3,494,900</td>
<td>40,952</td>
<td>80,682,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1,528,011</td>
<td>1,532,340</td>
<td>43,413</td>
<td>36,286,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1,507,997</td>
<td>1,852,500</td>
<td>29,867</td>
<td>59,801,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1,407,956</td>
<td>1,256,640</td>
<td>51,181</td>
<td>24,309,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1,215,428</td>
<td>1,252,160</td>
<td>25,843</td>
<td>46,065,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

introduce a metric called “home country entropy” and denote it by \(E_{\text{home}}\). \(E_{\text{home}}\) can be calculated using the formula
\[
E_{\text{home}} = - \sum_{i=1}^{k} p_i \log_2 p_i,
\]
where \(p_i\) refers to the fraction of users coming from the \(i\) – \(th\) country. The value of \(E_{\text{home}}\) increases with the diversity of home countries. Similarly, we calculate the “destination country entropy” \((E_{\text{dest}})\). The information of “destination country” can be extracted from the reviews made for each trip. According to Fig. 2(b), Airbnb has become more and more globally recognized, in terms of both users’ home countries and destination countries.

To verify the results of the home/destination country entropy, we check the distribution of the most popular home countries and destinations. Fig. 2(c) shows how many percentage of trips are made by the users from the top 3 most popular home countries and how many percentage of trips are made to the top 3 most popular destinations. We can see that in the first 3 years the percentages are larger than 60%. The curves started to drop in 2011, and got stabilized around 50%. These results are consistent with the values of the home/destination country entropy. In short, Airbnb is growing not only the number of registered users, but also its geographic diversity.

Regarding the number of hosts and guests, as shown in Fig. 2(d), the proportion of pure guests among all Airbnb users has grown from 63.11% to 90.76%. Meanwhile, the proportion of pure hosts keeps decreasing, while more and more users would play both the roles of hosts and guests. Compared with the growing number of travelers, the number of listed properties is growing relatively slow. If we look at the number of superhosts, users have joined the “superhost” group from time to time. Fig. 2(e) shows how many users registered in a certain year have become superhosts by end of 2015. Compared with hosts registered before 2015, fewer hosts registered after 2015 have become superhosts. This is partly due to the strict requirements of becoming superhosts, for example, superhosts must have hosted at least 10 trips.

Although the number of Airbnb users is growing steadily, the proportion of verified users has not grown. According to Fig. 2(f), among all the Airbnb users, around 20% of them are verified users. This number is smaller for those registered in 2014 and 2015. We believe more of them will apply for verification in the future.

B. Social Interaction Analysis

We utilize the review graph generated from the collected personal profiles for analyzing the social interactions between Airbnb users. We will first measure the complete review graph using the graph metrics listed below, and then analyze the
temporal evolution of the review graph and the characteristics of verified users.

- **Indegree and outdegree**: Indegree refers to the number of incoming edges a node has. The indegree of a node (user) is equal to the number of visitors the user has hosted. Outdegree refers to the number of outgoing edges a node has. The outdegree of a node (user) indicates the number of users she has visited.

- **PageRank**: PageRank is a metric that measures and ranks the importance of nodes in a graph [17]. It has been used by Google to rank the websites. We use this metric to discover “important users” in the graph.

- **Strongly connected component (SCC)**: An SCC is a subgraph where there is a path between any two nodes, while no additional node or edge can be added to this subgraph without breaking the nature of “strongly connected”.

- **Weakly connected component (WCC)**: A WCC is a subgraph where there is a path between any two nodes when all edges are viewed as undirected. In addition, no additional node or edge can be added to this subgraph without breaking the nature of “weakly connected”.

- **Communities**: A social network often exhibits a community structure. A community is formed by a number of nodes which are densely connected internally.

1) **Review Graph: Static Analysis: Indegree and Outdegree**

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of indegree and outdegree among all the nodes is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). For comparison, we also visualize the CDF of indegree and outdegree among verified users and superhosts. The indegree and outdegree of the nodes corresponding to verified users and superhosts are relatively high, compared with other nodes. According to [16], the median indegree and outdegree of Twitter social graph are 16 and 39, respectively. Obviously, the numbers are much smaller in case of Airbnb, which means the review graph of Airbnb is rather sparse.

**PageRank** We use PageRank to measure the importance of each node in the review graph. We choose 1000 nodes with the largest PageRank values and compare their characteristics with those of the entire Airbnb population. Among these 1000 nodes, 31.1% of them are pure hosts, while 68.9% of them play both roles. None of these 1000 nodes is purely a guest. We can see that hosting more is a critical indicator for becoming an important node in the review graph. In addition, the median indegree and outdegree of these 1000 nodes are 732 and 3, respectively. Both figures are much higher than those of the entire review graph.

Regarding the verification status, 100%, 89%, and 79.3% of the top 10, 100, 1000 nodes with highest PageRank values are verified users. Although verified users only cover 19.43% of the nodes in the entire G, verified users are more likely with higher PageRank values. Also, we are aware that about 14.48% of the top 1000 nodes are multi-user accounts, for example, the user name is “Alice and Bob” or “Carol & Tom”. In contrast, only 0.282% of Airbnb accounts are multi-user accounts. Therefore, a viable portion of most important Airbnb accounts are operated by multiple people, for example, a couple or a family.

**SCC and WCC** We are interested in the connectivity among users in G. The sizes of the five largest SCCs are 63497, 13, 5, 4, 3, respectively. The largest SCC only covers 0.33% of all nodes, and the second largest SCC has only 13 nodes. This means very few nodes are strongly connected with each other. Differently, the sizes of the top five largest WCCs are 10969215, 15, 15, 15, and 14, respectively. We can see that the largest WCC covers 98.28% of nodes in G. Different from the small sizes of the SCCs, there is one giant WCC covering the major portion of all Airbnb users. In other words, most of the Airbnb users are weakly connected.

**Communities** The concept of community structure is widely used to study complex networks. If the network has a “community structure”, the nodes can be split into different communities. Nodes from the same community are densely connected with each other, while nodes from different communities are sparsely connected. To study the communities in the Airbnb network, we adopt the widely used Louvain algorithm [2]. This algorithm is initially designed for undirected graphs. Following the practices in [11], we convert the review graph into an undirected graph by simply considering each edge as undirected. Louvain algorithm can assign each node of the network to one and only one community. It optimizes a metric known as “modularity”. The value of modularity is between -1 and 1. Normally, if this value is larger than 0.4 [7], we can conclude that the network has a significant community structure. For G, the corresponding modularity value is 0.66, which means that the Airbnb network has a viable community structure. Also, our results show that there are 81308 communities among all nodes in G. Fig. 3(c) shows that sizes of the largest 30 communities. Among all communities, top 10 of them have covered 44.19% of nodes in G, and top 30 of them have covered 56.99% of nodes in G. In particular, the country composition of the top 10 communities are shown in Table II. We find that each of these communities has only one or very few dominant countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Countries (% of Users)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>US (66.54%) CA (7.18%) UK (3.26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>US (76.76%) CA (3.09%) UK (2.65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>FR (31.95%) US (10.41%) ES (8.21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>US (16.55%) IT (14.92%) FR (14.01%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>AU (28.76%) US (12.54%) CN (5.56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>FR (22.78%) ES (13.33%) US (10.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>DE (16.80%) US (12.80%) FR (10.61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>UK (36.81%) US (13.16%) FR (8.53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>US (54.41%) FR (5.59%) DE (4.83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>US (15.72%) DE (13.98%) FR (9.80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
account. According to Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), the average indegree and outdegree of nodes in $G$ grow steadily, as the platform is developing rapidly. In 2008, the 80th percentile values of the indegree and outdegree are 2 and 1, respectively. In 2015, these two values become 21 and 2. Consequently, the review graph becomes denser and denser. More and more people are linked with each other through Airbnb. In Fig. 4(c), we can see the number of communities also grows year by year. Meanwhile, as shown in Fig. 4(d), the fractions of nodes within the top 1%, 5%, 10% and 30% are becoming larger and larger. We also pay attention to the fraction of the largest strongly connected component (LSCC) and the largest weakly connected component (LWCC) among all nodes in $G$. For the LSCC (Fig. 4(e)), we can see it decreases for the first few years, and grows since 2011. However, the percentage of the LWCC is very small (less than 0.4%) all the time. Differently, we can see the percentage of LWCC (Fig. 4(f)) increases year to year. In 2008 about 10% users belong to the LWCC. This number increases yearly. Finally, in 2015, more than 90% users are involved in the LWCC. We believe that now most of the users are weakly connected.

C. Mobility of Airbnb Users

1) Spatial-Temporal Analysis: Understanding the spatial-temporal characteristics is important for an online lodging service. Thanks to the near real-time nature of review publishing, we can infer the users’ mobility patterns by referring to published reviews.

We first explore the distribution of the time gap between two successive reviews published by the same user in Fig. 5(a), on a monthly base. We can see that when the time gap becomes larger, the number of corresponding successive review pairs become fewer. However, if the gap value can be divided by 12 months, there is a viable “peak”. It shows that some travelers undertake their travels on a yearly base.

We further study the case with a time gap of one year, and categorize these review pairs according to the published month of the first review of them in Fig. 5(b). The x-axis denotes the published month, and the y-axis shows the number of successive review pairs with a time gap of one year. We can see most of the yearly travels take place in July and August.

In Fig. 5(c), we can see the average time gap of successive review pairs of the users coming from the top 10 countries.
We find that users from China has the smallest average time gap, while the users from the United States has the largest average time gap.

For each review, we can extract the home country of the publisher. Meanwhile, we know the country that she visits, which is known as the “destination country”. Therefore, each review has a corresponding “home-destination country pair”. In Table III, we use a matrix \(H\) to quantify the fraction distribution of home-destination country pairs. For simplicity, we only consider the users coming from the top 10 countries. We select elements with a value more than 0.02 and mark them with “*”. In this matrix, we can see that most of the users have paid more visits to their home countries. In terms of the number of reviews, the three most popular destination countries are United States, United Kingdom and France.

In Fig. 6, we can see the global mobility of users from top 10 countries. We use two metrics, i.e., the number of visited countries, and the destination country entropy. The first metric can simply count the number of destination countries a user have visited. From Fig. 6(a), we can see that users from Australia and United Kingdom have visited more countries. From Fig. 6(b), we show the diversity of visited countries by calculating the entropy of destination countries. Similarly, we can see a higher diversity of destination countries for users coming from Australia and United Kingdom. We also calculate the average sentiment score of each home country and destination country, and show the results of the top 10 countries in Fig. 6(c). We find that there is very little difference among these countries. In average, users from the United States are slightly happier. Meanwhile, as a destination, Australia can make more people happy.

To understand where the users go from a temporal aspect, we also conduct country-level analysis from a destination country’s perspective. We can see the evolution of the visitor population over time, and we have examined the top 30 countries according to the user population. Due to the page limit, we pick six representative countries for our study. On one hand, we select the United States, France, and United
Kingdom, as they have the largest user population. Since these three countries are in the Northern Hemisphere, we select three countries in the Southern Hemisphere, i.e., South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. The results are shown in Fig. 7. For each country, we show the user popularity from a temporal view. The x-axis denotes the time information, and the y-axis represents the percentage of reviews a destination country has received in a certain month. We can see all the six countries have shown a seasonal periodicity. One significant difference between countries in the two hemispheres is the peak period of a year. In the countries of the Southern Hemisphere, there is always a peak in January and a valley in July. Differently, we observe an almost opposite trend for countries of the Northern Hemisphere. As we mentioned earlier, Airbnb is widely spread around the world; accordingly we can see the share of the reviews of United States-based apartments is going down. Another interesting finding is about South Africa, there is a significant and unusual peak in June and July of 2010. We believe that this is because the FIFA World Cup 2010, which has attracted numerous soccer fans from around the world.

2) Prediction: In this subsection, we investigate the predictability of user movements. In particular, we are interested in whether a user will travel aboard. In our study, we focus on users who have conducted at least one trip in 2015. Moreover, we exclude the users who have completed less than 7 trips on Airbnb, since they do not have enough historical data for the prediction. Among the rest of users, we group them into two categories, i.e., users whose latest trip is an international trip, and users whose latest trip is a domestic trip. We call the first group users “international users”, and the second group of users “domestic users”. We randomly pick 24,000 international users and 24,000 domestic users to form a training dataset.

We select a number of key features to distinguish between these two types of users. These features belong to four categories: (1) the ratio between international and domestic trips; (2) the time interval between each two successive trips; (3) the number of trips within a certain time interval; (4) the demographic information. Given a training set and the selected features, we apply different supervised machine learning algorithms to predict whether a user is an international user. The algorithms we test include XGBoost [4], C4.5 decision tree [19], Random Forest [3], Naive Bayes [14] and supporting vector machine (SVM) [10]. We use 10-fold cross-validation to test the classification accuracy of these algorithms. Three classic metrics are introduced, i.e., precision, recall, and F1-score. Precision means the fraction of international users who have really traveled abroad for their latest trips. Recall indicates the fraction of identified international users who have been accurately detected. F1-score represents the harmonic mean of precision and recall. According to Table IV, the XGBoost algorithm outperforms other algorithms and the overall F1-score is as high as 0.766. Therefore, the selected features could accurately distinguish international users from domestic users. To evaluate the importance of each feature, we use \( \chi^2 \) (Chi square) statistic to measure each feature's discriminative power [21]. The results are shown in Table V.

IV. RELATED WORK

Analysis of online service users always starts with the collection of user data. A straightforward way is to obtain all the data directly from the back-end servers. For example, Zhao et al. [22] have explored the evolution of the Renren network using the data obtained from the back-end. However, very few online service providers have opened their data for public research. Furthermore, many of them have applied mechanisms such as per-IP address rate limit to prevent large-scale data crawling. As in [6], we apply a distributed data
TABLE IV: Prediction of “International Users”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>learning rate=0.09, max_depth = 6, gamma = 0.2, seed = 2</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>247 trees,depth=0</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4.5(48)</td>
<td>Instance/leaf M=1,Confidence factor C=0.006</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BayesNet</td>
<td>4 children,4 parents</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: $\chi^2$ statistic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fraction of International Trips</td>
<td>15227.842064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fraction of International Trips in 2015</td>
<td>12138.063148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of International Trips</td>
<td>11985.024126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Whether the 2nd Latest Trip is International</td>
<td>10841.01484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Home Country’s GDP</td>
<td>9103.609107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

crawling approach to collect all the personal profiles of Airbnb users, which allows us to conduct a comprehensive analysis.

Quattrone et al. [18] have crawled the Airbnb data of the city of London, and have studied the problem of regulating Airbnb. Their work investigated Airbnb from a socio-economic angle, and conducted a series of temporal-spatial analysis of Airbnb properties and demands in London. Ma et al. [15] focused on the Airbnb hosts, and studied how hosts describe themselves in their profile pages. Their study was based on 67,465 hosts coming from 12 cities in the United States. Differently, our work focuses on the interactions between users, and have extended the scope to the entire set of Airbnb users.

Conventionally, a “social graph” models a number of users and the “friendship” connections among them. The connection between users does not necessarily reflect the real interactions between them. To solve this issue, Wilson et al. [20] proposed to describe the interactions with an “interaction graph”, and demonstrated through a data-driven study that the interaction graph can describe the user activities more efficiently than the social graph relying on social links only. Jiang et al. further studied latent interactions in the Renren social network [13] based on the profile visit histories. Their study also demonstrated that latent interactions are more meaningful than social links. Similarly, we construct our review graph based on user interactions. Our review graph models the user mobility and interactions on a global scale.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive user behavior analysis of Airbnb, a leading online lodging service. Our study covers different aspects, including the user composition, the interactions between users, and the cross-country mobility patterns of the users. To the best of our knowledge, our study presents the first comprehensive and evolutionary analysis of Airbnb users on a global scale. In the future, we plan to analyze the Airbnb users’ online behavior and offline activities as an integrated whole. Also, we aim to detect the spam accounts using deep learning technologies [9].
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Abstract—Understanding the nature and characteristics of Internet events such as route changes and outages can serve as the starting point for improvements in network configurations, management and monitoring practices. However, the scale, diversity, and dynamics of network infrastructure makes event detection and analysis challenging. In this paper, we describe a new approach to Internet event measurement, identification and analysis that provides a broad and detailed perspective without the need for new or dedicated infrastructure or additional network traffic. Our approach is based on analyzing data that is readily available from Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers. NTP is one of the few on-by-default services on clients, thus NTP servers have a broad perspective on Internet behavior. We develop a tool for analyzing NTP traces called Tezzeract, which applies Robust Principal Components Analysis to detect Internet events. We demonstrate Tezzeract’s efficacy by conducting controlled experiments and by applying it to data collected over a period of 3 months from 19 NTP servers. We also compare and contrast Tezzeract’s perspective with reported outages and events identified through active probing. We find that while there is commonality across methods, NTP-based monitoring provides a unique perspective that complements prior methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unexpected events in the Internet can impact users in a variety of ways. On one end of the spectrum are small-scale events such as localized route changes that occur for any number of reasons and that cause only a brief increase in latency for users. At the other end of the spectrum are large-scale events such as outages (e.g., the Baltimore Howard Street Tunnel fire [1]) that can cause wide-spread service disruptions and impact many users for many days.

Understanding the characteristics of unexpected events such as their prevalence and impact is important for planning, configuration and management of networks. It can illuminate weaknesses and vulnerabilities in network design and implementation. It can also clarify how measurement, monitoring and diagnostic capabilities might be deployed more effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, real-time event detection offers the opportunity to identify the scope and details of events and restore service in a timely fashion.

There are a number of challenges in developing the capability to identify and understand network events. First is the problem of gathering measurements that can provide a sufficient reach and detail in an efficient and timely fashion. Second is the problem of detecting and localizing the scope of events within a potentially vast amount of measurement data in an accurate and reliable fashion. Third is the problem of event diagnosis that can lead to effective and efficient remediation. Prior methods for Internet event detection (e.g., [2]–[5]) typically rely on data from a dedicated measurement infrastructure, and can suffer from noise that is inherent in data collected in the Internet.

In this paper, we address the problem of Internet event detection. We define an "Internet event" as a sudden change in conditions that manifests as a change in packet latency experienced by a cluster of clients. The goal of our work is to develop a method for Internet event detection that can provide both a broad and detailed perspective without the need for deployment of new or dedicated measurement infrastructure. Several prior studies have utilized existing wide-area infrastructure for path failure monitoring and latency change detection (e.g., [6], [7]). We adopt a similar approach, however real-time monitoring is beyond the scope of our current work.

Our method for Internet event detection utilizes a new source of data: measurements from Network Time Protocol (NTP) servers. NTP is one of the few on-by-default services on clients and it is ubiquitously deployed, thus NTP data can provide a broad perspective on Internet state. The efficacy of extracting latency measurements from NTP data and the diverse coverage of clients provided by NTP servers was demonstrated in [8]. Our study utilizes an expanded technique to extract one way delays (OWDs) between NTP clients and servers [9].

We develop a technique for detecting Internet events from OWDs extracted from NTP data. Intuitively, a jump in OWDs between a cluster of clients and a server is an indication of an event. Our technique is based on applying Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) [10] to OWDs for client aggregates (defined by network prefixes) ex post facto. Events are identified when specified thresholds are exceeded as explained in §III. This approach enables the scope, duration and other details of events to be identified. RPCA is attractive for our application since it is more resilient to noisy data than standard PCA [11].

Our RPCA-based event detection technique is realized in a tool we call Tezzeract. We conduct a sensitivity analysis to establish a configuration for Tezzeract that will provide consistent and reliable results. Next, we demonstrate Tezzeract’s ability to detect events through a set of controlled experiments, by injecting randomized events into NTP traces. Following that, we report on the results of events identified in ~1B NTP transactions collected over a period of 3 months from 19 NTP servers in the US. We find that the average number of events detected per day varies by NTP server and the size of its client population. We also find that the number of events detected per day varies based on whether client-to-server (c2s) or server-to-
client (s2c) OWDs are considered. Finally, we examine events that are detected by multiple servers, and find that as many as 10 out of the 19 traces may show an event simultaneously.

We compare and contrast the events identified by Tezzeract with two other data sources including (i) the ongoing Internet-wide Census and Survey project at ISI [12] and (ii) public reports of actual outage events. The comparisons are not intended to "validate" our method since no ground truth for Internet-wide events is available (an exception being reported events). Rather they are meant to demonstrate the utility of our method and how it compares and contrasts with other detection methods. In the case of the comparison with ISI's active probe data, we find that Tezzeract is more conservative, reporting many fewer events per day. This can be attributed to the liberal definition of event used in [12], which is simply missing ping measurements. However, Tezzeract does detect up to 67% of the events identified in the ISI data. Finally, comparison with a reported outage shows that Tezzeract effectively identifies the event and the underlying OWDs used to drive the analysis provide a useful perspective on the event's impact.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions. (1) We introduce the use of NTP traces for Internet event detection, which enable broad and detailed analysis without the need for dedicated measurement infrastructure; (2) We describe a new method for Internet event detection based on applying RPCA to latency measurements from client clusters, which is implemented in a tool called Tezzeract; (3) We demonstrate the efficacy of NTP traces and our method by reporting on controlled laboratory experiments, applying Tezzeract to a large NTP data corpus, and comparing and contrasting with events detected by other methods.

We find that while there is commonality across methods, NTP-based monitoring provides a perspective that is unique, accurate and complements prior methods.

II. DATASETS

A. NTP data

The NTP is both a protocol and a global hierarchy of reference servers. At the top of the server hierarchy, referred to as stratum 0, are high-precision-time sources such as GPS-based and atomic clocks. These servers act as highly accurate references for servers in the next level of the hierarchy, stratum 1, which are also known as primary servers. Secondary, stratum 2 servers synchronize from stratum 1 servers and so forth down to stratum 15, which is the lowest level of the hierarchy. For redundancy, servers may also peer with others at the same level.

NTP clients compute a precise time estimate by synchronizing with one or more than one servers. Hosts running a commodity operating system are typically configured to synchronize with a default NTP server(s) (e.g., time.windows.com, time.apple.com, pool.ntp.org), but can be configured to use a specific NTP server or set of servers. NTP hosts or clients typically connect to reference clocks that are stratum 2 or higher. Lists of stratum 1 and stratum 2 servers are maintained by pool.ntp.org. Synchronization from these servers typically requires permission from the server administrators.

We assembled the dataset used in our study from NTP servers that are listed as part of pool.ntp.org. We started by reaching out to several NTP operators and explained our research goals; several operators responded positively. Out of the many who responded, we carefully selected eight NTP operators who maintain 19 different servers and obtained datasets in the form of full packet (libpcap) traces.

An intrinsic component of NTP (and in turn in the traffic captured at the servers) is the presence of timestamps in packets that are exchanged between NTP clients and servers. In particular, four timestamps are included in the NTP packets that are exchanged as part of the NTP synchronization procedure (known as polling): $t_0$, the time at which a clock synchronization request is sent; $t_1$, the time at which the request is received at the NTP server; $t_2$, the time at which the response is sent by the server; and finally $t_3$, the time at which the response is received by the client. We use these four timestamps to calculate the client-to-server (c2s) and server-to-client (s2c) one-way delays (OWDs). The NTP protocol running on clients determine the polling interval (in seconds), which is the period between NTP packets sent to a server.

Unfortunately, the captured packets have no explicit information about the level of synchronization of client(s) with NTP server(s). As a result, we must identify and remove packet exchanges between clients and servers in which the clients are observed not to be in synchronization (otherwise OWD estimates would be inaccurate). We utilize a filtering method described in [9] that employs NTP-specific heuristics on extracted OWD values, polling intervals and NTP packet fields, and divides clients into various precision tiers based on inferred synchronization quality. We use the OWDs from only the highest precision tier i.e., clients that exhibit tight synchronization with NTP servers.

**TABLE I** Summary of NTP traces used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server ID</th>
<th>Server Organization</th>
<th>Server Domain</th>
<th>Total Measurements</th>
<th>Total Unique OWDs</th>
<th>Client Prefixes [Fraction]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>36,309,916</td>
<td>21,125</td>
<td>19,653 [1.76e-04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI1</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,483,460</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>158 [5.4e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI2</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>780,580</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>145 [3.5e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI3</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,305,499</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>173 [3.2e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI4</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>665,732</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>96 [3.5e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>727,873</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>140 [3.8e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN2</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>813,531</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>106 [3.5e-06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW1</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,394,720</td>
<td>3,318</td>
<td>1,377 [4.5e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW2</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,914,157</td>
<td>3,874</td>
<td>1,567 [3.8e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW1</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,441,746</td>
<td>10,232</td>
<td>35 [2.8e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>40,129,376</td>
<td>49,179</td>
<td>18,369 [1.1e-03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW3</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,514,328</td>
<td>2,844</td>
<td>463 [2.2e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>28,864,872</td>
<td>45,717</td>
<td>17,547 [6.3e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI1</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td>847,884,900</td>
<td>641,378</td>
<td>42,820 [1.5e-04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>800,791</td>
<td>6,928</td>
<td>2,321 [1.9e-04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU1</td>
<td>ISP</td>
<td></td>
<td>65,733,781</td>
<td>1,029,575</td>
<td>57,942 [1.3e-03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI1</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>26,921,525</td>
<td>18,951</td>
<td>519 [2.2e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>51,722,823</td>
<td>22,462</td>
<td>1012 [2.1e-05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI3</td>
<td>University</td>
<td></td>
<td>46,321,161</td>
<td>22,351</td>
<td>674 [2.57e-05]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I summarizes the key characteristics of the NTP data which forms the basis of our study. The NTP servers are
located in 9 different cities, and include a combination of (1) 2 different Internet service providers in Chicago (IL), Edison (NJ), and Salt Lake City (UT) resulting in 7 NTP servers, (2) 3 commercial NTP servers in Jackson (WI) and Monticello (IA), (3) 7 university campus NTP servers in Madison (WI) and Urbana-Champaign (IL), and (4) 2 independent/community NTP servers in Atlanta (GA) and Philadelphia (PA). In the table, we observe a wide variation in the number of measurements gathered from each server, as well as a wide range of number of unique clients. Note that all measurements and clients in our study are from IPv4-based networks. In the table, we also include the number of IPv4 prefixes that contain the client population, as well as the fraction of total routable prefixes. The prefix data used to compute the rightmost column in the table comes from CAIDA [13].

B. Address prefix data

Our technique for Internet event detection depends on grouping clients into IP address prefix clusters. The address prefix data that we use is collected as part of CAIDA’s prefix-to-AS (Autonomous System) mapping from the RouteViews project [13]. We also use the the IP-to-AS mapping data from Team Cymru [14] to enrich our perspective on widely used prefixes.

C. Datasets for comparative analysis

We use datasets from a number of other efforts to provide perspective on network events that we identify using Tezzeract. As noted above, validation is challenging due to the lack of reliable ground truth information. Thus, we draw on two sources in an attempt to understand and contextualize the events detected through our framework. Our goal is to use these comparisons in a targeted fashion to highlight how NTP-based event detection can provide an important and useful and complementary perspective on network events. Specifically, we use (i) Internet outage data from ISI’s census and survey project [12], [15], and (ii) events reported on the outages mailing list [16]. These datasets were all collected contemporaneously with our NTP data and offer a broad perspective about the events that we identify in the NTP logs. Specifically, ISI’s census and survey offer a network operation and configuration perspective, whereas events reported on the outages mailing list offer a (limited) operator perspective.

III. METHODOLOGY

To identify the events in NTP logs, we developed a framework and implementation called Tezzeract which has two main objectives. The first objective is to identify all events in NTP logs, where an event is defined as a significant change in OWD that affects multiple clients within an IP prefix. Most events such as outages and route changes will manifest in a large increase in OWDs, while other events such as peering updates could manifest in a decrease in OWDs. The second objective is to provide details on characteristics of events in terms of duration, number of clients that experience an event on a per server basis and across servers. To achieve these objectives, Tezzeract consists of two algorithms: TezzeractClusterGenerator and TezzeractEventDetector, which we describe below.

A. Cluster generator

Tezzeract begins by ingesting OWD data from tightly synchronized clients\(^1\) to generate clusters of NTP clients in a matrix. A cluster is simply the largest IP prefix aggregate in which we observe a given NTP client. The TezzeractClusterGenerator algorithm takes three inputs: (a) NTP logs from tightly synchronized clients, (b) IP prefix-to-AS mapping from CAIDA [13], and (c) IP address-to-AS mapping from Team Cymru [14].

The algorithm starts by extracting the IP addresses of clients from NTP logs and creates prefix tries using IP prefix/address-to-AS mapping datasets. Next, for every client \(C\) that synchronizes time with an NTP server \(S\), the longest matching prefix among the CAIDA and Team Cymru data sources is determined. If a prefix is not already seen, a new cluster is created with the prefix as key and the set of clients for the new cluster is initialized with \(C\). Otherwise, \(C\) is added to the set of clients of an existing prefix cluster. The clustering process accomplishes two goals: (1) it creates client groupings which naturally relate to Internet routing and management activity, which we hypothesize are commonly related to observed outages and performance disruptions, and (2) it reduces the number of dimensions of the matrix on which event detection is applied (see §III-B), thus reducing computational demands.

B. Event identifier

The TezzeractEventDetector algorithm generates a matrix of OWD values for every observed prefix cluster. Specifically, for every prefix cluster \(P\), an OWD matrix of dimension \(t \times n\) is generated, where \(t\) is the time bin used to group every client in a row and \(n\) is the number of clients in a prefix cluster. From the NTP logs, the polling intervals are extracted and \(t\) is determined using the median of minimum polling intervals, which determines the frequency of NTP packet exchanges for individual clients. Subsequently, the start and end epochs are generated from timestamps. Using the epochs, the time dimension of the matrix is determined and an empty matrix is generated.

Next, the algorithm populates the \(t \times n\) matrix using the OWDs extracted from the NTP packets. Note that our description focuses on a single matrix for brevity. There are actually two matrices constructed (and processed in later steps): one for client-to-server (c2s) OWDs and one for server-to-client (s2c) OWDs. For each client \(C\), the corresponding OWD vectors and epoch timestamps are extracted. These timestamps are used to determine the value stored at a particular index in the matrix for a client. If a client has multiple OWDs in a particular time bin, we take the maximum value. In our algorithm, if a particular client has no value for a given time bin due to missing NTP packets, we leave that entry as ‘NA’. We remove all those prefixes with \(n\) less than 2 as well as all rows with complete NA values, resulting in a \(t' \times n\) matrix, where \(t' \leq t\).

\(^1\)NTP clients that have tight synchronization with their servers by accurately accounting for and correcting the clock drift. We utilize the technique described in [9] to identify such clients.
The core of our event detection method is based on identifying outliers in the $t' \times n$ matrix. We do this by applying Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) [17] with Mahalanobis distance-based thresholding [18]. RPCA is robust to missing data, which is a key aspect of our matrix [19]. This approach allows us to identify events and to characterize them in terms of time duration and number of clients on every individual OWD matrix. We begin by establishing centers of the OWD vectors from the matrix that are projected on an ellipse. Subsequently, the principal components are derived as the eigenvectors of the robust covariance matrix of the projected data points.

RPCA Calibration. Informed by the prior work on the sensitivity of PCA for detecting network anomalies [20], we use cautions in selecting configuration parameters. In particular, the following three parameters are important:

- **Number of principal components** ($top_k$) that are used for the new projection to reduce dimensions. If we use all $n$ principal components derived from a $t' \times n$ matrix, then we are able to account for maximal variance in the data. In this study, we consider the algorithm’s sensitivity to choosing the $top_k$ principal components.

- **Scoring distance threshold**, which is also known as the Mahalanobis distance. Similar to prior efforts in this space, we set the outlier detection threshold based on ROBPCA [18], which provides the statistical reasoning for choosing threshold values.

- **Orthogonal distance threshold**, a distance metric that is needed only if we choose fewer than $n$ principal components. For $k$ principal components ($k < n$), the value of the threshold is established using ROBPCA [18].

Given $n$ principal components, each of which contributes to some percentage of variance in the NTP data, we select the $top_k$ components with non-negligible variance. In our analysis, we considered different variance threshold values for determining how to select the $top_k$ principal components. Specifically, we first select NTP logs from two random days and compute the variance contributed by every principal component for all the clusters across all the servers. Next, we iteratively determine thresholds by ignoring principal components that produce lower variance than the current threshold. The threshold values iterated are 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 (and all thresholds are percentages).

Figure 1 shows the variance threshold along with changes in the number of events detected (bottom) and prefix clusters affected (top) for the MW3 NTP server.¹ From this plot for the MW3 server, we consider a threshold between 5 and 10% to represent a reasonable tradeoff between being too sensitive and treating too many OWD fluctuations as significant events on the one hand, and ignoring what are likely to be important performance disruptions on the other hand. Based on this analysis, we set the $top_k$ variance threshold to be 5% in all the

¹Other NTP servers exhibited similar variance thresholds and are not shown here due to space constraints.

analyses presented in this paper. Finally, the score estimates for determining events are calculated using Mahalanobis distance and Orthogonal distance in the projected space. The outliers are identified by applying thresholds on the scores using the thresholding technique similar to ROBPCA [18].

RPCA Implementation. To implement the RPCA component in the event detector, we use the PcaNA R package [21] which consists of many RPCA implementations including Projection Pursuit (PP) [22], Elliptical PCA (EPCA) [10], PCAGRID [23], ROBPCA [18] and Robust Covariance Estimator (RCE) [17]; both ROBPCA and RCE use Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD). In particular, we use the RCE with MCD as our RPCA for two reasons. First, prior efforts have shown the threshold effectiveness of MCD in ROBPCA on datasets with missing values [24], which is also an issue with our data. Second, in a limited comparison experiment, we evaluated each of the RPCA implementations using a subset of data with validated events and compared the scores. We found that the scores from other methods were either inconsistent or failed to identify the events of interest in comparison with RCE. Furthermore, for the same data, we found that the runtime performance of RCE (0.74s) is over ~3x faster than the other RPCA methods: EPCA (2.26s), PP (2.83s) and PCAGrid (3.09s). The result is an efficient implementation of Tezzerract, where run time on the largest NTP log for one day was 683.79 seconds.

IV. RESULTS

A. Synthetic event tests

To illustrate the efficacy of Tezzerract’s event detection capability in a controlled and repeatable fashion, we conduct a series of tests by injecting synthetic events into NTP traces. Our test data is based on an NTP log from a single server (AG1) for a single day (November 15, 2015). We run Tezzerract on the base trace and mark all events detected so they can be removed from further test results. We then modify entries in the trace to simulate events. We consider two factors for injecting an event. First, the duration of the event, and second, the percentage of the clients within a prefix cluster that observe injecting an event. First, the duration of the event, and second, the percentage of the clients within a prefix cluster that observe

![Fig. 1. Sensitivity analysis of top_k parameter for MW3 server.](image-url)

Our canonical "event" takes place in a single /24 prefix cluster (256 clients) where at least 20% of the constituent clients exchanged NTP packets with the server. We randomly
increase OWDs on 75% of the observed clients by a factor of 4 to 5 over a period of 7 minutes. Our first test injects an "event" into a /24 prefix cluster in the test trace every 25-minutes. Figure 2-(top) illustrates the OWDs for the synthetic events. Figure 2-(bottom) shows the RPCA scores from Tezzeract, along with the scoring distance threshold. Tezzeract methodology easily identifies all of these injected events, without any false negatives or positives.

Next, we inject a set of random events controlling both the duration and the percentage of clients that experience the event, $p$. The duration of these events was between 5 minutes to 22 hours. $p$ is varied from 25 to 100%. Similar to the canonical event, we modify existing packets by increasing OWDs and add no new exchanges to the trace. To determine the increase in delay, we consider the inter-packet spacing along with polling intervals to identify the maximum possible delay. Table II shows the results of applying Tezzeract to the modified trace. While no false positives were generated, as the value of $p$ decreases, the number of false negatives climbs—up to 17.9% when only 25% of the clients in the prefix experience the event. Closer examination revealed that all of these events had a duration of less than 20 minutes and thus were not detected simply due to lack of data. We ran many additional experiments with different values for event durations and percentage of clients affected, and the results were consistent with what we report here—no false positives and low false negatives.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of clients in the prefix</th>
<th>Total number of events injected</th>
<th>Total number of events Tezzeract detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**B. Characteristics of events in NTP trace data**

We apply Tezzeract to the full set of NTP trace data described in §II.

---

**Individual Servers.** Table III shows the summary of the average number of events identified by Tezzeract per day. The number of corresponding prefixes (prefix clusters) that are affected is also shown. The results show that the average number of events identified by Tezzeract varies between NTP servers: from 57k events over 6.7k prefixes (MI1) to 77 events for 8 prefixes (MW1). Comparing the number of prefixes with events (in Table III) with the total number of prefixes reported in Table I, we observe high event occurrences for university-related servers (~98% for UI1). The results also show that the number of prefixes affected as seen from the ISP servers are fewer than the university servers. We hypothesize the lower number of events observed at the ISP-based NTP servers is due to the narrower reach of client prefixes. Many of these events are likely to be due to daily route changes, which are known to cause temporary increases in packet latencies [25].

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server ID</th>
<th>Avg. #events per day</th>
<th>Avg. #prefixes affected</th>
<th>#events per day</th>
<th>#prefixes affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI1</td>
<td>2,949</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>2,872</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI2</td>
<td>8,570</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>8,128</td>
<td>804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI3</td>
<td>6,619</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>6,118</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 3 depicts the number of events and prefixes affected as seen from the PP1 NTP server. The figure shows that the number of events observed for the c2s path of PP1 NTP server is as high as 890; whereas it is 400 events for the s2c path. This highlights well the known issue of Internet routing asymmetries [26] and can serve as evidence for further diagnosis of the events. Interestingly, we observe a drop in the number of events and affected prefixes for the PP1 commercial NTP server over December 25 and 26, 2015. This "Christmas holiday effect" is consistent across all commercial NTP servers, but not consistently observed through ISP- and university-based NTP servers. We also find that the number of events detected per day varies based on whether c2s or s2c OWDs are considered once again highlighting the issue of routing asymmetries.

To complement Table III, Figure 4 shows box-and-whiskers plot of event durations for c2s events. Note that we do not show all outliers in this plot to avoid visual clutter. The figure shows that the interquartile ranges for the ISP-based NTP server (i.e., SU1) are very tight. On the contrary, even though the interquartile ranges for certain servers (e.g., MI1 and CI1) are comparable with other NTP servers, their maximum observed event duration exceeds 6000s (~1.5 hours). The
figure also shows that the 75th percentile of event duration for a majority of the NTP servers that we consider is $\sim 2000s$ (33 minutes). Finally, despite the median of event durations for a majority of servers being very low (i.e., generally less than 15 minutes), we observe that the maximum event durations are fairly high. One explanation for high event duration values is clients with long NTP polling intervals (e.g., 1024s), thus these values are not necessarily reflective of event duration. s2c paths also exhibited similar characteristics. Enhancing event duration estimates is a topic of future work.

**Across Servers.** Next, we count the unique number of prefixes and events seen across the NTP servers. Figure 5 shows the number of non-overlapping events (y axis) as observed from at least $n$ NTP servers (x axis). All the reported counts are time-aligned i.e., both events and prefixes are simultaneously identified by Tezzeract at one or more NTP servers. We observe over 11.3k and 10.8k unique prefixes from different NTP servers in c2s and s2c directions, respectively. From these prefixes, events from $\sim 25\%$, $\sim 5\%$ and $\sim 3\%$ of the prefixes are seen across at 2, 3, or 4 NTP servers, respectively. Figure 5 indicates events observed by as many as 10 NTP servers for certain prefixes (e.g., 108.192.0.0/16 belonging to AT&T, Inc.).

Overall, these results demonstrate how NTP can offer a unique Internet-wide perspective. In particular, Figure 5 shows how prefixes could be simultaneously monitored from multiple servers. Moreover, when events are observed from multiple servers for any given prefix at the same time, they can provide a natural self-consistency check and aid in diagnosis.

C. **Consistency checking with active probe-based data**

Next, we compare and contrast the events identified by Tezzeract versus those identified by the ongoing Internet-wide Census and Survey project at ISI [12]. The ISI Census and Survey project is an example of what we consider a core-to-edge active probing system. Tezzeract, on the other hand, has a specific goal of identifying events based on passive observation of NTP traffic and which provides both core-to-edge and edge-to-core perspectives. Given the differences between the two methods and given the paucity of ground truth information to validate the identified events, the comparison of the number of events and affected prefixes identified by Tezzeract vs. census and survey should be interpreted as a way to strengthen and learn from each other. That is, Tezzeract can be used to provide a better perspective on edge-to-core events as the majority of clients behind network address translators are oblivious to active probing efforts.

Our comparison algorithm for the ISI census and survey data takes two inputs: (1) the ISI-identified events (i.e., those recorded in /24 prefixes through active probing) and (2) the events identified using Tezzeract. Note that both inputs also contain the timeline of event occurrences. Given these inputs, the algorithm populates a trie with Tezzeract-identified event prefixes and their corresponding timelines (i.e., event start and end times) since the events identified by Tezzeract contain prefixes larger than /24. Next, for each ISI event reported, we check whether the prefix associated with the ISI event is in the trie (or is contained within a prefix in the trie). If a match is found, the algorithm finds the best matching NTP event corresponding to an ISI event by comparing the start time of each NTP event with the ISI event. At the end of this process, we obtain a one-to-one NTP and ISI event match list.

Given the match list with two start and end times, say $<I1, I2>$ from ISI and $<N1, N2>$ from Tezzeract, the algorithm assigns the events into one of 11 categories based on the conditions given in Table IV. For categories 1 to 9, we have
Table V shows the comparison of Tezzeract-identified events (for both c2s and s2c directions) versus events identified by census and survey. The table highlights the number of ISI events which we were able to match with Tezzeract events, the number of exact /24 matches (cases where Tezzeract’s prefix cluster is a /24, thereby enabling a direct one-on-one comparison with the ISI outage event), and the number of events under various categories. From this table, we see that as much as \( \sim 67\% \) of the events identified by Tezzeract from the C12 NTP server match with those identified by census and survey. We further observe that on average, over 66% of the Tezzeract-identified events overlap in terms of event timelines across all the servers (in C1 to C9 category); the remaining (\( \sim 33\% \)) of Tezzeract-identified events occur within a match window of one hour, either before or after, those identified by ISI (see C10 and C11). Next, we see that there are more /24 exact matches between the Tezzeract and ISI for commercial- and university-based NTP servers in comparison with the ISP counterparts. This may simply reflect the fact that NTP clients that contact the ISP servers typically come from larger routing prefix aggregates. Lastly, we observe that Tezzeract finds \( \sim 63\% \) new events, on average, across all the NTP servers considered in this study. This is likely due to the reach of NTP clients vs. the probing cycle of the ISI servers.

The unique events that were identified by Tezzeract consisted of both network prefixes covered as part of the ISI survey, as well as prefixes which were not reachable via standard active probing methods. The median duration of these events is approximately 20 minutes, which is similar to the overall median duration. Tezzeract was able to identify many long duration events, observed by multiple clients within the affected prefix clusters. The top two longest duration events observed lasted for approximately 2 and half hours and affected the following prefixes: 204.93.0.0/19 which belongs to AS 698 (University of Illinois) and 54.186.0.0/15 which belongs to AS 16509 (Amazon.com, Inc.). These events were observed by 53 and 74 unique clients belonging to the corresponding prefix clusters. These events are likely to be outages similar to those discussed below.

### Summary of Tezzeract events comparison with ISI events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server ID</th>
<th>OWD direction</th>
<th>Total # of ISI event matches with Tezzeract</th>
<th>Total exact /24 matches</th>
<th>Total C1 to C9</th>
<th>C10 and C11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AG1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>68,895</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>48,198</td>
<td>20,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>62,460</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>45,228</td>
<td>17,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>4,308</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,785</td>
<td>623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>2,773</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,317</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>1,569</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,185</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>1,460</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,104</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>3,513</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,958</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,088</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>2,132</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,645</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>2,306</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,890</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>1,188</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>1,198</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>994</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN2</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>6,998</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6,185</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>8,555</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7,487</td>
<td>1,068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW2</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>6,657</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,533</td>
<td>1,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>9,736</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,826</td>
<td>1,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>1,055</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW2</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>79,330</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>55,548</td>
<td>23,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>73,749</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>52,020</td>
<td>21,729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW3</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>8,715</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6,278</td>
<td>2,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>10,537</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>7,406</td>
<td>3,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>55,406</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>38,038</td>
<td>17,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>47,793</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>33,854</td>
<td>13,939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>959,455</td>
<td>2,667</td>
<td>786,951</td>
<td>173,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>951,396</td>
<td>2,589</td>
<td>784,808</td>
<td>166,588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>3,638</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,733</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>3,875</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,307</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>17,717</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>7,606</td>
<td>10,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>14,194</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6,346</td>
<td>7,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI1</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>32,477</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>23,133</td>
<td>9,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>30,849</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>22,362</td>
<td>8,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI2</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>76,328</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>49,487</td>
<td>26,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>72,151</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>48,181</td>
<td>23,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI3</td>
<td>c2s</td>
<td>59,919</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>39,339</td>
<td>20,580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s2c</td>
<td>54,913</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>36,638</td>
<td>18,275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we compare events identified by Tezzeract with public reports. In particular, we rely on the Outages mailing list [16] to further enhance the confidence in the events identified by Tezzeract. To illustrate with an example, we consider the outage event [27] discussed by Level3’s (now CenturyLink) administrators in the Outages mailing list as ground truth. On December 15, 2015 an outage event occurred because of a router addition that impacted multiple users and businesses between Chicago, IL and Atlanta, GA.

To evaluate whether the events identified by Tezzeract coincide with this known outage, we first selected all the events identified on December 15, 2015, resulting in 148,322 events. Similar to our comparison with ISI event data, we use four timestamps: (1) two from each event (start and end) identified by Tezzeract, and (2) start and end timestamps derived from the Outages mailing list [27], which are December 15, 2015 18:18 GMT and December 15, 2015 19:20 GMT. Next, we find the time-alignment category under which the Tezzeract-identified events fall with respect to [27] (see Table IV). If the events fall under C1 to C9, we note those events; otherwise, we ignore those events. For the events noted, we extract the list of client IP addresses and their corresponding geographic coordinates using MaxMind’s IP Geolocation service [28]. Subsequently, we match the geographic locations from [16] and the ones obtained above.

From the 148k events initially identified, the process outlined above results in 1,104 events overlap with the ground
truth [27] in terms of event timelines, prefixes and geographic locations. Figure 6 shows the OWD spikes (top) and scores for clients (bottom) in one of the prefixes affected. The OWD spikes represented in Figure 6-(top) contain 43 unique clients from the prefix 208.117.0.0/18 which belongs to AS 32748 (Steadfast.net), a peer of Level3. The results depicted in this plot highlight the effectiveness of Tezzeract in identifying Internet outages. In particular, we observe that the effect on NTP-derived OWDs is extreme for clients within each of these ASes, underscoring the severity of the event. Tezzeract can also offer an alternate perspective to BGP-based event detection tools [29].

V. RELATED WORK

Prior research on network outages has considered various perspectives including rerouting or routing anomalies caused by failures in core and transit networks, connectivity outages and performance impairments for customers in the network edge, and service outages.

Core and transit network outages. Core network failures and performance anomalies have been examined using both passively collected data sources and active measurement. Analysis of inter-domain (BGP) and intra-domain (e.g., IS-IS, OSPF, etc.) routing updates have formed the basis of many of the studies based on passive data collection, e.g., [30]–[32]. In a related vein, Banerjee et al. used the outages mailing list [16] as the basis for evaluating core network failures [33]. Yet another source of passive data for detecting and analyzing wide-area faults has been through analysis of background radiation traffic [34]. Active measurement techniques have also been widely used to detect routing loops and other anomalies and path failures [35]. Tomographic techniques have also been developed to actively probe a network in order to detect faults and localize them to particular links or subpaths [36].

Outages at the network edge. Active measurement has been the dominant technique for detecting failures at the edge of the network. Periodic pings combined with analysis of BGP updates were used to trigger traceroutes to verify and monitor edge network outages in Hubble [37]. The study and ongoing data collection by Quan et al. employ low-rate pings to the entire IPv4 address space, and detect outages and disruption events through a Bayesian formulation [4]. In our study, we use a subset of these data for comparison and validation. In their study, Padmanabhan et al. study the response time to pings across the IPv4 Internet and find that 5% of responses from 5% of addresses take at least 5 seconds to arrive [38]. This finding has important implications for the design of any active measurement-based system that uses the lack of responses to identify outages. Our event detection strategy is based on passively collected NTP data.

PCA-based analysis of network data. Identifying events of interest from streams of Internet data using PCA has been of interest to the measurement community for many years. This includes applying PCA to detect BGP anomalies [39], network traffic anomaly detection and diagnosis [2], [40], network monitoring and anomaly detection [41], and network diagnosis [42]. Issues with PCA-based methods are pointed out by [43], [44]. Similarly, sensitivity of PCA to calibration and its corresponding implications to anomaly detection are discussed by Ringberg et al. [20]. Our event detection approach applies Robust PCA, instead of PCA, on NTP traces and demonstrates a new, unique perspective for Internet-level event detection without additional infrastructure.

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Understanding the scope and nature of unexpected network events is important for effective management and operation of communication networks. In this paper, we address the problem of Internet event detection by developing a novel framework and implementation called Tezzeract. Our framework uses one way delays (OWDs) extracted from Network Time Protocol (NTP) packet exchanges and therefore does not require any new infrastructure to be deployed, or any additional network traffic and offers the opportunity for a broad perspective on events. Our algorithm for identifying events is based on Robust PCA, which is resilient to noisy data that is typical in the Internet measurements including NTP data. Our implementation of Tezzeract produces a characterization of events including the number of NTP clients affected, event duration, and prefix(es) affected.

We assess Tezzeract in a series of controlled experiments based on injecting synthetic events in an NTP trace. We find that Tezzeract is highly accurate in reporting with a false negative rate related to measurement reach. We then apply Tezzeract to a large NTP data set collected from 19 servers in the US. We find that the average number of events per day varies widely across the set of servers, as do the event durations. We observe that the median event duration for most servers is approximately 20 minutes or less, but that the distribution is skewed, with quite a few very long events (e.g., more than 1 hour). We also find that a considerable number of events are observed at more than 1 NTP server, e.g., 25% of events are observed at 2 servers, and that we observe

---

3These results are not shown here due to space constraints.
some events at 10 of the 19 servers indicating significant impact across clients. We compare the events detected through Tezzeract with event data collected through the ongoing ISI census and survey project and find that between 21–67% of events that are detected by Tezzeract are also identified by the ISI system, but that Tezzeract also identifies new events. We also evaluate events detected by Tezzeract in relation to a reported outage. We observe that the event is identified through different sets of NTP clients on different prefixes, and but that the different client populations are impacted in similar ways.

In ongoing work, we are examining additional ways to corroborate and gain perspective on the events detected by Tezzeract, and are exploring ways to automate this process. We are also examining events recognized by decreases in OWDs, which is a simple extension of Tezzeract. Finally, we are also examining the possibility of performing real-time event detection and analysis.
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Abstract—We establish that State Acquisition should be performed in networks at a rate which is consistent with the rate-of-change of the element or service being observed. We demonstrate that many existing monitoring and service-level prediction tools do not acquire network state in an appropriate manner. To address this challenge: (1) we define the rate-of-change of different applications; (2) we use methods for analysis of unevenly spaced time series, specifically, time series arising from video and voice applications, to estimate the rate-of-change of these services; and finally, (3) we demonstrate how to acquire network state accurately for a number of real-world traces using Greedy Acquisition. The accuracy of State Acquisition is improved when it is performed at a rate which is consistent with its rate-of-change. An improvement in representation accuracy of one order of magnitude is achieved for voice and video streaming applications; this improvement does not incur any additional bandwidth or storage cost.

Index Terms—State Acquisition; Network monitoring; Spectral analysis; Period detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY network management tools use Linux tools for State Acquisition to acquire inputs for higher-level functions such as network monitoring algorithms [1], service level prediction algorithms [2], [3] and resource allocation routines [4]. Some examples of these acquisition tools include the System Activity Report (SAR) [5], Nagios [6] and top [7] (in association with tools such as netstat and dropdown). Monitoring tools that use these acquisition methods promise to deliver notifications to the user if the aggregate of some metric is above a threshold across an entire infrastructure or on a per machine basis [6]. With respect to a cluster of machines, aggregates in terms of the average, maximum, minimum or sum are computed [1] as a function of time and/or across machines or instances [8]. These types of notifications are given for a number of different metrics, for example, revenue or data center temperature. Statistics are then absorbed by tools such as StatsD [9] and representative charts are generated every 10s for example (using tools such as Graphite). This paper considers the validity of current State Acquisition approaches, which acquire the data for higher-level functions such as monitoring, learning, graphing and problem diagnosis. In particular, we examine methods for acquiring and aggregating network metrics in voice and video applications [10].

To fix ideas, State Acquisition is defined as a function that measures the state of a network or service and converts this state into a numeric value; its role is different to monitoring, which is a means for making the acquired state available to the network manager. Fig. 1 demonstrates a generic acquisition-monitoring set-up, which is representative of many scenarios. An acquisition function observes an element’s state every $T_a$ seconds; a monitoring agent submits a report to the network manager every $T_m$ seconds based on the acquisition agent’s observations. In many applications, the acquisition and monitoring functions use the same time-step, $T_a = T_m$; the acquisition agent and monitoring agent are one and the same.

The design of network monitoring algorithms (such as [1]) does not focus on the role of metric acquisition. Linux comes with widely used metric acquisition routines. The assumption is that existing tools can be relied upon to acquire metrics; the role of the monitoring protocol is to determine when to aggregate the metrics and to deliver them to the network manager. The confidence the monitoring and learning communities have in these acquisition routines is unwarranted – these routines may not be sufficiently accurate for modern network monitoring and learning protocols [11]. The performance of a monitoring function depends on the quality of the data that it consumes. The increase in dynamicity and heterogeneity of modern networks [12], which makes networks harder to manage, exacerbates this problem.

The problem with off-the-shelf metric acquisition routines is that many of them are periodic with a default resolution of 1 second, for example SAR [5]. Consequently, many network monitoring routines monitor the network with this temporal precision limitation [13]. This was one of the reasons (scalability issues contributed also) why SoundCloud developers developed their own monitoring solution, Prometheus [8]. Similar in spirit to our approach, Prometheus stores all data that is periodically pulled from SoundCloud’s [14] instrumented microservices architecture as time series, where time-stamps have a millisecond resolution and values are 64-bit floats. In order to save disk space, Nagios XI stores performance data in a Round Robin Database, which consists of performance metrics periodically averaged over 1, 5, 30 and 360 minute time-steps. We examine if these periodic acquisition approaches yield sufficient accuracy.

In the case of event-based monitoring and learning routines using SAR [5], there may be a lag of up to 1 second between the occurrence of an event and the time a monitoring report is sent in response to it [3]. The descriptor, “event-based”, is inappropriate. The authors of [2] and [3] use SAR to acquire kernel metrics from a video server once per second in order to perform client service level prediction, dealing with load-
effects in particular in [15]. For a video and voice resource allocation application the authors of [4] acquired measurements of resource parameters (CPU, RAM, latency and call drops) every 15s from a Clearwater cloud ISM test-bed, using SNMP and Cacti [16] to determine how physical resources could be dynamically allocated to virtualized network functions. More generally, RTCP [17] is commonly used to provide out-of-band statistics for RTP sessions by periodically reporting on packet counts, packet loss, packet delay variation, and round-trip delay time to participants in a streaming multimedia session [18]. The recommended minimum RTCP report interval per station is 5 seconds. Nagios’ Remote Plugin Executor periodically polls the agent on the remote system for disk usage and system-load statistics. Now that we have established the central role periodic acquisition and monitoring plays in networks, we examine the efficacy of periodic State Acquisition.

We query the acquisition resolution required to monitor the quality of service received by the client in a video and in a voice session. Minimizing network bandwidth usage plays a role in determining the acquisition periods of \( T_n = 1.5 \) and 15 seconds used in the approaches above. Consuming bandwidth with monitoring reports is undesirable; however, reporting the system state inaccurately is perhaps even more undesirable than not reporting at all. We examine this trade-off between accuracy and bandwidth usage, but also consider whether crucial characteristics of each trace have been preserved by State Acquisition at different points of this trade-off.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a framework for describing state acquisition methods. In Section III, we consider periodic acquisition and the effects of performing faster acquisition empirically and motivate Greedy Acquisition. In Section IV, we discuss rate of change estimation. In Section V, we describe a Greedy Acquisition algorithm which performs acquisition in a manner which is consistent with the rate of change of the observed process. In Section VI, we perform a numerical evaluation of current acquisition methods, and the Greedy Acquisition method.

II. STATE ACQUISITION: UNEVENLY SPACED SAMPLES

The time series observed in networks are unevenly spaced. They consist of a sequence of observation time and value pairs \((t_n, x_n)\) with strictly increasing observation times. When audio or video frames (that are streamed from a SoundCloud or Youtube server) are observed at a client machine, the timestamps of frame arrivals and the frame-sizes, \((t_n, x_n)\), can be useful for service outage detection. Fig. 2 illustrates a frame-arrival time-series at a client machine when a podcast is streamed. When the network is sufficiently well provisioned, this process has a periodic component. The server periodically sends the client a segment of data, which the client then plays out to the user at the sampling rate of the original recording [19]. Important statistics such as jitter and packet loss rates may be computed from this time-series [18]; however, network anomaly diagnosis may be performed, or service-level prediction [3], if these time-series are gathered from multiple network elements at one monitoring/learning gateway [10]. This motivates the question: do the acquisition methods that currently operate at clients allow us to determine (1) the rate of change of the observed process and (2) the period of this process illustrated in Fig. 2? Knowledge of these parameters is crucial for building a learning function that can predict future network behaviour (cf. [3]).

We define a framework for analyzing unevenly spaced time series to answer this question. For \( N \geq 1 \), the space of strictly increasing time sequences of length \( N \) is denoted: \( T_N = \{(t_1 < t_2 < \ldots < t_N) : t_n \in \mathbb{R}, 1 \leq n \leq N\} \). More generally, the space of strictly increasing time sequences is denoted, \( T = \bigcup_{N=1}^{\infty} T_N \). The observation values, \( x \), in computer networks are real-valued, \( \mathbb{R}^N \). Bringing these ideas together, the space of real-valued, unevenly spaced time series of length \( N \), is \( T_N = T_N \times \mathbb{R}^N \). Finally, the space of real-valued unevenly spaced time series is \( T = \bigcup_{N=1}^{\infty} T_N \). We often need to quantify the number of observations in some sequence \( x \), e.g. \( N = |x| \). The sequence of observation times is denoted, \( T(x) = (t_1, \ldots, t_N) \), and the sequence of observation values of \( x \) is \( V(x) = (x_1, \ldots, x_N) \).

Time series acquisition methods (used by [5],[6] and [7]) are used to summarize the performance of network entities, so that at times \( t = nT_n \), performance can be quantified. Here \( n \) is an integer that denotes the acquisition time index. There are a number of different acquisition methods. The extracted metrics are passed to a monitoring protocol. Many methods do not yield data which is of sufficient quality. In this paper we address the problem of how to extract a suitable metric from unevenly spaced system events. In short, if we observe some process at times \( T(x) \), we investigate what value we should use to represent this process at time \( t \notin T(x) \), which is typically not an observation time.

**Observation methods:** Firstly, we take the previous observation as our estimate. Secondly, we take the next observation as our estimate; and thirdly, we interpolate between the two. For a time series \( x \in T \) and a point in time \( t \in \mathbb{R} \), typically not an observation time, the most recent observation time is

\[
\text{\text{p}(t)} = \begin{cases} 
\max(s : s < t, s \in T(x)), & \text{if } t \geq \min(T(x)) \\
\min(T(x)), & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

(1)
The next available observation time is
\[
n(t) = \begin{cases} 
\min(s : s \geq t, s \in T(x)), & \text{if } t \leq \max(T(x)), \\
+\infty, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\] (2)

For \( x \in \mathcal{T} \) and \( t \in \mathbb{R} \), \( x(p(t)) \) is the previous observation value of \( x \) at time \( t \), \( x(n(t)) \) is the next observation value of \( x \) at \( t \), and \( x_1(t) = (1 - \omega(t))x(p(t)) + \omega(t)x(n(t)) \) where
\[
\omega(t) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{I-p(t)}{n(t)-p(t)}, & \text{if } 0 < n(t) - p(t) < \infty \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\] (3)
is the linearly interpolated value of \( x \) at time \( t \). These acquisition schemes are called last-observation, next-observation and linear interpolation, respectively. We adopt the convention that \( x(t) = x(n(t)) = x_1(t) \) when \( t \in T(x) \). The interpolated signal \( x_1(t) \) is a continuous piece-wise-linear function.

Local-in-time statistics: It is convenient to consider short-time observations of these time series in order to generate local-in-time statistics of network behaviour. The time series generated in networks over a closed interval, which starts at time \( s \) and ends at time \( t \), \( [s,t] \), where \( s < t \) is
\[
x(s,t) = ((t_n, x_n) : s \leq t_n < t, 1 \leq n \leq N). \] (4)

One acquisition approach (cf. [1]) is to apply the max operator to the values in a closed interval \([s,t]\) and to slide this interval, by some step-size, over the entire signal. The maximum signal value in the closed interval \([s,t]\) is denoted
\[
a_x(t) = \max V(x(s,t)) \] (5)
The minimum value in this interval
\[
m_x(t) = \min V(x(s,t)) \] (6)
The average value in a closed interval is commonly used to summarize system performance [5],[6] and [7].
\[
\mu_x(t) = \frac{1}{|x(s,t)|} \sum_{n=n(s)}^{p(t)} x_n \] (7)
The maximum, minimum and average statistics are reported by [20]. Other higher-order statistics are computed in a similar manner, and may be of use to network monitoring applications. The time duration between consecutive observations of \( x \) is useful for the rate of change of the time series
\[
\Delta t(x) = ((t_{n+1} - t_n) : 1 \leq n \leq N - 1). \] (8)

III. ACQUIRE FASTER: PERIODIC ACQUISITION

How representative are \( x(p(t)), x_1(t) \) and \( \mu_x(t) \) of the data they summarize? The acquisition methods used in [1], [2], [3] and [4], are periodic, and use one of the approaches above, at a rate of 1Hz or greater to quantify network behaviour. Given the increased dynamicity and complexity of modern networks this warrants further inspection. Is a periodic approach good enough? Is an acquisition rate of 1Hz appropriate? To determine the rate of change of unevenly spaced signals, we examine their spectral content by computing a Power Spectral Density (PSD) estimate of \( x \).

The Lomb-Scargle method [21] generates a PSD estimate of unevenly spaced time series, \( P : x_n \in \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \tilde{\chi}(\omega) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \), without the need to invent otherwise non-existent, evenly spaced data. The underpinning assumption is that the signals are periodic. The approximate periodicity of unevenly spaced time series assumption is realistic when we consider the rate of arrival of audio or video frames during a streaming session (Fig. 2).

To reduce notation we subtract the mean from the signal \( x \), and then determine the normalized spectral content of \( x \in \mathcal{T} \)
\[
\tilde{\chi}(\omega) = P(x)(\omega) = \frac{1}{2\pi^2} \times \left\{ \frac{\sum \chi_n \cos(\omega(t_n - \tau))}{\sum \chi_n \cos^2(\omega(t_n - \tau))} \right\} \] (9)
\[
+ \left\{ \frac{\sum \chi_n \sin(\omega(t_n - \tau))}{\sum \chi_n \sin^2(\omega(t_n - \tau))} \right\}
\]

at the frequencies \( \omega \), where \( \sigma^2 = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (x_n - \mu)^2 \). The following time offset is used to guarantee the time in-variance of the computed spectrum
\[
\tan(2\omega \tau) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \sin(2\omega t_n)}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \cos(2\omega t_n)}. \] (10)

We assume that network-generated time-series are base-band or low-pass signals. Empirical evidence in Section VI supports this assumption. To fix ideas, we stream a podcast from SoundCloud [14]. The average received bit-rate of the podcast is 104,991kbps. We capture an unevenly spaced time series which consists of the time-stamps and sizes (in bits) of each frame, \( (t_n, x_n) \), respectively, in the stream using TCPDUMP [22]. We filter out the time-stamp and frame sizes and plot this unevenly spaced time series in Fig. 2. This trace has a periodic component – every approximately 10 seconds, a number of 12kbits frames are delivered.

In Fig. 3 we plot the PSD estimate of this unevenly spaced time series. The component with the highest PSD is \( \approx 0.7 \text{Hz} \). By inspection of Fig. 2, we determine that the fundamental frequency of this trace is \( < 1 \text{Hz} \). The upper envelope of the PSD falls to 0dB/Hz at \( \approx 100 \text{Hz} \). There are other higher-frequency components in Fig. 2. Consequently, in Fig. 3 we illustrate where the PSD of the trace has fallen by 50dB from its peak value – this occurs at \( \approx 108 \text{ Hz} \) – to demonstrate a range of frequencies of interest to monitoring applications.

Do current time series acquisition approaches preserve this important information about the rate of change and the period of frame delivery? To answer this question, we acquire state values every \( T_a = 1 \text{s} \), at times \( t \in \mathbb{N} \) and examine the PSD of the resulting traces. The time period \( T_a = 1 \text{s} \) is representative of the period used in [1], [2], [3] and [4]. The set of non-negative integers is \( \mathbb{N} \). The underlying process we want to acquire an accurate representation for, is acquired by taking (1) the last sample closest to some sampling time, \( x(p(t)) \mid t \in \mathbb{N} \); (2) the average value over the last sampling period, \( \mu_{t-1}(t) \mid t \in \mathbb{N} \setminus 0 \), where \( t \) is in the set of positive integers; and finally, (3) the linear interpolated value \( x_1(t) \mid t \in \mathbb{N} \). We use a stem to denote the position and height
Fig. 2. Unevenly spaced time series observed when streaming audio to a client. The time and value pairs illustrated consist of frame arrival time-stamps and frame sizes. Every \( \approx 10 \)s a number of frames of size \( \approx 12 \)kbits are received. This time-series has a clear periodic component.

Fig. 3. PSD of unevenly spaced time-series observed when receiving a streamed podcast from SoundCloud. The 50dB bandwidth is 108Hz. The upper envelope of the PSD falls to 0dB at 100Hz.

Fig. 4. Using periodic acquisition (time-step of 1 second), we illustrate the effect of using the last sample, average value and interpolated values at acquisition times \( t \in \mathbb{N} \).

of each state acquisition value in Fig. 4; each trace should be compared with the original time series in Fig. 2.

**Analysis:** The PSD allows us to estimate the rate of change of the network/service – a parameter which is of crucial interest to service providers. For example, unusually high rates of change may indicate anomalies; periodic components may indicate that the network is healthy. The acquisition methods in Fig. 4 do not allow the network manager to estimate the maximum rate of change of the network. The information in the frequency band \( 0 < f < 108 \)Hz is lost by the acquisition methods used in Fig. 4. One reason for this is that they create an estimate for data that does not exist.

1. **Information about the period of the trace is lost.** This is a serious shortcoming. For example an artifact of \( x(p(t)) \) is that its period is approximately 20 seconds and not approximately 10 seconds. Period calculations for each trace will be inaccurate as the times of frame arrivals in the original trace are never in the set of times \( t \in \mathbb{N} \). For example the 12kb frame arrival times occur just after 40, 50, 60, \ldots seconds. The large frame arrivals occur just before 50, 70, \ldots seconds in \( x(p(t)) \). In the average acquisition trace \( \mu_{t-1}(t) \), the pulse amplitudes (frame sizes) vary in height, which makes period detection hard. Finally the interpolated acquisition trace \( x_I(t) \) exhibits pulse amplitudes which vary each time they appear with a period of 20 seconds. Estimates of the period tell us when to expect the next burst of podcast data. The ability to detect if this burst of data has arrived, or has arrived late, is lost. This is because the exact times when bursts of data arrive have been lost. Secondly, the sizes of the burst have been lost; this is due to averaging or interpolation, or because the previous observation was not part of the periodic train of frames. The effect of using the last, average or interpolated value over the previous second causes the period information to be obscured. Averaging unevenly spaced time series introduces ambiguity.

2. **Higher frequency information in the range up to 108Hz and above is lost in Fig 5.** The acquisition techniques, \( x(p(t)), \mu_{t-1}(t) \) and \( x_I(t) \) low-pass filter the original unevenly spaced time-series. We posit that high-frequency variations in this trace may help us detect sub-optimal network performance. Choosing a low-pass filter in the acquisition step, without reference to the rate of change of the time series, may
Shifting the acquisition times relative to the events in $x$ of the events in acquisition starting time that periodic acquisition is harmful for higher-order functions such as monitoring and learning.

**Remark:** the amplitude and location in time of the acquired stems (in Fig. 4) depend on the relative position of each of the events in $x$ relative to the acquisition times $t \in \mathbb{N}$. Shifting the acquisition times relative to the events in $x$, can greatly increase or decrease the efficacy of acquisition and monitoring. We have shown that for an arbitrary periodic acquisition starting time that periodic acquisition is harmful for higher-order functions such as monitoring and learning.

**Higher acquisition rate:** The periodic acquisition methods above, with a period of 1Hz, remove crucially important information about the fundamental frequency and the rate of change of frame delivery in Fig 2. Loss of this information will reduce the effectiveness of higher-order functions such as monitoring and learning that consume the acquired performance data. The PSD of the original unevenly spaced time-series experiences a drop of 50dB at approximately 100Hz in Fig. 3. We consider the effect of acquiring this time series using a significantly higher acquisition rate of 200Hz to determine if this facilitates the capture of crucial parameters such as the period and rate of change of the underlying trace. In effect we are assuming that the Nyquist rate of this unevenly spaced time series is $\approx 200$Hz.

Increasing the rate of State Acquisition by a factor of 200 increases the bandwidth of the monitoring protocol that consumes these metrics. Fig. 6 demonstrates that increasing the acquisition rate 200-fold does not improve our ability to estimate the period and rate of change of the time series. The acquisition methods $x(p(t)), \mu_x(t)$ and $\chi(t)$ suffer to similar problems as before; but they now consume more bandwidth and storage.

**IV. Rate of Change Estimation**

In this section we determine the appropriate way to acquire periodic performance traces from audio and video streams by estimating the rate of change, $c$, of the trace. Even if the resulting rate of acquisition is unfeasibly high, knowledge of this parameter can facilitate better design decisions. For example, we can low-pass filter the signal and use this filtered time series in learning algorithms for example, cognizant of the fact that we cannot make predictions outside of a certain range of frequencies. We appeal to classical evenly spaced sampling theory for guidance with the challenge of rate of change estimation for unevenly spaced time-series.

**The problem with unevenly spaced time series:** The periodic time-series we observe for video and audio stream applications, $x$, consist of a sum of weighted and delayed Dirac pulses, $\delta(t)$, e.g.

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} x(t_n) \delta(t - t_n). \tag{11}$$

When these pulses form an infinitely long sequence of evenly spaced pulses, spaced $T$ seconds apart, and the pulses have identical heights, this is called a Dirac comb [23]. It is a known result in Signal Processing that the Fourier transform of a Dirac comb with period $Ts$ produces another Dirac comb in the frequency domain with period $\frac{1}{T}Hz$. As these Dirac pulses are spaced by $\frac{1}{T}Hz$ in the frequency domain, to avoid aliasing, we must ensure that the spectral content of the signal we wish to acquire is confined to a region of $c = \frac{1}{T}Hz$, which is the maximum permissible rate-of-change of this evenly spaced time series.

Unlike the uniform case, the Fourier transform of the unevenly spaced time series in Eqn. 11 will generally not be a Dirac Comb, that is, a sequence of uniformly spaced delta functions; the symmetry in the Dirac comb is broken by uneven spacing of the pulses, which leads to information rich transform we observe in Fig. 3. This is because in the Fourier domain, the locations and heights of the Dirac delta functions are related to the intervals between the time domain observations. Randomizing the observation times, randomizes the locations and heights of the Fourier domain peaks and heights.

To leverage the results of classical sampling [23] to estimate $c$ for an unevenly spaced time series, we express a unevenly spaced time series as a evenly spaced time series. To this end, we determine the Dirac comb which has Dirac deltas that align exactly with each of the pulses in the unevenly spaced time series. In other words, we need to determine the largest $T_a$ such that each $t_n \in T(x)$ can be written as $t_n = \alpha + nT_a$, for integers $n$ and an arbitrary time offset $\alpha$.

**Definition (1) Accurate acquisition:** To accurately acquire an unevenly spaced time series the acquisition period $T_a$ should satisfy the condition

$$\Delta T(a) \mod T_a = 0, \forall t_n \in \mathbb{T}_N \tag{12}$$

**Definition (2) Rate-of-Change:** The rate of change of the unevenly spaced time series $x$ is $c = \frac{1}{T_a}$ if $T_a$ satisfies the condition

$$\Delta \Gamma(x) \mod T_a = 0, \forall t_n \in \mathbb{T}_N \tag{13}$$
Finding the value of $T_a$ that ensures that acquisition is being performed at a sufficiently high rate, leads to acquisitions rates which are impractical for real-world applications. If observation times are recorded to $d$ decimal places, the largest rate of change is determined by machine precision.

To make progress, we use a rough upper bound on $T_a$, which consists of examining the minimum separation between consecutive frame arrivals:

$$\min \Delta t(x).$$

As the traces we will consider are generally base-band signals, we desire a value of $T_a$ which captures most of the spectral energy of the trace $x$.

**Analysis:** The smallest difference between two time-stamps, $\min \Delta t(x)$ in Fig. 2 is $10^{-7}$ seconds. This would necessitate acquiring the signal at an unfeasibly high rate, $> 10^7$ Hz, which is impractical most networking applications. We propose a Greedy Acquisition solution to solve this problem and examine a trade-off between the accuracy of the acquired time-series, the bandwidth of different versions of the acquired time-series.

**V. GREEDY ACQUISITION**

A Greedy Acquisition algorithm for unevenly spaced time-series is presented that acquires observations at a rate which is consistent with the rate of change of the original time series, $c$.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the number of time intervals between consecutive values in $x$ (the audio trace) that are greater than 1 second (on the RHS). In summary, only 1.5% of these time intervals are greater than 1s; the majority of the time spacings between events are much smaller. A useful rule of thumb for periodic acquisition is that if we increase the time between acquisitions in the acquisition routine, we decrease the range of frequencies that we can observe in the trace [23]. It is challenging to perform accurate acquisition using a periodic acquisition scheme because the time-step must be sufficiently small to capture a range of rates of change. Using a fixed, periodic acquisition rate which is of the order of 1Hz (in [5] and [7]) or even one kilohertz (in [6]) will not yield an accurate representation of the performance of $x$. For example, for the audio streaming trace in Fig. 2, an acquisition rate of 1Hz is significantly too low an acquisition rate for 98.5% of the frame arrivals in this time-series. Averaging these values over a one-second interval, removes all frequency components above $\approx 1$Hz, which make subsequent functions such as problem diagnosis difficult. Similarly in the case of fixed periodic acquisition rate of 1kHz (which is the time-step used by Prometheus [8]) this rate is too low for 94.25% of the frame arrivals in Fig. 2.

From inspection of Fig. 7 it is clear that locally in time, the value of $\min \Delta t(x)$ may be much higher than it would for the entire time series. This means that an acquisition performed at a rate that is consistent with the local rate of change of the time series, could be expected to significantly reduce the bandwidth required to accurately represent the underlying event steam $x$, over a periodic acquisition scheme with the same level of fidelity. We investigate an adaptive acquisition protocol, where the value of $T_a$ changes with time, and posit that it should give a more accurate time series representation, using less bandwidth than before.

A greedy approximation for the time series $x$ is generated by summing a finite number of functions $g_i$ taken from a dictionary of such functions $D$. For example, the function $g_1$ consists of a sum of Diracs which are weighted by the largest value of the time series $x$, e.g. $m_1 = \max(V(x))$, which gives the function

$$g_1 = m_1 \sum_k \delta(t-t_1(k))$$

where $t_1$ is the set of times where $x = m_1$ and there are $k$ elements in this set.

The next function in the dictionary $D$ is $g_2$. It consists of a sum of Diracs which are weighted by the second largest value of the time series $x$, $m_2 = \max(V(x) \setminus m_1)$. In words, we remove all of the instances of the maximum value of $x$ from $x$ and then find the next largest value, $m_2$. We then construct the function $g_2$ which has Dirac pulses of height $m_2$ every time $x = m_2$,

$$g_2 = m_2 \sum_k \delta(t-t_2(k)).$$

Similar to the previous case, $t_2$ is the set of times where $x = m_2$; there are $k$ elements in this set. Continuing this process, we construct the entire dictionary $D = \{g_i\}$.

A $j$-th order approximation of $x$, which is denoted $y_j$, is obtained by summing up the first $j$ elements of the dictionary

$$y_j := \sum_{i=1}^j g_i.$$ (17)

The accuracy of the $j$th order approximation is computed using the Frobenius norm,

$$\epsilon_j = \sqrt{\int (x - y_j)^2 \, dt},$$ (18)

where $y_j(t_n) = 0$ if we have not acquired a value at time $t = t_n$ for the $j$th approximation.

The set of values $m_1, m_2, \ldots$ are the values of the frame sizes sorted from largest to smallest. Because these frames are generated as part of well-defined protocols, which have
**Data:** input: real-time process for acquisition from \( x \) and \( \beta \).

**Result:** acquired time series \((t_n, y_n)\).

initialization: sorted list of frame sizes \( m_i \) from historical data;

while still receiving stream do

read current value;

if \( x > \beta \) then

acquire time \( t_n = t \);

acquire the value \( y_n = x \);

else

do not acquire value or time;

end

end

**Algorithm 1:** Online Greedy Acquisition Algorithm

---

**Fig. 8.** Frame arrival process statistic acquisition for the SoundCloud trace using Greedy Acquisition: The error in the acquisition time-series decreases as the number of acquisitions per second increases. We examine the first through to the sixtieth order approximation of \( x \). The error achieved when 25 measurements are acquired on average per second is impressively low, given that we are computing the Frobenius norm of frame sizes of up to 12kbits.

predetermined frame sizes for an array of scenarios, the number of different values of \( m_i \) that we can expect is finite, and generally, quite small. It is possible to determine the set \( \{m_i\} \) a-priori for any given service.

An online real-time version of the Greedy Acquisition algorithm presented above, is presented in Alg. 1. It consists of determining whether or not the current frame arrival has a frame size which is larger than a user defined threshold, \( \beta \). The value of \( \beta \) determines the accuracy of the achieved approximation. If an incoming frame size is larger than \( \beta \), the frame size and time are recorded as part of the unevenly spaced acquired time series \((t_m, y_m)\). Greedy approximation has the following properties. (1) the accuracy of the approximation increases monotonically as \( \beta \) decreases, because each increase in the order of the approximation \( j \), reduces the error in the approximation of \( x \). (2) The bandwidth requirement of greedy approximation increases as \( j \) increases, but it increases efficiently, in line with the rate-of-change of \( x \). (3) Because the original frame arrival times are used, the periodic component of the time series is generally captured by \((t_m, y_m)\); moreover, the rate-of-change of the time-series \((t_m, y_m)\) is generally consistent with that of \((t_n, y_n)\), in comparison with a periodic acquisition algorithm, which chooses the acquisition period in an arbitrary way, and is thus, not always suited to the process being observed.

**VI. Numerical Evaluation**

We examine the accuracy of different acquisition methods using a simple video and audio use-case. We focus on audio and video because according to Cisco, by 2021, 82% of all consumer Internet traffic will be IP video traffic [24]. The ability to acquire measurements from the traces clients receive will be crucial. Higher quality acquisition data will improve next-generation monitoring protocols.

Our hypothesis is that Greedy Acquisition yields more accurate estimates of the observed process than traditional periodic monitoring approaches. Moreover, we posit that Greedy Acquisition uses less bandwidth and storage, and that the acquired time-series preserve important statistical features of the observed trace, such as its period. In our comparison we implement acquisition functions which estimate \( x(p(t)), \mu_s(t) \) and \( x_l(t) \). The reason that we do not use off-the-shelf tools such as SAR [5] is that they have a minimum acquisition rate of 1Hz (in the case of SAR), a rate which we would like to significantly increase, in order to fully evaluate the potential of periodic acquisition. We consider a frame arrival process because TCPDUMP [22] provides easy access to high
resolution time-stamps for a widely available unevenly spaced time series, which is representative of what we might observe at many other intermediate points in the network.

**Experimental set-up:** In the first scenario a client streams a podcast from an online audio distribution platform, a SoundCloud instance [14]. In 2014 SoundCloud boasted 75 million unique monthly listeners, which demonstrates the popularity of the service, and motivates the need to be able to accurately acquire measurements from the audio traces. In the second scenario a client streams a video from a video server of an Irish public service broadcaster [25].

During our evaluation of both scenarios, the client requested the service and then TCPPDUMP [22] was used to capture a description of the contents of the frames received on the client’s network interface. Once the media session had terminated, we converted the captured .pcap file to text format using tshark, and we grepthed the resulting text file for the frame arrival times, \( t_n \), and frame sizes \( x_n \), forming the unevenly spaced time series \((t_n, x_n)\). Frame arrival times were captured in terms of hours, minutes, seconds, and fractions of a second since midnight. We recorded the size of received frames using the “bytes on wire” field, in bits. We stored frame arrival times using double-precision according to IEEE Standard 754 for double precision, which bounded the precision of rate-of-change estimates. The frame sizes were integer-valued. For the SoundCloud session, the maximum frame received was 11792 bits, and 60 different frame sizes were observed during this session, which gave us 60 different potential acquisition accuracies. In all cases we streamed data for \( \approx 15 \) minutes.

**Discussion:** Fig. 8 illustrates the error (Eqn. 18) versus bandwidth trade-off achieved for a SoundCloud session by varying \( \beta \) in the online Greedy Acquisition algorithm. As the value of \( \beta \) is decreased, the accuracy of the greedy representation improves. This accuracy comes at the cost of 25 acquisitions per second on average.

This result is significant, particularly when it is compared with the periodic, last-observation, averaging and interpolation schemes currently used \((x(p(t)), \mu_x(t)\) and \(x(t)\)). Fig. 9 illustrates the accuracy of \(x(p(t)), \mu_x(t)\) and \(x(t)\) as a function of the bandwidth consumed by these acquisition approaches. The bandwidth is increased by increasing the resolution of the acquisition time-step. For the periodic acquisition methods, the trend is for the error to decrease as the rate of acquisition increases. We increase the rate of acquisition from 1Hz up to 250Hz in steps of 1Hz.

In this trace the times of the arrivals of the largest frame sizes tend to determine the periodic component of the time series. Preserving the exact times of events is important. The ability to do so, is determined by the rate of acquisition. The Greedy Acquisition algorithm acquires a trace at a rate which is consistent with the rate of change of time series. For the 1st approximation \(y_1\), the minimum time-step between consecutive frame arrivals \(\min \Delta t(y_1)\) does not change as we increase the order of the approximation. The 1st approximation \(y_1\), and all subsequent approximations have the possibility of capturing the fastest changes in the observed trace, depending on their importance (frame size).

The traditional periodic approaches have time steps in the range \(1/ps\) where \(p = 1 \ldots 250Hz\) in these experiments. These periodic approaches cannot observe the fastest changes in the observed process, or at the maximum rate of change of the process. In conclusion, periodic acquisition approaches yield an error which is 5 times worse than the error of Greedy Acquisition, using 5 times the bandwidth to do so. Finally, important statistics of the observed traces are typically not preserved by periodic approaches.

In the case of the video streaming session, we illustrate the PSD of the time-series in order to provide initial estimates for the period and the rate-of-change of \(x\). This trace has a periodic component at 5.4Hz, which implies that acquiring this trace using a periodic acquisition method at 1Hz is insufficiently accurate. Note that even the recommended reporting rate of RTCP (5Hz) is not sufficiently large to capture the period of this trace. In addition, the PSD of this trace exhibits significant power up to 100Hz. Similar to the audio streaming scenario, increasing the acquisition rate of periodic acquisition algorithms does not significantly improve the accuracy of the acquired time series.

With regard to the rate of change of this trace, 0.16% of consecutive frame arrivals have an inter-arrival time of greater than 1s, and 1.3% have an inter-arrival time of greater than \(10^{-3}\)s. The minimum inter-arrival time is less than \(10^{-7}\)s. Given the definition of the rate of change of unevenly spaced times series, periodic acquisition at 1Hz is insufficient.

These statistics underline the difficulty of choosing a time-step for periodic acquisition that would yield sufficiently high accuracy. We evaluate Greedy Acquisition, to see if acquiring measurements at a rate which is consistent with the rate of change of the trace, is accurate. Fig. 11 demonstrates that accurate acquisition is achieved by taking 300 acquisitions per second using Greedy Acquisition. The average acquisition rate for video that achieves the same accuracy as audio acquisition is approximately \(\times 10\) the acquisition rate for audio. Once again Greedy Acquisition out-performs each of the periodic acquisition approaches – by an order of magnitude drop in the error of the representation – when 300 acquisitions are made per second.

**Recommendations:** Many current periodic acquisition ap-
proaches acquire time-series without knowledge of the underlying rate of change of the time series under observation. We have argued that knowledge of the rate of change of the process under observation, should drive the process of deciding when to acquire measurements of this process. Many networking time-series exhibit properties such as periodicity. These properties should be preserved by acquisition routines.

One point of note from this work is that the times of events $T(x)$ are as important as the values recorded for these events $V(x)$. Periodic acquisition routines such as Nagios, record values with greater precision than times, due the default time resolution of $10^{-3}$s. A second point of note is that the wide array of off-the-shelf acquisition routines means that little research is being done in the area. The received wisdom is that metric acquisition routines exist, and thus, there is little point in re-inventing them. Finally, we have provided evidence that Greedy Acquisition gives improved acquisition performance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we showed that acquiring a system or service's state at a rate which was consistent with the rate of change of the system (or service) provided a high-quality record of the state of the system. Research on capturing system state has lagged behind the growth of networks and the applications that use these networks as a substrate. Today, many monitoring and learning solutions rely on standard periodic State Acquisition solutions, which acquire the system state at a frequency of 1Hz. These solutions do not capture important characteristics of the signals they acquire, for example, periodicity and rate of change. For periodic traces, the ability to estimate the period from an acquired representation of the trace is fundamental. We demonstrated that the rate of change of many applications is much greater than 1 Hz, and then, we demonstrated that present-day acquisition techniques do not capture information which is crucially important for problem diagnosis. Our experiments with real-world voice and video traces demonstrate that high quality State Acquisition is possible if the time-stamps and magnitudes of events are recorded at the rate of change of the application.
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Abstract—In 2016, Google published the bottleneck bandwidth and round-trip time (BBR) congestion control algorithm. Unlike established loss- or delay-based algorithms like CUBIC or Vegas, BBR claims to operate without creating packet loss or filling buffers. Because of these prospects and promising initial performance results, BBR has gained wide-spread attention. As such it has been subject to behavior and performance analysis, which confirmed the results, but also revealed critical flaws.

Because BBR is still work in progress, measurement results have limited validity for the future. In this paper we present our publicly available framework for reproducible TCP measurements based on network emulation. In a case study, we analyze the TCP BBR algorithm, reproduce and confirm weaknesses of the current BBR implementation, and provide further insights. We also contribute an analysis of BBR’s inter-flow synchronization behavior, showing that it reaches fairness equilibrium for long lived flows.

Index Terms—TCP, Congestion Control, BBR, Reproducible Measurements

I. INTRODUCTION

TCP BBR is a congestion-based congestion control algorithm developed by Google and published in late 2016 [1]. In contrast to traditional algorithms like CUBIC [2] that rely on loss as indicator for congestion, BBR periodically estimates the available bandwidth and minimal round-trip time (RTT). In theory, it can operate at Kleinrock’s optimal operating point [3] of maximum delivery rate with minimal congestion. This prevents the creation of queues, keeping the delay minimal.

Service providers can deploy BBR rapidly on the sender side, as there is no need for client support or intermediate network devices [1]. Google already deployed BBR in its own production platforms like the B4 wide-area network and YouTube to develop and evaluate BBR [1] and provided quick integration of BBR with the Linux kernel (available since version 4.9). This spiked huge interest about benefits, drawbacks and interaction of BBR with alternatives like CUBIC. The research community has started to formalize and analyze the behavior of BBR in more detail. While the initial results published by Google have been reproducible, demonstrating that BBR significantly improved the bandwidth and median RTT in their use cases, weaknesses like RTT or inter-protocol unfairness have been discovered since (e.g. [4, 5, 6]). As a consequence, BBR is actively improved [5]. Proposed changes usually aim to mitigate specific issues, however they need to be carefully studied for unintended side effects.

We introduce a framework for automated and reproducible measurements of TCP congestion avoidance algorithms. It produces repeatable experiments and is available as open source at [7]. The use of emulation using Mininet allows the framework to be independent of hardware, enabling other research groups to easily adapt it to run their own measurements or replicate ours.

We demonstrate the capabilities of our framework by inspecting and analyzing the behavior of BBR in different scenarios. While the throughput used for our measurements is orders of magnitude lower compared to testbeds utilizing hardware, we verify the applicability of our results by reproducing measurements of related work. Beyond reproduction, we deepen the analysis of BBR regarding inter-flow unfairness and inter-protocol fairness when competing with TCP CUBIC flows. Lastly, we use measurements to analyze the inter-flow synchronization behavior of BBR flows.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents background to TCP congestion control. In Section III, we describe our framework for reproducible TCP measurements. We performed various case studies with the analysis of BBR. The results are used to validate our framework by reproducing and extending measurements from related work in Section IV. Our BBR inter-flow synchronization analysis is discussed in Section V. Related work is presented in Section VI before we conclude with Section VII.

II. TCP CONGESTION CONTROL

Congestion control is required to achieve high network utilization for multiple flows, claiming a fair share, while preventing overloading the network with more packets than can be handled. Buffers are added to counteract packet drops caused by short lived traffic peaks, increasing network utilization. When buffers remain non-empty (“static buffers”), they add delay to every packet passing through the buffer, coined bufferbloat. Static buffers originate mainly from two factors, as shown by Gettys and Nichols [8]: poor queue management and failure of TCP congestion control. Algorithms like TCP NewReno [9] or TCP CUBIC [2] use packet loss as indication of congestion. However loss only occurs when the buffers are close to full at the bottleneck (depending on the queue management used). The congestion is only detected when the bottleneck is already overloaded, leading to large delays hurting interactive applications.
Various TCP congestion control algorithms were developed to improve on loss-based congestion control. Examples include TCP Vegas [10], adapting delay as indicator, or TIMELY [11] based on precise RTT measurements. However, these are suppressed when competing with loss-based algorithms. Hock et al. present TCP LoLa [12], primarily focusing on low latency. Hybrid algorithms using both loss and delay as congestion indication were proposed such as TCP Compound [13]. Alizadeh et al. proposed Data Center TCP (DCTCP) [14], which requires support for Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) in network switches.

A. TCP Optimal Operation Point

Any network throughput is limited by the segment with the lowest available bandwidth on the path. It is called bottleneck, as it limits the total throughput of the connection. Thus for modeling congestion control, a complex network path can be modeled by a single link. The delay of that link is set to the sum of all propagation delays in each direction and the bandwidth is set to the bottleneck’s (BtlBw). This preserves the round trip propagation delay (RTprop). The bandwidth-delay product (BDP) as BtlBw·RTprop describes the amount of data that can be inflight (non-acknowledged) to fully utilize the network path and is coined Kleinrock’s optimal point of operation [3].

Figure 1 visualizes the effects of an increase in inflight data on the connection’s bandwidth and RTT. If less data than the BDP is inflight, there is no congestion and the RTT equals RTprop (application bound). The delivery rate corresponds directly to the sending rate, but hits the maximum when the inflight data reaches the BDP at Kleinrock’s point. Increasing the inflight further causes packets to arrive faster at the bottleneck than they can be forwarded. This fills a queue, causing added delay which increases linearly with the amount inflight (recognized by delay-based algorithms). The queue is full when the amount inflight hits BDP + BtlnecBufSize. After this point, the bottleneck buffer starts to discard packets (recognized by loss-based algorithms), capping the RTT. This shows that both delay and loss-based algorithms operate beyond Kleinrock’s optimal operating point.

B. Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip Propagation Time

The following describes basics of BBR that are important for our evaluation. Our deliberations are based on the version presented by Cardwell et al. [1] and we refer to their work for a detailed description of the congestion control algorithm or [4] for a formal analysis.

1) Overview: The main objective of BBR is to ensure that the bottleneck remains saturated but not congested, resulting in maximum throughput with minimal delay. Therefore, BBR estimates bandwidth as maximum observed delivery rate BtlBw and propagation delay RTprop as minimum observed RTT over certain intervals. Both values cannot be measured simultaneously, as probing for more bandwidth increases the delay through the creation of a queue at the bottleneck and vice-versa. Consequently, they are measured separately.

To control the amount of data sent, BBR uses pacing gain. This parameter, most of the time set to one, is multiplied with BtlBw to represent the actual sending rate.

2) Phases: The BBR algorithm has four different phases [15]: Startup, Drain, Probe Bandwidth, and Probe RTT.

The first phase adapts the exponential Startup behavior from CUBIC by doubling the sending rate with each round-trip. Once the measured bandwidth does not increase further, BBR assumes to have reached the bottleneck bandwidth. Since this observation is delayed by one RTT, a queue was already created at the bottleneck. BBR tries to Drain it by temporarily reducing the pacing gain. Afterwards, BBR enters the Probe Bandwidth phase in which it probes for more available bandwidth. This is performed in eight cycles, each lasting RTprop: First, pacing gain is set to 1.25, probing for more bandwidth, followed by 0.75 to drain created queues. For the remaining six cycles BBR sets the pacing gain to 1. BBR continuously samples the bandwidth and uses the maximum as BtlBw estimator, whereby values are valid for the timespan of ten RTprop. After not measuring a new RTprop value for ten seconds, BBR stops probing for bandwidth and enters the Probe RTT phase. During this phase the bandwidth is reduced to four packets to drain any possible queue and get a real estimation of the RTT. This phase is kept for 200 ms plus one RTT. If a new minimum value is measured, RTprop is updated and valid for ten seconds.

III. TCP Measurement Framework

The development of our framework followed four requirements. Flexibility of the framework should allow to analyze aspects of TCP congestion control, focusing on but not limited to BBR. The Portability of our framework shall not be restricted to a specific hardware setup. Reproducibility of results obtained via the framework must be ensured. Given a configuration of an experiment, the experiment itself shall be repeatable. All important configuration parameters and the results should be gathered to allow replicability and reproducibility by others. The complete measurement process shall be simplified through Automation. Via configuration files and experiment description, including post processing of data and
The framework uses emulation based on Linux network namespaces with Mininet. Linux network namespaces provide lightweight network emulation, including processes, to run hundreds of nodes on a single PC [16]. A drawback is that the whole system is limited by the hardware resources of a single computer. Thus we use low bandwidths of 10 Mbit/s for the different links in the studied topology. By showing in Section IV that our measurements yield similar results as related work performing measurements beyond 10 Gbit/s, we argue that the difference in throughput does not affect the validity of the results.

### B. Setup

**Topology:** As a TCP connection can be reduced to the bottleneck link (cf. Section II-A), our setup uses a dumbbell topology depicted in Figure 2. For each TCP flow a new host-pair, sender and receiver, is added for simplified collection of per-flow data. Both sides are connected via three switches. The middle switch acts as the bottleneck by performing traffic policing on its interface. The two additional switches allow capturing the traffic before and after the policing. Traffic from the receivers to the senders is not subject to rate limiting since we only send data from the senders and the returning acknowledgments stream does not exceed the bottleneck bandwidth, assuming symmetric bottleneck bandwidth.

**Delay Emulation:** We use NetEm to add flow specific delay at the links between the switch and the respective receivers to allow configurable RTTs. This approach introduces problems for higher data rates like 10 Gbit/s where side effects (e.g. jitter) occur [4], but works well for the data rates we use.

**Rate Limit & Buffer Size:** We use Linux’s Token-Bucket Filter (TBF) for rate limiting and setting the buffer size. TBFs also allow a configurable amount of tokens to accumulate when they are not needed and the configured rate can be exceeded until they are spent. We set this token bucket size to only hold a single packet, because exceeding the bottleneck bandwidth even for a short time interferes with BBRs ability to estimate the bottleneck bandwidth correctly [1].

### C. Workflow

Each experiment is controlled using a configuration file describing the flows. For each flow, the desired TCP congestion control algorithm, start time in relation to previous flow, RTT, and runtime have to be specified. The runtime of an experiment consists of a negligible period to set up Mininet, as well as the actual experiment defined by the length of the running flows. The framework automatically extracts data and computes the implemented metrics.

#### D. Metric Collection

For each TCP flow we gather the sending rate, throughput, current RTT, and the internal BBR values. We also sample the buffer backlog of the TBF every 40 ms. As a result of one experiment, a report containing 14 graphs visualizing the metrics over time is automatically generated. A sample experiment report, including its configuration file, can be found with our source code publication [7].

We capture the headers up to the TCP layer of all packets before and after the bottleneck using tcpdump. The raw data is processed to generate the metrics listed below. Existing tools like Wireshark (including the command line tool tshark) and tcptrace did not meet all our requirements for flexibility. Instead we wrote our own analysis program in Python.

**Sending Rate & Throughput:** We compute the per flow and total aggregated sending rate as the average bit-rate based on the IP packet size in 200 ms intervals, using the capture before the bottleneck. The throughput is computed equal to the sending rate, but is based on the capture after the bottleneck to observe the effect of the traffic policing.

**Fairness:** We follow the recommendation of RFC 5166 [17] and use Jain’s Index [18] as fairness coefficient based on the sending rate to indicate how fair the bandwidth is shared between all flows. For \( n \) flows, each of them allocating \( x_i \geq 0 \) of a resource,

\[
F = \frac{1}{n} \cdot \frac{\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \right]^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2}
\]

is 1 if all flows receive the same bandwidth and \( 1/n \) if one flow uses the entire bandwidth while the other flows receive nothing. The index allows quantifying the fairness in different network setups independent of the number of flows or the bottleneck bandwidth. Graphs displaying the fairness index in the remaining part of this paper are restricted to the interval \([1/n, 1]\) unless mentioned otherwise.

**Round-trip Time:** RTT values are aggregated in intervals of 200 ms and averaged to provide better stability. Samples of retransmitted packets are ignored.

**Retransmissions:** We count retransmissions of TCP segments in the packet capture before the bottleneck. We use these as an indicator for packet loss in our evaluation.

**Inflight Data:** Refers to the number of bytes sent but not yet acknowledged. We obtain this value by computing the difference of the maximum observed sequence and acknowledgment numbers in the capture before the bottleneck. This metric is only useful when there are no retransmissions.

**BBR Internal Values:** BBR keeps track of the estimated bottleneck bandwidth and RTT as well as the pacing and window gain factors. We extract these values every 20 ms using the ss tool from the iproute2 tools collection.
E. Limitations

Due to resource restriction on a single host emulated network, we are limited to bandwidths in the 10 Mbit/s range. However, our methodology provides sufficient accuracy compared to measurements utilizing real hardware. This is because both approaches use the same network stack, i.e., the same implementation of the BBR algorithm.

The CPU and RAM capacities of the test system limit the number of emulated hosts and therefore flows. We encountered problems when spawning more than 30 hosts simultaneously using a host equipped with an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU @ 2.50 GHz and 8 GB RAM.

IV. Reproduction & Extension of Related Work

We validate the accuracy of our framework by using it to reproduce the results of related work that were based on measurements with hardware devices. The results show that the behavior of TCP BBR at bandwidths in the Mbit/s range is comparable to the behavior at higher ranges of Gbit/s. In the following, we present our reproduced results with a mention of the respective related work.

We focus on the results of two research groups. Cardwell et al., the original authors of BBR, have described their current research efforts towards BBR 2.0 [1, 5]. Goals are reduced loss rate in shallow buffers, reduced queuing delay and improved fairness among others. Hock et al. evaluated BBR in an experimental setup with 10 Gbit/s links and software-based switches [4]. They reproduced intended behavior of BBR with single flows, but also showed cases with multiple flows where BBR causes large buffer utilization.

For all following figures the raw data, post-processed data and source code to generate the figures can be found with our source code publication [7]. Unless representing a single flow, measurements were repeated five times and standard deviations are shown where applicable.

A. Single Flow

Figure 3 shows how a single BBR flow reacts to changes of the bottleneck bandwidth in a network. Thereby, the first 55 seconds are our reproduction of [1, Fig. 3]. For equal network conditions, no significant differences are visible. The sending rate, measured RTT and inflight data closely follow the doubling in BtlBw. After the bandwidth reduction, a queue is generated, as indicated by the increased RTT estimation, and drained in the following five seconds.

Instead of an additional bandwidth reduction, we tripled RTprop at the 56 s mark. The results are surprising at first. Similar to a decrease in BtlBw, BBR cannot adapt to an increase in RTprop immediately, since the minimum filter retains an old, lower value for another 10 s. When RTprop grows, the acknowledgments for the packets take longer to arrive, which increases the inflight data until the congestion window is reached. To adapt, BBR limits its sending rate, resulting in lower samples for BtlBw. As soon as the BtlBw estimate expires, the congestion window is reduced according to the new, lower BDP. This happens repeatedly until the old minimum value for RTprop is invalidated (at approx. 62 s). Now, BBR learns about the new value and increases the sending rate again to match BtlBw with exponential growth.

While this behavior is not ideal and can cause problems, the repercussions are not severe for two reasons. First, even though the sending rate drops, the inflight data does not decrease compared to before the RTT increase. Second, it is unlikely that such a drastic change in RTT happens in the Internet in the first place.

The RTT reduction at 76 s is adapted instantly because of the RTT minimum filter.

Figure 3 also validates that our framework can sample events detailed enough ($\Delta t = 40$ ms), as both Probe Bandwidth (small spikes) and Probe RTT phases (large spikes every 10 s) are displayed accurately. However, in general we use $\Delta t = 200$ ms for less overhead.

B. RTT Unfairness

The RTT unfairness of BBR is visualized in [6, Fig. 1]. Two flows share a bottleneck of 100 Mbit/s, one flow having a larger RTT than the other (10 ms and 50 ms). The flow with shorter RTT starts three seconds before the other. We set the bandwidth to 10 Mbit/s and adapted all other parameters. Our reproduced results (not shown) only differ slightly: The larger flow receives about 10% less of the bandwidth.

As shown in Figure 4, the behavior can also be observed when increasing the number of flows. Flows with equal RTT converge to a fair share within their group, however, groups with higher RTT claim a bigger share overall.

C. Bottleneck Overestimation for Multiple Flows

BBR overestimates the bottleneck when competing with other flows, operating at the inflight data cap [4]. The analysis...
1) Insufficient Draining of Queues During Probe RTT: To measure the correct RTprop value, all flows need to simultaneously drain the queue in Probe RTT. Figure 6, displaying the duration of the Probe RTT phase for five flows and the overlap thereof, shows that this is not the case. For RTTs below 40 ms the overlap is only half of the duration of the Probe RTT phase (200 ms + RTT). This is because all flows enter Probe RTT at slightly different times even though the flows are synchronized. As a consequence, the queue is not drained enough and BBR overestimates the bottleneck.

For high RTTs the overlap exceeds the theoretic maximum of 200 ms + RTT. Indeed, the duration of the Probe RTT phase for each individual flow equals 200 ms + 2.5 RTT. This is because when the previous RTprop value expires, triggering the Probe RTT phase, BBR chooses the newest measured RTT as RTprop [15]. As this value, however, is based on a measurement outside of the Probe RTT phase, it is influenced by the 2.5 BDP overestimation. As a consequence, the Probe RTT phase is longer, reducing the performance of BBR.

2) Retransmissions for Shallow Buffers: BBR is susceptible to shallow buffers as it overestimates the bottleneck, not recognizing that the network is strongly congested, since packet loss is not interpreted as congestion. Cardwell et al. have shown that BBR’s goodput will suffer if the buffer cannot hold the additional 1.5 BDP [5].

We reproduced this effect by analyzing the relation between bottleneck buffer size and caused retransmissions for both BBR and CUBIC (cf. Figure 7). Five TCP flows are started simultaneously and share a 10 Mbit/s, 50 ms bottleneck (BDP = 500 kbit). We compute the retransmission rate for different buffer sizes at the bottleneck for BBR and CUBIC individually. BBR<20s shows the first 20 s of the test including only startup and synchronization phases. BBR≥20s and CUBIC≥20s represent steady-state operation after 20 s.

For shallow buffers up to 2 BDP retransmission for BBR exceeds the amount for CUBIC by a factor of 10. This is a consequence of the buffer overestimation, in contrast to CUBIC’s adaption of the congestion window for loss events. Between 2 BDP and 2.5 BDP loss only occurs during the startup and synchronization phases (before 20 s) for BBR. This is because of the initial aggressive bandwidth claiming. For even larger buffers BBR is not susceptible to loss.

CUBIC, as loss-based algorithm, produces loss with all buffer sizes during congestion avoidance phase. However, for small buffer sizes it is a factor of 10 below BBR. Only when exceeding 10 BDP = 5 Mbit a rise in retransmissions is visible for CUBIC. This is because of taildrop, increasing the repercussions of a single loss event. However, buffers with this large capacity are not realistic in the Internet [8] and therefore only pose a theoretic problem.

D. Inter-protocol Behavior With CUBIC

In the best case, a competing BBR and CUBIC flow reach an oscillating steady-state [5]. This is caused by the RTprop estimation of BBR as shown in Figure 8. CUBIC’s aggressive probing for bandwidth causes the queues to fill up, resulting in BBR to measure a higher delay, increasing its BDP. In turn, this causes packet loss, resulting in reduced data inflight for CUBIC. Once the queue is drained, CUBIC starts to probe again, while BBR measures the correct RTprop value. This oscillation results in F being constantly low, however, both
flows reach an equal average throughput. For the following analysis related to the inter-protocol behavior we use $F_{tp}$ as fairness index based on the average throughput.

The size of the bottleneck buffer is crucial for the fairness between competing BBR and CUBIC flows [1, 4]. Figure 9a shows our reproduction of this result, displaying the bandwidth share and fairness for one BBR and one CUBIC flow for different bottleneck buffer sizes. Up to 1.5 BDP buffer size, BBR causes constant packet loss as explained in the previous section. CUBIC interprets this as congestion signal and reduces its sending rate. Up to 3 BDP both flows reach a fair share, while for further increasing buffer sizes CUBIC steadily claims more. The reason is that CUBIC fills up the ever growing buffers. For BBR this results in ever growing Probe RTT phases, i.e., reduced sending rate. The length of and the gap between Probe Bandwidth phases increases too, reducing BBR’s ability to adapt. However, these buffer sizes pose only a theoretical problem (cf. Section IV-C2).

While showing the same overall behavior, RTT changes have a smaller influence on the fairness if applied to both flows as shown in Figure 9b. For all tested RTTs the fairness remained above 80%. However, when fixing one flow at 50 ms RTT and varying the RTT of the other flow, unfairness emerges (Figure 9c). For small RTTs or shallow buffers BBR suppresses CUBIC for the already discussed reasons. In the other cases, the bandwidth share remains independent of the RTT. Only when having large buffers, CUBIC gains increasing shares with increasing RTT. Our conclusion is that the fairness between CUBIC and BBR largely depends on the bottleneck buffer size, while the RTT only has a small impact.

Lastly, we evaluate how the number of flows competing with each other influences the throughput share per congestion avoidance algorithm. Figure 10 shows that CUBIC is suppressed independent of the number of flows in a scenario with 50 ms RTT and 2.5 BDP bottleneck buffer. A single BBR flow claims more bandwidth than its fair share already when competing against two CUBIC flows. In fact, independent of the number of BBR and CUBIC flows, BBR flows are always able to claim at least 35% of the total bandwidth.

V. INTER-FLOW SYNCHRONIZATION

Different BBR flows synchronize themselves to avoid faulty estimations, e.g., when one flow probes for bandwidth causing a queue to form at the bottleneck, while another probes for RTT. In contrast to loss-based algorithms, this does not correlate with congestion, as the flows are impervious to loss.

A. Theory & Questions

Cardwell et al. demonstrate in [1, Fig. 6] how different BBR flows synchronize whenever a large flow enters the Probe RTT phase. We visualize the process in Figure 11 with one new flow joining four already synchronized flows. The new flow immediately overestimates the bottleneck link and claims a too large share of the bandwidth. 10 s later it enters Probe RTT. The flow with bigger share drains a large portion of packets from the queue, which results in all other flows measuring a better RTprop estimate. Consequently, the flows are synchronized as the RTprop samples of all flows expire at the same time, causing them to enter Probe RTT together at the 81 s mark. Considering the fairness, it takes approximately 35 s after the new flow joined until equilibrium is reached.

To maximize performance, BBR should only spend 2% of time in Probe RTT [1, 15]. Therefore, new flows have trouble to measure the correct RTprop as active flows likely probe for more bandwidth and create queues. It causes the new flow to overestimate the BDP, inducing queuing delay or packet loss.

This raises two questions regarding the synchronization behavior of BBR flows: Is there an optimal and worst moment regarding the time until equilibrium is reached for a single flow to join a bottleneck containing already synchronized BBR flows? And secondly we want to determine if constantly
adding new flows can result in extended or accumulated unfairness.

B. Synchronization Metrics

To quantify the impact of a new flow joining we use two metrics based on Jain’s fairness index $F$. For better comparison we define $T_{\text{join}}$ as the point in time when the flow of interest, i.e. the last flow, has joined the network (cf. Figure 11). As first metric, we define $T_{95}$ as the point after $T_{\text{join}}$ for which $F$ remains above 0.95, i.e. no longer than 2 s below this threshold. Second, we compute the average fairness $F_{\text{avg}}$ in the interval $[T_{\text{join}}, T_{\text{join}} + 30\,\text{s}]$.

In the following we analyze the behavior of flows with equal RTTs. We assume that all effects described in the following will scale similarly as described in Section IV-B with RTT unfairness between flows.

C. Single Flow Synchronization Behavior

To analyze the basic synchronization behavior, we use the scenario of one new BBR flow joining a network with four other BBR flows already synchronized and converged to a fair share. Figure 12a shows our experimental evaluation when joining a new flow in relation to the Probe RTT phase of the synchronized flows.

As expected, a periodic behavior is revealed, with the best case for a new flow to join being during the Probe RTT phase. It synchronizes immediately as the queues are drained and the new flow can measure the optimal RTT, leading to low $T_{95}$ and high $F_{\text{avg}}$. The worst case is if the flow joins directly after the other flows left the Probe RTT phase. At this point, the queue is building again as the flows keep 2 BDP inflight, resulting in the new flow severely overestimating the BDP. It remains in this state until the old flows enter Probe RTT again (up to 10 s later), draining the queue and synchronizing with the new flow. This behavior of aggressively taking bandwidth from existing flows can be harmful when many short living BBR flows join, leading to starvation of long-living flows.

In general, it lasts 20 s until $T_{95}$ is reached, but the later the new flow joins during the cycle, the higher varies $T_{95}$ (10 to 30 s). The local optimum when joining 2 s before the Probe RTT phase with $T_{95} = 10$ s is because the existing flows enter the Probe RTT phase while the new flow drains after the Startup as shown in Figure 12b. Consequently, all flows drain the queue and measure a new optimal RTprop, synchronizing immediately, yet overestimating the bottleneck because the queue created during Startup is not entirely drained yet. In contrast, the worse case directly afterwards (1.7 s before next Probe RTT) with $T_{95} = 22$ s is caused by the existing flows entering Probe RTT, draining the queue, while the new flow is in Startup. This causes the new flow to drastically overestimate the bottleneck until leaving Startup, suppressing other flows.

Considering the prevalence of short-lived flows in the Internet [19, 2], this high $T_{95}$ value poses a significant disadvantage of TCP BBR. Initially, flows during this time suppress other flows through unfair bandwidth claims, which is only solved when reaching a fair share.

D. Accumulating Effects

To evaluate if negative effects of multiple flows joining can accumulate, i.e. whether the duration of unfairness can be prolonged, we change the scenario to have a new flow join every $x$ seconds up to a total of five BBR flows (cf. Figure 13).

Optima are visible for intervals matching the duration of the Probe RTT phase of the already active flows at approximately 10 s and 20 s. When all flows join at the same time, they all measure a good RTprop value within the first few packets, synchronizing them immediately. For intervals smaller than 10 s accumulating effects are visible as new flows rapidly join, not allowing the fairness to stabilize. As for a single flow, $T_{95}$ and $F_{\text{avg}}$ improve with increasing interval. For flows joining every 5 s an additional local optimum is visible as every second flow joins during the Probe RTT phase of the other flows. For intervals larger than one Probe RTT cycle (after flows leave Probe RTT, approximately 10.5 s), $T_{95}$ and $F_{\text{avg}}$ show the behavior for a single flow joining. This is because all prior
flows have already synchronized, resulting in them already converging towards an equilibrium before the next flow joins.

Analyzing the effect of a new flow joining on individual existing flows, e.g. the longest running flow, is difficult for the lack of a good metric. We therefore select the best and worst case join intervals displayed in Figure 14 for a visual analysis. As the minimum value of $F$ depends on the number of flows $(1/n)$, it is normalized using percentages.

Figures 14a and 14b show the effects of subsequent flows joining during (best case) or immediately after (worst case) the Probe RTT phase. Similar to the effects on the last flow joining, existing flows are only influenced by the timing of the next flow joining. Within the group of synchronized flows, they converge to their fair share. The synchronization itself depends on the timing and happens at most after 10 s. The resulting unfairness is only caused by the new flow. The overall time until bandwidth equilibrium is approximately 55 s and 70 s, respectively. We attribute the 15 s difference to the longer synchronization phase in the latter case (10 s) and bigger unfairness thereof.

Throughout all our tests we encountered rare cases where $T_{f_{50}}$ extended for up to 50 s, which are not reproducible. We attribute this instability to the sensibility of the join timing.

Summarizing, the fair sharing of bandwidth is intertwined with the timing of new flows joining the network. Except during the brief Probe RTT phase, equilibrium is only reached after 20 s and can extend up to 30 s. However, there are no effects accumulating beyond the interval of one Probe RTT phase. The timing only has a short term effect on the amplitude of unfairness, not $T_{f_{50}}$.

VI. RELATED WORK

Different definitions of and processes to reach reproducibility exist [20], e.g. as a three stage process as defined by an ACM policy [21]. Thereby, the minimum level is repetitability. It refers to recreating the results for an experiment conducted by the same scientists with the same tools. The term replicability is used for results that can be reproduced by other scientists given the same experiment setting. Finally, reproducibility defines that results can be validated in different experiments, by different scientists and tools.

Our paper contributes to these quality aspects by reproducing results of other scientists with different methods (i.e. reproducibility). By providing our framework as open source software, we increase the value of our results by allowing others to replicate them (i.e. replicability).

A. Reproducible Measurements with Network Emulation

Handigol et al. [22] have shown that various network performance studies could be reproduced using Mininet. The Mininet authors published an editorial note [23] in 2017, wherein they describe efforts in reproducing research. They reproduced performance measurements of DCTCP, Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP), the TCP Opt-ack Attack, TCP Fast Open, and many more. Other research groups used Mininet in studies about TCP, such as the work from Paasch et al. [24], with a performance evaluation of MPTCP. Girardeau and Steele use Mininet in Google Cloud VMs to perform simple BBR measurements [25]. They use a patch kernel and, compared to our approach, their setup and runtime for one experiment is significantly higher with up to 50 minutes.

BBR support is announced to be available for the network simulator ns3 [26]. The Panchon allows researchers to test congestion control algorithms in different network scenarios [27]. The results of Internet measurements are used to tune the parameters of emulated network paths which provides better reproducibility.

B. TCP BBR in Other Domains

BBR deployed in domains with different requirements yields varying results. Kuhn has shown promising results over SATCOM links, which have latencies in the range of 500 ms [28]. They state that a “late-comer unfairness” [28] exists. Leong et al. claim that BBR can be further improved for mobile cellular networks [29], which is a recent research area of Cardwell et al. [5]. Khakhi et al. integrated BBR for QUIC, however, state that it is not yet performing well [30].

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a framework for TCP congestion control measurements focusing on flexibility, portability, reproducibility and automation. We used Mininet to emulate different user-configured flows. Experiments run without user interaction and produce a report containing graphs visualizing 14 metrics. We reproduced related work to validate the applicability of our approach using emulation.

Furthermore, we summarized the state of the art for analysis for TCP BBR and extend existing insights in several aspects. In particular, we have shown that the algorithm to determine the duration of the Probe RTT phase is flawed and that in most cases BBR and CUBIC do not share bandwidth in a fair manner. Our final contribution is an experimental
analysis of the synchronization mechanism. We identified two primary problems. Depending on the timing of new flows joining existing flows in relation to their Probe RTT phase, bandwidth can be shared severely unfair. This boils down to BBR’s general problem of overestimating the BDP. The second problem is the time until a bandwidth equilibrium is regained. This can last up to 30 s, which is bad for short-lived flows, common in today’s Internet. We identified that this is correlated with the trigger for synchronization, i.e. the Probe RTT phase, draining the queues. Consequently, without reducing the time between Probe RTT phases, the worst case time until flows synchronize cannot be improved further.

Our framework as well as the raw data for all figures presented is available online [7] for replicability of our results and to allow further investigations by the research community.
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Abstract—Cellular networks have special characteristics including highly variable channels, fast fluctuating capacities, deep per user buffers, self-inflicted queuing delays, radio uplink/downlink scheduling delays, etc. These distinguishing properties make the problem of achieving low latency and high throughput in cellular networks more challenging than in wired networks. That’s why in this environment, TCP and its flavors, which are generally designed for wired networks, perform poorly.

To cope with these challenges, we present C2TCP, a flexible end-to-end solution targeting interactive applications requiring high throughput and low delay in cellular networks. C2TCP stands on top of loss-based TCP and brings it delay sensitivity without requiring any network state profiling, channel prediction, or complicated rate adjustment mechanisms. The key idea behind C2TCP is to absorb dynamics of unpredictable cellular channels by investigating local minimum delay of packets in a moving time window and react to the cellular network’s capacity changes very fast.

Through extensive trace-based evaluations using traces from five commercial LTE and 3G networks, we have compared performance of C2TCP with various TCP variants, and state-of-the-art schemes including BBR, Verus, and Sprout. Results show that on average, C2TCP outperforms these schemes and achieves lower average and 95th percentile delay for packets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cumulative data traffic growth in cellular networks has increased more than 1200% over recent five-year period and in the first quarter of 2017, total cellular internet traffic reached to nearly 9500 PetaByte per month globally [1]. This growing mode of internet access on the one hand has provided opportunities for cellular network carriers with more demand for new applications like augmented reality, virtual reality, online gaming, real time video streaming, and real time remote health monitoring. On the other hand it has brought new challenges for cellular carriers due to ultra low latency and high throughput requirements of those interactive applications.

Cellular networks differ noticeably from their wired counter parts. They experience highly variable channels, fast fluctuating capacities, self-inflicted queuing delays, stochastic packet losses, and radio uplink/downlink scheduling delays. These differences make the problem of achieving low latency and high throughput in cellular networks more challenging than in wired networks. TCP and its variants which are the main congestion control mechanisms to control the delay and throughput of flows are known to perform poorly in cellular networks [2]–[6].

In this paper we present C2TCP, a Cellular Controlled delay TCP to address mentioned challenges in cellular networks for achieving low delay and high throughput. Our main philosophy is that achieving good performance does not necessarily comes from complex rate calculation algorithms or complicated channel modeling.1 The key idea behind C2TCP’s design is to absorb dynamics of unpredictable cellular channels by investigating local minimum of packets’ delay in a moving time window. Doing that, C2TCP stands on top of a loss-based TCP such as Cubic [8] and brings it delay sensitivity. There is no network state profiling, channel prediction, or any complicated rate adjustments mechanisms involved.

There is always a trade-off between achieving lowest delay and getting highest throughput. J. Jaffe in [9] has proved that no distributed algorithm can converge to the operation point in which both the minimum RTT and maximum throughput are achieved. Considering that trade-off, C2TCP provides a flexible end-to-end solution which allows applications to choose their level of delay sensitiveness, even after the start of their connection.

We have implemented C2TCP in Linux Kernel 4.13, on top of Cubic, conducted extensive trace-driven evaluations (detailed in section IV) using data collected in prior work ([10] and [2]) from 5 different commercial cellular networks in Boston (T-Mobile’s LTE and 3G UMTS, AT&T’s LTE, and Verizon’s LTE and 3G 1xEV-DO) in both directions, and compared performance of C2TCP with several TCP variants (including Cubic [8], NewReno [11], and Vegas [12]) and different state-of-the-art end-to-end schemes including BBR [13], Sprout [2], and Verus [4]. Our results show that C2TCP outperforms these end-to-end schemes and achieves lower average and 95th percentile delays for packets. In particular, on average, Sprout, Verus, and BBR have $3.41 \times$, $10.36 \times$, and $1.87 \times$ higher average delays and $1.44 \times$, $27.36 \times$, and $2.06 \times$ higher 95th percentile delays compared to C2TCP, respectively. This great delay performance comes at little cost in throughput. For instance compared to Verus (which achieves the highest throughput among those 3 state-of-the-art schemes), C2TCP’s throughput is only $0.22 \times$ less.

Also, in section IV-B, we compared our end-to-end solution, C2TCP, with CoDel [14], an AQM scheme that requires modification on carriers network, and show that C2TCP can outperform CoDel too. Moreover, we examined fairness of C2TCP, compared it with several other algorithms, and showed that it provides good fairness properties. Finally, we investigated the loss resiliency of C2TCP in case of stochastic packet

1It is already a known fact that predicting cellular channels is hard [4], [7]
losses unrelated to congestion in cellular networks. Among algorithms that we examined only C2TCP, BBR, and Vegas show good resiliency in high rates of packet losses.

II. MOTIVATIONS AND DESIGN DECISIONS

Flexible End-to-End Approach: One of the key distinguishing features of cellular networks is that cellular carriers generally provision deep per user queues in both uplink and downlink directions at base station (BS). This leads to issues such as self-inflicted queuing delay [2] and bufferbloat [6], [15]. A traditional solution for these issues using AQM schemes like RED [16]; however, correct parameter tuning of these algorithms to meet requirements of different applications is challenging and difficult. Although newer AQM algorithms such as CoDel [14] can solve the tuning issue, they design queues from scratch, so deploying them in network comes with huge CAPEX cost. In addition, in-network schemes lack flexibility. They are based on “one-setting-for-all-applications” concept and won’t consider that different type of applications might have different delay and throughput requirements. Moreover, with new trends and architectures such as mobile content delivery network (MCDN) and mobile edge computing (MEC) [17], content is being pushed close to the end-users. So, from the latency point of view, problem of potential large control feedback delay of end-to-end solutions diminishes if not disappears. Motivated by these shortcomings and new trends, we seek a “flexible end-to-end” solution without tuning difficulties.

Simplicity: Cellular channels often experience fast fluctuations and widely variable capacity changes over both short and long timescales [4]. This property along with several complex lower layer state machine transitions [5], complicated interactions between user equipment (UE) and BS [18], and scheduling algorithms used in BS to allocate resources for users through time which are generally unknown for end-users make cellular channels hard to be predictable if not unpredictable [4], [7]. These complexities and unpredictability nature of channels motivates us to avoid using any channel modeling/prediction and to prevent adding more complicity to cellular networks. We believe that performance doesn’t always come from complexity. Therefore, we seek “simple yet powerful” approaches to tackle congestion issue in cellular networks.

Network as a Black-Box: In cellular networks, source of delay is vague. End-to-end delay could be due to either self-inflicted queuing delays in BS, delays caused by BS scheduling decisions in both directions, or downlink/uplink channel fluctuations. Although providing feedback from network to users can guide them to detect the main source of delay, any new design based on requiring new feedback from network needs modifications on cellular networks. However, this comes at the CAPEX cost for cellular carriers. Therefore, we will look at cellular network as a “black-box” which doesn’t provide us any information about itself directly.

III. C2TCP’S ALGORITHM

A. The Good and The Bad Conditions

Inspired by CoDel [14] and Vegas [12] designs, we define that network is in “good-condition” when minimum RTT observed in a monitoring time duration (called Interval) remains below a Target delay. If RTT of a packet goes above the Target and if RTTs of next packets never fall below the Target in the next Interval, we say network is in a bad-condition. So, having any RTT less than Target shows a good-condition at least for the next Interval, while instantaneous RTTs bigger than Target doesn’t necessarily show a “bad-condition”. Intuitively, this definition comes from the fact that one of the normal responsibilities of queues in the network is to absorb burst of traffic, so it is normal to have some temporary increase in RTT of packets. However, when more packets experience large RTTs, most likely there is something wrong in the network. Hence, history of delay should be considered as important as the current delay.

For instance, consider Fig. 1 which shows sample RTTs of packets through time. At $t_0$ RTT of a packet goes beyond the Target value and till $t_1 = t_0 + \text{Interval}$ no packet experiences RTT less than Target. So, at $t_1$ a bad-condition is detected. This bad-condition continues till $t_2$ when RTT goes below Target value indicating detection of a good-condition. At $t_3$ RTT goes above Target but since RTT becomes less than Target at $t_4 (< \text{Interval} + t_3)$, we still remain in good-condition. Likewise we remain in good-condition for the next time slots.

Note that the delay responses of packets in $[t_1, t_2]$ and $[t_6, t_7]$ periods are identical. However, since the history of delay is different at $t_3$ and $t_6$, those two periods have been identified differently (first one is in a bad-condition, while the second one is in a good-condition). This example shows how we can use our simple definition to qualitatively get a sense of history without recording history of delay.

B. Main Logic

As Algorithm 1 shows, C2TCP’s main logic will be triggered each time a new acknowledgment is received at the source. After detecting a bad-condition, the main question is that if we had an in-network AQM algorithm able to detect the bad-condition, what would have it done to inform a loss-based TCP? The answer is that it would have simply dropped the packet and caused TCP to do a harsh back-off by setting congestion window to one. So, the key idea of
Algorithm 1: C2TCP’s Main Algorithm at Sender

1. Function pkts_acked() /* process a new received Ack */
2. rtt ← current_rtt
3. now ← current_time
4. if rtt < Target then
   /* good-condition */
   Cwnd + = Target
   first_time ← true
   num_backoffs ← 1
5. else if first_time then
   /* waiting phase */
   next_time ← now + Interval
   first_time ← false
6. else if now > next_time then
   /* bad-condition */
   next_time ← now + Interval/\sqrt{num\_backoffs}
7. num_backoffs + +
8. /* setting ssthresh using default TCP function which normally recalculates it in congestion avoidance phase */
9. ssthresh ← recalc_ssthresh()
10. Cwnd ← 1

C2TCP is to emulate such an impact without requiring that imaginary AQM scheme in the network. When bad-condition is detected at source, C2TCP overwrites the decision of TCP and forces congestion window to be reset to one. Each time a bad-condition is detected, the next monitoring time interval is decreased in proportion to \frac{1}{n} where n is number of consecutive back-offs since detecting the current bad-condition using the well-known relationship of drop rate to throughput to get a linear change in throughput [19], [20].

On the other hand, RTTs smaller than Target show room for applications to increase their throughput at cost of increase in their delay. Therefore, we break the good-condition into two phases: 1- When RTTs are smaller than Target and 2- When RTTs are larger than Target (waiting phase). In waiting phase (lines 9-12 in Algorithm 1), C2TCP doesn’t change the congestion window calculated by the loss-based TCP, which is used as base for C2TCP, and waits for transition to either bad-condition or another first phase of the good-condition. However, in the first phase, C2TCP increases the congestion window additively using equation 1 (lines 5-9 in Algorithm 1). This increase is in addition to the increase that the loss-based TCP normally does. The choice of this additive increase is to follow the well-known AIMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) property which ensures that C2TCP’s algorithm still achieves fairness among connections [21]. We have examined C2TCP’s fairness in more detail in section IV-C.

\[ C_{\text{wnd}_{\text{new}}} = C_{\text{wnd}_{\text{current}}} + \frac{\text{Target}}{\text{rtt}_{\text{current}}} \quad \text{(1)} \]

C. Why It Works

To show the improvements achieved by C2TCP and discuss the reasons, we compare the performance of C2TCP implemented on top of Cubic with Cubic following instructions described in section IV. Fig. 2 shows 60 seconds of varying capacity of a cellular link (Verizon LTE network in downlink direction measured in Boston by prior work [2]) and delay/throughput performance of C2TCP and Cubic.

1) Avoiding excessive packet sending: Due to variations in link capacity and deep per user buffers, Cubic’s delay performance is poor, specially when there is a sudden drop in capacity of link after experiencing good capacity (for instance, look at [15s – 20s] and [35s – 45s] time periods in Fig. 2). However, C2TCP always perform very well regardless of the fast link fluctuations. The key reason is that, C2TCP always keeps proper amount of packets in the queues so that on the one hand, it avoids queue buildup and increase in the packet delay and on the other hand, it achieves high utilization of the cellular access link when either channel quality becomes good or BS’ scheduling algorithm allows serving packets of the corresponding UE.

2) Absorbing dynamics of channel: In contrast with designs like Vegas [12] which use the overall minimum RTT of a connection during its life time, we use a moving minimum RTT. Monitoring minimum RTT in a moving time window allows us to absorb dynamics of cellular link’s capacity, scheduling delays, and in general, different sources of delay in network, without need for having knowledge about the exact sources of those delays, which in practice, are hard to be known at end-hosts.

3) Cellular link as the bottleneck: Based on high demand of cellular-phone users to access different type of contents, new trends and architectures such as MEC [17], MCDN (e.g. [22]), etc. have been proposed and used recently to push the content close to the end-users. So, cellular access link known as the last-mile becomes the bottleneck even more than before. This insight helps C2TCP’s design to concentrate on the delay performance of the last-mile and boost it.

4) Isolation of per user queues in cellular networks: Since C2TCP targets cellular networks, it benefits from their characteristics. One of the important characteristics of cellular networks is that usually different UEs get their own isolated
deep queues at BS and there is rare competition for accessing
queue of one UE by flows of other UEs [2], [4], [6]. Mentioned
architecture puts BS’ scheduler in charge of fairness among
UEs using different algorithms such as weighted round robin,
or proportional fairness. This fact helps C2TCP to focus more
on the delay performance and leave the problem of maintaining
fairness among UEs on the last-mile to the scheduler. In addition,
itis a reasonable assumption that for cellular end-users
there is usually one critical flow using UE’s isolated queue at
BS when users are running delay sensitive applications such
as virtual reality, real time gaming, real time streaming, real
time video conferencing, etc. on their smartphones. C2TCP
benefits from this fact too. 2

5) What if C2TCP shares a queue with other flows:
Although the main delay bottleneck in cellular network is the
last-mile, there still might be concern about the congestion
before the access link (for instance, in the carrier’s network).
The good news is that in contrast with large queues used at
BS, normal switches and routers use small queues [23]. So,
using well-known AIMD property ensures that the C2TCP
will achieve fairness across connections [21] before the flow
reaches its isolated deep buffer at BS. In section IV-C, we
show good fairness property of C2TCP in the presence of
other flows in such condition.

6) Letting loss-based TCP do the calculations: Another
helpful insight behind C2TCP is that in contrast with delay-
based TCPs, C2TCP does not directly involve packets’ delay
to calculate the congestion window, but let loss-based TCP, which
is basically designed to achieve high throughput [8], [11], [24],
[25], do most of the job. So, instead of reacting directly to
every large RTT, definition of “bad-condition” helps C2TCP
detect persistent delay problems in a time window and react
only to them. Therefore, events impacting only a few packets
(such as stochastic losses unrelated to congestion) won’t
impact the algorithm that much. Good resiliency of C2TCP
to stochastic packet losses is investigated in section IV-D.

D. Does C2TCP work in other networks?

Our design rests on underlying architectures of cellular
networks including presence of deep per user buffers at BS,
exploring an scheduler at BS which brings fairness among
various UEs at the bottleneck link (last-mile), and low end-to-
to-end control feedback delay (thanks to current technologies and
trends such as MEC, MCDN, M-CORD [26], etc.). Therefore,
lack of these structures will impact C2TCP’s performance. For
instance, for networks with very large intrinsic RTTs, end-
hosts absorb the network’s condition with a large delay due to
the large feedback delay. So, because of that large feedback
delay, C2TCP (and any other end-to-end approaches) couldn’t
catch fast link fluctuations and respond to them very fast.

IV. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate performance of C2TCP using
extensive trace-driven emulation and compare its performance
with existing protocols under a reproducible network condition
(source code is available to the community at: https://github.
com/soheil-ab/c2tcp). As our trace-driven emulator, we use
Mahimahi [10] and use Iperf application to generate traffic.

Cellular Traces: Evaluations are conducted using data
collected in prior work ( [10] and [2]) from 5 different
commercial cellular networks in Boston (T-Mobile’s LTE and
3G UMTS, AT&T’s LTE, and Verizon’s LTE and 3G 1xEV-
DO) in both downlink and uplink directions.

Schemes Compared: We have implemented C2TCP in
Linux Kernel 4.13, on top of Cubic as the loss-based TCP,
though any other loss-based TCP variants can be simply
used as the base. We use this implementation to compare
C2TCP with the state-of-the-art end-to-end schemes including
BBR [13], Verus [4], Sprout [2], and different TCP flavors
including Cubic [8], Vegas [12], and NewReno [11]3. We
also compare C2TCP with CoDel [14] an in-network solution
which requires to be implemented in the carrier’s cellular
equipment for downlink queue and in baseband modem or
radio interface driver of phones for uplink queue. To do that,
we use Cubic at server/client sides and use CoDel scheme as
queue management scheme in the network. For C2TCP, unless
it is mentioned, we set both Target and Interval to 100ms.
We examine sensitivity of C2TCP to these two parameters in
section IV-E.

Metrics: We use 3 main performance metrics for evalua-
tions: average throughput (in short, throughput), average per
packet delay (in short, delay), and 95th percentile per packet
delay (in short, 95th percentile delay). Average throughput is
the total number of bits received at the receiver divided by the
experiment’s duration. Per packet delay is end-to-end delay
which is experienced by a packet from the time being sent
to the time being received excluding the propagation delay.
Moreover, we investigate the fairness of different schemes.
Fairness criterion shows the behaviour of different schemes
when there is(are) another normal TCP flow(s) in network. In
addition to these metrics, we compare resiliency of different
schemes to stochastic packet losses (unrelated to congestion)
which might occur in cellular networks.

Topology: We mainly use 3 entities (equipped with Linux
OS) shown in Fig. 3 for these evaluations. The first one
represents the server, the 2nd one emulates the cellular access
channel (and BS) using Mahimahi toolkit, and the 3rd one
represents the UE. The RTT is around 40ms.

3We saw a bug in LEDBAT’s implementation [27] which has been con-
firmed in our conversations with its authors, so we didn’t include the result
of its performance here.
A. Comparison with End-to-End Schemes

Fig. 4 shows the performance of various end-to-end schemes in our extensive trace-driven evaluations for 5 different measured networks. For each network, there are 2 graphs representing 2 data transfer directions (uplink and downlink), and for each direction there are 2 charts, one showing the average delay and throughput, and the other one illustrating 95th percentile delay and throughput. Schemes achieving higher throughput and lower delay (up and to right region of graphs) are more desirable.

The overall results averaged across all evaluations have been shown in Table I. C2TCP achieves the lowest average delay and the lowest 95th percentile delay among all schemes, while compromising throughput slightly. For instance, on average, compared to Cubic, C2TCP decreases the average delay more than 200×, while compared to Cubic which achieves the highest throughput, it only compromises throughput 0.27×.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Thr.(Mbps)</th>
<th>Avg. Delay(ms)</th>
<th>95th%tile Delay(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2TCP</td>
<td>4.235</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>127.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewReno</td>
<td>5.768</td>
<td>7688.3</td>
<td>16934.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegas</td>
<td>3.259</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>199.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>5.772</td>
<td>11015</td>
<td>23630.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprout</td>
<td>3.369</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>183.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verus</td>
<td>5.408</td>
<td>560.7</td>
<td>3481.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBR</td>
<td>4.796</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>262.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, results for different traces in Fig. 4 show a common pattern. As expected, Cubic and NewReno achieve the highest throughput among different schemes. The reason is that since they are not sensitive to delay, they simply buildup queues. Therefore, they will achieve higher utilization of the cellular access link when channel experiences good quality. Vegas and Sprout can achieve low delays but they compromise the throughput. Verus performs better than schemes such as Cubic and NewReno and achieves lower average and 95th percentile delays. However, its delay performance is far from the delay performance of Sprout, BBR, Vegas, and C2TCP for almost all traces. Design of BBR is based on first getting good throughput and then reaching good delays [13]. This explains why BBR can get good throughput while its delay performance is not good. The main idea behind Sprout is to predict the future cellular link’s capacity and send packets to the network cautiously to achieve low 95th percentile delay for packets. We observed that Sprout can achieve good delay performance, but it sacrifices throughput. C2TCP tries to achieve low per packet delay while having high throughput. Results confirm that C2TCP achieves the low delay across each of 10 links while maintaining a good throughput performance.4

B. Comparison with an In-Network Scheme

Now, we compare performance of our end-to-end solution C2TCP with CoDel, an in-network solution which is one of the schemes that inspired us. To do that, we add CoDel AQM algorithm to both uplink and downlink queues in Mahimahi and use Cubic at the end hosts. Tab II shows the overall results averaged across all traced networks. Using CoDel improves the delay performance of Cubic while degrading its throughput. It is worth mentioning that to have in-network solutions such as CoDel, cellular carriers should install these in-network schemes inside their base stations and in base band modem or radio-interface drivers on cellular phones, while an end-to-end scheme like C2TCP only requires updated software at cellular phones, and thus is much easier to be deployed. We show in section IV-E that by changing target parameter of C2TCP we can get delay performances better than CoDel’s delay performances at the cost of trading throughput.

C. Fairness

Here, we examine the fairness property of C2TCP. Here, fairness property means that in the presence of other TCP flows, how much fair the bandwidth will be shared among the competing flows. Usually, a scheme that is too aggressive is not a good candidate since it may starve flows of other TCP variants. To evaluate the fairness, we send one Cubic flow from one server to an UE. Choosing Cubic as the reference TCP rests on the fact that Cubic is the default TCP in Linux and Android OS which takes more than 60% of smart phone/tablet market share [28]. Then, after 30 seconds, we start sending another flow using the scheme under investigation from another server to the same UE and will report the average throughput gained by both flows through time. When there are unlimited queues in BS, there will be no scheme which can get a fair portion of bandwidth when the queue is already being filled by another aggressive flow [2]. So, to have a fair comparison, as a rule of thumb, we set queue size to the BDP (bandwidth delay product) of the network. Here, the access link’s bandwidth and RTT are 24Mbps and 40ms respectively.5

Fig. 5 shows the results for different schemes. The results indicate that BBR and Verus are so aggressive and will get nearly all the bandwidth from Cubic flow, while Vegas’ share of link’s bandwidth cannot grow in the presence of Cubic. The main idea of BBR is to set congestion window to the BDP (bandwidth delay product) of the network. To do that, it measures min RTT and delivery rate of the packets. When queue size is at the order of BDP, BBR fully utilizes the queue and will not reserve room for the other flows. Therefore, in our case, cubic flow experiences extensive packet

5Sprout’s [2] main design idea is to forecast the cellular access link capacity using a varying Poisson process, so this scheme won’t work properly when link bandwidth is constant. Therefore, to have fair comparison, we don’t include performance results of this scheme here.
Fig. 4. Throughput, average delay, and 95th percentile delay of each scheme over traced cellular links (x axis is in logarithmic scale)
drops and won’t achieve its fair share of the bandwidth. Vegas changes its congestion window based on the minimum and the current RTT of the packets. Presence of cubic flow’s packets in the queue impact both minimum RTT and current RTT measurements of Vegas. That’s why Vegas cannot increase its throughput and get its share of the bandwidth from cubic flow.

In both cases, either being very aggressive or having no aggressiveness, the fairness characteristic of these schemes is not desirable. However, as Fig. 5 illustrates, C2TCP can share the bandwidth with Cubic flow fairly. In our evaluations, C2TCP is implemented over Cubic. To show that C2TCP’s fairness property is not because the competing flow in test is Cubic, we replace Cubic flow with a NewReno flow and do the test again. Fig. 6 shows the result indicating the same fairness property of C2TCP.

Also, to examine the fairness criterion of the C2TCP in the presence of another C2TCP flow, we use the previous setup and replace the Cubic flow with a NewReno flow. Results shown in Fig. 7 declare that C2TCP is fair to other C2TCP flow in the network. That being mentioned, C2TCP is friendly to other TCP flows and can achieve good fairness property.

### D. Loss Resiliency

Although in cellular networks, different techniques such as HARQ [18] have been used to reduce the impact of stocastic packet losses in access link (which are not caused by congestion), there still could be stocastic packet losses in practice. So, in this section, we investigate the resiliency of different schemes to packet loss not caused by congestion. To that end, we use one of the data traces (Downlink direction of AT&T’s LTE) and simulate Bernoulli packet losses with varying packet loss probabilities. Then, we normalize average throughput of each scheme to the average throughput it sees when there is no loss. This provides us good criterion to see how sensitive each scheme is to the packet losses that are not caused by congestion. Fig. 8 shows the results.

Cubic, a loss-based transport scheme, is sensitive to packet losses and considers them as congestion signals. So, when there are packet losses not due to the congestion, it suffers unwanted slowdowns. However, in parallel with normal mechanism of a loss-based scheme, C2TCP considers delay of packets as the signal of congestion too. When there are packet losses but there is no congestion (which indicates low packet delays i.e. good-condition) C2TCP can speedup the increment process of congestion window using equation 1 and rectify the unwanted slowdows. Sprout and Verus both experience decrease in performance specially in high packet losses. However, similar to C2TCP, Vegas and BBR show very good resiliency to packet losses. This is because they both use minimum delay of packets as an extra input for calculating the sending rate, though by using different mechanisms.

### E. Impact of Target and Interval

In this section, we investigate the impact of the only two parameters of C2TCP namely target and Interval on the performance of C2TCP. We use data trace of downlink direction of AT&T’s LTE network for the evaluations of this section.

1) **Target:** Here, we set the interval to 100ms and change the target from 50ms to 100ms. The average delay and throughput achieved for each setting has been shown in Fig. 9. As expected, by changing target, an application can achieve a very good balance between throughput and delay. Based on the requirements of different applications, they can change target via a socket option field. For a balanced performance, we recommend using a target value between $2\times$ to $3\times$ of RTT.
(here, $RTT = 40\text{ms}$). This provides enormous flexibility to applications when it is compared to in-network schemes such as RED and CoDel in which a set of queue parameters are set for all applications. Red lines in Fig. 9 show throughput and delay performance of CoDel when it is used in combination with Cubic for the same scenario. As Fig. 9 illustrates, C2TCP can be tuned to outperform the performance of CoDel, an in-network approach.

2) Interval: Now, we set the target to $100\text{ms}$ and change the interval from $75\text{ms}$ to $200\text{ms}$, and report the average delay and throughput for each setting in Fig. 10. As expected, increasing interval increases throughput at cost of delay and vice versa. Generally, we find out that setting interval to a few times of RTT is sufficient, though applications can change it using socket options, if they need.

V. RELATED WORK

End-to-end congestion control protocols: Congestion control is always one of the hottest topics with huge studies including numeric variants of TCP, TCP Reno [24], TCP Tahoe [25], and TCP NewReno [11] were among early approaches using loss-based structures to control the congestion window. TCP Vegas [12] tries to do congestion control directly by using measured RTTs. TCP Cubic [8] changes incremental function of the general AIMD-based congestion window structure, and Compound TCP [29] maintains two separate congestion windows for calculating its sending rate. BBR [13] estimates both maximum bottleneck bandwidth and minimum RTT delay of the network and tries to work around this operation point, though [9] has proved that no distributed algorithm can converge to that operation point. Also, LEDBAT [27], BIC [30], and TCP Nice [31] can be mentioned among other variants. However, all these schemes are mainly designed for a wired network, i.e. fixed link capacities in the network. In that sense, they are not suitable for cellular networks where link capacity changes dynamically and stochastic packet losses exist.

Among the state-of-the-art proposals targeting cellular networks, Sprout [2] and Verus [4] are worth being mentioned. Sprout introduces a stochastic forecast framework for predicting the bandwidth of cellular link, while Verus tries to make a delay profile of the network and then use it to calculate congestion window based on the current network delay. We have compared C2TCP with most of these schemes in section IV.

AQM schemes and feedback-based algorithms: Active queue management schemes (such as RED [16], BLUE [32], and AVQ [33]) use the idea of dropping/marking packets at the bottleneck links so that end-points can react to these drops later and control their sending rates. It is already known that automatically tuning parameters of these schemes in network is very difficult [2], [14]. To solve that issue, CoDel [14] proposes using sojourn time of packets in a queue instead of queue length to drop packets and indirectly signal the end-points. However, even this improved AQM scheme still has an important issue inherited from its legacy ones: these schemes all seek a “one-setting-fits-all” solution, while different applications might have different throughput or delay constraints. Even one application can have different delay/throughput requirements during different periods of its life time.

Also, there are different schemes using feedback from network to do a better control over sending window. Among them, various schemes using ECN [34] as the main feedback. Most recent example is DCTCP [35] which changes congestion window smoothly using ECN feedback in datacenter networks. However, DCTCP similar to other TCP variants is mainly designed for stable links but not highly variable cellular links.

AQM and feedback-based schemes have a common problem: they need changes in the network which is not desirable by cellular network providers due to high CAPEX costs. Inspired by AQM designs such as CoDel and RED, C2TCP provides an end-to-end solution for this issue. Our approach doesn’t require any change/modification/feedback to/from network.

VI. DISCUSSION

1) Abusing the parameters: Misusing a layer 4 solution and setting its parameters to get more share of the network by users is always a concern. For instance, a user can change the initial congestion window of loss-based schemes such as Cubic in Linux kernel. Similarly, users can abuse the Target/Interval parameters of C2TCP. Although providing mechanisms to prevent these misuses is beyond the scope of this paper, we think that setting minimum and maximum allowed values for C2TCP’s parameters can alleviate the issue. In addition, in TCP, sender’s congestion window will be capped to the receiver’s advertised window (RcvWnd). Therefore, even by setting the Target value to a very large number in C2TCP, congestion window will be capped to RcvWnd at the end.

2) C2TCP flows with different requirements on one user: When a cellular phone user runs a delay sensitive application (such as real-time gaming, video conferencing, virtual reality
content streaming, etc.), flow of that application is the main interested flow (highest priority one) for the user. Therefore, through the paper, we have assumed that it’s rare to have more flows competing with that highest priority flow for the same user. However, in case of having multiple flows with different requirements for the same user, we think that any transport control solution (such as Cubic, Vegas, Sprout, C2TCP, etc.) should be accompanied with prioritization techniques at lower layers to get good results in practice (e.g. [36], [37]). For instance, one simple existing solution is using the strict priority tagging for packets of different flows (by setting differentiated layers to get good results in practice (e.g. [36], [37]). For instance, one simple existing solution is using the strict priority tagging for packets of different flows (by setting differentiated services field in the IP header) and later serve flows based on these strict priorities in the network.

3) Setting Target in practice: In practical scenarios, instead of setting Target value per application, we could set it per class of applications. In other words, we could let applications choose their application types. Then, C2TCP would set the Target using a table including application types and their corresponding Target values made in an offline manner.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented C2TCP, a congestion control protocol designed for cellular networks to achieve low delay and high throughput. C2TCP’s main design philosophy is that achieving good performance does not necessarily comes from complex rate calculation algorithms or complicated channel modelings. C2TCP attempts to absorb dynamics of unpredictable cellular channels by simply investigating local minimum delay of packets in a moving time window. Doing that, C2TCP stands on top of an existing loss-based TCP and provides it with a sense of delay without using any network state profiling, channel prediction, or complicated rate adjustments mechanisms. We show that C2TCP outperforms well-known TCP variants and existing state-of-the-art schemes which use channel prediction or delay profiling of network.
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Abstract—We have analyzed network traces of TCP connections and observed that there are many more losses during the handshake than for the remainder of the data exchange. Although recently developed AQM schemes can efficiently reduce latency related to bufferbloat, only more complex solutions relying on Fair Queueing (FQ) can improve the long delays resulting from the loss of a packet during the establishment of a TCP connection. In this paper, we propose SPA (SYN Priority Active queue management), a new low-complexity queue management scheme that combines the benefits and simplicity of the most recent AQM schemes while achieving performance comparable to more complex combinations of Fair Queueing and AQM. Our evaluation shows that the SPA performance is close to FQ CoDel for only a fraction of the complexity and resource usage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shortening the response time and reducing overall latency of TCP transfers is paramount to improve the responsiveness of information access over the network. In this paper, we focus on the connection establishment phase, which is often the limiting factor of the transfer response time, because at the beginning, connections do not have an estimate of the round trip time (RTT) between the client and the server, so they use a long default retransmission timeout (RTO). The reception of SYN/ACK immediately updates RTO so that all other segments can be quickly resent, even without Fast Retransmit. Thus, the client can only recover from the loss of the initial SYN segment or the corresponding SYN/ACK after a long period several orders of magnitude larger than the recovery time of subsequent data segments. This effect is particularly detrimental to short connections. For larger ones, the impact of a SYN loss becomes less significant, especially in the case of non-interactive traffic. Despite the importance of the connection establishment phase, speeding it up has received less attention than ensuring the good performance of the bulk data exchange [1]. Over the past years, many proposals aimed at maximizing link utilization and achieving low delays, the most well-known being CoDel [2] and FQ CoDel, its Fair Queueing counterpart [3]. However, the most recent packet scheduling schemes [2], [4] present the drawback of either increasing SYN drops, or relying on Fair Queueing, which results in higher CPU and memory usage.

To evaluate the impact of SYN or SYN/ACK losses on the transfer response time, we have analyzed a set of publicly available real world traffic traces. The analysis shows that SYN and SYN/ACKs are generally lost much more often than other TCP segments, which is another reason to consider them in a particular way. We would expect that the SYN retransmission rate is twice that of regular data segments, because it happens after a SYN loss and also after a SYN/ACK loss. In fact, we observe an even much higher SYN retransmission rate: several times the retransmission rate of all segments, which exacerbates the performance problem for short connections. SYN/ACK losses has a detrimental impact on performance: their retransmissions cause a two-fold increase of the retransmission delays experienced by connections. Based on these observations, we propose SPA (SYN Priority Active queue management), a queuing scheme with two packet queues both managed by CoDel (Controlled Delay Management) [2]: a higher priority queue handles SYN and FIN packets, and a lower priority one manages data segments. SPA is thus a pair of queues with independent AQM mechanisms. It is much less complex than any fair queuing scheme and results in short connection setup times and smooth low latency data transmission. Similarly to CoDel and FQ CoDel, this scheme is designed to be deployed at the “last mile” of the network, typically in home routers, where resources (CPU and bandwidth) tend to be scarce, and reactivity is key.

The contribution of this work is threefold: first, we analyze network traces to get insight into the behavior of the TCP establishment phase and observe a significantly higher SYN retransmission rate compared to other types of segments. Second, we model the effect of SYN retransmissions on transfers of a limited size to show that SYN losses account for a large part of the response time. Finally, we evaluate SPA through measurements on a testbed and compare its performance with recent and well-established scheduling mechanisms. We show that under normal traffic conditions, SPA performs similarly to FQ CoDel, for a fraction of complexity. We also shed light on a case for which FQ CoDel collapses due to its own design.

II. RELATED WORK

The delay introduced by the connection establishment phase is often overlooked in the literature even in recent papers [5], [6]. Some authors observed that the loss probability of SYN segments and regular ones may differ [7], although without exploring the impact of this difference. Ciullo et al. [8] observed the distribution of the connection completion time and realized that more than 70% of dropped packets
are recovered after RTO. They also proposed two schemes to overcome long recovery delays due to the loss of the last data segment in a flow. Anelli et al. [1] made a case for protecting SYN segments to improve connection response times. They introduced REDFavor, a RED mechanism with a specific processing of SYN segments. Another idea proposed in the literature is to resend aggressively SYNs to avoid the impact of the long timeout on lost SYN segments [9]–[11]. Although functional, this last solution requires the user to modify the operating system or use additional software, while adding some traffic in an already congested link. Similarly, solutions such as WonderShaper [12] or DD-WRT [13] also take the approach of giving a higher priority to all control messages. However, they rely on FIFO queues that requires prior configuration to achieve low latency. This approach cannot be efficiently used in delay or bandwidth-varying environments.

Recently, researchers have started to discuss the bufferbloat effect, the problem of long delays due to excessive buffer sizes in access networks [14]. A workshop on bufferbloat began in 2011 [15] and some analyses of the problem started to appear [16]–[19]. Two main proposals for solving the problem include CoDel [20] and PIE (Proportional Integral controller Enhanced) [4], [21]. CoDel measures the packet sojourn time in the queue and drop packets at the queue head to keep the delay from exceeding a reasonable value for any significant period of time. It requires per packet timestamps, but it does not need any configuration parameter except for the default threshold delay. FQ (Fair Queuing) CoDel [3] extends CoDel with the principles of Stochastic Fair Queuing [22] to manage per flow queues and mitigate the adverse effects of purely random packet drop. PIE [21] controls the average queueing latency so it stays at a reference value. It combines the benefits of both RED and CoDel: PIE randomly drops a packet at the beginning of the congestion detected based on the queueing latency like CoDel. PIE can ensure low latency and achieve high link utilization under various congestion conditions. Schwardmann et al. evaluated by simulation the robustness of CoDel, PIE, and ARED for various static and dynamic scenarios [23] in a simple set-up with one link and a variable number of bulk TCP flows. ARED (Adaptive RED) is an active queue management scheme that attempts to stabilize the average queue size around some preset target queue size [24]. PIE achieved lower delays than CoDel and ARED for low capacity links, but for higher capacity links, CoDel and ARED resulted in lower delays. In dynamic scenarios, CoDel results in a lower maximum delay than the other schemes. Khademi et al. evaluated CoDel, PIE, and ARED [25], but in an experimental setup using Linux implementations in a wired testbed for bulk TCP transfers. The authors also observed that the CoDel “dropping-mode” interval needs to be set lower than the default value, while we note in this paper (see Section VI-B), the noticeable influence of the target delay that it uses in the case of the FQ CoDel variant. These results contradict the claim that CoDel is a parameterless AQM. Otherwise, ARED performed the best in the Khademi et al. study except when the number of flows on the bottleneck link was very small.

III. ANALYSIS OF REAL WORLD TRACES

To evaluate the impact of SYN or SYN/ACK losses, we have analyzed a set of publicly available traffic traces: five sets of traces from the CAIDA data set recorded on two different days at an Equinix datacenter in Chicago connected to a 10 Gigabit Ethernet backbone link of a Tier 1 ISP. As the traces from CAIDA are split according to the direction, we analyze them in one direction at a time. We consider two days with differing traffic load patterns: for the trace taken on March 20th, 2014 the link utilization in direction A is markedly lower than on September 18th, 2014. For readability purposes, we will further refer to the traces as Trace “Real” and Trace “Short” respectively. All measurements except the link utilization concern connections with at least one SYN, which represents from 180,000 to 650,000 connections per trace. We have filtered out the connections with retransmission delays greater than 45s to remove inconsistent data from the analysis (the value of 45s corresponds to the total delay after loosing 3 SYNs at the start of a connection due to the exponential backoff). Due to the number of samples, the 95% confidence interval could not be represented for loss probabilities and is barely visible for retransmission times.

Figure 1 shows two striking phenomena:

1) SYN and SYN/ACK retransmissions account for a large part of the retransmissions (2nd plot)
2) the probability of SYN or SYN/ACK retransmissions is exceptionally high—between 10% and 20% (3rd plot). The connections with SYN or SYN/ACK retransmission suffer from an average retransmission delay almost twice that of other connections (4th plot).

Note that the initial RTO is set to 3 seconds by default on Windows, FreeBSD, and Linux (prior to 2011; it is now 1 s). 10% to 20% of all connections are affected whereas the packet loss rate remains limited at 1% to 3.5%.

2as stated in the FreeBSD source code” the odds are that the user has given up attempting to connect by then.” [26]
TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF MAWI TRACES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dir A</th>
<th>Dir B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packet rtx prob.</td>
<td>1.65%</td>
<td>2.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of which, SYN, SYN/ACK represent</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYN and SYN/ACK rtx prob.</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average rtx delay (ms)</td>
<td>5276.96</td>
<td>2114.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average rtx delay for connections with SYN or SYN/ACK loss (ms)</td>
<td>6324.93</td>
<td>2390.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average rtx delay for connections without SYN or SYN/ACK loss (ms)</td>
<td>4707.11</td>
<td>1011.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The higher retransmission rate of SYNs compared to other segments is expected as a SYN/ACK drop in the reverse direction always causes a timeout, whereas cumulative ACKs make the established connections relatively immune to losses on the return path [27]. So, as long as SYN and SYN/ACK segments are as likely as other packets to be dropped, the retransmission rate doubles. Since the queues in many routers are managed as packet FIFOs, small SYN packets are just as likely to be dropped as the larger ones. On the contrary, a byte-based FIFO would favor small packets that can generally still fit in the queue when larger packets are dropped. In our trace analyses, we do not see any situation in which small packets would be retransmitted less than larger ones, which means that most routers use packet FIFOs. (If some routers use byte FIFO, it is beneficial to small flows as shown below.) However, the fact that retransmissions occur for losses in both directions only explains a small fraction of the observed difference. Another explanation of the discrepancy between SYN and regular segment losses could be TCP congestion control algorithms. They are designed so that connections lose a limited number of segments per congestion episode (1 for the congestion avoidance phase). After a loss, TCP divides the congestion window by 2 to reduce the transmission rate and delay the next occurrence of congestion. Subsequent packets are thus less likely to experience another loss. In contrast, SYN packets arrive at random and their potential retransmission is so distant in time that the conditions are uncorrelated, which could lead to more losses than regular packets. Again, more investigations are required to explain this difference.

To confirm the findings, we have also analyzed traces collected by the MAWI Working Group of the Wide project on the sample point F (1Gb/s transit link between WIDE and an upstream ISP). Again, we filter out connections with retransmission delays greater than 45s (see Table I). We can first observe that one direction presents less losses than the other one although, according to the retransmission delays, connections experience many timeouts. We have observed the same phenomenon in the CAIDA traces taken on September 18, 2014 in direction A: although losses are less frequent than in direction B, most of them end up as a timeout. The reason may be bufferbloat in an upstream buffer that causes higher delays, thus setting off the RTO timer. The observed delays corroborate the results from the CAIDA traces: SYN and SYN/ACK losses account for almost half of the losses. SYN and SYN/ACK retransmissions cause a two-fold increase of the retransmission delays experienced by connections.

As we analyze connection establishment, one concern is that the presence of SYN flood attacks may bias the results. We have filtered out potential SYN floods by removing connections involving IP addresses that show the signs of a SYN flood, which is possible for bidirectional MAWI traces. To identify them, we have first counted the connections that experienced a full three way handshake and a data packet. Although SYN losses represent a lower part of total losses, they still have a higher loss probability than data segments leading to a significant impact on retransmission delays.

Fig. 2. Analysis of the bidirectional MAWI traces ordered by date for connections with a full three way handshake and a data packet. Although SYN losses represent a lower part of total losses, they still have a higher loss probability than data segments leading to a significant impact on retransmission delays.
corroborates the hypothesis we have made earlier, stating that we should observe a SYN loss probability twice the packet loss probability as the loss of a SYN/ACK packet will trigger a SYN retransmission from the other side. Although we observe less SYN losses, their impact on the average retransmission time is much higher: between 10% and 40% of the average retransmission time is due to connections with at least a SYN loss. Such connections also present average retransmission times 4 to 14 times higher than connections without a SYN loss. Our findings from both data sets are in line with the results by Damjanovic et al. in the LBNL/ICSI Enterprise Tracing Project [9] that showed an overall 10% of SYN retransmissions for all connections in a LAN and 2% of SYN retransmissions for successful connections. Still, we observe much higher loss rates (10–20% overall SYN loss and 5–8% for successful connections). This difference could be explained by the fact that the CAIDA and MAWI traces come from a transit link where it is more likely to include 3/4G, WLANs, or even satellite traffic with variable delays and random losses, or simply more congestion along the way. Such conditions are more prone to generate losses, create timeouts, and in general, create more fluctuations in the analyzed values.

IV. MODEL OF THE TCP RESPONSE TIME UNDER SYN LOSSES

To evaluate how SYN losses impact short TCP transfers, we propose to estimate the transfer duration based on the well-known model proposed by Mathis et al. [28] and Padhye et al. [29], extended to take into account SYN retransmissions.

We first consider the congestion avoidance phase of a TCP connection with constant RTT and subject to packet loss probability \( p_l \). The congestion window oscillations are equivalent to cyclic oscillations between \( \frac{W_{\text{max}}}{2} \) and \( W_{\text{max}} \); so the average expected window is:

\[
W_{\text{avg}} = \frac{3}{4} \times W_{\text{max}}
\]

and the expected throughput in pkt/s is the following:

\[
\bar{X} = \frac{3}{4} \times \frac{W_{\text{max}}}{\text{RTT}} \approx \frac{1}{\text{RTT}} \sqrt{\frac{3}{2 p_l}}
\]

using Mathis’ estimate for \( W_{\text{max}} \). We model the slow start phase by considering an initial congestion window of one segment going up to \( W_{\text{max}} \). We approximate the number \( n_{ss} \) of RTT taken by the slow start phase as \( 2^{n_{ss}} - 1 = W_{\text{max}} \), so that

\[
n_{ss} = \frac{\log(W_{\text{max}})}{\log(2)} + 1.
\]

Now, we need to estimate the time spent in recovery of losses that may happen during the connection. For one loss per congestion event that happens with probability \( p_l \) and recovery time \( R_t \), a connection of size \( S \) MSS spends time

\[
t_{\text{recovery}} = S \times R_t \times p_l
\]

in recovery, knowing that optimistically, \( R_t \approx \text{RTT} \). If the probability of a SYN loss is \( p_{SI} \), the time spent in the connection establishment phase is:

\[
t_{\text{syn}} = \text{RTT} + RTO_0 \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (p_{SI})^k = \text{RTT} + \left( \frac{1}{1 - p_{SI}} - 1 \right) RTO_0,
\]

where \( RTO_0 \) is initial retransmission timeout. We can approximate \( p_{SI} \) with \( \approx 2p_l \) or obtain it from measurements.

For a connection of size \( S \), the total response time is:

\[
t_{\text{tot}} = t_{\text{syn}} + t_{\text{slow start}} + t_{\text{congestion avoidance}} + t_{\text{recovery}} + t_{\text{fin}},
\]

where 

\[
t_{\text{slow start}} = n_{ss} \times \text{RTT}, \quad t_{\text{congestion avoidance}} = \frac{S - (2^n - 1)}{X}
\]

and \( t_{\text{fin}} = \text{RTT} \).

Figure 3 represents the estimated response time of connections with and without SYN loss with RTO of 1 s or 3 s, for the connection size between 25 and 10000 segments in the conditions of Trace “Real” (Figure 1). A SYN loss is a major problem for short connections as it increases the response time by up to 200%. The impact becomes negligible (i.e., < 10% of the response time) for connections larger than 1000 segments for RTO of 1 s and 2000 segments for RTO of 3 s. Short connections, which are generally already penalized compared to long connections, dramatically suffer from this phenomenon.

V. SPA – SYN Priority AQM SCHEME

CoDel [2], an almost parameterless, delay-based queuing management scheme, is a recent solution to bufferbloat. However, as other AQMs designed to tackle excessive queuing delays, CoDel assumes that all losses are good to the network, as long as they contribute to keeping the delay low. Yet, many losses will always result in timeouts, especially head drops—when the initial TCP RTO is still up to make matters worse—and tail drops can also result in long timeouts if the connection presents some delay fluctuations. FQ CoDel [3] solves this problem by giving a higher priority to the first packets, but at the cost of a higher complexity and memory footprint: for instance, the default Linux implementation uses 1024 separate queues. Our approach is to strike a compromise: we manage only two packet queues by CoDel—a higher priority queue for SYN and FIN packets and a lower priority one for regular packets, and do not keep track of connection states. The pseudocode below defines the scheme more formally:

**SPA (SYN Priority AQM) Scheme**

```python
# Define enqueue function
def enqueue(p):
    # CoDel implementation
```

![Graph showing response time and impact of SYN loss with different RTOs](image)
if p.flag_SYN==set or p.flag_FIN==set:
    synfqueue.enqueue(p)
else:
    packetqueue.enqueue(p)
def dequeue(p):
    if synfqueue.is_empty():
        packetqueue.dequeue(p)
else:
    synfqueue.dequeue(p)

Three types of losses may lead to a timeout: SYN, FIN, and tail losses. While it is difficult to detect tail losses at the router level, it is much easier to isolate SYN and FIN in a separate queue and avoid timeouts. The queue for SYN and FIN has priority over the second one for data packets and both queues are managed by CoDel. In this way, we significantly increase the overall performance by preventing most of timeouts, while keeping complexity much lower than FQ CoDel. We can easily implement SPA based on an existing CoDel implementation in coordination with regular system tools. For our experiments, we have set up SPA with a priority queue serving two CoDel subqueues using tc [30] and iptables for packet filtering. As mentioned before, another possibility to avoid SYN and SYN/ACK losses is to dimension the buffer in bytes rather than in packets. Although effective and relatively straightforward to implement, this solution still presents one major drawback: it requires to know in advance the link capacity, whereas in many cases, it is unknown and fast varying, as for WiFi or cellular networks. Excessive queueing space—bufferbloat—results in high latency in the network or conversely, an insufficient buffer may result in low link utilization. By design, the proposed SPA scheme does not suffer from such limitations.

As the SPA scheme favors SYN packets over data packets, it may raise some security concerns. We do not want an attacker exploit our solution to favor her/his connections or to accelerate SYN DoS attacks. Regarding the first issue, a basic attack would be to set the SYN or FIN flag on every data packet. Admitting that the receiver does not discard such packets, checking the packet length is enough to prevent abuse. SYN DoS attacks raise a more complex issue. Indeed, as SPA favors SYN packets, a router could be used as a relay to accelerate the transit of SYN packets at the bottleneck and amplify a SYN flood attack. However, similarly to CoDel and FQ CoDel, SPA is intended to be deployed at the bottleneck, usually at the last mile of the network, where an attacker may already have full control of the link. For instance, deploying SPA in home routers is harmless. Most Fair Queueing solutions are also vulnerable to this type of exploit, as they prioritize packets from new connections, since they constantly try to equalize the service received by all connections, and the new one initially shows a deficit. A batch of SYN packets with various source addresses and ports would typically be favored over data packets from existing connections. We show this phenomenon in Section VI-B, where FQ CoDel gets swarmed by a large number of new connections, resulting in abnormal behavior, whereas SPA proves to be more resilient.

VI. TESTBED EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

We have run a series of experiments on a testbed network composed of three computers (cf. Figure 4). One of them acts as a router interconnecting two others, while the two ends are used as a client and a server. This simple topology allows observing the behavior of various queueing policies at the bottleneck. The hosts run FreeBSD 9.3 that allows us to test the latest variants of TCP without switching operating systems. The router runs Debian GNU/Linux (wheezy) with a slightly modified 3.18 kernel as described below. On top of this operating system, we run the tc tool to emulate links and various queueing management policies. We have set the kernel context switching frequency to 1kHz to emulate the bottleneck link smoothly for the bit rates up to 10Mb/s. We use the i p m t suite [31] to generate connections as follows: connection arrival times follow a Poisson process with parameter λ and connection sizes follow a Zipf distribution with parameter μ. We have run experiments with and without reverse traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uplink</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity C_u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay D_u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Q_u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Downlink</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity C_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay D_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling Q_d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We run experiments under three different traffic conditions shown in Table III. As SPA targets the last mile section of a network, we consider the case of typical ADSL link as it is still far more deployed than fibers [32]. We use a 42 ms round trip delay, which corresponds to the ADSL interleaving delay (typically 24 ms) plus an intra-continental propagation time [33]. The slightly higher uplink delay helps to avoid perfect synchronization between the upload and download feedback loops. The traffic conditions correspond to a high link utilization of 90%. By varying the λ and μ parameters as well as the connection size, we obtain various traffic conditions:

Traffic Type “Real” corresponds to realistic assumptions with connection sizes distributed according to a heavy tailed Zipf distribution: 1/λ = 0.12s, μ = 1.7, which leads to an average...
size of 21 segments per connection, a median of 2 packets and 80% of connections spanning 6 segments or less. This load is applied with and without reverse traffic.

**Traffic Type “Short”** represents extreme conditions to push the tested schemes to the limits. We generate a connection every $1/\lambda = 0.017s$, connections have the average size of 3 segments ($\mu = 2$), a median size of 1 segment, and the maximum size of 100 segments (80% are 4 segments or less)

**Traffic Type “10M”**. With this type, we analyze the behavior of the tested schemes for a link with the increased capacity to 10Mb/s with 95% load composed of connections arriving on the average every 0.032 second, with an average size of 26 segments and a median of 2 segments (80% under 7 segments).

We test the following scheduling schemes at downlink queue $Q_d$: regular FIFO (limited either in packets – Packet FIFO, or in bytes – Byte FIFO), AQM (RED, ARED [24]), delay controlled mechanisms (CoDel and PIE [4]), Fair Queueing (FQ CoDel and SFQ – Stochastic Fair Queueing [22]). We compare these queuing schemes to priority queues with a higher priority given to SYN or SYN/FIN (SYN Prio, SYN/FIN Prio, RedFavor [1], and SPA). The uplink queue remains unchanged for all experiments (Packet FIFO). We use the default threshold delay of 5 ms for CoDel, FQ CoDel, and SPA. As we have discovered that in some cases, this parameter needs to be tweaked for CoDel and FQ CoDel, we also try the value of 20 ms. We did not include solutions at the edge like setting the SYN retransmission timeout to a more aggressive value [9]–[11], because they may only improve the retransmission time, but they cannot lower the SYN loss rate.

**A. Results for Traffic Type “Real”**

Figure 5 presents the results for Traffic Type “Real”. Similarly to Figure 1, due to the number of connections (8326), we are only able to display 95% confidence intervals for the retransmission and response times. The two most prominent outcomes are: (1) all schemes provide better response times than Packet FIFO and (2) only a few schemes clearly stand out: FQ CoDel, SFQ, RedFavor, and SPA. For short connections, FQ CoDel 20ms and SPA are the best ones. SFQ attains the best result for longer connections with RedFavor and SPA also having short response times. We observe remarkable differences of RTT between delay-based solutions and regular queuing schemes: CoDel and PIE halve the RTT compared to FIFO or RED, while FQ CoDel and SPA achieve the lowest RTTs. We also see that about one fourth of the average retransmission delay is contributed by connection SYN losses: looking at the traces, a small fraction of connections experience a 3 second delay before even being able to send a single packet. Byte FIFO gets shorter retransmission delays (20%) than Packet FIFO, reaching the same performance as RED with almost no SYN loss and a lower RTT than Packet FIFO.

**Byte FIFO even outperforms RED, ARED, CoDel, and PIE in terms of response times**! SFQ shows unusually high retransmission delays. Indeed, even if there are almost no SYN losses, most losses result in one and often multiple timeouts. In essence, the **Fair Queueing algorithm leads to the starvation of long flows**: as the queue experiences high load with many short connections, the longer ones are not serviced and eventually timeout. Yet, Fair Queueing policies display some of the best response times for short connections. Considering the isolation of SYN and/or FIN in a separate FIFO (SYN and SYN/FIN Prio, REDFavor), we do not observe a real improvement in RTT and retransmission times compared to basic FIFO. Nevertheless, there are fewer SYN retransmission, which improves the response times especially for short connections. Finally, **SPA results in the shortest retransmission delay**, while keeping one of the lowest average RTT and response times. FQ CoDel achieves a similar though slightly worse performance if left with default parameters.

**Figure 6** presents the connection response times for a selection of the considered policies. There is a manifest separation between two groups: in the first one, PIE and CoDel exhibit similar performance, while **Byte FIFO shows a noticeable improvement compared to Packet FIFO** (connections complete
In the presence of reverse traffic. Indeed, SYN/ACKs can be lost on the return path, while the presence of ACKs in the download queue virtually reduces the queue size and leads to an overall increase of losses [34]. We observe 25% more losses on average and twice as many SYN losses. Consequently, SYN retransmissions account for a larger part of the retransmission delay: connections without a SYN loss experience retransmission delays 25% lower than average. Similarly, response times are much longer. We see that for short connections, FQ CoDel and SPA achieve the shortest response times, while SFQ and SPA are the best for longer connections.

Concerning response times (cf. Figure 8), we observe the same phenomenon: even if connections take much more time to complete compared to the situation without reverse traffic, we can still differentiate between two groups: FQ CoDel, SFQ, and SPA obtain much better results than other queueing schemes. In the AQM group, the differences are small except for SPA that performs similarly to the other Fair Queueing schemes. The values for larger connections suffer from the bias introduced by heavy tail distributions: many very long connections do not terminate during the measurement session and those that finish benefit from shorter response times. This bias explains lower response times for connections of 6 MSS.

B. Traffic Type “Short”

In the next experiment involving Traffic Type “Short”, extreme conditions (majority of very small connections) push the tested schemes to the limits with more frequent SYN losses. Figure 9 shows that FQ CoDel, SPA, SFQ, and SYN/FIN Priority achieve the shortest response times for short connections, while SFQ and SFQ/FIN Priority are the best for the longer connections. RIT is significantly lower than in the previous experiment. This is due to the size of the transfers: with an average of 3 segments and an initial cwnd of 4 packets, most of the connections only last for the first burst of the slow start phase. Moreover, we have a proportion of 3 small segments (SYN, ACK, and FIN) for 3 data segments in the queue, virtually decreasing the queue size. Byte FIFO achieves shorter response times than AQM schemes, due to the fact that it causes almost no SYN retransmissions. The explanation of
more SYN retransmissions for RED queues is inherent to their implementation in Linux: the algorithm computes the average queue length at large time intervals. When congestion appears, established connections stop sending packets, emptying the queue. Due to this interval, the algorithm takes some time to detect that the queue is again below the loss threshold and incoming packets (mostly SYN) still suffer from drops. This effect is specific to the Linux implementation of RED. In general, AQM mechanisms cause many SYN retransmissions (up to 8% of connections for PIE) that directly impact response times. The retransmission delays under SFQ stand out again due to starvation. We also note that FQ CoDel with the default 5ms threshold delay does not perform well. In this critical scenario, SYN packets arrive faster than the link speed. Some SYN packets stay longer in the queue than the FQ CoDel base delay and get dropped. Setting the base delay of FQ CoDel to 20 ms gives back the expected performance. SYN isolation techniques significantly improve response times compared to both their single queue counterpart and other AQM schemes. SPA also exhibits a noticeable improvement over CoDel, and performs better than a correctly configured FQ CoDel, with low RTT and retransmission delays, and some of the shortest retransmission times.

In this experiment, the results greatly differ from those for Traffic Type “Real”. First of all, delay based AQM and RED are clearly not designed for this kind of load, with a high level of losses, and generally higher response times than with basic Packet FIFO. Byte FIFO continues to show an almost negligible amount of SYN retransmissions and remains a good alternative to Packet FIFO despite a slightly lower RTT obtained by the latter. SYN isolation techniques display a significant improvement in terms of response times, with SYN/FIN Prio and SFQ showing the best performance. Both are closely followed by a correctly configured FQ CoDel and SPA that also obtains lower RTT and retransmission times, thus making them well suited for interactive traffic.

C. Traffic Type “10M”

We have run experiments on a 10 Mb/s link with the parameters similar to Traffic Type “Real” without reverse traffic. Figure 10 presents the results. The experiment is close to Traffic Type “Real” and the results are similar: FQ CoDel, SPA, and SFQ perform much better than the other schemes. Even though it is the second worst-performing scheme, Byte FIFO still obtains response times 30% lower than Packet FIFO. The main difference is that PIE and CoDel now improve performance compared to FIFO (whether packet or byte based). Moreover, REDFavor now clearly results in better performance than other AQM schemes, even outperforming SFQ and FQ CoDel for longer connections.

D. Conclusion on the Experimental Results

Based on the four setups above, we first assert that Byte FIFO is generally an interesting alternative to Packet FIFO. However, it is far more complex to implement than many other tested solutions and generally not available. Even though delay based solutions tend to compensate their high levels of SYN losses through lower RTT and faster retransmission times, they usually do not bring much improvement to the general response times and could perform a lot better with a more discerning dropping policy. Finally, isolating SYN and/or FIN in separate queues presents at least similar performance to their single-queue equivalent: in three out of four scenarios, we have observed a considerable improvement with respect to FIFO and RED based solutions. However, SPA always performs much better than CoDel and similarly to Fair Queueing algorithms that are drastically more complex. In some cases, it even outperforms those schemes. It does not suffer from starvation, ensuring low RTT and retransmission times in any circumstances. Moreover, it does not break down when facing
In this paper, we have evaluated the impact of SYN retransmissions on TCP connection response times based on real world traces. To achieve short response times via protecting SYN and SYN/ACK segments from losses, we have proposed SPA, a new scheme that uses two packet queues managed by CoDel—a higher priority queue for SYN and FIN segments, and a lower priority one for other segments. We have run extensive experiments on a testbed network to compare the most important schemes for three different traffic conditions. Our measurements show that the evaluated AQM mechanisms result in very similar performance: they succeed at maintaining low queuing delays although this result comes at the cost of a significant SYN loss rate. Unsurprisingly, adding some kind of Fair Queuing mechanisms consistently results in good performance, although FQ CoDel may need some tweaking in extreme traffic conditions. SFQ obtains small response times, though FQ CoDel has consistently good performance, although FQ CoDel may need some tweaking in extreme traffic conditions. SPA, our proposal, strikes a compromise between simplicity and the memory footprint of a regular AQM. We also point out that Byte FIFO is a simple scheme and results in very good performance. SPA, our proposal, strikes a compromise between simplicity and the memory footprint of a regular AQM policy. It achieves the low delays of CoDel and performance similar to Fair Queuing schemes. It matches high throughput and low delays required for interactive applications that cannot afford to wait for a 3 s timeout caused by a SYN loss.
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Abstract—Detecting and handling network congestion in the Internet has, again, become a vital area of research. The provisioning of low latency together with high throughput is of particular interest due to the current mix of applications running in the Internet. Active Queue Management (AQM) mechanisms come with the promise of reducing queuing delays. They, however, may adversely affect throughput and network utilization and have proven to be difficult to configure. More recent AQMs, such as CoDel, PIE, and GSP are easier to configure but work with a fixed target delay setpoint. Depending on the traffic the same setpoint value can result either in unnecessary large delays or under-utilization of the link. Policy-oriented AQM Steering automatically adapts the target delay setpoint to the current traffic situation, in order to fulfill a given quality-of-service policy. Such a policy consists of a utilization goal and an upper delay bound. This improves AQM performance with varying traffic situations and makes the impact of deploying an AQM predictable. A prototypical implementation of AQM Steering for GSP showed its performance advantages compared to static AQM variants at speeds of 10 Gbit/s and 1 Gbit/s.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the reduction of latency in the Internet has become an increasingly important topic. Applications that especially benefit from low latencies are world-wide web applications due to their transactional character as well as interactive real-time applications such as Voice-over-IP or online games. However, in the current Internet such traffic is mixed with longer lasting and large data volume flows like video streams and downloads. This can cause bandwidth bottlenecks – often located at the consumer edge. As a result packets will queue up in buffers at these bottlenecks, causing an increased end-to-end delay. The “bufferbloat” studies [1] revealed that there exist several places where significantly large buffers are present and that they tend to get filled by TCP’s loss-based greedy congestion control strategy. The resulting queuing delay contributes significantly to the end-to-end delay. In extreme cases, end-to-end delay can increase up to several seconds, resulting in poor TCP performance and unusable delay-sensitive applications.

An outcome of the fight against bufferbloat was to revive the use of Active Queue Management (AQM) in order to reduce queuing delay. The use of AQM provides several benefits, including enabling Explicit Congestion Notification [2]. Earlier efforts to deploy AQM suffered from their difficult configuration (i.e., several parameters needed to be set and their impact on performance was not obvious) and often from their negative impact on network utilization (different kinds of traffic required a different set of parameter settings to achieve a good performance). Newer AQMs such as CoDel [3], PIE [4], and GSP [5] are simpler to configure and have a target setpoint that corresponds to the permitted delay limit.

However, the problem of a static configuration remains since the resulting performance depends on the respective traffic. Consequently, the chosen setting can lead to sub-optimal performance [6], e.g., either a too low link utilization or a too high queuing delay. For example, CoDel uses a fixed target of 5 ms by default, which may be too low in some situations: if only a few flows traverse the bottleneck, link utilization is also low and could be increased by permitting a higher target delay. In other situations even lower targets are possible. Additionally, this means that AQMs with fixed target setpoints cannot sufficiently adapt to the current traffic situation and achieve only sub-optimal performance.

The goal of Policy-oriented AQM Steering is to provide an automatic adaptation, i.e., adjusting the target delay setpoint to the current traffic situation. Therefore, the AQM mechanism is controlled within given bounds that are set by a provider policy: a lower bound for link utilization and an upper bound for a queuing delay target.

AQM Steering works on a different time-scale than AQM auto-tuning. Moreover, it is not integrated into an AQM itself. Instead, it operates as an additional control loop outside of the AQM, so that it can be easily applied to different AQMs.

II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

A. Queuing Delay and Counter-Measures

As mentioned before, queuing delay often contributes substantially to the overall latency. Thus, a reduction of queuing delay (i.e., buffer occupancy) is one approach to lower end-to-end latency. Buffers in routers or switches are necessary in order to absorb short-term bursts and to keep link utilization high. There have been numerous debates about the right size of buffers in the past [7], [8]. In addition to absorbing short-term bursts, buffers have another effect on TCP performance. A large buffer allows the congestion windows (CWnds) of the TCP flows to inflate way beyond the bandwidth delay product (bdp) without causing packet losses. This creates a so-called standing queue within the buffer [3]. If such an inflated CWnd is eventually reduced after a loss, it can still be above the bdp, thereby maintaining full link utilization. With the well-known “1-bdp Rule of Thumb” (buffer size = 1\cdot bdp) this is fulfilled in almost any circumstances. However, if many flows share a bottleneck and synchronized losses can be avoided, a smaller
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In contrast to earlier AQM approaches [11] newer AQMs such as CoDel, PIE, and GSP explicitly distinguish short-term bursts from standing queues and thus have a built-in burst tolerance in order to avoid unnecessary packet drops that would decrease the throughput. Moreover, earlier AQM approaches possessed several parameters that needed to be configured. The influence of the parameter setting on the achieved network utilization was often not obvious. Moreover, different traffic types required different parameter settings to achieve the best performance, i.e., they were not “self-tuning” in this respect. This turned out to be a major obstacle for their deployment [12].

Thus, newer AQMs had the objective of being usable across a wider range of scenarios without the need to adapt AQM parameters. CoDel even tries to be “parameterless for normal operation, with no knobs for operators, users, or implementers to adjust”, by setting the default target value to 5 ms (5% of a 100 ms measurement interval). Nevertheless, these AQMs still have a configurable target setpoint that corresponds to the permitted delay limit. This target setpoint often relates to an internal threshold that triggers packet drops.

Even though newer AQMs are better in adapting to different traffic scenarios, they still possess their configurable but fixed target setpoint. This creates two-sided drawbacks, depending on the current traffic situation, which is mainly characterized by the number of dominant flows at the bottleneck, i.e., flows that contribute substantially to the overall in-flight data.

- **Unnecessary high delay** – In case the number of dominant flows traversing the bottleneck is large enough, the AQM can enforce its delay limit while full link utilization can be achieved, due to good loss desynchronization. However, the delay target may be excessively high (cf. Fig. 1a). It could be set to a lower value without sacrificing utilization (as in Fig. 1b).
- **Under-utilization** – In case the number of dominant flows traversing the bottleneck is low (e.g., < 10) or they are having a large RTT, the AQM cannot achieve full link utilization (see Fig. 1c). The reason is the multiplicative decrease backoff of the current TCP congestion controls. With only a few dominant flows or high RTT flows at the bottleneck, the amount of inflight data can easily fall below the bdp. In this case, a higher delay target would maintain a good link utilization (see Fig. 1d).

For the transfer of scientific data, for example, it is a typical pattern that a low number of high volume flows can appear (and disappear) as dominant flows at a bottleneck, at any time. Usually they last for a long time, e.g., hours. Thus, the traffic situation at the bottleneck is significantly changed and a bottleneck (with a fixed setpoint AQM) could fall from an unnecessary high delay to under-utilization.

The goal of Policy-oriented AQM Steering is to find the best trade-off by automatically adjusting the target setpoint within given performance bounds that are specified by a provider policy: a lower bound for link utilization (u\textsubscript{low}) and an upper bound for a queuing delay target (target\textsubscript{max}).

### III. DESIGN OF AQM STEERING

The basic principle of Policy-oriented AQM Steering is to observe how well the momentarily applied target setpoint works with the current traffic situation. If the setpoint is larger than necessary, it can be decreased without violating the lower bound for link utilization (u\textsubscript{low}). If the setpoint is too small to fulfill this bound, the setpoint has to be raised, as long as the upper bound (target\textsubscript{max}) is not reached. In order to assess the impact of the current target setpoint, the control loop of AQM Steering works outside of the AQM control loop and on a different timescale.

Fig. 2 shows the interplay of the different control loops that interact with each other. The TCP congestion control actually controls the load on the network by reacting on congestion signals (usually packet loss or ECN markings [2]). The AQM tries to find the right amount of congestion signals to emit, in order to effectively control the queue. For this, the reaction of the flows on the congestion signals has to be constantly monitored by the AQM. An important property of this interplay is that it takes at least one RTT for the congestion control to react. As soon as the AQM effectively controls the queue, AQM Steering can determine how well the target setpoint works for the current traffic situation by getting actual values for queuing delay and throughput. It also gets notified of certain events such as packet drops and then determines whether an adjustment is necessary to fulfill the given policy.

#### A. How can AQM Steering detect when to react?

Three different states have to be distinguished: 1) Link is no bottleneck 2) The AQM is still adjusting to the current load
3) The AQM effectively controls the queue.

If the queue is persistently above the target, the AQM has not yet adapted to the traffic. In this case it is not expedient to change the target. After the AQM control loop has found a dropping rate that is suitable to effectively control the traffic, the queue will be fluctuating around the target. Now, AQM Steering can assess the impact of the current target setpoint. If the AQM, in contrast, does not drop any packets, the link is not a bottleneck, i.e., the queue length is persistently below the target (except for bursts that are ignored by the burst protection of the AQM). Table I summarizes states, causes, and needs for action of AQM Steering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of Queue</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Adaptation of Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) persistently below target</td>
<td>no bottleneck, no AQM action</td>
<td>not necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) persistently above target</td>
<td>bottleneck, traffic source(s) did not respond (yet)</td>
<td>not useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) fluctuating around target</td>
<td>bottleneck, AQM active</td>
<td>possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. How does AQM Steering determine a new target setpoint?

Actually, two different strategies are required: one for lowering and one for raising the target setpoint. The reason is that one can use measured queue parameters to determine how much reduction of the target is required whereas it is impossible to calculate a required increment in case of under-utilization. Both cases are sketched in Fig. 3 and will be explained in the following (the congestion window increment is sub-linear in reality due to the increasing queuing delay).

1) **Lowering the Target Setpoint:** If the target setpoint is too high, as shown in Fig. 3a, a persistent minimum standing queue can be measured that does not dissipate even after packet drops. Thus, AQM Steering can determine the minimal queuing delay $\Delta d$ and reduce the target setpoint by approximately this amount. The key point behind this strategy is that the reaction of TCP flows on a congestion signal depends only marginally on the actual value of the target setpoint. This means that even with the lower setpoint, the queue will not underflow after a congestion signal. Thus, the queuing delay is reduced without harming throughput.

However, if multiple flows are present at a bottleneck, their $\text{CW}_{\text{Min}}$ differ in size and the effect of the individual backoff of each flow might be different. A single $\Delta d$ as sketched in the simplified exemplary situation shown in Fig. 3a is therefore not sufficient: $\Delta d$ will actually vary. Thus, an average $\overline{\Delta d}$ of measured minima $\Delta d_i$ and their variance ($\sigma_n$) are calculated. The new target setpoint is calculated as follows:

$$\text{target}_{\text{new}} = \min \left( \text{target}_{\text{old}} - \overline{\Delta d} + \gamma \sigma_n, \text{target}_{\text{old}} \right),$$

with $\sigma_n = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\Delta d_i - \overline{\Delta d})^2}$. $\gamma > 1$ defines a protective margin so that an adaptation does not occur too often if the fluctuation is high. A smaller $\gamma$ leads to a smaller target value and thus more likely to under-utilization.

2) **Raising the Target Setpoint:** If the target setpoint is too low to achieve full utilization, it is impossible to calculate the required increment for the target setpoint, because there is no directly usable correlation without knowledge of the flow’s $\text{bdp}$, that depends on its $\text{RTT}$. Further dependencies are the backoff factor $\beta$ (which is different for Cubic TCP and TCP Reno) and the number of flows. This knowledge is
not typically available at the intermediate system that operates the AQM. Therefore, an approach for a stepwise increment is used.

In order to quickly restore a reasonable throughput when under-utilization has been detected, the target setpoint is restored to a reasonable default value ($thresh_{min,up}$). Since one goal of the AQMs that use a fixed setpoint is to provide a reasonable default value, we recommend to use their default value as $thresh_{min,up}$. If the under-utilization persists, the setpoint is multiplicatively increased (e.g., by a factor 2) until the lower utilization bound $u_{low}$ is fulfilled or the upper limit for the setpoint $target_{max}$ is reached:

$$target_{new} = \min\left(\max\left(target_{old} \cdot 2, thresh_{min,up}\right), target_{max}\right).$$

The adaptation happens only if a short-term smoothed value as well as a longer-term smoothed value of the measured data rate is below the lower utilization bound $u_{low}$. The short-term smoothed value is simply the mean data rate measured since the last packet drop. This value then contributes to a time-dependent longer-term smoothed value. Further details are given in Sec. IV.

C. Policy Option: Under-utilization

Policy-oriented AQM Steering also allows to define an upper bound $u_{target}$ on the utilization with $u_{low} \leq u_{target} \leq 100\%$. The advantage of using $u_{target}$ is that queuing delay is avoided while there is still a lot of room for short-lived flows as well as other more bursty short-lived traffic. Some providers, for example, avoid utilizations above 50\% in order to provide enough failure protection capacity.

To achieve this goal it may be necessary to discard packets earlier, even before any packets queue up. To achieve this, AQM Steering can optionally switch the AQM from the physical queue to a virtual queue. For this a virtual egress rate $rate_{virtual}$ (with $rate_{virtual} < rate_{physical}$) is defined. The virtual queue tracks the notional buffer utilization that would have built up if the egress link had a data rate of $rate_{virtual}$. The switch to the virtual queue is performed as soon as the target setpoint has reached the minimum value and the current utilization $u$ is still larger than $u_{target}$. This way, the burst tolerance and loss desynchronization provided by an AQM can still be used, even without any physical queue.

It has to be noted that the virtual queue is just a passively computed number, i.e., the traffic is not shaped to the virtual egress rate, since this would induce real queuing delay. Therefore, the link utilization can be above $rate_{virtual}$ for short periods of time. Still, the average link utilization will be below or equal to $rate_{virtual}$. Otherwise the virtual queue would increase indefinitely, which is prevented by the AQM. Whether the average link utilization is actually equal to $rate_{virtual}$ depends on the traffic and the level of loss synchronization. This means that the AQM Steering control loop is still necessary to keep $u_{low} \leq u \leq u_{target}$. However, on the virtual queue AQM Steering does not control the target setpoint. Instead, it adjusts $rate_{virtual}$ in the range of $u_{target} \cdot rate_{physical} \leq rate_{virtual} < rate_{physical}$. If $rate_{virtual} = rate_{physical}$ is necessary to avoid $u < u_{low}$, the AQM is seamlessly switched back to the physical queue. More details are provided in Sec. IV.

D. Discussion

AQM Steering cannot always achieve $u_{low}$. If the link is no bottleneck, it will inevitably be underutilized. Also, a larger standing queue than allowed by $target_{max}$ might be necessary to attain $u_{low}$. Hence, $target_{max}$ can be understood as maximal delay one is willing to trade for higher throughput. Often large tail-drop buffers are deployed to get a high throughput at the cost of delay. When converged, the link utilization of AQM Steering will be at least $\min\left(u_{low}, thr_{id}(target_{max})\right)$, with $thr_{id}(\ldots)$ being the throughput of a tail-drop buffer of the given size would achieve with the same traffic. Due to the burst protection and loss desynchronization provided by an AQM, the throughput of AQM Steering can actually be larger than $thr_{id}(target_{max})$.

During the convergence of the AQM Steering control loop, throughput can be below $thr_{id}(target_{max})$. Therefore, AQM Steering is tuned to quickly converge towards larger target setpoints (i.e., improving link utilization). Reducing the setpoint (i.e., lowering delay) is performed more conservatively.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We chose to use the GSP AQM [13], [5] as basis for our prototype implementation as it is simple to implement and achieves comparable results to CoDel and PIE. GSP’s target setpoint is the packet queuing delay in form of a threshold. If the threshold is exceeded (the sojourn time of the last dequeued packet was larger than threshold) on packet arrival, it immediately discards the arriving packet. GSP then pauses discarding for a time span (called interval) allowing the congestion control to react on the drop. The interval is adapted according to the situation, i.e., if the congestion control reaction was not effective enough to let the queuing delay fall below the threshold, the interval becomes shorter, so that GSP drops more aggressively.

Due to performance and simplicity reasons, AQM Steering was integrated into the GSP implementation, although the general concept allows for a more modular and separated realization. The threshold adaptation of GSP with AQM Steering (GSP-AS) is hooked-in into the threshold exceeded event, i.e., $t_{sojourn} > thresh_{curr}$ but is carried out before a packet drop is performed. This way, an increase of the threshold will defer a packet drop until the increased threshold is exceeded. If the threshold is kept unchanged or lowered, a packet is dropped as usual.

Table II shows different variables that are also used in the following description. Policy-oriented AQM Steering allows to set $thresh_{max}$ as well as $rate_{target_{min}}$ as parameters. Optionally, a third parameter $rate_{target}$ can be set if the desired operational mode is under-utilization (see Sec. III-C). The short-term link utilization is calculated by $rate_{id} =
If a target utilization goal $u_{\text{target}}$ is specified, the decrement by $\text{thresh}_{\text{down}}$ may not be sufficient to get there. Therefore, a step-wise multiplicative reduction is applied until the minimum threshold $\text{thresh}_{\text{min}}$ is reached (shown in algorithm 3). If a further reduction is required, the AQM Steering switches to operate on the virtual queue.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for raising the target. A precondition is that the queue has been drained empty after a packet drop (line 3). If the link is no bottleneck, raising the threshold will not increase the utilization. If a drop will not cause the buffer to empty, link utilization already is at $100\%$. Thus, increasing the threshold is not necessary. If line 3 is true, the short-term $\text{rate}_{\text{bd}}$ and the longer-term $\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}}$ are checked against the configured minimum $\text{rate}_{\text{target, min}}$ ($\text{u}_{\text{low}}$). If both are below this target, the threshold is raised (line 10). Otherwise, $\text{rate}_{\text{bd}} > \text{rate}_{\text{target, min}}$ alone would often trigger too early, whereas $\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}} > \text{rate}_{\text{target, min}}$ alone could lead to an unnecessary raise, because of the inertia of $\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}}$, i.e., the necessary threshold could have been reached already in the meantime. If the increase conditions are met, the threshold is multiplicatively increased by a factor $\alpha = 2$. However, if the threshold is very low, the reaction on a sudden load change could be too slow. Therefore, the threshold is at least set to $\text{thresh}_{\text{min,up}} := 0.025 \cdot \text{interval}_{\text{init}}$. We decided to set this value similar to the default GSP parameterization. This way, the throughput with GSP-AS will be at least as high as with regular GSP after an underutilization has been detected.

Algorithm 3 shows the switch to the virtual queue in case the configured target $\text{rate}_{\text{target}}$ has not been reached by lowering the threshold as shown in algorithm 1. However, the threshold adaptation cannot be applied in the same way as for the real queue, because the virtual queue does not effectively delay packets. In order to maintain the AQM’s property of achieving desynchronization, the virtual departure rate $\text{rate}_{\text{eq}}$ is adapted instead (line 12). Since the flows congestion windows will fluctuate, $\text{rate}_{\text{eq}}$ will be often higher than $\text{rate}_{\text{target}}$, but leading to an effective measured $\text{rate}_{\text{target}}$ due to the oscillations. Therefore, $\text{rate}_{\text{eq}} \in [\text{rate}_{\text{target}}, \text{rate}_{\text{max}}]$. If the average rate $\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}}$ is lower than the target $\text{rate}_{\text{target}}$.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{thresh}_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>configurable</td>
<td>upper bound for the target setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{thresh}_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>0.2 ms</td>
<td>lower bound for the target setpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rate}_{\text{eq}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>data rate since last packet discard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>longer-term smoothed data rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rate}_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>maximum link speed, corresponds to $u = 100%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rate}_{\text{target}, \text{min}}$</td>
<td>configurable</td>
<td>lower bound on rate, corresponds to $u_{\text{low}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rate}_{\text{target}}$</td>
<td>optionally configurable</td>
<td>rate that corresponds to target utilization $u_{\text{target}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{packet}_{i}.\text{size}/(t - t_0)$, where $t_0$ is the time of last packet discard, $\text{packet}_{i}$ denotes a packet that arrived at time $t_i \in [t_0, t]$. Based on these values the longer-term $\text{rate}_{\text{bd,avg}}$ is calculated with the TDRM-UTEMA-CPA smoothing function [14].
then rate_vq will be raised. If rate_vq reaches rate_max then the operation uses the real queue again. This is shown in algorithm 4.

Algorithm 3 Rate adaptation and switch to virtual queue

1: boolean vq_active = false ; Packet discard according to virtual queue
2: procedure AtGSPPacketDiscard
3:  ...
4:   rate_bd ← Data rate since last packet discard
5:   rate_bd_avg ← SMOOTHTDRM(rate_bd, now)
6: if rate_bd_avg > rate_target and rate_target < rate_max then
7:   if vq_active = false and rate_bd > rate_target then
8:      threshold ← max(threshold_min, threshold_vq, threshold_curr * 0.75)
9: if threshold_curr = threshold_vq then
10:   vq_active ← true
11: if vq_active = true then
12:   rate_vq ← max(rate_target, rate_vq + α(rate_target − rate_bd_avg))
13: ...

Algorithm 4 Rate adaptation and change to real queue

1: boolean vq_active = false ; Packet discard according to virtual queue
2: procedure AtGSPPacketArrival
3:  ...
4: if vq_size > threshold_vq and now > timeout_expiry then
5:   rate_bd ← Data rate since last packet discard
6:  if threshold_vq = true
7: if rate_bd < rate_target, min and rate_bd_avg < rate_target, min then
8:   rate_vq ← min(rate_max, rate_vq + α(rate_target − rate_bd_avg))
9: if rate_vq = rate_max then
10:  vq_active ← false
11: threshold_vq ← false
12: else
13:   rate_bd_avg ← SMOOTHTDRM(rate_bd, now)
14:   GSPPacketDiscard
15: ...

V. EVALUATION

We evaluated Policy-oriented AQM Steering at speeds of 1 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s. One objective was to compare the performance of AQM Steering with tail-drop buffers (small and large) and AQM approaches with fixed targets (namely CoDel and GSP). Another objective was to evaluate the adaptivity of AQM Steering with respect to changing traffic situations. The following experiments were performed: Steady state with long-lived flows, steady state with long-lived and short-lived flows, and transition behavior for changing traffic situations. An additional experiment (with u_target = 95%) was performed to evaluate the virtual queue feature. Every experiment was repeated in 10 different runs. Due to space restrictions we present only the results of the 10 Gbit/s experiments, the results for the 1 Gbit/s experiments are very similar.

A. Testbed

Fig. 4 shows the configuration of the testbed where the experiments were conducted. Sender and DPDK-based switch were dual processor servers equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2630, the receiver was a dual processor Intel Xeon E5-2640. All servers were equipped with 128 Gbyte RAM and Intel X710 4-port 10 Gbit/s network cards. The Ubuntu 16.04 Linux distribution was used as operating system. Kernel versions 4.9.0 and 4.4.0 were used. Generic Receive Offload and Generic Segmentation Offload were active. The DPDK switch used bursts of 32 packets and had a configured limit for the send and receive ring buffers of 256 packets.

The DPDK-based switch1 implemented the AQMs CoDel, GSP as well as GSP-AS. It also allows for monitoring internal AQM state such as packet drops and queue length. Moreover, the module qelem_delay generates artificial delay, since netem is not able to generate reliable behavior at such high speeds. The RTT for all experiments was set to 50 ms. As tools TCPlog2, CPUnetLOG3, and iperf3 were used.

B. Steady State – Long-lived Flows

This experiment shows that AQM Steering adapts to the traffic situation and achieves higher throughput at the lowest possible queuing delay in comparison to static AQMs or simple tail-drop buffers. Fig. 5 shows GSP-AS in comparison with statically configured GSP and CoDel as well as small (2.5 ms) and large (30 ms) tail-drop (TD) buffers. Static GSP and CoDel were used with target setpoints of 2.5 ms. The upper delay limit threshold_max was set to 30 ms, u_target was set to 100%, and u_low to 99%. CUBIC TCP flows were used (with their standard β_Cubic = 0.7) as traffic load and the number of flows was varied as follows: 2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36. For clarity Fig. 5a shows only results for 2, 9, and 36 flows.

As expected, the throughput is lower for static AQMs and the small tail-drop buffer if the number of flows is low (in this setting, < 9). This shows that GSP-AS increases the delay in order to achieve higher throughput as desired by the policy. In contrast to the tail-drop buffer, it only increases the delay as necessary, i.e., GSP-AS stays clearly below the allowed 30 ms, as shown in Fig. 5b. This as well as other plots show the average of the 95%-quantile across the 10 runs, the error bars their respective min/max values. The curve for GSP-AS show that if the number of flows becomes higher, GSP-AS can reduce queuing delay even further by lowering the target setpoint. While the static variants of GSP and CoDel also accomplish good throughput values, because of the achieved desynchronization, they stay at their fixed targets of 2.5 ms, whereas GSP-AS can go as low as 0.825 ms.

1https://git.scc.kit.edu/TM/DPDK_AQM_Switch (branch: AQM_Steering)
2https://git.scc.kit.edu/CPUnetLOG/TCPlog
3https://git.scc.kit.edu/CPUnetLOG/CPUnetLOG
C. Steady State – Long-lived and Short-lived Flows

This experiment shows that AQM Steering still works if short-lived flows disturb the AQM control: static AQMs loose throughput whereas AQM Steering achieves high throughput at lowest possible queuing delays. Several experiments were made where long-lived TCP flows are disturbed by short-lived TCP transfers of 64 MByte every two seconds. The short-lived flows are usually finished before their slow start phase ends. Although AQMs like CoDel, PIE, and GSP have a kind of burst protection already, short-lived transfers may still decrease the throughput significantly. Fig. 6a shows that static AQM variants perform much worse with a lower number of flows (cf. Fig. 5a). Bursty traffic causes packet drops and it is likely that long-lived flows are affected. The queue within the small tail-drop buffer drains completely between drops as can be seen by the very low throughput values and the practically non-existing delay (Fig. 6b). GSP-AS is able to keep the throughput high (even higher than TD 30 ms), at the cost of increasing the queuing delay. With 36 flows GSP-AS is able to reduce the delay without hurting the throughput.

D. Transition Behavior

This experiment shows how AQM Steering adapts when a sudden change of the traffic situations happens. In contrast to the previous experiments, the traffic situation (here the number of flows) changes during the experiment. At first, only two data flows are started and get to steady state when at \( t = 180 \text{ s} \) 34 additional flows are started that last for 80 s.

Fig. 7a shows how AQM Steering smoothly lowers the target setpoint as the number of flows is higher and raises the target setpoint relatively quickly after the remaining two flows have raised their \( CWnd \) up beyond the \( bdp \) (that takes 18 s) after the 34 flows have ended at second 260. Conceptually, AQM Steering cannot compensate the time TCP requires to claim free bandwidth after other flows have finished, therefore, the target setpoint is not adapted in absence of any packet drops.

Fig. 7b shows results of an experiment where the situation is repetitively changed before the adaptation of AQM Steering has converged. Every 40 s, 34 additional flows arrive that disappear again after 20 s. During convergence AQM Steering favors high link utilization over a quick reduction of the queuing delay. Indeed, the threshold almost reaches the same upper values as it settled on in the previous experiment. Reduction of the target setpoint, in contrast, is more conservative.

E. Policy Option: Under-utilization

To evaluate the virtual queue feature some experiments were performed with \( u_{\text{target}} = 95\% \) and \( u_{\text{low}} = 94\% \). The generated traffic is the same as in Sec. V-B. Fig. 8a shows that the achieved throughput stays within the utilization bounds \([0.94, 0.96]\) (see upper curve and right y-axis). Furthermore, starting at six flows the real queue length is effectively zero (as shown by the queue length curves of the average and the 95% quantile), since the AQM triggers regularly packet discards based on the virtual queue. For a lower number of flows, the virtual queue length fluctuates more (as explained in Sec. II), thus often overshooting into the real queue, as also indicated by the difference of the 95% quantile and the average queue length. Fig. 8b shows the virtual queue length and packet discard actions from a run with 36 concurrent flows. As with the physical queue, the virtual queue length fluctuates around the target. Since the virtual queue is almost never empty, the egress rate is close to \( rate_{\text{virtual}} \) on average. AQM Steering adjusts \( rate_{\text{virtual}} \) in order to keep \( u_{\text{low}} \leq u \leq u_{\text{target}} \).

VI. RELATED WORK

The first major AQM mechanism RED faced severe deployment difficulties, due to its sensitivity to parameters, which were hard to tune. Since then auto-tuning has become a standard functionality of subsequent AQMs, like Adaptive RED (ARED) [15], BLUE [16], Optimal Drop-Tail/Optimal BLUE [17]. The latter approach tries to optimally trade-off delay versus throughput based on utility functions. [11] gives an exhaustive survey of existing AQMs. Newer AQMs like CoDel [3], PIE [4], and GSP [5] try to be mostly parameterless, due to inherent auto-tuning and reasonable default values. But due to their fixed delay target setpoint, the performance still depends on the traffic characteristics and is, therefore, hard to predict. Policy-oriented AQM Steering focuses on an automatic adjustment of this parameter, in order give better and more predictable performance.
The work in [6] assesses the operating ranges and the tunability of the AQMs CoDel and PIE. The authors conclude that “manual tuning can hardly be avoided” for some use-cases that lie outside the operating range of the default parameter set. But even for scenarios within the operating ranges, different trade-offs between queuing delay and throughput are possible. These trade-offs can be tuned by altering the target setpoint. Policy-oriented AQM Steering does exactly this but in an automatic manner. The authors of [6] also found that adapting the update interval \( \lambda \) to the actual RTTs might be useful in some cases. Our mechanism does not tune this parameter, since the RTTs are usually not known by routers switches. Furthermore, GSP (which our implementation is based upon) does not have such a fixed update interval as CoDel and PIE.

The concept of virtual queues was first introduced as part of [18]. Based on this concept the AQMs AVQ [19] and HULL [20] have been developed. HULL uses so-called phantom queues that simulate queue buildup for a virtual egress link that runs at a fixed fraction of the actual link (e.g., 95%), with the goal to leave “bandwidth headroom”. HULL is designed to be used in conjunction with DCTCP [21]. AVQ simulates a virtual tail-drop queue with a variable virtual
egress rate. The virtual rate is adjusted according to the length of the physical queue, in order to achieve a certain ingress rate (≤ 100%). Our approach also uses a virtual queue, if an upper utilization target is set that cannot be achieved by operating on the physical queue. It further differs from the other approaches by using an AQM in order to achieve a good loss desynchronization in combination with an outer control loop that regulates the virtual egress rate.

VII. CONCLUSION

Policy-oriented AQM Steering provides an external control loop that dynamically adjusts the target setpoint of newer AQMs. Depending on the traffic this can lead either to lower queuing delays or higher utilization of the bottleneck link. Without AQM Steering, AQMs provide a trade-off between link utilization and delay that is hard to determine, since it changes under different traffic situations. With AQM Steering a simple to grasp policy can be set, consisting of: \( (u_{low}, target_{max}) \) and optionally \( u_{target} \). This makes the deployment of AQM more predictable and can even improve the performance, e.g., if traffic patterns change over time or are different than expected.

As shown in the evaluation, AQMs can cause a significant drop in link utilization (down to 60%–80%) under certain circumstances. Network providers could, therefore, be reluctant to deploy AQMs. In these cases, higher link utilization can be attained at the cost of permitting a larger queuing delay. AQM Steering’s policy allows network providers to specify how much queuing delay they are willing to trade for high throughput. But in contrast to large tail-drop buffers (or statically configured AQMs with high target setpoints), AQM Steering only permits these delays when necessary. Otherwise, the delay is reduced to the minimal value that is required to achieve the desired throughput. In addition to that, AQM Steering can optionally switch the AQM to a virtual queue, which allows to specify upper utilization targets. This enables policies that focus on zero queuing delay by enforcing spare capacity. The evaluation has shown that the concept works well for different traffic situations. When traffic patterns change, AQM Steering requires some time to adapt. But due short-term and longer-term smoothing, quickly changing traffic situations do not destabilize the control. Investigation of AQM Steering in more complex scenarios and with different traffic mixes is planned as future work.
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Abstract—One of the key advantages of Software-Defined Networks (SDN) is the opportunity to integrate traffic engineering modules able to optimize network configuration according to traffic. Ideally, the network should be dynamically reconfigured as traffic evolves, so as to achieve remarkable gains in the efficient use of resources with respect to traditional static approaches. Unfortunately, reconfigurations cannot be too frequent due to a number of reasons related to route stability, forwarding rules instantiation, individual flows dynamics, traffic monitoring overhead, etc.

In this paper, we focus on the fundamental problem of deciding whether, when and how to reconfigure the network during traffic evolution. We propose a new approach to cluster relevant points in the multi-dimensional traffic space taking into account similarities in optimal routing and not only in traffic values. Moreover, to provide more flexibility to the decisions on when to apply a reconfiguration, we allow some overlap between clusters that can guarantee a good-quality routing regardless of the transition instant.

We compare our algorithm with state-of-the-art approaches in realistic network scenarios. Results show that our method significantly reduces the number of reconfigurations with a negligible deviation of the network performance with respect to the continuous update of the network configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic Engineering (TE) [1] plays a crucial role for service providers since it permits to optimize network performance, reduce operational costs, and load balance the utilization of network resources. However, the dynamic nature of the traffic due to ordinary daily fluctuations and unpredictable events stirs up the trade-off between optimality of the routing configuration and network reconfiguration rate. The traditional approach of service providers is to optimize the routing considering the "worst case" traffic condition so as to rarely reconfigure the network. The resulting overprovisioning leads to the underutilization of network resources.

Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) [2] provide the needed flexibility to update more frequently TE policies. Having a global view of the network status, SDN controllers can integrate TE algorithms [3]–[5] to continuously optimize the network with an online twist. As the system evolves, new configurations are applied to the network equipment to optimize network performance. However, sudden and unpredictable system changes, like traffic variations, network failures, and the uncontrolled rate of change, still pose a major challenge for these methods.

The solutions that have been devised to cope with traffic variations can be broadly classified into three main classes: dynamic TE, static TE, and semi-static TE. While different in the way they calculate network configurations, all techniques require the use of Traffic Matrices (TMs) periodically collected by a network monitoring tool. Dynamic TE, like [3], [4], [6], [7], uses such information to predict the next system state and compute the corresponding optimal routing configuration using linear programming [8] or fast approximation algorithms [9]. The accuracy of the prediction highly affects the optimality of the computed solution while frequent network reconfigurations result in control plane congestion due to the low speed of flow programming [4] in hardware. In contrast, static TE, such as oblivious routing [10] and robust routing [11]–[13], monitors TMs over a long period of time and computes the TE configuration that minimizes the worst deviation with respect to the sequence of all optimal configurations. This class of TE policies keeps the network configuration stable, but it inevitably suffers from low optimality during most of the operational time.

Semi-static TE approaches such as [14], [15] combine both static and dynamic TE to approximate the optimal sequence of configurations with a limited set of routing solutions computed over clusters of TMs. Clusters of TMs are formed either by statically dividing time in different intervals or by finding similarities in the traffic domain. However, the arbitrary splitting of the time domain results in significant performance loss when sharp traffic variations are temporally close. Similarly, using the same routing configuration for TMs that are close in the traffic domain (i.e., their entries have the same magnitude) but far in the time domain can lead to frequent network reconfigurations. More importantly, the controller needs to decide whether and when to reconfigure. Transitory traffic fluctuations should be ignored to avoid system oscillations and the network should be reconfigured only when it is evolving towards a new state.

In this paper, we study the fundamental problem faced by SDN controllers of deciding whether, when and how to reconfigure the network after a traffic evolution. To provide an answer we study and address the problem of building a set of robust routing configurations associated to clusters of TMs that overlaps in time, traffic and routing domains. Time overlap refers to the amount of time we are able to use a routing configuration even for TMs that are outside the associated
cluster with minimal efficiency degradation. Traffic overlap denotes the similarity in the traffic space of TMs within the same cluster, whereas routing overlap indicates how similar routing configurations associated to two different clusters are.

Given the interplay between TM clusters and routing solutions, we decouple the problem into two subproblems, namely TM clustering and robust routing. To this aim, we propose Clustered Robust Routing (CRR), an iterative algorithm that achieves three objectives: 1) covering the entire TM space so that a feasible routing configuration is available for any traffic condition, 2) reducing the number of routing changes by creating a small set of robust routing configurations that can be used for a minimum duration each time one of them is applied, and 3) maintaining a minimum time overlap between adjacent clusters that can be exploited to decide whether to reconfigure the network. We analyze our algorithm on a realistic network scenario and compare its performance against state of the art approaches of the three TE classes discussed above.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the related work. Section III describes the system model and the assumptions we made in the formulation of our problem. Section IV presents the algorithm to build clustered robust configurations considering the time continuum, the traffic space and routing similarities. Numerical results are discussed in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The simplicity of controlling SDNs has brought back to light problems like mitigating and scheduling network reconfigurations [16], [17], since service providers are concerned about possible network outages caused by failures of route updates or sudden traffic changes. The networking research community has developed three classes of techniques to handle traffic change: (i) dynamic TE, which reconfigures the network each time a new event occurs, (ii) static TE, which uses a single precomputed configuration that minimizes the worst deviation to the optimum, and (iii) semi-static TE, which reconfigures the network at predefined time instants (e.g., twice per day at noon and midnight) to further improve network performance. Examples of dynamic TE includes methods like [3], [4], [6], [7], where sophisticated techniques are used to compute the best network configuration any time the traffic changes. However, reconfiguring the network too frequently can affect its stability, since programming hardware equipment with new flow rules can take longer than the reconfiguration period [4], thus causing the overflow of flow rules. Methods that reduce this burden have been proposed by prioritizing [18] or pre-filtering [19] network updates. Nonetheless, the computation of each routing solution is not robust against prediction errors on the next TM.

One of the first techniques of static TE is oblivious routing [10], [20], and its recent extension called valiant routing [21], which randomly selects paths to connect source-destination pairs using a small subset of preselected intermediate nodes. Being totally oblivious to any traffic information, oblivious routing shows high performance loss as the network size grows. Exploring a partial knowledge of the traffic can reduce the performance loss. For example, COPE [13] considers only the most likely TMs for computing the optimal configuration and add a penalty term to avoid large deviation for less probable TMs. The technique proposed in [22] expands the most likely polytope by including TMs of normal operations in the direction of a predicted anomaly. The method proposed in [11] introduces different models for traffic uncertainty by expressing the maximum load that can be expected over a link in the pipe model or an upper bound on the traffic originating from a source node and directed to a destination node in the hose model.

Semi-static TE [14], [15], [23] provides a limited set of routing configurations with guaranteed performance loss. These works divide the TM polytope in two subsets according to the time dimension and compute a robust routing for each subset. While representing a first attempt to split the TM domain in multiple parts, these works present several limitations: (i) the slicing direction is arbitrary, (ii) the number of created subsets is limited, and (iii) the partition is performed either in the traffic domain or in the time domain.

Although semi-static TE approaches have the potential to optimize network performance using a limited set of routing configurations, traffic, time, and routing spaces/dimensions should be jointly considered when building clusters in order to avoid oscillations between routing configurations when TMs are close in the traffic space but far in the time dimension. Furthermore, clusters should not be sharply separated, since instantaneous routing changes are impossible even in SDNs. This work is a first attempt to address these problems and decide the best trade-off between reconfiguration rate and optimality of routing.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the traffic and routing system models that we consider in the design of our CRR algorithm. We consider a system composed of two main stages: (i) a cluster-maintenance stage where we group TMs into clusters and compute robust routing configurations over these clusters, and (ii) a cluster-activation stage where we track the traffic evolution and reconfigure the network accordingly. The target is to minimize the Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) over time, which is motivated in the domain of datacenter interconnection and enterprise networks, where the goal is to minimize the network congestion.

We model the network infrastructure as an undirected graph $G = (\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{L})$, where $\mathcal{N}$ represents the set of network nodes and $\mathcal{L}$ models the set of links $e = (i, j)$, connecting network nodes $i, j \in \mathcal{N}$. Each link $e \in \mathcal{L}$ has a limited capacity $c_{ij}$ that represents the maximum amount of traffic that the link can transmit. The set of active demands, also known as Origin-Destination (OD) flows, that need to be routed through the network, is represented as a Traffic Matrix (TM): a $|\mathcal{N}| \times |\mathcal{N}|$ matrix $T = [t_{ij}]$ where each element $t_{ij}$ denotes the amount of traffic transmitted from source node $i$ to destination node $j$. Since the traffic evolves over time, we consider a dynamic TM
Fig. 1: Clustering of TMs. The solid black line represents the evolution of the two OD flows in the TM. Each blue point represents a sampled TM. Dashed ellipsoids denote the clusters of TMs, whereas triangles identify the corresponding routing configurations.

$T(\tau) = [t_{ij}^\tau]$, where $\tau$ denotes the time dimension. We assume that time is discretized and we have $M$ samples of the TM (i.e., $\tau = 1, \ldots, M$). To simplify the notation, TM are usually represented as a $|N|^2 \times 1$ demand vector $D(\tau) = [d_{ij}^\tau]$ where each element $d_{ij}^\tau$ unequivocally corresponds to an element $t_{ij}^\tau$ of the TM.

**Cluster maintenance.** Fig. 1 graphically illustrates the time evolution of a TM composed by only two demands, $d_1$ and $d_2$. The solid line represents the continuous evolution of the TM, whereas solid dots corresponds to periodic samples measured by a traffic monitoring system. As illustrated in the figure, an offline stage splits the TM domain into $N$ clusters, denoted as $C_i$, and computes for each subset of TMs a routing configuration $R_i$, which is robust against any possible traffic variation within the cluster $C_i$. To avoid oscillations between routing configurations, a cluster $C_i$ is built with a minimum time length $L$ that results in a minimum utilization of the same routing configuration $C_i$. Furthermore, a temporal overlap $O$ (the gray intersection in Fig. 1) is imposed between two adjacent clusters $C_i$ and $C_j$ to guarantee the feasibility of the corresponding robust routing configurations $R_i$ and $R_j$ outside their clusters. The overlap $O$ provides further robustness against inaccurate cluster transition and can potentially leave some time to the real-time SDN controller decision on whether to reconfigure the network.

**Cluster activation.** The different precomputed routing configurations are then activated by the SDN controller which follows the evolution of the traffic matrix. By receiving an estimate of actual traffic conditions (and possibly a short term prediction) from the monitoring system, it can even decide whether to fetch and activate a better robust routing configuration in switches.

Clearly, the performance of this approach depends on the size and the number of clusters. Many small clusters result in a high reconfiguration frequency, which may harms the network behavior itself. In contrast, too few clusters will provide a low gain over static-TE solutions (e.g., oblivious routing). This approach will always lead to a better performance than the single-design case, because the network is no longer forced to always support the worst-case traffic demand. Indeed, the correct solution will be applied when the corresponding worst-case (among the possibly many that lie in different regions) appears.

Furthermore, a sharp boundary between clusters that are adjacent in the time domain requires an instantaneous reconfiguration of the network. For a smooth network reconfiguration when the TM enters into a new cluster, we compute clusters with a minimum time overlap, represented by the intersection of two clusters in Fig. 1.

In the next section, we show how our algorithm, Clustered Robust Routing (CRR), solves the problem of achieving a good trade-off between routing stability and optimality by maintaining a set of routing configurations for overlapping clusters of similar traffic matrices.

Table I summarizes the notation used throughout the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Nodes (network devices).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Edges (network links).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{ij}$</td>
<td>edge capacity (in capacity units) $(i, j) \in L$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_h$</td>
<td>rate of OD demand $d$ measured at time $\tau$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>number of robust routing configurations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>number of traffic matrices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>minimum holding time of a routing configuration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O$</td>
<td>temporal overlap between two adjacent clusters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I: Input parameters of our CRR algorithm.**

IV. CLUSTERED ROBUST ROUTING

The CRR algorithm is implemented as a module of the network controller. It takes as input a set of TMs representative of the period in which robust routing configurations should be designed. These TMs can be obtained in several ways: they can be measurements from past network conditions, or the outcome of a TM prediction module, or even synthetically generated. For the sake of clarity, we neglect the effect of prediction errors in the description of the algorithm, however, we investigate the impact of inaccurate TMs within numerical results. The impact is indeed rather limited for realistic error values because the clustering generates intrinsically robust solutions. Each TM describes the expected traffic conditions at specific time instants. Therefore, TMs can be temporally ordered and the set of TM IDs can be used as time axis. The result of the algorithm is a set of Routing Configurations (RCs, denoted as $R_i$ in Fig. 1) and the corresponding clusters of TMs ($C_i$ in Fig. 1). Each RC will be activated in the network as soon as the traffic enters the corresponding cluster.

**A. Requirements for CRR**

The CRR algorithm, shown in Fig. 3, consists in an iterative clustering and routing process relying on four main points:

a) **Routing-based clustering:** A TM clustering approach based on the similarity among the OD demands of each TM can be highly inefficient. Indeed, since network’s links have limited capacity, good quality routes can substantially differ for TMs with similar demands. Since the way traffic
There are several approaches to robust routing in literature. The most straightforward solution is to consider the convex hull of all the discrete TMs and design the routing for the worst case in this continuous set. However, this approach has a number of drawbacks as the outcome may be strongly affected by a particular combination of demands that can be very rare in practice, thus producing an excessively conservative RC. In addition, the optimization process can be quite complicated [20], [24]. Since we assume a set of representative TM to be available, which represent the most likely or most important network conditions for the routing optimization process, we prefer to rely on a discrete space and adopt a multi-TM robust optimization approach, like those in [25]. A possible alternative when significant anomalies come into play is the approach presented in [13], in which the optimization process still focuses on the set of most representative TMs, while a bounded penalty gap is guaranteed over the remaining traffic domain, thus also in case of anomalies. However, a complete analysis of the anomaly management is out of the scope of this paper.

b) In-cluster robust routing: Although clustering is based on routing (i.e., it groups TMs having a similar congestion with a specific RC), the RC design cannot be strongly customized on a specific TM. Indeed, in practice we have to deal with deviation from the TM input set caused by imperfect measurements/predictions or even traffic anomalies. Therefore, we need a robust routing solution to cope with the demand uncertainty of the clustered TMs.

There are several approaches to robust routing in literature. The most straightforward solution is to consider the convex hull of all the discrete TMs and design the routing for the worst case in this continuous set. However, this approach has a number of drawbacks as the outcome may be strongly affected by a particular combination of demands that can be very rare in practice, thus producing an excessively conservative RC. In addition, the optimization process can be quite complicated [20], [24]. Since we assume a set of representative TM to be available, which represent the most likely or most important network conditions for the routing optimization process, we prefer to rely on a discrete space and adopt a multi-TM robust optimization approach, like those in [25]. A possible alternative when significant anomalies come into play is the approach presented in [13], in which the optimization process still focuses on the set of most representative TMs, while a bounded penalty gap is guaranteed over the remaining traffic domain, thus also in case of anomalies. However, a complete analysis of the anomaly management is out of the scope of this paper.

c) Routing configuration holding time: Although SDN provides flexible and efficient tools to dynamically change network routes, we must pay attention not to change the network configuration too rapidly, entailing route flapping problems. Therefore, the CRR algorithm includes for each activated RC a minimum holding time before reconfiguring. If the set of considered TMs is a uniform sampling of the expected traffic conditions, the minimum holding time is equivalently described by a minimum number of consecutive TMs in each cluster.

This feature brings in a new dimension in the clustering problem by adding the time dimension together with routing and traffic. Figure 2 illustrates graphically the design space of our algorithm and how the other approaches locate with respect to our proposal. Exploiting the time continuum, as well as the traffic and routing, it allows to improve the network performance and at the same time to reduce the number of network reconfigurations.

d) Adjacent clusters overlap: The transition of traffic conditions from those described by the current cluster to those of a new cluster must be carefully addressed to maintain a good routing quality. Although the technical route update process has been thoroughly studied and several SDN-based consistent update schemes are available [26], [27], a further fundamental issue is to decide when this update should occur. Different algorithms can be implemented to decide the best switching point depending on the past, current and predicted traffic behavior, considering anticipatory networking aspects as well. However, the common aspect among them will be an unavoidable uncertainty about the time to switch. Therefore, considering an overlap among adjacent clusters is important, because it guarantees a graceful transition between them. This means that RCs of adjacent clusters will be reasonably good with the TMs that are expected to be close to a route transition. This helps algorithms not to be too much penalized from suboptimal decisions.

Besides making reconfigurations robust to prediction errors, the time overlap facilitates the network reaction to traffic changes. SDN switches can store several RCs, the active one and a set of RCs potentially useful in the immediate future, according to traffic predictions. The time overlap allows to pre-fetch next RCs before reaching the cluster boundary, and thus, to anticipate reconfigurations (e.g., using TimeFlip [28]).

B. CRR design

In light of the above points, the problem we want to solve is to find the best assignment of M TMs to N robust RCs in order to find N TM clusters having a minimum length of L TMs and an overlap O. Moreover, since TMs’ IDs are temporally ordered, the solution also provides the best expected cluster transition instants.

Note that the members of a cluster are required as input of the in-cluster robust routing, which, in turn is required to drive
the TM clusters formation, through the estimated congestion. Therefore, this two aspects must be jointly addressed to obtain an optimal solution. Unfortunately, the problem is strongly combinatorial and a joint optimization model has revealed to be very hard to solve. State-of-the-art integer programming solvers, like Gurobi Solver\(^1\) or IBM CPLEX\(^2\), could not provide a solution in reasonable times: small instances of tens of TMs require several days to get the optimum.

The hardness of the joint problem calls for the development of a heuristic approach to split the overall complexity in more affordable subproblems. In this perspective, we propose the two-step Clustered Robust Routing (CRR) algorithm represented in Fig. 3. In the first step, a Segmentation Problem is solved: the best assignment of \(M\) TMs to \(N\) out of \(W\) given RCs is computed, considering the minimum holding time constraint and the overlap. In the second step, a Robust Routing Problem is computed for each of the \(N\) clusters, in order to create new RCs better customized for the selected TMs. The new RCs are introduced in the set of available RCs to the Segmentation Problem and the two steps are repeated for a given number of iterations.

**C. STEP 1 - Segmentation Problem**

The Segmentation Problem takes in input a set of TMs \(T = T(1), \ldots, T(M)\) and a set of RCs \(R = R_1, \ldots, R_W\). Its goal is to assign each TM \(T(i)\) to a RC \(R_j\) such that the overall association cost \(\delta_{ij}\) is minimized and the number of used RCs is not larger than \(N\). The cost \(\delta_{ij}\) can be precomputed and corresponds to the network Maximum Link Utilization (MLU)\(^3\) when TM \(T(i)\) is routed through RC \(R_j\). This creates a set of \(N\) TM clusters and RCs to manage the routing during the considered time period.

We model the Segmentation Problem as an ILP model based on two sets on binary variables. Variables \(x_{ij}, i \in T, j \in R\), setting the assignment of TM \(T(i)\) to the cluster associated to RC \(R_j\), and variables \(z_j, j \in R\), indicating with the value 1 that RC \(j\) is used to form a cluster. If we visualize the matrix corresponding to variables \(x_{ij}\) (see Fig. 4a), the solution of the problem is a set \(N\) row-sequences of 1’s with minimum length \(L\). These sequences must be unique when appearing in a column, and correspond to a set of TM clusters associated to RCs. In order to identify the beginning of each cluster, we rely on variables \(y_{ij}, i \in T, j \in R\), forward differences of variables \(x_{ij}\). When \(y_{ij} = 1\), we can identify the initial TM of the cluster assigned to RC \(R_j\): \(T(i + 1)\). The problem is fully described by the following ILP model:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[SP]} & : \quad \text{min.} \quad \sum_{i \in T, j \in R} x_{ij} \delta_{ij} \quad \text{s. t.} \quad (1) \\
y_{ij} & \geq x_{i(i+1)j} - x_{ij}, \quad \forall i \in T, j \in R \quad (2) \\
\sum_{i \in T} y_{ij} & \leq z_j, \quad \forall j \in R \quad (3) \\
\sum_{i \in T, j \in R} y_{ij} & \leq \sum_{j \in R} z_j \quad (4) \\
x_{ij} & = 1, \quad \forall i \in T \quad (5) \\
\sum_{i \in T} x_{ij} & \geq L \cdot z_j, \quad \forall j \in R \quad (6) \\
\sum_{j \in R} z_j & \leq N \quad (7) \\
x_{ij}, y_{ij}, z_j & \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall i \in T, j \in R \quad (8)
\end{align*}
\]

The objective function (1) minimizes the sum of the association costs. The first set of constraints (2)\(^4\) force variables \(y_{ij}\) to be 1 whenever the forward differences of variables \(x_{ij}\) are 1. Constraints (3) force the activation of the variable \(z_j\), associated to RC \(R_j\), if a non-null forward difference is present in column \(j\), which means cluster \(C_j\) is considered in the solution. Constraint (4) states that the number of non-null forward differences in the matrix must not exceed the number of selected RCs. Therefore, together with constraints (3), this guarantees a unique cluster for each “active” column. The set

---

\(^1\)www.gurobi.com

\(^2\)www.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/

\(^3\)Note that we decided to use MLU as it is a commonly used metric that directly expresses the network congestion, however the model is general enough to consider other types of metric

\(^4\)The notation \((\cdot)_m\) indicates the modulo-\(m\) operator.
of constraints (5) impose each TM $T(i)$ to be assigned to a unique RC, while constraints (6) force a minimum number of TMs associated to RC $R_j$, which, combined with the previous constraints imposing a unique and compact sequence of 1’s within a column, correspond to constrain the minimum cluster length. Finally, constraint (7) states that no more than $N$ clusters can be generated.

The set $\mathcal{R}$ is initialized by considering $W$ RCs obtained by the solution of the Robust Routing problem over $W$ sequential groups of TMs spanning the entire set $\mathcal{T}$. At the end of each algorithm iteration, the computed RCs are included in this initial set, this provides $\mathcal{R}$ with more refined RCs, which could be selected in the solution of the Segmentation Problem of the next iteration.

In order to consider an overlap between adjacent clusters, formulation SP must be amended to introduce the fact that up to $O$ TMs beyond the boundaries of the clusters could be routed with the RC associated to the cluster. We model this by stating that each of the $O$ TMs in overlap (grey cells in Fig. 4b) provides a congestion contribution $\delta_{ij}$ that is the average between the one of its associated cluster and the one of that in overlap$^5$. The following constraints:

\begin{align}
\sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{R}} \delta_{ij} - x_{ij} & \leq 2z_j, \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{R} \\
\sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{R}} \delta_{ij} - x_{ij} & \leq 2z_j, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{T}, j \in \mathcal{R}
\end{align}

and a new objective function must be introduced in SP:

\begin{align}
\min \sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{R}} \delta_{ij} - x_{ij} + \\
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{R}} y_{ij} \left( \sum_{(i-O \leq k \leq i+O) \in \mathcal{T}} \delta_{k,j} - \sum_{(i+1 \leq k \leq i+O) \in \mathcal{T}} \delta_{k,j} \right) + \\
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{T}} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{R}} w_{ij} \left( \sum_{(i \leq k < i+1) \in \mathcal{T}} \delta_{k,j} - \sum_{(i \leq k < i-O) \in \mathcal{T}} \delta_{k,j} \right)
\end{align}

Constraints (9)-(10) define variables $w_{ij}$ as backward differences of $x_{ij}$. Interpreted as the end of the compact row-sequences of 1’s in Fig. 4, $w_{ij}$ must satisfy the same uniqueness requirements as $y_{ij}$. The new objective function (12) updates the association cost of TMs in overlap by removing half of the cost related to the associated cluster’s RC and adding half of the cost towards the RC of the cluster in overlap.

D. STEP 2 - Robust Routing Problem

Once TMs have been clustered around an RC in STEP 1, STEP 2 computes a new robust RC $R$ considering the TMs in the cluster. This will likely provide a better customized routing. In addition, being a robust routing, it makes CRR intrinsically robust against noisy TM measurements.

$^5$The model can capture other assumptions by simply changing some of the coefficients in the formulation.

We compute $R$ as robust RC that minimizes the MLU $\gamma_{\max}$ measured over network links, $(i, j) \in \mathcal{L}$, when the set of TMs in cluster $C_c$, denoted as $\mathcal{T}_c$, is routed via $R$. The TMs in $\mathcal{T}_c$ are characterized by the same demand set $\mathcal{H}$, but different demand values, varying according to the traffic time evolution. We express the unique RC via flow variables $f_{ij}^h$, which indicate the amount of demand $h$ flow of every TM in $\mathcal{T}_c$ must be routed along the link $(i, j)$.

The ILP formulation of the Robust Routing Problem is:

\begin{align}
\text{min.} \gamma_{\max} \quad \text{s. t.:} \\
\sum_{(i, j) \in \mathcal{L}} f^h_{ij} & = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i = O_h \\
-1 & \text{if } i = D_h \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
\forall h \in \mathcal{H} \\
\sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}} d_{ij}^m \cdot f^h_{ij} & \leq c_{ij}, \forall m \in \mathcal{T}_c, (i, j) \in \mathcal{L} \\
\gamma_{\max} & \geq \sum_{h \in \mathcal{H}} d_{ij}^m \cdot f^h_{ij}, \forall m \in \mathcal{T}_c, (i, j) \in \mathcal{L} \\
0 & \leq f^h_{ij} \leq 1, \forall h \in \mathcal{H}, (i, j) \in \mathcal{L}
\end{align}

Constraints (14) are standard flow conservation constraints for splittable routing$^6$, with $O_h$ and $D_h$, respectively, origin and destination of the OD demand $h$. Constraints (15) guarantee that the routing of each demand, with a request of $d_{ij}^m$ units of flow in TM $T(m)$, does not exceed the link capacity $c_{ij}$ for any TM. Finally, constraints (16), together with the objective function, implement a min-max of the standard link utilization formulation at RHS of (16) over the TMs in $\mathcal{T}_c$.

V. Numerical Results

In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm, we consider a daily scenario in which we compare our CRR algorithm to different routing solutions within the Abilene Network [29], whose traffic requests are described by a set of TMs with granularity 5 minutes (288 TMs for the entire day). Abilene network was one of the first high-performance backbone networks, connecting 11 cities across United States. Nowadays, it is one of the very few real data sets in which network TMs and routing are public available. We imagine a scenario in which the optimization of clusters and RCs for the day after is run during the night, on the basis of daily TM predictions. Unless differently indicated, we average obtained results over a week and run the algorithm for 10 iterations. The CRR algorithm has been implemented in Python, using Gurobi Solver language interface.

A. Clustering approaches comparison

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of different clustering techniques, for the moment we do not consider the minimum cluster length constraint $L$ and the overlap $O$. We measure

$^6$We consider here a more general splittable routing because it can be easily implemented on SDN switches, however the model can be easily modified to consider unsplittable routing solutions as well.
Fig. 5: Performance comparison of different TM clustering and robust routing approaches.

the performance in terms of ratio of TM-averaged network MLU with respect to the value achievable by routing each TM through its MLU-optimum routing, that is, by applying dynamic TE. On the x-axis, the number of generated clusters is shown. We tested our CRR algorithm against different alternative approaches:

- **sTE**: A static TE solution where a robust routing is computed over the entire TM set. The result is a single daily RC and no reconfiguration is required, like in the case of oblivious routing.

- **CritMat**: This approach, presented in [15], consists in clustering TMs according to dominating cluster heads, which are synthetic TMs including the maximum of each demand among the TMs grouped into the cluster. The RC associated to the cluster is the MLU-optimum routing for the cluster head.

- **K-means clustering**: Most of the TM clustering approaches in literature are based on a variant of the well-known k-means technique. We have applied four k-means versions considering all combinations of the following clustering domains (c) and in-cluster robust routing approaches (r): c.i) clustering in the TM domain (considering similarity among OD demand values) and c.ii) clustering in the best-routing domain (considering similarity among MLU-optimum routing for each TM); r.i) robust routing applied as in formulation RR, r.ii) MLU-optimum routing applied to the dominating TM of each cluster.

We can note how the proposed CRR algorithm outperforms all other alternatives. The curves' trend shows that CritMat dominating TM appears to be over-conservative, as the resulting congestion is even worse than that of static TE. Indeed, the outcome RCs can address such a large set of potential TMs that their working points are largely suboptimal when RCs are applied to specific TMs. The k-means approaches show very different congestion levels. The type of applied in-cluster robust routing is the main performance driver: RR formulation provides remarkably better results than relying on a dominating TM. The impact of the clustering approach, instead, is limited and its benefit depends on the type of robust routing strategy subsequently applied.

Except for sTE, however, all the aforementioned clustering approaches have no constraints on the number of reconfigurations per time interval the network can be subject to. CRR has been applied with $L = 0$, CritMat can be shown to produce many RC changes. Even k-means approaches, although fixing the number of potential clusters, thus RCs, do not limit how many times they repeat and do not prevent reconfiguration bursts, where several RCs change in a short time interval. Therefore, we need to explicitly provide a minimum cluster length guarantee to avoid route flapping problems, which, as we will see, comes at the cost of a small congestion increase. This guarantee results in a fixed number of transitions, each separated by the desired length $L$.

B. Impact of minimum cluster length and overlap

In Fig. 6, we assess the performance of CRR algorithm when the minimum cluster length constraint is activated with different values of $L$. The x-axis shows the number $N$ of clusters in a day, while different curves represent different values of $L$. Note that the values of $L$ and $N$ are not independent, as $N$ clusters are generated in one day, $N$ cannot be larger than the ratio 24 hours / $L$ (in hours). Therefore curves with larger $L$ stops at smaller $N$ values. We can see that the minimum length constraint impacts on the performance of the clustering algorithm. With realistic $N$ values, the MLU performance ratio increases from values about 1.02 (still referring to dynamic TE) to values about 1.06. CRR with $N = 8$ and $L = 36$ results in keeping the same routing configuration for at least 3 consecutive hours and changing only 8 times the RC during the next day.

Focusing on $N = 8$, the congestion of CRR with a minimum length $L = 1h$ is 6.3% higher than that in dynamic TE, which is better than the performance of the closest alternatives with no time constraints, 6.5%, that of the TM-domain k-means clustering with robust routing shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, our proposal, besides guaranteeing strong
bounds on the level of reconfiguration, allows to even decrease
the network congestion. The quality of the clustering approach
fully compensates the congestion increase caused by the
minimum length constraint.

In Fig. 7, we analyze the performance of the CRR algorithm
varying the degree of overlap $O$. The figure shows on the
x-axis the minimum length $L$ imposed to the cluster, while
different curves are plotted for some values of $O$. We can see
the impact of the overlap is significant only for short clusters,
while it becomes quickly negligible when the minimum cluster
length increases. Moreover, note that each TM included in
the overlap provides an overlap extension of 5 minutes on
each side. Therefore, considering $O = 1,.., 6$ means applying
transition periods from 10 minutes to 1 hour, which we believe
could reasonably include the complete set of meaningful val-
ues in practice, in terms of both uncertainty on the transition
point and time required to anticipate reconfigurations.

C. Impact of prediction error

In the previous sections, we have analyzed the performance
of the CRR algorithm when the clustering and the related RCs
are computed over a set of TMs and applied to the same set.
This corresponds to assume perfect TM prediction and provide
the potential performance achievable by the algorithm. In this
section, we relax this assumption and analyze the impact of
prediction errors.

In order to reproduce the effect of unideal predictions, we
run the CRR algorithm over a noisy version of the daily set
of TMs to compute clusters and RCs, then apply the RCs
to the original set of TMs, which represent the real traffic
behavior. Each noisy TM version has been obtained from the
original one by adding a uniform relative error $[-\alpha, \alpha]$ % to
every OD demand $d_{m}^{o}$. The results of these experiments are
shown in Table II, where the performance achievable with
different cluster lengths $L$ and prediction errors $\alpha$ is reported.
Similarly to previous analyses, the performance is computed
as the percentage increase of the average network MLU with
respect to the ideal case of applying dynamic TE in perfect
prediction conditions.

We can clearly note that the performance of CRR is nega-
tively impacted by the presence of prediction error, however
the intrinsic robustness of the clustered approach limits the
performance decrease. Even with large errors, the gap with
respect to the ideal Dynamic TE is within 10-12%. The most
interesting aspect to note is the parameters setting that provides
the best performance, whose outcome is marked in bold in the
table. The results show that the larger the error, the larger
the clusters of the best solution. Indeed, when the quality
of predicted TMs worsens, considering robust RCs computed
over larger sets of TMs provides more robustness to any
variation. A bigger variety of TMs included in the cluster
used to generate a RC allows to better cope with traffic
uncertainty. Taking this to extremes, when we have very
low-quality predictions, no clustering can be helpful, because
the representative set of TMs and the actual traffic will have
little correlation. In these conditions, the Static TE approach,
which builds a single RC considering all possible TMs in a
day, is the best one can apply, as it generates the most robust
RC. On the contrary, however, few and larger clusters lead
to a bigger gap with respect to the dynamic TE, shown in
Fig. 5 and 6, as the generated RCs are more conservative
and far from being MLU-optimal for specific TMs. Therefore,
a-trade-off between cluster length and prediction accuracy
exists. In case of good predictions, the size of the clusters
drives the performance, vice versa, if predictions are affected
by large errors, the impact of TM uncertainty completely
overwhelms the effect of cluster sizes.

D. Open issues

This trade-off between cluster size and prediction accuracy
opens a new technical challenge, which we cannot address in
this paper, but appears to be a promising research direction.
Thanks to the SDN paradigm, the controller can collect
quasi-realtime measurements, predict the traffic evolution, and
estimate a-posteriori the prediction error. It can act as an on-
line mechanism able to anticipate the clusters that could be
potentially visited in the near future and could provide the
desired optimality gap with respect to an ideal congestion
level. Moreover, the controller can prearrange a set of robust
RCs derived from TM clusters, which, although referring to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cluster</th>
<th>CRR</th>
<th>sTE</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L=72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td><strong>10.52</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td><strong>8.94</strong></td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>11.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>11.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td><strong>6.74</strong></td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L=12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.29</strong></td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>12.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same TM centroid, are characterized by different sizes, i.e., robustness levels, so that the system can easily shift through different RCs when the prediction accuracy suddenly changes, as in case of anomalies. Accuracy changes can be detected by comparing link utilizations considered during the clusters’ creation and those actually measured in the real network. Finally, clusters can be synthetically generated as well, in order to include potentially severe failures RCs must be robust against.

The SDN controller must play the main role in real-time managing the set of available RCs to orchestrate the routing of the entire SDN network over time by dispatching and activating the best RCs in each SDN switch. The design of the algorithm to select the type of generated RCs and the orchestration strategy is fundamental to provide performance optimization and full flexibility in front of traffic changes to advanced Software Defined Networks.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated how robust routing approaches can be made adaptive in the SDN context. Assuming the availability of traffic predictions, we designed an off-line method to split the traffic space into smaller partitions and build routing configurations that are robust against any real-time traffic variation within the partition.

The results showed that routing configurations based on TM clustering can achieve a performance very close to the optimal routing only if a good clustering domain is chosen. Our proposal based on the estimation of the congestion caused by the activation of a given routing outperforms the other candidate solutions. This good performance is also confirmed when the clustering is further constrained by technical and practical issues on the obtained routing configurations, which we considered in our approach.

Finally, we investigated the behavior of our solution when the accuracy of traffic predictions varies. It showed an interesting trade-off between cluster sizes and prediction errors that opens a new research direction for the orchestration of robust routing configurations over time in SDN.
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Abstract—Software-Defined Networks (SDN) can be seen as a promising alternative to achieve the long-awaited power efficiency in current communications systems. In these programmable networks a power-aware mechanism could be easily implemented leveraging the capabilities provided by control and data plane separation. For such purpose, this paper proposes a novel solution minimizing the number of active elements required in an SDN with multiple controllers and in-band control traffic. In order to provide a complete and fine-grained strategy, this proposal comprises two crucial modules: GrIS, a green initial setup and DyPAR, a dynamic power-aware routing. Besides being compatible with SDN environments without a dedicated control network, the proposed strategy is able to handle demanding traffic arrival without degrading the performance of higher priority traffic. Simulation results show that our heuristic approach allows to obtain close-to-optimal power savings with differences under 8%. Moreover, comparison with existing related methods using real topologies validates the improvements achieved by our solution in terms of power efficiency and performance degradation avoidance. For instance, after routing all the incoming traffic, a reduction of power consumption of up to 26.5% and an increase of allocated demands of up to 26.7% can be reached by our solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy consumption concern in communication systems has currently attracted a great deal of attention from research community due to the exponential demand growth and the ever-increasing number of connected devices [1]. According to [2] by 2025 the global Internet will be responsible for more than 10% of the world’s electricity consumption. Given that in practice power consumption of network equipment is not in proportion with their traffic load, putting unused network elements into sleep mode (i.e. a low-power state) is an effective and widely accepted strategy to decrease the consumption of data networks [3].

In this context, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a very well-suited architecture to perform power-aware routing and manage the state of unused switch interfaces in a coordinated and centralized way. The basic idea of SDN [4] -control and data planes separation- makes network environments more manageable. The logically centralized control plane in SDN provides a global knowledge of the network state information. Moreover, it is responsible for managing network tasks and perform device programming. Meanwhile, interconnection devices only follow the rules set by the controller to forward the traffic. Therefore, the implementation of a power-aware solution in the control plane is a valuable opportunity to solve the power consumption problem in data networks, making it easier than with classical hardware-dependent standards.

Despite consistent efforts to improve the network power efficiency, power-aware techniques may lead to performance degradations. Inspired by this reality, this paper introduces a new power-aware strategy combining a control plane configuration with a dynamic routing for an SDN architecture. This solution dynamically reduces the number of active nodes and links required to manage changing traffic patterns. Instead of restricting the potential of power-aware solutions to low-loaded environments, this work proposes a more fine-grained strategy minimizing the power consumption while avoiding the performance degradation of higher priority traffic.

Throughout this work we consider an SDN architecture with multiple controllers and in-band control traffic [5]. In this operational mode, links are shared between data and control plane traffic. Hence, the proposed power-aware routing can be applied also in cases when implementing a dedicated control network is not feasible either for physical or cost-related restrictions. In backbone networks this is a more realistic scenario since additional links dedicated to directly connect controllers and forwarding devices, are impractical and cost-inefficient. Specifically, the major contributions of this work are as follows:

- An Integer Linear Problem (ILP) is formulated to optimize the number of active nodes and links in SDN with multiple controllers and in-band control traffic.
- A novel power-aware mechanism is proposed to allocate traffic demands in real time, reducing power consumption and performance degradation of higher priority traffic.
- Real topologies, as well as existing related proposals, are used to validate achieved improvements.
II. RELATED WORKS

Throughout recent years the power consumption of communication networks has been extensively treated and several solutions focused on reducing the number of active elements have been proposed. For instance, Bianzino et al. [6] aim to find the network configuration that minimizes the network energy consumption, modeled as the sum of the energy spent by all nodes and links carrying traffic. To achieve this, they formulated an optimization problem for finding minimum-power network subsets assuming the existence of traffic level with known daily behavior. Therefore, an accurate prediction of incoming traffic is required.

An energy-aware routing and traffic management solution is proposed in [7] to reduce the energy consumption, determined as the number of active Open-Flow switches in the network. For this, a low complexity algorithm is presented using, for each pair of endpoints, a pre-computed set of shortest paths to select the route that minimizes the number of switches that become active after allocating the flow. Although this proposal allows real-time operation routing flows sequentially, only low-loaded nighttime traffic is considered, failing to extensively examine the implications of more demanding scenarios.

The authors of [8] presented the design of an Energy Monitoring and Management Application (EMMA) to minimize energy consumption in SDN-based backhaul networks. They formulated this problem as a non-linear optimization model and proposed heuristic algorithms for the dynamic routing of flows and the management of the resulting link and switch activity. However, such algorithms were implemented in an SDN emulation environment with out-of-band control traffic, limiting their applicability to networks where dedicated links between the controller and forwarding devices are deployed.

In [9] authors proposed ElasticTree, a network-wide power manager to save energy in data centers using SDN. This solution dynamically finds the minimum set of network elements required by changing traffic loads, while satisfying performance and fault tolerance constraints. In this regard, three strategies were studied, namely Formal Model, Greedy Bin-Packing and Topology-aware Heuristic. While the first option presents scalability issues and the second saves less power, the best performance is obtained by the Topology-aware Heuristic. However, this approach is specifically conceived for FatTree networks.

Other approaches about power efficiency in software defined data center networks are presented in [10], [11]. The authors of [10] simultaneously optimize the power saving and the network performance, according to a pre-defined combination of quality requirements. In [11] different energy-aware routing strategies, combining common routing and scheduling algorithms, are evaluated and implemented as a OpenNaaS-based prototype. However, these strategies are only applicable in data centers and are also incompatible with environments without dedicated control networks.

Different from the aforementioned works, the aim of this paper is to provide a power-aware control plane configuration combined with a dynamic routing strategy considering an SDN architecture with multiple controllers and in-band control traffic. Our approach is also able to handle more demanding traffic patterns while reducing the performance degradation of higher priority traffic.

III. POWER MODEL

Power consumption of networking devices is composed by a static component (due to power consumed by chassis, fans, line-cards, etc.) and a dynamic one, related to the rate of traffic flowing through their port interfaces. Ideally, the static part, also known as the idle component, which represents the power required by an unused switch, should be null. Then, in presence of an increasing traffic load, the power consumption should behave proportionally and linearly grow along with the traffic increase (line marked as Ideal in Fig. 1). However, this model differs considerably from the real one (line marked as Real in Fig. 1). In practice, whenever a device is active it will consume a fixed amount of power ($P_n$), irrespective of load conditions. Additionally, this baseline power is increased by the number of active ports and the utilization of each port.

In this regard, it has been previously measured that the amount of traffic handled by port interfaces does not have a significant effect on device’s consumption [12]. Explicitly, while most of the power is consumed only by turning the device on, increasing the port utilization from zero to full load represents less than 8% of total power consumption [9]. Therefore, in this paper we consider that the power consumed by a network node depends on the baseline power and the number of active ports, both of which represent fixed contribution.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To formalize the power consumption optimization problem in SDN, in this section we present its mathematical formulation. The proposed model seeks to optimize the overall power consumption. To that end, the incoming traffic demands and the associated required control traffic will be routed minimizing the number of active network elements. In general, our model leverages preliminary works presented in [13]–[15] supporting that forwarding devices are put into sleep mode.

Being a general formulation, multiple controllers as well as SDN with in-band mode are supported by this proposal.
Given the controllers placement, our model also determines the optimal distribution of switches between controllers in terms of power efficiency and load balancing.

### A. Network Model

In the proposed scheme the network topology can be modeled as a graph \( G = (V, E, C) \), where \( V, E \) and \( C \) denote the set of switches, links and controllers respectively. Note that network nodes can only fulfill one role, i.e. controller or routing device. Additionally, we use \( c_{i,j} \) to denote the capacity of a link \((i,j)\) \( \in \) \( E \). Considering \( F \) as the entire set of traffic flowing through the network between any pair of nodes, let \( D \) denote the subset corresponding to data plane communications. For the control plane, we use \( T \) to denote the subset of communications between controllers and switches, and \( H \) to denote the subset of communications between controllers. Each flow \( f \in F \) from source \( s_f \) to destination \( t_f \), has associated a throughput, denoted by \( d_f \).

### B. Formulation

Considering the entire set of demands fixed and known in advance, all the optimal control and data paths in terms of power efficiency and load balancing.

To formulate such optimization problem, the required variables, objective functions and constraints are defined as follows:

#### TABLE I
Notation of Binary Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_{i,j} )</td>
<td>Indicates whether link ((i,j)) is active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_v )</td>
<td>Indicates whether node ( v ) is active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{i,j}^f )</td>
<td>Indicates whether link ((i,j)) is selected to route flow ( f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{v,c} )</td>
<td>Indicates whether node ( v ) is associated with controller ( c )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The objective function of our model seeks to reduce the overall power consumption considering the number of active nodes and links in the network. Consequently, both elements are integrated in the following expression, where \( P_p \) and \( P_n \) denote the power consumption of a port and a node, respectively.

\[
\text{minimize} \quad 2P_p \sum_{(i,j) \in E} x_{i,j} + P_n \sum_{v \in V} y_v \tag{1}
\]

A single controller must be selected to manage each active forwarding device in the network.

\[
\sum_{c \in C} \lambda_{v,c} = y_v \quad \forall v \in V \tag{2}
\]

Looking to avoid congested controllers, we set the maximum number of forwarding devices that can be associated with each controller. In this way, active switches are evenly distributed and the load is balanced among controllers.

\[
\sum_{v \in V} \lambda_{v,c} \leq \left\lfloor \frac{\sum_{v \in V} y_v}{|C|} \right\rfloor \quad \forall c \in C \tag{3}
\]

A node \( v \in V \) is active if there is traffic in any of its incoming or outgoing edges, being \( N(v) \) the set of neighbors of \( v \).

\[
y_v \geq \frac{1}{2|F|} \sum_{f \in F} \left( \sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{u,v}^f + \sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{v,u}^f \right) \quad \forall v \in V \tag{4}
\]

To avoid additional traffic load through network controllers, data plane communications (i.e. \( f \in D \)) cannot be routed through these devices. Furthermore, control traffic between controllers and switches (i.e. \( f \in T \)) will not pass through any other controller that is not the source or target of the traffic. The same must hold true for communications between controllers (i.e. \( f \in H \)). In these constraints we use \( N(c) \) to denote the set of neighbors of a controller \( c \in C \) and \( v_f \) to identify the forwarding device involved in the source/target pair of traffic flow \( f \in T \).

\[
\sum_{v \in N(v)} t_{v,c}^f \leq \begin{cases} 0 & \forall f \in D, \forall c \in C \\ \lambda_{v_f,c} & \forall f \in T, \forall c \in C \\ 0 & \forall f \in H, \forall c \in C \setminus \{s_f, t_f\} \end{cases} \quad \forall v_f \in C \tag{5}
\]

The routing of data plane communications and control traffic exchange between controllers, follows the traditional flow conservation constraints.

\[
\forall v \in V, \forall f \in D \cup H : 
\sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{v,u}^f - \sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{u,v}^f = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v = s_f \\ -1 & \text{if } v = t_f \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{6}
\]

Meanwhile, for the subset of communications between controllers and switches \( f \in T \), these constraints are modified to assure that only active switches exchange control messages with its controller. Similarly, the forwarding device and the controller involved in the source/target pair of traffic flow \( f \in T \), are denoted with \( v_f \) and \( c_f \), respectively.

\[
\forall v \in V, \forall f \in T : 
\sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{v,u}^f - \sum_{u \in N(v)} t_{u,v}^f = \begin{cases} y_v \lambda_{v_f,c_f} & \text{if } v = s_f \\ -y_v \lambda_{v_f,c_f} & \text{if } v = t_f \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{7}
\]

Finally, a link \((i,j)\) is active if it is used by some traffic flow \( f \in F \). Furthermore, the total traffic in each active link must be less than its assigned capacity.

\[
\sum_{f \in F} t_{i,j}^f \leq c_{i,j} x_{i,j} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \tag{8}
\]

Although this model allows the attainment of optimal solutions for the power consumption problem in SDN, it becomes challenging to solve on large and even medium-scale topologies. This is because the difficulty of the power-aware routing problem is known to be NP-Hard [16], so the consumption of resources and time complexity grow exponentially with the network size. To overcome this issue, in the next section we develop a heuristic algorithm.
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V. Heuristic Algorithms

To compute all the routes (i.e. for data and associated control traffic) using the global optimization model presented previously, the entire set of traffic demands need to be fixed and known in advance. Considering this as a limitation for current dynamic networking environments, in this section we propose a new approach to support time-variable traffic requirements. The key idea of this proposal is to fully take advantage of the high control flexibility given by the dynamic configuration capabilities and centralized network view of SDN without needing an accurate prediction of incoming traffic. In order to allow that nodes are put into sleep mode we assume network topologies with forwarding devices divided into two categories: edge nodes, which are connected to some traffic source/target and transit nodes, which merely route other nodes traffic.

A. Green Initial Setup (GrIS)

An initial control plane configuration, previous to the data traffic arrival, is required in order to support the in-band mode in SDN. This control plane setup is intended to establish the communication paths between switches and controllers, as well as between controllers. In this way, when new traffic flows arrive, switches can send to the controller routing requests through packet_in messages. To do so, in this section we propose an off-line solution denoted as Green Initial Setup (GrIS). This component will be statically activated at specific time instances as a planned operation.

The proposed strategy, shown in Algorithm 1, takes as inputs the original network topology $G$ with controller placements, the subset of edge nodes $S \subseteq V$ and the control traffic requirements $R_c$. The outputs are a reduced graph with the initially active network elements $G^A = (V^A, E^A, C)$, an array keeping the controller-switch associations $A$ and the initially required control paths $P_c$.

In the first step, the algorithm reduces the number of initially active nodes using the Net_Prune function, shown in Algorithm 2. This method aims to remove as many nodes as possible, considering as candidates the set of network nodes that will not be endpoints of incoming demands, denoted in the pseudocode as $N$. For each node inside this set of transit nodes, the function computes its betweenness centrality ($B_n$), as a measure of its intermediary role in the network. In the proposed approach, we use a simplified version of this metric considering only the shortest paths from each controller to every switch. In particular, after computing the shortest paths from each controller as single source, the $B_n$ associated with a node $n$ is increased for each path containing the node (lines 5-14). Using these values, transit nodes are sorted and stored in the list $N'$. At each iteration of this list the function attempts to increase the number of switched-off nodes. A new node is removed only when in the resulting graph forwarding devices remain being reachable by network controllers, i.e. at least one path exists between every controller-switch pair in the network.

To accomplish this, a temporal graph, denoted as $G'$, is created. This graph is used to check the required connectivity between controllers and forwarding devices. After validating that the possibility of reaching every node in the network from any controller is not affected, the considered node is removed from the resulting graph. This means that these nodes together with their links are put into sleep mode in the original graph.

After pruning the network, the GrIS algorithm uses the reduced graph $G'$ to find the overall set of admissible control paths which satisfy control traffic requirements $R_c$ (line 2 in Algorithm 1). As previously stated, these paths do not pass through any other controller that is not the source or target of the traffic. Using these computed control paths, a sorted list of ingress and egress forwarding devices is stored in $S'$. This list is sorted in ascending order following two priority criteria:

1) the number of possible controllers to associate with,
2) the number of possible control paths.

---

**Algorithm 1** GrIS Pseudocode

Require: $G, S, R_c$

1: $G' \leftarrow \text{Net_Prune}(G, S)$
2: $O \leftarrow \text{Get_All_Admissible_Control_Paths}(G', R_c)$
3: $S' \leftarrow S$ sorted by nodes priority criteria
4: $s \leftarrow \text{First node in } S'$
5: $|V^A|, |E^A| \leftarrow \infty$
6: repeat
7:   for $p \in O[s]$ do
8:     Initialize $(V^{A'}, E^{A'}, P_c', A', U')$
9:     for $u \in p \setminus S$ do
10:        $\text{Power_Aware_Path_Selection}(O[u])$
11:        $\text{Update} (V^{A'}, E^{A'}, P_c', A', U')$
12:     end for
13:     for $n \in L \setminus f$ do
14:        $r = \text{Power_Aware_Path_Selection}(O[n])$
15:        $\text{Update} (V^{A'}, E^{A'}, P_c', A', U')$
16:     end for
17:     for $(c1, c2) \in G'$ do
18:        $\text{Power_Aware_Path_Selection}(O[c1, c2])$
19:        $\text{Update} (V^{A'}, E^{A'}, P_c', A', U')$
20:     end for
21:     if $|V^A| \leq |V^A| \land |E^{A'}| \leq |E^A|$ then
22:        $V^A, E^A, P_c, A, U \leftarrow V^{A'}, E^{A'}, P_c', A', U'$
23:     end if
24:     if $|V^A| = \infty \land |E^{A'}| = \infty$ then
25:        if $s$ is last node in $L$ then break
26:     end if
27:     $s \leftarrow \text{Next node in } S'$
28: end if
29: until $|V^A| \neq \infty \land |E^{A'}| \neq \infty$

---
Algorithm 2 Net_Pruning

Require: $G$, $S$

1: $G' ← G$
2: $N ← V − S$ \[\triangleright \text{ Transit nodes} \]
3: $H ← \text{NULL}$ \[\triangleright \text{ Removed nodes} \]
4: $B ← \text{NULL}$ \[\triangleright \text{ Array of betweenness values} \]
5: for $n ∈ N$ do
6: $B_n = 0$
7: for $c ∈ C$ do
8: $SP_c ← \text{Set of shortest paths from controller } c ∈ C$
9: for $p ∈ SP_c$ do
10: if $n ∈ p$ then $B_n = B_n + 1$
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: $N' ← N$ sorted according to increasing order of $B$
16: for $n ∈ N'$ do
17: if nodes are still reachable by controllers in $G'$ then
18: Save $n$ in $H$
19: else
20: $G' ← G$
21: Remove from $G'$ nodes in $H$
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for

Going through this list, the algorithm starts satisfying the most critical cases and the solution can be found with fewer iterations. The main loop of the Algorithm 1 determines for each possible control path of the selected node $s$, the number of active elements in the network after computing all control routes. The configuration of paths with fewer active elements is then selected in this process.

Inside this loop the algorithm first determines the paths between controllers and forwarding devices. Note that, for each forwarding device $x$, $O[x]$ contains admissible control paths to each controller available in the network. Precisely, paths selected in this step define one controller for each forwarding device. Additionally, any time a path between a switch and a controller is computed, nodes belonging to the control path but not in $S$ are analyzed by the algorithm. Note that these nodes are the transit nodes that remained in the resulting graph after pruning the network. Since they are used to route some traffic, a control path is also established between them and some controller. After determining all switch-controller associations, the algorithm searches the paths between controllers.

In general, the power-aware path selected for every control pair is the best route between them in terms of minimizing the number of active elements in the network as long as it has sufficient link capacity to route the traffic volume, under the considered Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) constraint. Additionally, during the selection of one control path between each forwarding device and one controller, the number of devices already attached to the controllers is considered in order to keep a balanced load. Since the set of admissible paths obtained from the pruned network with a reduced number of elements is significantly smaller than in the original topology, the solution can be found with fewer iterations.

If after analyzing all control paths of node $s$, the algorithm cannot find a feasible configuration of paths to route all control and data plane communications, the main loop repeats this process for the next node stored in $S'$. This is done until the solution is found or until all forwarding nodes are analyzed, i.e. when the algorithm breaks without a solution. Note that this last option occurs when, given a controllers placement, an admissible configuration for controller-switches association could not be found or when the network has not sufficient capacity to meet the demand requirements under established constraints.

B. Dynamic Power-Aware Routing (DyPAR)

When a new traffic demand arrives, a routing request is sent from the input node to its associated controller using the previously computed path between both devices. Based on its global knowledge of the network topology, this controller calculates the required data path minimizing the number of elements that need to be activated for this connection request and creates the flow forwarding rules. The proposed dynamic power-aware routing, denoted as DyPAR and shown in Algorithm 3, performs in essence three crucial functions:

1) Power-aware data and control path selection;
2) Performance-aware data path selection;
3) Congestion-aware traffic reallocation.

For each incoming demand $d$, the algorithm starts trying to get the set of admissible data paths across the current active topology. This is done considering that admissible data paths do not pass through any controller in the network. If several paths were found, the one with the highest remaining available link capacity is selected. In this way, the number of future requests that can potentially be accommodated over the currently active paths is increased. Then, traffic is allocated and links utilization are updated.

On the other hand, if no admissible data path was found to route the incoming traffic across the currently active topology, the original network graph is then considered by the algorithm. Since the now determined candidate routes will imply the use of additional network elements, the data path minimizing the number of active network elements is selected to carry the demand. After updating the active topology and links utilization, a loop is used to establish the required control plane communications for each added node along the data path. In the same way, the algorithm first considers the currently active topology to set the required control path with some network controller and the entire network in case of failing the initial attempt.

In case of incoming traffic rates exceeding the remaining available network capacity (line 19 to 21), the algorithm considers all data paths in the original network without taking into account the capacity restrictions, but keeping that data plane communications cannot be routed through network controllers.
Then, the algorithm performs a data path selection based on reducing the performance degradation incurred. More in detail, the algorithm selects the data path inside this group whose congested links are less used by previously established demands. The reason is that, to allow the new traffic flow, the capacity remaining on those links, after allocating the QoS sensitive demands and control traffic, will be fairly divided between the involved lower-priority demands. Rates beyond this resulting throughput will be reduced and traffic will be handled on a "best-effort" basis. In this way, the proposed algorithm can efficiently handle bursty traffic and accommodate rates that exceed the remaining available capacity without affecting the QoS sensitive traffic if the network is not heavily loaded.

Every time a new network element is added to the active topology, the algorithm tries to alleviate the congestion level on the network. To accomplish this, after identifying the bottleneck link and the group of traffic flows going through this link, a CONGESTION_AWARE_REROUTING is performed. This function, described in Algorithm 4, starts creating a temporal graph \( G'' \) where the most loaded link is removed. Additionally, currently established demands sharing the most loaded link are sorted in decreasing order of rate requirements with the aim of reducing the congestion after rerouting the fewer number of connections. In order to avoid frequent reallocations of a traffic flow and mitigate related negative implications, a time threshold can be easily included to select only demands that have been allocated long enough over the current path. Using the residual graph a new set of admissible paths is obtained for each involved traffic flow. Then, the function looks for a path with lower load values trying to leave more resources available for future demands. A traffic flow is reallocated only when a feasible path is found and the MLU in the network is reduced. At the same time, the required control paths are updated.

Since the proposed approach is conceived for dynamic traffic environments, the set of established demands will be constantly checked. For those connection requests whose holding times have expired, the algorithm performs a demand removal, which means that their assigned paths are released and resources occupied by these routes become available again. Consequently, network elements used only by completed traffic demands will be then put into sleep mode.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To assess the performance of the ILP model, we used the linear programming solver Gurobi Optimizer [17]. Meanwhile, heuristic algorithms were implemented using the programming language Python. All computations were carried out on a computer with 3.30 GHz Intel Core i7 and 16 GB RAM.

A. Simulation Scenario

1) Network Topology: We conducted our simulations using real-world network topologies collected from SNDlib [18], considering each router in the network as an SDN node or as a controller placement. Specifically, in order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed scheme we use three topologies of different sizes. These networks are: Nobel-US (14 nodes, 21 links), Gante (22 nodes, 36 links) and Cost266 (37 nodes, 57 links). To allow the possibility of putting network nodes into sleep mode, different scenarios were considered varying T, which represents the percentage of forwarding devices that will not generate or receive traffic. According to this value, for each network topology we have selected as transit nodes the devices with the highest degree centrality as in [6].
2) Controllers Placement: Being the controller placements out of the scope of this paper we assume as preferred locations the ones minimizing the worst-case mean latencies. More precisely, we compute the mean propagation latency between each pair of nodes and associate each admissible location with the maximum average value involving it. Then, according to the number of controllers considered for each simulation instance, we place the controllers at node locations with smaller associated latency values. Note that a controller placement is admissible when the assumptions established in this proposal to avoid the routing of additional traffic load through network controllers can be kept (i.e. the network graph without any controller remains being strongly connected).

3) Traffic Patterns: Apart of the real static traffic matrices obtained from the topologies database in [18], we also consider a dynamic scenario where connection requests arrive with exponentially distributed inter-arrival and holding times taking different mean values from the sets [0.2, 1, 5] and [100, 150, 200], respectively. Accordingly, a traffic flow is generated between each pair of edge nodes (i.e. network devices which do not act as controllers or transit nodes). To evaluate the power savings and performance degradations considering increasing loads, for each network topology we considered every pair of edge nodes with an initial randomly assigned data rate and computed the associated shortest paths. We then identified the most loaded link from which we derived a scaling factor. Lastly, the initially assigned values were multiplied by this scaling factor to obtain the corresponding data rates for each incoming demand (see [19]). This was done considering different values of the over-provisioning factor ($\alpha$) to further evaluate the implications of varying traffic load. We assume an average control traffic rate of 1.7 Mbps [20].

4) Power Values: Based on the power consumption behavior of data networks explained in Section II, we characterize the power consumption of a forwarding device using the 3:1 idle:active ratio given in [9]. This proportion, obtained from measurements on real switches, assigns 3W of power for each idle port of a switch and 1W extra when the port is active. Thus, power consumption $P_n$ of a idle forwarding device $n$ can be computed as $3D(n)$ where $D(n)$ denotes the node degree and $P_p = 1W$. Null power consumption is assumed when the node is put into sleep mode.

B. Optimal vs. Heuristic Solutions

To assess the suitability of the proposed solution we start evaluating the performance of the heuristic algorithms against the optimal ILP model, using the Nobel-US and Geant topologies with traffic matrices provided in [18]. This comparison is illustrated in Fig. 2 for different amount of controllers and percentage of transit nodes. Power savings are computed according to the expression $(\text{Overall } P_w - \text{Pw}_X)/\text{Overall } P_w$, where $\text{Overall } P_w = \sum_{n \in V} P_n + 2P_p |E|$ and $\text{Pw}_X$ is the power consumption achieved by the considered approach.

In Fig. 2 power savings of up to 35% can be reached by our optimization model in both topologies. Moreover, the heuristic approach allows to obtain close-to-optimal power savings with differences under 4% (Nobel-US) and 8% (Geant). It is also observed in both networks that lower savings are achieved when the percentage of transit nodes decrease from 50% to 10%. This behavior is expected given that with fewer transit nodes a smaller number of forwarding devices can be put into sleep mode, which yield the mayor contribution to the attained power savings. Additionally, with fewer transit nodes a higher number of demands are handled, thus more paths need to be established to accommodate such traffic. On the other hand, increasing the number of controllers implies in some cases a reduction in the power savings.

C. Assessment of Power Saving Potential

Due to the computational complexity of the exact model in networks similar in size or larger than Geant (see [15] for similar running time values), in what follows we use our heuristic algorithms. This is done taking into account a dynamic scenario with connection requests generated following the procedure previously explained. Several test were conducted and average values have been determined with a margin error less than 5.5% in the three considered networks, estimated by running our algorithm 10 times with different prime number seeds on each traffic configuration instance.

In terms of average running time of the algorithms, the off-line GrIS module requires around 39 ms (Nobel-US), 0.25 s (Geant) and 283 s (Cost266). Meanwhile, the DyPAR algorithm takes always less than 6.4 ms (Nobel-US), 16.5 ms (Geant) and 282.6 ms (Cost266), for all the considered traffic patterns. These values reveal the suitability of the proposed strategy for real-world deployments and its adequate scalability in terms of network size and traffic load. Due to space limitation, we may focus our attention on some specific traffic pattern configuration, but the general conclusions derived from performed evaluations hold for all the considered values.

In addition, in order to evaluate the benefits of our proposal we compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with other two existing energy-aware routing approaches presented in related works [7] and [8], referred to here as SP and EMMA, respectively. As we are considering an in-band SDN, required control plane communications will be also established by these

![Fig. 2. Power savings in the Nobel-US and Geant topologies as a function of controllers amount, varying the percentage of transit nodes ($T$).](image-url)
two approaches. At the same time, shortest paths used by SP and EMMA are computed holding restrictions established to avoid additional traffic load through the network controller (i.e., data traffic cannot be routed through this device). On the other hand, we set the time threshold for demands reallocation (half of connection expected duration) and the number of transit nodes \( T = 50\% \) as in [8] for the three algorithms used in this comparison. Given the lack of support in SP and EMMA for network environments with multiple controllers we only consider the case of having one centralized network controller. However, the derived conclusions are general and a similar behavior is expected in case of having multiple controllers.

Fig. 3 shows the power consumption achieved by the three algorithms considering different topological scenarios and over-provisioning factor \( (\alpha) \). These results correspond with an average arrival time of 0.2 demands/s and a mean holding time of 100 s, but similar values have been obtained for all the considered traffic patterns. Given the initial control plane configuration performed by the GrIS module, in the three considered topologies the other two methods exhibit a better behavior at the beginning of simulations. However, after allocating few demands more power can be saved by our approach. As it is shown, in terms of consumed power, DyPAR outperforms SP in all cases and it is generally better (in some cases just slightly better) than EMMA. For instance, after routing all incoming traffic, DyPAR attains power consumption reductions of up to 26.5% and 19.4% with respect to SP and EMMA, respectively. The reason is that SP only uses pre-computed shortest paths to allocate the incoming traffic, while EMMA also performs a power-aware rerouting any time the active topology changes in order to find better paths for already allocated flows. On the other hand, power improvements achieved by our proposal are consequence of the combined GrIS/DyPAR operation where a minimum network subset is initially activated and new network elements (nodes and links) are only added when the incoming demand cannot be allocated on the currently active topology.

D. Performance Degradation Avoidance

These power savings are only valid if the performance of QoS sensitive demands is not compromised. Moreover, to avoid overloaded networks a capacity reserve is typically set. So far, we had not considered this capacity margin, but now we analyze how the number of allocated demands is impacted when facing a more demanding traffic pattern and in presence of a MLU constraint. In this evaluation we set the average arrival time to 5 demands/s and the mean holding time to 200 s, while keeping the over-provisioning level equal to 1, since this represents the most demanding of the considered traffic patterns for the heuristics and the most critical from the performance degradation perspective.

Fig. 4 shows the percentage of demands that can be allocated by DyPAR, EMMA and SP in Nobel-US and Geant using different values of MLU. As it shown, DyPAR is able to reduce the blocking rate with respect to the other two approaches as a result of the CONGESTION_AWARE_REROUTING performed by this solution. In particular, while only negligible blocking rates are attained by our approach (less than 1.2%), up to 7 and 12 demands are blocked by SP and EMMA, respectively. SP performs better than EMMA given that in case of having more than one candidate route this algorithm selects the one leaving more available link capacity.

Intuitively, the capacity to successfully allocate the incoming traffic will not only be a result of the performed routing, since it is also related to the considered topology. In network topologies with more path redundancy a higher number of requests can potentially be accommodated. This difference can be noticed between Nobel-US and Geant, where an increase of allocated demands of up to 26.7% and 15.6% can be reached, respectively. Cost266 is not shown in Fig. 4, since a complete
routing was always achieved in this topology by the three compared algorithms under the considered traffic patterns and MLU levels.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a power-aware strategy that reduces the number of active nodes and links used to handle the incoming traffic suitable for SDN environments with in-band control traffic and multiple controllers. To achieve such goal, we first provided a link-based formulation of the optimization problem, integrating the routing requirements for data and control traffic. For large-scale topologies a heuristic approach is conceived combining a static control plane configuration with a dynamic power-aware routing. Besides being compatible with SDN environments without a dedicated control network, this strategy is able to handle demanding traffic arrival without degrading the performance of higher priority traffic. Through simulations using real-world topologies, we have validated that our heuristic approach allows to obtain close-to-optimal power savings, with differences under 8%. Furthermore, our proposal achieves better results in terms of power consumption and number of allocated demands than two existing related algorithms. For instance, after routing all incoming traffic, a reduction of power consumption of up to 26.5% and an increase of allocated demands of up to 26.7% can be reached by our solution. Lastly, it is important to emphasize that to exploit the reported benefits of our approach, fast switching-on technologies, allowing quick responses and low reconfiguration times between sleeping modes, are required for practical implementations. In the same way, additional criteria to ensure the capability of the network to quickly react in case of suddenly failures should be further analyzed. Therefore, the inclusion of restoration mechanisms in order to improve the fault tolerance capacity of our approach will be an important future task.
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Abstract—Virtual overlay network technology provides important benefits to large data centers and to service providers. These benefits include traffic isolation and ease of service provisioning. When the underlying network supports traffic engineering, tunneling brings another important benefit: the ability to control the exact route of all packets without handling each independent flow. This paper addresses the problem of rerouting when the core network supports traffic engineering. We introduce the novel concept of proactive (time-driven) rerouting, which we distinguish from the well-known concept of reactive (event-driven) rerouting. One important advantage of proactive rerouting is reducing the communication between the core network controller and the edge network controller. Another advantage is that new flows do not have to wait before they are admitted into a rerouted tunnel. Unlike a reactive rerouting algorithm that knows which tunnel has to be rerouted, a proactive rerouting algorithm does not receive as an input the identity of a specific tunnel. Thus, its main goal is to predict which tunnel to reroute in order to increase the probability that future flows will be accommodated. Our main contribution is the development of a proactive rerouting algorithm that performs very well, sometimes even better than the reactive algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software defined networking (SDN) and network virtualization use tunneling as a means of communication. Tunneling is used in the building of virtual overlay networks, which are known to better support virtual machine (VM) provisioning, to enable scalability and to improve automation. Virtual overlay network technology provides benefits to large data centers, the most important of which is traffic isolation for multi-tenancy. Another important benefit is ease of VM provisioning, because a VM can be migrated to a new subnet without changing its IP address or other network-dependent attributes. However, when the underlying network is based on a virtual circuit technology, such as MPLS, tunneling brings yet another important benefit: the ability to control the exact routes of the data packet, a process also known as traffic engineering, without handling each independent flow.

In a network overlay, also known as “overlay SDN,” a packet is encapsulated inside another packet. The encapsulated packet is then forwarded along the route determined by the encapsulating header, until it reaches the end of tunnel, where it is de-encapsulated. Many different tunneling protocols are used today, including MPLS, VXLAN, NVGRE, STT and NVO3. The idea is that tunnels are built along routes with available bandwidth and flows are routed over these tunnels while taking advantage of the network resources reserved for their tunnels. The combination of SDN with MPLS has been identified by [2] as the best way to bring SDN into the carrier networks.

Figure 1 shows the three components of the considered network as described in [2]: hosts, edge switches, and the core fabric. The core and the edge are controlled by separate controllers: the edge controller handles the interface between the operator and the network, whereas the core controller is responsible for building tunnels and allocating resources to them.

The core network controller is responsible for creating new tunnels, each of which may contain thousands of flows at any given time. Once a tunnel is ready, the admission of new flows into it is the responsibility of the edge controller. These two controllers sometimes need to interact, as they do, for example, when the edge controller wants to admit a new flow but there is no tunnel with enough available bandwidth. The interaction between the two controllers can be a bottleneck in the network. We therefore seek to minimize it by requesting that the core controller maintain the tunnels without receiving explicit requests from the edge controller. This is the rationale behind the proactive algorithm presented later on.

Consider a pair of nodes \((s, d)\). Let the tunnel between them be \(t(s, d)\). A default tunnel is usually established over the shortest path with sufficient resources between \(s\) and \(d\) (i.e., the shortest path after ignoring the links without sufficient resources), but it can be established over any other path as well. When \(t(s, d)\) runs out of resources, the edge controller cannot admit new flows into it. This controller communicates with the core network controller and requests that additional resources be allocated to this tunnel. If additional resources cannot be allocated, the only way to admit additional flows is either by building a new tunnel or by moving the tunnel to a new path, a process also known as rerouting. The advantage to rerouting of tunnels is that all the already admitted flows are...
rerouted together with the tunnel, with no additional per-flow overhead [7].

Rerouting is preferable over creating additional tunnels for several reasons:

1) Every tunnel requires expensive forwarding entries in the network switches.

2) Every tunnel needs to be protected against failures [6].

3) With many tunnels between every pair of nodes, bandwidth utilization decreases due to a lower multiplexing ratio (a single 10Gb/s tunnel can be better utilized than 10 1Gb/s tunnels).

This paper addresses the problem of tunnel management and rerouting when the core network controller can determine the exact route over which every tunnel is established. Rerouting schemes have been extensively studied in the context of virtual circuit technologies, such as ATM, WDM, and MPLS. While most works on rerouting have focused on restoration following a link or node failure [7], [6], [19], [22], there is also extensive work on rerouting for throughput maximization [10], [27], [16], [25], [3], [14], [26]. The main difference between these works and the present work is that they all assume exact knowledge of the flows introduced into the network and of the flows that cannot be accommodated. Thus, they are all reactive. In contrast, the SDN core controller is not directly aware of the flows introduced into the network. Thus, it does not know about specific routing failure events. Such a controller can therefore use only proactive rerouting algorithms, which require no exact knowledge about how current flows are routed.

An important advantage of proactive rerouting is that it requires no communication between the two controllers. Another important advantage is that new flows do not have to wait for rerouting before they are admitted into a tunnel, because it alleviates congestion in hot-spots before the appearance of new flows.

Our key contribution is the distinction between reactive (event-driven) and proactive (time-driven) reroutings. With reactive rerouting, a tunnel may be rerouted by the core network controller only after the edge controller fails to admit a new flow into the network due to lack of bandwidth in the existing (default) tunnel between the corresponding end nodes. With proactive rerouting, the core controller is periodically invoked in order to replace the tunnels in the network such that the likelihood that the edge controller will fail to admit future data flows is minimized. We present algorithms for each model, in order to find the one that yields the best trade-off between the number of reroutings and the core network throughput.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III describes an algorithm for proactive rerouting. Section IV describes several algorithms for reactive rerouting. Section V presents simulation results for the various algorithms. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This paper is largely motivated by recent works that show the potential of combining SDN with MPLS. In [2], the authors suggest that a network fabric should be included as an architectural building block within SDN. They also identify the key properties for these fabrics: separation of forwarding and separation of control. They suggest that this separation would require an “edge” version of OpenFlow, which is much more general than the legacy OpenFlow, and a “core” version of OpenFlow, which resembles a slightly expanded version of MPLS label-based forwarding.

The benefit from using an overlay SDN is also discussed in [12]. The authors indicate that SDN has been successfully applied to data centers and campus networks but it has had little impact in the fixed wireline and mobile Telecom domain. They propose using “vertical forwarding” (tunneling) for extending SDN so that it can tackle the challenges of the Telecom domain. They also claim that tunneling enables flow-based policy enforcement, mobility and security.

Tunnel rerouting has been explored mainly in the context of virtual circuit technologies such as ATM [5], [7], MPLS [6] and WDM [21], [18]. It is usually used either when the original tunnel fails or does not have sufficient bandwidth for new flows. In [20], a “fast reroute” scheme is proposed in the context of MPLS. The main idea is to build a predefined bypass for each switch or link along the tunnel. When a switch learns that its upstream link or upstream neighbor on a given tunnel has failed, this switch can immediately forward the traffic along the pre-established bypass. The main advantage of this scheme is its very fast reaction to failures, thereby minimizing packet loss. However, this scheme is expensive from a management perspective, because it requires many bypasses for each tunnel, and from a bandwidth perspective, because bandwidth must be reserved in advance for each bypass.

In [6], the bandwidth cost of fast reroute was compared to the bandwidth cost of other rerouting schemes. This paper presents a comprehensive study of restorable throughput maximization in MPLS networks. One of its conclusions is that if the goal is to maximize revenue, fast reroute (referred to as “local recovery” in [6]) should be the recovery scheme of choice.

In [4], the authors study four rerouting algorithms to determine how the characteristics of the underlying network topology might affect their performance. They found that when the average node degree is small, most common practices for route placements, such as the shortest path algorithm, yield good performance in terms of the blocking ratio and that there is probably little advantage to rerouting. But when the average node degree increases, so does the number of available paths, and rerouting tends to improve the performance.

A recent line of research deals with rerouting of connections in elastic optical networks to alleviate bandwidth fragmentation [28], [24], [29]. Elastic optical networks allocate spectrum based on contiguous subcarrier slots with bandwidth. In such networks, dynamic setup and tear-down of connections can create bandwidth fragmentation, namely, non-contiguous slots that are not aligned along the routing paths and therefore cannot be used by new connections. In such networks, rerouting is needed to decrease the level of fragmentation and reduce the blocking probability of new requests. In [28], for example, a proactive rerouting scheme is proposed based on the state of the network links. However, rerouting in elastic optical networks have different constraints and objective function compared to the SDN case we deal with. In particular, in SDN...
there is no bandwidth fragmentation.

Our paper focuses on tunnel rerouting due to lack of bandwidth over the original path. Therefore, the main theoretical problem is to find an alternative path with sufficient bandwidth. Sometimes rerouting a single tunnel will not suffice, and more tunnels need to be rerouted together. In such a case, the rerouting problem is computationally equivalent to the well-known NP-hard unsplittable multicommodity flow problem [9], [8], [11], [13], [15].

### III. Proactive Rerouting

In proactive rerouting, the core controller is periodically invoked in order to reroute tunnels in a way that gives the edge controller more flexibility in accommodating future flows. The core network controller has no idea about future demands, not even their statistical distribution. We present the Network State Algorithm, which associates a “cost” with every link and takes the sum of the costs of all links as the network cost. The cost function gets a load level \( \ell \in [0, 1] \) and returns the cost associated with this load. This can be expressed formally as follows:

\[
c(\ell) = \frac{1}{\theta} (\exp(\theta \ell) - 1).
\]

In the following discussion we use \( c \) interchangeably as a function that receives a link and as a function that receives a load.
The derivative \( c'(\ell) \) indicates how costly it is to increase the load of a link whose current load is \( \ell \). Increasing the load from \( \ell \) to \( \ell + b \) increases the cost by
\[
c(\ell + b) - c(\ell) = \int_{x=\ell}^{\ell+b} c'(\ell) \, du.
\]
A calculation shows that \( c'(\ell) = \exp(\theta \ell) \).

When \( \theta \) is very small, the derivative is constant for any value of \( \ell \). Thus, the cost of increasing the load of a link from \( \ell \) to \( \ell + b \) is not affected by the link’s current load. Therefore, the rerouting algorithm ignores the current loads on the links.

When \( \theta \) is big, \( c'(\ell) \) is much larger for big values of \( \ell \) than for small values. Thus, it is much more costly to increase the load of an already congested link than it is to increase the load of a non-congested link. Generally, increasing the value of \( \theta \) makes it more costly to increase the load of already congested links than of non-congested links.

Given a tunnel \( t(s, d) \) whose bandwidth demand is \( \text{demand}(l) \), we now analyze the weight \( w_t(e) \) assigned to \( e \) in order to find a shortest path from \( s \) to \( d \) when \( t \) is to be rerouted. We use the notations from the formal definition of the algorithm (Figure 3).

First, assume that \( \theta \) is very small, namely, \( c(\ell) \approx \ell \). For a link \( e \), let \( \text{load}(e)_{-t} \) be the load on \( e \) if \( t \) is rerouted to a path that does not contain \( e \), and \( \text{load}(e)_{+t} \) be the load on \( e \) if we reroute \( t \) to a path that contains \( e \). It holds that
\[
w_t(e) = c(e)_{+t} - c(e)_{-t} = c(\text{load}(e)_{+t}) - c(\text{load}(e)_{-t})
\approx \text{load}(e)_{+t} - \text{load}(e)_{-t} = \frac{\text{demand}(e) - \text{cap}(e)}{\text{cap}(e)}.
\]
Thus, the shortest path for rerouting \( t \) is the path \( p \) from \( s \) to \( d \) for which
\[
\sum_{e \in p} \frac{1}{\text{cap}(e)}
\]
is minimized.

Next, assume that \( \theta \) is very big; thus, for most values of \( \ell_1 > \ell_2 \) it holds that \( c(\ell_1) \gg c(\ell_2) \). The weight assigned to any link \( e \) is \( c(e)_{+t} - c(e)_{-t} \approx c(e)_{+t} \). Thus, the shortest path for rerouting \( t \) is the path \( p \) from \( s \) to \( d \) for which
\[
\sum_{e \in p} c(e)_{+t} \approx \max_{e \in p} c(e)_{+t} = \max_{e \in p} (\text{load}(e)_{+t})
\]
is minimized.

The shortest path is the one that minimizes
\[
\max_{e \in p} \text{load}(e)_{+t}.
\]

Increasing the value of \( \theta \) results in choosing longer rerouting paths, because a large number of low-load links can be added to the path without significantly affecting the cost. A simple example for this is given in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. An example of a network. The numbers indicate the capacity of each link.](image)

The numbers on the links indicate their capacities. Assume that the network has one active tunnel, from \( v_1 \) to \( v_3 \), whose bandwidth demand is 1. Assume that this tunnel is currently established over the path \( v_1 \rightarrow v_3 \). The controller is invoked for performing one reroute. The controller can actually leave the tunnel on its current route or move it to \( v_1 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow v_3 \). For \( x = 3 \), simple mathematical analysis reveals that if \( \theta < 2.887 \), the Network State Algorithm will leave the tunnel on its current path, and if \( \theta > 2.887 \) the algorithm will move the tunnel to the longer path \( v_1 \rightarrow v_2 \rightarrow v_3 \). For \( x = 3.5 \), the \( \theta \) threshold decreases to \( \approx 1.159 \), and for \( x > 4 \) the threshold is 0, namely, the algorithm always chooses the long path.

## IV. Reactive Rerouting

The purpose of this section is two-fold. First, we classify reactive rerouting into several schemes, depending on how much freedom is given to the controller during the rerouting process. Second, we present efficient and simple algorithm for each scheme. These algorithms are later used for comparing the performance of reactive and proactive rerouting.

When the edge controller is unable to admit a new flow into the network due to lack of bandwidth in the appropriate tunnel, it contacts the core network controller and requests to increase the bandwidth of the tunnel. If there is not enough spare bandwidth that can be added to the tunnel, the core network controller can invoke a rerouting algorithm. We will study the following rerouting schemes:

**Scheme-A**: The flow is rejected (rerouting is not performed). This scheme will be used as a benchmark.

**Scheme-B**: The default tunnel \( t(s, d) \) of the considered flow, \( f \), is rerouted to a new path that has sufficient bandwidth for all the existing flows that use this tunnel as well as for the new flow \( f \).

**Scheme-C**: Any single tunnel from \( T \) can be rerouted in order to admit the new flow \( f \), not necessarily \( t(s, d) \).

**Scheme-D**: Up to \( N \) tunnels from \( T \) can be rerouted in order to admit the new flow.

**Scheme-C** is a generalization of Scheme-B, because for a given network state, every solution found by Scheme-B can also be found by Scheme-C. However, Scheme-C may reroute tunnels that are not related to the new flow, nor, in particular, to the same customer. Thus, not every network operator will prefer Scheme-C over Scheme-B. In the same way, Scheme-D is a generalization of Scheme-C.

### A. Shortest-Path Algorithms

This subsection presents efficient (polynomial time) online algorithms for Scheme-B and Scheme-C, referred to as SP(B) and SP(C). For a given new flow, these algorithms are optimal in the sense that if a reroute exists, they will find it. For Scheme-D, an efficient algorithm that accommodates the new flow, if possible, while minimizing the number of rerouted tunnels, is unlikely to exist because this problem is NP-hard. This can be easily shown using a reduction to the well-known NP-hard unsplittable multicommodity flow problem [9], [8], [11], [13], [15]. Thus, the shortest path version for Scheme-D, referred to as SP(D), is only heuristic.
In all the following algorithms, let $f'$ be a new flow that cannot be admitted into its default tunnel $t'$.

**SP(B)** Consider $G(V, E)$ while excluding the bandwidth used by all the tunnels except $t'$ (none of this bandwidth can be used for the to-be-rerouted tunnel $t'$). From this graph, also excluded are the links whose available bandwidth is less than what is required to accommodate all the current flows of $t'$ and the new flow $f'$. On the residual graph, if $s$ and $d$ are connected, the shortest path is chosen for $t'$. If $s$ and $d$ are not connected, $f'$ is rejected because $t'$ cannot be rerouted by Scheme-B.

**SP(C)** For each $t \in T$, where $T$ is the set of tunnels, consider $G(V, E)$ while excluding the bandwidth used by all the tunnels except $t$. Try to accommodate the new flow $f'$ along tunnel $t'$. If this is possible, try to accommodate $t$ over the shortest path while considering only links whose residual bandwidth is sufficiently large. If $f'$ cannot be accommodated or if $t$ cannot be accommodated after $f'$ is accommodated, repeat the procedure with another $t \in T$. If the procedure fails for all $t$s, reject $f'$.

**SP(D)** A similar procedure to $SP(C)$ is used. However, if a single reroute is insufficient, the tunnel whose rerouting maximizes the minimum available bandwidth over $t'$ is chosen for rerouting. This can be stated formally as follows: for every $e \in E$, let $avail(e)$ be the available bandwidth in link $e$. The tunnel chosen for rerouting is either $t'$ or any other tunnel whose rerouting maximizes $\min_{e \in path(t')} avail(e)$. This procedure is repeated until flow $f'$ can be admitted into $t'$, but no more than $N$ times. If $f'$ cannot be admitted after $N$ reroutings then no tunnel is actually rerouted. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows:

```plaintext
Run algorithm SP(C)
for $i = 1, \ldots, N$ do
  if $f'$ can be admitted into $t'$ then
    stop
  find the tunnel $t \in T$ whose rerouting maximizes the minimum available bandwidth along $t'$, and reroute it (the actual rerouting will be performed only if we succeed in admitting $f'$)
end
No rerouting is performed and flow $f'$ cannot be admitted into tunnel $t'$
```

### B. A Linear Program Algorithm for Scheme-D

Since SP(D) does not guarantee an optimal solution to Scheme-D, we present here another algorithm for this scheme. This is an integer linear program algorithm, referred to as LP(D), whose main purpose is to serve as a benchmark for SP(D).

Let $F' \subseteq F$ be the set of flows admitted so far into the network. Recall that $f'$ is a new flow that cannot be admitted into its default tunnel $t'$. The following LP parameters are defined:

- $y_{te}$ – indicates whether tunnel $t$ will be routed over link $e$, $\forall t \in T$.
- $b_t$ – denotes the bandwidth routed on tunnel $t$, while $b_t'$ already includes the demand of $f'$.

The following LP variables are defined:

- $f_{te}$ – indicates whether tunnel $t$ will be routed over link $e$ after the current iteration, $\forall t \in T$.
- $r_t$ – indicates whether tunnel $t$ is rerouted.

The target function is to minimize the number of rerouted tunnels, namely, to minimize $\sum_t r_t$, subject to several sets of constraints. The first set of constraints ensures flow conservation. The second set ensures that no link $e$ carries more than its capacity $cap(e)$. The third set ensures that the new path of each tunnel is identical to its old path unless this tunnel is rerouted. The fourth set ensures that at most $N$ tunnels are rerouted, and the fifth set ensures that each flow is rerouted in only one path.

1. $\sum_{e=(u,v)} y_{te} - \sum_{e=(v,u)} y_{te} = \begin{cases} -1 & v = s \\ 1 & v = d \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases} \forall t \in V, \forall t \in T$, where $s$ and $d$ are the tunnel source and destination.
2. $\sum_t b_t \cdot y_{te} \leq cap(e) \quad \forall e \in E$
3. $y_{te} + r_t \geq y_{te} \quad \forall \text{tunnel } t \in T$
4. $\sum_t r_t \leq N$
5. $\sum_{e=(u,v)} y_{te} = 1 \quad \forall t \in T, v = s \text{ (the source of } t)\$
6. $y_{te} \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall e \in E \forall t \in T$

### V. Simulation Study

In Section V-A we evaluate the performance of the various reactive algorithms and in Section V-B we compare them to the proactive algorithm. Two criteria are relevant for this comparison:

1) Relative added throughput, namely, how much greater the percent of throughput that each algorithm admits into the network compared to the case where no rerouting is allowed (Scheme-A). Formally, if a rerouting algorithm admits $B$ Mb/s while only $B'$ Mb/s is admitted without rerouting, then the relative added throughput for this algorithm is $(B - B')/B$. The relative added throughput is indicated in the $y$-axis of all the graphs presented in this section.

2) Management burden, defined as the total number of rerouting events. This number is indicated in the $x$-axis of all the graphs presented in this section.

Scheme-A gets no further mention because for this scheme the value of the $y$-axis and the value of the $x$-axis are always 0, by definition.

We expect to see some cases where the increase in relative added throughput is due to a substantial increase in the number of rerouting events. Thus, to get a good understanding on how each algorithm really performs with respect to the tradeoff between throughput and number of rerouting events, we always consider both criteria together.

### A. Reactive Rerouting Simulations

We first study the performance of the reactive algorithms. Since SP(B) and SP(C) are optimal online algorithms for their schemes (when flows are received and considered one by
one) while SP(D) is not necessarily optimal for its scheme, the LP(D) algorithm for Scheme-D is also simulated as a benchmark but, due to its computational complexity, this is done only for small-sized networks. Later, the results for larger networks will also be presented, but without LP(D).

Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the small scale networks. In this figure, 5 artificially generated topologies are considered, each with 15 nodes and 30 links. These topologies are generated using the BRITE simulator [1], which captures two important characteristics of network topologies: incremental growth and preferential connectivity of a new node to well-connected existing nodes. These characteristics yield a power law distribution to the degrees of the nodes. For each topology, 5 sequences of flows are generated, each with 1,000 requests. Each request is either for initiating a new flow or removing an existing flow. When a new flow is introduced, the algorithm is executed and the flow is either rejected or admitted following 0 or more rerouting events. The flow sequences are generated using the gravity model [17].

Figure 5 shows the simulation results for two levels of offered load: 0.5 and 1. The offered load of a network at a given time \( \tau \) is defined as the sum of the offered loads of all the flows introduced to the network before \( \tau \) (and that were accepted or rejected) whose termination time is after \( \tau \), divided by the total capacity of the network links. The offered load of a flow is the bandwidth demand of the flow multiplied by the number of links on the shortest path (while assigning a weight of 1 to every link) between the flow’s source and destination. The flow sequences are generated for each simulation such that the network load remains roughly constant, and this yields one point on our graph, after it is averaged with additional executions using the same set of parameters but with a different seed.

It is evident from both graphs of Figure 5 that tunnel rerouting significantly increases the accommodated bandwidth. As expected, the schemes that accommodate more bandwidth impose a greater rerouting burden. In absolute numbers, more bandwidth is accommodated in heavily loaded networks. But the relative added throughput decreases when the load on the network increases because, in a heavily loaded network, there are fewer options for rerouting to gain additional throughput. This behavior is particularly noticeable for Scheme-B, because in this scheme only one tunnel can be rerouted.

For Scheme-D, the LP algorithm performs significantly more reroutings compared to SP(D), with only moderate increase in the admitted throughput. This is due to the fact that LP(D) is completely flexible in choosing the tunnels to reroute. In contrast, SP(D) is limited in the selection of a new path to rerouted tunnels.

To compare the performance of the various schemes, SP(B), SP(C) and SP(D), we define the “benefit-cost ratio” of an algorithm as the fraction obtained by dividing the relative added throughput by the number of reroutings, \( y/x \). Using this ratio, SP(C) is the best algorithm, and SP(D) is better than LP(D).

Figure 6 depicts the results for large networks. The networks simulated in Figure 6(a), (b) and (c) are synthetic networks built using BRITE with 40 nodes and 80 links, 40 nodes and 160 links, and 80 nodes and 320 links respectively. The network simulated in Figure 6(d) is a RocketFuel inferred topology[23] with 138 nodes and 730 links. LP(D) is not executed due to its exponential running time. For all these graphs, the offered load ratio is 0.5.

It is evident that the bandwidth accommodated by the algorithms, as well as the rerouting overhead, grow with the network size: as the network grows, there are more tunnel rerouting options. It is interesting to note that the various algorithms in the RocketFuel topology perform worse than they do for the synthetic topologies, despite the RocketFuel topology having more node links. But another property of this topology is that it has a few nodes with very large degree. These nodes create hotspots for which rerouting is less effective.

The results in Figure 6 strengthen our earlier finding that SP(C) yields a better benefit-cost ratio than SP(B) and SP(D). In other words, it results in a better tradeoff between the relative added throughput and the cost of rerouting.

### B. Proactive Rerouting Simulations

This subsection compares the proactive approach and the reactive approach, by comparing the results of the three SP algorithms – SP(B), SP(C) and SP(D) – to those of the Network
State Algorithm. Consider first Figure 7. The figure shows 4 graphs, for the same networks considered in the discussion of Figure 6. For each network type, the reactive SP algorithm is simulated for schemes B, C and D. Also simulated is the proactive Network State Algorithm for different execution periods: 5, 10, 20 and 40. The execution period is the average number of flows arriving between two consecutive invocations of the algorithm. Unless otherwise specified, for all these graphs the offered load is 0.25 and $\theta = 10$.

One cannot expect the proactive algorithm to admit as many flows as the reactive algorithms for a very simple reason: reactive algorithms are invoked only when the admission of a new flow fails, and the algorithm knows exactly which flow should be admitted over which tunnel. Thus, a reactive algorithm focuses on a specific tunnel and tries to increase the bandwidth available for it. In contrast, the proactive algorithm has no information about the flows that enter the network, and it is invoked regardless of whether past flows could or could not be accommodated.

For each graph in Figure 7, consider first the four points that represent different execution periods for the Network State Algorithm (NSA). From these points we learn that determining the length of this interval is the most significant performance parameter. For example, in Figure 7(a) we see that when NSA is invoked every 5 time units it is able to admit into the network 15% more bandwidth while performing 95 reroutings. However, when it is invoked every 10 time units, it is able to admit the same percentage of extra bandwidth, but with an overhead of only 48 reroutings. This indicates that for this simulation instance NSA(10) performs much better than NSA(5). However, this is not always the case: in Figure 7(d) NSA(5) also performs many more reroutings than NSA(10), but it succeeds in accommodating much more bandwidth. This suggests that on small networks it is better to invoke NSA not very often, whereas in big networks NSA should be invoked more frequently.

When the NSA execution period is well chosen, the performance of NSA is surprisingly good compared to the performance of the best reactive algorithm. For example, consider Figure 7(d). In this figure, among all the reactive algorithms, SP(B) has the best benefit-cost ratio: $50/390 = 0.13$. However, for NSA(5) and NSA(10) the benefit-cost ratios are much better: $35/195 = 0.18$ and $21/100 = 0.2$ respectively! In Figure 7(c), the benefit-cost ratio of the best reactive algorithm, SP(C), is $48/220 = 0.22$, whereas the ratio of the best proactive algorithm, NSA(10), is $10/50 = 0.2$. We can conclude from this analysis that although the NSA algorithm cannot accommodate as much extra bandwidth as the reactive algorithms, it is competitive in terms of its benefit-cost ratio.

Figure 8 presents simulation results for the Network State Algorithm in two different Rocketfuel topology networks. In each network, the input traffic load is 0.25 and 0.5. The first
thing to note is that the offered load does not affect the number of reroutings. But this is expected because, in contrast to the reactive algorithms, the proactive algorithms are invoked periodically, regardless of the input traffic load.

When the benefit-cost ratio of the various algorithms is considered, it is evident that the performance of NSA for all execution periods is better on light loads. This is consistent with the results shown earlier for the reactive algorithms, and can be attributed again to the fact that a rerouting algorithm has more flexibility when the load is lighter. The simulation shown in Figure 8(a) resulted in much greater performance differences among the various algorithms as compared to the simulation shown in Figure 8(b). This is due to the much smaller link degree in the former, which makes effective rerouting more difficult. Figure 8(a) also shows that increasing the load has greater negative impact in this simulation.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the impact of $\theta$ on the simulation results for different execution periods. Each simulation is performed on 100 randomly created networks, using the same BRITE generator, each with 100 nodes whose average degree is 6. The $x$-axis denotes the execution period of NSA, namely, the average number of flows arriving to the network between

![Figure 7: The performance of the reactive algorithms vs. the performance of the proactive algorithm for various networks](image)

![Figure 8: The performance of the Network State Algorithm for different offered loads](image)
two invocations of the algorithm. The y-axis denotes the fraction of admitted flows. For each value of execution period there are 4 bars, denoting different \( \theta \) values: 1, 6, 10 and 40. The leftmost bar for each period is \( \theta = 1 \). The y-axis denotes the total throughput. It is evident that \( \theta \) has a significant impact on the performance. Moreover, large values of \( \theta \) show significant improvement compared to small values. This can be explained by the fact that the initial routing of each tunnel is performed over the shortest path while ignoring the load on the various links. When rerouting is necessary, for high values of \( \theta \), the maximum load is kept low, and the network has room for new incoming flows. We can also see in this graph that our proactive rerouting algorithm is very efficient even if it is invoked relatively rarely: when the execution period is 500, namely, 500 new flows are introduced between two consecutive invocations of the algorithm, the percentage of rejected flows is reduced by 50%, from 0.2 (with no reroute) to only 0.1.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed the problem of tunnel rerouting in network overlays when the core network supports traffic engineering. For the first time, we introduced the concept of proactive (time-driven) rerouting, which we distinguish from the well-known concept of reactive (event-driven) rerouting. The main motivation behind proactive rerouting is to reduce the communication between the core network controller and the edge network controller, and to expedite the admission of new flows into the network.

We presented efficient algorithms for reactive rerouting, and then a novel Network State Algorithm for proactive rerouting. This algorithm associates a value with every network state, which indicates how well current tunnels take advantage of the available bandwidth resources. The algorithm tries to move tunnels such that the network state is maximally improved. Using simulations we show that although the Network State Algorithm cannot accommodate as many flows as the reactive algorithms, it performs surprisingly well with respect to the tradeoff between cost and value.
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Fig. 9. The impact of \( \theta \) on the performance of the Network State Algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wi-Fi is becoming the communication medium of choice in our homes and offices. This has compelled manufacturers of televisions, home-entertainment systems, and other devices that traditionally used wires for connectivity, to support Wi-Fi. Paralleling the growth of Wi-Fi is the growing demand to programmatically compose and manage communication networks using Software-Defined Networking (SDN) principles. However, in spite of its growing presence and importance, Wi-Fi has received significantly less attention in the SDN community compared to its wired siblings.

The growing importance of Wi-Fi and SDN, and the limited Wi-Fi support in existing SDN solutions, highlights the importance of addressing the roadblocks in bringing the benefits of SDN to networks which use commodity Wi-Fi access points (APs). The key roadblock is that commodity Wi-Fi APs are typically Wi-Fi hubs/bridges that simply forward packets. These include both open-source solutions such as hostapd [1] and OpenWrt [2], and also proprietary APs used in enterprise or home networks. Furthermore, these APs cannot take intelligent forwarding decisions because they cannot implement the match/action rules used by SDN switches such as Open vSwitch (OVS) [3]. As detailed in §II-B, simply installing an OpenFlow switch such as OVS on an AP is not enough for managing the network traffic flows traversing the AP.

The seminal work on bringing the SDN to Wi-Fi networks was OpenRoads [4] which used protocols such as the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) for managing the Wi-Fi APs. The insights from OpenRoads were leveraged by several solutions such as ÆtherFlow [5], BeHop [6], and OpenSDWN [7]. However, these solutions cannot be used as-is in existing Wi-Fi networks because they suffer from scalability, hardware, and availability issues (see §II). We therefore focus on bringing SDN-based flow management to Wi-Fi networks built using over-the-counter commodity APs and controllers.

In this paper, we present SWIFT, an architecture for bringing SDN-based flow management to existing Wi-Fi networks. Our architecture leverages on commonly available technologies: Client Isolation and SDN switches such as OVS. Client Isolation prevents the Wi-Fi clients associated with an AP from communicating with each other. This feature is supported by a wide range of enterprise and consumer APs.\(^1\) We bring SDN functionality to Wi-Fi networks by leveraging on Client Isolation to take control of all flows in the Wi-Fi network. The Intelligent AP technique achieves this by empowering devices running OpenWrt with OVS. In contrast, the Thin AP technique allows Wi-Fi APs that support Client Isolation to offload the flow management to external SDN switches.

Our key contributions are as follows.

- We enable existing SDN controllers to manage the network traffic flows in Wi-Fi networks built using commodity APs and routers. This significantly lowers the barrier-to-entry to deploy and experiment on software-defined Wi-Fi networks.
- Our Thin AP technique offloads the management of flows traversing APs to external SDN switches. This technique can be used in Wi-Fi networks and testbeds which use APs that cannot run an SDN switch such as OVS within the AP. For example, enterprise APs typically do not allow installation of custom firmware such as OpenWrt, and custom software such as OVS. Similarly, legacy commodity APs may not have the resources for running SDN switches.
- Our Intelligent AP technique integrates OVS with OpenWrt, and leverages the computational power of modern APs for implementing the forwarding decisions mandated by the SDN controller. This enables SDN controllers to manage the traffic flows at the edge of Wi-Fi networks.

Roadmap. In §II, we discuss related works and our motivation. We then detail our two techniques and their use cases in §III, and present the results of experimental evaluation of our techniques in §IV. We finally conclude in §V.

\(^1\)Client Isolation has many aliases such as Wireless Isolation, AP or Station Isolation, Peer-to-Peer Blocking etc. In this paper we use Client Isolation.
of APs typically support multiple networks (BSSID), which are extended as VAPs. OpenSDWN creates a unique VAP for each client, and during client mobility the controller migrates this VAP from one physical AP to another AP. BeHop uses a similar approach, where a single VAP can serve multiple clients. BeHop can also allow clients to locally select the best physical AP. However, OpenSDWN and BeHop do not scale as commodity APs may limit the number of VAPs that can simultaneously run on a physical AP: e.g. a Cisco 3700 AP supports 16 networks, i.e. 16 VAPs [13]. Furthermore, running multiple VAPs incurs significant performance overheads due to beacon frames [14]. This is a serious shortcoming given the increasing number of Wi-Fi devices at home and at work [15].

Each approach presented in Table I uses a different technique for managing APs. While OpenRoads uses SNMP, ÆtherFlow and BeHop extend OpenFlow to include commands to manage APs. ÆtherFlow uses a modified CPqD [16] OpenFlow switch to change AP configuration while BeHop uses a local agent. Similarly, OpenSDWN uses an agent at the AP that exposes configuration hooks to the controller.

### B. Shortcomings of existing approaches

The existing approaches have limitations when dealing with flows between clients associated to the same AP. OpenRoads, ÆtherFlow, BeHop, and OpenSDWN are all built on top of OpenWrt, which in turn uses the Linux IEEE mac80211 driver [17]. This driver maintains a list of clients associated with the AP, which is used to directly forward packets between associated clients; packets between clients do not traverse the networking stack of the AP. A consequence of this optimization is that an SDN switch such as OVS or CPqD running on an AP is unable to manage the flows between Wi-Fi clients associated with the same AP. OpenSDWN and BeHop address this issue by creating VAPs. However, many APs support only a limited number of VAPs, limiting the number of clients served by a physical AP. Multiple VAPs, i.e. SSIDs, also incur heavy overheads in the Wi-Fi due to beacon frames, making them unsuitable for dense Wi-Fi networks or locations with multiple overlapping networks [14]; the current Wi-Fi design principles set the maximum number of SSIDs to only four.

The existing SDN approaches are also unsuitable for enterprise APs such as those from Cisco. Typically enterprise APs neither offer support for SDN controllers nor do they support customization by third parties. While these APs can be configured to operate with a proprietary Wi-Fi controller or work autonomously, the limited customization support currently makes them impractical for many SDN research activities or integrating them to SDN-based networks.

Similarly, the existing approaches are also not suitable for legacy APs with limited storage space and limited computational capacity. The match-action rules mandated by SDN are computationally expensive compared to the direct packet forwarding. The legacy APs typically also have limited storage space (in the order of a few MB [18]) which might not be sufficient to add the binaries of SDN switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>CAPWAP</th>
<th>OpenRoads</th>
<th>ÆtherFlow</th>
<th>BeHop</th>
<th>OpenSDWN</th>
<th>SWIFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Association control at controller</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association control at AP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configure AP using OpenFlow</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configure AP using other protocols</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage and control commodity APs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manage and control enterprise APs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet forwarding at the controller</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet forwarding at the controller</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing approaches come with a trade-off of scalability versus the ability to manage the flows between clients associated to the same AP. A ✓ implies that SWIFT allows AP management tools including enterprise AP management tools such as the Cisco Wireless LAN Controller to manage the APs.

### II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first present other proposed approaches for bringing SDN functionality to Wi-Fi networks. We then motivate our work by discussing the roadblocks preventing these approaches from being used in Wi-Fi networks using commodity APs and routers.²

#### A. Existing approaches to integrate Wi-Fi networks with SDNs

In Table I, we compare the existing approaches for bringing SDN functionality to Wi-Fi networks, namely, a) the Control and Provisioning of Wireless Access Points (CAPWAP) protocol [8], [9], b) OpenRoads [4], c) ÆtherFlow [5], d) BeHop [6], and e) OpenSDWN [7].

The CAPWAP protocol is one of the seminal techniques for managing Wi-Fi APs. While CAPWAP predates SDN, they share the same underlying principles: a logically centralized CAPWAP controller manages the APs and takes decisions based on the network state. The specifications of the CAPWAP protocol are fairly detailed, and its proprietary siblings from Cisco [10], Aruba Networks [11] and Ubiquiti Networks [12] manage vendor-specific Wi-Fi hardware. In spite of its limited support in open source solutions such as OpenWrt, CAPWAP serves as a cornerstone for Software-defined Wi-Fi networks.

OpenRoads, ÆtherFlow, BeHop, and OpenSDWN, primarily differ on the techniques used for managing client associations and client mobility. Client association can be handled either at the AP or at the controller. While handling client associations at the AP is easy to implement, a controller handling associations can be extended to manage hand-overs for implementing seamless connectivity. OpenRoads and ÆtherFlow handle client associations at the AP, while OpenSDWN and BeHop handle associations at the controller.

OpenSDWN and BeHop support client mobility by creating virtual APs (VAP) for the Wi-Fi clients. The Wi-Fi interface

²Please note that, in this paper we use the terms Wi-Fi router and Wi-Fi AP interchangeably. A Wi-Fi AP typically acts as a bridge between Wi-Fi and wired networks. In contrast, Wi-Fi routers also include routing capabilities.
C. Motivation

Existing approaches suffer from scalability, hardware, and availability issues for bringing the benefits of SDN-based traffic management to Wi-Fi networks built using commodity APs. This motivates us to find a solution which achieves this requiring only minimal changes to the APs and can be deployed on existing networks.

Programmatically managing a Wi-Fi network involves a) managing and provisioning the APs and b) managing the flows traversing these APs. The AP management and provisioning includes managing the radio interface parameters such as signal strength, channel, etc. This can be done either through existing wireless LAN controllers such as Cisco Wireless Lan Controller (WLC) [10], or through other network management systems. These are solid and mature solutions for managing commodity and enterprise APs. At the same time, SDN switches such as OVS [3] and SDN controllers such as OpenDaylight [19] and Ryu [20] are solid and mature solutions for flow management. However, the existing approaches cannot combine SDN solutions with existing Wi-Fi networks built using commodity and enterprise APs. In particular, the SDN controllers cannot manage the flows between Wi-Fi clients associated with the same AP, while existing Wi-Fi APs do not support SDN.

In the following, we present our SWIFT architecture for bringing SDN-based flow management to existing Wi-Fi networks. Our solution enables existing SDN controllers to manage all the Wi-Fi traffic flows, including the flows between clients associated with the same AP, while allowing existing Wi-Fi controllers such as WLC to continue to manage the client associations, the radio interfaces, etc., of these APs.

III. SWIFT: SOFTWARE-DEFINED WI-FI FLOW MANAGEMENT

In this section, we present SWIFT, our software-defined Wi-Fi flow management architecture. The SWIFT architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, which depicts an enterprise network with a Wi-Fi controller. The Wi-Fi controller is used to manage the existing commodity APs, while the SWIFT controller manages the network traffic flows.

In this technique (see §III-B), we run OVS inside the AP. This enables APs to exert fine-grained control over flows traversing its communication interfaces.

b) Thin AP: In this technique (see §III-C), an AP offloads the flow management to a remote SDN switch and in essence becomes a remote Wi-Fi interface on this switch; the AP and the SDN switch form the Thin AP.

In III-D, we discuss the steps the SWIFT SDN controller needs to take to manage flows traversing APs implementing our techniques, and why simply adding OVS to an AP is not enough to bring SDN to Wi-Fi networks.

A. Client Isolation

We now use the internals of OpenWrt running on commodity Wi-Fi routers to present an overview of Client Isolation.

In Figure 2, we present the connectivity between the interfaces of widely used commodity Wi-Fi routers. A typical Wi-Fi router has a WAN interface for the Internet connectivity, an Ethernet switch for the wired LAN ports, and at least one Wi-Fi interface. These interfaces are typically exposed to the CPU using Virtual LANs (VLANs). In Figure 2 we present a router (Netgear WNR4300v1) that internally uses two VLANs, one VLAN for the WAN and another VLAN for the LAN. As shown in Figure 3, OpenWrt abstracts these wiring internals and exposes a software bridge that connects
the Wi-Fi and wired LAN interfaces. However, because of the
internal optimizations in the wireless LAN driver discussed in
§II-B, the packets exchanged between the clients associated
with the same Wi-Fi interface do not traverse this bridge.

This can be mitigated by enabling Client Isolation. However,
we have observed the three following implementations in
enterprise and consumer APs [2][10].

a) Permissive Isolation: The driver sends all traffic flows
to the AP’s network stack. An SDN switch running on the AP
can therefore be used to manage the flows traversing the AP.

b) Restrictive Isolation: The driver only allows Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) messages to reach the network. An
external SDN switch connected to the AP can use these ARP
messages to impersonate the other hosts in the network. This
can be achieved by using various techniques such as a) Proxy
ARP for Private VLANs (PVLAN), also known as VLAN
Aggregation [21][22], or b) the SDN controller sending an
ARP reply with the MAC address of the switch in response
to ARP requests from clients associated with the AP.

c) Total Isolation: The driver discards all traffic between
wireless clients, which makes it impossible to extend Client
Isolation to allow SDN switches to manage the traffic flows.

OpenWrt-based APs use Permissive Isolation, and enterprise
APs may use any of the above implementations; the supporting
documentation may provide hints on the implementation used
by a given AP. For example, the Cisco 1131ag AP and Cisco
WLC can be configured to either use Restrictive Isolation or
Total Isolation [10]. In the following, we present two
techniques to combine SDN switches with APs that implement
either Permissive Isolation or Restrictive Isolation.

B. Intelligent AP

In this technique we run OVS on an OpenWrt-based AP.
As shown in Figure 4, we replace the Linux Bridge created
by OpenWrt (see Figure 3) with OVS. All interfaces that
were plugged to the bridge are moved to the OVS, and Client
Isolation is enabled on the Wi-Fi interfaces. Client Isolation
forwards all packets arriving on these interfaces to the OVS.
This allows the OVS to manage all flows between Wi-Fi clients
and the flows traversing the AP to the wired network.

The Intelligent AP technique also supports multiple Wi-Fi
networks (SSID) on the same AP. Each SSID appears as a
logical Wi-Fi interface on OpenWrt, which is then plugged
to the OVS. To manage the flows between Wi-Fi clients in
different SSIDs, the SDN controller only needs to know the
OVS port corresponding to a given SSID. The key benefit
of this technique is the implementation of SDN match/action
rules at the edge of the Wi-Fi network.

C. Thin AP

This technique is suitable for APs falling into one or more
of the following categories.

- A custom firmware such as OpenWrt cannot be installed
  on the AP. For example, the flash memory size of the AP
  is not large enough to install OpenWrt.

- A custom software such as OVS cannot be installed on
  the AP. For example, the AP runs proprietary firmware
  which does not allow customization of the AP.

- The hardware restrictions make it impractical to imple-
  ment the Intelligent AP approach.

Most enterprise APs fall into one or more of the above
categories as they may not allow installation of third-party
firmwares or software. Similarly, many legacy APs which sup-
port OpenWrt but have either limited storage or computational
capacity to run OVS can use our Thin AP technique.

In this technique, the AP acts as a remote Wi-Fi interface for
an SDN switch, and each Wi-Fi network of the AP becomes a
port on that switch. This port and the AP connected to it form
the Thin AP, which is now responsible for the flows traversing
the AP. Furthermore, multiple APs can be connected to a single
SDN switch, i.e. only a single SDN switch is required to turn
a small Wi-Fi network into a SDN-managed one.

As discussed in §III-A, if the Client Isolation on an AP is of
the type Restrictive Isolation then the SDN controller will be
required to provide ARP responses to ARP queries made by
clients associated with the AP. However, this impersonation
may cause issues with device discovery, for example. We
discuss these issues in Section §III-F. In contrast, Intelligent
APs do not require the controller to handle ARPs because
these APs do not redirect traffic to an external SDN switch.

The key benefit of the Thin AP technique is that it only
requires Client Isolation on the AP. This enables the transfor-
mation of existing Wi-Fi networks to support SDN.

D. Flow Management using an SDN Controller

We now discuss the steps an SDN controller such as
OpenDaylight or Ryu must take to manage flows traversing
APs configured as either Intelligent AP or Thin AP.
1) Managing flows traversing Intelligent APs: The SDN controller must perform the following additional tasks to manage the flows traversing Intelligent APs. First, the controller must know which SDN switches are APs configured as Intelligent APs. Second, the controller also has to keep track of the hosts in the network that are associated with these APs, which is essential for forwarding packets between wireless clients associated with the same AP. For such flows, the packets received from the wireless interface of an Intelligent AP must be sent back to the wireless interface. The client’s MAC address can be used for this. Additionally, for an Intelligent AP to support encrypted Wi-Fi traffic, packets with EtherType 0x888e (EAP over LAN) must be sent to the AP’s network stack to be processed by the AP’s WPA2 module.

2) Managing flows traversing Thin APs: A Thin AP has a few more requirements from the SDN controller than an Intelligent AP. In addition to Intelligent AP requirements, the SDN controller has to track the IP addresses of all the clients associated with each Thin AP. The SDN controller is expected to examine the ARP queries made by Wi-Fi clients for discovering the other wireless clients associated with the same Thin AP. If the clients are allowed to communicate with each other, the controller responds with an ARP reply with the MAC address of the SDN switch connected to the AP, for which the IP tracking is required. As a consequence of this, a Wi-Fi client α communicating with Wi-Fi client β will send a packet with the source MAC address of client α, source IP address of client α, destination MAC address of the SDN switch, and destination IP address of client β. For such packets the SDN controller commands the SDN switch to replace the source MAC address with the MAC address of the SDN switch, and replace the destination MAC address with the MAC address of client β, and finally send the packet to the wireless interface of the Thin AP. This allows the SDN switch to forward packets between clients associated with the Thin AP. Unlike the Intelligent AP, the Thin AP does not require any specific rules to support Wi-Fi encryption because these frames are managed locally by the AP or by a Wi-Fi controller.

3) Supporting Client Mobility: Most Wi-Fi controllers offer support for client mobility [10]. For the SDN controller to support mobility, the controller must update the flow table rules in SDN switches to ensure that packets are forwarded to the AP which the client is associated to. Both Wi-Fi and the SDN controllers can coordinate this using their respective north-bound APIs or react to network changes.

The above actions are straightforward to implement in any SDN controller, and we have implemented them in our SWIFT SDN controller based on the Ryu controller framework.

E. Use Cases

We now discuss some of the use cases of our work.

1) Bringing SDN-based flow management to enterprise Wi-Fi networks: Current enterprise APs are typically managed using a proprietary Wi-Fi management solutions and do not allow installation of custom firmwares. If these APs support either Permissive Isolation or Restrictive Isolation, and if SDN switches are added to the network, the Wi-Fi traffic flows can be controlled by SWIFT. With the steps discussed in §III-D, the existing Wi-Fi controllers can now function alongside SWIFT and manage both Wi-Fi APs and traffic flows.

2) Using existing Wi-Fi testbeds for SDN research: Many Wi-Fi testbeds contain a large number of legacy devices. The hardware in these devices might be obsolete by modern standards; for example, APs may have only 4MB of flash storage [18]. However, these devices can run OpenWrt, and our Intelligent AP or Thin AP techniques can be used on these devices as OpenWrt supports Permissive Isolation. This allows conducting SDN research in existing Wi-Fi testbeds.

3) Programmable Network-wide access control: An SDN controller with a fine-grained view of the devices in the network allows the implementation of network-wide access control. The SDN controller can be used to dynamically grant or deny devices access to network services and resources. This level of control has many use cases especially for Wi-Fi networks where many clients can enter and leave at will. First, guest devices can be granted only a limited Internet access while known devices have full access. Second, SDN controllers can coordinate with AP management controllers for creation of location specific access rules. By determining where each client is located, the SDN controller can manage which devices each client has access to. For example, access to streaming devices such as Chromecast or AppleTV can be restricted only to devices near the clients. Third, Wi-Fi networks are increasingly being used to connect Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices such as baby-monitors and security cameras, which are known to have vulnerabilities. With our techniques, these devices can be protected by creating an SDN-based security overlay which controls the set of devices with which such vulnerable devices can communicate.

4) Limit the number of SSIDs: Combined with the network-wide access control, the SWIFT can limit the number of SSIDs used to only a few while retaining the benefits of multiple SSIDs. Different security or group memberships can be allocated to Wi-Fi clients, allowing the dispensation of specific networks such as ”guest” or ”accounting”.

F. Discussion

In this section, we presented our SWIFT architecture and the techniques it is built on. The techniques combine off-the-shelf components, mainly Client Isolation and SDN switches such as OVS, to provide SDN-based management of all traffic traversing a Wi-Fi network.

The Intelligent AP technique empowers routers and APs which are supported by open-source firmwares such as OpenWrt, and allow installation of an SDN switch such as OVS. The Thin AP technique can be used with existing Wi-Fi APs which do not allow custom firmwares, or are otherwise incapable of processing the computationally intensive SDN match-action rules. Our two techniques can be used to bring SDN-based traffic management to existing Wi-Fi networks.

Our techniques are straightforward to implement in any SDN controller. The Intelligent and Thin AP approaches have
some specific needs that must be addressed. For example, when an AP is configured as a Thin AP, and a client sends out a broadcast packet, the SDN switch to which the AP is connected, sends broadcast packets back to the AP. This may trigger a loop detection algorithm on the AP, causing the AP to momentarily drop all packets sent back to it. This can either be disabled in the AP, or it can be circumvented with application-specific controller modules. For example, DHCP requests can be routed directly to a DHCP server.

Our two techniques can also be combined with other solutions discussed in Table I. This would be beneficial as we currently lack the remote AP configuration capabilities, offered by for example Cisco WLC. At the same time, our techniques address the scalability issue of multiple networks on a radio interface; this is a serious shortcoming of existing solutions.

IV. Evaluation

In this section we present results of experiments conducted to a) quantify the overheads incurred by APs implementing our two techniques, and b) address scalability. Please note that the results presented here are for qualitative purposes only.

A. Experiment Setup for Quantifying Overheads of SWIFT

1) Devices Used and Network Topology: We used three commodity APs for our experiments: a) Netgear WNDR-4300v1, b) TP-Link WR1043NDv2, and c) Cisco 1131ag. The Netgear and TP-Link can run OpenWrt while the Cisco does not support custom firmware; each of these APs have different hardware capabilities. The Netgear and TP-Link can be configured either as a Stock, Intelligent, or Thin AP. We run these two APs in their Stock OpenWrt configuration for the baseline measurements. For the Intelligent AP tests, we install OVS on these APs, enable Client Isolation, and include a patch for hostapd to detect and exchange data with OVS to support WPA2 encryption. For the Thin AP tests, the default Linux bridge is used with Client Isolation enabled and the OVS is located in a remote host. The Cisco is used in its Stock configuration for baseline measurements, and Client Isolation is enabled only when the AP is configured as a Thin AP. The testbed topology is shown in Figure 6. We use a FIT-PC3 Pro as the main SDN switch for the testbed, and also as the external SDN switch for our Thin APs. In addition, we used two identical laptops as test clients.

2) SWIFT Controller: Our SWIFT controller extends Ryu SDN to support our Thin and Intelligent AP implementations. For each traffic flow, SWIFT installs corresponding flow rules after an SDN switch receives the flow; in our implementation, the forwarding decisions are based on the MAC addresses of the clients. These give a lower bound on overheads, while additional overheads can be incurred depending on the policies that determine the rules. Our main focus was on the overheads incurred by the redirection of packets to an SDN switch.

3) Test Scenarios: We use the following three scenarios. We believe that these three scenarios emulate small Wi-Fi networks and also testbeds used for Wi-Fi experiments.

Scenario A. In this scenario, our two laptops are associated with the same AP. This scenario emulates a small Wi-Fi network such as a home network with a single AP.

Scenario B. In this scenario, the two laptops are associated with different APs. This scenario emulates a Wi-Fi network in a small-office home-office scenario where the clients can be associated with different APs.

Scenario C. In this scenario, one laptop is associated with an AP, while the second laptop is in a high-speed wired network. This scenario emulates a network such as a university network where Wi-Fi clients communicate with servers present in a high-speed wired network. The client in the wired network is connected to the switch using a 1 Gbps Ethernet cable.

4) Traffic Generation: We use the Flent network benchmarking tool [23] for quantifying the overheads incurred by our changes to the APs. Our motivation for using Flent was that it includes a Realtime Response Under Load (RRUL) test for testing Bufferbloat [24]. During an RRUL test multiple TCP flows between our clients traverse our network at the same time. Furthermore, these competing flows can be configured to have different priorities. For different priorities, the Flent running on each client creates multiple TCP and UDP flows with different priorities. For different priorities, the Flent uses the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field in IP packets; all the packets of a given TCP flow have the same value in the DSCP field. This allows us to emulate the network traffic where clients use different applications such as VoIP and web browsing at the same time. This test is particularly important as OpenWrt internally uses the Linux networking stack where the default queue of the networking interfaces is pfifo_fast. In the pfifo_fast configuration, a queue has three bands labeled 0, 1, and 2, and the DSCP field in the IP header determines the band of a packet; packets in the same queue have the same priority, i.e., all TCP and UDP packets have the same value in the DSCP field in the IP header.
c) RRUL Ping: The Flent uses only ICMP messages to measure the round-trip time (RTT) without network load. This provides a baseline measurements on the impact of the Intelligent AP and Thin AP approach on the network latency.

We conduct the following experiments to quantify the overheads incurred by our two techniques. For each of the three scenarios—Scenario A, Scenario B, and Scenario C—we run the Netgear and TP-link AP in the Stock, Intelligent AP, and Thin AP configuration, and the Cisco AP in the Stock and Thin AP configuration. Furthermore, we run 30 iterations of Flent in the default RRUL mode and the RRUL Best Effort mode; during each iteration Flent generated the TCP flows for 180 seconds. We also run one iteration of Flent for 300 seconds in the RRUL Ping mode.

B. Experiment Results on SWIFT Overheads

In Figure 7, we present the results of our experiments conducted to quantify the overheads incurred by our two techniques. In the Stock configuration, the packets between two clients associated with an AP by-pass the kernel network stack of the AP because they are forwarded directly by the radio interface driver. Our Intelligent AP technique causes these packets to be redirected to the OVS running on the AP, while our Thin AP technique causes these packets to be redirected to an external SDN switch. We quantify the impact of these redirections using the mean TCP goodput and RTT observed in the different scenarios discussed above.

In Figure 7(a) we present the RTTs observed during the RRUL Ping test. The mean TCP goodput and the mean RTT observed during the RRUL (default) test are presented in Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) respectively; the corresponding observations of RRUL Best Effort test are presented in Figure 7(d) and Figure 7(e) respectively. In each figure, S, I, and T denote the Stock, Intelligent AP, and Thin AP configurations respectively; cisco, ng, and tp denote the Cisco, Netgear, and TP-Link AP respectively. The numbers above the X-axis represent the percentage change in the value over the corresponding Stock configuration. For instance, in Scenario B when the Netgear and TP-Link APs are configured as Intelligent APs for the RRUL BE test (ng-tp,I-I), we observe a 1.2% decrease in the mean TCP goodput in Figure 7(d) and a 226% increase in mean RTT in Figure 7(e) compared to the Stock configuration and Thin-Thin configuration respectively. In contrast, we observe an opposite behavior when using the TP-Link in the Intelligent AP mode. These changes in performance point to the hardware of the APs; the TP-Link has the weakest hardware in terms of CPU capacity, and this is evident from the high RTTs observed in the Stock configuration.

We observe a small difference between the TCP goodput in the Int-Int configuration and the goodput in the Stock configuration for Scenario B in Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(d). However, in Figure 7(c) and Figure 7(e), we can see that ICMP messages sent by Flent during the RRUL test and RRUL BE test incur a significantly higher RTT. Furthermore, for the Best Effort test, while the TCP goodput decreases by only 1.2% the RTT of the ICMP messages increases by 226%. Clearly, the Thin-Thin configuration performs better than the Int-Int configuration; this highlights the benefits of offloading the flow management from commodity APs to an external switch.

For Scenario C, the difference in the TCP goodput and RTT between the Intelligent-Wired configuration and the Stock-Wired configuration is marginal. In Scenario C, we observe a higher RTT compared to Scenario B and Scenario A because of the 1 Gbps wired link; the TCP flows from the faster wired network ensure that the queues at the AP are saturated.

Across all scenarios, we observe that values for the TCP goodput and RTT in the RRUL test are significantly different from those in the RRUL Best Effort test. In the RRUL test, the ICMP messages used for the RTT measurements have the least priority and therefore have higher queuing delays. In the RRUL Best Effort test, all packets have the same priority; we therefore observe smaller RTTs compared to the RRUL test.

C. Experiment for Testing Scalability of SWIFT

We also performed an experiment to showcase the scalability of our architecture. As discussed in §II, the previous
Fig. 7. **Experiments Results.** In each figure, S, I, and T denote the Stock, Intelligent AP, and Thin AP configurations respectively; cisco, ng, and tp denote the Cisco, Netgear, and TP-Link AP respectively. For instance, T-I with cisco-ng represents a scenario where the first client was associated with a Cisco AP configured as a Thin AP and the second client was associated with a Netgear AP configured as an Intelligent AP. Similarly, ng-tp represents a scenario when one of the clients was in the wired network. For instance, I-W with ng represents a scenario where one client was associated with the Netgear AP configured as an Intelligent AP and the second client was in the wired network. The numbers above the X-axis present the percentage change in the measured value (mean round-trip time) over the value observed in the corresponding stock configuration.

(a) **Mean round-trip times during RRUL Ping test.** The error bars represent the standard deviation of the observed round-trip times. The numbers above the X-axis represent the percentage change in the value over the corresponding stock configuration.

(b) **Mean goodput during the default RRUL test.** The error bars represent 99% Confidence Intervals for the mean TCP goodput.

(c) **Mean round-trip time during the default RRUL test.** The error bars represent 99% Confidence Intervals for the mean round-trip time.

(d) **Mean goodput during the RRUL BE test.** The error bars represent 99% Confidence Intervals for the mean TCP goodput.

(e) **Mean round-trip time during RRUL BE test.** The error bars represent 99% Confidence Intervals for the mean round-trip time. Note the lower round-trip times compared to the default RRUL test. The ICMP messages have the same priority as the TCP flows in this test.
approaches are limited to a single client per VAP if all traffic flows need to be managed; however, the maximum number of VAPs is limited by the hardware and drivers of the APs. We show that our system can scale beyond the maximum number of available SSIDs on the Cisco AP hardware, i.e. beyond 16.

In the experiment, we used the same testbed as above with a single SSID. However, we used 20 different devices, including laptops, mobile phones, and a Chromecast. We associated the devices to the Cisco AP operating as Thin AP, and through the SWIFT controller we pushed isolation rules to the AP to isolate several of the devices from other devices.

As expected, the SWIFT controller was able to control all the traffic flows traversing the Thin AP. The isolated devices still retained the Internet access, but could not communicate with other devices, i.e. full control of the flows was achieved.

D. Evaluation Summary

The goal of our evaluation was to quantify the impact of our two techniques, and address the scalability of our architecture. The overhead results presented in this section show that our two techniques can be used on commodity APs. Furthermore, the differences in performance between Stock, Intelligent, and Thin configurations are negligible, and the performance largely depends on an AP’s hardware capabilities. Specifically, the performance of the Intelligent AP technique depends heavily on an AP’s hardware capabilities. In contrast, the Thin AP technique has fewer demands from the AP’s hardware than the Intelligent AP, making it more suitable for APs with less powerful hardware. Our results also highlight the benefits of offloading the flow management from commodity APs to an external switch. This implies that switches procured for SDN research can be used in Wi-Fi testbeds having commodity APs.

The scalability experiment shows that our architecture can support networks with a large number of clients with only a single SSID, i.e. we can limit the overheads caused by a large number of SSIDs, and push beyond the hardware limitations of the APs which limit the other approaches.

Note that our goal was not to evaluate the performance of OVS; this has been done by Pfaff et al. [3]. We are also not quantifying the overheads of SDN policies because the observed latencies and goodputs can be policy specific and some policies can flood the switch with rules [26].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented SWIFT, an architecture for bringing SDN-based traffic flow management to Wi-Fi networks built using commodity enterprise and consumer devices. SWIFT combines widely available technologies—Client Isolation and SDN switches such as OVS—and can therefore be used in almost all existing networks. The techniques used by SWIFT require only a small number of tasks, which are straightforward to implement in any SDN controller. We strongly believe that our techniques provide a deployable way to bring SDN-based traffic management to Wi-Fi networks, and significantly lower the barrier-to-entry for conducting SDN research on Wi-Fi networks. For instance, our techniques can be used to bring new features such as AP-specific access control to enterprise networks, or conduct research on evaluating the benefits of SDN-based flow management in IoT networks which use Wi-Fi.

The instructions for deploying SWIFT are available at [27].
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Abstract—Mm-wave technologies are a promising solution to provide ultra-high capacity in 5G wireless access networks. However, the potential of several-GHz bandwidths must coexist with a harsh propagation environment. While high attenuations can be compensated by advanced antenna systems, the severe obstacle blockage effect can only be mitigated by more sophisticated network management.

One of the most widely adopted techniques to guarantee a reliable service in mm-wave access scenarios is to establish multiple connections from mobile to different base stations. However, the advantage of multiple mm-wave connections can be fully exploited only if uncorrelated channels are available, thus spatial diversity must be ensured. Although smart base-station selections could be made once the network is deployed, much better results are achievable if diversity-aware selection aspects are already included in the network planning phase.

In this paper, we propose for the first time an mm-wave access network planning framework which considers both spatial diversity among potential base-station selection candidates and user achievable throughput, according to channel conditions and network congestion. The results show that our approach allows to obtain much better spatial diversity conditions than traditional k-coverage approaches, and this can indeed provide higher robustness in presence of sudden obstacles.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, millimeter-wave (mm-wave) technologies have attracted a lot of interest as one of the main solutions to deliver the multi-gigabit-per-second promise to wireless broadband access users. Although scientific and industrial research has been focusing on the fundamental task of improving the spectral efficiency of wireless links and increasing the network density by deploying more devices, unlocking new spectrum bands looks to be the answer to the need of a radical boost in the achievable throughputs, as required in 5G networks.

The mm-wave spectrum band, only partially occupied, can potentially accommodate several GHz of bandwidth for wireless access communications. However, this opportunity brings in several technical challenges caused by the harsh propagation environment at very high frequencies. The first challenge is to overcome the strong attenuation over distance. This has been tackled by the design of advanced antenna arrays systems, which can concentrate many elements in small form factors thanks to the short wavelength [1]. They allow to typically reach a coverage of several hundreds of meters. A further issue with mm-waves is related to their high penetration loss and limited diffraction [2], which make every obstacle actually opaque, and thus a cause of link blockage. In order to break this limit, we must resort to new network architectures and smart resource management algorithms.

Although directional antennas allow to span several hundreds of meters, it was immediately clear that the severe blockage effects prevented considering a wide access network entirely based on mm-wave technologies. Indeed, heterogeneous network architectures have been proposed to guarantee a full coverage with a separated and reliable control-plane delegated to legacy macro base stations, while a multi-gigabit user plane is provided by the on-demand activation of mm-wave small-cells in specific regions of the service area [3]–[5]. Each device can potentially establish a dual-inter-technology connection according to the current user, network, and application contextual information. However, the ultra-high-speed mm-wave service is still offered in an opportunistic manner, as such an inter-technology dual-connectivity only guarantees a reliable network signaling.

Intra-technology connectivity to multiple sites equipped with the same radio interfaces has been used for many years to facilitate multi-user and hand-over procedures [6]. In the last few years, it has emerged as a solution to improve the user throughput in LTE cellular systems via inter-site carrier aggregation [7]. Finally, multi-connectivity as a solution to the unreliability problem of the ultra-high-speed service has been explicitly envisioned in 5G systems, particularly when dealing with mm-wave access networks [4], [8], [9], an example of mm-wave-technology multi-connectivity is provided in Fig. 1.

Intra-technology multi-connectivity clearly implicates higher complexity, however, this is definitively counterbalanced by many advantages for mm-wave communications: i.e., i) in a scenario with very unstable links, more alternatives ensure that the user can stay connected
to at least one mm-wave base station (BS) when obstacles suddenly appear, ii) the establishment of multiple connections avoid a full directional cell discovery phase [3] in case of a single connection drop, iii) multiple simultaneous connections allow to apply refinement techniques to precisely localize a user and improve the efficiency of context-aware resource allocation algorithms. However, in order to be effective, intra-technology multi-connectivity requires selected mm-wave BSs to experiment uncorrelated channel conditions. Therefore, we need spatial diversity among selected mm-wave connections [10].

Since mm-wave transmissions are highly directional, ensuring an angular separation between two mm-wave BSs with respect to every single user is a good way to provide spatial diversity. Clearly, the larger angular separation between two BSs, the higher channel uncorrelation between their channels, thus better spatial diversity can be achieved. Smart spatially-diverse BS selections can be made relying on the available network layout. However, we believe (supported by the obtained results) that much better angular separation can be achieved if mm-wave BS locations are optimized by a planning process that includes spatial diversity aspects. This cannot be done by traditional k-coverage approaches, as they ensure k-connectivity without considering spatial diversity, which is potentially further reduced by the goal of minimizing the number of installed BSs.

In this paper, we propose a new network planning approach to provide intra-technology multi-connectivity in mm-wave access networks by maximizing the angular separation, thus the spatial diversity, in the group of BSs each user can select. In order to provide a realistic network plan, which includes capacity aspects, we also consider the achievable user throughput, determined by both user-BS channel conditions and congestion at the selected BSs. Finally, our approach allows to dimension a residual capacity in each BS to serve as a backup for user requests interrupted by unexpected obstacle blockages.

To the best of our knowledge, this article considers, for the first time, spatial-diversity in the design of mm-wave access networks to provide robustness in front of sudden blockages. In addition, we propose a viable approach that can address realistically sized instances and provide a thorough evaluation of the advantages with respect to traditional network planning approaches based on k-coverage.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section II, we describe the aforementioned problem and provide an overview of our solution. Section III includes the mathematical programming models used in our approach, while in Section IV we show and comment the results of the numerical evaluation we performed. In Section V, we discuss the state-of-the-art on mm-wave access network planning and directional communications. Then, Section VI concludes the paper with some final remarks.

II. THE MM-WAVE NETWORK PLANNING PROBLEM

Network planning is a key phase of the network deployment process, which determines base-stations' placement and configuration while considering a number of aspects, including signal propagation, traffic distribution, interference, deployment cost, etc. In this process, a discrete set of candidate sites (CSs) describes the possible sites suitable for BS placement. The traffic distribution is represented using a discrete set of points, test points (TP), which are considered as centroids of traffic. The adoption of mm-wave technologies in the mobile radio access network implies a radical change in propagation conditions and antenna technologies, which lead to specific service features that must be taken into account to effectively plan the network. To be more specific, mm-wave communications are characterized by strong path losses and are vulnerable to strong fading, resulting in high signal-blockage probability, which if not properly addressed, leads to an unreliable service.

Real environments are characterized by the presence of objects (e.g., trees, vehicles, human bodies, etc.) that can lie between transmitters and receivers. Due to the high frequency characterizing mm-wave communications, almost every single object is opaque to mm-wave propagation, leading to a high probability of path obstruction that causes severe signal attenuation and connectivity drop. Therefore, the presence of objects should be carefully considered in the network planning phase to enable the deployment of a reliable mm-wave access service able to satisfy 5G QoS requirements.

As far as mm-wave radio planning is concerned, we can distinguish two different categories of objects: static objects, (e.g. buildings, walls, etc.), and nomadic objects (e.g. cars, trucks, pedestrians, etc.). While the deterministic nature of static objects’ position allows to easily take into account their presence by means of propagation prediction tools, nomadic objects can cause unpredictable connectivity drops, therefore, they can strongly worsen ultra-high-speed reliability. In this perspective, while static obstacles do not substantially change the way in which radio network planning has been carried out so far, the need of a reliable mm-wave service requires to plan the network in such a way that a potential user can be reached by multiple mm-wave BSs, providing users with backup links to restore their connectivity in case of blockage caused by nomadic obstacles. Effectively providing backup links, however, does not translate in a mere densification of the base-stations’ placement as their locations can strongly impact on the final outcome, and if not properly managed, can make additional base stations useless.

Fig. 2 shows a simple example by comparing two possible multi-coverage solutions, where two BSs must be installed in CSs covering $TP_0$. The two solutions are represented in Fig. 2a and 2c and both are valid solutions of the problem, however, the two are not equivalent in terms of robustness to obstacle obstructions. Fig. 2b and 2d show the different behavior of the two solutions in case an unexpected obstacle appears. In Fig. 2b the random obstacle is completely obstructing all possible TP connection alternatives. In terms of robustness, this 2-coverage solution has almost the same quality as that of a single coverage, causing the additional base station to be useless. Instead, in Fig. 2d, thanks to the angular separation of installed base stations, the TP can still maintain an mm-wave
In this paper, we propose a network planning approach based on mathematical programming models which can effectively improve the mm-wave service robustness against sudden obstacle blockages. The rationale behind our approach is to include spatial-diversity aspects in a k-coverage problem in order to provide the required coverage while maximizing the angular diversity from which multiple mm-wave BSs can reach a potential user. The angular diversity will increase the availability of independent backup connections in case of obstacles obstruction, and consequently, it will improve the mm-wave service reliability.

However, describing the problem just in geometrical terms by considering the physical availability of backup connections only ensures the mm-wave service coverage, but does not provide any guarantee on its quality. Indeed, radio resources are shared among users associated with a BS. Each user occupies a portion of radio resource according to its demand, achievable modulation scheme, and network congestion. Therefore, mm-wave BSs must provide enough throughput even in case of link reconfigurations due to obstacle obstructions. This must be reflected into the network planning process. To this extent, we assume each user has a minimum traffic demand to be guaranteed and it must be entirely served via one link (primary link) of the multiple connections made available in the network plan. Other links (secondary links) are kept synchronized, but traffic is sent only in case the primary link is blocked. This is a simplifying assumption, although in line with current technology advancements, which allows to better understand the trade-offs involved in this problem. However, other solutions, like coordinated multipoint or cooperative transmissions, can be easily captured in the proposed models by simply making straightforward changes.

There are two opposite approaches to deal with demand guarantees in case of link reconfigurations in this mm-wave scenario. The most conservative solution is to plan the network in such a way that in each of the alternative connections (one primary link and several secondary links) the required demand is guaranteed. This ensures that the request is satisfied for any obstacle obstruction that does not completely block all possible connections. However, this implies high installation costs due to the resource underutilization when obstacles impairments are not severe. The opposite solution consists in just guaranteeing the demand through the primary link, with no reservation on the others. This provides the minimum cost deployment, however users may see a reduction of guaranteed throughput in case of link reconfiguration. Clearly, an intermediate behavior would provide the best trade-off: the whole demand can be reserved on primary links, while only a fraction of it along secondary links. This allows to mitigate the effects of the reconfigurations leveraging link failure statistics.

Fig. 3 shows an example of two possible solutions applying the two opposite capacity reservation strategies. In the example, the network planning has to provide 2-coverage (one primary and one secondary link, respectively solid and dashed lines) to TPs, and BS capacity, $C$, is such that only two user demands, $D$, can be accommodated with no loss, i.e., $C = 2D$. The figure shows a network snapshot: Fig. 3a is the solution without capacity reservation on the secondary link, while Fig. 3c with full capacity reservation. Fig. 3b and 3d show the effects of a random blockage in both solutions: despite being equivalent in terms of connectivity, they are not in terms of achievable throughput. Indeed, without capacity reservation, Fig. 3b, $TP_2$ secondary link is not a good backup because $CS_4$ resources are already completely saturated by $TP_1$ and $TP_3$. Vice-versa, when full capacity reservation is guaranteed, Fig. 3d, $CS_4$ resources are totally reserved to $TP_0$ and $TP_2$ secondary links, therefore the link reconfiguration caused by the obstacle does not impact on $TP_2$ guaranteed throughput.
In the next section, we present two mathematical programming models able to capture all above-mentioned aspects and provide an obstacle-robust mm-wave network plan.

III. NETWORK PLANNING MODELS

This section describes the Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models we propose for blockage-robust 5G mm-wave planning. We firstly present a basic optimization model to include angular diversity aspects in multiple coverage, with the aim of maximizing angular diversity among BSs selected for the coverage. Then, we propose an extension of the basic model to jointly plan coverage and guarantee expected throughput. We include both the extra capacity needed to manage backup connections in case of blockage and the effect of rate adaptation techniques.

A. Maximizing Angular Diversity

Considering an area to be covered by an mm-wave service, we denote by \( \mathcal{M} \) the set of CSs where a BS can be installed and by \( \mathcal{N} \) the set of TPs. The objective of the proposed model is the maximization of the angular diversity from which each TP connects to the BSs selected for multi-connectivity, while satisfying k-coverage and deployment cost constraints.

We start by introducing parameters and decision variables used in our model to provide blockage-robust coverage. The coverage matrix \( A = A_{i,j} \) summarizes propagation characteristics in our model. \( A_{i,j} \) depends on physical properties, like distance between TP \( i \) and CS \( j \), transmitting power, receiver sensitivity, and antenna gain, and it is equal to 1 if the CS \( j \) can cover the TP \( i \) (when they reciprocally point their beams) and 0 otherwise. These coverage maps are commonly adopted in any radio network planning approach. Moreover, this is flexible to any assumption on physical properties: a proper matrix will be filled, and thus the model applied. Note that even static obstacles can be considered in this formulation. Indeed, the presence of a fixed obstruction will translate into a set of 0s at specific \((i,j)\) pairs, which would have been 1s otherwise. Finally, we accounted for highly directional antennas by averaging the directivity function over the main lobe in order to obtain a realistic value of the antenna gains even in case of non-perfect transmitter-receiver alignment.

Angular diversity is evaluated through the matrix \( \Theta = \Theta_{i,j,k} \), which denotes the angular separation between two different CSs \( j, k \in \mathcal{M} \), observed from the point of view of a TP \( i \in \mathcal{N} \). This matrix can be automatically computed a-priori, once TP locations and potential BS sites (CSs) are known. Parameter \( K \) defines the minimum coverage level (K-coverage), that is, the minimum number of installed mm-wave BSs to cover each TP in a valid network plan. Parameter \( B \) denote the deployment budget limiting the number of activated CSs.

The model considers two main types of decision variables:

- A binary installation variable \( y_j \), which defines the mm-wave BS placement within available CSs, \( y_j \) is equal to 1 if a BS must be installed in CS \( j \), 0 otherwise.
- A binary association variable \( x_{i,j} \), which defines TP-CS assignment. In the optimal solutions, \( x_{i,j} = 1 \) means that CS \( j \) is selected as one of the \( K \) alternative links for TP \( i \) which provide the best BS angular separation.

The additional variable \( \delta_i \in [0, 2\pi] \) is a support variable denoting the minimum angular diversity achievable by TP \( i \). In order to simplify the description of the following models, the definition of their variables and parameters are summarized in Tab. I.

Given the above definitions and notation, we can describe the Angular-Diversity-aware k-coverage Problem (ADkP) as follows:

\[
\text{ADkP: } \max \frac{1}{|\mathcal{N}|} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} \delta_i \quad (1)
\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{s.t. } & \quad \delta_i \leq \Theta_{i,j,k} + 2\pi \ast (2 - x_{ij} - x_{ik}), & \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, \quad j,k \in \mathcal{M}, \quad j \neq k \quad (2) \\
& \quad \sum_{j \in \mathcal{M}} x_{ij} \geq K, & \forall i \in \mathcal{N} \quad (3) \\
& \quad x_{ij} \leq A_{ij} \cdot y_j, & \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (4) \\
& \quad \sum_{j \in \mathcal{M}} S_j y_j \leq B, & \forall j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (5) \\
& \quad x_{ij}, y_j \in \{0, 1\}, & \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (6)
\end{align*}\]

The objective function (1) maximizes the average of the minimum angular diversity values achievable at each TP \( i \in \mathcal{N} \).

Constraint (2) is the key constraint for providing angular diversity to the k-coverage framework. It holds only if CS \( j \) and CS \( k \) are selected as CSs providing the best angular separation to TP \( i \) in the optimal solutions (thus \( x_{ij} = x_{ik} = 1 \)).

\*Note that different objectives can be easily plugged into the model, we selected this function as it allows to achieve a good balance between diversity fairness and overall diversity maximization.

| TABLE I: Decision variables, set and parameters used in the models |
|-------------------|-------------------|
| **SETS**          | **PARAMETERS**    |
| \( \mathcal{N} \) | Set of TPs        |
| \( \mathcal{M} \) | Set of CSs        |
| \( B \)           | Deployment budget |
| \( K \)           | Minimum coverage  |
| \( \Theta_{i,j,k} \) | Angular separation between CSs \( j \) and \( k \) seen from TP \( i \) |
| \( A_{ij} \)     | Coverage between TP \( i \) and CS \( j \) |
| \( S_j \)        | Installation cost of CS \( j \) |
| \( D_i \)        | Demand of TP \( i \) |
| \( C_j \)        | Capacity of CS \( j \) |
| \( R_{ij} \)     | Max rate between TP \( i \) and CS \( j \) |
| **VARIABLES**     |                    |
| \( x_{ij} \)     | Assignment between TP \( i \) and CS \( j \) |
| \( y_j \)        | Installation of CS \( j \) |
| \( p_{ij} \)     | Definition of link between TP \( i \) and CS \( j \) as primary link |
| \( \delta_i \)   | Minimum BS angular diversity seen by TP \( i \) |
otherwise the constraint is inactivated via a big-M technique. If CS \( j \) and CS \( k \) are selected and assigned to TP \( i \), then their angular separation \( \Theta_{ijk} \) must be taken into account. This must be true also when k-coverage has \( k > 2 \). In this case, we must evaluate the angular separation of every CS pair in the set of selected CSs. The combination of objective function and constraint (2) acts like a max-min function, which forces variables \( \delta_i \) to assume a value equal to the minimum angular separation between every possible pair of CSs among those selected to provide the best angular diversity to TP \( i \). Constraint (3) is the coverage constraint and ensures that the required coverage level \( K \) is met per TP. Constraints (4) and (5) respectively enforce that a TP can be assigned only to a covering CS with a BS installed and that the installation cost \( S_i \) is the cost of installing an mm-wave BS at CS \( i \), including backhauling costs) does not exceed a given budget \( B \).

**B. Advanced models considering user throughput**

We now extend \( ADkP \) model to consider capacity planning as well. In this scenario, the network plan must guarantee, together with the desired coverage level, that the user traffic demand associated with TP \( i \) is only on primary links, while a fraction \( \alpha \) links (those defined by variables \( \alpha \)) is set to \( 1 \) if the link to CS \( j \) is selected to be the primary link for TP \( i \), i.e., the preferred link to convey user traffic, the one with a full throughput guarantee. We refer to other \( K - 1 \) links as secondary links. We would like to remark that the model does not mandatorily imply any capacity reservation mechanism. Considering a demand guarantee in the network planning phase has just the goal of providing a network configuration in which the potential throughput available to each user can be above a given threshold.

Finally, we use parameter \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) to tune extra-capacity reservation in order to deal with link reconfiguration. With \( \alpha = 1 \), throughput is guaranteed over all \( k \) alternative links, reserving a full extra-capacity on secondary links. Vice versa, \( \alpha = 0 \) means that throughput is guaranteed only on primary links (those defined by variables \( p_{ij} \)). Values between 0 and 1 provide a plan in which the entire throughput is guaranteed only on primary links, while a fraction \( \alpha \) of it is guaranteed on secondary links, limiting the reserved extra-capacity.

The **Joint Angular-Diversity-and-Capacity-aware k-coverage Problem (JADCKP)** is described as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[JADCKP]} : & \quad \max \frac{1}{|N|} \sum_{i \in N} \delta_i \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \text{[ADkP]} : \text{constraints (3)-(5)} \\
& \quad p_{ij} \leq x_{ij}, \quad \forall i \in N, j \in M \\
\end{align*}
\]

Three new constraints have been added to the previous model. Constraints (7) and (8) guarantee that only one among CSs assigned to TP \( i \) can be defined as primary link. Capacity constraint (9) enables the throughput guarantee strategy defined by the parameter \( \alpha \). Setting \( \alpha = 0 \) inactivates the first(second) LHS term. For \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \), the model enforces that the sum of secondary links’ extra capacity and primary link’s full demand does not exceed the site capacity \( C_j \), if an mm-wave BS is installed. Otherwise, no demand can be served. All remaining constraints are the same as in the previous model.

**Rate Adaptation:** JADCKP model can be extended to deal with link rate adaptation, which dynamically selects the proper code and modulation scheme according to the channel quality. In order to capture this behavior, we introduce the matrix \( R = R_{ij} \), which defines for each potential TP \( i \) - CS \( j \) pair the maximum achievable rate. Matrix \( R \) can be filled considering physical link parameters like transmission power, antenna patterns, propagation conditions, per-modulation receiver sensitivity thresholds, transmission overheads, etc. Moreover, given the very-high directivity of involved transmissions, we can reasonably assume that achievable rates are only slightly affected by concurrent transmissions, thus interference can be modeled as a simple traffic demand overhead.

In order to enable rate adaptation features in JADCKP model, we need to replace constraint (9) with the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[JADCKP]} : & \quad \alpha \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{\delta_{ij} = 1} D_i x_{ij} + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{\delta_{ij} = 1} D_i y_{ij} \leq y_j, \quad \forall j \in M \\
\end{align*}
\]

Differently from (9), in which the simple user bitrate is considered, constraint (11) models mm-wave BS resource sharing as a time-sharing process (similarly to the indications of IEEE 802.11ad frame specification).

The rationale behind constraint (11) is that an average rate for user \( i \) equal to the maximum achievable rate \( R_{ij} \) can be obtained only if just user \( i \) is served for the entire duration of the available time (i.e., time frame). The fraction \( \frac{D_i}{R_{ij}} \) expresses the time share at CS \( j \) to be assigned to TP \( i \) to get an average rate equal to \( D_i \), given a \( R_{ij} \) b/s channel. The constraint enforces that the sum of the time shares of TPs assigned to CS \( j \) does not exceed the physical limit of 1, if an mm-wave BS is installed in CS \( j \).

**IV. Numerical Results**

In this section, we provide the results of a numerical evaluation campaign on previously presented models. All the following instances are modeled and solved by IBM ILOG OPL and CPLEX Optimizer, and, wherever not differently specified, each outcome is the result of an average over 100 different instances. In each instance, we consider a rectangular...
service area with dimensions $800m \times 600m$, a number of $m$ candidate sites, in which to locate mm-wave BSs, and a number of $n$ TPs. Using a pseudo-random number generator each CS and each TP is assigned a position with uniform distribution in the service area. Without loss of generality, we assumed that BS deployment cost is the same in all CSs and equal to 1.

Although dealing with a NP-complete problem, as including a set-covering problem as sub-problem, the solution of large instances of 60 TPs and 100 CSs just took 10 minutes with a 2% optimality gap on an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz and 96GB RAM 8-core machine. Considering the deployment process of broadband wireless access networks, this is a very reasonable time for an entire plan.

We set the CS transmission power at 30 [dBm]. The average antenna gain over all possible main-lobe directions is found by averaging the antenna model provided by [11] with fixed elevation and azimuthal beam-width respectively set at 60 [deg] and 20 [deg], leading to an average gain of 9.45 [dB]. In order to fill the coverage matrix $A$, we considered the mm-wave propagation model developed within MiWEBA project [11].

When rate adaption has been considered, we set rates and SINR thresholds as those used IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) specification [12]. While the maximum BS capacity is set to 4.6Gbps, which corresponds to the maximum achievable rate in IEEE 802.11ad.

It is also important to introduce the performance figure Average Angular Diversity (A-AD) in a way that it makes the demonstration and comparison intuitive and easy to understand, therefore we use this simple formulation for A-AD in our following plots:

$$\text{A-AD: } \frac{f_{\text{avg_min}}}{(2\pi/K)}$$

where $f_{\text{avg_min}}$ is the optimum value of the objective function of the proposed models, that is, the average over the minimum angular diversity values achievable at each TP and $K$ refers to the K-coverage parameter. A-AD can vary from 0 to maximum of 1 in the case where the average angle between CSs covering each TP is the maximum possible for all TPs. This is best case scenario as all CSs are well positioned with respect to TPs and there is a high Average Angular Diversity. In the case of traditional k-coverage where the concept of A-AD does not exist, having all the CSs selected by a standard min-cost k-coverage model, we use another MILP model to compute the best possible A-AD with those previously selected CSs.

Fig. 4 shows, with solid lines, the behavior of A-AD when number of available CSs and deployment budget vary. In addition, dotted lines show the percentage of available CSs which are used to install an mm-wave BSs. Given a fixed budget $B$, A-AD is increasing as the number of CSs increases in the service area. This clearly demonstrates that having more potential candidate sites provides better choices to the network planning. Similarly, as budget $B$ increases, higher A-AD can be achieved. The comparison with the results of a traditional k-coverage approach that minimizes the total number of selected BSs shows two interesting aspects: i) when the number of CSs is limited or the budget is low, the number of deployable BSs is so limited that coverage is the main focus and little can be done in terms of angular diversity; ii) when budget increases, our model can achieve much better A-AD values and better exploit available degrees of freedom. The latter is also confirmed by dotted lines in the picture, which show that the number of installed CSs for $B = 12$ is similar to that of the k-coverage. In addition, differently from the traditional k-coverage, our model allows to exploit high budget values, by substantially increasing the number of installed CSs. The decrease in the number of installed CSs when more CSs are available is due to the considered objective function: when more and better choices can be made (more CSs), the same performance (A-AD) can be obtained with less resources (installed CSs).

Fig 5 explores the cases with a higher number of TPs and its impact on A-AD. Increasing the number of TPs in the
Fig. 6: A-AD behavior varying the number of available CSs and coverage parameter \( k \). The scenario considers a budget equal to half of the number of available CSs and 15 TPs.

Fig. 7: Coverage Comparison between the proposed model (ADkP) and a classical k-coverage (K-COV) varying the deployment budget and the number of obstacles in the service area. The scenario considers 15 TPs and 100 available CSs.

service area with a fixed budget, a slight decrease in A-AD is observed. This is due to the fact that more TPs are scattered all over the service area and more mm-wave BSs are needed to provide a given angular diversity to each of them.

Besides the impact of higher number of TPs, Fig 6 shows the effect of having higher \( K \) as coverage constraint. Higher \( K \) means more CSs should cover each TP, which in turn means the coverage constraint (3) will be tighter, therefore, we will see the impact as an increase in the minimum number of needed CSs. Similarly, A-AD will be relatively lower at fixed budgets.

Previous figures describe and summarize the behavior of the proposed model, showing a remarkable advantage in terms of achievable angular diversity with respect to a traditional k-coverage approach. We show now how a better angular diversity translates in higher robustness in front of random obstacle blockages.

To prove the blockage robustness of the proposed mm-wave access network planning approach, we consider some line segments randomly dropped in the service area with a random orientation. Each 20m segment behaves like an obstacle surface by blocking the mm-wave propagation, so that a CS-TP link is interrupted if the link and an obstacle segment intersect. Adding each of these obstacles, we check blockages in both traditional k-coverage and proposed model with fixed budgets, where k-coverage model randomly selects CSs to fill the excess budget.

In Fig 7 we show the network robustness once the network is planned (according to either the proposed model or a k-coverage approach) with different budget values and random obstacles are dropped into the service area. The robustness in front of sudden obstacles is measured as percentage of TPs that can still get connected to a mm-wave BS after the appearance of a given number of obstacles. We clearly notice the coverage and robustness difference between the proposed approach and the traditional approach by increasing the budget. There are three important points to be considered:

1) In the worst case scenario, when budget \( B \) is very low (in our case 10), as it is clear also on Fig 4, there is no much degree of freedom to increase A-AD, as a result, the proposed model and the k-coverage mostly select similar CSs with some minor changes. The reason is budget \( B \) is so tight that our proposed model has no way but a solution very close to the k-coverage case, so in cases with low budget, a small increase in the coverage is observed.

2) As we provide our model with more budget, we have a higher chance to increase the amount of A-AD, which gives the opportunity to improve the total coverage after the obstacles drop. The difference in coverage is remarkable in Fig 7 with 200-300 obstacles in the service area.

3) The other important message that Fig 7 conveys is that it is not true that by haphazardly adding the excess CSs we can get the same coverage as by positioning them with high A-AD using the proposed model. The increase in A-AD will always result in lower blockages caused by obstacles.

This summarizes the general behavior of the proposed planning model by mentioning all trade-offs we have, and finally proves its advantages with respect to traditional k-coverage.

In the following part, we investigate the performance of the advanced model, which jointly considers coverage, capacity reservation and user throughput via rate adaptation. Fig. 8 shows a typical effect caused by the addition of user demand and rate adaptation features: as the demand increases, the average distance between CSs and their assigned TPs decreases. Since we need higher data rates for each TP, they can be delivered only in good channels conditions, like those nearby mm-wave BSs. By increasing user demands, A-AD decreases as well, as it can be seen in Fig 9. Indeed, requesting high data rate results in a lower number of CSs close enough to provide that throughput, so the model has less freedom to position mm-wave BSs and A-AD decreases, as a result.
Fig. 8: Average primary link length varying per-user demand. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, $B = 30$, and $\alpha = 0.5$.

Fig. 9: A-AD trend varying the number of available CSs and user demands. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, $B$ is equal to half of the number of available CSs, and $\alpha = 0.5$.

One feature which plays an important role in this model is $\alpha$, which can increase the amount of extra capacity reserved on secondary links. As we add obstacles into the service area, the average throughput is plotted in Fig. 10 for different values of budget and $\alpha$. Reported values are obtained by solving a throughput-maximization assignment model over the links that are still available once obstacles are dropped. The figure clearly shows the effects of modifying parameter $\alpha$: in the case of $\alpha = 1$, the average throughput is higher as we have higher reserved capacity in our secondary (backup) links. Moreover, high-budget values reduce the difference between cases with $A = 0$ and $A = 1$, as the total network capacity is much higher than the total demand in the service area. This, together with a network plan with high A-AD, helps to provide higher average throughput in case of sudden blockages, even if no capacity reservation is prearranged.

Fig. 10: Available throughput with JADCKP when obstacles appear. Comparison for different values of $\alpha$ and budget. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, and $D_i = 1000$ Mbps.

V. RELATED WORKS

Within the 30-year-old literature on wireless network planning, directional transmissions have been addressed in a big set of works dealing with different network topologies. In wireless ad-hoc networks, the availability of directional antennas increases the degrees of freedom in which the common medium can be shared; advanced medium access [13], scheduling [14], and topology control [15] problems have been investigated. Models for the joint optimization of routing and transmission scheduling in wireless mesh networks [16] have been proposed to fully exploit the potential of directional transmissions in order to improve the capacity of those networks. Finally, directional sensors have been considered in models for planning Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [17]. However, despite inspiring 5G network approaches, these models do not capture all specific aspects of mm-wave communications.

In the context of Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), mm-wave directional transmissions were introduced more than 10 years ago. This has led to several optimization papers investigating many different aspects related to the use of mm-waves for transmissions among mobile users: spatial multiplexing exploitation via transmission scheduling [18], optimal admission control for domestic high-definition video streams [19], best relay identification in multi-hop communications [20]. Unfortunately, WPAN scenarios are radically different from those characterizing 5G mm-wave access networks. The very short WPAN range makes the use of omnidirectional transmission still viable in some communication phases and reduces the probability of LOS obstacle blockage. In addition, WPANs are typically designed according to traffic requirements very different from those of mm-wave 5G networks. Therefore, we need new models and methods to deal with the specific aspects of such networks.

When mm-wave technologies are involved, obstacles’ shadowing and blockage effects become one of the major issues during network operations: access [3], resource management
[21], [22], transport layer [23], etc. Different solutions have been proposed to mitigate these effects, multi-connectivity is the most common in the mm-wave context, where the management of these multiple connections is the main focus [4], [8], [9].

The standard way to guarantee multi(k)-connectivity in a wireless access network is to adopt planning methods with k-coverage constraints. The literature on k-coverage, mostly for WSNs [24], is huge, indeed many objectives and characteristics can be requested to the obtained network layout. In the field of Visual Sensor Networks, the problem of how to place cameras in order to avoid obstacles has been largely studied [25]. The goal is to plan their fields of view in order to provide the best visibility of a given area. Although sharing some similarities with our problem, different technological domain and lack of throughput constraints make these approaches unsuitable for our purposes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that investigates angular diversity for connection reliability and capacity aspects in a wireless multi-connectivity context.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a network planning approach for 5G mm-wave access networks that allows to fully exploit multi-connectivity by providing spatial diversity among BSs. This produces network layouts with better BS alternatives for mm-wave users. In addition, QoS aspects related to user throughput guarantees and rate adaptation have been included as well.

Our approach has been tested on different instances, showing it is indeed effective in providing an angular separation between BSs remarkably larger than that achievable with traditional k-coverage approaches. This leads to networks that are much more robust to unexpected obstacles. In addition, results have shown that capacity reservation strategies and rate adaptation play a main role in defining the final network design.

We believe multi-connectivity will be a fundamental feature of 5G mm-wave networks and our contribution can help to provide the required level of reliability to such promising but challenging technology.
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Abstract—Covert channel communication allows two entities (usually referred as Alice and Bob) to communicate secretly, whether a third party (aka Warden) is able to monitor the traffic or not. Recently, MPTCP has been introduced to augment the endpoint communication while leveraging multi-homing capabilities of end-devices. This multi-network capability would logically augment TCP/IP features for covert channeling. In this paper, we introduce and discuss different possible storage covert channels in MPTCP and how TCP/IP techniques could be extended for MPTCP. Through the introduction of a new method for the estimation of covert channel capacity in MPTCP, we show that storage covert channel with MPTCP increases the capacity of TCP, but it fails to significantly enhance the undetectability of it. As a result, we expect MPTCP covert channels will attract hackers and researchers’ community very soon.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern devices, especially mobile devices, have simultaneous access to multiple communication networks. Multipath TCP (MPTCP) was designed to allow applications running on one of these devices to use the available networks in parallel to improve performance [1]. For example, MPTCP enables an application on these devices to use a single TCP connection that can use both the WiFi and the 3G interfaces to communicate with the server. With MPTCP, the application layer does not need to know which interface is working at any given time. MPTCP achieves this by splitting the TCP flow into subflows at the transmitter, transmitting each of them via a different network, where appropriate, and recombining the them at the receiver.

Thus, a MPTCP connection consists of two or more subflows. A subflow is started and terminated similar to a regular TCP connection and there is a one-to-one mapping between a connection and an application socket. Subflows can be actively added and removed, without affecting the data stream. In fact, contrary to multi-homing which is mainly designed for better redundancy, MPTCP not only provides a better connection redundancy, but also it increases the available bandwidth by merging all the connections.

For example, today iOS supports MPTCP and allows an iPhone or iPad to establish a backup TCP connection to a destination host. If the Wi-Fi network becomes unavailable or unresponsive, iOS would simply use the cellular data connection.

One aspect of MPTCP that seems to have not received much attention in the literature is security, and this despite MPTCP increasing the potential for covert channel communications, namely the ability to hide the exchange of messages. As MPTCP has numerous specific features and options, it significantly increases the possibilities for establishing covert channels. Furthermore, it is unclear as to whether the schemes that have been proposed to overcome the threats of covert channels in TCP [2] can be used with MPTCP.

In this paper, we analyse the security implications of MPTCP with respect to covert channels and show that most of IP and TCP covert channels methods could be extended to MPTCP, and that MPTCP also offers variety of new covert storage channels. Whilst MPTCP boosts the capacity storage covert channels, an observer can still eliminate most of the channels. However, we show that some of the channels would be very hard to detect and show how they could be prevented.

The paper makes the following contributions

• We identify and present the most probable storage covert channels in MPTCP.
• We illustrate how old covert channels get extended with MPTCP.
• We introduce a new method for estimating MPTCP covert channel capacity.
• We also highlight the detection problem and we show that MPTCP could enhance the capacity and complexity of storage covert channeling as well as the adequacy of the existing techniques.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present an overview of covert channels. Then, in Section III, we first review current techniques applicable to the vanilla TCP/IP stack, evaluate their feasibility with MPTCP, and quantify the gain in using them in a MPTCP context. We discuss in Section IV the possible detection and elimination techniques for MPTCP covert channels. Finally, we conclude in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Covert Channel

While encryption is about concealing the content of information, covert channel communication, or stenography, is about hiding the existence of any communication [3]. This is achieved by embedding material, called
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stegos or covert objects, in normal communications. As a result, detecting and preventing of covert channels is very challenging. Covert channels in the literature is primarily classified as either storage or timing channels. A storage channel enables either direct or indirect writing of information to an unauthorized storage location to enable a third party to access it. On the other hand, a covert timing channel manipulates the timing or ordering of network events. For example, use of a certain frequency of packet arrivals as a signal and modification of the packet arrival rates in order to send the signal.

The communication over covert channels is usually modelled using three players namely, Alice, Bob and a Warden. Alice and Bob are communicating parties who use genuine communication channels who are also involved in covert communications. Warden attempts to intercept covert channels and prevent covert communications. There are two different types of Wardens, passive and active. Passive Warden analyses all messages with the intent of detecting the presence of covert channels, while active Warden alters messages to eliminate covert channels. The only difference in the MPTCP covert channel model is both Alice and Bob can be equipped with many interfaces and Warden may or may not have access to all of the paths simultaneously.

B. Covert Channels Countermeasures

Developing countermeasures to covert channels requires steps to prevent channels from becoming available, detecting and eliminating the channels when they are present. Prevention requires either host or network modifications. For instance, if an host could forbid root or privileged access, thereby preventing possibilities of accessing the covert channels. However, today preventing root access is not possible as users own computing devices and thus are be able modify them to gain root access. The other possible prevention is based around the network access and security such as only supporting certain types of protocol and providing access to specific ports. However, again, this restricts the functionality and services that can be provided.

The most important and difficult mechanism is the covert channel identification. Most of the covert channel detection methods are dependent on signature based detection mechanisms. These schemes determine the statistical features that characterises normal behaviour. A model would be trained based on these normal traffic features and if the operational characteristics deviate from the norm, it could be flagged. Nonetheless, this approach needs to find out all the possible signatures before detection of the adversarial techniques that "mis-train" classifiers limits their effectiveness.

Once a covert channel is identified, the channel can be eliminated or its capacity can be decreased using a number of techniques. For example, limiting the number of IP addresses or the size of packets could eliminate some of the channels or reduce their capacity. The other possibility is traffic normalization. For instance, a traffic normalizer can modify the header fields such as IP TTL field or unused header bits; thus, eliminates the possibility of using them for the transmission of covert information.

III. Enhancing Legacy Techniques with MPTCP

A. Existing Techniques

Different taxonomies for describing covert channel techniques and detection have been proposed. However, in this paper we only consider to the most up to date and comprehensive techniques [2], [4]. In particular, in this paper as MPTCP covert channels is related to networking and the transport layer, we follow a layer-based approach and we limit our discussion about techniques and countermeasures to only the Network and Transport layers (i.e. IP and TCP/MPTCP). First, we discuss the IP layer techniques.

1) IP Identification: The IP Identification (IPID) field is 16 bits long, and is used to detect duplicate packets and perform fragmentation and reassembly of IP packets in the network. In [5] multiplying each byte of the covert information by 256 and using it straight as the IPID was proposed. Ahsan et. al [6] presented a transmitting covert information in the most significant eight bits of the IPID and generating the least significant eight bits randomly to boost the invisibility. A technique inspired from Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) which guarantees that the communication is covert and resistant to noises is proposed in [7]. The combination of Identification and Offset IP fields as a covert channel between middlemen is developed by [8]. While all previous approaches were IPv4 specific, IPv6 provides more opportunity to increase the capacity of information hiding. In fact, the IPID bandwidth in IPv6 reaches up to 64 KB per fragment [9].

From the detection perspective, Sohn et al. [10] affirmed that Support Vector Machines (SVMs) could easily detect covert channels in the IPID field with high certainty. Zander et. al [2] suggested that since some covert channels use the fact that certain header fields are not always used; thus, normalisation could be considered as a countermeasure. For example, set the IPID to zero if the Do Not Fragment bit (DF) is set, and set the Fragment Offset to zero if the DF bit is not set. In IPv6, since the number of packet fragments is more than the original number of the packet, the capacity of covert channels would increase [9].

Since IPID is for a given source, destination address, and protocol, implementation of this technique is feasible in MPTCP as it could enhance the capacity of a covert channel. Even with one dual stack interface both IP addresses could leverage this channel capacity. However, this scheme is very easily detected and removable. For example, in order to make the covert channel stealthier
but yet with the same capacity, Alice can use only the first 8 bit of IPID on the first interface, and as soon as the second IP address join the connection, the next 8 bit could be written by XOR function. Therefore, still the channel looks random and there is no chance of detection. By way of illustration the XOR function, for the initial 8 bits of IPID in the first and second interface could be expressed as Secret = \[i_1 \oplus i_2 \oplus i_3 \oplus \ldots \oplus i_8\].

The next idea inspired by [7] is for Alice to initiate a connection on the first interface with Bob. The first interface IPID works properly, but, Alice, with the help of decoupled congestion control, sends a fix amount of data to to Bob. As a result, she will ensure that IPID is counting based on her windows size. Then she will establish a second connection with another interface to Bob. Now Alice omits to send some packets to Bob in the second interface and as soon as the IPID counter is globally incremented, Bob can find out the IPID difference of the received packets as a covert message.

2) IP Time-to-Live: Time-to-live (TTL) is a value in an IP packet that tells a router whether or not the packet has been in the network too long and should be discarded. In IPv6, Time-to-Live field changed to the Hop Limit field. Therefore, IPv6 applications use only hops to express TTL. In [11] an encoding scheme was designed in which the sender manipulates the TTLs to look like a normal TTL to transmit covert information to the other end. A solution to trace back IP flows by TTL without using the source address field is proposed in [12]. [13] embeds covert information into the TTL which can survive in the IPv6 protocol. In IPv6 hop-by-hop option could carry additional information such as, defined, undefined, variable length, and the extension could send up to 256 bytes per packet [9].

Most schemes do not take into account the typical initial TTL values and its variation. Thus, the detection takes places effortlessly. However, rewriting the TTL field in IPv4 by normalising or zeroing all padding and reserved field in IPv6 could eliminate this covert channel. In the context of MPTCP, while the TTL techniques would have more covert bandwidth in the case of path diversity, but still painlessly could be eliminated.

3) Address field: IP source and destination address could carry covert information too. In fact, in IPv4 where the source address is 32 bits, it could potentially be useful but we must have a match upon some data to determine the sender. Even though the detection of this kind of channel is not hard. In IPv6 the destination option, similarly to hop-by-hop, has additional information for destination node which could be used for potential covert channel [9].

Similar to the previous techniques, Address field doesn’t add anything specific to the covert bandwidth and the traffic the destination must have match upon some data to figure out the sender.

4) TCP Initial Sequence Number: Initial sequence number (ISN) is a 32-bit sequence number assigned to each new connection on TCP to help with the allocation of a sequence number that does not conflict with other data bytes transmitted over a TCP connection. The operating system is free to use any mechanism it likes to, but generally it is best if it chooses a random number, as this is more secure. In the context of using this field for covert channel, multiplication of each covert byte with 256^3 and directly using it as the TCP ISN has been proposed in [5]. [14] proposed that the covert information should be encrypted in the ISN fields to make the resulting distribution uniformly random. However, as shown in [15], using this technique requires that the participant consider how to make ISNs indistinguishable from those generated by the operating system.

Sohn et al. demonstrated that covert channels with simple encoding in the TCP ISN field could be discovered with high accuracy using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [10]. Tumoian et al. [16] evaluated the efficiency of a neural network to expose TCP ISN technique covert channel. The neural network was trained to anticipate successive ISNs for different operating systems. Then ISNs used by hosts are observed and examined by the prediction model. An actual ISN sequence not matching any model indicates a covert channel. While it is possible to discover many of the proposed covert channels, every channel that looks identical to the normal operation of the protocol will be complicated to uncover. For example, Murdoch’s TCP ISN channel has a value distribution matching the distribution of real operating systems [15]. We will discuss about sequence number generation in detail later for MPTCP, but in a summery, MPTCP sequence numbers are generated based on a hash function of a key and as soon as Warden is able to generate the hash, Alice cannot embed any covert channel in it.

5) TCP Timestamp: TCP timestamps are used to provide protection against wrapped sequence numbers. Inserting covert information in the low order bits of the timestamps was first proposed in [17]. Hintz proposed a detection method for the TCP timestamp channel described earlier [18]; nonetheless, in a low-speed networks a randomness test can be applied to the timestamps and it has been demonstrated that too much randomness could report the covert channel existence. On the other hand, a Multipath TCP implementation may not use the timestamps option on Multipath TCP connections [19] [20].

B. MPTCP additional information

In this paper, we follow the original MPTCP RFC [21]. MPTCP connection is usually initiated with multipath capable (MP_CAPABLE) option containing sender’s 64 bits key, as shown in Fig. 1.

With this structure, we claim that the (MP_CAPABLE) key can be used as a steganogram, where it appears to be
a string of random numbers. In fact, the main purpose of this key is to authenticate addition subflows. To do so, a 32 bits Token is generated by hashing this key which further is used to identify the connection. While authentication method is negotiable on (MP_CAPABLE), currently, only SHA-1 is available. The algorithm for this process is dependent on the authentication method selected as described below. The first 4 bits of the first byte of MP_CAPABLE defines the MPTCP option subtype. However, the next byte can be considered as steganogram.

While the first octet of MP_CAPABLE is about MPTCP version and subtype, the second octet is reserved for flags. The leftmost bit is the checksum indicator. The second bit, known as extensibility flag currently has to be set to 0. The third bit, shows that additional MPTCP subflows are accepted or not. All remaining bits are used for crypto algorithm negotiation. Despite the fact that all these bits can be used for covert purpose, all of them might be easily detectable for a similar reason as the detection of the ToS in IP.

As soon as the connection began, new subflows are able to be added using the (MP_JOIN) option. In MP_JOIN option, as depicted in Fig. 2, not only the token is used, but also a new 32 bits random number needs to be sent. This random number, which is widely known as nonce designed to prevent the reply attack, could also be used as steganogram. In this case, Alice could send any random number as a covert message in a way that it looks like a legitimate random number.

As mentioned earlier, MPTCP takes data stream from an application and transmits it by splitting into different subflows. The Data Sequence Signal (DSS) option determines the data sequence mapping and the Data ACK acknowledges based on the flags set. Data sequence mapping includes a data sequence number, the subflow sequence number and its length as depicted in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, a flag "a" indicates that Data ACK is 8 octets, otherwise the Data ACK is 4 octets. Similarly, a flag "m" indicates that the Data sequence number (DSN) is 8 octets and if the flag is not set, DSN is 4 octets. In the context of using this field for covert channel, Alice and Bob would naturally set these two bits to increase the capacity of covert channelling even if there is a Warden in any of the paths. These options plus the reserved bit could potentiality be used as a steganogram. In spite of generation of IDSN which is based on the exchanged key, the subflow sequence number is dependent on the operation system; thus, by considering the absence of Warden the capacity of sequence numbering is 3 times more than TCP and in the case of warden presence, at least by Murdoch approach [15] the capacity of the covert channel will be a function of number of subflows.

Moreover, since the sender has to include a DSS option with every segment until one of the segments has been acknowledged. It could be used totally for covert channelling and Bob needs to neglect sending back the ACK. However, using this kind of channels would rapidly raise Warden alarm.

MP-PRIO is another interesting MPTCP option for covert channelling which lets Alice to manage the subflows policy based on her interest. However, altering the priority to backup or full mode can be considered as a covert channelling where Alice is interested to send covert information instead of increasing the throughput or enhance her mobile phone life time span. Beside that additional path could be joined between host where add address (ADD-ADDR) option can introduce new IP address where are 4 octets for IPv4 and 16 octets for IPv6 plus port number (2 octet) are candidates for covert channelling. Hopefully, either IPv4 or IPv6 could be announced where IPv6 has lot more storage channel to offer [9]. Moreover, not only the port number could be used as storage filed but also any combination of IP and port could be leveraged. Contrary to the ADD-ADDR
option, the remove address (REMOVE_ADDR) option would remove the address and the one octet space could be used as a steganogram; nevertheless, if Warden keep a trace of all used addresses, he could easily detect the covert channel.

Receiver window is another potential covert channel. While TCP sends a receiver window in each packet, MPTCP employs only once it received window for all the subflows. Firstly, the receiver window size could be used as a covert symbol. Secondly, since the receiver uses the DSN to accept or reject the packet based on the connection level, the receiver windows size has a tight relation with re-transmission strategy and throughput which needs to be considered. The other issue with the receiver window is congestion control mechanism. Two different types of congestion control mechanisms are introduced for MPTCP, coupled and uncoupled.

Uncoupled congestion control which is the simplest form of control mechanism maintains a separate congestion windows for each subflow. Nevertheless, lack of resource pooling and agility in response time are the main features of this protocol. On the other hand, coupled congestion control endeavours to merge the congestion windows for different subflows; nonetheless, exploiting resource pooling and long response time are the main issues of coupled congestion control mechanisms. For instance, TCP Reno [22] and Cubic [23] are considered as uncoupled, while weighted Vegas (wVgas) [24], linked increase adaptation (LIA) [25], opportunistic linked increase adaptation (OLIA) [26] and balanced linked adaptation (BALLA) [27] fall in the category of coupled congestion control. Since up to now, there is no mechanism to fingerprint between these congestion controls and maybe it would be better to consider this potential channel as a timing channel which will leave this as our future work.

Beside the MPTCP additional fields for covert channel, there are plenty of techniques which can be implemented in both layer three and four. For instance,

1) Checksum Field: Both TCP and IP header contain checksum to protect the header of data packets against data corruption. In [28], Checksum field is used to carry the secret massage with the help of an IP header extension. However, in MPTCP the checksum is negotiable; however, if a checksum is present, but it had not been negotiated in the MP-CAPABLE handshake, the checksum field will be ignored. Besides that, check-summing relies on the TCP subflow containing contiguous data; therefore, a TCP subflow will not use the Urgent Pointer to interrupt an existing mapping. As a result, Alice should notice not to use the Urgent Pointer with check sum presence. By and large, checksum filed still available in the IP layer and increase the capacity based on available addresses, but very tricky to leverage in the transport layer.

2) unused header field: There are some reserved bits in IP and TCP headers. In [29] the authors proposed some mechanisms to hide data in unused bits of IP and TCP headers. [18] used the URG pointer and [30] employed RST flag to send covertly. [31] used the DF flag in IP header as a covert channel.

It’s worth noting that there are plenty of other field which could be used as a covert channel; however, not only they could be easy to detect but also, they are modified during the transmission. For instance, Version and IHL are 8 bits, but, they check and drop in transit if they have been altered. Moreover, ToS, which is used for altering quality of service, is almost never used therefor is easily detectable.

3) Packet length: Packet Length specifies the size of the whole packet including the header, the trailer and the data that is sent on that packet. we should specify in which byte the size of the header ends and the data starts to not merge data with the header. [32] proposed encoding the covert information in the sum of all bits; however, sender and receiver need to agree on the maximum possible sum and a division of all into several intervals.

Padding all packets to a common size eliminates the packet length modulation channel introduced earlier [33], but this increase serious overhead and decreases efficiency, particularly for small packets. Girling [34] proposed allowing a certain number of possible packet sizes to increase efficiency, not to mention that the number of available packet sizes should be small enough to limit the covert channel capacity properly star.

C. Gain in Using MPTCP

In order to calculate the capacity of different covert channel in TCP and MPTCP we extend the model introduced in [34] as follows: Let $T_i$ to be a time (seconds) to transmit a block of data on interface $i$, then for calculation $T_i$ we need to divide the size of a frame $F_i$ (bits) plus protocol header size $H_i$ (bits) by the network speed of interface $i B_i$ (bit per second). Since in MPTCP we might not able to fully leverage the full capacity of the network, due to resynchronization between subflows, we need to reduce by $\delta$ portion of network speed. It is worth noting that $\delta$ is function of delay, the congestion control mechanism, and MPTCP scheduler. In [35] a formula based on the file transfer size which is derived by regression was proposed and without loss of generality we consider hereafter $\delta$ as 0.1 to represent a non-favourable MPTCP communication between Alice and Bob. Therefore, the formula would be

$$T_i = S_i + \frac{F_i + H_i}{B_i - \delta B_i}$$

(1)

Where $S_i$ is time taken by software to make a frame and we stick to 8.7ms for IP and 13ms for transport layer similar to [34], [6]. When we divide the number of bits
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Thus, in layer three we have added if the technique belongs to the transport layer. On the other side for TCP, at least 160 bits need to be added if the technique belongs to the transport layer. Thus, in layer three we have 304 bits and in layer four for TCP and MPTCP we have 464 bits. A related point to consider is MPTCP and TCP header size are almost the same size, which only depends on the negotiable options. Beside that if one is exploiting IPv6, different IP header size is needed to be considered.

**TABLE I:** Covert bandwidth comparison for $\delta = 0.1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covert Techniques</th>
<th>TCP 1 Covert bandwidth</th>
<th>TCP 2 Covert bandwidth</th>
<th>Covert bandwidth for MPTCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time to live [13] or TOS (1bit) [13]</td>
<td>47 bps</td>
<td>100 bps</td>
<td>143 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I(D)SN (32bits/64bits) $^\dagger$ [5]</td>
<td>1201 bps</td>
<td>2312 bps</td>
<td>3277/6522 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPID (4bits) [6]</td>
<td>189 bps</td>
<td>402 bps</td>
<td>574 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urg pointer (16 bits) [18]</td>
<td>680 bps</td>
<td>1006 bps</td>
<td>1638 bps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time stamp (1bit)</td>
<td>38 bps</td>
<td>66 bps</td>
<td>102 bps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

per frame where data is hidden by interface $i$ $D_i$ by the $T_i$ we can have the covert channel capacity where for TCP is

$$C_i = \frac{D_i}{T_i}$$

and for MPTCP is

$$C = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i$$

If the covert technique belongs to network layer only the size of data link which is 144 bits (18 Bytes) and the IP header which is 160 bits (20 Bytes) should be added. On the other side for TCP, at least 160 bits need to be added if the technique belongs to the transport layer. Thus, in layer three we have 304 bits and in layer four for TCP and MPTCP we have 464 bits. A related point to consider is MPTCP and TCP header size are almost the same size, which only depends on the negotiable options. Beside that if one is exploiting IPv6, different IP header size is needed to be considered.

**TABLE I** shows the covert bandwidth for different techniques where TCP 1 presents the interface 1 which has 1 Mbps bandwidth and TCP 2 shows the second interface with a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. Moreover, as mentioned before MPTCP let Alice to send 64 bits of DSN as soon as the flag has been set; thus, we calculate the I(D)SN for both options. Maybe one may ask what is the difference between the Alice with MPTCP and Alice who is able to utilise two different network card access by binding the socket to the specific IP address. First of all, it depends to the preferred techniques. For instance, DSN in MPTCP is two times more than TCP; consequently, MPTCP always achieves higher covert bandwidth than TCP on many paths. Secondly, size of transfer file need to be considered. For small amount of data as mentioned before, TCP achieves higher throughput than MPTCP, but in large amount of data they have almost the same throughput, hence the $\delta$ parameter get close to 0. Not to mention that in the case of bottleneck MPTCP surely achieve higher throughput. Thirdly, MPTCP options such as MP_CAPABLE, MP_JOIN offer variety of covert channels where TCP doesn’t have.

In order to calculate the new MPTCP storage fields bandwidth, MP_CAPABLE and MP_JOIN should be taken into account. MP_CAPABLE only offer 64 bits as a random number and 32 bit as a token; nonetheless, in MP_JOIN for each new subflow we have 32 bit for random number and 160 bit for MAC. Interestingly, Multipath TCP connection can gather an unlimited number of subflows in theory; however, in practice, the Linux implementations can support up to 32 different subflows. Meaning that $(32 + 160) \times 32 = 6.144$ Kb is the overall bandwidth for each connection in MP_JOIN and this number could be simply multiplied by the number of available addresses. For instance, when Alice has two interfaces with dual stack capability, the overall bandwidth is 24.576 Kb.

In addition to its higher covert bandwidth, MPTCP also offers additional features for covert communication such as:

1) **Public Key:** As we described in the previous section, Alice and Bob need to exchange a random number key. However, they could generate public and private key and exchange the public key with each other instead of random key. Therefore, not only they can send a covert message, but also the message is encrypted. Hopefully, even malicious Warden cannot change this public key as the HMAC and ISDN are generated based on it.

2) **Channel Diversity:** First of all, MPTCP offers more storage covert channels compared to simple TCP/IP. Secondly, Alice could leverage multiple path, simply by having different interface, meaning that she could multiply its capacity based on number of available interfaces. Thirdly, if the interface has dual stack capability it could exploit different IP addresses which again increase the covert channel bandwidth.

3) **Hopping or combination:** The chance of covert channels combinations with randomness could surely increase the difficulty of detection. For instance, by using the random number generator instead of selecting one storage we are able to use a set of storage channel and embedding the cyphertext as their parity. Therefore, the more bits we have for selecting the channel, the more bits we are able to hide in covertext [3]. Hopefully, MPTCP has some elements which make the exchange of random number much easier and Alice and Bob don’t need to face the difficulty of synchronisation.

4) **Middlebox:** Middlebox could potentially play significant role on covert channelling as MPTCP has distinct scenario facing the middlebox. Therefore, a skilful attacker could exploit it to great extend to enhance the capacity of covert channels.

5) **Random numbers:** Covert messages could be embedded in random numbers; however, when Warden
has access to long string of random number he cold potentially test it against the random number tests. However, MPTCP, offers exchange of random number not only at in the beginning of the connection but also each time of joining the new address; thus, by decreasing the bandwidth of covert message and splitting into different packets, one can bypass the random test and no alarm would be risen.

IV. Detection of MPTCP covert channel

Since both Alice and Bob can leverage the path diversity to send covert message, the question for Warden remains whether if they are now facing any new difficulty in detecting the covert channels? In fact, contrary to the previous canonical prisoners problem [36] we may have a warden with partial or full access. Therefore, we hereafter discuss the detection and elimination in two different scenarios, namely, an omniscient warden with full access or a warden with access to only single path of the MPTCP communication.

A. Warden with full access

In this section, we assume Warden has access to all the paths and all the monitoring devices are able to send the log to Warden. Let’s distinguish between unused or reserved bits which can be easily dealt with by altering their values to more sophisticated channels such as random numbers or altering the sub-flows priority. When the covert channels exploit the fact that certain header fields are not always used, then this can be used for normalisation as well.

Despite most of the network attacks where the hacker can use both header and payload to achieve their goals, in MPTCP storage covert channels only the header part has been manipulated. It is noteworthy to consider that there is potentially a large difference between embedding some malicious strings in the header or payload. For instance, the attacker could evade detection of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) by splitting the signature into multiple pieces of payload, and sending them over the different flows. Because each IDS/IPS receives only a fraction of the signature, none of the IDS/IPS can notice the attack as depicted in Fig. 5. In this scenario, the client receiving all the bytes gets compromised [37], [38]. On the other hand, in MPTCP storage covert channel most of the potential channel are embedded in the header. Consequently, Warden can spot the covert channel smoothly.

Although all the previous approaches are detectable by Warden, three new defined MPTCP covert channels will introduce some difficulties to Warden. First, when Alice leverage the path diversity, Warden would face increased detection difficulties against any threshold-based approaches. For instance, MPTCP offers variety of options as to send random number, beside that IPID could be enhanced by combination of random number and covert message. When Alice access to variety of random number options, she can bypass most of the random number tests as soon as she keeps the generation of normal distribution and since she has more paths and filed to leverage she would not raise any Warden alarm flags.

The other scenario in which it would be very hard to deploy detection but has a low bandwidth is when Alice attempts to alter the priority of sub-flows by modifying the main and back up subflows mode; thus, not only Warden needs to correlate all the logs to find out the possibility of that covert Chanel, but also distinguishing between real and covert behaviour is so challenging. Adjusting subflow policy is based on Alice interest and that interest could be anything, such as, enhancing throughput, increasing battery life span, or sending covert information. By way of illustration, Alice is equipped with LTE and WiFi interface and she can mimic the behaviour of augmenting a mobile phone life span [35], [39], but in fact she is sending the covert massage to Bob phone. She try to establish connection with WiFi to Bob. In this approach Warden cannot distinguish between normal pattern of changing subflows or signalling the covert messages as soon as Alice follow the real user frequency changes.

Difficulty in detection and elimination of different techniques for TCP and MPTCP has been summarized in TABLE II. Should the fields be naively used and the generated value distributions are different from the normal one then the covert channels are painlessly detectable and we call it easy. For instance, as mentioned before most of covert channel in ISN are simply detectable, only [15] is very hard to detect; thus, we highlight it in the difficulty level by “depend” to represent that it is dependent on a specific technique. On the other hand, Random numbers are much harder to detect even for full access Warden as Alice has access to many random fields in MPTCP. Moreover, contrary to TCP, Warden needs to have huge amount of resources to compute hash function for different key’s and keep tracking them.

B. Warden with partial access

In this section we assume Warden has access partially to the paths. To exemplify consider a case where both

![Fig. 4: Monitoring one Path](image-url)
Our future work will be to look into MPTCP timing covert channel and how hard it would be to detect such channels. We believe not only the capacity of MPTCP timing channel would be high than regular TCP, but also the timing channels would introduce new challenges to Warden. Beside that we will explore more about real application of MPTCP covert techniques in different scenarios.
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**TABLE II: Countermeasures and difficulty**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPTCP Covert Techniques</th>
<th>Countermeasure</th>
<th>Difficulty in TCP/IP</th>
<th>Difficulty in MPTCP/IP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time to live</td>
<td>traffic normalisation</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS(D)N</td>
<td>machine learning</td>
<td>depend</td>
<td>easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp</td>
<td>traffic normalisation, Statistical test</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPID</td>
<td>traffic normalisation</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved field</td>
<td>traffic normalisation</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet length</td>
<td>traffic normalisation</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random number</td>
<td>Statistical test</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Alice and Bob are mobile users with different heterogeneous network connectivity as depicted in Fig. 5. In this case as soon as Alice and Bob figuring out the safe path they can communicating on that route, beside that the hard approaches for detecting in the previous section would be undetectable as Warden cannot cross-correlate information.

All in all, if there is no monitoring or elimination mechanism in the network, MPTCP boosts the capacity of network covert channels by using previous, or new storage fields. However, only few approaches make it more difficult for Warden. It is worth noting that application of covert channel is intrinsically dependent of its detectability. For instance, when a hacker uses command and control over entire bots [40], [41] and when most of the bots are not protected by any intrusion detection system, definitely the storage channel has a great capacity.

---

**V. Conclusion**

In this paper, for the first time, we extensively reviewed most of possible storage covert channels in MPTCP. We show not only that most of the previous techniques could be enhanced by MPTCP, but MPTCP could significantly increase the capacity of these channel compared to TCP. To do so, we have introduced a new function for computing MPTCP covert channel capacity.

Furthermore, some of the new storage channels such as, MPTCP subflows priority modification, IPID extension and random numbers in MP_Capable and MP_JOIN are the only techniques may face problem to Warden with full access. On the other hand, Warden with partial access which is the most probable case in today’s internet makes MPTCP an ideal candidate for covert channel.

---

---

**Fig. 5: Monitoring Many Paths**
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Abstract—Multipath TCP (MPTCP) allows applications to transparently use all available network interfaces by creating a TCP subflow per interface. One critical component of MPTCP is the scheduler that decides which subflow to use for each packet. Existing schedulers typically use estimates of end-to-end path properties, such as delay and bandwidth, for making the scheduling decisions. In this paper, we show that these scheduling decisions can be significantly improved by including readily available local information from the device driver queues to the decision-making process. We propose QAware, a novel cross-layer approach for MPTCP scheduling. QAware combines end-to-end delay estimates with local queue buffer occupancy information and allows for a better and faster adaptation to the network conditions. This results in more efficient use of the available resources and considerable gains in aggregate throughput. We present the design of QAware and evaluate its performance through simulations, and also through real experiments, comparing it to existing schedulers. Our results show that QAware performs significantly better than other available approaches for all use-cases and applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is a recently-standardized extension to TCP that allows devices with multiple network interfaces, e.g., smartphones with WiFi and LTE, to seamlessly form multiple parallel connections to exploit the full network capacity. MPTCP offers increased robustness and resilience, as well as seamless handovers and it has been proposed to be also used in datacenters [23], opportunistic networks [24], etc. There is both an open source implementation for Linux [21], and companies, such as Apple, have incorporated MPTCP into their products and have made the APIs open to application developers [2].

Figure 1 shows the network stack of MPTCP-compliant machine. Applications utilizing MPTCP can send their data over multiple TCP subflows, where each subflow is associated with a unique network interface. TCP packets scheduled over a subflow wait in the device driver queue of the corresponding network interface before they are transmitted by the network interface card (NIC). The choice of network path for sending application data is made by the MPTCP scheduler block and depends on the scheduling policy.

Scheduling between the multiple connections is an obvious research problem and recently multiple proposals [8], [9], [15], [17] have emerged to improve the default MPTCP scheduler [20]. Typically, these schedulers use a transport layer estimate of the end-to-end bandwidth/delay (for example, the smoothed round-trip time) for each TCP subflow as an input to the scheduling policy that decides on how application data must be assigned to the multiple subflows.

In this paper, we propose a novel scheduler for MPTCP, QAware, which departs from the previous proposals in a fundamental way. While we also use the end-to-end delay estimates, like current schedulers, QAware additionally considers the number of packets in the device driver queue of the sender. This modification is motivated by our findings, which we discuss further in Section III. The key motivation, as we will demonstrate, is that as a particular flow is used more, its end-to-end delay increases gradually, making it less attractive to use. However, the traditional, purely end-to-end-based estimation, reacts very slowly to these changes.

Additionally, utilizing queue occupancy information allows QAware to use all available subflows optimally, especially when their properties are highly heterogeneous. Existing proposals like [8], [17], [30], treat the flows as separate entities and typically do not fully use all the flows. QAware optimizes transmission over all the flows and gets a significantly higher aggregate throughput, with no loss of performance in any situation.

The contributions of this paper are:

(a) We propose QAware, which is a novel cross-layer approach to scheduling packets across all available MPTCP subflows. The design is motivated by our experimental findings that combining local device driver queue occupancy with the traditional end-to-end delay measurements yield far superior performance.

(b) We model available MPTCP subflows as multiple parallel service facilities that can service data provided by an application. This enables us to leverage queueing theoretical
Figure 2: (a) Loading (Mbps) at the subflows and (b) their RTT(s). The paths taken by the subflows and the network are shown in Figure 3.

insights to create a scheduling policy that combines end-to-end delays and device driver queue occupancy.

(c) Our simulations and real-world experimentation over a wide range of applications compare QAware with the default MPTCP scheduler [20], ECF [17], DAPS [15], and BLEST [8].

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the relevant background and related works in Section II. Section III motivates the need for a cross-layer approach to scheduling. In Section IV, we describe the scheduling policy used by QAware. Section V provides implementation details of QAware in latest MPTCP v0.93. Section VI provides an overview of our evaluation methodology. Sections VII and VIII quantify the performance of QAware using extensive simulations and real-world experiments, respectively. We conclude in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The default MPTCP scheduler (minSRTT) allocates traffic on the fastest subflow (one that has the smallest smoothed RTT) with available congestion window at each packet arrival. Several researchers have proposed improvements to the default minSRTT scheduler. Most approaches leverage the difference in RTT of the subflows [3], [11]. Others have also considered additional TCP-layer parameters such as SSThresh, congestion window, selective ACK and receiver buffer size along with RTT [6], [18], [19].

In [30], the authors introduced an additional sender queue to schedule packets on a subflow even when it is unavailable. Delay Aware Packet Scheduler (DAPS) [15] generates a schedule for sending future segments over subflows based on their RTT ratios. However, this makes DAPS unable to react promptly to network changes due to pre-computed long schedules. Blocking-Estimation-based MPTCP Scheduler (BLEST) [8] aims to reduce head-of-line blocking by waiting for the faster subflow despite the availability of space in congestion window of the slower subflow. ECF [17] follows a similar principle as that of BLEST, but while BLEST aims to reduce out-of-order delivery assuming that the send buffer is a bottleneck, ECF aims to minimize completion time.

Researchers have also proposed schedulers that improve MPTCP performance for specific application use-cases. Decoupled Multipath Scheduler (DEMS) [9] aims to reduce fixed-size file’s delivery time over MPTCP by estimating available bandwidth on subflows. However, the authors rely on exact knowledge of data chunk boundary for efficient scheduling. In [7] authors leverage application layer information for flow scheduling decisions to provide delay-resilient video streaming in MPTCP. MP-DASH [10] exploits path information from streaming client to improve DASH video delivery. [26] labels WiFi subflow as active/inactive for data transmission based on a minimum desired signal strength. However, unlike other cross-layer approaches which optimize specific application performance over MPTCP, QAware taps into lower layer information to improve performance for all MPTCP traffic. Furthermore, as shown later in the paper, QAware’s unique design of leveraging hardware queue occupancy enables it to swiftly adapt to varying network conditions and co-existent network applications sharing bottleneck paths.

III. MOTIVATING USE OF CROSS-LAYER INFORMATION

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively show loading (bits offered per second) and the corresponding estimates of round-trip times (RTT) of two available subflows by the default MPTCP scheduler, minSRTT. They were obtained from controlled testbed experiments and show how the scheduler optimizes over two available TCP subflows that use non-interfering end-to-end paths. The network topology used in the experiment is shown in Figure 3. The last-mile links were WiFi using 802.11g and the rest were 1 Gbps Ethernet. Neither flow dropped any packets during the length of the experiment.

In the experiment, the default scheduler only utilizes \( \approx 60\% \) of available aggregated bandwidth. Observe (Figure 2(a)) that the default scheduler, more often than not, prefers to send packets on one flow over the other. However, this by itself is not responsible for the low utilization of the available bandwidth. The reason, we argue, is that the default scheduler loads a flow deemed to be the best amongst available flows for undesirably long intervals. This is because the scheduler uses only the SRTT of the flows, which is a delayed end-to-end transport layer measurement, for its scheduling decisions.

Consider the RTT of flow 1 in Figure 2(b). The RTT captures in a lagged manner the impact of scheduling decision on the subflow. The consistently high values (see interval 12s to 14s in the figure) correspond to an earlier interval of
time when the subflow was being assigned packets by the scheduler while it was heavily loaded. That is, the device queue corresponding to the subflow had previously many packets queued at the NIC.

The sharp dip in values (around time 14s in the figure) captures the transition from when the flow stopped being assigned packets due to high RTT to when it was again assigned packets. These assigned packets arrive at a rather lightly loaded flow and see much smaller RTT, which causes the dip. The small RTT that follows the dip corresponds to packets being assigned to the flow while it was still lightly loaded. As the subflow continues to be assigned packets, the same is reflected, albeit in a delayed manner, in increasing RTT (seconds 16 to 18 in Figure 2(b)) that eventually peaks as it did during 12 – 14 seconds. By the time the resulting large RTT makes the scheduler switch to the other flow, the scheduler has already spent an undesirably long time injecting packets to a loaded subflow.

In summary, the scheduling decisions that lead to high device queue occupancy and increase in RTT were made using values of RTT that corresponded to an earlier interval when the flow was less loaded. So while a device queue (local to the MPTCP sender and used by the MPTCP flow) is loaded with packets, MPTCP scheduler remains oblivious to the same. Instead, it waits to be informed via a delayed end-to-end RTT based feedback mechanism. In the process, it loses out on many opportunities of scheduling packets to the other better flow; one that is lightly loaded.

The above observations motivate QAware. It uses the occupancy of the device queues together with RTT estimates to use all available flows more efficiently.

IV. QAWARE SCHEDULER

We consider a simplified queue-theoretic abstraction to capture the essentials of the scheduling problem, with the goal of maximizing end-to-end throughput. Specifically, we model each subflow by a service facility. Figure 4 illustrates the abstraction for an MPTCP end-to-end connection that uses two TCP flows. The abstraction allows us to apply results from analysis of multi-queue systems [25].

In our queueing abstraction, packets generated by an application arrive into a queue that models the TCP send buffer (Figure 1). Packets in this queue are assigned to one of the available service facilities in a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) manner. Each facility consists of a finite queue and a server. Packets inside a facility are serviced in an FCFS manner.

The queue in a service facility is the device driver queue (Figure 1) that is used by the TCP subflow corresponding to the facility. The server includes the source host NIC, access network used by the subflow, intermittent nodes in the core and the destination host (all layers of the TCP/IP stack).

When a packet is assigned to a service facility, it may find other packets waiting for service in the facility’s queue. This packet must wait for all the other waiting packets to finish service before it enters the server of the facility. The total time a packet spends in a facility, often referred to as its system time, includes the time it waits in the facility’s queue and the time it spends getting service.

**Origins of the QAware scheduler:** Many analytical works on queueing systems have looked at scheduling customer/packet arrivals to parallel service facilities [25], [27]–[29]. For many general arrival processes and service time distributions, when all servers are stochastically identical, the optimal policy is to choose a service facility with a minimum number of packets in its queue [25], [27], [29], that is it minimizes the average packet system time. For the case of non-identical servers, a scheduling policy that assigns a packet to a service facility that minimizes the conditional expected system time of the packet, conditioned on the knowledge of the number of packets waiting for service in the facility, shows good performance [25]. Our QAware scheduler uses the policy in an MPTCP setting.

Consider $K$ service facilities indexed $1, \ldots, K$. Let facility $k$ have a service rate of $\mu_k$. The two facilities in Figure 4 have service rates of $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$. Let $n_k(t)$ be the number of packets waiting for service in facility $k$ at time $t$. The policy assigns a packet to a service facility $k^*$ given by

$$k^* = \arg \min_k \frac{n_k(t) + 1}{\mu_k}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Note that $1/\mu_k$ is the expected service time of a packet in facility $k$. Thus, the conditional waiting time of a packet that enters such a facility is $n_k(t)/\mu_k$, which is the sum of the expected service times of the $n_k(t)$ packets currently waiting for service in the facility. In addition, we add the term $1/\mu_k$ to $n_k(t)/\mu_k$ to include the expected service time of the packet to be scheduled. Thus, the expression being minimized in (1) is the conditional expected system time of a packet if it were to be assigned to facility $k$.

**Adapting scheduling policy (1) to multiple end-to-end TCP subflows:** The number $n_k(t)$ of packets in the queue of service facility $k$ is the number of packets waiting in the device driver queue of the corresponding subflow $k$ and can be obtained.
However, we must estimate the average service time $1/\mu_k$ of subflow $k$.

Consider the $i^{th}$ packet arrival. Let $t_i^p$ be the time the packet is assigned to a subflow. Let $t_i^c$ be the time that a TCP ACK acknowledges receipt of the packet. The round-trip time of the packet is $\text{RTT}_i = t_i^c - t_i^p$. Note that this includes the time packet waits in the device driver queue of its assigned subflow before it starts service and the time it spends in service. This is the system time of the packet. Let $W_i$ be the time the packet $i$ waits in the queue. This time can be calculated locally at the MPTCP sender. The time $X_i$ that the packet spends in service begins when the packet enters the NIC for transmission and ends when a TCP ACK for the packet is received. Given $W_i$ and $\text{RTT}_i$, we have $X_i = \text{RTT}_i - W_i$. The estimate of the service time is updated on receipt of a TCP ACK. Let $\hat{S}_k$ be the current estimate of the average service time of facility $k$. On receipt of a TCP ACK for packet $i$, we update

$$\hat{S}_k = \alpha \hat{S}_k + (1 - \alpha)X_i,$$

where $0 < \alpha < 1$ applies appropriate weights to the last estimate of the average and the current service time. We use $\alpha = 0.8$ in this work which is also the smoothing factor for TCP congestion control. The corresponding estimate of the service rate is $1/\hat{S}_k$. At time $t$, QAware schedules to the TCP subflow $k^*$ that satisfies

$$k^* = \arg \min_k (n_k(t)+1)\hat{S}_k.$$

Finally, note that since $X_i = \text{RTT}_i - W_i$, we have $\hat{S}_k = \text{RTT} - \hat{W}$, where RTT and $\hat{W}$ are the exponentially weighted moving averages, with coefficient $\alpha$, of packet round-trip times and device driver queue waiting times, respectively, for the subflow $k$. In our real implementation, summarized in (Algorithm 1), we use RTT estimates that are readily available for each subflow and we calculate an approximation of $\hat{W}$ based on information available from device driver queues.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement QAware as a modular scheduler using MPTCP v0.93 based on Linux kernel v4.9.60. The code is available at [22].

As shown in Section IV, QAware’s functioning depends on the current estimate of network interface (NIC) queue occupancy. Conventionally, the NIC queues were either implemented within the hardware itself or as part of the driver; which made NIC queues invisible to the Kernel and its occupancy extremely hard to estimate. However, since Linux Kernel > v3.3.0, several NIC queue management protocols, known as Byte Queue Limits (BQL), have been introduced as part of the Kernel code to resolve starvation and latency at the NIC [14]. The BQL algorithms push queueing abstractions from hardware drivers to specific data structures which can be accessed from within the Kernel.

Our implementation closely follows the Algorithm 1. We first tap the network device address mapped to MPTCP socket via struct dst_entry to access DQL\(^4\) as follows:

\[
dql = \text{netdev_get_tx_queue}(\text{dst->dev})->\text{dql}
\]

We further utilize DQL entry to estimate current NIC (netdevice) queue occupancy of each MPTCP subflow.

\[
q\text{Size} = \{\text{dql->num\_queued} - \text{dql->num\_completed}\}
\]

Here, num\_queued and num\_completed refer to the total number of bytes queued in the network device and number of bytes successfully transmitted by the device respectively. Apart from NIC queue estimates, we utilize the smoothed mean RTT estimates in microseconds via srtt\_us accessible through struct tcp_sock. We ensure that our implementation is in line with guidelines mentioned in RFC 6182.

VI. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

In following sections, we evaluate QAware’s performance through an extensive set of simulations and real-world experiments. We model our evaluation methodology to mimic real MPTCP network configurations and application use-cases. In majority of our evaluation, we model a realistic network scenario (as illustrated in Figure 3) wherein a client leverages two distinct network paths to connect to a distant server.

\(^1\)For simplicity of exposition we ignore the time a TCP ACK may have to wait in a queue before being sent to the TCP layer.

\(^2\)We examined for other values of $\alpha$ which did not impact the overall performance of QAware.

\(^3\)Currently, only PCIe-based ethernet drivers support BQL [5]. However, a significant effort is being made from the Linux developer community to support broader list of NICs, including wireless NICs [4].

\(^4\)In Linux, BQL is implemented as Dynamic Queue Limit (DQL).

---

**Algorithm 1 QAware Algorithm**

1: Inputs:
2: Available Subflows $S \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$
3: \textbf{Initialize at packet arrival} $P_k$:
4: \hspace{1em} $\text{minService} \leftarrow 0xFFFFF000$
5: \hspace{1em} $\text{selectedSubflow} \leftarrow \text{NONE}$
6: \textbf{for each subflow $\in S$ do}
7: \hspace{2em} $n_k \leftarrow \text{queueSize(subflow)}$
8: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} $n_k \neq 0$ \textbf{then}
9: \hspace{3em} $\Delta t \leftarrow$ sampling time
10: \hspace{3em} $\Delta$packets $\leftarrow$ packets dequeued in $\Delta t$
11: \hspace{3em} $W_k \leftarrow 1/(1/(\Delta t)|n_k$
12: \hspace{2em} \textbf{else}
13: \hspace{3em} $W_k \leftarrow 0$
14: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
15: \hspace{2em} $\hat{S}_k \leftarrow W_k$
16: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} $\text{RTT} < \text{minService}$ \textbf{then}
17: \hspace{3em} $\text{minService} \leftarrow \text{RTT}$
18: \hspace{3em} $\text{selectedSubflow} \leftarrow \text{subflow}$
19: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
20: \textbf{end for}
For simulations, we implement QAware on ns-3 network simulator. We compare QAware with default minSRTT and Earliest Completion First (ECF) [17] scheduler for constant bit rate (CBR), file downloads, and web browsing workloads. The simulations help us zoom into the workings of the schedulers and allow us to evaluate QAware over a variety of workloads and network path configurations. Our evaluation setup and results are described in Section VII.

We further examine and validate the performance gains obtained by QAware in simulated environments via real network experiments. We utilize our Kernel implementation summarized in Section V. The experiments were performed in a university data center and consider a variety of workloads such as video streaming, web file downloads, etc. We compare QAware with several state-of-the-art schedulers such as minSRTT, Delay Aware Packet Scheduler (DAPS) [15], Blocking Estimation based scheduler (BLEST) [8], and ECF [17]. The details of our experiments and consequent results are discussed in Section VIII. All our results throughout evaluation are averaged over multiple runs.

VII. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS

We simulated network topologies of the kind shown in Figure 3. For all simulations, the links between the access points and the backbone switch and between the backbone switch and the server were modeled as wired links with rate 30 Mbps and 50 Mbps respectively. The client is connected to the two access points over wireless links with physical layer (PHY) rates in the range 6 – 12 Mbps. These two wireless links provided the two network paths over which application data was sent. Both subflows use independent congestion control.

We simulated the following applications: i) constant bit rate (CBR) data from low to high rates, ii) file transfer for sizes of 10 – 30 MB, iii) web browsing of top 10 out of the US Alexa-100 websites, and iv) CBR with one of the paths being shared by UDP traffic. For the applications, we simulated the following network configurations: i) both wireless links have the same rate, ii) one link is much faster than the other, and iii) one link drops TCP packets. Comparisons of QAware with ECF and minSRTT\(^3\) demonstrate the benefits that are accrued by QAware because it optimally utilizes both network paths.

A. Constant Bit Rate Traffic

Access paths with no packet errors: Figure 5(a) shows the TCP throughputs obtained by the schedulers for increasing CBR rates. Each wireless link was configured with a PHY rate of 6 Mbps. This results in homogeneous network paths. On average, QAware achieves percentage throughput gains of about 40% over the rest. Further, note that all schedulers use both subflows. However, unlike the others, QAware utilizes both the subflows almost equally for the entire simulation time for all the CBR loads. To better understand their behaviors, consider Figure 6, which shows for each scheduler and subflow, the variation of throughput, device driver queue occupancy, and smoothed RTT, as a function of time, for a

\(^3\)In simulation, the scheduler assigns packets over independent TCP streams. We do not incorporate other MPTCP functionality such as retransmission handler and path manager.
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Figure 7: Per-flow throughput comparison for different CBR rates where subflow F1 experiences a packet drop rate of $10^{-2}$.

Figure 8: File download completion time for 10 websites from top U.S. Alexa-100 websites.

wireless link. On the other hand, while minSRTT uses the error-prone path better than ECF, it is unable to make good use of the error-free path as the other two schedulers.

B. Fixed Size File Transfer

Figure 8 shows the download completion time achieved by the three schedulers for five different file sizes ranging from 10MB to 30MB. Both wireless links were set to a PHY rate of 6 Mbps. Observe that QAware obtains the least download time for all the file sizes. This is explained by its ability to effectively utilize both the subflows for data transfer. The performance gap increases proportionally with file size. Overall, QAware achieves 35% and 30% reduction in average download time over minSRTT and ECF respectively.

C. Web-browsing

To simulate web browsing, we deployed objects of 10 out of top U.S. Alexa-100 websites, which are summarized in Table I, in our simulated server. The client consecutively downloaded relevant objects of each website from the server at a variable rate between 10Mbps to 30Mbps chosen in a probabilistic manner. We compared scheduler performance for when both wireless links are 6 Mbps and when one of the links is 12 Mbps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>Tech</th>
<th>Radio</th>
<th>Shopping</th>
<th>Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Objects</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (KB)</td>
<td>3821.2</td>
<td>2152.2</td>
<td>2453</td>
<td>1000.7</td>
<td>1988.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Web objects for traffic generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
<th>Market</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Movie</th>
<th>Travel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Object</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (KB)</td>
<td>601.2</td>
<td>2032.8</td>
<td>1700.2</td>
<td>845.7</td>
<td>2000.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our observations with respect to QAware and minSRTT for three homogeneous paths are similar. We skip them due to lack of space.
Mbps. QAware achieves a significant reduction in download completion time for both configurations, specifically up to 35% for the former (see Figure 9) and up to 28% for the latter (figure not shown due to space limitations). On the other hand, ECF and minSRRT perform similarly.

D. Multiple Applications

In current computing environments, end hosts typically run multiple applications which must share the interfaces available at the host for network transfers. An ideal MPTCP scheduler must be able to efficiently adapt to bandwidth competition on bottleneck links in such coexisting environment. To evaluate the impact of such sharing on the schedulers, we used the following setup. The PHY rates of the wireless links were set to 9 and 6 Mbps. A CBR application generated data for a 10 second interval and used both the MPTCP subflows. The results are shown in Figure 10.

Starting at 4 seconds, we introduced traffic from a UDP application that used the network path with the 9 Mbps wireless link. The greyed area in the figure denotes the time duration when both MPTCP and UDP applications were active at the client. The UDP traffic lasted for 4 seconds. Before the start of the UDP traffic, only QAware scheduler was utilizing both available subflows. Once the UDP application starts, the device queue of the 9 Mbps wireless link saturates. QAware, however, quickly adapts to it and reduces the traffic being sent on the corresponding subflow. All the while, it keeps utilizing the subflow over the slower wireless link. On the other hand, both minSRRT and ECF need to wait for several RTT updates for the impact of UDP traffic on queue wait times to get reflected in the SRTT of the subflow. Lastly, unlike the other schedulers, QAware is also quick to detect the availability of the subflow after the 8 second mark, which is when the UDP application stops its transfer. Overall, QAware leads to gains of about 40% over minSRRT and about 50% over ECF.

VIII. REAL-WORLD SETUP AND EXPERIMENTS

We next examine QAware’s performance in real network environments. Figure 11 shows our test network topology in University of Helsinki data center. We assign two similar machines with 16 core AMD Opteron processor, 8 GB DDR2 RAM running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with latest stable MPTCP implementation (version 0.93, based on Linux kernel v4.9.60 [12]) as client and server. The implementation uses default congestion control algorithm (coupled OLIA). Both machines are interconnected via two separate Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. One Ethernet connection is routed through internal University of Helsinki network and therefore encounters background traffic from University staff. It has an end-to-end RTT of >1ms. The other connection is over Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch with RTT <1ms.

We compare QAware with the following schedulers: i) minSRRT, ii) Delay Aware Packet Scheduler (DAPS) [15], iii) Blocking Estimation based Scheduler (BLEST) [8], and iv) Earliest Completion First (ECF) [17] 7 8. We first compare scheduler performance for application generating bulk traffic. This workload provides a qualitative validation of the results we obtained in Section VII. We further present scheduler performance for DASH video streaming and web file downloads. We used the Linux Traffic Control system (tc) in combination with a Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) packet scheduler using Statistical Fair Queuing (SFQ) for network shaping. In between runs, we flushed out the TCP cache to ensure that each run is independent of the next. All our results are averaged over ten runs.

A. Bulk Traffic

In this section, we compare QAware’s performance with other schedulers for high application transfer rate over both subflows. We performed experiments with different settings of delays along the two paths. The setting includes i) default path delays (<1ms and >1ms), ii) delay shaping to introduce 40ms of delay along one path and 80ms along the other, and iii) 40ms along one path and 160ms along the other. Path bandwidths corresponding to the different delays are stated in Table II(a).

7For DAPS and BLEST, we use the implementation at https://bitbucket.org/blest_mptcp/nicta_mptcp. For ECF, we use the implementation at http://cs.umass.edu/~ylim/mptcp_ecf
8DAPS, BLEST, and ECF are implemented on MPTCP v0.89 whereas the default minSRRT and QAware are based on MPTCP v0.93. We could not implement QAware on MPTCP v0.89 as it is based on Linux v3.18 which does not support BQL. Please see [12] for exact changes between the two versions.
server to provide five representations of the video from 240p to 1080p (same as most content providers). We re-encoded each representation in at least three different bitrates with overall available bit rates from 128Kbps to 3.8Mbps using H.264/MPEG-4 AVC codec. The streaming client employs an Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) algorithm to download video segments according to the available network bandwidth. We throttled our testbed bandwidth to match the bitrates of DASH encodings. Table II(b) shows the average delay measured at client-side for each bandwidth configuration. We evaluate and compare QAware’s performance with other schedulers for when the two subflows i) have bandwidths of 2 Mbps, ii) have bandwidths of 2 Mbps and 1.6 Mbps, and iii) have bandwidths of 2.4 Mbps and 1.6 Mbps.

From Figure 13, we observe that QAware improves the performance of streaming applications in all network conditions. The performance improvement is more significant in scenarios where the path bandwidths are similar (8% and 5% with respect to default and 10% and 6% with respect to ECF, in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) respectively) as QAware utilizes available paths more efficiently than other schedulers. DAPS consistently gives the worst performance out of all schedulers due to its strong dependence on RTT ratio of two subflows.

C. Web File Download

We now evaluate QAware’s performance for simple web downloads using curl. We set up an HTTP server using Apache 2.2.22 and hosted varying file sizes of range 128KB to 500MB. We eliminate application connection time by only considering the transport-level time in overall download completion time observed at the client. Figure 14 presents the average completion time.
pletion time normalized to the maximum achieved value by scheduler for a given file size.

For small web transfers (<1MB) all schedulers perform quite similar to each other (it took 0.002s to download a 128 KB file by QAware vs. 0.003s by minSRTT). This is because for small data transfers, the bandwidth of the primary subflow is more than capable of single shot transmission and thus MPTCP rarely switches to the secondary subflow. Therefore, until the performance of primary subflow degrades during transfer, the choice of the scheduler does not affect the performance for small files. The default and DAPS scheduler achieve lower completion time for medium file sizes (≈10/100 MB) in comparison to BLEST and ECF. This is likely because BLEST and ECF add additional delays by waiting for the faster subflow to become available. For large files (500 MB), BLEST and ECF utilize faster subflow more efficiently than default and DAPS, thus achieving a lower completion time. QAware always outperforms other schedulers and realizes up to 20% decrease in completion time for medium file sizes (0.709s by QAware vs. 0.895s by ECF for 100 MB file) and 30% for large file downloads (3.46s by QAware vs. 4.93s by minSRTT for 500 MB).

IX. CONCLUSION

We proposed, QAware, a novel cross-layer MPTCP scheduler that combines hardware device queue occupancy and TCP RTT for efficient scheduling decisions. We detailed its design and implementation. We evaluated QAware using an extensive set of simulations and real network experiments for various network configurations and applications such as bulk data transfers, web browsing, web file downloads, and video streaming. Comparisons with various state-of-the-art schedulers such as DAPS, BLEST, and ECF were used to demonstrate the efficacy of QAware. It outperformed other schedulers in all network configurations and workloads we tested. Further, we show that QAware quickly adapts to co-existing applications and sudden variations in network conditions. We have open-sourced QAware’s implementation as a modular scheduler for latest stable MPTCP Linux release.
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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) has the promise of flexible routing, traffic management and service provisioning in communication networks. To allow SDN based networks scale in size, the control architecture needs to be distributed, which in turn requires the introduction of controller to controller communication. This is needed to ensure that the distributed controllers have the same understanding about the underlying network and can make consistent local decisions. In this paper we evaluate the volume of the emerging control traffic, considering a distributed controller architecture based on ONOS and OpenFlow. We show that the control traffic increases drastically with the number of controllers, as well as with the size of the underlying network. We evaluate topologies forming regular and random graphs, and conclude that the type of the topology influences the traffic volume significantly, while the network density has less significant effect. We show that the control traffic is significant even if the number of controllers is selected such that the control traffic is minimized, and we argue that further optimization of ONOS is needed to trade off control traffic load and consistency in the network views.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is becoming a generally accepted solution to provide the increased flexibility needed for service differentiation and resource efficiency in wired as well as in wireless networks [1] [2]. In an SDN, a centralized controller takes over the control from the individual switching nodes. The network operating system collects the information about the network, and helps the controller to make an abstract model of the network topology. This complete knowledge of the network helps the controller to dynamically provision the network resources, to apply the concepts of fairness and traffic shaping, as well as to provide complex routing policies for enhancing security, achieving quality of service differentiation or to support network function visualization.

The use of a single controller however raises reliability and scalability issues. First, a single controller SDN becomes a single point of failure, which is critical for network performance and reliability. Second, a single controller cannot support a large network due to limited memory and processing capabilities. Finally, the position of a single controller is also critical in terms of switch to controller network delays. As a result, a network based on a single controller would have scalability constraints based on memory, processing capability and reaction time.

For improved scalability of the network, a logically centralized controller can be implemented through a cluster of controllers, leading to a distributed SDN architecture. This architecture permits to balance the switch to controller traffic among different controllers, improves reliability and can achieve scalability by limiting the load of a single controller and the switch to controller network delays. However, this architecture also implies that the controllers must coordinate to obtain a consistent view of the network state [3]. As the set of controllers need to share information about the switches they own and about the network topology, controller to controller traffic is introduced which may be non-negligible as the number of controllers or the network itself grows [4].

The objective of this paper is to evaluate the effect of the network topology on the emerging control traffic, and to discuss how these traffic can be minimized. We estimate the volume of the emerging control traffic in large distributed SDNs, that applies ONOS for controller to controller and OpenFlow for switch to controller communication. We utilize the measurement results of [4], and build a model for the controller to controller traffic for general network topologies. Then we consider the specific cases of regular and random network topologies, and evaluate the effect of the network size and of the number of controllers. We show that for the same network size and density, the control traffic is higher in regular networks, but the scalability properties in the two topologies are similar. The optimal number of controllers depends significantly on the network size and on the intensity of the switch to controller queries, while the density of the network has only marginal effect.

II. RELATED WORK

The placement of controllers is one of the main issues in the design of distributed SDNs and the literature addresses controller placement for various objectives. The seminal paper [5] proposes controller placement heuristics that trade off latency, failure tolerance and load balancing. In [6], [7] a given set of controllers is placed, such that the computational capacity of the controllers is obeyed and the maximum switch to controller delay is minimized, while [8] minimizes the cost of controller deployment and maintenance, keeping the constraints on the controller and network capacities as well as
on the switch to controller delays. Reliable distributed SDN is considered in [9], [10], where delay and capacity constraints have to be fulfilled even when backup controllers are used.

There are only few works addressing the controller placement problem from the point of view of the control traffic, since network operating systems for distributed architectures are in their infancy. The emerging ONOS is evaluated in [4], by emulating small networks with the objective of finding mathematical models of the controller to controller traffic load. These findings are then used in [11] to evaluate the effect of controller placement on the control traffic in given, large topologies. In our work we build as well on the measurement results of [4] to systematically evaluate how the control traffic is affected by the network size and network topology. To estimate the rate of switch to controller traffic for flow setup, we use the measurement results of [12]. More exact models considering network topology as well as traffic matrix are also available in the literature [13], these could be considered for more detailed studies.

### III. DISTRIBUTED SDN

In this paper we consider a distributed software defined network with the general architecture shown on Figure 1. According to the SDN principles, the control functions are decoupled from the forwarding functions at the network switches, and are implemented by a set of controllers, each responsible for a cluster of switches. The controllers exchange information to have a common network view and to form a virtually centralized controller.

In this architecture two control planes can be identified: the switch to controller (s2c) plane, which is present already in a centralized SDN and supports the set up of the forwarding tables based on the transmission paths determined at the controller, and the controller to controller (c2c) plane, which ensures correct controller functionalities despite the distributed implementation. The availability of the shared data structures affects the process of providing information for the switches querying their controller. In this paper we consider the multiple data-ownership model, where each controller has a local copy of all data required for routing decisions, therefore switch queries never need to be forwarded in the c2c plane.

The s2c plane has rich literature with mature architecture designs and protocol implementations like OpenFlow [14]. The development of the c2c plane is less mature, where ONOS [15] and OpenDaylight [16] are two prominent open implementations. In this work we build our analysis on the characteristics of ONOS, but our results could be generalized for other solutions.

The design of the c2c plane needs to address two main issues: first, the consistency of the shared view of the network graph, which is required for the correct control of the forwarding plane; and second, the availability of the shared data structures, required for fast decision making. Consistency in general can be strong or eventual. Strong consistency means that all available information is identical at all the controllers, while eventual consistency means that the controllers may have temporally different views, but these will converge with time. In systems with communication delays strong consistency compromises all time data availability [17]. Therefore, ONOS combines strong and eventual consistency models, to trade-off between delay and consistency:

1) The controllers need to have an agreement all the time on the assignment of the switches. Therefore, cluster membership is shared under the strong consistency model, using the Raft protocol [18]. Raft messages are exchanged when the membership of a cluster has changed – that is, a new switch got connected or a switch has left.

2) Other information, including the network topology, is shared under the eventual consistency model, using the so called anti-entropy algorithm [19], implementing simple gossiping among all the controllers. In the anti-entropy algorithm, controllers send out update messages periodically to randomly selected controllers and in this way the information on the changes eventually propagates in the network of controllers. The consensus time for the fully connected network of C controllers is \( O(\ln C) \) [20].

### IV. CONTROL TRAFFIC MODEL

#### A. Methodology

Our objective is to build up an SDN control traffic model, including both controller to controller (c2c) and switch to controller (s2c) traffic. Since control messages are transmitted through the network links over multipath paths, the model need to reflect the length of the transmission paths across the network that the control messages travel. Therefore, we derive the control traffic load in two steps: first we express the bandwidth (or rate) of the generated c2c and s2c control traffic, \( B_{c2c} \) and \( B_{s2c} \) and then weight them by the length of the transmission paths the control messages travel, to get the total control traffic

\[
T_T = T_{c2c} + T_{s2c}
\]

Our objective is to evaluate the effect of the topology on the control traffic load. Therefore, we consider two complementary topologies, regular grids and Erdős-Rényi random graphs. These graph structures represent two extremes in the
world of network models: regular grids have large average path length, but also high clustering coefficient. On the other end, ER graphs have logarithmic increase in path length, but low clustering coefficient. These graph metrics are important in the case of distributed SDNs, for efficient controller to controller and switch to controller communication respectively.

For simplicity, throughout the paper we assume that fraction and square root operations give integer values. If it does not hold, the results are approximate.

B. Control traffic bandwidth

We consider a network of $S$ switches and $C$ controllers, forming a clustered distributed SDN architecture, where each controller is responsible for a subset of the switches.

The ONOS control traffic bandwidth have been measured systematically for networks with two and three controllers in [4]. The measurements revealed that the control traffic bandwidth between two controllers depends linearly on the number of switches and edges in the clusters and on the number of edges between the clusters. Using these results, we can build up a general model for networks with $C$ controllers, and the control traffic generated by any controller $i$ to any other controller can be expressed as

$$B_i = b_0^i + b_s^i S_i + b_l^i L_i + b_{-l}^i \sum_{j \neq i} S_j + b_{-l}^i \sum_{j \neq i} L_j + b_d^i \sum_{j \neq i} L_{ij} + b_{-l}^i \sum_{j \neq i} \sum_{k \neq i,j} L_{jk},$$  \hfill (1)

where $S_i$ is the number of switches in cluster $i$, $L_i$ is the number of internal links in the cluster, and $L_{ik}$ is the number of links where the end nodes belong to cluster $j$ and $k$ respectively. Parameter $b_0^i$ is the zero bandwidth, representing the control traffic that is generated even when the network does not contain any switches. Parameters $b_s^i$ and $b_l^i$ represent control information about switches and links in the own cluster, $b_{-l}^i$ and $b_{-l}^i$ about switches and links within other clusters, $b_d^i$ about links with one end in the own cluster and $b_{-l}^i$ on links running among other clusters.

The measurement results in [4] show that the $b_j^i$ (the * may denote $s$, $l$, $s-$, $l-$, $d$ or $e$) parameters depend on the number of controllers $C$ in the network. Due to the anti-entropy protocol, where the controller to communicate to is selected randomly, we could expect that $b_j^i \propto 1/C$, but the measured values for $C = 2$ and 3 show that $b_j^i$ includes also a fix part. Therefore, we consider

$$b_j^i = b_j^i + \frac{1}{C-1} b_p^i,$$  \hfill (2)

where $b_j^i$ is the fix part, and $b_p^i$ contributes to the part that scales down inversely proportionally with $C$.

Table I shows the parameter values estimated from the measurements results in [4]. Note that from (2) we have $b_j^i = 0$, therefore we estimate $b_j^i \approx 0$. From the table we can also conclude that the dominating parameter is the zero bandwidth $b_0^i$ for small networks. For large networks the switch and link related control traffic has similar contribution.

Finally, we derive the aggregated generated c2c control traffic, including all traffic generated by all the controllers to all the other controllers, resulting

$$B_{c2c} = \sum_{i=1}^{C} (C - 1) B_i$$

$$= C(b_0^0 (C - 1) + b_0^0) + S(b_0^- (C - 1))^2 + b_p^- (C - 1) + b_j^0 (C - 1) + b_p^0$$

$$+ L(b_0^- (C - 1))^2 + b_p^- (C - 1) + b_j^0 (C - 1) + b_p^0$$

$$+ L_d(2b_d + (C - 2)b_e),$$  \hfill (3)

where $L$ is the number of intra-cluster links, and $L_d$ is the number of inter-cluster links. Note that (3) provides a closed form expression of the control traffic that does not depend on the characteristics of the single clusters. We can conclude that the control traffic depends on the total number of controllers $C$, switches $S$, intra-cluster links $L$, and inter-cluster links $L_d$. As we see, $B$ depends linearly on $S$, $L$ and $L_d$, but increases quadratically with $C$, which introduces significant penalty as the number of controllers is increased.

The controllers also communicate with the switches in their own cluster, e.g., through the OpenFlow protocol, where switches query the controllers for routing information. We express the aggregated switch to controller traffic as

$$B_{s2c} = (S - C)2\lambda G,$$  \hfill (4)

where $\lambda$ is the long term average of the number of messages generated by a switch per second, $G$ is the average message size in bits. The expression reflects that the $C$ controllers are hosted by $C$ switches, and these switches do not generate s2c control traffic on the network links.

To proceed and derive the actual volume of control traffic in the network, we need to consider the length of the paths the control traffic is forwarded on. Therefore, from this point we consider specific topologies.

C. Network control traffic in regular grid topology

First we consider a wrapped two dimensional grid topology. We present detailed results for the rectangular grid, where each node has $k = 4$ neighbors, as shown on Figure 2. Then we generalize the results for some specific $k > 4$ values to see how $k$ affects the control load.
We notice that in the considered topology, shortest paths leaving one cluster is equal to the length of the cluster border values. In the case of cluster links can be calculated as then, since altogether there are 2\(i\) values are identical. Let \(B_i\) be the length of the transmission path from controller \(i\) to controller \(j\), and \(\bar{P}_{c2c}^G\) the average controller to controller path length. We can then express the aggregate controller to controller load as

\[
T_{c2c}^G = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{C} B_i P_{ij} \\
= B_i \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{C} P_{ij} \\
= B_i C(C-1) \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{C} \frac{P_{ij}}{C(C-1)} \\
= C(C-1) B_i \bar{P}_{c2c}^G \\
= B_{c2c}^G = \bar{P}_{c2c}^G.
\]

To express \(B_{c2c}^G\), we need to replace the topology dependent parameters in (3), that is, the number of inter-cluster links and the number of intra-cluster links with the grid topology specific values. In the case of \(k = 4\), the number of inter-cluster links leaving one cluster is equal to the length of the cluster border \(4\sqrt{SC}\), thus, for the entire network we get

\[
L_{c2c}^G = C \frac{4 \sqrt{SC}}{2} = 2 \sqrt{SC},
\]

and, since altogether there are 2\(S\) links, the number of intra-cluster links can be calculated as

\[
L^G = 2S - 2\sqrt{SC}.
\]

Finally, we need to derive the average path length \(\bar{P}_{c2c}^G\). We notice that in the considered topology, shortest paths connecting far away controllers can be constructed from path segments between neighboring controllers. Therefore

\[
\bar{P}_{c2c}^G = \bar{H}_{c2c}^G \sqrt{\frac{S}{C}},
\]

where \(\sqrt{S/C}\) is the distance of neighboring controllers and \(\bar{H}_{c2c}^G\) is the average number of path segments to travel from any controller to any controller.

Let us derive \(\bar{H}_{c2c}^G\). We restrict the derivation for odd \(\sqrt{C}\) values. We can see that each controller needs to reach other controllers in maximum \((\sqrt{C} - 1)/2\) steps away in both horizontal and vertical directions. Therefore, for odd \(\sqrt{C}\) we get the average number of path segments to travel

\[
\bar{H}_{c2c}^G = \frac{\sqrt{C}}{2},
\]

which provides

\[
\bar{P}_{c2c}^G = \frac{\sqrt{C}}{2} \frac{\sqrt{S}}{\sqrt{C}} = \frac{\sqrt{S}}{2}.
\]

\(\bar{H}_{c2c}^G\) is somewhat higher for even \(\sqrt{C}\) values, but the difference diminishes as \(C\) increases, and therefore we use (10) in the followings.

Substituting (3) and (10) into (5), we get

\[
T_{c2c}^G = \frac{S^{3/2}}{2} \left[ \frac{1}{SC} (b_j^0 + b_j^0) + b_p^0 \right] \\
+ \left( b_j f_j^0 (S_{SC})^{-1} + (b_{j+}^0 + b_{j+}^0) \right) (\frac{S}{SC} - 1) + b_p^0 \\
+ 2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{SC}} \right) \left( b_j f_j^0 (S_{SC})^{-1} \right)^2 \\
\left( b_j^0 + b_j^0 \right) (\frac{S}{SC} - 1) + b_p^0 \\
+ \frac{2}{\sqrt{SC}} \left[ 2b_d + \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 2 \right) b_c \right],
\]

where \(SC = S/C\) is the size of the clusters. From (11) we can conclude that the controller to controller traffic increases with \(ST/2\), while it decreases inversely proportionally with the cluster size. This would motivate the use of few controllers, to decrease the controller to controller traffic.

Let us now consider the control traffic generated by the switch to controller messages, given by (4). The optimal position of the controller is in the middle of a cluster. Then the average length of the switch to controller transmission path can be calculated similarly to \(\bar{H}_{c2c}^G\), but considering the grid of switches, instead of the grid of controllers, which gives \(\bar{P}_{s2c}^G = \sqrt{SC}/2\), and the total switch to controller traffic load becomes

\[
T_{s2c}^G = B_{s2c}^G \bar{P}_{s2c}^G = \lambda GS \sqrt{SC} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{S/C} \right),
\]

From (11) and (12) we see that \(T_{c2c}\) decreases, while \(T_{s2c}\) increases with the cluster size \(SC\). Therefore, as expected, there is a cluster size that minimizes the control traffic for
given network size and the intensity of the switch to controller traffic $\lambda$.

To generalize the results, we consider grid topologies where each node can reach its $k$ closest neighbors, resulting in a denser, but still regular grid. To simplify the derivations, while still addressing large networks, we consider the specific $k$ values, where it holds that shortest c2c paths can be constructed using only horizontal and vertical edges. E.g., this is the case for $k = 12$ and $k = 24$, where single hop neighbors form a rectangular as shown on Figure 3. Also we assume that the cluster diameters are much larger than the longest single hop in the grid, and thus the derivation steps we followed for $k = 4$ are still valid. That is, we need to derive the $k$ specific $L^G$, $L^G_d$, $P^G_{c2c}$ and $P^G_{s2c}$ expressions.

Let us denote by $l$ the length of the longest transmission, measured in the distance of the neighboring nodes (e.g., for $k = 4$ $l = 1$, and for $k = 12$ shown on Figure 3, $l = 2$). Inspecting Figure 3 we can derive the relationship between $k$ and $l$

$$k = 4(1 + 2 + \ldots + l) = 2l(l + 1), \quad l = \frac{\sqrt{1 + 2k} - 1}{2}. \quad (13)$$

We start by deriving $L^G$. Now all the nodes that are within distance $l$ of the cluster border have inter-cluster links, giving

$$L^G = 2\sqrt{C}\sqrt{S} \sum_{i=0}^{l-1} (l - i)(2i + 1) = \frac{\sqrt{SC}k\sqrt{1 + 2k}}{6},$$

$$L^G_d = \frac{1}{2}kS - L^G_d. \quad (14)$$

Equation (9) still holds, while the distance of neighboring controllers becomes $\sqrt{S/C}/l$. This provides the average controller to controller transmission path

$$P^G_{c2c} = \frac{\sqrt{S}}{2l} = \frac{\sqrt{S}}{\sqrt{1 + 2k} - 1}. \quad (15)$$

We can see $k$ has opposite effects on $L^G$, $L^G_d$ and $P^G_{c2c}$. The final $T^G_{c2c}$ expression becomes

$$T^G_{c2c} = \frac{S^{3/2}}{\sqrt{1 + 2k} - 1} \left[ \frac{1}{S/C} \left( b_f^p \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 1 \right) + b_p^p \right) \right]$$

$$+ \left( b_f^r \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 1 \right)^2 + (b_p^r + b_f^r) \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 1 \right) + b_p^r \right)$$

$$+ \frac{k}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{\sqrt{1 + 2k}}{3\sqrt{S/C}} \right) \left( b_f^r \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 1 \right)^2 \right.$$}

$$\left. + (b_p^r + b_f^r) \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 1 \right) + b_p^r \right)$$

$$+ \frac{k\sqrt{1 + 2k}}{6\sqrt{S/C}} \left( 2b_d + \left( \frac{S}{S/C} - 2 \right)b_e \right). \quad (16)$$

The c2c traffic still increases with $S^{7/2}$. Larger part of the traffic decreases with $\sqrt{k}$, due to the longer single hop transmissions, however, the traffic has a component that increases linearly with $k$, due to the increasing number of edges that has to be reported in the ONOS messages.

Considering the switch to controller traffic, the longer links lead to shorter transmission paths, giving

$$P^G_{s2c} = \frac{\sqrt{SC}}{2l} = \frac{\sqrt{SC}}{\sqrt{1 + 2k} - 1}. \quad (17)$$

This makes $T^G_{s2c}$ decrease with increasing $\sqrt{k}$, that is, the increased network density effects only positively the switch to controller traffic.

D. Network control traffic under random topology

Let us now consider a network with random topology, specifically, a network of $S$ switches, and links forming an Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph, where two switches are connected with probability $p$. Since all switches see statistically similar neighborhood, we place the $C$ controllers at random switch locations, and we assume, that each of the switches connects to the closest controller. A possible realization of such a network is shown on Figure 4.
The ER graph is homogeneous in the sense that from each node the path length distribution to all other nodes can be characterized by the same CDF $F(x)$ and pdf $f(x)$. Then, the probability that a given switch $i$ with path length $x_i$ selects controller $j$ as its closest controller is the probability that the paths to the other controllers are longer than $x_i$, that is $\bar{F}(x_i)^{C-1}$. The probability that an arbitrary node selects controller $j$ becomes $p_j = \int \bar{F}(x)^{C-1} f(x) dx$. Note, that the right hand side of this equation is independent from $j$, and therefore has to be the same for each controller, that is, $p_j = p = 1/C$. Consequently, the size of the clusters is binomially distributed with parameters $S$ and $1/C$, with an average cluster size of $S/C$.

We follow (5) to calculate the total controller to controller traffic load. Since now we have random topology, we express the mean value, $T_{c2c}^{ER} = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j \neq i} B_i P_{ij} = \bar{B}_{c2c} \bar{P}_{c2c}$.

Again we need the topology specific values of $L$ and $L_d$ to express $\bar{B}_{c2c}$. Since now we have a random topology, the $L$ and $L_d$ values are random numbers. As $\bar{B}_{c2c}$ depends linearly on $L$ and $L_d$, we use the average values to express $\bar{B}_{c2c}$. Let us introduce $\bar{k} = (S - 1)p$ as the average number of links a switch has. The expected number of intra-cluster links of a switch $s$ is

$$L_s = E[L_s] = \sum_{q=1}^{S-1} \sum_{n=0}^{S-1} E[L|q,n] = \frac{(S - 1)\bar{k}}{S - 1},$$

where $n$ denotes the number of links the switch has, and $q$ the size of the cluster it belongs to, and both of these random variables have Binomial distribution $B(S - 1, p)$ respectively $B(S, 1/C)$. $E[L|q,n]$ is the expected number of intra-cluster links under given $n$ and $q$ values, with distribution $B(n,q/S)$.

Then, for the average number of intra-cluster respectively inter-cluster edges in the entire network we get

$$\bar{L} = \frac{S}{2} \bar{L}_s = \frac{S(SC - 1)\bar{k}}{2(S - 1)},$$

$$\bar{L}_d = \frac{S\bar{k}}{2} - \bar{L} = \frac{SSC + (1 - 1)\bar{k}}{2(S - 1)},$$

where $SC = S/C$ as before.

Now let us consider the average length of the transmission paths between the controllers. We use the results of [21], that gives the CCDF of the path length between any two nodes in an ER graph as

$$\bar{F}(x) = \exp \left[ \frac{\bar{k}^x}{S - 1} \right],$$

and the average path length, which is also the average c2c path length as

$$\bar{P}_{c2c} = \frac{\ln(S) - \gamma}{\ln k} + \frac{1}{2},$$

where $\gamma = 0.5572$ is the Euler constant.

Comparing these parameters to the ones in the regular grid, we see that now a larger ratio of links are inter-cluster links, which slightly increases the generated control traffic according to Table I. Most importantly, however, the average path lengths have very different characteristics for the two topologies. In the grid topology it increases with $\sqrt{S}$, while in the random graph only with $\ln S$, which shows already that the total controller to controller traffic load will be lower under the random graph topology. We see as well that the number of neighbors $\bar{k}$ has stronger effect in the grid topology.

The final expression of $T_{c2c}^{ER}$ is

$$T_{c2c}^{ER} = \left( \frac{\ln(S) - \gamma + 1}{\ln k} \right) \left( \frac{S}{SC} \left( b_i^+ \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 1 \right) + b_i^- \right) \right)
+ S \left( b_i^+ \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 1 \right)^2 + (b_i^- + b_i^+) \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 1 \right) + b_i^+ \right)
+ \left( \frac{(SC - 1)\bar{k}}{2} \right) \left( b_i^+ \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 1 \right)^2 + (b_i^- + b_i^+) \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 1 \right) + b_i^+ \right)
+ \left( \frac{(SC - 1)\bar{k}}{2} \right) \left( 2b_i^+ + \left( \frac{S}{SC} - 2 \right)b_i^+ \right).$$

As expected, the increase of the traffic in the number of switches $S$ is lower than in the case of the regular grid, but still the traffic scales with $S^3 \ln(S)$.

Finally, let us consider the switch to controller control traffic load, which depends on the average switch to controller path length. Let $X_i$ denote the random variable representing the path length from a node to controller $i$, with CCDF given in (21), and let $Y = \min(X_1, X_2, ..., X_C)$ be the path length to the closest controller. Then

$$\bar{F}_Y(x) = (\bar{F}(x))^C = \exp \left[ \frac{Ck^x}{S - 1} \right],$$

and following [21] we can estimate the mean value of $Y$, $\bar{P}_{s2c}^{ER}$ as

$$\bar{P}_{s2c}^{ER} = \frac{\ln(\bar{k}) - \gamma + 1}{\ln k} = \frac{\ln(S) - \gamma + 1}{\ln k} + 1.$$

Since $P_{s2c}$ is proportional to $\ln(S)$, the increase in cluster size does not increase the path length significantly. This is a good phenomena as shorter path length guarantees low latency and less traffic in the network. We also see that the positive effect of increasing $\bar{k}$ will be small at large $\bar{k}$ values, and $\bar{k}$ does not change the characteristics of the scaling in network size.

Combining (4) and (25) we can write total switch to controller traffic in the network as

$$T_{s2c}^{ER} = \lambda G \left( 1 - \frac{1}{SC} \right) \left( \frac{2(\ln(S) - \gamma) + 1}{\ln k} \right),$$

that is, overall the switch to controller traffic increases with the cluster size, however, this increase is only logarithmic. Similarly to the regular grid, the traffic is proportional to the intensity and the size of the switch to controller queries.
V. Numerical examples

In this section we use the expressions derived in Section IV to evaluate the effect of the network size, the cluster size, the intensity of the switch to controller traffic, and the network topology on the value of the control traffic emerging in the network, and discuss the selection of the preferable number of controllers. To be able to evaluate scalability, we consider network sizes in the range of $10^5 - 10^6$ switches, which corresponds to networks of a large number of autonomous systems. Unless otherwise noted, we consider $\bar{k} = 4$, s2c control packet size of $G = 128$Bytes and per switch packet generation rate $\lambda = 25$kpps [14]. The parameter values of the ONOS control traffic are given in Table I.

Figure 5 shows total c2c traffic in the network as a function of the number of switches, for a given cluster sizes for grid and ER networks, on a log-log plot. It reflects well the analytic results on the scaling of the traffic in $S$. We note that the gradient, giving the exponent of $S$, is only slightly lower in the ER graph, however, the absolute values differ in ca. one order of magnitude. We see as well that the cluster size has significant effect. The traffic level is very high in general, in the order of terabits per second.

Let us next evaluate the amount of the controller to controller traffic as a function of the cluster size. Figure 6 shows that the decrease of the control traffic is similar in the grid and ER topologies, and is dominated by the parts of (11) and (23) with quadratic decrease, which would motivate the use of large clusters in both topologies.

In contrast, we expect that decreasing cluster size increases the switch to controller traffic. As we see on Figure 7, this increase is significant in the case of the grid topology where the switch to controller path length is proportional to $\sqrt{S_C}$, while less dominant in the ER case, where the path length to the closest controller increases with $\ln S_C$.

Figure 8 gives the total traffic and optimum cluster size for both topologies. As the c2c traffic is dominating in large networks, the optimal cluster size is also large. We see that in middle-sized networks the traffic decreases significantly at smaller than optimal cluster sizes, while there is little penalty if the cluster size is too large. In small networks, under and over dimensioned cluster sizes have similar effect. In general, the cluster size that minimizes the total traffic is smaller.
density, that is, the average node degree \( \bar{d} \), significantly. Therefore the network should under low traffic intensity larger clusters can decrease the preferred cluster size. High values from 4 up to 24. The analytic results already showed us that \( \bar{d} \) does not affect how the traffic volume depends on the network size \( S \) and on the cluster size \( S_C \), but scale the volume of the traffic. Increased network density has the negative effect of increasing the amount of information that needs to be exchanged in the control traffic, but it also have the positive effect of shorter transmission paths. In the grid network, these two are in balance when the c2c traffic dominates, and we see the positive effect of increased \( \bar{d} \) only when the s2c traffic becomes significant. In the ER network the positive effect is visible for all cluster sizes, but the gain diminishes already at around \( \bar{d} = 24 \), even for the considered large network.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have modelled the volume of the control traffic in distributed SDNs, when ONOS is used for maintaining the shared view of the network. We evaluated the effect of the network size, the number of controllers in the network, and the network topology. We have seen that regular grid networks will have high control traffic due to the long transmission paths, but even random graphs with small-world property suffer from heavy control traffic. We have demonstrated that there is an optimal cluster size that minimizes the volume of the control traffic, and that this cluster size depends significantly on the intensity of the switch to controller traffic, but is often less sensitive to the network topology itself. Similar studies could also help the network design in specific application areas, like data center networking.

We have shown that the density of the network have contradicting effects on the control traffic, and little is gained in well-connected networks. Our results consider full mesh connectivity among the controllers. This ensures the fast convergence of the anti-entropy algorithm, but leads to heavy control traffic, due to the long controller to controller paths. A further optimization of the ONOS protocol thus could employ different connection patterns, to trade off consistency and control traffic load.
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Abstract—Software-Defined Networking (SDN) offers a new way to operate, manage, and deploy communication networks and to overcome many long-standing problems of legacy networking. However, widespread SDN adoption has not occurred yet due to the lack of a viable incremental deployment path and the relatively immature present state of SDN-capable devices on the market. While continuously evolving software switches may alleviate the operational issues of commercial hardware-based SDN offerings, namely lagging standards-compliance, performance regressions, and poor scaling, they fail to match the cost-efficiency and port density.

In this paper we propose HARMLESS, a new SDN switch design that seamlessly adds SDN capability to legacy network gear, by emulating the OpenFlow switch OS in a separate software switch component. This way, HARMLESS enables a quick and easy leap into SDN, combining the rapid innovation and upgrade cycles of software switches with the port density and cost-efficiency of hardware-based appliances into a fully dataplane-transparent and vendor-neutral solution. HARMLESS incurs an order of magnitude smaller initial expenditure for an SDN deployment than existing turnkey vendor SDN solutions while it yields matching, or even better data plane performance for smaller enterprises.

Index Terms—SDN, Migration, OpenFlow, Switch design

I. INTRODUCTION

SDN offers a radical break with traditional ways of building, operating and managing networks. By the physical and logical separation of the network control plane from the packet processing functionality, SDN exposes new levels of abstraction to the operator. SDN hides the specifics of the underlying data plane technologies from the network control applications behind a standardized southbound interface, and unprecedented network and service programmability, since the network is now controlled by an adaptable software functionality via an open API. Migration to SDN architecture improves network operations by eliminating the need for box-by-box management and troubleshooting, eases to create network functions and services due to the flexibility of the global network view in the centralized SDN control plane, and allows the operator to easily buy into new models for network management and operations, like automated orchestration, on-the-fly chaining of services, and “as-a-service” schemes [1]–[4].

Despite the fact that many large corporations (e.g., Google [5]) and telcos (e.g., Deutsche Telekom [6]) have already gained significant foothold in SDN, smaller businesses, campus network operators, and service providers without substantial in-house expertise and select IT staff (“organizations that aren’t called Google” [7]) face significant business, economic, and technical deployment barriers, since migration to SDN requires a nontrivial amount of forward planning, an extensive investigation of vendor offerings/options, and a fairly radical change in the mental model, producing a typical chicken and egg problem [1]–[4], [7].

First, there is a broad selection of SDN migration strategies: incremental deployment strategies may offer the smoothest upgrade path and the least interference with daily network operations [8], yet managing heterogeneous network architectures may prove challenging [2], [4]. Jumping outright to full-blown SDN by swapping all legacy network gear to SDN-capable devices overnight may mitigate this pain factor, but greenfield migration is hardly an option for small businesses due to the huge capital expenditure, the flag-day deployment, and the induced service downtime. A lightweight SDN migration combining the smoothness and reversibility of incremental upgrades with the swiftness and transparency typical to greenfield deployments is still largely missing [9].

Second, there is the paradox of choice inherent to the booming and immature state of the SDN market today, with a breadth of vendor SDN offerings, turnkey solutions, and marketing hype, that a less informed operator may find very challenging to explore and evaluate [1], [6]. For a starter, to obtain an SDN-enabled appliance a network operator has essentially two nontrivial choices: buying commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) and white-box (i.e., generically branded switches with no default network operating system) hardware switches or relying on, possibly already purchased and deployed, general-purpose servers and running a virtual software switch on top (e.g., Open vSwitch, OVS [10]). Thanks to the use of special-purpose ASICs and network processors, hardware SDN network gear has traditionally been praised for providing high port density at a reasonable price tag, albeit notorious for lacking standards-compliance, limited TCAM sizes (typical 1st and 2nd generation devices can have at most 100s and couple of 1000s of flow rules in TCAM), performance
regressions, and unscalability [9], [11], [12]. In particular, users are widely complaining about missing OF features (even as basic as IP address rewrite [9]), switch control plane
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switches (e.g., at all [11], [13], etc. Note that some newer generation OF flow modification commands not being applied atomically or performance and delays in updating the data plane, atomic

leverages the current trend for “software-defined-everything”, fostering SDN migration for smaller enterprises. HARMLESS

to in current SDN networking equipment.

Software SDN switches, on the other hand, struggle to match the port density of hardware switches due to the physical space limits of blades and the steep price of multi-

port NICs, but at the same time excel at programmability, extensibility, rapidly evolve with new standards and receive bug fixes very fast [10], [15]. While, thanks to recent advances in softswitch design and implementation (e.g., multi-threaded switch design, hierarchical flow caching, custom-compiled OF datapaths [10], [15]–[19]) the performance tax of software switching has greatly decreased, programmability and port density are still competing, if not mutually exclusive, goals in current SDN networking equipment.

In this paper, we propose HARMLESS, the Hybrid Architecture to Migrate Legacy Ethernet Switches to SDN, to foster SDN migration for smaller enterprises. HARMLESS leverages the current trend for “software-defined-everything”, but takes this idea to the extreme: it applies an additional level of abstraction on top of the conventional control plane–data plane separation by further decoupling the packet processing hardware from the switch’s operating system, which are today integrated in COTS devices in a single box, and implementing the OpenFlow (OF) OS in a dedicated software switch (see Fig. 1). This makes it possible to add SDN capability to plain Ethernet switches, or to any legacy network device for that matter, through bypassing the legacy switch OS.

Thanks to the additional level of virtualization, HARMLESS realizes a delicate sweet spot between hardware and software SDN switching. In particular, it combines the advantages of software and hardware switching, whereas the hardware component delivers the high port density and raw packet processing functionality, and the softswitch adds programmability, adaptability, and standards-compliance. Using extensive

measurements with a HARMLESS prototype, we show that the benefits of HARMLESS are realized with no significant impact on raw packet processing performance, latency, and dataplane transparency (note that the performance is upper bounded by the used software switch).

From an economical aspect, HARMLESS offers a viable migration strategy to smaller enterprises. Since HARMLESS leverages the existing network infrastructure it offers distinct price advantages over SDN alternatives available on the market (see details in Sec. III). Crucially, in cases where legacy switches and bare-metal servers for running the OF component are readily available, like in smaller private clouds, enterprise and research networks, HARMLESS makes it possible to get into SDN instantly, incurring zero expenditure for a partial or even a complete deployment. And even if equipment must be purchased anew, HARMLESS can save up to an order of magnitude investment. In a broader perspective, HARMLESS sheds a fresh new light on the ages-old, and often highly contentious, “hard switch vs softswitch” debate and presents an interesting new dimension in switch architectures [20]–[25].

Roadmap: in Sec. II we present the HARMLESS architecture, in Sec. III we give a cost analysis, in Sec. IV we evaluate HARMLESS in many aspects, in Sec. V we summarize related work, and finally Sec. VI concludes the paper.

II. THE HARMLESS ARCHITECTURE

So how to magically turn a legacy device, say, a dumb Ethernet switch, into an OpenFlow-speaking one? After all, this would require to open up what is traditionally a closed black box and substitute the legacy switch OS with an SDN-capable one, something that has proved notoriously difficult to do so far. Instead, we adopt a more viable and backward compatible approach for the purposes of HARMLESS by extending the “Tagging and Hairpinning” technique (also called “anything-on-a-stick” [26], [27] or distributed switch design [28]), originally advocated for hypervisor switches by Cisco and HP, to the general context of SDN [24].

The idea behind “Tagging and Hairpinning” is to offload VM-to-VM communication from the hypervisor to the first hop switch. When a VM sends a packet it is marked by a unique VLAN id (“tagging”) and forwarded to the access switch, which will then do a forwarding/policy lookup to decide whether to loop the packet back to another VM, in which case it is marked with the unique VLAN id of the target VM (“hairpinning”), or send it further along the data center fabric, or drop it right away. The rationale for this technique is that packet processing is done on efficient special purpose hardware at the first hop switch instead of a potentially less powerful hypervisor switch, while the downsides are doubling bandwidth utilization and increased latency. The main contribution of this paper is the observation that, when cast in the general context of SDN switching, the “Tagging and Hairpinning” technique yields a uniquely cost-efficient organization of packet processing functionality and forwarding intelligence, and presents an appealing incremental SDN deployment path.
Fig. 2: Transparent HARMLESS: Software Switch Twice (S4).

For the purposes of presenting HARMLESS, suppose that an operator is given a manageable Layer-2 (L2) 802.1Q Ethernet switch with free high-speed trunk ports, a general purpose server that has spare NICs and available capacity to run an OpenFlow vswitch, and adequate cabling, backplane capacity, or other means for interconnecting the switches' trunk ports with the softswitch NICs (see bottom of Fig. 2). Suppose further that a host with IPv4 address 192.168.2.3 connected to port 7 on the legacy switch wishes to send packets to another host with address 192.168.0.1 connected to port 10 on the same switch, and suppose that a security policy is in place according to which these two hosts are permitted to exchange traffic only between each other. Accordingly, suppose that the operator wants to control the switch through OpenFlow and so wishes to program this forwarding behavior as given by the Flow table of SS_2 in Fig. 2. This would handle communication between the two hosts adequately, except that it would be impossible to control the legacy switch through OpenFlow due to the black box nature of legacy COTS appliances.

This is where the “Tagging and Hairpinning” technique comes in: let the legacy switch tag each packet with a unique VLAN id that identifies the access port it was received from, forward the tagged packet to the software switch along the trunk-port–softswitch interconnect (the uplink) to enforce the OpenFlow forwarding and security policies, and send the packet back to the legacy switch via another uplink “hairpinned”, i.e., tagged with the unique VLAN id of the proper outgoing port as per the specified flow table. (If the packet was already VLAN-tagged, the legacy switch can use VLAN Q-in-Q tunneling [29] or any other tagging scheme.)

In a strawman’s approach, the controller would need to program a slightly modified flow table into the software switch, whereas the “match on ingress port X” rules are converted to “match on VLAN id X” rules and the “output to port Y” actions are rewriten to “modify VLAN id to Y and output to default port” actions. However, to avoid having to tailor controller programs to the underlying HARMLESS layer, we introduce a transparent HARMLESS setup, where the novel idea is to carefully extend the framework with an additional OpenFlow Translator Component (OTC) to serve as an adaptation layer. OTC is realized by an additional softswitch [30], which is connected to the OF component by as many patch ports (10 in our example) as the number of the access ports managed and dispatches packets to and from patch ports based on the VLAN ids (see Fig. 2). In our particular example, upon receiving a packet on port 7 from the first host, the legacy switch would tag it with a unique VLAN id, say, 107, and send it along the uplink. The OTC then dispatches the packet (with the VLAN tag removed) to patch port 7 towards the the softswitch SS_2 (managed by the controller), which in turn identifies the original input port based on the patch port and makes sure that the originating host is allowed to communicate with the destination host by matching the first flow entry in the flow table (see Flow Table of SS_2 in Fig. 2). Then, SS_2 sends out the packet on its patch port 10 towards the OTC, which pushes a unique VLAN id, say, 110 onto the packet, then it is looped back to the legacy switch, which, after doing a VLAN-to-port translation, forwards it to the destination host (on physical port 10). Note that the only requirements for the legacy switch are manageability (to setup the VLANs on the access ports), support for 802.1Q (to do the VLAN un tagging), and free trunk ports to be used for an uplink (later, in Sec. IV we will deal with the “loss” of trunks), which allows to use HARMLESS over basically any legacy Ethernet switch on the market today [31], [32].

These modifications render HARMLESS data plane-transparent enabling to write controller programs ignoring the fact that the underlying data plane is realized with HARMLESS, to make controller programs portable between deployments, and to allow to invoke higher-level languages and policies to setup the data plane [33], [34].

III. COST ANALYSIS

Below, we argue that HARMLESS strikes a fine balance between the cost-efficiency of COTS switches and the flexibility of softswitches in terms of deployment costs.

A. Hard vs. Softswitch

The great majority of COTS and white-box SDN switch market options come with 24 or 48 ports at 1G (or 10G), supplemented with 2–4 uplink ports operating at 10G (or 40G, respectively) in 1U or 2U form-factor. In case of carrier grade port rates, e.g., 40G, the vendor offerings are even more diverse, often having no designated uplink ports. Prices vary in a wide range; the cheapest OpenFlow-capable 24x1G-port switch (HP-2920) can be purchased at $1,200 while the most expensive 48x10G offering comes at a whopping $30,000. The 48-port form factor seems to provide the most economic per-port prices, with the average price tag of $2,700 for a 48x1G+4x10G OF switch and $11,200 for a 48x10G+4x40G device. Based on these considerations, the following formulas...
estimate the CAPEX of hardware switch deployment with a total of $x$ ports:

$$C_{HW}^{10G} = \frac{x}{10} + 160\left(\frac{x}{4} - \frac{x}{16}\right) + 400\left(\frac{x}{16} - \#extraCPU_{SW}^{10G}\right)$$

$$C_{SW}^{10G} = \frac{x}{12} + 480\left(\frac{x}{4}\right) + 400\left(\frac{x}{12} - \#extraCPU_{SW}^{10G}\right)$$

\#extraCPU_{SW}^{10G} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } 0 < (x \mod 16) < 13 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}

For the sake of simplicity, in the price analysis for softswitches and HARMLESS we do not account for OPEX components (e.g., energy consumption, cooling, cabling, rack space occupancy) and we did not take into account the forwarding and trunk port availability a typical COTS device offers; we return to further CAPEX/OPEX issues later. Fig. 3 shows the CAPEX analysis for the purchase of a single hardware-based and software-based SDN switch. The price figures show that hardware switches are more economical at port density 24 and 48, due to software switches needing many expensive NICs and additional servers to match the same number of ports (even though the price advantages level off at high-end switches with 96 ports).

In summary, current market trends suggest that hardware SDN switches provide high port density at moderate prices but lag behind software switches in scalability, standards-compliance and programmability.

B. HARMLESS: High port density at low cost

Next, we evaluate HARMLESS as a cost-efficient middle-ground between the two extremes. HARMLESS unifies the advantages of hardware and software switches, by decoupling the raw forwarding functionality from the OpenFlow glue, resulting in an optimal separation of concerns: high port density by legacy devices, while the softswitch component enables implementing the packet processing intelligence in a clear and extensible way. Observe that the softswitch does not need to match the port density of the legacy switch effectively removing the major cost component, NIC prices.

HARMLESS leverages the existing and deployed computing and networking infrastructure, readily available in many prospective SDN deployments like SOHO networks, small and medium sized enterprises, private data centers, campus networks and private clouds. For these use cases, HARMLESS offers an instantaneous SDN transition path with zero initial expenditure, apart from the usual practice of server relocation, cabling, etc. Note, however, that the server running the OpenFlow component and the legacy switches do not even need to be co-located; in fact, the OpenFlow logic can be virtualized at a remote site or even delegated to a public cloud at the price of proper traffic forwarding and slightly increased latency.

Even in cases where spare servers or Ethernet switches are not available, purchasing them anew in a HARMLESS setup is still much less costly than purchasing equivalent SDN network gear from commercial suppliers. For the below CAPEX analysis, we assume that the legacy 48x1G+4x10G (or 48x10G+4x40G at 10G access) Ethernet switches are already on stock (if not, add another couple of hundred USD per switch), so only bare-metal servers for the OpenFlow components and 10G NICs (respectively, 40G) need to be purchased. We aggregate 12 access ports to each trunk port, over-committing the uplink at a similar rate as plain Ethernet networks [35], multiplexing up to 144 access ports (72 at 10G) to a single OpenFlow component. Accordingly, the CAPEX for a HARMLESS (HL for short) deployment with $x$ ports are as follows:
Similar to software switches, the first term accounts for the server, the second term for the NICs, and the third for the additional CPUs. Using this estimate, the CAPEX analysis in Fig. 3 shows that HARMLESS is by a large margin the most cost-efficient SDN migration option, thanks to the high level of aggregation that reduces the number of costly servers and NICs as compared to pure softswitches, providing one order of magnitude more economical option.

IV. Evaluation

Next we turn to the practical aspects of HARMLESS and compare it against market alternatives. We evaluate the scalability, standards compliance, data plane performance, latency in diverse use cases taken from practical networking applications and under different workloads, and we present the results side by side with the SDN migration cost analysis (CAPEX/OPEX) for each possible SDN switch option (softswitch, COTS and white-box switches, and HARMLESS).

First, we describe our testbed and the measurement methodology, then we present the specific use cases, and finally we present the evaluation results.

A. Testbed and methodology

Our testbed includes two IBM x3550 M5 servers with Intel Xeon E5-2620v3 processors and 16GB of memory running Debian Linux Jessie 8.0/kernel 4.9, each server equipped with an Intel X710 NIC (10G) and Intel XL710 (40G) NIC, respectively. The setup also contains two legacy switches, a Cisco 3750X (24x1G + 4x10G) and an Arista 7048T (48x1G + 4x10G), three COTS OpenFlow switches, an HP 3500 (24x1G), an Extreme X440 (28x1G + 2x10G), and a Brocade ICX6610 (28x1G + 4x10G), and two white-box switches (Quanta T1048 and Edge-Core AS4610) all supporting OpenFlow v1.3. The COTS switches represent the state-of-the-art in COTS SDN switching as of 2015, while the white-box switches are from the low-end market of 2016.

The switches have the following flow table size limitations:
- HP 3500: 1 flow table in TCAM with max. 1500 rules, and 4 further logical tables (processed in software);
- Extreme X440: 1 flow table in TCAM with max. 255 flow rules, assuming each one has limited length in terms of match fields, and another table for MAC and VLAN matching rules (also in TCAM);
- Brocade ICX6610: 1 flow table with max. 3000 rules in TCAM (half if rules match on both L2 and L3 headers), and no further tables.
- Quanta T1048: 1 flow table in TCAM with roughly 2000 flow rules and 6 logical tables for tens of thousands of flow rules and different layer matching (e.g., matching on both source and destination MAC address can only be implemented in a logical table).
- Edge-Core AS4610: supports multiple flow tables, one of them containing actions, carrying maximum only 3840 flow rules in TCAM (plus 24,576 and 32,768 flow rules for exact matching on destination MAC address and destination IP address, respectively).

In each experiment, one of the servers was configured to run NFPA [36], an Intel DPDK pktgen-based benchmarking tool, back-to-back with the system-under-test (SUT). For the software switch evaluations the SUT was provisioned on the other IBM server, running a stable version of OVS (v2.7.0) and ESwitch [15], both compiled with a stable Intel DPDK v16.11.1. The hardware switch option was evaluated on each of our COTS switches, while for HARMLESS the OpenFlow component was again configured on the IBM server running OVS (HARMLESS-OVS) or ESwitch (HARMLESS-ESwitch), connected to one of the legacy switches.

The measurements were conducted over synthetic traffic traces, specially tailored to each use case (see below) to contain a configurable number of flows. Note that packets were never dropped intentionally, instead the OpenFlow pipelines contain default catch-all rules to forward unmatched/dropped packets to the external port; our aim was to measure raw throughput and not whether the switches can filter traffic adequately (they can). With this configuration, packet loss only occurs when the SUT becomes a physical bottleneck and therefore the packet rate received at the packet generator is representative of the raw performance. Packets were minimized (i.e., 64 bytes) and Receive Side Scaling (RSS) was turned on in multi-core setups [37]. All measurements were conducted at 40G for at least 60 seconds [38]. At first the packet rates were measured in a single-core setup; note that the attainable throughput using a single core and PCIe x8 v3 bus speed is 15 Gbps (22 Mpps) with 64-byte packets; multijcore scalability is studied in a separate measurement round.

1) Use cases: We considered 4 realistic use cases [36], from private data centers to telco gateways. All scenarios will be cast in a single hypothetical service provider’s legacy network (see Fig. 4). The setup contains a smaller data center (DC) with 4 racks connected into a CLOS topology with separate L2 domains at the leaves and an L3 domain as the spine [39], an industrial-scale load-balancer [40], and a telco access gateway [41] that aggregates subscribers located behind Customer Endpoints (CEs) [42].

The lower layer of the DC topology represents the L2 use case, with each top-of-rack (ToR) switch provisioned as a separate L2 domain; a sample L2 traffic flow is marked with
orange in Fig. 4. While certain data centers may differ in the configuration of L2/L3 domains [43] this use case describes large L2 networks illustratively, to be migrated from traditional 802.1 to SDN with the aim of eliminating dependency on spanning trees and benefiting from centralized control [44].

The L3 use case embodies the upper layer of the CLOS network interconnecting the L2 islands, a common setup in DCs [39]; a sample traffic is marked with cyan in Fig. 4.

The load balancer and access control list use case in the middle of Fig. 4 captures the functionality of a web frontend, balancing incoming web traffic (TCP port 80) for 100 different web services, each available at a unique IP address [36]. During the measurements, traffic traces were crafted so that 70% of packets go to a randomly chosen web service while the rest is filtered at the ACL.

The telco access gateway use case [36] on the right hand side of Fig. 4 is the most complex one consisting of a Virtual Provider Endpoint (VPE) that serves Internet access to subscribers located behind Customer Endpoints (CEs). For brevity, we identify CE with the MAC address and we assume that the operator sets 10 CEs, each serving 20 users provisioned with unique private IP addresses.

B. Measurement results

1) Scalability and standards-compliance: Configuring the use cases on COTS and white-box switches proved far from trivial, due to the prohibitive flow table sizes and subtle restrictions on flow matching rules. The hardware switches support only a single flow table in TCAM and may or may not provide additional tables in software. Thus, multi-table OpenFlow pipelines had to be tediously collapsed into a single table by hand; in case of the white-box devices their software, e.g., Pica8 PicOS on Quanta and ONL+Indigo on EdgeCore, do this automatically. Unfortunately, even then the switches rapidly run out of TCAM space because of the flow-state explosion effects for which table collapsing is notorious [10]. In the access gateway use case for instance a separate flow entry must be created for every (user, CE, IP prefix) tuple, yielding so many entries that none of the hardware offerings could implement this use case. Furthermore, one has to take into account the ramifications of the chip in each individual switch, e.g., the HP switch does not support static matching on MAC addresses, the Brocade switch does not support MAC rewrite, the EdgeCore switch cannot modify IP fields, only on slow-path. Current hardware switches do not scale beyond small and medium workloads, and even in that case may require hand-tweaking the OpenFlow pipeline, while softswitches and HARMLESS support very large deployments.

2) Performance: Fig. 5a, 5b, 5d, and 5e compare the raw packet rate with the hardware switches, the software switches, and HARMLESS measured in the L2, L3, load balancer and access gateway use case, respectively. Recall that due to the attainable packet rate of a single CPU core the y axes are scaled up to 22 million packets per seconds (Mpps). Note that for each use case results are reported only for the hardware switches that could handle the use case.

Our observations are as follows. First, as long as hardware OpenFlow switches manage to forward packets purely in the fast path they perform at wire speed. However, as soon as a hardware switch runs out of TCAM space and forwarding falls back to the software slow path performance plummets. Note, however, that among the devices providing logical tables only HP can use TCAM and logical tables at the same time for the same scenario; Quanta installs as many flow rules in its TCAM as it can (2K), and silently ignores the rest without notifying the controller. For instance, in the L2 use case the Extreme switch could handle 100 flows at line rate (1K and 2K flows with the Brocade and the Quanta, respectively) but could not tackle 1K flows at all (10K for the Brocade and the Quanta). On the other hand, all hardware switches can support the relatively small flow table of the load balancer use case adequately (even though the HP proved to be slower). Meanwhile the ESwitch-based OpenFlow softswitch performs close to line rate at small and medium sized workloads and only becomes worse at very large flow tables. Depending on the workload, the HARMLESS-ESwitch combination attains a performance very close to that of the TCAM-based fast path of hardware switches and the best softswitches, in the majority of the cases reaches up to 90–95% and it robustly outperforms the hardware’s slow-paths and the HP switch. Results with OVS (only presented for the load balancer and the access gateway use cases for brevity) are much worse, but then again the HARMLESS-OVS mix is very close to pure OVS. This suggests that the performance of HARMLESS is eminently conditioned on the OpenFlow softswitch component; here, the HARMLESS-ESwitch combination seems very appealing.
We measured the throughput on multiple CPU cores (Fig. 6) under the larger workloads (namely, in the L3/100K and LB/10K use cases [36]); this time, we use 128-byte packets as the Intel XL710 NIC cannot be saturated with smaller packets [45]. The results indicate that HARMLESS scales to multiple cores linearly, however the HARMLESS-ESwitch mix already achieves its maximum performance (much higher than OVS can attain with 6 cores) with only 4 cores.

3) CAPEX: Fig. 5c compares the CAPEX for a greenfield deployment in the CLOS-based telco DC (the L2 and L3 use cases combined) as the function of access port density supported at the ToR switches. Note that due to the different form factors the spine layer scales differently: purchasing four 48x10G hardware switches for the spine incurs a huge initial investment but can then scale to 48 leaf switches economically; in case of software switching, one leaf switch, offering similar aggregation ratios as a typical hardware device provides (e.g., 48x1G vs. 4x10G), mounts 12x1G + 1x10G, thus we only need one server with 12x10G capacity as the spine resulting in a small CLOS topology (providing 144 access ports at the most). Observe in Fig. 5c that in contrast to COTS devices and HARMLESS, where we are given 4 spine switches (the most expensive parts of the CLOS topology), the necessity of only one spine server is the only reason why software switches involve less initial investment.

Since in case of HARMLESS the trunk ports of the legacy devices are used to provide the OpenFlow capability, special attention is needed in order to preserve the non-blocking 1:1 over-subscription ratio of the CLOS topology. Therefore, in HARMLESS a spine switch is comprised of a 48x10G+4x40G legacy switch plus a server with two 4x10G NICs for the softswitch component, and 2x100G NIC with an additional CPU for compensating the inherent “loss” of uplink ports resulting in a sum of $4,100 per spine switch (for the NIC we considered the average price of a Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC of $1,300). Nonetheless, a legacy leaf switch of 48x1G + 4x10G only requires a HARMLESS server with two 4x10G NICs resulting in an average price of $2,350 per leaf switch.

Fig. 5f gives the CAPEX for a telco access gateway greenfield SDN deployment in a simple tree topology (Fig. 4) with a depth of 3 consisting of 48x1G forwarding ports at the leafs, 48x10G aggregation switches in the middle, and one switching gear with 40G forwarding ports as the core (we
considered the average price of $21,500 USD) offering an overall 1:1 over-subscription ratio. One can observe that when relying merely on software switches, expenses can easily reach high even for fewer number of ports. On the other hand, in case of the hardware devices and HARMLESS the steep cost steps arrive at 576 forwarding ports: those indicate the price of the 32x40G OpenFlow-enabled core switch, and the three 2x100G NICs for HARMLESS, respectively. Crucially, in all cases HARMLESS is the most cost-efficient option, supporting roughly the same performance at the fraction of the price: on average HARMLESS is 2–4 times less expensive than a softswitch-, a COTS-, or a white-box-based deployment, but the price difference can even reach to an order of magnitude.

Here, we assume that the legacy Ethernet switches for HARMLESS are on stock; if not, HARMLESS is still 1.5–3 times more cost-efficient due to the economical price tag of commodity Ethernet switches; however, if Ethernet switches and spare servers are available in adequate number then, recall, SDN migration with HARMLESS incurs zero cost.

4) Latency: In order to check whether the additional softswitch in the loop increases the latency of HARMLESS prohibitively (extra latency occurs for inter-port communication only, but not for out-of-switch traffic), we conducted a series of latency measurements in various setups; Table I gives the results for a single port-forwarding rule in the OpenFlow pipeline and for the L2/1K workload. The HP switch, when using the TCAM-based fast path, yields roughly 130 µsec delay, but it is much less efficient when it falls back to the software datapath (around 700 µsec). ESWitch’s delay is around 230 µsec reliably, with HARMLESS only 10% more thanks to the fast underlying plain Ethernet switch (adding roughly 30–50 µsec to the softswitch latency), but still much faster than the software fallback of the COTS switch. The results indicate that the additional softswitch does not introduce prohibitive latency in HARMLESS, just the contrary, its latency is on par, and in some cases even better than, alternatives; accordingly, HARMLESS latency seems sufficient for anything but the most delay-critical applications.

5) OPEX: Below, we extend our analysis with operational costs, which can constitute a significant factor in the total spending. Table I shows an evaluation of two important OPEX components. The energy consumption is estimated from the datasheets of the switches and the CPUs (note that the legacy Ethernet switch used in HARMLESS consumes less power than a full-scale SDN switch). The rack space occupancy is normalized for the standard 48x1G form factor: 1U for a hardware switch, 3U for the three 16x1G servers needed for a 48-port software switch, and for HARMLESS 1U for the legacy 48x1G switch and 1U for the 12x10G server, but the latter can handle 2 additional legacy switches as well which gives 1.3U normalized to 48 ports overall. Cabling might be more difficult though, since some high-speed uplinks that could otherwise be used for aggregation are allocated for HARMLESS; yet, the flexibility of access port assignment in HARMLESS may be exploited to optimize cabling costs. Overall, the costs for operating HARMLESS are at the same level as that of the alternatives.

V. RELATED WORK

SDN migration. The new levels of abstraction, programmability, and logically centralized control are important motivators for deploying SDN [1] in enterprise networks [46], DC fabrics [47], transport networks [48], [49], WANs [3], [5], and Internet exchanges [50]. However, most deployments involve the complete and irreversible overhaul of the existing legacy networking infrastructure. Incremental deployment strategies [8] seek to find a smoother migration path than a flag-day greenfield upgrade [1]. [2]. Managing a heterogeneous network, however, can become rather unwieldy due to the potential interference between coexisting legacy and SDN control planes. For example, forwarding loops may be formed due to the legacy control plane masking certain forwarding decisions from the SDN controller [4]. HARMLESS fits into any of these SDN migration paths smoothly, thanks to its dataplane transparency, fine-grained upgrades, and vendor neutrality.

Hybrid SDN. Similar to HARMLESS, the hybrid SDN scheme Panopticon [2] connects legacy device ports to SDN-capable switches using VLAN tagging. The aim in Panopticon is different though: guaranteeing that each forwarding path traverses at least one SDN switch that can exert control over the traffic along that path. On the contrary, HARMLESS is dataplane-transparent and can accommodate any SDN policy without special tweaking. Furthermore, Panopticon needs a nontrivial number of newly purchased SDN switches, while HARMLESS can introduce the existing legacy network infrastructure to under SDN control and hence is more economical.

Fibbing [3], [49] endues a legacy network employing a distributed routing protocol with SDN control. However, it is bound by the limitations of destination-based routing, while HARMLESS opens up the full power of SDN.

VI. CONCLUSION

Recently, SDN has grown out of the “niche status” and found important use in communication networks. However, there still exist areas it has not penetrated, mainly service provider networks and smaller businesses with less technically savvy IT staff. In this paper, we presented HARMLESS, a new SDN switch design to offer an attractive deployment path.

The main idea in HARMLESS is opening up traditional black-box network gear and virtualizing the switch OS in a separate softswitch component. HARMLESS allows an operator to start experimenting with SDN instantaneously: by connecting the trunk port of a legacy Ethernet switch to a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW-ESwitch</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>238</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW-HP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW-HP-SW</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL-ESwitch</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
will likely further improve in the future.

HARMLESS realizes an appealing combination of hardware and software switching, with the hard switch providing the port density and the softswitch delivering programmability. Our comprehensive CAPEX analyses on realistic SDN migration scenarios indicate that HARMLESS attains the most economic SDN migration strategy today, with performance close to (90–95%), and in some cases even higher than that of the alternatives. Crucially, HARMLESS is exempt from the dataplane quirks and performance regressions experienced with COTS OpenFlow appliances. With the continuous evolution of software-based switching and general-purpose packet processing solutions, throughput achieved with HARMLESS will likely further improve in the future.
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Abstract—Software-defined networking is considered a promising new paradigm, enabling more reliable and formally verifiable communication networks. However, this paper shows that the separation of the control plane from the data plane, which lies at the heart of Software-Defined Networks (SDNs), can be exploited for covert channels based on SDN Teleportation, even when the data planes are physically disconnected.

This paper describes the theoretical model and design of our covert timing channel based on SDN Teleportation. We implement our covert channel using a popular SDN switch, Open vSwitch, and a popular SDN controller, ONOS. Our evaluation of the prototype shows that even under load at the controller, throughput rates of 20 bits per second are possible, with a communication accuracy of approximately 90%. We also discuss techniques to increase the throughput further.

1. Introduction

In the recent years computer networks have undergone a transformation to overcome ossification [1]. Existing communication protocols and architectures were unable to meet the increasingly stringent requirements, e.g., in terms of performance but also dependability, of growing networks such as data center networks and wide area networks [2].

One of the answers to the ossification problem is what is now known as Software-Defined Networks (SDN) which is the separation (and consolidation) of the network control plane from the data plane. SDNs promises innovation, reduced cost and better manageability [3].

As of today, we witness an increasing interest in SDN not only in academia and the industry but also by governments [4]. Several open-source SDN projects have gained wide-spread adoption by the community, e.g., Open vSwitch and OpenDayLight are a part of the Linux foundation. Hardware vendors are also adopting the SDN paradigm and shipping software programmable network cards [5].

While the literature has demonstrated well how an SDN can overcome the shortcomings of traditional networks and while SDNs are rapidly gaining traction, researchers have also identified new security challenges they introduce. For example, Hong et al. [6], and Dhawan et al. [7] identified ways for an attacker to spoof the controller’s view of the network topology. Jero et al. [8] identified a weakness in the way controllers bind network identifiers allowing an attacker to conduct a man-in-the-middle attack.

Those papers show that attacks on the controller can easily occur from the data plane. The assumption that the data plane can be compromised, e.g., via trojans, or software exploits, is not far fetched. For example, Thimmaraju et al. [9] demonstrated the simplicity of compromising the data plane of an SDN-based cloud system.

The SDN controller may also be exploited for teleportation, e.g., malicious switches or hosts can communicate via the control plane and circumvent data plane security mechanisms [10] to exfiltrate sensitive information. Teleportation can also be exploited by physically disconnected switches, e.g., switches in different geographic locations. More importantly, teleportation is inherent to an SDN. Among the teleportation techniques identified [10], out-of-band forwarding, flow reconfiguration and switch identification, only out-of-band forwarding has been explored in the literature [10]. Switch identification and flow reconfiguration were described as a Rendezvous Protocol.

Hence in this paper, we go beyond the initial intention of switch identification teleportation by describing how it can also be used for covert communication: malicious switches can transfer a 2048 byte RSA private key file in ~13 minutes. In particular, we design, develop and evaluate a time-based covert channel using the switch identification teleportation.

Our Contributions: We describe the state machine of switch identification and model it in terms of time delays. We then design a covert timing channel using our model. We prototype our design and evaluate its performance and accuracy. Finally, our study of the OpenFlow handshake leads us to the observation that it is currently insecure. The vulnerability received CVE-2018-1000155 and mitigations have been announced.

Novelty and Related Work: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that describes a covert timing channel in an SDN, and OpenFlow-based network in particular. We are only aware of one other paper dealing with covert channels in SDN, which is however very different in nature: Hu et al. [11] proposed to use SDN to improve the detection of storage covert channels that use the TCP flags for covert communication. More generally, the study of covert channels dates back to the 80’s when Simmons [12] introduced the “Prisoners Problem” and the subliminal channel. Network based covert channels in local area networks were introduced by Girling [13], wherein a covert channel based on the inter frame delay was proposed. Handel et al. [14] conducted an extensive study on viable covert channels within the OSI.
networking model. A covert channel based on sending an IP packet or not in a time interval was demonstrated by Cabuk et al. [15]. More recently, Tahir et al. [16], designed and developed Sneak-Peek, a high speed covert channel in data center networks. Their covert channel also utilizes a delay mechanism wherein the sender’s flow introduces a delay into the receivers flow over the same network link thereby covertly communicating information based on the delay measured by the receiver.

**Paper Organization:** Section 2 introduces our threat model followed by a description of our covert channel in Section 3. We describe the key challenges in Section 4 followed by our evaluation in Section 5. After a brief discussion is Section 6, we conclude in Section 7.

## 2. Threat Model

We consider a threat model where OpenFlow switches can be malicious. For example, the attacker compromises the switch by exploiting a (parsing) vulnerability [9], or the attacker compromises the supply-chain and introduces hardware trojans into the switches [17]. The objective of the malicious switches is to covertly communicate information, e.g., private keys, confidential meta-data, attack coordination, even in the presence of security mechanisms, e.g., firewalls, in the data and control plane. The attacker chooses covert communication instead of overt to persist and remain undetected in the network, e.g., an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT).

We place no restrictions on what a malicious switch can and cannot do. For instance, the switch can send fake OpenFlow messages, it can arbitrarily deviate from the OpenFlow specification, and it can even use multiple identifiers, all at the risk of being detected. However, the position of the malicious switches in the network is not under the control of the attacker. For example, the malicious switches are separated by a firewall that prevents bi-directional communication, or the switches are physically disconnected (geographically separated). However, the malicious switches are connected to the same logically centralized controller. In order to covertly communicate, the malicious switches have been programmed to recognize some data and timing patterns.

The OpenFlow controller and its applications on the other hand are trusted entities and are available to the switches, e.g., they are based on static and dynamic program analyses. The OpenFlow channel is reliable and may be encrypted.

## 3. A Covert Channel using Teleportation

Covert channels are communication channels that were not designed with the intention for communication [18]. They can be used to bypass security policies, thereby leading to unauthorized information disclosure [19]. A covert timing channel is one wherein a sender and receiver “use an ordering or temporal relationship among accesses to a shared resource” [18] to covertly communicate with each other. In the following we describe how switch identification teleportation can be used as a covert timing channel in a software-defined network using the OpenFlow protocol.

**Switch Identification Teleportation:** In an OpenFlow network, the switch typically initiates a TCP connection with the OpenFlow controller as shown in Fig. 1. If TLS/SSL is configured, the connection is further authenticated and subsequent messages exchanged are encrypted as well. Once the transport connection is established, the switch sends the controller an OpenFlow Hello message. The controller responds with a Hello message. These messages are used to negotiate the OpenFlow version to be used. Next, the controller sends the switch a Features-Request message. The switch replies with a Features-Reply message. The Features-Reply message includes a Datapath ID (DPID) field that uniquely identifies the switch to the controller. After processing the Features-Reply message, the OpenFlow connection is considered established, and ready for operation [20].

A fundamental requirement of an SDN is for the controller to uniquely identify the switches in the network which is achieved by the switch providing “identity” information, e.g., DPID in the Features-Reply message, to the controller. Switch identification teleportation is the outcome of two switches connecting to the same logical controller using the same DPID [10]. We have identified 4 possible outcomes when this occurs in OpenFlow: i) The controller denies a connection with the second switch; ii) The controller accepts the connection with the second switch, and terminates the first switch’s connection; iii) The controller accepts connections for both switches; iv) The controller accepts connections for both switches, however, each switch receives a different Role-request message. Only in outcomes i, ii and iv can the malicious switches infer if the DPID it used is already in use by another switch. The message sequence pattern for the OpenFlow handshake and switch identification teleportation is shown in Fig. 1.
3.1. Single Bit Transfer

From the message sequence pattern in Fig. 1, switch s2 can infer a binary value of 1 if it gets disconnected, and a binary value of 0 if it is able to connect, thereby received one bit of data. We can precisely describe the states and transitions to transfer one bit value as state machines for the sender and receiver resp. Additionally, we can precisely describe a time-based model to transfer one bit value that can be leveraged to design a channel to transfer multiple bits. In the following we describe the state transition model and time model to transfer one bit. Following that, we describe our algorithms to transfer multiple bits.

3.1.1. State Transition Model. The state transition model for switch identification involves a sender and receiver. As the names imply, the sender sends a binary bit value by either connecting to the controller or not. Similarly, the receiver receives a binary bit value by detecting whether its OpenFlow connection to the controller is allowed or denied.

In our model, we make the following assumptions. We assume that the sender and receiver use an a priori agreed upon DPID (one that is not used in the network), a time to connect to the same OpenFlow controller and a time interval $\Delta$. $\Delta$, is the total time the sender and receiver use to send and receive resp. a bit value. The sender and receiver have synchronized their clocks. We discuss synchronization further in Sec. 4.1. The receiver in particular, is always able to connect to the controller a short $\delta_{offset}$ time after the sender. The controller, behaves according to outcome i (see Switch Identification Teleportation). The receiver infers a binary bit value of 1, if its OpenFlow connection is denied, i.e., the sender connected to the controller before the receiver. The receiver infers a binary bit value of 0, if its OpenFlow connection is accepted, i.e., the sender did not connect to the controller.

The sending and receiving of bit information can be described in more detail by defining a set of states and transitions for the sender and receiver resp., as shown in Fig. 2. The sender starts data transmission with an agreed upon DPID, by entering into the Idle state. To send a 0, it simply remains in the Idle state. To send a 1, it transitions to the OpenFlow-established state via the Set-Controller transition. Set-Controller involves initializing internal objects, e.g., $rconn$ and $vconn$ data structures in Open vSwitch, in order to initiate a transport (e.g., TCP) connection to the controller at a specific IP and port address. It also involves establishing the TCP and OpenFlow connection with the controller. Once the OpenFlow connection is established, the sender waits for a timeout $\delta_{ws}$, to move into the Timeout-reaching state. From there, the sender enters into the OpenFlow-disconnected state by tearing down the TCP and OpenFlow connection, and deleting its controller information. From thereon, the sender completes a bit transfer by entering back into the Idle state. The sender’s state diagram is depicted in Fig. 2a.

The receiver also starts with the same DPID to enter into the Idle state. Unlike the sender, the receiver must always attempt to connect to the controller to receive a 0 or a 1. It waits for $\delta_{offset}$ time to enter the Offset-reached state before it sets the controller to enter into the OpenFlow-established state, similar to the sender. If the receiver’s OpenFlow connection is denied, it will enter into the OpenFlow-disconnected state resulting in its OpenFlow and transport connection being terminated. If the receiver’s OpenFlow connection is accepted, it will enter into the OpenFlow-accepted state resulting in its OpenFlow connection being sustained. Regardless of the outcome, the receiver waits $\delta_{delay}$ time, thereby transitioning to the Reached-check-status-timeout state. From there, the receiver checks the OpenFlow connection status. It enters the Got-1 state if it was disconnected, i.e., it got a 1. It enters the Got-0 state if it was accepted, i.e., it got a 0. From there on the receiver deletes its controller information, resulting in the OpenFlow and transport connection being torn down if it is still present. Depending on the value of $\Delta$, there may still be time left, hence the receiver waits $\delta_{ws}$, till the end of time interval, to enter the Timeout-reaching state. It then completes the reception by moving back into the Idle state. The state diagram for the receiver is shown in Fig. 2b.

3.1.2. Transition Delays. To leverage switch identification as a covert timing channel we must first establish the time it takes for the sender to send a 1—as sending a 0 requires the sender to remain in the Idle state—and the receiver to receive a bit value. We define a time interval $\Delta$, as the time the sender and receiver use to send and receive resp. a binary bit value.

$\Delta$ comprises of the several state transitions described for the sender and receiver (Sec. 3.1.1). We can construct a time-based model by considering the transitions as delays or timeouts for the sender and receiver that can be used to analyze the performance of our covert channel. In the following we define the various delays and timeouts for the sender and receiver state transitions.

1) $\delta_s$: The time the sender takes to send a binary bit value.
2) $\delta_r$: The time the receiver takes to receive a binary bit value.
3) $\delta_{s, c}$: The time to transition from the Idle state to the OpenFlow-established state.
4) $\delta_{d}$: The time to move from the OpenFlow-established state to OpenFlow-disconnected state.
5) $\delta_{offset}$: A timeout value the receiver waits before it sets the controller.
6) $\delta_{of- deny}$: The time to move from OpenFlow-established to OpenFlow-disconnected when the connection is denied.
7) $\delta_{delay}$: A timeout value the receiver waits before it checks the OpenFlow connection status.
8) $\delta_{chk- conn}$: The time the receiver takes to determine a 0 or 1 by checking the OpenFlow connection status.
9) $\delta_{ws} = \Delta - \delta_s$: A timeout value the sender waits before moving from the OpenFlow-established state to OpenFlow-disconnected.
\( \delta_{ur} = \Delta - \delta_r \): A timeout value the receiver waits before moving from the OpenFlow-disconnected state to the Idle state.

Using the above definitions, we can now compute the time to send and receive a 0 or 1. The total time to send a 0 or 1 is shown in Eq. 1. As we can see, it takes more time to send a 1 compared to a 0. In Eq. 2, we can see the time it takes to receive a 0 or a 1. In particular, the different delay is \( \delta_{of-deny} \) for the 1. For the sender and receiver to operate correctly, we require the inequality shown in Eq. 3 to hold, i.e., the time interval \( \Delta \) must not be less than the total time to send or receive a binary bit value.

Additionally, for the receiver to correctly detect a 0 and 1, we require the inequalities as shown in Eq. 4 and 5 to hold. The former equation states that \( \delta_{offset} \) must be greater than the time it takes for the sender to enter the OF-established state. This is to ensure that the receiver does not connect before the sender when the sender wants to send a 1. The latter equation states that the minimum amount of time it can wait before checking the OpenFlow connection status is 0, and the maximum time it can wait depends on the time interval, the time elapsed so far, and the time for the remaining transitions to complete. The \( \delta_{delay} \) gives the receiver the flexibility of waiting for some amount of time before checking the status of the OpenFlow connection. For example, checking the connection status at \( \Delta/2 \), i.e., at the middle of the time interval, may be better than checking it at \( \Delta/4 \). Hence, the receiver can set \( \delta_{delay} \) such that, the OpenFlow connection status is checked at a point where the connection is most stable.

\[
\delta_s = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{to send 0} \\
\delta_{sc} + \delta_{dc}, & \text{to send 1}
\end{cases}
\] (1)

\[
\delta_r = \begin{cases} 
\delta_{offset} + \delta_{sc} + \delta_{delay} + \delta_{chk-conn} + \delta_{dc}, & \text{to get 0} \\
\delta_{offset} + \delta_{sc} + \delta_{af-deny} + \delta_{delay} + \delta_{chk-conn} + \delta_{dc}, & \text{to get 1}
\end{cases}
\] (2)

\[
\delta_s \leq \delta_r \leq \Delta
\] (3)

\[
\delta_{offset} \geq \delta_{sc}
\] (4)

\[
0 \leq \delta_{delay} \leq \Delta - (\delta_{offset} + \delta_{sc} + \delta_{af-deny} + \delta_{chk-conn} + \delta_{dc})
\] (5)

### 3.2. From One Bit to Multiple Bits

Until now, we have described how the sender can transmit only a single bit value to the receiver. To receive the single bit value, the sender and receiver need to be synchronized, i.e., the sender and receiver must know the exact time at which the time interval \( \Delta \) begins and ends. To this end, we assume the sender and receiver synchronize their clocks using the same network time protocol (NTP) time server. Furthermore, we assume the sender and receiver a priori agree upon specific times at which they will initiate their covert communication.

In order to be useful, a covert channel should provide a sender with the ability to transmit several kilobytes of data, e.g., an RSA private key file. Accordingly, in the following, we extend our discussion from a single bit transmission to multiple bits. First, the sender and receiver must agree upon an encoding/decoding scheme, e.g., ASCII. Second, they must also agree upon a method to signal the start and end of a message. To do so, we use a frame-based transmission method. In particular, the sender encodes a message \( M \) into frames \( F \), of length \( Fl \), and transmits the frames. The receiver, decodes each frame received to obtain the sent message.

For simplicity, we consider a frame with at least one SoF (Start of Frame) bit, and at least seven data bits (e.g., ASCII characters can be represented in 7 bits). The SoF bit is used by the sender to signal the receiver that a frame transmission begins which is followed by data bits. We assume that the SoF bit is a binary 1, and if the receiver gets this value at the
agreed upon time and time interval, it will begin receiving data bits. The data bits can be 0 or 1 depending on how the message is encoded. To indicate the end of a message, the sender sends a frame with all the data bits as 0. When the receiver receives such a frame, it will terminate execution. The above steps are specified as algorithms for the sender and receiver in Alg. 1 and 2 resp.

The sender’s algorithm, accepts several inputs, e.g., $M$ is the message to be transmitted, $F_l$ is the frame length, e.g., 8, $F$ is the list of frames that are to be sent, $\Delta$ is the time interval, and $t$ is the transmission start-time. The input values for the receiver are the same frame length, time interval and start-time as the sender.

For every frame to be sent, the sender first sends a SoF bit for that frame by connecting to the controller. Similarly the receiver waits for $\delta_{off}$ time before attempting to receive the SoF bit. If its connection is denied, it will begin receiving data bits. After sending the SoF bit, the sender sends data bits: if sending a 0, it disconnects from the controller, if sending a 1, it connects to the controller. It then waits till the end of the timing interval before sending the next data bit. The receiver detects the data bits in a frame by connecting to the controller, and waiting for $\delta_{delay}$ time before checking whether its OpenFlow connection was allowed or not. If the connection was accepted, it will append a 0 to the data bits received in the frame, otherwise it will append a 1. The receiver then deletes the controller, and then waits $\delta_{wr}$, i.e., till the end of the time interval before connecting to the controller again.

Once the sender has sent the data bits of a frame, it will wait $\delta_{wr}$ time, i.e., for the next time interval to send the next frame. The receiver detects the end of a message when it has received a frame with all the data bits zeroed, thereby terminating the while loop at the receiver. The receiver can then decode the binary data to reveal the message sent.

### 4. Design and Performance Challenges

Our covert channel design requires us to overcome several non-trivial challenges. Hence, we discuss the most important challenges that affects our design in this section before transitioning to our implementation. We also cast light on factors that affect the performance of our design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>To send binary data as frames.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Require:</strong> Message $M$, Frame-length $F_l$, Frames $F$, Time-interval $\Delta$, Start-time $t$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: initialize(sender)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: for frame $\in F$ do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: set-controller $\triangleright$ Send SoF bit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Wait $\delta_{ws}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: for bit $\in$ frame do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: if (bit==0) then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: delete-controller $\triangleright$ Send 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: else</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: set-controller $\triangleright$ Send 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: Wait $\delta_{ws}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: delete-controller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Algorithm 2 | To receive binary data as frames. |

| **Require:** Frame-length $F_l$, Time-interval $\Delta$, Start-time $t$ |
| 1: initialize(receiver) |
| 2: while End of message not received do |
| 3: Wait $\delta_{off}$ |
| 4: set-controller $\triangleright$ Receive SoF bit |
| 5: Wait $\delta_{delay}$ |
| 6: Check OpenFlow connection state |
| 7: if OpenFlow denied then $\triangleright$ Got SoF bit |
| 8: Wait $\delta_{wr}$ |
| 9: for bit $\in F_l$ do |
| 10: set-controller $\triangleright$ Get data bit |
| 11: Wait $\delta_{delay}$ |
| 12: Check OpenFlow connection state |
| 13: if OpenFlow accepted then |
| 14: frame += “0” $\triangleright$ Got 0 |
| 15: else frame += “1” $\triangleright$ Got 1 |
| 16: delete-controller |
| 17: Wait $\delta_{wr}$ |
| 18: if frame ==“0000000” then |
| 19: End of message received |
| 20: Break $\triangleright$ Terminate reception |
| 21: else |
| 22: $M+$ = frame $\triangleright$ Append frame to message |

### 4.1. Synchronization

One of the main problems in designing a covert timing channel is synchronization. Lack of synchronization can lead to the receiver obtaining inaccurate information, thereby reducing the accuracy of the channel. The sender and receiver must share a reference clock to ensure that the the algorithms start at the same time. To this end, we use NTP (as it is easily available for today’s popular operating systems) and the same NTP server to synchronize the clocks of the sender and receiver to achieve at least millisecond accuracy [21]. Since the sender and receiver clocks can slowly drift apart their clocks must be periodically synchronized with the same NTP server.

When the clocks are synchronized, the SoF bit(s) in each frame sent synchronizes the receiver with the sender enabling the receiver to obtain the data bits. During the transmission of a frame, we introduce the $\delta_{ws}$ and $\delta_{wr}$ times for the sender and receiver resp. at the end of a time interval for synchronization across time intervals in a frame. Furthermore, between frames the sender and receiver can synchronize again by waiting, for example for the next second. This *inter frame delay* adds another layer of synchronization to enable the sender and receiver to send and receive resp. the SoF bit(s) accurately.

### 4.2. Determining the Time Interval $\Delta$ and Delays

The time interval in which the sender and receiver send and receive a bit leads to the achievable throughput of the channel. As the time interval reduces, the probability of an error occurring increases, e.g., the receiver may check the connection status before receiving the TCP FIN from the controller. Furthermore, system and network artefacts can
non-deterministically influence the state transitions resulting in errors. Hence, the challenge here is to determine a time interval as small as possible within an acceptable level of accuracy (≥ 95%). We empirically identify suitable time intervals in Sec. 5 based on our prototype implementation. However, in the real-world, the channel would have to start with a programmed value, e.g., 1s, and later be negotiated.

Recall Sec. 3.1.2, there are several delays involved in our timing channel. The delays for one network system, may not be applicable elsewhere. Delays such δ_sc, δ_dc, δ_of-deny, and δchk_conn, depend on the system and network conditions. Moreover, they are not under the control of the sender/receiver. The timeouts δoffset and δdelay although bounded (see Eq. 4 and 5 resp.) can be tuned by the receiver. Hence, we evaluate 3 different δdelay values in Sec. 5.

### 4.3. Frame-based Transmission

Our design uses a frame-based method to transfer data from the sender to the receiver. The smallest frame size we consider is 8 bits long: 1 SoF bit and 7 data bits. The size of this frame can change, e.g., we can send 14 or 28 data bits as well. Sending more data bits in a frame reduces the overhead of sending the SoF bit. We can also increase the number of SoF bits to ensure the receiver can get the data bits. However, increasing the number of bits in a frame increases the probability of errors within a frame. We do not consider error correction in our design although it can be introduced, e.g., using Hamming codes. However, we do include a minimal set of error detections at the receiver which we describe next.

**Receiver misses the start bit of the frame:** Several reasons can affect the receiver from missing the SoF bit of a frame. In such cases the receiver simply remains idle for the remainder of the time that is necessary to transmit an entire frame.

**End of Transmission:** For simplicity, the sender indicates the end of transmission via a special EoM (End of Message) frame. This design choice comes with a couple of challenges for the receiver to correctly terminate. First, if the receiver misses the SoF bit of the EoM frame, then it will continue to expect to receive frames. To address this problem, we define a threshold number of consecutive frames, e.g., 5, the receiver does not receive beyond which the receiver terminates reception. Second, the receiver can incorrectly detect a 1 as a 0 due to synchronization issues for example. As a result, the receiver may detect the EoM prematurely and stop receiving data even though the sender continues to send data. We cannot address this case as it is a limitation of our design to not include the length of the message to be received.

### 4.4. Influence of the Controller

The OpenFlow controller that is used to covertly communicate is beyond the control of the sender and receiver. Hence, the accuracy and performance of our channel is limited by the controller that operates the OpenFlow network.

### 5. Evaluation

To obtain deeper insights and validate our expectations of our covert channel, we prototyped our design using Open vSwitch [22] and ONOS [23]. Furthermore, we designed a set of experiments based on the challenges described in the previous section to characterize the performance of our channel. We begin with a brief description of our implementation, and then describe the experiments.

#### 5.1. Implementation

We used Open vSwitch (OvS) as our sender and receiver OpenFlow switches. We only modified the (OpenFlow) connection handling of OvS so that after it disconnects from the controller, it waits for 4 seconds to reconnect. To set/delete controller information, and configure the DPID, from the controller, it waits for 4 seconds to reconnect. To set/delete controller information, and configure the DPID, we used the ovs-vsctl tool that ships with OvS. We then implemented the sender and receiver algorithms (Alg. 1 and 2) as python scripts. In doing so, we traded performance for simplicity which we consider acceptable for the sake of prototyping and evaluation. Our implementation is only meant to demonstrate the feasibility of our attack.

We synchronized the system clocks of the sender and receiver using our university’s NTP time server. To encode and decode the messages, we used the ASCII scheme. We implemented an adaptive inter-frame delay synchronization scheme in which the sender sends a frame only at the start of the next second.

#### 5.2. Setup and Methodology

Our evaluation setup comprised of three (sender, receiver and controller) Dell PowerEdge 2950 servers with 4 core Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.73GHz processors and 16 GB of RAM each. The sender and receiver were directly connected to the controller. For OpenFlow load generation, we used a fourth server running directly connected to the controller.
All these servers used dedicated ports to connect to a management switch that was used for orchestration from a fifth server to conduct the evaluation. All systems ran Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS. For the sender and receiver, we used Open vSwitch 2.7. For the controller, we used ONOS 1.10.2.

Based on our covert timing channel design the objectives of the evaluation are the following. First, we want to establish time intervals that achieve high accuracy and throughput. Second, we want to determine the influence the frame length has on the accuracy, e.g., do shorter frames have fewer errors than longer frames? Third, we want to measure the influence of $\delta_{delay}$ on the accuracy and throughput of our channel e.g., is there a $\delta_{delay}$ value for which the time interval can be smaller? Finally, we want to measure the accuracy of our channel when there is load on the controller.

The general methodology we undertake is the following. The controller runs ONOS with the default applications activated. We program the sender and receiver with a specific start time $t$, time interval $\Delta$, offset $\delta_{offset} = 5 \text{ ms}$, check the connection status at $\Delta/2$ ms and frame length $Fl$. The sender then sends a 64 byte message $M_s$ and the receiver receives a message $M_r$. We then restart ONOS and OvS, and clean up the OvS database before we repeat the measurement. We collect ten such measurements for the configured values. We measure accuracy as the similarity between $M_r$ and $M_s$ using the edit distance or Levenshtein distance [24].

For load on the controller, we use OFCProbe [25] as our OpenFlow topology and packet generator. We configure OFCProbe to emulate 20 switches that trigger Packet-Ins to the controller following a Poisson distribution ($\lambda=1$). After OFCProbe has started the Packet-in generation, we wait for one minute before we start the sender and receiver, to avoid any warm-up effects from OFCProbe and ONOS.

5.3. Experiments

Following the aforementioned methodology, we now describe the experiments and their results.

Effect of Timing Interval $\Delta$: We set the frame length $Fl = 7$, and measure the accuracy for time intervals from 30 ms up to 100 ms. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

The results depict that our channel can achieve nearly 100% accuracy for time intervals greater than 60 ms when there is no load on the controller. For $\Delta = 60 \text{ ms}$, we have a throughput of approximately 16.67 bps. What we can also see is that as the time interval increases the accuracy increases, which is what we expected. Another distinct observation is that for the values configured, our channel cannot operate below 40 ms because the receiver gets the SoF prematurely, (it detects only 0 in the data bits).

Effect of Frame Length $Fl$: To measure the influence of the frame length on the accuracy we chose the following values: 7, 14 and 28. Note that these values represent the number of data bits in the frame, i.e., 1, 2, and 4 ASCII characters resp. We use only one SoF bit in the frame. We repeat the measurements for time intervals from 30-100 ms. The results from this experiment are depicted in Fig. 3.

Indeed, the frame lengths we used show us that as the frame length increases the accuracy drops. Longer frame lengths result in fewer frames but more data per frame being sent. Hence, if the receiver misses the SoF bit for $Fl = 14$, it misses twice as many characters compared to $Fl = 7$. Moreover, the chance of incorrect bit detection (bit-flips) increases with larger frames. We analyzed the errors and observed that indeed as the frame length increases, the number of bit-flips increase, and the number of missed SoF bits also increase. To address the problem of missing the start bit we can introduce redundant SoF bits.

Effect of $\delta_{delay}$ in Checking Connection Status: We now investigate how $\delta_{delay}$ influences the throughput and accuracy of our channel. Recall from Sec. 3.1.2 that this value is the time the receiver waits before it checks the status of the OpenFlow connection. Until now, we checked the connection status at $\Delta/2$. Hence, in this experiment we check the connection status at $2\Delta/3$ and $\Delta/3$ for frame lengths 7, 14 and 28, and time intervals 30-100 ms. The results for $2\Delta/3$ and $\Delta/3$ are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 resp.

When we check the status at $2\Delta/3$, the 40 ms time interval operates at nearly 100% accuracy. Moreover, the accuracy for this $\delta_{delay}$ value performs better compared to...
our baseline value of $\Delta/2$. When we check the status at $\Delta/3$, we observe a negative influence on the channel, i.e., time intervals 50-70 ms are not effective. In particular, we note that the 70 ms time interval is the operational edge when $\delta_{delay}$ is at $\Delta/3$. The reason for these marked changes is the following: The time at which the receiver checks the OpenFlow connection status is crucial. Done too soon, it is likely to detect a zero, and done too late, it is likely to detect a one.

Based on our design, detecting a 1 as a 0 reduces the accuracy more than detecting a 0 as a 1: missing the SoF bit (1) can lead to missing the entire frame, and detecting zeros for all the data bits results in the EoM. Combining the two can drastically bring down the accuracy which is evidenced when we check the status at $\Delta/3$.

Effect of Message Length $M$: To ensure that our channel can sustain longer messages, we measured the accuracy of sending 512 and 1024 byte messages with and without load. The accuracy in each case was very close to the 64 byte message, hence we chose not to show the results here.

Effect of Load on the Controller: Having determined time intervals, frame lengths and $\delta_{delay}$ values with close to 100% accuracy, we compare them with measurements when the controller is under load, as real OpenFlow network can operate with more than two switches. Fig. 6 and 7 illustrate the results from this experiment.

Naturally, load on the controller reduces the accuracy of our channel. Other switches trigger events at the controller which introduces queuing and processing delays for the sender’s and receiver’s messages. This introduces errors for time intervals that were previously highly accurate, e.g., 60 ms and checking the OpenFlow connection at $\Delta/2$ (Fig. 6) drops to roughly 10% when the controller is under load. Although there is a drop in the accuracy when we check the connection at $2\Delta/3$ (Fig. 7), the smaller time intervals, e.g., 50 ms can still operate at or above 90% accuracy.

6. Discussion

Our evaluation demonstrated that switch identification teleportation can be a highly accurate channel for low throughput covert communication in our setup. We also showed that it depends on several factors, e.g., $\Delta$, $\delta_{delay}$, and the system and network conditions. Nonetheless, techniques to detect teleportation in general, and a covert timing channel such as the one presented in this paper are crucial for networks with high security demands. Hence, we briefly discuss detection possibilities. We also describe some limitations and possible improvements for our design and implementation.

Detection and Mitigation: To the best of our knowledge, firewalls and intrusion detection systems do not monitor the OpenFlow sessions. Even if they are, detecting teleportation attacks are non-trivial as they follow the normal pattern of (encrypted) OpenFlow sessions. Preventing switch identification teleportation is exacerbated by the fundamental requirement that switches need to uniquely identify themselves to the controller, and that the controller must allow only a single DPID in the network. However, the attack can be deterred if OpenFlow connections are secured via the following hardened authentication scheme: unique TLS certificates for switches, white-list of switch DPIDs at controllers [26] which also includes the switches’ respective public-key certificate identifier, and lastly a controller mechanism that verifies the DPID announced in the OpenFlow handshake is over the TLS connection with the associated (DPID) certificate.
Limitations and Improvements: Indeed, our prototype implementation achieves throughput rates in the order of tens of bits per second. However, it is reasonable to assume that the throughput can be increased by, implementing our algorithms in OvS which is programmed in C, or using another controller. Consequently, the delays, e.g., δ_{ovs}, will be reduced as the response time to events will be faster, e.g., we will not have to rely on vsctl and ovsdb to set/delete the controller. A novel approach to increase the throughput which we have not measured is for the sender and receiver to initiate several concurrent connections to the controller using unique DPIDs for each connection. In this manner, the sender can send as many bits as connections are made, thereby increasing the throughput by the number of connections. Our channel also comes with some system and network level limitations that are difficult to overcome, e.g., time to establish a TCP connection, packet loss along the path to the controller, etc. Furthermore, our design is for uni-directional communication and does not include error correction. A channel from the receiver back to the sender where the receiver acknowledges, e.g., every frame, can boost the accuracy of the channel.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we described the design, implementation and evaluation of a novel covert timing channel based on the switch identification teleportation technique. Our prototype implementation of our design can achieve throughput rates of up-to 20 bits per second, with an accuracy of approximately 90% even when there is load at the controller. This means that a 2048 byte RSA private key file can be transferred in nearly 13 minutes. Although our proof-of-concept implementation is a low bandwidth channel, we discussed techniques to increase the throughput.

Software-defined networks have become the standard way of doing networking in large data centers, and service provider networks are also moving towards such an architecture and paradigm. With Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) becoming an increasing problem, covert channels such as the one described in this paper become more relevant, e.g., private keys bought in the black market are used for phishing and malware campaigns. Hence, we must design and develop mechanisms to detect and prevent teleportation attacks that gives APTs a way to covertly communicate or exfiltrate data to a command and control center.
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Abstract—Forwarding devices are a key element of Software-Defined Networking (SDN). The architectures of these devices (also known as switches) differ with respect to implementation designs (software vs. hardware), use of memories (TCAM vs. RAM) and match-action structures (hash table vs. binary tree). These factors must be taken into account while predicting flow table update latency, i.e., how efficiently a switch will deal with control plane requests. Recent work either focuses on the performance of devices equipped with TCAM or performs a shallow comparison between different designs. In this paper, we perform an in-depth evaluation, highlighting differences among distinct switch architectures. Specifically, we define a robust measurement methodology and use it to determine the performance of switches when executing each key flow table operation (namely insertion, modification, and deletion) in multiple scenarios. Results show that different switch architectures and OpenFlow parameters can significantly influence flow table update latency. In particular, (i) the contrast in latency may scale up to three orders of magnitude for rule insertion; (ii) improper OpenFlow parameterization may increase flow setup times by a factor of 12x for modification and up to 6x for deletion within the same switch; and (iii) Open vSwitch presents variable performance and bimodal patterns for rule deletion. Our findings highlight the importance of understanding the operation of switches with different architectures and the need for an accurate configuration of the control plane.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generalized forwarding introduced by Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [1] allows fine-grained management of flows. A logically centralized network controller installs rules (which describe network policies) in flow tables of forwarding devices (switches). These rules define how flows are handled by switches. Since the size of tables is typically limited, only a small number of rules can be placed in each switch at the same time. Given this constraint, switch operation usually requires rules to be inserted, modified and deleted from tables at potentially high frequencies. For example, in large-scale datacenter networks, millions of new active flows may arrive and need to be configured per second [2], [3]. A delayed flow table configuration may not only cause packets to be dropped, but also result in increased latency, negatively affecting time-sensitive applications (in this context, even 1 ms of added delay may be unacceptable [4], [5]).

Current forwarding devices are not limited to hardware designs using TCAMs (Ternary Content-Addressable Memory). Different trends (such as network virtualization [6] and programmable data planes [7]) have introduced new techniques to build SDN switches with different implementation designs (software vs. hardware), use of memories (TCAM vs. RAM) and match-action structures (hash table vs. binary tree). Additionally, each design may have certain details intrinsic to its implementation, such as limited support for rule priorities or types of matches (e.g., wildcard vs. exact match rules).

Due to a limitation of the whitebox device, it was not possible to evaluate the operational mode combining TCAM and RAM tables simultaneously.

Given this heterogeneity, it is challenging to predict how these switches will perform when dealing with control plane requests. Previous work [8], [9], [10], [11] has found variability in performance when different switches process and handle control plane messages. Despite the contribution of previous studies, they are either limited by the depth of the comparison between switch designs or ignore altogether hybrid devices with different kinds of memory. Besides, as we will show, to date the differences in latency among architectures are not well understood.

In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive measurement of flow table update latency, highlighting differences among distinct switch architectures: hardware switch using TCAM, software switch using RAM, and a whitebox device with flow tables implemented as either TCAM or as RAM hash tables¹. To evaluate these devices, we define a robust and systematic measurement methodology composed of multiple scenarios. More specifically, we use one similar instance of each switch architecture to measure the time to execute the three fundamental table update operations (rule insertion, modification and deletion). This latency reflects the time to modify the switch table only, disregarding propagation delay and system call latency. Moreover, we vary several factors in our experiments, such as rule match type, rule priority and OpenFlow parameters.

The main findings are described as follows. First, we show that latency disparity between switch architectures for rule insertion can be highly variable and reach up to three orders of magnitude, depending on the priority pattern used. Second, latency for rule modification and deletion is not influenced by rule match type and priority pattern. Surprisingly, it is significantly affected by the OpenFlow strict parameter, which, when absent, may increase flow configuration time within the same device up to 10x and 6x for rule modification and deletion, respectively. Finally, we reveal previously unknown anomalous behaviors, with high variability and bimodal patterns, for the software switch (Open vSwitch – OVS) when removing flow entries.

¹Due to a limitation of the whitebox device, it was not possible to evaluate the operational mode combining TCAM and RAM tables simultaneously.
Our observations show three crucial aspects for performance divergence in existing switch architectures. First, switch hardware is directly related to the efficiency of some table update operations, such as insertion with priority patterns. The intrinsic differences in flow table implementation among all architectures is highly responsible for the significant disparity of flow table update latency. The high latency may hinder time-sensitive applications, increase packet loss and decrease the efficiency of high-performance networks. Second, switch design decisions play an important role regarding the efficiency of table update operations. As we show in Section V, the high variability and bimodal behavior of OVS are caused by an implementation decision which negatively affects flow configuration time. Third, an inadequate use of OpenFlow parameters may significantly impact switch performance and consistency of network policies. These conclusions show that a low-level (architectural) understanding of how a switch operates and the correct use of OpenFlow parameters can drastically influence network performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II examines related work and highlights the novelty of our paper. Section III provides a background on different existing switch architectures, detailing the set of devices used in this work and their main characteristics. In Section IV, we describe the methodology used to evaluate the switches accurately, including environment, metrics and general experimental setup. In Section V, we detail the performed experiments, present the obtained results and analyze the findings of the evaluation. Finally, Section VI closes the paper with final remarks and perspectives for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous studies investigating the performance of flow table management can be classified in two categories: TCAM-only and multi-architecture based measurements. We describe each category as follows.

TCAM-only measurements. Chen and Benson [12] evaluate the impact of TCAM switches when dealing with control plane actions, considering real network traces and different types of SDN applications. However, the devices are evaluated through simulations using empiric models, which may not represent real switches precisely. Kuzniar et al. [9] do not provide an in-depth evaluation of flow table update latency. Specifically, the measurements do not consider the latency of rule insertion and deletion individually, which makes it difficult to understand how each operation impacts control plane performance. He et al. [8] present an extensive evaluation of switch performance. However, the employed methodology is unable to isolate the measured control plane latencies from potential noises introduced by other components, such as the packet generator.

Multi-architecture based measurements. Huang et al. [13] measure the query completion time for a specific application in different switches. Their investigation does not explicitly consider flow table update latency for the architectures in the paper. Sieber et al [10] evaluate TCAM and RAM switch update latency for rule insertion, using only simplistic scenarios (such as insertion of a single rule in an empty table). Lazaris et al. [11] perform measurements for two architectures (TCAM and RAM switches), but do not consider the operation of rule deletion by itself and provide a limited evaluation of a subset of devices.

Unlike previous work, in this paper we report results based on an extensive evaluation of different switch architectures. More specifically, we (i) are the first to identify and measure the influence of OpenFlow parameters in flow table update latency; (ii) define a robust methodology, which considers a range of evaluation scenarios and factors; and (iii) evaluate a broader set of switch architectures (TCAM-only, RAM-only and hybrid TCAM and RAM). We detail the evaluated architectures and the methodology in the next two sections.

III. SWITCH ARCHITECTURES

Nowadays, there is a vast diversity of SDN-enabled forwarding devices. The architectures of these devices differ with respect to implementation designs (software vs. hardware), use of memories (TCAM vs. RAM) and match-action structures (hash table vs. binary tree). In this section, we detail the existing architectures and then, the devices used in experiments.

A. Existing Architectures

We consider three SDN switch architectures, which represent a comprehensive set of devices: hardware switch using TCAM, software switch using RAM and hybrid devices.

TCAM hardware switch. This memory executes parallel lookup of the entire flow table at line-rate speed, providing fast packet classification. The efficient search, however, demands a high energy consumption, since all memory cells are activated at the same time for a single search in the table. In addition to the power consumption, the high cost per bit hinders large flow tables in TCAM switches [14]. In this context, network policies may need to be aggregated in wildcard rules. Note that, for some applications, this aggregation may potentially complicate (or, in some occasions, prevent) fine-grained management of flows.

RAM software switch. These devices are executed, usually, in general-purpose processors with a high amount of memory available. On one hand, the quantity of memory allows a fine-grained specification of network policies and flow management. On the other, the lack of dedicated hardware for packet forwarding leads to a lower transmission rate and higher CPU usage [15]. The limited throughput and inefficient CPU usage prevent the use of these devices in several contexts.

Hybrid hardware switch. TCAM switches are more efficient than RAM-based devices in terms of lookup response because of the ternary memory, but more expensive and typically limited in number of entries. Hybrid switches combine the use of TCAM and RAM tables and allow the utilization of reconfigurable match tables. For example, in a scenario which requires fine-grained control of flows, the number of rules to manage traffic can exceed TCAM capacity. In this case, it is possible to store rules in the RAM table. This diversity within the same device provides efficient resource utilization, albeit it is more difficult to predict performance since hybrid devices inherit the benefits and drawbacks of both TCAM and RAM.
B. Evaluated Devices

Below we define the set of switches considered, and then explain the differences and specific aspects of each design.

We measured the control plane latency of different switch designs when updating its flow tables: (i) TCAM (hardware switch with TCAM memory); (ii) RAM (software switch with RAM memory); (iii) HTCAM (hybrid hardware switch using only TCAM); and (iv) HRAM (hybrid hardware switch using only RAM exact-match tables). All switches were evaluated using OpenFlow 1.3. Due to a limitation of the hybrid device, it was not possible to evaluate the operational mode combining TCAM and RAM tables simultaneously. Table I presents information about the devices. Note that we do not claim that our results are exact for each switch design; our contribution lies in showing significant performance variability among architectures.

One of the designs we evaluate is a pure TCAM switch (i.e., we measure memory performance). The TCAM device has a single core processor, and an individual hardware table implemented using TCAM memory. This configuration forwards all packets which match with entries installed in the table at maximum speed. In order to evaluate the impact of the TCAM table, we disable all virtual tables in this switch during the experiments, that is, the switch does not store any tables in RAM. These software tables are implemented by vendors in some devices to increase the overall available table size. However, its poor performance directly affects flow configuration times.

In order to evaluate the RAM device, we use an instance of the Open vSwitch 2.5.4 LTS on a multi-core processor host, as it is the most accepted alternative. It is designed to be general purpose, working in commodity hardware. To achieve high performance using generic components, OVS makes use of extensive rule caching, keeping tables both in kernel and user space of the operating system [16].

The OpenFlow tables are stored in user space and serve to populate the cache tables placed in kernel space. The kernel tables are responsible for forwarding packets at high speed, avoiding the need to process all flows in user space. The significant disadvantage of this strategy is the requirement of cache revalidation whenever an OpenFlow table is modified. If cache verification is not performed, changes in user space tables are not reflected in kernel tables and lead to an inconsistent state of network policies. Depending on the rate of updates, the process of scanning and altering the cache may be complicated and may directly affect flow configuration time.

The HTCAM/HRAM device also has single core processor and allows the use of reconfigurable match tables offering different modes. Each profile holds a different table size according to the generality of entries, including tables for wildcard rules in TCAM, exact-match rules on hash tables in RAM or even modes designed for specific applications scenarios, such as NAT and IPv6 traffic. However, it is not possible to combine two or more modes simultaneously. This limitation means that we cannot take advantage of multiple profiles concurrently. In our evaluation, we analyze two modes of reconfigurable tables: single table using TCAM and a single exact-match hash table using RAM. These alternatives were chosen because they represent the extreme sides (more generic modes) of the hybrid switch. Moreover, by choosing these two modes, it is possible to compare the performance of two distinct memories and match-action structures, evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of each implementation.

IV. METHODOLOGY

We describe below the methodology used in the experiments. In order to accurately measure flow table update latency of different switches, we require a precise and synchronized environment (Section IV-A). We also need a strict setup for our experiments, considering the set of flows, workload and metrics (Section IV-B).

A. Evaluation Environment

The environment has four components: a network controller; a packet generator, which transmits traffic to the switch; the switch under evaluation; and a receiver, which receives the packets forwarded by the switch.

The topology, shown in Figure 1, is simple enough, enabling accurate experiments. Since we use information from both the controller and the receiver in the latency measurement, we run these two components along with the traffic generator on the same host to avoid the problem of fine-grained synchronization of clocks. We monitor the load on the host to ensure that there were neither resource containment nor interference between the three modules. The host is physically connected to the switch using three 1 Gbps interfaces. The network controller connects to the switch control port via interface eth0, sending control plane requests (flow_mod) to insert/modify/delete entries in the switch flow table.

The traffic generator uses eth1 interface to send packets and the receiver uses eth2 to receive them. Both interfaces (eth1 and eth2) are connected to data ports in the switch. In the evaluation of the RAM device, the physical switch was replaced by a host with OVS. This host runs only an Open vSwitch instance and has three Gigabit interfaces to emulate switch data and control ports. We highlight that OVS is not running in a virtualized or emulated scenario, but on top of Linux with its kernel module enabled.

B. General Experimental Setup

Next, we describe the setup common to all experiments, such as rule match type, workload and metrics. We postpone the specifics of each experiment configuration until Section V, along with results, to improve readability.

Match type. Given the characteristics and limitations of each device, we considered two distinct sets of flow entries. The first is identified by having rules with exact-match. That is, all match fields must be filled with some value (no wildcards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Table size (entries)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCAM</td>
<td>CN3010/300MHz</td>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTCAM</td>
<td>P1010 533MHz</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>2K TCAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,5K</td>
<td>32K RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM (Open vSwitch)</td>
<td>15 3.10GHz</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>1-2M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Device specification
allowed: IP src/dst, src/dst port number, ToS, switch input port, EtherType and transport protocol. Since rules are exact, no more than one entry can match with a rule, and priorities are not needed. Usually, exact-match rules are stored in RAM (e.g., using hash tables and prefix trees) given that RAM memory is cheaper and allows for larger tables [17].

The second set contains rules with most match fields wildcarded. We use rules with exact values only in the IP src/dst and EtherType fields, as it is not possible to install rules with all fields wildcarded or with equal matches. For example, installing several rules with in_port specified with the same value and all other header fields wildcarded would implicate in the installation of a single rule in the flow table by the OpenFlow, as all rules would be equal. In this case, the use of priorities is strictly necessary because different entries may match with the same rule. This scenario is used to analyze three switch architectures: TCAM, HTCAM and RAM. We could not evaluate the HRAM design using this set of rules because its flow table is implemented as a hash table in RAM, only allowing the installation of rules with exact-match fields. Moreover, the table has support for a single priority, which makes it impossible to evaluate the scenarios with varying priorities.

Workload. It is divided into two parts: control plane and data plane. The former is responsible for modifying the flow table, and the latter, to detect the moment when the changes are actually performed in the device. The control plane load consists in a burst of flow_mod requests issued by the controller to install/modify/delete rules on the table. The data plane workload, in turn, consists of a single flow starting from interface eth1 of the host, passing through the switch and returning to the host via interface eth2. This flow is activated before the dispatch of the evaluated flow_mod burst and remains active until all table updates are completed. The packets of the flow match the most recent installed/modified rule. This entry does not necessarily have the higher priority among the other rules in the table. By using this workload, the number of control messages issued by the controller is reduced, which prevents overloading both the data and control planes of the switch.

The traffic generator sends UDP messages with constant inter-arrival time (≈ 10 µs) on eth1 at a rate of 50 Mbps. The low throughput is intentional, since we aim at isolating the time taken by the switch to process updates in the flow tables (we do not evaluate the capacity/performance of the switch data plane, i.e., its forwarding rate). Like previous work, we confirm that the flow table was updated via data plane: a packet analyzer examines interface eth2 of the host. This strategy is necessary to avoid inaccurate results [18], [9]. The packet analyzer has a microsecond precision; we confirm, via additional measurements, that it does not introduce any overhead to the measurements.

Metric. The metric we focus on is flow table update latency, similarly to [11], [10]. However, those papers include in the metric definition the transmission and propagation delays. We believe the update time should be based only on the time to modify the table in the device itself. For this purpose, we first measured the RTT between the network controller and switch (≈ 0.2 ms) and, assuming it is nearly constant, we subtracted the value (RTT) proportional to the number of flow_mods emitted by the controller from the final results (e.g., ≈ 400 ms when sending 1950 requests).

The plots in the next section show the combined time to execute a burst of rule insertion/modification/deletion operations. The x-axis always represents the burst size, that is, the number of operations being processed, while the y-axis represents the time necessary to perform all operations. We execute at least five redundant repetitions for each burst size, varying the x-axis in steps of 50 and show all points instead of the median. More specifically, when latency variability among repetitions was negligible, we executed only five repetitions (as more repetitions would yield the same results). When results showed high variability or unusual behaviors, we performed a higher number of repetitions and highlighted the details in the description. The source code of our experiments is available online 2.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we detail the experiments and analyze the results. They are organized according to the three table update operations evaluated: rule insertion (Section V-A), modification (Section V-B) and deletion (Section V-C).

A. Insertion

To evaluate insertion, we investigate two factors that intuitively influence the time needed to install rules in the flow tables: match type (exact or wildcarded) and priority choices. We understand that match type affects processing cost and, consequently, switch performance when inserting rules. The conclusions are obtained by comparing the plots of exact match and variations of wildcard match. The priority of the rule being installed (relative to other entries in the table), in turn, may result in the displacement of previously installed rules, which directly influences device performance when setting up new flows.

We describe the methodology used for rule insertion as follows. First, the device flow table is emptied. Then, we install a low priority rule that works as a table miss entry. That is, this rule matches any packet and has the action to drop all

\footnote{https://github.com/fmmazz/SDN-table-update}
matching traffic; its role is to discard packets that do not match any entry in the table. Then, we install a burst of $R$ rules with sequential IP dst. The action of these rules is to forward matching packets to the host. The insertion latency is defined as $T_d - T_c$, where $T_c$ is the emission of the first flow_mod request of the installation burst and $T_d$ the first packet observed via data plane in the host interface.

We use the set of rules with exact-match to understand the influence of the match type in rule insertion for all four architectures. All rules have the same priority. Figure 2a presents the results. In summary, we verify that (i) the RAM switch shows the best performance among all devices for rule insertion; (ii) there is a significant disparity of performance between devices with similar match-action structures (for example, HRAM and RAM switches); (iii) there is a notable contrast in rule insertion latency within the hybrid switch, depending on the mode (HRAM or HTCAM); and (iv) flow table update latency grows linearly according to the number of rules being installed. Next, we detail each finding.

The lowest latency for rule insertion was observed in the RAM switch. We explain these results by the extensive use of rule caching and the high number of optimizations implemented in the latest versions of OVS [16]. Even though not all rules are matched and installed in the fast path, the software switch still has to process and update all requests in the slow path. The use of multiple threads combined with batch processing of control plane requests that arrive together take advantage of multi-core processors to balance the load and to decrease the number of accesses to the memory. We verified through additional experiments that the RAM switch keeps the optimal performance even when installing a burst of 50K rules. Note that, because most traditional switches have specific processors with a single core, some OVS optimizations may not be used. Moreover, we explain the significant difference in insertion latency for switches with similar characteristics (HRAM and RAM) because of the difference in computational power.

The second finding to highlight in Figure 2a is the difference in rule insertion latency for the hybrid switch (comparing HRAM and HTCAM). Intuitively, HRAM (which has match-action structure and memory similar to RAM) would have a better performance when comparing to HTCAM. Surprisingly, we observe that HRAM has higher cost than HTCAM for all burst sizes (more than 500 ms for a burst size equal or greater than 750). When investigating the causes, we discovered the following: throughout the installation of the rule burst, the HRAM device processed only a few flow_mods for a short period of time, queuing subsequent ones. We understand that the reason for this behavior is the non-optimized implementation of hash tables, which needs to be continuously resized, introducing an additional overhead to flow table update.

**Rule priority.** In the second set of experiments, we seek to evaluate the impact of rule priority in the insertion latency. We used the set of rules with some wildcards and four priority patterns: equal, increasing, decreasing and random. The first one installs a burst of rules with equal priority, as indicated by its name. The increasing/decreasing patterns employ a burst of rules with unique priorities, following the order of their respective pattern. The last one (random) installs a burst of rules with non-exclusive priorities, varying from 1k to 15k. This interval was chosen to (i) reduce the chance that several rules end up with the same priority; and (ii) allow the representation of a more realistic scenario, in which the installed rules do not follow a predetermined order (such as increasing or decreasing).

Figures 2b, 2c, 2d and 2e present the results for the different priority patterns. Recall that the evaluation in this case is restricted to the three architectures that allow the use of varying
priorities. In summary, we observe that (i) rule insertion with random priority (Figure 2e) shows higher latencies than other patterns (note that the y-axis in the plot is wider) and higher variability; (ii) the decreasing pattern (Figure 2d) exhibited higher latency than increasing priority (Figure 2c); and (iii) the insertion latency grows linearly according to the number of rules being installed for all devices, regardless of the priority pattern. Next, we detail each of these findings.

Rule insertion with random priority (Figure 2e) presented higher latencies when compared to other patterns, in contrast the results found by Lazaris et al. [11]. For this experiment, we performed 20 redundant rounds for each device. We believe the results obtained in that study are not correct due to the simplistic methodology adopted by the authors. We also observe high variability in the results for the HTCAM and TCAM devices. When investigating3, we detected that the increased latency and variability are associated to the randomness in the priority of the rules being installed (between 1k and 15k). This variation creates a significant overhead to the process of search, reordering and installation of rules in the flow table: reordering can lead to the displacement of a considerable number of entries for each new rule installation.

The insertion with increasing priorities (Figure 2c) results in lower latencies when compared to the decreasing pattern (Figure 2d), in line with a similar experiment in Lazaris et al. [11]. When comparing the plots, we verify that the performance of HTCAM and TCAM falls considerably when installing rules with decreasing priority. Latency for the decreasing pattern increases substantially compared to the increasing priority: for a burst of 1950 requests, around 1500 ms for HTCAM and 700 ms for TCAM. The results from the equal priority scenario (Figure 2b) are similar to the decreasing pattern (Figure 2d). We note that insertions are slower because rules may need to be shifted on the table. We conclude that the memory employed in these devices may not be prepared to install rules with decreasing priority pattern. In contrast, we notice that latency for the RAM device is not affected. This happens because the switch implements its flow tables as hash tables (which do not order entries by priority), so their rules do not need to be shifted and, consequently, their performance is not influenced.

**Priority intercalation.** To better understand the effect of priorities and table occupation in rule insertion latency, we performed a third set of experiments. In this case, the rules to be inserted have different priorities in comparison to the rules already installed in the flow tables (again, recall that the use of priorities limits the comparison among three architectures).

In this set, we performed two experiments. Next, we describe the methodology used in the first one. Initially, the switch flow table is emptied, and 500 rules are installed with a ‘low’ priority of 1,000. Then, the switch receives a burst of $R$ installation requests, containing rules with ‘high’ priority (32,000). We evaluated the time to install all rules considering bursts of 50 to 1450 requests. These burst lengths were chosen considering the size of the smallest switch table (Table I). The action associated with these rules is to forward traffic to the host. The second experiment is the same but with inverted priorities: rules with low priority are installed in a table already populated with high priority entries.

Figure 2f presents the results for the first experiment, using a logarithmic scale for the y-axis and linear scale for the x-axis. We observe that the difference in flow table update latency between devices is at least one order of magnitude and can reach up to three orders with a burst of 1,000 requests (HTCAM and RAM). The latency for the HTCAM exceeds 10 seconds even with a short burst (150 insertions). The explanation for the high latencies is the excessive overhead to process, reorder and install the updates in flow tables at line rate. We perceive that memory management in these devices is unable to deal appropriately with priority diversity and, consequently, these devices are incapable of installing rules efficiently.

The results of the second experiment with priority intercalation are very similar to rule insertion with increasing priority (Figure 2c) and therefore, omitted. Table update latency grows linearly according to the number of rules being inserted. The values for TCAM and HTCAM show that the devices tend to install low priority rules in the last address of memory, in line with a similar experiments in He et al. [8]. This ordering is used to avoid rule displacement when inserting low priority rules in a table populated with high priority entries. Once again, it is possible to observe that the RAM device is not influenced by different priorities.

**Implications.** The results show how limited knowledge of the switch operation (considering different architectures) can impact overall network performance. Understanding how switches perform with different configurations (e.g., rule priority and match type) is essential to avoid the use of an ineffective and, perhaps, incorrect network control plane. In real SDN networks (where a controller manages several switches), installing a burst of rules in all these devices with a poorly configured control plane may considerably increase flow setup time, negatively impacting the performance of time-sensitive applications and the state of the entire network. In general, our results help identifying potential inefficiencies, which should be avoided to ensure efficient network performance.

**B. Modification**

Similarly to the insertion, we first use the set of exact-match rules and fixed priority to evaluate the modification for the four designs. Then, we evaluate three architectures considering the impact of different rule priorities.

Unlike previous studies, we consider the impact of the OpenFlow parameter strict. As the name implies, it forces the match of entries to be ‘strict’ or exact, considering the priority and all fields of the flow_mod match. Thus, when strict is used, at most one entry is modified by a request (if not used, multiple entries may be modified with a single request).

Next, we describe the methodology used in the modification experiments. First, the switch flow table is emptied and, then, $R$ initial rules are installed. The action associated with these rules is to forward traffic to an unused port of the switch, which will drop all matching packets. Later, a burst of $R$ modification requests to
requests is sent to the switch, altering the initial rules actions to forward traffic to the switch output port connected to the host. The modification latency is defined as $T_d - T_c$, where $T_c$ is the emission of the first flow_mod request of the modification burst and $T_d$ is the first packet observed via data plane in the host interface.

The first experiment is based on exact-match and fixed priority. Figures 3a and 3b present the results for the four architectures (with and without the parameter strict). In summary, we observe that (i) the use of the strict parameter provides a significant decrease in the table update latency (note that the y-axis is very different), reaching 15x for the HRAM device and up to 11x for the HTCAM switch; (ii) when not using strict, latency grows exponentially according to the number of rules being modified for the TCAM, HTCAM and HRAM devices, but linearly for the RAM one. Next, we detail the results.

When comparing the plots of Figures 3a and 3b, it is evident the impact of the strict parameter (note the y-axis). The reason for this difference is explained as follows. Without the strict parameter has the largest impact when modifying rules with distinct priorities; (ii) the priority pattern does not affect the time to process modification requests; and (iii) rule match type does not influence rule modification latency.

The RAM switch showed a linear growth according to the number of rules being modified, independently of the priority pattern and strict usage. In HTCAM and TCAM devices, the absence of the parameter implies an exponential growth of the latency, according to the number of rules being modified. In contrast, with the parameter, latency increases linearly according to the number of rules being modified.

We notice that rule modification is not affected by the priority pattern or match type. The experiments show that, for any variation of these factors, the results remain similar and present identical behavior. He et al. [8] indicate that rule modification is not affected by rule priority. However, the results of that study fail to consider the strict parameter. When it is off, rule priority is never examined and, evidently, the results will be the equivalent for any priority pattern used.

**Implications.** The results show the importance of an accurate configuration of the network control plane. The right understanding of the switch architectures, combined with the use of OpenFlow parameters, can substantially impact overall network performance. Improper usage of parameters may significantly influence flow setup time and hinder the application of network policies. Our results improve the understanding of control plane configuration and benefit network operators.
C. Deletion

In line with insertion and modification, we first use exact-match and fixed priority rules to measure the deletion operation for all four architectures. Next, we evaluate deletion in three architectures (RAM, TCAM and HTCAM) considering the impact of different rule priorities with and without the OpenFlow strict parameter. Unlike previous work, we evaluate the influence of the strict parameter and match type in rule deletion latency, as well as analyze the performance of entry deletion in a RAM switch.

We describe the methodology used for the first set of experiments (with deletion using exact-match and fixed priority) as follows. First, the switch flow table is emptied, and \( R \) initial rules are inserted. The action associated with these rules is to forward traffic to the host. Then, a burst of \( R \) deletion requests is sent to the switch. The deletion latency is defined as \( T_d - T_c \), where \( T_c \) is the emission of the first \textit{flow_mod} of the deletion burst and \( T_d \) the last packet observed via data plane in the host interface. This methodology was adopted considering the rule priority limitation of the HRAM device, which prevents the installation of a low priority rule responsible for processing packets that do not match any entry in the table.

Figures 4a and 4b show the results. In summary, we observe that (i) the \textit{strict} parameter is the aspect with the greatest impact on rule deletion delay, causing a decrease in latency of 2x for TCAM and up to 5x for HRAM and HTCAM (Figure 4b); and (ii) latency increases linearly according to the number of rules being removed in the TCAM, HTCAM and HRAM devices.

Surprisingly, there was considerable variation in the results of the RAM device. We investigated the issue and discussed the possible causes in the OVS mailing list. We conclude that the behavior is due to the architecture of OVS: a substantial number of threads is created to accomplish the task of removing a large number of rules, increasing the degree of concurrency among the threads responsible for obtaining statistics and cache revalidation. This behavior was observed even with 30 redundant repetitions.

Rule priority. In the second set of experiments, we used the wildcard match rules and three distinct priority patterns: equal, increasing and decreasing. We describe the methodology applied to rule deletion with varying priorities in the following manner. First, the switch flow table is emptied. Next, a low priority rule is installed, which matches with any packet and has the action to forward traffic to the host. Then, \( R \) initial rules are installed using one of the priority patterns, with the associated action to drop matching traffic. The packet generator is activated, and the traffic matches with the last rule installed (which discards these packets). Later, a burst of \( R \) deletion requests is issued by the controller using the same pattern and rule priority of the initial rules, as we would like to remove the already installed rules. It is possible to observe the moment that the rules are removed from the table because packets stop matching with the last installed rule and start matching with the low priority rule. The deletion latency is defined as \( T_d - T_c \), where \( T_c \) is the emission of the first \textit{flow_mod} request of the deletion burst and \( T_d \) is the first packet observed via data plane in the host interface.

Figures 4c, 4d, 4e and 4f present the results. Once again, it is clear the importance of the \textit{strict} parameter when comparing the plot of Figures 4c and 4d (note the differences in the y-axis scale). Regardless of the priority pattern used to remove rules and match type, the behavior for TCAM and HTCAM devices was quite similar, increasing the latency linearly according to the number of rules being removed. We also noticed that, for these devices, exact-match and wildcard masks do not affect the table update latency. Besides, we found that removing rules with decreasing priority in these switches takes longer when compared to the other two patterns (equal and increasing),
even with strict. We conclude that this behavior is due to the displacement of rules in TCAM tables. As previously mentioned, we verified that the TCAM memory of the devices may not be prepared to search for rules with a decreasing priority pattern.

Regarding the RAM device, we observe a very unusual bimodal behavior in all priority patterns despite the use of strict (note what appears to be two curves for the bimodal behavior in all priority patterns despite the use of RAM). This behavior was observed even with 60 redundant repetitions. We contacted the OVS developers and discussed these results. The conclusion is that the variability is due to the process of cache revalidation performed by the switch. Whenever the OpenFlow tables are modified, OVS needs to iterate over all entries in cache tables (kernel space) to check if they need to update their actions or they remain correct. To perform an optimized execution, OVS batches successive flow_mod requests to execute several operations at once. Besides, it delays cache revalidation briefly when two table changes occur in rapid succession, thus generating the bimodal behavior. In contrast, rule deletion with wildcard masks did not show the high variability presented in exact-match (comparing Figures 4a and 4b with Figures 4c, 4d, 4e and 4f). This can be explained by the substantial load reduction of the switch when it discards all packets, instead of forwarding them through an output port.

Implications. These results show unusual behaviors previously unknown in the literature for RAM switches. Again we show the relevance of understanding switch operation (how each architecture behaves when dealing with control plane requests) and its parameters. Our findings show scenarios that could be critical to networks that depend on RAM switches, as rule deletion presents high latencies with significant variability. In general, these behaviors may directly affect overall application and network performance. Also, our findings may contribute to improvements in OVS to be made by the community.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we performed a comprehensive measurement of switch table update latency, comparing four SDN-enabled forwarding device designs. The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we evaluate a broader set of switch architectures (TCAM-only, RAM-only and hybrid TCAM and RAM) than related work and we are also the first work to identify and measure the influence of OpenFlow parameters in flow table update latency. Second, we define a robust methodology, which considers a range of evaluation scenarios and factors. Third, results indicate that (i) latency disparity between devices can scale up to three orders of magnitude for rule insertion; (ii) OpenFlow parameters inflate flow setup time up to 10x and 6x for rule modification and deletion, respectively; and (iii) OVS has unusual behaviors (and high variability) for rule deletion. We believe that our findings highlight the importance of understanding the operation of switches with different architectures and the need for an accurate configuration of the control plane to obtain the best performance of SDN networks.

As future work, we intend to (i) explore new switch architectures (e.g., with programmable data planes); (ii) investigate switch performance using real network workloads; and (iii) measure the performance of both control plane operations (flow_mod) and data plane requests (table lookups).
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Abstract—Mm-wave technologies are a promising solution to provide ultra-high capacity in 5G wireless access networks. However, the potential of several-GHz bandwidths must coexist with a harsh propagation environment. While high attenuations can be compensated by advanced antenna systems, the severe obstacle blockage effect can only be mitigated by more sophisticated network management.

One of the most widely adopted techniques to guarantee a reliable service in mm-wave access scenarios is to establish multiple connections from mobile to different base stations. However, the advantage of multiple mm-wave connections can be fully exploited only if uncorrelated channels are available, thus spatial diversity must be ensured. Although smart base-station selections could be made once the network is deployed, much better results are achievable if diversity-aware selection aspects are already included in the network planning phase.

In this paper, we propose for the first time an mm-wave access network planning framework which considers both spatial diversity among potential base-station selection candidates and user achievable throughput, according to channel conditions and network congestion. The results show that our approach allows to obtain much better spatial diversity conditions than traditional k-coverage approaches, and this can indeed provide higher robustness in presence of sudden obstacles.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, millimeter-wave (mm-wave) technologies have attracted a lot of interest as one of the main solutions to deliver the multi-gigabit-per-second promise to wireless broadband access users. Although scientific and industrial research has been focusing on the fundamental task of improving the spectral efficiency of wireless links and increasing the network density by deploying more devices, unlocking new spectrum bands looks to be the answer to the need of a radical boost in the achievable throughputs, as required in 5G networks.

The mm-wave spectrum band, only partially occupied, can potentially accommodate several GHz of bandwidth for wireless access communications. However, this opportunity brings in several technical challenges caused by the harsh propagation environment at very high frequencies. The first challenge is to overcome the strong attenuation over distance. This has been tackled by the design of advanced antenna arrays systems, which can concentrate many elements in small form factors thanks to the short wavelength [1]. They allow to typically reach a coverage of several hundreds of meters. A further issue with mm-waves is related to their high penetration loss and limited diffraction [2], which make every obstacle actually opaque, and thus a cause of link blockage. In order to break this limit, we must resort to new network architectures and smart resource management algorithms.

Although directional antennas allow to span several hundreds of meters, it was immediately clear that the severe blockage effects prevented considering a wide access network entirely based on mm-wave technologies. Indeed, heterogeneous network architectures have been proposed to guarantee a full coverage with a separated and reliable control-plane delegated to legacy macro base stations, while a multi-gigabit user plane is provided by the on-demand activation of mm-wave small-cells in specific regions of the service area [3]–[5]. Each device can potentially establish a dual inter-technology connection according to the current user, network, and application contextual information. However, the ultra-high-speed mm-wave service is still offered in an opportunistic manner, as such an inter-technology dual-connectivity only guarantees a reliable network signaling.

Intra-technology multi-connectivity to multiple sites equipped with the same radio interfaces has been used for many years to facilitate multi-user and hand-over procedures [6]. In the last few years, it has emerged as a solution to improve the user throughput in LTE cellular systems via inter-site carrier aggregation [7]. Finally, multi-connectivity as a solution to the unreliability problem of the ultra-high-speed service has been explicitly envisioned in 5G systems, particularly when dealing with mm-wave access networks [4], [8], [9], an example of mm-wave-technology multi-connectivity is provided in Fig. 1.

Intra-technology multi-connectivity clearly implicates higher complexity, however, this is definitively counterbalanced by many advantages for mm-wave communications: i.e., i) in a scenario with very unstable links, more alternatives ensure that the user can stay connected...
to at least one mm-wave base station (BS) when obstacles suddenly appear, ii) the establishment of multiple connections avoid a full directional cell discovery phase [3] in case of a single connection drop, iii) multiple simultaneous connections allow to apply refinement techniques to precisely localize a user and improve the efficiency of context-aware resource allocation algorithms. However, in order to be effective, intra-technology multi-connectivity requires selected mm-wave BSs to experiment uncorrelated channel conditions. Therefore, we need spatial diversity among selected mm-wave connections [10].

Since mm-wave transmissions are highly directional, ensuring an angular separation between two mm-wave BSs with respect to every single user is a good way to provide spatial diversity. Clearly, the larger angular separation between two BSs, the higher channel uncorrelation between their channels, thus better spatial diversity can be achieved. Smart spatially-diverse BS selections can be made relying on the available network layout. However, we believe (supported by the obtained results) that much better angular separation can be achieved if mm-wave BS locations are optimized by a planning process that includes spatial diversity aspects. This cannot be done by traditional k-coverage approaches, as they ensure k-connectivity without considering spatially diversity, which is potentially further reduced by the goal of minimizing the number of installed BSs.

In this paper, we propose a new network planning approach to provide intra-technology multi-connectivity in mm-wave access networks by maximizing the angular separation, thus the spatial diversity, in the group of BSs each user can select. In order to provide a realistic network plan, which includes capacity aspects, we also consider the achievable user throughput, determined by both user-BS channel conditions and congestion at the selected BSs. Finally, our approach allows to dimension a residual capacity in each BS to serve as a backup for user requests interrupted by unexpected obstacle blockages.

To the best of our knowledge, this article considers, for the first time, spatial-diversity in the design of mm-wave access networks to provide robustness in front of sudden blockages. In addition, we propose a viable approach that can address the spatial diversity, in the group of BSs each user can select. In order to provide a realistic network plan, which includes capacity aspects, we also consider the achievable user throughput, determined by both user-BS channel conditions and congestion at the selected BSs. Finally, our approach allows to dimension a residual capacity in each BS to serve as a backup for user requests interrupted by unexpected obstacle blockages.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section II, we describe the aforementioned problem and provide an overview of our solution. Section III includes the mathematical programming models used in our approach, while in Section IV we show and comment the results of the numerical evaluation we performed. In Section V, we discuss the state-of-the-art on mm-wave access network planning and directional communications. Then, Section VI concludes the paper with some final remarks.

II. THE MM-WAVE NETWORK PLANNING PROBLEM

Network planning is a key phase of the network deployment process, which determines base-stations’ placement and configuration while considering a number of aspects, including signal propagation, traffic distribution, interference, deployment cost, etc. In this process, a discrete set of candidate sites (CSs) describes the possible sites suitable for BS placement. The traffic distribution is represented using a discrete set of points, test points (TP), which are considered as centroids of traffic. The adoption of mm-wave technologies in the mobile radio access network implies a radical change in propagation conditions and antenna technologies, which lead to specific service features that must be taken into account to effectively plan the network. To be more specific, mm-wave communications are characterized by strong path losses and are vulnerable to strong fading, resulting in high signal-blockage probability, which if not properly addressed, leads to an unreliable service.

Real environments are characterized by the presence of objects (e.g. trees, vehicles, human bodies, etc.) that can lie between transmitters and receivers. Due to the high frequency characterizing mm-wave communications, almost every single object is opaque to mm-wave propagation, leading to a high probability of path obstruction that causes severe signal attenuation and connectivity drop. Therefore, the presence of objects should be carefully considered in the network planning phase to enable the deployment of a reliable mm-wave access service able to satisfy 5G QoS requirements.

As far as mm-wave radio planning is concerned, we can distinguish two different categories of objects: static objects, (e.g. buildings, walls, etc.), and nomadic objects (e.g. cars, trucks, pedestrians, etc.). While the deterministic nature of static objects’ position allows to easily take into account their presence by means of propagation prediction tools, nomadic objects can cause unpredictable connectivity drops, therefore, they can strongly worsen ultra-high-speed reliability. In this perspective, while static obstacles do not substantially change the way in which radio network planning has been carried out so far, the need of a reliable mm-wave service requires to plan the network in such a way that a potential user can be reached by multiple mm-wave BSs, providing users with backup links to restore their connectivity in case of blockage caused by nomadic obstacles. Effectively providing backup links, however, does not translate in a mere densification of the base-stations’ placement as their locations can strongly impact on the final outcome, and if not properly managed, can make additional base stations useless.

Fig. 2 shows a simple example by comparing two possible multi-coverage solutions, where two BSs must be installed in CSs covering $T P_0$. The two solutions are represented in Fig. 2a and 2c and both are valid solutions of the problem, however, the two are not equivalent in terms of robustness to obstacle obstructions. Fig. 2b and 2d show the different behavior of the two solutions in case an unexpected obstacle appears. In Fig. 2b the random obstacle is completely obstructing all possible TP connection alternatives. In terms of robustness, this 2-coverage solution has almost the same quality as that of a single coverage, causing the additional base station to be useless. Instead, in Fig. 2d, thanks to the angular separation of installed base stations, the TP can still maintain an mm-wave
In this paper, we propose a network planning approach based on mathematical programming models which can effectively improve the mm-wave service robustness against sudden obstacle blockages. The rationale behind our approach is to include spatial-diversity aspects in a k-coverage problem in order to provide the required coverage while maximizing the angular diversity from which multiple mm-wave BSs can reach a potential user. The angular diversity will increase the availability of independent backup connections in case of obstacles obstruction, and consequently, it will improve the mm-wave service reliability.

However, describing the problem just in geometrical terms by considering the physical availability of backup connections only ensures the mm-wave service coverage, but does not provide any guarantee on its quality. Indeed, radio resources are shared among users associated with a BS. Each user occupies a portion of radio resource according to its demand, achievable modulation scheme, and network congestion. Therefore, mm-wave BSs must provide enough throughput even in case of link reconfigurations due to obstacle obstructions. This must be reflected into the network planning process. To this extent, we assume each user has a minimum traffic demand to be guaranteed and it must be entirely served via one link (primary link) of the multiple connections made available in the network plan. Other links (secondary links) are kept synchronized, but traffic is sent only in case the primary link is blocked. This is a simplifying assumption, although in line with current technology advancements, which allows to better understand the trade-offs involved in this problem. However, other solutions, like coordinated multipoint or cooperative transmissions, can be easily captured in the proposed models by simply making straightforward changes.

There are two opposite approaches to deal with demand guarantees in case of link reconfigurations in this mm-wave scenario. The most conservative solution is to plan the network in such a way that in each of the alternative connections (one primary link and several secondary links) the required demand is guaranteed. This ensures that the request is satisfied for any obstacle obstruction that does not completely block all possible connections. However, this implies high installation costs due to the resource underutilization when obstacles impairments are not severe. The opposite solution consists in just guaranteeing the demand through the primary link, with no reservation on the others. This provides the minimum cost deployment, however users may see a reduction of guaranteed throughput in case of link reconfiguration. Clearly, an intermediate behavior would provide the best trade-off: the whole demand can be reserved on primary links, while only a fraction of it along secondary links. This allows to mitigate the effects of the reconfigurations leveraging link failure statistics.

Fig. 3 shows an example of two possible solutions applying the two opposite capacity reservation strategies. In the example, the network planning has to provide 2-coverage (one primary and one secondary link, respectively solid and dashed lines) to TPs, and BS capacity, $C$, is such that only two user demands, $D$, can be accommodated with no loss, i.e., $C = 2D$. The figure shows a network snapshot: Fig. 3a is the solution without capacity reservation on the secondary link, while Fig. 3c with full capacity reservation. Fig. 3b and 3d show the effects of a random blockage in both solutions: despite being equivalent in terms of connectivity, they are not in terms of achievable throughput. Indeed, without capacity reservation, Fig. 3b, $TP_2$ secondary link is not a good backup because $CS_4$ resources are already completely saturated by $TP_1$ and $TP_3$. Vice-versa, when full capacity reservation is guaranteed, Fig. 3d, $CS_4$ resources are totally reserved to $TP_0$ and $TP_2$ secondary links, therefore the link reconfiguration caused by the obstacle does not impact on $TP_2$ guaranteed throughput.
In the next section, we present two mathematical programming models able to capture all above-mentioned aspects and provide an obstacle-robust mm-wave network plan.

III. NETWORK PLANNING MODELS

This section describes the Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models we propose for blockage-robust 5G mm-wave planning. First, we present a basic optimization model to include angular diversity aspects in multiple coverage, with the aim of maximizing angular diversity among BSs selected for the coverage. Then, we propose an extension of the basic model to jointly plan coverage and guarantee expected throughput. We include both the extra capacity needed to manage backup connections in case of blockage and the effect of rate adaptation techniques.

A. Maximizing Angular Diversity

Considering an area to be covered by an mm-wave service, we denote by $\mathcal{M}$ the set of CSs where a BS can be installed and by $\mathcal{N}$ the set of TPs. The objective of the proposed model is the maximization of the angular diversity from which each TP connects to the BSs selected for multi-connectivity, while satisfying $k$-coverage and deployment cost constraints.

We start by introducing parameters and decision variables used in our model to provide blockage-robust coverage. The coverage matrix $A = A_{ij}$ summarizes propagation characteristics in our model. $A_{ij}$ depends on physical properties, like distance between TP $i$ and CS $j$, transmitting power, receiver sensitivity, and antenna gain, and it is equal to $1$ if the CS $j$ can cover the TP $i$ (when they reciprocally point their beams) and $0$ otherwise. These coverage maps are commonly adopted in any radio network planning approach. Moreover, this is flexible to any assumption on physical properties: a proper matrix will be filled, and thus the model applied. Note that even static obstacles can be considered in this formulation. Indeed, the presence of a fixed obstruction will translate into a set of $0$s at specific $(i,j)$ pairs, which would have been $1$s otherwise. Finally, we accounted for highly directional antennas by averaging the directivity function over the main lobe in order to obtain a realistic value of the antenna gains even in case of non-perfect transmitter-receiver alignment.

Angular diversity is evaluated through the matrix $\Theta = \Theta_{i,j,k}$, which denotes the angular separation between two different CSs $j,k \in \mathcal{M}$, observed from the point of view of a TP $i \in \mathcal{N}$. This matrix can be automatically computed a-priori, once TP locations and potential BS sites (CSs) are known. Parameter $K$ defines the minimum coverage level ($K$-coverage), that is, the minimum number of installed mm-wave BSs to cover each TP in a valid network plan. Parameter $B$ denotes the deployment budget limiting the number of activated CSs.

The model considers two main types of decision variables:
- A binary installation variable $y_j$, which defines the mm-wave BS placement within available CSs, $y_j$ is equal to $1$ if a BS must be installed in CS $j$, $0$ otherwise.
- A binary association variable $x_{i,j}$, which defines TP-CS assignment. In the optimal solutions, $x_{i,j} = 1$ means that CS $j$ is selected as one of the $K$ alternative links for TP $i$ which provide the best BS angular separation.

The additional variable $\delta_i \in [0,2\pi]$ is a support variable denoting the minimum angular diversity achievable by TP $i$. In order to simplify the description of the following models, the definition of their variables and parameters are summarized in Tab. I.

Given the above definitions and notation, we can describe the Angular-Diversity-aware k-coverage Problem (ADkP) as follows:

$$\text{[ADkP]}: \quad \max_{\mathcal{N}} \frac{1}{|\mathcal{N}|} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} \delta_i$$

s.t.
$$\delta_i \leq \Theta_{i,j,k} + 2\pi \ast (2 - x_{ij} - x_{ik}), \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, \quad \forall j,k \in \mathcal{M} : j \neq k \quad (2)$$
$$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{M}} x_{ij} \geq K, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N} \quad (3)$$
$$x_{ij} \leq A_{ij} \cdot y_j, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (4)$$
$$\sum_{j \in \mathcal{M}} S_j y_j \leq B, \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (5)$$
$$x_{ij}, y_j \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, j \in \mathcal{M} \quad (6)$$

The objective function (1) maximizes the average of the minimum angular diversity values achievable at each TP $i \in \mathcal{N}$. ¹

Constraint (2) is the key constraint for providing angular diversity to the $k$-coverage framework. It holds only if CS $j$ and CS $k$ are selected as CSs providing the best angular separation to TP $i$ in the optimal solutions (thus $x_{ij} = x_{ik} = 1$).

¹Note that different objectives can be easily plugged into the model, we selected this function as it allows to achieve a good balance between diversity fairness and overall diversity maximization.
otherwise the constraint is inactivated via a big-M technique. If CS \( j \) and CS \( k \) are selected and assigned to TP \( i \), then their angular separation \( \Theta_{ijk} \) must be taken into account. This must be true also when \( k \)-coverage has \( k > 2 \). In this case, we must evaluate the angular separation of every CS pair in the set of selected CSs. The combination of objective function and constraint (2) acts like a max-min function, which forces variables \( \delta_i \) to assume a value equal to the minimum angular separation between every possible pair of CSs among those selected to provide the best angular diversity to TP \( i \). Constraint (3) is the coverage constraint and ensures that the required coverage level \( K \) is met per TP. Constraints (4) and (5) respectively enforce that a TP can be assigned only to a covering CS with a BS installed and that the installation cost \( (S_i \) is the cost of installing an mm-wave BS at CS \( i \), including backhauling costs) does not exceed a given budget \( B \).

B. Advanced models considering user throughput

We now extend ADkP model to consider capacity planning as well. In this scenario, the network plan must guarantee, together with the desired coverage level, that the user traffic links \( (\text{those defined by variables } \alpha) \) are reserved a full extra-capacity on secondary links. Vice versa, \( \alpha \) available to each user can be above a given threshold. A network configuration in which the potential throughput \( \sum p_{ij} \) of every CS \( j \) is the cost of installing an mm-wave BS at CS \( i \) is set to \( 2 \). Therefore, we include in our model the user throughput demand associated with TP \( i \) through parameter \( D_i \), and, through parameter \( C_j \), the capacity associated with the installation (backhauling included) of an mm-wave BS in CS \( j \).

We also introduce a further set of binary decision variables \( p_{ij} \). Variable \( p_{ij} \) is set to 1 if the link to CS \( j \) is selected to be the primary link for TP \( i \), i.e., the preferred link to convey user traffic, the one with a full throughput guarantee. We refer to other \( K - 1 \) links as secondary links. We would like to remark that the model does not mandatorily imply any capacity reservation mechanism. Considering a demand guarantee in the network planning phase has just the goal of providing a network configuration in which the potential throughput available to each user can be above a given threshold.

Finally, we use parameter \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) to tune extra-capacity reservation in order to deal with link reconfiguration. With \( \alpha = 1 \), throughput is guaranteed over all \( k \) alternative links, reserving a full extra-capacity on secondary links. Vice versa, \( \alpha = 0 \) means that throughput is guaranteed only on primary links (those defined by variables \( p_{ij} \)). Values between 0 and 1 provide a plan in which the entire throughput is guaranteed only on primary links, while a fraction \( \alpha \) of it is guaranteed on secondary links, limiting the reserved extra-capacity.

The Joint Angular-Diversity-and-Capacity-aware \( k \)-coverage Problem (JADkCP) is described as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[JADkCP]} : \quad & \max \quad \frac{1}{|N|} \sum_{i \in N} \delta_i \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \text{[ADkP]} : \text{constraints (3)-(5)} \\
& p_{ij} \leq x_{ij}, \quad \forall i \in N, j \in M \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

\( \delta_i \) is the cost of installing an mm-wave BS at CS \( i \), including backhauling costs. \( B \) is the cost of backhauling if it is guaranteed.

\( \alpha \sum_{i \in N, \ A_{ij}=1} D_i x_{ij} + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i \in N, \ A_{ij}=1} D_i p_{ij} \leq C_j y_j, \quad \forall j \in M \quad (9) \)

\( x_{ij}, y_j, p_j \in \{0, 1\}, \quad \forall i \in N, j \in M \quad (10) \)

Three new constraints have been added to the previous model. Constraints (7) and (8) guarantee that only one among CSs assigned to TP \( i \) can be defined as primary link. Capacity constraint (9) enables the throughput guarantee strategy defined by the parameter \( \alpha \). Setting \( \alpha = 0 (\alpha = 1) \) inactivates the first(second) LHS term. For \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \), the model enforces that the sum of secondary links’ extra capacity and primary link’s full demand does not exceed the site capacity \( C_j \), if an mm-wave BS is installed. Otherwise, no demand can be served. All remaining constraints are the same as in the previous model.

Rate Adaptation: JADkCP model can be extended to deal with link rate adaptation, which dynamically selects the proper code and modulation scheme according to the channel quality. In order to capture this behavior, we introduce the matrix \( R = R_{ij} \), which defines for each potential TP \( i \) - CS \( j \) pair the maximum achievable rate. Matrix \( R \) can be filled considering physical link parameters like transmission power, antenna patterns, propagation conditions, per-modulation receiver sensitivity thresholds, transmission overheads, etc. Moreover, given the very-high directivity of involved transmissions, we can reasonably assume that achievable rates are only slightly affected by concurrent transmissions, thus interference can be modeled as a simple traffic demand overhead.

In order to enable rate adaptation features in JADkCP model, we need to replace constraint (9) with the following:

\[
\alpha \sum_{i \in N, \ A_{ij}=1} D_i \frac{R_{ij}}{R_{ij}} x_{ij} + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i \in N, \ A_{ij}=1} D_i \frac{R_{ij}}{R_{ij}} p_{ij} \leq y_j, \quad \forall j \in M \quad (11)
\]

Differently from (9), in which the simple user bitrate is considered, constraint (11) models mm-wave BS resource sharing as a time-sharing process (similarly to the indications of IEEE 802.11ad frame specification).

The rationale behind constraint (11) is that an average rate for user \( i \) equal to the maximum achievable rate \( R_{ij} \) can be obtained only if just user \( i \) is served for the entire duration of the available time (i.e., time frame). The fraction \( \frac{D_i}{R_{ij}} \) expresses the time share at CS \( j \) to be assigned to TP \( i \) to get an average rate equal to \( D_i \), given a \( R_{ij} \) bit/s channel. The constraint enforces that the sum of the time shares of TPs assigned to CS \( j \) does not exceed the physical limit of 1, if a mm-wave BS is installed in CS \( j \).

IV. Numerical Results

In this section, we provide the results of a numerical evaluation campaign on previously presented models. All the following instances are modeled and solved by IBM ILOG OPL and CPLEX Optimizer, and, wherever not differently specified, each outcome is the result of an average over 100 different instances. In each instance, we consider a rectangular
service area with dimensions $800m \times 600m$, a number of $m$ candidate sites, in which to locate mm-wave BSs, and a number of $n$ TPs. Using a pseudo-random number generator each CS and each TP is assigned a position with uniform distribution in the service area. Without loss of generality, we assumed that BS deployment cost is the same in all CSs and equal to 1.

Although dealing with a NP-complete problem, as including a set-covering problem as sub-problem, the solution of large instances of 60 TPs and 100 CSs just took 10 minutes with a 2% optimality gap on an Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz and 96GB RAM 8-core machine. Considering the deployment process of broadband wireless access networks, this is a very reasonable time for an entire plan.

We set the CS transmission power at 30 [dBm]. The average antenna gain over all possible main-lobe directions is found by averaging the antenna model provided by [11] with fixed elevation and azimuthal beam-width respectively set at 60 [deg] and 20 [deg], leading to an average gain of 9.45 [dB]. In order to fill the coverage matrix $A$, we considered the mm-wave propagation model developed within MiWEBA project [11].

When rate adaption has been considered, we set rates and SINR thresholds as those used IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) specification [12]. While the maximum BS capacity is set to 4.6Gbps, which corresponds to the maximum achievable rate in IEEE 802.11ad.

It is also important to introduce the performance figure Average Angular Diversity (A-AD) in a way that it makes the demonstration and comparison intuitive and easy to understand, therefore we use this simple formulation for A-AD in our following plots:

$$A-AD: \frac{f_{avg.min}}{(2\pi/K)}$$

where $f_{avg.min}$ is the optimum value of the objective function of the proposed models, that is, the average over the minimum angular diversity values achievable at each TP and $K$ refers to the K-coverage parameter. A-AD can vary from 0 to maximum of 1 in the case where the average angle between CSs covering each TP is the maximum possible for all TPs. This is best case scenario as all CSs are well positioned with respect to TPs and there is a high Average Angular Diversity. In the case of traditional k-coverage where the concept of A-AD does not exist, having all the CSs selected by a standard min-cost k-coverage model, we use another MILP model to compute the best possible A-AD with those previously selected CSs.

Fig. 4 shows, with solid lines, the behavior of A-AD when number of available CSs and deployment budget vary. In addition, dotted lines show the percentage of available CSs which are used to install an mm-wave BSs. Given a fixed budget $B$, A-AD is increasing as the number of CSs increases in the service area. This clearly demonstrates that having more potential candidate sites provides better choices to the network planning. Similarly, as budget $B$ increases, higher A-AD can be achieved. The comparison with the results of a traditional k-coverage approach that minimizes the total number of selected BSs shows two interesting aspects: i) when the number of CSs is limited or the budget is low, the number of deployable BSs is so limited that coverage is the main focus and little can be done in terms of angular diversity; ii) when budget increases, our model can achieve much better A-AD values and better exploit available degrees of freedom. The latter is also confirmed by dotted lines in the picture, which show that the number of installed CSs for $B = 12$ is similar to that of the k-coverage.

In addition, differently from the traditional k-coverage, our model allows to exploit high budget values, by substantially increasing the number of installed CSs. The decrease in the number of installed CSs when more CSs are available is due to the considered objective function: when more and better choices can be made (more CSs), the same performance (A-AD) can be obtained with less resources (installed CSs).

Fig 5 explores the cases with a higher number of TPs and its impact on A-AD. Increasing the number of TPs in the
Fig. 6: A-AD behavior varying the number of available CSs and coverage parameter \( k \). The scenario considers a budget equal to half of the number of available CSs and 15 TPs.

Fig. 7: Coverage Comparison between the proposed model (AD\( k \)P) and a classical k-coverage (K-COV) varying the deployment budget and the number of obstacles in the service area. The scenario considers 15 TPs and 100 available CSs.

In the following part, we investigate the performance of the advanced model, which jointly considers coverage, capacity reservation and user throughput via rate adaptation. Fig. 8 shows a typical effect caused by the addition of user demand and rate adaptation features: as the demand increases, the average distance between CSs and their assigned TPs decreases. Since we need higher data rates for each TP, they can be delivered only in good channels conditions, like those nearby mm-wave BSs. By increasing user demands, A-AD decreases as well, as it can be seen in Fig 9. Indeed, requesting high data rate results in a lower number of CSs close enough to provide that throughput, so the model has less freedom to position mm-wave BSs and A-AD decreases, as a result.

To prove the blockage robustness of the proposed mm-wave access network planning approach, we consider some line segments randomly dropped in the service area with a random orientation. Each 20m segment behaves like an obstacle surface by blocking the mm-wave propagation, so that a CS-TP link is interrupted if the link and an obstacle segment intersect. Adding each of these obstacles, we check blockages in both traditional k-coverage and proposed model with fixed budgets, where k-coverage model randomly selects CSs to fill the excess budget.

In Fig 7 we show the network robustness once the network is planned (according to either the proposed model or a k-coverage approach) with different budget values and random obstacles are dropped into the service area. The robustness in front of sudden obstacles is measured as percentage of TPs that can still get connected to a mm-wave BS after the appearance of a given number of obstacles. We clearly notice the coverage and robustness difference between the proposed approach and the traditional approach by increasing the budget. There are three important points to be considered:

1) In the worst case scenario, when budget \( B \) is very low (in our case 10), as it is clear also on Fig 4, there is no much degree of freedom to increase A-AD, as a result, the proposed model and the k-coverage mostly select similar CSs with some minor changes. The reason is budget \( B \) is so tight that our proposed model has no way but a solution very close to the k-coverage case, so in cases with low budget, a small increase in the coverage is observed.

2) As we provide our model with more budget, we have a higher chance to increase the amount of A-AD, which gives the opportunity to improve the total coverage after the obstacles drop. The difference in coverage is remarkable in Fig 7 with 200-300 obstacles in the service area.

3) The other important message that Fig 7 conveys is that it is not true that by haphazardly adding the excess CSs we can get the same coverage as by positioning them with high A-AD using the proposed model. The increase in A-AD will always result in lower blockages caused by obstacles.

This summarizes the general behavior of the proposed planning model by mentioning all trade-offs we have, and finally proves its advantages with respect to traditional k-coverage.
Fig. 8: Average primary link length varying per-user demand. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, $B = 30$, and $\alpha = 0.5$.

Fig. 9: A-AD trend varying the number of available CSs and user demands. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, $B$ is equal to half of the number of available CSs, and $\alpha = 0.5$.

One feature which plays an important role in this model is $\alpha$, which can increase the amount of extra capacity reserved on secondary links. As we add obstacles into the service area, the average throughput is plotted in Fig. 10 for different values of budget and $\alpha$. Reported values are obtained by solving a throughput-maximization assignment model over the links that are still available once obstacles are dropped. The figure clearly shows the effects of modifying parameter $\alpha$: in the case of $\alpha = 1$, the average throughput is higher as we have higher reserved capacity in our secondary (backup) links. Moreover, high-budget values reduce the difference between cases with $A = 0$ and $A = 1$, as the total network capacity is much higher than the total demand in the service area. This, together with a network plan with high A-AD, helps to provide higher average throughput in case of sudden blockages, even if no capacity reservation is prearranged.

Fig. 10: Available throughput with JADCKP when obstacles appear. Comparison for different values of $\alpha$ and budget. The scenario considers 15 TPs, 200 CSs, and $D_i = 1000$ Mbps.

V. RELATED WORKS

Within the 30-year-old literature on wireless network planning, directional transmissions have been addressed in a big set of works dealing with different network topologies. In wireless ad-hoc networks, the availability of directional antennas increases the degrees of freedom in which the common medium can be shared; advanced medium access [13], scheduling [14], and topology control [15] problems have been investigated. Models for the joint optimization of routing and transmission scheduling in wireless mesh networks [16] have been proposed to fully exploit the potential of directional transmissions in order to improve the capacity of those networks. Finally, directional sensors have been considered in models for planning Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [17]. However, despite inspiring 5G network approaches, these models do not capture all specific aspects of mm-wave communications.

In the context of Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), mm-wave directional transmissions were introduced more than 10 years ago. This has led to several optimization papers investigating many different aspects related to the use of mm-waves for transmissions among mobile users: spatial multiplexing exploitation via transmission scheduling [18], optimal admission control for domestic high-definition video streams [19], best relay identification in multi-hop communications [20]. Unfortunately, WPAN scenarios are radically different from those characterizing 5G mm-wave access networks. The very short WPAN range makes the use of omnidirectional transmission still viable in some communication phases and reduces the probability of LOS obstacle blockage. In addition, WPANs are typically designed according to traffic requirements very different from those of mm-wave 5G networks. Therefore, we need new models and methods to deal with the specific aspects of such networks.

When mm-wave technologies are involved, obstacles’ shadowing and blockage effects become one of the major issues during network operations: access [3], resource management
[21], [22], transport layer [23], etc. Different solutions have been proposed to mitigate these effects, multi-connectivity is the most common in the mm-wave context, where the management of these multiple connections is the main focus [4], [8], [9].

The standard way to guarantee multi(k)-connectivity in a wireless access network is to adopt planning methods with k-coverage constraints. The literature on k-coverage, mostly for WSNs [24], is huge, indeed many objectives and characteristics can be requested to the obtained network layout. In the field of Visual Sensor Networks, the problem of how to place cameras in order to avoid obstacles has been largely studied [25]. The goal is to plan their fields of view in order to provide the best visibility of a given area. Although sharing some similarities with our problem, different technological domain and lack of throughput constraints make these approaches unsuitable for our purposes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that investigates angular diversity for connection reliability and capacity aspects in a wireless multi-connectivity context.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a network planning approach for 5G mm-wave access networks that allows to fully exploit multi-connectivity by providing spatial diversity among BSs. This produces network layouts with better BS alternatives for mm-wave users. In addition, QoS aspects related to user throughput guarantees and rate adaptation have been included as well.

Our approach has been tested on different instances, showing it is indeed effective in providing an angular separation between BSs remarkably larger than that achievable with traditional k-coverage approaches. This leads to networks that are much more robust to unexpected obstacles. In addition, results have shown that capacity reservation strategies and rate adaptation play a main role in defining the final network design.

We believe multi-connectivity will be a fundamental feature of 5G mm-wave networks and our contribution can help to provide the required level of reliability to such promising but challenging technology.
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Abstract—5G is set out to address the business contexts of 2020 and beyond, by enabling new network and service capabilities. The industry consensus is that 5G will facilitate ubiquitous connectivity, seamlessly integrating wireless technologies and complementary communication networks, while operators will be capable of providing networks on a need-for-service basis. Furthermore, there is a need for operators to exploit new revenue sources and break the traditional business model of a single network infrastructure ownership, by supporting multi-tenancy. Network slicing can provide a solution towards this end; it is considered a key for meeting 5G’s diverse requirements, including future-proof scalability and flexibility.

Provisioning and management of network slices in the transition from Long Term Evolution (LTE) to the emerging 5G systems poses the need for the mapping of service chains that express traffic and processing requirements of LTE slices. In this respect, we follow a different approach to the service chain mapping problem, promoting virtualized network function (NF) sharing among multiple service chains that are associated with a certain network slice. Using mixed-integer linear programming formulations, we show that our approach leads to reduced NF state and management overhead, compared to the common resource allocation practice in virtualized Radio Access Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next-generation cellular networks will cater to a wide range of new business opportunities, such as network slice provisioning on a lease basis, in order to support multi-tenancy and meet diverse application requirements. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) have been seen as key enablers towards 5G network slicing, as they allow the creation of customisable network elements which can be subsequently chained together programmatically. These network elements and functions can be easily configured and reused in each network slice to meet certain performance requirements, enabling new business opportunities by facilitating flexible and agile support for multi-service and multi-tenancy.

While the vision is very compelling from an infrastructure, operation and business perspective, the deployment of network slices poses various challenges, inherent to the enabling technologies, specific to the shared physical medium or associated to the application context. Focusing on Software Defined Mobile Networks (SDMN), different tenants issue requests to a mobile network provider for leasing network slices, where each slice as a logical end-to-end construct is self-contained, using network function chains for delivering services to a given group of devices.

Long Term Evolution (LTE) network slicing [1] commonly encompasses the following: (i) virtualizing the mobile core, deploying mobile core elements as virtualized network functions (vNF), and sharing the corresponding physical resources among tenants; (ii) sharing the base station (also termed as eNodeB) resources, where different scenarios can be supported for sharing physical resource blocks in the frequency/time/space domain at Layer 2; and (iii) sharing spectrum resources between different operators.

Considering the deployment of LTE elements as vNFs over virtualized infrastructures, authors in [2] introduce LTE as a Service framework, where both the mobile core services and eNodeB are deployed in a virtualized environment, using Openstack and Linux Containers. Authors in [1] describe the deployment of LTE Components as vNFs with OpenAirInterface (OAI) and the JUJU Framework, including mobile core network elements and 3GPP compliant eNodeBs, decomposed to the baseband unit (BBU) and remote radio head (RRH). Following the principles of the aforementioned approaches, we consider network slicing from the mobile core (termed as Evolved Packet Core - EPC) to the Radio Access Network (RAN), where virtualized eNodeBs are deployed, without, however, looking into aspects of slicing and apportioning the radio spectrum. Baseband processing functions are deployed on the virtualized eNodeBs, which are hosted on general-purpose hardware, supporting the dedicated RRHs implemented using software-defined radio (SDR) technology.

To ensure that network slices can deliver the desired benefits for each tenant, mobile network operators need to employ advanced techniques, which will optimize resource allocation for slice provisioning and also facilitate closed-loop performance maintenance. To this end, new algorithms and solutions need to be devised for allocating network and computing resources among different slices with the objective of meeting the performance and other functional requirements of applications/services, while, at the same time, maximizing the overall utility for the provider. In this respect, we consider a LTE slice composed of a group of service chains (SFC),
e.g., each one handling a set of traffic classes, such as voice, media streaming etc. Hence, we tackle this resource allocation problem at the granularity of a service chain, and, thereby, seek to optimize the assignment of service chains onto the virtualized RAN infrastructure. This essentially consists in the placement of virtualized LTE/EPC elements (which are assumed to be implemented as vNFs) and the selection of the corresponding paths between these vNFs.

In most existing approaches (e.g., [3], [4]), separate vNFs are allocated for each service chain, which means that each vNF instance is associated with a single chain. This approach yields: (i) increased overheads associated with vNF provisioning and management, (ii) potentially larger amount of NF state, if the state required by a LTE element is replicated among all the vNF instances in the slice, (iii) inefficient resource utilisation, since certain vNFs may have the required capacity to serve additional service chains, due to the statistical multiplexing of traffic, and (iv) fragmentation of resources, due to the larger number of vNF instances. To alleviate these inefficiencies, we promote the sharing of vNFs among the service chains of a LTE slice, aiming at lower provisioning and management costs as well as NF state reduction. To this end, we present mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for: (i) LTE service chain mapping with vNF sharing, and (ii) a baseline LTE service mapping that corresponds to the common resource allocation practice in virtualized RANs (i.e., each service chain has its own dedicated vNFs).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the LTE network infrastructure. Section III describes the service chain mapping problem. In Section IV, we present our MILP formulations. In Section V, we compare the efficiency of our proposed method against the baseline using simulations. Section VI provides an overview of related work. Finally, in Section VII, we highlight our conclusions and discuss directions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

The term LTE encompasses the evolution of the UMTS radio access to the Evolved-UTRAN (E-UTRAN). This is accompanied by the evolution in the GPRS Core Network, under the name System Architecture Evolution (SAE), which includes the EPC network. LTE and SAE together constitute the Evolved Packet System.

E-UTRAN. The E-UTRAN consists of a network of base stations (termed as eNodeBs – eNBs) that provide radio access to the User Equipment (UE). eNBs provide user and control plane protocol terminations toward the UEs. They communicate with each other by means of the X2 interface. The eNBs are also connected via the S1 interface to the EPC. RANs are usually provisioned for peak loads, leading to inefficient resource utilisation, i.e., up to 80% of CAPEX and 60% of OPEX in mobile networks is spent on RANs [5].

Centralised Radio Access Network (C-RAN) architecture splits the eNB to: (i) the BBU responsible for L1 digital processing of the baseband signal (i.e., radio function) along with performing upper layer functions and interfacing with the backhaul; and (ii) the RRH performing functions such as amplification of RF signals, filtering, and AD/DA conversion. Following the C-RAN approach RRHs, installed close to the antenna, are connected to a centralized BBU pool at macro cell sites or central office locations, using the fronthaul transport network. Different protocols have been standardized for the fronthaul such as the common public radio interface (CPRI) [6]. Virtual RAN extends this flexibility further, through the virtualization of the execution environment [7], where radio functions is a network service running in a virtualized environment (Cloud RAN), potentially delivered as a cloud service (RAN as a service – RAaaS). Advances in the direction of leveraging NFV principles for C-RAN (also known as NFV-C-RAN, vRAN) are currently emerging via proof of concept implementations [8].

EPC. The EPC contains user and control plane elements for routing, session establishment, mobility management, and billing. The user plane mainly consists of the Serving Gateway (S-GW) and the Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW), used for UE traffic forwarding and tunnelling. More specifically, S-GW serves as a mobility anchor, whereas the P-GW routes UE traffic to external Packet Data Networks (PDNs). Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the main control plane element, responsible for UE authentication and authorization, session establishment and mobility management. The QoS level for each transmission path (termed as EPS bearer) between the UE and the P-GW is determined by the P-GW. When a UE is attached to the LTE, a default bearer is established supporting best-effort QoS. The EPS bearer consists of the radio data bearer (i.e. between UE and eNB), the S1 data bearer (i.e. between eNB and S-GW) and the S5 data bearer (i.e. between the SG-W and the P-GW). The GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP) is used for setting up the user plane data-paths between the eNB, S-GW and P-GW. In many cases, application-specific traffic (e.g. voice, video) is enforced to traverse a set of NFs, used by operators to differentiate their services [9]. Such NFs are traditionally deployed as specialized network devices, known as middleboxes. The SGi interface signifies the demarcation point between the EPC (P-GW) and the PDN. SGi-LAN refers to the NFs (e.g., NATs, firewalls, caches) deployed by mobile operators on this reference point.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In order to create an LTE network slice, we should dynamically allocate, install, program and configure all the LTE network-specific elements. This requires the deployment of virtualized data and control plane functional entities (i.e., BBU in RAN and MME, S/P-GW at the EPC) at the mobile operator’s NFV Infrastructure (NFVI), which may span multiple NFVI Points-of-Presence (PoPs), i.e., datacenters (DCs). NFVI-PoPs extend to the operator’s WAN infrastructure, such as local or regional PoPs for small or larger-scale NFVI deployments. LTE network slicing further raises the need
for service chaining (i.e., steering the traffic through a sequence of vNFs that implement the LTE user and control plane elements). Service chaining can be configured using flow tagging or tunneling to overcome the implications of “mangling” middleboxes, as exemplified in recent work [10], [11]. Fig. 1 illustrates such a service chain\(^2\), whose end-points express different levels of abstraction at the mobile fronthaul (e.g., Aggregation Point for RRHs using appropriate equipment such as CPRI\(\rightarrow\)Ethernet Gateway and CPRI mux). Based on this description, for a single LTE network slice, we need to efficiently place a set of LTE service chains, defined by the corresponding end-points (e.g., one service chain per RRH aggregation point or RRH/cell).

The optimization problem at hand is the minimization of the resource provisioning cost for the LTE network operator, while allocating CPU and bandwidth for the LTE service chains. The problem is similar to service mapping (e.g., [12]), since LTE service chains can be seen as bi-directional graphs that need to be embedded onto a substrate network [13]. This approach has been followed by recent work on NF placement in a virtualized EPC [4], [14]. However, in this work, the set of vNF forwarding graphs are mapped independently, leading to a potentially large number of vNFs, which in turn yields a substantial management cost for the LTE operator, especially during dynamic re-provisioning. Another downside of this approach is that the state required for each LTE element has to be replicated across a large number of NF instances, which essentially increases the total amount of state that has to be maintained.

In contrast to this common practice and inline with [15], we promote NF sharing across LTE service chains in order to reduce the number of NF instances and, consequently, the provisioning and management cost incurred by network slicing. In particular, we consider that flows from different cells (RRHs or Aggregation Points) can share and reuse NFs. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates two LTE service chains that share common vNFs (P-GW and S-GW). In this respect, we decompose the problem of resource allocation for LTE network slicing into the following steps:

- **Slice dimensioning**, which generates the number of NF instances (for each LTE data or control plane element) required to handle the expected traffic load. For example, a typical LTE system at a national level is composed of 10s of PGW, 100s of SGWs, and 1000s of eNBs [16]. The load is defined by the inbound traffic rate and the resource profile for each virtualized EPC functions (i.e., CPU cycles / packet).
- **NF placement**, which computes the optimized assignment of the generated NF instances onto the servers of the operator’s NFVI.
- **Binding**, which associates the assigned NF instances with the LTE service chains, according to their computational and bandwidth requirements.
- **Path Selection**, which refers to the selection of the data paths through the LTE vNFs placed and bound to the service chains.

Following this approach, we present a MILP formulation for near-optimal LTE service chain mappings, by sharing vNFs among multiple LTE service chains. More specifically, vNF sharing is applicable, e.g., for a set of LTE service chains on the same Tracking Area (TA), which is the logical grouping of neighbour eNBs in LTE networks, or the Tracking Area List (TAL), which is a group of Tracking Areas. TAs manage and locate UEs in a LTE network, when the UE is in CONNECTED state. However, in IDLE state the UE location is only known at TAL level. Therefore, at any point in time, the corresponding number of UEs in the TAL can provide an estimate of the expected load, which is required for slice dimensioning.

In Section IV, we present a baseline MILP formulation which corresponds to the common practice for LTE service chain mapping, i.e., each LTE service chain is associated with its own individual vNFs. Section V provides a detailed comparison between the two methods and discusses the gains achieved by the MILP that promotes NF sharing.

**IV. Problem Formulations for LTE Slicing**

In this section, we discuss (i) the MILP formulation that shares NFs among service chains, and (ii) the baseline MILP formulation that allocates separate NFs per chain.

**A. Service Mapping with NF Sharing**

1) **Network and Request Model**: In the following, we introduce the network and request model for the MILP formulation with NF sharing.

**Network Model.** The operator has a number of \(|A|\) available NFVI-PoPs interconnected via the provider’s network. Each site’s infrastructure is represented as a directed weighted graph \(G_a = (N_a, E_a)\), where \(N_a\) represents the set of all nodes (i.e., routers/switches, and servers) that belong to the operator’s NFVI \(a\) and \(E_a\) the corresponding substrate links. Inter-DC links are denoted as \(E_{a\rightarrow a'} = \{(u_a, v_{a'})|\forall u_a \in N_a, v_{a'} \in N_{a'}, a \neq a'\}\). We consider a network-wide view of the operator’s network; the overall substrate topology is denoted as \(G_{S'} = (N_{S'}, E_{S'})\), where \(E_{S'} = \cup_{a \in A} E_a \cup \cup_{a \neq a'} E_{a \rightarrow a'}\).

We consider a set of \(I\) RRHs that belong to the same TAL. The length of the fronthaul link between the RRH and the BBU vNF can not exceed a given value; this guarantees the

\[\text{Fig. 1: LTE service chain.}\]
signal synchronization between RRH and BBU [17]. In this case, this is set to 20km [7]. We consider that there is at least one existing link from an RRH to an NFVI-PoP that meets this requirement. We augment the substrate graph node set with \( I \) pseudo nodes \( N_S^I = N_S^I \cup I \), (zero capacity). Network links between RRHs and PoPs are added to the link set, thus \( E_S = E_S^L \cup \{(u,i)|u \in N_S^I, i \in I\} \cup\{(i,u)|u \in N_S^I, i \in I\} \) forming the directed substrate graph \( G_S = (N_S,E_S) \). Node sets of specific type are denoted as \( N_S^T \) (i.e., routers, switches, RRHs, Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) and servers). Thus, the overall set of physical servers for the substrate is \( N_S^\text{ser} = \cup_{u=1}^U N_S^u \). Every node \( n \in N_S^u \) and link \((u,v) \in E_S\) is associated with its residual capacity, denoted by \( r_n \) and \( r_{uv} \), respectively. The residual capacity for substrate routers, switches and RRHs is set to zero.

**Virtual Network Functions.** The set \( N_V \) represents possible vNFs (e.g., BBU, MME, P-GW, S-GW) that can be deployed at the NFVI-PoPs. Each NF instance is associated with a given amount of computing resources \( d^i \), \( i \in N_V \), used by the service chains assigned to that instance. Thus, inline with [15] we have NF instances of the same type (e.g., set \( N_{\text{MME}}^\text{MME} \) of MME instances) with different sizes. Each vNF \( i \in N_V \) can be instantiated at a substrate node of type \( N_S^\text{ser} \) at most \( U_i \) times (e.g., depending on the number of purchased licenses). We extend the set \( N_V \) with two additional pseudo vNFs, RRH and IXP, assuming they can be instantiated only at \( N_S^\text{RRH} \) and \( N_S^\text{IXP} \), respectively, utilizing minimal computing resources.

**Service Chain Model.** We use a direct weighted graph \( G_f = (N_f,E_f) \), \( f \in F \) to express each service chain request, where \( F \) represents the set of SFCs. The set of vertices \( N_f \) includes two sets: (i) \( N_f^V \), the set of vNFs that belong to either the RAN or the EPC, as well as any NFs (e.g., NAT, firewall) that the traffic has to traverse; and (ii) \( N_f^S \), the set of service chain end-points (RRH and IXP, in this case). Each vertex \( k \in N_f \) is associated with a computing demand \( g^{f,k} \), which we estimate based on the inbound traffic rate and the resource profile of the LTE element (i.e., CPU cycles / packet), apart from the endpoints (\( N_f^S \)) where the computing resources are minimal. The edges are denoted by \((k,m) \in E_f \) while their bandwidth demands are expressed by \( f^{k,km} \) for \( f \in F \). We further introduce \( l^{u,k} \) which represents the distance between the preferred location of a function \( k \in N_f^S \), \( f \in F \) and the location of the server where this will be hosted, with \( u \in N_S^u \).

2) Problem Formulation: In the MILP formulation, the binary variable \( x_{u}^{i,j} \) expresses the placement of instance \( j \) of vNF \( i \in N_V \) on the substrate node \( u \in N_S^u \). Furthermore, the binary variable \( z_{u}^{f,k} \) indicates the assignment of vNF \( k \in N_f \) required by service chain \( f \in F \) to the substrate node \( u \in N_S^u \). The real variable \( f_{uv}^{f,k} \) expresses the amount of bandwidth assigned to link \((u,v) \in E_S\) for graph edge \((k,m) \in E_f\) in the vNF forwarding graph of service chain \( f \in F \).

**Objective:**

\[
\text{Min.} \sum_{i \in N_V} \sum_{j \in U_i} \sum_{u \in N_S^u} d^i x_{u}^{i,j} + \sum_{f \in F} \sum_{(k,m) \in E_f} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_S} f_{uv}^{f,km} \quad (1)
\]

**Capacity related Constraints:**

\[
\sum_{u \in N_V} \sum_{j \in U_i} d^i x_{u}^{i,j} \leq r_u \quad \forall u \in N_S^u \quad (2)
\]

\[
\sum_{f \in F} \sum_{(k,m) \in E_f} f_{uv}^{f,km} \leq r_{uv} \quad \forall (u,v) \in E_S \quad (3)
\]

**Placement and Assignment related Constraints:**

\[
\sum_{u \in N_V} \sum_{j \in U_i} x_{u}^{i,j} = 0 \quad \forall u \in N_S^u, x^i \neq x \quad (4)
\]

\[
\sum_{u \in N_S^u} x_{u}^{i,j} \leq 1 \quad \forall i \in N_V^i, j \in U_i \quad (5)
\]

\[
\sum_{k \in N_f^S, k \neq i} g^{f,k} x_{u}^{i,j} \leq \sum_{f \in F} \sum_{d^j \in U_j} d^j x_{u}^{i,j} \quad \forall u \in N_S^u, i \in N_V \quad (6)
\]

\[
z_{u}^{f,k} \leq \sum_{i \in N_V^S} x_{u}^{i,j} \quad \forall k \in N_f^S, f \in F, u \in N_S^u \quad (7)
\]

\[
z_{u}^{f,k} \geq 1 \quad \forall k \in N_f^S, f \in F \quad (8)
\]

\[
l^{u,k} z_{u}^{f,k} = 0 \quad \forall k \in N_f^S \subset N_f, f \in F, \forall u \in N_S^u \quad (9)
\]
Flow related Constraints:
\[
\sum_{v \in V_S \setminus \{u\}} (f_{uv}^{k,m} - f_{ju}^{k,m}) = g_{f}^{k,m}(z_u^{f,k} - z_u^{f,m})
\]
\[
m \neq k, \forall (m,k) \in E_f, f \in F, u \in N_S
\]

(10)

Domain Constraints:
\[
x_u^{i,j} \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall i \in N_V, j \in U, u \in N_S
\]
\[
z_u^{i,k} \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall k \in N_f, f \in F, u \in N_S
\]
\[
f_{uv}^{i,j} \geq 0 \quad \forall (u,v) \in E_S, (k,m) \in E_f, f \in F
\]

The optimization objective of the MILP is expressed by the objective function (1). The first term of this function represents the CPU requirements, based on the vNF instances mapped to the infrastructure. The second term of the objective function expresses the accumulated bandwidth assigned to substrate links. Constraint (2) ensures that the sum of CPU required by the vNF instances mapped to substrate node u does not exceed the residual processing power. Constraint (3) ensures that the allocated bandwidth does not exceed the residual capacity of links. Condition (4) enforces the placement of vNF (and pseudo vNF) instances on substrate nodes that meet the vNF’s functional requirements. Constraint (5) ensures that each vNF instance is placed at a single substrate node. Constraint (6) ensures that the sum of processing demands of service chain elements does not exceed the amount of virtual resources provided by vNFs of type i mapped to substrate node u. Constraint (7) ensures that, if a vNF requested by an service chain is assigned to substrate node u, then at least one instance should be placed on u. Constraint (8) ensures that every required service chain (and its respective vNFs) is mapped to the infrastructure. Condition (9) enforces location constraints for the service chain endpoints. Constraint (10) enforces flow conservation, i.e., the sum of all inbound and outbound traffic in switches, routers, and servers that do not host vNFs should be zero. More precisely, this condition ensures that for a given pair of assigned nodes k,m (i.e., vNFs or end-points), there is a path in the network graph where the edge (k,m) has been mapped. Finally, conditions (11), (12) and (13) express the domain constraints for the three variables.

We note that the complexity of the proposed MILP can be reduced by: (i) relaxing the integer domain constraints, and (ii) using a rounding algorithm to extract feasible solutions from non-integer values. Rounding can be performed by employing existing deterministic and randomized techniques used in service mapping [18], [4], [12]. Due to space limitations, we leave this for future work.

B. Baseline Service Mapping

In the following, we discuss the MILP formulation for the baseline service mapping without NF sharing.

1) Request Model: As the Network Model is similar to the one described above, we hereby present only the Request Model.

2) Problem Formulation: In the following MILP formulation, we use the binary variable \( x_u^{i,j} \) to express the placement of vNF \( i \in N_F \) of the service chain request \( G_F \) on the substrate node \( u \in N_S \). The real variable \( f_{uv}^{i,j} \) expresses the amount of bandwidth assigned to link \( (u,v) \in E_S \) for the vNF graph edge \( (i,j) \).

Objective:
\[
\text{Min.} \sum_{i \in N_F} \sum_{u \in N_S} x_u^{i} + \frac{1}{\|F\|} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_F} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_S} \sum_{f_{uv}^{i,j}}
\]

(14)

Capacity related Constraints:
\[
\sum_{i \in N_F} g_{f}^{i,j} x_u^{i,j} \leq r_u \quad \forall u \in N_S
\]

(15)
\[
\sum_{(i,j) \in E_F} f_{uv}^{i,j} \leq r_{uv} \quad \forall (u,v) \in E_S
\]

(16)

Placement related Constraints:
\[
\sum_{i \in N_F} x_u^{i} = 0 \quad \forall u \in N_S \setminus x \neq x
\]

(17)
\[
\sum_{u \in N_S} x_u^{i} = 1 \quad \forall i \in N_F
\]

(18)
\[
l_{uv}^{i} x_u^{i,j} = 0 \quad \forall i \in N_F \setminus N_S, \forall u \in N_S
\]

(19)

Flow related Constraints:
\[
\sum_{v \in N_S \setminus \{u,v\}} (f_{uv}^{i,j} - f_{vu}^{i,j}) = g_{f}^{i,j}(x_u^{i,j} - x_u^{i,j}) \quad i \neq j, \forall (i,j) \in E_F, u \in N_S
\]

(20)

Domain Constraints:
\[
x_u^{i,j} \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall i \in N_F, u \in N_S
\]

(21)
\[
f_{uv}^{i,j} \geq 0 \quad \forall (u,v) \in E_S, (i,j) \in E_F
\]

(22)
residual link capacity. Condition (17) enforces the placement of vNFS (and pseudo vNFS) on substrate node types that meet the vNF’s functional requirements. Constraint (18) ensures that a vNF is placed at most on a substrate node. Condition (19) enforces location constraints for the service chain endpoints. Constraint (20) enforces flow conservation. Finally, conditions (21) and (22) express the domain constraints for the variables. Similar to the previous MILP formulation, relaxation and rounding techniques can be employed to reduce the time complexity.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and discuss the feasibility of the proposed MILP model, denoted as NF-Sharing. The model is compared against the Baseline service mapping model without NF sharing. In the following we discuss the evaluation environment (Section V-A), the evaluation metrics (Section V-B) and the evaluation results (Section V-C).

A. Evaluation Environment

We have implemented an evaluation environment in Java including a service chain generator and a cellular network topology generator. We use CPLEX for our MILP models using the branch-and-cut method. Our tests are carried out on a server with one Intel Xeon four-core CPU at 3.5 GHz and 6 GB of allocated main memory.

Given the time complexity of the mixed-integer linear programs, we use a small-scale LTE scenario for the validation/evaluation of the proposed models, based on the real-world scenario presented in [19] that was created using real statistics from a region in Paris, while LTE SFCs are jointly mapped at the Tracking Area List level considering however a single TA per TAL.

NFV Infrastructure. Similar to [4], we have generated a PoP-level network topology with homogeneous NFVI PoPs. Each PoP is essentially a micro-DC with a two-level fat-tree network topology. Table I shows additional NFVI parameters. Regarding the vNF instances for NF-Sharing, we consider three distinct levels of LTE vNFs that can support up to 500, 750 and 1000 UEs respectively.

E-UTRAN. We rely on a multi-cell scenario for the RAN. Table II presents the E-UTRAN design parameters. Considering uniform circular cells with an overlapping factor \( \gamma \) of 1.2, the cell radius is \( r = \frac{\sqrt{\gamma} \sqrt{c}}{\pi} \) (approximately 0.64 km for the above-mentioned settings). In our case, we consider varying user density (up to \( \rho = 385 \text{UEs}/\text{km}^2 \)), so that the number of active UEs per eNB ranges from 200 to 500. We also provide the number of RRHs at Tracking Area level and the Tracking Area size. The maximum length for the RRH-BBU link is limited to 20 km [8].

Traffic Classes. Similar to [4], traffic is classified into three types, i.e., voice, media streaming, and background traffic, with their busy-hour parameters shown in Table III [19] [4]. \( Pr\{O\} \) is the probability that a session of a specific application type is originated by a UE.

LTE vNF profiles. The CPU demand for each vNF can be derived based on the inbound traffic rate and the resource profile of the vNF (i.e., CPU cycles per packet). Resource profiles are available for a wide range of NFs (e.g., IPv4 forwarding [20], [21]), while existing profiling techniques (e.g., [22]) can be applied to any flow processing workloads whose computational requirements are not known. We derive the CPU demands for each NF from resource profiles, similar to [12] [4]. We extract the resource profile of the MME using the study on the latency evaluation of a virtualized MME [23]. The BBU processing budget of a GPP platform was based on the study by Nikain on OAI implementation [8] that considers three functions as the main contributors to the BBU processing budget namely; iFFT/FFT, (de)modulation, and (de)coding. The proposed model computes the total BBU uplink and downlink processing time for different physical resource blocks, modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and virtualization environment. We use the particular model considering an Intel SandyBridge architecture with a CPU frequency of 3.2GHz, a channel bandwidth of 20 MHz assuming 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in the downlink and 16 QAM in the uplink and Linux Containers platform. This leads to a total processing time of 723.5 us per subframe in the downlink and 1062.4 us per subframe in the uplink.

Service Chains. We generate vNF-forwarding graphs per cell according to Fig. 1 class based on service chain templates. In particular, each service chain contains the main LTE elements (i.e., BBU, S/P-GW, MME) using the aforementioned NF profiles.

Signalling Load and Traffic. We quantify the processing load and the uplink/downlink traffic generated by LTE/EPC data management procedures, using the aforementioned traffic profile based on the analysis provided in [19] and 3GPP LTE/EPC signalling messages and their sizes provided in [24]. In this respect, applications are modelled as ON-OFF state machines, while we assume that each UE is registered in the LTE/EPC network (EMM-registered) and alternates between Connected (ECM-Connected) and Idle (ECM-Idle) states. In other words, only Service Request/Release procedures are taken into account. The RRC inactivity timer defines the inactivity period required for the UE to switch to IDLE state. This timer is adjusted to 40 sec, which is a widely used setting in cellular networks [19].

B. Evaluation Metrics

We use the following metrics for the evaluation of the two service chain mapping methods:

- **vNF Instances** expresses the number of vNF instances that need to be instantiated (which is strongly correlated with the amount of vNF state) in order to support the embedded SFCs.
- **Hop Count** of the vNF forwarding graph edge expresses the length of the physical path where the edge is mapped.
- **Load Balancing Level (LBL)** is defined as the maximum over the average load. We report the (moving average)
TABLE I: NFVI Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NFVI PoPs</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Servers per DC</td>
<td>20 in 2 racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Capacity</td>
<td>24 · 3.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToR-to-Server link capacity</td>
<td>8 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-rack link capacity</td>
<td>32 Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-DC link capacity</td>
<td>100 Gbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: User Modeling Parameters

| Area Size (A) | 180 km² |
| Total Number of eNBs in the area (C) | 200 |
| Active UEs per eNB | 200 … 500 |
| Tracking Area Size | 9 km² |
| Total Number of eNBs in TA | 10 |

TABLE III: Session Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type</th>
<th>Arrival Rate (1/hour)</th>
<th>Duration (seconds)</th>
<th>Nominal Rate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Pr(0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>23.85</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background traffic</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LBL for DCs based on server load. Lower values of LBL represent better load balancing, while $LBL = 1$ designates optimal load balancing.

- **Request Acceptance Rate** is the ratio of successfully embedded requests over the total number of requests.
- **Revenue per Request** is the amount of CPU and bandwidth units specified in the request. In this case we present the aggregated revenue of the successfully embedded SFC requests.

C. Evaluation Results

Fig. 3 illustrates the number of LTE vNF instances used to serve the incoming requests, Fig. 4 depicts the CDF of the hop count of vNF graph edges mapped to physical paths (when all the vNFs of a service chain are collocated we consider the hop count to be 0), whereas Fig. 5 plots the load balancing level across DCs. The NF-Sharing approach reduces significantly (approximately by 47%) the number of vNFs assigned at the NFVI, reducing as a result the corresponding management overhead and provisioning costs associated with vNF instances. According to Fig. 4, the baseline approach employs distinct NF instances per service chain and collocates the vNFs of a service chain in the same host more often than the NF-sharing approach, as means to decrease the cost of the objective function. The behavior of the NF-Sharing approach is consistent with its formulation, attempting at every opportunity to minimize the number of vNF instances used by the incoming batch of service chain requests. However, consolidation leads to a slightly larger number of service chains assigned to vNFs that are placed on different servers; hence, the difference among the hop count CDFs. Therefore, embedding with NF-sharing increases the number of hops onto which vNF graph edges are mapped, although a larger instance of the problem would provide more insight on the particular aspect. At the same time, the NF-sharing approach yields better load balancing, comparing the corresponding load balancing levels for DC1 and DC2 with the baseline.

Fig 6 and 7 illustrate the request acceptance rate of the two approaches, and the corresponding revenue from embedding the service chains, respectively. The baseline leads to an increased acceptance rate and corresponding revenue, due to its intrinsic flexibility, placing independently vNFs per chain. When the DC utilization level increases significantly, the NF-Sharing approach cannot map the corresponding set of service chains per TAL, as opposed to the baseline that embeds chains with finer granularity (approximately 10% higher than NF-Sharing). However, flexibility comes at the cost of a larger number of vNF instances. NF-Sharing results in a trade-off by reducing the number of vNFs assigned at the NFVI, with a proportionally quite smaller reduction at the acceptance rate and revenue. Certainly, a high request acceptance rate is important for the infrastructure provider, since he can increase his revenue by meeting the requirements of multiple Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) that lease network slices. However, in the process of providing LTE as a Service, operational costs (e.g., slice provisioning/configuration, as the NF state is significantly less with the NF-Sharing approach) need also to be taken into consideration.

Our goal is to decompose the LTE network elements into vNF instances that are easily instantiated based on capacity requirements, but without over-fragmentation that increases the overheads associated with provisioning and NF state management; that is exactly what the NF-sharing approach achieves. Furthermore, optimizing NF placement is particularly important in a dynamic environment where resources become fragmented over time, and it might not be possible for all VNFs in a service chain to be placed in proximity. Based on our results, we believe that the enforced policy on NF placement can potentially change over time in order to reap the benefits of both solutions. More precisely, the NF-Sharing approach is deemed more appropriate for low and medium utilization levels in order to reduce vNF state, while the baselining can be employed under high utilization to exploit its flexible NF placement that eventually leads to higher acceptance rate and revenue.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work on EPC and RAN virtualization.

EPC. Research has been conducted on the instantiation of LTE mobile core gateways (S-GW and/or PGW) as vNFs [25], [26], [27]. Alternative approaches in the same direction take into consideration data-plane delay constraints [28], [29]. However, the aforementioned methods optimize the placement only of data-plane functions for various objectives (e.g., minimizing the EPC resource provisioning cost, load balancing). Recently, control-plane EPC NF placement (e.g., MME, PCRF, HSS) along S/P-GWs has been also considered towards a 3GPP-compliant elastic cellular core [3], [14]. In addition, [30], [4] propose MILP formulations for the joint embedding of core
network service chains, taking into account latency budgets between communicating EPC elements, according to 3GPP.

KLEIN [3] presents a orchestration platform for EPC virtualization aiming at load balancing across the operator’s datacenters. In terms of NF placement on the virtualized EPC, KLEIN decomposes the placement optimization into three steps (i.e., region, datacenter, and server selection) to cope with the problem complexity at large scale.

**RAN.** There has been comprehensive research over the past years on minimizing energy consumption in RAN. The problem has been formulated as a joint optimization of RRH selection and power-minimization beamforming [31], [32] or joint optimization of RRH selection and precoding design [33], [34]. Shifting the focus towards the fronthaul and efficient resource usage of the BBU pool, BBU placement has been jointly optimized with the fronthaul transport network [35], [36], [37]. However, these studies are not focused on the placement of virtualized RAN elements.

Following a technology-agnostic approach the problem of BBU placement and RRH assignment in the RAN has been recently investigated. Authors in [38] address the problem in the context of a virtualized RAN, where functions from an eNB (e.g., BBU) are implemented in a shared infrastructure located at either a DC or distributed in network nodes. Specifically this work attempts to minimize (i) the deployment cost of a BBU server, (ii) the cost of setting up the fronthaul links required between the BBUs and RRHs, and (iii) the deviation between the desired and actual latency in the fronthaul links, subject to constraints related to the resource capacities of the physical resources and a corresponding budget for the maximum number of BBU servers. The ILP formulation can be reduced to the maximal covering location problem that is known to be NP-hard. The authors propose a cost-aware greedy algorithm, reaching potentially a suboptimal placement and assignment solution, through a ranking and selection procedure. Authors in [17] strive to minimize the cost of deploying a BBU pool increased by the cost of the corresponding fronthaul links required, while respecting the resource capacities of the physical resources and ensuring that the length of the optical link between the BBU pool and RRHs for signal synchronization can not exceed a predefined maximum value. The problem is formulated as an ILP and solved using a local search heuristic.

In contrast to the aforementioned studies, we provide optimization methods for the joint placement of E-UTRAN and EPC elements onto virtualized infrastructures, as an enabler for 5G network slicing. Our approach is also different, as we enable NF sharing among service chains in order to reduce the number of NF instances and, consequently, the associated provisioning and management cost for cellular network operators.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

Towards the delivery of LTE as a service, we tackled the challenging problem of LTE service chain assignment onto the operator's NFV infrastructure, from a different perspective. In this respect, we proposed a MILP formulation for near-optimal LTE service chain mappings, by sharing vNFs among multiple service chains in a network slice, as means to reduce the provisioning and management cost (which is strongly correlated with the number of vNF instances), as well as the fragmentation of resources. To identify potential gains
stemming from vNF sharing, we compared our proposed MILP against a baseline MILP which assigns separate vNFs for each service chain.

Our evaluation results corroborate the smaller number of vNF instances allocated with the proposed MILP. This essentially leads to lower overheads with respect to vNF provisioning and management. Additional gains brought by NF sharing include the reduction in the path length and better load balancing in the operator’s DCs. Our evaluation further indicates that these gains diminish at high utilization levels, at which the flexibility afforded by a larger number of vNF instances may be preferable by the operator, as it can lead to higher request acceptance rates, and thereby, larger generated revenue. Our evaluation can be used to drive the development of a hybrid LTE service chain mapping approach, at which NF sharing can be enabled depending on the DC load.

In future work, we plan to conduct an experimental evaluation of NF sharing in virtualized RANs in order to quantify the provisioning and management cost savings for the operator. We will further investigate whether NF sharing introduces any implications on resource isolation among the different service chains.
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Abstract—In face of the rapidly increasing cellular traffic, 5G will employ offloading techniques to relieve the cellular infrastructure. The idea is to carry the traffic locally by User-Equipment (UE) relays or by other coexisting radio access technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth, etc. To this end, in this paper, we propose an offloading scheme using multi-hop LTE-D2D communications and assisted by the operator. LTE-D2D UEs cooperate to carry intra-cell unicasting/multicasting traffic from sources to destinations by exploiting i) sidelink interfaces and ii) multi-hop paths. To increase the lifetime of the offloading system and to reduce the impact of the relaying process on the battery-limited UEs, we propose our energy-aware approach, named JRRA–EE, to solve jointly the routing and the OFDMA resource block allocation. We formulate our problem as a 0-1 Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model which is elaborated to take into consideration the realistic LTE-D2D capabilities and constraints. To gauge the effectiveness of our proposal, we implement the whole 3GPP LTE-D2D protocol stack in the NS-3 network simulator to simulate our approach. Based on extensive simulations, we compared our proposal to other one-sided optimal strategies and a non-energy aware variant. In terms of i) the network lifetime, ii) the packet loss and iii) the service interruption rate.

Index Terms—LTE-D2D, Routing, OFDMA resource block allocation, Energy-aware offloading, Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Device-to-Device (D2D) communication paradigm has received much attention of the academic and industrial communities. Relying on the physical proximity of user terminals, D2D offers low-energy cost and short-distance communications. Furthermore, D2D allows reusing the existing of classical cellular hardware as well as the same frequency resources leading to improve the overall network and spectral efficiency. Apart from these advantages, D2D communication also enables many new applications such as proximity-based safety and commercial services, cooperative content sharing and relaying. In this paper, we tackle both the routing and OFDMA resource block allocation for an energy-efficient offloading mechanism within the LTE networks for multicast and/or unicasting flow-oriented application. Note that, from a formulation point of view, a unicasting flow is a special case of a multicast (i.e., one destination). Specifically, within a single LTE eNodeB cell, our system utilizes the sub-network of LTE-D2D-enabled User Equipments (UEs) to route flows that originates from and terminates in the same macro-cell. As a matter of fact, while the data plane offloading rests with the UEs themselves, the whole operation is controlled by the base-station (the eNodeB/eNB). Many crowded-platform scenarios fit in the above description. Examples include content-sharing applications in stadium, train stations and airports. In fact, in such scenarios, we have a high density of quasi-stationary UEs during the event or the waiting period. As a consequence, the need to relieve the macro-cell and micro/femto-cells is really vital.

The offloading operation entails both routing and OFDMA Resource Block (RB) allocation of the D2D communications over the SideLinks (SLs) interfaces of UEs. Note that the SL makes use of the same hardware transceiver and frequency spectrum employed by the UpLink (UL) interface. Consequently, any UE cannot simultaneously communicate in both interfaces UL and SL. Moreover, the SL communication is half-duplex [1]. In other words, the UE cannot simultaneously send and receive on SL.

Our objective is to solve jointly the two sub-problems where the routing decision considers the i) available OFDMA RBs, ii) interferences, and iii) dynamic state of network. However, a practical LTE-D2D-based offloading should not be agnostic to the fact that UEs are usually battery-limited devices. Therefore, to increase utility and lifetime of the offloading sub-network, we formulate an energy-aware joint scheme, for the OFDMA RB allocation and the routing, as a 0-1 Integer Linear Problem (ILP). It is worth noting that our formulation includes realistic constraints related to the LTE-D2D such as the half-duplex of SLs, the contiguity of RB allocations, the total power consumption due to the i) the baseband processing, ii) the RF transmission/reception of the D2D sidelink interface. Solving ILP problems, in general, has been proven to be NP-hard and the optimal solution is unlikely to be found in polynomial time [2].

To cope with the potentially-exponential complexity, we propose a new scheme named Joint Routing and Resource Allocation Energy Efficient (JRRA–EE). Our proposal is a centralized strategy hosted in the eNodeB. This means that the D2D communications are under the supervision of the telecommunication operator. Indeed, only the data plane is offloaded and the control plane is still under the control of the operator. JRRA–EE is a two-stage scheme. First, a pre-routing stage is performed in order to reduce the space of solutions. Then, the ILP is solved making use of the Branch-and-Cut approach while considering only the reduced space of candidates. The LTE-D2D offloading mechanism aims to help the eNodeB under heavy traffic conditions. Note that our proposed offloading mechanism is presented as a complementary method to deliver multicast and/or unicasting flows. In other words, the purpose of LTE-D2D offloading is to complement, not to compete with, the LTE macro/femto-cells conventional delivery methods. If the LTE-D2D path does not exist, the communication will be ensured over the traditional macro/femto-cells. To gauge the effectiveness of JRRA–EE, we implemented the whole LTE-D2D SL protocol stack in UEs of the NS-3 network simulator. Using extensive simulations, we compared our proposal JRRA–EE to other one-sided optimal strategies and a non-energy aware variant. One-sided optimal strategy is one which is optimal only in one sense either in resource block allocation or in routing. Based on simulation results, we establish that our proposal JRRA–EE outperforms the other strategies in terms of i) the network lifetime, ii) the packet loss and iii) the service interruption.
rate.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II will summarize the related strategies addressing energy-aware multihop D2D communications. In Section III, we will formulate the problem. Then, in Section IV, the proposal will be detailed. The simulation environment and the performance evaluation will be presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize the most relevant related strategies found in the literature dealing with energy-aware routing the context of D2D communications. Note that D2D is employed as an umbrella term for technologies that include, amongst others, LTE-D2D and WiFi Direct.

In [3], the authors show that LTE-D2D cooperative relays save significant amounts of energy when compared to conventional Base Station (BS) to UE communications. In addition, the authors present a cooperative relaying scheme to improve the UE’s battery life. The idea consists in maximizing of use of UEs with high battery levels to deliver the traffic of UEs with low energy. Numerical simulations show that the approach reduces the outage probability of the cellular cooperating UEs.

In [4], the authors present a scheme to deliver BS-to-UE video content delivery via a cooperative D2D multihop routing. The proposed scheme employs a generic framework to avoid disruption caused by the depletion of D2D UE’s energy budget. Seeking to optimize the budget utility, the algorithm described jointly schedules the routes and traffic workloads depending on the energy efficiency of each D2D wireless link.

In [5], the authors design an energy efficient routing protocol in Wi-Fi Direct cluster-based networks. The designed protocol adopts ideas from LEACH and HEED protocols which are well-known in wireless sensor networks. Through numerical simulations, the authors demonstrate that the scheme considerably saves network’s energy as compared to the conventional peer-to-peer mode of Wi-Fi Direct.

In [6], the authors propose a heuristic algorithm energy-efficient multi-hop routing algorithm for UE-UE unicast traffic. Both channel reusing and power allocation are jointly addressed to obtain a satisfactory solution. The simulations show that significantly improvements in energy-efficiency of the multi-hop D2D communication system.

In relation to our paper, [3] considers only UE-to-BS traffic where high-battery UEs help low-battery ones to relay their traffic to the BS. On the other hand, our work focuses on offloading UE-UE multicasting and/or unicasting traffic to alleviate the base-station. Similarly, [4] also tackles the BS-to-UUEs multicast video traffic where UEs employ a distributed multipath routing and caching technique. In comparison, despite being energy-budget aware like [4], our work focuses on central algorithms and flow-centric applications where the employed on-demand cluster formation and caching, in [4], cannot be used. In the same manner, the protocol in [5] cannot be adapted into LTE-D2D to serve our purpose, since the traffic model in WSN is multiple-sources-one-sink and the clustering technique is useless in our case. The closest work to ours is [6] despite its focus on unicasting UE-UE traffic. However, the authors assume generic assumptions about wireless technology where the medium is abstracted as whole channels not in terms of resource blocks. They also consider an analytical power consumption model for each D2D link while no energy-budget limitation is considered. On the other hand, we consider a model of multicasting UE-to-UEs traffic where the unicast model can be treated as a special case. Furthermore, we incorporate LTE-D2D specificities with an empirical power consumption model to cater for the efficient utilization of the allocated energy budget for the cooperative relaying process.

III. NETWORK AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we will first provide a detailed model of our LTE-D2D system. Then, we will formulate our energy-aware routing and resource block allocation problem in LTE-D2D offloading networks.

A. System model

We consider $N$ LTE-D2D enabled UEs who are located inside the LTE-A eNB’s macro-cell. UEs are assumed to be quasi-stationary (e.g., located in the stadium) and are willing to offload the data plane of only intra-cell D2D traffic when it is expedient. The control plane is deployed in the eNB. The latter handles the offloading operations, over the D2D subnetwork, by continuously allocating OFDMA resource blocks during each sidelink (i.e., SL) frame. As depicted in Fig. 1, these operations are triggered each instant $T$ where:

$$T = \tau \times T_{SL} \quad \forall \tau \in \mathbb{N}$$

where $T_{SL}$ and $\tau$ represent the duration of a SL frame and the frame index respectively. It is worth noting that the SL frame corresponds to the scheduling time unit in SL, which spans multiple one-millisecond time slots (i.e., multiple TTIs). Besides, it is characterized by a $BSL$, which corresponds to the total bandwidth of the SL communication, and is composed of $\Omega$ contiguous OFDMA resource blocks.

We model the D2D network as a symmetric directed graph $G = (V, E)$. Each node $v_i \in V$ corresponds to one UE. An edge (i.e., sidelink) $e_{ij} \in E$ between two nodes $v_i$ and $v_j$ exists if and only if the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), $\gamma_{ij}$, is greater than a predefined threshold, $\gamma_{\text{TOP}}$. Formally,

$$\gamma_{ij} = \frac{g_{ij} P_{t,i}}{P_{t,j}} \geq \gamma_{\text{TOP}}$$

where $i)$ $P_{t,i}$ is the power emitted by $v_i$, ii) $P_{t,j}$ corresponds to the thermal noise power, and iii) $g_{ij}$ is the channel gain between the pair $v_i$ and $v_j$ which depends on the used channel model.

During each SL frame, the system’s flows set, denoted by $\mathcal{F}$, is the union of two subsets $\mathcal{F}_S$ and $\mathcal{F}_C$ defined as follows:

- **$\mathcal{F}_S$: set of scheduled flows.** It corresponds to the on-going flows which are circulating on the LTE-D2D system. Hence, RBs need to be allocated for them in order to maintain their offloading operation.
- **$\mathcal{F}_C$: set of candidate flows.** It encompasses the flows which are waiting to be admitted during the next SL frame. Candidate flows are dynamically selected among those residing in the waiting queue, $F_W$, based on the current availability of idle nodes $V_D$.

Each multicast flow $f^k \in $ is characterized by a source node $s^k \in V$, a destination group $D^k \subset V$ and a constant bit rate, $R^k$. Note that the unicast flow is a special case of the multicast flow in which $|D^k| = 1$ (i.e., one destination). In this paper, we address only the Constant Bit-Rate (CBR)
TABLE I
NOTATION - SYSTEM MODEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol(s)</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( v_n, e_{ij}, f^k )</td>
<td>The ( n )-th node, the link from the ( i )-th to the ( j )-th node and the ( k )-th flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s^k, D^k, T^k )</td>
<td>The source, the destinations and the routing tree of ( f^k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^h, D^h )</td>
<td>The bit rate and the requested number of RBs of ( f^k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta^h_y )</td>
<td>Kronecker delta function which equals to 1 only when ( x = y ) and 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_1^v )</td>
<td>Set ( Y )'s indicator function which equals to 1 only when ( x \in Y ) and 0 otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O(v_n), T(v_n) )</td>
<td>Sets of outgoing (originating) links from ( v_n ) and terminating (incoming) links in ( v_n ) respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ij}^{v_h,k} )</td>
<td>Essential 0-1 decision variable that indicates whether the link ( e_{ij} ) is used to offload the flow ( f^k ) at the hop (tree level) number ( h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t^h_n )</td>
<td>Auxiliary 0-1 variable indicating whether ( v_n ) acts as a (re-)transmitter for ( f^k ). Note that at the source node, ( t^h ) also indicates whether the flow is admitted or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_n )</td>
<td>Essential 0-1 decision variable that indicates the node ( v_n ) is scheduled to transmit during SL frames whose ( y = \tau \ mod \ 2 = H_n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_{u,n} )</td>
<td>Essential 0-1 decision variable that indicates that the RB pattern is allocated to the node ( v_n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_{ij} )</td>
<td>Auxiliary 0-1 variable that indicates if the link ( e_{ij} ) is active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{ij}^n )</td>
<td>Auxiliary 0-1 variable indicates if the RB ( \omega ) is allocated to ( v_{ij} ), transmitting in the half duplex set ( p ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{ij}^{v,n,p} )</td>
<td>Auxiliary 0-1 variable indicates if the RB ( \omega ) is allocated to ( v_{ij} ) transmitting to ( v_n ) in the half duplex set ( p ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_{n,j}^{v,h,k} )</td>
<td>Auxiliary 0-1 variable indicates that ( v_n ) transmitting in the half duplex set ( p ) on the RB ( \omega ) is interfering with the (active) link ( e_{ij} ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

flows. Once admitted, \( f^k \) is carried throughout a routing tree \( T^k \) delivering its packets from \( s^k \) to \( D^k \). Note that if \( f^k \) is unicast flow, \( T^k \) is reduced to one branch (i.e., path). \( T^k \) is characterized by \( h_{\text{max}} \) levels which corresponds to the maximum number of hops from the root to the leaves. Each UE is handled in an exclusive manner. This means that a given node can relay at most one flow at a time. Consequently, the routing trees (i.e., multicast) and/or branches (i.e., unicast) are mutually disjoint for concurrent flows.

B. Problem formulation

We address, in this paper, the energy-aware joint routing and OFDMA resource block allocation problem in LTE-D2D. The objective is to compute, for a given multicast flow \( f^k \in \mathcal{F} \), the optimal routing tree while i) limiting the interferences between forwarding UEs, ii) minimizing the number of hops, iii) minimizing the communication energy consumption.

Conceptually, this problem can be decomposed into two sub-problems: i) routing and ii) resource allocation. However, following a cross-layer design, we propose to coordinate the resolution of the two sub-problems. In doing so, we aim to maximize the QoS and the efficiency of the system respectively from the point view of end-users and telecommunication operator. By such a joint treatment, enhanced results are obtained since the routing solution takes also in consideration, the induced wireless interferences in OFDMA RBs and the energy consumed in the transmission/reception operations.

In light of our adopted formalism shown in TABLE I, the routing problem can be formulated as following. Let \( x_{ij}^{v_h,k} \) indicates whether the corresponding link \( e_{ij} \) is selected or not to be a part of a routing tree \( T^k \) for the flow \( f^k \) at the tree level (hop) \( h \) for \( h = 0, 1, \ldots, h_{\text{max}} \). To ensure a consistent tree structure, we introduce the following constraint which stipulates that a node \( v_n \) has at most one parent:

\[
\sum_{e_{ij} \in T(v_n)} x_{ij}^{v_h,k} \leq 1 \quad \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V} \quad (2)
\]

Note that \( T(v_n) \) corresponds to the set of incoming links to \( v_n \). It is straightforward to see that this constraint ensures that a link cannot appear in more than one flow at a time. Besides, we must ensure that only outgoing links from source are allowed at a tree’s root (i.e., at \( h = 0 \)). Formally, \( \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V} \text{ and } v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E} \):

\[
x_{ij}^{v_h,k} \leq \delta_{0}^{v_h,k} + (1 - \delta_{0}^{v_h,k}) (1 - \delta_{v_n}^{v_h,k} - \delta_{v_n}^{v_{ij}}) \quad \forall 0 \leq h \leq \max, v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E} \quad (3)
\]

We recall that \( \delta_{v_n}^{v_h,k} \) corresponds to the Kronecker delta function which equals to 1 only when \( x = y \) and 0 otherwise. Also, we must guarantee that an outgoing link in the tree from a node \( v_n \) is possible at the level \( h \) if and only if an incoming link exists at the level \( h - 1 \). Formally:

\[
x_{nm}^{v_{h-1},k} = \sum_{e_{ij} \in T(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h-1,k} \quad \forall v_{nm} \in \mathcal{E}, v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E} \quad (4)
\]

It is worth noting that constraints (2)–(4), also imply that a tree is a non-circular graph.

Besides, to prevent the addition of a needless branch stopping at a non-destination node, we require that only destination nodes are possible as leaves in a tree. Formally:

\[
\sum_{e_{ij} \in T(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h,k} - \sum_{e_{ij} \in O(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h,k} \leq D_{v_n}^{h} \quad \forall v_{n} \in \mathcal{V}, e_{ij} \in \mathcal{F} \quad (5)
\]

where \( I_1^v \) corresponds to a set \( Y \)'s indicator function, which equals to 1 only when \( x \in Y \) and 0 otherwise, and \( O(v_n), T(v_n) \) are the sets of outgoing links from \( v_n \) and terminating links in \( v_n \) respectively.

To ensure that the tree is formed only when it provides a complete delivery to all destinations, we add the following constraints:

\[
\sum_{e_{ij} \in T(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h,k} \geq 1 \quad \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}, e_{ij} \in \mathcal{F} \quad (6)
\]

\[
t_n^{h} \geq \sum_{e_{ij} \in T(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h,k} \quad \forall v_{nm} \in \mathcal{E}, e_{ij} \in \mathcal{F} \quad (7)
\]

\[
t_n^{h} \leq \sum_{e_{ij} \in O(v_n)} x_{ij}^{h,k} \quad \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}, e_{ij} \in \mathcal{F} \quad (8)
\]

where \( t_n^{h} \) is a 0-1 auxiliary variable which is fixed by constraints (7) and (8) to indicate whether \( v_n \) acts as a relay node (i.e., a non-leaf node for flow \( f^k \)).

In addition, to ensure that the concurrently-admitted flows have non overlapping relay nodes, a node \( v_n \) is required to transmit at most one flow. Formally:

\[
\sum_{f^k \in \mathcal{F}} t_n^{h} \leq 1 \quad \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V} \quad (9)
\]

However, a node \( v_n \) may act, at once, as a source and a destination for two distinct flows. This case is not permitted. Formally:

\[
\sum_{f^k \in \mathcal{F}} (\delta_{v_n}^{v_h,k} + 1 - \delta_{v_n}^{v_h,k}) \cdot t_n^{h} \leq 1 \quad \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V} \quad (10)
\]

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a routing tree generated according to the above constraints.

In line with the LTE-D2D standard [1], UEs are characterized by half-duplex D2D transmission in the side-link.
Furthermore, additional variables \( R_n^{0,1} \) and \( R_n^{1,1} \) are defined to indicate whether the RB \( \omega \) is used by \( v_n \) in \( \mathcal{V}_G^0 \) or \( \mathcal{V}_G^1 \), i.e. half-duplex set of frames, respectively. Formally,
\[
R_n^{0,1} \triangleq R_n^{0,1} \ orall v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G^0 \ \forall \omega \in \Omega \ \sum_{v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G^0} R_n^{0,1} \leq \Omega
\]
\[
R_n^{1,1} \triangleq H_n \cdot R_n^{\omega} \ \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G^1 \ \forall \omega \leq \Omega \ \sum_{v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G^1} R_n^{1,1} \leq \Omega
\]
\( B_n \) is the number of RB used by \( v_n \) and it is equal to:
\[
B_n \triangleq \sum_{\omega=1}^{\Omega} R_n^\omega \ \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G
\]
An additional set of link-level auxiliary 0-1 variables are introduced as follows:
\[
R_{ij}^{0, p} \triangleq \sum_{0 \leq h \leq h_{\text{max}}} x_{h,ij}^{h,k} \ \forall v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}
\]
\[
R_{ij}^{\omega, p} \triangleq R_{ij}^{0, p} \cdot R_{ij}^{\omega} \ \forall v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}\ \forall \omega \leq \Omega\ \forall p \in \{0, 1\}
\]
\[
\phi_{n,ij}^{\omega, p} \triangleq R_{ij}^{\omega, p} \cdot R_{ij}^{\omega} \ \forall v_{ij} \in \mathcal{E}\ \forall \omega \leq \Omega\ \forall p \in \{0, 1\}
\]
where \( R_{ij} \) indicates if \( e_{ij} \) is used for some flow. \( R_{ij}^{0, p} \) indicates if the RB \( \omega \) is used for the scheduled link \( e_{ij} \) during the \( p \)th half duplex set. \( \phi_{n,ij}^{\omega, p} \) is an interference indicator between node \( v_n \) and link \( e_{ij} \) on the RB \( \omega \).
To adhere to a linear formulation, a further step is needed to linearize Constraints (15), (18) and (19), which contain product terms. We make use of standard technique by introducing for each term \( x \cdot y \) an additional auxiliary 0-1 variable \( \lambda_{xy} \) and three more linear constraints as follows:
\[
(\lambda_{xy} \leq x) \land (\lambda_{xy} \leq y) \land (\lambda_{xy} \geq x + y - 1)
\]
To increase the RB reutilization and reduce power consumption, we require that UEs cannot allocate RBs more than the flows’ requests. Formally,
\[
B_n \leq \Omega + (D^k - \Omega) \cdot t^n_{\lambda,\sigma} \ \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G
\]
Note that the relation between flow bit-rate \( R^k \) and the respective demand for RBs \( D^k \) is defined by [7] as:
\[
R^k = \frac{\text{TBS (MCS, } D^k)}{1000} \ [	ext{Mbps}]
\]
where TBS is the MAC transport block size function in bits as defined in [7] considering a baseline modulation and coding scheme (MCS) for the SL. \( C \) is a constant equal to 1000.

In our model, we adopt a fixed power density scheme for the D2D emission power. In this scheme, the total emission power \( S_{tx,n} \) of a node is proportional to the number of allocated RBs \( B_n \). Formally,
\[
S_{tx,n} = \Psi_{t,n} \cdot B_n \ [	ext{mW}]
\]
Moreover, we assume a common emission power density for the D2D nodes (i.e., \( \Psi_{t,n} = \Psi_t, \forall v_n \in \mathcal{V}_G \)). Following the same per-RB treatment and assuming flat blocking fading channel model, the overall Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) on the link \( e_{ij} \) is equal to:
\[
\gamma_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{v_{ij} \in \mathcal{V}_G} y_{ij,\Psi_t} + \Psi_\sigma}{\sum_{\omega \leq \Omega} g_{ij,\Psi_t} + \Psi_\sigma}
\]
where \( \Psi_\sigma \) and \( \Psi_{t,n} \) represent the spectral densities (per RB) of the thermal noise and the transmission from \( v_n \), and \( g_{ij} \) is the channel gain between the node pair \( (v_i, v_j) \).

In face of the reutilization of RBs, system performance is limited by interference caused by nodes transmitting using the same RB. To optimize the performances by minimizing interferences, SINR must be upper-bounded by a common threshold \( \gamma \). To formulate this constraint on RB allocations, we translate this limit (i.e., \( \text{SINR} \leq \gamma \)) into the inequality
TABLE II
UE POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL PARAMETERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{const}}$</td>
<td>883.52 mW</td>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>24.8 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{const}}$</td>
<td>878.1 mW</td>
<td>$b_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>7.86 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>0.2 dBm</td>
<td>$d_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>8.16 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>11.4 dBm</td>
<td>$g_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>0.97 mW/Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>52.5 dBm</td>
<td>$h_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>0.78 mW/dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>23.6 mW</td>
<td>$i_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>17 mW/dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>45.4 mW</td>
<td>$j_{i,j}^k$</td>
<td>0.04 mW/dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N + I \leq P_r/\gamma$ where $P_r$ is the received power. Consequently, $\Psi_{\omega}R_{i,j}^{\omega,p} + \sum_{n \in E} g_{n,j}^\omega \Psi_{\omega} \phi_{n,i,j}^{\omega,p} \leq g_{i,j}^\omega \Psi_{\omega} R_{i,j}^{\omega,p}$ for all $\omega \in \Omega$ and $\forall i,j \in\{0,1\}$ (25)

where constraint (25) ensures that the SINR is below the threshold $\gamma$ considering RB allocations and active nodes interfering in the same half-duplex set $\mathcal{V}_G$. The auxiliary 0-1 variable $R_{i,j}^{\omega,p}$ indicates that the link $e_{i,j}$ is scheduled to transmit together with half-duplex set $\mathcal{V}_G$ on the RF $\omega$.

To evaluate the effect of energy consumption, similar to [8], we use the following empirical model defined in [9], to calculate the total communication consumed power due to the D2D operations at both ends. At the transmitting end, the total consumed power is given by:

$$P_{\text{D2D}} = P_{\text{tx}} + P_{\text{RF}}(S_{tx})$$

(26)

where $P_{\text{D2D}}$ includes the constant term $P_{\text{const}}$ related to the baseband circuit consumption when the D2D transmitter is active. $P_{\text{RF}}$ is the total RF block consumption in terms of the power emitted $S_{tx}$ from the antenna in dBm. Hence, the power consumed by a node $v_n$, due to the transmission of the flow $f^k$, can be estimated as:

$$\Pi_{i,n}^k = P_{\text{const}} + P_{\text{RF}}(S_{tx,n})$$

(27)

Similarly, at the receiving end of an active link, the total consumed power is equal to:

$$P_{\text{RF}}(S_{rx}) = \sum_{v \in V} \sum_{f \in F} \Pi_{i,n}^k$$

(28)

The terms in the objective function in (34), represent respectively a normalized equal-weight multi-objective formulation of eNodeB goal to achieve the following objectives: i) increasing the number of RB allocated for each flow, ii) increasing the number of admitted flows in the system, iii) lowering the routing impact on nodes’ residual energy, iv) lowering the power consumption in the relaying process at the transmitting side, v) lowering the power consumption in the relaying process at the receiving side.

To quantify the ILP model’s size complexity, we cite its column-size, i.e., number of variables, and its row-size, i.e., number of constraints. As for our model, an asymptotic analysis shows that, in terms of $\mathcal{G}$, $\mathcal{F}$, $\Omega$ and $h_{\max}$, the ILP model has column-size of $\mathcal{O}(|\mathcal{G}|^2 + |\mathcal{F}|^2 + |\mathcal{G}|^2 |\mathcal{F}| + |\mathcal{G}|^2 |\mathcal{F}|^2 |h_{\max}|)$ and a row-size of $\mathcal{O}(|\mathcal{G}|^2 |\mathcal{F}| + |\mathcal{G}|^2 |\mathcal{F}|^2 |h_{\max}|)$.

IV. PROPOSAL: JRAA-EE

To solve our energy-aware joint routing and OFDMA resource block allocation problem, formulated in the above section as an ILP model, we propose a two-stage heuristic algorithm, based on the branch-and-cut method, named Joint Routing and Resource Allocation Energy Efficient (JRAA-EE). It is worth noting that our scheme is centralized and is handled by the eNodeB.

JRAA-EE adopts an online bulk strategy by considering for the SL frame $\tau$ resolution, all active scheduled flows and the waiting flows up to the previous SL frame. However, instead of considering all the waiting flows $\mathcal{F}_W$ for admittance, it proceeds by an initial stage of pre-routing to filter the waiting rank $\Lambda_n \in (0,1]$ as following:

$$\Lambda_n(\tau) = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{E_n(\tau) - E_{\min}(\tau)}{\sigma_\tau}}$$

(32)

where $E_n(\tau)$, $E_{\min}(\tau)$ and $\sigma_\tau$ respectively represent i) node’s residual energy, ii) minimum residual energy in the network, and iii) standard deviation of residual energy distribution at the beginning of the SL frame $\tau$. Note that high fractional rank means high impact on the node’s residual energy.

The time evolution of the residual energy is estimated at the eNodeB as detailed hereafter:

$$E_n(\tau) = E_n(\tau - 1) - P_{\text{D2D}} \cdot T_{sl}$$

(33)

$$P_{\text{D2D}} = \begin{cases} P_{\text{tx}}^D \quad \text{if } v_n \text{ was transmitting in frame } \tau - 1 \\ P_{\text{rx}}^D \quad \text{if } v_n \text{ was receiving in frame } \tau - 1 \end{cases}$$

(34)

where the normalizing factors defined by:

$$R_{\text{tx}}^D \triangleq \Omega \cdot |\mathcal{V}|, \quad R_{\text{tx}}^D \triangleq |\mathcal{F}|C, \quad R_{\text{rx}}^D \triangleq \sum_{v \in V} \Lambda_n$$

(35)

The terms in the objective function in (34), represent respectively a normalized equal-weight multi-objective formulation of eNodeB goal to achieve the following objectives: i) increasing the number of RB allocated for each flow, ii) increasing the number of admitted flows in the system, iii) lowering the routing impact on nodes’ residual energy, iv) lowering the power consumption in the relaying process at the transmitting side, v) lowering the power consumption in the relaying process at the receiving side.
flows down to a set of candidate flows \( \mathcal{F}_C \). The rational behind this initial stage is to reduce the size complexity of the ILP model by reducing the number of considered flows \( \mathcal{F} \) and also by setting the model parameter \( h_{\text{max}} \) to a reasonable value. It is worth noting that high values for \( h_{\text{max}} \) implies more possible routing trees to discover while low values few routing trees and hence few admitted flow into the system. The pseudo-code of JRRA-EE illustrated in Algorithm 1.

The pre-routing stage proceeds as follows. For each waiting flow \( f^k \), the eNodeB checks if it is possible to construct a routing tree from the source node to all destinations using breadth-first-traversal and considering only the currently idle nodes. We recall that each node cannot handle more than one flow. Note that such tree construction stops once all destinations are reached. If such pre-routing tree \( T^k \) exists then the flow \( f^k \) is added to the set of candidate flows \( \mathcal{F}_C \). In the other case, the flow is kept waiting for upcoming opportunities in subsequent frames. Thanks to the breadth-first-traversal, pre-routing trees are well-balanced as they tend to be short one-to-many routing trees. However, due to the dynamic state (e.g., end of current flows, low battery, etc.) of nodes, pre-routing trees also tend to deviate from this preferred condition as illustrated in Fig. 3. The pseudo-code of the pre-routing trees construction is illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Taking advantage of the dynamic nature of pre-routing trees construction stage, the latter goes one step further to set the parameter value \( h_{\text{max}} \) of the current ILP model based on the reported trees heights and those of the routing trees of active flows.
implemented the signaling necessary to: i) configure the SL parameters, ii) establish SL Radio Bearers (SLRBs), and iii) exchange SL reports and grants.

In line with our formulation in Section III, we deploy one LTE macro-cell with radius $R_{\text{cell}} = 1$ km. The deployed UEs follow a Poisson Point Process distribution with a density $\lambda_{\text{UE}}$ nodes per km$^2$ for values from $\{10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40\}$. The LTE macro-cell is configured to work with an UL/SL frequency of 1930 MHz (i.e., band 1) and a bandwidth of 5 MHz (i.e., 25 RBs). However, we assign only $\Omega = 14$ RBs for the actual SL bandwidth of D2D offloading operation. All UEs transmit on SL with a common power density of $-4$ dBm/RB which is equivalent to a maximum of $10$ dBm over the whole SL bandwidth of D2D offloading operation. The LTE macro-cell is configured to work with an UL/SL (Reference) Bandwidth $\Omega = 14$ MHz (i.e., 25 RBs). However, we assign only $\Omega = 14$ RBs for the actual SL bandwidth of D2D offloading operation. The LTE macro-cell builds the D2D network topology making use of SNR $g_{ij}$, where the new normalized term $g_{ij}$ is defined as $\frac{g_{ij}}{g_{ij}}$, we make use of WINNER II B2-LOS channel model [11]. The SL frame duration is fixed to 40 milliseconds which corresponds to 40 LTE subframes. Note that only 32 subframes are actually used for data transmission while the initial 8 ones are used for SL control information. The eNodeB builds the D2D network topology making use of SNR reports and estimations (i.e., CQI metric). A communication link exists between two nodes if and only if the respective SNR is greater than a threshold $\gamma_{\text{TOPO}} = 10$ dB.

Simulated flows are generated following a Poisson process with an arrival rate equal to $\lambda_\text{FL} \in \{10, 20\}$ flows per second. Flow bit-rates are randomly selected from predefined Constant Bit Rate (CBR) classes. Flow duration is simulated to follow an exponential random variable with a mean duration of $\lambda_{\text{DUR}} = 1$ second. Flows sources are selected according to a random uniform distribution. As for destinations, they are selected for a given source assuming a node-flow interest probability of $\rho = 0.1$. In other words, once a flow source is selected, other nodes are evaluated for being interested in receiving the flow using Bernoulli trials with a success probability equal to $\rho$. TABLE III summarizes the main parameters used in simulations.

B. Performance metrics

As described in TABLE IV, we consider various metrics to evaluate purposes in our experiments. These metrics are grouped with respect to the following interests: i) I1: overall utility of offloading system, ii) I2: end-users’ quality of service per flow, and iii) I3: energy consumption.

Unfortunately, the related strategies described in Section II cannot be compared with our proposal. The main reason behind this is that the full optimization model considered in our paper (Section III) is not addressed at all in the related papers. Hence, we propose to compare JRRA-EE with the following variants:

1) DJK-RRB: is a pure path strategy that aims to find the optimal routing trees using the one-to-many version Dijkstra algorithm and then, allocates RB randomly.

2) RRT-ORB: is a pure resource block oriented strategy that finds the routing trees randomly using random walk on the topology graph, and allocates RB optimally.

3) JRRA-EN: is an energy non-aware variant of the original JRRA-EE. It relies, hence, on a modified objective function as described below:

$$\max \sum_{i,j,k,h,n} B_{ij} + \frac{1}{N_{A}} \sum_{k \in F} f_{nk} - \frac{1}{N_{A}} \sum_{n \in V} \sum_{k \in F} f_{nk}$$

with $N_{A} \triangleq |V|$, $N_{A} \triangleq |F|$, $N_{A} \triangleq |V|$ (37) where the new normalized term $\frac{1}{N_{A}} \sum_{n \in V} \sum_{k \in F} f_{nk}$ represents the eNodeB’s attempt to minimize the number of involved nodes in the offloading route.
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C. Simulation results

First, we evaluate the offloading capability of our approach compared with the related strategies. To do so, we measure the ratio of the flows offloaded by the D2D subnetwork. Fig. 4 illustrates $S$ with respect to the density of UEs and under two traffic conditions $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ and $\lambda_{FL} = 20$ flows per second. We note that DJK-RRB generally outperforms the other strategies. This is expected since DJK-RRB routes flows over the fewest possible nodes (i.e., the smallest possible trees). Hence, it allows for more flows to be admitted. Taking DJK-RRB as a baseline, we note that our proposal JRRA-EE accepts, in average, around $S = 12\%$ of the flows with $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ which is $\Delta S = 4\%$ less than DJK-RRB as illustrated in Fig. 4a. On the other hand, Fig. 4b depicts $S$’s variation under a higher traffic load. We notice that, for $\lambda_{FL} = 20$, the performance of JRRA-EE drops to around $S = 9\%$. However, the most advantageous DJK-RRB also drops making the performance gap of JRRA-EE within $\Delta S = 3\%$. It is straightforward to see that, though JRRA-EE is outperformed by DJK-RRB and RRT-ORB, our proposal performs better than its energy non-agnostic variant JRRA-EN in terms of offloading capacity.

Fig. 5 depicts the ratio of interrupted flows according to the UEs’ density for respectively $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ and $\lambda_{FL} = 20$ scenarios. From flows perspective, the admission rate (i.e., as illustrated in Fig. 4) alone is not sufficient and we have to ensure that the path is valid until the reception of all the packets. It is worth pointing out that our proposal achieves the lowest service interruption probability compared with the related strategies. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b clearly demonstrate that JRRA-EE resists well to the traffic increase. In fact, it is able to maintain the service interruption rate I below 15% under both traffic conditions $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ and $\lambda_{FL} = 20$ flow per seconds. On the other hand, DJK-RRB which is able to maximize the offloading rate, struggles to resist to such an increase and may crash more than 40%.

Besides, to quantify the QoS in terms of packet error rate at the IP level, Fig. 6 illustrates the average flow’s packet loss ($L$) according to the UEs’ density for respectively $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ and $\lambda_{FL} = 20$ scenarios. We recall that the packet loss does not come only from transmission error due to noise interference but may also be caused by the service interruption. Indeed, a flow may be disrupted because a relaying node has exhausted all its energy budget and consequently declared itself as dead. In Fig. 6, it is straightforward to see that JRRA-EE and JRRA-EN both outperform DJK-RRB and RRT-ORB thanks to their capability to take into consideration interference in OFDMA RB blocks allocation. However, RRT-ORB performs badly in general which may seems paradoxical. The rational behind this is RRT-ORB handles RBs allocation once the routes are randomly selected leaving few possibilities to allocate sufficient RBs to flows. It is straightforward to see that such a behaviour will lead to higher transmission delays. As a consequence, longer transmission delays paired with energy-agnostic node selection for routing is resulting in high packet loss due to the service disruption.

Being energy-aware makes JRRA-EE more robust against the packet loss. In fact, the latter succeeds to maintain $L$ below 0.15 and 0.18 for both traffic conditions $\lambda_{FL} = 10$ and $\lambda_{FL} = 20$ flow per seconds respectively as depicted in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b.

To highlight the energy efficiency of our proposal JRRA-EE, we make use of the metric $E_n$ which measures the average lifetime of the D2D offloading system as a $n$ connected components (i.e., evolution of network connectivity). Disruptions caused by nodes’ energy shortage lead to the topology disconnection which, in its turn, degrades the overall utility of the D2D offloading system. In this regard, Fig. 7 highlights how JRRA-EE succeeds to keep the D2D topology connected.
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\caption{I w.r.t node density $\lambda_{UE}$.}
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\caption{L w.r.t node density $\lambda_{UE}$.}
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paths and lower latencies compared with JRRA-EE. We recall, as illustrated above, that both DJK-RRB and RRT-ORB deteriorate service interruption and packet error rate metrics. In return, our proposal JRRA-EE outperforms its energy non-aware variant JRRA-EN.

In summary, network simulations show that JRRA-EE outperforms the variants in terms of network lifetime, packet loss and service interruption at the expense of small performance gaps with respect to latency and offloading capacity. Furthermore, JRRA-EE always outperforms its energy non-aware variant JRRA-EN.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the LTE-D2D-based multihop offloading scheme for the intra-cell UE-to-UEs multicast/unicast flows. We proposed an energy-efficient offloading scheme to jointly solve the problem of multicast/unicast routing and the OFDMA resource block allocation. To increase the utility of the offloading system, the proposed scheme took into account the battery-limitation by defining an energy-budget for each cooperating UE. We also considered LTE-D2D-specific constraints: half-duplex operation and the contiguous resource block allocations. We formulated the problem as an ILP and we proposed a novel heuristic, named JRRA-EE, composed of a two-stage algorithm to solve it. We validated our proposal using the NS-3 simulator after implementing the whole LTE-D2D protocol stack. Through extensive simulations, we have shown that our proposed strategy JRRA-EE outperformed the related strategies. Performance gains manifested themselves as i) increased lifetime of the offloading network, ii) low packet loss and iii) low service interruption rates at the expense of small performance gaps in latency and offloading capacity.
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Abstract—We consider optimal energy-aware load balancing of elastic downlink data traffic inside a macrocell with multiple small cells within its coverage area. The model for the problem corresponds to a system of parallel M/M/1-PS queues, where the macrocell is represented by a multiclass M/M/1-PS queue and each small cell is an energy-aware M/M/1-PS queue with additional states for the idle timer and the so-called setup delay. We apply the theory of MDPs to develop a near-optimal state-dependent policy, both for a weighted sum of the performance and energy as well as for the constrained formulation, where energy is minimized subject to a constraint on the performance. Specifically, we utilize the first step of the well-known policy iteration method under which the routing decision for each arrival requires evaluating the marginal future cost of adding the arrival in the small cell or the macrocell. As our main contribution, we derive the associated value functions and the explicit form of the near-optimal FPI policy. The performance of the policy is illustrated through numerical examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneous networks (HetNets) is one of the key enabling technologies for realizing the future 5G networks. Specifically, HetNets address the problem of spatially heterogeneous distribution of the traffic load within a cell by introducing inside the coverage region of the macrocell so-called small cells, sometimes also referred to as pico- or femtocells, with low-power base stations that are operating under control of the macrocell. The small cells can offer at a traffic hot spot a high transmission rate to nearby users and thus some of the traffic can be off loaded away from the macrocell to the respective small cell. Such load balancing clearly can benefit the performance of the users, for example, by minimizing the delay. However, in modern systems it also important to consider the energy consumption of the system.

Such energy-aware load balancing in HetNets has been studied considerably recently. Typically, the approaches consider a fixed set of users or the optimization only takes into account average traffic parameters, see, e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. However, such approaches do not take into account the randomly varying user population and the delay performance of the users. Our focus is to take these aspects explicitly into account by using a queuing theoretic approach.

In more detail, we study the following scenario. We consider a single macrocell with many small cells inside its coverage region serving downlink traffic. The user traffic consists of elastic flows, roughly corresponding to file transfers controlled by TCP, that are downloaded through the base stations. New flows arrive according to a Poisson process. Thus, the number of active flows varies randomly over time and the flow-level performance is represented by the mean flow-level delay, i.e., the mean file transfer delay. Upon the arrival of a new flow, a load balancing policy will decide whether to serve the flow through the local small cell or the macrocell. From the energy point of view, the macrocell is always on in order to provide coverage in the whole cell area. However, the small cells can be switched off to save energy during low load. Activating again a sleeping small cell incurs a performance cost in the form of a setup delay, thus giving rise to a performance-energy trade-off in the system. Our objective is to develop energy- and delay-aware load balancing algorithms.

In our flow-level model, the macrocell is represented by a multiclass M/M/1-PS queue, where the classes represent flows that arrived in a given small cell but are served by the macrocell. The small cells are modelled as a single-class M/M/1-PS queues with a setup delay, and we additionally allow another control parameter, the so-called idle timer, which defines how long a small cell waits before it falls into sleep mode after the small cell becomes idle (i.e., becomes empty of flows). Thus, the system consists of a set of parallel queues and the load balancing policy decides whether the arrival is routed to the small cell or the macrocell.

To characterize the performance-energy trade-off, we represent the system cost as a weighted sum of the delay and energy. To optimize the cost, we consider dynamic state-dependent policies and apply the theory of Markov Decision Processes (MDP). MDPs have been applied for the load balancing problem in HetNets in [6], [7], [8], [9], but they do not contain any explicit forms of the resulting policies, i.e., value iteration method is used to numerically solve the problem. Also, the system models are different to ours in these papers, or energy aspects are not considered. Note that in our earlier paper [10], we have applied the so-called FPI approach, to be discussed below, but the policy is obtained numerically and, in addition, the system model is slightly different (no idle timer in small cells and macrocell energy model is simpler).

As our main analytical contribution, we are able to define explicitly the (near) optimal policy. Specifically, we utilize the first step of the policy iteration algorithm [11], which gives the so-called FPI (First Policy Iteration) policy. By using a
We consider a heterogeneous wireless system consisting of a single macrocell and $K$ separate small cells located inside the coverage area of the macrocell. The macrocell is indexed by 0 and the small cells by $k = 1, \ldots, K$. We assume that the small cells operate in an outband mode, i.e., they have their own radio resources and do not interfere with the macrocell. In addition, we assume that the small cells are far enough from each other so that they do not interfere with each other either.

Traffic consists of elastic downlink data flows (such as TCP file transfers). Let $\lambda_k$ denote the arrival rate of new flows within the area of small cell $k$. Each such a flow can be served either by the small cell itself or the macrocell (but not by the other small cells). Upon the arrival, a routing decision must be made whether the flow is attached to the small cell or the macrocell. In addition, let $\lambda_0$ denote the arrival rate of those flows (outside the “hotspot” areas covered by the small cells) that can only be served by the macrocell. All the arrival processes are assumed to be independent Poisson processes.

Each small cell $k$ is modeled by a single server PS queue, which implies that flows are scheduled in each time slot so that all resources are given to one flow at a time and the flows are served in a round-robin manner. We assume that the service time $S_k$ of an arbitrary flow in small cell $k$ is exponentially distributed with mean $E[S_k] = 1/\mu_k$. The mean service time $E[S_k]$ is the average time needed to complete the transfer of a random flow if there were no other flows to be carried by the same cell. We note that the service time is affected at least by the size of the original flow, the location of the corresponding mobile terminal (within the small cell), and the radio channel conditions during the flow transfer. However, since the scheduler of the small cell does not utilize these features, we do not model them separately.

For each small cell, we apply the DELAYEDOFF sleep state control (according to the terminology of [18]). As long as there are flows in the small cell to be served, the state of the server is said to be BUSY, but as soon as the system becomes empty, the state changes to IDLE. The server remains IDLE as long as one of the following events take place. Either a new flow arrives, in which case the server becomes again BUSY and starts serving the new flow, or the idle timer (associated with the idle server) expires, in which case the server is immediately switched OFF. In our model, the length $I_k$ of the idle timer of small cell $k$ is assumed to be independently and exponentially distributed with mean $E[I_k] = 1/\omega_k$. In the latter case, the server remains OFF until a new flow is routed to small cell $k$ and the server is put to the SETUP state. After a setup delay $D_k$, which in our model is assumed to be independently and exponentially distributed with mean $E[D_k] = 1/\delta_k$, the server becomes again BUSY and starts serving the waiting flows.

The state of small cell $k$ at time $t$ is described by the pair $(X_k(t), B_k(t))$, where $X_k(t)$ refers to the number of flows...
and \( B_k(t) \) to the state of the server. Note that server \( k \) is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BUSY}, & \quad \text{if } X_k(t) > 0 \text{ and } B_k(t) = 1; \\
\text{IDLE}, & \quad \text{if } X_k(t) = 0 \text{ and } B_k(t) = 1; \\
\text{OFF}, & \quad \text{if } X_k(t) = 0 \text{ and } B_k(t) = 0; \\
\text{SETUP}, & \quad \text{if } X_k(t) > 0 \text{ and } B_k(t) = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

We denote the power consumption in these energy states of
small cell \( k \) by \( P_{k}^{E-\text{STATE}} \), and we assume that

\[
0 = P_{k}^{b} < P_{k}^{o} \leq \min\{ P_{k}^{o}, P_{k}^{b} \},
\]

where superscripts \( o \), \( i \), \( s \), \( b \) refer to \( \text{OFF}, \text{IDLE}, \text{SETUP}, \text{BUSY} \), and \( \text{BUSY} \) states, respectively.

The macrocell \( 0 \) serves \( K + 1 \) different classes of flows. Class \( 0 \) refers to those flows that can only be served by the macrocell and class \( k \) to those flows that arrive in the area of small cell \( k \) but are routed to the macrocell. The macrocell itself is modeled by a single server multiclass PS queue, which again implies that flows are scheduled in each time slot so that all resources are given to one flow at a time and the flows are served in a round-robin manner. We assume that the service time \( S_{0,k} \) of an arbitrary flow in class \( k \in \{ 0, 1, \ldots, K \} \) is exponentially distributed with mean \( 1/\mu_{0,k} \).

For the macrocell, we do not apply any sleep state control, but it is a \text{NEVEROFF} server (according to the terminology of [18]). Thus, the state of the macrocell at time \( t \) is described by the vector \( X_0(t) = (X_{0,0}(t), X_{0,1}(t), \ldots, X_{0,K}(t)) \), where \( X_{0,k}(t) \) refers to the number of flows in class \( k \). Note that server \( 0 \) is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BUSY}, & \quad \text{if } |X_0(t)| > 0; \\
\text{IDLE}, & \quad \text{if } |X_0(t)| = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
|X_0(t)| = X_{0,0}(t) + X_{0,1}(t) + \ldots + X_{0,K}(t)
\]

denotes the total number of flows in macrocell. The power consumption of macrocell is denoted by \( P_{0}^{E-\text{STATE}} \), and we assume that

\[
0 < P_{0}^{b} \leq P_{0}^{o}.
\]

III. OPTIMAL LOAD BALANCING PROBLEM

Our objective is to develop dynamic, state-dependent load balancing policies that simultaneously take into account both the power consumption and the delay of the flows. The load balancing policy decides for each arriving flow in the small cells, whether the arrival is served by the local small cell or the macrocell. For our model, optimal policies can be developed in the framework of MDPs [11].

Before discussing the optimization, we state a necessary condition for the stability of the system. As in [10], the macrocell is the bottleneck in the system, because it serves as an overflow system for the arrivals in the small cells, and thus, the maximal stability condition for any load balancing policy is given by

\[
\frac{\lambda_0}{\mu_{0,0}} + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\lambda_k - \mu_k}{\mu_{0,k}} < 1. \tag{1}
\]

For the optimization, the cost rates with respect to the performance (delay) and the energy need to be defined first. Let the vector \( x_0 = (x_{0,0}, \ldots, x_{0,K}) \) denote a given state of the macrocell. Similarly, we denote by \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_K) \) and \( b = (b_1, \ldots, b_K) \) vectors for the number of flows and the state of the server in each small cell. Given that there are \((x_o, x)\) flows in the system, the instantaneous cost rate for the performance, \( c^p(x_0, x) \), is given by

\[
c^p(x_0, x) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} x_{0,k} + \sum_{k=1}^{K} x_k, \tag{2}
\]

i.e., it is the total number of flows in the system. For the energy, the instantaneous cost rate, \( c^e(x_0, x, b) \), is the total instantaneous power in the given state and it equals

\[
c^e(x_0, x, b) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} (1_{x_0,0} = 0) P_{k}^i + (1_{x_0,0} > 0) P_{k}^b + \sum_{k=1}^{K} (1_{x_k,0} = 0, b_k = 1) P_{k}^i + (1_{x_k,0} > 0, b_k = 0) P_{k}^b, \tag{3}
\]

where \( 1_A \) denotes the indicator function of the set \( A \). To characterize the trade-off between performance and energy, the total instantaneous cost rate in state \((x_0, x, b)\), \( c(x_0, x, b) \), is defined as the weighted sum of performance and energy,

\[
c(x_0, x, b) = w_1 c^p(x_0, x) + w_2 c^e(x_0, x, b),
\]

where \( w_1, w_2 \geq 0 \) are the weight parameters.

We denote by \( \pi \) the set of all possible load balancing policies that are stable under the condition (1). For a given policy \( \pi \), let \( E[X^\pi] \) and \( E[P^\pi] \) denote the mean total number of flows in the system and the resulting mean power consumption, respectively. Our objective is to consider the following optimization problem,

\[
\min_{\pi} w_1 E[X^\pi] + w_2 E[P^\pi]. \tag{4}
\]

Note that by dividing (4) with the total arrival rate \( \sum_k \lambda_k \), the objective is, by Little’s law, equal to the weighted sum of the mean flow delay and the mean energy per flow.

A. Optimal dynamic policy

The optimization problem (4) is an MDP and can be solved numerically iteratively with the policy iteration method [11], as follows. Let \( y \) denote a vector of the entire state of the system, i.e., \( y = (x_0, x, b) \). In the load balancing policy, associated with each state \((x_0, x, b)\) there is a set of actions \( A(y) \) relating to the decisions where the arrivals are routed. Let \( \pi_n \) denote the policy at the \( n \)-th iteration step. The iterated policy policy at the next step, \( \pi_{n+1} \), is obtained by solving in each state \( y \) the following optimality equation

\[
\pi_{n+1}(y) = \arg\min_{a \in A(y)} \left( c(y) - \tilde{c}^{\pi_n} + \sum_{y'} q_{yy'}(a) v^{\pi_n}(y') \right), \forall y, \tag{5}
\]

where \( \tilde{c}^{\pi_n} \) is the mean cost under policy \( \pi_n \), \( q_{yy'}(a) \) is the transition rate from state \( y \) to state \( y' \) when action \( a \) is taken.
and $v^{\pi_n}(y')$ is the so-called value function of state $y'$ for policy $\pi_n$.

The value function of each state under given policy $\pi$ gives the mean difference in the cost when starting initially the process from the state $y$ and the long term average cost $\bar{v}^\pi$. The value function of each state are, on the other hand, characterized by the following set of linear equations

$$c(y) - \bar{v}^\pi + \sum_{y'} q_{y'y}(\pi(y'))(v^*(y') - v^*(y)) = 0, \ \forall y,$$  

where $\pi(y)$ is the action taken in state $y$ under policy $\pi$.

The policy iteration algorithm can be started from any stable initial policy $\pi^0$, for which the value functions are first solved from (6). Then the iterated policy $\pi^1$ is obtained from (5), and the process repeats. The policy iteration is guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy in a finite number of iterations [11]. Unfortunately, for the state space consists of $(3K + 1)$ dimensions which makes it impossible to solve the optimal policy numerically.

B. Near-optimal FPI policy

In the FPI (First Policy Iteration) approach, the idea is that by selecting the initial policy appropriately the first step of the optimization (5) can be carried out explicitly. Typically this first step already gives the largest improvement, which makes the FPI policy near optimal.

Consider now a probabilistic policy determined by the vector $p = (p_1, \ldots, p_K)$, where each component $p_k$ gives the probability to route the incoming class-$k$ flow to the small cell $k$ and with probability $(1 - p_k)$ the flow is routed to the macrocell. By using a probabilistic policy as the initial policy renders the stochastic behavior of the macrocell and the small cells independent of each other. Thus, the relative value of the state $y = (x_0, x, b)$ can be expressed as

$$v(x_0, x, b) = v_0(x_0) + \sum_{k=1}^{K} v_k(x_k, b_k),$$

where $v_0(x_0)$ and $v_k(x_k, b_k)$ are the value functions of the macrocell and small cell $k$, respectively.

A reasonable selection for the initial probabilistic policy is to balance the load in all the cells, as much as possible. We denote this policy by $p^{LB}$. Assume that the classes of the small cells, $k = 1, \ldots, K$, are ordered in a descending order according to the cell loads, i.e., $\lambda_1/\mu_1 > \cdots > \lambda_K/\mu_K$. Note that for all those small cells where the load is already less than the load of the macrocell when serving its own traffic, no traffic can be moved to the macrocell, i.e., the corresponding $p^{LB}_k = 1$. Thus, let $k^*$ denote the index value of the last small cell from which traffic can be moved to the macrocell, i.e.,

$$k^* = \{ \max k = 1, \ldots, K : \lambda_k/\mu_k > \lambda_0/\mu_0, 0 \}.$$

It is easy to see that the load is then equalized by setting

$$p^{LB}_k = \frac{\lambda_k}{\lambda_k + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\lambda_k}{\mu_k}}, \ \ k = 1, \ldots, k^*,$$

$$p^{LB}_k = 1, \ \ k = k^* + 1, \ldots, K.$$

The optimization (5) only concerns the arrival events. Thus, the decision to serve the arrival in small cell $k$ or route it to the macrocell simply consists of evaluating the additional cost of adding the arrival to the small cell or to the macrocell. Due to the separable form of the value function (7), the action to serve the arrival in the macrocell or the small cell $k$ in state $(x_0, x, b)$ is given by

$$a^{\text{FPI}}_k(x_0, x, b) = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{macrocell, if } v_0(x_0, 0, \ldots, x_{0,k} + 1, \ldots, x_{0,K}) - v_0(x_0, 0, \ldots, x_{0,K}) < v_k(x_k + 1, b_k) - v_k(x_k, b_k) \\ v_k(x_k + 1, b_k) - v_k(x_k, b_k), & \text{small cell , otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

In summary, the main advantage in the FPI approach is that it allows us to systematically construct an optimized dynamic policy, which is near optimal and (almost) fully explicit, as will be seen in the following section. Note that through our results, the FPI policy is also fully specified in the entire state space of the system, i.e., there is no need for any truncation to evaluate the mean cost under the FPI policy by simulation.

C. Value functions

Here we present the main analytical results of the paper: explicit value functions for the performance and energy for the M/M/1-PS DELAYDOFF and multiclass M/M/1-PS models.

1) M/M/1-PS DELAYDOFF: Consider a generic M/M/1-PS DELAYEDOFF queue with arrival rate $\lambda$, mean idle timer $E[I] = 1/\omega$, and mean setup delay $E[D] = 1/\delta$. Assume that the system is stable, i.e., $\rho < 1$, where load $\rho = \lambda E[S]$. In addition, let $P^a$, $P^i$, $P^s$, and $P^b$ denote the power consumption in energy states OFF, IDLE, SETUP, and BUSY, respectively.

Proposition 1: For a stable M/M/1-PS DELAYEDOFF queue, the relative value function with respect to performance in state $(n, b)$ is given by

$$v^p(n, 1) - v^p(n, 0) = \frac{E[S]n(n + 1)}{2(1 - \rho)} - \frac{E[D]n\rho(1 + \lambda E[D])}{(1 - \rho)(1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I])} - \frac{E[I]\lambda E[D]}{(1 - \rho)(1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I])},$$

$$v^p(n, 0) - v^p(0, 0) = \frac{E[S]n(n + 1)}{2(1 - \rho)} + \frac{E[D]n(1 + \lambda E[D])}{1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I]} + \frac{E[I](n - 1)\lambda E[D]}{(1 - \rho)(1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I])}.$$

Proof: The Howard equations for the system are:

$$-\bar{v}^p + \lambda(v^p(1, 0) - v^p(0, 0)) = 0,$$

$$n - \bar{v}^p + \lambda(v^p(n + 1, 0) - v^p(n, 0)) + \delta(v^p(n, 1) - v^p(n, 0)) = 0, \ \ n \geq 1,$$
are satisfied by the proposed relative value function.

\[ c^p = E[P] = \rho P^b + \frac{(1 - \rho) \lambda E[D] P^s + \lambda E[I] P^i}{1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I]} \]

It is again a straightforward task to verify that these equations are satisfied by the proposed relative value function.

**Corollary 2:** For a stable M/M/1-PS DELAYEDOFF queue, the marginal energy cost in state \((n, b)\) is given by

\[ v^e(n + 1, 1) - v^e(n, 1) = \gamma, \quad n \geq 0; \]
\[ v^e(1, 0) - v^e(0, 0) = \gamma \]
\[ + \frac{E[D]((P^s - P^o) + E[I](P^i - P^o))}{1 + \lambda E[D] + \lambda E[I]}, \]
\[ v^e(n + 1, 0) - v^e(n, 0) = \gamma, \quad n \geq 1, \]

where \( \gamma \) is defined in Proposition 2.

The explicit value functions for the M/M/1-PS DELAYEDOFF model are novel results and not available in the literature. The results in Corollary 1 and 2 are used when evaluating the marginal cost of serving the flow in small cell \(k\), in (8). In the marginal cost expressions of Corollary 1 and 2, the arrival rate in small cell \(k\) after the initial policy is \(\lambda_k = \rho_k^{LB} \lambda\).

Also, observe that in Proposition 1, the marginal cost with respect to the power has a linear cost with respect to the number of jobs, i.e., similarly to the JSQ rule (Join-the-Shortest-Queue), but in addition there is a positive or negative constant factor depending on whether the server is in sleep/setup state or busy state. Thus, it is from the future cost better to keep an already busy server busy than to wake it up, which is also logical. On the other hand, by Corollary 2, the marginal energy cost is interestingly constant and does not depend on busy/setup state, unless the server is switched off.

**2) MULTICLASS M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF:** Consider a generic multiclass M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF queue with \(K + 1\) classes of customers indexed by \(k = 0, 1, \ldots, K\). Let \(\lambda_k\) and \(E[S_k] = 1 / \mu_k\) denote the arrival rate and the mean service time for class \(k\), respectively. In addition, let \(\lambda = \lambda_0 + \lambda_1 + \ldots + \lambda_K\) denote the total arrival rate and

\[ E[S] = \frac{1}{\lambda} (\lambda_0 E[S_0] + \lambda_1 E[S_1] + \ldots + \lambda_K E[S_K]) \]

refer to the mean service time over all the customers. Assume that the system is stable, i.e., \(\rho < 1\), where load \(\rho = \lambda E[S]\).

Finally, let \(P^s\) and \(P^b\) denote the power consumption in energy states IDLE and BUSY, respectively.

**Proposition 3:** For a stable multiclass M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF queue, the relative value function with respect to performance in state \(n = (n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_K)\) is given by

\[ v^p(n) - v^p(0) = \sum_{k=0}^K a_k n_k^2 + n_k + \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \sum_{\ell=k+1}^K 2a_{k,\ell} n_k n_\ell. \]
where the coefficients \( a_k \) and \( a_{k,\ell} \) \((k < \ell)\) are solved from the following system of linear equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 + 2 \sum_{i=0}^{K} \lambda_i a_{k,i} - 2\mu_k a_k &= 0, \quad 0 \leq k \leq K; \\
1 + \sum_{i=0}^{K} \lambda_i (a_{k,\ell} + a_{\ell,i}) - (\mu_k + \mu_{\ell}) a_{k,\ell} &= 0, \\
0 \leq k < \ell \leq K,
\end{align*}
\]

with notations \( a_{k,k} = a_k \) and \( a_{k,\ell} = a_{\ell,k} \) for any \( k, \ell \).

**Proof:** The general result for a multiclass M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF queue was proved in [13].

**Proposition 4:** For a stable multiclass M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF queue, the relative value function with respect to energy in state \( \mathbf{n} = (n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_K) \) is given by

\[
v^e(\mathbf{n}) - v^e(\mathbf{0}) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} E[S_k|n_k](P^b - P^i),
\]

where \( \mathbf{0} = (0, 0, \ldots, 0) \) is the null vector.

**Proof:** The Howard equations for the system read as follows:

\[
P^i - \bar{c}^e + \sum_{k=0}^{K} \lambda_k (v^e(\mathbf{e}_k) - v^e(\mathbf{0})) = 0,
\]

\[
P^b - \bar{c}^e + \sum_{k=0}^{K} \frac{n_k \mu_k}{n_0 + \ldots + n_K} (v^e(\mathbf{n} - \mathbf{e}_k) - v^e(\mathbf{n})) + \sum_{k=0}^{K} \lambda_k (v^e(\mathbf{n} + \mathbf{e}_k) - v^e(\mathbf{n})) = 0, \quad \mathbf{n} \neq 0,
\]

where \( \mathbf{e}_k \) is a unit vector into direction \( k \) and \( \bar{c}^e \) denotes the mean power consumption given by

\[
\bar{c}^e = E[P] = \rho P^b + (1 - \rho) P^i.
\]

It is again a straightforward task to verify that these equations are satisfied by the proposed relative value function. \( \square \)

**Corollary 3:** For a stable multiclass M/M/1-PS NEVEROFF queue, the marginal cost with respect to energy in state \( \mathbf{n} = (n_0, n_1, \ldots, n_K) \) is given by

\[
v^e(\mathbf{n} + \mathbf{e}_k) - v^e(\mathbf{n}) = E[S_k](P^b - P^i),
\]

where \( \mathbf{e}_k \) is the unit vector into direction \( k \).

The explicit form of the value function for the energy part in the multiclass M/M/1-PS model is a again novel result and not available in the literature. The results in Proposition 3 and Corollary 3 are used when evaluating the additional cost of serving the flow in the macrocell in (8). Note that after the initial policy each class \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) has arrival rate \( \lambda_k = (1 - p_k^{1i}) \lambda \).

As the value function for the performance has a quadratic form, see Proposition 3, it is clear that the marginal performance cost \( v^p(\mathbf{n} + \mathbf{e}_k) - v^p(\mathbf{n}) \) has in general a linear form. On the other hand, by Corollary 3, the marginal energy cost is constant.

### IV. Constrained Optimization Problem

In Section III the performance-energy tradeoff was characterized by a weighted sum of the performance and the energy (4). In this formulation, defining appropriate weights in a given setting may be difficult. Instead, a more natural characterization of the tradeoff can be to consider the following constrained optimization formulation: the objective is to determine the policy \( \pi \) that minimizes the energy consumption subject to a constraint of the maximum mean delay \( T^\text{max} \),

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{\pi} & \ E[P^e] \\
\text{s.t.} & \ E[X^\pi] \leq T^\text{max},
\end{align*}
\]

where the instantaneous costs for the performance and energy are given by (2) and (3), respectively. Note that above again Little’s result has been applied in the delay constraint.

The optimization problem (9) can be analyzed as a constrained MDP [15], [16] by applying standard Lagrangian techniques. The idea is to introduce the so-called Lagrange parameter \( \beta \geq 0 \), and consider the following form for the immediate costs

\[
e(x_0, x; b; \beta) = e^p(x_0, x) + \beta e^e(x_0, x, b).
\]

In this way, for any given fixed value of \( \beta \), the problem is in fact a standard unconstrained MDP with a weighted objective function (4) as defined in Section III, and the optimal policy \( \pi^*(\beta) \) can be obtained by using, e.g., the policy iteration algorithm. Assuming that a feasible solution to (9) exists, there exists an optimal \( \beta^* \) such that the resulting policy \( \pi^*(\beta^*) \) is also the optimal solution to (9), or it may be that to satisfy the constraint in (9) as an equality, the optimal policy is an appropriately randomized policy between two policies associated with \( \beta^*_L \) and \( \beta^*_H \), such that \( E[X^\pi(\beta^*_L)]/\sum_k \lambda_k < T^\text{max} \) and \( E[X^\pi(\beta^*_H)]/\sum_k \lambda_k > T^\text{max} \), respectively, see [16], [15].

We have applied the following simple iterative algorithm to determine \( \beta^* \), similarly as in [19]. Let \( n \) here denote the iteration round. Given the current value \( \beta_n \) at the \( n^{th} \) iteration, the next value \( \beta_{n+1} \) is obtained from

\[
\beta_{n+1} = \beta_n + \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{E[X^\pi(\beta_n)]}{\sum_k \lambda_k} - T^\text{max} \right).
\]

The iteration is stopped after a given number of iterations. Additionally, for each value of \( \beta_n \), due to the high dimensionality of the state space in our problem, the policy iteration can not be iterated until the optimal policy is found. Instead, we apply only the FPI policy for which the explicit expressions have been given in Section III for the weighted cost. Also due to the enormous size of the state space, the performance and energy costs are obtained through simulation. This gives us finally the near optimal policy and the simulated solution to the original constrained optimization problem (9).

To illustrate the constrained optimization approach, we consider the simple model with one small cell with the following parameters: \( E[I] = 1, E[D] = 0.1, \lambda_1 = 12.6, \mu_1 = 18.73, P^b_1 = P^i_1 = 100, P^b_1 = 70 \) and \( P^i_1 = 0 \). In the macrocell, there
are thus two classes with following parameters: \( \lambda_0 = 2 \), \( \mu_{0,0} = 12.34 \), \( \mu_{0,1} = 6.37 \), \( P_0^b = 1000 \) and \( P_0^i = 700 \). Figure 1 illustrates the policy iteration and the iteration with respect to \( \beta \). In the figure, we show the result of the convergence of the policy iteration for the first three values of \( \beta \). The initial value of \( \beta \) corresponds to the curve labeled 1 and on the x-axis the policy iteration convergence is shown as a function of the iteration count. In this case, the policy converged with 3 iterations. Then \( \beta \) is adapted according to (10) and the policy iteration is applied until convergence, see curve labeled 2, etc. In this small example, the policy iteration can be numerically evaluated until convergence. Later in our numerical results this is not possible due to the enormous state space and we apply the FPI policy only, which is then simulated to obtain the cost. However, observe that the largest improvement is always obtained with the first step of the policy iteration, i.e., the FPI policy, and the reduction in cost after that is marginal. Thus, we can argue that the FPI policy is indeed near optimal.

V. Numerical results

Here, we study the performance of proposed policies through simulation runs. We consider a system consisting of one macro and four small cells. Small cells can be in a sleep state where they do not consume power. Otherwise, power consumption of small cell \( k \) in the busy, setup and idle states are \( P_k^b = P_k^e = 100 \) and \( P_k^i = 70 \) W, respectively. The macro cell consumes 1000 W when it is busy and 700 W when idle.

Service rate for a request originating from within a small cell is \( \mu_k = 18.73 \) s\(^{-1}\) if it is served by the small cell, and \( \mu_{0,k} = 6.37 \) s\(^{-1}\) if offloaded to the macro. Additionally, the macro cell also serves users that are outside the coverage area of the small cells with a rate \( \mu_0 = 12.34 \) s\(^{-1}\), obtained by assuming file sizes of 5 Mb and typical measured mean channel qualities, see [10] for more detailed justifications. In the entire simulation study we set arrival rate in the macro cell to \( \lambda_0 = 2 \) s\(^{-1}\), and systematically choose small cell arrival rates so that the load on the small cell is 0.05, 0.2, 0.32, and 0.5.

We study the impact of mean idle timer \( E[I] \) and mean setup delay \( E[D] \) on the performance of the proposed FPI policy. We start by considering unconstrained minimization of the weighed sum cost in the following section and then the constrained problem.

A. Weighted sum cost

Figure 2 shows the weighted sum cost of mean response time and mean power consumption as a function of idle timer for two mean setup delay values, \( E[D] = 1 \) (upper figure) and \( E[D] = 0.05 \) (lower figure), and weight \( \beta = 0.01, \) i.e., \( w_1 = 1 \) and \( w_2 = 0.01 \). That is, the employed policy is \( \pi^\beta = (0.01) \). The FPI policy is guaranteed to decrease the cost relative to the initial policy, which is the static load balancing policy. In this setting, the reduction in the cost is typically approximately 10%, e.g., with \( E[D] = 1 \) and \( E[I] = 0 \) at load \( \rho = 0.5 \) the corresponding static LB cost is 50.5, while the cost of the FPI policy is 46. However, the gain can be significantly affected by the choice of weight parameter \( \beta \); decreasing \( \beta \) would increase the gain.

A more important aspect here is the impact of the mean idle timer. When setup delay is long, weighted sum cost decreases as a function of idle timer except at low load. Similarly in the short setup delay case, weighted sum cost remains monotonous as a function of idle timer, and whether it is an increasing or decreasing function depends on the load. Even though the unit on the x-axis in Figure 2 is the mean interarrival time (in log-2 base), these properties remain the same even if the curves would be shown as a function of the absolute value of the mean idle timer. Thus, in this scenario with FPI policy, the optimal configuration (with respect to idle timer) is either...
NEVEROFF or INSTANTOFF, with low load and short setup delay favoring INSTANTOFF. The results indicate that the general theoretical result that in a single energy-aware M/G/1-PS queue the optimal value of the idle timer is always either zero or infinity, see [17], applies also in this more complex setting without Poisson arrivals (FPI policy makes arrivals at each queue non-Poisson) for the ERWS cost function.

B. Constrained optimization

Figure 3 illustrates mean response time and mean power consumption of the system under $\pi^{\text{FPI}}(\beta^*)$ policy as a function of average idle timer on small cells with $E[D] = 1$. The system behaves more intuitively with respect to mean response time, that is, the longer the cells are allowed to wait in idle state the shorter the response time will be on average. We also observe that largest improvements in mean response time are achieved for average idle timer values between 0.5 and 3 times the mean inter-arrival time. However, for a very light load (0.05 in the figure), longer idle timer has no effect as the policy puts all the traffic in the macro cell.

For points above the delay constraint (red solid line), the policy selects $\beta = 0$, as this is the best we can do to force mean response time as close as possible to the delay constraint under the given idle timer value. However, as soon as idle timer value is high enough so that the constraint is met, the policy starts to minimize mean power by selecting a $\beta^*$ value different from zero, which explains the less steep decrease in mean response time near the constraint.

Now we focus on the power consumption plot in Figure 3. For the smallest load value of 0.05, the policy uses the macro cell only. In this case, mean power consumption is not affected by the choice of idle timer value, as long as it is finite, i.e., they are not configured as NEVEROFF. For load values 0.2, 0.32, and 0.5, the average power consumption decreases as idle timer increases. This looks counter-intuitive as shorter idle timers should enable the small cells to go to sleep more frequently, which should result in reduced average power. However, all three load values are too large to be handled by the macro cell alone, which means sleeping small cells will need to be started frequently. Idle power is avoided by putting cells to sleep, only to be followed by a higher power consumption in the setup state. The effect is amplified by the fact that setup delay is much longer than the average inter-arrival time (and hence the idle timer) resulting in a system that consumes more power than its energy-aware counterpart.

Therefore, for the given setup delay value, the optimal configuration is either INSTANTOFF or NEVEROFF. INSTANTOFF is optimal when load is low enough so that small cells can be switched off completely, whereas NEVEROFF is optimal in all other cases.

We further investigate the impact of setup delay by keeping all other parameters and considering a very short mean setup delay value of $E[D] = 0.05$, which is in the same order as the service time in the small cells. Figure 4 shows mean response time and mean power of such a system.

The mean response time curve roughly exhibits the same behavior as discussed above. However, mean power increases as a function of idle timer except for some discontinuities (explained below). With the setup delay being very short, the high setup power has less impact on the mean power.

![Fig. 3. Performance of FPI($\beta^*$) policy as a function of mean idle timer with $E[D] = 1$. Mean idle timer (x-axis) is shown in base-2 logarithmic scale.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Performance of FPI($\beta^*$) policy as a function of mean idle timer with $E[D] = 0.05$. Mean idle timer (x-axis) is shown in base-2 logarithmic scale.](image2)
compared to the idle power, which makes the INSTANNOFF configuration of small cells an optimal choice for minimizing energy. However, looking back at the mean response time plot, the response time constraint enforces a non-zero idle timer for most of the load values. In this case, a DELAYEDOFF configuration will be optimal with the idle timer set to the smallest value that satisfies the response time constraint.

Notice the discontinuities in the mean power curves. When idle timer is too small, the mean response time does not meet the constraint, which leads to $\beta = 0$. But when the idle timer is long enough, so that the constraint is met with something to spare we start optimizing with respect to mean power, which explains the discontinuities. Note also that for the lowest load scenario, all idle timer values give feasible mean response times resulting in a smooth mean power curve.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered energy efficient load balancing in a system consisting of a macrocell with several small cells inside its coverage area. The system is modeled as a set of parallel queues consisting of a multiclass $M/M/1$-PS queue, representing the always-on macrocell, and each small cell is characterized by an energy-aware $M/M/1$-PS queue with a sleep state and setup delay. As an additional control feature, the model of the small cells included an idle timer, which is used for controlling how long the small cell waits after the end of a busy period until it falls into sleep state.

By applying the theory of MDPs and the first step of the policy iteration method, we developed a near optimal policy for the performance-energy trade-off. Our main contribution was the derivation of the explicit forms of the value functions for the energy and performance, which yields the FPI policy. The explicit form of the FPI policy yielded insights to the general properties of the (near) optimal policy: the marginal performance cost has a JSQ-like linear dependence on the number of flows in the macrocell and small cell models and an additional constant cost in the small cell model reflecting the server state, while the marginal energy cost is constant both in the macrocell and small cell models. The FPI policy was initially derived by characterizing the performance-energy tradeoff as the weighted sum of performance and energy. We also showed how the same FPI policy can be applied through Lagrangian techniques in a constrained MDP setting, as well.

Possibilities for future research are many. On the algorithmic side, one research direction can be to seek for simple heuristic policies that achieve nearly the same performance as the FPI policy. Generalizations worth investigating include analyzing the impact of non-exponential service time distributions as well as interference between the base stations. However, these extensions are analytically very difficult to handle but simulations can be used to this end.
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Abstract—The Diffusive Name-based Routing Protocol (DNRP) is introduced for efficient name-based routing in information-centric networks (ICN). DNRP establishes and maintains multiple loop-free routes to the nearest instances of a name prefix using only distance information. DNRP eliminates the need for periodic updates, maintaining topology information, storing complete paths to content replicas, or knowing about all the sites storing replicas of named content. DNRP is suitable for large ICNs with large numbers of prefixes stored at multiple sites. It is shown that DNRP provides loop-free routes to content independently of the state of the topology, and that it converges within a finite time to correct routes to name prefixes after arbitrary changes in the network topology or the placement of prefix instances. The results of simulation experiments illustrate that DNRP is more efficient than link-state routing approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several Information-Centric Networking (ICN) architectures have been introduced to address the increasing demand of user-generated content [1], [3]. The goal of these architectures is to provide a cost-efficient, scalable, and mobile access to content and services by adopting a content-based model of communication. ICN architectures seek to dissociate content and services from their producers in such a way that the content can be retrieved independently of its original location or the location of consumers. The most prominent ICN architectures can be characterized as Interest-based architectures, in which location-independent, self-defined, unique naming is used to retrieve data. In this approach, messages flow from producers to consumers based on the name of the content rather than the address of the senders or receivers exchanging such content. Content providers or producers create named data objects (NDOs), and advertise routable name prefixes associated with the content objects whose own names are part of the name prefixes. The only identifier of an NDO is its name. A consumer requests a piece of content by sending an Interest (a request for the NDO) that is routed along content routers toward the producer(s).

Clearly, an efficient name-based content routing protocol must be used for any ICN architecture to succeed using name-based forwarding of Interests and requested content. Section II summarizes recent prior work in name-based content routing, and this review reveals that all prior proposals for name-based content routing rely on periodic transmissions of update messages. This paper focuses on an approach that avoids the need for periodic messaging by means of diffusing computations [5].

Section III presents DNRP (Diffusive Name-based Routing Protocol), a name-based content routing protocol for ICNs. DNRP provides multiple loop-free routes to the nearest instances of a named prefix or to all instances of a named prefix using only distance information and without requiring periodic updates, knowledge of the network topology, or the exchange of path information.

Section IV shows that DNRP prevents routing-table loops even in the presence of topology changes as well as changes in the hosting of prefixes, and converges within a finite time to correct multi-paths to name prefixes. Section V presents the results of simulation experiments comparing DNRP with an efficient link-state approach similar to NLSR [13]. The results show that DNRP produces less communication and computation overhead in the case of topology changes as well as the addition of prefixes.

II. RELATED WORK

Name-based content routing has been used in the past in content-delivery networks (CDN) operating as overlay networks running on top of the Internet routing infrastructure (e.g., [7], [16]). However, it has become more well known in the context of ICN architectures, where it has been done typically by adapting traditional routing algorithms designed for networks in which a destination has a single instance [8]. Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) are used in several architectures as the name resolution tool [11], [15], [18]. MobilityFirst [14] rely on an external and fast name resolution system called Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS) that maps the data object names to network addresses.

Some ICN architectures use name resolution mechanisms to map the name of the content to the content provider. Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [12] replaces DNS names with “flat, self-certifying names” and uses name resolution to map those flat names to corresponding IP addresses. DONA supports host mobility and multihoming, and improves service access and data retrieval.

The Named-data Link State Routing protocol (NLSR) [13] uses link state routing to rank the neighbors of a router for each name prefix. "Adjacency LSA" and "Prefix LSA", propagate topology and publisher information in the network respectively. Each router uses topology information and runs...
an extension of Dijkstra's shortest-path first (SPF) algorithm to rank next hops for each router, then maps the prefix to the name of the publisher and creates routing table for each name prefix. Like most prior routing approaches based on complete or partial topology information (e.g., [2], [6], [17]), NLSR uses sequence numbers to allow routers to determine whether the updates they receive have more recent information than the data they currently store. As a consequence, these approaches require the use of periodic updates to percolate throughout the network to ensure that all routers converge to consistent topology information within a finite time.

The Distance-based Content Routing (DCR) [10] was the first name-based content routing approach for ICNs based on distances to named content. DCR does not require any information about the network topology or knowledge about all the instances of the same content. It enables routing to the nearest router announcing content from a name prefix being stored locally (called anchor), all anchors of a name prefix, and subsets of anchors. This is attained by means of multi-instantiated destination spanning trees (MIDST). Furthermore, DCR provides loop-free routes to reach any piece of named content even if different content objects in the same prefix are stored at different sites. The limitation of DCR is that it requires periodic updates to be disseminated through the network.

III. DNRP

DNRP finds the shortest path(s) to the nearest replica(s) of name prefixes. To ensure that loop-free routes to named prefixes are maintained at every instant independently of the state of the network or prefixes, DNRP establishes a lexicographic ordering among the routes to prefixes reported and maintained by routers. The lexicographic ordering of routes is based on two sufficient conditions for loop freedom with respect to a given prefix that allow for multiple next hops to prefixes along loop-free routes. DNRP diffuses the computation of new loop-free routes when the loop-free conditions are not satisfied. The approach used in DNRP is an extrapolation to the use of diffusing computations in [5].

Every piece of data in the network is a Named-Data Object (NDO), represented by a name that belongs to a name prefix or simply a prefix advertised by one or more producer(s). Name prefixes can be simple and human-readable or more complicated and self-certifying, or may even be a cryptographic hash of the content. Content names can be flat or hierarchical. The naming schema depends on the system that runs DNRP and it is out of scope of this paper.

A router attached to a producer of content that advertises a name prefix is called an anchor of that prefix. At each router, DNRP calculates routes to the nearest anchor(s) of known name prefixes, if there is any, and selects a subset of the neighbors of the router as valid next hops to reach name prefixes, such that no routing-table loop is created at any router for any name prefix. Caching sites are not considered content producers and hence routes to cached content are not advertised in DNRP. Our description assumes that routers process, store, and transfer information correctly and that they process routing messages one at a time within a finite time. Every router has a unique identifier or a name that can be flat or hierarchical. The naming schema and name assignment mechanism is out of scope of this paper.

A. Messages and Data Structures

Each router $i$ stores the list of all active neighbor routers ($N^i$), and the cost of the link from the router to each such neighbor. The cost of the link from router $i$ to its neighbor $n$ is denoted by $l_{in}^i$. Link costs can vary in time but are always positive. The link cost assignment and metric determination mechanisms are beyond the scope of this paper.

The routing information reported by each of the neighbors of router $i$ is stored in its neighbor table ($NT^i$). The entry of $NT^i$ regarding neighbor $n$ for prefix $p$ is denoted by $NT_{pn}^i$ and consists of the name prefix ($p$), the distance to prefix $p$ reported by neighbor $n$ ($d_{pn}^i$), and the anchor of that prefix reported by neighbor $n$ ($a_{pn}^i$). If router $i$ is the anchor of prefix $p$ itself, then $d_{pn}^i = 0$.

Router $i$ stores routing information for each known prefix in its routing table ($RT^i$). The entry in $RT^i$ for prefix $p$ ($RT_{p}^i$) specifies: the name of the prefix ($p$); the distance to the nearest instance of that prefix ($d_{p}^i$); the feasible distance to the prefix ($f_{p}^i$); the neighbor that offers the shortest distance to the prefix ($s_{p}^i$), which we call the successor of the prefix; the closest anchor to the prefix ($a_{p}^i$); the state mode ($m_{p}^i$) regarding prefix $p$, which can be PASSIVE or ACTIVE; the origin state ($o_{p}^i$) indicating whether router $i$ or a neighbor is the origin of query in which the router is active; the update flag list ($FL_{p}^i$); and the list of all valid next hops ($V_{p}^i$).

$FL_{p}^i$ consists of four flags for each neighbor $n$. An update flag ($uf_{pn}^i$) denotes whether or not the routing message should be sent to that neighbor. A type flag ($tf_{pn}^i$) indicates the type of routing message the router has to send to neighbor $n$ regarding prefix $p$ (i.e., whether it is an UPDATE, QUERY, or REPLY). A pending-reply flag ($rf_{pn}^i$) denotes whether the router has sent a QUERY to that neighbor and is waiting for REPLY. A pending-query flag ($qf_{pn}^i$) is set if the router received a QUERY from its neighbor $n$ and has not responded to that QUERY yet.

Router $i$ sends a routing message to each of its neighbors containing updates made to $RT^i$ since the time it sent its last update message. A routing message from router $i$ to neighbor $n$ consists of one or more updates, each of which carries information regarding one prefix that needs updating. The update information for prefix $p$ is denoted by $U_{p}^i$ and states: (a) the name of the prefix ($p$); (b) the message type ($mt_{p}^i$) that indicates if the message is an UPDATE, QUERY, or REPLY; (c) the distance to $p$; and (d) the name of the closest anchor.

The routing update received by router $i$ from neighbor $n$ is denoted by $U_{n}^i$. The update information of $U_{n}^i$ for prefix $p$, $up_{pn}^i$, specifies the prefix name ($p$), the distance from $n$ to that prefix ($f_{pn}^i$), the name of the anchor of that prefix ($a_{pn}^i$), and a message type ($mt_{pn}^i$).
B. Sufficient Conditions for Loop Freedom

The conditions for loop-free routing in DNRP are based on the feasible distance maintained at each router and the distances reported by its neighbors for a name prefix. One condition is used to determine the new shortest distance through a loop-free path to a name prefix. The other is used to select a subset of neighbors as next hops to a name prefix.

**Source Router Condition (SRC):** Router $i$ can select neighbor $n \in N^i$ as a new successor $s_p^i$ for prefix $p$ if:

$$d_{pn}^i < \infty \cap (d_{pn}^i < f^i_p \lor [d_{pn}^i = f^i_p \land |n| < |i|]) \land (d_{pn}^i + l_n^i = \min \{d_{pv}^i + l_v^i | v \in N^i\}).$$

**SRC** simply states that router $i$ can select neighbor $n$ as its successor to prefix $p$ if $n$ reports a finite distance to that prefix, offers the smallest distance to prefix $p$ among all neighbors, and either its distance to prefix $p$ is less than the feasible distance of router $i$ or its distance is equal to the feasible distance of $i$ but $|n| < |i|$. If two or more neighbors satisfy **SRC**, the neighbor that satisfies **SRC** and has the smallest identifier is selected. If none of the neighbors satisfies **SRC** the router keeps the current successor, if it has any. The distance of router $i$ to prefix, $d_{pn}^i$, is defined by the distance of the path through the selected successor.

A router that has a finite feasible distance ($f^i_p < \infty$) selects a subset of neighbors as valid next hops at time $t$ if they have a finite distance to destination and are closer to destination. The following condition is used for this purpose.

**Next-hop Selection Condition (NSC):** Router $i$ with $f^i_p < \infty$ adds neighbor $n \in N^i$ to the set of valid next hops if:

$$d_{pn}^i \infty \cap (d_{pn}^i < f^i_p \lor [d_{pn}^i = f^i_p \land |n| < |i|]).$$

**NSC** states that router $i$ can select neighbor $n$ as a next hop to prefix $p$ if either the distance from $n$ to prefix $p$ is smaller than the feasible distance of $i$ or its distance is equal to the feasible distance and $|n| < |i|$. **NSC** orders next hops lexicographically based on their distance to a prefix and their names. It is shown that no routing-table loops can be formed if **NSC** is used to select the next hops to prefixes at each router. Note that the successor is also a valid next hop. The successor to a prefix is a valid next hop that offers the smallest cost.

**SRC** and **NSC** are sufficient conditions that, as we show subsequently, ensure loop-freedom at every instance but do not guarantee shortest paths to destinations. DNRP integrates these sufficient conditions with inter-nodal synchronization signaling to achieve both loop freedom at every instant and shortest paths for each destination.

### C. DNRP Operation

A change in the network, such as a link-cost change, the addition or failure of a link, the addition or failure of a router, the addition or deletion of a prefix, or the addition or deletion of a replica of a prefix can cause one or more computations at each router for one or more prefixes. A computation can be either a local computation or a diffusing computation. In a local computation a router updates its successor, distance, next hops, and feasible distance independently of other routers in the network. On the other hand, in a diffusing computation a router originating the computation must coordinate with other routers before making any changes in its routing-table entry for a given prefix. DNRP allows a router to participate in at most one diffusing computation per prefix at any given time.

A router can be in **PASSIVE** or **ACTIVE** mode with respect to a given prefix independently of other prefixes. A router is **PASSIVE** with respect to prefix $p$ if it is not engaged in any diffusing computation regarding that prefix. A router initializes itself in **PASSIVE** mode and with a zero distance to all the prefixes for which the router itself serves as an anchor. An infinite distance is assumed to any non-local (and hence unknown) name prefix.

Initially, no router is engaged in a diffusing computation ($s_p^i = 0$). When a **PASSIVE** router detects a change in a link or receives a **QUERY** or **UPDATE** from its neighbor that does not affect the current successor or can find a feasible successor, it remains in **PASSIVE** mode. On the other hand, if the router cannot find a feasible successor then it enters the **ACTIVE** mode and keeps the current successor, updates its distance, and sends **QUERY** to all its neighbors. Table I shows the transit from one state to another. Neighbor $k$ is a neighbor other than the successor $s$.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Next State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Events from a neighbor $k$; <strong>SRC</strong> satisfied</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Events from a neighbor $k$; <strong>SRC</strong> not satisfied</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>QUERY</strong> from the Successor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change in distance to Successor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>QUERY</strong> from the Successor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong>; <strong>SRC</strong> satisfied</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong>; <strong>SRC</strong> not satisfied</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>QUERY</strong> from the Successor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change in distance to the Successor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong>; <strong>SRC</strong> satisfied</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receives last <strong>REPLY</strong>; <strong>SRC</strong> not satisfied</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 shows the processing of messages by a router in **PASSIVE** mode. Algorithm 2 shows the steps taken in **ACTIVE** mode. Algorithm 3 shows the steps taken to process a routing update.

**Handling A Single Diffusing Computation:** Routers are initialized in **PASSIVE** mode. Each router continuously monitors its links and processes the routing messages received from its neighbors. When router $i$ detects a change in the cost or state of a link, or a change in its neighbor table that causes a change in its distance to prefix $p$ ($d_{pn}^i$), it first tries to select a new successor that satisfies **SRC**. If such a successor exists, the router carries out a local computation, updates its distance, successor, and closest anchor, and exits the computation. In a local computation, router $i$ computes the minimum cost to reach the destination and updates $d_{pn}^i = \min \{d_{pn}^i + l_n^i \mid n \in N^i\}$.
$N^i}$. If its distance changes, router $i$ sends a routing message with $ut_p^i = UPDATE$. Router $i$ also updates its feasible distance to equal the smaller of its value and the new distance value, i.e., $f_d_p^{(new)} = \min \{f_d_p^{(old)}, d_p^i\}$.

An UPDATE message from a neighbor is processed using the same approach stated above. If a router receives a QUERY from its neighbor other than its successor while it is in PASSIVE mode, it updates the neighbor table, checks for a feasible successor according to SRC and replies with $d_p^i$ if it succeeds. If router $i$ cannot find a neighbor that satisfies SRC after a change in a link or neighbor-table entry, then it starts out a diffusing computation by setting the new distance as the distance through its current successor, enters the ACTIVE mode ($m_f_j = ACTIVE$) and sets the corresponding flag ($rf_n^j$) for each neighbor $n$. After entering the ACTIVE mode, router $i$ sets the new distance as the cost of the path through the current successor ($d_p^i = d_p^{old} + l_p^i$) and sends a routing message with $ut_p^i = QUERY$. Router $i$ uses the pending reply flag ($rf_n^i$) to keep track of the neighbors from which a REPLY has not been received. When a router becomes ACTIVE it sets the update flag ($ut_p^i = 1$), and also sets the type flags ($f_p^i = QUERY \forall n \in N^i$) and sends the routing messages to all its neighbors.

**Algorithm 1** Processing routing messages in PASSIVE mode

**INPUT:** $RT^i, NT^i, l_n^i, u_p^i$;
1. [o] verify $u_p^i$;
2. $d_p^{old} = ud_p^i$; $d_min = \infty$;
3. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do
   1. if $(d_p^{pk} + l_k^i < d_min) \lor (d_p^{pk} + l_k^i = d_min \land |k| < |s_{new}|)$ then
      $s_{new} = k$; $d_min = d_p^{pk} + l_k^i$;
      end if
   4. end for
5. if $(d_p^{ps_{new}} < d_p^i \lor d_p^{ps_{new}} = d_p^i \land |s_{new}| < |i|)$ then
   6. if $s_p^i \neq s_{new}$ then $s_p^i = s_{new}$; $d_p^i = d_p^{ps_{new}}$
   7. end if
   8. if $d_p^i \neq d_min$ then
   9. $d_p^i = d_min$; $f_d_p^i = \min \{f_d_p^i, d_p^i\}$; $V_p^i = \phi$;
   10. end if
   11. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do
   12. $u_f_{pk}^i = 1$; $t_f_{pk}^i = UPDATE$;
   13. if $(d_p^{pk} < d_p^i \lor d_p^{pk} = d_p^i \land |k| < |i|)$ then
      $V_p^i = V_p^i \cup k$;
   14. end if
   15. end for
16. if $ut_p^i = QUERY$ then $t_f_p^i = REPLY$;
17. end if
18. else
19. $m_f_j^i = ACTIVE$; $d_p^i = d_p^{ps_{old}} + l_p^i$
20. if $(n = s_p^i \land u_p^i = QUERY)$ then $o_p^i = 3$; else $o_p^i = 1$;
21. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do $u_f_p^i = 1$; $t_f_p^i = QUERY$;
22. end if
23. end if

When a router is in ACTIVE mode, it cannot change its successor or $f_d_p^i$ until it receives the reply to its QUERY from all its neighbors. After receiving all replies (i.e. $r_f_p^i = 0 \forall n \in N^i$), router $i$ becomes PASSIVE by resetting its feasible distance. The router then selects the new successor and sends UPDATE messages to its neighbors. More specifically, router $i$ sets $f_d_p^i = \infty$ which insures that the router can find a new successor that satisfies SRC and then sets $f_d_p^i = d_p^i = \min \{d_p^{old} + l_n^i, n \in N^i\}$ and becomes PASSIVE.

**Algorithm 2** Processing routing messages in ACTIVE mode

**INPUT:** $RT^i, NT^i, u_p^i$;
1. [o] verify $u_p^i$;
2. $d_p^{old} = ud_p^i$;
3. if $ut_p^i = REPPLY$ then
   1. $rf_p^i = 0$; $last\_Reply = true$;
   2. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do
      3. if $r_f_{pk}^i = 0$ then $last\_Reply = false$;
      4. end for
   5. if $last\_Reply = true$ then
      6. if $o_p^i = 1 \lor o_p^i = 3$ then $f_d_p^i = \infty$
      7. end if
   8. else
      9. if $u_f_p^i = QUERY$ then
         10. if $(o_p^i = 1 \lor o_p^i = 2)$ then
            11. if $n \neq s_p^i$ then $u_f_p^i = 1$; $t_f_p^i = REPPLY$; else $o_p^i = 4$;
            12. end if
         13. if $(o_p^i = 3 \lor o_p^i = 4)$ then $u_f_p^i = 1$; $t_f_p^i = REPPLY$;
         14. end if
      15. end if
   16. end if

**Algorithm 3** Update $RT_p^i$

**INPUT:** $RT^i, NT^i, l_n^i, u_p^i$;
1. $d_min = \infty$;
2. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do
   3. if $(d_p^{pk} + l_k^i < d_min) \lor (d_p^{pk} + l_k^i = d_min \land |k| < |s_{new}|)$ then
      $s_{new} = k$; $d_min = d_p^{pk} + l_k^i$;
      end if
   4. end for
5. if $(d_p^{ps_{new}} < f_d_p^i \lor d_p^{ps_{new}} = f_d_p^i \land |s_{new}| < |i|)$ then
   6. if $s_p^i \neq s_{new}$ then $s_p^i = s_{new}$; $d_p^i = d_p^{ps_{new}}$
   7. end if
   8. if $d_p^i \neq d_min$ then
   9. $d_p^i = d_min$; $f_d_p^i = \min \{f_d_p^i, d_p^i\}$; $V_p^i = \phi$;
   10. end if
   11. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do
   12. $u_f_{pk}^i = 1$; $t_f_{pk}^i = UPDATE$;
   13. if $(d_p^{pk} < f_d_p^i \lor d_p^{pk} = f_d_p^i \land |k| < |i|)$ then
      $V_p^i = V_p^i \cup k$;
   14. end if
   15. end for
   16. if $u_f_p^i = QUERY$ then $t_f_p^i = REPLY$;
   17. end if
   18. else
   19. if $o_p^i = 2$ then $o_p^i = 1$ else $o_p^i = 3$;
   20. for each $k \in N^i \setminus \{i\}$ do $u_f_p^i = 1$; $t_f_p^i = QUERY$;
   21. end if
   22. end if

If router $i$ receives a QUERY from a neighbor other than its successor while it is ACTIVE, it simply replies to its neighbor with a REPLY message stating the current distance to the destination. The case of a router receiving a QUERY from its successor while it is ACTIVE is described subsequently in the context of multiple diffusing computations. UPDATE messages are processed and neighbor tables are updated, but the successor or distance is not changed until the router receives all the replies it needs to transition to the PASSIVE mode. While a router is in ACTIVE mode, neither a QUERY nor an UPDATE can be sent.
Handling Multiple Diffusing Computations: Given that a router executes each local computation to completion, it handles multiple local computations for the same prefix one at a time. Similarly, a router handles multiple diffusing computations for the same prefix by processing one computation at a time. An ACTIVE router $i$ can be in one of the following four states: (1) router $i$ originated a diffusing computation ($o_p^i = 1$), (2) metric increase detected during ACTIVE mode ($o_p^i = 2$), (3) diffusing computation is relayed ($o_p^i = 3$), or (4) successor metric changed during ACTIVE mode ($o_p^i = 4$). If the router is in PASSIVE mode then its state is 0 (i.e., $o_p^i = 0$).

Consider the case that a router $i$ is ACTIVE and in State 1 ($o_p^i = 1$). If the router receives the last REPLY to its query, then it resets its feasible distance to infinity, checks SRC to find the new successor, and sends an UPDATE to all its neighbors. On the other hand, if router $i$ detects a change in the link to its successor then it updates its neighbor table and sets $o_p^i = 2$.

If router $i$ is in State 2, receives the last REPLY, and can find a feasible successor using SRC with the current feasible distance, then it becomes PASSIVE and sends an UPDATE to all its neighbors($o_p^i = 0$). Otherwise, it sends a QUERY with the current distance and sets $o_p^i = 1$.

Router $i$ uses the pending query flag ($q_{ip_n}^f$) to keep track of the replies that have been received for its QUERY regarding prefix $p$. If router $i$ is in either State 1 or 2 and receives a QUERY from its current successor to the prefix, then it sets $q_{ip_n}^f = 1$ and transitions to State 4 (i.e., it sets $o_p^i = 4$).

If a router in PASSIVE mode receives a QUERY from its successor, it searches for a new successor that satisfies SRC. If it cannot find such a successor then it keeps the current successor, updates its distance, and becomes ACTIVE. Then, the router sends QUERY to all of its neighbors and sets $o_p^i = 3$.

When router $i$ in state 3 receives REPLY from all of its neighbors, it resets its feasible distance, $fd_p^i = \infty$, selects a new successor, updates the $V_p^i$ and sends UPDATE to its neighbors and REPLY to its the previous successor. If the router detects a link failure or a cost increase in the link to its current successor, the router sets $o_p^i = 4$ to indicate that a topology change occurred while the router is in ACTIVE mode. A router handles the case of the failure of the link with its successor as if it had received a REPLY from its successor with $d_{ps}^i = \infty$.

If router $i$ is in State 4, ($o_p^i = 4$) and it receives replies from all its neighbors, then it tries to find a feasible successor that satisfies SRC with the current value of $fd_p^i$. If such a successor exists, the router updates its successor, distance, and next hops for prefix $p$, and sends an UPDATE message to its neighbors as well as REPLY to the previous successor. Otherwise, it sets $o_p^i = 3$ and sends a QUERY with the new distance.

While router $i$ is in ACTIVE mode regarding a prefix, if a QUERY is received for the prefix from a neighbor other than the current successor, the router updates the neighbor table and sends a REPLY to that neighbor. If a router in PASSIVE mode receives a QUERY from a neighbor other than the current successor, the router updates its neighbor table. If the feasibility condition is not satisfied anymore, the router sends a REPLY to the neighbor that provides the current value $d_{ps}^i$ before it starts its own computation.

D. Example of DNRP Operation

Figure 1 illustrates the operation of DNRP with a simple example. The figure shows the routing information used for a single prefix when routers $a$ and $z$ advertise that prefix and each link has unit cost. The tuple next to each router states the distance and the feasible distance of the router for that prefix. The red, blue, and green arrows represent the QUERY, REPLY, and UPDATE messages respectively and the number next to the arrow shows the time sequence in which that message is sent. Figure 1 (a) shows the change in the cost of link $(r, a)$. Router $r$ detects this change and becomes ACTIVE and sends QUERY to its neighbors.

Router $q$ receives the QUERY from its successor and cannot find a feasible successor (Figure 1(b)). Therefore, it becomes ACTIVE and sends a QUERY to its neighbors. Router $r$ receives REPLY from $a$ and $t$, and a QUERY from $q$. Given that $q$ is not a successor for router $r$, $r$ sends REPLY to $q$. After receiving REPLY from routers $r$, $s$, and $t$, router $q$ becomes PASSIVE again and sends its REPLY to its previous successor, $r$. In turn, this means that $r$ receives all the replies it needs, becomes PASSIVE, and resets its feasible distance. The operation of DNRP is such that only a portion of the routers are affected by the topology change.
E. Routing to all instances of a prefix

DNRP enables routers to maintain multiple loop-free routes to the nearest anchor of a name prefix. In some ICN architectures, such as NDN and CCNx, an anchor of a name-prefix may have some but not necessarily all the content corresponding to a given prefix. Therefore, simply routing to nearest replica may cause some data to be unreachable, and the ability to contact all anchors of a prefix is needed. To address this case, a multi-instantiated destination spanning tree (MIDST) can be used alongside DNRP to support routing to all anchors of the same prefix. A MIDST is established in a distributed manner. Routers that are aware of multiple anchors for the same prefix exchange routing updates to establish the spanning tree between all anchors of a prefix. Once the MIDST is formed for a given prefix, the first router in the MIDST that receives a packet forwards it over the MIDST to all of the anchors. The details of how a MIDST can be established in DNRP are omitted for brevity; however, the approach is very much the same as that described in [9].

IV. CORRECTNESS OF DNRP

The following theorems prove that DNRP is loop-free at every instant and considers each computation individually and in the proper sequence. From these results, the proof that DNRP converges to shortest paths to prefixes is similar to the proof presented in [4] and due to space limitation is omitted. We assume that each router receives and processes all routing messages correctly. This implies that each router processes messages from each of its neighbors in the correct order.

Theorem 1: No routing-table loops can form in a network in which routers use NSC to select their next hops to prefixes.

Proof: Assume for the sake of contradiction that all routing tables are loop-free before time $t_i$ but a routing-table loop is formed for prefix $p$ at time $t_i$ when router $q$ adds its neighbor $n_1$ to its valid next-hop set $V_{p_{0}}$. Because the successor is also a valid next hop, router $q$ must either choose a new successor or add a new neighbor other than its current successor to its valid next-hop set at time $t_i$. We must show that the existence of a routing-table loop is a contradiction in either case.

Let $L_p$ be the routing-table loop consisting of $h$ hops starting at router $q$, $L_p = \{ q = n_{0,new}, n_{1,new}, n_{2,new}, \ldots, n_{h,new} \}$ where $n_{h,new} = q$, $n_{i,new} \in V_{p_{i-1}}$ for $0 \leq i \leq h$.

The time router $n_i$ updates its valid next-set to include $n_{i+1,new}$ is denoted by $t_{i,new}$. Assume that the last time router $n_i$ sent an UPDATE that was processed by its neighbor $n_{i-1}$, is $t_{i,new}$. Router $n_i$ revisits valid next hops after any changes in its successor, distance, or feasible distance; therefore, $t_{i,new} \leq t_{i,new} \leq t_i$ and $d_{p_{n_{i+1}}}^{n_{i+1}}(t_i) = d_{p_{n_{i+1}}}^{n_{i+1}}(t_{old})$. Also, by definition, at any time $t_i$, $f_d^p(t_i) \leq d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_i)$, and $f_d^p(t_2) \leq f_d^p(t_1)$ if $t_1 < t_2$. Therefore,

$$f_d^p(t_2) \leq f_d^p(t_1) \text{ such that } t_1 < t_2$$

If router $n_i$ selects a new successor at time $t_{i,new}$ then:

$$d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_{i-1}}(t_i) = d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_{old}) \geq f_d^p(t_{old}) \geq f_d^p(t_{new})$$

Using NSC ensures that

$$f_d^p(t_{new}) > d_{p_{n_{i+1}}}^{n_{i+1}}(t_i)$$

From Eqs. (2) and (3) we have:

$$d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_i) > d_{p_{n_{i+1}}}^{n_{i+1}}(t_i)$$

Therefore, for $0 \leq k < h$ in $L_p$, it is true that:

$$d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_i) > d_{p_{n_{k+1}}}^{n_{k+1}}(t_i)$$

If $d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_i) > d_{p_{n_{k+1}}}^{n_{k+1}}(t_i)$ at least one hop in $L_p$ then it must be true that, for any given $k \in \{1,2,\ldots,h\}$, $d_{p_{n_{k+1}}}^{n_{k+1}}(t_i) > d_{p_{n_{k+1}}}^{n_{k+1}}(t_i)$, which is a contradiction. If at any hop in $L_p$, it is true that $d_{p_{n_i}}^{n_i}(t_i) = d_{p_{n_{i+1}}}^{n_{i+1}}(t_i)$, then $|k| > |k|$, which is also a contradiction. Therefore, no routing-table loop can be formed when routers use NSC to select their next hops to prefix $p$.

Lemma 2: A router that is not the origin of a diffusing computation sends a PASSIVE to its successor when it becomes PASSIVE.

Proof: A router that runs DNRP can be in either PASSIVE or ACTIVE mode for a prefix $p$ when it receives a QUERY from its successor regarding the prefix. Assume that router $i$ is in PASSIVE mode when it receives a QUERY from its successor. If router $i$ finds a neighbor that satisfies SRC, then it sets its new successor and sends a PASSIVE to its old successor. Otherwise, it becomes ACTIVE, sets $o_i^p = 3$, and sends a QUERY to all its neighbors. Router $i$ cannot receive a subsequent QUERY from its successor regarding the same prefix, until it sends a PASSIVE back to its successor. If the distance does not increase while router $i$ is ACTIVE then $o_i^p$ remains the same (i.e. $o_i^p = 3$). Otherwise, router $i$ must set $o_i^p = 4$. In both cases router $i$ must send a PASSIVE when it becomes PASSIVE.

Assume that router $i$ is in ACTIVE mode when it receives a QUERY from its successor $s$. Router $s$ cannot send another QUERY until it receives a PASSIVE from all its neighbors to its query, including router $i$. Hence, router $i$ must be the origin of the diffusing computation for which it is ACTIVE when it receives the QUERY from $s$, which means that $o_i^p = 1$ or $o_i^p = 2$. In both cases router $i$ sets $o_i^p = 4$ when it receives a QUERY to its successor $s$ and $s$ must send a PASSIVE in response to the QUERY from $i$ because, $i$ is not the successor for $s$. After receiving the last PASSIVE from its neighbors, either router $i$ finds a feasible successor and sends a PASSIVE to $s$ ($o_i^p = 0$) or it propagates the diffusing computation forwarded by $s$ by sending a QUERY to its neighbors and setting $o_i^p = 3$. Router $i$ then must send a PASSIVE to $s$ when it receives the last PASSIVE for the QUERY it forwarded from $s$. 285
Hence, independently of its current mode, router \( i \) must send a \textit{REPLY} to a \textit{QUERY} it receives from its successor when it becomes \textit{PASSIVE}.

Lemma 3: Consider a network that is loop free before an arbitrary time \( t \) and in which a single diffusing computation takes place. If node \( n_i \) is \textit{PASSIVE} for prefix \( p \) at that time, then it must be true that \((d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) > d_{n_i}^m(t))\lor (d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) = d_{n_{i+1}}^m(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|)\) independently of the state of other routers in the chain of valid next hops \{\( n_{i-1}, n_i, n_{i+1} \)\} for prefix \( p \).

Proof: Assume that router \( n_i \) is \textit{PASSIVE} and selects router \( n_{i+1} \) as a valid next hop. According to \textit{NSC} it must be true that:

\[
(d_{n_{i+1}}^m(t) < f_{p}^m(t) \leq d_{n_i}^m(t)) \lor (d_{n_{i+1}}^m(t) = f_{p}^m(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|)
\]

(6)

Assume that \( n_i \) did not reset \( f_{p}^m \), the last time \( t_{new} < t \) when \( n_i \) became \textit{PASSIVE} and selected its successor \( n_{new} \) and updated its distance \( d_{p}^m(t_{new}) = d_{p}^m(t) \). If router \( n_{i-1} \) processed the message that router \( n_i \) sent after updating its distance, then:

\[
d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) = d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t_{old}) \]

Substituting this equation in 6 renders the result of this lemma.

On the other hand, if router \( n_{i-1} \) did not process the message that router \( n_i \) sent after updating its distance and before \( t \), then:

\[
d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) = d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t_{old}) \]

Based on the facts that router \( n_i \) did not reset its feasible distance and Eq. 1 holds for this case. Therefore:

\[
d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) = d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t_{old}) > f_{p}^m(t)
\]

(7)

Now consider the case that \( n_i \) becomes \textit{PASSIVE} at time \( t_{new} \) and changes its successor from \( s_{old} \) to \( s_{new} \) by resetting its feasible distance. The case that \( n_{i-1} \) processed the message that router \( n_i \) sent after becoming \textit{PASSIVE} is the same as before. Assume that \( n_{i-1} \) did not process the message that \( n_i \) sent at time \( t_{new} \). Furthermore, assume that router \( n_i \) becomes \textit{ACTIVE} at time \( t_{old} \), with a distance \( d_{p}^m(t_{old}) = d_{p}^m(s_{old} + t_{ps_{old}}) \). Router \( n_i \) cannot change its successor or experience any increment in its distance through \( s_{old} \); hence, \( d_{p}^m(t_{new}) \leq d_{p}^m(t_{old}) \). On the other hand, the distance through the new successor must be the shortest and so \( d_{p}^m(t_{new}) = d_{p_{s_{new}}^m}^m + t_{ps_{new}} \leq d_{p}^m(t_{old}) \). Router \( n_{i-1} \) becomes \textit{PASSIVE} if it receives a \textit{REPLY} from each of its neighbors including \( n_{i-1} \). Therefore, \( n_{i-1} \) must be notified about \( d_{p}^m(t_{old}) \). Therefore:

\[
d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t) = d_{p}^m(t_{old}) \geq d_{n_{i-1}}^m(t_{new}) = d_{p}^m(t)
\]

(8)

Substituting this equation in 6 renders the result of this lemma. Therefore, the lemma is true in all cases.

Lemma 4: Consider a network that is loop free before an arbitrary time \( t \) and in which a single diffusing computation takes place. Let two network nodes \( n_i \) and \( n_{i+1} \) be such that \( n_{i+1} \in V_{n_i}^m \). Independently of the state of these two nodes, it must be true that:

\[
(fd_{p}^m(t) > fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t)) \lor (fd_{p}^m(t) = fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|)
\]

(9)

Proof: Consider the case that router \( n_{i+1} = \text{PASSIVE} \) then from Lemma 3 and the fact that routers select their next hops based on \textit{NSC}, it must be true that:

\[
(fd_{p}^m(t) > fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t)) \lor (fd_{p}^m(t) = fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|)
\]

(10)

Consider the case that router \( n_{i+1} = \text{ACTIVE} \) then it must not change its successor or increase its feasible distance. If router \( n_i \) processed the last message that router \( n_{i+1} \) sent before time \( t \), then:

\[
d_{n_{i+1}}^m(t) = fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|
\]

The feasible distance \( fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t_{new}) < t \) cannot increase until router \( n_{i+1} \) becomes \textit{PASSIVE} again; therefore, \( fd_{p}^m(t_{new}) = fd_{p}^m(t) \). The result of the lemma follows in this case by substituting this result in Eqs. (11) and (10).

Now consider the case that router \( n_{i+1} = \text{PASSIVE} \) then it must not change its successor or increase its feasible distance. If router \( n_i \) processed the last message that router \( n_{i+1} \) sent before time \( t \), then:

\[
(fd_{p}^m(t) > fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t)) \lor (fd_{p}^m(t) = fd_{p}^m(t_{+1})(t) \land |n_i > |n_{i+1}|
\]

(11)
processing an input event. Assume that \( L_p = \{ n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_h \} \) is the loop created, where \( n_{i+1} \in V_p \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq h \) and \( n_1 \in V_p \). If router \( n_1 \) changes its next hop as a result of changing its successor, it must be in PASSIVE mode at time \( t_i \) because an ACTIVE router cannot change its successor or update its next-hop set.

If all routers in \( L_p \) are PASSIVE at time \( t_i \), either all of them have always been PASSIVE at every instant before \( t_i \), or at least one of them was ACTIVE for a while and became PASSIVE before \( t_i \). If no router was ever ACTIVE before time \( t_i \), it follows from Theorem 1 that updating \( V_p \) cannot create loop. Therefore, for router \( n_1 \) to create a loop, at least one of the routers must have been ACTIVE before time \( t_i \).

If all routers are in PASSIVE mode at time \( t \), traversing \( L_p \) and applying Theorem 10 leads to the erroneous conclusion that either \( d^{n_1}_p > d^{n_1}_p \) or \( |n_1| > |n_1| \), which is a contradiction. Therefore, updating \( V_p \) cannot create a loop if all routers in the \( L_p \) are PASSIVE at time \( t_i \).

Assume that only one diffusing computation is taking place at time \( t_i \). Based on Lemma 4 traversing loop \( L_p \) leads to the conclusion that either \( d^{n_1}_p > d^{n_1}_p \) or \( |n_1| > |n_1| \), which is a contradiction. Therefore, if only a single diffusing computation takes place, then \( L_p \) cannot be formed when routers use SRC and NSC along with diffusing computations to select next hops to reach the destination prefix.

At steady state, the graph containing the successors and connected links between them, must create a tree. The tree containing successors that are ACTIVE regarding prefix \( p \) and participating in a diffusion computation started form router \( i \) at time \( t \) are called diffusing tree (\( T_{pi}(t) \)).

\textbf{Theorem 6:} DNRP considers each computation individually and in the proper sequence.

\textbf{Proof:} Assume router \( i \) is the only router that has started a diffusing computation up to time \( t \). If router \( i \) generates a single diffusion computation, the proof is immediate. Consider the case that router \( i \) generates multiple diffusing computations. Any router that is already participating in the current diffusing computation (routers in the \( T_{pi} \), including the router \( i \)) cannot send a new QUERY until it receives all the replies to the QUERY of the current computation and becomes PASSIVE. Note that each router processes each event in order. Also, when a router becomes PASSIVE, it must send a REPLY to its successor, if it has any. Therefore, all the routers in \( T_{pi} \) must process each diffusing computation individually and in the proper sequence.

Consider the case that multiple sources of diffusing computations exist regarding prefix \( p \) in the network. Assume router \( i \) is ACTIVE at time \( t_i \). Then either router \( i \) is the originator of the diffusing computation \( (a_i = 1 \) or \( 2 \) \), or received a QUERY from its successor \( (a_i = 3 \) or \( 4 \) \). If \( a_i = 1 \) or \( 3 \), the router must become PASSIVE before it can send another QUERY. If the router is the originator of the computation \( (a_i = 1 \) or \( 2 \) \) and receives a QUERY form its successor, it holds that QUERY and sets \( a_i = 4 \). Therefore, all the routers in the \( T_{pi} \) remain in the same computation. Router \( i \) can forward the new QUERY and become the part of the larger \( T_{ps} \) only after it receives a REPLY form each of its neighbors for the current diffusing computation. If router \( a \) is ACTIVE and receives a QUERY from its neighbor \( k \), then it sends a REPLY to its neighbor before creating a diffusing computation, which means that \( T_{pa} \) is not part of the ACTIVE \( T_p \) to which \( k \) belongs. Therefore, any two ACTIVE \( T_{pi} \) and \( T_{pj} \) have an empty intersection at any given time, it thus follows from the previous case that the Theorem is true.

\textbf{V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON}

We compare DNRP with a link-state routing protocol given that NLSR [13] is based on link states and is the routing protocol advocated in NDN, one of the leading ICN architectures. We implemented DNRP and an idealized version of NLSR, which we simply call ILS (for ideal link-state), in ns-3 using the needed extensions to support content-centric networking [19]. In the simulations, ILS propagates update messages using the intelligent flooding mechanism. There are two types of Link State Advertisements (LSA): An adjacency

\[ \text{Add Prefix} \]

\[ \text{Delete Prefix} \]

\[ \text{Link Failure} \]

\[ \text{Link Recovery} \]
LSA carries information regarding a router, its neighbors, and connected links; and a prefix LSA advertises name prefixes, as specified in [13]. For convenience, DNRP sends HELLO messages between neighbors to detect changes in the state of nodes and links. However, HELLO’s can be omitted in a real implementation and detecting node adjacencies can be done by monitoring packet forwarding success in the data plane.

The AT&T topology [20] is used because it is a realistic topology for simulations that mimic part of the Internet topology. It has 154 nodes and 184 links. A node has 2.4 neighbors on average. In the simulations, the cost of a link is set to one unit, and 30 nodes are selected as anchors that advertise 1200 unique name prefixes. We generated test cases consisting of single link failure and recovery, and a single prefix addition and deletion.

To compare the computation and communication overhead of DNRP and ILS, we measured the number of routing messages transmitted over the network and the number of operations executed by each routing protocol. The number of messages for ILS includes the number of HELLO messages, Adjacency LSAs, and Prefix LSAs. For DNRP, this measurement indicates the total number of all the routing messages transmitted as a result of any changes. The operation count is incremented whenever an event occurs, and statements within a loop are executed.

The simulation results comparing DNRP with ILS are depicted in Figure 2. In each graph, the horizontal axes is the average number of anchors per prefix, i.e., the number of anchors that advertise the same prefix to the network. We considered four scenarios: adding a new prefix to the network; deleting one prefix from one of the replicas; a single link failure; and a single link recovery. Hence, ILS incurs the same signaling overhead independently of how many LSA’s are carried in an update. Figures (2a - 2d) show the number of messages transmitted in the whole network while Figures (2e - 2h) show the number of operations each protocol executed after the change. The number of operations in the figure is in logarithmic scale.

ILS advertises prefixes from each of the replicas to the whole network. As the number of replicas increases, the number of messages increases, because each replica advertises its own Prefix LSA. In DNRP, adding a new prefix affects nodes in small regions and hence the number of messages and operations are fewer than in ILS. Deleting a prefix from one of the replicas results in several diffusing computations in DNRP, which results in more signaling. However, the number of messages decreases as the number of replicas increases, because the event affects fewer routers. In ILS one Prefix LSA will be advertised for each deletion. The computation of prefix deletion is comparable; however, DNRP imposes less computation overhead when the number of replicas reach 4.

DNRP has less communication overhead compared to ILS after a link recovery or a link failure. The need to execute Dijkstra’s shortest-path first for each neighbor results in ILS requiring more computations than DNRP. DNRP outperforms NLSR for topology changes as well as adding a new prefix.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced the first name-based content routing protocol based on diffusing computations (DNRP) and proved that it provides loop-free multi-path routes to multi-homed name prefixes at every instant. Routers that run DNRP do not require to have knowledge about the network topology, use complete paths to content replicas, know about all the sites storing replicas of named content, or use periodic updates. DNRP has better performance compared to link-state routing protocols when topology changes occur or new prefixes are introduced to the network. A real implementation of DNRP would not require the use of HELLO’s used in our simulations, and hence its overhead is far less than routing protocols that rely on LSA’s validated by sequence numbers, which require periodic updates to work correctly.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose PopNetCod, a popularity-based caching policy for network coding enabled Named Data Networking. PopNetCod is a distributed caching policy, in which each router measures the local popularity of the content objects by analyzing the requests that it receives. It then uses this information to decide whether to cache or evict Data packets from its content store. Since network coding is used, partial caching of content objects is supported, which facilitates the management of the content store. The routers decide the Data packets that they cache or evict in an online manner when they receive requests for Data packets. This allows the closest and most popular Data packets to be cached closer to the network edges. The evaluation of PopNetCod shows an improved cache-hit rate compared to the widely used Leave Copy Everywhere placement policy and the Least Recently Used eviction policy. The improved cache-hit rate helps the clients to achieve higher goodput, while it also reduces the load on the source servers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data intensive applications, e.g., video streaming, software updates, etc., are the major sources of data traffic in the Internet, and their predominance is expected to further increase in the near future [1]. Moreover, nowadays Internet users are more concerned about what data they request, rather than where that data is located. To address the increased data traffic and the shift in interest from location to data, technologies like Content Delivery Networks (CDN) have been proposed. However, these solutions cannot fully exploit the network resources and deal effectively with the increasing amount of data traffic, since they work on top of the current Internet architecture, which is based on host-to-host communication. To address this issue, the Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture [2], [3] has been proposed, which replaces the addresses of the communicating hosts (i.e., IP addresses) with the name of the data being communicated. In the NDN architecture, clients request data by sending an Interest that contains the name of the requested data. Any network node that receives the Interest and holds a copy of the requested data can satisfy it by sending a Data packet back to the client.

Two of the main advantages that the NDN architecture has over the traditional host-to-host architectures are: (i) the inherent use of in-network caching, and (ii) the built-in support for multipath communications. The pervasive in-network caching concept proposed by NDN reduces the number of hops that Interests and Data packets need to travel in the network. This reduces the delay perceived by the application retrieving the requested data. However, having caches in all the routers is not always necessary to yield the full benefits that caching brings to the data delivery process. Previous works [4]–[6] have shown that caching only at the edge of the network may achieve performance improvements similar to those obtained when every router is equipped with a cache. Furthermore, NDN provides natural multipath support by allowing clients to distribute the Interests that they need to send to retrieve content objects over all their network interfaces (e.g., LTE, Wi-Fi), which enables the applications to better use the clients’ network resources. However, in the presence of multiple clients and/or multiple data sources, the optimal use of multiple paths requires the nodes to coordinate where they forward each Interest in order to reduce the number of Data packet transmissions and the network load.

To optimally exploit the benefits brought by in-network caching and multipath communication, previous works [7], [8] had proposed the use of network coding [9]. In a network coding enabled NDN architecture, the network routers code Data packets by combining the Data packets available at their caches prior to forwarding them. The use of network coding (i) increases Data packet diversity in the network, hence, the use of in-network caches is optimized, and (ii) in multi-client and multi-source scenarios it removes the need for coordinating the faces where the nodes forward each Interest, which enables efficient multipath communication. Although there are works that consider the use of network coding in NDN, they do not consider that caching capacity is limited [7], [8], [10], [11] or they assume that a centralized node coordinates the caching decisions [12], [13], which is unrealistic or difficult to deploy.

In this paper, our goal is to develop a distributed caching policy that preserves the benefits that network coding brings to NDN for the realistic case when the caches have limited capacity. We propose PopNetCod, a popularity-based caching policy for network coding enabled NDN architectures. PopNetCod is a caching policy in which routers distributedly estimate the popularity of the content objects based on the received Interest. Based on this information, each router decides which Data packets to insert or evict from its cache. The decision to cache a particular Data packet is taken before the Data packet arrives at the router, i.e., while processing the corresponding
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Data intensive applications, e.g., video streaming, software updates, etc., are the major sources of data traffic in the Internet, and their predominance is expected to further increase in the near future [1]. Moreover, nowadays Internet users are more concerned about what data they request, rather than where that data is located. To address the increased data traffic and the shift in interest from location to data, technologies like Content Delivery Networks (CDN) have been proposed. However, these solutions cannot fully exploit the network resources and deal effectively with the increasing amount of data traffic, since they work on top of the current Internet architecture, which is based on host-to-host communication. To address this issue, the Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture [2], [3] has been proposed, which replaces the addresses of the communicating hosts (i.e., IP addresses) with the name of the data being communicated. In the NDN architecture, clients request data by sending an Interest that contains the name of the requested data. Any network node that receives the Interest and holds a copy of the requested data can satisfy it by sending a Data packet back to the client.

Two of the main advantages that the NDN architecture has over the traditional host-to-host architectures are: (i) the inherent use of in-network caching, and (ii) the built-in support for multipath communications. The pervasive in-network caching concept proposed by NDN reduces the number of hops that Interests and Data packets need to travel in the network. This reduces the delay perceived by the application retrieving the requested data. However, having caches in all the routers is not always necessary to yield the full benefits that caching brings to the data delivery process. Previous works [4]–[6] have shown that caching only at the edge of the network may achieve performance improvements similar to those obtained when every router is equipped with a cache. Furthermore, NDN provides natural multipath support by allowing clients to distribute the Interests that they need to send to retrieve content objects over all their network interfaces (e.g., LTE, Wi-Fi), which enables the applications to better use the clients’ network resources. However, in the presence of multiple clients and/or multiple data sources, the optimal use of multiple paths requires the nodes to coordinate where they forward each Interest in order to reduce the number of Data packet transmissions and the network load.

To optimally exploit the benefits brought by in-network caching and multipath communication, previous works [7], [8] had proposed the use of network coding [9]. In a network coding enabled NDN architecture, the network routers code Data packets by combining the Data packets available at their caches prior to forwarding them. The use of network coding (i) increases Data packet diversity in the network, hence, the use of in-network caches is optimized, and (ii) in multi-client and multi-source scenarios it removes the need for coordinating the faces where the nodes forward each Interest, which enables efficient multipath communication. Although there are works that consider the use of network coding in NDN, they do not consider that caching capacity is limited [7], [8], [10], [11] or they assume that a centralized node coordinates the caching decisions [12], [13], which is unrealistic or difficult to deploy.

In this paper, our goal is to develop a distributed caching policy that preserves the benefits that network coding brings to NDN for the realistic case when the caches have limited capacity. We propose PopNetCod, a popularity-based caching policy for network coding enabled NDN architectures. PopNetCod is a caching policy in which routers distributedly estimate the popularity of the content objects based on the received Interest. Based on this information, each router decides which Data packets to insert or evict from its cache. The decision to cache a particular Data packet is taken before the Data packet arrives at the router, i.e., while processing the corresponding source servers.

of hops that Interests and Data packets need to travel in the network. This reduces the delay perceived by the application retrieving the requested data. However, having caches in all the routers is not always necessary to yield the full benefits that caching brings to the data delivery process. Previous works [4]–[6] have shown that enabling caches only at the edge of the network may achieve performance improvements similar to those obtained when every router is equipped with a cache. Furthermore, NDN provides natural multipath support by allowing clients to distribute the Interests that they need to send to retrieve content objects over all their network interfaces (e.g., LTE, Wi-Fi), which enables the applications to better use the clients’ network resources. However, in the presence of multiple clients and/or multiple data sources, the optimal use of multiple paths requires the nodes to coordinate where they forward each Interest in order to reduce the number of Data packet transmissions and the network load.

To optimally exploit the benefits brought by in-network caching and multipath communication, previous works [7], [8] had proposed the use of network coding [9]. In a network coding enabled NDN architecture, the network routers code Data packets by combining the Data packets available at their caches prior to forwarding them. The use of network coding (i) increases Data packet diversity in the network, hence, the use of in-network caches is optimized, and (ii) in multi-client and multi-source scenarios it removes the need for coordinating the faces where the nodes forward each Interest, which enables efficient multipath communication. Although there are works that consider the use of network coding in NDN, they do not consider that caching capacity is limited [7], [8], [10], [11] or they assume that a centralized node coordinates the caching decisions [12], [13], which is unrealistic or difficult to deploy.

In this paper, our goal is to develop a distributed caching policy that preserves the benefits that network coding brings to NDN for the realistic case when the caches have limited capacity. We propose PopNetCod, a popularity-based caching policy for network coding enabled NDN architectures. PopNetCod is a caching policy in which routers distributedly estimate the popularity of the content objects based on the received Interest. Based on this information, each router decides which Data packets to insert or evict from its cache. The decision to cache a particular Data packet is taken before the Data packet arrives at the router, i.e., while processing the corresponding
Interest. Since the first routers to process Interests in their path to the source are the edge routers, this helps to cache the most popular Data packets closer to the network edges, which reduces the data delivery delay [4]–[6]. To avoid caching the same Data packet in multiple routers over the same path, routers communicate the Data packets that they decide to cache by setting a binary flag in the Interests to be forwarded upstream. This increases the Data packet diversity in the caches. When the cache of a router is full and a Data packet should be cached, the router decides which Data packet should be evicted from its cache based on the popularity information.

We implement the proposed caching policy on top of ndnSIM [14], based on the NetCodNDN codebase [8], [10]. We evaluate the performance of PopNetCod in a Netflix-like video streaming scenario, designed using parameters available in the literature [15]–[17]. In comparison with a caching policy that uses the NDN’s default Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) placement policy and the Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction policy, PopNetCod achieves a higher cache-hit rate, which translates into higher video quality at the clients and reduced load at the sources.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of the related works. Section III describes the system architecture. Section IV introduces the problem of caching in network coding enabled NDN for data intensive applications. Then, Section V presents our caching policy, PopNetCod. A practical implementation of the PopNetCod caching policy is described in Section VI. Section VII presents the evaluation of the PopNetCod caching policy.

II. RELATED WORK

Caching policies are needed to deal with caches that have limited capacity. Caching policies decide which Data packets are placed into the cache (placement), as well as which data packets are evicted from the cache when the cache is full and a new Data packet should be cached (eviction). There are placement algorithms that consider content popularity to decide which Data packets routers allow in their caches [18]–[21]. Specifically, VIP [18] is a framework for joint Interest forwarding and Data packet caching. This scheme uses a “virtual control plane” that operates on the Interest rate and a “real plane” which handles Interests and Data packets. It is shown that the design of joint algorithms for routing and caching is important for NDN. Thus, this scheme proposes distributed control algorithms that operate in the virtual control plane with the aim of increasing the number of Interests satisfied by in-network caches. PopCaching [19] is a popularity-based caching policy in which the popularity is computed online, without the need for a training phase. This makes PopCaching robust in dynamic popularity settings. However, PopCaching is designed for caching systems with a single cache in the path, while in this paper we are interested in networks of caches. WAVE [20] is a placement algorithm that determines the number of Data packets that should be cached for a given file with the help of an access counter. The number of Data packets to cache increases exponentially with the value of the access counter. The main idea of WAVE, which partially caches a content object according to the local popularity, is also adopted by the caching policy that we propose in this paper. However, WAVE does not facilitate edge caching, since the most popular data is cached closer to the source and slowly moves towards the edges as the number of requests increase. Progressive [21] is another partial caching algorithm, which exploits the content popularity to decide how many Data packets should be cached for each name prefix. The cache placement decision is taken when the Interests are received, which helps to cache the most popular content at the network edge. However, this approach lacks an eviction algorithm, and hence it cannot be deployed when the cache capacity is limited.

None of the approaches above consider the use of network coding [9], and all are evaluated in single-path scenarios. Given the benefits that network coding brings to multipath communications in NDN [7], [8], [10], [11], some approaches have been proposed to improve the benefits of caching in network coding enabled NDN architectures [12], [13], [22]. NCCM [12] and NCCM [13] propose optimal solutions to the problem of efficiently caching in network coding enabled NDN. However, both approaches need a central entity that is aware of the network topology and the Interests, which does not scale well with the number of network nodes. CodingCache [22] is an eviction policy in which routers, before evicting a Data packet, apply network coding to the Data packet by means of combining it with other Data packets with the same name prefix that will remain in the cache. Due to the increased Data packet diversity in the network, the cache-hit rate is improved. However, in CodingCache Interest aggregation and Interest pipelining are problematic, limiting the benefits that network coding brings to the NDN architecture.

III. OVERVIEW OF NETWORK CODING ENABLED NDN

A. Data Model

We consider a set of content objects $\mathcal{P}$ that is made available by a content provider to a set of end users. Each content object is uniquely identified by a name $n$. Clients use this name to request that particular content object. Each content object is divided into a set of Data packets $\mathcal{P}_n$, such that the size of each Data packet does not exceed the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the network. The set of Data packets $\mathcal{P}_n$ that compose a content object is divided into smaller sets of Data packets, which are known as generations [23]. The size of each generation $g$ is a design parameter chosen to enable network coding at scale. The set of Data packets that form the generation $g$ is denoted as $\mathcal{P}_{n,g}$ and a network coded Data packet belonging to generation $g$ is represented by $\hat{p}_{n,g}$.

B. Router Model

The routers have three main tables: a Content Store (CS), where they cache Data packets to reply to future Interests, a Pending Interest Table (PIT), where they keep track of the Interests that have been received and forwarded, to know where to send the Data packets backward to the clients, and a
Forwarding Information Base (FIB), which associates upstream faces with name prefixes, to route the Interests towards the sources. In order to enable the use of caching policies in the NetCodNDN architecture, we extend its design by adding a new module called Content Store Manager (CSM). The CSM manages the content store by enforcing a determined caching policy.

Whenever a router receives an Interest \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \), it first verifies if it can reply to this Interest with the Data packets available in the CS. The router replies to the Interest if it is able to generate a network coded Data packet that has high probability of being innovative when forwarded on the path where the Interest arrived, i.e., if the generated Data packet is linearly independent with respect to all the Data packets that have been sent over the face where the Interest arrived. In this case, the router generates a new Data packet by randomly combining the Data packets in its CS and then sends it downstream over the face where the Interest arrived. Otherwise, the router forwards the Interest to its upstream neighbors to receive a new Data packet that enables it to satisfy this Interest. However, if the router has already forwarded one or multiple Interests with the same name prefix \((n,g)\) and it expects to receive enough Data packets to reply to all the pending Interests stored in the PIT, the router simply aggregates this Interest in the PIT, and waits for enough innovative Data packets to arrive before replying to the Interest.

Whenever a router receives a Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \), it first determines if the Data packet is innovative or not. A Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) is innovative if it is linearly independent with respect to all the Data packets in the CS of the router, i.e., if it increases the rank of \( \hat{P}_{r,n,g} \). Non-innovative Data packets are discarded. If the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) is innovative, the router sends the Data packet to the CSM, which decides to cache it or not according to the caching policy. Finally, the router generates a new network coded Data packet and sends it over every face that has a pending Interest to be satisfied.

### C. Content Store Model

The Content Store (CS) is a temporary storage space in which a router \( r \) can cache Data packets that it has received and considers useful to reply to future Interests. The maximum number of Data packets that can be cached in the CS is given by \( M \), while the set of Data packets that are cached in the CS is denoted as \( \hat{P}^r \). Thus, \(|\hat{P}^r| \leq M\).

Data packets in the CS are organized in CS entries. Each CS entry contains a set of network coded Data packets, \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \), that belong to the same generation \( g \). Since the CS has a limited capacity of \( M \) Data packets, then \( \sum_{n,g} |\hat{P}_{n,g}^r| \leq M \). The Data packets that compose a CS entry are stored in a matrix \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \), where each row is a vector \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) that represents the network coded Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \).

Router \( r \) generates a network coded Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) by randomly combining the Data packets \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \) in its CS. Thus, \( \hat{p}_{n,g} = \sum_{j=1}^{\hat{P}_{n,g}} a_j \cdot \hat{p}_{n,g}^{(j)} \), where \( a_j \) is a randomly selected coding coefficient and \( \hat{p}_{n,g}^{(j)} \) is the \( j \)th Data packet in \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \).

Additionally to the matrix \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \), each CS entry also stores a counter \( \sigma_{n,g}^f \) for each face \( f \) of router \( r \). This counter measures the number of Data packets generated by applying network coding to the Data packets stored in matrix \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \) that have already been sent over face \( f \), i.e., it measures the amount of information from matrix \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \) that has been transmitted from router \( r \) to its neighboring node connected over face \( f \). The counter \( \sigma_{n,g}^f \) is used to compute the number of network coded Data packets with name prefix \((n,g)\) that the router can generate with the Data packets cached in its CS and have high probability of being innovative to its neighboring node connected over face \( f \). This number is denoted as \( \xi_{n,g}^f \) and is computed as follows:

\[
\xi_{n,g}^f = \text{rank}(\hat{P}_{n,g}^r) - \sigma_{n,g}^f.
\]

When a Data packet with name prefix \((n,g)\) is evicted from the CS of router \( r \), the amount of information in the matrix \( \hat{P}_{n,g}^r \) is reduced by 1. Correspondingly, the value of \( \sigma_{n,g}^f \) is decreased by 1 for all faces.

### IV. CACHING IN NETWORK CODING ENABLED NDN

Whenever a router \( r \) receives an Interest \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) over face \( f \), it either (i) replies with a Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \), if it can generate a network coded Data packet that has high probability of being innovative to its neighboring node connected over face \( f \), i.e., \( \xi_{n,g}^f > 0 \), or, otherwise, (ii) forwards the Interest \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) upstream.

If at time \( t \) router \( r \) receives the Interest \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \), a cache-hit is defined as:

\[
h_{n,g}^f(t) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \xi_{n,g}^f > 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

Let us now assume that during a time period \([t, t+T]\) router \( r \) receives a set of Interests \( I(t, T) \). The cache-hit rate during this time period is defined as follows:

\[
H(t, T) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t' = 1}^{t+T} h_{n,g}^f(t').
\]

The overall cache-hit rate seen by router \( r \) at time \( t \) can be computed as follows:

\[
H(t) = \lim_{T \to \infty} H(t, T) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t' = t}^{t+T} h_{n,g}^f(t').
\]

To make optimal use of the limited CS capacity, the objective of each router is to maximize the number of Interests that it can satisfy with the Data packets available in its CS, i.e., maximize its overall cache-hit rate. Achieving a high cache-hit rate at the routers is beneficial for both clients and sources. For the sources, an increased cache-hit rate reduces their processing load and bandwidth needs, since the number of Interests that they receive is reduced. For the clients, the delivery delay is reduced, since the Interests are satisfied with Data packets cached at routers closer to them.

It is clear from (2), (3), and (4) that in order to maximize the overall cache-hit rate, routers should maintain the value of \( \xi_{n,g}^f \) high enough so that most of the Interests received can
be satisfied with the Data packets in their CS. However, since in this paper we consider that the routers’ CS have limited capacity, it is unfeasible for a router to cache all the Data packets that it receives [7], [8], [10], [11]. Optimal solutions to this issue have been proposed in previous works [12], [13], which consider a central controller that knows the network topology and is aware of all the Interests received by the routers. However, these solutions do not scale well with the size of the network, since they require a high number of signaling messages and a powerful enough controller. Hence, in this work we consider that each router decides online and independently from other routers if a Data packet should be cached or not, and which Data packet should be evicted from the CS when it is full. This is achieved by using a distributed caching policy \( \pi \) that maximizes the overall cache-hit rate \( H(t) \) of each router,

\[
\max_{\pi} H(t).
\]

The optimal caching policy \( \pi \) predicts which Interests will be received in the future, so that the router caches the Data packets that will be useful to satisfy those Interests.

V. THE POPNETCOD CACHING POLICY

In this section, we present our popularity-based caching policy for network coding enabled NDN, called PopNetCod. To increase the overall cache-hit rate, the PopNetCod caching policy exploits real-time data popularity measurements to determine the number of Data packets that each router should cache for each name prefix. In order to determine which Data packets to cache in and/or evict from the CS, such that the overall cache-hit rate is maximized, PopNetCod performs the following steps. First, it measures the popularity of the different name prefixes contained in the Interests that pass through it. Then, it uses this popularity to predict the Interests that it will receive. Finally, it uses this prediction to determine in an online manner the Data packets that should be cached and the ones that should be evicted from the CS.

A. Popularity Prediction

The popularity prediction in PopNetCod is based on the fact that the rate \( \lambda_{n,g}^f(t) \) at which Interests for a particular content object arrive at a router \( r \) over face \( f \) at time \( t \) tends to vary smoothly, as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, router \( r \) can predict the rate of the Interests that it will receive in the near future by observing the Interests that it recently received. Let us denote \( \mathcal{I}_{n,g}^f(\tau, t) \) as the set of Interests for the name prefix \((n, g)\) that router \( r \) has received over face \( f \) in the past period \([t - \tau, t]\), where \( t \) is the current time and \( \tau \) is the observation period. Let us also denote \( \mathcal{I}^f(\tau, t) \) as the total set of Interests for all name prefixes received over face \( f \) during the period \([t - \tau, t]\).

Using the sets \( \mathcal{I}_{n,g}^f(\tau, t) \) and \( \mathcal{I}^f(\tau, t) \), router \( r \) can compute the average Interest rate for the name prefix \((n, g)\) over face \( f \) as follows:

\[
\lambda_{n,g}^f(\tau, t) = \frac{|\mathcal{I}_{n,g}^f(\tau, t)|}{|\mathcal{I}^f(\tau, t)|}.
\]

Note that since the average Interest rate does not vary abruptly, the average Interest rate \( \lambda_{n,g}^f(\tau, t) \) of the recent period \([t - \tau, t]\) will be very close to that expected in the near future, i.e., in the period \([t, t + T]\) where \( T \) is the length of the prediction period. Thus, \( \lambda_{n,g}^f(\tau, t) = \lambda_{n,g}^f(t, T) \), which hereafter we denote as \( \lambda_{n,g}^f(t) \). The PopNetCod caching policy uses \( \lambda_{n,g}^f(t) \) to predict the number of Interests with name prefix \((n, g)\) that will be received over face \( f \) in the near future, and hence, to allocate more storage space in the CS to Data packets with higher cache-hit probability.

In order to prepare the CS for the Interests that the router may receive, the PopNetCod caching policy maps the received Interest rate to the capacity of the CS, such that name prefixes with high rate are allocated more space in the CS. The number of network coded Data packets with name prefix \((n, g)\) that the router should cache in its CS at time \( t \) to satisfy the Interests expected over face \( f \) is denoted as \( M_{n,g}^f(t) \) and computed as:

\[
M_{n,g}^f(t) = \begin{cases} \lambda_{n,g}^f(t) \cdot M, & \text{if } \lambda_{n,g}^f(t) \cdot M < |\hat{\mathcal{P}}_{n,g}|, \\ |\hat{\mathcal{P}}_{n,g}|, & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

B. PopNetCod Placement

In the PopNetCod caching policy, the placement decision is taken following the reception of an Interest. Whenever a router decides to cache the Data packet that is expected as a reply to the received Interest, it sets a flag on the Interest signaling upstream routers about its decision. In the case of a set flag, the upstream nodes do not consider this Interest for caching. Since the edge routers (i.e., the routers that are directly connected to the clients) are the first ones that have the possibility to decide whether they will cache a Data packet, the PopNetCod caching policy naturally enables edge caching. This is inline with recent works [4]–[6] arguing that most of the gains from caching in NDN networks come from edge caches, and thus, it is natural to cache the most popular content at edge routers.

Whenever a router receives an Interest \( \hat{I}_{n,g} \) over face \( f \) at time \( t \), the PopNetCod caching policy follows the next steps to decide if the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) should be cached. First, it uses popularity prediction to compute \( M_{n,g}^f(t) \), i.e., the total number of Data packets that it aims to cache for name prefix \((n, g)\), as defined in (7). Then, it computes the number of Data packets that it should cache in order to satisfy the expected Interests as:

\[
\delta_{n,g}^f(t) = M_{n,g}^f(t) - \xi_{n,g}^f(t) \forall f \in \mathcal{F}.
\]
Finally, the caching policy decides to cache the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) that is expected as reply to the received Interest if the average number of Data packets needed by all the faces is greater than 0. However, it should be noted that the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) will not be useful to the node connected over the downstream face \( f_i \) over which the Interest arrived. This is because when the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) arrives at the router, it is sent to face \( f_i \) in order to satisfy the received Interest. Then, replying with the same Data packet to a subsequent Interest received over the same face \( f_i \) does not add any innovative information, i.e., the Data packet is considered as duplicated. Instead, the expected Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) is potentially useful for all the nodes connected over all the other downstream faces of the router. For this reason, the average number of Data packets needed is measured only over the downstream faces different to the one over which the Interest arrived. It is computed as:

\[
\Delta^+_{n,g}(t) = \frac{1}{|F^+| - 1} \sum_{f \in F^+} \delta^+_f(t) > 0, \tag{9}
\]

where \( F^+ \) denotes the downstream faces of router \( r \).

C. PopNetCod Eviction

The steps followed by the PopNetCod caching policy to decide how many Data packets with name prefix \((n,g)\) can be evicted from the router’s CS are the following. Similarly to the placement case, first, the caching policy uses popularity prediction to compute \( M^+_f(t) \), i.e., the number of Data packets that it aims to cache for name prefix \((n,g)\). Then, it computes the number of Data packets that it can evict from its CS and still satisfy the expected Interests as:

\[
\hat{\delta}_f(t) = \text{rank}(\hat{P}_{n,g}) - M^+_f(t) \forall f \in F. \tag{10}
\]

Finally, the number of Data packets the router can evict from a particular name prefix \((n,g)\) is computed as the minimum number of Data packets that it can evict over all the faces:

\[
\Delta^-_{n,g}(t) = \min_{f \in F} \hat{\delta}_f(t). \tag{11}
\]

VI. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF POPNETCOD

In this section, we describe a practical implementation of the PopNetCod caching policy in the NetCodNDN architecture [10]. First, we describe the signaling between routers, which is used to prevent routers of the same path to cache duplicate Data packets. Next, we present the Interest processing algorithm, where placement decisions are made. Finally, we describe the Data packet processing algorithm for placement enforcement, eviction decision, and eviction enforcement.

A. Signaling Between Routers

The PopNetCod caching policy is distributed and requires very limited signaling between routers. The only signaling that exists between routers to implement the PopNetCod caching policy is a binary flag added to the Interest and Data packets that is used to inform neighbor routers that an expected Data packet will be cached or that a received Data packet has been cached. Distributed caching policy decisions help to keep the complexity of the system low and to make our system scalable to a large number of routers.

Each Interest \( i_{n,g} \) carries a flag \( \text{CachingDown} \), which is set to 1 by a router when it decides to cache the Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) that is expected to come as reply to the Interest. This flag informs upstream routers that another router downstream has already decided to cache the Data packet that is expected to come as reply to this Interest. The routers receiving an Interest with the \( \text{CachingDown} \) flag set to 1 do not consider to cache the Data packet that is expected to come as reply to this Interest, therefore reducing the number of duplicated Data packets in the path and the processing load in the nodes.

Since Interests for network coded data do not request particular Data packets, but rather any network coded Data packet with the requested name prefix, the routers need a way to know that a Data packet has been already cached by another router, so that they avoid caching duplicated Data packets. For this reason, each Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) has a flag \( \text{CachedUp} \), which is set to 1 by a router when it caches this Data packet in its CS. This flag informs the downstream routers that another router has already cached this Data packet. A router receiving a network coded Data packet with the flag set to 1 does not consider it for caching. Instead, it waits for another Data packet with the same name prefix that has not been cached upstream. This ensures that a Data packet is cached by only one router on its way to the client.

B. Status Information at Routers

Each router implementing the PopNetCod caching policy should store information that assists to identify the Data packets that should be cached or evicted. In particular, the router needs to keep the \( \text{Recently received Interests} \) information to compute the popularity prediction. Moreover, since the placement decision takes place when the Interest is received, the router needs to remember the \( \text{Names to be cached} \), such that the selected Data packets are cached when they arrive. Finally, since the popularity information can vary over time, the routers should keep a list with the \( \text{Names to consider for eviction} \), which is used when they decide about eviction. Below, we describe the data structures used to store this information.

- \( \text{Recently received Interests} \) — The router maintains a list \( L^f \) for each face \( f \) of the router, where it stores the names of the Interests \( I^f(\tau, t) \) received over face \( f \) during the period \([\tau, t)\). The parameter \( \tau \) controls how much into the past is observed by the router to compute the popularity prediction. Together with the name prefix, each element in \( L^f \) also stores the time \( t_i \) at which the Interest was received, such that it can be removed from \( L^f \) at time \( t_i + \tau \).

- \( \text{Names to be cached} \) — The router maintains a table \( A \), where it stores the name prefixes (i.e., the content object name appended with the generation ID) and the number of the Data packets that should be cached. When the router receives an Interest \( i_{n,g} \) and the PopNetCod caching policy decides that the network coded Data packet that is expected as reply should be cached, the router adds its name prefix \((n,g)\) to the list \( A \). Then, whenever a network coded Data packet arrives, the
Algorithm 1 Interest processing at the CSM

Require: \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \)
1: \( t \leftarrow \) current time
2: if Flag CachingDown in \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) is set to 1 then
3: \( \xi^f_{n,g} > 0 \) then (\( i_{n,g} \) can be satisfied from the CS)
4: Generate a Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) from the CS
5: Return \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \)
6: end if
7: if \( \xi^f_{n,g} > 0 \) then (\( i_{n,g} \) can be satisfied from the CS)
8: Generate a Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) from the CS
9: Retum \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \)
10: else if \( i_{n,g} \) will be aggregated by the PIT then
11: Update \( L \) (Algorithm 2)
12: if \( \Delta^+_{n,g}(t) > 0 \) then (\( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) should be cached)
13: Insert \( (n,g) \) into \( A \)
14: Set the flag CachingDown of \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) to 1
15: Return \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \)
16: else
17: Update \( L \).
18: if \( \Delta^-_{n,g}(t) > 0 \) then \( (\hat{p}_{n,g} \text{ should be cached}) \)
19: Insert \( (n,g) \) into \( A \)
20: Set the flag CachingDown of \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) to 1
21: Return \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \)
22: else
23: Return \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \)
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for

Algorithm 2 Update L
1: for all \( f \in F^f \) do
2: for all expired entries \( (n_l,g_l) \) in \( L_f \) do
3: Remove \( (n_l,g_l) \) from \( L_f \)
4: Add \( (n_l,g_l) \) to \( E \)
5: end for
6: end for

When a name prefix \( A \). If it finds a match, it caches the Data packet.

- Names to consider for eviction — The router also maintains a queue \( E \), where it stores the name prefixes of the CS entries that can be considered for Data packet eviction. When a name prefix \( (n,g) \) is removed from the list \( L_f \), the popularity of this name prefix decreases, i.e., it is a good candidate to consider for eviction. Thus, each time a name prefix is removed from \( L_f \), it is added to \( E \).

C. Interest Processing

As depicted in Fig. 2, when a CSM configured with the PopNetCod caching policy receives an Interest \( \hat{i}_{n,g} \) from downstream, it (i) determines if the Interest can be replied from the CS. Then, if the CSM could not reply to the Interest with the content of its CS, it (ii) updates the popularity information, and, (iii) determines if the Data packet that is expected as reply to this Interest should be cached. The CSM should provide the NetCodNDN forwarder with either a Data packet that should be sent as reply to the Interest, or an Interest that should be forwarded upstream. Below we describe the details of this procedure, which is summarized in Algorithm 1.

After receiving an Interest \( i_{n,g} \), the CSM first checks the flag CachingDown to see if any previous node downstream in the path has decided to cache the Data packet that is expected as reply to this Interest (lines 2 to 8). If the flag CachingDown is set to 1, then the CSM only checks its CS to determine if the Interest can be satisfied from the CS. If this is possible, i.e., if \( \xi_{n,g}^f \) is greater than 0, it generates a network coded Data packet from the CS and provides it to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which sends it over face \( f \). If the Interest cannot be satisfied from the CS, the CSM provides the same Interest to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which forwards it upstream.

If the flag CachingDown is set to 0, the CSM first inserts name \( (n,g) \) of the Interest into the list \( L_f \) (line 10). Then, the CSM checks if it can satisfy the Interest with the content of the CS (lines 11 to 13). If this is possible, i.e., if \( \xi_{n,g}^f \) is greater than 0, it generates a network coded Data packet from the CS and provides it to the NetCodNDN forwarder which sends it over face \( f \). Otherwise, the node needs to forward the Interest to its neighbor nodes. If the router does not send the Interest upstream, but aggregates it in the PIT with a previously received Interest, the CSM does not need to do anything else and provides the Interest to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which aggregates it (line 15). If the Interest will not be aggregated, then the CSM determines if it will cache the Data packet with name prefix \( (n,g) \) that is expected as reply to this Interest, by computing \( \Delta_{n,g}(t) \) using Eq. (9).

In order to obtain an accurate value of \( \Delta_{n,g}(t) \), the CSM first updates the popularity information, removing all the expired elements from \( L_f \) and adding their name prefix to the list \( E \) of name prefixes to be considered for eviction (line 17). This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. Then, the CSM computes the value of \( \Delta_{n,g}(t) \). If \( \Delta_{n,g}(t) > 0 \), it means that the Data packet should be cached. In this case, the CSM inserts name prefix \( (n,g) \) into the list \( A \), sets the flag CachingDown on the Interest \( i_{n,g} \) to 1 and, finally, provides the modified Interest to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which forwards it upstream (lines 18 to 21). If \( \Delta_{n,g}(t) \leq 0 \), then the CSM provides the same Interest to the NetCodNDN forwarder.
After receiving a Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \), the CSM first checks the flag CachedUp to determine if any router upstream has already cached this Data packet. If the flag CachedUp has been set to 1, then, the CSM understands that another router upstream has already cached this Data packet. In this case, the CSM returns the Data packet to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which replies to any matching pending Interest (line 1).

When the flag CachedUp is set to 0, then the CSM first verifies if any entry in A matches name prefix \((n, g)\). If there is no matching entry, the CSM returns the Data packet to the NetCodNDN forwarder (line 3). If there is a match, the Data packet should be cached, and A is updated by increasing the counter of the matching entry by one (line 6). However, if the CS is full, the CSM first needs to release some space in the CS (lines 7 to 15). To evict Data packets, the CSM goes through the list \( E \), each time selecting a name prefix \((n_c, g_c)\) and computing the number of Data packets that can be evicted for the name prefix using Eq. (11). If this number is greater than 0, then the CSM evicts the corresponding number of Data packets from the CS and interrupts the scan of the list. Note that, since the cached Data packets are network coded, the CSM does not need to decide which particular Data packets from the CS entry \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) it should evict from the CS, but it can select randomly network coded Data packets from the CS entry and evict them. After evicting at least one Data packet, the CSM caches the received Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \). Then, the router generates a new Data packet \( \tilde{p}_{n,g} \) by applying network coding to the cached Data packets with name prefix \((n, g)\). Since the new Data packet \( \tilde{p}_{n,g} \) contains the cached Data packet \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \), the router sets the flag CachedUp of \( \hat{p}_{n,g} \) to 1. Finally, the CSM provides Data packet \( \tilde{p}_{n,g}^* \) to the NetCodNDN forwarder, which uses it to reply to pending Interests with name prefix \((n, g)\).

### VII. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the PopNetCod caching policy in an adaptive video streaming architecture based on NetCodNDN [10]. First, we describe the evaluation setup. Then, we present the caching policies with which we compare the PopNetCod caching policy. Finally, we show the performance evaluation results.

#### A. Evaluation Setup

We consider a layered topology consisting of 1 source, 123 clients, and 45 routers connecting the clients and the sources. The routers are arranged in a two-tier topology, with 10 routers directly connected to the source and 35 edge routers directly connected to the clients. The links connecting the routers between them and the links connecting the routers to the source have a bandwidth of 20Mbps. The bandwidth of the links connecting the clients to the routers follows a normal distribution, with mean 4Mbps and standard deviation 1.5. These values are chosen based on the Netflix ISP Speed Index [17]. Each client is connected with two routers, considering that nowadays most end-user devices have multiple interfaces, e.g., LTE, Wi-Fi.
For the evaluation, we consider that the source offers 5 videos for streaming, each one composed of 50 video segments with a duration of 2 seconds each, i.e., in total, each video has a duration of 100 seconds. The video segments are available in three different representations, \( Q = \{480p, 720p, 1080p\} \) with bitrates \( \{1750\text{kbps}, 3000\text{kbps}, 5800\text{kbps}\} \), respectively. These values for the representations and bitrates are according to the values that had been used by Netflix [15]. As presented in Section III-A, the content objects (i.e., the video segments in our evaluation scenario) are divided into Data packets and generations, in order to implement network coding. In particular, for the representations \( Q = \{480p, 720p, 1080p\} \), each video segment is divided into \( \{359, 615, 1188\} \) Data packets of 1250 bytes each, and \( \{4, 7, 12\} \) generations, respectively. Thus, in total, the source stores 540, 500 Data packets. All the routers are equipped with content stores able to cache between 0.9% and 2.3% of the total Data packets available at the source.

The clients randomly choose a video to request and start the adaptive video retrieval process at a random time during the first 5 seconds of the simulation. The network coding operations are performed in a finite field of size \( 2^8 \). The clients use the dash.js adaptation logic [24] to choose the representation that better adapts to the current conditions, i.e., the measured goodput and the number of buffered video segments.

### B. Benchmarks

We compare the performance of our caching algorithm with the following benchmarks:

- **LCE-NoLimit** — The placement policy is Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE). We assume that the CSs of the routers have enough space to store all the videos.
- **LCE-LRU** — The placement policy is LCE, while the eviction policy is Least Recently Used (LRU), which evicts Data packets with the least recently requested name.
- **NoCache** — In this setting, the routers do not have a CS, i.e., all the Data packets should be retrieved from the source.

### C. Evaluation Results

We first evaluate the average cache-hit rate at the routers. In Fig. 4, we can see that by using the PopNetCod caching policy, the routers achieve a higher cache-hit rate than with LCE-LRU. This is because with PopNetCod the number of Data packets cached for a certain name prefix increases smoothly, according to the popularity. In comparison, with LCE+LRU all Data packets received by the router are cached, and the least recently used are evicted from the CS when the capacity is exceeded. Thus, if a router receives Data packets that are requested by a single client, the router still caches them, wasting storage capacity that could be used to cache more popular Data packets that are requested by multiple clients. We can also see that the LCE+NoLimit caching policy defines an upper bound to the cache-hit rate at the routers, since caching all the Data packets with unlimited CS capacity represents the best caching scenario. On the contrary, the NoCache case, where the routers do not have CS capacity, defines a lower bound to the cache-hit rate. Note that in our evaluation the NoCache policy has a non-zero cache-hit rate because our measurement of cache-hit rate also includes Interest aggregations, which is what is being measured in this case.

The increased cache-hit rate that the PopNetCod caching policy brings to the routers has two major consequences: (i) the goodput at the clients increases, which enables the adaptation logic to choose higher quality representations when bandwidth is sufficient, and (ii) the source receives less Interests, meaning that its processing and network load is reduced.

Let us first evaluate the impact that the increased cache-hit rate at the routers has for the clients. In Fig. 5, it is shown that by using PopNetCod, the clients benefit from an increased goodput, compared to the LCE+LRU policy. This is a consequence not only of the increased cache-hit rate in the network, but also because PopNetCod caches the most popular content in the network edge, which reduces the content retrieval delay. The percentage of video segments delivered to the clients for each of the available representations (i.e., 480p, 720p, and 1080p) with the PopNetCod and LCE+LRU caching policies is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. We can see that, compared to the LCE+LRU policy, with the PopNetCod caching policy a higher percentage of video segments are delivered in the highest representation available, i.e., 1080p. This happens because the Data packet retrieval delay is reduced, since more Interests are being satisfied from the routers’ content stores, which increases the goodput measured by the clients.

Finally, we analyze the impact that the increased cache-hit rate in the routers has for the sources by measuring the load reduction at the source. This metric measures the percentage of Data packets received at the clients that have not been directly provided by the source. It is computed as

\[
1 - \frac{N_{S_{\text{sent}}}^{C_{\text{rcvd}}}}{N_{S_{\text{rcvd}}}}
\]

where \( N_{S_{\text{sent}}}^{C_{\text{rcvd}}} \) denotes the total number of Data packets sent by the source, and \( N_{S_{\text{rcvd}}} \) denotes the total number of Data packets received by all the clients. In Fig. 9, we can see that by using the PopNetCod caching policy, the source load is reduced by up to 10% more than by using LCE+LRU, when the CS size is 12.5K Data packets. Note that the load reduction on the source in the NoCache scenario is larger than 0, even if no Data packet is being served from the CSs. This is because the Interest aggregation at the routers makes it possible to serve multiple Interests with the same Data packet, reducing the number of Data packets delivered by the source.

### VIII. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented PopNetCod, a popularity-based caching policy for data intensive applications communicating over network coding enabled NDN. PopNetCod is a distributed caching policy, where each router aims at increasing its local cache-hit rate, by measuring the popularity of each content object and using it to determine the number of Data packets for each content object that it caches in its content store. PopNetCod takes cache placement decisions when Interests arrive at the routers, which naturally enables edge caching. The
evaluation of the PopNetCod caching policy is performed in a Netflix-like video streaming scenario. The results show that, in comparison with a caching policy that uses the LCE placement policy and the LRU eviction policy, PopNetCod achieves a higher cache-hit rate. The increased cache-hit rate reduces the number of Interests that the source should satisfy, and also increases the goodput seen by the clients. Thus, our caching policy presents benefits for the content providers, by reducing the load of its servers and hence its operational costs, and for the end-users, who are able to watch higher quality videos.
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Abstract—In many emerging data retrieval applications, in response to queries, consumers are interested in getting a summarized version of content quickly rather than retrieving all available data. Recently, Named Data Networks (NDN) have been considered for efficient transfer of summarized information, but the research is still in its infancy. In this paper, we propose NEST, a novel transport protocol for delivering extractive summaries of a dataset distributed across multiple producers over NDN. The goal is to exploit diversity in network conditions between a consumer and different producers towards delivering the consumer-specified summary while minimizing latency. NEST first creates a unified hierarchical representation of the available distributed content using state-of-the-art distributed clustering. Then, using this representation of the dataset, the protocol creates interest messages based on which consumers can opportunistically retrieve representative data objects from the best producers while adapting to dynamic network conditions by capitalizing on the flexibility offered by the NDN infrastructure. We implement NEST on the Mini-NDN network emulator and evaluate its performance using datasets collected from Twitter. Our experimental results show that NEST takes advantage of producer diversity achieving large latency reduction gains of up to 50% compared to baseline protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) and dissemination of online social content, sources of various kinds continuously generate streams of data. The number of such sources is growing continuously, leading to an exponential growth in the available data for a consumer [1], [2]. In fact, consumers may experience a data deluge leading to information overload if they get all the data pertaining to a subject of interest [3]. One way to cope with this data deluge, is via data summarization services which enable clients (whether humans or computer systems) to retrieve summaries with user-specified granularity. These summaries can then be used in analysis and decision making processes.

To exemplify the above, consider a smart city scenario [4] wherein sensors continuously gather data about traffic conditions. On their path to the destination, smart cars contact road infrastructure hot-spots for updates. In this scenario, collected data may have significant redundancy, local data at different repositories have semantic overlap, and network conditions are diverse. Consumers are likely to be interested in receiving content with varying granularity of detail as quickly as possible. As a second example, consumers interested in getting a summary of top stories from a variety of news media may be interested in quickly retrieving only an overview, based on which they may then choose to get more details only on certain stories. Data summarization can be an effective solution in delivering the right level of detail to consumers. In general, summaries can either be processed content that provide a synopsis of the data, or a set of representative samples that sufficiently satisfy the consumer’s need. In this paper, we focus on the latter.

There is a set of challenges that will need to be addressed in order to deliver summaries from a set of producers to consumers. First, retrieving summaries from different producers independently will create redundant content, thus wasting communication resources and defying the purpose of summarization. Solving this problem requires the efficient creation of a global representation of the content available at the different producers. Furthermore, the network must be able to match a consumer’s request with what is available at the various producers and retrieve the proper summary. In many applications, consumers are not interested in the source of the content or where it is, but rather the content itself and how fast it can be retrieved. Finally, since the network conditions between the consumer and the plurality of producers can be diverse (e.g., varying bandwidth and link delay), the transport framework has to be intelligent to retrieve the content from the “best” producer, i.e., the content that fulfills the consumer’s requirement with the best performance (e.g., minimum latency).

In this paper, we develop NDN-based Efficient Summary Transport (NEST), a transport protocol which efficiently transfers an extractive summary of a dataset distributed across multiple connected producers to the requesting consumers, with low latency. Our framework is developed on top of the Named Data Networks (NDN) infrastructure, an implementation of the Information Centric Networks (ICN) paradigm. NDN is a pull-based network architecture which supports the forwarding of content from producers to consumers using hierarchical names. It offers a way to seamlessly map content to interests and thus, we argue that it is natural to leverage its abilities towards achieving the efficient transport of content summaries from a diverse set of producers to consumers. NEST allows producers to converge to a common namespace, wherein objects that are very similar are named similarly, linking the summarization problem to NDN’s name-based forwarding. NEST is designed as an end-to-end protocol that runs at the hosts and does not require changes to the underlying NDN infrastructure.
**NEST** first creates a global hierarchical representation of the dataset by synchronizing the producers’ local datasets with minimal overhead. Subsequently, this representation is used to generate an ordered list of names that is sent to interested consumers to guide them in retrieving content summaries of varying granularity. In this list, object names are “constructed” such that, from a set of similar objects at different producers, an object is seamlessly returned from the producer with the most favorable network conditions for each request based on the ordered list, thereby achieving minimum latency. In building **NEST** we make the following key contributions:

- We develop a distributed synchronization algorithm that capitalizes on recent advances in distributed clustering to create a global view of the shared dataset, towards realizing summaries of varying granularity.
- We develop interest-name design rules that automatically and opportunistically adapt to varying network conditions to minimize latency in delivering summaries to consumers over the underlying NDN.
- We implement **NEST** on Mini-NDN, a network emulator for NDN. We then perform extensive evaluations using datasets collected from Twitter. Our results show that **NEST** exploits producer diversity to reduce latency by up to 50% compared to baseline summary transport strategies that retrieve specific data objects.

**II. BACKGROUND**

ICN has become popular recently for presenting an alternative and future architecture for the Internet as it becomes more content-centric rather than host-centric, and NDN [5] is one typical implementation. In NDN, consumers send interest messages requesting specific content using hierarchical names, where one data message is returned for each interest message. The interest is generated by a consumer to indicate that she seeks to retrieve a matching object. Partial prefix matching is used when checking whether a named object matches an interest name. In addition, intermediate routers employ multi-path forwarding rules to pass interest messages to the next hop until it reaches producers of the named content. Producers then return data messages where the payload is the data object with a matching name. Data messages are forwarded along the reverse paths corresponding to that taken by the interest message. Whenever a router receives a data message, the entry for the corresponding interest is removed from its Pending Interest Table (PIT) after it is forwarded. Any subsequent data messages for the satisfied interest are suppressed (i.e., not forwarded). If caching is enabled, intermediate routers keep a copy of the data messages for a specified period of time, and return it for subsequent matching interests from any consumer. A key feature of the interest message format is the exclusion option; consumers use this optional field to specify object name suffixes that they do not want to retrieve for the given name prefix in the interest message.

In our work, we consider the problem of efficient transport of data summaries. For a given dataset \( \mathcal{P} \), a summary is a data subset of \( \mathcal{P} \) such that each data point in the summary represents a set of similar (we formally define similarity in Section III-A) data points in \( \mathcal{P} \). Recent work [6] proposed a summary transport protocol for NDN in which an ordered “names list” is created from a hierarchical tree representation of a dataset. The structure of the tree is such that data objects sharing a longer name prefix have more semantic overlap. Thus, when a summary of the content under the tree is requested, returning objects in a shortest-shared-prefix-first order minimizes information loss (relative to retrieving all data) over all different orders of a given summary size by reducing semantic redundancy. Here, as more data objects are transported according to this order, finer granularity details about the data are retrieved. However, only one producer was considered. In data summarization applications in which clients are interested in a summary of the dataset distributed across multiple repositories (producers), dynamic network conditions cause clients to experience very different network delays relative to the different producers from which the summaries are transferred. In addition, redundant content from different producers might be retrieved thereby causing the summaries to be of poor quality (unnecessary redundant content). Thus, when multiple data producers share similar data objects, opportunities to improve latency performance by retrieving any object from a set of similar objects are available. However, to exploit these opportunities, a flexible and adaptive data transport protocol is needed. The novelty of **NEST** is that it allows consumers to realize the advantage of producer diversity to retrieve summaries with minimum latency while requiring no changes to the underlying NDN architecture.

To illustrate producer diversity, consider an example in which a consumer is interested in a summary of average vehicle speeds in certain section of a city in a given period of time. Measurements are collected from various sensors into a set of three repositories (i.e., producers), named \( a, b \) and \( c \), which are connected to the consumer as shown in Fig. 1. In this example, consider data from four streets: main, state, division and pine. Due to varying network conditions (e.g., varying wireless channel quality, network congestion, etc.), the delay in retrieval of data from different producers will be different. In particular, the connection to producer \( b \) is experiencing longer delays compared to other producers. Thus, to get a summary of the measurements quickly, the best strategy is to retrieve “main” and “state” from producer \( a \), “division” from producer \( c \) and only “pine” from producer \( b \).

In other words, the consumer would better retrieve it from the producer with lower delay. The challenge, however, is to figure out which data objects to retrieve from which producer.
in order to minimize latency while still fulfilling a notion of completeness of the collected summary. NEST offers an efficient solution for this problem by leveraging NDN.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

NEST comprises two main functional components viz., (a) Producer Synchronization (ProdSync) and (b) Producer Diversity guided Summary Transport (PDST). The first component creates a hierarchical representation of the dataset shared by multiple producers, while the second component manages the transport of data objects between producers and consumers on the NDN. In the following, we discuss the design details of each of the two components.

A. Producer Synchronization

In many applications, data is collected from sensors and cached at a connected set of repositories (i.e., producers) for further processing and dissemination to consumers. Since, transporting objects from individual consumers to producers independently can result in performance penalties and wasteful transfers (e.g., duplicate or redundant data), summarization inherently requires co-ordination or more precisely synchronization between producers. Thus, the first challenge in efficiently delivering summaries from the set of producers (which is typically the order of tens) to consumers is to derive a global view of the available data. This global view necessarily describes the different groups of similar data points (i.e., clusters) as well as the relationship between them. For example, in Fig. 1, measurements from the same street are considered similar and thus are clustered together. Also data from all streets in each neighborhood can be grouped together when only information at a more abstract level is needed by the consumer. When such hierarchical clustering representation is available, it suffices to retrieve a representative of each cluster at the required level of detail to get a summary of the available data. This hierarchical representation naturally leads to hierarchical names for each data object based on which cluster it belongs to (similar to naming in Unix-like file systems).

For large datasets, it is not practical to transmit local datasets or large samples thereof to a centralized location to construct such a global hierarchical representation of the available data. In this context, the producer synchronization problem is how to efficiently create a unified view of the hierarchical names of data objects at all the producers. To this end, we develop ProdSync, an iterative distributed clustering algorithm in which producers exchange meta-data of local clusters and samples from their local datasets while incurring minimal communication overhead. This enables the construction of a global tree representation in which each producer maintains information about the position of their local data points in the tree.

To optimize the amount of data exchanged between producers (i.e., overhead) in each iteration of ProdSync, we employ a recently developed distributed clustering algorithm [7], which is based on the construction of $\epsilon$-coresets [8]. This algorithm guarantees a bounded clustering cost relative to a centralized solution, at the minimum communication cost. It was later shown to be communication-optimal [9], where

the communication-optimality metric used is the number of data points exchanged between the producers in the network. This metric is also correlated to the convergence time of the ProdSync algorithm; the more the messages exchanged between producers, the more time it takes for ProdSync to converge.

Notation: In the following, we introduce notation that will help in the description of ProdSync. Suppose we have a set of connected producers (repositories) $\mathcal{N}$, of size $N$. Let the global dataset be denoted by $\mathcal{P}$, where $\mathcal{P}_i \subseteq \mathcal{P}$ is the local subset corresponding to producer $i \in \mathcal{N}$. Let the distance measure between any pair of data points $p, q \in \mathcal{P}$ be given by $d(p, q)$.\footnote{Vector space representation of data as well as similarity measures vary depending on application and data type. While we use specific representation and similarity measures in Section V, the effect of these on the clustering quality is of separate interest and is beyond the scope of this paper.}

Let tree $T$ be a hierarchical representation for the dataset $\mathcal{P}$, capturing similarities between data points in a hierarchical form. Suppose $\mathcal{L}$ is the set of tree nodes on $T$, and let $r \in \mathcal{L}$ be the root node. Let $\mathcal{P}_l$ be a data subset of $\mathcal{P}$ holding data under subtree rooted at node $l$. We also define $\mathcal{P}_l = \mathcal{P}_l \cap \mathcal{P}$ and $\mathcal{N}_l = \{i \in \mathcal{N} : \mathcal{P}_l \neq \emptyset\}$. Note that $\mathcal{N}_r = \mathcal{N}$ and $\mathcal{P}_r = \mathcal{P}$. In each iteration $l$ of ProdSync, each producer $i$ solves an instance of $k$-means clustering and sends local information $S_l^i$ (to be made precise) to a designated coordinator $n_l$, where the coordinator for tree node $r$ (i.e., $n_r$), is called the root coordinator. In a clustering problem, the clustering cost is the sum of squared distances between each point in the dataset and its corresponding cluster center. We say that $p$ and $q$ are similar if $d(p, q) < \tau$, for a given threshold $\tau$.

ProdSync details: The details of ProdSync are presented in Alg. 1. The algorithm iteratively clusters the dataset $\mathcal{P}$ shared across all producers $\mathcal{N}$ to generate the tree $T$. To process a node $l \in \mathcal{L}$, a coordinator $n_l$ is first selected\footnote{We defer a discussion of how we implement coordinator selection to Section IV.} which later collects information about local clustering solutions from all producers in $\mathcal{N}_l$. In each iteration, the goal is to find a set of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 ProdSync</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Similarity threshold $\tau$, set of producers $\mathcal{N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Hierarchical tree representation $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Initialize: $L = r, N^0 = \mathcal{N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Pick an unprocessed tree node $l \in \mathcal{L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Select coordinator $n_l \in N_l$ solves local clustering problem on $\mathcal{P}_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Producers exchange local clustering costs $c_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Coordinator collects samples $S_l^i$ from all producers $i \in N_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: if $\max_{p,q \in S_l^i} d(p, q) &lt; \tau$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Coordinator solves global clustering on $U_l S_l^i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: $l$ is a leaf node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: Coordinator delivers solutions $G_l^i$ to all producers in $N_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: Producers send coordinator local tree info $u_l^i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: Update $T$, $\mathcal{N}_l$, $\mathcal{L}$: $l \leftarrow g \forall g \in G_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: until all $l \in \mathcal{L}$ are processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Hierarchical tree representation $T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each producer first solves a \( k \)-means clustering problem on the local dataset \( P_i \) and then non-uniformly samples \( P_i \) based on the clustering costs \( c_i \) collected from all other producers \( i \in N \). In this sampling, a point with higher cost is sampled with higher probability. Each producer constructs its local portion of the \( \epsilon \)-coreset, \( S_i \), which consists of the samples and their corresponding weights. Then, \( S_i \) are collected at the coordinator. A weighted \( k \)-means clustering problem is solved on the weighted samples \( \bigcup_i S_i \). The solution of the global clustering problem is then shared with producers in \( N \).

In ProdSync, a global clustering is solved for a node \( l \) only when \( l \) is not a leaf node. We reach a leaf node in \( T \) (and hence stop further iterations of clustering on that node) when the diameter of the cluster is less than the threshold \( \tau \) (condition on Line 8). In this case, each producer then updates the coordinator with cluster membership counts \( \mathbf{u}_i \), which is a vector of size \( k \). This information helps in creating the tree representation of the dataset as well as names for objects. Then, new nodes are added to the tree \( T \), one node representing each cluster in \( G_i \). Iteration stops when all nodes in \( L \) are processed.

**Complexity analysis:** At each iteration \( l \in L \), three rounds of message exchanges between the coordinator and other producers are required. First, the costs of local clustering solutions are collected by the coordinator and the sum cost is shared with all producers. Then, samples are sent to the coordinator and the solution \( G_i \) is returned to each producer. Finally, updates \( \mathbf{u}_i \) are sent to the coordinator. The communication overhead is thus \( O(N) \) per iteration.

To process a node \( l \in L \), each producer \( i \) solves an instance of the \( k \)-means clustering problem on the local dataset \( P_i \) (Steps 5 and 9). This problem is NP-hard [10]. However, there exist efficient approximations such as the Lloyd’s algorithm [11], with time complexity \( O(|P_i|ksw) \), where \( s \) is the dimensionality of vectors representing the data points and \( w \) is the number of iterations needed for convergence. It was shown that, in practice, \( k \)-means converges in linear time with respect to the number of data points [12]. The number of nodes on the tree (i.e., \( |L| \)), can vary between \( O(\log_k |P|) \) to \( O(|P|) \). In practice, we pipeline and parallelize the processing of tree nodes such that communication delay does not contribute a purely additive component to the total processing time. We study this in detail in Section V.

**B. Producer Diversity guided Summary Transport**

Given the hierarchical cluster representation of the data (as computed in Section III-A), we now need to decide the order in which data objects must be requested from these clusters. The intuition is that, in constructing a summary, we first want to have at least one representative of each cluster (e.g., a measurement of speed on each street), then get a second representative of each cluster (a second measurement from that street), and so on. If clusters are hierarchical, then we need one representative of each big cluster (say, street) before getting a representative of each sub-cluster (say city block on a street). As illustrated in the example in Section II, the choice of representative to retrieve entails a choice of producer, some being more accessible (better network conditions) than others. We want to retrieve representatives from more accessible producers. A challenge is thus to decide on a retrieval plan that minimizes latency.

In this section, we develop an efficient transport protocol, called Producer Diversity guided Summary Transport (PDST) that takes the output tree \( T \) from ProdSync, transforms it to a List of Ordered Names (LON) that is delivered to interested consumers. To construct the LON, \( T \) is parsed such that leaves are visited in certain order and a data point is chosen from visited leaf and then added to LON. The tree is traversed such that the marginal utility of retrieved data objects is maximized. Thus, as more items are retrieved as per the LON, a more fine-grained summary is obtained by the consumer. Consumers request summary data objects based on the LON, and PDST delivers data objects from producers to consumers with minimum transport latency, defined as follows.

**Definition 1.** The transport latency \( T(j) \) corresponding to a given interest message \( j \) is the total time delay between sending the interest message and the reception of a data message.

Fix an interest message \( j \) and let \( N(j) \subset N \) be the set of producers with data objects that can satisfy interest message \( j \). Let \( T_i(j) \) be the transport latency when data is returned from producer \( i \). The objective of PDST is to minimize the latency in retrieving data objects, whenever matching data objects are available at multiple producers. In other words, PDST aims to achieve \( T^* (j) = \min_{i \in N(j)} T_i(j) \). While doing so, the protocol must adapt to dynamic network conditions, and specifically varying link delays.

Satisfying the minimum transport latency and adaptability to dynamic network conditions, are challenging problems for multiple reasons. First, it is undesirable that consumers maintain state information for all available producers (e.g., by keeping the history of received data). Moreover, explicitly and continuously measuring transport latency for objects from different producers will incur non-negligible overhead. The novelty of PDST is that it achieves the aforementioned goals by crafting interest messages in a format that capitalizes on the features of NDN. Specifically, PDST exploits NDN’s forwarding characteristics viz., multi-path and partial prefix match forwarding. It also leverages the fact that intermediate routers suppress multiple data messages retrieved in response to a single interest message and only forward the first match.

**PDST** achieves minimum transport latency and adapt to varying network conditions using three different processing steps at the different participating network entities. Below, we discuss the different steps of PDST in detail before we...
formalize our result.

1) Root-coordinator-side PDST: The root coordinator is tasked with generating the LON from $T$. First, names for all objects are created. These names are then processed to identify producer diversity opportunities. Finally, the tree is traversed to generate the ordered list of names.

First, names of all data objects at the leaves of $T$ are automatically created. In particular, during clustering, tree nodes are given labels (e.g., '0' for the left branch and '1' for the right branch when $k = 2$), and data objects at the leaves are named by concatenating label names from the root node to the leaf, similar to the work in [13], thereby constructing a name prefix. However, unlike the work in [13], the root coordinator $n_r$ does not have actual data points from all other producers; rather, it has the counts of data objects under each leaf from each producer. This information is collected in Step 14 of Alg. 1. Thus, $n_r$ can now generate names for all data objects at the leaves of $T$.

Consider a tree $T$ created using ProdSync with $k = 2$ for data at two producers $a$ and $b$. Under some tree leaf $l'$ with a name prefix $p = /t/0/0/1/0/1$, suppose producer $a$ and producer $b$ have two and three data objects, respectively. Here, $t$ represents the topic at the root of the tree. Now, the root coordinator can simply name data objects under this leaf as $/t/0/0/1/0/1/a0$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/a1$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b0$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b1$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b2$. Based on the user-specified and application-dependent similarity measure, objects under $l'$ are deemed similar. At the same time, each of the producers $a$ and $b$ will fix some order for their local data objects, based on user-specified weights corresponding to each data object (e.g., content popularity, freshness, etc.). Note that while each producer can rank order similar local data objects using user-specified weights, the relative ordering between similar data objects at different producers is not needed at the root coordinator. This is because our design gives priority to improving transport latency by retrieving the next (highest weight) data object (based on local ranking) from the producer with the best network conditions.

Denote any leaf of $T$ with objects from multiple producers, as an opportunity leaf. The next step for the root coordinator is to process the data object names such that a special symbol ($) is concatenated at the end of all object names under any tree leaf where data objects belonging to multiple producers exist. Thus, for leaf $l'$, the object names will be processed to be $/t/0/0/1/0/1/a0^*$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/a1^*$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b0^*$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b1^*$, $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b2^*$. This special symbol in the object names will later be used by the consumer to construct interest messages that allow retrieval of data objects from the producer with the minimum transport latency.

Given the hierarchical tree representation $T$ created using ProdSync as described in Section III-A, the root coordinator can now transform $T$ into an LON by traversing $T$ from the root to the leaves and returning the name of the object at the leaf. During traversal the branches are selected such that an object with the shortest-shared-prefix, with respect to previously returned object names, is returned.

Finally, this processed list is sent to the consumers upon request. In particular, when a consumer requests a summary of a dataset under the prefix $/t$, the root coordinator will send a data message carrying the LON for data objects under the corresponding tree. Note that the LON is generally of much smaller size compared to data objects (e.g., in social media, a tweet could have an image or video object embedded in it).

2) Consumer-side PDST: Each consumer running the NEST application will first request the LON under some tree root $/t$. The consumer then sends interests for items in the LON in the given order. However, the interest names used will vary depending on whether the object belongs to an opportunity leaf. For such objects, a producer diversity opportunity exists and thus the consumer can take advantage of it. In particular, for any object name in the LON ending in $\tilde{\alpha}$, the consumer sends the interest message with the partial name up to the prefix of the corresponding leaf in $T$. For example, if the next data object name in the LON is $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b0^*$, the consumer sends the interest message $/t/0/0/1/0/1/\tilde{\alpha}$ instead.

This interest will be forwarded by the underlying NDN to all producers with data objects under the corresponding opportunity leaf. Thus, all producers will respond with data objects under the given leaf, and only one data message will be forwarded to the requesting consumer while other messages will not be forwarded. To avoid retrieving duplicate objects that were retrieved previously using the same partial name, the consumer employs the exclude option in the interest message. In particular, it includes the last component in the name of the objects retrieved previously under same leaf. For example, when an interest message is sent with the partial name $/t/0/0/1/0/1/\tilde{\alpha}$ and data object $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b0$ is retrieved, the next interest message for an object belonging to the same opportunity leaf will be $/t/0/0/1/0/1/(\tilde{\alpha}/b0)$.

One of the main advantages of crafting the interest messages as described above is that the framework automatically adapts to changing link delays. Thus, two consumers sending the same interest message will get potentially different (but semantically similar) data objects from different producers. Furthermore, as network conditions change over time, a consumer may get data objects from other producers because of latency advantages. Since PDST capitalizes on NDN forwarding rules, it also works when caching at intermediate routers is enabled without the need to modify the software they run. Specifically, caches will also use partial prefix matching and return objects with matching names. If no matches are found in the cache, the interest will be further forwarded.

3) Producer-side PDST: On the producer side, each producer maintains an ordering of the local data points based on user-specified and application-dependent weights. For example, in a social media application, the popularity of the content could be used as the weight. In a sensor network application, more recent events or measurements could be weighted highly if freshness is desired. Whenever the producer receives an interest message with a partial name, it responds with a data object from the subtree specified by the name prefix, returning the first object in order after the excluded objects. For example, if the interest message received by producer $b$ is $/t/0/0/1/0/1/(\tilde{\alpha}/b0)$, then it returns object $/t/0/0/1/0/1/b1$. Note that the object name $b1$ might not be the actual object name at producer $b$, but rather a pointer
TABLE I: Example of PDST operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEST’s LON</th>
<th>Interest name sent</th>
<th>Data name received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/t/0/a0</td>
<td>/t/0/10</td>
<td>/t/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/1/0/a0</td>
<td>/t/1/0/10</td>
<td>/t/1/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/0/a1</td>
<td>/t/0/1/0/a0</td>
<td>/t/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/1/0/a4</td>
<td>/t/1/0/1/a0</td>
<td>/t/1/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/0/b0</td>
<td>/t/0/1/0/0</td>
<td>/t/0/1/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/1/0/a5</td>
<td>/t/1/0/1/0/0</td>
<td>/t/1/0/1/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/0/c0</td>
<td>/t/0/1/0/1/0/0</td>
<td>/t/1/0/1/0/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/0/c1</td>
<td>/t/0/1/0/1/0/1/0</td>
<td>/t/1/0/1/0/1/0/0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Example network and tree with three producers (a,b,c) and a consumer.

to a data object under the given prefix which is second in order based on the weights. This order is maintained only locally by each producer.

In Table I, an example LON is shown. The corresponding network with one consumer and three producers, as well as the hierarchical data representation $T$ are shown in Fig. 2. In the example network, the transport latency to producer $c$ is the lowest, then to producer $b$, and then to producer $a$. The second column is generated by the root coordinator in NEST and represents the LON delivered to consumers requesting a summary of content under the prefix $/t$. In the third column, the interest names that the consumer uses in interest messages are shown. The names of the data objects received by the consumer in response, are shown in the last column. Note that the interest names in the third column are adapted based on names of data objects received so far (i.e., from previous rows), as listed in the last column. For example, consider row number 6. Here, the interest sent is for a data object that is under the prefix $/t/1/0$. Since the consumer previously received the object $/t/1/0/0$ (in row 2), it now includes $c0$ in the exclude field of the interest message. The NDN forwarding will pass the interest message $/t/1/0/0/0$ to all producers, but it will reach producer $c$ first since it has the best network conditions with respect to the consumer. Now, producer $c$ will check its local dataset for data objects under prefix $/t/1/0/0$ and with rank order subsequent to object $c0$, returning object $/t/1/0/0/c1$. Data objects returned from other producers will then be suppressed by intermediate routers since the interest message would have been already satisfied by object $/t/1/0/0/c1$.

In the following, we formalize our main result. The proof is omitted for brevity.

**Proposition 1.** Fix an interest message $j$. PDST achieves minimum latency $T^*(j)$.

We note that Proposition 1 implies that PDST minimizes latency even if the link delay varies while the interest or data message has not been received at the destination.

**Pipelining interests:** PDST uses an adaptive pipelining window, which controls how many pending interests are allowed at any given time. In addition to being limited to a maximum size $W$, the window size is adapted based on the LON and the progress made thus far in processing the list. In particular, the consumer can send interests from the LON until a new entry requires sending a partial name which is already in use in a pending interest, or until the maximum window size is reached, whichever is smaller. This design prevents retrieval of duplicate objects, since names of previously retrieved objects are added to the exclude fields of subsequent interests, with the same partial names. We evaluate the choice of $W$ in Section V. We also note that loss management is handled by the underlying NDN mechanisms through the use of timeout timers and retransmissions.

**Caching:** Before we conclude this section, we discuss how caching affects the performance of our system. As the number of consumers increase, it is expected that caches at intermediate routers will return data objects more often, improving latency performance with respect to a scenario wherein caching is disabled. This in turn could reduce the producer diversity opportunities that NEST tries to exploit to improve performance; the data is already cached en route. However, as will be shown in Section V, the marginal gain in latency reduction is large even when caching is enabled. In addition, the combined gain is substantial.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement NEST on Mini-NDN [14], an NDN network emulator based on the popular Mininet [15] virtual network environment. In Mini-NDN, a network topology is specified in which nodes are connected via links parameterized by link delay, bandwidth as well as loss percentage. Each node in the network is capable of running NDN applications, forwarding NDN packets according to the specified routing policy, as well as caching forwarded content.

Mini-NDN accomplishes these NDN functionalities by running an instance of Named Data Link State Routing Protocol (NLSR) [16] and NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) [17] on each instantiated node in the network. NLSR is a routing protocol responsible for populating NDN’s Forwarding Information Base (FIB) while NFD is a network forwarding that is fully capable of forwarding NDN packets according to a diverse set of routing strategies.

Since Mini-NDN emulates the actual operations of NDN networks, one primary advantage is that the applications developed and tested on Mini-NDN can be readily operational on the NDN testbed [18] or other actual NDN networks.

A depiction of NEST’s different components is shown in Fig. 3. Each producer in the network runs the two functional components of NEST (ProdSync and PDST) simultaneously while the consumer runs PDST. First, producers in NEST run the “NEST Sync” application, which is responsible for implementing ProdSync and creating “NEST tree”. In our implementation, we use $k$-means clustering with $k = 2$. The NEST tree is then passed to the “NEST Prod” application.
Fig. 3: A Network with three producers and a consumer running NEST. Each box represents an application running on producers or consumers.

In each experiment, we randomly distribute a sample of the dataset uniformly across the set of producers. We first preprocess the collected tweets to remove stop words, special characters, links and attachments, producing tokens. These tokens are then transformed to a high dimensional vector representation by computing the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [19], a popular method for text vectorization. We use the sklearn library [20] vectorizer to achieve this task.

**Setup:** Our evaluations are based on a dataset collected from Twitter over a period of time from Dec 2016 to Mar 2017 using Twitter’s streaming API and a set of search keywords for trending topics in politics, sports, and entertainment. Overall, we use a dataset of about 80K tweets in our evaluations.

In each experiment, we randomly distribute a sample of the dataset uniformly across the set of producers. We first preprocess the collected tweets to remove stop words, special characters, links and attachments, producing tokens. These tokens are then transformed to a high dimensional vector representation by computing the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [19], a popular method for text vectorization. We use the sklearn library [20] vectorizer to achieve this task.

**V. Evaluation Results**

**Setup:** Our evaluations are based on a dataset collected from Twitter over a period of time from Dec 2016 to Mar 2017 using Twitter’s streaming API and a set of search keywords for trending topics in politics, sports, and entertainment. Overall, we use a dataset of about 80K tweets in our evaluations.

In each experiment, we randomly distribute a sample of the dataset uniformly across the set of producers. We first preprocess the collected tweets to remove stop words, special characters, links and attachments, producing tokens. These tokens are then transformed to a high dimensional vector representation by computing the product of term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [19], a popular method for text vectorization. We use the sklearn library [20] vectorizer to achieve this task.

**TABLE II: ProdSync convergence time.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time(s)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Mini-Net, links connecting the producers and consumers are characterized by the link delay, the bandwidth, and the message loss rate. In our experiments, we fix the bandwidth and loss rates, and vary the link delays. We note that in Mini-Net, each host in the network runs the NDN stack and thus can be used as a producer, a consumer, and a forwarding switch, simultaneously. In addition, hosts have content stores and thus can cache data objects. In our experiments, we use a network topology similar to that used in the NDN testbed [18] and we have a varying number of producers consumers for different experiments as will be discussed in the following.

In the following, we define terms that we use in our evaluations. Let the summary block with size $B$ be the number of data objects the consumer has to fetch in order to have a satisfactory summary. The block latency $t_B$ is the delay from sending the interest message for the first data object in the block, until the successful reception of the data message corresponding to the last data object in the summary block. This quantity is directly proportional to the per interest latency defined in Section III-B.

We divide the evaluation results into two parts. In the first, we evaluate the performance of the ProdSync algorithm and quantify performance in terms of the convergence time. In the second, we focus on the latency performance of PDST and compare it to a baseline summary transport protocol with no producer diversity (i.e., a system in which the LON is used to retrieve data objects from specific producers, similar to the protocol in [6]).

**A. Producer Sync**

We consider networks with different numbers of producers and distribute a dataset of 4000$N$ tweets uniformly at random over the $N$ producers. We use Euclidean distance to measure similarity between different vectors representing tweets, and use a similarity threshold $\tau = 0.9$ as the stopping criterion for ProdSync. For the coordinator selection, in each iteration, we let the producer with the smallest ID perform the coordination tasks for the corresponding tree node. Producers are connected with link delays of 10 milliseconds.

We first evaluate ProdSync’s convergence time. For scenarios with $N = 3, 5, 7, 9$ producers, we repeat the experiment 10 times and report the average convergence time in each case. Table II outlines the results. It can be seen that ProdSync’s convergence time is approximately linear in the number of producers and the dataset size for $N > 3$. In many applications (such as traffic monitoring, news stories updates), major dataset changes happen on the order of hours. Thus, ProdSync provides a practical means for constructing the global representation of the distributed dataset as it can be run periodically at a rate that is faster than the rate of data evolution.
B. Latency Performance

In this section, we evaluate the latency performance of PDST after the LON has been delivered to the consumers. We compare the performance to the baseline protocol.

1) Link delay variance: First, we vary link delay variance and measure the incurred latency. We fix the maximum pipelining window size to $W = 10$ and vary the link delays from the producers to the consumer in the range $5$ to $200$msec while maintaining a fixed average. Here, we consider a topology with 5 producers and 1 consumer, and we consider two different summary block sizes $B = \{20, 100\}$. As shown in Fig. 4a, the block latency improves as the link delay variance increases. This is because NEST effectively checks if similar objects exist at producers with better network conditions and fetches objects from those producers first. Essentially, objects with slow retrieval times are pushed to the end of retrieval order. Compared to the baseline system, block latency performance is improved by more than 40% when the link delay standard deviation is 50msec.

In Fig. 4b, we plot the block latency $t_{B}$ for a varying $B$. We also show the performance for topologies with different number of producers. First, we observe that while the baseline system performance does not change when number of producers change, NEST fully utilizes producer diversity. In particular, as the number of producers increases, diversity improves and block latency decreases.

We also study the per message latency when $N = 5$, where $W$ and link delays are chosen as in previous experiments. In Fig. 4c, we plot the average per message latency vs. different $B$. The figure shows that by taking advantage of producer diversity, the latency improvements can be as high as 50%. Note that as the block size increases for a fixed dataset size, this gain is expected to decrease. We study the effect of the ratio $\frac{B}{|P|}$ in Section V-B3.

2) Pipelining: Next, we study the effect of the maximum pipelining window size $W$ on the block latency. In Fig. 4d, there are five producers with link delays similar to those in the previous experiments. Note that PDST’s adaptive pipelining does not send new interest messages while pending interests with the same partial name exist, to avoid duplicate object retrievals. It is seen that pipelining improves block latency compared to a simple stop and wait approach ($W = 1$). In addition, consumers will experience more packet losses as $W$ increases and thus more bandwidth wastage. The figure shows that diminishing gains result due to increasing $W$. We find that $W = 10$ achieves the best latency performance.

3) Impact of dataset size: Next, we study the effect of the dataset size on the block latency. It is expected that as the ratio $\frac{B}{|P|}$ decreases, the latency gain of NEST increases. In other words, when the requested summary block size $B$ is comparable to the dataset size, consumers may not be able to avoid fetching objects from producers with unfavorable network conditions. We fix five producers with link delays similar to previous experiments. Fig. 5a shows that, for a given block size $B$, the latency reduction gain is only slightly reduced when the sample size is halved. When $|P| = 2000$, NEST can achieve a positive gain for summary block sizes up to 20% of the dataset, which is reasonable for applications in which consumers are interested only in data summaries of large datasets.

4) Caching: Finally, we study the performance of NEST when caching is enabled in the underlying NDN. In this experiment, the topology has two consumers and five producers with similar link delays as in previous experiments. Both consumers are using the same LON. We introduce a delay between the time each consumer starts fetching items to see the effect of caching. Caching allows intermediate nodes to temporarily store content that was previously forwarded to other hosts in the network. As seen in Fig. 5b, NEST yields latency performance improvements of about 50%. Compared to the baseline performance with caching disabled, the combined latency reduction gain is more than 70%.

VI. RELATED WORK

There has been prior work on selectively sending a representative subset of data instead of the entire dataset [21], [22]. However, unlike our work, these efforts are application specific. Moreover, these approaches try to optimize for energy
efficiency in contrast to our goal of minimizing latency in retrieving the summary. Achieving our goal requires an approach that is much different from those proposed in these efforts.

More recently, multiple works considered optimizing latency in NDN [23]–[25]. In these works, architectural changes to NDN are proposed to improve the support for low latency applications such video conferencing [23]. In addition, multi-path routing as well as network coding are employed [24], [25] to improve performance of video streaming. Unlike these approaches, NEST does not require changes to underlying NDN infrastructure and operates as an end-host application. Thus, we argue that it is much more general and easy to deploy.

On the other hand, distributed dataset synchronization was recently addressed [26]. The goal is to efficiently synchronize the state of a group of hosts for applications such as group text messaging. This is different from the problem we consider wherein we address producer synchronization, since we do not require all hosts to have the full dataset.

The closest works to ours are Espresso [13] and InfoMax [6]. The former creates a tree representation and object names from a given dataset for creating summaries, while the latter transforms the tree into an ordered list for transport. However, their model considers only a single producer. While we use a similar approach towards summarization, we address a different set of challenges wherein the dataset is distributed across multiple producers. In particular, transport performance is our primary issue of focus; this was not addressed in these works.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we target the problem of delivering a summary of a large dataset to consumers from a set of producers with low latency. Retrieval of such a summary of the dataset, is becoming popular in many emerging applications. We propose NEST, an efficient data summary transport protocol which leverages the NDN architecture towards achieving this goal. Our novel framework opportunistically fetches data from the producers with good network conditions relative to consumers after constructing a global view of the dataset shared between producers and establishing similarity relations between data points.

Our experimental results show that large latency reduction gains can be achieved compared to baseline strategies that do not exploit producer diversity. The gains are especially noteworthy (up to 50%) when the number of producers and link delay variations are large.
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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) is a fundamental paradigm shift from host-centric to data-centric Internet architecture. Among its numerous benefits, in-network caching and multipath forwarding are two prominent features that can significantly improve the performance and resiliency of networks and applications. The current NDN routing protocols, however, still focus on the traditional problem of forwarding content requests to content producers, without explicit or efficient support of in-network caching and multipath forwarding, which will limit NDN’s potential and benefits to applications.

In this paper, we propose a new intra-domain name-based routing protocol to provide simple and scalable support for MUltipath forwarding and in-network CAChing (MUCA). While MUCA collects the network topology and computes the shortest paths to content producers in the same fashion as link-state routing protocols, it also learns multiple alternative paths from neighboring routers similar to distance-vector routing protocols. Moreover, by labeling each route update at the entry point into a network, internal routers select the same border router for the same name prefix, which enhances the hit ratio of cached contents. Our in-depth simulations demonstrate MUCA’s effectiveness in reducing content retrieval delay and improving network resiliency while lowering the routing protocol overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Named Data Networking (NDN) is a clean-slate future Internet architecture and also an important representative of Information Centric Networking (ICN) [22], [23]. In NDN, content is identified by a hierarchical name, and both the requests (i.e., Interests) and the responses (i.e., Data) carry the content name rather than a source/destination address. Among the various benefits of the NDN architecture, in-network caching and multipath forwarding are two major features that can significantly improve network performance and resiliency. Since each network packet carries a unique name that identifies its content, intermediate routers can cache Data in its returning path to the requester(s) to serve future network Interests, i.e., NDN enables native in-network caching. Moreover, as pointed in [21], NDN’s forwarding plane can detect routing loops by itself and choose a different next-hop if loop happens. This allows NDN routers to make use of multiple next-hops and adapt the choice based on content retrieval performance.

Full realization of the potential of in-network caching and multipath forwarding needs support from the underlying routing protocol. (Note that the routing plane in NDN is decoupled from the forwarding plane as discussed in Section II.A.) At the heart of NDN, the forwarding engine needs a routing protocol to efficiently compute and install proper forwarding entries in order to forward Interests towards the corresponding content provider(s). While some studies have been done on NDN routing protocols [10], [17] or similar content-centric routing protocols [8], [9], they all focus on the traditional problem of computing the shortest path towards a content producer, without explicit or efficient support of in-network caching and multipath forwarding.

To increase cache hit ratio in network caches, requests for the same content but generated by different consumers should merge as early as possible in the network, i.e., their forwarding paths merge before they reach the content producer. Traditional shortest-path computation does not take this into consideration, thus the result is opportunistic for caching. To alleviate this deficiency, MUCA labels each routing announcement/update in border routers such that all the internal routers will select the same border router for the same name prefix. This guarantees that requests for the same content will always merge before they go out of the network while improving the chance of their merge even before reaching the border router. Not only does this feature increase the efficiency of in-network caching, but also reduces the transport cost incurred by traffic between networks.

To take advantage of the NDN’s capability of multipath forwarding, the routing protocol is expected to provide the forwarding plane with multiple next-hops for each name prefix. Traditional routing protocols only compute a single best path. NLSR [17], a name-based link state routing protocol currently used in the NDN testbed, computes a list of ranked next-hops by running Dijkstra algorithm in a router for each of its active interfaces, which can incur significant computational overhead, especially for routers with high connectivity. To address this issue, MUCA—as a link-state routing protocol—borders a distance-vector mechanism, retrieving routing tables from neighboring routers instead of computing them. From these retrieved routing tables, one can easily figure out the ranked list of possible next-hops and save CPU cycles for the local router.

In addition to explicit support of caching and efficient support for multipath, MUCA employs a simpler mechanism than NLSR to propagate incremental routing updates. NLSR treats the routing update propagation problem as a data synchronization problem, and adopts ChronoSync [25] to synchronize the link state database (LSDB) between neighboring routers. MUCA simply notifies the neighbor router that a routing update is available, and expects the neighbors to retrieve this incremental update. Thus, it effectively reduces the routing overheads.

We have conducted extensive simulations to demonstrate
MUCA’s benefits for multipath routing, in-network caching, and LSDB synchronization. Compared to the last version of NLSR, as the current de facto routing protocol of NDN tested, MUCA enables multipath routing with 94% less traffic overhead, 26% faster content retrieval (by explicit support of in-network caching), 27% less overall cache space usage, and 22% less engaged routers for caching a specific content. At the same time, MUCA achieves fast reaction to failures due to quick routing update propagation and multipath support.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes how routing and forwarding planes are decoupled in NDN and motivates our study. The design and operation of MUCA are detailed in Section III. The simulation results are presented in Section IV. Section V discusses the related work, and finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Routing vs. Forwarding

IP forwarding plane is neither adaptive nor intelligent, as it strictly follows the routing plane [21]. NDN implies a substantial re-engineering of the forwarding plane and changes the role of routing plane from a directive to a consultant [10]. Thus, the routing plane is a second-class citizen in NDN. Actually, the routing plane only computes the route(s) towards each producer and provides the forwarding plane with this information. Instead, a forwarding strategy module is responsible for controlling all forwarding decisions (i.e., whether, where, and when to forward an Interest). Thus, unlike in IP, the forwarding table is not under control of the routing protocol and continuosly updated according to forwarding plane performance measurements and administrative policies. This intelligent and adaptive forwarding plane enables exploiting more radical and scalable routing schemes that are not possible in IP networks. Fig. 1 shows the forwarding and routing planes in an NDN router. It is worth noting that our main focus in this paper is on the routing plane. The way the paths are used by the strategy module depends on administrative decisions and the adopted forwarding strategies, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

In the NDN’s request-driven (pull-based) communication model, a node requests a named content using an Interest packet. The intermediate neighbor nodes remember the interface from which this packet was received, and forward it by consulting their forwarding tables. Any node receiving the Interest packet and having the requested content simply responds with the corresponding Data packet. Unlike IP-based networks, not all of the packets need to be routed in NDN. Only the Interest packets are routed and the corresponding Data packets are returned based on the state information set up by the Interest packets in intermediate nodes (symmetric Interest-Data exchange).

As shown in Fig. 1, along with the strategy module, NDN has three main tables in its forwarding plane [23]: (1) CS (Content Store), a cache memory, that stores previously retrieved Data packets, (2) PIT (Pending Interest Table) that stores unsatisfied Interests as well as the interfaces through which they have been received, and (3) FIB (Forwarding Information Base) that serves as the forwarding table to direct the Interests towards the potential provider(s) of matching Data. Fig. 2 shows how Interest/Data packets are processed in the NDN tables in both sending and returning paths. Upon arrival of an Interest packet at a router, CS is searched for the requested name. If the desired content is found, then a Data packet is returned else PIT is searched. If the name matches a PIT entry, meaning that an Interest for this data has already been forwarded upstream, we just add the incoming interface to the related entry in PIT and wait for the response Data. Otherwise, after assigning a new entry to the requested name in PIT, the Interest is forwarded to the next hop(s) based on the forwarding strategy looking at FIB. If multiple next-hops exist in a FIB entry, the forwarding strategy determines how to use the multiple routes for forwarding Interests. On the return path, if the desired content arrives after its expiration time, it will be discarded; otherwise, after caching the content in CS, it will be sent through the interfaces listed in the matching PIT entry.

In-network caching is a gift from CS. Thanks to this built-in opportunity, all the NDN routers can act as temporary providers, thus unneeding to traverse the entire network for a desired content. Multipath support is a gift from PIT. Actually, PIT makes the NDN forwarding plane stateful, thus ensuring loop-free forwarding. This brings the opportunity of sending an Interest out through multiple interfaces in each router.

B. Motivation

In-network caching and multipath forwarding support are two prominent features of NDN. However, state-of-the-art studies still focus on the traditional problem of forwarding content requests to content producers, without explicit or efficient support of these two built-in opportunities in NDN,
which will limit the NDN’s potential and benefits to applications. To alleviate this deficiency, while also improving scalability in terms of both computational and traffic overheads, we propose a new routing protocol which (1) mimics cache-awareness to the routing plane, and (2) computes multiple paths efficiently.

**Caching:** For any satisfied Interest, the response is cached in all nodes on its returning path to the requester. The story of routing in NDN is deficient without caring the caching capability in the routing plane. Simply enjoying this capability in the forwarding plane without explicitly exploiting in-network caching, as NLSR does, can degrade the performance in terms of both content retrieval delay and traffic (Interest/Data) overheads. Fig. 3 shows a simple example, where three nodes (R1, R2, and R3) request the same content. Ignoring the in-network caching capability in the state-of-the-art—which relies on the shortest paths—can cause forwarding the Interests through late, even never, merging paths (R3&R2 and R1&R2, respectively). Our idea is to label incoming route announcements and updates (advertised in the case of both topology and name prefix changes) at border routers such that all the internal routers will select the same border router for the same name prefix. This not only guarantees that requests for the same content will always merge before going out of the network (see R1&R2&R3’s paths), but also improves the chance that they merge even before reaching the border router (see R1&R2’s paths). Thus, MUCA equips the forwarding plane with a new path (referred to as MPP), explicitly exploiting in-network caching in NDN.

**Multipath:** Traditional routing protocols only compute a single best path. To implement multipath routing, NLSR provides a ranked list of all possible paths towards each producer. In this line, as a Link State (LS) routing protocol, it has no way except to run the Dijkstra algorithm from every single interface’s point of view. This approach incurs high computational overhead, especially for routers with high connectivity. To address this issue, our general idea is to run Dijkstra only once in each router—this surely provides the best path (referred to as BP) towards each producer—and then ask for help from neighbors using their precomputed paths. This way, MUCA borrows a Distance Vector (DV) mechanism, realizing a cooperative routing for NDN. Thus, MUCA provides a list of alternative paths (referred to as SBPs) for each BP in much lower complexity in the price of a little more communication overhead.

In conclusion, as shown in Fig. 4, MUCA provides the forwarding plane with a new list of forwarding paths—including MPP, BP, and a dynamic list of SBPs as discussed later—while effectively utilizing caching and multipath in the routing plane.

### III. MUCA DESIGN

This section describes our design and its essential parts—multipath routing and LSDB synchronization. We simply follow the network partitioning in OSPF [1] and use a general hierarchical naming model, where each router takes a unique name /<1-st Area ID>/<<2-nd Area ID>.../<n-th Area ID>/<Router ID> in ascending order of the areas in which it resides. For example, in Fig. 5, internal router R0 in A1 and border router R4 in both A1 and A2 are simply named 1/0 and 1/2/4, respectively.

#### A. Multipath Routing

MUCA comes with three different characterized paths: (1) Best Path (BP), provided by Link State (LS) face; (2) Semi Best Path(s) (SBPs), provided by Distance Vector (DV) face; and (3) Most Probable Path (MPP), provided by effectively exploiting the caching opportunity built in NDN. As the only characteristic in common, all of these three paths route the packets towards the content producers (i.e., original providers). While BP and SBPs ignore the in-network caching capability, MPP tries to meet the network caches as early as possible on its way to the producer.

To describe different paths, Fig. 5 shows an example in which a new /a/b/c server announces the content it serves (i.e., /a/b/c) by disseminating a routing update in the network. Each sequential step of dissemination is shown as a number next to each link. The shape changes to pentagon and
triangle when the update packet passes border routers 1/2/1 and 1/2/4, respectively.

1) Scalable Multipath Support:

**BP:** It is the shortest path between every pair of routers, and used to deliver an Interest packet to its associated producer(s) with a minimum cost. BPs are calculated by the LS face, which runs Dijkstra algorithm in each router, having the global information of its area(s).

After synchronizing LSDBs in an area (see Section III.B), the MUCA's LS face determines BPs and builds the routing table (a.k.a. Routing Information Base (RIB)) for each router to all the others in that area. (For a router, its routing table, RIB, is populated with the costs to reach the other routers within its area.) Fig. 6 shows the RIBs of routers R2, R3, and R4 in area A1 in Fig. 5 after determining BPs, where all link costs are assumed to be 1 for simplicity. To differentiate the interfaces of a router, there is a number next to each link (as also shown in Fig. 5). **BP cost** and **BP interface** at each router are associated with the shortest-path cost and the interface through which the path reaches another router within the same area. For example, **BP interface** and **BP cost** in R3’s RIB towards R0 in A1 are 1 and 2, respectively.

**SBP:** We propose using SBP as a supporting/alternative path for BP. We exploit the potential for cooperation between neighbors offered from the DV face of MUCA. Although DV is unsuitable for large wide-area networks, we borrow its main concept (i.e., querying only the neighbors) to use their “pre-computed” routing tables for finding the Semi Best Paths—called SBPs. It is worth noting that having the complete routing information of neighbors in a router, the number of SBPs towards a provider can be dynamically adjusted according to the administrative policies. Thus, unlike for BP (and MPP), MUCA can provide the forwarding engine with a ranked list of SBPs. However, for simplicity, we only present it as a single path in this paper. SBP can be exploited not only as a backup path for fault-tolerant routing but also for other purposes, such as load-balancing. However, how the strategy module uses this path is beyond the scope of this paper which focuses on the routing plane.

After determining BPs, the DV face resolves SBPs for each router to all the others within the area. To this end, each router sends a query to all of its neighbors and asks for their RIBs. This query is an Interest packet with name \[/InterestSBP\], and each router replies with its RIB (which includes its BP to each destination Y). Then, the SBP to Y passes through the BP of a directly connected neighbor providing the minimum cost. Note that SBP from a router X to a router Y needs to satisfy two conditions to ensure a loop-free routing: (1) SBP cannot go through the same X’s interface as BP towards Y, and (2) BP to Y from the neighbor cannot cross X again. Fig. 6 shows the packets exchanged to resolve SBPs for R3. For example, as Figs. 6 and 7 show, R3 chooses R2 as its SBP next-hop to R4, while satisfying two conditions (1) BP and SBP to R4 go through different interfaces, and (2) R3 is not on R4’s BP to R2. Moreover, the **SBP interface** and **SBP cost** in R3’s RIB towards destination R4 are 1 and 2, respectively, since R2’s BP to R4 has cost 1 and R3 reaches R2 through interface 1 just in one hop.

One may argue that as BP and SBP from a source router are not necessarily disjoint paths, our approach is not fault-tolerant enough. However, note that, unlike IP’s end-to-end packet delivery model, the NDN forwarding policies are applied in a hop-by-hop manner. Thus, in the case of a link/node failure along the BP, its immediate neighbor quickly replaces the forwarding path by SBP (i.e., a part of BP is replaced by another path towards the producer). From the source router’s point of view, the current forwarding path is not the best until it becomes aware of the failure and updates its RIB and FIB. Thus, the synchronization time (called the convergence time for fault-tolerant routing) is key to the performance of a multipath routing (see Section III.B).

Finally, note that SBP is equal to the NLSR’s second best path (except in case that the second best path goes through the same interface as BP). Thus, it offers almost the same performance by incurring much lower computational overhead.

2) In-network Caching Support:

**MPP:** As mentioned earlier, MUCA also equips the forwarding plane with another path—called Most Probable Path (MPP)—through which an Interest will likely meet the desired content before reaching the producer(s). By using MPPs, we try to forward similar traffic (Interests) via the same (even partly) path to maximize utilizing built-in caching in NDN. To this end, we send all the requests which target the same name prefix through the same border router. We consider the case where routing announcements/updates are received in an area through multiple border routers. Then, the entry points (i.e., border routers) simply update a field Modified Time in receiving announcements/updates—this is referred to as labeling process. Finally, the internal routers choose the border router informed of a new name prefix before the others (i.e., that with the least Modified Time) and use their BPs (and SBPs) towards this border router to forward their similar requests. The same scenario applies sequentially in other areas. Finally, from a given router’s point of view, there is a path (maybe longer than BP) which eventually reaches the producer(s), but with a higher probability of satisfying its request by an intermediate router.

For example, from the vantage point of router R3 in A1 in Fig. 5, its MPP to /a/b/c server goes through router 1/2/1 (R1). This is because the advertisement of this name prefix has been received by router 1/2/1 at the second hop, and propagated into the network (follow pentagon-shaped updates) before router 1/2/4 (follow triangle-shaped update) receiving the update at the third hop. Finally, BP and MPP towards /a/b/c server are \[1/3-1/2/4-2/3-2/2\] and \[1/3-1/2-1/0-1/2/1-2/0\], respectively. Note that the resolved MPP in a router towards /a/b/c server may be the same as BP or SBP (e.g., for routers 1/0 and 1/2), or different (as described for router 1/3). Thus, although MPPs may take longer paths than BPs, they can effectively reduce content retrieval delay. This is because MPPs from all internal routers for /a/b/c are directed to the same border router in
an area, which not only guarantees that the paths merge before going out of the area, but also improves their chance to merge even before reaching the border router.

To realize MPP, we define MUCA header, including three fields Area ID, Border Router, and Modified Time augmented with NDN Data header. These fields experience no change in the return path while passing internal routers. However, upon arrival at a border router, they are updated according to the current area, border router, and arrival time.

By presenting MPP, we prevent scattered caching and forwarding Interests through improper paths or towards deprecated copies of contents. Moreover, by avoiding sending several similar Interests throughout the network, MPPs reinforce the role of PTT, as one of the NDN main design principles. This way, we save more network bandwidth and decrease the possibility of congesting the intermediate links/routers, and reduce the transport cost incurred by traffic between networks. By receiving fewer Interest packets at the producers, the servers’ load will also be reduced.

Note that MUCA can support multipath routing not only for a single content producer by leveraging BP, SBP, and MPP (Fig. 7 depicts BP, SBP, and MPP from router 1/3 to /a/b/c server), but also for multiple producers (in case there are more /a/b/c servers in the network).

B. LSDB Synchronization

As part of any LS routing protocol, to synchronize all the LSDBs (Link State Databases), each router needs to detect a new update in the case of both topology and name prefix changes and disseminate it throughout the network. (The LSDB at each router contains information on reachability to both routers and name prefixes.) In this line, the latest version of NLSR [17] uses ChronoSync [25]. Considering the routing update propagation problem as a synchronization problem, two neighbors need to periodically inform each other about the state of their LSDBs (even if there is no changes in the network). Although there are some benefits with ChronoSync, especially in highly dynamic and unreliable scenarios, it is not a perfect fit to NDN routing protocol synchronization, so incurring high message overhead. To address this problem, MUCA suggests that each router simply notifies its neighbors that a routing update is available, and expects the neighbors to retrieve this incremental update. This mimics a push-based notification of the exact changes in heart of the NDN pull-based communication model, which effectively reduces not only the convergence time but also many unnecessary periodic control packets to detect the updates and difference between LSDBs, if any.

Implementing LSDB Synchronization: The currently adopted update model in NDN is request-driven, requiring all the routers to pull the updates. To implement our approach, in the case of any update in a node, it sends an InterestChange to its neighbors and they respond by returning InterestRequests to pull new changes (as a Data packet UpdateContent). Upon receiving the changes at a neighbor, it updates its LSDB and notifies its neighbors. This procedure is repeated hop-by-hop until all the routers in the associated area are informed of any update. Names /InterestChange/<origin router name>/<nonce> and /InterestRequest/<sender router name>/InterestChange/<origin router name>/<nonce> are used for InterestChange and InterestRequest packets, respectively, where the suffix of InterestRequest is identical to its associated InterestChange. Here, origin router name and sender router name refer to the routers from which InterestChange and InterestRequest are transmitted, respectively, and nonce is a random integer. Fig. 8 shows LSDB synchronization process for routers 1/2/4, and 1/2 in Fig. 5, where $n$ is a Nonce. After receiving the routing update at router 1/2/4 from router 2/3, it updates its LSDB and then sends InterestChange to its neighbor (i.e., router 1/2). Upon receiving this packet, router 1/2 requests an update by returning an InterestRequest. Finally, router 1/2 generates an UpdateContent by which router 1/2 can update its LSDB and inform its neighbor of this new change.

IV. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MUCA via extensive simulations using ndnSIM, which is the de facto simulator of NDN. The results are compared to the last version of NLSR [17], as the current de facto routing protocol of NDN testbed, to demonstrate MUCA’s benefits for multipath routing, LSDB synchronization, and in-network caching utilization. The simulation parameters are set to their default values in ndnSIM [3]. The topology generator aSHiP v.3 [2] and the GLP model [4] are also employed to generate random networks. The results are the average of 10 runs.
A. Multipath Support

We answer three questions on the performance of our proposed multipath routing protocol exploiting LS and DV faces: (1) what are the benefits of employing multipath? (2) how MUCA and NLSR outperform each other during a failure scenario?, and (3) what is the cost of resolving SBPs in terms of traffic overhead?

To answer the first question, Fig. 9 compares two modes, BPs alone and BPs & SBPs together, in terms of number of satisfied Interests and consumer-perceived response time (a.k.a. content retrieval delay) in case of node failure. The retrieval delay is the time duration between sending an Interest and receiving its corresponding Data, including the time for retransmissions. We capture network events during a period of 120 seconds, where two randomly selected nodes act as the producer and consumer residing in two sides of a 100-node network partitioned into four areas. After computing and populating the LSDBs in all the routers, at the 10-th second, we brought down a node on the consumer’s BP towards the producer. In MUCA with only a single path, the node failure triggers the Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the new BP and resolve the desired content. As shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b), it takes about 60 seconds to detect the node failure and then to converge (thus, using only BPs, no Data returns during this period). This figure clears the importance of using multipath, as using a single path (i.e., BP) drastically increases packet drop rate (see Fig. 9(a)) and content retrieval delay (see Fig. 9(b)), during convergence time. However, providing the forwarding plane with SBPs lets it forward Interests on another path almost immediately from the failed node’s neighbor, until the network converges and the consumer updates its BP (around the 70-th second). Finally, at the 100-th second, when the failed node is recovered, the traffic is switched back on the old path. Fig. 9 thus illustrates the benefit of employing SBPs along with BP, and its vital effect on overall performance of the network.

To answer the second question, Fig. 10 compares MUCA with NLSR in the same scenario except that the failed node is not brought back up. Both MUCA and NLSR enable the forwarding plane to quickly switch to the alternative paths (SBP and the second best path, respectively) and continue transmission of packets with a larger retrieval delay. After detecting the node failure (around the 70-th second as mentioned earlier), both MUCA and NLSR daemons start propagating this change throughout the network and updating LSDB of the routers consequently. As evident from the figure, both protocols perform almost the same, though MUCA could converge a little faster due to its update propagation mechanism. After convergence time, both protocols switch to a new BP with a relatively longer delay than the initial one. In conclusion, using SBP, MUCA can achieve the performance of NLSR only by incurring little traffic overhead to the network, while drastically reducing the computational overhead of NLSR.

Finally, to answer the third question, Fig. 11 shows a complete analysis of traffic overhead of resolving SBPs. To give a broader view, we consider different sizes of the network, i.e., 50, 80, 100, and 150 nodes. (We attempted to cover medium to large networks (as the AT&T core network topology has 154 nodes [9]).) We also change parameter $p$ in the GLP model to

As in OSPF, tracking the network connectivity is handled by sending Hello packets to neighbor nodes. Usually after hearing nothing from a neighbor within three continuous Hello packet interval, the neighbor is determined as dead.
create different node degrees, ranging from very sparse to very dense deployments, where $p (1 - p)$ specifies the probability of adding a predefined number of new links (a new node) to the network at each time-step. The results show that this overhead is negligible. For example, when there are 80 routers in the network and the density is normal (i.e., $p = 0.5$, which means the network is neither fully mesh nor sparse), less than 10 packets per node is needed to resolve SBPs.

### B. LSDB Synchronization

We now evaluate the performance of MUCA against NLSR in terms of synchronization overhead. In each scenario, a random router is informed of a new name prefix and updates its LSDB. Then, the number of transmitted packets (including all periodic and non-periodic ones) are measured. Fig. 12 shows the traffic overhead reduction ratio provided by MUCA to synchronize all the LSDBs in the network. MUCA is shown to significantly outperform NLSR, especially in larger networks. Moreover, by increasing $p$, the number of links grows, so more periodic packets will be exchanged by NLSR. This figure casts doubt on using ChronoSync (or similar algorithms) as it performs poorly compared with a straightforward approach. Instead, by blocking many unnecessary packets (e.g., those exchanged for finding differences between LSDBs), our approach reduces the traffic overhead on average by 94% in the network.

### C. In-Network Caching Support

As mentioned earlier and also shown in Fig. 4, MUCA provides the forwarding plane with a new ranked list of the candidate paths, giving priority to MPPs. In this section, we compare the NDN forwarding based on MPP versus BP (NLSR approach) to see whether MUCA’s ranking rubric outperforms NLSR. Moreover, to fully demonstrate the pros and cons of MPP-based forwarding, we also compare it with “flooding” (as the simplest de facto forwarding strategy in NDN). All three schemes follow regular caching of Data packets at intermediate nodes and use LFU as their replacement policy [14]. The performance of in-network caching is evaluated in terms of: (i) content retrieval delay, (ii) overall cache memory usage, and (iii) number of nodes engaged in caching.

Fig. 14 illustrates a network of 44 nodes partitioned into...
three areas, where four consumers request 20 name prefixes served by one server (at the top). The location of each consumer is also denoted by double-dotted circles. In order to test the network operation, each time step is randomly chosen between 0 and 4 seconds, in which each of four consumers requests one of the prefixes. At the end of simulation that lasts for 50 seconds, each node has requested at least a half of the existing name prefixes. Thus, it is highly possible that a content is repeatedly requested by different consumers (time-locality principle). Although each content in CS is valid only for a short while in reality, we enjoy the caching opportunity built in NDN.

Fig. 14(a)-(c) shows the content retrieval delay for nodes 29 and 41 (two of four consumers) in A3 for all three forwarding schemes. This delay for the nodes under the MPP-based scheme is shown to be higher than that under the flooding scheme, while smaller than that under the BP-based one. Indeed, although leveraging only BPs can result in the same or even better performance under a special condition (when the content requisition does not follow the time locality principle), MPPs can, in general, reduce the retrieval delay. As evident from the figure, nodes 29 and 41 have relatively opposite retrieval delay trends (i.e., high vs. low). This verifies that by leveraging in-network caching, if a node needs a content which has already been requested, it will meet a cached version with high probability. For example, as evident from the 22-nd till the 28-th second in Fig. 14(b), node 41 retrieves a desired content very quickly as it has been already consumed by node 29. For the majority of time, the content can be retrieved in less than 0.2 second in Figs. 14(b) and (c), while this is reversed in Fig. 14(a).

Fig. 15 illustrates the cumulative retrieval delay for all consumers using different forwarding schemes. As evident from the figure, the MPP-based forwarding scheme performs close to flooding which is our lower bound—flooding minimizes the delay in the cost of incurring the maximum traffic overheads to the network. Actually, the MPP-based scheme outperforms the BP-based one on average by 26% in this scenario, while flooding reduces the retrieval delay on average by 34% and 12% compared to BP- and MPP-based schemes, respectively.

Fig. 16 shows the cumulative cache memory usage by each scheme in terms of the number of cached packets at the network nodes. As evident from the figure, the MPP-based scheme decreases the overall CS space usage on average by 27% and 64% compared with BP-based and flooding schemes, respectively. Besides, as shown in Fig. 17, forwarding the Interests over MPPs can reduce the number of nodes engaged in caching a specific content on average by 22% and 64% compared to BP-based and flooding schemes. Obviously, fewer engaged nodes mean less scattered caching, while also providing a lower retrieval delay by using MPP compared to the BP-based scheme. In general, scattering the content between more network nodes (as flooding does) results in a greater opportunity to reduce the retrieval delay. However, we did not follow this to avoid caching redundant contents. Finally, the MPP-based scheme consumes CS space very efficiently while also performing very close to flooding. Based on these observations, we can make a trade-off between the content retrieval delay and the CS space usage by choosing MPPs or flooding.

Knowing the benefits of using MPP over BP in different aspects, we can reject adopting the assumption of several studies (like NLSR) which imply using path cost as a metric to rank the available paths. Instead, we believe that the paths with higher probability to meet the cached content have higher priority over the shortest paths towards the provider(s) in NDN. That is why MUCA gives MPP a higher priority than BP and SBPs in its ranked list of paths as shown in Fig. 4.

V. RELATED WORK

There exists several studies on routing in NDN. OSPFN [18], as an extended version of OSPF[1], is the first NDN routing protocol for rapid prototyping of name-based forwarding in the NDN testbed. However, it suffers from several critical drawbacks such as IP dependency, employing GRE tunnels, and disregarding multipath forwarding. The two-layer routing protocol in [6] uses OSPF to resolve topology and calculate the shortest-spanning trees. However, it relies on flooding for update dissemination and does not yet support multipath routing towards a single producer. To mitigate these problems and allow for new topology-discovery methods, a named-data link state routing protocol (NLSR) was proposed in [10], [17]. However, it—as the current de facto routing protocol of NDN—
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testbed—suffers from high computational and traffic overheads. A controller-based routing scheme (CRoS) for NDN was also proposed in [15], which uses multiple controllers to achieve scalability. However, it incurs high traffic overhead due to flooding of Interests to search for controllers. LSCR [9] proposed a name-based link-state routing protocol which aims to provide forwarding plane with permanent loop-free paths. DCR [8] is the first name-based content routing which does not require any information about physical topology and works solely based on distance information. However, both LSCR and DCR refuse to provide the network with information of all available providers, while none of them explicitly employ in-network caching capability, as well. Bloom Filters (BF) are used in [5], [11], [12], [20] to digest FIB and exchange information about content availability, but they incur high signaling overheads. The stateful BF is also used in [16], but it only leverages the passive mode of prefix announcements, thus flooding the network multiple times. Although BF can reduce the space complexity, it suffers from false positives (collisions) which, in turn, degrade performance. Besides, Wang et al. [19] and Zhang et al. [24] attempted to utilize in-network caching by adding new data structures or modifying the existing ones. However, they preserve the relationship with IP-based routing, which does not meet the NDN’s goal of departing from IP [10].

There have also been other efforts [7], [13] focusing on “inter-domain” routing and leveraging the concept of BGP which are beyond the scope of this paper.

VI. CONCLUSION

Explicit support of in-network caching and multipath forwarding from routing protocol is key to realize NDN. This paper proposed MUCA as a stand-alone intra-domain routing protocol for NDN and highlighted its important features. It makes three main contributions: (1) a combination of link-state and distance-vector routing protocol classes to efficiently support multipath routing, (2) a new path, different from the regular forwarding paths, to effectively exploit built-in caching opportunity in NDN, and (3) a new mechanism for LSDB synchronization, where the incremental routing updates are simply notified to the neighbor routers. Finally, MUCA equips the forwarding plane with a new ranked list of forwarding paths. Our in-depth evaluation demonstrates the benefits of MUCA and its superiority over NLSR, the current de facto routing protocol of NDN testbed.

We expect that MUCA will play a key role in NDN, as what OSPF has done in IP-based networks. MUCA can easily accommodate new ideas/solutions thanks to its flexible design. MUCA is, therefore, a good starting point towards a comprehensive routing solution for NDN.
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NDN can work in two name-announcement modes (i) active mode (where the prefixes are announced by producers), and (ii) passive mode (where the prefixes are solicited by consumers).
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Abstract—With the centralized management paradigm offered by the recent IEEE 802.11 products, it is now easier and more efficient to optimize associations between access points (APs) and stations. Most of the optimization approaches consider a saturated network. Even if such traffic conditions are rare, the optimization of the association step under this assumption has the benefit to fairly share the bandwidth between stations. Nevertheless, traffic demands may be very different from one station to another and it may be more useful to optimize associations according to the stations’ demands. In this paper, we propose an optimization of the association step based on the stations’ throughputs and the channel busy time fraction (BTF). The latter is defined as the proportion of time the channel is sensed busy by an AP. Associations are optimized in order to minimize the greatest BTF in the network. This original approach allows the Wi-Fi manager/controller to unload the most congested AP, increase the throughput for most of the stations, and offer more bandwidth to stations that need it. We present a local search technique that finds local optima to this optimization problem. This heuristic relies on an analytical model that predicts BTF for any configuration. The model is based on a Markov network and a Wi-Fi conflict graph. NS-3 simulations including a large set of scenarios highlight the benefits of our approach and its ability to improve the performance in congested and non-congested Wi-Fi networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless LANs can offer the possibility to mobile devices to access the Internet. In particular, due to its efficiency and facility of deployment, IEEE 802.11 (referred as Wi-Fi hereafter) has become a very popular wireless technology [1]. The density of access points (APs) allows the users to experience a high throughput and to be mobile without significant degradation of the link quality or connection interruption. Nevertheless, the limited number of non-overlapping channels makes difficult to ensure a good quality of service to users in dense WLANs without a dynamic and rational management. The management functions include channel assignment to access points, transmission power control, association between stations and APs, handovers, etc. In this work, we focus on the association. In Wi-Fi networks, association is the first step that allows a station to connect to the network. A station associates with an AP within its transmission range. If several APs are available in this area, the station will associate, generally, to the AP with the best RSSI (Radio Signal Strength Indicator). This metric, that measures the link quality between APs and stations, does not take into account the number of already associated stations neither the traffic load on the APs. It may lead to a heterogeneous distribution of stations among APs and consequently a bad distribution of the load in the network. Resources are therefore not optimally utilized, penalizing the overall performance of the network.

This problem and the need to facilitate AP administration have led to a centralization of the management in Wi-Fi networks [2], [3]. A Wi-Fi controller is in charge of all operations in the Wi-Fi network. It has a global vision of the network that enables a simple, flexible and efficient management of the resources. In particular, associations optimizing the resource usage can be computed in real time. The controller has then the ability to move stations from an AP to another using, for instance, the BSS transition management frames defined in IEEE 802.11v [4].

Most of the existing solutions to optimize associations propose solutions that aim to improve the overall network throughput and/or the fairness between stations in a saturated scenario [5]–[7]. The saturated scenario corresponds to a case where devices (stations and/or APs) have always a frame to send. This assumption is unrealistic but allows to express the minimum amount of throughput a device can obtain. Nevertheless, it does not take into account real traffic demands and the proposed association may be inaccurate. For example, if a part of the stations have very low traffic, the unused bandwidth can be reused by other stations with higher demands. A fair distribution of the resources may then be counter-productive: low traffic stations may be associated to the same AP which may be consequently idle whereas stations requiring high throughput are associated to overloaded APs.

In this paper, we propose an association optimization based on traffic demands. These traffic demands are defined as the downlink traffic from APs to stations and are measured in real time. The load of an AP is estimated through the busy time fraction (BTF). BTF corresponds to the fraction of time an AP senses the medium/channel busy due to its own transmissions or the ones from the other APs in its sensing range. This quantity is easily collected from the local Wi-Fi card statistics obtained on the current configuration. From a protocol point of view, it can be collected from the channel load request/report defined in IEEE 802.11k amendment [8]. In order to forecast its values for other configurations, we propose an analytical
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model that estimates BTF. It is based on a Markov network, a conflict graph and the current traffic demands. Our optimization problem consists in finding the association that minimizes the greatest BTF in the network. This original approach allows the Wi-Fi controller to unload the most congested AP and offer more bandwidth to stations that needs it. Our solution is evaluated with NS-3 simulations that cover a large set of scenarios (ISM and UNII bands, existing topologies of Wi-Fi networks and random ones, different number of stations and input rates, TCP and UDP flows, etc.). The obtained results highlight the benefit of our approach and its ability to improve performance in congested and non-congested networks.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the related work and our own contributions. The network model is described in Section III-A. The BTF is defined in Section III-B. The model estimating its value for any configuration is presented in the same section. Section IV introduces the optimization problem and the heuristic used to propose approximate solutions. Numerical results are shown and discussed in Section V. We conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The densification of Wi-Fi networks and the turn to its centralized management have motivated researches to optimize Wi-Fi configurations. Association between stations and APs is one of the key elements to improve the network performance. Below, we briefly summarize studies that address AP association. Contributions are classified as distributed, centralized and on-line.

Several approaches have proposed a distributed strategy. For instance in [9], the problem of AP association in WLAN is formulated through a mixed strategic game with a utility function that maximizes the throughput. They propose to users to move from their positions to improve their throughput. Distances traveled to a new AP are incorporated as a cost in the strategy game. The authors in [10] propose a solution for differentiated access service selection based on network applications, which are classified into four types according to their QoS requirements. Their approach can be used in a periodic or aperiodic strategy. In [11] a utility-based strategy is proposed to select the best AP according to the distance, data rate and delay. These three metrics are normalized between zero and one. Then, an equal weight is given to each metric within the utility function. The AP with the highest utility value is selected. Authors of [12] propose an algorithm that evaluates applications used by the stations, classified as data or voice, and changes the association accordingly. To achieve load balancing and good voice quality, the number of nodes connected to an AP and its RSSI are also considered in the association algorithm. However, evaluation is performed through a simulation of the model and not with a realistic network simulator. Moreover, one single data rate is considered for all transmissions between stations and APs. All these approaches assume only the saturated mode.

Centralized association has been proposed in order to achieve a global optimum. Wong et al. [13] propose a centralized max-min user throughput approach to optimize the AP re-association subject to a certain handover cost constraint. A multi-objective optimization function that maximizes the download user throughput and minimizes the number of handovers in saturated mode is also proposed in [14]. In [15], the authors formulate this problem as a non-cooperative game where each user tries to minimize its cost function, defined as the data transfer time. Their solution can be centralized or distributed. Authors of [16] propose a centralized approach to improve users’ throughput in dense WLAN. They use signal-interference-noise-ratio (SINR) between APs and stations to control the association. In order to further coordinate interference and increase spatial reuse, an algorithm is proposed to adjust the clear channel assessment (CCA) threshold of the 802.11 MAC protocol. Taking into account the propagation environment, the authors of [17] investigate the impact of the AP deployments and station association in dense WLAN on the aggregate throughput.

On-line approaches have also been proposed in the literature. It consists in changing associations in real time, typically when an event occurs such as the arrival or departure of a station. In [18] the authors present a new AP selection metric. Their mechanism tries to maximize stations throughput as well as minimize its negative effect on high rate stations currently accommodated by the AP to which it wishes to associate. They propose two selection schemes based on this metric: a static one where stations only consider their association as well as a dynamic scheme where all associations are reevaluated from time to time. To improve the overall WLAN performance, Babul et al. propose in [19] an approach that considers simultaneously the channel assignment and the association control. However, validation is made through a simulation of the model and realistic Wi-Fi/network layers are not taken into account. Based on the Markov model to estimate the uplink and downlink throughput of clients, the authors of [20] propose an on-line AP association algorithm for 802.11n WLANs with heterogeneous clients. In this approach, authors seek to improve the overall network throughput.

All the cited approaches consider a saturated network except in [16] where the SINR is measured and used to determine data and error rates. Moreover, the traffic demand is not taken into account in the associations. The motivation of this paper is to design association algorithms able to adapt to traffic demands. It allows the controller to balance the load according to the real traffic, alleviate congested AP, and offer bandwidth to stations that need it. It is based on measurements available on most of the Wi-Fi products (e.g., busy time, data rates, error rates, etc.).

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider a general 802.11 WLAN consisting of a fixed number of APs. The set of APs is assumed to belong to the same extended service set (ESS) and is managed by a WLAN controller. We take into account only downlink traffic, from the APs to the stations, as downlink traffic is
preponderant compared to uplink traffic [21]. The controller is in charge of determining the association. When a new station connects to the ESS, it first associates with the default AP which is, for most of the implementation, the one with the best RSSI. The controller can, according to our algorithm, change associations at regular intervals or when a particular event occurs (arrival/departure of stations for instance). We assume that the controller collects periodically the following measurements from APs:

- the current association,
- the busy time fraction for each AP,
- the conflicts between APs (the conflict graph is formally defined later in this paper),
- for each station:
  - the data rates between APs and the station,
  - the throughput and the average frame size received by the station from its AP,
  - the error rate (or equivalently the probability of success) between the station and its AP.

It is worth noting that most of these measurements are already available on most of the AP products (e.g., Cisco Aironet Series APs).

When the controller finds out a better association, it triggers the corresponding changes: through control frames, stations can be disassociated from the current AP and associated to the new one. The application of a new configuration induces a re-association cost. The condition for applying a new association may be function of the cost and gain of the new configuration.

The association, proposed in this work, is based on the estimation of BTF. The BTF of the current configuration is known, but it has to be predicted for the other configurations. This measurement can be obtained from the physical registers of the interface that measures the busy time according to the CCA mechanism [1]. This quantity is generally available for the current association. But in the context of our optimization, it is necessary to estimate this fraction for any other configuration.

In our model, we define \( b_j \) the busy time fraction for an AP \( j \). This time is composed of two quantities: the local busy time fraction and the neighbor busy time fraction. The local busy time fraction, denoted \( b_j^L \), corresponds to the time, per second, the channel is occupied by its own transmissions. This time takes into account the physical occupation of the channel and the access method times (back-off, DIFS, etc.). The neighbor busy time fraction, denoted \( b_j^N \), is the proportion of time the channel is occupied by APs in its sensing range. It considers only the physical occupation of the channel corresponding to transmissions. We get,

\[
b_j = b_j^L + b_j^N
\]

1) \textbf{Local Busy Time Fraction}: This time includes the time to transmit data on the physical channel (\( T_{PHY} \)) to one of its stations and the time of the access method (\( T_{MAC} \)). Thus, the local BTF of an AP \( j \) is the sum of the busy time fractions due to transmissions to all of its stations.

\[
b_j^L = \sum_{i \in S_j} b_{ij}^L
\]

where \( S_j \) is the set of stations associated with AP \( j \), and \( b_{ij}^L \) the BTF corresponding to the transmissions from AP \( j \) to station \( i \). \( b_{ij}^L \) can be computed as follows:

\[
b_{ij}^L = \overline{T}(R_{ij}, L) \times D_i
\]

where \( \overline{T}(R_{ij}, L) \) is the average time required for AP \( j \) to transmit one datagram of size \( L \) to station \( i \) with data rate \( R_{ij} \), \( D_i \) is the average number of datagrams transmitted to station \( i \) in one second. It does not take into account retransmissions.

Nevertheless, a datagram is subject to transmission errors and may require one or more retransmissions. According to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the time required for AP \( j \) to successfully transmit a frame of size \( L \) to station \( i \) at data rate \( R_{ij} \) after \( k \) attempts is given by:

\[
T(k, R_{ij}, L) = T_{PHY} + T_{MAC} \\
T_{PHY} = T_P + T_H + L/R_{ij} + T_{ACK} \\
T_{MAC} = T_{DIFS} + T_{SIFS} + T_{backoff}(k)
\]

\( T_P \) and \( T_H \) represent the duration of the preamble and the header of the physical layer. \( T_{DIFS} \) is the DCF Inter Frame Space and \( T_{SIFS} \) is the Short Inter Frame Space. \( T_{ACK} \) is the duration of the ACK frame. \( T_{backoff}(k) \) is the average back-off after \( k \) unsuccessful successive transmission attempts and is given by:

\[
T_{backoff}(k) = \min(2^k(CW_{min}+1)-1,CW_{max}) \times T_{slot}
\]
where $T_{\text{slot}}$ is the duration of a slot. $CW_{\text{min}}$ and $CW_{\text{max}}$ are respectively the minimum and maximum sizes of the contention window.

The average time that AP $j$ requires to correctly transmit to station $i$ or discard a single datagram is [22]:

$$T(R_{ij}, L) = p_{ij} T(0, R_{ij}, L) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} (p_{ij} (1 - p_{ij})^k \left( \sum_{l=0}^{k-1} T_c(l, R_{ij}, L) + T(k, R_{ij}, L) \right) + \left(1 - p_{ij}\right)^{m+1} \sum_{l=0}^{m} T_c(l, R_{ij}, L)$$

where $m$ is the maximum number of retransmissions, $p_{ij}$ is the probability of success to transmit from AP $m$ where $i$ and $j$ are respectively the minimum and maximum sizes of the transmission.

Indeed, there are two possible cases that we illustrate through the example given in Figure 1. We consider BTF of AP 1. It has three neighboring APs. As there is a link between AP 2 and AP 3, they cannot transmit at the same time and $Pr(A_2 \cap A_3) = 0$. As there is no conflict between AP 3 and AP 4, transmissions from these APs can overlap and $Pr(A_3 \cap A_4) \neq 0$.

Consequently if two APs in $I$ are neighbors, then their transmissions are exclusive and the intersection is zero:

$$Pr \left( \bigcap_{I \subseteq N_j} A_i \right) = 0, \quad \text{if } \exists (p, q) \in I^2 \text{ s.t. } p \in N_q(q \in N_p) \quad (4)$$

Otherwise, transmissions are not exclusive and this probability may be $> 0$.

But, the events $(A_i)_{i \in I}$ are not independent and the probability of their intersection (overlap) cannot be computed as their product. In order to compute this probability, we consider this problem as an Undirected Graphical Model or Markov Network. It is based on a graph where the vertices correspond to the events $A_i$ and the edges represent the dependencies between them.

$$Pr \left( \bigcup_{i \in N_j} A_i \right) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_j} \left( -1 \right)^{k-1} \sum_{I \subseteq N_j} Pr \left( \bigcap_{I \subseteq I} A_i \right) \quad (3)$$

where $I \subseteq N_j$ with $|I| = k$ describes all the subsets of $N_j$ with cardinal $k$.

If $|I| = 1$, the computation $Pr \left( \bigcap_{I \subseteq I} A_i \right)$ is trivial. When $|I| > 1$, we have to take into account the conflict graph. Indeed, there are two possible cases that we illustrate through the example given in Figure 1. We consider BTF of AP 1.
We obtain a system of nonlinear equations where each term (variable) is the probability of union of the events \( \{A_i\} \). As the number of possible combinations between all events is finite then the system contains a finite number of equations. This system can be solved by any numerical method.

To sum up, \( b_j^N \), given by Equation (2), is obtained from the union of the events \( A_i \) (Equation (3)), itself obtained from Equation (8).

### IV. Association Optimization

Our association scheme is based on BTF. This quantity describes the saturation level of an AP. If an AP is saturated, its BTF is close to 1, and the associated stations are likely restrained in terms of throughput and thus unsatisfied. On the other hand, if BTF is lower, stations necessarily obtain the required throughput since a part of the bandwidth is available and not used. Stations are then assumed satisfied in terms of their throughput demand. The optimization problem aims to minimize the maximum BTF in the network. Formally, it is given by Equation (9).

\[
\text{Algorithm 1 BTF association algorithm}
\]

//Initialize
2: Collect measurements from APs

- station data rates \( R_{ij} \)
- station success probabilities \( p_{ij} \)
- APs BTF \( b_j \)

3: Infer the APs conflict graph for each channel

4: \( \text{Max}_{\text{BTF}} = \max_{j \in A} [b_j] \)

5: //The optimization loop

6: while Convergence() = false do

7: for all Sta \( i \) do

8: for all APs \( j \) do

9: //check if Sta \( i \) lies in the transmission range of AP \( j \)

10: if \( R_{ij} \neq 0 \) then

11: Compute the success probability \( p_{ij} \) with AP \( j \)

12: //We do not associate Sta \( i \) to AP \( j \) if it will be saturated

13: if \( b_j + b_{ij}^L < 1 \) then

14: associate Sta \( i \) with AP \( j \)

15: compute new BTF for all APs: \( b_j = b_j^L + b_{ij}^N \)

16: \( \max_{i \in A} [b_i] \) if \( \max_{i \in A} [b_i] < \text{Max}_{\text{BTF}} \) then

17: save the best value: \( \text{Max}_{\text{BTF}} = \max_{i \in A} [b_i] \)

18: save this best association change

19: end if

20: cancel this change

21: end if

22: end if

23: end for

24: end for

25: Apply the best association change

26: end while

27: end procedure
\begin{equation}
\text{minimize } \max_{j \in A} [b_j]
\end{equation}

where $A$ is the set of APs and $b_j$ the BTF of AP $j$. This objective function has been designed to:

- share the load among APs as it will try (if such solutions exist) to unload the most loaded APs,
- satisfy a maximum of stations in terms of throughput, as it will try to decrease BTF of saturated APs,
- increase the station throughputs, as unsatisfied stations will be moved to unsaturated APs.

The evaluation of BTF of each AP relies on the model proposed in Section III-B which predicts $b_j$ (i.e. BTF of AP $j$) for any association. We propose an iterative heuristic based on the principle of local search to solve our optimization problem. Local search is an important class of heuristics used to solve combinatorial optimization problems. The key idea of a local search algorithm is to start from an initial feasible solution (association) and iteratively find, at each iteration, a solution called a best neighbor that improves the objective function [26]. The main benefits of local search lie in its simplicity and its iterative process which can stop the optimization process at any time to comply with a constraint like the computation time for instance. This is supported by the fact that the local search algorithms consider only complete feasible solutions during the search. The proposed algorithm then has the advantage to improve Wi-Fi associations at each iteration, a solution called a best neighbor that improves the feasible solution (association) and iteratively find, at each iteration, a solution called a best neighbor that improves the objective function.

The controller runs the iterative local search Algorithm 1, which consists in:

1) starting with an initial configuration (RSSI or any current association),
2) then at each iteration, it chooses, among all possible association changes, the one that minimizes the objective function. This configuration becomes the current solution on which to apply the next iteration.

The controller runs the iterative local search Algorithm 1, which consists in:

1) starting with an initial configuration (RSSI or any current association),
2) then at each iteration, it chooses, among all possible association changes, the one that minimizes the objective function. This configuration becomes the current solution on which to apply the next iteration.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we present the simulation environment, the performance metrics, and the different simulation scenarios. We then discuss the simulation results.

A. Simulation configuration

We used a fixed point method [27] to solve the system of nonlinear equations. The optimization heuristic is implemented using C++ programming language. Simulations have been performed with the network simulator 3 (ns-3). We use the log-distance path loss model. The transmission power is set to 16 dbm. The number of APs and stations is fixed for each topology. Stations are associated according to the RSSI value in the initial configuration. The ideal Wi-Fi manager of ns-3 is used to determine the data rates between APs and stations. In the figures, we increase the input rates (mean of the flow rates between APs and stations). For each input rate, simulations are repeated 30 times with different stations position. Flow rates are constant during a simulation but set randomly with a given average. Therefore, physical transmission rates and flows are different from a station to another for each simulation. A 95% confidence interval is computed over these 30 samples. The duration of each simulation is 60 seconds.

Fig. 3. WLAN topology at one floor in our university. The upper number corresponds to the used channel and the lower number corresponds to the AP number.

B. BTF Estimation

In order to estimate the accuracy of the BTF model proposed in Section III-B we compare its values obtained by simulation and from the model. The considered topology is the WLAN of our university at a given floor of the building. This network is composed of 15 APs as shown in Figure 3. APs use the ISM frequency band (2.4 Ghz). In this band the number of non-overlapping channels is limited (three orthogonal channels: 1, 6 and 11). This Figure shows also the three conflict graphs (one for each orthogonal channel).

Fig. 4. Simulation vs Model BTF values for APs 4 and 5 in the university topology

The simulated scenario consists of 60 stations randomly distributed in the coverage area of the 15 APs. We plot in Figure 4 the BTF values according to the average input rate (mean of the flow rates). To evaluate the effectiveness of the approach in dense environment, we consider BTF of APs 4 and 5 of our topology (each one is in conflict with 3 other APs).

For AP 4, the difference between the measured BTF (simulation) and model is 7% when the load is low ($BTF < 0.2$). This difference decreases to 2% when the load increases...
(BTF > 0.7). For AP 5 the difference varies in average between 3\% and 6\%. According to these results, it appears that the model provides a very good estimation of BTF. The model slightly underestimates the BTF as we do not take into account acknowledgments transmitted by the stations. It is neglected because to include them in the BTF computation a full knowledge of the conflict graph is required (in particular conflicts between stations) whereas in our model only conflicts between APs are considered. It is more realistic from an implementation point of view, but these conflicts/acknowledgments can be easily integrated in the model if the controller is able to infer them.

C. Association Optimization

In order to evaluate the improvement brought by our approach, we have considered two different topologies. From the simulation results, we compute the following performance parameters:

- Busy Time Fraction: for each simulation we consider the greatest BTF in the network.
- Number of unsatisfied stations: it represents the proportion of stations that are not satisfied in terms of throughput (i.e. when the ratio between the obtained throughput and the demand is less than 98\%).
- Throughput Satisfaction Ratio: it is the ratio between the throughput obtained and the throughput requested for each station.

Our solution is compared to three existing approaches:

- Initial configuration: stations associate to APs according to the value of the RSSI. It is denoted as RSSI in the figures.
- Access based Fairness [5]: stations associated to the same AP have the same opportunity of service in saturated mode. It is denoted AbF in the figures.
- Proportional Fairness [7]: the saturated mode is also considered with an access opportunity to the medium which is proportional to the data rate of each station. It is denoted PF in the figures.

In the performance evaluation we consider different flow types, as follows:

- **UDP**: all the packets have the same size (1500 bytes) and the inter-packet time is constant for each station.
- **Real trace**: packet sizes vary according to a distribution obtained from a real trace [28] (Average Packet Size = 755.572 bytes and Standard Deviation = 674.05).
- **TCP**: constant bit rate flows are installed over TCP connections.

\[ a) \text{ENS topology.} : \] The first scenario considers the topology of our university (ENS) used in the previous section and UDP flows. Figure 5a illustrates the BTF of the most loaded AP as function of the WLAN load. For AbF, the busy time fraction is approximately the same as the one observed for the RSSI association. For PF association, the busy time fraction is even increased of 11\% in average. With BTF optimization, the busy time fraction is decreased by approximately 15\% when the network is not heavily loaded. This will allow stations to request more traffic without saturating APs. It appears clearly that AbF and PF approaches are unable to decrease BTF in unsaturated WLAN.

Nevertheless, when the WLAN reaches saturation, the three approaches provide similar results in terms of busy time fraction. To show the benefit of our approach when the WLAN becomes loaded (more than 1 Mbps per station in the figure), we measure and compare the number of stations not satisfied before and after the optimization for the three approaches. Results are shown in Figure 5b. Our solution reduces the number of unsatisfied stations by more than 84\% for an average load of 1.2 Mbps per station, and 18\% for an average load of 2 Mbps per station. For AbF, the gain varies between 64\% and 14\%, and for PF it varies between 55\% and 16\%. Even in saturated conditions, our solution still presents a lower number of unsatisfied stations.

\[ b) \text{Random topologies.} : \] To evaluate our approach with denser topology and more complex conflict graphs between APs, we performed simulations on random topologies. Each topology is composed of 25 APs uniformly deployed in a square of size 500m \times 500m. 100 stations are distributed in the coverage area of these APs. APs are configured with 8 orthogonal channels. In this scenario, APs location is changed at each simulation. This randomness allows us to consider an
important number of different topologies (30 for each set of parameters).

Figure 6 illustrates the results of the simulations with the real trace. It allows us to evaluate performances for different packet sizes. Figure 6a shows that the BTF approach can offload 35% of the most charged AP. AbF and PF approaches allow a load reduction of about 25% and 30% respectively. In Figure 6b, the number of unsatisfied stations is decreased of 54% with BTF optimization with regard to to the RSSI association. For AbF and PF, improvements are 45% and 42% in average. The satisfaction ratio is shown in Figure 6c. For the BTF approach, it is increased in average between 3% and 27%. On the other hand, AbF approach allows a gain between 6% and 13%, and between 5% and 14% for PF.

Figure 7 shows results with TCP flows. In Figure 7a our approach decreases the load of the most loaded AP up to 37%. For the AbF and PF approaches the decrease is almost the same and does not exceed 25%. Regarding the number of unsatisfied stations shown in Figure 7b, BTF allows a gain between 87% and 35%. For AbF, the decrease of the number of unsatisfied stations varies between 79% and 28%. For PF, the decrease is between 69% and 29%. Figure 7c plots the throughput satisfaction ratio. With BTF the stations gain in throughput on average between 25% and 15%. The AbF and PF approaches allow an average gain of 17% and 16% respectively.

In order to illustrate the impact of the BTF approach in a more realistic implementation context where the optimization process is executed whenever needed (at regular interval for instance), we have simulated the same scenario with UDP flows
in which our optimization method is applied 3 times. After each optimization we evaluate the performance and then collect the necessary measures for the next optimization. Results for this scenario are shown in Figure 8.

Even if the first optimization allows significant improvements for all performance parameters, the second and third optimizations can further improve these performances. For the greatest BTF in the network, the improvement for the first, second and third optimizations is in average 30%, 35% and 36% respectively. For the unsatisfied station number, the improvement is 68%, 74% and 75% respectively. For the throughput satisfaction ratio, the improvement is 22%, 27% and 29% respectively.

All these results tend to show that our solution generally offers better performance whatever the load of the network. Nevertheless, when the network is very loaded (average station input rate > 2.5 Mbps) the AbF and PF approaches allow to have results close to BTF.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an original approach for the association optimization in Wi-Fi networks. Our solution is based on a model predicting BTF at each AP and aims to associate stations in order to minimize the most loaded AP. We have shown through simulations that the model allows an accurate estimation of BTF in the considered configurations. Moreover, performance evaluation has shown that such an approach reduces the congestion in the network as it decreases the most loaded AP. This improvement can reach 18% in average when the network is not heavily loaded. Also, our solution decreases the number of unsatisfied stations, up to 80% when the network becomes saturated and improves throughput of the unsatisfied stations. When the network is unsaturated, which corresponds to the normal conditions of a Wi-Fi network, approaches based on models that rely on saturated conditions are significantly less efficient that our proposition.
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Abstract—This paper introduces Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Transmission Acquisition (CSMA/TA) for wireless local area networks (WLANs) with stations endowed with half-duplex radios using single antennas. In contrast to traditional contention-based channel-access methods, CSMA/TA seeks to increase the likelihood of having the last transmission from a group of colliding transmissions succeed. To accomplish this, a station senses the channel before sending a pilot packet. After finishing the transmission of the pilot, the station is required to wait for a certain amount of time before sensing the channel again. If the channel is sensed to be idle again, the station understands that “it has acquired its right to transmit a data frame” and proceeds with that. The throughput of CSMA/TA is compared with the throughputs of CSMA and CSMA/CD. An important feature of the analysis presented in this paper is the consideration of the impact of the receive-to-transmit and transmit-to-receive turnaround times. It is shown that CSMA/TA performs better than ideal CSMA and CSMA/CD if the propagation delays in the network are larger than the turnaround times, and its performance can still surpass CSMA/CD and CSMA if turnaround times are larger than propagation delays but not too much larger.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades we have witnessed the explosive deployment of wireless networks worldwide, which has caused a dramatic change in the way people use the Internet and its many services by virtue of mobile devices. In particular, the unprecedented success of wireless local area networks (WLANs) has allowed fast and easy connectivity in a number of environments, and its on-going evolution is now moving towards new realms, such as the Internet of Things (IoT), with long-range connections (∼1000 m) at sub-GHz frequencies, typified by the latest IEEE 802.11ah standard [1]. However, while many technological advances have been incorporated into WLANs over the years, the most significant ones have been done at the physical layer, such as the adoption of advanced modulation and coding schemes, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technologies, and wider channel bandwidths. By contrast, the core of the medium access control (MAC) sub-layer of current WLANs still relies on variations of the traditional carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) technique first introduced by Kleinrock and Tobagi [2], as it is the case in the DCF used by stations allocated to a restricted access window (RAW) in the IEEE 802.11ah.

One of the key features of CSMA and many of its variants, such as CSMA/CD [3], is that all stations involved in a transmission collision are forced to give up and retry at a later time. Such an approach renders transmission periods during which the channel is wasted with packet collisions without resulting in any successful transmission. In CSMA/CD such wasted periods are shortened due to its full-duplex operation, by which a station monitors the channel while transmitting a frame, followed by its quick abortion if a collision is detected. Nevertheless, to date, CSMA/CD stands as the “holy grail” of contention-based MAC protocols for wireless networks, whose performance a number of works have tried to achieve using different techniques, such as multiple transceivers [4], [5] or the newest full-duplex radios based on self-interference cancellation [6], [7] (see Section II for related work).

The contribution of this paper is introducing CSMA/TA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Transmission Acquisition), which is a variant of CSMA for WLANs based on off-the-shelf half-duplex radios, and is such that the last transmission from a group of overlapping transmissions is allowed to succeed. The approach adopted in CSMA/TA leverages the short transmit-to-receive (TX/RX) and receive-to-transmit (RX/TX) turnaround times of modern half-duplex radios, which are about $2\mu$s [8] and are far shorter than the 192$\mu$s incurred by other radios [9]. This is significant, because such turnaround times are of the same order of magnitude or even smaller than the propagation delays in many WLAN scenarios, especially those seeking long-range coverage.

Section III describes CSMA/TA. In a nutshell, a node that needs to send a data packet and senses the channel idle, first transmits a pilot packet, stops for a short time period to listen for other pilots, and if the channel is sensed to be idle during that time period it determines that the channel is free and proceeds to transmit the data packet accordingly. We call this process transmission acquisition. Section IV presents the throughput analysis of CSMA/TA, which is dictated by the relation between the propagation delay and the radio’s TX/RX and RX/TX turnaround times. If the turnaround times are smaller than the propagation delay, then CSMA/TA guarantees that the node that transmitted the last pilot in a group of concurrent pilots succeeds in acquiring the channel, while the others back off. But, if the turnaround times are bigger than the propagation delay, the transmission acquisition depends on the likelihood of transmission acquisition which, in turn, depends on the relative magnitude of both aforementioned parameters.

Section V compares the throughput attained with CSMA/TA against CSMA and CSMA/CD in different scenarios, considering the impact of the turnaround times of half-duplex radios. As the results show, if the turnaround times are
much greater than the propagation delay, CSMA/TA performs slightly better than CSMA; however, if they are very close to the propagation delay CSMA/TA becomes more efficient than CSMA/CD. Section VI presents our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of contention-based channel access protocols have been proposed since CSMA [2] and CSMA/CD [3] were first introduced [13]. In particular, because collision detection using single-antenna half-duplex radios is not doable, CSMA/CD performance became the benchmark in the design of MAC protocols for wireless networks. Still, few proposals have been reported on how to emulate CSMA/CD using half-duplex radios. Rom [12] proposed a MAC protocol that detects collisions by means of pauses. A station that senses the channel busy defers transmission as in CSMA; a transmitter that senses the channel idle starts transmitting but pauses during transmission and senses the channel. If the channel is sensed idle, the sender completes its transmission; otherwise, the sender continues to transmit for a minimum transmission duration to jam the channel. This approach cannot guarantee that data packets will not collide with other transmissions at the receiver if packets start at the same time or the transmit-to-receive turnaround times are not negligible.

FAMA-PJ [11] emulates CSMA/CD in the context of collision avoidance in WLAN’s and prevents data packets from colliding with other transmissions. A transmitter sends an RTS if it detects no carrier in the channel, and listens for a period of time after its RTS to check for jamming signals sent by passive nodes that detected a collision. A passive listener that receives the signal from the one or multiple RTS’s sent and is unable to decode an RTS successfully sends a jamming signal for a period of time that is long enough to ensure that active transmitters hear the jamming signals from passive listeners once they can start listening to the channel after sending their RTS’s. A remaining limitation of FAMA-PJ is that too many passive nodes end up sending jamming signals.

Other works have tried to emulate CSMA/CD by using more than one transceiver/antenna. For instance, Peng et al. [5] proposed a MAC protocol that requires two separate transceivers to operate on two separate channels for control and data frame transmissions. Pulses over the control channel are used for collision detection, along with a CTS frame to avoid hidden terminals. Also requiring two separate transceivers, CSMA/CN [4] utilizes the standard CSMA to acquire the medium. The intended receiver uses PHY-layer information to detect packet collisions, and notifies the transmitter via a distinct signature sent over the same data channel. The signature is unique to every transmitter, and the transmitter employs a separate, listener antenna to perform signature correlation to identify the notification. If the notification is identified, the transmitter aborts its transmission.

With the advent of single-channel full-duplex (FD) wireless transceivers based on self-interference cancellation (SIC) [10], a number of MAC protocols have been proposed to achieve CSMA/CD-like operation. For instance, FD-WiFi CSMA/CD [6] uses FD to implement carrier sensing while transmitting data. But, due to residual self-interference, the sensing threshold needs to be properly designed to balance the errors due to miss detection and false alarms. FD-CSMA/CD [7] implements a CSMA/CA with collision detection in which the receiver acknowledges the reception of a packet immediately if its header is correct, and keeps sending the ACK as long as no collision is detected. At the same time, the transmitting node keeps sending its packet as long as it keeps receiving the ACK. Thus, if the receiver detects a collision, it stops the ACK, which causes the transmitter to stop its transmission immediately. CSMA/CAD [14] also uses SIC to guarantee collision avoidance under hidden-terminal scenarios, while it implements collision detection during the four-way handshake. It is shown to attain higher throughput than CSMA, DBTMA, and CSMA/CA.

Although the potential of FD radios in the design of future MAC protocols is undeniable, the availability of cheaper half-duplex radios with much faster turnaround times allows the development of simple approaches that can even surpass the performance of CSMA/CD in certain conditions, and CSMA/TA is one alternative.

III. CSMA/TA

A. Motivation and Design Objectives

The operation of CSMA/TA is motivated by the observation that, to date, contention-based medium access control protocols have been designed under the premise that either: (a) all colliding stations should give up on their transmission attempt, no matter the order (and when) each colliding station started its attempt; or (b) stations can attempt to resolve collisions in a sequence of collision rounds. For instance, in CSMA and CSMA/CD, the first station to access the channel is forced to give up due to other stations who, inadvertently, initiated their transmission attempt at a slightly later time, causing frame collisions. Therefore, in such protocols, and the many variants that followed them, all stations are treated equally and are forced to retry at a later time, which leads to a waste of channel usage and, potentially, more channel contention.

But, what if a “winner” station could be named among a group of colliding stations? How would that be possible using only half-duplex radios with a single antenna? With that goal in mind, we designed CSMA/TA to allow the last transmitting station in a group of colliding stations to proceed with its data frame transmission, i.e., to implement the idea of the “last standing station always wins.”

To accomplish the above, a station running CSMA/TA that has a data frame ready for transmission must first perform carrier sensing to check if the channel is clear. If the channel is clear, the station transmits a pilot packet that is common to every station participating in the network. The duration $\gamma$ of a pilot must be greater than twice the maximum propagation delay $\tau$ in the WLAN. Once the transmission of the pilot is over, the sending station must simply wait for a period of time equal to the propagation delay $\tau$. After waiting for $\tau$ seconds, the station executes carrier sensing again. If the channel is sensed to be idle, the station claims to have “acquired its right for transmission,” and it immediately proceeds with the transmission of its data frame. Otherwise, if the channel is sensed to be busy, the station must refrain from transmitting its data frame and, consequently, must reschedule its transmission.
to a future time according to some contention resolution algorithm, such as a back-off algorithm.

To illustrate the basic design idea in CSMA/TA, consider the case of three stations $A$, $B$, and $C$ that are exactly within $\tau$ seconds from each other, as depicted in Figure 1. Station $A$ senses the channel and finds it to be idle at time instant $t_0$; therefore, it initiates the transmission of its pilot of duration $\gamma$ seconds. However, before $A$’s pilot signal reaches stations $B$ and $C$, i.e., before $\tau$ seconds elapse, stations $B$ and $C$ sense the channel at time instants $t_B$ and $t_C$, respectively, and perceive the channel to be idle as well. Consequently, both stations $B$ and $C$ start transmitting their own pilots at $t_B$, $t_C \in (t_0, t_0 + \tau)$. Once all stations complete the transmission of their pilots, they must all wait for $\tau$ seconds before sensing the channel again.

In this scenario, both $A$ and $B$ will refrain from transmitting their data frames because they will sense the channel busy after the waiting period of $\tau$ seconds. In the case of $A$, it will detect the presence of the pilots from both $B$ and $C$, while $B$ will detect the presence of the pilot from $C$, as indicated in the figure. Therefore, only station $C$ will sense an idle channel after the waiting period of $\tau$ seconds, because it is the last station who transmitted a pilot. Consequently, $C$ claims that it has acquired the right to transmit its data frame, and proceeds to transmit without collisions.

More generally, if $n$ stations initiate their pilot transmissions at different time instants in the interval $(t_0, t_0 + \tau)$, where $t_0$ is the time instant where a reference station has first initiated its transmission, and assuming that $t_0 < t_1 < \ldots < t_{n-1} < t_n < t_0 + \tau$, where $t_i$ is the time instant of the $i$-th pilot transmission then, after waiting for $\tau$ seconds after the end of their specific pilot transmission, only the $n$-th station acquires the right for transmission, while all other stations refrain from transmitting their data frames.

Unfortunately, the “wait for $\tau$ seconds before transmit” rule may not work if the transmit-to-receive (TX/RX) and the receive-to-transmit (RX/TX) turnaround times of the radios are taken into account. This is especially the case if such latencies are greater than the propagation delay in the WLAN; otherwise, the previous rule is valid. When that is the case, the vulnerable period for the occurrence of frame collisions increases, and we need to take that into account. The design of CSMA/TA considers these issues and their impact on the conditions for transmission acquisition to occur.

B. Non-negligible RX/TX and TX/RX Turnaround Times

To understand the impact of turnaround times on the operation of CSMA/TA and on the extension of the vulnerability periods surrounding any frame transmission, we go over another simple example. Let us assume that, at time instant $t_0$, a node $A$ senses the channel, which means that its radio interface is in a state equivalent to a “receive” state. Let us also assume that node $A$ perceives an idle channel at this same time instant, and immediately starts the procedure to initiate the transmission of its pilot. Before the pilot is actually transmitted, however, an RX/TX turnaround time of duration $\varepsilon_1$ seconds is incurred by the radio interface, followed by the pilot transmission itself, which lasts $\gamma$ seconds. Once the pilot transmission is over, and following the CSMA/TA design, the station has to switch its radio interface to the receive state in order to sense the channel again. This incurs a TX/RX turnaround time that lasts $\varepsilon_2$ seconds, which is assumed to be greater than or equal to $\tau$. Because of that, the rule of “wait for $\tau$ seconds before sensing the channel again” must be replaced by “wait for the TX/RX turnaround to finish.” Then, all that is required is to immediately sense the channel once the TX/RX turnaround time $\varepsilon_2$ is over. Notice that, if $\varepsilon_2 < \tau$, we have a scenario that is equivalent to the rule of “wait for $\tau$ seconds before sensing the channel again.”

Once station $A$ switches to the receive mode, it senses the channel instantaneously. It is assumed that processing delays for carrier sensing or collision detection are negligible. If the channel is sensed to be idle again, the station may start the procedure to transmit a data frame, which will require an additional RX/TX turnaround time of duration $\varepsilon_1$, followed by the transmission of the data frame itself, which lasts $T$ seconds. Finally, $\tau$ seconds are required for the complete data frame to reach every other node in the network. Figure 2 shows the time intervals incurred in the successful transmission of a data frame when no other station transmits.

In the previous scenario, a time interval of length $\varepsilon_1 + \tau$ seconds occurs from the instant when station $A$ decides to transmit a pilot to the instant when that pilot first reaches the other nodes in the network (i.e., after a propagation delay). Hence, considering just another station $B$ that has a data frame ready to be sent, and if it senses the channel at any time during the interval $(t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau)$, station $B$ will perceive an idle channel because $A$’s pilot will not reach station $B$ until the instant $t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau$. Thus, the actual vulnerability period, i.e., the time interval during which stations can transmit without noticing other transmissions over the channel, increases from $\tau$ to $\tau + \varepsilon_1$ seconds. Then, depending on the time instant when station $B$ starts transmitting its pilot, its signal may arrive at $A$ while $A$ is still switching from transmit to receive mode, as shown in Figure 3. If this happens, then when $A$ finally switches to the receive mode, it will perceive an idle channel...
similarly to $B$, in the end of its TX/RX turnaround time. In this case, both nodes will “claim their right to transmit” their data frames, and their frames will collide. Therefore, when the radio’s turnaround times are taken into account, collisions may happen with the proposed CSMA/TA rule. Nonetheless, rather than insisting on the idea of having a successful station on every group of colliding stations, we will look at the conditions for the likelihood of having a successful station within a colliding group.

Let us explore the conditions for having station $B$ successfully transmitting a data frame, i.e., to have station $A$ refraining from transmitting its data frame, as in the “ideal” case. Let $Y$ denote the length of the time interval between $t_0$ and the time instant when node $B$ senses the channel and decides to transmit its pilot, i.e., its RX/TX turnaround time begins, as shown in Figure 4. In order for $B$ to successfully acquire its right for transmission, node $A$ must listen to the end of $B$’s pilot (at least) when $A$’s TX/RX turnaround time is over. This condition is depicted in Figure 4 when station $A$ detects a busy channel.

Based on the above argument, the following inequality relating the relevant time intervals in the process must be always satisfied in order for $A$ to refrain from transmitting its data frame and, consequently, have station $B$ acquiring the channel for its data frame transmission without collision:

$$ Y + \varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \tau > \varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 \quad \Rightarrow \quad Y > \varepsilon_2 - \tau, \quad (1) $$

i.e., as long as $Y$ is greater than $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$, station $A$ is able to detect station $B$’s pilot and refrains from transmitting its data frame. At the same time, if $Y > \varepsilon_1 + \tau$, station $B$ detects $A$’s pilot, and defers its transmission. Therefore, the length of the time interval $Y$ that allows station $B$ to acquire the channel successfully is bounded as follows:

$$ \varepsilon_2 - \tau < Y \leq \varepsilon_1 + \tau. \quad (2) $$

It follows from (2) that the RX/TX turnaround time $\varepsilon_1$ must be related to the TX/RX turnaround time $\varepsilon_2$ by

$$ \varepsilon_1 > \varepsilon_2 - 2\tau, \quad \text{and} \quad \varepsilon_1 \geq 0. \quad (3) $$

If $\varepsilon_2 = \tau$, i.e., in the ideal case when there is no TX/RX turnaround time and the station has to wait for $\tau$ seconds before checking the channel again, the above inequality is satisfied with $\varepsilon_1 = 0$, i.e., when no RX/TX turnaround time is considered. This is exactly the scenario discussed in Section III-A.

Now, let us assume that $n \geq 1$ stations start their transmission procedures after a station $A$ starts its transmission procedure at $t_0$, i.e., all stations start their transmission procedures in the interval $(t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau)$, with the beginning of their RX/TX turnaround times at instants denoted by $t_1 < t_2 < \cdots < t_{n-1} < t_n$. Many scenarios are possible in this case. One such scenario is depicted in Figure 5, which shows three nodes $A$, $B$, and $C$ starting their pilots at time instants $t_0$, $t_B$, and $t_C$, respectively. Assume that $X = t_B - t_0 > \varepsilon_2 - \tau$, and $Y = t_C - t_B < \varepsilon_2 - \tau$. So, in spite of having $B$ initiating its transmission procedure at an instant that is distant apart from $t_0$ by more than $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$, station $C$ starts its RX/TX turnaround time at an instant that does not follow the inequality with respect to the last station that has initiated a transmission, i.e., station $B$. As a result, stations $B$ and $C$ will perceive an idle channel at the end of their TX/RX turnaround time, and they will incur a collision of their data frames, as shown below.

Consider now the case when station $C$ starts its transmission procedure at an instant $t_C$ that is $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$ seconds apart from $t_B$, i.e., $t_C - t_B > \varepsilon_2 - \tau$. In this case, stations $A$ and $B$ will detect a busy channel, for sure, in the end of their TX/RX turnaround times, and they will defer their data frame transmissions. In this case, station $C$ will acquire the right for transmission, and will transmit a data frame without collision, as it is shown in Figure 6.

It is important to notice that it is not enough to have any transmission initiation procedures apart from each other by $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$, but only the last and the next-to-the-last initiation procedures. Figure 5 clearly showed this situation, where $A$
and $B$ are distant apart from each other by more than $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$ seconds, but $B$ and $C$ are not. In that case, $B$ and $C$ detected a free channel and collided.

Fig. 6. Example of successful transmission acquisition when three stations compete for the channel. Station $C$ is the last station to start its transmission procedures, and the time instant $t_C$ is distant from the next-to-the-last station $B$ by more than $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$ seconds. As a consequence, it acquires the channel.

Figure 7 shows a time diagram where the arrows indicate the time instants of transmission procedures of $n$ stations within the time interval $(t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau)$. In this case, the last time instant $t_n$ must be such that $t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau$. Under such conditions, station $n$ successfully acquires the channel.

![Time diagram](image)

**Fig. 7.** Time instants of transmission procedures of $n$ stations

**IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS**

We derive the normalized throughput of CSMA/TA for fully-connected networks under ideal channel conditions, and consider the impact of the RX/TX and TX/RX turnaround times. The performance of CSMA/TA is compared with non-persistent CSMA (with and without turnaround times), and CSMA/CD, which does not have turnaround times given that it requires full-duplex radios. We focus on the non-persistent versions of CSMA/TA, CSMA, and CSMA/CD using the traffic model first introduced by Kleinrock and Tobagi [2]. In this analysis, we do not consider the use of priority acknowledgments (ACKs), because we are only concerned with errors due to multiple access interference.

According to our model, there is a large number of stations that constitute a Poisson source sending data packets to the channel with an aggregate mean generation rate of $g$ packets per unit time (i.e., new and retransmitted packets). Each node is assumed to have at most one data packet to be sent at any time, which results from the MAC layer having to submit one packet for transmission before accepting the next packet. A node retransmits after a random retransmission delay that, on the average, is much larger than the time needed for a successful transaction between a transmitter and a receiver and such that all transmissions can be assumed to be independent of one another. The channel is assumed to introduce no errors, so multiple access interference (MAI) is the only source of errors. Nodes are assumed to detect carrier perfectly.

We assume that two or more transmissions that overlap in time in the channel must all be retransmitted (i.e., there is no power capture by any transmission), and that any packet propagates to all nodes in exactly $\tau$ seconds. The RX/TX and TX/RX turnaround times at each radio interface are $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$, respectively, and are assumed to be larger than or equal to the propagation delay $\tau$, which agrees with the parameters assumed in IEEE 802.11 DCF. The transmission time of a data packet is $T$. For the case of CSMA/CD, the time of a jamming bit sequence is $J$, which is larger than the error-checking field of a packet (e.g., 48 bits). We assume that processing delays are negligible, which includes the time to detect carrier or do collision detection. The protocols are assumed to operate in steady state, with no possibility of collapse, and hence the average channel utilization of the channel is given by [2]

$$S = \frac{\overline{U}}{B + T},$$

where $\overline{B}$ is the expected duration of a busy period, defined to be a period of time during which the channel is being utilized; $T$ is the expected duration of an idle period, defined as the time interval between two consecutive busy periods; and $\overline{U}$ is the time during a busy period that the channel is used for transmitting user data successfully.

**A. Non-Persistent CSMA/TA**

**Theorem:** The throughput of non-persistent CSMA/TA is

$$S = \frac{Te^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)} + 3\varepsilon_1 + 2\tau + \varepsilon_2}{g} + \frac{1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}}{g} - \frac{1}{g}a - (\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2).$$

**Proof:** Based on the discussion in Section III-B, event $E$, which denotes successful transmission acquisition, can be described by the union of two mutually exclusive events as follows:

$$E = \{\{\text{no transmissions} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} \cup \{\{\text{some trans.} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} \cap \{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau\}\},$$

where the event $t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau$ requires that the interval between the last and next-to-the-last transmission attempt must be greater than $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$. Hence, the probability $P_{\text{suc}}$ of successful transmission acquisition is given by

$$P_{\text{suc}} = P(E) = P\{\{\text{no transmissions} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} + P\{\{\text{some trans.} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} \cap \{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau\}\},$$

where, due to our Poisson assumptions,

$$P\{\text{no transmissions} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} = e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}.$$

The second probability in (7) can be written as

$$P\{\text{some trans.} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} \cap \{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau\} = P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau | \{\text{some trans.} \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau]\} \cap \{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau\} = 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}.$$
To simplify notation, let \( A = \{ \text{some trans. } \in [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \} \). Then, for the conditional probability in (9) we use total probability to get

\[
P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau | A \} = \\
= \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau, N = n | A \} \\
= \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau | N = n, A \} P\{N = n | A \},
\]

where \( N \) is the number of transmission attempts initiated in \( [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \). Using Bayes’ rule,

\[
P\{N = n | A \} = \frac{P\{N = n, A \}}{P\{A \}} = \frac{P\{A | N = n\} P\{N = n\}}{P\{A\}} \\
= \frac{P\{A | N = n\} [g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)]^n e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}}{[1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}]n!},
\]

which leads to

\[
P\{N = n | A \} = \begin{cases} \\
0, & \text{if } N = 0 \\
\frac{[g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)]^n e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}}{[1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}]n!}, & \text{if } N > 0,
\end{cases}
\]

(13)

because \( P\{A | N = n\} = 1 \) if \( N > 0 \). From (11), we need to compute \( P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau | N = n, A \} \). For a Poisson process, the conditional probability density function of the first \( n \) count times, \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n \), given \( \{N_{\Delta T} = n\} \), i.e., given that \( N = n \) time instants have occurred in a given time interval \( \Delta T \), is given by [15]

\[
f(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n | N = n) = \frac{n!}{(\Delta T)^n},
\]

(14)

if \( 0 < t_1 < \cdots < t_n < \Delta T \), and 0 elsewhere, where \( \Delta T = \varepsilon_1 + \tau \). Using this fact, and since \( 0 < t_1 < t_2 < \cdots < t_{n-1} < t_n \), it can be shown that

\[
P\{t_n - t_{n-1} > \varepsilon_2 - \tau | N = n, A \} = \\
= \int_{\varepsilon_2 - \tau}^{\varepsilon_2 - \tau} \int_{t_{n-1}}^{t_n} \cdots \int_{t_0}^{t_n} \frac{n!}{(\Delta T)^n} dt_1 \cdots dt_{n-1} dt_n \\
= \left[ \frac{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau}{\varepsilon_1 + \tau} \right]_0^{\varepsilon_2 - \tau}.
\]

(15)

Substituting (15), (13), (11), (10), and (8) into (7), we have

\[
P_{\text{suc}} = e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + [1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}] \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{[g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2) + 2\tau]^n}{(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)^n} \times \\
\times \frac{[g^n(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)]^n e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}}{[1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)}]n!} \\
= e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{[g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)^n e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)}}{n!} \\
= e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)} \left[ 1 - P\{N = 0 \in (\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau) \} \right] \\
= e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{g} \int_0^{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau} e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau - z)} dz \right].
\]

(16)

Finally,

\[
P_{\text{suc}} = e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right]
\]

\[
e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)},
\]

(17)

which reduces to the fact that a successful transmission acquisition happens if the last station to transmit in \( [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \) starts its transmission procedures within an interval that is at least \( \varepsilon_2 - \tau \) seconds away from the next-to-the-last station in the same interval. Note that, if \( \varepsilon_2 = \tau \), then \( P_{\text{suc}} = 1 \), regardless of the value of the propagation delay \( \tau \) and the RX/TX turnaround time \( \varepsilon_1 \). Later, we will show that CSMA/TA has an effective vulnerable period that is \( \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau \) seconds smaller than Nonpersistent CSMA, if we take into account the RX/TX turnaround time in CSMA as well. Given the \( P_{\text{suc}} \), we can now proceed with the evaluation of \( \bar{U}, \bar{B}, \text{and } \bar{T} \).

1) Average Busy Period: For the average busy period \( \bar{B} = E[\bar{B}] \), two events can happen: either a successful data frame transmission happens or a collision occurs. Therefore,

\[
E[\bar{B}] = E[\bar{B}|\text{success}] P(\text{success}) + E[\bar{B}|\text{fail}] P(\text{fail}).
\]

(18)

In the case of success, we need to consider the cases where either no one transmits in \( [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \) (i.e., \( N = 0 \)), or one or more stations transmit in \( [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \) (i.e., \( N > 0 \)), which leads to

\[
E[\bar{B}|\text{success}] = E[\bar{B}|\text{success}, N = 0] P\{N = 0\} + \\
+ E[\bar{B}|\text{success}, N > 0] P\{N > 0\}.
\]

(19)

For the first conditional probability, we have

\[
E[\bar{B}|\text{success}, N = 0] = \varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_1 + T + \tau = 2\varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T + \tau,
\]

(20)

while for the case \( N > 0 \) we have

\[
E[\bar{B}|\text{success}, N > 0] = \\
= E[Y + \varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_1 + T + \tau|\text{success}, N > 0] \\
= E[Y|\text{success}, N > 0] + 2\varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T + \tau.
\]

(21)

To compute \( E[Y|\text{success}, N > 0] \) we need to first notice that, given there is a success, the last node to transmit in the interval \( [t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau] \) must have actually transmitted within the interval \( [t_0 + \varepsilon_2 - \tau, t_0 + \varepsilon_1] \), because its transmission procedures must start at least \( \varepsilon_2 - \tau \) seconds away from the next-to-the-last node in the interval. Therefore, for the last transmitting node, \( \varepsilon_2 - \tau \leq \bar{Y} \leq \varepsilon_1 + \tau \).

Let \( Z = Y - (\varepsilon_2 - \tau) \). Then, \( 0 \leq Z \leq \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau \), and we can compute \( E[Z|\bar{Z}] = P[\bar{Z} \leq z] \) by making

\[
P[\bar{Z} \leq z] = P[\text{no transmission in } [\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau - z, \infty)}] \\
= e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau - z)}.
\]

(22)

Given that \( Z \geq 0 \), we can compute \( E[Z] \) as follows

\[
E[Z] = \int_0^{\infty} [1 - F_Z(z)] dz \\
= \int_0^{\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau} 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau - z)} dz \\
= \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right].
\]

(23)
Finally, because $Y = Z + (\varepsilon_2 - \tau)$,

$$E[Y \mid \text{success}, N > 0] = E[Z] + \varepsilon_2 - \tau = \varepsilon_1 + \tau - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (24)

Given $E[Y \mid \text{success}, N > 0]$ we can substitute its value in (21) to compute $E[B \mid \text{success}, N > 0]$, i.e.,

$$E[B \mid \text{success}, N > 0] = 3\varepsilon_1 + 2\tau + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (25)

Hence,

$$E[B \mid \text{success}] = (2\varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T + \tau)e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} + \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right] + \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right]
+ \left\{ \varepsilon_1 + \tau - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2 + 2\tau)} \right] \right\} \times \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (26)

To compute $E[B \mid \text{fail}]$ we notice that, in this case, the last transmission can happen anywhere in $(t_0, t_0 + \varepsilon_1 + \tau)$, which leads to

$$E[B \mid \text{fail}] = E[Y + \varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_1 + T + \tau \mid \text{fail}] = E[Y \mid \text{fail}] + 2\varepsilon_1 + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T + \tau .$$  \hfill (27)

The computation of $E[Y \mid \text{fail}]$ can be obtained by first noticing that, in this case, $0 < Y < \varepsilon_1 + \tau$. Therefore, because arrivals are Poisson distributed,

$$F_Y(y) = P\{Y \leq y\} = P\{\text{no transmission in } \varepsilon_1 + \tau - y\} = e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau - y)} .$$  \hfill (28)

Since $Y$ is a non-negative random variable, we have

$$E[Y] = \int_0^\infty [1 - F_Y(y)] dy = \int_0^{\varepsilon_1 + \tau} 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau - y)} dy = \varepsilon_1 + \tau - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (29)

Therefore,

$$E[B \mid \text{fail}] = 3\varepsilon_1 + 2\tau + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (30)

Finally, the average busy time $E[B]$ is given by

$$\mathcal{B} = 3\varepsilon_1 + 2\tau + \gamma + \varepsilon_2 + T - (\varepsilon_1 + \tau)e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)} - \frac{1}{g} \left[ 1 - e^{-g(\varepsilon_1 + \tau)} \right] .$$  \hfill (31)

2) Average Idle Period ($\mathcal{T}$): The average length of an idle period $\mathcal{T}$ is simply the average inter-arrival time of packets, which are preceded by pilot transmissions, and this equals $1/g$ because inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed with parameter $g$.

3) Average Successful Busy Period: The average time period used to transmit useful data $\mathcal{U}$ is simply the useful portion of a successful busy period, which occurs with probability $P_{\text{suc}} = e^{-g(\varepsilon_2 - \tau)}$.

Substituting the values of $\mathcal{U}$, $\mathcal{B}$, and $\mathcal{T}$ into (4) we obtain (5). \hfill $\square$

Usually, it is more convenient to work with normalized values in the computation of the average throughput. Hence, if we normalize all time intervals with respect to the data frame transmission time $T$, i.e., if we make $a = \tau/T$, $b = \varepsilon_1/T$, $c = \varepsilon_2/T$, $d = \gamma/T$, and $G = gT$, then (5) becomes

$$S = \frac{Ge^{-G(\varepsilon_2-a)}}{1 + (1 + 2a + 3b + c + d)G - [1 - e^{-(a+b)G}]^2 + K},$$  \hfill (32)

where $K = -(a+b)Ge^{-(b+c)G}$. One special case of interest is the “ideal case,” i.e., when $\varepsilon_1 = 0$ and $\varepsilon_2 = \tau$, i.e., $b = 0$ and $c = a$, which refers to the case when there are no turnaround times, and the rule “wait for $\tau$” is employed. In this case,

$$S = \frac{G}{1 + (1 + 3a + d)G - [1 - e^{-aG}]^2 - aGe^{-aG}} .$$  \hfill (33)

B. Non-Persistent CSMA

The throughput for non-persistent CSMA is well-known [2]. If the RX/TX turnaround time is considered, however, the vulnerable period of CSMA increases to $\varepsilon_1 + \tau$. Therefore, if the ACKs are assumed to be received instantaneously through an ideal secondary channel, the normalized throughput becomes

$$S = \frac{Ge^{-(a+b)G}}{1 + [2(a + b) + 1]G - [1 - e^{-(a+b)G}]^2 - K},$$  \hfill (34)

where $K = (a+b)Ge^{-(a+b)G}$ and $b = \varepsilon_1/T$. Note that, if we consider the RX/TX turnaround time, the successful probability of CSMA considers an interval $\varepsilon_1 + \tau$ (or $a+b$) that is $2\tau$ seconds bigger than the interval of CSMA/TA, which is $\varepsilon_2 - \tau$ (or $b-a$) in the case when $\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2$. In other words, the successful probability of CSMA decays faster than CSMA/TA for non-negligible turnaround times.

C. Non-Persistent CSMA/CD

The throughput of non-persistent CSMA/CD under the previous assumption of instantaneous ACKs can be easily derived (see [16] without considering priority ACKs). There are no turnaround times in CSMA/CD because the stations can sense the channel while transmitting. Hence, if $J$ denotes the jamming signal time duration, and $h = J/T$, then the normalized throughput is given by

$$S = \frac{Ge^{aG}}{2 + (2a + h)G + Ge^{-aG}(1 - a - h - 1/G)} .$$  \hfill (35)
V. Numerical Results

We compare the performance of CSMA/TA with CSMA and CSMA/CD by considering different scenarios in terms of the data rate $R$, the transmission range $r$, and the packet size $L$. We assume that the TX/RX and RX/TX turnaround times are equal ($\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_2 = \varepsilon$) and fixed at $2\mu s$. The CSMA/TA pilot signal is set to three times the propagation delay $\tau$ in every case, while the jamming signal of CSMA/CD has the same time duration $J$ as its counterpart in Ethernet, i.e., 48-bit time, which favors CSMA/CD when propagation delays are longer.

The scenarios depict cases when the propagation delay is smaller than the turnaround times. Therefore, the modifier "ideal" in the graphs correspond to turnaround times that are smaller than the propagation delay, which we take into account by assuming a turnaround time of 0 for ideal CSMA/TA and CSMA. Such results (shown in dashed lines) are included to understand the impact of turnaround times on CSMA and CSMA/TA. We remind the reader that, if the propagation delay is greater than the turnaround times, CSMA/TA operates according to the ideal case, while CSMA still suffers the impact of the turnaround times. Hence, in long-haul coverage scenarios with propagation delays larger than or equal to $2\mu s$, CSMA/TA would perform just as the “ideal CSMA/TA.”

Figure 8 shows the results when $L = 1500$ bytes, $R = 1$ Mb/s and $r = 100$ m. In this case, the turnaround time $\varepsilon = 6\tau$. It is clear that ideal CSMA/TA achieves the best throughput, which increases monotonically to a value very close to 1.0 as the offered load $G$ increases without bound (i.e., by taking the limit $G \rightarrow \infty$ in (33)). This behavior is in stark contrast to CSMA/CD and ideal CSMA, whose throughput values collapse as $G$ increases, due to higher chances of frame collisions. If we consider the turnaround times, CSMA/TA performs slightly better than CSMA (solid lines), while CSMA/CD surpasses both of them. It is interesting to observe that, with turnaround times, the range of $G$ values over which CSMA has non-zero throughput is almost an order of magnitude smaller than in the ideal case.

![Figure 8](image8.png)

Fig. 8. $S$ vs. $G$ for $L = 1500$ bytes, $R = 1$ Mb/s, and $r = 100$ m.

Figure 9 shows the results when $L = 1500$ bytes, $R = 1$ Mb/s, and a turnaround time that is just 1% above the propagation delay, i.e., $\varepsilon = 1.01\tau$, which gives us $r = 594.06$ m. We can observe the great advantage of non-ideal CSMA/TA, whose throughput values not only match, but also surpass CSMA/CD at high loads. The results indicate that CSMA/TA can, in practice, accommodate a large number of devices that collectively generate a high traffic load (e.g., IoT scenarios). In this scenario, the likelihood of having a transmission acquisition within a group of colliding stations is high, as opposed to CSMA and CSMA/CD, who always force the whole group of colliding stations to retransmit in a future time.

![Figure 9](image9.png)

Fig. 9. $S$ vs. $G$ for $L = 1500$ bytes, $R = 1$ Mb/s, and $r = 594.06$ m.

Figure 10 shows the results for a data rate of 300 Mb/s with $L = 1500$ bytes, and an 100-m range. The performance of any protocol based on carrier sensing degrades as the ratio $a = \tau / T$ increases. Hence, the impact of the turnaround time is significant on both CSMA and CSMA/TA, and they achieve a maximum normalized throughput of about 0.6 and allow a much smaller range of traffic-load values, compared to the results of Figure 8. Here, the range of viable traffic-load values decreases by more than two orders of magnitude. We also notice that CSMA/TA performs slightly better than CSMA at high loads.
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Fig. 10. $S$ vs. $G$ for $L = 1500$ bytes, $R = 300$ Mb/s, and $r = 100$ m.

Figure 11 shows the results for a data rate of 300 Mb/s, $L = 1500$ bytes, and a transmission range $r = 594.06$ m, i.e., $\varepsilon = 1.01\tau$. In this case, the maximum throughput of CSMA/TA is 0.68, which is 32% higher than the maximum throughput of CSMA, but just 8% smaller than CSMA/CD. At higher data rates, the overhead due to the pilot signal of CSMA/TA becomes more significant. In spite of that, CSMA/TA maintains throughput values above 0.6 for a wider range of traffic loads compared to CSMA/CD.
Figure 12 shows the results for \( L = 100 \) bytes, \( R = 1 \) Mb/s, and \( r = 100 \) m. Figure 13 shows the results for \( r = 100 \) m (\( \epsilon = 6r \)) and Figure 13 shows the results for \( r = 594.06 \) m (\( \epsilon = 1.01r \)) when \( L = 100 \) bytes and \( R = 1 \) Mb/s. These results can be related to Figures 8 and 9, respectively, since they have the same general behavior, except for the fact that the range of traffic-load values over which the throughput is non-zero is smaller by more than an order of magnitude across all protocols, and there is a slight decrease in the maximum throughput values due to the small packet size. The cases for \( L = 100 \) bytes and \( R = 300 \) Mb/s are not shown due to lack of space, but all protocols have the same general behavior shown in Figures 10 and 11, and perform poorly due to the high \( \tau / T \) ratio.

**VI. Conclusions**

We introduced Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Transmission Acquisition (CSMA/TA) as an extension of CSMA for stations using half-duplex radios with a single antenna. CSMA/TA seeks to increase the likelihood of having a successful transmitting station among a group of colliding stations. It was shown that CSMA/TA can perform better than CSMA and CSMA/CD (which would require using full-duplex radios in WLANs) if the radio’s turnaround times are close to the propagation delay. This is a very promising result, because the chipsets available in the market today and in the near future are such that turnaround times are being reduced dramatically. Given that half-duplex radios with much faster turnaround times are much cheaper than full-duplex radios, this makes CSMA/TA an attractive approach for future WLANs compared to traditional CSMA. Our future work addresses the embedding of CSMA/TA as part of the IEEE 802.11 standard for WLANs.
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Abstract—Orchestrating network and computing resources in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is an important item in the networking research agenda. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithmic approach to solve the problem of dynamically assigning base stations to MEC facilities, while taking into consideration multiple time-periods, and computing load switching and access latency costs. In particular, leveraging on an existing state of the art on mobile data analytics, we propose a methodology to integrate arbitrary time-period aggregation methods into a network optimization framework. We notably apply simple consecutive time period aggregation and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Even if the aggregation and optimization methods represent techniques which are different in nature, and whose aim is partially overlapping, we show that they can be integrated in an efficient way. By simulation on real mobile cellular datasets, we show that, thanks to the clustering, we can scale with the number of time-periods considered, that our approach largely outperforms the case without time-period aggregations in terms of MEC access latency, and at which extent the use of clustering and time aggregation affects computing time and solution quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The softwarization of networks is an innovative trend expected to transform the mobile access environment in the coming years. It is an evolution accompanied by the virtualization of network functions and application servers, which can be operated running virtualization clusters close to, or at cellular base stations and mobile network points of presence [1]. The type of functions that can be virtualized ranges from traffic load balancers and multimedia (de)coders to mobile core functions such as those of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [2]. Application servers can also be run in such facilities, so that the end-to-end user experience benefits from low access latency [3].

An illustration of this evolution is given in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a depicts a legacy 4G environment, where the user accesses remote applications via cellular access, in such a way that its wireless signals are processed at Base Band Unit (BBU) nodes integrated to cellular Base Stations (BSs), its traffic is routed through the EPC (composed of four main functions), before reaching the Internet border on the way to the application server. Fig. 1b shows instead a fully cloudified environment, where radio-network elements such as the BBU, EPC functions, mobile phone remotely executable applications, as well as application servers (possibly synchronized with a remote cloud) are all virtualized in potentially the same place, called Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) facility. Such a scenario is an extreme one, coping with the virtualization of a variate set of hardware, but that could correspond to the reality in the coming decade. In any case, the virtualization of a subset of these functions is a certainty, as demonstrated by different ongoing projects in the industry, for instance those regarding the virtualization of EPC functions (as announced by Orange Spain in fall 2017), of radio-access network elements (as announced by China Mobile in 2011), or of application servers (as encompassed in some reference MEC use-cases [1]).

Among the virtualizable nodes at MEC facilities, we can distinguish nodes that are strictly serving a subset of the BSs of an operator (e.g., vBBU and vEPC nodes), and nodes that serve single or multiple users (e.g., virtualized mobile device environment for computation offloading, virtualized application servers), possibly behind different BSs. An important amount of traffic can therefore be aggregated at MEC facilities, depending on the type of virtualized functions that are run at these edge delivery points. The management of virtualized nodes running at MEC facilities encompasses service and network management operations mainly related to: i) BS-to-MEC facility association, and ii) user-to-virtual machine (VM) association (a VM being in turn associated to a MEC facility). This kind of association decisions imply the execution of VM-level MEC orchestration operations, such as VM scaling up/down (increase/decrease of computing resources such as memory, processor, storage), Virtual Network Function (VNF) scaling in/out (more or less VM instances running a given VNF), VM migration, VM creation or destruction.

At the time being, the telco industry is more focused on the virtualization of the nodes that serve a subset of cellular
antennas (e.g., vBBU, vEPC), instead of working directly at the user-VM granularity, mainly because of scalability concerns. Therefore, one shall consider BS-to-MEC facility switching decisions as critical ones. In this paper, we indeed propose a MEC orchestration framework that primarily optimizes BS-to-MEC facility association over time, based on a spatiotemporal grouping of the BSs, while integrating VM workload adaptations across MEC facilities.

BS-to-MEC facility switching operations can not be reasonably expected to run continuously, as this would incur in traffic loss and overhead due to traffic handover, but to occur only at certain points in time (e.g., once every thirty minutes). Hence, introducing an implicit time discretization of the orchestration system appears appropriate. In order to identify suitable discrete-time profiles of the traffic demand, different strategies can be employed. The simplest option is to aggregate the demand observed at each BS during every time step in a recent reference period, exploiting training data, using one reference profile for each time step. Another option to identify suitable discrete-time profiles of the traffic demand is to use temporal clustering analytics on the historical data, so as to group together time slots that feature very similar distributions of the mobile traffic demand across the BSs.

In this paper, we explore the two options above, proposing a prescriptive analytics approach integrating advanced temporal clustering into a mathematical programming formulation of the addressed MEC orchestration problem. The clustering returns a limited number of profiles, each of which corresponds to time intervals where the mobile network presents a similar distribution of the demand. It is then possible to feed the optimization framework with a small number of profiles, with the risk of decreasing the solution quality, since typical profiles can only approximate the actual MEC network load at a specific time step. We assess in the paper the computational and quality aspects of our prescriptive analytics approach, as compared to basic time aggregation in the orchestration.

The manuscript is structured as follows. Section II draws the necessary background. Our network model is described in Section III, while our orchestration algorithm is described in Section IV. Section V reports numerical results. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

We draw in this section the necessary background on edge computing and virtualization and on the integration of data analytics in network optimization problems.

A. Edge computing and network virtualization

In a MEC infrastructure, virtualization clusters – called ‘MEC facilities’ or ‘MEC hosts’ in the standardization documents [1], or ‘cloudlets’ in academic jargon [5] – are connected to access network nodes within a few hops, to deliver access to application servers running as VMs. Various operations dealing with the changing mobile access demand can be applied to orchestrate the resulting cloud-network system, which include BS to MEC facility dynamic assignment, VM capacity rescaling (addition or removal of computing power in terms of live memory or virtual processors) and VM migration (a VM state is moved from one MEC facility to another one). An ‘orchestrator’ is in charge of instantiating such decisions into the MEC infrastructure. Each orchestration action comes at a cost, often referred to as ‘migration’ or ‘switching’ cost, as it can require synchronizing states and reconfiguring network equipment and servers, across a geographical network under stringent performance guarantees. The technology to perform MEC orchestration operations is being experimented since many years [6]. It commonly takes into consideration changing states of the network in time and space, related to user mobility and digital usages behavior.

These dynamics are being considered for the management of not only application servers, but also of the network services needed to deliver resilient access to applications. Indeed, 5G systems will also build on new networking paradigms such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN) in order to, on the one hand, support the orchestration of virtualized network functions and, on the other hand, provide to core network switches the necessary features to support flow management that may be needed when applying fine-grained orchestration decisions [7].

Eventually, for mobile access networks and in particular cellular networks, the physical facility delivering application and network function VMs is expected to be the same, as already discussed in Fig. 1, located in access network aggregation points of presence. Such a convergence is also clearly appearing in standardization efforts related to MEC and NFV systems [8], [9], with equivalent interfaces between virtualization layer and orchestration system components.

A significant amount of work exists in the area of MEC and mobile-access NFV orchestration. A common problem addressed is the virtualization cluster placement within the access network, as considered in [10] for application VMs, in [4] for the EPC functions and in [11] for radio-access functions. A different orchestration dimension is the one related to VM migration and rescaling across a given set of MEC facilities, as a function of user mobility, as addressed in [12] for application VMs and in [13] for the EPC functions. Finally, in the area of virtualized radio-access network orchestration, the problem of clustering, i.e., assigning a set of BSs to BBUs was also extensively studied, as for instance in [14].

B. Data-driven mobile networks

A further step in this area, only marginally addressed to date, is to investigate how to integrate the result of data analytics in the instrumentation of MEC orchestration decisions, related to placement, migration, rescaling and clustering operations, along the lines traced in [15], [16].

Virtualized networks where significant resources are placed in proximity of the radio access open substantial new scenarios for the dynamic management of system operations. Solutions based on data analytics are in particular expected to play a critical role: knowledge inferred by mining traffic measurements and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will fuel effective
orchestration policies for the deployment and re-allocation of resources across mobile edge computing facilities. The vision of ‘data-driven’ (also referred to as ‘cognitive’) network management is attracting the interest of a growing research community [17], [18], and is supported by major players in the 5G ecosystem [19].

Due to the very recent emergence of relevant use cases, solutions to extract useful information from massive amounts of mobile traffic data records and to employ it for network configuration are still in their infancy. Data analytics for mobile network traffic based on clustering or spectral analysis have revealed regular macroscopic structures [20], [21] that are highly predictable [22]. Actual experiments of data-driven network management have mainly focused on optimizing video streaming services [23], [24] and controlling core network congestion [25], [26]. However, as of today there is almost no practical demonstration of how MEC can benefit from data-driven paradigms. The single application we could identify is the data-driven BBU-to-BS clustering approach in [27], where however the interconnection network is not modeled.

In this paper, we present a first application of data-driven networking in the context of MEC orchestration, and more precisely clustering decisions, considering both network and systems constraints. Specifically, we leverage existing analytics for the spatiotemporal classification of traffic, and extract long-timescale patterns in the spatial distribution of the mobile traffic demand. We then employ these patterns to guide the operation of MEC facilities so that the user Quality of Service is maximized, by their integration in orchestration algorithms based on mathematical programming.

C. Network optimization

The orchestration problem we address is to find groups of BSs for their association to MEC facilities, in a multi-period setting such that the BS-to-MEC facility association can change across periods. In the area of network optimization, this requires to tackle a multi-period extension of the famous Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP) [28].

We point to [29] for a detailed review on the GAP and its extensions. Despite the large body of research available on the GAP, we are not aware of many papers directly dealing with its multi-period extensions. In [30], the authors face a single-source allocation problem with a flexible model and an effective algorithm; however, their model does not handle limited capacity, which is a crucial feature in our application. The multi-period allocation problem discussed in [31], in which a dual ascent technique is adapted to telecommunication networks applications, is similarly missing the handling of capacities.

Although our problem does not require to decide the location of the facilities, which is instead assumed to be optimized in a prior strategic planning [10] and given as input, one may expect features and computational challenges similar to those of multi-period location problems [33]. Recent approaches on that field include [34]: the authors face a multi-period concentrator location and dimensioning problem, providing MILP formulations and reduction techniques, and solving to optimality in less than one hour of computation instances with up to 30 clients, 10 candidate location sites and 15 time periods, or 100 clients, 30 candidate locations and 5 time periods. In [35] the authors introduce exact methods for a capacitated multi-period facility location problem in which, however, unlike our case, the demand of each client can be fractionally served by multiple facilities. Large scale instances with up to 200 facilities, three periods and an arbitrary number of clients could be solved with their algorithms.

III. MEC NETWORK ORCHESTRATION MODEL

We elaborate our reference MEC network orchestration model along the following generic lines. BSs have associated mobile traffic demand, that changes over time. Each MEC facility has a certain capacity, limiting the overall amount of demand it can serve simultaneously. BSs must be assigned to MEC facilities; each new assignment implies a cost for each user connected to the BS in terms of latency for communicating with the associated MEC server. Due to capacity limits, it might not always be a good decision to assign each AP to its MEC facility of minimum latency; furthermore, since demand changes over time, an assignment pattern would hardly remain an efficient one over the whole planning horizon. We therefore leave the option of changing assignments over time, taking into account that each change implies a switching cost for the network, for example in terms of signaling to move session data of active users. An optimization problem therefore arises, that is to assign BSs to MEC facilities over time, respecting capacity constraints and minimizing a combination of users (assignment) and network (switching) costs.

Before providing a more formal problem statement and mathematical formulation, we describe the data analytics problem we address to instrument the orchestration algorithm.

A. Data analytics

The data analytics we adopt to drive our resource orchestration problem is inspired by the temporal classifier of mobile network traffic introduced by [37]. The classifier leverages an agglomerative hierarchical clustering with fine-tuned distance measures, and allows detecting long time periods during which the geographic distribution of the mobile traffic demand does not vary significantly. The results presented in the original paper show that, e.g., the aggregate demand of voice calls and text messages switches among a very small number of possible spatial configurations during a whole week.

We employ the classifier above as a building block, and proceed through the 4 phases, also summarized in Fig. 2:

**Phase 1:** We collect substantial measurement data from an operational mobile network. The data captures the demand for a major mobile service in two large-scale metropolitan regions for a period of several consecutive months. Details on the data collection are provided in Sec. V-A.

**Phase 2:** For a subset of the collected data, representing our training set, we compute the typical weekly average demand, by aggregating all data collected at the same time of the week.
For instance, the representative offered load on Monday, 4:00 pm at one antenna is the average of all measurements on Mondays in the training set, at that specific time and antenna. Clearly, time needs to be discretized in order to obtain a finite set of time instants: we thus assume that each time instant refers in fact to a period of duration $T$.

**Phase 3:** Following the methodology suggested in [37], we run two separate instances of the classifier on the average week, considering two distance metrics to compute the similarity of demands at diverse time instants. The first such metric is the difference of the normalized fraction of total traffic volumes, that is, a boolean value for each BS and each pair of MEC facilities for each time slot, indicating whether that BS switches at that time between a product, the set of switching operations to be performed between subsequent time slots. We consider a periodic single-assignment plans detailing, for each time slot, the set of BSs to be connected to each MEC facility and, as a by-product, the set of switching operations to be performed between subsequent time slots. We consider a periodic single-assignment operational policy, that is, in each time slot each BS is assigned to exactly one MEC facility, and the last time slot is assumed to be followed by the first one.

The task details are the following.

**Input.** We assume to be given the set of BSs, the set of MEC facilities and a discretization of the time horizon in a set $T$ of time slots. We also assume to be given \( i \) for each BS, the mobile traffic demand that has to be accommodated in each time slot, \( ii \) the capacity of each MEC facility, \( iii \) the physical distance between each BS and each MEC facility and the network distance between each pair of MEC facilities (that is, a measure directly proportional to the network latency, including packet processing latency at intermediate nodes, and physical distance).

**Output.** We expect, as output of the optimization core, an assignment plan: for each BS and each time slot, an indication of the MEC facility where traffic needs to be routed. As a side result, we expect a switching plan, that is a boolean value for each BS and each pair of MEC facilities for each time slot, indicating whether that BS switches at that time between a
particular pair of MEC facilities, or not. 

**Requirements.** The assignment plan satisfies the following conditions: i) the overall demand assigned to each MEC facility at each time slot must not exceed its capacity, ii) each BS is connected to exactly one MEC facility at each time slot, iii) assignment and switching plans must be coherent.

**Objective.** The plans must target a trade-off between the minimization of network- and user-related costs. The former is generated by the change of BS-MEC facility associations and the relative weight of the network- and user-related costs in the objective function is represented by suitable parameters, set to equal weights in our experiments.

A sample instance with three APs (squares), two MEC facilities (circles) and two time-slots (left and right) is depicted in Fig. 4: AP 2 is assigned to MEC facility A at time slot 1 and MEC facility B at time slot 2, therefore a switching operation from A to B needs to be performed.

Formally, our orchestration task can be modeled with the following Mathematical Program:

\[
\min \alpha \sum_{i \in T} \sum_{i \in A} \sum_{j,k \in K} d_{ijk} x_{ik}^t + \beta \sum_{i \in T} \sum_{i \in A} \sum_{k \in K} d_{ik} x_{ik}^t
\]

\[\text{s.t. } \sum_{i \in A} x_{ik}^t \leq C_k \quad \forall t \in T, \forall k \in K \]  

\[\sum_{i \in A} x_{ik}^t = 1 \quad \forall i \in A, \forall t \in T \]  

\[\sum_{i \in K} x_{ik}^t = \sum_{l \in K} y_{il}^t \quad \forall i \in A, \forall k \in K \]  

\[\sum_{l \in K} y_{il}^t = \sum_{l \in K} y_{il}^{t+1} \quad \forall i \in A, \forall k \in T \setminus \{t\} \]  

\[x_{ik}^t, y_{il}^t \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall i \in A, \forall k \in K \quad \forall t \in T \]  

\[y_{ik}^{t+1}, y_{ik}^{t+1} \in \{0,1\} \quad \forall i \in A, \forall k \in T \setminus \{t\} \quad \forall k',k'' \in K \]  

where \( A \) is the set of BSs, \( K \) is the set of MEC facilities, \( T \) is the set of time slots, \( d_{ijk} \) is the demand of BS \( i \) at time slot \( t \), \( C_k \) is the capacity of MEC facility \( k \) at time slot \( t \) and \( l_{jk} \) (resp. \( m_{ik} \)) is the distance from facility \( j \) to facility \( k \) (resp. from BS \( i \) to facility \( k \)). Assignment plans are encoded by variables \( x_{ik}^t \), which take value 1 if BS \( i \) is assigned to facility \( k \) at time slot \( t \), 0 otherwise. Switching plans are encoded by variables \( y_{ij}^t \), which take value 1 if traffic from BS \( i \) must be switched from facility \( j \) to facility \( k \) at time slot \( t \), 0 otherwise. Constraints (2) and (3) model requirement i) and ii), respectively. Collectively, constraints (4) and (5) ensure assignment and switching plans to be coherent. Finally, (6) impose binary value to all variables. The first term in the objective function (1) models assignment costs, while the second term models assignment costs.

**IV. Resolution Algorithm**

Problem (1) – (6) is NP-Hard in general [29]. When the size of the MEC network is large, the resolution of the orchestration problem requires ad-hoc algorithms. A decomposition approach can be employed: when the requirements on MEC facility capacities are considered in ‘soft’ form, penalizing their violation with suitable multipliers in the objective function, the problem disaggregates in independent subproblems per BS.

In particular, when a penalty multiplier is fixed for each capacity unit violation, a minimum cost path problem in a suitable graph needs to be solved independently for each BS; these problems admit polynomial time algorithms, and can therefore be computed efficiently also on large scale networks and fine grained time discretizations.

In turn, we are able to obtain a set of optimal multipliers through Dantzig Wolfe Reformulation and Column Generation methods [38]. Strictly speaking, the solution found by means of Dantzig Wolfe Reformulation might be fractional, that is some BSs might be fractionally assigned to more than a single MEC facility in some time slots. In that case, we run a heuristic, selectively rounding these fractions, and thereby always choosing a single MEC facility. Our heuristic works as follows. We iterate over each time slot in sequential order. In each time slot, for each BS, the MEC facility having highest fractional assignment is retrieved: we sort the set of BSs according to these assignment values (from highest to lowest). Then, we iterate over each BS following this order, assigning a single MEC facility to each BS; whenever an integer assignment would yield a capacity violation, an alternative MEC facility is selected for that BS, still in order of non-increasing fractional assignment values in the particular time slot. Our computational experiments revealed this heuristic to be highly effective.

Furthermore, we employ several techniques for speeding up our algorithms, like the use of Lagrangean fixing procedures to reduce the search space. In particular, we initialize column generation using greedy heuristics: for each time slot, BSs are sorted by non-increasing demand and each BS is associated to a single MEC facility. Our heuristic works as follows. When a penalty multiplier is fixed for each capacity unit violation, the alternative MEC facility is selected for that BS, still in order of non-increasing fractional assignment values in the particular time slot. Our computational experiments revealed this heuristic to be highly effective.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We implemented our algorithms in C++, using CPLEX 12.6 [39] to solve the master LP subproblems, running tests on an Intel i7 4GHz workstation equipped with 32 GB of RAM. Before describing the results on orchestration time period assessment and MEC performance, we describe the dataset.

A. Dataset

The dataset used in our study was collected in the core network of Orange, a major European mobile operator, during three months in 2016. It describes the traffic generated by several millions of mobile subscribers in the French metropolitan areas of Lyon and Paris, for a specific mobile service, i.e., Facebook. More precisely, the data was recorded by monitoring IP sessions at the 3G and 4G core network gateways. A combination of Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) and proprietary fingerprinting tools was employed to infer application-level information on Facebook user sessions. The approach allows to determine the volume of all content traffic related to the Facebook mobile service, including streaming content or messaging, accessed through the app or web interfaces.

The rationale for the choice of Facebook is that it represents a prominent mobile service, generating around 20% of the compound downlink and uplink demand in the network. It is also an example of typical service that could benefit from the improved quality of service granted by a MEC infrastructure.

It is important to remark that the traffic is aggregated at the antenna sector level. This ensures that the information in the dataset is a combination of the Facebook sessions of many users, hence it does not contain personal data or raises privacy issues. The dataset is composed of twelve weeks of traffic demands, aggregated by 10-minutes time-periods.

B. Time-period granularity

In order to identify suitable demand discrete-time profiles, we evaluated six different time-period aggregations:

- aggregating consecutive 10-minute periods to form a period of four, two and one hour (‘4H’, ‘2H’ and ‘1H’ in the remainder). The resulting training sets consist of 42, 84 and 168 time-periods, respectively. Using shorter time periods for this strategy revealed to be too complex to solve; at the same time we found tests on longer time periods not informative, as already the 4H case is dominated by 2H and 1H aggregations, and the experimental trend is clear, as discussed in the remainder;

- aggregating 10-minute periods belonging to the same clustering profile generated as presented in Subsection III-A, with clustersets of one hour (‘1HC’), 30-minute (‘30MC’) and 10-minute (‘10MC’); the resulting training sets differs for Lyon and Paris dataset: for Lyon dataset, time-periods are 99 for ‘1HC’, 171 for ‘30MC’ and 260 for ‘10MC’; for Paris dataset, time-periods are 60 for ‘1HC’, 160 for ‘30MC’ and 141 for ‘10MC’.

We observe that the number or time-periods in 2H is similar to that of 1HC. The same can be observed for 1H and 30MC.

For the training set, we use the first 4 weeks of the dataset to build the typical average week used by the clustering approach in the classification process. As recommended in [37], we also tested the construction of the typical week using the median value of the demand, but the results only marginally differed with respect to the average week, so we avoid reporting them.

Lyon dataset contains demands from 332 BSs, while Paris dataset has 1907 BSs. We set three cardinalities of facilities for the dataset of Lyon (10, 20 and 30, resp.) and two cardinalities of facilities for the dataset of Paris (20 and 50, resp.). The location of the facilities was generated by a k-medoid algorithm, using the coordinates of the BS locations as input data. Distances between BS and facilities were computed using the Haversine formula [40]. Parameters α and β of objective function (1) were both set to 1. The resulting training set is composed of 60 instances.

a) Benchmark: As benchmark for our methodology, we considered a baseline approach without the time-period aggregation we propose with our model, therefore with a single time-period, leading to a single assignment for every BS to a MEC facility over the week and no switching of assignment among MEC facilities during the week. We computed a single time-period demand averaging demands of all time-periods in our dataset; we used this single-time average demand to train our model for every city and every facility cardinality (5 training instances). We solved the corresponding problem with the ILP general solver of CPLEX, stopping the resolution when an optimality gap lower than 1% was reached. We label such instances as ‘S’ in the remainder.

b) Training Computational Results: In Fig. 5 we present the box-plots of the execution times of the training sets, in logarithmic scale (base 10), highlighting each the different time-period granularity (a boxplot shows a boxbars indicating the minimum, 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, maximum). We can notice that the consecutive 1H case has the highest execution time (up to 10 hours of executions), followed by the 30MC case, while a lower time is required by 4H and 2H and 1HC, with S as fastest approach. In addition to the plot, we found that the average execution time for ‘S’ is 10 seconds, for ‘4H’, ‘2H’ and ‘1HC’ is less than five minutes (165.1 s, 273.5 s and 268.8 s, resp.), for ‘1H’ is more than 2 hours (9022.6 s), for ‘30MC’ is slightly more than 1 hour (4515.6 s) and finally for ‘10MC’ half an hour (2012.9 s). Having similar number of time-periods, ‘2H’ and ‘1HC’ (resp. ‘1H’ and ‘30MC’) require similar training time.

In Fig. 6 we present the box-plots of the optimality gap of the training sets, still highlighting each the different time-period granularity. As specified previously, ‘S’ training was stopped as soon as an optimality gap less than 1% was reached. We can notice little difference among different aggregations: with respect to the worst-case performance, ‘4HC’ has the worst result, while the clustering cases have better performances; with respect to the median performance, all aggregations show similar results in the range 2–5%. In addition to the plot, we found that the average optimality gap for ‘4H’ is around 5%, for ‘2H’, ‘1H’ and ‘1HC’ is around
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assume that for test week with 10 facilities, trained with average reference week, let us consider the given time-period aggregation. For example, while testing the switching cost considering the distance between BS and MEC facility and the demand of the BS (component \(\beta \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{i \in A} \sum_{k \in K} d_{ik} x_{ik}^{t} \) in (1));

• the switching cost considering the distance between MEC facilities in considering time-slots and the demand of the BS (component \(\alpha \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{i \in A} \sum_{(j,k) \in K} d_{ij} y_{ijk}^{t} \) in (1));

• and the total cost (1).

We do not present the absolute value of the assignment and total costs, rather for every test week we compute the percentage difference between the lowest cost among those obtained with the seven time-period aggregations (4H, 2H, ... 10MC, plus the benchmark S) and the cost obtained with the given time-period aggregation. For example, while testing with 10 facilities, trained with average reference week, let us assume that for test week 1 the minimum cost \(c_1\) is given by the training assignment generated by ’30MC’ aggregation: the percentage difference of the costs of the test week 1 of every time-period aggregation is computed as \((c_1 - \bar{c}_1)/\bar{c}_1\). Hence, ‘30MC’ will have a percentage gap of 0 for test week 1, in the scenario with 10 facilities trained with average week.

In Fig. 7 we present the box-plots of the percentage gaps of the costs. Every figure contains a separate box-plot for each time-period aggregation method. We can notice that:

• the positive effect of clustering can be evaluated by comparing ‘1H’ with ‘30MC’: they yield a similar number of time-periods, but the latter allows slightly faster training, producing at the same time solutions of lower costs;

• w.r.t. assignment costs (Fig. 7a), ‘S’ always leads to the highest cost, i.e. longer MEC access latency, on median 20% higher than the minimum; all other aggregations show similar results, except ‘4H’ which has slightly worse results (on median 8% higher cost than the minimum): the lowest average cost is given by ‘30MC’, ‘1H’ retrieves a cost higher on median of 1%, while ‘2H’, ‘1HC’ and ‘10MC’ show worsening of about 2-4%;

• on the contrary, w.r.t. switching costs (Fig. 7b), with the exception of ‘S’ which always ensures no switching costs, ‘4H’ always leads to the lowest cost, i.e., the least number of MEC facility switching, and on median all other aggregations retrieve a switching costs from 2 to 8 times the cost given by ‘4H’;

• however, the huge difference in the switching cost does not lead to a significant change in the total cost (Fig. 7c): this latter is composed mostly of the aggregation costs and it shows similar difference gaps.

In order to further analyze this behavior, in Fig. 8 and 9 we present two indices regarding the assignments and the switching arising from the training:

• given that every BS has to be assigned to a MEC facility in every time-period, in our model the best option corresponds to the nearest facility. Therefore, we compute for every case the percentage of times a BS has not been assigned to its nearest MEC facility, that we present in Fig. 8 as single box-plots for every time-period aggregation. We can notice that ‘S’ has the highest median non-nearest assignments (more than 30% of the assignments); ‘4H’ and ‘1HC’ have similar median behavior with 26% of non-nearest assignments, and all other aggregations show a value around 22%. This behavior better explains the poor performance of ‘S’ and ‘4H’ for what concerns assignment costs.

• in Fig. 9 we present the percentage of times a switching occurs in any time-period for any BS (i.e. number of switching over \(|T| - 1 \cdot |A|\), as box-plot for each time-period aggregation: we can notice that this value is considerably low for ‘4H’ (on average less than 0.5% of the time a switching occurs) and is on average low for every aggregation (the highest value is 1.25% of the times). This behavior also explains the low effect of the switching costs in the total cost computation.

D. Computing capacity violation

Given that the BS-MEC facility assignment is computed using a reference week, it can generate a violation of the MEC facility capacity given by the change of the demand pattern in
the test week from the reference week. In order to measure the violation of capacity, we introduce three indices:

- average capacity excess (‘SUM-SUM’ in the remainder):
  \[
  \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{k \in K} \max \{ \sum_{i \in A} d_{i}^{t} x_{ik}^{t} - C_{k}, 0 \} / C_{k} \cdot |K| \cdot |T|
  \]

- percentage number of times a capacity is exceeded (‘SUPPORT’ in the remainder):
  \[
  \frac{\left\{ (t, k) : \sum_{i \in A} d_{i}^{t} x_{ik}^{t} - C_{k} < 0, \forall t \in T, \forall k \in K \right\}}{ |K| \cdot |T|}
  \]

- average of excess, only when a violation occurs (‘SUM-SUM-SUPPORT’):
  \[
  \sum_{t \in T, k \in K : d_{i}^{t} x_{ik}^{t} - C_{k} < 0} \left( \frac{\sum_{i \in A} d_{i}^{t} x_{ik}^{t} - C_{k}}{C_{k}} \right) / \left\{ (t, k) : \sum_{i \in A} d_{i}^{t} x_{ik}^{t} - C_{k} < 0, \forall t \in T, \forall k \in K \right\}
  \]

In Fig. 10 we present box-plots of these three indices, in logarithmic scale (base 10). We can notice that:

- the ‘SUM-SUM’ index (Fig. 10a) is rather low for every time-period aggregation, only the ‘10MC’ show a slightly higher median value, but it is less than the 0.05% for both the reference weeks;
- the ‘SUPPORT’ index (Fig. 10b), i.e. the percentage of time-periods in which a MEC facility has a capacity violation, does not show particular differences between the time-periods aggregation; ‘4H’ shows a lower third quartile, that is however always lower than 0.5% for every time-period aggregation;
- the ‘SUM-SUM-SUPPORT’ index (Fig. 10c), i.e. the average violation computed only when violations occur, show a different behaviour for the ‘10MC’ aggregation: while the median value is almost constant for all aggregations, ‘10MC’ in the worst-case can violates a MEC capacity of more than 350% (i.e. it assign to a facility an amount of demand that is more than three times its capacity); this behaviour would advise against ‘10MC’.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented in this paper a MEC orchestration framework that (i) enables taking orchestration decisions on base station to MEC facility assignments, and that (ii) at an arbitrary time period granularity within a reference horizon hence taking into consideration load variations along time, while (iii) supporting advanced spatio-temporal clustering among base stations based on network data analytics. It is, as of our knowledge, the first effort of this type.

We show that - by extensive simulations against real network data of an application that could benefit from MEC - with our framework we (a) largely outperform baseline orchestration decision without time-period aggregation by a order of magnitude in terms of MEC access latency, (b) scale with the number of time periods by leveraging on spatio-temporal clustering of base stations, and (c) identify which time-periods and aggregation techniques better allow minimizing MEC access latency and facility switching costs.

As a further work we plan at refining the clustering algorithms so as to anticipate factors in the preprocessing phase that could enhance the quality of the orchestration solutions.
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Abstract—We consider a mobile market driven by two Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) and a new competitor Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO). The MNOs can partner with the entrant MVNO by leasing network resources; however, the MVNO can also rely on other technologies such as free WiFi access points. Moreover, in addition to its connectivity offer, the MVNO can also draw indirect revenues from services due to its brand. In that framework including many access technologies and several revenue sources, a possible partner MNO will then have to decide which wholesale price to charge the MVNO for its resources. This multi-actor context, added to the need to consider both wholesale and retail markets, represents a new challenge for the underlying decision-making process. In this paper, the optimal price setting is formulated as a multi-level optimization problem which enables us to derive closed-form expressions for the optimal MNOs wholesale prices and the optimal MVNO retail price. The price attractiveness of the MVNO is also evaluated in terms of its indirect revenues and the proportion of resources leased from possible partner MNOs. Finally, through a game-theoretical approach, we characterize the scenario where both MNOs partner with the MVNO as the unique Nash equilibrium under appropriate conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile telecommunication markets are usually covered by a few number of operators because of high infrastructure and spectrum license costs. In addition, mobile operators are facing the challenges of upgrading their networks to 5G technology in order to cope with the increasing demand of users’ traffic. This context, as well as the virtualization of wireless networks, may lower the barrier for the entrance of Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) to the market. While not possessing their own network infrastructure, MVNOs can lease capacities from Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) on the wholesale market to ensure wireless services to their customers.

A new generation of MVNOs has recently emerged, capable of leasing resources from different MNOs while also taking advantage of the available WiFi hotspots in order to propose a full connectivity offer to their customers. The latter can therefore afford to blindly use multiple network/technology services to establish the communications and use mobile Internet without any specific setting. Typically, such MVNOs can launch their activity thanks to specific inter-operator partnerships with MNOs for the cellular infrastructure utilization while the WiFi offloading part remains a unilateral decision. A recent example is offered by Google through its Project-Fi [1], launched in the U.S. in partnership with three leading MNOs, namely Sprint, T-Mobile and U.S. Cellular. This illustrates the case of a competitive MVNO able to absorb a significant part of the retail market (on mobile and data services) from the MNOs without being an expert in networking or even possessing the physical infrastructures and the ability to manage them.

On the other hand, an entrant MVNO can be already positioned at a higher place in the Value Chain and have income from its new customers through its current “non telco” activity. In fact, this MVNO may have a good reputation as an OTT (“Over the Top”) providing content or other high level services; it can thus draw significant additional revenue, hereafter termed as indirect to differentiate it from the telco offer, from its new customers.

This new multi-technological and multi-activity context therefore raises new questions as to the interactions between MNOs and such a MVNO, namely the optimal price setting adopted by all actors and the consequences on the respective market shares and profits. The economic viability of a possible partnership between MNOs and the MVNO should, in particular, be understood on account of the existence of alternative technologies and other sources of revenues.

A. State-of-the-art

The ecosystem of MNO-MVNO relationships has been addressed in many studies. A detailed description of the MVNOs’ classes in terms of their dependence to the host operator is presented in [2], where it is shown that a MVNO can be classified as either light or full. The authors describe, in particular, the possible business models of MVNOs and examine the impact of different parameters such as the MNO’s market share on the outcome of cooperation between the host and virtual operators. In [3], the authors analyze the incentives for MNOs to form a strategic cooperation with MVNOs. They specifically examine the effects of the brand appeal of the MVNO and the wholesale discount offered by the MNO on the fulfillment of mutually beneficial partnerships.

Besides, the economic viability of MNO-MVNO relationship has been investigated in [4], [5] and references therein. First in [4], it is argued that the business of a MVNO may be profitable in a transitory phase when it partners with MNOs with a small market share; however, it is shown in [5] that, in the long term, the MVNO is better off when it preferably partners with a big MNO, say, the incumbent. The latter point...
of view of a stabilized market and mature economic actors will be adopted in the sequel.

A multi-stage game for modeling the MNO-MVNO interaction is presented in [6] where the MNO investment, the MVNO's decision on the leasing from the MNO and the retail pricing are successively focused on at each stage. In [7], spectrum leasing and pricing are studied with game-theoretic models. A comprehensive study of the market share between MNO and MVNO based on the brand appeal of the MNO is provided in [8] where the authors also use game theory tools.

A recent study of Google-Fi like MVNOs is provided in [9] where the price setting between multiple service providers and the virtual operator is examined. In that paper, the user defection rate to the MVNO is assumed to be simply constant with no account of the impact of the MVNO price on its customer base; further, the authors only optimize the MVNO price for given wholesale MNO prices.

In contrast, we will here consider a more accurate economic model wherein (1) using the so-called price-demand elasticity, the users reply to the MVNO offer depends on the varying price difference between the MVNO offer and that of the other MNOs; (2) beside the search of an optimal retail price for the MVNO, we also determine the wholesale MNO prices by maximizing their respective profit.

B. Addressed issues and contributions

In this paper, we make a thorough economic analysis of strategic MNO-MVNO partnership. We consider the upcoming of a new MVNO, a potential competitor proposing low-cost services and threatening the MNO market share. Specifically, we address the following questions:

- When a MNO decides to conclude a partnership with the MVNO, what is the best price setting for the partner MNO in order to maximize its profit?
- When the wholesale prices are fixed by partner MNOs, what is the optimal price that should be charged by the MVNO to its customers?
- What is the impact of the MVNO’s indirect revenues on its optimal retail price?
- What is the best decision for the MNOs facing the entry of the MVNO?

In this aim, the optimal price setting is addressed via a Stackelberg Game involving leaders and followers [5] (Section 2.3.6).

In particular, we define and study two different decision-making models for the optimal wholesale price setting, namely a fully sequential model and a partially sequential model; we then determine the optimal retail price of the MVNO. Furthermore, we study the impact of the MVNO’s indirect revenue on its optimal retail price in both decision-making models. Finally, we propose a game-theoretical approach to determine the Nash equilibrium under sufficient conditions on this indirect revenue and discuss its economic interpretation.

C. Paper structure

In Section II, we formally introduce the economic model describing the interactions between MNOs and the MVNO. In Section III, we formulate the price setting problem and study the wholesale and retail price optimization for all actors. A game-theoretical setting is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we comment our general results on economic grounds. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section VI.

II. ECONOMIC MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We consider a mobile operator market composed of two MNOs that share the whole customer base. The upcoming of a new MVNO proposing an attractive price impacts the repartition of customers who can defect from their original operators to the benefit of this MVNO. The MNOs must then identify the best decisions they are able to make, that is, to decide whether to partner with the MVNO. An operator that would decide to contract a partnership with the MVNO would obviously not be immune to lose customers but might, nevertheless, recover a part of the lost retail revenue via the wholesale income. Given this ecosystem, the economic variables of the MNOs and MVNO activity can be described as follows:

**MNO’s profit:** the profit of a MNO is the sum of its revenues obtained from the retail market for end-users (and possibly from the Business-to-Business wholesale market for partner MNOs) from which are subtracted the corresponding costs. Denote by \( p_i \) (resp. \( w_i \)) the unit price of MNO \( i \) on the retail (resp. the wholesale) market; the retail revenues then depend linearly on the operator’s customer base, while the wholesale revenues depend linearly on the amount of MVNO traffic accommodated by the MNO’s network. Besides, we consider unit network costs \( c_i \), non-network costs \( \tilde{c}_i \) (IT, commercial, etc.) and fixed costs \( \bar{c}_i \); as a linear approximation, the total network and non-network costs are assumed to depend linearly on the customer base whereas fixed costs are independent of the amount of the operator’s customer base;

**MVNO’s profit:** the total revenue of the MVNO is the sum of direct revenues obtained from the retail market (with net unit price \( p_0 \)) and of indirect revenues (with unit price \( r_0 \)) obtained from e.g. advertising. As to network costs, we here consider that the MVNO enables its users’ devices either to automatically connect to a free public WiFi Access Point (AP) or to a partner MNO’s network, depending on the Quality of Service of each access mode. The proportion of MVNO traffic handled by free WiFi APs is denoted by \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \): the only network costs of the MVNO are therefore those caused by the other proportion \( 1 - \gamma \) of traffic dealt with MNOs through partnerships. In addition to these network costs, the MVNO finally incurs non-network and fixed costs denoted by \( \bar{c}_0 \) and \( \bar{c}_0 \), respectively.

For both MNOs, we assume that long-distance (backhaul and core) network costs are negligible compared to the access costs; the possible wholesale offer of any MNO will therefore mainly account for the transportation through its cellular access network of MVNO traffic.

**Users Behavior:** the users’ reply to the MVNO’s offer is assumed to depend only on the relative price of that offer. Specifically, the behavior of users is modeled according to
the price-demand elasticity [10] so that the part of MNO \( i \) customers which defects to the MVNO is expressed by

\[
Q_{i,0} = \varepsilon Q_i \left( \frac{p_i - p_0}{p_i} \right) \tag{1}
\]

where \( Q_i \) denotes the customer base of MNO \( i \) before the MVNO joins the market and \( \varepsilon > 0 \) is the price-demand elasticity coefficient (although generally depending on prices, \( \varepsilon \) is here assumed to be a constant on the basis of a small price variability range). Without loss of generality, we assume throughout the paper that \( p_2 \leq p_1 \) and \( p_0 \leq p_2 \); this ensures that both \( Q_{1,0} \) and \( Q_{2,0} \) are non-negative. The MVNO’s total customer base is then

\[
Q_0 = Q_{1,0} + Q_{2,0}. \tag{2}
\]

**MVNO traffic split:** in the case when both MNOs partner with the MVNO, the MVNO traffic which is not supported by free WiFi APs is split between MNOs networks proportionally to their market share before the MVNO’s upcoming. Consequently, the traffic transported for the MVNO on MNO \( i \) network equals \( (1-\gamma)\pi_i Q_0 \), where \( \pi_i = Q_i/Q \) is the market share of MNO \( i \) before the MVNO’s entry (with \( \pi_1 + \pi_2 = 1 \)). This is motivated by the fact that the MVNO will partner with a MNO all the more that the latter has a large market share.

Note finally that a sample value of parameter \( \gamma \) is given by the ratio of the duration spent on WiFi access to the overall duration of a given communication session; this ratio can then be averaged over all successive sessions to provide the mean proportion \( \gamma \); the latter is clearly related to the given geographic density of the WiFi APs.

Tables I and II sum up the notation used in the paper.

### III. Wholesale and Retail Price Setting

In this section, we address the optimization of MNOs and MVNO profits in order to determine the optimal wholesale and retail prices. Specifically, we introduce several optimization problems where \( w_i, i \in \{1, 2\} \), and \( p_0 \) are the decision variables. In the sequel, we denote by "Part" the strategy consisting in partnering with the MVNO and by "NonPart" the strategy consisting in not partnering with the MVNO. In a competitive environment where the MNOs do not collude with each other, two scenarios can be envisaged:

- **A.** Only one operator, either MNO 1 or MNO 2, decides to contract with the MVNO. We denote this scenario by (Part-NonPart) or (NonPart-Part), respectively;
- **B.** Both operators choose to contract with the MVNO. We denote this scenario by (Part-Part).

These two scenarios are successively analyzed below.

#### A. Scenario (Part-NonPart)

Consider first the case when only MNO \( i \) proposes a wholesale offer to the MVNO, while MNO \( -i \) decides not to partner with the new entrant (by convention, \( i = 1 \) or \( 2 \) implies \( -i = 2 \) or \( 1 \)). In this case, the traffic \( \gamma Q_0 \) generated by the MVNO’s users will be delivered through free WiFi APs and the remaining \( (1-\gamma)Q_0 \) will be handled by the partner MNO’s network. The MVNO’s profit is therefore given by

\[
R_0(p_0, w_i) = (p_0 + r_0)Q_0 - w_i(1-\gamma)Q_0 - \tilde{c}_0 Q_0 - \mathcal{C}_0. \tag{3}
\]

The optimal MVNO’s retail price \( p_0^* \) can then be determined by solving the following optimization problem:

\[
\max_{0 \leq p_0 \leq p_2} R_0(p_0, w_i). \tag{4}
\]

**Lemma 1.** In the (Part-NonPart) scenario, given the wholesale price \( w_i \), the optimal MVNO retail price equals

\[
p_0^*(w_i) = \min(p_0(w_i), p_2) \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
\bar{p}_0(w_i) = \frac{1-\gamma}{2} w_i + \frac{Q}{2S} + \frac{\tilde{c}_0 - r_0}{2}, \tag{6}
\]

with \( S = Q_{1}/p_1 + Q_{2}/p_2 \).

**Proof.** First observe that, in view of definitions (1) and (2), \( Q_0 \) involved in expression (3) is a linear function of variable \( p_0 \), thus making the profit \( R_0 \) a quadratic function of \( p_0 \). Given the price \( w_i \), the first order optimality condition \( \partial R_0(p_0, w_i)/\partial p_0 = 0 \) for problem (4) then provides the critical point \( \bar{p}_0(w_i) \) as given in (6). Besides, the second derivative \( \partial^2 R_0(p_0, w_i)/\partial p_0^2 \) is equal to the negative constant \(-2eS; R_0(p_0, w_i) \) is therefore a strictly concave function of \( p_0 \) with a unique maximum at price \( \bar{p}_0(w_i) \) given by (5). \( \square \)

Now, we consider the profit of MNO \( i \) given by

\[
R_i(p_0, w_i) = p_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0}) + w_i(1-\gamma)Q_0 - c_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0} + (1-\gamma)Q_0) - \tilde{c}_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0}) - \mathcal{C}_i,
\]

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition ((i = 1, 2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(p_i, c_i, \tilde{c}_i)</td>
<td>Unit retail price, network and non-network costs of MNO ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mathcal{C}_i)</td>
<td>Fixed costs of MNO ( i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_i)</td>
<td>Customer base of MNO ( i ) before the MVNO’s entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q)</td>
<td>Total customer base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\pi_i = Q_i/Q)</td>
<td>Market share of MNO ( i ) before the MVNO’s entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{i,0})</td>
<td>Customer base of MNO ( i ) which defects to the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_0)</td>
<td>Total customer base of the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_0)</td>
<td>Net unit indirect revenues of the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p_0, c_0)</td>
<td>Unit retail price, non-network costs of the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{c}_0)</td>
<td>Fixed costs of the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_i)</td>
<td>Unit wholesale price charged by MNO ( i ) to the MVNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma)</td>
<td>Proportion of MVNO traffic handled by free WiFi APs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Amount</th>
<th>Accommodation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma Q_0)</td>
<td>WiFi APs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((1-\gamma)\pi_1 Q_0)</td>
<td>MNO 1’s Cellular BSs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((1-\gamma)\pi_2 Q_0)</td>
<td>MNO 2’s Cellular BSs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that is,
\[ R_i(p_i, w_i) = h_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0}) + (w_i - c_i)(1 - \gamma)Q_0 - C_i \]
where \( h_i = p_i - c_i - \tilde{c}_i \geq 0 \). The partner MNO \( i \) seeks to maximize its profit \( R_i \). To this end, we replace \( p_i \) involved in expression (7) via \( Q_{i,0} \) and \( Q_0 \) by its optimal value \( p_i^*(w_i) \) derived in Lemma 1; in fact, the MNO anticipates the best pricing strategy of the MVNO and thus sets its optimal wholesale price based on this anticipation. Define then
\[ \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i) = R_i(p_i^*(w_i), w_i) \]
which is obtained through (7) with \( Q_{i,0} = \varepsilon Q_i(p_i - p_i^*(w_i))/p_i \) and \( Q_0 \) given by (2). The optimization problem for MNO \( i \) can then be expressed by
\[
\max_{w_i \geq 0} \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i).
\]

**Proposition 1.** In the (Part-NonPart) scenario, the optimal MNO’s wholesale price equals
\[ \tilde{w}_i = \min(\bar{w}_i, \tilde{w}_i) \]
where we set
\[ \bar{w}_i = \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \left( 2p_i - Q + r_0 - C_0 \right) \]
and
\[ \tilde{w}_i = \frac{c_i}{2} + \frac{1}{1 - \gamma} \left( \frac{h_i Q_i}{p_i S} + \frac{Q}{2S} + \frac{r_0 - C_0}{2} \right). \]
The optimal MVNO’s retail price is then determined by
\[ p_i^*(\tilde{w}_i) = \min(p_0(\tilde{w}_i), p_2). \]

Defining the constant
\[ \tau_{i,0} = \frac{h_i Q_i^2}{p_i S} + c_i(1 - \gamma) + 3Q + C_0 - 4p_2, \]
we then have \( \bar{w}_i \leq \tilde{w}_i \iff p_i^*(\tilde{w}_i) = p_2 \iff r_0 \leq \tau_{i,0}. \)

**Proof.** We consider the two cases (a) \( p_0(w_i) > p_2 \) and (b) \( p_0(w_i) \leq p_2 \). First consider case (a). This corresponds to values of \( w_i \) such that \( w_i > \bar{w}_i \), where \( \bar{w}_i \) is given by (11). Relation (5) then yields \( p_i^*(w_i) = p_2 \) and by (8), we easily show that \( \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i) = \mathcal{R}_i(p_2, w_i) \) is a linear and increasing function of \( w_i \). The optimal value of \( \mathcal{R}_i^* \) is thus obtained at \( w_i = +\infty \); but this unbounded price giving the value \( -\infty \) for \( \mathcal{R}_0 \), case (a) is thus excluded.

Now consider case (b). This corresponds to values of \( w_i \) such that \( w_i \leq \bar{w}_i \). Relation (5) now yields \( p_i^*(w_i) = p_0(w_i) \); using (8) again and writing now
\[ Q_{i,0} = \varepsilon Q_i(p_i - p_0(w_i)), \quad Q_0 = Q_{1,0} + Q_{2,0} \]
as functions of \( w_i \), \( \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i) = \mathcal{R}_i(p_0(w_i), w_i) \) can then be easily expressed as a quadratic function of \( w_i \). The first order optimality condition \( \partial \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i)/\partial w_i = 0 \) for problem (9) yields the critical point \( \tilde{w}_i \) as given in (12). Besides, the second derivative \( \partial^2 \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i)/\partial w_i^2 \) is equal to the negative constant
\[ -\varepsilon(1 - \gamma)^2 S/2. \]
Therefore, \( \mathcal{R}_i^*(w_i) \) is a strictly concave function of \( w_i \) with a unique maximum at \( \tilde{w}_i \) given by (10).

The optimal MVNO’s retail price is obtained by replacing \( w_i \) in (5) by \( \tilde{w}_i \), in (10), hence (13). Finally, elementary algebra reduces condition \( \bar{w}_i \leq \tilde{w}_i \) to \( r_0 \leq \tau_{i,0} \), with \( \tau_{i,0} \) given by (14).

All previous results symmetrically hold for the (NonPart-Part) scenario.

**B. Scenario (Part-Part)**

We now turn to the situation where both MNOs partner with the MVNO. Two models can be proposed depending on the order in which decisions are taken, namely:

- A **Fully Sequential** (FS) model where a leader MNO (say, the one with the highest market share) first chooses its wholesale price; then the second MNO, the follower, determines its wholesale price accordingly; finally, the MVNO chooses its retail price. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1-Left.
- A **Partially Sequential** (PS) model where first the two MNOs (say, with comparable weights) choose their respective wholesale price without coordination; then, the MVNO chooses its retail price. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1-Right.

In both models, we consider that the MNOs move before the MVNO because they own the resources to lease to the latter. They forecast the MVNO’s reply to their pricing strategies and choose the wholesale prices that maximize their profits, given the anticipated MVNO’s optimal pricing strategy. The MVNO eventually chooses its retail price, given the wholesale prices fixed by the MNOs.

The MVNO’s profit is now given by
\[ \mathcal{R}_0(p_0, w_1, w_2) = (p_0 + r_0)Q_0 - w_1(1 - \gamma)\pi_1Q_0 - w_2(1 - \gamma)\pi_2Q_0 - C_0Q_0 - C_0 \]
and the optimization problem of the MVNO is formulated by
\[
\max_{0 \leq p_0 \leq p_2} \mathcal{R}_0(p_0, w_1, w_2).
\]
Lemma 2. In the (Part-Part) scenario, given the wholesale prices \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \), the optimal retail price of the MVNO equals

\[
p_0^*(w_1, w_2) = \min(p_0(w_1, w_2), p_2)
\]

where

\[
p_0(w_1, w_2) = \frac{(1 - \gamma)}{2} (\pi_1 w_1 + \pi_2 w_2) + \frac{Q}{2S} + \frac{c_0 - r_0}{2}.
\]

Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 1. \( \square \)

In this section, the notations for profit \( R_i \) should not be confused with that of Section III-A. Now, consider the profit of MNO \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) given by

\[
R_i(p_0, w_i) = \pi_i (Q_i - Q_i, 0) + \frac{c_i}{2} Q_i - Q_i, 0 - c_i (Q_i - Q_i, 0) - \frac{c_i}{2} (Q_i - Q_i, 0) - \frac{c_i}{2} t_i,
\]

that is,

\[
R_i(p_0, w_i) = h_i(Q_i - Q_i, 0) + (w - c_i) (1 - \gamma) \pi_i Q_i - \frac{c_i}{2} t_i
\]

where we set \( h_i = p_i - c_i - \frac{c_i}{2} \). Both MNO partners 1 and 2 seek to maximize their own profit \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). In order to solve this optimization problem for either model (FS) or (PS), we replace \( p_0 \) by its optimal value \( p_0^*(w_1, w_2) \) derived above in Lemma 2. Define then

\[
R^*_i(w_1, w_2) = R_i(p_0^*(w_1, w_2), w_i)
\]

as obtained from (19) with \( Q_i, 0 = \varepsilon Q_i (p_i - p_0^*(w_1, w_2))/p_i \) and \( Q_0 \) given by (2). We now successively address the maximization of MNOs profits for the (FS) and (PS) models.

1) Fully Sequential Model: Assume that MNO \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) is the leader and MNO \( -i \) is the follower (by convention, \( -i = 2 \) if \( i = 1 \), and \( -i = 1 \) if \( i = 2 \)). Given \( w_i \), the follower thus decides on the wholesale price \( w_{-i} \) to charge the MVNO. The optimization problem for both MNOs can thus be expressed by the following bilevel formulation

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{w_{i}, p_{0i}, w_{-i}} & \quad R^*_i(w_1, w_2) | w_{-i} = w^*_i; \\
\text{subject to} & \quad w^*_i = \arg\max_{w_{-i} \geq 0} R^*_i(w_1, w_2)
\end{align*}
\]

where the notation \( | w_{-i} = w^*_i \) means that function \( R^*_i \) is evaluated for the variable \( w_{-i} \) equal to \( w^*_i \); note that \( w^*_i \) is a function of \( w_i \). The symmetrical case when MNO \( -i \) is the leader is similarly defined. In order to solve problem (21), we introduce the following definitions.

Definition 1. We denote by \( \Delta \) the closed triangular region defined by \( \Delta = \{(w_1, w_2) \in \mathbb{R}^+ \times \mathbb{R} : p_0(w_1, w_2) \leq p_2\} \) where \( p_0(w_1, w_2) \) is given by (18) (see Fig. 2).

Further denote by \( \delta \) the boundary segment of \( \Delta \) defined by \( \delta = \{(w_1, w_2) \in \Delta : p_0(w_1, w_2) = p_2\} \).

Fig. 2. The region \( \Delta \), its boundary \( \delta \), and the points \( w^A, w^B, \tilde{w}^A, \tilde{w}^B \) and \( w^C \) (lines \( D^A \) and \( D^B \) are invoked in Appendix VII-A).

Definition 2. Let \( w^A = (w^A_1, w^A_2) \) and \( w^B = (w^B_1, w^B_2) \) denote the pair of prices given by

\[
\begin{align*}
w^A_1 &= \frac{h_1 Q_1}{p_1} + c_1 (1 - \gamma) \pi_1 S + 2Q - 2S p_2, \\
w^A_2 &= \frac{h_1 Q_1}{p_1} - c_1 (1 - \gamma) \pi_1 S - 4Q + 4 p_2 S + T
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
w^B_1 &= \frac{-h_2 Q_2}{p_2} - c_2 (1 - \gamma) \pi_2 S - 4Q + 4 p_2 S + T, \\
w^B_2 &= \frac{-h_2 Q_2}{p_2} + c_2 (1 - \gamma) \pi_2 S + 2Q - 2S p_2
\end{align*}
\]

respectively, with \( T = Q + (r_0 - c_0) S \) for short. Define also the function \( \Omega_i, i \in \{1, 2\}, \) by

\[
\Omega_i(w_i) = \frac{c_i}{2} + \frac{h_i Q_i}{2p_i} - \frac{2p_i - (1 - \gamma) \pi_i S}{2(1 - \gamma) \pi_i S} - \frac{c_i - r_0}{2(1 - \gamma) \pi_i S} - \frac{\pi_i}{2p_i} w_i
\]

and the points \( \tilde{w}^B = (\tilde{w}_1, \tilde{w}_2), \tilde{w}^A = (\tilde{w}_1, \tilde{w}_2) \) where

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{w}_1 &= \min\left\{ \frac{h_1 Q_1}{p_1} - \frac{h_i Q_i}{p_i} \right\}, \quad \tilde{w}_2 = \frac{2p_i - (1 - \gamma) c_i \pi_i - c_i \pi_i - T}{2(1 - \gamma) \pi_i S},
\end{align*}
\]

Note that \( w^A \in \delta \) and \( w^B \in \delta \); a geometric interpretation of the pairs \( w^A, w^B \) and \( \tilde{w}^A, \tilde{w}^B \) is given in Appendix VII-A. We can now state the following.

Proposition 2. Define the constant \( \tau_0 \) by

\[
\tau_0 = \frac{h_1 Q_1}{p_1 S} + \frac{h_2 Q_2}{p_2 S} + (1 - \gamma) (\pi_1 c_1 + \pi_2 c_2) + \frac{T Q}{S} + c_0 - 8p_2.
\]
In the (Part-Part) scenario with PS model,
- if \( r_0 < r_N \) and MNO 1 (resp. MNO 2) is the leader, then the optimal wholesale price vector \((w^*_1, w^*_2)\) is given by \( w^B \in \delta \) (resp. \( w^A \in \delta \)) introduced above. In either case, the optimal MVNO’s retail price is then
  \[
p^*_0(w^*_1, w^*_2) = p_2;
\]
- if \( r_0 > r_N \) and MNO 1 (resp. MNO 2) is the leader, then the optimal wholesale price vector \((w^*_1, w^*_2)\) is given by \( w^B \in \Delta \setminus \delta \) (resp. \( w^A \in \Delta \setminus \delta \)) introduced above. In either case, the optimal MVNO’s retail price is then
  \[
p^*_0(w^*_1, w^*_2) = \bar{p}_0(w^*_1, w^*_2) < p_2.
\]
We defer the detailed proof to Appendix VII-A.

2) Partially Sequential Model: Now assume that MNOs simultaneously choose their optimal wholesale prices. Given (20), the joint optimization problem for both MNOs is thus expressed by

\[
\max_{w_1 \geq 0} R^*_1(w_1, w_2),
\]
and

\[
\max_{w_2 \geq 0} R^*_2(w_1, w_2).
\]

**Definition 3.** Let \( w^C = (w^C_1, w^C_2) \) denote the pair of prices given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{2h_1Q_1}{p_1} - \frac{h_2Q_2}{p_2} + (1 - \gamma)(2c_1\pi_1 - c_2\pi_2)S + T & = 3(1 - \gamma)\pi_1S, \\
\frac{2h_2Q_2}{p_2} - \frac{h_1Q_1}{p_1} + (1 - \gamma)(2c_2\pi_2 - c_1\pi_1)S + T & = 3(1 - \gamma)\pi_2S,
\end{align*}
\]

with \( T = Q + (r_0 - \bar{c}_0)S \).

The pair \( w^C \) is given a geometric interpretation in Appendix VII-B. This enables us to state the following.

**Proposition 3.** Define the constant \( r^*_0 \) by

\[
r^*_0 = \frac{h_1Q_1}{p_1S} + \frac{h_2Q_2}{p_2S} + (1 - \gamma)(\pi_1c_1 + \pi_2c_2) + \frac{5Q}{S} + \bar{c}_0 - 6p_2.
\]

In the (Part-Part) scenario with PS model,
- if \( r_0 > r^*_0 \), the optimal wholesale price vector \((w^*_1, w^*_2)\) is given by \( w^C \in \Delta \setminus \delta \). The optimal MVNO’s retail price is then
  \[
p^*_0(w^C_1, w^C_2) = \bar{p}_0(w^C_1, w^C_2) < p_2
\]
as defined by (18);
- if \( r_0 = r^*_0 \), the optimal wholesale price vector \((w^*_1, w^*_2)\) is given by \( w^C \in \delta \). The optimal MVNO’s retail price is then \( p^*_0 = p_2 \);
- if \( r_0 < r^*_0 \), the problem (24)-(25) admits no solution.

The proof of Proposition 3 is detailed in Appendix VII-B.

**IV. GAME-THEORETIC MODEL**

In this section, we propose a non-cooperative game-theoretical model to formalize the competition between MNO 1 and MNO 2.

**Definition 4.** Introduce the two-player game where
- the players are MNO 1 and MNO 2,
- the strategies are either to contract with the new entrant, “Part” strategy, or not to contract, “NonPart” strategy,
- the payoffs are given by the matrix

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
Part & NonPart \\
(\bar{R}_1(w_1^*, w_2^*), \bar{R}_2(w_1^*, w_2^*)) & (\bar{R}_1(\hat{w}), \bar{R}_2(\hat{w}))
\end{pmatrix}
\]

In this matrix, the pair \((\bar{R}_1^0, \bar{R}_2^0)\) corresponds to the scenario when no MNO partners with the MVNO, thus forbidding its entrance into the market.

We recall that a Nash Equilibrium (NE) is a strategy profile such that no player has an incentive to unilaterally deviate from this profile [11]. Besides, recall from definition (1) that \( Q_{i,0} \) denotes the customer part which defects from MNO \( i \) to the new entrant in the scenario (Part, Part); furthermore, let \( \hat{Q}_{i,0} \) denote the customer part which defects from MNO \( i \) to the MVNO in the scenario (NonPart, Part), that is, when only MNO \( \bar{i} \) contracts a partnership with the new entrant.

**Lemma 3.** In the FS model with \( r_0 \leq r_N \), a MNO loses more customers when it is non-partner than when it is a partner of the MVNO, that is, \( \hat{Q}_{1,0} > Q_{1,0} \).

**Proof.** From Proposition 2 with \( r_0 \leq r_N \), we have \( p^*_0(w^*_1, w^*_2) = p_2 \), while Proposition 1 entails \( \bar{p}_0(\bar{w}^*) \leq p_2 \).

Using definition (1), we then deduce that the difference \( Q_{1,0} - \hat{Q}_{1,0} = \frac{\hat{Q}_{1,0}}{p_i} (\bar{p}_0(\bar{w}^*) - p^*_0(w^*_1, w^*_2)) \) is non-positive, as claimed.

As a consequence, we can formulate the subsequent result on the existence of a Nash equilibrium.

**Proposition 4.** In the FS model with \( r_0 \leq r_N \) and for wholesale prices higher than network costs,
- if \( r_0 \leq \min(\tau_0, \tau_2, a) \), (Part, Part) is the unique NE.
- if \( r_0 > \min(\tau_0, \tau_2, a) \), (Part, Part) is a NE.

**Proof.** (a) Scenario (Part, Part) is a NE. Suppose that both operators partner with the MVNO, that is, the scenario is (Part, Part); consider MNO \( i \) and let \( R^*_i(w^*_1, w^*_2) \) denote its profit for this scenario. Assume now that MNO \( i \) unilaterally switches from strategy "Part" to strategy "NonPart"; we denote by \( R_i(\hat{w}^*) \) the profit of MNO \( i \) when it applies strategy "NonPart" while MNO \( \bar{i} \) keeps strategy "Part". We then have

\[
R^*_i(w^*_1, w^*_2) = h_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0}) + (w^*_1 - c_i)(1 - \gamma)\pi_iQ_0 - \bar{C}_i
\]
\[
R_i(\hat{w}^*) = h_i(Q_i - \hat{Q}_{i,0}) - \bar{C}_i,
\]
and \( R_i(\hat{w}^*) = h_i(Q_i - \hat{Q}_{i,0}) - \bar{C}_i \), so that

\[
R^*_i(w^*_1, w^*_2) - R_i(\hat{w}^*) = h_i(Q_i - Q_{i,0}) + (w^*_1 - c_i)(1 - \gamma)\pi_iQ_0.
\]

(26)
As \( \hat{Q}_{i,0} \geq Q_{i,0} \) by Lemma 3, the profit difference
\( R^*_i(w^*_1, w^*_2) - R_i(w_{-i}) \) in (26) is then non-negative after
assumptions \( h_i \geq 0 \) and \( w^*_i - c_i \geq 0 \); MNO \( i \) then has no
tendency to unilaterally deviate from strategy "Part" since this
yields a profit decrease. (Part, Part) is thus a NE.

(b) (Part, Part) is the unique NE. Assume both MNOs
use strategy "Non Part". Now suppose MNO 2 unilaterally
switches to "Part"; we first have \( R^*_2 = h_2Q_2 - C_2 \) while
\( R^*_2(\hat{w}_2) = h_2(Q_2 - \hat{Q}_{2,0} + (\hat{w}_2 - c_2)(1 - \gamma)Q_0 - C_2 \) after
(7), hence
\[
R^*_2(\hat{w}_2) - R^*_2 = -h_2\hat{Q}_{2,0} + (\hat{w}_2 - c_2)(1 - \gamma)Q_0. \tag{27}
\]
From Proposition 1, we have \( \hat{Q}_{2,0} = 0 \) if \( r_0 \leq \tau_{2,0} \); the
difference \( R^*_2(\hat{w}_2) - R^*_2 \) in (27) is then non-negative after
assumption \( \hat{w}_2 - c_2 \geq 0 \) and (Non Part, Non Part) is not a
NE. We conclude that if \( r_0 \leq \tau_0 \) and \( r_0 \leq \tau_{2,0} \), (Part,Part) is
the only NE.

Note that a preliminary study has given us hints for
(Part,Part) to be still a NE for \( r_0 > \tau_0 \). For the PS model,
a similar analysis should also be addressed for \( r_0 \leq r^*_0 \).

V. Economic Discussion

The results obtained in the previous sections allow us to
provide the following comments.

Scenario (Part-Part): When both MNOs partner
with the MVNO, Propositions 2 and 3 entail that, when \( \gamma \rightarrow 1 \), all
optimal wholesale prices are of order \( 1/(1 - \gamma) \); this increasing rate
again confirms the effect of economy of scale. Now,
regarding the MVNO’s optimal retail price, we distinguish two
cases depending on the order in which decisions are taken by
MNOs. First, we have shown (Proposition 2) for the FS model
that the entrant MVNO charges its users the same price \( p_2 \) as
the lowest MNO if \( r_0 \leq \tau_0 \), thus attracting users only from the
MNO with the highest retail price; otherwise, it attracts users
from both MNOs. Second, we have shown (Proposition 3) for
the PS model that the entrant MVNO cannot set an optimal
retail price strictly lower than both MNOs’ prices unless it has
sufficiently high indirect revenues, that is, \( r_0 > r^*_0 \).
Otherwise, if \( r_0 < r^*_0 \), there is no wholesale prices that jointly optimize
both MNOs profits.

For each class of actors, we can conclude the following:

For the MNOs: for the FS model and under sufficient
conditions on the indirect revenue of the MVNO, the scenario
(Part, Part) defines the unique NE. This means that the MNOs
have then an incentive to partner with the new entrant: in fact,
the MNOs would in the first place prefer that the MVNO does
not enter the market in order to keep their customer base, but
each MNO fears that its competitor hosts the MVNO, in which
case it would incur losses both on the retail and wholesale
markets. As a consequence, both MNOs will eventually decide
to partner with the MVNO. In addition, a non-partner MNO
would incur higher retail losses if it were non-partner than
when it is a partner of the MVNO. Cooperating with the
MVNO therefore enables each MNO to compensate for a part of
its retail revenue losses.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, our contribution is twofold. First, we address
the price setting optimization problems for both MNOs and the
entrant MVNO in the framework of two distinct scenarios. In
this aim, we propose several mathematical programming for-
mulations for the underlying problems, each one correspond-
ing to a specific decision-making scheme; we also discuss
the economic interpretation of the optimal solution in each
case. Secondly, based on the optimal price setting step, we
provide a game-theoretical analysis of the MNOs competition
and show that (Part, Part) is the unique Nash Equilibrium, and
thus the most profitable scenario for both MNOs, provided
that appropriate conditions on the MVNO’s indirect revenue
are fulfilled.

The particular case of only two competing MNOs has
provided us with interesting results, and a natural extension
to this work would be to generalize the results obtained for
two MNOs to an arbitrary number \( n \geq 3 \) of MNOs. Indeed,
the two-dimensional optimization problems that we have here
addressed may exhibit other features in the \( n \)-dimensional
case (e.g. several possible optimal points). Furthermore,
the associated \( n \)-player games could be amenable to cooperation
schemes among players which could be interestingly studied.
On the other hand, other demand models differing from
that considered in this paper (customer defection due to the
price/demand elasticity) could also be envisaged; alternative
models based on interactions between users or on the MVNO
brand appeal could capture other preference sources of users
towards each actor.
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(I) if λ−i = 0, the first KKT condition in system (28) reads
\[
\frac{\partial R_{i}^*-i}{\partial w_{i}}(w_1, w_2) = 0;
\]
function \( R_{i}^*-i \) being quadratic, equation (29) is linear in both variables \( w_1, w_2 \) and thus defines geometrically a line \( D \) (displayed in Fig. 2 as line \( DB \) if \( i = 2 \) or line \( DA \) if \( i = 1 \)). Solving (29) for \( w_{i} \) then yields the unique maximum at point \( w^* = \Omega_{-i}(w_i) \) with function \( \Omega_{-i} \) defined as in (22).

Now, consider the profit maximization in problem (21) for the leader MNO \( i \). In order to solve it, we replace \( w_{i} \) in the profit \( R_i^*(w_1, w_2) \) by the maximum \( w^* = \Omega_{-i}(w_i) \) derived above. Given (20), we thus define
\[
R_i^{**}(w_i) = R_i^*(w_1, w_2)\big|_{w_{i}=\Omega_{-i}(w_i)}.
\]
Recall that we consider case (b) for which \( (w_1, w_2) \in \Delta \) and \( p_i^0(w_1, w_2) = p_0(w_1, w_2) \), so that the optimization problem for leader MNO \( i \) eventually reads
\[
\begin{align*}
\max & \quad R_i^{**}(w_i), \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \bar{p}_i(w_1, w_2)\big|_{w_{i}=\Omega_{-i}(w_i)} \leq p_2. \\
\end{align*}
\]
First, the constraint \( \bar{p}_i(w_1, w_2)\big|_{w_{i}=\Omega_{-i}(w_i)} \leq p_2 \) in (30) is easily translated into \( w_i \leq \bar{w}_i \) where we set
\[
\bar{w}_i = \frac{\bar{p}_i(w_1, w_2)\big|_{w_{i}=\Omega_{-i}(w_i)}}{1 - (1 - \gamma)i \pi_i S - 4Q + 4p_2S + T}
\]
with \( T = Q + (r_0 - c_0)S \). Second, the 1st order condition \( \partial R_i^{**}(w_i)/\partial w_i = 0 \) for problem (30) yields the critical point \( \bar{w}_i \), given as in (23). The second derivative \( \partial^2 R_i^{**}(w_i)/\partial w_i^2 \) being equal to the negative constant \( -(1 - \gamma)^2 \pi_i S^2/2, \) \( R_i^{**}(w_i) \) is therefore a strictly concave function of \( w_i \) and has a unique maximum on \( R^+ \) at \( \bar{w}_i \). It thus follows from the latter discussion that
\[
w_i^* = \min(\bar{w}_i, \bar{w}_i)
\]
is the unique solution to problem (30). Now, we easily verify that \( \bar{w}_i \geq \bar{w}_i \iff r_0 \leq \bar{r}_0 \) where \( \bar{r}_0 \) is expressed in Proposition 2. We thus conclude that if \( r_0 \leq \bar{r}_0 \), the optimal solution is the intersection point \( w^* = (\bar{w}_1, \bar{w}_2) \) or line \( \pi_i S^2/2, \) \( R_i^{**}(w_i) \) is therefore a strictly concave function of \( w_i \) and has a unique maximum on \( R^+ \) at \( \bar{w}_i \). It thus follows from the latter discussion that
\[
w_i^* = \min(\bar{w}_i, \bar{w}_i)
\]
is the unique solution to problem (30). Now, we easily verify that \( \bar{w}_i \geq \bar{w}_i \iff r_0 \leq \bar{r}_0 \) where \( \bar{r}_0 \) is expressed in Proposition 2. We thus conclude that if \( r_0 \leq \bar{r}_0 \), the optimal solution is the intersection point \( w^* = (\bar{w}_1, \bar{w}_2) \) or line \( \pi_i S^2/2, \) \( R_i^{**}(w_i) \) is therefore a strictly concave function of \( w_i \) and has a unique maximum on \( R^+ \) at \( \bar{w}_i \). It thus follows from the latter discussion that
\[
w_i^* = \min(\bar{w}_i, \bar{w}_i)
\]
The complementary slackness condition \( \tilde{p}_0(w_1, w_2) = p_2 \) then eventually reduces to \( \lambda_{-i} = \Lambda_{-i}(w_i) \) where
\[
\Lambda_{-i}(w_i) = \varepsilon S(1 - \gamma) \pi w_i + \varepsilon Q + \frac{h_{-i}Q_{-i}}{p_{-i}} + 3 \varepsilon Q + \varepsilon S(\hat{c}_0 - r_0) + \varepsilon S \pi_{-i} - 4 \varepsilon S p_2.
\]
By inserting this expression of \( \lambda_{-i} = \Lambda_{-i}(w_i) \) into the right-hand side of (31), we finally get \( w_{-i} = \Pi_{-i}(w_i) \) where
\[
\Pi_{-i}(w_i) = \frac{-(1 - \gamma) \pi w_i - Q - S(\hat{c}_0 - r_0) + 2 S p_2}{S(1 - \gamma) \pi_{-i}}.
\]
Now, consider the profit of leader MNO \( i \) given by
\[
R_i^*(w_i) = R_i^*(w_1, w_2)|_{w_{-i} = \Pi_{-i}(w_i)}.
\]
The first derivative of \( R_i^*(w_i) \) with respect to \( w_i \) equals
\[
\frac{dR_i^*(w_i)}{dw_i} = \pi_i(1 - \gamma)Q_{0i} \text{ and is strictly positive; but in the present case, } w_i \in [0, w_i^0]\text{ where } w_i^0 \text{ is either the abcissa or the ordinate of the intersection point of line } \delta \text{ with the axis } w_{-i} = 0. \text{ The corresponding optimal unit price } w_i^* \text{ for the follower MNO } -i \text{ is therefore 0; as having no economic relevance for this partner MNO, this case (II) is eventually excluded.}

B. Proof of Proposition 3.

We successively consider the two cases (a) \( (w_1, w_2) \notin \Delta \) and (b) \( (w_1, w_2) \in \Delta \).

First consider case (a). In view of (17), this corresponds to pairs \( (w_1, w_2) \) such that \( p_0(w_1, w_2) = p_2 \) and by (20), we easily show that \( R_i^*(w_1, w_2) = R_i(p_2, w_i) \) is a linear and increasing function of \( w_i \), \( i \in \{1, 2\} \). The optimal value of \( R_i^* \) is thus obtained at \( w_i = +\infty \); as this unbounded price gives the value \( -\infty \) for \( R_0 \), case (a) can therefore be excluded.

Now consider case (b). In view of (17), this corresponds to values of \( (w_1, w_2) \) such that \( p_0^*(w_1, w_2) = \tilde{p}_0(w_1, w_2) \). From definition (20) and the expression (18) of \( \tilde{p}_0(w_1, w_2) \), each function \( R_i^*(w_1, w_2) \) and \( R_2^*(w_1, w_2) \) is again expressed as a quadratic function of variable \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \), respectively. The KKT conditions associated with optimization problem (24) for MNO 1, and optimization problem (25) for MNO 2, read
\[
\begin{cases}
\frac{\partial R_i^*(w_1, w_2)}{\partial w_1} = \lambda_i \left( \frac{1 - \gamma}{2} \right) \\
\lambda_i \geq 0, \quad \lambda_i (p_0^*(w_1, w_2) - p_2) = 0, \quad (32)
\end{cases}
\]
for \( i = 1 \) and \( i = 2 \), respectively. At this point, we need to distinguish three cases according to the values of the Lagrange multipliers

(I) \( \lambda_1 = 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 \geq 0 \),

(II) \( \lambda_1 \geq 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 = 0 \),

(III) \( \lambda_1 > 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 > 0 \) (or reversely \( \lambda_1 > 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 = 0 \)).

(I) First assume \( \lambda_1 = 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 = 0 \). The simultaneous conditions
\[
\frac{\partial R_i^*(w_1, w_2)}{\partial w_1}(w_1, w_2) = 0, \quad \frac{\partial R_i^*(w_1, w_2)}{\partial w_2}(w_1, w_2) = 0
\]
yield the critical pair \( w^C \in D^A \cap D^B \), intersection point of lines \( D^A \) and \( D^B \) defined in (29). For each \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), the second derivative \( \frac{\partial^2 R_i^*(w_1, w_2)}{\partial w_i^2} \) equals the negative constant \( -\varepsilon (1 - \gamma)^2 \pi_i^2 S ; R_i^* \) is thus a strictly concave function of the variable \( w_i \) and the point \( w^C \) is therefore the unique joint maximum for \( R_1^* \) and \( R_2^* \). Besides, it is readily shown that \( \tilde{p}_0(w^C, w^C) < p_2 \) if and only if \( r_0 > r_0^\# \); in such a case, we then have \( w^C \in \Delta \setminus \delta \) and this point \( w^C \) is the optimal pair of wholesale prices.

(II) Now assume \( \lambda_1 > 0 \) and \( \lambda_2 > 0 \). Solving each KKT system (32) for \( i = 1 \) and \( i = 2 \), we get
\[
\begin{cases}
w_1(\lambda_1) = \frac{h_1Q_1}{p_1} + c_1(1 - \gamma)\pi_1 S + 2 Q - 2 S p_2 - \frac{\lambda_1}{\varepsilon}, \\
w_2(\lambda_1) = \frac{h_2Q_2}{p_2} + c_2(1 - \gamma)\pi_2 S + 2 Q - 2 S p_2 - \frac{\lambda_2}{\varepsilon}, \\
\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 = \varepsilon S(r_0^\# - r_0).
\end{cases}
\]
We have \( \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 > 0 \) if and only if \( r_0 < r_0^\# \). Calculating the respective values of \( \varphi_1(\lambda_1) = R_1^*(w_1(\lambda_1), w_2(\lambda_1)) \) and \( \varphi_2(\lambda_1) = R_2^*(w_1(\lambda_1), w_2(\lambda_1)) \) easily shows that \( \varphi_1 \) and \( \varphi_2 \) are linear functions over interval \([0, \varepsilon S(r_0^\# - r_0)]\) with respective maximum at \( \lambda_1 = 0 \) and \( \lambda_1 = \varepsilon S(r_0^\# - r_0) \) (see Fig. 3). Consequently, there cannot be a joint solution that maximizes both \( R_1^*(w_1, w_2) \) and \( R_2^*(w_1, w_2) \) unless \( r_0 = r_0^\# \), in which case the optimal point coincides with \( w^C \).

![Fig. 3. Variations of linear functions \( \varphi_1 \) and \( \varphi_2 \) on interval \([0, \varepsilon S(r_0^\# - r_0)]\).](image-url)
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Abstract—Today’s datacenter networks (DCNs) have been built upon multipath topologies where each path contains multiple links. However, flow scheduling schemes proposed to minimize flow completion times (FCT) in DCNs are based on algorithms which are optimum or close-to-optimum only over single link. Moreover, most of these scheduling schemes seek either fully centralized approaches having overhead of communicating to a central entity or fully distributed approaches requiring changes in the fabric.

Motivated by these shortcomings, we present HyLine a simple scheduling design for commodity DCNs which is equipped with a joint load-balancing and flow scheduling (path-aware) design exploiting the multipath nature of DCNs. HyLine takes a hybrid approach and uses the global-awareness of centralized and agility of distributed techniques without requiring any changes in the fabric. To that end, it determines a threshold margin identifying flows for which using centralized approach is beneficial.

We have shown through extensive ns2 simulations that despite HyLine’s simplicity, it significantly outperforms existing schemes and achieves lower average and 99th percentile FCTs. For instance, compared to Qjump—state-of-the-art practical scheme—and pFabric—one of the best performing flow scheduling schemes—HyLine reduces average FCT up to 68% and 31%, respectively, under a production datacenter workload.

I. INTRODUCTION

User satisfaction (and total revenue) of today’s popular datacenter applications such as search, social networks, and recommendation systems is closely related to the response times of these interactive applications. This motivates recent research to propose new datacenter (DC) transport designs for minimizing average flow completion times (AFCT) as the primary objective that is mainly determined by the end-to-end latency of datacenter networks (DCNs).

Prioritization is one of the main techniques used by different approaches to achieve lower AFCTs [1-5]. Wide range of these proposals use shortest remaining processing time (SRPT) (or its simplified versions), the optimum scheduling algorithm when used over a single link [1], to minimize AFCT in DCNs. However, as we show in section III, these algorithms are suboptimal for minimizing AFCT when each path in the network has multiple links. This issue will be escalated when multipath nature of today’s DCNs is considered.

Agility of fully in-network schemes motivates some proposals to keep all changes in the network to achieve lower response times [1, 6, 2]. However, this usually requires changes in the fabric which brings extra costs for the datacenter owners [18, 7]. On the other hand, using centralized schemes such as [8], in which fabric will not be modified, comes at cost of performance degradation due to the delay introduced by the controller. This will be escalated when it is considered that most of the DC flows are very small and can be finished in just a few round trip times (RTTs) [9, 7]. Moreover, using explicit rate control mechanisms to precisely adjust flows’ rates in the network leads to high complexity in the centralized approach (e.g., [3]) or the need to modify switches to coordinate with each other for finding and maintaining the best rates in the distributed approach (e.g., [6, 2]).

To overcome these shortcomings, in this paper, we present HyLine, a simple and practical flow scheduling design which:

1. Takes a hybrid approach requiring no changes in the fabric, and uses both global-awareness of centralized and agility of distributed techniques such as priority flow control (PFC) in layer 2,
2. Uses a joint load-balancing and flow scheduling (path-aware scheduling) policy to exploit the multipath nature of DCNs, and
3. Does not use any complicated per flow rate adjustment mechanism.

To that end, HyLine determines a threshold identifying 2 categories of flows: flows that should be scheduled in a centralized manner (2nd class flows having sizes larger than the threshold) and flows that should not be (1st class flows having size smaller than the threshold). Having that threshold, end-hosts simply assign 1st class flows to the higher priority queue in commodity switches and send them to the network at line rate (TCP handles any further required rate adjustment). 2nd class flows that are assigned to the lower priority queue will be scheduled before coming to the network. Each of the 2nd class flows should first send a request including flows’ information to HyLine’s central MANager (MAN) seeking its permission. MAN is responsible to control 2nd class flows in a very simple stop-and-go fashion. To do that, it uses simple path-aware scheduling policy to find the best path for the requested flow based on flow’s information (priority). If a path is found for the new flow, MAN sends back a Go signal carrying the path that should be used by the corresponding flow. All permitted 2nd class flows enter the network at their end-host’s line rate using the assigned paths (each edge-link will be used by at most one 2nd class flow at a time). MAN also sends a Stop signal to the preempted flows or the ones that cannot be served yet.
We evaluate HyLine’s performance through extensive packet-level simulations in ns2 [10]. The results show that despite simple nature of HyLine’s design, it significantly outperforms recent schemes including pFabric [1], one of the best performing flow scheduling schemes, Qjump [5], the state-of-the-art practical scheme, and DCTCP [9]. In particular, compared to pFabric, Qjump, and DCTCP, HyLine reduces AFCT up to 31%, 68%, and 88% respectively, under a realistic DCN workload [9].

II. RELATED WORKS

Transport Designs: There are vast number of TCP designs targeting a specific environment (e.g., [28] in cellular context and [3] in DCN context). Most of recent TCP proposals in DCN context use various prioritization mechanisms to minimize FCT [1, 4, 2, 3]. For instance, they assign different rates to flows based on their criticality [2], tag each packet with its corresponding priority and serve it regarding that priority in the network [1], use strict priority scheduling among queues in switches and assign flows dynamically to different levels of priority [4], or use a combination of these strategies [3]. Although designs that use the prioritization idea achieve good performance, they all are based on single-path scheduling algorithms such as SRPT. Therefore, some of these schemes (e.g., [3, 24]) only test their designs in single-path scenarios. Most of the other ones including [1, 4, 11, 5] use packet spraying [12] as load balancing mechanism to run their schemes on a multipath DCN. However, packet spraying is not an available feature in most of the commodity switches and is not used in commodity DCNs [18, 7, 13]. Therefore, we avoid using such load balancing mechanisms in this paper, though they might lead to good performance.

Joint Transport-Load Balancing Designs: Almost none of the load-balancing designs in the network layer are priority-aware. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one scheme called DeTail [14] in which a cross-layer approach is used to reduce the long tail of FCTs in DCNs. Although DeTail achieves good performance, a lack of backward compatibility and the need for changing both switches and end-hosts make it very hard if not impractical for commodity DCNs. Fastpass [8] uses a centralized entity to handle not only scheduling block but also load balancing block. However, it also follows the traditional approach of designing scheduling block (timeslot allocation block in [8]) and load balancing block (path selection block in [8]) separately. Moreover, Fastpass could not minimize FCTs, because at least for the very small flows that could be finished in a few RTTs, it adds (at least) one RTT delay caused by communication with Fastpass’s central controller.

Load Balancing Designs: Nearly all load balancing schemes in DCNs are designed based on the fairness nature of the network among all flows [15, 16, 17]. For instance, Hedera [15] detects flows with sizes more than 100MB (10% of the link’s capacity) and estimates their demands based on max-min fairness criterion to reroute them. However, as recent transport designs show, minimizing FCT in DCNs should be done through considering the prioritization in the network. Therefore, following the fairness criterion for designing the load balancing block will cause suboptimal FCT, though a better load balancing design, such as [16, 17], could reduce the overall FCT.

III. MOTIVATIONS & DESIGN DECISIONS

Scheduling Over Single-Link vs. Multiple-Link Paths: It is usually mentioned in the literature that preempting lower priority flows to serve higher priority ones minimizes the AFCT. This statement is a direct result of considering SRPT—the optimum solution when scheduling over a single link—as main algorithm to schedule flows (e.g., [1, 2, 3]). However, we show that this statement is wrong in a network where paths contain multiple links. For that purpose, we use a simple example shown in Fig. 1 where flows #1 and #2 have 5 and 4 remaining units respectively. Now a new flow (Flow #3) with 3 units comes to the network (consider remaining size of each flow as its priority i.e., smaller size has higher priority). So clearly, in contrast with SRPT, using no preemption (Fig. 1.a) leads to smaller AFCT. This is important to mention that using either local-aware SRPT (in S1 and S2 switches) (as in [1]) or global-aware SRPT (as in [3]) will lead to the suboptimal result (Fig. 1.b). Therefore, the incorrectness of the mentioned statement illustrates the need for designing better scheduling algorithms by considering the multiple-link nature of paths in DCNs.

Simple, deployable, and end-to-end: Datacenter owners usually prefer using scale out (using commodity switches) to scale up (using high-end switches with high-end new features) to build their networks [18, 7]. This motivates us to not modify any switches in the network, though modifying switches might give good performance [1, 16, 6, 24] and look for a simple end-to-end solution which is deployment friendly.

Why Hybrid? Centralized approaches are attractive because they could use global knowledge of the network to make better decisions [15, 8]. However, they suffer from some issues. Due to the communication delay with the controller, scheduling small flows (most flows in DCNs [9]) through centralized approaches is not desired. Another issue is their response times. For instance, the scheduler in [15] runs every 5 seconds, which leads to its bad performance compared to distributed solutions such as [16]. For centralized schemes such as [8] that require highly synchronized nodes, synchronization is another issue. Keeping nodes synchronized at the order of one microsecond as [8] requires, is challenging in a real DC environment [5]. On the other hand, although responsiveness of distributed approaches [16, 6, 2] is good, they require adding new functionalities to the switches. Therefore, instead of using a fully distributed or a fully centralized technique, it is beneficial to come up with a hybrid approach combining the global awareness of centralized techniques and the agility of distributed ones.

Why Path-Aware Scheduling? One of our main ideas is that load balancing and flow scheduling are dependent design
IV. DESIGN

Scheduling flows to minimize AFCT in single path scenario is an NP-hard problem [1]. This problem in multipath scenarios will remain NP-hard. In this section, we introduce the key design principles of HyLine, which uses heuristic approach to minimize AFCT using path-aware scheduling in multipath commodity DCNs.

A. HyLine’s Big Picture

End-Hosts: In HyLine, end-hosts are responsible for classifying all flows into two classes: 1) Latency-sensitive flows, i.e., the small flows, that require less queuing and transmission delays. 2) Bandwidth hungry flows that could tolerate some delays during their transmission. This classification will be done using a threshold provided by MAN, a logically centralized network manager. All of the flows in the latency-sensitive class (1st class i.e., flows having sizes smaller than threshold) are assigned to the higher priority queue in switches (Q1) and all of the bandwidth hungry flows (2nd class i.e., flows having sizes bigger than threshold) are assigned to the lower priority queue in switches (Q2). Next, all 1st class flows are sent to the network at line rate, and flow-based ECMP is used for balancing their loads among available paths. However, end-hosts should first send a Request to Send (RTS) message to MAN asking permission before sending any of their 2nd class flows to the network. This RTS carries source, destination, and size of the flow.

MAN: MAN is the logically centralized entity in HyLine that is responsible for scheduling 2nd class flows. To this end, it guides transmission of all of the 2nd class flows in a very simple Stop-and-Go fashion. If MAN decides that a flow could come to the network, it sends back a Clear to Send (CTS) message (i.e., Go) carrying the path that should be used for transmission of this flow. If not, it sends back a Stop to Send (STS) message forcing the flow to be kept at the edge of network. Flows that get CTS messages are sent to the network at line rate. These permitted flows only would be stopped momentarily in two conditions by two different mechanisms:

First: When there is no more bandwidth available to serve a new incoming 2nd class flow with higher priority than a few of the permitted ones. In this case, MAN uses a path-aware preemption mechanism (§4.3) to select the best set of flows to preempt and sends the STS messages to the preempted ones and stops them.

Second: When permitted 2nd class flows are going to be dropped at switches due to a high load in higher priority queue caused by 1st class flows. In this case, to keep the design simple and practical, instead of using fine-grained monitoring of the queue occupancies for each switch, PFC—defined as part of IEEE 802.1Qbb standard [19] and an available feature in today’s commodity switches [9, 20]—is used to pause permitted 2nd class flows without any need for coordination with MAN.

When a 2nd class flow is finished (or close to being finished), its corresponding end-host sends a FIN message to MAN indicating that the path (and bandwidth) allocated for this flow is now free. Then, MAN assigns the available resources to other flows which are stopped (by MAN).

B. Why it works?

There are three main reasons why HyLine boosts performance of latency sensitive flows in DCNs:

1) Queue length builds up in a DCN mainly as a result of having bandwidth hungry flows. This class of flows occupies queues and causes dramatic increase in completion times of small flows due to increasing buffer delay and increasing drop rate of small flows’ packets and the consequent retransmission of them. Therefore, giving credit to small flows and allowing them to be served first in the switches significantly reduces their completion times.

2) Due to the hash-based nature of flow-based ECMP, this load balancing scheme performs very well when it is used for a network that consists of only small flows [16].

3) Making the bandwidth hungry flows (large portion of all bytes transferred in DCN [9, 7]) to be served after serving the 1st class flows opens room for the 1st class flows to bypass the slow start phase of TCP and finish as soon as possible.

In addition, HyLine boosts performance of bandwidth hungry flows, i.e., the 2nd class compared to single-path based flow scheduler proposals [9, 1, 4, 5], because:

1) Using the MAN, a logically centralized network manager, enables HyLine to have global knowledge of the network for scheduling the 2nd class flows.

2) HyLine benefits from the pre-planned nature of DCN topologies and uses a preemption policy that not only considers flows’ information but also network’s topology information at the time of scheduling.

3) Since HyLine pushes back and stops the 2nd class flows at the edge of the network when network could not serve them at the current time, packet drops, retransmissions, queue occupancy, and congestion for the 2nd class flows are reduced dramatically.

C. Path-Aware Flow Scheduling Heuristic

In this section, we introduce a new path-aware scheduling policy used in the core of HyLine by considering multiple-path DCNs where each path has multiple links.
To Preempt or Not to Preempt: To explain the HyLine’s path-aware scheduling policy, we use the example shown in Fig. 2. Flow #6 (F6) with size $p_6$ is generated at A and destined to B, while there is no enough bandwidth to serve this flow without preemptions others (different links might contain different flows, but Fig. 2 only shows the ones that have lower priorities (higher remaining sizes) than F6). Similar to the example in Fig. 1, total flow completion time (TF) when using each path can be calculated as follow:

Without Preemption:

$$TF_{path_1} = [p_1 + p_2] + [p_3 + p_4 + p_5 + (p_6 + p_3)] = \sum_{i=1}^{6} p_i + p_5$$
$$TF_{path_2} = [p_1 + p_2 + (p_6 + p_2)] + [p_3 + p_4 + p_6] = \sum_{i=1}^{6} p_1 + p_2$$

(1)

With Preemption:

$$TF_{path_1} = (p_6 + p_3) + (p_6 + p_3 + p_5) + [p_3 + p_4 + p_5 + p_6]$$
$$TF_{path_2} = (p_1 + p_3) + (p_1 + p_3 + p_5) + [p_3 + p_4 + p_6]$$
$$= \sum_{i=1}^{6} p_1 + 3p_6$$

(2)

As these equations illustrate, path 2 is the best choice, and if $2p_2 < p_2$, preemption should be used.

In general, when $N$, $P_{max}$, and $P_{new}$ represent number of required preemption on a path, maximum priority on a path, and priority of the new flow, if $N \times P_{new} < P_{max}$, preemption is preferred, while in other cases, using no-preemption leads to smaller AFCT. Therefore, totally, the path that has the Minimum of either $N \times P_{new}$ (in short, MNP) or $P_{max}$ is the best path.

D. Scheduling Logic’s Details

HyLine’s main path-aware scheduling policy is based on the fact that permitted flows are sent at edge link’s line rate. This makes the overall design very simple and omits the need for any precise rate calculation and sophisticated scheduling policies. Another key rule to simplify the logic and reduce the time complexity is out-of-order delivery avoidance. To avoid out-of-order delivery, paths allocated for permitted flows could not be changed. In other words, only new flows and already stopped ones (by MAN) could be assigned to other paths.

Algorithm 1 shows MAN’s main logic. With new incoming (RTS) request for a flow, MAN looks for the best path for the new flow. For this purpose, MAN finds the number of required preemptions and lowest priority on each path.

Balanced Load: When new flow is permitted to come to the network, and there are multiple choices for the final path, the remaining BW of these paths is considered and the path with the maximum remaining BW is selected for the new incoming flow (Remaining BW of a path is defined as the minimum remaining BW of the links in that path). If the remaining BW is also equal for those paths, random selection will be used to break the tie. MAN will only consider 2nd class flows to calculate remaining BW, because it does not have any information about 1st class flows. HyLine manages the impact of 1st class flows by using PFC in the network.

```
Algorithm 1: HyLine’s Main Algorithm

Function NewRequest(f)
  FlowList += f /* insert to the sorted list */
  Schedule();

Function RemoveRequest(f)
  RemoveFlowFromPath(path, f)
  FlowList -= f /* remove f from list */
  Reschedule();

Function Schedule()
  if [found, preemptList, path] = FindPath(f)
    if found then
      for Flow ∈ preemptList do
        RemoveFlowFromPath(path, Flow)
        SendSTS(Flow, src)
      end for
      AddFlowToList(path, f)
      SendCTS(src, path)
      f.IsStopped = false, Reschedule()
    end if
    Flow.IsStopped = true
  else
    SendSTS(src)
  end if

Function FindPath(f)
  for f ∈ FlowList & & (f.IsStopped) do
    if [found, preemptList, path] = FindPath(f)
      if found then
        for Flow ∈ preemptList do
          RemoveFlowFromPath(path, Flow)
          SendSTS(Flow, src)
        end for
        Flow.IsStopped = true
        AddFlowToList(path, f)
        SendCTS(src, path)
        Flow.IsStopped = false
      end if
    end if
  end for

return [found, preemptList, path]
```

Reschedule: After selecting a path for a new incoming flow and likely stopping/preempting some other flows on this path, there might be available room for flows that have been stopped before. Therefore, in case of preemption, MAN checks the possibility of admitting more flows into the network (considering out-of-order delivery avoidance rule). Clearly, there is a trade-off between adding more rounds of rescheduling to admit more probable flows and the overall time complexity of the algorithm. To reduce the time complexity of the main logic, we decided to do only one round of rescheduling. The results in §5 show that this decision still leads to very good overall performance.

HyLine’s Time Complexity: Here, we show that the time complexity of HyLine is $O(|F|)$ where $|F|$ is the total number of active flows in the 2nd class. To show this result, we first should notice that the maximum number of permitted flows on a link has an upper bound that is independent of the number of flows
considering the assumption that all flows are sent at line rate. Assuming that the lowest and highest link rates on a path are S bps and M bps, respectively, the maximum number of 2nd class flows in a link of that path is M/S. When FindMNP procedure (line 37 in Algorithm 1) is implemented simply by exploring the entire valid preemption list of flows in a path, for each path, at most, it looks at \((M/S)^i\) combinations in which, \(i\) is number of links in a path. For instance, in a 3-tier datacenter, \(i\) is equal to 6. Therefore, FindPath takes constant time. In addition, the out-of-order delivery avoidance rule causes a flow to be considered during the ReSchedule procedure at most once. This illustrates that the Complexity of Schedule function, which is equal to the total complexity of the algorithm, is \(O(F)\).

**PFC and Head-of-Line Blocking Issue:** PFC if used in a normal network will cause head-of-line blocking issue for flows using the same priority queue. However, in HyLine, MAN pushes most of the 2nd class flows back and stops them from coming into the network. This strategy significantly reduces the head-of-line blocking issue and as the results in §5.5 show, using PFC boosts the overall performance.

**Rate Control:** HyLine has no complicated rate control mechanism. It uses TCP, and to send flows at line rate, changes initial congestion window size. However, 2nd class flows being stopped by MAN should not cause TCP time-outs. So we modify TCP to avoid such time-outs for the 2nd class flows (when they receive STS signal from MAN) without affecting TCP time-out mechanism for 1st class flows. This modification only requires adding a few lines of code to the original TCP implementation.

### E. The Threshold to Distinguish Classes of Traffic

Some recent studies [1, 4] tried to formalize the problem of finding optimum thresholds to distinguish different flows based on their sizes and use available priority queues in today’s commodity switches to separate packets of different types of flows. PIAS and pFabric use simple M/M/1 and M/G/1 queue models, respectively, to find the best threshold values. Even with these simplifications, the problem of finding optimum thresholds is complicated [1] and NP-hard [4]. Moreover, these simplifications do not work in our case. In fact, none of the M/M/1 or M/G/1 FIFO queue models are valid approximations for our 2nd class. Even in simple single queue scenario where our 2nd queue scheduling mechanism is equal to SRPT, FIFO queue models should be replaced by complex SRPT queue models [21]. From this point of view, the problem of finding the best thresholds becomes even more complicated than before. Therefore, in this paper, we choose another direction and instead of finding the optimum threshold, we determine a band for practical threshold values.

**Lower Bound:** In theory, forcing more flows to be controlled by MAN (i.e., decreasing the threshold) increases the performance because of having a global view of the network during the scheduling; however, in practice, reducing threshold (H) causes additional delays for the small flows due to the controller’s delay (both network delay for reaching the MAN and computation delay of MAN). To simplify the analysis and find a lower bound for H, we consider single queue model and use mean queue analysis. We define a delay cost, \(T_{cost}\), for any flow which is controlled by MAN, \(f_s\) as the smallest flow in the 2nd queue (\(f_s\’s\) size = H), and \(W_{f_s}\) as expected waiting time of \(f_s\) (time from when it first arrives to when it receives service for the first time). We argue that \(W_{f_s}\) should not be smaller than \(T_{cost}\) (if \(T_{cost} > W_{f_s}\), putting \(f_s\) in the 1st queue (increasing the threshold to \(H + \varepsilon\)) will cause lower FCT for \(f_s\)).

The \(f_s\) will be served only after serving all flows in the 1st queue and after serving all flows having smaller remaining sizes (but originally bigger) than it in the 2nd queue. In other words, any flow with smaller size than \(f_s\) in 1st queue or any flow with smaller remaining size than \(f_s\) in 2nd queue will preempt \(f_s\) before it receives service for the first time. So, from \(f_s\’s\) point of view, \(W_{f_s}\) in this network is equal to \(W_{f_s}\) in a network where there is only a single SRPT queue. Therefore, we can use [21]’s analysis for an M/G/1/SRPT queue to find average value of \(W_{f_s}\):

\[
E[W(x)] = \frac{\lambda (m_2(x)+x^2)(1-F(x))}{2(1-\rho(x))^2}
\]

Here, we denote average arrival rate by \(\lambda\), service time (service time=size/service rate, service rate=link speed) of a flow by \(X\), CDF of service time distribution by \(F(x)\), \(m_2(x) = \int_0^x t^2 f(t)dt\), and the load made up by the flows of service time less than or equal \(x\) by \(\rho(x) = \lambda X^c\) in which \(X^c = \int_0^x tf(t)dt\). Substituting \(x\) in this formula with \(h = H/C\) in which C represents bandwidth of the link, will lead to calculation of \(E[W(h)] = E[W_{f_s}]\). So, the following inequality represents the lower bound:

\[
T_{cost} \leq \frac{\lambda (m_2(h)+h^2)(1-F(h))}{2(1-\rho(h))^2}
\]

**Upper Bound:** Increasing H puts more flows into the 1st class, causes congestion in the 1st queue and consequently decreases the performance. Therefore, to address this issue, we require an upper bound on H. Here, the important observation is that almost all of the schemes including normal TCP perform very well when load is very low (less than 10%)[1, 4, 3, 5]. The reason is that at low load, inter-arrival of the flows is large enough to serve flows without having congestion issue. Based on this important observation, we cap the overall load of the 1st queue. In more detail, we choose \(\rho_1 = \rho(h) \leq \frac{\rho_{total}}{10}\) since \(\rho_{total} < 1\), this choice guarantees that the total load in the 1st queue (\(\rho_1\)) is always smaller than 10%; therefore, congestion in the 1st queue will not be an issue. So, following equation represents the upper bound:

\[
\frac{\rho_1}{\rho_{total}} = \frac{X_f}{X_{total}} \leq 0.1
\]

\(E[W(H)]\) and \(\frac{\rho_1}{\rho_{total}}\) for web search workload and different loads (up to 90%) are shown in Fig. 3 (C=1Gbps). The band for choosing H in a moderate load of 60% is depicted in this figure too (through this paper we assume \(T_{cost} = 100\mu s\)).
**Static vs. Dynamic Threshold Assignment:** Clearly, assigning thresholds dynamically based on the load of the flows (as lower bound criterion suggests) is beneficial. For that purpose, different agents at end-hosts could periodically report summary of all their flows to the MAN. Later, MAN will use these reports to choose the threshold and report it back to the end-hosts. Although HyLine’s existing proposals enable us to use this approach, to keep the design simple and practical we use a static threshold assignment, and in §5, we will show that this approach works very well for different loads and even for different types of workloads. So, through the rest of this paper, based on Fig. 3, we choose \( H = 1\text{MB} \).

**V. EVALUATION**

In this section, we evaluate the performance of HyLine using extensive packet-level simulations in ns2 (available at: https://github.com/soheil-ab/hyline). First, we compare the performance of HyLine with existing proposals including Qjump [5], pFabric [1], DCTCP [9], and TCP-New Reno with Sack. Then, through micro-benchmarks, we evaluate HyLine’s performance such as its sensitivity to the threshold value, improvements caused by PFC.

**A. Simulation Settings**

**Datacenter Topology:** We use a 3-tier fat-tree topology [18] which is the base topology for today’s DCNs [22, 13] for our evaluation (Fig. 4.a). The topology includes 8 pods interconnecting 256 end-hosts using 80 8-port switches with a 300µs overall end-to-end RTT delay between end-hosts located in different pods.

**Load-balancing Mechanism:** To have a fair comparison of HyLine’s performance with other single-path based flow-scheduling schemes, we use flow-based ECMP used in commodity DCNs [18, 7] as the load balancing scheme.

**Traffic Workloads:** We use two realistic workloads from production datacenters: web search workload [9] and data mining workload [7]. In addition, we use 2 other synthetic workloads named Heavy and Light to change the heavy-tailedness of the traffic and do stress tests. The flow size distributions of all workloads are shown in Fig. 4.b.

**Performance Metrics:** We consider AFCT and 99th percentile FCT of flows as the performance objectives like prior work [1, 4, 2, 3]. We normalize all FCTs to the flows’ ideal values achieved if each flow is transmitted over the fabric without any interference from competing traffic. In addition, since most of the datacenter applications (from search and social networks to MapReduce) use partition-aggregate structure equipped with different deadlines for flows in different layers of its hierarchy [23], similar to prior work [1, 3, 23], we use the application throughput defined as the fraction of flows that meet their deadline as another performance metric to investigate the impact of HyLine on real applications.

**Schemes Compared:** We compare HyLine with Qjump [5], pFabric [1], DCTCP [9], and TCP-New Reno with Sack. The parameters used for the evaluation of these schemes are selected based on their authors’ recommendations or reflect the best settings that we have experimentally determined (Table 1). We use these parameters for evaluations in this section unless otherwise specified.

**PFC Implementation in ns2:** We use a simplified version of PFC (on/off style) that we have added to ns2 simulator. For that purpose, when the queue size hits a threshold (pause threshold), the switch sends pause signal to upstream switch. When the queue size becomes less than another threshold (resume threshold) the switch sends resume message.

**B. Overall Performance**

In this section, we present the overall performance of HyLine under the aforementioned workload and DCN topology. [9, 7]. We show that despite HyLine’s simplicity, it outperforms all compared schemes.

**Overall AFCT:** The overall normalized FCT of flows with different schemes for search and data mining workloads are shown in Fig. 5.e and Fig. 6.e, respectively. As these results illustrate, HyLine achieves the best performance among all compared schemes. For instance, AFCT using HyLine is ~3-31% and ~52-66% lower than pFabric and Qjump respectively. All schemes generally perform better in data mining workload. The reason is that in this workload probability of having two large flows competing for the same link is less than search workload (Fig. 4.b). For this workload, HyLine achieves ~18-30% lower AFCT than Qjump and compared to pFabric performs roughly the same.

**AFCT in More Detail:** As expected, pFabric performs well for the very small flows in (0, 100kB) range (Fig. 5.a and Fig.

**TABLE I. DEFAULT SIMULATION SETTINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pFabric</td>
<td>( qsize = 50\text{pkts} ), ( \text{initCwnd} = 25\text{pkts} ), ( \text{minRTO} = 1\text{ms} ) (≈3× ( \text{RTT} ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qjump</td>
<td>( qsize = 225\text{pkts} ), ( \text{initCwnd} = 25\text{pkts} ), ( \text{minRTO} = 4\text{ms} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dctcp &amp; tcp</td>
<td>( qsize = 225\text{pkts} ), ( \text{initCwnd} = 10\text{pkts} ), ( \text{minRTO} = 4\text{ms} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyLine</td>
<td>( qsize = 225\text{pkts} ), ( \text{initCwnd} = 25\text{pkts} ), ( H=1\text{MB} ), ( \text{Tcost}=100\text{us} ), ( \text{minRTO} = 4\text{ms} ), ( \text{initCwnd (2nd class)} = 25\text{pkts} ), ( \text{minRTO (2nd class)} = 1\text{ms} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 3. \( E[W(H)] \) and \( \rho_s/\rho_{\text{total}} \)

FIG. 4. Simulation setup (a) The 3-tier topology (b) Flow size distributions of workloads used

FIG. 5.a...FIG. 6.e...
6.a). However, it comes at the expense of performance reduction for other ranges of flows, due to its local strategy of dropping packets at earliest stages of the network and reacting to this sooner by using small priority queues in switches and small timeouts at end-hosts. In contrast, HyLine allows the other 1st class packets (i.e. flows in (100kB, 1MB] range) to be queued in switches too. Considering multipath nature of network and the fact that all of these 1st class flows will not compete for the same output links in the next stages of the network, this increases the chance of serving flows in (100kB, 1MB] range later in the network (Fig. 5.b and Fig. 6.b). Moreover, Qjump cannot achieve very good performance for the small flows (specifically for the search workload (Fig. 5.a)) because it reduces the throughput of these flows to give more bandwidth to the bigger ones.

For the 2nd class flows ((1MB, 10MB] and (10MB, ∞) ranges), HyLine benefits from having a global view and path-aware nature in its scheduler compared to other schemes. So, as Fig. 5.c-d and Fig. 6.c-d illustrate, it performs better than all other schemes for almost all loads and workloads except very high loads in search workload for flows in (10MB, ∞) range. For high loads in this range (Fig. 5.d), since total number of flows including big flows increases, the total number of preemptions for this range of flows increases too. Therefore, largest flows in the network face more preemption delay. In contrast, TCP achieves best performance at high loads (Fig. 5.d), because it loses less bandwidth due to the fairness nature of its design.

C. Varying Performance Metrics

Application Throughput: Most of the today’s datacenter applications use partition-aggregate structure in which flows in each level of the hierarchy have deadlines [23]. For instance, in a search application, if responses (flows) from workers miss their deadlines, they are not included in the total response, typically hurt the response quality, and waste network bandwidth. Therefore, to investigate impact of HyLine for such applications, we assign different deadlines to different flows and similar to prior work [1, 2, 23] consider application throughput as the performance metric. Here, deadline of each flow is considered 4x of its ideal completion time achieved when there are no other competing flows in the network. We used tighter and looser deadlines for flows too, but since the overall results are similar to the presented results, for brevity, we only report the results for the mentioned deadline. Fig. 7 depicts the overall results for two realistic workloads across different loads. HyLine outperforms other schemes for both workloads.

Since in both workloads, most traffic are small flows, finishing these small flows faster increases the probability of meeting their deadlines. Therefore, schemes which achieve better results for small flows potentially perform better for deadline-aware traffic too. That’s why HyLine and pFabric perform very well compared to other schemes. It is important to notice that HyLine achieves this performance without any changes in the network, while pFabric requires changes in switches.

99th Percentile: In addition to previous metrics, we also consider the 99th percentile FCT as a performance metric to have a better comparison of HyLine with other schemes. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the results of 99th percentile FCT for data mining and search workloads respectively for different flows’ size ranges. 99th percentile result’s pattern is similar to the AFCT result’s pattern discussed earlier.

D. Impact of Workload

So far we evaluated HyLine under realistic DCN workloads. However, there might be still two concerns about the HyLine’s performance: 1-What if traffic consists of more 1st class flows? 2-What if a workload consists of more 2nd class flows? To evaluate the performance under these two corner cases, we used Bounded-Pareto distribution to generate 2 synthetic workloads named Light and Heavy (Fig. 4.b). In Light workload, 97% of the flows are smaller than 100KB, while this number is only 40% for Heavy workload. This will provide us with workloads to check the two mentioned concerns. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the AFCT, and application throughput results using Light and Heavy workloads. Under Light workload, all schemes generally
perform well. However, for Heavy workload including more big flows, the performance of schemes drops dramatically. Here, scheduling issue and handling big flows dominate, and the scheme which manages these issues better than others will achieve higher performance. That’s why compared to other schemes, HyLine works very well under Heavy workload.

E. HyLine Deep Dive

In this section, a series of targeted simulations are conducted to dig deeper into HyLine’s design.

Sensitivity to Threshold: To check our analysis in the §4.5, we use search workload and change the threshold identifying the two classes of traffic, and check the AFCT as the performance metric. Fig. 12 presents overall results in 60% load. Here, the results fit very well with our lower bound and upper bound analysis (Fig. 3). As we expected, for the thresholds below the lower bound, cost of doing centralized scheduling dominates, and for the ones above the upper bound, benefits of using centralized scheduler is not so much. So, in both cases, overall performance drops.

PFC: PFC, if used in a normal network, could cause the head-of-line blocking issue. However, since HyLine controls all of the 2nd class flows in the network, it prevents the head-of-line blocking issue for this class of flows. Moreover, PFC is used to prevent any drop of the 2nd class packets due to the increase in the number of 1st class flows at high load situations. To show the impact of using PFC at high loads, we use web search workload and do simulations with and without PFC feature in switches. Fig. 13 illustrates the improvement of the overall performance for the 2nd class of flows when PFC is turned on. In fact, PFC improves AFCT and 99th FCT by up to 13% and 15% respectively at high loads.

MAN: Here, we report MAN’s performance measurements including average number of requests that MAN receives (Fig. 14), average waiting time (the time from when a flow first arrives at the end-host to when it receives first CTS (GO signal) from MAN), average preemption time (the total time that a flow is in STOP state (i.e., preempted by MAN)), and average number of preemptions that a flow experiences under web search workload. When load increases, as expected, number of preemptions per flow for the biggest flows (in 10MB-∞ range) increases (Fig. 15). However, since smaller flows (in 1-10MB range) could be finished faster due to no competing bigger flows which are already stopped by MAN at the edge of network, the probability of being preempted during their transmission will be small. This is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 shows ratio of waiting and preemption times that a flow experiences to the total flow’s completion time.
have got permission from MAN most likely have smaller remaining sizes compared to the new incoming flows, so new incoming flows will wait for the completion of these flows.

VI. DISCUSSION

Flow Information: Previous studies show that for many DCN applications (e.g. web search, Hadoop [25], data processing), size of the flows are known at initiation time (For example, see §2.1 of [23]), and can be conveyed to lower layer (e.g. through a socket option). In other cases, when sizes of flows are not known precisely in advance, offline measurements enable applications to have an approximation of the flow sizes and use them later at run time. However, it is important to mention that based on DCN’s traffic characteristics, HyLine does not require exact size information for 1st class flows (most of the DCN’s flows), because it let them come to the network without scheduling them one by one, while all other size-aware schemes (e.g., [1], [2], [3]) need to know the exact size of all of the flows. Therefore, using HyLine, for most of the DCN’s flows, these offline measurements will be just to check whether a flow is less than a threshold (e.g., 1MB).

Stopping vs. Terminating an Application: Although results shown in Fig. 16 indicate that most of the 2nd class flows have a very small preemption time, it is worth mentioning that stopping a 2nd class flow momentarily is not equal to terminating it. From the applications’ point of view, it is more like TCP being in slow phase, so when a flow is stopped momentarily by MAN, connections are still there and applications are not terminated. Also, as mentioned before, HyLine modifies TCP to avoid having time-outs in STOP state and reacting to them as indication of packet loss.

Line Rate Transmission: With today’s advances in both software (e.g., Intel DPKD [26], SR-IOV [27]) and hardware (e.g., [29], [30]), end-hosts can achieve line rate transmissions. However, if applications become the bottleneck of sending at line rate, for the 2nd class flows, they could simply add their maximum capable sending rate (maxRate) as part of their request message to MAN. MAN could consider those flows as flows generated by end-hosts having virtual maxRate-links (instead of their physical speed links). Therefore, without changing the logic, it could allow more flows to come and use same links.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented HyLine a simple and practical flow scheduling design for DCNs. HyLine’s path-aware scheduling policy exploiting the multipath nature of today’s DCNs shows that load-balancing and flow scheduling design blocks are dependent blocks, and they should be designed together to minimize AFCT in DCNs. Moreover, HyLine’s hybrid approach indicates that to reach high performance and minimize AFCT, it is unnecessary to use fine-grained scheduling structures trying to schedule every flow in DCNs by calculating and assigning either precise rates or priorities to them. In sum, Despite the simple nature of HyLine’s design and the fact that it does not require any changes in the fabric, our evaluation results show that it outperforms recent flow scheduling solutions. That’s why HyLine is a good candidate to be used in today’s commodity DCNs, and why we believe that performance meets simplicity at HyLine.
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Abstract—Efficiently exploiting the resources of data centers is a complex task that requires efficient and reliable load balancing and resource allocation algorithms. The former are in charge of assigning jobs to servers upon their arrival in the system, while the latter are responsible for sharing server resources between their assigned jobs. These algorithms should take account of various constraints, such as data locality, that restrict the feasible job assignments. In this paper, we propose a token-based mechanism that efficiently balances load between servers without requiring any knowledge on job arrival rates and server capacities. Assuming a balanced fair sharing of the server resources, we show that the resulting dynamic load balancing is insensitive to the job size distribution. Its performance is compared to that obtained under the best static load balancing and in an ideal system that would constantly optimize the resource utilization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The success of cloud services encourages operators to scale out their data centers and optimize the resource utilization. The current trend consists in virtualizing applications instead of running them on dedicated physical resources [1]. Each server may then process several applications in parallel and each application may be distributed among several servers. Better understanding the dynamics of such server pools is a prerequisite for developing load balancing and resource allocation policies that fully exploit this new degree of flexibility.

Some recent works have tackled this problem from the point of view of queueing theory [2]–[5]. Their common feature is the adoption of a bipartite graph that translates practical constraints such as data locality into compatibility relations between jobs and servers. These models apply in various systems such as computer clusters, where the shared resource is the CPU [4], [5], and content delivery networks, where the shared resource is the server upload bandwidth [3]. However, these pool models do not consider simultaneously the impact of complex load balancing and resource allocation policies. The model of [2] lays emphasis on dynamic load balancing, assuming neither server multitasking nor job parallelism. The bipartite graph describes the initial compatibilities of incoming jobs, each of them being eventually assigned to a single server. On the other hand, [3]–[5] focus on the problem of resource allocation, assuming a static load balancing that assigns incoming jobs to classes at random, independently of the system state. The class of a job in the system identifies the set of servers that can be pooled to process it in parallel. The corresponding bipartite graph, connecting classes to servers, restricts the set of feasible resource allocations.

In this paper, we introduce a tripartite graph that explicitly differentiates the compatibilities of an incoming job from its actual assignment by the load balancer. This new model allows us to study the joint effect of load balancing and resource allocation. A toy example is shown in Fig. 1. Each incoming job has a type that defines its compatibilities; these may reflect its parallelization degree or locality constraints, for instance. Depending on the system state, the load balancer matches the job with a compatible class that subsequently determines its assigned servers. The upper part of our graph, which puts constraints on load balancing, corresponds to the bipartite graph of [2]; the lower part, which restricts the resource allocation, corresponds to the bipartite graph of [3]–[5].

We use this new framework to study load balancing and resource allocation policies that are insensitive, in the sense that they make the system performance independent of fine-grained traffic characteristics. This property is highly desirable as it allows service providers to dimension their infrastructure based on average traffic predictions only. It has been extensively studied in the queueing literature [3], [6]–[8]. In particular, insensitive load balancing policies were introduced in [8] in a generic queueing model, assuming an arbitrary insensitive allocation of the resources. These load balancing policies were defined as a generalization of the static load balancing described above, where the assignment probabilities of jobs to classes depend on both the job type and the system state, and are chosen to preserve insensitivity.

Our main contribution is an algorithm based on tokens that enforces such an insensitive load balancing without performing randomized assignments. More precisely, this is a deterministic implementation of an insensitive load balancing that adapts dynamically to the system state, under an arbitrary compatibility graph. The principle is as follows. The assignments are regulated through a bucket containing a fixed
section.

number of tokens of each class. An incoming job seizes the
longest available token among those that identify a compatible
class, and is blocked if it does not find any. The rationale
behind this algorithm is to use the release order of tokens
as an information on the relative load of their servers: a
token that has been available for a long time without being
seized is likely to identify a server set that is less loaded
than others. As we will see, our algorithm mirrors the first-
come, first-served (FCFS) service discipline proposed in [5]
to implement balanced fairness, which was defined in [7] as
the most efficient insensitive resource allocation.

The closest existing algorithm we know is assign longest
This work focuses on server pools without job parallel pro-
cessing nor server multitasking. Hence, ALIS can be seen as
a special case of our algorithm where each class identifies
a server with a single token. The algorithm we propose is
also related to the blocking version of Join-Idle-Queue [9]
studied in [10]. More precisely, we could easily generalize our
algorithm to server pools with several load balancers, each
with their own bucket. The corresponding queueing model,
still tractable using known results on networks of quasi-
reversible queues [11], extends that of [10].

Organization of the paper: Section II recalls known
facts about resource allocation in server pools. We describe
a standard pool model based on a bipartite compatibility graph
and explain how to apply balanced fairness in this model.
Section III contains our main contributions. We describe our
pool model based on a tripartite graph and introduce a new
token-based insensitive load balancing mechanism. Numerical
results are presented in Section IV.

II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION

We first recall the model considered in [3]–[5] to study the
problem of resource allocation in server pools. This model will
be extended in Section III to integrate dynamic load balancing.

A. Model

We consider a pool of \( S \) servers. There are \( N \) job classes
and we let \( I = \{1, \ldots, N\} \) denote the set of class indices. For
now, each incoming job is assigned to a compatible class at
random, independently of the system state. For each \( i \in I \),
the resulting arrival process of jobs assigned to class \( i \) is assumed
to be Poisson with a rate \( \lambda_i > 0 \) that may depend on the
job arrival rates, compatibilities and assignment probabilities.
The number of jobs of class \( i \) in the system is limited by
\( \ell_i \), for each \( i \in I \), so that a new job is blocked if its
assigned class is already full. Job sizes are independent and
exponentially distributed with unit mean. Each job leaves the
system immediately after service completion.

The class of a job defines the set of servers that can be
pooled to process it. Specifically, for each \( i \in I \), a job of
class \( i \) can be served in parallel by any subset of servers within
the non-empty set \( S_i = \{1, \ldots, S_i\} \). This defines a bipartite
compatibility graph between classes and servers, where there

is an edge between a class and a server if the jobs of this class
can be processed by this server. Fig. 2 shows a toy example.

When a job is in service on several servers, its service rate
is the sum of the rates allocated by each server to this job.
For each \( s = 1, \ldots, S \), the capacity of server \( s \) is denoted by
\( \mu_s > 0 \). We can then define a function \( \mu \) on the power set of
\( I \) as follows: for each \( A \subset I \),
\[
\mu(A) = \sum_{s \in \bigcup_{i \in A} S_i} \mu_s
\]
denotes the aggregate capacity of the servers that can process
at least one class in \( A \), i.e., the maximum rate at which jobs of
these classes can be served. \( \mu \) is a submodular, non-decreasing
set function [12]. It is said to be normalized because \( \mu(\emptyset) = 0 \).

B. Balanced fairness

We first recall the definition of balanced fairness [7], which
was initially applied to server pools in [3]. Like processor shar-
ing (PS) policy, balanced fairness assumes that the capacity of
each server can be divided continuously between its jobs. It is
further assumed that the resource allocation only depends on
the number of jobs of each class in the system; in particular,
all jobs of the same class receive service at the same rate.

The system state is described by the vector \( x = (x_i : i \in I) \)
of numbers of jobs of each class in the system. The state space
is \( X = \{x \in \mathbb{N}^N : x \leq \ell\} \), where \( \ell = (\ell_i : i \in I) \) is the
vector of per-class constraints and the comparison \( \leq \) is taken
componentwise. For each \( i \in I \), we let \( \phi_i(x) \) denote the total
service rate allocated to class-\( i \) jobs in state \( x \). It is assumed
to be nonzero if and only if \( x_i > 0 \), in which case each job
of class \( i \) receives service at rate \( \phi_i(x) \).

Queueing model: Since all jobs of the same class receive
service at the same rate, we can describe the evolution of the
system with a network of \( N \) PS queues with state-dependent
service capacities. For each \( i \in I \), queue \( i \) contains jobs of
class \( i \); the arrival rate at this queue is \( \lambda_i \) and its service
capacity is \( \phi_i(x) \) when the network state is \( x \). An example is
shown in Fig. 3 for the configuration of Fig. 2.

Capacity set: The compatibilities between classes and
servers restrict the set of feasible resource allocations. Specifi-
cally, the vector \( (\phi_i(x) : i \in I) \) of per-class service rates
belongs to the following capacity set in any state \( x \in X \):
\[
\Sigma = \left\{ \phi \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ : \sum_{i \in A} \phi_i \leq \mu(A), \ \forall A \subset I \right\}
\]
As observed in [3], the properties satisfied by \( \Sigma \) guarantee that
\( \Sigma \) is a polymatroid [12].

Fig. 2. A compatibility graph between classes and servers. Servers 1 and 3 are
dedicated, while server 2 can serve both classes. The server sets associated
with classes 1 and 2 are \( S_1 = \{1, 2\} \) and \( S_2 = \{2, 3\} \), respectively.
Balance function: It was shown in [6] that the resource allocation is insensitive if and only if there is a balance function $\Phi$ defined on $\mathcal{X}$ such that $\Phi(0) = 1$ and

$$
\phi_i(x) = \frac{\Phi(x - e_i)}{\Phi(x)}, \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I}(x), \quad (1)
$$

where $e_i$ is the $N$-dimensional vector with 1 in component $i$ and 0 elsewhere and $\mathcal{I}(x) = \{i \in \mathcal{I} : x_i > 0\}$ is the set of active classes in state $x$. Under this condition, the network of PS queues defined above is a Whittle network [13]. The insensitive resource allocations that respect the capacity constraints of the system are characterized by a balance function $\Phi$ such that, for all $x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus \{0\}$,

$$
\Phi(x) \geq \frac{1}{\mu(A)} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} \phi_i(x), \quad \forall A \subset \mathcal{I}(x), \quad \mathcal{A} \neq \emptyset.
$$

Recursively maximizing the overall service rate in the system is then equivalent to minimizing $\Phi$ by choosing

$$
\Phi(x) = \max_{A \subset \mathcal{I}(x), \mathcal{A} \neq \emptyset} \left( \frac{1}{\mu(A)} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{A}} \phi_i(x) \right), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus \{0\}.
$$

The resource allocation defined by this balance function is called balanced fairness.

It was shown in [3] that balanced fairness is Pareto-efficient in polymatroid capacity sets, meaning that the total service rate $\sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}(x)} \phi_i(x)$ is always equal to the aggregate capacity $\mu(\mathcal{I}(x))$ of the servers that can process at least one active class. By (1), this is equivalent to

$$
\Phi(x) = \frac{1}{\mu(\mathcal{I}(x))} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}(x)} \phi_i(x), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X} \setminus \{0\}. \quad (2)
$$

Stationary distribution: The Markov process defined by the system state $x$ is reversible, with stationary distribution

$$
\pi(x) = \pi(0) \Phi(x) \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \lambda_i^{x_i}, \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}. \quad (3)
$$

By insensitivity, the system state has the same stationary distribution if the jobs sizes within each class are only i.i.d., as long as the traffic intensity of class $i$ (defined as the average quantity of work brought by jobs of this class per unit of time) is $\lambda_i$, for each $i \in \mathcal{I}$. A proof of this result is given in [6] for Cox distributions, which form a dense subset within the set of distributions of nonnegative random variables.

C. Job scheduling

We now describe the sequential implementation of balanced fairness that was proposed in [5]. This will lay the foundations for the results of Section III.

We still assume that a job can be distributed among several servers, but we relax the assumption that servers can process several jobs at the same time. Instead, each server processes its jobs sequentially in FCFS order. When a job arrives, it enters in service on every idle server within its assignment, if any, so that its service rate is the sum of the capacities of these servers. When the service of a job is complete, it leaves the system immediately and its servers are reallocated to the first job they can serve in the queue. Note that this sequential implementation also makes sense in a model where jobs are replicated over several servers instead of being processed in parallel. For more details, we refer the reader to [4] where the model with redundant requests was introduced.

Since the arrival order of jobs impacts the rate allocation, we need to detail the system state. We consider the sequence $c = (c_1, \ldots, c_n) \in \mathcal{I}^*$, where $n$ is the number of jobs in the system and $c_p$ is the class of the $p$-th oldest job, for each $p = 1, \ldots, n$. $\emptyset$ denotes the empty state, with $n = 0$. The vector of numbers of jobs of each class in the system, corresponding to the state introduced in §II-B, is denoted by $|c| = (|c|_i : i \in \mathcal{I}) \in \mathcal{X}$. It does not define a Markov process in general. We let $\mathcal{I}(c) = \mathcal{I}(|c|)$ denote the set of active classes in state $c$. The state space of this detailed system state is $\mathcal{C} = \{ c \in \mathcal{I}^* : |c| \leq \ell \}$.

Queueing model: Each job is in service on all the servers that were assigned this job but not those that arrived earlier. For each $p = 1, \ldots, n$, the service rate of the job in position $p$ is thus given by

$$
\mu_p = \mu(\mathcal{I}(c_1, \ldots, c_p)) - \mu(\mathcal{I}(c_1, \ldots, c_{p-1})),
$$

with the convention that $(c_1, \ldots, c_{p-1}) = \emptyset$ if $p = 1$. The service rate of a job is independent of the jobs arrived later in the system. Additionally, the total service rate $\mu(\mathcal{I}(c))$ is independent of the arrival order of jobs. The corresponding queueing model is an order-independent (OI) queue [14], [15]. An example is shown in Fig. 4 for the configuration of Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. An OI queue with $N = 2$ job classes associated with the server pool of Fig. 2. The job of class 1 at the head of the queue is in service on servers 1 and 2. The third job, of class 2, is in service on server 3. Aggregating the state $c$ yields the state $x$ of the Whittle network of Fig. 3.

Stationary distribution: The Markov process defined by the system state $c$ is irreducible. The results of [15] show that this process is quasi-reversible, with stationary distribution

$$
\pi(c) = \pi(\emptyset) \Phi(c) \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \lambda_i^{\mid c_i}, \quad \forall c \in \mathcal{C}, \quad (4)
$$
where $\Phi$ is defined recursively on $\mathcal{C}$ by $\Phi(\emptyset) = 1$ and

$$
\Phi(c) = \frac{1}{\mu(\mathcal{I}(c))} \Phi(c_1, \ldots, c_{n-1}), \quad \forall c \in \mathcal{C} \setminus \{\emptyset\}.
$$

(5)

We now go back to the aggregate state $x$ giving the number of jobs of each class in the system. With a slight abuse of notation, we let

$$
\pi(x) = \sum_{c:|c|=x} \pi(c) \quad \text{and} \quad \Phi(x) = \sum_{c:|c|=x} \Phi(c), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}.
$$

As observed in [5], [15], if follows from (4) that

$$
\pi(x) = \pi(\emptyset) \left( \sum_{c:|c|=x} \Phi(c) \right) \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \lambda_i^{x_i} = \pi(0) \Phi(x) \prod_{i \in \mathcal{I}} \lambda_i^{x_i}
$$

in any state $x$. Using (5), we can show that $\Phi$ satisfies (2) with the initial condition $\Phi(0) = \Phi(\emptyset) = 1$. Hence, the stationary distribution of the aggregate system state $x$ is exactly that obtained in §II-B under balanced fairness.

It was also shown in [5] that the average per-class resource allocation resulting from FCFS service discipline is balanced fairness. In other words, we have

$$
\phi_i(x) = \sum_{c:|c|=x} \frac{\pi(c)}{\pi(x)} \mu_i(c), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I}(x),
$$

where $\phi_i(x)$ is the total service rate allocated to class-$i$ jobs in state $x$ under balanced fairness, given by (1), and $\mu_i(c)$ denotes the service rate received by the first job of class $i$ in state $c$ under FCFS service discipline:

$$
\mu_i(c) = \sum_{p=1}^{n} (\mu(\mathcal{I}(c_1, \ldots, c_p)) - \mu(\mathcal{I}(c_1, \ldots, c_{p-1}))).
$$

Observe that, by (3) and (4), the rate equality simplifies to

$$
\phi_i(x) = \sum_{c:|c|=x} \frac{\Phi(c)}{\Phi(x)} \mu_i(c), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I}(x).
$$

(6)

We will use this last equality later.

As it is, the FCFS service discipline is very sensitive to the job size distribution. [5] mitigates this sensitivity by frequently interrupting jobs and moving them to the end of the queue, in the same way as round-robin scheduling algorithm in the single-server case. In the queueing model, these interruptions and resumptions are represented approximately by random routing, which leaves the stationary distribution unchanged by quasi-reversibility [11], [13]. If the interruptions are frequent enough, then all jobs of a class tend to receive the same service rate on average, which is that obtained under balanced fairness. In particular, performance becomes approximately insensitive to the job size distribution within each class.

III. LOAD BALANCING

The previous section has considered the problem of resource sharing. We now focus on dynamic load balancing, using the fact that each job may be a priori compatible with several classes and assigned to one of them upon arrival. We first extend the model of §II-A to add this new degree of flexibility.

A. Model

We again consider a pool of $S$ servers. There are $N$ job classes and we let $\mathcal{I} = \{1, \ldots, N\}$ denote the set of class indices. The compatibilities between job classes and servers are described by a bipartite graph, as explained in §II-A. Additionally, we assume that the arrivals are divided into $K$ types, so that the jobs of each type enter the system according to an independent Poisson process. Job sizes are independent and exponentially distributed with unit mean. Each job leaves the system immediately after service completion.

The type of a job defines the set of classes it can be assigned to. This assignment is performed instantaneously upon the job arrival, according to some decision rule that will be detailed later. For each $i \in \mathcal{I}$, we let $\mathcal{K}_i \subset \{1, \ldots, K\}$ denote the non-empty set of job types that can be assigned to class $i$.

This defines a bipartite compatibility graph between types and classes, where there is an edge between a type and a class if the jobs of this type can be assigned to this class. Overall, the compatibilities are described by a tripartite graph between types, classes, and servers. Fig. 1 shows a toy example.

For each $k = 1, \ldots, K$, the arrival rate of type-$k$ jobs in the system is denoted by $\nu_k > 0$. We can then define a function $\nu$ on the power set of $\mathcal{I}$ as follows: for each $A \subset \mathcal{I}$,

$$
\nu(A) = \sum_{k \in \bigcup_{i \in A} \mathcal{K}_i} \nu_k
$$

denotes the aggregate arrival rate of the types that can be assigned to at least one class in $A$. $\nu$ satisfies the submodularity, monotonicity and normalization properties satisfied by the function $\mu$ of §II-A.

B. Randomized load balancing

We now express the insensitive load balancing of [8] in our new server pool model. This extends the static load balancing considered earlier. Incoming jobs are assigned to classes at random, and the assignment probabilities depend not only on the job type but also on the system state. As in §II-B, we assume that the capacity of each server can be divided continuously between its jobs. The resources are allocated by applying balanced fairness in the capacity set defined by the bipartite compatibility graph between job classes and servers.

Open queueing model: We first recall the queueing model considered in [8] to describe the randomized load balancing. As in §II-B, jobs are gathered by class in PS queues with state-dependent service capacities given by (1). Hence, the type of a job is forgotten once it is assigned to a class.

Similarly, we record the job arrivals depending on the class they are assigned to, regardless of their type before the assignment. The Poisson arrival assumption ensures that, given the system state, the time before the next arrival at each class is exponentially distributed and independent of the arrivals at other classes. The rates of these arrivals result from the load balancing. We write them as functions of the vector $y = t - x$ of numbers of available positions at each class. Specifically, $\lambda_i(y)$ denotes the arrival rate of jobs assigned to class $i$ when there are $y_j$ available positions in class $j$, for each $j \in \mathcal{I}$. 
the following capacity set in any state $y \in \mathcal{X}$:

$$\Gamma = \left\{ \lambda \in \mathbb{R}_+^N : \sum_{i \in A} \lambda_i \leq \nu(A), \forall A \subset \mathcal{I} \right\}.$$  

The properties satisfied by $\nu$ guarantee that $\Gamma$ is a polymatroid.

_Balance function:_ Our token-based reformulation allows us to interpret dynamic load balancing as a problem of resource allocation in the network of queues containing available tokens. This will allow us to apply the results of §II-B.

It was shown in [8] that the load balancing is insensitive if and only if there is a balance function $\Lambda$ defined on $\mathcal{X}$ such that $\Lambda(0) = 1$, and

$$\lambda_i(y) = \frac{\Lambda(y - e_i)}{\Lambda(y)}, \quad \forall y \in \mathcal{X}, \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{I}(y). \quad (7)$$

Under this condition, the network of PS queues containing available tokens is a Whittle network.

The Pareto-efficiency of balanced fairness in polymatroid capacity sets can be understood as follows in terms of load balancing. We consider the balance function $\Lambda$ defined recursively on $\mathcal{X}$ by $\Lambda(0) = 1$ and

$$\Lambda(y) = \frac{1}{\nu(\mathcal{I}(y))} \sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}(y)} \Lambda(y - e_i), \quad \forall y \in \mathcal{X} \setminus \{0\}. \quad (8)$$

Then $\Lambda$ defines a load balancing that belongs to the capacity set $\Gamma$ in each state $y$. By (7), this load balancing satisfies

$$\sum_{i \in \mathcal{I}(y)} \lambda_i(y) = \nu(\mathcal{I}(y)), \quad \forall y \in \mathcal{X},$$

meaning that an incoming job is accepted whenever it is compatible with at least one available token.

_Stationary distribution:_ The Markov process defined by the system state $x$ is reversible, with stationary distribution

$$\pi(x) = \frac{1}{G} \Phi(x) \Lambda(\ell - x), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, \quad (9)$$

where $G$ is a normalization constant. Note that we could symmetrically give the stationary distribution of the Markov process defined by the vector $y = \ell - x$ of numbers of available tokens. As mentioned earlier, the insensitivity of balanced fairness is preserved by the load balancing.

_C. Deterministic token mechanism_ 

Our closed queueing model reveals that the randomized load balancing is dual to the balanced fair resource allocation. This allows us to propose a new deterministic load balancing algorithm that mirrors the FCFS service discipline of §II-C. This algorithm can be combined indifferently with balanced fairness or with the sequential FCFS scheduling; in both cases, we show that it implements the load balancing defined by (7).

All available tokens are now sorted in order of release in a single bucket. The longest available tokens are in front. An incoming job scans the bucket from beginning to end and seizes the first compatible token; it is blocked if it does not find any. For now, we assume that the server resources are allocated to the accepted jobs by applying the FCFS service
process is quasi-reversible, with stationary distribution

\[ \pi(c, t) = \frac{1}{G} \Phi(c) \Lambda(t), \quad \forall c, t \in C : |c| + |t| = \ell, \]

where \( \Phi \) is defined by the recursion (5) and the initial step \( \Phi(0) = 1 \), as in §II-C; similarly, \( \Lambda \) is defined recursively on \( C \) by \( \Lambda(0) = 1 \) and

\[ \Lambda(t) = \frac{1}{\nu(I(t))} \Lambda(t_1, \ldots, t_{m-1}), \quad \forall t \in C \setminus \{\emptyset\}. \]

We go back to the aggregate state \( x \) giving the number of tokens of each class held by jobs in service. With a slight abuse of notation, we define its stationary distribution by

\[ \pi(x) = \sum_{c : |c| = x} \sum_{t : |t| = \ell - x} \pi(c, t), \quad \forall x \in X. \tag{10} \]

As in §II-C, we can show that we have

\[ \pi(x) = \frac{1}{G} \Phi(x) \Lambda(\ell - x), \quad \forall x \in X, \]

where the functions \( \Phi \) and \( \Lambda \) are defined on \( X \) by

\[ \Phi(x) = \sum_{c : |c| = x} \Phi(c) \quad \text{and} \quad \Lambda(y) = \sum_{t : |t| = y} \Lambda(t), \quad \forall x, y \in X, \]

respectively. These functions \( \Phi \) and \( \Lambda \) satisfy the recursions (2) and (8), respectively, with the initial conditions \( \Phi(0) = \Lambda(0) = 1 \). Hence, the aggregate stationary distribution of the system state \( x \) is exactly that obtained in §III-B by combining the randomized load balancing with balanced fairness.

Also, using the definition of \( \Lambda \), we can rewrite (6) as follows: for each \( x \in X \) and \( i \in I(x) \),

\[ \phi_s(x) = \sum_{c : |c| = x} \frac{1}{G} \Phi(c) \sum_{t : |t| = \ell - x} \Lambda(t) \mu_i(c) = \sum_{c : |c| = x} \frac{\pi(c, t)}{\pi(x)} \mu_i(c). \]

Hence, the average per-class service rates are still as defined by balanced fairness. By symmetry, it follows that the average per-class arrival rates, ignoring the release order of tokens, are as defined by the randomized load balancing. Specifically, for each \( y \in X \) and \( i \in I(y) \), we have

\[ \lambda_i(y) = \sum_{c : |c| = y - \ell} \sum_{t : |t| = y} \frac{\pi(c, t)}{\pi(\ell - y)} \nu_i(t), \]

where \( \lambda_i(y) \) is the arrival rate of jobs assigned to class \( i \) in state \( y \) under the randomized load balancing, given by (7), and \( \nu_i(t) \) denotes the rate at which the first available token of class \( i \) is seized under the deterministic load balancing:

\[ \nu_i(t) = \sum_{p=1}^{m} (\nu(I(t_1, \ldots, t_p)) - \nu(I(t_1, \ldots, t_{p-1}))). \]

As in §II-C, the stationary distribution of the system state is unchanged by the addition of random routing, as long as the average traffic intensity of each class remains constant. Hence we can again reach some approximate insensitivity to the job size distribution within each class by enforcing frequent job interruptions and resumptions.

Application with balanced fairness: As announced earlier, we can also combine our token-based load balancing algorithm with balanced fairness. The assignment of jobs to classes is still regulated by a single bucket containing available tokens, sorted in release order, but the resources are now allocated according to balanced fairness. The corresponding queueing
model consists of an OI queue and a Whittle network, as represented in Fig. 7.

The intermediary state \((x, t)\), retaining the release order of available tokens but not the arrival order of jobs, defines a Markov process. Its stationary distribution follows from known results on networks of quasi-reversible queues [11]:

\[ \pi(x, t) = \frac{1}{G} \Phi(x) \Lambda(t), \quad \forall x \in X, \ \forall t \in \mathcal{T} : x + |t| = \ell. \]

We can show as before that the average per-class arrival rates, ignoring the release order of tokens, are as defined by the dynamic load balancing of §III-B.

The insensitivity of balanced fairness to the job size distribution within each class is again preserved. The proof of [6] for Cox distributions extends directly. Note that this does not imply that performance is insensitive to the job size distribution within each type. Indeed, if two job types with different size distributions can be assigned to the same class, then the distribution of the job sizes within this class may be correlated to the system state upon their arrival. This point will be assessed by simulation in Section IV.

Observe that our token-based mechanism can be applied to balance the load between the queues of an arbitrary Whittle network, as represented in Fig. 7, independently of the system considered. Examples or such systems are given in [8].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We finally consider two examples that give insights on the performance of our token-based algorithm. We especially make a comparison with the static load balancing of Section II and assess the insensitivity to the job size distribution within each type. We refer the reader to [17] for a large-scale analysis in homogeneous pools with a single job type, along with a comparison with other (non-insensitive) standard policies.

Performance metrics for Poisson arrival processes and exponentially distributed sizes with unit mean follow from (9). By insensitivity, these also give the performance when job sizes within each class are i.i.d., as long as the traffic intensity is unchanged. We resort to simulations to evaluate performance when the job size distribution is type-dependent.

Performance is measured by the job blocking probability and the resource occupancy. For each \(k = 1, \ldots, K\), we let

\[ \beta_k = \frac{1}{G} \sum_{x_1 = \ell_1, \ \forall i \in I : k \in \mathcal{K}_i}^{x \leq \ell} \Phi(x) \Lambda(\ell - x) \]

denote the probability that a job of type \(k\) is blocked upon arrival. The equality follows from PASTA property [13]. Symmetrically, for each \(s = 1, \ldots, S\), we let

\[ \psi_s = \frac{1}{G} \sum_{x_0 = 0, \ \forall i \in I : s \in \mathcal{S}_i}^{x \leq \ell} \Phi(x) \Lambda(\ell - x) \]

denote the probability that server \(s\) is idle. These quantities are related by the conservation equation

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \nu_k (1 - \beta_k) = \sum_{s=1}^{S} \mu_s (1 - \psi_s). \]  

(11)

We define respectively the average blocking probability and the average resource occupancy by

\[ \beta = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \nu_k \beta_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \nu_k} \quad \text{and} \quad \eta = \frac{\sum_{s=1}^{S} \mu_s (1 - \psi_s)}{\sum_{s=1}^{S} \mu_s}. \]

There is a simple relation between \(\beta\) and \(\eta\). Indeed, if we let \(\rho = (\sum_{k=1}^{K} \nu_k)/(\sum_{s=1}^{S} \mu_s)\) denote the total load in the system, then we can rewrite (11) as \(\rho (1 - \beta) = \eta\).

As expected, minimizing the average blocking probability is equivalent to maximizing the average resource occupancy. It is however convenient to look at both metrics in parallel. As we will see, when the system is underloaded, jobs are almost never blocked and it is easier to describe the (almost linear) evolution of the resource occupancy. On the contrary, when the system is overloaded, resources tend to be maximally occupied and it is more interesting to focus on the blocking probability.

Observe that any stable server pool satisfies the conservation equation (11). In particular, the average blocking probability \(\beta\) in a stable system cannot be less than \(1 - \frac{1}{\rho}\) when \(\rho > 1\). A similar argument applied to each job type imposes that

\[ \beta_k \geq \max \left( 0, 1 - \frac{1}{\nu_k} \sum_{x \in \mathcal{S}_i \cap \mathcal{K}_i}^{x \leq \ell} \mu_s \right), \]  

(12)

for each \(k = 1, \ldots, K\).

A. A single job type

We first consider a pool of \(S = 10\) servers with a single type of jobs (\(K = 1\)), as shown in Fig. 8. Each class identifies a unique server and each job can be assigned to any class. Half of the servers have a unit capacity \(\mu\) and the other half have capacity \(4\mu\). Each server has \(\ell = 6\) tokens and applies PS policy to its jobs. We do not look at the insensitivity to the job size distribution in this case, as there is a single job type.

Fig. 8. A server pool with a single job type. Classes are omitted because each of them corresponds to a single server.
Comparison: We compare the performance of our algorithm with that of the static load balancing of Section II, where each job is assigned to a server at random, independently of system state, and blocked if its assigned server is already full. We consider two variants, best static and uniform static, where the assignment probabilities are proportional to the server capacities and uniform, respectively. Ideal refers to the lowest average blocking probability that complies with the system stability. According to (11), it is 0 when $\rho \leq 1$ and $1 - \frac{1}{\rho}$ when $\rho > 1$. One can think of it as the performance in an ideal server pool where resources would be constantly optimally utilized. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

The performance gain of our algorithm compared to the static policies is maximal near the critical load $\rho = 1$, which is also the area where the delta with ideal is maximal. Elsewhere, all load balancing policies have a comparable performance. Our intuition is as follows: when the system is underloaded, servers are often available and the blocking probability is low anyway; when the system is overloaded, resources are congested and the blocking probability is high whichever scheme is utilized. Observe that the performance under uniform static deteriorates faster, even when $\rho < 1$, because the servers with the lowest capacity, concentrating half of the arrivals with only $\frac{1}{\rho}$-th of the service capacity, are congested whenever $\rho > \frac{1}{2}$. This stresses the need for accurate rate estimations under a static load balancing.

Asymptotics when the number of tokens increases: We now focus on the impact of the number of tokens on the performance of the dynamic load balancing. A direct calculation shows that the average blocking probability decreases with the number $\ell$ of tokens per server, and tends to ideal as $\ell \to +\infty$. Intuitively, having many tokens gives a long run feedback on the server loads without blocking arrivals more than necessary (to preserve stability). The results are shown in Fig. 10.

We observe that the convergence to the asymptotic ideal is quite fast. The largest gain is obtained with small values of $\ell$ and the performance is already close to the optimal with $\ell = 10$ tokens per server. Hence, we can reach a low blocking probability even when the number of tokens is limited, for instance to guarantee a minimum service rate per job or respect multitasking constraints on the servers.

![Fig. 9. Performance of the dynamic load balancing in the pool of Fig. 8. Average blocking probability (bottom plot) and resource occupancy (top plot).](image1)

![Fig. 10. Impact of the number of tokens on the average blocking probability under the dynamic load balancing in the pool of Fig. 8.](image2)

B. Several job types

We now consider a pool of $S = 6$ servers, all with the same unit capacity $\mu$, as shown in Fig. 11. As before, there is no parallel processing. Each class identifies a unique server that applies PS policy to its jobs and has $\ell = 6$ tokens. There are two job types with different arrival rates and compatibilities. Type-1 jobs have a unit arrival rate $\nu$ and can be assigned to any of the first four servers. Type-2 jobs arrive at rate $4\nu$ and can be assigned to any of the last four servers. Thus only two servers can be accessed by both types. Note that heterogeneity now lies in the job arrival rates and not in the server capacities.

![Fig. 11. A server pool with two job types.](image3)

Comparison: We again consider two variants of the static load balancing: best static, in which the assignment probabilities are chosen so as to homogenize the arrival rates at the servers as far as possible, and uniform static, in which the assignment probabilities are uniform. Note that best static assumes that the arrival rates of the job types are known, while uniform static does not. As before, ideal refers to the lowest average blocking probability that complies with the system stability. The results are shown in Fig. 12.

Regardless of the policy, the slope of the resource occupancy breaks down near the critical load $\rho = \frac{5}{6}$. The reason is that the last four servers support at least $\frac{1}{\rho}$-th of the arrivals with only $\frac{2}{3}$-rd of the service capacity, so that their effective load is $\frac{5}{9}\rho$. It follows from (12) that the average blocking probability in a stable system cannot be less than $\frac{5}{9}(1 - \frac{5}{9}\rho)$ when $\rho \geq \frac{5}{6}$. Under ideal, the slope of the resource occupancy breaks down again at $\rho = \frac{5}{6}$. This is the point where the first two servers cannot support the load of type-1 jobs by themselves anymore.

Otherwise, most of the observations of §IV-A are still valid. The performance gain of the dynamic load balancing compared to best static is maximal near the first critical load $\rho = \frac{5}{6}$. Its delta with ideal is maximal near $\rho = \frac{5}{6}$ and $\rho = \frac{1}{2}$.
Also observe that the blocking probability of type-1 jobs increases near the load $\rho = \frac{3}{5}$, which is twice less than the upper bound $\rho = \frac{2}{3}$ given by (12). This suggests that the dynamic load balancing compensates the overload of type-2 jobs by rejecting more jobs of type 1.

V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new server pool model that explicitly distinguishes the compatibilities of a job from its actual assignment by the load balancer. Expressing the results of [8] in this new model has allowed us to see the problem of load balancing in a new light. We have derived a deterministic, token-based implementation of a dynamic load balancing that preserves the insensitivity of balanced fairness to the job size distribution within each class. Numerical results have assessed the performance of this algorithm.

For the future works, we would like to evaluate the performance of our algorithm in broader classes of server pools. We are also interested in proving its insensitivity to the job size distribution within each type.
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Abstract—The steady decline of IP transit prices in the past two decades has helped fuel the growth of traffic demands in the Internet ecosystem. Despite the declining unit pricing, bandwidth costs remain significant due to ever-increasing scale and reach of the Internet, combined with the price disparity between the Internet's core hubs versus remote regions. In the meantime, cloud providers have been auctioning underutilized computing resources in their marketplace as spot instances for a much lower price, compared to their on-demand instances. This state of affairs has led the networking community to devote extensive efforts to cloud-assisted networks — the idea of offloading network functionality to cloud platforms, ultimately leading to more flexible and highly composable network service chains.

We initiate a critical discussion on the economic and technological aspects of leveraging cloud-assisted networks for Internet-scale interconnections and data transfers. Namely, we investigate the prospect of constructing a large-scale virtualized network provider that does not own any fixed or dedicated resources and runs atop several spot instances. We construct a cloud-assisted overlay as a virtual network provider, by leveraging third-party cloud spot instances. We identify three use case scenarios where such approach will not only be economically and technologically viable but also provide performance benefits compared to current commercial offerings of connectivity and transit providers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The massive amount of content shared on the Internet, along with the bandwidth requirements to provide higher Quality of Experience (QoE) for latency-sensitive applications such as online gaming and video conferencing, has resulted in ever-increasing bandwidth demand and an urgent desire for flexibility in interconnections by network operators.

Cloud-assisted networks have been recently proposed, to increase performance, flexibility, and reliability of wide area networks [31]. They leverage cloud resources to compose large-scale overlay networks. This approach is appealing because cloud platforms generally guarantee high levels of availability through various levels of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [19]. Moreover, major cloud providers such as Amazon have built their own global backbone network [40]. Therefore, they do not rely on the transit providers for their data transfer. These cloud networks are well provisioned and maintained, which makes them better than the Internet paths regarding loss rate and jitter [32]. Based on these observations, companies such as Teridion [42] and Cloudflare [23] offer cloud-assisted networks for SaaS providers as a premium service for a higher price compared to using standard Internet-based connectivity.

However, the use of cloud-assisted overlays in a broader set of use cases, such as their use by end users or enterprises for regular data transfers and the economic viability of such cases, is not well studied. We argue that the feasibility of cloud-assisted overlay solutions deserves a broader study informed by three key factors that we identify as follows.

Geographical price disparity. First, the oligopoly of a limited number of connectivity providers and a substantial dependence on expensive long-haul links to the US or EU for international connectivity, have caused a higher price for IP transit in the remote Internet regions [20]. For instance, prices for 10 Gbps Ethernet (10 GbE) bandwidth remain up to 20 times more expensive in São Paulo and Sydney, compared to EU and USA. This disparity is even more pronounced in remote regions such as Central Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. For example, as of 2014, while the transit cost per Mbps per month was 0.94$ in the US [37], it was 15$ in Kazakhstan and 347$ in Uzbekistan [35]. Even though the average IP transit prices at major Internet hubs have fallen by an annual 61% during the past two decades, this decline has been much less pronounced elsewhere [37]. Consequently, the economic viability and incentives of a cloud-assisted solution significantly depend on its geographical location.

On-demand bandwidth. Second, even though transit providers currently offer bandwidth with minimum commitment, as low as 10 Mbps [24], interconnection contracts shorter than one month are still uncommon. To rectify this limitation, companies such as Epsilon [4] and PacketFabric [8] are working towards making bandwidth a tradeable utility, steering up dynamic interconnections among their users. Furthermore, companies like Megaport [6] and Console Connect [3] provide scalable point-to-point connectivity to cloud and network providers. Aligning to these recent developments, the pay-per-use and per-second billing of cloud providers can enable cloud-assisted solutions to offer dynamic interconnections with no commitment to time or usage.

Low-cost cloud resources. Third, spot markets of cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) offer their spare compute instances, with the same resources and capabilities as their on-demand counterparts, at a much lower price. Nevertheless, spot instances can be suddenly interrupted with a notification period of up to two minutes. Applications that can tolerate the volatile nature of the spot instances can use them as an economical alternative to the on-demand ones. These spot markets, typically underutilized, have idle and affordable resources in multiple regions. The economic viability of cloud-assisted networks depends on the need for connectivity services that are more dynamic than the traditional ones. Resilient architectures built
atop spot instances can bring cloud expenditures down enough to make cloud-assisted overlays profitable.

Given the above premises, we set out to investigate the following research questions: i) Can a cloud-assisted network built on several spot instances be a viable solution to realize an on-demand virtual Network-as-a-Service provider, i.e., a network provider built over multiple cloud offerings and that does not own any fixed or dedicated resources? ii) If so, what are its possible usage scenarios and under what conditions would this approach be economically sustainable for a network provider? iii) When would this approach be cheaper than existing alternative connectivity providers, including transit providers, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) network providers? iv) how stable are today’s spot instances? v) If not competitive on price, would this approach be able to provide higher performance and/or additional features than the alternatives?

We study the technological and economic viability of such a cloud-assisted network and propose NetUber as an efficient architecture to realize it. NetUber consists of a broker that i) purchases spot VMs from the cloud providers, and ii) creates an overlay network over the multiple spot VMs to function as a large-scale inter-region connectivity provider to the customers who would buy connectivity directly from NetUber. Thus, NetUber operates as an on-demand virtual connectivity provider running atop virtual routers in the spot VMs. By leveraging the memory and CPU of the acquired spot instances, we further envision a deployment of auxiliary services such as compression-as-a-service [1] and encryption-as-a-service [2], offering an optional compressed or encrypted data transfer between the regions.

Our primary contributions are: i) an economic model to exploit spot markets for direct secured connectivity between pairs of endpoints, and ii) an inter-cloud approach that leverages spot VMs in building a reliable virtual connectivity provider. When compared to traditional flat-price connectivity providers, our extensive evaluation shows that i) NetUber best suits the needs of small dynamic monthly transfers up to at least 50 TB and ii) NetUber cuts Internet latencies up to a factor of 30%. We see our contributions as a first step towards a more systematic understanding of the next-generation overlay interconnection networks.

We discuss the current potential for cloud-assisted networks in Section II. We then elaborate the potential deployments for the identified use cases of NetUber in Section III. We illustrate the opportunities for NetUber through an economic analysis in Section IV. We evaluate NetUber against the current offerings in Section V. We discuss the related work in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. MAKING CLOUD-ASSISTED NETWORKS A REALITY: BACKGROUND AND MARKET ANALYSIS

A cloud-assisted network leverages the cloud VMs to host the virtual routers and the underlying cloud network infrastructure for its data transfer. In this section, we look at these counterparts from both economic and technological perspectives, and build a foundation for NetUber design decisions based on our observations on cloud pricing trends.

A. Spot Markets

Large-scale dynamic overlays such as NetUber require many cloud instances and a billing model that charges overlay operators for their actual usage of cloud resources. While the cloud providers offer per-second billing\(^1\), the price of on-demand instances remains a concern for overlay operators. Despite a constant price reduction [18], building an overlay network with on-demand instances turns out to be more expensive than using traditional connectivity providers for the same Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Currently, largest cloud providers offer a cheaper and appealing alternative to on-demand instances. The so-called "spot instances" are spare computing resources, exactly identical to their on-demand counterparts, which are offered at a much lower price but can suddenly be interrupted by the cloud provider with a short notification. Amazon estimates that using spot instances can save up to 90% compared to the on-demand pricing [10]. Similarly, GCP preemptible instances [29] provide a flat rate of 80% of savings, and the recently announced Microsoft Azure low-priority instances [41] are expected to offer the same, compared to their respective on-demand offerings. Thus, we propose to use spot instances to minimize the cost as much as possible, while providing the same availability and performance guarantees.

In contrast, "reserved" instances refer to the cloud instances that are leased for an extended period such as 1 - 3 years, for a discounted price. Often reserved instances offer similar savings to spot instances. For example, 82% savings in Azure. However, they are unsuitable due to their time commitment that is unfit for the dynamic nature of the network demand. Availability zones. Cloud data centers are present in several geographical locations that are known as the “cloud regions”. Each region further consists of multiple “availability zones” that are physically separated servers in a given region. Availability zones provide resilience and fault-tolerance to the cloud regions. Each EC2 region has multiple availability zones that are isolated but connected to each other through low-latency links internal to the EC2 region network. Price fluctuations of EC2 spot market are inevitable and more vigorous for a few instance types in some availability zones at specific time frames. Even identical spot instances of different availability zones, inside the same region, often have different prices at times. In contrast, GCP preemptible instances have a fixed pricing unlike the dynamic pricing of AWS spot instances.

Price fluctuations. We monitored the availability, performance, and price fluctuations of EC2 spot instances over a time frame of three months (April - June 2017). Throughout our experiments, Linux r4.8xlarge spot instances remained the cheapest, yet memory-optimized EC2 instances with 10 GbE network interface. Each of these R4 instances consists of 32

\(^1\)AWS and GCP moving to per-second billing from their per-hour and per-minute billings, starting from October 2017.
virtual CPUs and 244 GB of memory. They offer 10 Gbps bandwidth inside an AWS placement group (a logical grouping of EC2 instances inside an availability zone as a cluster). Network transfers outside a placement group are limited to 5 Gbps [13]. Figure 1 depicts the price fluctuations among the Linux r4.8xlarge instances of the availability zones of Frankfurt and Sydney regions during the period. We observed up to 89% of savings with spot fleets of r4.8xlarge instances in Sydney, Frankfurt, and North Virginia regions.

The spot price for Frankfurt remained relatively low and stable across all the availability zones. However, the spot price even exceeded the on-demand price in Sydney for availability zone 2b at times, while the other two availability zones remained cheaper for the spot instances. Instances of the zones eu-central-1c and ap-southeast-2c had a relatively steady and cheap price. While it is straightforward to opt for instances from the availability zones that have remained cheaper recently with a stable price, fluctuations in the future are unpredictable. Hence, while some spot instances belonging to a particular availability zone are being terminated, spot instances may be spawned in the other availability zones of the same region. This dynamic nature of the network poses the question of how the inter-region traffic should be re-adjusted to route to the current active instances.

Multiple spot instances can be spawned at once adhering to user specifications in target capacity and cost threshold, through approaches such as EC2 Spot Fleet [12] to mitigate the problem of scale and complexity in managing a large number of instances at once. Currently, EC2 spot instances are also available with predefined duration from one to six hours, 30 - 50% cheaper than the on-demand instances, making them less volatile and more reliable [10]. We observed that by leveraging multiple availability zones in each region, a stable overlay could be operated using the cheapest instances over time.

**B. Cloud Data Transfer**

Inter-region cloud data transfer prices remain relatively high as there is no “spot data transfer” that provides cheaper data transfer with a volatile bandwidth. The data transfer pricing exhibited a slower decline compared to that of IP transit. Around 20% and 25% of price reductions have been reported in 2010 [16] and 2014 [17] respectively, for data transfer out from the EC2 instances.

While it is typical for small enterprises and home users to connect to the cloud servers through the public Internet, for large-scale data transfers, a dedicated connection or co-locating with a cloud Point of Presence (PoP) is recommended for throughput and cost efficiency. Such a direct connection avoids depending on a third-party connectivity provider such as ISPs, which incur more costs and also limit the scale of data transfer (for example, typically ISPs offer up to 1 TB per month for home users abiding by the data rate promised in the data plan). Cloud data transfers through private direct connections thus avoid the bottleneck caused by the Internet-based connectivity between the user data centers and cloud servers. The virtual network overlay users must have an existing connection to the cloud provider or set it up directly with the cloud provider or its partners. The costs of setting up the Direct Connect is pay-per-use and not more expensive than the alternatives with the same throughput. It is configured and paid directly by each cloud user to the cloud provider.

Currently, cloud providers such as AWS and GCP do not charge for the data transfer into an instance either from the Internet or the other regions. They charge for data transfer out of a region, which differs based on the destination: the Internet, a server connected by Direct Connect, and to any other region. Currently, AWS typically charges the inter-region traffic independent of the destination region (with a few exceptions for nearest regions such as cheaper transfer between the US East regions - North Virginia and Ohio). On the other hand, GCP clusters the regions into four groups (worldwide, Asia, China, and Australia) to give differentiated pricing based on the group of egress/destination region.

**Cloud region price disparity.** Figure 2 illustrates the disparity of pricing among the AWS regions to transfer a unit of data (1 TB), for transfers up to 10 TB. Larger transfers become cheaper per unit, with the price reaching almost half when the total volume reaches 500 TB. For example, it decreased from 92.16$/TB to 51.20$/TB for transfers out from regions 1 - 8 (Canada and EU-based regions, and US-based regions except for GovCloud) to the Internet. The cloud data transfer options such as Direct Connect are cheaper than sending data from the cloud to a customer server directly through the Internet. The discrepancy in pricing among the regions is visible (which is comparable to the IP transit price disparity); regions 1 - 9 (US, Canada, and EU) remain much cheaper than the others.

We observe that the current pricing of data transfer for the cloud providers is not supportive of a more comprehensive adoption of an Internet-scale cloud-assisted network, due to the lack of a differentiated pricing model based on the current lo-
cal time or demand for bandwidth. Moreover, cloud providers charge for the data transfers by the volume of data transferred, rather than by the data rate, unlike transit providers or ISPs. Regardless of the throughput, the cloud user pays the same amount based on the amount of data transferred. Therefore, there is no incentive for the cloud users to opt for a slower data rate even when their application is delay-tolerant. Furthermore, not considering the cloud overlay network scenario, cloud providers discourage long-distance inter-region data transfer to counter communication delays due to poor SaaS design.

Based on our observations and subsequent analysis on the cloud data transfer offerings and the availability of cheaper spot VMs, we deduce that the data transfer will contribute with the most significant share to the expenses for the Internet-scale overlays deployed over multiple regions. Thus data compression and minimizing data transfer path lengths can enable a cost-efficient execution of the cloud-assisted network.

III. TOWARDS NETUBER DEPLOYMENTS

In this section, we will look into the deployment architecture of three primary use cases of NetUber: i) a cheaper point-to-point connectivity between two regions for data transfers, ii) a premium connectivity between multi-cloud regions for end users for faster data transfer and better SaaS performance, and iii) a connectivity provider with additional network services.

A. Economical Point-to-Point Connectivity

NetUber leverages spot instances to offer short-term or small-scale direct access between two geographically separated endpoints, as an economical alternative to enterprise MPLS networks. NetUber has no dedicated servers. Its broker is hosted in a set of spot instances per region. Cloud monitors such as AWS alarms are leveraged to ensure that each region has at least one broker instance that is active and not scheduled for termination. For a stable overlay, we need some instances in each region, based on the bandwidth demand and the number of active instances at any given time. At any moment, the broker purchases instances from the availability zone that has the cheapest of the higher performance instances in a region. Over time, instances are spawned and maintained across multiple availability zones. Therefore, the expensive ones to maintain are terminated at the earliest.

Each NetUber cloud instance hosts a virtual router. Each virtual router can dynamically connect to the virtual routers of certain spot instances of another region through the overlay, based on the users’ connectivity or data transfer requests. Consider a scenario where a customer chooses to send data from her server $s_o$ to the destination server $s_d$. These servers are in the cloud provider regions $r_o$ and $r_d$ respectively and are connected to the cloud provider through a dedicated connection such as Amazon Direct Connect. Figure 3 illustrates a representation of a sample NetUber deployment that offers a direct connection between $s_o$ and $s_d$. NetUber is composed of many spot VMs in multiple regions, connected through the overlay network of virtual routers.

B. Higher Performance Point-to-Point Interconnection

On the intra-domain traffic, an ISP can seek the shortest path as it controls the network. Since Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) decisions are mainly policy-oriented, it may not result in the selection of the best or the shortest path. With the cloud instances, NetUber can choose to intelligently route the traffic towards the VMs in the exact regions, minimizing the number of hops and path length.

Currently, a few cities and geographical regions host the cloud regions for multiple providers. For example, North Virginia, Mumbai, London, São Paulo, Tokyo, and Singapore host both AWS [11] and GCP [28] regions. As of now, Ohio, North Carolina, Seoul, Canada central, and Ireland are AWS regions but not GCP regions; Iowa, Belgium, South Carolina, and Taiwan are GCP regions that are not AWS regions.

Figure 4 elaborates this scenario with the cloud provider 1 having presence in regions $r_o$ and $r_i$, and the provider 2 with presence in regions $r_i$ and $r_d$. None of the providers are present in both $r_o$ and $r_d$, while both providers are present in $r_i$. NetUber functions as a mediator between the two cloud providers to enable data transfer from $r_o \rightarrow r_d$ by interconnecting between the cloud providers in $r_i$, through the Internet-based connectivity or a direct/dedicated connectivity offered by the cloud providers between the clouds.
distribution atop the overlay or mitigation of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on the customer networks.

Hosting VNFs and SaaS on top of an overlay such as NetUber is straightforward as these applications directly consume the cloud resources. As elaborated in Section II, NetUber relies upon highly-optimized 10 GbE spot instances (i.e., R4), which are ideal to support all the above computation-intensive network functions, as opposed to smaller unstable spot instances. These optimized instances have abundant memory (244 GB memory each) and CPU resources. Thus, with a relatively stable memory, computing, and networking resources across the regions, NetUber can be used as a framework for third-party network services on a cloud platform. We omit elaborations on such services for the sake of brevity.

IV. ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF A CLOUD-ASSISTED VIRTUAL CONNECTIVITY PROVIDER

Various pricing models have been proposed for connectivity providers [33], content providers [30], and clouds [38]. Cloud vendors list their VM prices at an hourly rate though they charge per second. NetUber follows the same pricing scheme since it acquires its instances on a per-second basis. Since the connectivity providers list their charges per-month, we assume one month as the total time in our models, for a fair comparison. While a cloud-assisted network provider may be able to negotiate a discounted price with the cloud providers for a large-scale spot resource acquisition, we limit ourselves as regular users for the sake of a realistic evaluation. A cloud vendor itself may choose to operate a NetUber-like overlay. However, our interest is limited to the decoupling of the overlay provider from the cloud provider.

Equation 1 defines $\lambda_{o,d}$ as an end-to-end unit data transfer cost from $s_o$ to $s_d$. Currently, cloud providers do not charge for incoming data from the Internet or another region. The NetUber customers incur a cost (charged per used port-hours, at an hourly rate, by AWS Direct Connect), $D_o$ and $D_d$, to connect the servers $s_o$ and $s_d$ to the cloud provider. Thus,

$$\lambda_{o,d} = \lambda_{s_o,r_o} + \lambda_{r_o,r_d} + \lambda_{r_d,s_d} = D_o + \lambda_{r_o,r_d} + \lambda_{r_d,s_d} + D_d$$ (1)

By substituting the values for the two (also can be generalized for more than two) cloud providers, Equation 1 can be extended to include the multi-cloud scenario depicted in Figure 4. $\lambda^{(1)}$ and $\lambda^{(2)}$ denote the unit data transfer costs by the cloud providers 1 and 2 respectively. The instance of the cloud provider 2 in $r_i$ is just an external server connected through the public (Internet-based) or a dedicated direct connectivity for the cloud provider 1, whereas it functions as the origin cloud server from the perspective of the cloud provider 2. Thus, the cost associated with the cloud provider 1 is denoted by $\lambda^{(1)}_{r_i,s_i}$, whereas the cost associated with the cloud provider 2 is denoted by $\lambda^{(2)}_{r_i,r_d} + \lambda^{(2)}_{r_d,s_d}$. $D_i$ denotes the cost of connecting the instances of both cloud providers at the region $i$. Hence, Equation 2 denotes the total cost.

$$\lambda^{(1,2)}_{o,d} = D_o + \lambda^{(1)}_{r_o,r_i} + \lambda^{(1)}_{r_i,s_i} + D_i + \lambda^{(2)}_{r_i,r_d} + \lambda^{(2)}_{r_d,s_d} + D_d$$ (2)
We formulate the total cost from all the vendors for \( NetUber \) \( C \), in Equation 3. \( C \) consists of the cost associated with acquiring the spot VMs and the cost of data transfer. \( c_{v,r,i,t} \) defines the cost for an instance from the cloud vendor \( (v \in V) \) from a region at a given time step between \( t_0 \) and \( t_f \). Since the spot price continues to fluctuate, the cost to acquire the required number of spot instances \( (i \in I) \) in each of the regions \( (r \in R) \) is calculated as a time integral over its execution time, and summed for all the instances from each region of all the cloud vendors.

The data transfer cost is billed by the cloud provider per the volume of data transferred. Therefore, it is calculated by a time integral of data rate \( b_t \) through a cloud path to its completion. Since \( \lambda_{o,d} \) denotes the unit data transfer cost involving all the cloud paths, we calculate the total data transfer cost from the first \( NetUber \) instance that receives the user traffic, \( \forall i \in I_{r_o} \), for each region of all the cloud vendors.

\[
C = \sum_{v \in V} \sum_{r \in R} \left[ \sum_{i \in I} \int_{t_0}^{t_f} c_{v,r,i,t} dt + \sum_{i \in I_{r_o}} \int_{t_0}^{t_f} (\lambda_{o,d} b_t) dt \right] \tag{3}
\]

We observed that the data rate of the inter-region data transfers \( b_t \) is proportional to the network interface (\( \beta \)) of the instance. \( \beta \) is 10 Gbps in the r4.8xlarge instances used by \( NetUber \). However, it is impossible to reach the full network interface capacity in the inter-region data transfer. Cloud data transfers between regions have a degradation from the promised network interface. We define the degradation in the data rate of inter-region data transfer as a ratio of the network interface of the pair of VM instances, \( \chi_t \in (0,1) \). The actual data rate \( b_t = \beta \times (1 - \chi_t) \).

Data compression at the source can significantly reduce the costs, given that cloud providers do not charge for the incoming data. Many cloud compression tools, general purpose or optimized for specific file formats, make lossless compressions feasible at the time of the cloud transmission [46]. By compressing the data before the inter-region transfer, we can significantly increase throughput or the actual data transferred per unit time. We define a compression ratio \( \gamma_t \) as the percentage of size reduction from compression without incurring data loss. \( \gamma_t \) and \( \chi_t \) vary with time, unpredictable to \( NetUber \). Equation 4 illustrates the effective data rate \( b_t \).

\[
b = \frac{b_t}{1 - \gamma_t} = \frac{\beta \times (1 - \chi_t)}{(1 - \gamma_t)}; \chi_t, \gamma_t \in (0,1) \tag{4}
\]

\( NetUber \) proposes to charge its customers based on their requested bandwidth \( (b) \), the length of the bandwidth usage \( (\tau) \), and a direct unit (per time unit, per unit data rate) cost \( (\Lambda_{o,d}) \) to acquire the instances and data transfer from the cloud provider. \( c_{v,r,i} \), defines the cost of acquiring intermediate instances from any vendor \( v_s \). \( c_{v_s,r_i} \) is 0 if \( v_s = v_d \), as this makes \( NetUber \) overlay with just one cloud vendor. \( \beta \) defines the network interface of the instance. To find the instance cost per unit data rate, we divide the cost of instances by the capacity of their network interface. Thus, \( NetUber \) defines the charge \( \Gamma \) for its customer as a cost function (Equation 5) such that it remains profitable, with the total income of \( NetUber \) from all its users for their connectivity demands remain higher than its cost of acquiring spot instances and data transfer costs.

\[
\Gamma = f(\tau, b, \Lambda_{o,d}), \text{ where} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\Lambda_{o,d} = \beta^{-1} \times (c_{v_o,r_o} + c_{v_d,r_d} + \sum_{i \in I_{r_o}} c_{v_i,r_i}) + \lambda_{o,d}.
\]

V. Evaluation

In this section, we aim to answer two questions: i) when is \( NetUber \) more cost-efficient than connectivity providers?, and ii) how does the performance of \( NetUber \) compare to using direct Internet paths?

Prototype deployment. We deployed a prototype of \( NetUber \) on multiple r4.8xlarge optimized spot instances (each with 10 GbE network interface) in each AWS region, as virtual routers. We performed an initial evaluation of various origin and destination regions. We reached around 50 Mbps between two instances in any regions with a single TCP connection. We achieved 1.2 Gbps of maximum stable inter-region bandwidth between the pair of 10 GbE instances with parallel connections. Thus, we deployed our prototype on at least 9 pairs of r4.8xlarge spot instances to achieve 10 Gbps bandwidth between two regions. We confirmed that the maximum bandwidth (1.2 Gbps) obtained was independent of the origin and the destination regions. By choosing a spot instance \( r_o \) in the overlay and placing it along with the origin server \( s_o \) in the same placement group, \( NetUber \) ensures that \( s_o \) utilizes the complete 10 GbE in sending data to the overlay. Since spot instances are billed per second, we spawned the instances only when necessary. Instances are shared across users for multiple data transfers (at the same time, or at different time intervals, based on the data rate required for the transfer). Thus, the entire data rates of the instances are exploited, with minimal underutilization.

Infeasibility of using smaller instances. There are alternatives to the R4 instances that we used in \( NetUber \): smaller spot instances and on-demand instances. The smaller instances such as C3 instances have a moderate network. We found two issues with these moderate network instances: i) we need to acquire a lot of them, which is more complicated to maintain due to the need for a substantial number of parallel connections; and ii) they are very unstable. We noted that with the cost of acquiring the number of 10 GbE instances, we could have around 2 - 4 Gbps, yet unpredictable, inter-region bandwidth with numerous moderate-network spot instances. However, the moderate network instances offered no promised guarantees for the bandwidth, unlike the R4 instances (r4.8xlarge and r4.16xlarge have 10 GbE and 25 GbE interfaces, respectively).

We were able to obtain the R4 spot instances promptly while having to wait for up to one hour for the moderate network instances. The r4.8xlarge of \( NetUber \) instances stayed alive throughout the experiments which lasted up to 3 months, while smaller instances shut down frequently. Thus, we observe that it is possible to have a stable overlay over the 10 GbE spot instances, whereas currently, it is not feasible over the smaller ones. There was no difference in the quality of paths between
the on-demand and spot instances. Thus, we observed that using smaller on-demand instances provide worse data rate or a much higher cost than using the 10 GbE spot instances for a functional prototype.

A. Economical Alternative to Connectivity Providers

To evaluate the cost efficiency of NetUber, we compare the data transfer cost of NetUber from Frankfurt to Sydney, against the offerings of 2 connectivity providers in the EU/US regions, marked as CP-1 and CP-2 in Figure 5. Due to cost restrictions, our extensive study only covers this pair of EC2 regions. However, based on the past approximate spot instance pricing details we gathered, we believe that our approach can be generalized to other pairs of regions. We also consider a compressed data transfer with NetUber in the evaluations, accounting for the potential compression-as-a-service deployment in the NetUber instances. We report the cost of the instances as the average price during the period.

Up to 75% of lossless compression has been reported in compressing streaming data in real time [1]. We demonstrate a similar (0.75) or higher $\gamma_t$ with in-memory compression at $r_o$. With these values, $b = \beta \cdot (0.12) / (1 - 0.75) = 0.48 \cdot \beta = 4.8$ Gbps, from Equation 4. While the inter-region data transfer achieves only $0.12 \cdot \beta$ (or $0.48 \cdot \beta$ with compression), AWS Direct Connect reaches the complete data rate of $\beta$. In Figure 5, we plot the minimum price of NetUber as the cost charged by EC2 for the spot instances and the data transfer. Here we consider both regular ($\gamma_t = 0$; $\chi_t = 0.88$) and compressed ($\gamma_t = 0.75$; $\chi_t = 0.88$) NetUber transfers.

$3164.0625$ TB per month (10 Gb = $10/8 \cdot 3600 \cdot 24 \cdot 30$ GB/month) of data can be transferred between a pair of instances with 10 GbE interface. For volumes of data transfers up to at least $50$ TB, NetUber always offered a competitive price (compared to the benchmarked connectivity providers) and remained globally profitable. When 75% compression is assumed, NetUber was still cheaper up to $200$ TB. Thus, by leveraging the availability of abundant memory in the r4.xlarge instances, we can employ enhancements profitable to NetUber or additional VNFs that can be executed as value-added services on the data traffic.

B. Higher Performance Point-to-Point Interconnection

NetUber is not always cheaper. But can it perform better when it is equally or more expensive than using the standard Internet-based connectivity? To assess the performance, we compare the round-trip time latency (ping time) between two endpoints that connect through NetUber against the latency using Internet-based connectivity of ISPs. We sent pings between the endpoints, first through the standard connection, and then via NetUber by entering the overlay through the nearest AWS region. For the geographically distributed servers, we used RIPE ATLAS Probes [15] and our physical servers.

We benchmark NetUber along with ISPs for faster Internet routes, against using just an ISP, how the chosen ATLAS Probes are connected by default to the Internet. We repeated the evaluations ten times and listed the average ping times (in milliseconds) in Table I, along with the AWS region that the ping is routed through for NetUber, as well as the improvement when using NetUber. We measured the performance improvement by the drop in latency, leaving other properties such as jitter and loss rate for future work. In all the cases, we observe that going through NetUber overlay offered better latency (up to 30% improvement) than directly connecting through the ISP, as long as a cloud region exists relatively near to the origin server, en route to the destination. The ISP-based connectivity remained the bottleneck in throughput as it reached up to only 50 - 75 Mbps.

The results indicate that even without dedicated connections to the cloud provider, an ISP user can resort to NetUber for better latency and throughput for data transfer and accessing SaaS hosted in a far cloud region, rather than directly connecting through the user’s ISP. However, we predict a better latency and throughput when a dedicated connection such as Amazon Direct Connect connects the servers to the overlay. Similarly, NetUber can also be used in conjunction with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin $\rightarrow$ Destination</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>NetUber (via) Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vladivostok $\rightarrow$ São Paulo</td>
<td>352.72</td>
<td>307.08 (Tokyo) 15.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobart $\rightarrow$ Mumbai</td>
<td>346.23</td>
<td>248.41 (Sydney) 28.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul $\rightarrow$ São Paulo</td>
<td>327.72</td>
<td>299.31 (Seoul) 9.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istanbul $\rightarrow$ Singapore</td>
<td>351.61</td>
<td>258.57 (Miami) 26.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairobi $\rightarrow$ Tokyo</td>
<td>403.87</td>
<td>336.37 (Miami) 19.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt $\rightarrow$ Tokyo</td>
<td>297.86</td>
<td>237.34 (Frankfurt) 20.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hualalai $\rightarrow$ Tokyo</td>
<td>346.01</td>
<td>324.30 (Tokyo) 6.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague $\rightarrow$ São Paulo</td>
<td>224.90</td>
<td>212.40 (Frankfurt) 5.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuuk $\rightarrow$ Sydney</td>
<td>415.02</td>
<td>352.46 (Canada) 15.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairbanks $\rightarrow$ Mumbai</td>
<td>441.57</td>
<td>433.64 (Canada) 1.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo $\rightarrow$ Paris</td>
<td>239.45</td>
<td>210.72 (São Paulo) 12.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacuarembó $\rightarrow$ Montréal</td>
<td>203.32</td>
<td>186.01 (São Paulo) 8.56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FTTH and community-based initiatives [14] for faster Internet routes, as they are not widespread. One can even use NetUber adaptively, such that only the transfers with a cloud region en route to offer better latency go through the NetUber overlay. We leave further discussion on these for future work.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Cost Efficiency with Cloud Infrastructure

Cloud-based infrastructures can increase the cost-efficiency of interconnections while minimizing the deployment time. Voxility [44] leverages its vast distributed infrastructure to provide network services and end-to-end interconnection, cheaper than the transit providers with more flexible agreement options for short-term and small-scale interconnections. CloudDirect [22] offers auxiliary services such as backup and disaster recovery atop cloud offerings. Cloud resources of NetUber can be leveraged for more than just connectivity, including network services such as caching, content distribution to multiple local subscribers, and data analytics over wide-area networks [43].

Various approaches have been proposed, to reap the economic benefits, while addressing the technical challenges inherent to the volatile nature of spot instances. A third party or a broker leveraging resources from multiple cloud providers, and reselling them in a vertical market, has been found to be beneficial for both the broker as well as the cloud providers [36]. This multi-cloud infrastructure is in line with that of NetUber. Dynamic bidding policies are developed to support deadline-constrained jobs in spot instances [49]. Temporal multiplexing of burstable instances (to have a constant higher availability of CPU cycles) and spatial multiplexing of spot instances (to have reliable connectivity with redundancy in the path) can be performed inside a single AWS region with minimal overhead [26]. A trusted third party such as Google Fi [9] can function as a virtual ISP by exploiting the resources of multiple ISPs [50]. However, no comprehensive study has been conducted to realistically determine the feasibility of a virtual ISP that leverages the resources of spot instances, as a regular cloud user. NetUber exploits the differentiated pricing of various availability zones for a relatively stable overlay.

Bidding in the spot markets of multiple regions can minimize the costs of CPU-intensive workloads, increasing the availability of the Internet services [34]. While NetUber bids in multiple regions to acquire VMs in geographically distributed locations to host the virtual routers, it cannot use migrations between VMs in different regions for cost efficiency, as it will, in turn, increase the bandwidth consumptions and the number of hops. Cloud brokerage services have been built on spot instances with scheduling and reservation mechanisms, to minimize computing costs for jobs with a strict deadline, up to 57% [47]. Cost efficiency and performance of in-memory caches have been improved in the cloud, by deploying in spot instances while exploiting burstable instances for a backup [45]. But the scope of those research work is limited to computing, while NetUber focuses on network connectivity, data transfer, and additional VNFs on the path.

B. Decoupling the Internet

Software-Defined Internet Architecture (SDIA) [39] decouples the architecture of the Internet from the infrastructure, by modifying the way interdomain tasks operate, through SDN and MPLS. SDIA and NetUber share the goal of connecting endpoints on the Internet regardless of the underlying infrastructure. However, NetUber focuses on network virtualization and does not alter how the underlying physical network works. Consequently, NetUber can be deployed on existing cloud providers without any modifications to the cloud networks. Jingling [27] separates the network functions outside the network towards external “Feature Providers”. While Jingling delegates network functions to third parties, NetUber virtualizes the entire network with virtual routers running atop spot VMs, by a third party broker. Both NetUber and Jingling do not have control over the exact physical location of the system. Thus, specifying policies of the end users and identification of the cloud instances should be done through service layer instead of the physical address.

Virtual connectivity providers that do not control the infrastructure have been proposed, following an approach similar to that of NetUber [25], [48], [21]. Cabo decouples ISPs into infrastructure providers and service providers, with concurrent networks that run multiple virtual routers atop each physical router, thus virtualizing links between any two virtual nodes [25]. Slicing the home networks can enable various service providers to reduce the costs and overhead associated with deployment and management, by sharing a common infrastructure [48]. However, NetUber focuses on leveraging the cheap spot instances, and thus offers an economical approach to deploy on a large scale.

There have been industrial efforts following the same goal with NetUber, aiming at a fast direct interconnection between two endpoints, without relying on traditional connectivity providers in the region. PacketDirect [7] is an SDN-based platform that reduces the time to set up interconnections through its SDN-based framework. MPLS providers such as iTel [5] connect multi-location decentralized offices with a private layer-2 network, a unified connection to the whole organization. These providers differ from the traditional MPLS networks that merely provide connectivity between two endpoints, thus still requiring Ethernet connections for each office.

VII. CONCLUSION

Connectivity providers limit their agreements regarding minimum length and scale, preventing customers with short-term (in the scales of minutes, opposed to months), or minimal bandwidth requirements. NetUber aims to address this as a virtual connectivity provider, built as a cloud-assisted overlay, running atop spot instances purchased from cloud providers for a low price. NetUber aims for affordable end-to-end network connectivity for anyone, while not owning the infrastructure. In this paper, we built a case on why a virtual connectivity provider without any fixed resources may not just be technologically feasible, but also be economically sustainable.
We presented case studies with NetUber as i) an economical alternative to connectivity providers for data transfers up to 50 TB, ii) a higher performance connectivity as an alternative to ISPs for end-to-end inter-region data transfer and accessing SaaS hosted in far regions without geo-replication, and iii) a provider for network services on top of a cloud-assisted overlay. Our analysis of the spot instance prices shows that cloud-assisted overlay network costs depend on a variety of factors, including geographical locations and current demand. We observe the enhancements in performance in comparison to ISPs and cheaper data transfer for small decentralized enterprises. As a future work, we envision an Internet-scale economic analysis and deployment of NetUber on top of multiple cloud infrastructures.
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Abstract—We explore a new stage in the evolution of digital trust, trusting strangers with your funds. We address the trust issues when giving money to others and relying on them to forward it. For fraud identification, we leverage our deployed blockchain which gradually builds trust between interacting strangers. Our blockchain fabric, called TrustChain, records interactions between entities in a scalable manner. This work represents a small step towards a generic infrastructure for trust, moving beyond proven single vendor platforms like eBay, Uber and Airbnb.

Expanding upon established trust relations, we designed, implemented and evaluated an overlay network: Internet-of-Money. Internet-of-Money routes money to different banks through individuals, so-called money routers. This removes the need for central banks, to handle a payment. Our network reduces the duration of traditional inter-bank payments from up to a day and even a few days during weekends, to mere seconds. Internet-of-Money is fully decentralized, scalable and privacy-preserving.

With real-world experimentations, we prove that Internet-of-Money enables fast money forwarding. We show that the overlay network is capable of discovering a majority of available money routers within a minute. Finally, we demonstrate how profit of cheating routers is limited and that misbehaviour is punished.

I. INTRODUCTION

Creating trust between strangers is at the core of numerous successful Internet companies. Starting 22 years ago, Craigslist offered an unmoderated mailing list of advertisements and gossip on which buyer and seller could be trusted. eBay formalised this in 1997 and introduced a star-based rating system that enables traders to build a trustworthy profile [1]. The e-commerce platform was launched at a time when people were still hesitant to use their credit card on a technology called The Internet. Nowadays, people let strangers sleep in their houses using Airbnb (since 2008). We trust Uber (since 2009) with our physical security and get into cars late at night with a driver that has never undergone a criminal background check or given a government license. These influential milestones in the evolution of digital trust are shown in Figure 1.

We continue this evolution of building trust. We created an operational platform for one of the most challenging and sensitive applications, having others handle your money.

Bitcoin created money without the need for banks [2]. In the past, people were required to trust a central bank and a host of other intermediaries when making payments [3]. The fundamental technology of Bitcoin, blockchain, radically reduced the need to trust financial middlemen. It bootstrapped an economy where no one can be stopped from spending their money. Despite widespread speculation and ecosystems being worth billions, blockchain in general suffers from scalability issues due to inefficient mechanisms for fraud prevention. Bitcoin is theoretically limited to seven transactions per second and Ethereum has a throughput of around 20 transactions per second [4]. Despite various scalability efforts like proof-of-stake and sharding, broader adoption of blockchain stays out.

While a majority of Internet users trust the company behind popular platforms, the events involving Mt. Gox highlighted how digital trust can be established and compromised [5]. Mt. Gox was at one point the largest Bitcoin exchange worldwide. In 2014, hackers stole Bitcoin, worth around $460 million at that time. This event, together with major data breaches in 2017 at high-profile companies like Uber and Equifax, exposed the weakness of centralized architectures [6]. They motivate research around decentralized technologies, like blockchain.

The generic problem of building trust between strangers resides on the edge of technology, sociology and behavioural science [7]. The question whether someone can be trusted, depends on properties like personality, level of authority, culture and past behaviour. In this research, we address the trust problem from a technological perspective, using tamper-proof interactions on a scalable blockchain. This structure is built to detect fraudulent behaviour and misrepresentation. We explore whether a trust model based merely on historical encounters is sufficient to trust strangers with your money.

With established trust relations, we demonstrate how one can transfer money within seconds between different banks by relying on others to act as financial intermediaries. In comparison to most proven platforms, our solution is designed to be fully decentralized and autonomous. Our work is motivated by slow money transfers to other banks using existing systems. Inter-banking payments often take up to a day or even a few days during weekends to arrive in the account of a beneficiary.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1) A trust model, based on repeated interactions and stored on a tamper-proof, scalable blockchain.

2) Internet-of-Money, a novel overlay network that allows real-time money routing to other banks.

3) Experimental quantification of the performance of our trust model, the speed of money transfers and the efficiency of our overlay network.

4) A framework to interface with multiple banks and to initiate payments to others using Internet-of-Money.
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### II. Problem Description

Trust and fraud are essential problems to address when trusting others with your money. While most cryptocurrencies use a lottery system to stoke upon trustful executors, we rely on game theory to ensure honest behaviour has the largest rewards. We focus on the effective detection and punishment of fraudulent behaviour. While it is a common belief that money transfer systems should be safe against all kinds of fraud, we argue that it is sufficient for fraud to be detectable and punishable. This is comparable to the operation of credit card companies, which have to deal with a considerable amount of fraud on a daily basis. Detection of such fraud is non-trivial.

The trust problem in this work can be modelled by the prisoner’s dilemma, while two entities can either cooperate or betray each other [8]. Betrayal is also called *defection*. In the iterative prisoner’s dilemma, players cooperate or defect iteratively and are able to punish opponents for their past decisions. We assume a *send and forward* model where a user first sends money to another user, who in turn forwards the money to someone else. Forwarding funds is considered cooperation whereas keeping the money is seen as defection. Detecting whether an entity has defected is a key requirement. Not cooperating should be punished by digital ostracism.

Many companies rely on centralized reputation mechanisms to manage trustworthiness of platform participants. In general, this leads to two problems. First, a solid track record built in one platform is often not reusable on other platforms. Second, building and maintaining an interaction history on multiple platforms simultaneously leads to fragmentation of one’s trustworthiness scores. Users are increasingly being protected from such data silos by regulation [9]. Our aim is to devise a decentralized and generic reputation mechanism.

A mature research community exists around the design of decentralized reputation systems [10][11][12]. A notorious attack in decentralized systems occurs when a user first builds a high reputation by acting honest for some time and then abuses this accumulated trust for personal enrichment. This is also called the “pump and dump” method. Another challenging attack in decentralized networks is the Sybil Attack, where an individual creates multiple fake identities and initiates transactions with them to increase his or her standing in the community [13]. The Sybil Attack is hard to solve without trusted third parties, particularly in decentralized networks.

### III. Settlement of Traditional Payments

Prior to elaborating how we can use trust and individuals to realise real-time money transfers, we briefly explore the process of performing a payment with existing infrastructure. International payment systems are often proprietary and lack transparency. The largest inter-bank communication network is SWIFT, the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication [14]. In April 2017, SWIFT recorded an average of 28.38 million payments per day or around 328 per second. This legacy network was founded in the 1970s and programmed in a language from the 1950s (COBOL). While a majority of financial institutions worldwide rely on SWIFT, joining the network is an expensive and involved process. Due to the high costs when initiating cross-border payments, many users and companies are shut out of the system. It is estimated that back-office costs for international payments need to drop by 90% to 95% for banks to remain competitive [15].

The SWIFT network exposes high processing or *settlement* times for inter-bank payments, in particular for international payments. While many companies and banks are working on new platforms to enable instant (international) payments, there are various issues that should be addressed. These include real-time fraud detection and robust messaging standards [15].

A payment to another bank usually involves an intermediate settlement institution that is responsible for settling a payment between two parties [3]. This is often a central bank. The settlement institution acts as an intermediary in the payment chain and reduces settlement risks. Instead of handling a large number of payment instructions and settling them individually, settlement institutions usually aggregate outstanding payments and settle them all at once on predetermined times. This is called *net settlement* or *netting*.

While inter-bank payments take a considerable amount of time to settle, moving funds within the books of the same bank is significantly faster. This is called an *in-house payment*. In-house payments have a relatively low settlement duration, usually a few seconds, since no inter-bank communication is required.

### IV. Our Money Routing Mechanism

Our mechanism to perform real-time payments is based on the observation that in-house payments are settled fast. For the banks that we tested, intra-bank money transfers are settled...
within mere seconds (see Section VII-A). Instead of using a central bank as settlement institution, we build a network of individuals that have bank accounts with multiple banks to perform settlement on a gross basis. This works as follows: assume a Dutch buyer holding a Rabobank account, intends to pay a British merchant that holds a bank account with HSBC. When this buyer initiate a payment with existing software to the merchant, then the funds can take several days to arrive in the bank account of the merchant. However, when using an intermediary holding accounts both at Rabobank and HSBC, the buyer first sends the funds to the Rabobank account of this intermediary after which the buyer instructs the intermediary to forward the same amount of money from his HSBC account to the HSBC account of the merchant.

Since this way of sending money only involves two in-house payments, the merchant receives the funds within a few seconds. We call this process a *fast payment*. We call the intermediary settling the transaction a *money router*. We use the terms *initiator* and *beneficiary* to indicate the initial sender and final receiver of a fast payment, respectively. A fast payment can be facilitated by multiple routers to increase efficiency and availability. Note that fast payments lead to mutations in the account balances of the involved money routers. This problem is addressed in Section VI.

Fast payments have three major advantages for users. First, it creates an open ecosystem for settlement activities, which benefits transparency and reduces the need for a central bank. Second, inter-bank settlement durations are significantly decreased, from days to seconds. Third, we reduce costs for inter-bank payments since no communication between banks is required, except when restoring balances (see Section VI).

Our system shares characteristics with services provided by Transferwise. Transferwise is a currency exchange service to offer a cheaper alternative to established institutions when making international payments. It routes payments not by transferring the sender’s money directly to the recipient, but by redirecting them to the recipient of an equivalent transfer going in the opposite direction. The essential idea is to convert international money transfers into a sequence of local transactions. Their approach is comparable with our money router mechanism, as it also aims to reduce fees and improve efficiency of traditional payments. However, international payments with Transferwise can still take a few days to complete, depending on the settlement duration of involved banks.

In the remainder of this work, we elaborate our trust model and technical specifications of money routing. This includes an overlay network where any individual is able to quickly route money between bank accounts. A screenshot of our built Android application is shown in Figure 2. The mobile application allows interfacing with different banks and the initiation of real-time payments using our overlay network.

V. BUILDING TRUST USING BLOCKCHAIN CONSTRUCTS

We now explain our deployed, scalable blockchain fabric to gradually build trust between fast payment initiators and money routers: Trustchain. Trustchain is designed around transacting entities and is able to accurately capture interactions between users. We have successfully explored usage of TrustChain for bandwidth accounting, attestations and decentralized trading in prior work [16]. For an elaborate evaluation of Trustchain, we refer the reader to our published article [17].

Figure 3 illustrates how a transaction is recorded between two users on Trustchain. Figure 3a shows a single transaction (Tx). Both parties sign the transaction with any cryptographically secure digital signature algorithm (our implementation uses ECDSA). This makes participation irrefutable and acts as an agreement for the transaction specifications. These digital signatures can efficiently be verified by others. After signing, the transaction is committed to the local databases of both transacting users.

A natural way to order records in a database is to chain them together, ordered by creation time. This is shown in Figure 3b where each record is extended with a pointer that points back to the prior record. In particular, this pointer is a hash computed from the description of the prior record using any cryptographically secure hashing algorithm (our implementation uses SHA256). Each record is equipped with a sequence number $s \in \mathbb{Z}$ (the sequence number of the genesis record is 1). This database organisation resembles a blockchain data structure. While cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum operate on a global blockchain, Trustchain gives each user their own personal chain.

Outside for the user operating a chain, the structure shown in Figure 3b is void of any control. Consequently, a user is able to tamper with his historical transactions. For instance, individuals are able to remove transactions that are not beneficial for their standing in the network. After modification of a record, validity of the chain can simply be restored by recomputing all prior pointers. To protect against local modifications, we extend each record with an additional pointer that points to the prior record in the chain of the transaction counterparty. This ensures that each record has exactly two incoming and two outgoing pointers, as shown in Figure 3c.
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When two users transact, their chains essentially become interleaved or "entangled". This property makes fraud impractical to hide since a counterparty is able to proof malicious activities by revealing his record of the disputed transaction. When users initiate more transactions with others, they quickly become entangled in the network, leading to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure as shown in Figure 4. This figure shows seven records, created by seven unique participants. Users are able to collect records stored by others. This ensures adequate replication of Trustchain records throughout the network.

**Recording Payments:** We use the Trustchain data structure to record money transfers between individuals. Each payment and fast payment is assigned a unique identifier. We define two different transaction types:

1) **commit:** This transaction is a public commitment by a money router to forward received funds. It is signed by the initiator of a fast payment and other money routers, prior to transferring any money. The transaction includes the identifier of a fast payment and address account of the money router that would forward funds.

2) **sent:** This transaction type is signed by two parties involved in an in-house payment and implies that money has been sent and received. This transaction includes the fast payment identifier and a boolean that is true if and only if the payment volume is above a threshold $t$.

We deliberately choose to hide the exact payment volumes due to privacy considerations, at the cost of reduced information.

**Detect and Punish Fraud:** The most challenging scenario occurs when a money router promises to forward money, but fails to do so. Since Trustchain provides us with a public ledger, disputes can be detected between transacting entities. Consider the situation when a router promised to forward money to Alice and claimed to have done so but Alice has not observed these funds (yet). Other individuals are informed of this situation when they observe a commit transaction, signed by both parties, and a sent transaction that is only signed by the money router that didn’t forward the funds yet. As soon as such a dispute is detected, we do not consider this money router as intermediary for future fast payments until the dispute has been resolved. Note that a dispute can also occur when a router is unable to forward money, due to downtime of involved banks or insufficient account balance.

In addition to the aforementioned scenario, a user can intentionally lie that he or she has not received funds from a money router. It is impossible to make statements about the status of a specific payment without access to both bank accounts involved in a payment. To resolve disputes, we propose to use input from a dispute arbitrator in the form of an official, digitally signed statement. The dispute arbitrator can be any company that is able to query bank accounts, for instance, the bank involved in a fast payment. A statement provides the status of a fast payment with a specific identifier and should be published on the Trustchain ledger. To discourage users from purposely creating disputes, the arbitrator should charge a small fee for publishing a statement, say €0.10. This fee should be covered by the party that made a false statement about money being sent or received. Note that dispute arbitration enables a new business model for banks.

**Quantifying Trustworthiness:** We now discuss a mechanism to quantify trustworthiness of honest money routers. Our proposed solution is based on past settlement services provided by money routers. We define a credit network $G$ that models how much money a participant trusts to another individual. The graph is built using collected, dual-signed Trustchain transactions from others. Let $T_{a,b,R}$ indicate a successful money transfer from user $a$ to $b$ using the routers in the set $R$. Let $(a, b, w)$ indicates a directed edge in $G$ from user $a$ to $b$ with weight $w$. Now, each identity in our Trustchain network is modelled as a node in $G$. For each $T_{a,b,R}$ and each router $r \in R$, we create two directed edges: $(a, r, w)$ and $(b, r, w)$ where $w = \min(0.01, t)$ (the minimum monetary value we trust to someone is €0.01). These edges represent trust in routers that have forwarded incoming money in the past.
To determine trust scores, we use an algorithm which has been studied extensively in related work, personalised PageRank [18]. The algorithm assigns a score between 0 and 1 to each node in $G$. These scores are used to pick intermediaries for money forwarding (see Section VI). We consider the node in $G$ that performs the computation as trusted source. Using a reputation algorithm based on random walks is attractive due to its high scalability and low computational complexity. However, one might consider using a reputation algorithm based on maximum network flow to compute trust scores. In particular, we believe the Bazaar algorithm is suitable for this use case and provides additional security at the cost of increased computational requirements [19].

Preventing the Sybil Attack: We propose a mechanism called router validation to ensure that a specific bank account can only be operated by a single money router. The effectiveness of this method comes from the difficult and costly process of opening many accounts with different banks internationally. This addresses the challenging Sybil Attack, where an attacker operates multiple entities that use the same bank account for money routing. A router first registers a bank account by sending €0.01 to a trusted third party (TPP), for instance, a bank. The digital identity of TPPs are publicly available. TPPs sign and store a so-called verify transaction on Trustchain together with a money router when the payment is observed. This transaction uniquely connects a bank account to a money router. Routers reusing accounts across multiple identities can be identified by querying Trustchain records.

VI. System Design of Internet-of-Money

We expand upon fast payments and our trust model by designing a novel overlay network named Internet-of-Money. It operates on top of existing inter-bank payment systems, similar to how The Internet was built on top of the legacy telephone infrastructure.

The Money API: Except for the German FinTS payment protocol, there are no open standards yet for online banking. European legislation called PSD2 is forcing all EU banks to create open interfaces (APIs) [20]. We created one of the first open implementations capable of communicating with numerous banks. We combined banks in the Netherlands (Rabobank, ING and ABN Amro), the British bank HSBC and the Luxembourg payment provider PayPal [21][22]. We devised a single API to communicate with all these banks, called The Money API. The Money API provides primitives to login, fetch account balance, query mutations, initiate payments to other accounts and register devices. This library is designed to be extendible and we have partial support for banks in Italy, Greece, Sri Lanka, Turkey and Germany. Our open source$^2$ library is currently being tested.

Money Routers: Each money routers must offer settlement services with at least two different bank accounts. Having many money routers in the network directly benefits availability and load balancing. A study conducted by NGData indicated that 37.7% of the respondents held accounts at different banks and are able to act as settlement intermediary for money transfers [23]. To create incentives for users to operate a money router, we include transaction fees. Transaction fees can be either fixed, defaulting to €0.01, or a percentage of a fast payment volume. These fees are necessary to cover costs enforced by banks when initiating cross-border payments or when using business accounts to route money. In addition, users can specify a minimum account balance to avoid taking costs when their balance becomes negative. In the remainder of this work, we assume transaction fees are fixed. We also consider an analysis of monetary incentives out of scope and not fundamental for the prototype evaluated in this work.

Note that our design also allows the role of money router to be fulfilled by a single trusted third party or by a few selected trustworthy entities (i.e. financial institutions). A more centralized architecture would mitigate some of the trust and security issues that arise from full decentralization. However, we consider open enrollment (the opportunity for any user to act as a money router) a cardinal property of our system.

Router Discovery: We designed a gossip protocol for discovery of available money routers, based on utility. Like all our proposed infrastructure, it does not depend on any server, company, or other central entity. If Alice wishes to discover a new router, she asks one of her known peers, say Bob, to introduce a router to her. Now, Bob tries to introduce a router to Alice through which she can route money. In general, the algorithm prioritizes routers that provide the most benefit to Alice. If Bob has no router in his set of known peers that are able to provide new services to Alice, he will introduce a random router to Alice. Repeating this gossiping protocol quickly converges to a network with connections between individuals able to provide routing services for each other. An evaluation of this mechanism is given in Section VII-B.

Building a Money Circuit: Prior to transferring money, an initiator of a fast payment starts by selecting eligible routers that are capable of handling the upcoming fast payment. We define a money circuit as the set of peers that are involved in a fast payment. This set contains at least one initiator and one beneficiary, and optionally one or more money routers. A money circuit that contains $n$ money routers, is called an $n$-hop circuit. Building a money circuit proceeds in a depth-first manner and starts with the initiator selecting a router, say $r$, that is capable of routing money to another account. Next, the initiator sends an extend message to $r$ which contains the payment volume and the destination bank account of the fast payment. $r$ responds with a boolean that indicates whether $r$ has sufficient funds to handle the transfer. The response also includes a list of routers that are able to extend the money circuit, and the transaction fee charged by $r$. If $r$ is able to handle the transfer, the initiator picks a router to extend the circuit with and sends an extend message again. These routers are picked based on trustworthiness scores. This process repeats until the initiator built a money circuit that
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$^2$The Money API source code:
can handle the fast payment. Users are able to change the maximum number of routers in a circuit, which defaults to 3.

The trust model discussed in Section V is based purely on past transactions. It is useful to consider other properties when picking eligible money routers, such as transaction fees, availability, reliability or network latency. Depending on the situation, one might favour low network latency or competitive transaction fees over trustworthiness.

Transferring Money: We now elaborate the process of transferring money over a n-hop circuit. If $n = 0$, money is sent directly to the beneficiary using exactly one in-house payment and no money routers. A single sent transaction is created between the fast payment initiator and beneficiary.

When a money circuit involves one or more money routers ($n \geq 1$), the fast payment is facilitated by intermediaries. Let $r_i$ indicate the $i$-th router in the circuit ($r_1$ represents the first router). The initiator starts by sending a message to $r_1$, containing the payment volume and all subsequent routers involved in the money circuit, including the final beneficiary of the fast payment. Next, the initiator initiates a commit transaction with $r_1$ and sends the money. $r_1$ now starts to poll for the money and finally constructs a sent transaction when funds are observed. $r_1$ forwards the funds to the next router or the beneficiary and this process repeats until the money arrives in the bank account of the beneficiary. The final transfer to the beneficiary does only result in a sent transaction. Thus, a fast payment with $n$ intermediaries results in $2n + 1$ new records.

Risk Mitigation: In addition to our trust model, we propose two risk mitigation techniques to reduce counterparty risk when using money routers:

1) Incremental settlement: A key risk mitigation technique is to avoid making a single, large payment at once. Instead, a payment is divided into $n$ smaller inter-bank payments. While this increases duration of a fast payment by a factor $n$, it significantly reduces risk and incentives for intermediaries to compromise money. We believe that reduced risk for some increased latency is a desirable trade-off in Internet-of-Money.

2) Multi-flow payments: We uniformly divide a fast payment amongst multiple, distinct money circuits. This results in smaller payments through intermediaries.

While these individual strategies are viable to mitigate counterparty risk, combining them results in a significant reduction of the value at stake, at the cost of additional latency and communication overhead. We evaluate the effectiveness of these strategies in Section VII-B.

Router Recharging: Since funds arrive in one account and leave another, money routers might become insolvent at one point in time, unable to route additional funds. This can be addressed by handling fast payments going in the opposite direction, which restores account balances. However, initiation of these fast payments is outside the control of money routers. Balances can also be restored by initiating a payment from the account with excessive balance to the other bank account. Since this involves an inter-bank payment, settlement might be slow and in turn, this negatively impacts router availability.

We envision an infrastructure where routers help each other to restore balances, effectively creating a two-sided market with capacity supply and demand. For instance, a router can offer PayPal capacity in return for HSBC funds. While this is an efficient method to restore balances, only requiring in-house payments, we consider the design and implementation of such a mechanism as future work.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

We now evaluate the performance of money routers, speed of router discovery within Internet-of-Money and the effectiveness of our trust model.

A. Performance of Money Routing

This section concentrates on the performance of fast payments using money routers. All these experiments are conducted with real bank accounts and real money.

Settlement duration of in-house payments: To determine settlement duration of in-house payments for each bank, we send €0.01 ten times between two accounts with different holders, within the same bank. By adding a unique identifier to the description field of a payment, we are able to track payments and accurately measure settlement times. The experiment is executed with two clients on two different computers, with a polling interval of 500 milliseconds, to avoid hammering the bank servers. Polling starts when the payment request has been finished by the sending party. The results are shown in Figure 5, with a non-linear vertical axis. Only one bank, ABN AMRO, has sub-second settlement times with an average duration of 320 milliseconds. ING is slower with 1109 milliseconds on average. PayPal and Rabobank show settlement durations that are an order of magnitude slower, averaging to 4.82 and 7.61 seconds respectively. When performing measurements for the
Rabobank, we observed a notable outlier with a settlement time of 320 milliseconds. This observation can be explained if we assume that similar internal payments might be handled in different ways by the Rabobank. This experiment demonstrates that in-house payments are usually settled within seconds.

**International Real-time Money Routing**: Next, we focus on the performance of an international fast payment and measure the duration of a money transfer from Rabobank to ABN AMRO, using two money routers. This experiment aims to show the viability and speed of Internet-of-Money. Figure 8 shows the experimental setup and timeline of our experiment.

First, an initiator sends funds from his or her Rabobank account to the first router (holding an account at Rabobank and PayPal), and informs it about the sent funds. Next, the first router starts polling for incoming funds, with an interval of 500 milliseconds. When the first router observes the funds, it forwards them to the second router (holding an account at PayPal and ABN AMRO) and informs this router. When the second router observes the funds, it forwards the money from it’s ABN AMRO account to the ABN AMRO account of the beneficiary. In total, three in-house payments are made, with six different bank accounts.

From Figure 8, we conclude that it takes 15.85 seconds in total for money to arrive in the bank account of a beneficiary when using two intermediate routers. A significant amount of time is spent on waiting for the funds to arrive in the PayPal account of the second router, around 6 seconds or 38% of the total duration. The average time to perform a payment is 2.14 seconds and initiation of payments take 41% of the total duration. The average time that a transaction is in transit is 3.02 seconds. The total time to perform a payment shows the experimental setup and timeline of our experiment.

**B. Overlay Evaluation**

The purpose of the following experiments is to quantify the performance of our money router overlay. This includes an evaluation of our trust model and effectiveness of fraud detection. We implemented our trust model and Internet-of-Money overlay network in the Python programming language. Our implementation is built upon the Dispersy framework, providing primitives for peer discovery, decentralized communication and secure messaging [24].

**Experimental Setup**: The following real-world emulations are executed on the DAS-5 supercomputer, using 50 instances per node [25]. We deploy our experiment using the Gumby framework and we create a scenario file where we schedule actions at specific times. All code used during these experiments is open source3. Due to the limited number of accounts we own and to avoid a large load on the banking infrastructure, simulated accounts are used during this experiment. We assume a total of five different banks and devised a basic RESTful banking server that handles account creation, payments, balance queries and mutation requests. Distribution of bank accounts amongst users follows the data as published in the NGData customer banking survey (we assume that every user owns at least one bank account) [23].

**Router Discovery**: We evaluate the efficiency of the router discovery protocol discussed in Section VI. During the experiment, we record the connected peers for each user at a fixed interval (every 5 seconds). We determine whether this user is capable of transferring money to all five different bank accounts, using at most one, two and three intermediate money routers respectively.

Figure 6 shows the performance of router discovery in the Internet-of-Money overlay. The horizontal axis denotes the time into the experiment. The vertical axis indicates the percentage of users that are able to make fast payment to all five banks, or are fully connected. We vary the maximum number of routers in a money circuit. As expected, it takes longer before users are able to build circuits to all other banks using only one router, compared to three routers. However, the differences are marginal. In general, router discovery happens fast: 50% of all users are able to make fast payments to all banks within 25 seconds after the experiment starts. 40 seconds into the experiment, this percentage increased to 90%. Note

---

3https://github.com/devos50/gumby/tree/iom_experiment
that it takes longer before all users are fully connected using at most one intermediate router: 140 seconds.

Fraud Detection: Our final experiment focuses on the effectiveness of fraud detection (see Section V). To this end, we emulated 200 users with one or more bank accounts. Every five seconds, each user with a single account initiates a fast payment to another entity that has exactly one account of a different type. This forces a money router in the established circuits. The volume of each fast payment is picked from a uniform random distribution between €0.01 and €1000. We challenge ourselves and assume that every user with at least two different bank accounts is malicious and has a 50% probability of committing fraud and not forwarding received funds during a fast payment. To improve router availability, we connect all peers together before the experiment starts. In total, we schedule payments which volume sums to €1,251,848.35.

The results are shown in Figure 7. The horizontal axis denotes the time into the experiment in seconds, after users start performing fast payments to each other. The vertical axis shows the total amount of committed fraud in Euro. We run the experiment four times with different risk mitigation strategies, namely incremental settlement (we split each fast payment in five equal parts) and/or multi-flow payments. The figure hints that the amount of fraud is capped and that malicious routers are successfully excluded from money circuits. Without any risk migration strategy, malicious routers are able to steal €1,544 on average during the whole experiment, indicating that fraudulent routers are able to commit fraud multiple times. This can be addressed to the fact that they are included in multiple money circuits roughly at the same time. If we consider risk mitigation strategies, we see that the combination of multi-flow payments and incremental settlement leads to the lowest amount of fraud possible, on average €174. Using exclusively incremental settlement leads to a slightly higher amount of fraud.

VIII. DISCUSSION

We now discuss this research from various perspectives.

Legal: The idea of directly sharing funds with others, without a central bank involved, challenges existing regulation. Routing money through other bank accounts resembles activity performed by financial settlement institutions and might require a legal prerequisite in the form of a banking license. The PSD2 regulation states that trusted third parties (TPPs) can be authorized by end-users to perform financial activities on their behalf [20]. However, it is unclear whether the definition of a TPP includes money routers. Another consideration is responsibility when a mistaken payment is initiated. Finally, compatibility of our system with (inter)national anti-money laundering regulations is uncertain. Exploring legal compliance of this work is a fundamental requirement for broader adoption.

Limitations: While we have proven the viability of our idea, there are several limitations that must be addressed prior to broader adoption. We noticed that banks are not used to our dynamic way of initiating money transfers and our accounts got blocked several times due to suspected fraudulent behaviour. An open ecosystem for settlement demands changes by banks and it is an open question whether they are willing to do so. On the other hand, many banks are already forced to innovate their legacy systems to remain competitive [15]. Additionally, we observed that some banks require two-factor authentication when transferring funds to unknown bank accounts. This limits automation of money transfers since a manual action by the user is required for a payment to proceed.

Privacy: We consider privacy an important requirement of our open platform and expose minimal information about money flows. The current privacy model in Internet-of-Money is effective but open for extension. Decentralized path-based transaction networks, for instance, SpeedyMurmurs, aim to solve this specific problem [26].

Scalability: Our overlay network is scalable, due to the absence of global consensus. However, techniques like incremental settlement lead to additional payments and a higher load on the banks. In addition, the choice of reputation mechanism used in Internet-of-Money influences scalability.

IX. RELATED WORK

The last few years, there has been a steep increase in Fintech start-ups, eager to disrupt existing financial services. Hawala is an informal system to transfer value, without actually moving...
money [27]. It consists of a network of hawala brokers, that take a small commission. In contrast to our system, trust in hawala is cultivated in an analogue manner whereas our model depends on a digital solution.

Innovation in the financial sector has been catalysed by the popularity of Blockchain technology, aiming to build trust between strangers without involvement of centralized authorities. Bitcoin has proven that a sustainable currency can be built without a central bank in control [2]. However, wide-spread adoption stays out due to its volatile pricing, high transaction fees, relatively slow confirmation times and unsure future. The Lightning Network aims to improve scalability of Bitcoin by providing bi-directional payment channels between users [28]. Payments between two users not directly connected with a payment channel, are realised by routing payments through channels of other users. This has similarities with money routing in Internet-of-Money. New usages of blockchain technology are focussed around the way users transfer money and other assets. The Ripple project, supported by various major banks, attempts to build a connected network of financial institutions and payment providers [29]. Their solution aims to significantly speed up traditional money transfers, lower costs and provide support for high-volume transactions. R3 Corda can be compared to Trustchain since they share the idea that a ledger with global consistency is often not necessary [30].

While blockchain solutions are slowly being adopted, the aforementioned systems all aim to increase utility by building a financial network from scratch. In comparison, Internet-of-Money is built upon existing, proven infrastructure, making migration towards our system effortless.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We explored a new stage in the evolution of digital trust and addressed the problem of trusting strangers with your money. The tamper-proof Trustchain structure provides a scalable and public trace of historical interactions, and allows detection and punishment of potential fraud. We expand upon this with an overlay network to transfer money within seconds to others, using other network participants as financial intermediaries. This mechanism depends on the fast settlement of in-house payments. Our open ecosystem dramatically improves speed when initiating cross-border payments while preserving privacy and scalability. Our experiments demonstrated the efficiency of in-house payments and effectiveness of money routers. Additionally, we have proven that our fraud detection mechanism, together with incremental settlement and multi-flow payments, limits misuse and punishes malicious behaviour. However, there are various legal issues and limitations that should be addressed, mostly by financial institutions, before broader usage can be realised.

This work is an important milestone in our ambitious vision to create the programmable economy. Ongoing work towards this goal addresses self-sovereign identity, scalable blockchain consensus compatible with Trustchain, and decentralized marketplaces. We refer the interested reader to our scientific overview article [16].
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Abstract—The Virtual Network Embedding Problem (VNEP) captures the essence of many resource allocation problems of today’s infrastructure providers, which offer their physical computation and networking resources to customers. Customers request resources in the form of Virtual Networks, i.e. as a directed graph which specifies computational requirements at the nodes and communication requirements on the edges. An embedding of a Virtual Network on the shared physical infrastructure is the joint mapping of (virtual) nodes to physical servers together with the mapping of (virtual) edges onto paths in the physical network connecting the respective servers.

This work initiates the study of approximation algorithms for the VNEP. Concretely, we study the offline setting with admission control: given multiple request graphs the task is to embed the most profitable subset while not exceeding resource capacities. Our approximation is based on the randomized rounding of the VNEP. Specifically, we devise a novel LP formulation, whose solutions can be decomposed into convex combinations of valid embeddings. Proving performance guarantees of our rounding scheme, we obtain the first approximation algorithm for the VNEP in the resource augmentation model.

A. Formal Problem Statement

In the light of the recent interest in Service Chaining [2], we extend the VNEP’s general definition [5] by considering different types of computational nodes. We refer to the physical network as the substrate network. The substrate $G_S = (V_S, E_S)$ is offering a set $T$ of computational types. This set may contain e.g., ‘FW’ (firewall), ‘x86 server’, etc. For a type $\tau \in T$, the set $V_S^{\tau} \subseteq V_S$ denotes the subset of nodes that can host functionality of type $\tau$. Denoting the node resources by $R^V_S\{i\} = \{\tau, u, v | \tau \in T, u \in V_S^{\tau}\}$ and all substrate resources by $R_S = R^V_S \cup E_S$, the capacity of nodes and edges is denoted by $d_S(x, y) > 0$ for $(x, y) \in R_S$.

For each request $r \in R$, a directed graph $G_r = (V_r, E_r)$ together with a profit $b_r$ is given. We refer to the respective nodes as virtual or request nodes and similarly refer to the respective edges as virtual or request edges. The types of virtual nodes are indicated by the function $\tau_r : V_r \to T$.

Based on policies of the customer or the provider, the mapping of virtual node $i \in V_r$ is restricted to a set $V_S^{\tau_r(i)} \subseteq V_S^{\tau_r(i)}$, while the mapping of virtual edge $(i, j) \in E_r$ is restricted to $E_S^{\tau_r(i,j)} \subseteq E_S$. Each virtual node $i \in V_r$ and each edge $(i, j) \in E_r$ is attributed with a resource demand $d_r(i) \geq 0$ and $d_r(i, j) \geq 0$, respectively. Virtual nodes and edges can only be mapped on substrate nodes and edges of sufficient capacity, i.e. $V_S^{\tau_r(i)} \subseteq \{u \in V_S^{\tau_r(i)} | d_S(u) \geq d_r(i)\}$ and $E_S^{\tau_r(i,j)} \subseteq \{(u, v) \in E_S | d_S(u, v) \geq d_r(i, j)\}$ holds.

We denote by $d_{\text{max}}(r, x, y)$ the maximal demand that a request $r$ may impose on a resource $(x, y) \in R_S$:

$$d_{\text{max}}(r, \tau, u) = \max\{\{0\} \cup \{d_r(i) | i \in V_r : \tau(i) = \tau \land u \in V_S^{\tau(i)}\}$$

$$d_{\text{max}}(r, u, v) = \max\{\{0\} \cup \{d_r(i, j)(i, j) \in E_r : (u, v) \in E_S^{\tau(i,j)}\}$$

In the following the notions of valid mappings (respecting mapping constraints) and feasible embeddings (respecting resource constraints) are introduced to formalize the VNEP.
Definition 1 (Valid Mapping). A valid mapping $m_r$ of request $r \in \mathcal{R}$ is a tuple $(m_r^V, m_r^E)$ of functions $m_r^V : V_r \rightarrow V_S$ and $m_r^E : E_r \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(E_S)$, such that the following holds:

- Virtual nodes are mapped to allowed substrate nodes: $m_r^V(i) \in V_S$ holds for all $i \in V_r$.
- The mapping $m_r^E(i,j)$ of virtual edge $(i,j) \in E_r$ is an edge-path connecting $m_r^V(i)$ to $m_r^V(j)$ only using allowed edges, i.e. $m_r^E(i,j) \subseteq \mathcal{P}(E_S^{k=1})$ holds.

We denote by $\mathcal{M}_r$ the set of valid mappings of request $r \in \mathcal{R}$.

Definition 2 (Allocations of Valid Mappings). We denote by $A(m_r, x, y)$ the cumulative allocation induced by the valid mapping $m_r \in \mathcal{M}_r$ on resource $(x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_S$:

$$A(m_r, \tau, u) = \sum_{i \in V_r, \tau(i) = \tau, m_r^V(i) = u} d_r(i) \quad \forall (\tau, u) \in \mathcal{R}_S$$

$$A(m_r, u, v) = \sum_{(i,j) \in E_r, (u, v) \in m_r^E(i,j)} d_r(i, j) \quad \forall (u, v) \in \mathcal{R}_S$$

The maximal allocation that a valid mapping of request $r \in \mathcal{R}$ may impose on a substrate resource $(x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_S$ is denoted by $A_{\max}(r, x, y) = \max_{m_r \in \mathcal{M}_r} A(m_r, x, y)$.

Definition 3 (Feasible Embedding). A feasible embedding of a subset of requests $\mathcal{R}' \subseteq \mathcal{R}$ is a collection of valid mappings $\{m_r\}_{r \in \mathcal{R}'}$, such that the cumulative allocations on nodes and edges does not exceed the substrate capacities, i.e. $\sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}'} A(m_r, x, y) \leq d_S(x, y)$ holds for $(x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_S$.

Definition 4 (Virtual Network Embedding Problem). The VNEP asks for a feasible embedding $\{m_r\}_{r \in \mathcal{R}'}$ of a subset of requests $\mathcal{R}' \subseteq \mathcal{R}$ maximizing the profit $\sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}'} b_r$.

B. Related Work

In the last decade, the VNEP has attracted much attention due to its many applications and the survey [5] from 2013 already lists more than 80 different algorithms for its many variations [5]. The VNEP is known to be $\mathcal{NP}$-hard and inapproximable in general (unless $\mathcal{P} = \mathcal{NP}$) [6]. Based on the hardness of the VNEP, most works consider heuristics without any performance guarantee [5], [7]. Other works proposed exact methods as integer or constraint programming, coming at the cost of an exponential runtime [8], [9], [10].

A column generation approach was proposed by Jarray et al. in [9] to efficiently compute solutions to the VNEP by generating valid mappings ‘on-the-fly’. We believe that our decomposable LP formulations may be used to price (i.e. generate) further valid mappings more efficiently than by using Mixed-Integer Programming.

Acknowledging the hardness of the general VNEP and the diversity of applications, several subproblems of the VNEP have been studied recently by considering restricted graph classes for the virtual networks and the substrate graph. For example, virtual clusters with uniform demands are studied in [11], [3], line requests are studied in [12], [13], [14] and tree requests were studied in [15], [13].

Considering approximation algorithms, Even et al. employed randomized rounding in [13] to obtain a constant approximation for embedding line requests on arbitrary substrate graphs under strong assumptions on both the benefits and the capacities. In their interesting work, Bansal et al. [15] give an $n^{O(d)}$ time $O(d^2 \log(n)d)$-approximation algorithm for minimizing the load of embedding $d$-depth trees based on a strong LP relaxation inspired by the Sherali-Adams hierarchy. To the best of our knowledge, no approximation algorithms are known for arbitrary substrate graphs and classes of virtual networks containing cyclic substructures.

Bibliographic Note: In our preliminary technical report [16] similar results were presented. The current work presents a significantly simpler LP formulation and also provides an extensive computational evaluation. An extended version of this work, containing all proofs and additional details on our evaluation, can be found at [17].

Additionally, in our recent technical report [18], the approximation approach presented in this work is extended beyond cactus request graphs. However, approximating more general demand graphs comes at the price of non-polynomial runtimes.

C. Outline of Randomized Rounding for the VNEP

We shortly revisit the concept of randomized rounding. Given an Integer Program for a certain problem, randomized rounding works by (i) computing a solution to its Linear Program relaxation, (ii) decomposing this solution into convex combinations of elementary solutions, and (iii) probabilistically selecting elementary solutions based on their weight.

Accordingly, for applying randomized rounding for the VNEP, a convex combination of valid mappings $D_r = \{(|f_r^k, m_r^E)| m_r^E \in \mathcal{M}_r, f_r^k > 0\}$ must be recovered from the Linear Programming solution for each request $r \in \mathcal{R}$, such that (i) the profit of these convex combinations equals the profit achieved by the Linear Program and (ii) the (fractional) cumulative allocations do not violate substrate capacities. To round a solution, for each request $r$ the mapping $m_r^E$ is selected with probability $f_r^k$, rejecting $r$ with probability $1 - \sum_k f_r^k$.

D. Results and Organization

This paper initiates the study of approximation algorithms for the VNEP on general substrates and general virtual networks. Specifically, we employ randomized rounding to obtain the first approximation algorithm for the non-trivial class of cactus graph requests in the resource augmentation model.

Studying the classic multi-commodity flow (MCF) formulation for the VNEP in Section II, we show that its solutions can only be decomposed for tree requests: request graphs containing cycles can in general not be decomposed into valid mappings. This result has ramifications beyond the inability to apply randomized rounding: we prove that the MCF formulation exhibits an unbounded integrality gap. Investigating the root cause for this surprising result, we devise a novel decomposable Linear Programming formulation in Section III for the class of cactus graph requests. We then present and prove performance guarantees for our randomized rounding algorithm in Section IV, obtaining the first approximation algorithm for the Virtual Network Embedding Problem. Section V presents a synthetic computational study, in which
two rounding heuristics are evaluated. Our results indicate that high-quality solutions can be obtained even without resource augmentations. In particular, our heuristic rounding algorithm achieved 73.8% of the baseline’s profit on average.

II. THE CLASSIC MULTI-COMMODITY FORMULATION FOR THE VNEP AND ITS LIMITATIONS

In this section, we study the relaxation of the standard multi-commodity flow (MCF) formulation for the VNEP (cf. [2], [7]). We first show the positive result that the formulation is sufficiently strong to decompose virtual networks being trees into convex combinations of valid mappings. Subsequently, we show that the formulation fails to allow for the decomposition of cyclic requests. This not only impacts its applicability for randomized rounding but renders the formulation useless for approximations in general: it can be shown that the formulation’s integrality gap is unbounded (cf. [17]).

A. The Classic Multi-Commodity Formulation

The classic MCF formulation for the VNEP is presented as Formulation 1. We first describe its integer variant, which computes a single valid mapping for each request by using binary variables. The Linear Programming variant is obtained by relaxing the binary variables’ domain to $[0, 1]$. The variable $x_{r}$ indicates whether request $r \in \mathcal{R}$ is embedded or not. The variable $y_{r,i}^{v} \in \{0, 1\}$ indicates whether virtual node $i \in V_r$ was mapped on substrate node $u \in V_S$. Similarly, the flow variable $z_{r,i,j}^{u,v} \in \{0, 1\}$ indicates whether the substrate edge $(u, v) \in E_S$ is used to realize the virtual edge $(i, j) \in E_r$. The variable $a_{r,i,j}^{u,v} \geq 0$ denotes the cumulative allocations of request $r \in \mathcal{R}$ induced on resource $(x, y) \in R_S$.

By Constraint 2, the virtual node $i \in V_r$ of request $r \in \mathcal{R}$ must be placed on any of the suitable substrate nodes in $V_S$ iff. $x_r = 1$ holds and Constraint 3 forbids the mapping on nodes which may not host node $i$. Constraint 4 induces an unsplittable unit flow for each virtual heuristics are evaluated. Our results indicate that high-quality solutions can be obtained even without resource augmentations. In particular, our heuristic rounding algorithm achieved 73.8% of the baseline’s profit on average.
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Algorithm 1: Decomposing MCF solutions for Tree Requests

Input: Tree request \( r \in \mathcal{R} \), solution \((x_r, y_r, z_r, \tilde{a}_r)\) to LP Formulation 1, acyclic reorientation \( G^A_r = (V_r, E^A_r, r_r) \)

Output: Convex combination \( D_r = \{ D_r^k = (f_r^k, m_r^k) \}_{k} \)

1. set \( D_r \leftarrow \emptyset \) and \( k \leftarrow 1 \)
2. while \( x_r > 0 \) do
   3. set \( m_r^k = (m_r^V, m_r^E) \leftarrow (0, 0) \)
   4. set \( \mathcal{Q} = \{ r \} \)
   5. choose \( u \in V^r_{S}\) with \( y_u^r > 0 \) and set \( m_r^V(r) \leftarrow u \)
   6. while \( |\mathcal{Q}| > 0 \) do
      7. choose \( i \in \mathcal{Q} \) and set \( \mathcal{Q} \leftarrow \mathcal{Q} \setminus \{i\} \)
      8. foreach \((i, j) \in E_r^A\) do
         9. if \((i, j) \in E_r\) then
            10. compute \( \overrightarrow{P}_{r,i,j}^u \) connecting \( m_r^V(u) \) to \( v \in V^r_{S}\)
            according to Lemma 5
            11. set \( m_r^V(j) = v \) and \( m_r^E(i, j) = \overrightarrow{P}_{r,i,j}^u \)
         else
            12. let \( z_{r,j,k}^u, z_{r,k,j}^u \in \mathcal{Z} \) for all \((u', u'') \in E_S\)
            according to Lemma 5
            13. set \( \overrightarrow{P}_{r,i,j}^u \leftarrow \text{reverse}(\overrightarrow{P}_{r,j,i}^u) \)
            14. set \( m_r^V(i) = u \) and \( m_r^E(i, j) = \overrightarrow{P}_{r,i,j}^u \)
            15. set \( \mathcal{Q} \leftarrow \mathcal{Q} \cup \{j\} \)
      16. set \( V_h \leftarrow \left\{ (x_r) \cup \{ y_u^r(i) \in V_r \} \right\} \)
      17. set \( f_r^k \leftarrow \min V_h \)
      18. set \( v \leftarrow v - f_r^k \) for all \( v \in V_h \)
      19. set \( a_r^x, a_r^y \leftarrow A^m_r(x_r, y) \) for all \((x, y) \in R_S\)
      20. add \( D_r^k = (f_r^k, m_r^k) \) to \( D_r \) and set \( k \leftarrow k + 1 \)
21. return \( D_r \)

for which \( \sum_k f_r^k = x_r \) holds. Furthermore, the algorithm has polynomial runtime, as in each iteration at least one variable is set to 0 and the number of variables for request \( r \) is bounded by \( O(|E_r| \cdot |E_S|) \). Hence, we obtain the following:

**Lemma 6.** Given a virtual network request \( r \in \mathcal{R} \), whose underlying undirected graph is a tree, Algorithm 1 decomposes a solution \((x_r, y_r, z_r, \tilde{a}_r)\) to the LP Formulation 1 into valid mappings \( D_r = \{ (m_r^k, f_r^k) \}_{k} \), such that the following holds:

- The decomposition is complete, i.e., \( x_r = \sum_k f_r^k \) holds.
- The decomposition’s resource allocations are bounded by \( \tilde{a}_r \): \( a_r^{x,y} > \sum_k f_r^k \cdot A(m_r^k, x, y) \) holds for \((x, y) \in R_S\).

**C. Limitations of the Classic MCF Formulation**

Above it was shown that LP solutions to the classic MCF formulation can be decomposed into convex combinations of valid mappings if the underlying graph is a tree. This does not hold anymore when considering cyclic virtual networks:

**Theorem 7.** Solutions to the standard LP Formulation 1 can in general not be decomposed into convex combinations of valid mappings if the virtual networks contain cycles.

**Proof.** In Figure 2 we visually depict an example of a solution to the LP Formulation 1 from which not a single valid mapping can be extracted. The validity of the depicted solution follows from the fact that the virtual node mappings sum to 1 and the underlying graph is a tree. This does not hold anymore when considering cyclic virtual networks.

Fig. 2. Example showing that solutions to the LP Formulation 1 can in general not be decomposed into convex combinations of valid mappings. Request \( r \) is a simple cyclic graph which shall be mapped on the substrate graph \( G_S \).

In this section, we present a novel LP formulation and its accompanying decomposition algorithm for the class of cactus graphs, i.e., graphs for which cycles intersect at most a single node (in its undirected interpretation). Accordingly, these graphs can be uniquely decomposed into cycles and a single forest (cf. Lemma 9 below).

Before delving into the details of our novel LP formulation, we discuss our main insight on how to overcome the limitations of the MCF formulation and accordingly how to derive decomposable formulations. To this end, it is instructive, to revisit the non-decomposable example of Figure 2 by applying the decomposition Algorithm 1 on the depicted LP solution. Concretely, we consider the acyclic reorientation \( G^A_r = (V_r, E^A_r, r_r) \) with \( E^A_r = \{(i, k), (i, j), (j, k)\} \), such that \( i \) is the root, \( r_r = i \). Assuming that \( i \) is initially mapped on node \( u_1 \), Algorithm 1 will map edges \((i, k)\) and \((i, j)\) first, setting \( m_r^V(k) = u_6 \) and \( m_r^V(j) = u_2 \) However, when the edge \((j, k)\) is processed, \( k \) must be mapped on substrate node \( u_3 \neq m_r^V(k) \) and the algorithm hence fails to produce a valid mapping. Accordingly, to avoid such diverging node mappings, our key idea is to decide the mapping location of nodes with more than one incoming edge (with respect to the request’s acyclic reorientation) a priori.
By considering only cactus request graphs, this can be implemented rather easily as exactly one node of each cycle has more than one incoming edge: one only needs to ensure compatibility of node mappings for this node. To resolve potential conflicts for the mapping of this unique cycle target, our formulation employs multiple copies of the MCF formulation for the respective cycle subgraph. Specifically, considering a cycle with virtual target node \( k \), we instantiate one MCF formulation per substrate node \( w \in V^S_k \) onto which \( k \) can be mapped. Accordingly, this yields at most \( |V_S| \) many copies and for each of these copies \( k \) is fixed to one specific (substrate) mapping location. Accordingly, as the mapping location of \( k \) is fixed to a specific node, valid mappings for the respective cycles can always be extracted from such a MCF copy: the mappings of \( k \) cannot possibly collapse.

A. Cactus Request Graph Decomposition and Notation

We decompose cactus request graphs as follows (cf. [17]).

**Lemma 9.** Consider a cactus request graph \( G_r \) and its acyclic reorientation \( G^A_r \) of \( G_r \). The graph \( G^A_r \) can be uniquely partitioned into subgraphs \( \{G^A_{r,C_1}, \ldots, G^A_{r,C_n}\} \), s.t.:

1) The subgraphs \( \{G^A_{r,C_1}, \ldots, G^A_{r,C_n}\} \) correspond to the (undirected) cycles of \( G_r \) and \( G^A_r \) is the forest remaining after removing the cyclic subgraphs. We denote the index set of the cycles by \( C_r = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\} \).

2) The subgraphs partition the edges of \( E^A_r \): an edge \((i, j) \in E^A_r \) is contained in exactly one of the subgraphs.

3) The edge set \( E^A_{r,C_k} \) of each cycle \( C_k \in C_r \) can itself be partitioned into two branches \( B^1_{r,C_k} \) and \( B^2_{r,C_k} \), such that both lead from \( s^C_k \in V^A_{r,C_k} \) to \( t^C_k \in V^A_{r,C_k} \).

Additionally, we denote by \( G^C_{r,C_k} \) and \( G^F_{r,C_k} \) the subgraphs that agree with \( E_r \) on the edge orientations and use \( V^C_{S,t} = V^F_{S,t} \) to denote the substrate nodes on which \( t^C_k \) can be mapped.

B. Novel LP Formulation for Cactus Requests

Our novel Formulation 2 uses the a priori partition of \( G^A_r \) into cycles \( G^A_{r,C_k} \) and the forest \( G^A_{r,F} \) to construct MCF formulations for the respective subgraphs: for the subgraph \( G^F_r \) a single copy is used (cf. Constraint 10) while for the cyclic subgraphs a single MCF formulation is employed per potential target location \( V^C_{S,t} \) (cf. Constraint 11). We index the variables of these sub-LPs by employing square brackets.

To bind together these (at first) independent MCF formulations, we reuse the variables \( \bar{x}, \bar{y}, \bar{z}, \hat{a} \) introduced already for the MCF formulation. We refer to these variables, which are defined outside of the sub-LP formulations, as global variables and do not index these. As we only consider the LP formulation, all variables are continuous.

The different sub-formulations are linked as follows. We employ Constraint 12 to enforce the setting of the (global) node mapping variables (cf. Constraint 2 of Formulation 1). By Constraints 13 and 14, the node mappings of the sub-LPs for mapping the subgraphs must agree with the global node mapping variables. With respect to cyclic subgraphs, we note that Constraint 14 allows for distributing the global node mappings to any of the \( |V^C_{S,t}| \) formulations: only the sum of the node mapping variables must agree with the global node mapping variable. Constraint 15 is of crucial importance for the decomposability: considering the sub-LP for cycle \( C_k \) and target node \( w \in V^C_{S,t} \), it enforces that the target node \( t^C_k \) of the cycle \( C_k \) must be mapped on \( w \). Thus, in the sub-LP [\( C_k, w \)] both branches \( B^1_{r,C_k} \) and \( B^2_{r,C_k} \) of cycle \( C_k \) are pre-determined to lead to the node \( w \). Lastly, for computing node allocations the global node mapping variables are used (cf. Constraint 16) and for computing edge allocations the sub-LP formulations’ allocations are considered (cf. Constraint 17).

C. Decomposing Solutions to the Novel LP Formulation

We now show how to adapt the decomposition Algorithm 1 to decompose solutions to Formulation 2.

To decompose the LP solution for a request \( r \) the acyclic reorientation \( G^A_r \), which was also used for constructing the LP, must be handed over to the decomposition algorithm.

As the novel LP formulation does not contain (global) edge mapping variables, the edge mapping variables used in Lines 10 and 13 of Algorithm 1 must be substituted by edge mapping variables of the respective sub-LP formulations. Concretely, as each edge of the request graph \( G_r \) is covered exactly once, it is clear whether a virtual edge \((i, j) \in E_r \) is part of \( G^F_r \) or a cyclic subgraph \( G^C_{r,C_k} \). If \((i, j) \in E^F_r \) holds, then the edge mapping variables \( z^r_{i,j} \in [F_r] \) are used. If on the other hand the edge \((i, j) \in E^F_r \) is covered in the cyclic subgraph \( G^C_{r,C_k} \), then there exist \( |V^C_{S,t}| \) many sub-LPs to choose the respective edge mapping variables from. To ensure the decomposability, we proceed as follows.

If the edge \((i, j) \in E^F_r \) is the first edge of \( G^C_{r,C_k} \) to be mapped in the \( k \)-th iteration, the mapping variables \( z^r_{i,j} \in [C_k, w] \) be-
longing to an arbitrary target node \( w \), with \( y_{r,i}^{m_i}(i) \left[ C_k, w \right] > 0 \), are used. Such a node \( w \) exists by Constraint 14.

If another edge \((i', j')\) of the same cycle was already mapped in the \( k \)-th iteration, the same sub-LP as chosen before is considered. Accordingly, the mapping of cycle target nodes cannot conflict and as these are the only nodes with potential mapping conflicts, the returned mappings are always valid.

To successfully iterate the extraction process, the steps taken in Lines 18 - 21 of Algorithm 1 must be adapted to consider the sub-LP variables. Again, as in each iteration at least a single variable of the LP is set to 0 and as the novel Formulation 2 contains at most \( O(|V_S|) \) times more variables than the MCF Formulation 1, the decomposition algorithm still runs in polynomial-time. Hence, we conclude that the result of Lemma 6 carries over to the novel LP Formulation 2 for cactus request graphs and state the following theorem.

**Theorem 10.** Given a solution \((x_r, y_r, z_r, a_r)\) to the novel LP Formulation 2 for a cactus request graph \( G_r \), the solution can be decomposed into a convex combination of valid mappings \( D_r = \{(m^k, f^k)\}_k \) in polynomial-time, such that:

- The decomposition is complete, i.e. \( x_r = \sum_k f^k \) holds.
- The decomposition’s resource allocations are bounded by \( a_r: a_r^{\max} \geq \sum_k f^k \cdot A(m^k, x, y) \) holds for \((x, y) \in R_S \).

### IV. APPROXIMATION VIA RANDOMIZED Rounding

Above we have shown how optimal convex combinations for the VNEP can be computed for cactus requests. Given these convex combinations, the pseudo-code of our approximation for the VNEP is presented as Algorithm 2.

The algorithm first performs a preprocessing in Lines 1-3 by removing all requests which cannot be fully (fractionally) embedded in the absence of other requests, as these can never be part of any feasible solution. In Lines 4-6 an optimal solution to the novel LP Formulation 2 is computed and afterwards decomposed into convex combinations. Then, in Lines 7-9, the rounding is performed: for each request \( r \) a mapping \( m^k_r \) is selected with probability \( f^k \). Importantly, the sum of probability may not sum to 1, i.e. with probability \( 1 - \sum_k f^k \) the request \( r \) is not embedded.

The rounding procedure is iterated as long as the constructed solution is not of sufficient quality or until the number of maximal rounding tries is exceeded. Concretely, we seek \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\)-approximate solutions which achieve at least a factor of \( \alpha \leq 1 \) times the optimal (LP) profit and exceed node and edge capacities by at most factors of \( \beta \geq 1 \) and \( \gamma \geq 1 \), respectively. In the following we derive parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \gamma \) for which solutions can be found with high probability.

Note that Algorithm 2 is indeed a polynomial-time algorithm, as the size of the novel LP Formulation 2 is polynomially bounded and can hence be solved in polynomial-time.

#### A. Probabilistic Guarantee for the Profit

For bounding the profit achieved by the randomized rounding scheme, we recast the profit achieved in terms of random variables. The discrete random variable \( Y_r \in \{0, b_r\} \) models the profit achieved by the rounding of request \( r \in R \). According to our rounding scheme, we have \( \mathbb{P}(Y_r = b_r) = \sum_k f^k_r \) and \( \mathbb{P}(Y_r = 0) = 1 - \sum_k f^k_r \). We denote the overall profit by \( B = \sum_{r \in R} Y_r \) with \( \mathbb{E}(B) = \sum_{r \in R} b_r \cdot \sum_k f^k_r \). Denoting the profit of an optimal LP solution by \( B_{LP} \), we have \( B_{LP} = \mathbb{E}(B) \) due to the decomposition’s completeness (cf. Theorem 10).

By preprocessing the requests and confirming that each request can be fully embedded, the LP will attain at least the maximal profit of any of the considered requests:

**Lemma 11.** \( \mathbb{E}(B) = B_{LP} \geq \max_{r \in R} b_r \) holds.

We employ the following Chernoff bound over continuous variables to bound the probability of achieving a small profit.

**Theorem 12 (Chernoff Bound [19]).** Let \( X = \sum_{i=1}^n X_i, X_i \in [0, 1] \), be a sum of \( n \) independent random variables. For any \( 0 < \varepsilon < 1 \), the following holds:

\[
\mathbb{P}(X \leq (1 - \varepsilon) \cdot \mathbb{E}(X)) \leq \exp(-\varepsilon^2 \cdot \mathbb{E}(X)/2)
\]

**Theorem 13.** Let \( B_{LP} \) denote the profit of an optimal solution. Then \( \mathbb{P}(B < (1/3) \cdot B_{LP}) \leq \exp(-2/9) \approx 0.8007 \) holds.

**Proof.** Let \( \hat{b} = \max_{r \in R} b_r \), be the maximum benefit among the pre-processed requests. We consider random variables \( Y'_r = Y_r / \hat{b} \), such that \( Y'_r \in [0, 1] \) holds. Let \( B' = \sum_{r \in R} Y'_r = B / \hat{b} \).

As \( \mathbb{E}(B) = B_{LP} \geq \hat{b} \) holds (cf. Lemma 11), we have \( \mathbb{E}(B') \geq 1 \). Choosing \( \varepsilon = 2/3 \) and applying Theorem 12 on \( B' \) we obtain \( \mathbb{P}(B' \leq (1/3) \cdot \mathbb{E}(B')) \leq \exp(-2 \cdot \mathbb{E}(B')/9) \).

Plugging in the minimal value of \( \mathbb{E}(B') \), i.e. 1, into the equation we obtain: \( \mathbb{P}(B' \leq (1/3) \cdot \mathbb{E}(B')) \leq \exp(-2/9) \) and by linearity \( \mathbb{P}(B \leq (1/3) \cdot \mathbb{E}(B)) \leq \exp(-2/9) \).

Denoting the profit of an optimal solution by \( B_{LP} \) and observing that \( B_{LP} \geq B_{LP} \) holds as the linear relaxation yields an upper bound, we have \( B_{LP}/3 \leq \mathbb{E}(B)/3 \). Accordingly, we conclude that \( \mathbb{P}(B \leq (1/3) \cdot B_{LP}) \leq \exp(-2/9) \) holds.

#### B. Probabilistic Guarantee for Resource Augmentations

In the following, we analyze the probability that a rounded solution exceeds substrate capacities by a certain factor.

We first note that \( d_{\max}(r, x, y) \leq d_S(x, y) \) holds for all resources \((x, y) \in R_S\) and all requests \( r \in R \). We model the allocations on resource \((x, y) \in R_S\) by request \( r \in R \) as random variable \( A_{r,x,y} \in [0, A_{\max}(r, x, y)] \). By definition, we have \( \mathbb{P}(A_{r,x,y} = A(m^k_r, x, y)) = f^k_r \) and \( \mathbb{P}(A_{r,x,y} = 0) = 1 - \sum_k f^k_r \). Furthermore, we denote by \( A_{x,y} = \sum_{r \in R} A_{r,x,y} \) the random variable capturing the overall allocations on resource \((x, y) \in R_S\).
The following holds for all node resources \( r \) and all requests \( d \):

\[
\mathbb{E}(A_{x,y}) = \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{k} f_k^r \cdot A(r, x, y)
\]

holds by Theorem 10, we obtain \( \mathbb{E}(A_{x,y}) \leq d_S(x,y) \) for all resources \((x,y) \in R_S\).

We employ Hoefding’s inequality to upper bound \( A_{x,y} \).

**Theorem 14 (Hoefding’s inequality [19]).** Let \( X = \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i \), \( X_i \in \{a_i, b_i\} \), be a sum of \( n \) independent random variables. The following holds for any \( t \geq 0 \):

\[
\mathbb{P}(X - \mathbb{E}(X) \geq t) \leq \exp(-2t^2/(\sum_{i}(b_i - a_i)^2))
\]

**Lemma 15.** Consider a resource \((x,y) \in R_S \) and \( 0 < \varepsilon \leq 1 \), such that \( d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y)/d_S(x,y) \leq \varepsilon \) holds for \( r \in R \). Let

\[
\Delta(x,y) = \sum_{r \in R: d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) > 0} (A_{\text{max}}(r, x,y)/d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y))^2.
\]

\[
\mathbb{P}(A_{x,y} \geq \delta(\lambda) \cdot d_S(x,y) < \lambda^{-4}) \leq \exp(-2/(\sum_{i}(a_i - b_i)^2))
\]

holds for \( \delta(\lambda) = 1 + \varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{2 \cdot \Delta(x,y) \cdot \log(\lambda)} \) and any \( \lambda > 0 \).

**Proof.** We apply Hoefding with \( t = (1 - \delta(\lambda))/d_S(x,y) \):

\[
\mathbb{P}(A_{x,y} - \mathbb{E}(A_{x,y}) \geq 1 - \delta(\lambda) \cdot d_S(x,y)) \leq \exp(-4 \cdot \varepsilon^2 \cdot \log(\lambda) \cdot \Delta(x,y) \cdot d_S^2(x,y)/d_S(x,y))
\]

The second inequality holds, as \( A_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) > 0 \) implies \( d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) > 0 \). For the third inequality, \( A_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) \leq \varepsilon \cdot d_S(x,y) \cdot A_{\text{max}}(r, x,y)/d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) = d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) \), which follows from the assumption \( d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) \leq \varepsilon \cdot d_S(x,y) \) and \( d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y) > 0 \). In the next step, \( \varepsilon^2 \cdot d_S^2(x,y) \) is reduced from the fraction. As the denominator equals \( \Delta(x,y) \) by definition, the final equality follows. Lastly, we utilize that the expected allocation \( \mathbb{E}(A_{x,y}) \) is upper bounded by the resource’s capacity \( d_S(x,y) \) to obtain Equation 19.

Given Lemma 15, we obtain the following corollary.

**Corollary 16.** Let \( \varepsilon \leq 1 \) be chosen minimally, such that \( d_{\text{max}}(r, x,y)/d_S(x,y) \leq \varepsilon \) holds for all resources \((x,y) \in R_S \) and all requests \( r \in R \). Let \( \Delta(X) = \max_{X \in X} \Delta(x,y) \).

\[
\beta = (1 + \varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{2 \cdot \Delta(R_S^*) \cdot \log(|V_S| \cdot |T|)}), \quad \gamma = (1 + \varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{2 \cdot \Delta(E_S) \cdot \log(|E_S|)}).
\]

The following holds for all node resources \((\tau, u) \in R_S^* \) and edge resources \((u, v) \in E_S^* \):

\[
\mathbb{P}(A_{\tau,u} \geq \beta \cdot d_S(\tau,u)) \leq (|V_S| \cdot |T|)^{-4}, \quad \mathbb{P}(A_{u,v} \geq \gamma \cdot d_S(u,v)) \leq |E_S|^4
\]

**Proof.** First, note that \( \varepsilon \) is chosen over all resources and requests and that \( \Delta(R_S^*) \geq \Delta(\tau, u) \) and \( \Delta(E_S) \geq \Delta(u, v) \) hold for \((\tau, u) \in R_S^* \) and \((u, v) \in E_S^* \), respectively. Equations 20 and 21 are then obtained from Lemma 15 by setting \( \lambda = |V_S| \cdot |T| \) for nodes and \( \lambda = |E_S| \) for edges.

**C. Approximation Result**

Given the probabilistic bounds established above, the main approximation result is obtained via a union bound.

**Theorem 17.** Assume \(|V_S| \geq 3 \). Let \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) be defined as in Corollary 16. Algorithm 2 returns \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\)-approximate solutions for the VNEP (restricted on cactus request graphs) of at least an \( \alpha = 1/3 \) fraction of the optimal profit, and allocations on nodes and edges within factors of \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) of the original capacities, respectively, with high probability.

**Proof.** We employ the following union bound argument. Employing Corollary 16 and as there are at most \(|V_S| \cdot |T| \) node resources and at most \(|V_S|^2 \) edges, the joint probability that any resource exceeds their respective capacity by factors of \( \beta \) or \( \gamma \) is upper bounded by \((|V_S| \cdot |T|)^2 + |V_S|^2 \leq 1/27 + 1/9 \) for \(|V_S| \geq 3 \). By Theorem 13 the probability of not finding a solution achieving an \( \alpha = 1/3 \) fraction of the optimal objective is upper bounded by \( \exp(-2/9) \). Hence, the probability to not find a \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\)-approximate solution within a single round is upper bounded by \( \exp(-2/9) + 1/9 + 1/27 \leq 19/20 \). The probability to return a suitable solution within \( N \in \mathbb{N} \) rounds is thus lower bounded by \( 1 - (19/20)^N \) and Algorithm 2 yields approximate solutions for the VNEP with high probability.

**D. Discussion & Proposed Heuristics**

Theorem 17 yields the first approximation algorithm for the profit variant of the VNEP. However, the direct application of Algorithm 2 to compute \((\alpha, \beta, \gamma)\)-approximate solutions is made difficult by the cumbersome definition of the terms \( \Delta(R_S^*) \) and \( \Delta(E_S) \). Specifically, computing \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) exactly requires enumerating all valid mappings, which is not feasible. Hence, to directly apply Algorithm 2, the respective values have to be estimated. Considering \( \Delta(R_S^*) \), the following upper bound can easily be established:

\[
\Delta(R_S^*) \leq |R| \cdot \max_{r \in R} |V_r|.
\]

However, plugging this bound into the definition of \( \beta \) yields rather large resource violations of \( \beta \in \mathcal{O}(\varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{|R|} \cdot \max_{r \in R} |V_r| \cdot \log(|V_S| \cdot |T|)) \).

To overcome estimating \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \), we propose the following:

**Vanilla Rounding:** A fixed number of solutions is rounded at random as in Line 7 of Algorithm 2. Afterwards, the best solution is returned according to some metric. In particular, in Section V we study the metric returning the solution of highest profit among the solutions minimizing the maximal resource augmentation.

**Heuristical Rounding:** In most settings resource augmentations are to be avoided based on their negative impact on the customer’s Quality-of-Service. Hence, to obtain solutions not violating any resource’s capacity, we propose to adapt the rounding scheme by simply discarding selected mappings, whose addition would exceed resource capacities. To increase the diversity of found solutions, the order in which requests are processed is permuted before each rounding iteration.

**V. Explorative Computation Study**

We now complement our formal approximation result in the standard multi-criteria model with resource augmentation.
with an extensive computational study. Specifically, we study
the performance of vanilla rounding and heuristical rounding
without resource augmentations as introduced above.

As we are not aware of any systematic evaluation of
the profit maximization in the offline settings, we present a
synthetic but extensive computational study. Specifically, we
have generated 1,500 offline VNEP instances with varying
request numbers and varying demand-to-capacity ratios. For
all instances, baseline solutions were computed by solving the
Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation 1.

We restrict our discussion to our main results and refer the
reader to our technical report at [17] for additional details.
We have implemented all presented algorithms in Python 2.7
employing Gurobi 7.5.1 to solve Mixed-Integer Programs
and Linear Programs. Our source code is freely available at [20].
All experiments were executed on a server equipped with Intel
Xeon E5-4627v3 CPUs running at 2.6 GHz.

A. Instance Generation

We use the GEANT topology\(^1\) as substrate network. It
consists of 40 nodes and 122 edges. We consider a single
node type and set node and edge capacities uniformly to 100.

a) Request Topology Generation: Cactus graph requests
are generated by (i) sampling a random binary tree of maxi-
mum depth 3, (ii) adding additional edges randomly as long
as they do not refute the cactus property as long as such edges
exist, and (iii) orienting edges arbitrarily.

We only consider requests containing at least 3 nodes.
According to our generation parameters, the expected number
of nodes and edges is 6.54 and 7.28, respectively. On average,
61% of the edges lie on a cycle.

b) Mapping Restrictions: To force the virtual networks
to span across the whole substrate network, we restrict the
mapping of virtual nodes to one quarter of the substrate nodes:
each virtual node can be mapped on ten substrate nodes. The
mapping of virtual edges is not restricted.

c) Demand Generation: We control the demand-to-
capacity ratio of node and edge resource using a node resource
factor NRF and an edge resource factor ERF. The request’s
demands are drawn from an exponential distribution and
afterwards normalized, such that the following holds:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{r \in R} \sum_{i \in V_r} d_r(i) &= \text{NRF} \cdot \sum_{u \in V_S} d_S(u) \\
\text{ERF} \cdot \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_r} d_r(i,j) &= \sum_{(u,v) \in E_S} d_S(u,v)
\end{align*}
\]

The resource factors can be best understood under the
assumption that all requests are embedded. Under this assumption,
a resource factor NRF = 0.6 implies that the node load
averaged over all substrate nodes equals exactly 60%. As
virtual edges can be mapped on arbitrarily long paths (even
of length 0), the edge resource factor should be understood as
follows: the ERF equals ‘the number of substrate edges that
each virtual edge may use’. In particular, a factor ERF = 0.5
implies that if each virtual edge spans exactly 0.5 substrate
edges, then edge resource utilization equals exactly 100%.

Therefore, while increasing the NRF renders node resources more
scarce, increasing the ERF reduces edge resource scarcity.

d) Profit Computation: To correlate the profit of a re-
quest with its size, its resource demands, and its mapping re-
strictions, we compute for each request its minimal embedding
costs as follows. The cost \(c(u,v)\) of using an edge \((u,v) \in V_S\)
equals the geographical distance of its endpoints. The cost
of nodes is set uniformly to \(c(d,u) = \sum_{(u,v) \in E_S} c(u,v) / |V_S|\)
for all \(u \in V_S\). Hence, the total node cost equals the
total edge cost. Defining the cost of a mapping \(m_r\) to be
\(\sum_{(x,y) \in R_S} A(m_r, x, y) \cdot c(x,y)\), we compute the minimum
cost embedding for each request \(r \in R\) using an adaption
of Mixed-Integer Program 1 and set \(b_r\) accordingly.

e) Parameter Space: We consider the following param-
eters \(|R| \in \{40, 60, 80, 100\}\), NRF \(\in \{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0\}\),
ERF \(\in \{0.25, 0.5, 1.0\}\) and generate 15 instances per
parameter combination, yielding 1,500 instances overall.

B. Computational Results

We first present our baseline results and then study the
performance of vanilla rounding and heuristical rounding.

a) Baseline MIP\(_{\text{MCF}}\): To obtain a near-optimal baseline
solution for each of the 1,500 instances, we employ Gurobi
7.5.1 to solve the Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation 1
(using a single thread). We terminate the computation after 3
hours or when the objective gap falls below 1%, i.e. when the
constructed solution is provably less than 1% off the optimum.
On average the runtime per instance is 129.8 minutes [17].

Figure 3 gives an overview on these baseline solutions. In
particular, based on the a priori profit computation, the number
of requests which can be feasibly embedded is shown together
with the acceptance ratio which on average lies around 75%.
The rightmost plot depicts the objective gap, i.e. the quality
 guarantee proven by Gurobi, which is (on average) 6.8%.

b) Solving LP Formulation 2: To apply the rounding
algorithms presented in Section IV-D, our novel LP Formula-
lation 2 needs to be solved. Again, we employ Gurobi 7.5.1,
specifically its Barrier algorithm with crossover. Figure 4
depicts the averaged runtime to solve the LP as well as to
construct the LP. The latter is not negligible as the formulation
contains up to 1,000k variables for some instances. The
runtime increases from around 2 minutes for \(|R| = 40\) to
around 7 minutes for \(|R| = 100\). The maximally observed
time in our experiments amounted to roughly 18 minutes.

c) Vanilla Rounding RR\(_{\text{linLoad}}\): We first consider the
performance of vanilla rounding. Concretely, we report on
the best solution found within 1,000 rounding iterations, i.e.
the solution minimizing resource augmentations and breaking
ties among these by returning the solution of highest profit.
Figure 5 (left) depicts the results. As can be seen, the algo-
rithm achieves a profit between 50% and 140% compared
to the best solution constructed by the MIP, while exceeding
resource capacities mostly by 25% to 125% of the resource’s
capacity. The edge resource factor has a distinctive impact: for
ERF = 4.0 maximal resource loads mostly lie below 75%.

\(^1\)Obtained from http://www.topology-zoo.org/ (version March 2012).
Fig. 3. Overview on baseline results computed using the MIP Formulation 1. Each cell averages the results over 75 instances. The feasibility of requests is obtained from (cost-optimally) embedding the requests to compute the profit a priori. The center plots depicts the acceptance ratio restricted to the feasible requests. The solution’s quality is depicted on the right: the gap heavily depends on the edge resource factor but is on average less than 7%.

Fig. 4. Solution time of the novel LP Formulation 2 (including the construction time for the LP) using the Barrier algorithm of Gurobi 7.5.1.

We thank Elias Döhne, Alexander Elvers, and Tom Koch for their significant contribution to our implementation [20].
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Abstract—Virtual clusters are an important concept to provide isolation and predictable performance for multi-tenant applications in shared data centers. The problem of how to embed virtual clusters in a resource efficient manner has received much attention over the last years. However, existing virtual cluster embedding algorithms typically optimize the embedding of a single request. We demonstrate that this can lead to fragmentation and suboptimal data center resource utilization over time. We propose an alternative in two stages: First, we describe a novel embedding algorithm, called TETRIS, which, in an effort to avoid resource fragmentation over time, takes into account the specific node-to-link resource ratios of the individual requests. While TETRIS can be suboptimal when embedding only one request, we find that it performs much better than the state-of-the-art algorithms over time. Second, we allow the algorithm to strategically reject individual requests, even if there are sufficient resources: our proposed algorithm, AHAB, hence selects (“hunts”) useful requests over time. An important property of AHAB is that it is data-driven: it uses information about previous requests and embeddings. We report on extensive simulations, which demonstrate the optimization potential of TETRIS (+4%) and AHAB (+13%), compared to existing solutions such as KRAKEN and OKTOPUS. Furthermore, AHAB illustrates how data-driven algorithms can replace man-made heuristics.

Index Terms—Network Virtualization, Embedding, Admission Control

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s data analysis frameworks and cloud applications generate large amounts of traffic; hence, their overall performance depends on the network. Indeed, it has been shown that cloud applications suffer from resource interference on the network, to the extent that the application execution times may become unpredictable [1]. To overcome this, several systems have been introduced that provide isolation among different customers and ensure network conditions as required by data center applications [2]–[6].

A common resource reservation abstraction provided to the tenant is the virtual cluster (VC) [2]. A VC connects a number of virtual machines (VM) to a virtual switch at a guaranteed bandwidth. The problem of how to embed virtual clusters has already received much attention [2], [7]–[10]. Proposed systems typically optimize the embedding of a single request: Minimizing the physical resource footprint of a single VC is often stated as the goal of the algorithms [7]–[9]. However, VC embedding is usually applied in an online environment where requests arrive over time. Focusing only on a single VC while neglecting the impact on future embeddings may fragment the reserved physical resources. This can in turn harm the resource utilization over time. Instead of looking only at single VCs, we propose to leverage information about the embedded request characteristics. Indeed, recent analysis of data center traces show that request characteristics can be estimated with sufficient quality to make scheduling decisions [11]; an invaluable source to optimize data center resource utilization. By integrating information about VCs into the embedding decision, this work makes two steps to surpass the drawbacks of existing VC embedding algorithms.

First, we present a novel embedding algorithm, TETRIS, which aims to reduce fragmentation over time by accounting for the ratio of requested node and link resources (which can differ from request to request), compared to the available resources in the substrate.

Second, we extend our study to admission control algorithms: we allow algorithms to strategically reject requests even though the substrate would provide enough resources to host the current to-be-embedded VC. In particular, this paper proposes AHAB† — a data-driven approach to admission control. The key idea of the data-driven paradigm is to base the decisions on observations from collected data instead of relying on manually designed strategies and it has recently drawn attention in networking research [12].

AHAB exploits knowledge about the characteristics of VCs. More specifically, it uses distributions of the VC attributes (VMs, bandwidth) to generate requests and evaluate the impact of the new VC on the feasibility of future embeddings. Concretely, AHAB answers the question whether the current VC will negatively affect the data center utilization in the future. To do so, AHAB performs several small simulations and compares their outcomes for two cases: one where the new VC is accepted and one where it is not. As it relies on a data-driven concept only, AHAB is independent from embedding algorithms, i.e., any VC embedding algorithm can be used in combination with AHAB. Hence, it can easily extend existing cluster management systems.

Simulations show that TETRIS outperforms state-of-the-art single-request embedding algorithms, enabling providers to host more VCs and hence use their infrastructure more efficiently. Moreover, the evaluation demonstrates that data-driven admission control can greatly improve the resource utilization in data centers by integrating knowledge about the distributions of the request’s attributes into the admission decision. Even when facing mismatched distributions, AHAB provides higher cluster utilizations than existing algorithms.

†The name AHAB refers to Moby Dick’s captain Ahab, hunting sea monsters like KRAKEN or OKTOPUS (the systems upon which AHAB improves).
II. REVISITING VIRTUAL CLUSTER EMBEDDINGS

This section describes our considered scenario and VC abstraction. We also revisit the VC embedding problem, and list two state-of-the-art algorithms to optimize the embedding of a single VC.

A. Virtual Cluster Abstraction: State-of-the-art

Virtual clusters [2] are the most prominent abstraction for batch-processing applications. Using VC abstraction, tenants can specify their networking demands, which introduces predictable performance guarantees. A VC request consists of the number of VMs and the bandwidth that should be reserved for each VM. If the provider embeds the request, it creates the number of equally-sized VMs and allocates them on the hosts of the substrate network. Additionally, the provider creates bandwidth reservations on the physical links such that every VM can use the requested bandwidth. Hence, the tenant is provided with the illusion of a dedicated network.

Besides this basic abstraction, extended versions have been proposed [6], [7], [10], [13]. However, existing algorithms do not specifically account for the fact that different requests can have different ratios of node and link resources: virtual cluster specifications are likely to come with different requirements [14], e.g., some requests have high requirements for computational resources but do not transfer much data while others are more network-intensive and require less computational resources.

B. Scenario Description

Table I summarizes the mathematical names and conventions in notation that are used throughout this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Substrate network with a tree-like topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>Compute unit: Abstract unit to measure computation requirements or capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BU</td>
<td>Bandwidth unit: Abstract unit to measure bandwidth requirements or capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_h^b$</td>
<td>Available computing capacity on host $h$ [CU]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_h^b$</td>
<td>Available bandwidth on up-link of host $h$ [BU]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeCapacity($C$)</td>
<td>Number of free CUs in the substrate $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalCapacity($C$)</td>
<td>Total number of CUs in the substrate $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosts($C$)</td>
<td>Single hosts of $C$ in groups of 1 sorted by avail. CUs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racks($C$)</td>
<td>Hosts of $C$ grouped by their racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pods($C$)</td>
<td>Hosts of $C$ grouped by their pods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root($C$)</td>
<td>Hosts of $C$ in one large group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS.

$N$     Number of VMs that a request has
$S$     Size of the VMs of a request [CU]
$B$     Bandwidth requirement per VM of a request [BU]
$\mathcal{R} = (N, S, B)$ Virtual cluster request with $N$ VMs of size $S$ interconnected with bandwidth $B$
$\text{VMs}(\mathcal{R})$ Virtual machines of request $\mathcal{R}$
$\text{host}(\text{vm})$ Host which is assigned to the VM $\text{vm}$ or NULL if no host is assigned
$\rho(h, \mathcal{R}) = \frac{C_h^b - S}{B_h^b}$ ratio of available resources on host $h$ after allocating one VM of request $\mathcal{R}$

Fig. 1. Examples for Fat-Tree and VC.

Substrate. The considered substrate networks (physical cluster) $C$ hosting VCs employ a tree-like topology, e.g. Fat-Tree [15], a common data center architecture today. A set of pods is connected via core switches. Each pod consists of several racks which are connected to the aggregation switch of the pod. The racks are constituted by several hosts (or servers) that are interconnected by the top of rack (ToR) switch. The capacities of the links of the aggregation levels equal the accumulated bandwidths of the corresponding child nodes. The computational size of a physical server is measured in integer-valued compute units (CU). Similarly, the capacity of the physical hosts’ links are normalized to denote the bandwidth in integer-valued bandwidth units (BU).

According to the physical cluster modeling in [2], [9], we approximate the Fat-Tree by a simple tree. The Fat-Tree depicted in Fig. 1a consists of two pods, containing two racks each; there are two hosts per rack. A host has a capacity of 4 CUs and the hosts’ link capacities are 6 BUs. The links on aggregation and core level have capacities of 12 BUs and 24 BUs respectively.

Virtual Cluster. The VC abstraction should reflect the described observations from Sec. II-A. Customers should be able to specify their computation and communication requirements separately. Concretely, a VC is the triple $\mathcal{R} = (N, S, B)$, where $N$ is the number of VMs, $S$ is the computational requirement (size) of a VM and $B$ is the bandwidth of a virtual link. All VMs are of the same computational size $S$, and are connected to a virtual switch at bandwidth $B$. For instance, the VC in Fig. 1b requests 3 VMs with a size of 4 CUs and a bandwidth of 2 BUs between the VMs and the virtual switch. Online Cluster Arrival Process. Requests arrive in an online fashion and the provider must decide if a new request is embedded or rejected. In order to embed a VC, the provider has to fulfill all its specifications.

C. Existing VC Embedding Algorithms

In this study, we focus on two prominent VC embedding algorithms: OKTOPUS and KRaken. OKTOPUS. Ballani et al. [2] proposed a first algorithm (henceforth called OKTOPUS) to embed VCs in Fat-Tree data-center topologies. Its heuristic approach aims at minimizing
the allocation costs, but it does not always achieve optimal results. **OKTOPUS** iterates through the levels of the tree and searches for the first group of hosts (single host, hosts of a rack, hosts of a pod, all hosts) where the VC is feasible.

**KRAKEN.** An optimal solution to the single request embedding problem has been presented in [9], as part of the KRAKEN system. In contrast to OKTOPUS, KRAKEN returns the embedding with the minimal allocation cost for the given request and cluster state. To do so, KRAKEN does not return the first feasible solution, but checks all feasible solutions and returns the optimal solution for the VC. To maintain linear complexity w.r.t. the number of physical hosts, it uses the center of gravity concept, which corresponds to the location of the abstract virtual switch. It further allows to modify the size of the VC online.

Both algorithms (as well as algorithms lying between the two, like Proteus [7]) focus on single VCs and serve as comparables to the embedding algorithm presented in this study, which sacrifices quality of single embeddings to obtain better overall results. To the best of our knowledge, the challenge of fragmentation over time and the systematic study of the benefits of admission control has not been considered in the literature before.

### III. TETRIS: ON THE POTENTIAL OF NON-GREEDY VC EMBEDDING

**TETRIS** is a VC embedding algorithm that, in an effort to perform better over time and in the long run, accounts for the specific resource ratios (and hence potential undesired resource fragmentations). As we will see, despite its simplicity, **TETRIS** already outperforms state-of-the-art VC embedding algorithms, which do not account for such fragmentation over time.

#### A. Key Idea: Sacrificing Footprint forFragmentation

The main idea is to utilize the different resource dimensions of single hosts in a more balanced fashion, in order to avoid fragmentation (and hence poor resource utilization) over time. **OKTOPUS** and KRAKEN find embeddings which are dense and use low amount of bandwidth. The problem of such dense embeddings is that requests with a resource ratio $S/B \neq 1$ are collocated which wastes physical resources. Fig. 2 gives an example. For KRAKEN, $R^1$ is embedded on the right three hosts. Thus, there are 3 CUs left on the host but no capacity on the up-link, which renders it unlikely that those free CUs are used in the future. On the other hand, $R^2$ only uses half of the link capacity of the left three hosts. Using TETRIS, the VMs of both VCs are distributed over the hosts more evenly such that no host has capacity left for only one resource.

The ratio $\rho(h, R) = (C^h - S)/(B^h - B)$ serves as a score to determine the placement of the VMs, i.e., TETRIS prefers hosts with ratio. $C^h$ and $B^h$ are the currently available resources on host $h$. As $C^h$ is in the nominator, hosts that have much compute resources available, but only little bandwidth, are more likely chosen as location for the next VM than hosts with few compute resources available and much bandwidth.

#### B. Algorithm Details

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of TETRIS. After checking the general feasibility of the request (l.1f), the algorithm iterates over the levels of the tree topology starting at the host level (similar to OKTOPUS and KRAKEN).

**Trying Hosts.** TETRIS iterates over every single host and tries to place all requested VMs on the same host (l.4-9). At this stage, the resource ratio does not matter since hostGroup has only one element (l.5). If the request fits on a single host, no bandwidth reservation is needed and TETRIS returns.

**Trying Racks/Pods/Cluster.** If the request does not fit on a single host, TETRIS iterates over the racks of the cluster (sorted by the fraction of available compute capacity). But instead of collocating as many VMs on a single host as possible (like OKTOPUS and KRAKEN), TETRIS distributes the VMs over several hosts depending on the ratio of the residual resources per host. For each VM of the request, TETRIS chooses the feasible host with the highest ratio $\rho(h, R)$ as location from all hosts of the current rack (l.5). Then TETRIS reserves resources for the VM on the host and the hosts’ link (l.9). Bandwidth reservations on higher layers (aggregation, core) cannot be performed because the location of the virtual switch is not known yet. If any of the VM allocations fails, TETRIS resets the previously allocated VMs and proceeds with the hosts of the next rack (l.6-8) — no host of the current rack will be used.

When all VMs are placed, TETRIS determines the virtual switch’s location and performs the final bandwidth reservations (l.10f). The previous steps (l.4-9) do not guarantee the feasibility of the bandwidth reservations on the aggregation and core layer and the reservations may fail, e.g., if the FatTree is oversubscribed. If this is the case, TETRIS removes the embeddings of the VMs and starts over using the hosts of the next rack (l.14f).

The same procedure is applied for the pod and root levels, if the algorithm has not found any feasible embedding after having evaluated all racks. If TETRIS does not find any feasible solution, the VC is rejected. TETRIS’ complexity is linear in the number of topology host like OKTOPUS and KRAKEN.

### IV. AHAB: THE CASE FOR DATA-DRIVEN ADMISSION CONTROL

We now take the idea of thinking strategically and being less greedy in how a single request is embedded one step further and initiate the study of algorithms which can even
reject individual requests entirely, although there are sufficient resources available.

A. Key Idea: Admission Control and Leveraging Data

The admission control algorithm A\textsc{HAB} (Algorithm 2) shall “hunt” for the best VCs to embed. It can be configured with many single-request embedding algorithms, including TETRIS. Similar to DeepMind’s AlphaGo [16] and other Monte Carlo Tree Searches [17], A\textsc{HAB} performs a lookahead search to make its decision. The idea is to get the impact of the embedding of a new VC on future arrivals. To do so, A\textsc{HAB} uses knowledge about the distributions of the VCs’ attributes $N, S, B$ to generate potential sequences of requests and tries to allocate these along with the actually arrived VC. The data collected with these small simulations is then the basis for the decision. The knowledge can be easily obtained from past requests and as a first step, we expect perfect knowledge about the distributions of $N, S, B$, which is an acceptable assumption as recent work has shown [11].

B. Algorithm Details

A\textsc{HAB} starts with checking the feasibility of the request. If the cluster is only lightly loaded, A\textsc{HAB} accepts the request (l.3f). This step reduces computational efforts as the probability of acceptance is high in this situation. If current load is $> 50\%$, A\textsc{HAB} performs the lookahead search. Given the current substrate state $C$ and the new VC $R$, A\textsc{HAB} generates a number of sequences ($numSeq$) of length $numVCs$ containing possible future requests and embeds them using the embedding algorithm $A$, e.g. KR\textsc{AKEN} (Algorithm 3). One half contains $R$ while the other half does not (l.5f). Each allocated VC gives a reward of $N \cdot S$. A\textsc{HAB} uses the accumulated reward of the single sequences as a performance indicator and determines the mean values for the sequences with and without $R$ (Algorithm 3 - ll.9-11). The comparison of these two values gives the decision of acceptance (Algorithm 2 - l.7).

The complexity of A\textsc{HAB} depends on the complexity of the embedding algorithm and the total number of VC allocations ($= numVCs \cdot numSequences$) in one call, which are a tunable parameters. V. Evaluation

In order to analyze TETRIS and A\textsc{HAB} in different settings, we evaluate the results obtained using event-based simulations. Besides elaborating the differences in performance (Sec. V-B & V-C), we also look at the attributes of VCs that are accepted and try to understand why A\textsc{HAB} outperforms the other algorithms (Sec. V-D & V-E). Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of sequence length and number of sequences (Sec. V-F). This section closes with investigating the robustness of A\textsc{HAB} against errors in the distributions used to generate requests and varying host capacities (Sec. V-G & V-H).

A. Setup

Substrate. The physical cluster $C$ is a three-layer Fat-Tree with construction number $k = 12$ resulting in 432 hosts in total. A host has a compute capacity of 8 CUs and 8 BUs on the connecting link which leads to a total of 3 456 CUs available in the cluster. The links between the ToR switches and the
aggregation switches and the links between the aggregation switches and the core are not oversubscribed.

**Virtual Cluster Requests.** The VCs arrive according to a Poisson process with an arrival rate \( \lambda \) and have exponentially distributed durations, such that they induce system load levels of 78.5% (\( \lambda = 4 \)), 234% (\( \lambda = 12 \)) and 390% (\( \lambda = 20 \)). Based on the analyses of traces from Microsoft [11] and Google [18], the number of requested VMs \( N \) is exponentially distributed with mean 20 in the interval [3, 60]. \( B \) and \( S \) both follow a discrete distribution with \( P(1) = 0.45, P(2) = 0.3, P(4) = 0.2, P(8) = 0.05 \). All outcomes are sampled independently.

We run every setup 30 with 1000 arriving VCs. To avoid artifacts related to the initially empty data center, we start evaluating our metrics after 100 requests.

**Metrics.** Various works [7], [10], [13] have used the acceptance ratio of an embedding algorithm in order to measure its performance. This metric, however, is biased towards algorithms that accept a large number of small requests instead of fewer big ones. Therefore, the first objective of this analysis is the maximization of the used CUs in the substrate. One sample is the average of this fraction over a whole run.

As second objective the minimization of the footprint \( F(VC) \) of the embedded VCs is evaluated. The footprint of a VC is the amount of bandwidth of that VC that is reserved on the physical links (see Fuerst et al. [9]). For instance, the VC in Fig. 1 occupies one host per VM. The optimal embedding fills up one rack and uses one host of another rack. Bandwidth reservations are made on 5 physical links and \( F(VC) = 10 \).

**Baseline Algorithms.** The evaluation compares TETRIS with OKTOPUS and KRAKEN, all without admission control. Besides setups without admission control, the benchmark of AHAB also takes an observation-based strawman algorithm (STRAWMAN) into consideration, which simply rejects all VCs with \( B > 4 \) and uses KRAKEN to embed the VCs. This approach is based on the observations from TETRIS.

**B. Is it worth playing TETRIS?**

Fig. 3 compares the embedding algorithms for different arrival rates with admission control (AHAB with OKTOPUS, KRAKEN, TETRIS and STRAWMAN) and without admission control (OKTOPUS, TETRIS, KRAKEN). It shows the mean values over 30 runs with 95% confidence intervals. Unless otherwise stated, AHAB runs 20 sequences of 15 VCs.

Fig. 3a shows the cluster utilization w.r.t. CUs, the main objective of TETRIS and AHAB. For \( \lambda = 4 \), the cluster is not overloaded and all algorithms achieve similar values around 0.6. However, higher system loads, e.g., for \( \lambda = 12 \), allow to be more selective and make differences in the algorithms’ performances visible. Considering TETRIS first, we observe that it outperforms OKTOPUS and KRAKEN for \( \lambda \geq 12 \) and achieves a mean CU usage of 0.83.

Yet, Fig. 3b suggests that this improvement does come at a certain cost. It shows the mean footprint of a single VC, i.e., the average number of physical link resources that are reserved for one VC. Generally, the mean values decrease with increasing arrival rates. For small arrival rates, the footprints obtained by OKTOPUS, KRAKEN and TETRIS are in a similar range (\( \approx 75 \) BUs), but for arrival rates around 12 the values for TETRIS are larger. This emphasizes the approach of TETRIS to sacrifice the footprint of the VCs to improve the utilization of the substrate. However, we observe that the gap between the average footprints of TETRIS and OKTOPUS and KRAKEN decreases further as the arrival rate increases towards 20.

The reason for this is highlighted by Fig. 3c, which shows the average number of concurrently embedded VCs. For all algorithms, this number significantly rises from 50 to \( \approx 90 \) when the system transitions into overload and then only slightly increases further for OKTOPUS and KRAKEN. For TETRIS, it continues to grow with the arrival rate to values around 110 even though, the fraction of used CUs does not increase that much for arrival rates around 20. This implies that the average number of CUs per embedded VC decreases, i.e., TETRIS allocates more aggressively only small requests for high arrival rates while OKTOPUS and KRAKEN behave more moderately. A more detailed analysis follows later.

STRAWMAN pushes the performance of KRAKEN up and achieves cluster utilization values slightly worse than those of TETRIS (Fig. 3a). The VC footprints are smaller since requests with large bandwidth requirements are rejected; otherwise the minimal footprint for a VC is obtained. STRAWMAN trades off resource efficient embeddings with cluster utilization.

**C. How useful is knowledge?**

Adding admission control significantly improves the performance in terms of mean fractions of used CUs (Fig. 3a), when the system is overloaded (\( \lambda \geq 12 \)). OKTOPUS and KRAKEN in combination with AHAB perform similar and the utilization exceeds 90%. A detailed explanation why both outreach TETRIS follows in Sec. V-F. Considering the average footprint of a single VC, AHAB(OKTOPUS) and AHAB(KRAKEN) show the best results with an average < 50 BUs for \( \lambda \geq 12 \). The other algorithms obtain mean values > 55 BUs. For \( \lambda = 4 \), the STRAWMAN dominates. AHAB(TETRIS) again results in increased footprints compared to AHAB(OKTOPUS) and AHAB(KRAKEN), e.g., for \( \lambda = 12 \), the mean value is \( \approx 62 \) BUs. Fig. 3c suggests that AHAB also accepts more smaller requests as the number of concurrent VCs continues to rise with the arrival rate; however, it increases less than TETRIS without admission control.

To summarize, TETRIS improves the utilization of the substrate but is outperformed by solutions that incorporate admission control based on knowledge of the request generation process, i.e., the distributions of the VC attributes \( N, S, B \). TETRIS is a credible alternative in case no knowledge is available or inaccessible.

**D. Why is AHAB better?**

In order to shed light on the reason behind AHAB’s good performance, we look at the acceptance patterns of the algorithms. Fig. 4 visualizes the acceptance ratio of different request sizes for KRAKEN, TETRIS and AHAB(KRAKEN). The values are obtained from all requests of all runs.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison between embedding algorithms without admission control, with strawman admission control (only Kraken) and with AHAB against different requests’ arrival rates. The subfigures show results for the fraction of used CUs, the average weighted footprint of a VC and the number of concurrently allocated VCs. The figures show the mean values with the 95% confidence intervals.

**KRAKEN** The color of a pixel corresponds to the acceptance ratio derived from the requests with that size. For instance, the upper left pixel of the block \(B = 1\) in Fig. 4a means that KRAKEN accepts 80% of the requests with VM size \(S = 1\), bandwidth requirement \(B = 1\) and \(3 \leq N < 9\). Somehow intuitive, higher acceptance ratios show up for smaller requests and the values decrease for larger requests. Especially for \(B = 8\) or \(S = 8\), KRAKEN is not able to embed many requests, as these occupy a whole host link or host. Still, KRAKEN allocates some of these requests. A higher number of requested VMs also decreases the acceptance ratio. For small VM sizes \((S \leq 2)\), this effect is moderated by the requested bandwidth: For \(B \leq 2\), the acceptance ratio is \(\geq 0.4\) for all bins of Num. VMs. For \(B = 4\), the acceptance drops for requests with more than 33 VMs and for \(B = 8\), the acceptance already drops to 0.2 for requests with 10 VMs.

**TETRIS** Fig. 4b shows the same representation for TETRIS. It supports the observations from Sec. V-B. Generally, TETRIS obtains higher acceptance ratios for VCs with small VM sizes and lower number of VMs. For instance, the acceptance ratio is \(\geq 0.6\) for requests with \(B = 1\) and \(S = 1\) regardless of \(N\), while KRAKEN achieves these ratios only for requests with less than 27 VMs. But KRAKEN allocates more requests that occupy whole hosts or host links \((S = 8\) and \(B = 8\)). In particular for \(B = 8\), the acceptance ratio of TETRIS and is less or equal to that of KRAKEN for almost all cases. This observation is the basis of the strawman admission control algorithm that was introduced before. Additionally for \(S = 8\), TETRIS allocates only \(\leq 40\%\) of the requests.

**AHAB** The behavior of TETRIS might not be optimal, as TETRIS does not perform best among the algorithms. Indeed, AHAB(KRAKEN) selects different VCs as Fig. 4c illustrates. For small bandwidths \((B = 1)\), AHAB admits and embeds at least as many requests as KRAKEN without admission control. For \(B > 1\), we observe that it embeds less requests with small VMs \((S = 1)\). In this case, the acceptance ratio drops below 20% for requests with more than 15 VMs. But for VCs with larger VMs, AHAB obtains an acceptance ratio that is \(5 - 10\) percentage points higher compared to KRAKEN in many cases.

In conclusion, TETRIS and AHAB increase the utilization of the substrate network but employ different acceptance patterns to do so.

**E. Which requests are valuable?**

To understand why AHAB’s acceptance pattern performs better than that of TETRIS, we look at the acceptance ratio from a different point of view: the value of a VC to the cluster utilization. Fig. 5 shows the acceptance ratio grouped by the resource ratio \(\tilde{\rho} = \frac{S}{B}\) of a request and compares the values for KRAKEN and TETRIS without admission control and AHAB(KRAKEN). The previous observation is only weakly affected by the number of VMs in a request, which allows to reduce the dimensionality of the representation.

Small ratios mean that the allocation increases the target metric (used CUs) only little while occupying many network resources. Regardless the difference in absolute values, we note that KRAKEN and TETRIS have higher acceptance for VCs with \(\tilde{\rho} \leq 1\) and reject VCs with \(\tilde{\rho} > 1\) more likely. This is somehow counterintuitive as the benefit is low, while the probability for high allocation costs is high and further reflects that no explicit admission control is performed. In contrast to this, AHAB(KRAKEN) picks VCs with \(\tilde{\rho} > 1\) as indicated by the acceptance ratios. For \(\tilde{\rho} < 1\), the average acceptance ratio is 0.23, while it is 0.45 for VCs with \(\tilde{\rho} > 1\). Thus, AHAB(KRAKEN) admits more valuable requests and thereby compensates the drawbacks of OKTOPUS and KRAKEN in comparison to TETRIS.

**F. Optimization Opportunities: Can we save data?**

The parameters that AHAB has used up to now \((\text{numVCs} = 15, \text{numSeq} = 20)\), obtain the best results. However, it is generally desirable to minimize the computational overhead of AHAB. Therefore, we analyze the impact of the number of requests per sequence \((\text{numVCs})\) on AHAB’s performance and also evaluate how sensitive the results are against the number of sequences \((\text{numSeq})\) that AHAB runs.
Furthermore, we assess if the embedding algorithm affects the performance of AHB.

Fig. 6a visualizes how the fraction of used CUs changes with the number of requests per sequence. It shows the performance of AHB admission control for all three embedding algorithms (OKTOPUS, KRAKEN and TETRIS). The number of sequences is fixed to 20. First, we observe that the utilization is positively affected by AHB’s sequence length. It grows from 0.8 for \( \text{num}VCs = 1 \) to 0.93 for \( \text{num}VCs = 20 \) and KRAKEN. The benefit of adding more requests vanishes as the sequences become longer. Additionally, the differences between the three embedding algorithms do not vary significantly for \( \text{num}VCs > 5 \). However, for small sequence lengths, the inherent performance of the embedding algorithm dominates: TETRIS is better than OKTOPUS and KRAKEN. The difference diminishes with increasing \( \text{num}VCs \) and the break even is around 5 requests per sequence where AHB produces the same utilization for all three embedding algorithms. For longer sequences the allocation with OKTOPUS or KRAKEN leads to higher substrate utilization. The implicit selection that TETRIS performs, limits the improvement, but the use of admission control still raises the fraction of used CUs by 0.08.

Fig. 6b shows in a similar way how the number of sequences affects the performance of AHB. The sequence length is fixed to \( \text{num}VCs = 15 \). Except for the steps from 1 to 5 and from 5 to 10 sequences, we observe only very little change with increasing number of sequences. Thus, 10 - 20 sequences are sufficient to obtain good results with AHB. More sequences do not increase the quality of the decisions. This conclusion is not affected by the embedding algorithm.

In summary, looking more steps into the future improves the performance of AHB at the cost of computation time. However, very long sequences do not further increase the substrate utilization, which allows to find good trade-offs. TETRIS performs an implicit selection of requests and its interference with AHB leads to worse results compared to KRAKEN and OKTOPUS. The performance is not sensitive to the number of sequences which suffices to be in the range of several 10’s.

G. What is the estimation error AHB can cope with?

Sec. IV we assumed perfect knowledge about the generation process of VCs. This section relaxes the preceding assumption and evaluates how AHB behaves, when it uses different distributions for generating the requests. The modified distributions have the same support as the original ones, but have a uniform shape.
to keep the offered load similar. In both cases, the system is overloaded and > 15% of the requests are rejected. The leftmost group of confidence intervals shows the results for \( C = 8, B = 8 \) which are already evaluated in Sec. V-B. We recall the significant dominance of \( \text{AHAB(KRAKEN)} \). When the capacity of the hosts’ up-link is doubled (\( C = 8, B = 16 \)), a first observation is that the utilization increases for all algorithms. However, \( \text{OKTOPUS}, \text{KRAKEN} \) and \( \text{TETRIS} \) close the gap to \( \text{AHAB} \). The performance difference is only ≤ 0.05 compared to ≈ 0.1 in the previous case. Moreover, \( \text{OKTOPUS}, \text{KRAKEN} \) and \( \text{TETRIS} \) perform now similar as \( \text{AHAB(KRAKEN)} \) with \( B = 8 \) but at the cost of doubling the physical link capacity. This observation implies that the high utilization of the host link limits the embedding of VCs and leads to fragmented computation resources. With the increased up-link capacity, the resource ratio of a host is now \( \hat{C}/\hat{B} = 0.5 < 1 \), which is similar to the ratio of the requests that are preferably picked by \( \text{KRAKEN} \) and \( \text{TETRIS} \) (see Sec. V-D). Furthermore, a single VM can no longer block an entire host’s link. This increases the probability of multiple allocated VMs at one host and reduces the fragmentation of computational resources. A second point is that \( \text{TETRIS} \) performs worse than \( \text{OKTOPUS} \) and \( \text{KRAKEN} \). Thus, with sufficient network resources available, the benefit of mapping communication intensive with computation intensive requests vanishes.

Doubling \( \hat{C} \) while keeping \( \hat{B} = 8 \), leads in total to lower utilization for all algorithms. In particular, the gap between \( \text{OKTOPUS} \) and \( \text{KRAKEN} \) grows as \( \text{OKTOPUS} \) embeds less efficiently and wastes more resources on the hosts’ up-links.

The results for the case \( \hat{C} = 16, \hat{B} = 16 \) show that again the bandwidth is the limiting factor and one main reason why \( \text{AHAB} \) performs better than the algorithms without admission control. For this case, the utilization obtained with \( \text{TETRIS} \) and \( \text{AHAB} \) is almost the same and also \( \text{OKTOPUS} \) and \( \text{KRAKEN} \) close the gap to \( \text{AHAB} \). Thus, the advantage of \( \text{AHAB} \) diminishes when the maximum size of the VMs decreases in comparison to the available CUs on a host and the trade-off between performance gain and computational overhead has to be done more carefully. However, further
evaluations are necessary to analyze this more in detail.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Virtual clusters are one of the most prominent abstractions that guarantee network performance and isolation in batch-processing and cloud computing. Their efficient embedding on the physical topology is crucial for the economical operation of such systems. This work presented TETRIS, a new VC embedding algorithm that sacrifices the embedding efficiency of a single request in order to maximize the reward in the long run. TETRIS tries to balance the utilization of resources along different dimensions by mapping together computation and communication intensive requests. The evaluations show that this approach beats algorithms such as OKTOPUS or KRAKEN.

As a second step to increase the performance of cluster embedding over time, this work proposed AHAB, a data-driven approach to admission control for VC embedding. AHAB is based on the idea of looking into the future and evaluating the benefit of the current embedding using knowledge about the distributions of the requests’ attributes. AHAB shows better performance than algorithms without or with only very simple admission control. This improvement comes at the cost of higher computational complexity which however, can be controlled by AHAB’s parametrization. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that the performance difference is impacted by the size of the substrate network.

In future research, it is interesting to look into the possibility provided by machine learning to reduce the online computational effort of AHAB by learning from experience as in [19], [20]. Additionally, within the prediction sequences that AHAB runs, no admission control is applied. The use of more sophisticated policies, as provided by deep learning, can enhance the decision quality of AHAB. Furthermore, we believe that cluster planning that integrates algorithm behaviors, application specifications and demands is another interesting angle for future investigation.
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison between embedding algorithms using 95% confidence intervals of CU utilization against host capacities. Note, that the arrival rate for C = 8 is 12, while it is 20 for C = 16.
Abstract—The paper discusses resource sharing in a software router where both bandwidth and CPU may be bottlenecks. We propose a novel fair dropping algorithm to realize per-flow max-min fair sharing of these resources. The algorithm is compatible with features like batch I/O and batch processing that tend to make classical scheduling impractical. We describe an implementation using Vector Packet Processing, part of the Linux Foundation FD.io project. Preliminary experimental results prove the efficiency of the algorithm in controlling bandwidth and CPU sharing at high speed. Performance in dynamic traffic is evaluated using analysis and simulation, demonstrating that the proposed approach is both effective and scalable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling how bandwidth is shared between concurrent flows is a classical issue in networking. While there are multiple objectives in this field and many proposed mechanisms, we concentrate in this paper on max-min fair sharing between a dynamically changing population of flows in progress.

The advantages of imposing bandwidth fairness have been repeatedly discussed since Nagle’s pioneering observations [22]. See [23, Sec. 7] for a very clear summary. Satisfactory performance is maintained even when end-systems do not comply with TCP-like congestion control. More efficient high speed transport protocols can be introduced without requiring them to be friendly to legacy TCP. Implicit service differentiation is realized in that low rate streaming flows naturally experience negligible packet loss and delay.

In emerging high-speed software routers, flow throughput may additionally be impeded by resources other than bandwidth. We concentrate in this paper on the CPU executing virtualized network functions for packet forwarding and processing. CPU capacity is measured in cycle/s and flows may differ widely in their per-packet requirements depending on the functions they execute. The considered objective here is max-min fair flow rates in cycle/s, the product of the packet/s rate and the number of cycles needed to process each packet.

In Ghodsi et al. [12], fair bit/s bandwidth sharing and fair cycle/s CPU sharing are coupled in the notion of dominant resource fairness (DRF). In this work, we propose rather to control fair sharing of bandwidth and CPU resources independently (i.e., without using weights that depend on the dominant resource). This is both simpler to implement than DRF and fulfills a multi-resource sharing objective that is in significant ways preferable [8].

The mechanism envisaged in [12] and [8] for imposing fair shares is a scheduler like start time fair queuing (STFQ) [13]. However, this approach is hardly compatible with the hardware and software optimizations that are necessary to keep up with line speeds of 10 Gbps and more on a single CPU core. These optimizations notably require packets to be batched for both I/O and processing making implementation of classical scheduling algorithms problematic if not impossible, as argued in [28]. We therefore propose a more flexible software oriented solution based on fair packet dropping.

A number of approximate fair dropping algorithms have already been proposed for fair bandwidth sharing, such as FRED [17], CHOKe [24], RED-PD [21] and AFD [23]. In a preliminary evaluation, we found these algorithms imprecise and difficult to implement, especially in the present context of a software router. We have preferred to explore an original exact fair dropping algorithm. This algorithm is shown to be scalable since it operates only on the limited number of flows that would currently be backlogged in a fair queuing scheduler [18].

Despite strong current interest in network function virtualization, there is still little published work on how one might control CPU sharing between concurrent flows. A recent paper by Vasilescu et al. recognizes the need for fair sharing and advocates a differential congestion marking scheme to account for flows with different cycle/packet costs [29]. Shin et al. have previously advocated a similar congestion marking scheme [26]. Marking is less robust than fair dropping since, to achieve fairness, it is necessary that end-systems respond correctly to the congestion notification.

In environments where this is a reasonable assumption, our proposed algorithm could be trivially modified to perform accurate fair marking instead of fair dropping.

Our main contributions here are to define an original algorithm to control CPU sharing using fair dropping and to evaluate its performance by analysis, simulation and experimentation. Application of the same approach to control bandwidth sharing is also novel but does not differ radically from earlier proposals. Successive presentation of algorithms and results for bandwidth sharing and CPU sharing usefully highlights the additional complexity in controlling the latter.

We first discuss salient features of software routers (Sec.II) before introducing the proposed fair dropping algorithms and illustrating their behavior by simulation (Sec. III). A prototype implementation in the FD.io software router is
then described and experimentally evaluated (Sec.IV). Finally, simulations in dynamic traffic confirm the scalability of the proposed approach and demonstrate its throughput performance (Sec. V).

II. SOFTWARE ROUTERS

We highlight features of emerging high-speed software routers that are significant for controlled resource sharing. For a more complete discussion, see [1], [5], [11], for instance.

A. Throughput bottlenecks

Flow throughput may be momentarily impeded by multiple bottlenecks in a software router. We consider here just two, output link bandwidth and CPU forwarding capacity. Note that CPU forwarding includes basic forwarding operations but also more complex tasks like encryption or a range of virtualized network functions.

Controlling bandwidth sharing by scheduling and buffer management is a classical function in networking with many proposed solutions. In software routers a notable example is the DPDK QoS framework that includes a variety of mechanisms ranging from the token bucket to a hierarchical weighted fair queuing scheduler [2]. These mechanisms are necessarily implemented in a CPU core that sees all packets destined for a given output port. In Fig. 1, the core in question for output port \( x \) is labelled \( X \). The fair dropping algorithm we propose would similarly be implemented in core \( X \) (of course, the same core could process multiple outputs). It is an efficient alternative to scheduling.

The flexibility of software routers means packet processing capacity can be more closely matched to demand than in a hardware router and CPU can be a bottleneck. In Fig. 1 core \( A \) handles flows from input buffer \( a \) but, depending on demand, it might handle more buffers from multiple NICs. A CPU core becomes a bottleneck when flows emit packets too fast yielding a compute load greater than capacity and leading therefore to packet drops. In the absence of any control, the most aggressive flows will seize more CPU cycle/s than the others. Unfairness is exacerbated by the unequal per-packet costs of flows with different protocols [1] or middlebox function requirements [12]. We demonstrate that a lightweight fair dropping mechanism ensures flows get their fair share of CPU cycles. Implementing a scheduler like DRR [27] or STFQ [13] in this context, on the other hand, appears problematic to say the least.

B. Flow-awareness

High-speed software routers are intrinsically flow-aware. Flow-awareness is facilitated by NICs implementing receive side scaling (RSS). RSS performs a hash of packet header fields (e.g., the usual 5-tuple) and maps this to distinct queues, mainly for the purpose of load balancing over multiple CPU cores. Individual threads of packet processing applications are bound to a CPU core and, using kernel-bypass stacks (such as DPDK [3], netmap [25], PF_RING [10] or pfq [9]), threads consume independent streams of packets, each from a different RSS queue. In Fig. 1, the splitting of incoming traffic over multiple input buffers is flow-aware. Importantly for the implementation of flow-aware functionality, the hash is recorded in packet metadata and can be accessed by router software.

A significant advantage of flow-awareness in a software router is that all packets of the same flow are processed by the same core bringing efficiencies and enabling limited per-flow state. FIB lookup efficiency is enhanced, for instance, since only the first packet of a flow will typically require a RAM memory access while the result will remain in cache for subsequent packets. Flow state is necessary for mechanisms like the present fair dropping proposal.

C. Batch-mode processing

It is significant that high-speed software routers and their NICs generally deal with packets in batches rather than individually. This is a necessary optimization for line-speed I/O and greatly improves the efficiency of packet processing. In kernel bypass stacks, batching significantly reduces interrupt pressure compared to per-packet operation. The CPU handling an input buffer therefore typically polls for available packets. It visits the buffer, grabs all waiting packets up to a maximum number and processes the entire batch before returning to grab another batch.

The most recent high-speed software routers also perform forwarding tasks successively on batches of packets [16], [5], [1]. Each task in the processing graph is performed on all packets in the batch before the CPU moves to the next task. Batched processing optimizes the use of the CPU instruction cache as code for a task only needs to be fetched once for the entire batch. In addition, the overhead of managing graph traversal (counters, pointers, calls,...) is minimized since most operations need be performed once only for the entire batch. Processing efficiency improves with the size of the batch and mechanisms beyond simple polling are generally employed to ensure the batch is large enough. Batching makes it impossible to implement classical schedulers that rely on dequeue operations being triggered by individual packet departures [28].

III. FAIR DROPPING

We present the fair dropping algorithm and numerically illustrate how it realizes per-flow fair bandwidth and CPU sharing under static demand.
A. Fair rates by dropping

Suppose packets are handled simultaneously by two service systems, one the actual buffer management system implemented in the router (e.g., FIFO), the other a shadow system implementing a more sophisticated scheduler (e.g., per-flow FQ). Packets that are dropped in one system are also dropped by the other so that both systems yield exactly the same rate over the lifetime of a flow.

The shadow system in our proposal is virtual and makes dropping decisions based on a measure of per-flow virtual queue occupancy. This measure is depleted between packet arrivals, at a rate that varies depending on the number of active flows, and incremented by packet length on the arrival of every batch. If we correctly track the virtual queue occupancies at arrival instants, and make drop decisions in the shadow system aggressively enough to avoid additional drops due to buffer overflow in the real system, flow rates are entirely determined by the shadow system. In particular, if the shadow system implements per-flow head-of-line processor sharing, the long-term flow rates will be max-min fair.

Fair dropping, as a software solution, is inherently more flexible than scheduling. In particular, the shadow system can be readily turned off when not needed, economizing CPU usage. If the sum of rates of flows in progress is currently less than the capacity of the resource in question, there is no need to impose fairness. This may be the usual case (e.g., for a backbone link, or a CPU that only performs forwarding) with fair dropping ready to be turned on as necessary (e.g., when a high rate server-to-server flow starts up, or a new IPSec flow suddenly saturates the CPU).

B. The algorithms

Algorithm 1 is used for fairly sharing either bandwidth or CPU capacity. It uses a table called ActiveList, containing the current virtual queue size (flow.vq) for all backlogged flows (i.e., flow.vq > 0) indexed by identifiers flow (typically a hash of header fields). Following the arrival of a batch of packets, ActiveList is updated using lines 3 to 15. Virtual queue occupancies flow.vq are reduced by their max-min fair share of service capacity accumulated since the last call. If flow.vq goes to zero, the flow is removed from ActiveList.

Lines 16 to 28 deal with the newly arrived packet or packets. Packets are dropped if the virtual queue of their flow exceeds a threshold θ. New flows are added to ActiveList and virtual queues are incremented by the size of the new packet. For bandwidth sharing packet.length is measured in bytes while for CPU sharing it is an estimate of the number of cycles needed to process the packet.

For bandwidth sharing Algorithm 1 is sufficient and must be performed in a CPU receiving all packets destined to the considered output link. For CPU sharing, it is necessary to perform additional instructions to account for the fact that packet.length, the number of cycles needed to process the packet is not known a priori. Moreover, the number of cycles used to process a batch includes an overhead accounting for the cycles expended on dropped packets.

Algorithm 2 apportions the measured overall batch processing cost Δc in proportion to weights giving the relative number of cycles needed to process packets of given type (e.g., a packet needing to consult an ACL may need more than ten times as many cycles as a packet that is simply forwarded). This cost calculation can only be performed after processing is complete while Algorithm 1 uses an assumed packet.length to make drop decisions. The latter might be an average cost estimate derived by prior measurement or a real time updated average based on packet.cost estimated by Algorithm 2 for packets of the given type for previous
batches. The virtual queue lengths must be corrected (line 5) to ensure they accurately track the actual numbers of expended cycles. Algorithm 2 can be performed at the start of a new processing cycle, before Algorithm 1, using data for the packets \( P \) processed in the previous cycle. \( \Delta c \) is the total number of cycles consumed between successive polling events.

Algorithm 1 realizes per-flow max-min fairness. It could easily be extended to realize more general objectives like hierarchical weighted fairness [7], for instance. Parameters identifying flow classes and weights would be stored in the flow table along with current virtual queue lengths. These would be used to derive flow specific shares in place of the common value computed in line 5.

### C. Scalability

It is commonly believed that per-flow fair scheduling is not scalable since compute time grows with the number of flows and this number can attain many thousands on high speed links. This reasoning would apply similarly to Algorithms 1 and 2. In fact, the algorithms are scalable since, though the number of flows in progress may be very large, the set of active flows \( B \) includes only those that currently have a backlog. Under reasonable assumptions about the stochastic process of flow arrivals this number is small with high probability even for very high speed links, as demonstrated analytically and by trace driven simulation in [18].

The underlying analytical model is a processor sharing (PS) system with Poisson flow arrivals that has simple and robust performance characteristics [6]. Let \( \rho \) denote the PS server load, \( \rho = \text{flow arrival rate} \times \text{flow size} / \text{server capacity} \), with \( \rho < 1 \) for stability. The number of active flows has a geometric distribution (i.e., \( P[\text{active flows} \geq x] = \rho^x \)) and the expected completion time of a flow of size \( s \) is \( s/(1-\rho) \). As a measure of flow throughput we use the reciprocal of the normalized flow completion time, \( (1-\rho) \). These results apply for a wide range of stochastic demand models, as discussed in [6]. In particular, they do not depend on any assumption about the distribution of flow size.

Scalability in the present context is demonstrated by simulation in Sec. V while in this and the following section we illustrate algorithm performance for static sets of concurrent flows.

### D. Bandwidth sharing

For bandwidth sharing, fair dropping can be implemented before buffering packets at the output port. Bandwidth shar-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>Bandwidth Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization breakdown</td>
<td>Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQ TD</td>
<td>0.59 / 0.35 / 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO TD</td>
<td>0.59 / 0.35 / 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FQ FD</td>
<td>0.45 / 0.45 / 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO FD</td>
<td>0.45 / 0.45 / 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Dropper for CPU sharing is placed after the buffer but uses times packets arrive at the buffer.
necessary. It is possible, in particular, to adapt $\theta$ from one batch to the next based on observations of a performance objective.

A first performance objective is to make the probability of buffer saturation negligibly small. This is necessary to avoid undue loss for flows emitting at a rate less than the fair rate or flows consisting of a single packet like DNS queries. A second objective is to maintain processing efficiency by making batches as large as possible (cf. Sec. II-C). We therefore adapt $\theta$ as follows: if the polled vector is maximal (suggesting impending saturation), multiply $\theta$ by a factor $\alpha < 1$ to induce more fair drops; if the polled vector is not maximal, multiply $\theta$ by $\beta > 1$. The choice of parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is not highly critical. In our simulations, setting $\alpha = .5$ and $\beta = 1.2$ gave satisfactory results.

b) Dropping overhead: Any dropped packet consumes cycles and this overhead reduces flow throughput. The overhead includes the cycles used to run Algorithms 1 and 2 but is mainly due to the cost of bringing packets into the CPU, as is necessary to determine their flow identity.

Fig. 3 presents per-flow cycle/s throughput for a toy system with 3 flows, each emitting packets as a Poisson process at the same rate, as a function of load. The flows have different relative per-packet processing requirements: flow 1 packets cost 5 units, flow 2 packets 3 and flow 3 packets 1 (the value of the cost unit in compute cycles is not significant, only their ratio matters). Dropped packets consume 0.5 units of CPU. Offered load on the $x$ axis is the sum of the products (packet rate $\times$ cost) divided by the CPU capacity (i.e., $\sum \lambda_i$).

The figure plots normalized cycle/s throughputs (the sum of throughputs is 1 at load 1) against load. Dotted lines show throughputs realized in the absence of fair dropping. These results confirm that fair dropping realizes max-min fairness, e.g., the cost 1 flow suffers no loss until its input rate exceeds the fair rate when all flows have the same throughput. On the other hand, the sum of throughputs decreases with increasing load due to the cost of dropping. Throughputs go to zero at load 6 when the CPU is entirely busy dropping packets. Throughput can be bounded away from zero by setting a minimum threshold at the cost, however, of significant loss for low rate and single-packet flows.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented the fair dropping algorithms on a real software router. In the following we describe the testbed, outline the software architecture and present experimental results.

A. Experimental setup

Algorithms 1 and 2 run in the Vector Packet Processing (VPP) software router that is part of the Linux Foundation’s FD.io project [1]. The VPP router is deployed in a server platform based on two Intel Xeon E52690 processors, each with 24 cores running at 2.60 GHz, equipped with two 10 Gbps Intel X520 NICs directly connected with SFP+ interfaces. The two processors and two line cards are isolated to logically create two independent nodes. This is realized using non-uniform memory access, to make portions of RAM accessible to only one line card, and CPU core binding where particular cores are mapped to a specific process and interrupts are deactivated.

Of the two nodes, one acts as traffic generator and sink (TGS) while the other is the system under test (SUT), the software router equipped with our FD algorithms. The TGS continuously sends a stream of packets to the SUT which processes them and sends them back to the TGS. We can measure the throughput of the SUT as the return input rate to the TGS. To validate the FD algorithm and its scalability, the TGS sends traffic consisting of 64-byte packets at 10 Gbps (corresponding to an input rate of 14.88 Mpps). IP addresses and port numbers are set to emulate a number of distinct constant rate flows. To stress the system, the FD algorithms are executed on a single core handling all traffic.

B. Software architecture

Our implementation\footnote{https://github.com/TeamRossi/vpp-bench} works on bandwidth and CPU sharing. The fair dropper is currently implemented within an FD.io node [1], but could alternatively be implemented as a lower-level primitive of the DPDK QoS framework [2]. Porting Algorithm 1 to DPDK is straightforward and would be sufficient for bandwidth sharing. However, per-packet cost estimates derived in Algorithm 2, as necessary for CPU sharing, must be made available to DPDK and this requires further work. Thus, while the experimental results presented below are specific to the FD.io implementation, they may be considered as a more general proof-of-concept for a software line-rate implementation of fair dropping.

Vector Packet Processing (VPP) [20], is a kernel-bypass application that \textit{reads} and \textit{processes} packets in batches. VPP consists of a set of software functions that logically abstract network operations of different layers of the protocol stack (examples of functions are \texttt{12_input} or \texttt{ip4_lookup}). VPP links such functions to form a \textit{processing graph} and...
each function (represented by a node in the graph) is applied to packets as necessary in order to implement packet processing and forwarding. Batched reads are performed by DPDK drivers accessing NIC hardware and significantly reduce interrupt pressure (I/O batching). Processing is also performed in batches of packets—called vectors—optimizing usage of the underlying CPU architecture. In other words, during graph traversal, each node function is applied to a full vector of packets (compute batching) before continuing to the next node. For bandwidth sharing, Algorithm 1 runs in the final output nodes of the VPP processing graph while, for CPU sharing, both algorithms are implemented in the initial node called dpdk-input.

In our implementation, FD operations are performed once per batch thus matching the typical work-flow of a VPP router. This reduces the induced overhead without unduly impacting realized fairness (cf. Sec. III). To reduce computational complexity, we identify the flow using the 5-tuple hash computed by the NIC for RSS queues. This is accessible via the hash.rss variable within the mbuf DPDK structure. Flows are stored in a flow table. The data structure used is a hash-table with 4K rows each receiving up to 4 24-byte flow records. The row is addressed by 12 bits of the RSS hash and the flow record uses 8 more bits of the hash to distinguish up to 4 flows mapped to the same row. The row size is aligned to fit two cache lines in our platform. In view of the scalability results discussed in Sec. III-C, the flow table size is largely sufficient to ensure the probability of misidentifying a flow is negligible.

We additionally maintain a separate data structure identifying the active flows, that is, the flows that currently have a positive virtual queue. This structure has two roles: it identifies the small set of flows to which the FD algorithm must be applied, and it enables data for this set to be maintained in CPU L1 or L2 cache. Flow state in the present implementation is confined to the flow identifier and the current virtual queue length. However, space remains for additional state needed by more complex objectives, like hierarchical weighted fairness for instance.

Implementation of Algorithm 1 for CPU sharing requires access to packet arrival times using a timestamp. NIC time stamping is currently available through the DPDK rxtx_callback function. When the callback is executed, the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) is accessed² and the TSC register value is written to the DPDK mbuf user data field udata64.

C. Bandwidth sharing

To illustrate FD induced bandwidth sharing we generate a workload consisting of 20 flows with progressively decreasing arrival rates: the flow with rank 1 has an arrival rate 10 times higher than that of flow 20. We produce a bottleneck by rate limiting the output port to a fraction $\alpha$ of the input rate.

²TSC is a 64-bit register whose purpose is to count the CPU clock cycles.

Fig. 4 presents experimental results for 3 values of $\alpha$. Per-flow output rates are plotted with either FD or TD (i.e., without differential dropping). With $\alpha = 0.1$, all flows are able to attain the fair rate under FD while rates are proportional to input rates under TD. With $\alpha = 0.4$ the available bandwidth increases and FD affects only those flows (of rank 1 to 10) that exceed the fair rate. In both cases, the overall drop rate under TD and FD is exactly the same, only which packets are dropped differs.

With $\alpha = 0.6$ the output link is no longer a bottleneck and flow rates are limited by the CPU processing capacity³. This implies flow rates are reduced proportionally due to input buffer saturation. The difference between the top two black lines in the figure is due to the overhead of our current non-optimized implementation of the FD algorithm (which doesn’t actually drop any packets in this case).

D. CPU sharing

In our experiments on CPU sharing, the TGS creates 20 equal packet rate flows belonging to one of two different types: packets of type-L flows require “light” processing, while packets of type-H flows have a “heavy” cost, consuming $r$ times more cycles than type-L. Per-packet cost depends on the amount of processing in the VPP graph for both I/O and computation and can be readily measured using VPP primitives [20]. In the experiments, 18 type-L flows send IPv4 packets requiring standard processing: longest prefix matching and next hop forwarding. Two high-cost flows additionally pass via a busy loop whose length can be precisely controlled to modulate the ratio $r$ of H to L type costs.

Experimental results are represented as Sankey diagrams in Figure 5 where TD and FD are compared for $r = 10$ with an input rate of 14.88 Mpps. With tail drop, 11.02 Mpps are dropped at the NIC interface, and the rest is processed by the SUT. Tail drop makes no explicit decision as to which

³This corresponds to about 8.5 Mpps IPv4 forwarding throughput.
packets should be dropped and, since packet rates are equal among flows, drops affect equally the H and L classes (74%). It follows that all flows have the same bit rate while each of the H flows individually consumes 25% of the CPU cycles.

FD radically changes the operational point. The NIC drops 8.19 Mpps (55%) increasing the traffic processed by the SUT to 6.69 Mpps. The FD decision consumes 0.17 G cycle/sec (the overhead of the FD algorithm) and affects 0.74 Mpps of packets. As expected, 98% of the dropped packets are of type-H. This differentiation realizes fairness in terms of CPU cycles, since each of the 20 flows now receives exactly the 5% fair share of CPU. Notice also that, in this particular scenario, the overall rate of packets forwarded by the SUT increases: throughput is 5.95 Mpps with FD, compared to 3.86 Mpps with TD).

The drop threshold \( \theta \) is fixed in these experiments. The packet arrival rate is such that it is not possible to eliminate buffer saturation. With respect to the overhead due to dropping packets, we measured the average costs. To successfully send a type-L packet requires 350 cycles while a dropped packet costs 208 cycles made up of 120 for I/O, 50 for freeing packet memory and 38 for executing the drop algorithms.

To further illustrate the difference in fairness between FD and TD we repeat the above experiment with the value of \( r \) ranging from 1 to 14. For each value we compute the Jain fairness index between types L and H for both average flow cycle/s and packet/s throughputs [15]. With 2 types and respective metrics \( x_L \) and \( x_H \), the Jain index is \( (x_L + x_H)^2/(2(x_L^2 + x_H^2)) \). Results for FD and TD, with \( x \) representing cycle/s and packet/s throughputs, are shown in Figure 6. The figure confirms that FD fairly shares CPU cycles while TD is fair in terms of packets/s (only because the input rates are equal). In contrast, FD packet/s throughputs and TD cycle/s throughputs are unfair in the ratio \( r \) with index \((r^2 + 1)/(r^2 + 1)\).

V. PERFORMANCE IN DYNAMIC TRAFFIC

We evaluate throughput performance in dynamic traffic and demonstrate scalability by simulation.

A. Demand model

Traffic demand is modeled as a Poisson process of flows of finite size of different types. Packets have constant size in bytes. Per-packet processing cost depends on the flow type and is assumed constant for all packets of the same flow.

We distinguish full-rate flows and single-packet flows. Full-rate flows last until 30000 unit size packets are successfully transmitted. As noted in Sec. III-C, we expect performance to be insensitive to the size distribution. Constant size is chosen for faster convergence of the simulations. The stream of single-packet flows is intended to include traffic from flows emitting packets at a rate less than the typical fair rate, possibly because of other bottlenecks on their path. The packets of such flows appear to buffer management as a succession of distinct single-packet flows.

Rather than simulating a transport protocol like TCP, we suppose full-rate flows emit packets as a Poisson process. They continue emitting packets until the number of successfully transmitted packets equals the flow size. The Poisson rate may be large and constant when flows are assumed unresponsive to congestion. To represent responsive flows we assume the Poisson rate is set to a value somewhat larger (10% here) than the rate that would be realized by a hypothetical ideal transport protocol. This simplification facilitates the evaluation of salient features of the considered algorithms, as presented below.
Fig. 7. Performance of bandwidth sharing: normalized throughput and ActiveList 99th percentile with per packet updates; lines plot analytical results \((1 - \rho)\) and \([-2/\log_{10} \rho]\).

Fig. 8. Performance of CPU sharing: normalized cycle/s throughput with fair dropping (black) and tail dropping (red) for 2 flow classes, class 2 \((\times)\) requires 10 times more cycles/packet than class 1\((+)\), relative cost of dropped packets 0.5; ActiveList 99th percentile for fair dropping (blue □).

B. Bandwidth bottleneck

Let \(\lambda_f\) be the arrival rate of full-rate flows and \(\lambda_s\) the arrival rate of single-packet flows. The load of the unit capacity link is then \(\rho = 30000\lambda_f + \lambda_s\). Given \(\rho\), \(\lambda_f\) and \(\lambda_s\) are set so that full-rate flows contribute 80% of link load while single-packet flows make up the remaining 20%. Full-rate flows are unresponsive and emit packets at a constant rate such that total instantaneous demand largely exceeds link capacity.

Fig. 7 plots throughput (left y-axis) and the 99th percentile of the distribution of the number of flows in ActiveList (right y-axis) as functions of load \(\rho\) (flow arrival rate \(\times\) mean flow size / link capacity). The measure of throughput is the ratio of average flow size to average flow duration (equal to \(1 - \rho\) for processor sharing, as discussed in Sec. III-C). The 99th percentile of the PS model is \([-2/\log_{10} \rho]\). The close agreement between analysis and simulation confirms that fair dropping is an effective control for bandwidth sharing even when flows are unresponsive.

C. CPU bottleneck

To evaluate the effectiveness of fair dropping in sharing a CPU bottleneck we simulate a mix of single-packet flows with unit per-packet cost and two types of full-rate flows with respective per-packet costs 1 and 10. The relative cost of dropping a packet of any type is 0.5. Single-packet flows contribute 20% of load while the full-rate flow types each contribute 40%. The buffer size is 512 packets and maximum batch size is 256. Fair dropping threshold \(\theta\) is adaptive between 20 and 50000 cost units using multipliers \(\alpha = .5\) and \(\beta = 1.2\) (cf. Sec. III-E).

If the cost of dropping were null, our simulation results (not shown here) confirm that, as for bandwidth sharing, fair dropping yields a common cycle/s flow throughput equal to \(1 - \rho\), even when all flows are unresponsive. Unfortunately, this is not the case when the drop overhead is not negligible. In dynamic traffic, at some point the number of active flows will attain a level at which the CPU is saturated even when all packets are dropped (cf. Sec. III-E). Flow throughput then goes to zero and cannot recover since flows in progress do not complete while new flows continue to arrive. The impact can be mitigated by imposing a minimum threshold \(\theta\) but at the cost of significant tail drops affecting single-packet flows.

It is important to note that this instability would occur with any active queue management or scheduling algorithm that selectively drops packets within the CPU. To effectively control unresponsive flows it would be necessary to selectively discard packets before they are polled by the CPU. We intend in future work to investigate the possibility of piloting such a mechanism using the fair dropping algorithm to identify the unresponsive flows in question.

Fair dropping remains an effective means for controlling CPU sharing between responsive flows with different per-packet costs. When fair dropping is employed, we know concurrent flows are allocated the same cycle/s throughput. We therefore assume responsive flows emit packets at a rate such that their cycle/s rate (packet/s \(\times\) cost/packet) is 10% greater than the current fair rate. When fair dropping is absent, all packet loss is through tail drop and concurrent flows experience the same drop rate. As flow packet rate is determined by this drop rate (e.g., by TCP congestion control), we therefore derive a common packet/s rate for flows such that the sum of cycle/s rates is 10% greater than capacity. The 10% excess is meant to approximately capture the impact of a transport protocol like TCP that progressively increases flow rate until drops occur.

Fig. 8 plots throughput on the left y-axis, for tail dropping (red) and fair dropping (black), and the ActiveList 99th percentile for fair dropping (blue □).
i.e., the drop rate is such that packet arrival rate × average cost is equal to CPU capacity. This yields \( d_i = 2/11 \) and a corresponding flow throughput of 0.9. A similar calculation for cost-10 flows yields a throughput of 0.99. The loss rate for single-packet flows is negligible with fair dropping but rises to around 10% with tail dropping.

Results for the ActiveList 99th percentile are quite different to those of Fig. 7. This is due to batch processing and the impact of single-packet flows. All single-packet flows in a batch bring a new ActiveList flow (that will be removed on the next batch arrival). The number of such flows depends on the batch size and is added to the small number of active full-rate flows that is accurately predicted by the PS model. Fair dropping remains scalable in that the number of active flows remains very small compared to the possibly large number of flows in progress.

VI. CONCLUSION

Applying proposed fair dropping algorithms in a software router has been shown to realize per-flow fair sharing of both bandwidth and CPU. The algorithms are scalable because the number of flows to be managed is small (less than 200 with high probability at normal loads) whatever the link speed or CPU capacity. It is compatible with batch I/O and batch processing, optimizations which significantly impede the implementation of classical schedulers.

The algorithms have been successfully implemented in the VPP software router that is part of the FD.io Linux Foundation project. Preliminary experimental results show them to be effective and relatively lightweight in terms of induced overhead.

There is, however, a significant overhead involved in selectively dropping packets within the CPU, due mainly to packet I/O, whatever the algorithm employed. This overhead can compromise performance when flows are non-responsive to congestion. We are currently investigating extensions to our approach where non-responsive flows can be effectively dealt with before their packets are polled by the CPU.
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Abstract—The multi-resource allocation problem arises in different scenarios, from cloud computing systems to shared clusters. Users often have heterogeneous demands and dynamic workloads. Different mechanisms were proposed to fairly divide multiple resources, most notably, Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF). Even though DRF satisfies several desirable properties, it considers fairness only in the static setting. We propose Stateful DRF (SDRF), an extension of DRF that looks at past allocations and enforces fairness in the long run while keeping the fundamental properties of DRF. We prove that SDRF is strategyproof, since users cannot manipulate the system by misreporting their demands; incentivizes sharing, because no user is better off if resources are equally partitioned; and is efficient, as no allocation can be improved without decreasing another. In SDRF, user priorities change over time. To avoid recalculating priorities every task scheduling decision, we also propose Live Tree, a general-purpose data structure that keeps elements with predictable time-varying priorities ordered. We conduct large-scale simulations based on Google cluster traces containing 30 million tasks over one month. Results show that SDRF reduces users’ waiting time on average. This improves fairness, by increasing the number of completed tasks for users with lower demands, with negligible impact on high-demand users.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource allocation is a fundamental problem in any shared computing system. Cloud computing centers and modern clusters are usually shared by users with different resource constraints [1]–[3]. The amount of resources given to each user directly impacts the system performance from both fairness and efficiency standpoints [4]. In single-resource systems, max-min fairness is the most widely used and studied allocation policy [5], [6]. The main idea is to maximize the minimum allocation a user receives. It was originally proposed to ensure an equal share of link capacity for every flow in a network [7]. Since then, max-min has been applied to a variety of individual resource types, including CPU, memory and I/O [6]. Nevertheless, when it comes to multi-resource allocation, max-min is unable to ensure fairness [6], [8].

In a multi-resource setting, users often have heterogeneous demands and dynamic workloads [3], [6]. Some mechanisms have been proposed to address the multi-resource allocation problem [6], [8], [9], most notably, Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [6]. DRF generalizes max-min to the multi-resource setting, by giving users an equal share of their mostly demanded resource — their dominant resource. Using this approach, DRF achieves several desirable properties. Despite the extensive literature on fair allocation, most allocation policies focus only on instantaneous or short term fairness, ensuring that users receive an equal share of the resources regardless of their past behaviors. DRF is no exception, it guarantees fairness only when users’ demands remain constant. In practice, however, users’ workloads are quite dynamic [3], [10] and ignoring this fact leads to unfairness in the long run.

This paper proposes Stateful Dominant Resource Fairness (SDRF), an extension of DRF that accounts for the past behavior of users and improves fairness in the long run. The key idea is to make users with lower average usage have priority over users with higher average usage. When scheduling tasks, SDRF ensures that users that only sporadically use the system have their tasks scheduled faster than users with continuous high usage. The intuition for SDRF is that when users use more resources than their rightful share of the system, they commit to use less in the future if another user needs. SDRF tracks users commitments and ensures that whenever system resources are insufficient, commitments are honored.

We conduct a thorough evaluation of SDRF and show that it satisfies the fundamental properties of DRF. SDRF is strategyproof as users cannot improve their allocation by lying to the mechanism. SDRF provides sharing incentives as no user is better off if resources are equally partitioned. Moreover, SDRF is Pareto efficient as no user can have her allocation improved without decreasing another. DRF can be efficiently implemented using a priority queue that determines which user has the highest allocation priority. When we consider the past, allocation priorities may change at any instant and the implementation cannot benefit from a priority queue. We mitigate this problem — being able to implement SDRF efficiently — introducing live tree, a data structure that keeps elements with predictable time-varying priorities sorted.

Besides the theoretical evaluation, we analyze SDRF using large-scale simulations based on Google cluster traces containing 30 million tasks over a one-month period, and compare it to regular DRF. Results show that SDRF reduces the average time users wait for their tasks to be scheduled. Moreover, it increases the number of completed tasks for users with lower demands, with negligible impact on high-demand users. We also use Google cluster traces to evaluate the performance of live tree, concluding that SDRF can be used in practice.

This paper is organized as follows. We review related work
in Sec. II and introduce the system model in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present DRF and its allocation properties. We then introduce SDRF and show its properties in Sec. V. Sec. VI focus on the implementation of SDRF. We test SDRF and our implementation under trace-driven simulations in Sec. VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Fair resource allocation is a prevalent research topic, both in the computer science and economics fields. Nonetheless, focus is often given to the single resource setting. Ghodsi et al. [6] are the first to investigate the multi-resource setting under a shared computing perspective, proposing DRF. Dolev et al. [8] propose an alternative based on “bottleneck fairness”. Nevertheless, the alternative is not strategyproof and is computationally expensive [11]. Gutman et al. [12] develop polynomial-time algorithms to compute both DRF and “bottleneck fairness” for non-discrete allocations. Joe-Wang et al. [4] extend the notion of fairness introduced by DRF to develop a framework that captures the fairness-efficiency tradeoff. However, they assume a cooperative environment and as such do not evaluate strategyproofness. Wang et al. [13] generalize DRF for a scenario with multiple heterogeneous servers, relaxing the sharing incentives restriction. Friedman et al. [14] also look at the allocation on multiple servers but provide a randomized solution that achieves sharing incentives. Another extension of DRF is proposed by Parkes et al. [15] to account for users with different weights and zero demands. Zarchy et al. [16] also investigate multi-resource allocation, but their focus is when the same application may be developed differently to use different proportions of resource types. They propose a framework that allows users to submit multiple demands for the same application. Even though the aforementioned works consider the multi-resource setting, they ignore the dynamic nature of users’ demands.

Bonal and Roberts [9] suggest Bottleneck Max Fairness (BMF), which also does not enforce strategyproofness, but improves resource utilization as compared to DRF. They consider dynamic demands in their analysis, arguing that for highly dynamic environments, such as networks, it is hard for users to manipulate the system. BMF convergence is proved in a later work [17]. Even though the analysis of BMF considers dynamic demands, the allocation itself considers only short term usage, ignoring fairness in the long run. Kash et al. [18] investigate a dynamic setting where users arrive and never leave, however, they also assume that demands remain constant. Friedman et al. [19] evaluate the scenario where multiple users arrive and leave the system. The focus, however, is on the fair division of resources as soon as the user arrives, limiting the number of task disruptions. There are also works that adapt DRF to packet processing [11], [20] and consider a recent past. Nevertheless, this is done to prevent limitations that arise when scheduling packets — in which resources must be shared in time — and not to ensure fairness and efficiency in the long run. Finally, other authors have focused on improving efficiency in the long run but not fairness [21], [22]. While some of these works consider users’ dynamicity, they do not address fairness in the long run, our focus in this paper.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we model the multi-resource allocation problem in a multi-user system. We first formalize users and resource demands, and then define the general structure of an allocation mechanism. From this structure we formalize users’ sequential interactions as a repeated game.

A. Multi-Resource Setting and Allocation Mechanism

The system consists of a set of users \( \mathcal{N} = \{1, \ldots, n\} \) that share a pool of different hardware resources \( \mathcal{R} = \{1, \ldots, m\} \). Without loss of generality, we normalize the total amount of every resource in the system to 1, i.e., if a system has a total of 100 CPU cores and 10 TB of memory, 0.1 CPU equals 10 cores while 0.1 memory equals 1 TB. For simplicity, we assume that the set of users and the amount of resources remain fixed. Every user \( i \) has a demand vector \( \theta_i^{(t)} = (\theta_{i1}^{(t)}, \ldots, \theta_{im}^{(t)}) \) representing the user demand for every resource at instant \( t \). We consider positive demands for every resource type, therefore at every instant \( t, \theta_i^{(t)} > 0, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, r \in \mathcal{R} \).

The allocation mechanism should produce as output a resource allocation based on users’ declared demands. We represent the declared demands vector for a user \( i \) at instant \( t \) analogously to the demands vector, \( \hat{\theta}_i^{(t)} = (\hat{\theta}_{i1}^{(t)}, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_{im}^{(t)}) \). When users declare demands truthfully, \( \hat{\theta}_i^{(t)} = \theta_i^{(t)} \). We also define the allocation vector for user \( i \) at instant \( t \) for every resource type as \( o_i^{(t)} = (o_{i1}^{(t)}, \ldots, o_{im}^{(t)}) \). The allocation returned by the mechanism at instant \( t \) is represented by a matrix of all the individual allocation vectors: \( o^{(t)} = (o_i^{(t)}, \ldots, o_n^{(t)}) \). We impose a feasibility restriction to the allocations so that they may never be greater than the total amount of resources in the system, i.e., at every instant \( t, \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} o_{ir}^{(t)} \leq 1, \forall r \in \mathcal{R} \).

We represent user’s preferences using a utility function. Given an arbitrary allocation \( o_i^{(t)} \) for every user \( i \) and time \( t \), the utility function is

\[
    u_i^{(t)}(o_i^{(t)}) = \min_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \left\{ \min_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \left\{ o_{ir}^{(t)} / \theta_{ir}^{(t)} \right\}, 1 \right\}.
\]

Intuitively, users prefer allocations that maximize their number of tasks, being indifferent between different allocations that result in the same number of tasks (when the utility is 1, the user is able to allocate all the tasks she desires). This assumes tasks are arbitrarily divisible [6], [13], [15]. This assumption does not hold in practice and we evaluate its impact in Sec. VI-B. Note that we do not rely on the utility function for interpersonal comparison, we only use it to induce ordinal preferences [15], [18]. This means that, even though the utility function can be used to determine which allocation is better for a user, it cannot be used to determine if one user is doing better than another.

B. Repeated Game

In the previous sub-section we referred to an instant \( t \) when defining most notations, however we omitted the influence
time has in the allocation and in the user’s preferences. In game theory, we typically say that at every instant \( t \) there is a stage game where users declare their demands \( (\theta_i^{(t)}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}) \) and the allocation mechanism decides an allocation \( (o_i^{(t)}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}) \). The sequence of stage games defines the repeated game. To evaluate user’s expected long-term utility, we consider that they discount future utilities using a discount factor \( \delta_i \in [0, 1) \), i.e., user \( i \)’s expected long-term utility in the repeated game for the instant \( t \) is

\[
u^{[t, \infty]} = \mathbb{E}_{\omega_t} \left[ (1 - \delta_i) \sum_{k=t}^{\infty} \delta^{k-t} u^{(k)}(o_i^{(k)}) \right].
\]

The normalization factor \( (1 - \delta_i) \) adjusts the units so that we can compare the stage-game and repeated-game utilities.\(^1\)

The discount factor \( \delta_i \) is often called the “user patience”; the closer it is to 1, the more users care about future outcomes. Conversely, the closer it is to 0, the more users care about recent future and the stage-game outcomes.

**IV. DRF AND ALLOCATION PROPERTIES**

In this section, we quickly review the DRF mechanism and the static allocation properties DRF and DRF-based schedulers usually satisfy. We show that these properties alone are not enough to enforce fairness in the long run, requiring an alternative for the dynamic setting.

**A. DRF Mechanism**

**Dominant Resource Fairness** (DRF) [6] extends Max-Min Fairness (MMF) to the multi-resource setting. DRF calculates an allocation based on users’ dominant resources (the most demanded resource for each user, relative to the total amount in the system). As we have normalized all the different kinds of resources to 1, we say \( \hat{r}_i^{(t)} \) is a dominant resource for user \( i \) at instant \( t \), if

\[
\hat{r}_i^{(t)} \in \arg \max \limits_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \theta_i^{(t)}.
\]

Given the dominant resource, we define the normalized demand vector for each user, in which the dominant resources become 1. The normalized demand vector for user \( i \) at instant \( t \) is denoted by \( \tilde{\theta}_i^{(t)} = (\tilde{\theta}_i^{(t)} , \ldots, \tilde{\theta}_i^{(t)}_{\text{im}}) \), where

\[
\tilde{\theta}_i^{(t)} = \frac{\hat{\theta}_i^{(t)}}{\sum_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \hat{\theta}_i^{(t)}}, \forall i \in \mathcal{N}, r \in \mathcal{R}.
\]

When users request an infinite number of tasks, DRF computes an allocation where each user receives an equal share of their dominant resource. For this particular case, DRF can be described using a simple linear program whose solution \( (x) \) is the share of dominant resource each user receives [15]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max \quad & x \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} o_i^{(t)} \leq 1, \forall r \in \mathcal{R}, \quad (5) \\
& o_i^{(t)} = x \cdot \hat{\theta}_i^{(t)}.
\end{align*}
\]

Intuitively, we increase \( x \) — and consequently the share of dominant resource for every user — until we achieve a bottleneck and no task can be allocated. Given \( x \), the allocation for every user and resource can be calculated as \( o_i^{(t)} = x \cdot \hat{\theta}_i^{(t)} \).

**B. Static Allocation Properties**

Ghodsi et al. [6] established that the DRF allocation satisfies the following properties. These properties have also been used in a variety of works [13], [15], [18] to measure both fairness and efficiency for a static resource allocation. For the following definitions we consider a stage game happening at time \( t \).

1) **Sharing Incentives** (SI). Users should be better off participating in the system than having a proportional and exclusive share of all the resources. Formally, we say that an allocation mechanism satisfies sharing incentives if for every user \( i \in \mathcal{N} \), it outputs an allocation \( o_i^{(t)} \) such that, \( u_i^{(t)}(o_i^{(t)}) \geq u_i^{(t)}((1/n, \ldots, 1/n)) \). This assumes users have the right to an equal share of all the resources.\(^2\)

2) **Strategyproofness** (SP). Users should not benefit by misreporting their demands to the mechanism. Formally, if we denote the allocation returned by the mechanism when the user \( i \) reports her demands truthfully \( (\hat{\theta}_i^{(t)} = \theta_i^{(t)}) \) as \( o_i^{(t)} \) and when the user lies \( (\hat{\theta}_i^{(t)} \neq \theta_i^{(t)}) \) as \( o_i^{(t)} \), then \( u_i^{(t)}(o_i^{(t)} \geq o_i^{(t)}) \).

3) **Pareto Optimality** (PO). The allocation should be optimal in the sense that if it can be changed to make a user better, it must make at least another user worse (in other words the allocation cannot be Pareto dominated by another). Formally, an allocation mechanism is Pareto optimal if it returns an allocation \( o_i^{(t)} \) such that for any other feasible allocation \( o_i^{(t)} \), if there is a user \( i \in \mathcal{N} \) such that \( u_i^{(t)}(o_i^{(t)}) > u_i^{(t)}(o_i^{(t)}) \) then there must be a user \( j \in \mathcal{N} \) such that \( u_j^{(t)}(o_j^{(t)}) < u_j^{(t)}(o_j^{(t)}) \).

In addition to the above properties, DRF also satisfies envy-freeness, which ensures that users never prefer other user’s allocation to their own. Unfortunately satisfying both Pareto optimality and envy-freeness is impractical under indivisibilities [15]. Moreover, as we will see in the next subsection, while envy-freeness is usually desirable for static allocations, it does not ensure fairness in the dynamic setting.

**C. Fairness in the Dynamic Setting**

We now design an allocation policy that is fair in the long run. Previous work [6], [13] modeled users as having an infinite number of tasks with the same demand for each resource type. When this happens, only the share of resources each task needs is considered — time becomes irrelevant and the allocation is equivalent to a static one. In practice, however, while some users have workloads with repeated jobs, most users have quite dynamic workloads [3], [10].

To illustrate the importance of considering the past in an allocation, we present an example with users A, B and C.

\(^2\)It is also possible to consider a weighted version, where users have a lower or higher share depending on their weights.
sharing a system with a DRF scheduler (see Fig. 1). There are two resources in the system, CPU and memory. User A’s

dominant resource is CPU and her normalized demand is (1, 0.5). User A is eager for resources and submits a huge

amount of tasks. Nevertheless, the other users only use the system sporadically, with usage spikes. After user A is using

the entire system for a while, user B has a spike with normalized demand (1, 0.5) as well. Even though user B never

used her rightful share, the share she receives is the same as user A, i.e., equal to 1/2. This demonstrates that the properties

of fairness defined for a static allocation are not enough to enforce fairness in the long run. Satisfying sharing incentives

guarantees that users will receive their rightful share but does not reward users for their lower usage. Envy-freeness assumes

users are only aware of the present allocation and do not envy other users based on their past allocations.

D. Users’ Commitments

To distinguish between users who constantly require more resources than their proportional share from users who only

use the system sporadically, we introduce the concept of commitment. Commitment is a measure of users propensity

to overuse their shares. The key intuition is that users who use more resources than their share, commit to use less if

other users need. Users who overuse their shares for a short period of time should have lower commitment than users

who constantly overuse. Also, users who overuse less resources should get lower commitment than users who overuse

more resources. Every user \( i \in \mathcal{N} \) has a separate commitment for each resource \( r \in \mathcal{R} \). We define commitment using

an exponential moving average of overused resources. The user \( i \)'s commitment for resource \( r \) at time \( t \) is given by:

\[
c_{ir}^{(t)} = (1 - \delta) \sum_{k=-\infty}^{t} \delta^{t-k} o_{ir}^{(k)},
\]

where

\[
o_{ir}^{(k)} = \max \left\{ \left( o_{ir}^{(k)} - \frac{1}{n_{i}^{(k)}} \right), 0 \right\}.
\]

The term \( n_{i}^{(k)} \) is the number of users in the system at instant \( k \). Therefore, the term \( o_{ir}^{(k)} \) represents how much user \( i \) overused her share for resource \( r \) on instant \( k \). When this term is zero, the user did not overused her share. The more in the past users overused their share the less it influences their commitments.

V. STATEFUL DOMINANT RESOURCE FAIRNESS

In this section, we introduce Stateful Dominant Resource Fairness (SDRF), a generalization of DRF that improves

fairness in the long run by enforcing users’ commitments. First we develop a simpler version of SDRF for a single resource

type. Then, we extend this version and obtain an optimization problem that yields an SDRF allocation. From this problem

we proceed to prove that it satisfies the desired properties introduced in Sec. IV.

A. Stateful Max-Min Fairness

The intuition for SDRF is better understood if we first look at the single resource setting. Suppose we have a finite amount

of a particular resource, e.g., CPU cores, and we want to equally divide it among the users. The fairest way to divide it

is to give an equal share of the resource for every user, e.g., same number of CPU cores. Nonetheless, some users may not

need their entire share, in that case it can be redistributed among the other users. This is the main principle behind

Max-Min Fairness (MMF). One way to achieve MMF is to use a water-filling algorithm [5]. Water-filling progressively
gives resources for every user until their demands are met. When a user demand is met, she stops receiving resources

and the algorithm continues to give resources for the other users. Fig. 2a shows the water-filling diagram for the MMF

allocation. Each column (or tank) represents the total amount of resource each user demands. The resource is finite and

progressively fills the tanks, until there is no more resource left. In the example, users 2 and 3 have their demands fulfilled

while users 1 and 4 only have it partially fulfilled.

Even though MMF is fair for a static allocation, directly applying MMF to the dynamic setting causes the same problem

as DRF — it does not consider the past and therefore cannot enforce fairness in the long run. To modify MMF to account

for commitments, we introduce Stateful Max-Min Fairness (SMMF). The intuition behind SMMF is better illustrated by

an example. “If the equal share for the resource is 3 CPUs and the user has a commitment of 1 CPU, then the user should

have the right to receive at least 2 CPUs”. This notion can be directly implemented using the water-filling algorithm just by

adding commitments as a “base for the tanks”. Fig. 2b shows the water-filling diagram for the SMMF allocation. Demands

are the same as in Fig. 2a, but now there is a base layer of arbitrary commitments \( c \) (black layer). Note how user 2 has a

lower allocation than she would have without commitments, on the other hand, the demand for user 4 is now met.

Formally, the SMMF allocation can be defined using an optimization problem. Since SMMF allocates a single re-

source, the resources set becomes a singleton \( \mathcal{R} = \{1\} \) and each user \( i \in \mathcal{N} \) has a single allocation \( o_{i1}^{(t)} \) at time \( t \).
optimization problem maximizes $x$, the water level in Fig. 2b, as long as there are resources left in the system:

$$\begin{align*}
\max_x x & \\
s.t. & \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} o_{i1}^{(t)} \leq 1, \\
 & o_{i1}^{(t)} = \max \left\{ 0, \min \left\{ \theta_{i1}^{(t)}, (x - c_{i1}^{(t)}) \right\} \right\} .
\end{align*}$$

(8)

Given $x$, each user receives an allocation $o_{i1}^{(t)} = \max \left\{ 0, \min \left\{ \theta_{i1}^{(t)}, (x - c_{i1}^{(t)}) \right\} \right\}$ which ensures that allocations are never above demands and remain nonnegative. When commitments are zero, SMMF is equivalent to MMF.

Having defined SMMF, we now generalize it to the multiple resources setting to finally obtain the SDRF mechanism.

**B. SDRF Mechanism**

SDRF generalizes SMMF similarly to the way DRF generalizes MMF to multiple resources. We use the same concept of dominant resource as DRF, defined in (3). Differently from DRF, though, we must deal with different commitments for different resources. We define the dominant commitment for a user $i$ at time $t$ as the user’s largest commitment relative to the system total. As we have normalized all the resources to 1, the dominant commitment is simply the largest commitment for the user, i.e.,

$$c_i^{(t)} = \max_{r \in \mathcal{R}} \left\{ \theta_i^{(t)} \right\} .$$

(9)

Having defined the dominant commitment, we define SDRF using ideas from both DRF (5) and SMMF (8). Like DRF, SDRF increases the share of dominant resource for every user until a bottleneck is achieved. Like SMMF, users only start receiving resources when $x$ is above their (dominant) commitment. SDRF is formally defined as:

$$\begin{align*}
\max_x x & \\
s.t. & \sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} o_{ir}^{(t)} \leq 1, \ \forall r \in \mathcal{R}, \\
 & o_{ir}^{(t)} = \max \left\{ 0, \min \left\{ \bar{\theta}_{ir}^{(t)}, (x - \bar{c}_i^{(t)}) \right\} \right\} .
\end{align*}$$

(10)

Recall $\bar{\theta}_{ir}^{(t)}$ is the normalized demand for user $i$ and resource $r$, defined in (4). From $x$, we may calculate the allocation for every user and resource by $o_{ir}^{(t)} = \max \left\{ 0, \min \left\{ \bar{\theta}_{ir}^{(t)}, (x - \bar{c}_i^{(t)}) \right\} \right\}$. In the next subsection we analyze the properties of SDRF that prove it behaves well in both the stage game and in the long run.

**C. Analysis of SDRF Allocation Properties**

We start our analysis of SDRF proving that it satisfies the desirable properties introduced in Sec. IV-B, namely: strategyproofness, Pareto optimality and sharing incentives. The proof of all propositions is provided in the technical report [23].

First, we show that SDRF increases the share of dominant resource for every user until a resource runs out (the bottleneck resource). This is indicated in the following proposition.

**Proposition 1 (Bottleneck).** The SDRF allocation obtained by solving (10) is such that all users have their demands fulfilled or there is a bottleneck resource. Formally, $o_{i1}^{(t)} = \tilde{\theta}_{i1}^{(t)}$, $\forall i \in \mathcal{N}$ or $\exists r \in \mathcal{R}$ such that $\sum_{i \in \mathcal{N}} o_{ir}^{(t)} = 1$.

Although simple, Proposition 1 is useful to demonstrate the following properties. One of the fundamental properties of DRF is strategyproofness. Without it, users may try to manipulate the system by, e.g., faking their usage, which results in inefficiencies [6], [11]. Propositions 2 and 3 show SDRF is also strategyproof.

**Proposition 2 (Strategyproofness in the Stage Game).** When users consider only the stage game utility (1), the SDRF allocation obtained by solving (10) is strategyproof.

Proposition 2 shows that when users consider only stage game utilities, SDRF is strategyproof. However, the fact that we consider past allocations may create new incentives for users to manipulate their declared demands. It may be possible that some users would not use the system when they actually need, hoping that this would improve their future allocations — this would also bring inefficiencies to the system. Fortunately, Proposition 3 shows that this is not possible.

**Proposition 3 (Strategyproofness in the Repeated Game).** When users evaluate their utilities using the expected-long-term utility (2), the SDRF allocation obtained by solving (10) is strategyproof, regardless of users’ discount factors.

The following two propositions demonstrate that SDRF is efficient. Proposition 4 shows that SDRF do not waste resources while Proposition 5 shows that the allocation is Pareto optimal, ensuring that it is not possible to increase a user’s allocation without decreasing another.

**Proposition 4 (Non-wastefulness).** The SDRF allocation $o_{i}^{(t)}$ is such that, if there is a different allocation $\tilde{o}_{i}^{(t)}$ where $\tilde{o}_{ir}^{(t)} \leq o_{ir}^{(t)}$, $\forall i \in \mathcal{N}$, $r \in \mathcal{R}$ and for a user $i^* \in \mathcal{N}$ and resource $r^* \in \mathcal{R}$, $\tilde{o}_{i^*r^*}^{(t)} < o_{i^*r^*}^{(t)}$, then it must be that $u_{i^*}^{(t)}(o_{i^*}^{(t)}) > u_{i^*}^{(t)}(\tilde{o}_{i^*}^{(t)})$. In other words, SDRF is non-wasteful.

**Proposition 5 (Pareto optimality).** The SDRF allocation obtained by solving (10) is Pareto optimal.

The last property indicates that users are better off if they participate in the system. More specifically, it shows that users receive a utility at least as good as if they had access to $1/n$ of resources in the system.
Proposition 6 (Sharing incentives). The SDRF allocation obtained by solving (10) satisfies sharing incentives.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION USING A LIVE TREE

In this section, we study how SDRF can be implemented in practice. We first consider the effect continuous time and indivisible tasks have in the model defined in Sec. III. We then develop a water-filling algorithm to schedule tasks. Nevertheless, the algorithm requires users’ priorities to be recalculated and sorted at every execution. To mitigate this problem we introduce live tree — a data structure that keeps elements sorted even with time changing priorities — and show how it can be used to improve the SDRF scheduling algorithm.

A. Continuous Time

In the model defined in Sec. III we assume time progresses as a sequence of repeated games, suggesting a discrete time. The definition for commitment in (6) is compatible with this notion. In an actual system, however, tasks may arrive and finish at any instant, therefore we need an expression that allows us to compute commitment at continuous time. First we redefine (6) recursively using a difference equation [24],

\[ c_{ir}^{(t)} = (1 - \delta) \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} + \delta c_{ir}^{(t-\Delta t)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where the commitment at time \( t \) can be calculated from commitment at time \( t - \Delta t \). This assumes \( \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} \) remains constant within the interval \( [t - \Delta t, t] \). It turns out that (11) can be seen as an exponential smoothing and can be closely approximated in the continuous time [24], leading to the expression

\[ c_{ir}^{(t)} = (1 - \hat{\delta}) \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} + \hat{\delta} c_{ir}^{(t_0)} \]
\[ \hat{\delta} = e^{-(t-t_0)/\tau}, \quad \tau = \frac{\Delta t}{\ln(\delta)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where we may calculate \( c_{ir}^{(t)} \) from any previous \( c_{ir}^{(t_0)} \) as long as \( \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} \) remains constant from \( t_0 \) to \( t \). Fortunately, \( \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} \) only changes when a task for user \( r \) requiring resource \( i \) starts or finishes. In any other instant, \( \overline{c}_{ir}^{(t)} \) remains constant, making (12) useful in practice. This expression is analogous to the discrete version, using \( \hat{\delta} \) instead of \( \delta \). When \( t - t_0 = \Delta t \), (12) becomes (11).

B. Indivisible Tasks

So far, we have assumed that tasks are arbitrarily divisible. This allowed us to give arbitrarily small amounts of resources to users. In practice, however, tasks are often not divisible [1], [2]. To schedule indivisible tasks we use the same approach as previous works [6], [13] — applying water-filling to tasks.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the task scheduling procedure. We define a set \( A = \{1, \ldots, k\} \) of active users (users with at least one task waiting to be scheduled), and keep track of the total amount of resources allocated for every user. If the system is not full and if there is at least one user with a pending task, \( i.e., A \neq \emptyset \), we schedule the next task for the user with the lowest share of dominant resource compensated for commitments.

### Algorithm 1 SDRF task scheduling

\[ A = \{1, \ldots, k\} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{set of active users} \]
\[ o_i = (o_{ir_1}, \ldots, o_{ir_n}), \forall i \in A \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{resources given to user } i \]
\[ c_i = (c_{ir_1}, \ldots, c_{ir_m}), \forall i \in A \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{commitments for user } i \]

while \( A \neq \emptyset \) do

\[ i \leftarrow \arg \min_{r \in A} \left\{ \max_{c_{ir} \in \mathbb{R}} \left\{ o_{ir} + c_{ir} \right\} \right\} \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{pick user} \]

\[ \forall r, \theta_{ir} \leftarrow \text{demand for } r \text{ in user } i \text{'s next task} \]

if \( \forall r, (\theta_{ir} + \sum_{j \in N} o_{jr}) \leq 1 \) then

\[ \forall r, o_{ir} \leftarrow \theta_{ir} + \theta_{ir} \]

if no more pending tasks for user \( i \) then

remove \( i \) from \( A \)

else

return \hspace{1cm} \triangleright \text{the system is full} \]

Whenever a task arrives or finishes, we rerun Algorithm 1 with updated set \( A \), and vectors \( o_i, c_i, \forall i \in A \). The smaller tasks are, the closer Algorithm 1 approximates (10).

Performance is a major concern in the design of a task scheduler. In peak hours, a scheduler may need to make hundreds of task placement decisions per second [3]. The most expensive part of Algorithm 1 is picking a user. While plain DCF can be implemented using a priority queue that stores the dominant resource share for every user\(^3\), this is not possible for SDRF. In DCF, users’ priorities only change when \( o_i \) changes, in SDRF users’ commitments change at any instant and so do users’ priorities. Recomputing priorities for every user and resource at every task scheduling decision would be too costly. The next subsection shows how to solve this problem.

C. Live Tree

When scheduling tasks, we are not really interested in the specific value of commitments, but in which user has the highest priority. Live tree is a data structure that keeps elements with predictable time-varying priorities ordered. The key idea is to focus on position-change events, instead of element priorities. When priorities follow a continuous function, elements change position whenever their priorities intersect. A live tree always has a current time associated with it — for this current time, it guarantees that elements are sorted. When the current time is updated, instead of updating every element priority, we see if any position-change event happened from the last update to the current time.

Live tree can be seen as a combination of two red-black trees [25], [26] and an array (see Fig. 3). We call one red-black tree elements tree, as it keeps elements sorted by priority, while the other is the events tree, as it tracks position-change events sorted by their time. The array is used for element lookups. For simplicity, we assume that each of the input elements has a distinct integer id that can be an index for the array\(^4\). Each position in the array has a pointer to an element in the elements tree (or NIL if there is no element for the given index). This allows us to retrieve elements by id in the tree in \( O(1) \) time. If two neighboring elements in the elements tree are to change

\(^3\)The DCF implementation on Mesos [1] uses an std::set from the C++ Standard Library, which is usually implemented as a binary tree.

\(^4\)When elements do not have integer ids, or they are too sparse, the array may be replaced by a hash table and still present amortized \( O(1) \) lookups.
position in the future, the left element will have a pointer to a position-change event in the events tree.

We assume that priorities for all elements can be calculated using the same continuous function \( p(t, \kappa) \) based on time \( t \) and in the element attribute \( \kappa \). Every element has a different attribute that dictates how its priority changes over time. It may be a number, a vector or even a tuple. Our description does not depend on the definition of \( \kappa \), in the next subsection we better define \( \kappa \) for our setting. It also helps to introduce an order notation, we say that element \( i \) precedes element \( j \) for an instant \( t \), \( i \prec_j t \), if \( p(t, \kappa_i) < p(t, \kappa_j) \). The elements tree compares elements using \([\prec_t] \). This is useful since, whenever we insert a new element, it is compared to the others consistently with the time \( t \). Live tree also needs a function to calculate priority intersections. We denote by \( t_{in}(t, \kappa_i, \kappa_j) \) the function that calculates the priority intersection time based on two element attributes \((\kappa_i, \kappa_j)\) and the time \( t \).

We now briefly describe the basic operations of a live tree:\footnote{Our implementation of SDRF and Live Tree is open source and is available at https://github.com/hugombarreto/sdfr}

**INSERT** \((i, \kappa_i)\). To insert an element \( i \) in the live tree, we first insert \( i \) in the elements tree. Since the elements tree compares elements using \([\prec_t] \), \( i \) will be placed in the correct position relative to time \( t \). Once inserted, we set a pointer from position \( i \) in the array to the element in the tree. Then, we call UPDATEEVENT for \( i \) and for its predecessor in the tree. When \( i \) is the minimum element, we only call UPDATEEVENT for \( i \). INSERT can be accomplished in \( O(\log n) \) time.

**UPDATEEVENT** \((i)\). If an element \( i \) will change position with its successor in the future, it must have a position-change event associated with it. To update an event we first check if the element \( i \) has an event in the events tree and remove it if so. Then, we check if \( i \) and its successor \( j \) will switch places in the future by calculating their priorities intersection \( t_{in}(t, \kappa_i, \kappa_j) \). If \( t_{in} \) exists and is positive, we add an event for element \( i \) and time \( t_{in} + t \) in the events tree. Then we add a pointer from element \( i \) in the elements tree to the event in the events tree. When \( i \) is the maximum element, it has no successor and thus cannot have a position-change event (note this does not imply it cannot change position, as its predecessor can have an event). UPDATEEVENT can be done in \( O(\log n) \) time.

**UPDATE** \((t)\). Whenever the current time changes, we must update the tree. We assume that time progresses forward and live tree can only be updated to the future. To update the tree to a new time \( t \), we look at all events that happen before \( t \). If there is no event, \( i.e., \) the first event in the events tree has time greater than \( t \), then no element should change position and the tree is already updated, otherwise we must consider the events. We remove events from the events tree in order until the next event has time greater than \( t \) or the events tree becomes empty. For every removed event, we remove its correspondent element as well as its successor from the elements tree calling DELETE. Once we finish removing events we reinsert each removed element calling INSERT. Since elements are compared using \([\prec_t] \), the reinsertion places elements in their correct position relative to time \( t \). UPDATE can be accomplished in \( O(n \log n) \) time. The worst case happens when every element must change position and therefore must be reinserted in the tree. In Sec. VII we show that, for SDRF, the actual time is much smaller than the worst case.

**DELETE** \((i)\). To delete an element \( i \), we first check position \( i \) in the array. From position \( i \) we get a pointer to the elements tree. If the element has an event, we get a pointer to its event as well. We then remove the event from the events tree, the element from the elements tree and set NIL at position \( i \) in the array. If \( i \) was the minimum element, we are done, otherwise we must call UPDATEEVENT to the predecessor of \( i \) in the elements tree. DELETE can be accomplished in \( O(\log n) \) time.

**MINIMUM/MAXIMUM**. The minimum (maximum) in the live tree is the minimum (maximum) in the elements tree. MINIMUM/MAXIMUM can be accomplished in \( O(1) \) time.

We omitted from our description corner cases, such as if an element being deleted does not exist, or if the element being inserted is already in the tree.

Live tree performance depends heavily on the priority function used and the frequency of UPDATE calls. When elements change position often, UPDATE has to process more events. Nevertheless, the higher the frequency of UPDATE calls, the less events each call has to process. In Sec. VII we evaluate how live tree performs when used to implement SDRF.

**D. Live Tree Applied to SDRF**

We now apply live tree to Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, we pick the user with the minimum value of \( \max_{r \in R} \{ o_{ir} + c_{ir} \} \), therefore we use a live tree to sort users by this value. Using (12), we define the priority function \( p \) as

\[
p(t, \kappa_i) = \max_{r \in R} \left\{ o_{ir} + (1 - \delta)\tilde{o}_{ir} + \delta c_{ir}^{(t_i)} \right\}
\]

\[
\tilde{o}_{ir} = e^{-\frac{(t-t_i)}{\tau}}
\]

\(\kappa_i = \{ t_i, \tau, o_{i1}, \ldots, o_{im}, \tilde{o}_{i1}, \ldots, \tilde{o}_{im}, c_{i1}, \ldots, c_{im} \} \). \( \tau \) is defined as in (12) and is the same for all users. \( t_i \) is the time user \( i \) is inserted in the live tree. Obtaining the intersection function is a bit more involved (further details are in the technical report [23]). We define it using a set \( I_{ij} \) of all intersections between resources from users \( i \) and \( j \):

\[
I_{ij} = \left\{ \tau \ln \left( \frac{o_{ir_1} - o_{jr_2} + c_{ir_1}^{(t_0)} - c_{jr_2}^{(t_0)}}{o_{ir_1} - o_{jr_2} + o_{ir_1} - o_{jr_2}} \right) | (r_1, r_2) \in R^2 \right\}
\]

where \( t_0 = \max\{t_i, t_j\} \). We define the intersection function getting the minimum intersection after the current time \( t \):

\[
t_{in}(t, \kappa_i, \kappa_j) = \min \{ k + t_0 - t | k \in I_{ij} \land k + t_0 > t \} \]
When there is no intersection after the time \( t \), \( t_{\text{last}} \) does not exist and live tree will add no event. Note this intersection function may indicate intersections between resources that do not cause an intersection in priorities, i.e., commitments may intersect without changing the dominant commitment. Although non-optimal it performs correctly, as false events do not change the order in the tree. In the next section, we show how SDRF and live tree perform when scheduling tasks.

### V. Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate SDRF and live tree using trace-driven simulations based on Google cluster traces [3]. The traces contain information from workloads (from either Google services or engineers) running in a cluster over a month-long period. Workloads are submitted in the form of jobs, and each job may have multiple tasks. The traces contain events for every time a task is submitted, is scheduled or finishes. From these events we extract the CPU and memory demands as well as task submission and running times using them as input for our simulation. We remove tasks with 0 demand, as well as tasks that were evicted by the Google system, but leave tasks that failed due to user errors. After that, we are left with around 32 million tasks from 627 users.

We run simulations for different values of \( \delta \) and system overload. The values of \( \delta \) are relative to a \( \Delta t \) of 1 second (see (12)). We vary \( \delta \) by making it exponentially closer to 1, i.e., \( \delta = 1 - 10^{-1}, 1 - 10^{-2}, \ldots, 1 - 10^{-7} \). This is equivalent to exponentially increasing \( \tau \) from (12). To verify how SDRF performs under different levels of system load we also perform simulations for multiple values of total resources (i.e., CPU and memory).

We use the average system usage in the original trace, called hereinafter as \( R \), as a baseline for our results. We then run simulations with the total amount of resources in the system varying from 50% to 100% of \( R \), in steps of 10%.

First, we run SDRF for the same example presented in Sec. IV (Fig. 1). Fig. 4 shows how user B receives more resources (both CPU and memory) than user A and is able to complete her workload faster than using DRF. Since user A is constantly using the system, receiving less resources for a short period will have a low impact in her overall workload.

We now evaluate the simulation results. Fig. 5 presents the mean waiting time reduction for every user under different values of \( \delta \) and system load when compared to DRF. When \( \delta \) is small enough, SDRF performs close to DRF. Also, for \( \delta \) sufficiently close to 1, SDRF approaches DRF. This is justified inspecting (12): when \( \delta \) is sufficiently close to 1, commitments never accumulate, alternatively, when \( \delta \) is sufficiently close to 0, commitments are simply the last allocation, and therefore tasks are scheduled just like in DRF. The best waiting time reduction was observed for the discount factor \( \delta = 1 - 10^{-6} \) for all levels of system load evaluated. Even though the advantage of SDRF is more evident when the system is overloaded, for \( \delta = 1 - 10^{-6} \), SDRF consistently outperforms DRF by more than 10%. Since the intermediate cases (60% to 90% of \( R \)) perform in between the two extreme cases (50% and 100% of \( R \)), we defer those plots to the technical report [23].

We also investigate how the waiting time reduction affects the number of tasks each user is able to complete. We compute the task completion ratio for every user (i.e., the number of tasks completed divided by the number submitted) and compare it when running DRF and SDRF. Fig. 6 shows the results for the simulation with \( \delta = 1 - 10^{-6} \) and total resources 50% of \( R \). Each bubble represents a different user: when above the black line, the user is able to complete more tasks under SDRF than under DRF. Most users perform better under SDRF, in fact, only 9 out of 627 users completed less tasks under SDRF. Also note that, even though these users com-
pleted less tasks, their task completion ratio had low impact. This happens because users that use the system in small bursts complete their workloads earlier and, consequently, have the opportunity to complete more tasks. On the other hand, users that use the system continually experience a low impact.

Next we evaluate how live tree performs under the same simulations. The theoretical worst case complexity for the update operation is $O(n \log n)$. This is driven by the maximum number of events an update may trigger, when there is no event, updates are performed in $O(1)$. In practice, however, the average number of events is much shorter. Fig. 7 shows the number of live tree events that happened during the entire simulation period for every simulation. Each curve represents a different value of system load, 50% of $R$ to 100% of $R$, from top to bottom. The number of events increases when the amount of resources in the system decreases. Also, the closer $\delta$ is to 1, the less events we observe. This makes sense, since commitments vary slower the closer $\delta$ is to 1. When $\delta = 1 - 10^{-6}$ and the total resources 50% of $R$, there is a total of 22,718 events, which is about 7 events for every 1,000 scheduled tasks. Since every task scheduling triggers one update, this indicates that updates happen fast for this scenario. Even for the worst scenario ($\delta = 1 - 10^{-1}$, 50% of $R$), the total number of events is 5,094,167, which is approximately 2 events for every 10 tasks. If live tree performed close to its theoretical worst case complexity, it would offer low advantage compared to sorting elements on every update. But with the number of updates observed, live tree operations will perform close to the ones of a red-black tree where weights are static.

**VIII. Conclusion and Future Work**

In this paper, we introduced SDRF, an extension of DRF that enforces fairness in the long run. SDRF looks at past allocations and benefits users with lower average usage. We show that SDRF satisfies the fundamental properties of DRF while enforcing fairness in the long run. To efficiently implement SDRF, we introduced live tree, a general-purpose data structure that keeps elements with predictable time-varying priorities ordered. We simulated SDRF using Google cluster traces for a month-long period. Results have shown that under SDRF, users with low utilization can complete their workloads faster. Meanwhile, users with high utilization suffer a low impact in their overall workload. We also used the simulations to evaluate the live tree performance concluding that SDRF can be implemented efficiently.

There are different future investigation directions. First, we believe live tree may benefit other applications, e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm applied to graphs with time-variable weights. Second, SDRF can be extended to cover other applications. Although we mentioned the possibility of using weights for users, we did not evaluate it formally. Another possibility is the use of a different function to measure commitments.
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Abstract—Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) has been extensively studied in random process theory and widely applied in various applications involving Poisson arrivals whose rate varies following a Markov process. The most general form of aggregated MMPP is the superposition of heterogeneous MMPPs (HeMMPP), in which each constituent MMPP has different parameters. Due to the generality of HeMMPP, studying its temporal dependence will benefit network traffic monitoring and traffic prediction. Modeling the temporal dependence of HeMMPP, however, is extremely hard because the total number of states in a HeMMPP increases exponentially with the number of states in constituent MMPPs. This paper tackles the above challenge with copula analysis. It not only presents a novel framework to capture the functional dependence structure of HeMMPP, but also provides a recursive algorithm to effectively calculate HeMMPP copula values. The theoretical analysis and the algorithms together offer a complete solution for modeling the temporal dependence of HeMMPP. Another contribution of the paper is the application of HeMMPP copula for traffic prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) is a doubly stochastic Poisson process whose arrival rate is modulated by an irreducible continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) independent with the arrival process [6]. MMPP was first proposed by Yechiali and Naor to model non-homogeneous Poisson arrival process in queueing systems [17]. Specifically, the arrival process is a Poisson process with arrival rate $\lambda_j$ whenever the CTMC is in state $j$. MMPP can effectively capture burst arrivals and sudden changes in arrivals since it can integrate significantly different rates into one model. This advantage makes MMPP a widely applied model for the arrival processes of network systems [13]. When multiple independent MMPP flows, each having a different set of parameters, arrive in a system, the total arrivals become the superposition of independent heterogeneous MMPPs (HeMMPP).

From the theoretical aspect, HeMMPP is the most general form of MMPP aggregate, because single MMPP and the superposition of independent homogeneous MMPPs (HoMMPP) are both special cases of HeMMPP. Therefore, the study of HeMMPP can benefit both real-world applications and theoretical performance analysis. From the practical aspect, HeMMPP traffic exists in many real-world applications. For instance, HeMMPP has been applied to generate self-similar traffic to Internet backbone [19]. HeMMPP can be used to capture multiple multimedia sources to a multimedia server because each multimedia traffic can be reasonably modeled with MMPP [16].

The temporal dependence of HeMMPP can help develop fitting methods that model real network traffic trace with HeMMPP [1] or predict the trend of arrivals [19]. Despite its importance, however, the dependence structure of HeMMPP is largely unknown. It can be shown that HeMMPP is still an MMPP [6], but analysing HeMMPP as one MMPP becomes intractable due to the exponential increase in the number of states [8]. For instance, modeling a HeMMPP consisting of two 20-state MMPPs is computationally difficult [8]. In other words, simply treating the superposition of MMPPs as one MMPP with a larger number of states will not work well. As such, we need to develop a different method to analyse the temporal dependence of HeMMPP.

Fig. 1: Motivating example: a content delivery system relies on software-defined network and a pool of virtual network functions (e.g., VRouters) to adjust network bandwidth aligning with demand of the multimedia flows (denoted by red curves)

Astute readers may observe an alternative method to avoid the need of analysing HeMMPP: we may simply track and study each constituent MMPP, and in the context of traffic prediction, we predict the future arrivals of each constituent MMPP and aggregate them as the prediction of future HeMMPP arrivals. We call this alternative the predict-individual method. This method, however, poses extra burden in practice. In an example shown in Fig. 1, a content delivery system relies on software-defined networks and a pool of virtual network functions (e.g., VRouters) to adjust network
bandwidth aligning with the multimedia flows, each labelled by a red curve and modeled as an MMPP [16]. Using the predict-individual method, the controller needs to keep record of arrivals of each MMPP and makes prediction on each MMPP. In contrast, with a HeMMPP model, the controller tracks arrivals of each MMPP only during the HeMMPP modeling process. Once the HeMMPP model is built, the controller does not need to track individual MMPP flows and instead uses the aggregated arrivals to predict future HeMMPP arrivals. Clearly, the HeMMPP model greatly simplifies the tasks of the controller. In addition, using HeMMPP model for prediction leads to more accurate results than using the predict-individual method, as shown in our later evaluation.

In the state-of-art temporal dependence model of HeMMPP, the covariance between number of arrivals in different time slots (called arrival counts) in constituent MMPP is derived asymptotically in [1]. The summation of asymptotic covariance of constituent MMPPs turns to be the approximate covariance between number of arrivals in HeMMPP. Nevertheless, there is a large gap towards obtaining a complete temporal dependence model of HeMMPP for two reasons. First, most papers consider HeMMPP where its constituent MMPPs have only two states [1], [15]. The temporal dependence of HeMMPP, whose constituent MMPPs have a higher number of states, needs further study. Second, covariance or autocovariance is only capable of measuring linear dependence over time, but the network traffic traces may exhibit much more complex dependence than that. We are thus motivated to search for a dependence measure, copula, to analyse the functional dependence between arrival counts in HeMMPP. Nevertheless, there are two states [1], [15]. The temporal dependence of HeMMPP, whose constituent MMPPs have only two states [1], [15]. The temporal dependence of HeMMPP, whose constituent MMPPs have a higher number of states, needs further study. Second, covariance or autocovariance is only capable of measuring linear dependence over time, but the network traffic traces may exhibit much more complex dependence than that. We are thus motivated to search for a copula-based analysis to deal with the difficulty in modeling HeMMPP, where each constituent MMPP may have an arbitrary number of states.

We introduce the definition and key concepts of MMPP and HeMMPP.

**Definition 1. A Markov-modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) [6] is constructed by varying the arrival rate of a Poisson process according to an m-state irreducible continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC). In particular, when the Markov Chain is in state j, the arrivals follow a Poisson process of rate \( \lambda_j \). Therefore, an MMPP can be parameterized by the Q matrix [14] of CTMC and the m Poisson arrival rates, \( \Lambda = (\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_m) \).

We thus denote an MMPP by parameters \((Q, \Lambda)\).

**Definition 2. Environment-stationarity of an MMPP [6]: An MMPP \((Q, \Lambda)\) is considered to be environment-stationary if its associated CTMC \(Q\) is stationary.

For an environment-stationary MMPP, the stationary distribution of the states, \(\Pi = (\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_m)\), is determined by solving the equation \(\Pi Q = 0\).

**Definition 3. HeMMPP: An MMPP is called HeMMPP if it is a superposition of multiple independent heterogeneous MMPPs. The constituent MMPPs carry different parameters \((Q_1, \Lambda), ..., (Q_l, \Lambda), ...,(Q_m, \Lambda)\), where \((Q_r, \Lambda)\) denotes the parameters of the r-th constituent MMPP.

To distinguish regular MMPP with superposition of MMPPs, we use the term single MMPP to refer to an MMPP not created from superposition, the term HeMMPP to refer to aggregate MMPPs containing multiple single MMPPs, and each single MMPP in HeMMPP is called constituent MMPP.

In this paper, we only consider stationary MMPPs, which means each constituent MMPP in HeMMPP is environment-stationary.

For ease of reference, the main notations used in the paper are listed in Tables I, II and III. Note that we consider HeMMPP with l number of constituent MMPPs. When \(l = 1\), HeMMPP degrades to single MMPP, and in this case \(l\) can be omitted from notation. Thus \(A_1, M, C\) and \(C_r\) are notations for single MMPP.

**Remark 1. Due to the intricate composition of HeMMPP, a complicate and slightly unconventional notation system is necessary. We, however, adopt the following rules to make the notations easy to follow: the superscript denotes the number of constituent MMPPs, the right hand-side subscript denotes the time slot-related information (or random variables from the context), and the left hand-side subscript denotes the index of a specific constituent MMPP in consideration.

**B. Copulas**

A copula is a function that links univariate marginals to their multivariate distribution. The definition of 2-copula is:

**Definition 4. (Copula) A 2-dimensional copula is a function \( C \) having the following properties [10]:**

1) Its domain is \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\);
2) \( C \) is 2-increasing, i.e., for every \(u_1, u_2, v_1, v_2 \in [0, 1]\) and \(u_1 \leq u_2, v_1 \leq v_2\), we have \(C(u_2, v_2) - C(u_2, v_1) - C(u_1, v_2) + C(u_1, v_1) \geq 0\).
3) \(C(u, 0) = C(0, v) = 0\), \(C(u, 1) = u\), \(C(1, v) = v\), for every \(u, v \in [0, 1]\).
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TABLE I: Parameters for Single MMPP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>The transition rate matrix of associated CTMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Lambda )</td>
<td>The vector of Poisson arrival rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Pi )</td>
<td>The stationary distribution of associated CTMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(t) )</td>
<td>The transition matrix after time ( t ) of associated CTMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Notations of HeMMPP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_i )</td>
<td>The arrival count in ( i )-th time slot of HeMMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_i(x) )</td>
<td>The marginal distribution of ( A_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{i}^{x}(u,v) )</td>
<td>The copula between ( A_i^x ) and ( A_{i+1}^{x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nabla C_{i}^{x}(u,v) )</td>
<td>The copula gradient of ( C_{i}^{x}(u,v) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_i )</td>
<td>The copula matrix for ( C_{i}(u,v) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{i}^{x,x}(u,v) )</td>
<td>The copula between ( A_i^x ) and ( A_{i+1}^{x,x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{i}^{x,x}(u,v;\theta) )</td>
<td>The parametric copula between ( A_i^x ) and ( A_{i+1}^{x,x} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Notations of the \( r \)-th Constituent MMPP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (rQ,r\Lambda) )</td>
<td>The parameters of the ( r )-th MMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rA_i )</td>
<td>The arrival count in ( r )-th time slot of ( r )-th MMPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rF(x) )</td>
<td>The marginal distribution of ( rA_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rP(x) )</td>
<td>The probability mass function of ( rA_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rC_{i}^{x}(u,v) )</td>
<td>The copula between ( rA_i^x ) and ( rA_{i+1}^{x} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rC_{i}^{x,x}(u,v) )</td>
<td>The copula gradient of ( rC_{i}^{x}(u,v) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theorem 1. (Sklar’s theorem) [10] Let \( H \) be a joint distribution function with marginals \( F_X \) and \( F_Y \), then there exists a copula \( C \) such that for all \( x \) and \( y \),

\[
H(x,y) = Pr(X \leq x, Y \leq y) = C(F_X(x), F_Y(y)).
\]

Sklar’s theorem is the core of the copula theory. First, it shows how the copula connects marginals with joint distribution. This property is especially useful since the joint distribution of random variables is hard to find directly in many applications [10]. In this situation, integration of a copula model and marginals makes it easy to understand the joint behaviour. Second, Sklar’s theorem implies that copula, as a dependence measure, is entirely separated from both marginals and joint distribution.

The dependence in terms of copula is stable when the marginals changes functionally. This beautiful feature is formally stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 2. (The invariant property of copulas) [10] Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be continuous random variables with copula \( C_{XY} \). If \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are strictly increasing functions on the range of \( X \) and the range of \( Y \), respectively, then \( C_{\alpha_1(X)\alpha_2(Y)} = C_{XY} \). In other words, \( C_{XY} \) is invariant under strictly increasing transformations of \( X \) and \( Y \).

There are mainly two methods to build a copula model. The first method is to construct a theoretical copula for the problem at hand. The inversion method belongs to this category.

Theorem 3. (Inversion method) [10] Let \( H \) be a joint distribution function with marginals \( F_X \) and \( F_Y \). Let \( F_X^{-1} \) and \( F_Y^{-1} \) be the inverse function of \( F_X \) and \( F_Y \). Then the copula between \( X \) and \( Y \) can be constructed as

\[
C(u,v) = H(F_X^{-1}(u), F_Y^{-1}(v)) \quad \forall u, v,
\]

such that

\[
H(x,y) = C(F_X(x), F_Y(y)) \quad \forall x, y.
\]

The other method to build a copula model is to fit real data into known parametric copulas. A large variety of parametric copulas are available for parametric copula modeling, for instance, Gaussian copula, Student’s copula, Clayton copula, Frank copula, and Gumbel copula. Since the theoretical copula is not always easy to derive, parametric copula modeling has become popular in practice [7]. A copula model built with this method is also called an parametric copula.

Copula-based dependence is tightly associated with tail dependence measure. The tail dependence comprises upper tail dependence given by

\[
\rho_1^+ = \lim_{u \to 1} \Pr(X > F_X^{-1}(u)|Y > F_Y^{-1}(u)) = \lim_{u \to 1} \frac{1 - 2u + C(u,u)}{1 - u},
\]

and the lower tail dependence given by

\[
\rho_1^- = \lim_{u \to 0} \Pr(X < F_X^{-1}(u)|Y < F_Y^{-1}(u)) = \lim_{u \to 0} \frac{C(u,u)}{u}.
\]

Copula is promising for modeling temporal dependence of HeMMPP for the following reasons: copula can be constructed theoretically or by parametric copula modeling; copula is a functional dependence model and captures rounded dependence information beyond linear scope; the invariant property keeps copula structure stable when HeMMPP scales functionally. In this paper, we will study both theoretical copula (Section III) and parametric copula of HeMMPP (Section IV).

III. THEORETICAL COPULA ANALYSIS FOR HeMMPP

A. Theoretical Results for Single MMPP

A functional dependence model of single MMPP has been investigated in [4], from which some results are useful for our study of HeMMPP. To make this paper self-contained, we summarize these results below.

In the analysis of single MMPP with parameters \((Q, \Lambda)\) [4], the time is divided into equal-sized small intervals, called time slots. The length of each time slot is denoted as \( \Delta \), which is short enough such that the state transition of MMPP within one time slot is negligible\(^1\). Denote the sequence of time slots as \( I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_n \), and the number of arrivals in \( I_i \) as \( A_i \). The sequence \( \{ A_i \} \) is also called arrival counts as introduced in Section I. Denote the transition matrix by \( P(t) = [p_{ij}(t)] \), where \( p_{ij}(t) \) is the probability that the CTMC switches from state \( i \) to state \( j \) after time \( t \). The transition matrix \( P(t) \) can be calculated with well-known methods such as those

\(^1\)This assumption is justified since the arrival rate in one time slot is (approximately) stable when \( \Delta \) is small.
Theorem 7. The HeMMPP marginal distribution function has order will not influence our analytical results. The marginal distribution function of $A_i$ is given in Theorem 4, and the copula between $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ is given in Theorem 5. The multi-step copula between $A_i$ and $A_{i+l}$ is given in Theorem 6. These theoretical marginals and copulas can be applied to the constituent MMPPs in HeMMPP.

**Theorem 4.** [4] The marginal distribution of $A_i$ is
\[ M(x) = Pr(A_i \leq x) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \pi_j G_j(x) \tag{3} \]
where $G_j(x) = e^{-\lambda_j x} \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \frac{(\lambda_j x)^k}{k!}$

**Theorem 5. (MMPP copula)** [4] The copula of $A_i$ and $A_{i+1}$ can be calculated as:
\[ C(u, v) = G(M^{-1}(u))\text{diag}(\Pi)P(\Delta)G(M^{-1}(v))^T, \tag{4} \]
where
- $G(x) \equiv [G_1(x), \cdots, G_m(x)]$ is a vector,
- $M^{-1}$ is the inverse function of $M$ defined by (3),
- $\text{diag}(\Pi)$ is a square diagonal matrix with the elements of vector $\Pi$ on the main diagonal,
- $G(M^{-1}(v))^T$ is the transpose of $G(M^{-1}(v))$.

**Theorem 6. (Multi-step MMPP copula)** [4] The copula of $A_i$ and $A_{i+l}$ in a single MMPP can be calculated as:
\[ C_{l_i}(u, v) = G(M^{-1}(u))\text{diag}(\Pi)P(l\Delta)G(M^{-1}(v))^T. \tag{5} \]

**B. Theoretical Copula for HeMMPP**

1) **Theoretical Analysis for HeMMPP Copula:** Since the constituent MMPPs in HeMMPP possess different parameters, we have to differentiate the constituent MMPPs by numbering them. We randomly select an order of constituent MMPPs, i.e., $(\lambda_1, \Delta_1), (\lambda_2, \Delta_2), \ldots, (\lambda_l, \Delta_l)$, where $(\lambda, \Delta, \Pi)$ represents the parameters of the $r$-th constituent MMPP ($r = 1, 2, \cdots, l$). For constituent MMPPs, $\lambda_i$, $\Delta_i$, $\Pi_i$, $\nabla_r C$ denote arrival counts, marginal CDF, marginal probability mass function (PMF), copula and copula gradient of $r$-th MMPP, respectively. In HeMMPP, $\lambda_i^l$, $C^l$, $M^l$ are notations of the superposition of the first $l$ number of constituent MMPPs. Note that we introduce this ordering for ease of explanation, and the order will not influence our analytical results. The following theorems show how to analyse theoretical marginal and copula of HeMMPP.

**Theorem 7.** The HeMMPP marginal distribution function has recursive relationship between $M^l$ and $M^{l-1}$ ($l \geq 2$) as
\[ M^l(x) = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} M^{l-1}(x - x') * \pi_p(x'), \tag{6} \]
where $\pi_p$ is the probability mass function (PMF) of the arrival count from $l$-th MMPP. $\pi_p(x') = \pi M(x') - \pi M(x' - 1)$.

**Proof.** The key idea of the proof is to divide the arrivals from $l$ number of MMPPs into the arrivals from the first $l - 1$ number of MMPPs plus the arrivals from the $l$-th MMPP, i.e., $A_i^l = A_i^{l-1} + i A_i$. Thus, we have
\[ M^l(x) = Pr(A_i^l \leq x) = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} Pr(A_i^l \leq x | A_i = x') Pr(i A_i = x') \]
\[ = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} Pr(A_i^{l-1} \leq x - x') Pr(i A_i = x') \]
\[ = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} M^{l-1}(x - x') \pi p(x') \]
\[ \square \]

**Theorem 8.** The HeMMPP copula has the recursive relationship between $C^l$ and $C^{l-1}$ as shown below:
\[ C^l(M^l(x), M^l(y)) = \sum_{x'=0}^{y} \sum_{y'=0}^{y} \nabla_l C((M^l(x'), M^l(y')) \]
\[ \times C^{l-1}(M^{l-1}(x - x'), M^{l-1}(y - y')), \tag{7} \]
where $\nabla_l C$ is the copula gradient of the $l$-th MMPP. The copula gradient of $r$-th MMPP ($r = 1, 2, \cdots, l$) is defined as
\[ \nabla_r C((M^r(x'), M^r(y'))) \]
\[ \equiv \begin{cases} C_r(M^r(x'), M^r(y')) & \text{if } (r, x', y') \not\in \{0, 0\}, \\ C_r(M^r(x'-1), M^r(y'-1)) - C_r(M^r(x'), M^r(y'-1)) - C_r(M^r(x'-1), M^r(y')) & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases} \tag{8} \]

**Proof.** The proof is also on the basis of $A_i^l = A_i^{l-1} + i A_i$. $C^l(M^l(x), M^l(y))$
\[ = Pr(A_i^l \leq x, A_i^{l+1} \leq y) \]
\[ = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} \sum_{y'=0}^{y} Pr(A_i^l \leq x, A_i^{l+1} \leq y | A_i = x', i A_i = y') \]
\[ = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} \sum_{y'=0}^{y} Pr(A_i^{l-1} \leq x - x', A_i^{l+1} \leq y - y') \]
\[ = \sum_{x'=0}^{x} \sum_{y'=0}^{y} C_{l-1}(M^{l-1}(x - x'), M^{l-1}(y - y')) \]
\[ \times \nabla_r C((M^r(x'), M^r(y'))) \]
Since the arrival counts follow discrete distribution and the domain is non-negative integers, for all non-negative integer $x'$ and $y'$, and $\forall r \in \{1, 2, \cdots, l\}$, we have
\[ Pr(A_i \geq x', A_{i+1} \geq y') = Pr(A_i \geq x', A_{i+1} \geq y') + Pr(A_i \leq x - 1, A_{i+1} \geq y') \]
\[ - Pr(A_i \leq x', A_{i+1} \geq y - 1) - Pr(A_i \leq x - 1, A_{i+1} \geq y') \]
\[ = r C_r(M^r(x'), M^r(y')) + r C_r(M^r(x'-1), M^r(y'-1)) - r C_r(M^r(x'), M^r(y'-1)) - r C_r(M^r(x'-1), M^r(y')) \]
\[ = \nabla_r C((M^r(x'), M^r(y'))) \]
Therefore, by replacing $Pr(\{A_i = x', tA_{i+1} = y\})$ with $\nabla_{l}C(\{M(x'), tM(y')\})$, we can calculate the copula $C^l$ as:

$$C^l(x, y) = \sum_{x' = 0}^{x} \sum_{y' = 0}^{y} \nabla_{l}C(\{M(x'), tM(y')\}) \ast C^{l-1}(M^{l-1}(x - x'), M^{l-1}(y - y')).$$

Theorems 7 and 8 reveal the relationship between $M^{l}$ and $M^{l-1}$ and relationship between $C^{l}$ and $C^{l-1}$. Even with these relationships, it is still hard to derive the closed-form HeMMPP copula. However, they are sufficient for developing recursive algorithms to numerically calculate HeMMPP copula, as introduced in the next section.

2) Recursive Algorithms for Calculating HeMMPP Copula:

To design algorithms to calculate HeMMPP copula efficiently, we narrow down the interesting range of $A_i^l$ from its infinite domain to finite range with an upper threshold $\hat{a}$. In other words, although the range of $A_i^l$ is on the whole non-negative integer domain, we only need to compute the copula values $C^l(M^{l}(x), M^{l}(y))$ for $x < \hat{a}$ and $y < \hat{a}$. The selection of $\hat{a}$ is application dependent and can be set appropriately based on the trace data. Narrowing down the interesting range makes the computation feasible and still meets practical needs, because the arrival counts in real traffic flows always fall within a limited range.

On the interesting range $[0, \hat{a}]$, we define seven matrices in Table IV. $M^{l}$, $C^{l}$ and $\mathbb{R}^{l}$ are for HeMMPP, and they represent HeMMPP marginal values, HeMMPP copula values and HeMMPP copula gradient values, respectively. For instance, the number in row $x$ of matrix $M^{l}$ represents the value of $M^{l}(x-1)$, i.e., $M_{u}^{l} \equiv M^{l}(x-1)$. For the constituent MMPPs, their values in PMF, marginal values, copula values and copula gradient values are represented by $\mathbb{P}^{l}$, $\mathbb{M}^{l}$, $\mathbb{C}^{l}$ and $\mathbb{R}^{l}$, respectively, as shown in Table IV. To emphasize the matrices’ dimension, we mark dimensions on the bottom right, such as $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ and $[C^{l}]_{\hat{a} \times \hat{a}}$. We also use a notation $[C^{l}]_{x,y}$ to represent the submatrix of $[C^{l}]_{\hat{a} \times \hat{a}}$ with its first $x$ rows and first $y$ columns.

With HeMMPP parameters $(\{Q, 1 \Lambda\}, (2Q, 2 \Lambda), ..., (tQ, t \Lambda))$ and a properly-set threshold value $\hat{a}$, we design Algorithm 1 (with the time complexity as $O(\hat{a} \times l)$) to calculate HeMMPP marginal matrix $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ and Algorithm 2 (with the time complexity as $O(\hat{a} \times \hat{a} \times l)$) to calculate HeMMPP copula matrix $[C^{l}]_{\hat{a} \times \hat{a}}$. The recursive procedure in Algorithm 1, MARG, implements Theorem 7; the recursive procedure in Algorithm 2, CPA, implements Theorem 8. With matrices $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ and $[C^{l}]_{\hat{a} \times \hat{a}}$ computed, the theoretical copula of HeMMPP is revealed in Theorem 9:

Theorem 9. (HeMMPP copula) Given HeMMPP with marginal matrix $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ and copula matrix $[C^{l}]_{\hat{a} \times \hat{a}}$, its copula value of $C^{l}(u, v)$ can be calculated by

$$C^{l}(u, v) = C^{l}(\text{argmax}_{u \leq u'}(\text{argmax}_{v \leq v'}(u' \leq u, v' \leq v))).$$

for any $u$ and $v$ satisfying $u \leq M_{u}^{l}$, $v \leq M_{v}^{l}$.

### Algorithm 1: An algorithm to compute marginal matrix $M^{l}$

**Require:** the upper threshold $\hat{a}$, HeMMPP parameters $(1Q, 1 \Lambda), (2Q, 2 \Lambda), ..., (tQ, t \Lambda)$

**Ensure:** $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$

1. return $\text{MARG}([1Q,...,1Q], [1\Lambda,...,1\Lambda], \hat{a})$

2. **procedure** $\text{MARG}([1Q,...,1Q], [1\Lambda,...,1\Lambda], \hat{a})$
3. $l \leftarrow$ the vector length of $[1Q,...,1Q]$ or of $[1\Lambda,...,1\Lambda]$
4. **// Base Case**
5. if $l == 1$ then
6. $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}} \leftarrow$ compute with parameters $1\Lambda$ and $1Q$
7. based on Theorem 4
8. **end if**
9. **// Inductive Step**
10. $[M^{l-1}]_{\hat{a}} \leftarrow \text{MARG}([1Q,...,1Q], [1\Lambda,...,1\Lambda], \hat{a})$
11. $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}} \leftarrow$ compute with parameters $1\Lambda$ and $1Q$ based on Theorem 4
12. **for** $x \leftarrow 1, \hat{a}$
13. **do**
14. Rotate matrix $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ 180 degree clockwise as $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$
15. Calculate Hadamard product of $[M^{l-1}]_{\hat{a}}$ and $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$ as $[T]_{\hat{a}}$
16. $M_{u}^{l} \leftarrow$ sum of all elements in matrix $[T]_{\hat{a}}$
17. **end for**
18. return $[M^{l}]_{\hat{a}}$
19. **end procedure**

### C. Multi-step Theoretical Copulas for HeMMPP

**Theorem 10. (Multi-step HeMMPP copula).** The copula of $A_{i}^{l}$ and $A_{i+1}^{l}$ in HeMMPP can be constructed by integrating the multi-step MMP copula in Theorem 6 into the recursive method in Theorem 8. Specifically, all copulas $C^{l}$ in the recursive method are replaced by multi-step copulas $C_{i}^{l}$, and all constituent copulas $C_{i}$ are replaced by $C_{i}^{l}$.

### IV. PARAMETRIC COPULA MODELING FOR HEMPP

In this section, we construct parametric copulas for HeMMPP. The parametric copulas we investigated include the following three Archimedean copulas [10]:

1. Clayton copula ($\theta \in [-1, 0) \setminus \{0\}$)
   $$C(u, v; \theta) = \max\{u^{-\theta} + v^{-\theta} - 1, 0\}^{-1/\theta},$$
2. Frank copula ($\theta \in [0, \infty) \setminus \{0\}$)
   $$C(u, v; \theta) = -\frac{1}{\theta} \log \left[ 1 + \frac{(\exp(-\theta u - 1) \exp(-\theta v - 1))}{\exp(-\theta - 1)} \right],$$
3. Gumbel copula ($\theta \in [1, \infty)$)
   $$C(u, v; \theta) = \exp\left[ -((\log u)^{\theta} + (\log v)^{\theta})^{1/\theta} \right].$$

We investigate the above parametric copulas due to two reasons. First, they are all one-parameter copulas which make modelling easy. Second, they capture different types of tail dependence efficiently. The tail dependence features of the three copulas are distinct with each other: Clayton copula...
models lower tail dependence; Gumbel copula models upper tail dependence; and Frank copula captures symmetric upper and lower tail dependence. Therefore, these three copulas are investigated as simple alternatives of theoretical copulas. To further improve copula fitting of HeMMPP, a mixture of these copulas or some other types of parametric copulas might be needed for modelling, which is, however, beyond the scope of this paper and a possible topic for extended research.

We follow three main steps to model the parametric copula:

1) Compute the tail dependence by definitions in Eq.(1) and Eq. (2).
2) Choose the parametric copula for HeMMPP modeling based on tail dependence:

   a) choose Clayton copula if \( \rho^+_i \approx 0 \) and \( \rho^-_i > 0 \);
   b) choose Frank copula if \( \rho^+_i \approx \rho^-_i \);
   c) choose Gumbel copula if \( \rho^+_i > 0 \) and \( \rho^-_i \approx 0 \).

3) Determine the value of the parameter \( \theta \) for the chosen parametric copula. The parameter \( \theta \) is learnt by fitting the HeMMPP trace into the chosen copula with the maximum likelihood estimation method. Specifically, \( \theta \) of parametric HeMMPP copula \( C^* \) is determined by fitting the sample pairs of \( (\hat{A}_i, A_{i+i'}) \) of trace.

V. APPLICATION: TRAFFIC PREDICTION BASED ON
HEMMPP COPULA

So far, we have shown how the full temporal dependence structure of HeMMPP can be captured with copulas. A deep understanding of the temporal dependence structure of HeMMPP can benefit many applications, e.g., dynamic resource provisioning, and self-similar traffic modeling. Another obvious application is to predict future traffic based on the temporal dependence in arrivals. This section illustrates a method to achieve this goal.

The problem of traffic prediction could be in different forms. In this paper, we focus on estimating the future arrival count \( A_{i+i'} \) based on the current observation of arrival count \( A_i \). The prediction is made by maximizing the conditional probability \( Pr(A_{i+i'}|A_i) \). When \( i' = 1 \), the prediction is made one-step forward; when \( i' > 1 \), the prediction is made multi-step forward. In this section, we introduce the prediction methods with both theoretical and parametric HeMMPP copula.

Prediction based on theoretical HeMMPP copula is made according to Theorem 11:

**Theorem 11.** (1) Consider a HeMMPP having theoretical copula \( C^* \) between \( A_i \) and \( A_{i+1} \). If \( A_i = x \) is the current observation from the arrival process and if the prediction is made by maximizing the conditional probability \( Pr(A_{i+1}|A_i) \), the predicted arrival count \( A_{i+1} \) is:

\[
A_{i+1} = \arg \max_y \nabla C^*(M_i(x), M_i(y)).
\]
(2) Consider a HeMMPP having theoretical copula \( C^i_j \) between \( A^i_l \) and \( A^i_{l+\tau} \). If \( A^i_l = x \) is the current observation from the arrival process and if the prediction is made by maximizing the conditional probability \( Pr(A^i_{l+\tau}|A^i_l) \), the predicted arrival count \( \hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau} \) is:

\[
\hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau} = \arg\max_y \nabla C^i_j(M^i(x), M^i(y)).
\]

\( \nabla C^i \) and \( \nabla C^j \) are copula gradients defined in the same way as in Eq.(8) by replacing \( C^i \) with \( C^0 \) and \( C^j \) with \( M^i \).

Proof. We only prove part (1), because part (2) can be proved as in Eq.(8) by replacing \( \hat{r} \) and \( \hat{l} \). If the prediction is made by maximizing the conditional probability \( Pr(A^i_{l+1}|A^i_l) \), we have

\[
\hat{A}^{i+1} = \arg\max_y Pr(A^i_{l+1} = y|A^i_l = x)
= \arg\max_y \frac{Pr(A^i_{l} = x, A^i_{l+1} = y)}{Pr(A^i_{l} = x)}
= \arg\max_y \frac{\nabla C_0(M^i(x), M^i(y))}{Pr(A^i_{l} = x)}
= \arg\max_y \nabla C_0(M^i(x), M^i(y))
\]

Prediction based on parametric HeMMPP copula is made in the similar way of theoretical HeMMPP copula, as shown in Theorem 12. The proof is omitted because the proof idea is the same as that of Theorem 11.

Theorem 12. Consider a HeMMPP having parametric copula \( C^i_j(u, v; \theta) \) between \( A^i_l \) and \( A^i_{l+\tau} \). If \( A^i_l = x \) is the current observation from the arrival process and if the prediction is made by maximizing the conditional probability \( Pr(A^i_{l+\tau}|A^i_l) \), the predicted arrival count \( \hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau} \) is:

\[
\hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau} = \arg\max_y \nabla C^i_j(M^i(x), M^i(y); \theta),
\]

where \( \nabla C^i_j (M^i(x), M^i(y); \theta) \) is copula gradient defined in the same way as in Eq. (8) by using copula \( C^i_j (M^i(x), M^i(y); \theta) \) and marginal \( M^i \).

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Evaluation Methods
We have proposed both theoretical copula modeling and parametric copula modeling for traffic prediction in Section V. To evaluate the new model, we implement another prediction model, linear predictive coding (LPC(1)), for comparison. LPC(1) will be constructed from trace data. With LPC(1), the multi-step prediction from \( A^i_l \) is made as

\[
\hat{A}^{i}_{l+1} = \gamma A^{i}_{l}, \quad \hat{A}^{i}_{l+2} = \gamma \hat{A}^{i}_{l+1}, \quad \cdots, \quad \hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau} = \gamma \hat{A}^{i}_{l+\tau-1},
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the parameter of LPC(1) model.

LPC(1) model predicts data based on the dependence information in terms of autocorrelation. Thus it is set as the benchmark predictor to show how functional dependence modeling with copulas improves over linear dependence. Note that the first order of LPC model is used here for a fair comparison: our copula-based prediction model is first order in the sense that only dependence between two arrival counts is considered each step. It has been shown that copula models outperform AR(1) model in MMPP traffic prediction [4]. Due to space limit, however, we omit this comparison.

We also implement and compare the predict-individual method, where we predict the future arrivals of each constituent MMPP separately and aggregate them as the prediction of future HeMMPP arrivals.

When applying any of the prediction models on a traffic trace, the trace is divided into two parts, the training set and the testing set. The training set comes from the first certain percentage data of the trace, and the rest of the trace constitutes the testing set. The prediction accuracy is measured by root-mean-square error (RMSE) across the testing set:

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{A}^i_l - A^i_l)^2},
\]

where \( A^i_l \) is arrival counts from testing set at timeslot \( i \), \( \hat{A}^i_l \) denotes the corresponding predicted value, and \( n \) is the total number of time slots in the testing period. For a prediction model, its performance is measured by its average RMSE (aRMSE) on a trace with different training percentages. The performance improvement ratio (IMP RATIO) over benchmark model (LPC(1)) are defined as Eq.(14).

\[
\text{IMP RATIO} = \frac{\text{aRMSE}_{\text{benchmark}} - \text{aRMSE}}{\text{aRMSE}_{\text{benchmark}}} \times 100\%.
\]

B. Evaluation Results
We evaluate the benefit of using HeMMPP dependence model for traffic prediction with synthetic data. We generate a HeMMPP trace using two MMPP models, each obtained by fitting the model to real-world trace. For this purpose, we follow the work [4] and use the same Bellcore traces\(^2\), that record millions of packet arrivals on an Ethernet at Bellcore Morristown Research and Engineering facility. The traces are well known in network traffic modeling, and many papers have shown that Bellcore traces are well characterized by MMPP [1], [9]. We choose two of these traces to determine reasonable parameters for simulation of synthetic HeMMPP trace. With the fitting algorithm in [8], BCpAug89 trace is well fitted into a 12 state MMPP [4] with parameters \((Q_A, \Lambda_A)\) as shown in Eq. (15); BCpOct89 trace is fitted into a 13 state MMPP with parameters \((Q_O, \Lambda_O)\) listed in Eq. (16). We generate synthetic HeMMPP data consisting of two MMPP traces, by simulating each MMPP trace using the learnt parameters and aggregating the two MMPP traces.

The length of time slots is set as \( \Delta = 1 \) second. \( A^i_l \) denotes the number arrival of the aggregate trace in \( i \)-th second. We will study one-step dependence between \( A^i_l \) and \( A^i_{l+1} \) and two-step dependence between \( A^i_l \) and \( A^i_{l+2} \), and conduct one-step prediction and two-step prediction accordingly.

\(^2\)available from the website http:// ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/BC.html
1) One-step Prediction on HeMMPP trace: Theoretical HeMMPP copula, parametric HeMMPP copula and LPC(1) model are constructed for one-step prediction. Theoretical HeMMPP copula is computed with Algorithms 1 and 2. Based on the observations of the HeMMPP trace, the threshold for marginal and copula matrix computation is chosen as $\hat{\alpha} = 1500$. The probability that the arrival count $A_i$ exceeds the threshold is less than 0.01, i.e., $Pr(A_i > \hat{\alpha}) < 0.01$, indicating that there are very few observations appearing beyond the chosen threshold. Fig. 2 shows the contour of theoretical one-step HeMMPP copula calculated with parameters $(Q_A, \Lambda_A, Q_O, \Lambda_O)$. 

![Fig. 2: The contour of theoretical one-step HeMMPP copula](image)

Parametric HeMMPP copula is constructed through the modeling steps illustrated in Section IV. As the upper tail dependence is close to lower tail dependence ($\rho_t = 0.3212$, $\rho_e = 0.2228$), Frank copula is chosen and its parameter is determined by fitting the training set of trace. Similarly, the parameter of LPC(1) model is determined according to the training set of the HeMMPP trace.

![Fig. 3: One-step prediction with theoretical HeMMPP copula](image)

**TABLE V: One-Step Prediction RMSE on the HeMMPP trace with Different Training Percentage.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Percentage</th>
<th>Theoretical Copula</th>
<th>Parametric Copula</th>
<th>Predict Individual</th>
<th>LPC(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>129.8456</td>
<td>129.9517</td>
<td>133.2521</td>
<td>190.6223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>129.1777</td>
<td>127.7076</td>
<td>132.0675</td>
<td>190.2156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>130.7527</td>
<td>129.9172</td>
<td>134.2631</td>
<td>193.6528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>129.4203</td>
<td>128.5920</td>
<td>133.5243</td>
<td>191.6844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>124.9783</td>
<td>125.2756</td>
<td>128.6330</td>
<td>188.7742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aRMSE</td>
<td>128.8349</td>
<td>128.2888</td>
<td>132.3480</td>
<td>190.9899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP RATIO</td>
<td>32.54%</td>
<td>32.83%</td>
<td>30.70%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With different percentage of trace data for training, three models are constructed accordingly and applied for one-step prediction. Fig. 3 shows the prediction with theoretical HeMMPP copula on the test set of the last 20% arrival counts. The detailed prediction errors are shown in terms of RMSE in Table V. The smaller value of RMSE represents the more accurate prediction. aRMSE shows the average performance over different training percentage (from 50% to 90%). IMP RATIO shows that **copula-based predictions, including theoretical**
The copula model and parametric copula model have more than 30% improvement over the LPC(1) model, showing the advantage of functional dependence modeling (such as copulas) over linear dependence measurement (such as autocorrelation). In addition, we can see that HeMMPP-based prediction works better than the predict-individual method. This is because any prediction includes errors and the predict-individual method may aggregate the errors from predictions in individual MMPP. This phenomenon is more obvious in the two-step prediction results shown in Table VI.

2) Two-step Prediction on HeMMPP trace: Two-step prediction is also performed to evaluate multi-step dependence modeling. Similar to the previous section, theoretical copula, parametric copula and LPC(1) models are constructed for two-step prediction. Table VI compares the two-step prediction performance of copulas with LPC(1) model. Our copula models have a great improvement ratio (nearly 30%) over LPC(1) model regarding the two-step predictions.

TABLE VI: Two-Step Prediction RMSE on the HeMMPP trace with Different Training Percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Percentage</th>
<th>Theoretical Copula</th>
<th>Parametric Copula</th>
<th>Predict Individual</th>
<th>LPC(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>174.8214</td>
<td>175.6217</td>
<td>195.0492</td>
<td>246.4333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>174.4992</td>
<td>174.4648</td>
<td>192.8411</td>
<td>245.1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>176.9906</td>
<td>176.0216</td>
<td>197.3482</td>
<td>252.5563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>174.9567</td>
<td>174.0762</td>
<td>194.7852</td>
<td>247.4094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>170.2201</td>
<td>169.0609</td>
<td>194.4664</td>
<td>246.7953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aRMSE</td>
<td>174.2976</td>
<td>173.8490</td>
<td>194.8980</td>
<td>247.6621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IMP RATIO 29.62% 29.80% 21.30% —

VII. RELATED WORK

The research related to our work applies covariance to model the temporal dependence among single MMPP or HeMMPP. The covariance between arrival counts in single MMPP is derived in [11]. The closed-form covariance between the arrival counts in two-state MMPP is given in [1]. The work closest to ours is [4], where temporal dependence in single MMPP and in superposition of homogeneous MMPPs has been investigated. Nevertheless, HeMMPP is more complicated and more general, and its temporal dependence has not been studied in [4].

In the case of HeMMPP, the constituent MMPPs can be combined into one MMPP with formula given in [6]. Even though some efforts have made to reduce the number of states to approximate HeMMPP [8], [18], very few works consider HeMMPP as one MMPP for calculation of covariance. In [1], asymptotic covariance of two-state MMPPs is summed to get an approximate covariance of the superposition of MMPPs. Our work is different from the above work as we build the functional temporal dependence of arrival counts in HeMMPP with copula.

Copula models have been broadly used in the domain of financial analysis, for multivariate dependence modeling [3] as well as for time series modeling [12]. It has attracted attention in the domain of networks in recent years [2], [4], [5].
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Abstract—Giving tight estimates for output bounds is key to an accurate network analysis using the stochastic network calculus (SNC) framework. In order to upper bound the delay for a flow of interest in the network, one typically has to calculate output bounds of cross-traffic flows several times. Thus, an improvement in the output bound calculation pays off considerably. In this paper, we propose a new output bound calculation in the SNC framework by making use of Lyapunov’s inequality. We prove the bound’s validity and also show why it is always at least as accurate as the state-of-the-art method. Numerical evaluations demonstrate that even in small heterogeneous two server topologies, our approach can improve a delay bounds’ violation probability by a factor of 340. For a set of randomly generated parameters, the bound is still decreased by a factor of 1.33 on average. Furthermore, our approach can be easily integrated in existing end-to-end analyses.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Providing delay bounds in packet-switched networks is a timeless challenge with recent sample applications as, e.g., Internet at the speed of light [1], Tactile Internet [2], Internet of Things [3], or the envisioned cyber-physical systems [4], which often face real-time requirements.

The Network Calculus (NC) holds the promise to enable tight end-to-end delay analysis in such advanced applications building on a modular and uniform mathematical framework based on min-plus algebra [5]. Starting from the 1990s with two papers by Cruz [6], [7], NC demonstrated its benefits providing tight bounds for deterministic worst-case end-to-end delay bounds. In the following, the Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) was further elaborated and mathematically cast into a min-plus algebra setting [8], [9]. More recently, NC was generalized into a stochastic setting providing probabilistic worst-case bounds: the Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC) framework [8], [10]–[13]. SNC’s main features can be summarized as providing a very general scheduling abstraction (the service curve) and the ability to enable system-wide end-to-end analysis (the concatenation theorem) [13].

SNC results can be categorized into different branches such as tail-bound based [10], [12], [14], moment generating functions (MGF) based [8], [11], and martingale based [15] approaches. Recent work evidences its applicability to modern problems, e.g., in the analysis of parallel systems (using the fork-join pattern) or multi-tenancy [16]–[18].

Typically a DNC/SNC network analysis proceeds along the following steps:

1) Reducing the network to a tandem of servers traversed by the flow of interest (foi) by invoking the output bound calculation to characterize cross-traffic flows at the servers where they join the foi.
2) Reducing the tandem of servers traversed by the flow of interest (foi) to a single server representing the whole system.
3) Calculating the delay bound of the foi at the single server representing the whole system.

Most of the existing NC literature has mainly focused on steps 2) and 3). In DNC, step 1) has seen some advanced treatment recently [19], but in SNC it has been largely neglected in the sense that no work beyond the standard output bound calculation was invested. In contrast to this, we focus on step 1) and, in particular, try to improve the SNC output bound calculation in this paper. As the output bound calculation has to be invoked numerous times in step 1), we believe its accuracy to be key in larger network analyses. For example: Assume a full binary tree of height \( h \) where each node represents a server and each of these servers has an arrival flow that is transmitted to the sink; let the foi be starting from one of the leaf nodes (see also Figure 1), then the number of output bound calculations is \( 2^k - h - 1 \), whereas we only

![Fig. 1. Full binary sink tree with seven nodes.](image-url)
need to invoke the delay bound calculation once (in step 3)). Thus, any improvement in the output bound calculation pays off tremendously in larger network analyses.

Yet, how can we improve upon the standard SNC output bound calculation? The tail bound and MGF SNC analyses have the application of the so-called Union bound or Boole’s inequality in common. In a series of publications, [15], [20]–[22], the authors emphasized its poor performance and suggested an appealing martingale-based approach. It provides tight single hop lower and upper bounds on the delay for different scheduling disciplines. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, so far there is no concatenation result in the martingale-based SNC and thus step 2) from above cannot be performed and, thus, an elegant end-to-end analysis remains elusive. Hence, we decided to remain within the standard SNC framework and, yet, try to counteract the inherent problems of the Union bound.

B. Main Contribution

In this paper, we present a modification of the MGF-based SNC that mitigates the Union bound’s effect in the output bound calculation. It consists of the application of Lyapunov’s inequality just before the invocation of the Union bound and does not impose any additional assumptions. It is thus minimally invasive and all existing results and procedures of the SNC are literally still applicable while, as we see below, it improves the performance bounds. In fact, we prove this new bound to be always at least as good as the state-of-the-art method and show that in a very simple heterogeneous two server setting, it can improve the delay bound already by a factor of up to 340.

It comes, however, at the price of an additional parameter per invocation of Lyapunov’s inequality. Thus, we trade higher computational effort in the optimization of these parameters for improved bounds. However, as we also show this effort is moderate if the optimization is done carefully.

C. Outline

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we introduce the necessary notations for SNC and its main results as we need them in this paper. In Section III, we present our new output bound calculation and prove its validity. A numerical evaluation is given in Section IV: we compare output bounds for a single server and delay bounds for a two server setting as well as a fat tree topology with the current state of the art method. In Section V, we prove that Lyapunov’s inequality cannot be applied directly to delay bounds. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SNC Background and Notation

In this section, we introduce some of the basic terms and concepts in SNC.

We use the MGF-based SNC in order to calculate per-flow delay bounds. To be precise, we bound the probability that the delay exceeds a given value, typically denoted by $T$. The connection between probability bounds and MGFs is established by Chernoff’s bound

$$P(X > a) \leq e^{-aA} E[e^{\theta X}], \quad \theta > 0, \quad (1)$$

with $E[e^{\theta X}]$ as the moment-generating function (MGF) of a random variable $X$. We define an arrival flow by the stochastic process $A$ with discrete time space $\mathbb{N}$ and continuous state space $\mathbb{R}_+^+$ as $A(s, t) := \sum_{i=s+1}^{t} a(i)$, with $a(i)$ as the traffic increment process in time slot $i$. Network calculus provides an elegant system-theoretic analysis by employing min-plus algebra:

**Definition 1** (Convolution in Min-Plus Algebra). The min-plus (de-)convolution of real-valued, bivariate functions $x(s, t)$ and $y(s, t)$ is defined as

$$ (x \odot y)(s, t) := \min_{s \leq i \leq t} \{ x(i, t) + y(i, t) \} ,$$

$$ (x \odot y)(s, t) := \max_{0 \leq s \leq i \leq t} \{ x(i, t) - y(i, s) \} .$$

The characteristics of the service process are captured by the notion of a dynamic S-server.

**Definition 2** (Dynamic S-Server). Assume a service element has an arrival flow $A$ as its input and the respective output is denoted by $A^\prime$. Let $S(s, t)$, $0 \leq s \leq t$, be a stochastic process that is nonnegative and increasing in $t$. The service element is a dynamic $S$-server iff for all $t \geq 0$ it holds that:

$$ A^\prime(0, t) \geq (A \odot S)(0, t) = \min_{0 \leq s \leq t} \{ A(0, s) + S(i, t) \} .$$

The analysis in this paper is based on a per-flow perspective. I.e., we consider a certain flow, the so-called flow of interest (foi). Throughout this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assume the servers’ scheduling to be arbitrary multiplexing [23]. That is, if flow $f_2$ is prioritized over flow $f_1$, the leftover service for the corresponding arrival $A_2$ is $S(i, s) = [A_2 - s]^\dagger$. Furthermore, we require the server to be work-conserving.

In the following definition, we introduce $(\sigma, \rho)$-constraints [8] as they enable us to give stationary bounds under stability conditions.

**Definition 3** $(\sigma, \rho)$-Bound. An arrival flow is $(\sigma_A(\theta), \rho_A(\theta))$-bounded for some $\theta > 0$, if its MGF exists and for all $0 \leq s \leq t$

$$ E[e^{\theta A(s, t)}] \leq e^{\theta (\rho_A(\theta)(t-s)+\sigma_A(\theta))} ,$$

A dynamic S-server is $(\sigma_S(\theta), \rho_S(\theta))$-bounded for some $\theta > 0$, if its MGF exists and for all $0 \leq s \leq t$

$$ E[e^{-\theta S(s, t)}] \leq e^{\theta (\rho_S(\theta)(t-s)+\sigma_S(\theta))} .$$

**Definition 4** (Virtual Delay). The virtual delay at time $t \geq 0$ is defined as

$$ d(t) := \inf \{ s \geq 0 : A(0, t) \leq A^\prime(0, t+s) \} .$$

It can briefly be described as the time it takes for the cumulated departures to “catch up with” the cumulated arrivals.
Theorem 5 (Output and Delay Bound). [11] [24] Consider an arrival process $A(s, t)$ with dynamic S-server $S(s, t)$.

The departure process $A'$ is upper bounded for any $0 \leq s \leq t$ according to

$$A'(s, t) \leq (A \circ S)(s, t).$$

The delay at $t \geq 0$ is upper bounded by

$$d(t) \leq \inf \{s \geq 0 : (A \circ S)(t + s, t) \leq 0\}.$$

We focus on the analogue of Theorem 5 for moment generating functions:

Theorem 6 (Output and Delay MGF-Bound). [11] [24] For the assumptions as in Theorem 5, we obtain:

The MGF of the departure process $A'$ is upper bounded for any $0 \leq s \leq t$ according to

$$E[e^{\theta A'(s, t)}] \leq E[e^{\theta (A \circ S)(s, t)}].$$

The violation probability of a given stochastic delay bound $T$ at time $t$ is bounded by

$$P(d(t) > T) \leq E[e^{\theta (A \circ S)(t + T, t)}].$$

III. NEW OUTPUT BOUND CALCULATION

In this section, we derive our new approach to compute the MGF-output bound. Furthermore, we apply this idea to $(\sigma(\theta), \rho(\theta))$-bounded arrivals and service.

A. Insertion of Lyapunov’s Inequality

The most intuitive way to bound (3) is to continue with

$$E[e^{\theta (A \circ S)(s, t)}] \leq \sum_{i=0}^{\max} E[e^{\theta (A_i(t) - S(s, i))}],$$

where the max is always less than or equal to the sum since we have only non-negative terms. Inequality (5) is similar to the application of the Union bound$^1$,

$$P\left(\max_{i=1, \ldots, n} X_i > a\right) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i > a).$$

It has been shown to often perform poorly, in particular for correlated increments. The authors of [25] suggested instead a martingale-based approach that allows for significantly more accurate delay bounds. To the best of our knowledge, however, achieving a concatenation property to enable an end-to-end analysis remains an elusive goal in the martingale-based approach.

$^1$For probability bounds such as the backlog or the delay, it is even equivalent to the Union bound, as

$$P\left(\max_{i=1, \ldots, n} X_i > a\right) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i > a) \leq e^{-\theta a} \sum_{i=1}^{n} E[e^{\theta X_i}].$$

$$\Rightarrow P\left(\max_{i=1, \ldots, n} X_i > a\right) \leq e^{-\theta a} E\left[\max_{i=1, \ldots, n} e^{\theta X_i}\right] \leq e^{-\theta a} \sum_{i=1}^{n} E[e^{\theta X_i}].$$

Therefore, we call inequality (5) in the following “quasi-Union bound.”

In this paper, we use Lyapunov’s inequality to mitigate the Union bound’s effect. Yet, as we see in Subsection III-B, existing end-to-end analyses are still applicable.

**Proposition 7** (Lyapunov Inequality). Let $X \geq 0$ be in $L^1$ with $l \geq 1$. Then it holds that

$$E[X] \leq \left(E[X^l]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}}.$$

**Remark 8.** Proposition 7 is a special case of Jensen’s inequality [26]:

$$h(E[X]) \leq E[h(X)],$$

where $h$ is a differentiable convex function on $\mathbb{R}$. The fact that $X$ must be in $L^1$ has a negligible effect since $l = 1$ should always be feasible, i.e., $E[X]$ exists. As the random variables of our interest have existing MGF bounds, this should be a very mild assumption.

Since $l = 1$ is feasible for $X \in L^1$, (7) can be rewritten as

$$E[X] = \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left(E[X^l]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\}.$$ (9)

Using (9) one step before the quasi-Union bound’s invocation (5) leads to

$$E[e^{\theta A'(s, t)}] \leq E\left[e^{\theta \max_{0 \leq l \leq \epsilon} \{A(s, t) - S(\epsilon, s)\}}\right].$$

$$\leq \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left(E\left[e^{\theta \max_{0 \leq l \leq \epsilon} \{A(s, t) - S(\epsilon, s)\}}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\}.$$ (10)

This new bound is obviously always at least as accurate as the quasi-Union bound (5), since $l = 1$ is feasible. The reason why this can improve over previous estimation lies in the subadditivity of the root function. It yields the following relation:

$$\inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left(\sum_{i=0}^{n} E\left[e^{\theta (A_i(t) - S(\epsilon, s))}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\}.$$

The infimum on the right hand side is achieved at $l = 1$, which proves again that Lyapunov’s inequality cannot worsen the bound’s tightness. Yet, the subadditivity also implies that the insertion of Lyapunov’s inequality can mitigate the effect of the quasi-Union bound (5), since we take the root outside of the sum. As our numerical evaluation in Section IV shows, in some cases a significant improvement for the output bound is achieved despite this method’s minimal invasiveness.

**B. Application to $(\sigma, \rho)$-Bounds**

The bounds in (5) and (10) give an estimate for the min-plus operators in Theorem 6, but are computationally infeasible for larger networks. Since the number of sums in these calculations typically scales linearly with the number of invoked minplus operators, one usually seeks for stationary closed-form
solutions. Using \((\sigma, \rho)\)-bounds (Definition 3) conveniently solves this problem by letting these sums converge, as the next proposition together with its corresponding remark show.

**Proposition 9.** [24] Consider a \((\sigma_A(\theta), \rho_A(\theta))\)-bounded arrival process \(A(s, t)\) with \((\sigma_S(\theta), \rho_S(\theta))\)-bounded dynamic \(S\)-server \(S(s, t)\). If the stability condition \(\rho_A(\theta) < -\rho_S(\theta)\) holds, then the output \(A'\) is \((\sigma_{A'}(\theta), \rho_{A'}(\theta))\)-bounded with

\[
\sigma_{A'}(\theta) = \sigma_A(\theta) + \sigma_S(\theta) - \frac{1}{\theta} \log \left(1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta) + \rho_S(\theta))} \right),
\]

\[
\rho_{A'}(\theta) = \rho_A(\theta).
\]

**Remark 10.** The computational advantage can be observed as follows:

The quasi-Union bound yields

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A'(s, t)} \right] \leq \sum_{i=0}^{s} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta (A(i) - S(s, i))} \right],
\]

i.e., we have to compute a sum with \(s + 1\) summands. With the additional assumption of \((\sigma, \rho)\)-constraints, the output can be bounded by the closed form

\[
\frac{\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta (A(i) - S(s, i))} \right]}{1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta) + \rho_S(\theta))}}
\]

(see Subsection (III-C) for details).

By an analogous calculation, we obtain for our new output bound the following result:

**Proposition 11.** Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 9, under the stability condition \(\rho_A(\theta) < -\rho_S(\theta)\) we obtain that the output \(A'\) is \((\sigma_{A'}(\theta), \rho_{A'}(\theta))\)-bounded with

\[
\sigma_{A'}(\theta) = \sigma_A(\theta) + \sigma_S(\theta) - \frac{1}{\theta} \log \left(1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta) + \rho_S(\theta))} \right),
\]

\[
\rho_{A'}(\theta) = \rho_A(\theta),
\]

where \(l \geq 1\).

**Proof:** See Appendix A.

Thus, this new output bound can be also used within \((\sigma, \rho)\)-constraints. I.e., it can easily be integrated in existing end-to-end analyses.

**C. Single Server Example**

We have already deduced that

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A'(s, t)} \right] \leq \sum_{i=0}^{s} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta (A(i) - S(s, i))} \right].
\]

Given that the arrivals and the service have \((\sigma, \rho)\)-constraints, for \(\rho_A(\theta) < -\rho_S(\theta)\) we continue with

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A'(s, t)} \right] \leq \sum_{i=0}^{s} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta (A(i) - S(s, i))} \right].
\]

**Fig. 2. One server topology.**

**Fig. 3. MMOO Model.**

\[
= \sum_{i=0}^{s} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A(i, t)} \right] \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{-\theta S(i, t)} \right]
\]

\[
\leq \sum_{i=0}^{s} e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)(t-i)+\theta \sigma_A(\theta)} e^{\theta \rho_S(\theta)(s-i)+\theta \sigma_S(\theta)}
\]

\[
= e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)(t-s)+\theta \sigma_A(\theta)+\theta \sigma_S(\theta)}
\]

\[
\cdot \sum_{j=0}^{s} e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)+\theta \rho_S(\theta)}
\]

\[
\leq \frac{e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)+\theta \rho_S(\theta)}}{1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta)+\rho_S(\theta))}}
\]

where we have used the independence of arrivals and service in the second line, \((\sigma, \rho)\)-bounds in the third line and the convergence of the geometric series in the last line.

If we used Lyapunov inequality instead, we would obtain in comparison

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A'(s, t)} \right] \leq \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \frac{e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)(t-s)+\theta \sigma_A(\theta)+\theta \sigma_S(\theta)} + \theta \rho_A(\theta)+\theta \rho_S(\theta)}{1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta)+\rho_S(\theta))}} \right\}
\]

\[
\leq \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \frac{e^{\theta \rho_A(\theta)(t-s)+\theta \sigma_A(\theta)+\theta \sigma_S(\theta)} + \theta \rho_A(\theta)+\theta \rho_S(\theta)}{1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(\theta)+\rho_S(\theta))}} \right\}
\]

**IV. Evaluation**

In this section, we investigate the increased accuracy of our new output bound introduced in Section III. That is, we evaluate the gain of the output bound calculation in a single server setting in conjunction with the delay bound for a two server topology and a fat tree. The improvement factor is measured by calculating

\[
\frac{\text{Bound standard approach}}{\text{Bound new method}},
\]

where clearly larger values are desirable.

The formulae are implemented in the general-purpose programming language Java\(^2\), version 8.

The arrivals are either exponentially distributed with parameter \(\lambda\), i.e.,

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta A(s, t)} \right] = \left( \frac{\lambda}{\lambda - \theta} \right)^{t-s}, \quad 0 < \theta < \lambda,
\]

or follow the Markov-Modulated On-Off (MMOO) traffic model. That is, it consists of a continuous-time Markov chain with two states, 0 and 1, together with transition rates \(\mu\) and \(\nu\).
If it is in state 0, it means that no traffic arrives, whereas in state 1, data with burst rate $b$ are sent (see Figure 3). It has been shown in [27] that, for this arrival model, the MGF can be bounded by

$$E[e^{\theta A(s,t)}] \leq e^{\omega(t) (1-s)}, \quad \theta > 0,$$

where $\omega(t) = -d \frac{\sqrt{\mu^2 + 4 \mu b t}}{\mu} + d$ and $d = \mu + \lambda - \theta b$. The service is always chosen to be work-conserving and of constant rate.

If not stated otherwise, $\theta$ and the Lyapunov parameters $l_i$ are optimized by a naive grid search, i.e., we define points along a grid for each parameter, calculate the bound for each combination, and take the one with the best objective value.

With each application of this new inequality, an additional parameter has to be optimized. On the other hand, since the costs of incorporating Lyapunov’s inequality in a given implementation are rather moderate, it gives us convenient new options: Either we prioritize accuracy and optimize all $l_i$ (at the cost of higher computational effort), or focus more on speed setting many $l_i = 1$ (setting all $l_i$ equal to 1 would yield the old approach). Hence, we gain more flexibility while being minimally invasive at the same time.

### A. Single Server

For the single hop topology (Figure 2), we calculated the bounds in (11) and (12). For exponentially distributed arrivals and Markov-Modulated On-Off (MMOO) traffic, two examples for each distribution are depicted in Figure 4. As we can observe from these examples, the actual gain from our new output bound calculation can vary strongly depending on the scenarios’ parameters. For that reason, we decided to systematically sample the parameter spaces in a Monte Carlo-type fashion. That is, we took samples from a uniform distribution as well as an exponential distribution (since the parameter space is only lower bounded) and computed the

![Fig. 4. Output bound comparison in the single server setting.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Average gain</th>
<th>Maximum gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1025.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Moo</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>381.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

**OUTPUT BOUND IMPROVEMENT FOR A SINGLE SERVER (ABOVE: UNIFORM SAMPLING, BELOW: EXPONENTIAL SAMPLING).**

![Fig. 5. Two server topology.](image)
average and largest improvement. The results are given in Table I.

We observe the possible gain to vary strongly with a maximum ratio Standard Bound / New Bound of three orders of magnitude. The overall average improvement factor is about 1.37, where exponentially distributed samples lead to larger improvements than the uniform ones.

B. Two Server Topology

In the previous subsection, we show that vast improvement on the output bound is possible in some cases. Next, we investigate the effect on the delay bound. Therefore, we extend the previous setting by an additional server (Figure 5). Here, a cross flow f_2 enters server S_2 and its output (\( A_2 \otimes S_2 \)) is prioritized over the flow of interest f_1 at server S_1. The improved output bound impacts the delay by being more accurate in terms of the foi’s leftover service. Mathematically speaking, this leftover service at S_1 is described by \( S_{1, \text{t.o.}} = \lfloor S_1 - (A_2 \otimes S_2) \rfloor \). In this topology, we calculate the delay bound (4) but take the new output bound invocation into account. Again, we display exponentially distributed arrivals and MMOO traffic. The plot is complemented by delay measurements in a packet-level simulation. Here, the violation probability is estimated by the empirical distribution computing the average number of occurred delays. All parameters are again randomly sampled by the Monte-Carlo type approach from the previous subsection.

As for the output bound, we often observe an improved delay bound, as one can see in the examples of Figure 6. It shows that even in the delay space (the difference in the delay bound for a given probability), the difference is up to 50%. Depending on the parameters, the gap between the simulation results and the analytically derived bounds can be closed considerably. Average behavior on the other hand is less significant. Table II indicates a highly non-linear behavior where some violation probabilities are improved by a factor of 342.0, whereas average gain is moderate with a total mean of 1.33.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Average gain</th>
<th>Maximum gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>255.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMOO</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>100.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Average gain</th>
<th>Maximum gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMOO</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>342.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Delay bound comparison in the two server setting.
C. Fat Tree

Starting off with the two server topology in Figure 5, we investigate the delay bound’s scaling behavior for multiple invocations of Lyapunov’s inequality. We now take a look at \( n \) flows, where \( n - 1 \) are cross flows with corresponding server and their outputs jointly enter server \( S_1 \) (see Figure 7). The flow of interest is again, due to arbitrary multiplexing, assumed to be served after the cross traffic. In terms of leftover service provided for the foi, this means 
\[
S_{1.o.} = \left( S_1 - \sum_{i=2}^{n} (A_{i} \cap S_i) \right)^+.
\]

We calculated the delay’s violation probability for the following setting: The foi is exponentially distributed with parameter \( \lambda_1 = 0.5 \) and enters server \( S_1 \) with rate 4.5. The \( n - 1 \) cross flows are also exponentially distributed, but with parameters \( \lambda_i = 8, i = 2, \ldots, n \) and corresponding servers \( S_i \) with rates \( r_i = 2, i = 2, \ldots, n \). The accuracy gain for different numbers of servers is depicted in Figure 8.

We observe that the ratio increases quickly to 25.6 in the case of 8 servers, even though only an improvement of 1.59 was achieved for the two server setting. This shows that the Lyapunov approach can fully develop its strengths in larger networks, when more output bound calculations have to be invoked.

D. Runtime

So far, we focused on the Lyapunov bound’s accuracy gain and observed favorable outcomes. Yet, the other side of the coin is the computational effort the new output bound calculation must invest to optimize over the higher-dimensional parameter space. To investigate this in more detail, we ran \( 10^4 \) experiments for exponentially distributed arrivals as well as MMOO-traffic in the two server topology (Figure 5) and the fat tree (Figure 7) with 2, 4, \ldots, 12 flows. In this scenario, the aforementioned naive grid optimization runs quickly into computational problems, as a computation for 4 flows already took approximately a day. Therefore, we implemented the so called Pattern Search [28]. Here, a function is minimized by changing arguments only in a single direction. If multiple modifications lead to a descent, a step in the direction of all successful intermediate steps is attempted. The results of the ratio

\[
\frac{\text{Computation time new method}}{\text{Computation time standard approach}}
\]

for these experiments are depicted in Figure 9.

Under Pattern Search, we observe that computational overhead scales only linearly with the number of invocations of the Lyapunov inequality. This indicates that a good trade-off between cost and accuracy gain can be achieved, if optimization is done carefully.

V. DIRECT APPLICATION TO DELAY BOUNDS

At first glance, it is tempting to apply Lyapunov’s inequality to the delay bound calculation as well. That is, we would modify the computation of the delay’s violation probability as follows:

\[
P(d(t) > T) \leq E^{(4)} \left( e^{\theta(A \cap S) (t+T,t)} \right) \leq E^{(5)} \left( e^{\theta \max_{0 \leq s \leq t+T} (A(s,t) - S(s,t+T))} \right) = E \left( e^{\theta \max_{0 \leq s \leq t} (A(s,t) - S(s,t+T))} \right)
\]
where we used that $A(s, t) = 0$ for $s \geq t$ in the third line and the quasi-Union bound in the last inequality. Owing to the fact that this estimates a probability, only values below 1 are of interest for (13). Disappointingly for this case, no improvement can be obtained, as the next theorem states.

**Theorem 12.** Let a delay bound $T$ according to (13) exist such that

$$\inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \sum_{i=0}^{l} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\theta(A(i, t) - S(i, t+T))} \right] \right\}^{\frac{1}{\theta}} < 1.$$  

If $l$ and $\theta$ are optimized (denoted by $l^*$ and $\theta^*$), then $l^* = 1$, i.e., no improvement can be achieved.

*Proof:* Assume that $l^*$ and $\theta^*$ are the optimal parameters for (13) and that $l^{*'} > 1$. This means that there exist $1 \leq l' < l^*$ and $\theta^* > \theta^{*'}$ such that $l^*\theta^* = l^{*'}\theta^{*'}$. But this means

$$\left( \sum_{i=0}^{l} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{l^*\theta^*(A(i, t) - S(i, t+T))} \right] \right)^{\frac{1}{\theta^{*'}}} > \left( \sum_{i=0}^{l} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{l^{*'}\theta^{*'}(A(i, t) - S(i, t+T))} \right] \right)^{\frac{1}{\theta^{*'}}},$$

where we inserted $l^*\theta^* = l^{*'}\theta^{*'}$ in the second line. In the third line, we used that $x^{\frac{1}{x}} > x^{\frac{1}{y}}$ holds for all $x \in (0, 1)$ and $l^{*} > l' \geq 1$. Clearly, this is a contradiction to our assumption that we had an optimal solution. Thus, the optimal $l^*$ must be equal to 1.

As a consequence, the Lyapunov approach can only indirectly decrease delay bounds via the output bound calculation. The same holds for the backlog bound (the proof follows along the same lines).

**VI. Conclusion**

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to improve the MGF output bound calculation in the Stochastic Network Calculus using Lyapunov’s inequality. We also gave a proof that shows why this is a valid bound and that it is always at least as accurate as the state-of-the-art method. It is also shown in comprehensive numerical evaluations that the delay’s violation probability can be improved for two server topologies as well as fat trees. Our evaluation indicated a significant gain in some cases while leading to more moderate improvements on average. For a fat tree, we observed a very high gain as the number of cross flows is increased. These gains come conceptually for free, as no additional constraints have to be imposed, thus making our approach minimally invasive.

Yet, from a computational perspective the gain comes at the price of a higher-dimensional optimization in the last stage of computing the bounds. Fortunately, our experiments indicate that the computational overhead only scales linearly with the invocations of the Lyapunov inequality under a carefully chosen optimization method.

Taking into account the crucial role of the output bound, we believe that we have made a significant contribution to the SNC network analysis. On the other hand, there are still many open challenges in the analysis of larger and more complex networks, e.g., dealing effectively with correlations in the traffic flows, which are left for future work.
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**APPENDIX**

A. Proof of Proposition 11

We have already seen in Subsection III-A that

\[
E[e^{\theta A(s,t)}] \leq \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left( \sum_{i=0}^{s} E\left[e^{\theta(A(t,t)-S(s,i))}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\},
\]

which can be continued with

\[
\inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left( \sum_{i=0}^{s} E\left[e^{\theta(A(t,t)-S(s,i))}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\} = \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left( \sum_{i=0}^{s} E\left[e^{\theta A(t,t)}\right] E\left[e^{-\theta S(s,i)}\right]\right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\}
\]

\[
= \inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ e^{\theta\left(\sigma_A(l)\theta + \sigma_S(l)\theta\right)} \right\}
\]

\[
\cdot \left( \sum_{i=0}^{s} e^{\theta\left(\rho_A(l)\theta - i\theta + \rho_S(l)\theta \cdot s - i\theta\right)} \right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\},
\]

where we, again, used the independence of arrivals and service in the second line and the \(\{\sigma(\theta), \rho(\theta)\}\)-constraints for arrivals and service in the third line.

Since we assume that \(\rho_A(l)\theta < -\rho_S(l)\theta\), we obtain by convergence of the geometric series

\[
\inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ \left( \sum_{i=0}^{s} e^{\theta\left(\rho_A(l)\theta - i\theta + \rho_S(l)\theta \cdot s - i\theta\right)} \right)^{\frac{1}{l}} \right\}
\]

This finishes the proof, as this is equal to

\[
\inf_{l \geq 1} \left\{ e^{\theta\left(\rho_A(l)\theta - i\theta + \rho_S(l)\theta \cdot s - i\theta\right)} \right\}
\]

which yields

\[
\sigma_A(\theta) = \sigma_A(l) + \sigma_S(l) - \frac{1}{l} \log \left( 1 - e^{\theta(\rho_A(l)\theta + \rho_S(l)\theta)} \right),
\]

\[
\rho_A(\theta) = \rho_A(l)\theta
\]

as the theorem states.
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Abstract—Network coding simplifies routing decisions, improves throughput, and increases tolerance against packet loss. A fundamental limitation, however, is delay: decoding requires as many independent linear combinations as data blocks. Prioritized network coding reduces this delay problem by introducing a hierarchy of prioritization layers. What remains is the problem of choosing a layer to approach two often-contradicting goals: reduce delay until prioritized layers can be decoded and keep the total number of transmissions low. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for this problem that – based on limited feedback – primarily minimizes per-layer delay but identifies opportunities to reduce the required transmissions when per-layer delay is unaffected. Our evaluation shows that our algorithm improves per-layer delay compared to hierarchical network coding and is close to the theoretical optimum number of total transmissions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network coding (NC) is a widely studied approach to communication systems [1]. Originally introduced by Ahlswede et al. [2] as a technique to improve the throughput in networks, NC has been proven to benefit many fields since, e.g., peer-to-peer applications [3]–[5], network streaming [6], and combinations thereof [7]. NC also improves robustness, which means that the system better copes with packet loss. Distributed algorithms can be simplified, and link capacities can be saturated more effectively [1]. To implement these benefits, NC breaks with traditional routing paradigms. Namely, nodes combine two or more incoming packets and send these newly built combinations instead of just forwarding the original packets. In this paper, we discuss an improvement for the most broadly studied class of network coding, linear network coding, where original packets are combined into linear combinations [8].

One restriction inherent to NC is that it introduces additional delay. With high probability, a receiver cannot retrieve any of the original content as long as the number of received linear combinations is lower than the number of messages that were combined [9], [10]. Prioritized network coding (PNC) [11] builds on linear network coding and reduces decoding delay by introducing a hierarchy of priority layers on the original messages. Linear combinations are computed per priority layer rather than using the full message set. Consequently, a receiver is able to decode a prioritized subset of messages with fewer linear combinations. This encoding technique is also known as expanding window random linear coding [12]. The order in which different layers’ linear combinations are sent has a direct impact on individual layers’ achievable decoding performance and principal decodability at any given point in time [13], [14]. In order to achieve a reduced delay and at the same time avoid significant additional overhead, combinations have to be built and sent in a sequence that reflects the layers’ individual priorities.

In summary, PNC can reduce per-message delay, but it only does so under the right circumstances: all senders need to carefully choose the correct layers for use in their next linear combination. Otherwise, linear combinations either have an increased chance of being linearly dependent, which results in increased message overhead, or they introduce additional per-packet decoding delay, which results in less effective prioritization. This selection problem of PNC has not yet been studied in detail for scenarios with limited knowledge about the receivers’ decoder state. Existing approaches select layers uniformly at random (e. g., [11], known as hierarchical network coding (HNC)), or they use a weighted random choice, giving higher weight to prioritized layers [12]. Both strategies cause overhead, since they result in an increased probability of non-innovative content being sent.

In this paper, we take a more structured approach to the selection problem and analyze – based on limited feedback messages –, which selection of layers (a) reduces the total number of transmissions and (b) improves per-message decoding delay. We derive performance indicators that allow a node to classify layer choices based on these two criteria and propose an algorithm, eNhanced Prioritized nEtwork Coding (iTNSPECt), which implements a deterministic strategy for choosing the layer that is used to generate the next linear combination. Based on these performance indicators, we instantiate a wireless multi-hop protocol that is based on single-hop feedback messages, which concisely summarize each node’s decoder matrix state. Our protocol thereby implements prioritization with much less overhead than existing approaches while retaining the low decoding delay.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses related work, and Section III introduces our system model. In Section IV, we approach the layer selection problem with two performance indicators that guide layer choices. We further introduce an algorithm that yields optimal results under an analytical model, which we instantiate as a practical network protocol in Section V. Our simulative evaluation compares the protocols iTNSPECt, HNC, and NC in Section VI before Section VII concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK

NC was introduced by Ahlswede et al. [2] to improve throughput in communication networks. In their work, the network model is a directed graph with one node as the source and multiple nodes as receivers. Ahlswede et al. demonstrate that the optimal throughput, which is given by the “minimum cut” between the source node and any receiver in a network graph, can be achieved when the nodes send linear combinations of the original messages. Later, Ho et al. [9] showed that randomly chosen linear coefficients $c_1, c_2, \ldots$ over a finite field $\mathbb{F}_q$ are sufficient to achieve optimal flow rates; this approach is called random linear network coding (RLNC).

With RLNC, linear combinations are built by multiplying the $n$ original messages $m^{(1)}, m^{(2)}, \ldots, m^{(n)}$ with the random coefficients, the $j$-th linear combination $X^{(j)}$ being:

$$X^{(j)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i^{(j)} m^{(i)}. \quad (1)$$

When multiple such combinations are received, they form a system of linear equations. The original messages can be retrieved by solving the system with, for example, Gaussian elimination (GE), once sufficient combinations have been received. In general, it is not possible to decode a subset of messages with fewer than $n$ linear combinations. However, all messages can be decoded immediately once enough linear combinations were received. This has been described as the “all-or-nothing property” [15].

As Nguyen et al. [11] note, for many applications, NC’s delay is not tolerable. Consequently, Nguyen et al. propose PNC, which is based on RLNC and reduces per-packet delay. PNC introduces hierarchical layers $R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_{N}$ of prioritized packets. That is, linear combinations of the $l$-th layer encode only messages from $m^{(1)}, m^{(2)}, \ldots, m^{(R_l)}$:

$$x^{(j)} = \sum_{i=1}^{R_l} c_i^{(j)} m^{(i)}, \text{ for a layer-}\ l\text{- combination.} \quad (2)$$

An important question is how to determine which layer to choose for generating new linear combinations. The most basic approach, used by HNC [11], is to choose layers uniformly at random. HNC generally provides lower per-packet delay than RLNC, but increases the overhead due to non-informative linear combinations, i.e., linear combinations from layers that can already be decoded.

Esmaeilzadeh et al. [14] explicitly studied the layer selection problem both for systems without any knowledge about the receivers’ decoder states and for systems with perfect knowledge about the decoder states. The proposed layer selection algorithm is based on an exhaustive search through packet erasures. In addition, finite-horizon Markov decision processes are proposed for the perfect-knowledge system model. The authors describe their perfect-knowledge model as idealistic, since perfect knowledge is usually unavailable. Additionally, both algorithms’ high computational complexity makes them unusable for practical applications with greater numbers of layers and/or users, but they may serve as a theoretical upper bound. We, different to [14], assume limited knowledge of the neighbors’ decoder states and derive a simpler performance indicator that does not require exhaustive searching.

Naumann et al. [13] denote that all efficient layer selection schemes for PNC will send linear combinations roughly in order of priority, which they exploit to implement specialized Gaussian-elimination-based decoders. Such decoders improve both memory footprint and computational decoding complexity by reordering rows and inverting certain GE elimination steps in a joint decoder matrix for all layers. Our approach is a natural fit for such decoders, as it is based on a greedy strategy that sends in order of prioritization most of the time. Even more so, we provide an upper bound on the limit of deviation from this greedy strategy so that the asymptotic bounds on computational decoding overhead described in [13] hold.

Shenglan Huang et al. [16] build upon HNC with uniform random layer selection to minimize the amount of redundant packets sent in a multi-sender use case. Their algorithm estimates, according to loss rates and information about links, the ideal number of linear combinations that each sender should produce to reduce linearly dependent combinations. The algorithm does not, however, provide layer selection capabilities different from HNC.

Chau et al. [17] also use the HNC coding technique but propose an additional coding scheme that combines messages from more than one HNC-coded generation. Thereby, the scheme provides additional redundancy, which protects against packet loss, and reduces the number of transmissions until all layers can be decoded. Our proposed layer selection technique could be used in conjunction with their HNC-based coding scheme, since it does not modify the coding format.

Approaches different from hierarchical PNC have been proposed to reduce per-packet delay in NC: Shrader et al. [18], for example, propose to employ a systematic coding approach. Namely, a subset of the network’s nodes sends uncoded packets in some circumstances. Due to the selection of nodes, the level of error protection is not reduced, but the non-encoded packets reduce per-packet delay as they do not require decoding. Yan et al. [15] instead trade correctness of decoded information for an increased chance of rank-deficient decoding by regarding the decoder matrix as a collection of underdetermined systems and implementing rank-deficient decoders. Finally, Claridge et al. [19] demonstrate that rank deficient decoding without chance of error is feasible when using a small enough finite field. Such a small field, however, also reduces the level of error protection and increases the chance of linear dependency.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Information model

We assume that the information to be transmitted by a source node can be split into equally sized messages $M = (m^{(1)}, m^{(2)}, \ldots, m^{(n)})$. Each message $m^{(i)}$ consists of $b$ symbols $(m_1^{(i)}, m_2^{(i)}, \ldots, m_b^{(i)})$ over a finite field $\mathbb{F}_q$. We are concerned with prioritized messages, i.e., some messages convey more information than others. In the following, and
w.l.o.g., we assume \( m^{(i)} \) has higher priority than \( m^{(j)} \) for all \( 1 \leq i < j \leq n \). PNC introduces hierarchical layers that we formalize as the vector \( r = (r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_{|r|}) \in \mathbb{N}^{|r|} \). Each entry \( r_i \) denotes the number of messages that the layer \( l \) adds, so it holds that \( n = \sum_{i=1}^{|r|} r_i \). Analogously, we define \( R \) as the cumulated layer vector with \( R_i = \sum_{i=1}^{|r|} r_i \).

To transmit information, each source creates a sequence of network-coded packets; the \( j \)-th packet has the form \((e^{(j)}, x^{(j)})\). Here, \( e^{(j)} \) is called the encoding vector and consists of randomly chosen coefficients \((c_{1}^{(j)}, c_{2}^{(j)}, \ldots, c_{n}^{(j)})\), i.e., random symbols over \( \mathbb{F}_q \). The second component, \( x^{(j)} \), is called the information vector and contains the actual linear combination. An information vector of the \( l \)-th (\( 1 \leq l \leq |r| \)) layer and \( j \)-th coded packet is encoded as follows [1], [12]:

\[
x_k^{(j)} = \sum_{i=1}^{R_l} e_i^{(j)} m_k^{(i)} \quad \forall 1 \leq k \leq b
\]

Since finite field operations are generally performed over all symbols of a message or information vector, we usually omit the symbol index \( k \), which reduces Equation (3) to Equation (2). Multiple generations or multiple source nodes fit the above definitions by executing the encoding mechanism repeatedly in sequence or in parallel, respectively.

The finite field \( \mathbb{F}_{2^8} \) is a typical choice for network coding [1], [20] and is used in the following. With \( \mathbb{F}_{2^8} \), linear dependencies between randomly generated combinations are unlikely [9], and the elements’ binary representations occupy one byte each, which is advantageous in practical systems.

### B. Network model

Our network model is a wireless network with multiple nodes. Nodes transmit information as broadcast messages. Such messages may be received or lost by multiple nodes independently. We allow several nodes to be source nodes, which generate new messages \( M \). Both source nodes and non-source nodes receive, re-encode, and transmit information.

Before any transmission starts, a source node holds the complete data set, which is to be transmitted via PNC to the sink nodes. To simplify the system model, we assume in this work that all nodes in the network are sink nodes, which is a typical simplification for network coding. It alleviates the need to share topology information and improves the network capacity utilization [21]. The generality of our results is not affected by this simplification: if all nodes within the network receive the data, then any single sink or few sinks trivially have the information, too. As a consequence, a source node of one transmission is a sink node to other nodes, as well.

### C. Problem statement

According to our information model, data to be transmitted is partitioned into different priority layers. Given this partition, the problem statement is to find an efficient transmission process that implements the prioritization scheme that is defined by the layers. Here, “efficient” comprises two aspects: low per-layer delay and low number of total transmissions. The per-layer delay for prioritized layers describes the prioritization performance, whereas the total number of transmissions describes the overhead that is introduced. Ideally, both aspects are jointly optimized by implementing effective prioritization without introducing overhead.

It is impossible, however, to achieve low delay at the same time as low overhead in all situations, as these goals may conflict. Rather, we propose a protocol that jointly optimizes both whenever possible and prioritizes low delay in conflict situations. To understand the connection between delay and total transmission number, consider an example topology with one source node \( S \) and three non-source nodes \( N_1, N_2, \) and \( N_3 \). Assume a simple PNC system with a generation size \( n = 4 \) and two priority layers \( r = (2, 2) \). We will now discuss two scenarios: one where delay and overhead are in conflict and one where both can jointly be optimized.

As the first scenario, assume nodes \( N_1, N_2, \) and \( N_3 \) have received \( 1, 1, \) and \( 0 \) linearly independent combinations of the first layer, respectively, and only \( N_3 \) has received 1 linear combination of the second layer. Now, \( S \) sends two more linear combinations of the first layer. Then, \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) can decode the first layer after having received the first linear combination, and node \( N_3 \) can decode after having received both linear combinations. However, two more linear combinations of the second layer must be sent before all nodes can retrieve the second priority layer. If, instead, \( S \) immediately starts sending linear combinations of the second layer, all nodes must wait for one more transmission before they can decode the first layer. After only three transmissions in total (instead of four, as before), all nodes can decode layer one and two.

As the second scenario, consider nodes \( N_1, N_2, \) and \( N_3 \) have initially received \( 2, 1, \) and \( 0 \) independent combinations of the first layer and \( 1, 2, 3 \) independent linear combinations of the second layer, respectively. In this case, sending only one combination of the (lower priority) second layer from the beginning saves one transmission and achieves minimal per-layer delay.

The important observation here is that the goals of prioritization and not introducing extraneous transmissions can conflict, but this is not always the case. Our goal is to provide optimal prioritization first, but identify such occasions where we can save transmissions without introducing per-layer delay.

### IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we approach the problem statement with a simplified, theoretical model: nodes have knowledge of their neighbors’ decoder matrix rank and each layer’s linear subspace dimension. There are no packet losses or delays. We describe the proposed algorithm, iNsPECt, from the perspective of an individual node. In Section V, we incorporate packet losses, delays, and the need for feedback messages in the design of a network protocol based on this algorithm.

Our proposed algorithm combines two complementary strategies, which we term “Ord” and “SL,” that are used to decide which layer to select for transmission of the next linear combination. Both strategies (and our algorithm) make
use of the fact that when one node’s decoder matrix for a
given layer has a higher rank than its neighbor’s, sending a
linear combination is with high probability innovative. “Ord,”
short for in order, is a greedy strategy that selects layers in
strict order of prioritization; “SL” sends linear combinations of a single layer only. Our key idea is to use strategy Ord
by default to minimize delay for prioritized layers. But we
resort to sending a lower priority layer (with strategy SL) if it reduces the required total transmissions and does not negatively affect per-layer delay. Strategy SL takes a target
layer \( i \) as a parameter; SL\( (i) \) sends only linear combinations of layer \( i \) until layer \( i \) – and thus all higher priority layers, as well – can be decoded. Obviously, SL\( (i) \) requires the minimum number of transmissions until layer \( i \) can be decoded; and strategy SL\( (\lfloor r \rfloor) \) equals RLNC. Strategy Ord instead sends linear combinations of the highest priority non-decodable layer until each neighbor can decode that layer. It then continues
with the next layer. Therefore, Ord ensures that high priority
layers are always decoded before lower-priority layers.

To determine which strategy to use, our algorithm models
the benefits of choosing one strategy over the other at any
point in time with two performance indicators. Each indicator
takes a parameter \( i \) and returns the benefits or drawbacks that
result from choosing strategy SL\( (i) \) over Ord.

The first indicator, \( Q_{sn}(i) \), counts the savings in total number of transmissions until each neighbor of a node can decode layer \( i \). Positive values indicate that using SL\( (i) \) is beneficial over choosing Ord. The second indicator, \( Q_{de}(i) \), analogously counts the additional per-layer delay (in transmissions) until a node’s neighbors can decode layers 1 to \( i \), cumulated over the layers and all neighbors. Positive values indicate additional
overhead introduced by choosing SL\( (i) \). In the following, we
first derive the two indicators from our simplified system model and then define the selection algorithm.

A. Performance indicators

1) Reduction in transmissions: We define \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) as the
number of required transmissions until all neighbors can
decode layer \( i \) using the SL strategy. Analogously, \( RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \)
denotes the number of required transmissions using the Ord
strategy. Consequently, the savings in transmissions are:

\[
Q_{sn}(i) = RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) - RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i).
\]

Next, we derive \( RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \) and \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \). Let \( \Gamma_i^{(x)} \)
be the number of independent linear combinations of layer \( l \) that neighbor \( x \) has received (and equivalently, the number of dimensions of the linear subspace that pertains to layer \( l \)), and let \( \Gamma_i^{(x)} \) \( \Gamma_i^{(x)} \) be the accumulated number of received combinations from layer 1 to \( l \) of neighbor \( x \). Let \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) be the number of transmissions required for a single node \( x \) to decode layer \( i \). Layer \( i \) can be decoded once layer \( i \)'s linear subspace has full rank, i.e.,
when \( \Gamma_i^{(x)} = R_i \). Alternatively, layer \( i \) may be decoded when a lower priority subspace has full rank, i.e., \( \Gamma_j^{(x)} = R_j \) for some \( j > i \). Thus,

\[
RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) = \min \left( R_i - \Gamma_i^{(x)}, \min_{j=i+1}^{[r]} (R_j - \Gamma_j^{(x)}) \right).
\]

\( \Leftarrow \) \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) = \min_{j=i+1}^{[r]} (R_j - \Gamma_j^{(x)}). \)

To generalize \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) to \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \), we take the maximum over
all neighbors:

\[
RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) = \max_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i).
\]

We construct \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) recursively. Since strategies Ord and
SL are identical for \( i = 1 \), it holds that

\[
RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(1) = RT_{SL}^{(*)}(1), \quad \text{and} \quad RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(1) = \max_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} RT_{SL}^{(*)}(1) = RT_{SL}^{(*)}(1).
\]

Counting the required transmissions for the \( (i+1) \)-th layer, we first count the transmissions from the \( i \)-th layer and then
add the remaining, maximum missing matrix rank over all
neighbor nodes:

\[
RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i+1) = RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) + \max_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} \left( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i+1) - RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \right),
\]

which, if we define \( \gamma_{i}^{(*)}(0) = 0 \), reduces to

\[
RT_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) = \sum_{j=0}^{i-1} \max_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} \left( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(j+1) - RT_{SL}^{(*)}(j) \right).
\]

2) Per-layer delay: Analogously, we define \( DC_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) and
\( DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \) as the cumulative per-layer delay (in transmissions)
until node \( x \) can decode each layer up to \( i \) with the SL and Ord
strategies, respectively. Similarly, \( DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \) and \( DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \)
define this delay cumulatively for all neighbor nodes. Our
indicator,

\[
Q_{de}(i) = DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) - DC_{ Ord}^{(*)}(i),
\]

gives the additional per-layer delay that results from choosing strategy SL over Ord.

With the SL strategy, each node waits a timespan that is
independent from the other nodes’ decoder matrix states, as each
node’s rank of layer \( i \) increases independently until full rank is
obtained. As the SL strategy only sends linear combinations
of layer \( i \), each non-decodable layer below \( i \) of neighbor \( x \)
will become decodable after exactly \( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \) transmissions.

Therefore, we count the number of non-decodable layers
(right-hand factor) multiplied by the number of transmissions
required for decoding each layer (left-hand factor):

\[
DC_{SL}^{(*)}(i) = RT_{SL}^{(*)}(i) \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{i} \min \left( RT_{SL}^{(*)}(k), 1 \right),
\]

\[
DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) = \sum_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} DC_{SL}^{(*)}(i).
\]

Again, we derive the per-layer delay for the Ord strategy recursively and in two steps. First, we derive the non cumulated
per-layer delay \( NC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) \) so that

\[
DC_{Ord}^{(*)}(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} NC_{Ord}^{(*)}(j).
\]
Again, for $i = 1$ both strategies behave identically, thus \( DC_{Ord}(1) = NC_{Ord}(1) = DC_{SL}(1) \) and \( DC_{Ord}(1) = DC_{SL}(1) \). For \( i + 1 \), we distinguish between two cases based on whether the \((i + 1)\)-th layer can be decoded if the \(i\)-th layer can be decoded, which formally is the proposition:

\[
RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i + 1) = RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i).
\] (14)

If eq. (14) holds, the induction step is trivial, as no additional delay comes from layer \( i + 1 \): \( NC_{Ord}(i + 1) = NC_{Ord}(i) \). If eq. (14) does not hold, node \( x \) requires exactly as many independent linear combinations as it is short of full rank to decode layer \( i + 1 \), i.e., \( RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i + 1) - RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i) \). Since the Ord strategy will not start sending linear combinations of rank \( i + 1 \) until all other neighbors can decode layer \( i \), we also have to wait for \( RT^{(x)}_{Ord}(i) \) transmissions before the \((i + 1)\)-th layer’s rank increases:

\[
NC_{Ord}(i + 1) = \begin{cases} 
NC_{Ord}(i), & \text{if eq. (14) holds,} \\
RT^{(x)}_{Ord}(i) + RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i + 1) - RT^{(x)}_{SL}(i), & \text{else} 
\end{cases}
\] (15)

For all nodes, we obtain:

\[
DC^{(x)}_{Ord}(i) = \sum_{x \in \text{Neigh.}} DC^{(x)}_{Ord}(i).
\] (16)

B. Algorithm

We have defined the two performance indicators \( Q_{rt}(i) \), which counts the required transmissions until layer \( i \) can be decoded by all neighbor nodes, and \( Q_{dc}(i) \), which counts the per-layer delay over all neighbors and layers up to \( i \). We now use these indicators in an algorithm that takes a node’s state as input and returns the layer choice as output. Whenever a node generates and transmits a linear combination, it executes the algorithm iNsPECt first, which is given in Figure 1.

To keep computational overhead low in practical systems, iNsPECt introduces a system parameter \( k_{\text{ahead}} \), which bounds the number of layers that a node may deviate from the Ord strategy. For large numbers of layers, bounding the deviation with \( k_{\text{ahead}} \) not only improves our algorithm’s performance, but allows to use optimized decoding techniques [13].

In Figure 1 line 1, the Ord strategy is employed by default. That is, a node selects the layer with the highest priority that any of its neighbors cannot decode. To reduce the total number of transmissions, our algorithm uses the previously defined performance indicators in two steps:

1. check if a lower priority layer can save transmissions by computing \( Q_{rt} \) and
2. check if the lower priority negatively affects per-layer delay by computing \( Q_{dc} \).

These steps are repeatedly performed in the conditional at line 4 for all \( k_{\text{ahead}} \) candidate layers in the loop at lines 3 to 8. Whenever a candidate layer in the loop further reduces transmissions compared to the last candidate and does not increase per-layer delay, it is selected as next candidate. Finally, the selected layer is returned in line 9.

**Input:** for each neighbor \( x \in \text{Neigh.}, \gamma^{(x)} \) and \( \Gamma^{(x)} \)

**Output:** layer index

**Have:** \( n, r, R, \) and system parameter \( k_{\text{ahead}} \)

1. choice $\leftarrow$ start $\leftarrow$ first non decodable layer of Neigh.
2. lastt $\leftarrow Q_{rt}(\text{start})$
3. for $i$ $\leftarrow$ start $+ 1, \ldots, \min(\text{start} + k_{\text{ahead}}, |r|)$ do
   4. if \( Q_{rt}(i) > \text{lastt} \) and \( Q_{dc}(i) \leq 0 \) then
      5. choice $\leftarrow$ $i$
      6. lastt $\leftarrow Q_{rt}(i)$
   7. end if
8. end for
9. return choice

**Fig. 1.** iNsPECt.

**Fig. 2.** Message format: general header and message specific part.

Dependent on \( m \), the number of neighbors from which feedback has recently been received, the algorithm’s runtime is in \( O(m k_{\text{ahead}} |r|) \). For three layers, a common choice in multimedia streaming [11], the runtime is linear in the number of neighbors.

V. PROTOCOL DESIGN

We now describe a simple yet effective network protocol that instantiates the layer selection algorithm for practical systems. We describe the protocol for a single network coding generation and a single source. The protocol is executed in parallel when multiple sources exist in the network, and it is run repeatedly for subsequent generations.

A. Message types

The protocol requires only two types of messages: data messages, which contain linear combinations, and feedback messages, which concisely encode a node’s decoder state. We use UDP as the underlying transport protocol, because reliability is ensured by network coding’s forward error correction properties.

The general message format is shown in Figure 2: a leading bit is used to denote message type, and the remaining 15 bits of the first two octets encode the generation number that the message belongs to. Origin node and source node, each encoded using 32 bits, are used to manage neighbor state and assign linear combinations to the correct decoding system. Each node is assigned a unique number in the system; alternatively, the IP addresses can be used for local topologies.

**Data messages** contain linear combinations, which consist of an encoding vector and an information vector, as described in Section III-A. If a linear combination from a layer with
higher priority is sent, not all coefficients in the encoding vector are used; in that case, the remaining coefficients are set to the additive identity (i.e., “zeroes”) of the finite field. Thus, encoding vectors contain \( n \) coefficients, whereas the information vector consists of \( b \) symbols. Each coefficient and symbol are elements of the finite field \( F_2^n \) and can be encoded as a single byte. Data messages, therefore, have a length of \( b + n + 10 \) bytes.

Feedback messages encode \( \gamma(x) \); that is, they encode how many linearly independent combinations of each layer a node \( x \) has received. This is identical to the rank of each layer’s decoder matrix or the dimension of each layer’s linear subspace. A feedback message encodes each rank with two bytes; thus, the total feedback message length is \( 2 \cdot |r| + 10 \) bytes, where \(|r|\) is the total number of layers. Since the feedback messages’ size does not depend on the generation size \( n \) nor on the chunk size \( b \), feedback messages are usually much smaller than data messages.

B. Transmission mechanism

We employ a constant-rate approach to sending linear combinations. That is, every data message transmission interval \( \lambda_{\text{data}} \), a linear combination is built according to Equation (3), encoded as a data message, and sent when the generation is not marked as fully transmitted. First, the iNsPECt algorithm is executed to determine the ideal layer \( i \) for building the next linear combination. If that layer’s decoder matrix has insufficient rank to generate a linear combination, \( i \) is incremented repeatedly until a linear combination can be built. If, initially, no feedback is available, we default to sending a linear combination of the highest priority layer.

Whenever a layer-i linear combination is sent, the feedback vector \( \gamma(x) \) for each neighbor \( x \) is incremented, presuming the linear combination’s successful reception. In addition, a flag is set that indicates that the feedback vector is assumed instead of authoritative. If an assumed feedback vector indicates the generation is fully transmitted, the node continues to send linear combinations until an authoritative feedback message is received as confirmation. Thereby, nodes avoid delays at the end of each generation. By handling assumed and authoritative feedback in this way, we ensure that layers of lower-than-ideal priority may be selected, but never layers of higher priority. This bias may lead to increased per-layer delay for the current layer. It does not, however, cause additional overhead from linearly dependent combinations, nor does it affect the lower priority layers’ decoding delay.

On reception of a linear combination, a node first counts the trailing number of additive identity elements in the encoding vector to determine the combination’s layer. Next, the linear combination is inserted into each decoder matrix that pertains to a lower or equal priority than the linear combination’s layer. Whether the newly received linear combination is innovative is determined using GE. If the rank of the matrix increases, the combination was innovative; otherwise, the new row is reduced to additive identity elements [1].

C. Feedback mechanism

Feedback is broadcast periodically and cumulatively for a generation’s layers: once every feedback interval \( \lambda_{\text{fb}} \), a feedback message is created for each incomplete generation. Usually, feedback messages are only sent when the generation is incomplete, i.e., the node’s decoder matrix state does not have full rank for all layers. If, however, a linear combination for a complete generation is received, a feedback message that indicates successful reception of the whole generation (with \( \Gamma|x| = R(F|x) \)) is sent once.

The feedback’s purpose is not only to inform other nodes about the current decoder state, but it also allows other nodes to learn about their neighborhood. When a node receives a feedback message from a node \( x \), it includes \( x \) in its neighbor set (Neigh. in Figure 1) and updates \( \gamma(x) \) with the rank vector that is included in the feedback message. If a feedback message is received where the combination of origin identifier and generation number is unknown, that message is ignored, as the feedback contained is not helpful. Feedback vectors and neighborhood states expire after a timeout that should be chosen as a multiple of the feedback interval to avoid incomplete neighbor sets.

The proportion between the data message \( \lambda_{\text{data}} \) and the feedback interval \( \lambda_{\text{fb}} \) is important for the performance of the proposed algorithm. The smaller the feedback interval, the better each node’s stored feedback represents its neighbors’ decoder state, since it is updated more often. On the other hand, even tough feedback messages have a small size, more frequent feedback means more network capacity is used for traffic that does not directly contribute to the delivery of the sources’ information.

VI. Evaluation

We compare iNsPECt to PNC’s HNC variant and RLNC, which we both described in Section II. As a lower bound on decoding delay, we additionally show the decoding time of the first layer, which results from sending only linear combinations of the first layer. We evaluate all protocols in three scenarios: a small-scale topology with a single source and small generations that comprise few source messages to evaluate the impact of varying feedback rates, a larger topology to show multi-hop capabilities and support for multiple sources, and finally a set of larger, randomized topologies to support the generality of our results.

A. Methodology

We evaluate using the discrete event network simulator ns-3 (version 3.25) [22]. Wireless links between nodes are modeled via YANS Wifi model [23] with 802.11g MAC and 2.4 GHz PHY. We simulate the physical channel with the log-distance propagation loss model\(^1\) and the Rayleigh fast fading model, one superimposed on the other [24]. Nodes send actual linear combinations in the simulation, so there is a (small) chance for linear dependency even if a layer’s decoder matrix does

\(^1\)We choose the path-loss exponent \( \gamma = 3.0 \) and configured path loss at the reference distance 1 m according to Friis’ model for 2.4 GHz, which is in line with a range of office and industrial environments [24], [25].
not have full rank. Each simulation is run for 200 s simulated time and executed 5 times. Each repeated simulation uses a separate sub-stream of ns-3’s MRG32k3a pseudo-random number generator to ensure uncorrelated results [26]. Pseudo-randomness is used in the simulation’s wireless fading model, the ns-3 bit error model, which is affected by fading and path loss, generation of NC coefficients, and exponentially distributed variations in packet send times that we use to avoid collisions and other synchronization effects. Since generations take much less than 200 s to transmit, hundreds of transmitted generations contribute to a statistically meaningful sample size. All figures in this section show the sample mean and 95% confidence intervals (assuming normal distribution). Error bars may not be visible when the confidence is very high.

B. Small-scale topology

Figure 3a shows the small-scale topology: one source \( S \) and four nodes \( N_1 \) to \( N_4 \) are arranged in a partial grid with 30 m grid width. Due to the grid layout, nodes \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) have 30 m distance from the center-positioned source, whereas nodes \( N_3 \) and \( N_4 \) are 42 m away, which results in lower packet delivery probability (PDR) for these nodes. We evaluate a small generation \((n = 10)\) with small layers \( r = (2, 2, 3, 3)\) to highlight the effects of the layer selection and feedback rates.

The mean time until all sink nodes are able to decode layers 1 to 4, respectively, is given in Figure 4 for two different feedback rates. Results for frequent feedback are shown in Figure 4a: the y-axis shows the average time from beginning to transmit the current generation until a layer can be decoded by a node. The x-axis gives the individual layers, which are inherently cumulative due to the hierarchical nature of layers. It can be seen that using RLNC, the time until all layers can be decoded is identical for all layers. Since RLNC offers maximum protection against erasures and has the lowest chance to send linearly dependent combinations, it gives us the optimal decoding time for layer 4 (and thus all layers) in the last column. The HNC strategy, being fully randomized and independent of any feedback, provides faster recovery of the highest prioritized first layer, identical decoding time for the second layer, and significantly worse delay than RLNC for the third and fourth layer. The proposed algorithm, iNsPECt, consistently outperforms HNC between 35.9% and 72.3%. Also, the delay is just 4.5% higher than the lower bound for the most highly prioritized 1st layer (compared to 277.5% for HNC). The layer 4 decoding delay of iNsPECt is only 17.3% higher than the optimal RLNC delay. These 17.3% analogously give the overhead imposed by the prioritization scheme, since the additional delay corresponds to the number of linearly dependent combinations that are due to prioritization. In comparison, this overhead is 83.1% for HNC.

In a second step, we lowered the feedback rate to 1/3 \( \cdot \lambda_{data} \), which is quite low compared to the individual layer sizes: without losses, another layer has to be selected every two or three linear combinations or all subsequently sent combinations are linearly dependent. The results are shown in Figure 4b: RLNC and HNC, working without feedback, are unaffected by the change. iNsPECt is still faster than HNC for all layers, but due to the lack of recent feedback and the resulting uncertainty about the neighbors’ decoder states, the algorithm resorts to sending layers of lower priority than necessary, which have a much lower chance of

---

**Fig. 3.** Simulated topologies.

(a) Small scale topology

(b) Larger network topology

**Fig. 4.** Small topology results: per-layer delay for different feedback rates.

(a) High feedback rate \((\lambda_{data}/\lambda_{fb} = 1/1)\)

(b) Low feedback rate \((\lambda_{data}/\lambda_{fb} = 1/3)\)
linear dependency. The downside of this approach can best be seen in the second and third layers, where decoding delay is still 38.8% and 33.8% better than HNC, but also increases by 28.6% and 13.1% compared to the better feedback rate scenario. A positive aspect of resorting to lower priority linear combinations is that linear dependency is less likely, which can be seen best at the fourth layer, where decoding time is not significantly different from the former scenario. This means that albeit iNsPECt’s per-layer delay is not as low as before, it is still better than HNC and total prioritization overhead compared to RLNC does not increase at all.

C. Larger topology and random topology

We now demonstrate scalability to larger ad-hoc networks with multi-hop requirements. The larger network topology is shown in Figure 3b and has 16 nodes in total: 4 source nodes and 12 non-source nodes. As before, nodes are arranged in a grid, but now we have four nodes in each row. We simulate a larger generation with \( n = 50 \) and 4 layers with layer sizes \( r = (10, 10, 15, 15) \). Figure 5 shows the simulation results for medium feedback rate \( (\lambda_{\text{data}}/\lambda_{\text{fb}} = 1/2) \) and varying grid distances \( x \) between neighbor nodes from 10 m to 50 m. Figures 5a to 5c give decoding delay for layer 1, layers 1–2, and layers 1–4, respectively.

iNsPECt allows nodes to retrieve the most highly prioritized 1st layer 74.1 %, 74.7 %, and 72.6 % faster than HNC for node distances of 10 m, 30 m, and 50 m, respectively. Also, the first layer’s retrieval time with iNsPECt almost matches the lower bound; only at 40 m and 50 m distance, the results show 2.4 % and 9.0 % delay for the 1st layer.

Results look similar for the second layer in Figure 5b, where iNsPECt yields a 52.9 % to 51.2 % reduced per-layer delay over HNC. Interestingly, the benefit of HNC over RLNC for prioritized layers diminishes with greater distances between nodes (and thus lower PDR): at 40 m distance between nodes, HNC gives roughly the same per-layer delay as RLNC. We attribute the poor performance of HNC with low PDR in the large-scale scenario to inefficient multi-hop capabilities: when the source has few opportunities to successfully transmit linear combinations to the inner nodes in the network, low priority linear combinations are more useful, because they have much higher chance of being innovative.

As expected, Figure 5c shows that the last layer – and thus all layers due to the hierarchical layer structure – is decoded the fastest with RLNC, which has the highest level of error protection against packet loss and the lowest chance of sending linear combinations of layers that already have full rank in neighbors. The delay given in Figure 5c is a direct indicator for the total number of transmissions required for sending one full generation. Therefore, it is also indicative for achievable throughput. For distances at or below 30 m, iNsPECt has at most 5.4 % overhead compared the optimum RLNC. This overhead increases to 8.5 % at 40 m distance between neighbors and 19.2 % at 50 m. HNC, in comparison, results in a message overhead of 55.1 % over RLNC.

Last, we verify the system’s properties in a set of larger randomized topologies. Figure 6 shows mean per-layer delay for twenty different topologies where the nodes’ locations are selected uniform at random in a 90 m × 90 m square. Again,
we see a better performance of iNsPECt than HNC for all layers and a low total overhead of only 5.1% compared to RLNC. Notably, iNsPECt enables decoding the most highly prioritized first layer 74.5% faster than HNC.

D. Summary

We evaluated iNsPECt in both smaller and larger scenarios and compared it to HNC and RLNC for different feedback rates, distances, and topologies. iNsPECt significantly outperforms HNC in every scenario that we tested. Having only sporadic feedback and thus outdated decoder state information has no effect on the system’s overhead in terms of linear dependency, but it increases decoding delay for some layers, albeit keeping delay significantly lower than HNC. Remarkably, in all scenarios, that is, for small and large distances, for high and low feedback rates, and for the small and larger-scale scenarios, the most highly prioritized layer’s decoding delay was within 10% of the optimum. The overhead of iNsPECt compared to RLNC over all scenarios is consistently less than 20%, which we consider a low cost for having prioritization.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

We describe a protocol that addresses a principal problem of existing prioritized network coding protocols. Namely, we answer the question which layer to use for generating linear combinations. Towards this end, we propose a novel, distributed algorithm, iNsPECt, that leverages limited feedback containing each layer’s subspace dimension. iNsPECt defines two performance indicators that enable it to deviate from a greedy strategy in order to reduce prioritization overhead without affecting prioritization performance. Our evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm consistently outperforms HNC and, under good network conditions, approaches the lower bound on required transmissions that is achieved by non-prioritized RLNC. In addition, the highest priority layer’s decoding delay is nearly optimal in all scenarios. Our results demonstrate that (1) prioritized network coding can be realized with low overhead, and (2) that even small feedback messages are sufficient for effective prioritization in such systems.

A future research direction is to observe the algorithm’s performance in a more sophisticated network protocol: it is conceivable that observed channel conditions and limited network topology information supplied by such a protocol could be utilized to better estimate neighbors’ decoder state if recent feedback is unavailable. In particular, we would expect a reduced per-layer delay for mid-priority layers when expected packet-loss rates are incorporated into the layer selection process that is used for generating linear combinations.
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Abstract—Blockchain technology has the potential to decentralise many traditionally centralised systems. However, scalability remains a key challenge. A horizontally scalable solution, where performance increases by adding more nodes, would move blockchain systems one step closer to ubiquitous use. We design a novel blockchain system called CHECO. Each node in our system maintains a personal hash chain, which only stores transactions that the node is involved in. A consensus is reached on special blocks called checkpoint blocks rather than on all transactions. Checkpoint blocks are effectively a hash pointer to the personal hash chains; thus a single checkpoint block may represent an arbitrarily large set of transactions. We introduce a validation protocol so that any node can check the validity of any transaction. Since transaction and validation protocols are point-to-point, we achieve horizontal scalability. We analytically evaluate our system and show a number of highly desirable correctness properties such as consensus on the validity of transactions. Further, we give a free and open-source implementation of CHECO and evaluate it experimentally. Our results show a strong indication of horizontal scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first blockchain system—Bitcoin—is almost ten years old. Its market capitalisation is nearly $200 billion USD at the time of writing [1]. We can be reasonably sure that such systems, even if their application is still somewhat limited, are here to stay in the foreseeable future. Driven by the success of Bitcoin, we see a renaissance of consensus research [2]–[4], where the primary focus is to improve the scalability of blockchain systems, which is due to the inefficiencies of the consensus mechanism—proof-of-work (PoW). For example, Bitcoin can only do 7 transactions per second (TPS) at most [5]. While adjusting the block size (which Bitcoin has recently done via SegWit [6]) and/or the block interval may increase TPS, it also leads to centralisation as larger blocks take longer to propagate through the network, putting miners that do not have a fast network at a disadvantage [7]. Furthermore, due to the bandwidth and latency of today’s network, it is not possible to achieve more than 27 TPS from simply adjusting the block size or block interval [7].

Related work. Many approaches exist for improving the scalability of early blockchain systems. Off-chain transactions make use of the fact that if nodes make frequent transactions, then it is not necessary to store every transaction on the blockchain, only the net settlement is needed. The best examples are Lightning Network [8] and Duplex Micropayment Channels [9]. It promises significant scalability improvements, but complicates user experience and leads to centralisation. That is, each node must deposit a suitable amount of Bitcoins into a multi-signature account. A low deposit would not allow large transactions. A high deposit locks the user from using much of their Bitcoins outside the channel. In addition, the user must proactively check whether the counterparty has broadcasted an old channel state so that the user does not lose Bitcoins. Moreover, creating channels with sufficient balance and also keeping it online to act as a router is expensive. A casual user is not capable of such tasks, leading to centralisation.

Another way to improve transaction rate is to use traditional Byzantine consensus algorithms such as PBFT [10] in a permissioned ledger such as Hyperledger Fabric [11]. In essence, such systems contain a fixed set of nodes, called validating peers, that run a Byzantine consensus algorithm to decide on new blocks. They can achieve much higher transaction rates, e.g., 10,000 TPS if the number of validating peers is under 16 for PBFT [12, Section 5.2]. However, these systems do not scale, e.g., the transaction rate drops to under 5000 TPS when the number of validating peer is 64 [12, Section 5.2]. Moreover, the validating peers are predetermined which makes the system unsuitable for the open internet.

Recent research has developed a class of hybrid systems which uses PoW for committee election, and Byzantine consensus algorithms to agree on transactions, e.g., ByzCoin [3] and Solidus [13]. This design is primarily for permissionless systems because the PoW leader election aspect prevents the Sybil attack [14]. It overcomes the early blockchain scalability issue by delegating the transaction validation to a Byzantine consensus protocol. A tradeoff of such systems is that they cannot guarantee a high level of fault tolerance when there is a large number of malicious nodes (but less than a majority). ByzCoin and Solidus all have some probability of electing more than $t$ Byzantine nodes into the committee, where $t$ is typically just under a third of the committee size (a lower bound of Byzantine consensus [15]). Again, because these systems must reach consensus on all transactions, none of them achieves horizontal scalability.

Finally, a technique that does achieve horizontal scalability is sharding, e.g., Elastico [2] and OmniLedger [4]. It involves grouping nodes into multiple committees of constant size, also known as shards, and nodes within a single shard run a
Byzantine consensus algorithm to agree on a set of transactions that belong to that specific shard. The number of shards grows linearly with respect to the total computational power of the network; hence the transaction rate also grows linearly. The limitation of sharding is that it is only optimal if transactions stay in the same shard. In fact, Elastico cannot atomically process inter-shard transactions. OmniLedger has an inter-shard transaction protocol but choosing a shard size that matches the transaction characteristics of the network is difficult. An inadequate shard size would result in a large number of inter-shard transactions which would hinder scalability.

**Research question.** Thus far, there are no systems that achieve horizontal scalability in the general case, which leads to the goal of this work. Hence, the research question which we wish to answer is as follows.

*How can we design a horizontally scalable blockchain consensus protocol?*

Concretely, a blockchain consensus protocol should be application neutral. For example, PoW is application neutral because transaction semantics does not affect it, i.e. it can be applied in different applications such as cryptocurrency (Bitcoin) and domain name system (Namecoin [16]). Further, we are interested in horizontal scalability in the general case as it enables ubiquitous use. That is, adding more nodes to the network should result in higher transaction throughput.

**Contribution.** The key insight is not to reach consensus using an existing consensus algorithm on transactions themselves, but on special blocks called checkpoint blocks, such that transactions are nevertheless verifiable at a later stage by any node in the network. Our main contributions are the following.

- We formally introduce a blockchain system—CHECO\(^1\).
  - It uses individual hash chains and checkpoints on every node to achieve horizontal scalability in the general case for the first time.
  - We analyse CHECO to ensure correctness according to our definition.
  - We provide an implementation and then experiment with up to 1200 nodes, our results show strong evidence of horizontal scalability.

**Roadmap.** In Section II, we give the problem description and our system model. Section III gives the formal system architecture. In Section IV, we discuss a few design variations and their tradeoffs. We argue the correctness and fault tolerance properties of our system in Section V. Then we evaluate our system experimentally in Section VI. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We introduce the problem as a modified Byzantine consensus problem. The modification is primarily derived from the need of horizontal scalability, which is not a part of a typical Byzantine consensus problem. In our model, we consider \(N\) nodes, \(t\) of which are Byzantine. Nodes in our system make transactions with each other. Transactions can be in one of three states—\(valid, invalid\) and \(unknown\). We seek a protocol that satisfies the following properties.

- **Agreement:** If any correct node decides on the validity of a transaction, except when it is \(unknown\), then all other correct nodes are able to reach the same conclusion or decide \(unknown\).
- **Validity:** If a transaction is valid, then it must have been created by two honest nodes.
- **Scalability:** If every node makes transactions at the same rate, then as \(N\) increases, the global transaction rate should increase linearly w.r.t. \(N\).

Note that the agreement property is similar, but a relaxed version of what is often seen in a Byzantine consensus problem. Namely, the property only holds if honest nodes do not output \(unknown\). For example, for a transaction, it is fine if two honest nodes output \(valid\) and \(unknown\), but they should never output \(valid\) and \(invalid\). Our problem does not have a termination property. Instead, nodes are incentivised to complete the protocol execution otherwise they risk economical loss; we describe this phenomenon in Section V-B.

The problem is purposefully made to be application neutral, i.e. there are no constraints on the semantics of transactions. This formulation is so that the protocol can act as a building block to many applications. Thus, we do not consider global fork prevention or detection, as some application may not need such strong guarantees such as the accounting of internet traffic in Tribler [17], [18]. On the other hand, we give two alternative constructions that do perform fork detection in Section IV-C.

**System model.** We assume purely asynchronous channels with eventual delivery. Thus, in no stage of the protocol are we allowed to make timing assumptions. The adversary has full control of the delivery schedule and the message ordering of all messages.

**Security assumptions.** The malicious nodes are Byzantine, meaning that there are no restrictions on the type of failure. We use a static, round-adaptive corruption model. That is, if a round has started, the corrupted nodes cannot change until the next round. We assume there exists a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), and nodes are identified by their unique and permanent public key. This assumption implies that we work in the permissioned model. Finally, we use the random oracle (RO) model, i.e. calls to the random oracle are denoted by \(H : \{0,1\}^\ast \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^\lambda\), where \(\{0,1\}^\ast\) denotes the space of finite binary strings and \(\lambda\) is the security parameter. Under the RO model, the probability of successfully computing the inverse of the hash function is negligible with respect to \(\lambda\) [19].

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

To describe CHECO, we first give an informal overview and then move on to the formal description.

Early blockchain systems that use a global ledger are difficult to scale because every node must reach consensus on all the transactions that ever existed. Instead, we introduce an alternative architecture where every node has their own genesis

\(^{1}\text{Derived from “\textit{Checkpoint Consensus}”}.$
block and hash chain. The nodes only store transactions (TX) that they are involved in on their hash chains. Transactions are stored in TX blocks, and every block only contains one transaction. A transaction between two nodes should, therefore, result in two TX blocks on their respective hash chains. We introduce a special block called checkpoint (CP) block, which represents the state of a hash chain in the form of a hash pointer. Then, a collection of CP blocks from all nodes would represent the state of the whole system. A visualisation can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Visualisation of the data structure used in CHECO.](image)

Fig. 1: Visualisation of the data structure used in CHECO. $t_{u,i}$ represents a TX block on $u$’s chain with a sequence number $i$. $c_{v,j}$ represents a CP block on $v$’s chain with a sequence number $j$. The blocks at the ends of the dotted lines are pairs of each other. Blocks of sequence number 0 (e.g., $c_{c,0}$) are genesis blocks.

CHECO consists of three protocols—consensus protocol, transaction protocol, and validation protocol—all interacting with the distributed hash chain data structure described above. The primary protocol is the consensus protocol, which can be seen as a technique of running infinitely many times of an existing Byzantine consensus algorithm (in this work we use the asynchronos common subset protocol described in HoneyBadgerBFT [12]), starting a new execution immediately after the previous one is completed. Nodes create new CP blocks at the end of every execution. This approach is necessary because blockchain systems always need to reach consensus on new values proposed by the nodes in the system, or CP blocks in our case.

The communication complexity of Byzantine consensus algorithms typically grows polynomially w.r.t the number of nodes, which prohibits us from running it on a large network. Thus, at the beginning of every Byzantine consensus algorithm execution, we randomly elect a set of nodes—called facilitators—to collect CP blocks from every other node and use those blocks as the input to the Byzantine consensus algorithm. After the algorithm completes, the facilitators output a set of CP blocks which we call the consensus result, which is then propagated to the network. Using the result, nodes are allowed to create new CP blocks, and then the next algorithm execution begins.

The transaction protocol is a simple request and response protocol. The nodes exchange one round of messages and create new TX blocks on their respective chains. Thus, as we mentioned before, one transaction should result in two TX blocks.

The consensus and transaction protocol by themselves do not provide a mechanism to detect malicious behaviour such as tampering. Thus, we need a validation protocol to counteract such behaviour. When a node wishes to validate one of its transactions, it asks the counterparty for the agreed fragment of the transaction. Which is a section of the counterparty’s chain beginning and ending with CP blocks but contains the TX block belonging to that transaction, where the CP blocks must be in consensus. Upon the counterparty’s response, the node checks whether the CP blocks are, in fact, in some consensus result and among other conditions. The transaction is valid if these conditions are satisfied. Since the transaction and validation protocols only make point-to-point communication, we achieve horizontal scalability.

The following sections give the formal description.

### A. CHECO data structure

Each node $u$ has a public and private key pair—$pk_u$ and $sk_u$, and a hash chain $B_u$. The chain consist of blocks $B_u = \{b_{u,i} : i \in \{0, \ldots, h-1\}\}$, where $b_{u,i}$ is the $i$th block of $u$, and $h$ is the height of the block (i.e. $h = |B_u|$). We use $b_{u,h-1}$ to denote the latest block. There are two types of blocks, TX blocks and CP blocks. If $T_u$ is the set of all TX blocks in $B_u$ and $C_u$ is the set of all CP blocks is $B_u$, then $T_u \cup C_u = B_u$, and $T_u \cap C_u = \emptyset$. The notation $b_{u,i}$ is generic over the block type.

**Definition 1 (Transaction block).** The TX block is a six-tuple, i.e.

$$t_{u,i} = (H(b_{u,i-1}), \text{seq}_u, \text{txid}, pk_v, m, \text{sig}_u).$$

We describe each item in turn.

1) $H(b_{u,i-1})$ is the hash pointer to the previous block.
2) $\text{seq}_u$ is the sequence number which should equal $i$.
3) $\text{txid}$ is the transaction identifier, it should be generated using a cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator by the initiator of the transaction.
4) $pk_v$ is the public key of the counterparty $v$.
5) $m$ is the transaction message, which can be seen as an arbitrary string.
6) $\text{sig}_u$ is the signature created using $sk_u$ on the concatenation of the binary representation of the five items above.

**TX blocks come in pairs.** In particular, for every block

$$t_{u,i} = (H(b_{u,i-1}), \text{seq}_u, \text{txid}, pk_v, m, \text{sig}_u)$$
The consensus result, output of the consensus protocol, is a rounding nature of CP and TX blocks. It is used in our validation where C is the consensus result (which we describe next in Definition 3) in round r, the other items are the same as the TX block definition.

The genesis block in the chain must be a CP block in the form of
\[ c_{u,0} = \langle \{H(\epsilon), 0, H(\epsilon), 0, \text{sig}_u \} \rangle, \]
where \( \epsilon \) is the empty string. The genesis block is unique because every node has a unique public and private key pair.

Definition 3 (Consensus result). Our consensus protocol runs in rounds, where the first round is defined to be 1 and it is incremented after every execution of the consensus protocol. The consensus result, output of the consensus protocol, is a tuple, i.e.
\[ C_r = \langle r, C' \rangle, \]
where \( C \) is a set of CP blocks agreed by the facilitators of round \( r \).

Next we define a property which results from the interleaving nature of CP and TX blocks. It is used in our validation protocol (discussed in Section III-D).

Definition 4 (Enclosure and agreed enclosure). If there exists a tuple \( (c_{u,a}, c_{u,b}) \) for a TX block \( t_{u,i} \), where

- \( c_{u,a} \) is the closest CP block to \( t_{u,i} \) with a lower sequence number and
- \( c_{u,b} \) is the closest CP block to \( t_{u,i} \) with a higher sequence number;

then \( (c_{u,a}, c_{u,b}) \) is the enclosure of \( t_{u,i} \). Some TX blocks may not have any enclosure, then their enclosure is \( \perp \). Agreed enclosure is the same as enclosure with an extra constraint where the CP blocks must be in some consensus result \( C_r \).

Definition 5 (Fragment and agreed fragment). If the enclosure of some TX block \( t_{u,i} \) is \( (c_{u,a}, c_{u,b}) \), then its fragment \( F_{u,i} \) is defined as \( \{b_{u,j} : a \leq j \leq b\} \). Similarly, agreed fragment has the same definition as fragment but using agreed enclosure. For convenience, the function \( \text{agreed\_fragment}(t_{u,i}) \) outputs the agreed fragment of \( t_{u,i} \) if it exists, otherwise \( \perp \).

B. Consensus Protocol

Our scalable consensus protocol \( \Pi_{c} \) uses an asynchronous common subset (ACS) protocol as the key building block. The objectives of the protocol are to allow honest nodes always make progress (in the form of creating new CP blocks), compute correct consensus result in every round and have an unbiased election of facilitators. We formally define the desired properties below.

Definition 6 (CHECO consensus protocol). A CHECO consensus protocol is correct if the following holds for every round \( r \).

1) Agreement: If one correct node outputs a set of facilitators \( F_r \), then every node outputs \( F_r \).
2) Validity: If any correct node outputs \( F_r \), then 
   a) \( |C_r| \geq N - t \), and
   b) \( |F_r| = n \).
3) Termination: Every correct node eventually outputs some \( F_r \).

1) Bootstrap Phase: To bootstrap, imagine that there is some bootstrap oracle that initiates the correct program on every node, meaning that it satisfied the properties in Definition 6. In practice, the bootstrap oracle is most likely a group of software developers (representing different organisations) that agreed to work together to set up the system and assign the facilitators of round 1. The number of facilitators is \( n \), we discuss the trade-offs for different values of \( n \) in Section VI. This concludes the bootstrap phase. For any future rounds, the consensus phase is used.

2) Consensus Phase: For any node \( u \), the consensus phase begins when \( F_r \) is available and the latest block is \( c_{u,h-1} \). Note that \( F_r \) indicates the facilitators that were elected using results of round \( r \) and are responsible for driving the ACS algorithm in round \( r + 1 \). The goal is to reach agreement on a set of new facilitators \( F_{r+1} \) that satisfies the four properties in Definition 6.

There are two scenarios in the consensus phase. First, if \( u \) is not the facilitator, it sends \( \langle \text{cp\_msg}, c_{u,h-1} \rangle \) to all the facilitators. Second, if \( u \) is a facilitator, it waits for \( N - t \) messages of type \( \text{cp\_msg} \). Invalid messages are removed, which are blocks with invalid signatures and blocks signed by the same key. With a sufficient number of \( \text{cp\_msg} \) messages, it begins the ACS algorithm and some \( C_{r+1}' \) should be agreed upon by the end of it. Duplicates and blocks with invalid signatures are again removed from \( C_{r+1}' \) and we call the final result \( C_{r+1} \). We have to remove invalid blocks a second time because the adversary may send different CP blocks to different facilitators, which results in invalid blocks in the ACS output, but not in any of the inputs.

The core of the consensus phase is the ACS algorithm, which is described in HoneyBadgerBFT [12]. We do not use the full HoneyBadgerBFT due to the following. First, the transactions in HoneyBadgerBFT are first queued in a buffer and the main consensus algorithm starts only when the buffer reaches an optimal size. We do not have an infinite stream of CP blocks, thus buffering is unsuitable. Second, HoneyBadgerBFT uses threshold encryption to hide the content of the transactions. But we do not reach consensus on transactions,
only CP blocks; the content of the CP blocks are not sensitive so there is no need to hide it.

When $F_r$ finish the ACS execution and reach agreement on $C_{r+1}$, they immediately broadcast two messages to all the nodes—first the consensus message $(\text{cons\_msg}, C_{r+1})$, and second the signature message $(\text{cons\_sig}, r, \text{sig}_u)$. The reason for sending $\text{cons\_sig}$ is the following. The channels are not authenticated, and there are no signatures in $C_{r+1}$. If a non-facilitator sees some $C_{r+1}$, it cannot immediately trust it because it may have been forged. Thus, to guarantee authenticity, every facilitator sends an additional message that is the signature of $C_{r+1}$.

Upon receiving $C_{r+1}$ and at least $n - t$ valid signatures, $u$ performs two tasks. First, it creates a new CP block using $\text{new\_cp}(C_{r+1})$, described in Algorithm 1. Second, it computes the new facilitators using $\text{get\_facilitator}(C_{r+1}, n)$, described in Algorithm 2, and updates its facilitator set to the result. This concludes the consensus phase and brings us back to the state at the beginning of the consensus phase, so a new round can be started.

Our protocol has some similarities with synchronizers [20, Chapter 10] because it is effectively a technique to introduce synchrony in an asynchronous environment. If we consider the facilitators as a collective authority, then it can be seen as a synchronizer that sends pulse messages (in the form of $\text{cons\_msg}$ and $\text{cons\_sig}$) to indicate the start of a new clock pulse. Every node then sends a completion messages (in the form of $\text{cp\_msg}$) to the new collective authority to indicate that they are ready for the next pulse.

Algorithm 1 Function $\text{new\_cp}(C_r)$ runs in the context of the caller $u$. It creates a new CP block and appends it to $u$’s chain.

\[
\langle r, \_ \rangle \leftarrow C_r \\
h \leftarrow |B_u| \\
c_{u,h} \leftarrow \langle H(b_{u,h-1}), h, H(C_r), r, \text{sig}_u \rangle \\
B_u \leftarrow B_u \cup \{c_{u,h}\}
\]

Algorithm 2 Function $\text{get\_facilitator}(C_r, n)$ takes the consensus result $C_r$ and an integer $n$, then sorts the CP blocks $C_r$ by the luck value (the $\lambda$-expression), and outputs the smallest $n$ elements.

\[
\langle r, C_r \rangle \leftarrow C_r \\
\text{return } \text{take}(n, \text{sort\_by}(\lambda x. H(C_r || pk \text{ of } x), C_r))
\]

C. Transaction Protocol

The TX protocol $\Pi_t$, shown in Algorithm 4, is run by all nodes. Nodes that wish to initiate a transaction calls $\text{new\_tx}(pk_v, m, \text{txid})$, described in Algorithm 3, with the intended counterparty $v$ identified by $pk_v$, and message $m$. $\text{txid}$ should be a uniformly distributed random value, i.e. $\text{txid} \in_R \{0, 1\}^{256}$. Then the initiator sends $\langle \text{tx\_req}, t_{u,h} \rangle$ to $v$.

A key feature of $\Pi_t$ is that it is non-blocking. At no time in Algorithm 3 or Algorithm 4 do we need to hold the chain state and wait for some message to be delivered before committing a new block to the chain. This allows for a high level of concurrency where we can call many $\text{new\_tx}(\cdot)$ and send multiple $\text{tx\_req}$ messages simultaneously without waiting for the corresponding $\text{tx\_resp}$ messages.

D. Validation Protocol

Up to this point, we do not provide a mechanism to detect tampering. The validation protocol $\Pi_v$ aims to solve this issue. The protocol is also a request-response protocol. Before explaining the protocol itself, we first define what it means for a transaction to be valid.

1) Validity Definition: A transaction can be in one of three states in terms of validity—valid, invalid and unknown. Given a fragment $F_{u,i}$, the validity of the TX block $t_{u,i}$ with its corresponding fragment $F_{u,i}$ is captured by the function $\text{get\_validity}(t_{u,i}, F_{u,i}, F_{v,i})$ in Algorithm 5. Note that $t_{u,i}$ and $F_{u,i}$ are assumed to be valid, otherwise the node calling the function would have no point of reference. This is not difficult to achieve because typically the caller is $u$, so it knows its own TX block and the corresponding agreed fragment. If the caller is not $u$, it can always query for the agreed fragment that contains the transaction of interest from $u$.

We stress that the unknown state means that the verifier does not have enough information to make progress in $\Pi_v$. If enough information is available at a later time, then the verifier will output either valid or invalid.

Note that the validity is on a transaction, i.e. two TX blocks that form a pair. It is defined this way because the malicious sender may create new TX blocks in their own chain but never send $\text{tx\_req}$ messages. In that case, it may seem that the counterparty, who is honest, purposefully omitted TX blocks. But in reality, it was the malicious sender who did not follow the protocol. Thus, in such cases, the whole transaction identified by its $\text{txid}$ is marked as invalid.
Algorithm 5 Function get_validity(t_{u,i}, F_{u,i}, F_{v,j}) validates the transaction represented by t_{u,i}. We assume F_{u,i} is always correct and contains t_{u,i}. F_{v,j} is the corresponding fragment received from v.

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \text{if } F_{v,j} \text{ is not a fragment created in the same round as } F_{u,i} \text{ then} \\
& \quad \text{return } \text{unknown} \\
& \langle \ldots, \text{txid}, \text{pk}_v, m, \ldots \rangle \leftarrow t_{u,i} \\
& \text{if number of blocks of txid in } F_{v,j} \neq 1 \text{ then} \\
& \quad \text{return } \text{invalid} \\
& t_{v,j} \leftarrow \text{the TX block with txid in } F_{v,j} \\
& \langle \ldots, \ldots, \text{pk}_u, m', \ldots \rangle \leftarrow t_{v,j} \\
& \text{if } m \neq m' \text{ if } \text{txid} \neq \text{txid}' \text{ then} \\
& \quad \text{return } \text{invalid} \\
& \text{if } t_{u,i} \text{ is not signed by } \text{pk}_v \text{ and } t_{v,j} \text{ is not signed by } \text{pk}_u \text{ then} \\
& \quad \text{return } \text{invalid} \\
& \text{return } \text{valid}
\end{aligned}
\]

2) Validation Protocol: Our validation protocol \(\Pi_v\), shown in Algorithm 6, is designed to classify transactions according to the aforementioned validity definition. If \(u\) wishes to validate some TX with ID \(\text{txid}\) and counterparty \(v\), it sends \(\langle \text{vd}_\text{req}, \text{txid} \rangle\) to \(v\). The desired properties are as follows.

Definition 7 (CHECO validation protocol). A CHECO validation protocol is correct if the following properties hold.

1) Agreement: If any correct node decides on the validity of a transaction, except when it is unknown, then all other correct nodes are able to reach the same conclusion or decide unknown.

2) Validity: The validation protocol outputs the correct result according to the validity definition above.

3) Liveness: Any valid (invalid) transaction is marked as valid (invalid) eventually.

Algorithm 6 \(\Pi_v\) which runs in the context of \(u\)

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \text{Upon } \langle \text{vd}_\text{req}, \text{txid} \rangle \text{ from } v \\
& \quad t_{u,i} \leftarrow \text{the transaction identified by txid} \\
& \quad F_{u,i} \leftarrow \text{agreed fragment}(t_{u,i}) \\
& \quad \text{send } \langle \text{vd}_\text{resp}, \text{txid}, F_{u,i} \rangle \text{ to } v \\
& \text{Upon } \langle \text{vd}_\text{resp}, \text{txid}, F_{v,j} \rangle \text{ from } v \\
& \quad t_{v,j} \leftarrow \text{the transaction identified by txid} \\
& \quad \text{if } F_{u,i} \text{ and } F_{v,j} \text{ are available and } F_{u,i} \text{ is the agreed fragment of } t_{u,i} \text{ then} \\
& \quad \quad \text{set the validity of } t_{u,i} \text{ to get_validity}(t_{u,i}, F_{u,i}, F_{v,j})
\end{aligned}
\]

We make two remarks. First, just like \(\Pi_i\), we do not block any part of the protocol. Second, suppose some \(F_{v,j}\) validates \(t_{u,i}\), then that does not imply that \(t_{u,i}\) only has one pair \(t_{v,j}\). Our validity requirement only requires that there is only one \(t_{v,j}\) in the correct consensus round. The counterparty may create any number of fake pairs in later consensus rounds. But these fake pairs only pollutes the chain of \(v\) and can never be validated.

IV. Design Variations and Tradeoffs

In this section, we explore a few design variations, some of them require a relaxed version of our original model. They enable better performance and allow us to apply our design in the fully permissionless setting.

A. Open membership using timing assumption

At the start of our consensus phase (Section III-B2), facilitators must wait for \(N - f\) cp_msg messages. The use of \(N\) makes our system unsuitable for the open membership setting, where nodes may join and leave at will (churn). We over come this problem by introducing a timing assumption. Concretely, instead of waiting for \(N - f\) messages, we wait for some time \(D\), such that \(D\) is sufficiently long for honest nodes to send their CP blocks to the facilitators. Consequently, this removes the need for a PKI because the collected CP blocks may be from nodes that nobody has seen in the past.

The new protocol handles churn as follows. Suppose a new node wish to join the network and the facilitators are known (this can be done with a public registry). It simply sends its latest CP block to the facilitators. Then, in the next round, the node will have a chance to become a facilitator just like any existing node. To leave the network, nodes simply stop submitting CP blocks. There is a subtlety here which happens when the node is elected as a facilitator in the following round. In this case, the node must fulfill its obligation by completing the consensus protocol, but without proposing its own CP block, before leaving. Otherwise, the \(n \geq 3t + 1\) condition may be violated.

B. Optimising Validation Protocol Using Cached Agreed Fragments

One more way to improve the efficiency of \(\Pi_v\) is to use a single agreed fragment to validate multiple transactions. Concretely, for node \(A\), upon receiving an agreed fragment from node \(B\), rather than validating a single transaction, \(A\) attempts to validate all transactions performed with \(B\), which are in the unknown state but also in that fragment.

The benefit of this technique is maximised when a node only transacts with one other node. In this case, the communication of one fragment is sufficient to validate all transactions in that fragment. In the opposite extreme, if every transaction that the node makes is with another unique node, then the caching mechanism would have no effect.

C. Total Fork Detection

The validation algorithm guarantees that there are no forks within a single agreed fragment, which is sufficient for some applications such as proving the existence of some information. However, for applications such as cryptocurrency where every block depends on one or more previous blocks, our scheme is not suitable. For such applications, we need to guarantee that there are no forks from the genesis block leading up to the TX block of interest.

We offer two approaches to do total fork detection. First and the easiest solution is to ask for the complete hash chain.
of the counterparty. The verifier can be sure that there are no forks if the following conditions hold.

1) The hash pointers are correct.
2) All the CP blocks are in consensus.
3) The TX of interest is in the chain.

We use this approach in our prior work on Implicit Consensus [21]. Nodes employ caching to minimise communication costs, and we call this effect spontaneous sharding.

The second approach is probabilistic but with only a constant communication overhead over our current design. For a node, observe that if all of its agreed fragments has a transaction with an honest node, the CP block chain is effectively validated in a distributed manner. The only way for an attacker to make a fork is to ensure that the agreed fragment containing the fork has no transactions with honest nodes. Such malicious behaviour is prevented probabilistically using a challenge-response protocol as follows. Suppose node A wishes to make a transaction with node B. A first sends a challenge to B asking it to prove that it holds a valid agreed fragment between some consensus round specified by A. If B provides a correct and timely response, then they run the transaction protocol as usual. Otherwise, A would refuse to make the transaction.

D. Unbiased Facilitator Election

Our consensus protocol does not guarantee unbiased facilitator election when dedicated attackers are present. If a malicious facilitator is elected, it can delay, eavesdrop and collect all CP block messages before sending its own. Effectively, it can generate a CP block such that it has an unfair advantage of being elected as a facilitator in the next round.

To address the issue above, the facilitators run an extra protocol after the consensus protocol to produce some unbiased randomness. Concretely, they invoke RandHound [22] and then propagated the randomness and the signatures in the same way as the consensus result. Upon receiving the randomness, every node uses it in the hash function of Algorithm 2 (i.e. \( \Pi(H, |C_r|, \|pk\| of x) \)) to compute the new set of facilitators.

V. Correctness and Fault Tolerance Analysis

We evaluate our system analytically to ensure the desired properties (Definition 6 and Definition 7) hold. An informal argument is given in this section. We refer to [23, Chapter 4] for an in-depth analysis.

A. Correctness of the Consensus Protocol

\( \Pi_c \) correctly implements the CHECO consensus protocol (Definition 6) due to the following. The agreement, validity and termination properties hold because:

- The CP blocks sent to the facilitators are eventually delivered, and then ACS eventually starts.
- Agreement, validity and termination hold for ACS as they are the properties of ACS and are proven to hold in [12].
- The consensus result and signatures are eventually disseminated to all the nodes, so honest nodes must hold the same result as the honest facilitators.

B. Correctness of the Validation Protocol

Using the previous result, we show that \( \Pi_v \) implements the agreement and validity properties of a CHECO validation protocol (Definition 7).

The validity property holds because we use \( \text{get_validity}(\cdot) \) in the validation protocol. The agreement property holds because we model \( H(\cdot) \) as a query to a random oracle. That is, suppose two honest nodes decided on two different states, valid and invalid for the same transaction. For that to happen, two agreed fragments must exist for the same transaction, but these fragments must also have the same agreed enclosure. Recall that blocks form a hash chain. So this is not possible unless the adversary can compute the inverse of \( H(\cdot) \) with high probability.

Liveness, unfortunately, does not hold in our model. A malicious node can act honestly when running the transaction protocol, but then never respond to any validation requests. Therefore some transactions can never be validated. Nevertheless, the malicious node will be at an economic loss if it is not responsive because honest nodes are less likely to make contact with nodes that do not respond to validation requests. If the probabilistic fork detection proposal (Section IV-C) is used, the uncooperative nodes will have more incentive to participate in the protocol.

VI. Implementation and Evaluation

A free and open source implementation can be found on GitHub: https://github.com/kc1212/checo. It implements the three protocols and the Extended TrustChain. We also implement the caching optimisation discussed in Section IV-B. The cryptography primitives we use are SHA256 for hash functions and Ed25519 for digital signatures.

We run the experiment on the DAS-5 with up to 1200 nodes. Every node makes transactions at 2 per second. Since Bitcoin transactions are approximately 500 bytes [24], we use a uniformly random transaction size sampled between 400 and 600 bytes.

The global throughput results are shown in Figure 2. We consider Figure 2a as the ideal case, where nodes only make transactions with a fixed node. Figure 2b is the worst case, where nodes make transactions with random nodes and the caching mechanism is unlikely to be used. Observe that the transaction rate is much lower in Figure 2b, which is because the communication of an agreed fragment is necessary to verify every transaction (no caching), putting a strain on our network infrastructure.

For Figure 2a, the magnitude of our throughput may not be self-evident at first glance. Recall that we fixed the transaction rate to 2 TPS, but how is it possible to have around 4800 transactions per second for 1200 nodes (which is 4 TPS)? It is due to the way validated transactions are calculated. Transactions are between two parties, hence if every node makes two transactions per second, every node also expects to receive two transactions per second. Hence, for every node, the...
TX blocks are created at 4 per second. Validation requests are sent at the same rate, which explains the magnitude. Overall, the throughput has a linear relationship with the population size. This result is a strong indication of the horizontal scalability we aimed to achieve.

The downside of our design is that the communication complexity of the consensus protocol grows polynomially with respect to the number of facilitators. Hence, the consensus protocol will take longer to complete, and larger fragments must be sent for transaction verification. On the other hand, it does not significantly impact the throughput; only the transaction verification delay is affected. The experimental results in Figure 3 demonstrates this issue, it uses the same experimental-setup as before. We refer the reader to [23, Chapter 5] for additional analysis of the effect of the number of facilitators as well as other experimental results.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we described CHECO, an application neutral blockchain system with horizontal scalability. Our novel data structure allows nodes to efficiently store transactions and record state using CP blocks. The round based consensus protocol uses ACS as a building block to reach consensus on CP blocks. The consensus result lets nodes elect new facilitators and create new checkpoint blocks. To make transactions, nodes use the simple and non-blocking transaction protocol. Finally, we introduce a validation protocol which ensures that if an agreed fragment for some transaction exists, then nodes reach agreement on the validity of that transaction. The novelty of CHECO is that it decouples consensus and transaction validation, which enables the desirable horizontal scalability property, without employing sharding.

We achieve the properties described in Section II. Namely, our protocol achieves agreement on transactions as we argued in Section V-B. Validity is achieved because honest nodes run the \texttt{get_validity(·)} function, which, in fact, is the validity definition. Further, the horizontal scalability is demonstrated in Section VI, in the ideal case as well as the worst case.

In the future, we hope to apply our system to a concrete application and evaluate its performance. Furthermore, we plan to explore a few useful design alternatives such as open membership, total fork detection and fair facilitator election.
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Abstract—In free-viewpoint video arbitrary views of a scene or an object are rendered from a 3-dimensional scene representation that is obtained using multiple cameras or generated by computer graphics. The interactivity that is due to the viewpoint selection is particularly challenging in case of networked applications, where a server renders the scene from a viewpoint that is chosen by a remote client. Relying on widely-used standard browser-based video streaming technology, data transport is performed by the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), implying an anticipated risk of potentially large delays. The magnitude, frequency, and origin of such delays are the focus of this work. To investigate the tail distribution of the delays, we use a controlled testbed environment and instrument the entire video streaming chain from the server-side renderer to the display at the client using various measurement points. We identify three major sources of delays: the video coders, the protocol stack, and the network. We investigate the causes of these delays and show a strong impact of network parameters, such as round-trip time and packet loss probability, on protocol stack delays. While stack delays can significantly exceed network delays, we find that stack delays can be reduced effectively by adapting the parameters of the video encoder.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiview video arises in many situations where a scene is captured simultaneously by multiple cameras from different viewpoints. The cameras can be configured as specific camera arrays, or they can be naturally located at various positions, e.g., cameras in a sports stadium or the cameras of mobile phones that may be used to record a public event. Applications of multiview video include immersive telepresence systems, 3-dimensional stereoscopic films, or free-viewpoint television, where the viewer can freely navigate the viewpoint [1]. The selected viewpoint may either coincide with a given camera position or otherwise it may be rendered using the views of nearby cameras. The rendering of a scene or an object from a given viewpoint is also performed in many other application areas of computer graphics such as gaming or Computer Aided Design (CAD).

In a video streaming application a server encodes the video and transmits it to one or more clients for simultaneous reproduction. Due to varying network latencies referred to as delay jitter, the client first stores the received data in a de-jitter buffer, and then displays it from the buffer after a defined playout delay that considers, e.g., a certain quantile of the network latencies.

Streaming of multiview video is particularly challenging due to the high bandwidth requirements when transmitting multiple video streams [2]. Compression techniques such as Multiview Video Coding (MVC) have been developed that use prediction to take advantage of the temporal correlation within the streams of the individual views (intra-view prediction) as well as the spatial correlation between different views (inter-view prediction).

Providing the entire set of all views to a client enables non-interactive multiview video streaming, where viewpoint selection or rendering of the viewpoint can be performed locally, i.e., by the client. A significant reduction of the data rate can be achieved, however, if only a selected subset of the available views needs to be transmitted. This is done in interactive streaming that uses a control channel from the client to the server to notify the server about the client’s viewpoint selection [2]. Using this information, the server may either transmit a range of (potentially) relevant views, so that selection or rendering of the viewpoint remains with the client, or alternatively the server may perform the rendering itself and transmit only the single selected view [3]. Server-side rendering has the additional benefit that only a view but not the source data, for example a CAD model, need to be disclosed.
The reduction in bandwidth that is achieved by interactive streaming entails, however, more stringent latency requirements. Given a subset of the views, the client’s viewpoint navigation is constrained by the boundaries of this subset [4], [5]. To prevent the client from selecting a viewpoint outside of this subset, the server has to continuously keep track of the viewpoint or even make a prediction of future viewpoints to adapt the range of views that it provides accordingly [5]–[7]. In case of server-side rendering, client and server have to interact in real-time, as the client’s selection of the viewpoint has to be considered immediately by the server.

To explore the feasibility of interactive free-viewpoint streaming we investigate the delay performance of a reference implementation [8] in a controlled network testbed. We implement a server-side application that takes a 3-dimensional model to render selected viewpoints without disclosing the source data. We employ open source video coders and streaming servers and consider a browser-based implementation of the client that uses only standard HTML5 streaming without requiring any additional plugins. As HTML5 streaming is an emerging technology, the availability is still limited by constraints such as codec, browser, operating system, and type of video streaming [9]. The choice of HTML5 streaming also implies the use of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).

Fig. 1 shows an example of the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the end-to-end delay of video frames from the server-side renderer to the display at the client. The end-to-end delays comprise the time needed for encoding and decoding of the video as well as the transmission of the video frames over the network. The measurements are performed using different network configurations with Round Trip Times (RTTs) of 14, 28, and 42 ms. Other parameters have not been changed and the packet loss rate is 1% in all experiments. The effect of the RTT is clearly visible in the upper part of Fig. 1, where the curves are spaced 14 ms apart from each other, as expected. A much stronger impact, that exceeds the RTT by an order of magnitude, is visible in the tail distribution of the end-to-end delays.

This paper reports the results of an extensive measurement study. We investigate the occurrence of large tail delays, show their causes and how they may be circumvented. To identify where delays occur, we instrument the video encoding and transmission chain and perform logging at various measurement points. Given that video frames are segmented into several packets, i.e., TCP segments, we implement a frame logging mechanism that identifies video frame boundaries in a packet stream with packet loss and retransmissions to be able to measure the delivery of entire video frames.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we discuss related works on multiview and free-viewpoint streaming and the performance of TCP streaming. We show our experimental setup in Sec. III. Our measurement results obtained from the network experiments are presented in Sec. IV and Sec. V, where we investigate the impact of network and video parameters, respectively. Brief conclusions are provided in Sec. VI.

II. RELATED WORK

We first discuss related works in multiview and free-viewpoint streaming and focus on the streaming performance of TCP afterwards.

A. Multiview and Free-viewpoint Video Streaming

Specific to multiview video streaming systems are multiple cameras, e.g., a camera array, that capture a scene from different viewpoints. The content that is generated by the cameras is encoded and streamed by a server over a network to one or more clients that can choose the viewpoint individually from the set of views that are available. Using techniques from computer graphics, the client may also render arbitrary new views, thus enabling a free-viewpoint navigation. Significant work has been dedicated to the quality and the complexity of the view synthesis. For an introduction to multiview video streaming see [2] and to free-viewpoint video [1].

One of the main challenges in multiview video streaming is the bandwidth that is required to transmit a potentially large set of views to the client. Various techniques have been developed to reduce the amount of data that is needed. In source coding, considerable works have taken advantage of the spatial correlation of the individual views to achieve a higher compression rate. A prominent example is the H.264/MPEG-4 extension MVC [10] that makes efficient use of temporal as well as spatial prediction. Using MVC, all views can be jointly encoded and transmitted, so that the client can choose the viewpoint without further interaction with the server.

Interactive multiview streaming, on the other hand, uses a control channel from the client to the server to report the viewpoint that is chosen by the client [2]. Using this information, the server can transmit only the selected view to the client to save bandwidth. Switching to a different view implies a random access that can be supported by insertion of intracoded frames. Since intracoded frames achieve less compression gain, more efficient frame structures, so-called merge frames, that enable view switching at defined intervals, are presented in [11].

A concern with interactive multiview streaming is the view switching delay, that occurs if the user switches to a new view that is not streamed currently. In addition to the view switching interval $T$ that can be small, i.e., in the order of a few frames [5], the network RTT of up to hundreds of milliseconds may have a considerable impact on the view switching delay [5], [12]. An approach to avoiding view switching delays is transmitting additional views, possibly with a higher compression [7], that are likely to be requested by the client within one RTT [4], [5], [7]. This creates a general tradeoff between bandwidth and latency [12] and requires a good anticipation of the viewpoint navigation of the user [5], [6]. Similar aspects concern free-viewpoint video streaming, where rendering can be performed at the client or at the server, requiring either sufficient bandwidth to transmit multiple views or small RTTs, respectively [3].

The importance of the RTT for view switching in interactive video streaming is emphasized in [2]–[5], [12]–[14]. While
a number of works use an assumption of a deterministic RTT [4], [5], [7], mostly as a constant to determine a range of viewpoints that need to be prefetched, real networks exhibit large delay variations, as observed, e.g., in experiments in [12]. Further, recent works employ Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) and TCP for free-viewpoint streaming with client-side rendering [14] and for multiview streaming [13], where delays are observed that exceed the RTT by orders of magnitude. For an example, [13] implements a number of techniques like buffer control, server push schemes, and parallel streaming to reduce the average view switching delay from 3.2 s to 380 ms given a network RTT of 4 ms.

B. TCP Streaming Performance

Despite the fact that TCP may cause large delays, it has become popular for streaming for other reasons, e.g., to circumvent firewalls. Extensive literature is available on the performance of TCP in multimedia streaming and specifically DASH. Relevant performance measurements include the throughput and different types of delays that impact the users’ Quality of Experience [15].

A major source of difficulty in TCP streaming is the variability of TCP’s throughput. A common approach is to adapt the data rate of the encoded video to react to fluctuations of the available network bandwidth [16]. To reduce delays, [17] improves the adaptation based on TCP throughput predictions. To what extent the achievable TCP throughput can be utilized at all is investigated using an analytical model in [18]. An important conclusion is that good streaming performance is attained when the achievable TCP throughput is at least twice the video data rate.

Regarding TCP delays, different types of delays have to be distinguished. While there exist numerous studies that investigate network delays of TCP packets, fewer works have focused on TCP protocol delays [19]–[25]. TCP protocol delays are defined as the time difference from a write on the sender side socket to the corresponding read on the receiver side socket [19]. They comprise network delays plus potential transport layer queuing delays at the sender and at the receiver [23].

The works [19]–[22] present Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of protocol delays that for certain relevant network parameters show a long distribution tail due to heavy sender-side buffering. The authors of [19], [20] conclude that large tail delays may be avoided by reducing the sender’s socket buffer size. Based on a testbed measurement study, [21] develops a parametric model of the CCDF of TCP protocol delays. The CCDFs show a characteristic exponential tail decay that depends on the relation of the average TCP throughput and the source data rate. The importance of this relation was already discussed above as it is also observed in [18].

An analytical model of TCP delays is derived for Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sources and the TCP version NewReno in [23]. The model gives working regions, i.e., RTTs and packet loss rates, that provide acceptable delay performance for streaming applications. The work [22] estimates service curves of different TCP versions and shows how the different algorithms for adaptation of the Congestion Window (CWND) affect the video streaming performance. Queueing models of TCP’s finite state machine are used to analyze its performance in [26], [27].

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In today’s Internet, TCP became a de facto standard for video streaming that has recently been adopted for more demanding applications such as multi-view [13] and free-viewpoint video streaming [14]. While [13], [14] use DASH with view switching delays of several hundreds of milliseconds up to seconds and client-side free-viewpoint rendering [14], we consider an interactive free-viewpoint video streaming system with server-side rendering that has significantly more demanding delay requirements. Like [13], [14] we implement a browser-based solution that also uses TCP but not DASH for streaming. In this section, we first give a brief overview of our implementation of free-viewpoint video streaming [8]. We then introduce our Emulab testbed configuration that we use for experimentation, and give details on our instrumentation of the application and network that enables us to distinguish different causes of delays.

A. Free-viewpoint Video Application

An overview of the system that we implemented is given in Fig. 2. The setup uses a client-server model where the server executes the necessary software for rendering, encoding, streaming, and hosting of the video. The view that is generated by the server-side renderer application is selected by the client. The renderer application is programmed using OpenGL libraries. It uses libwebsockets on a specified TCP port to receive the coordinates of the viewpoint, i.e., the mouse coordinates, from the client. The renderer application periodically creates new images based on the selected viewpoint. Rendering is performed at a configurable rate of up to 50 frames per second (fps).
Whenever the renderer creates a new image, it is encoded by the open source software ffmpeg using the libvpx video codec. The encoded image is streamed by ffserver and made available to the client as an HTML5 file by a lighttpd webserver. The client sends an HTTP GET request to receive the HTML5 stream from the webserver. Streaming is performed via TCP, specifically the TCP version Cubic with selective acknowledgements (SACK) option. The client runs Google’s Chrome browser to play the video. As our setup only uses standard HTML5 streaming technology, the client’s browser does not require any plugins.

For the purpose of the following measurements, we have configured the video encoder to produce constant-sized frames, specifically intracoded frames, to ease the interpretation of the results by avoiding delay variations that are due to the size of the frames. The size of video frames is approximately 12.6 kByte if not specified otherwise.

Tab. I summarizes the versions of the software used. Further details on our implementation can also be found in [8].

### B. Network Testbed Configuration

We use the Emulab installation at our institute to evaluate the performance of our free-viewpoint video streaming application. Emulab\(^1\) is a well-known framework for network emulation that can configure arbitrary network topologies consisting of nodes, i.e., hosts and routers, and links for controlled experimentation. Each node is put into effect by a physical machine that is booted with a defined operating system to act either as a router or as a host that runs the intended network application.

The machines have several network interfaces for experimentation, in our case a minimum of four 1 Gbps Ethernet interfaces, that are connected to a central switch. The switch creates Virtual LANs (VLANs) between the nodes to form the desired topology. Link parameters such as capacity, delay, and packet loss are emulated by the system using additional nodes, e.g., a link with a fixed delay comprises two VLAN links connected to a delay node that forwards packets only after the defined amount of time. The ipfw utility on freebsd is used for this purpose\(^2\). Capacity limits and packet loss are emulated in the same way. The machines have additional interfaces that are connected to a separate control network that is used to execute and monitor the experiments and to synchronize the clocks of the different machines using the Network Time Protocol (NTP) and the institute’s NTP server.

\(^1\)https://www.emulab.net/

\(^2\)https://www.freebsd.org/cgi/man.cgi?ipfw(8)

In our experiments, we use 1 Gbps Ethernet links to connect the video client and server. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the Ethernet is 1500 Byte such that the TCP Maximum Segment Size (MSS) is 1460 Byte and video frames of 12.6 kByte size result in 9 TCP segments. The central link is configured to emulate a wide area network with RTTs of 14, 28, and 42 ms, respectively. In addition, the link has independent Bernoulli random packet losses of 0.5, 1, and 2%, respectively. Given the link parameters, the throughput of a TCP connection is limited by TCP’s congestion control algorithm. We measured the throughput that is achieved by a greedy TCP Cubic source for these network parameters using iperf\(^3\). The results are detailed in Tab. II. We define the utilization of the TCP connection by the video source as the quotient of the video data rate and the greedy TCP throughput. The greedy TCP throughput is the maximal throughput of the TCP connection, that is achieved in case of a greedy data source. Tab. II gives the utilities for a frame rate of 10 fps. The utilization for other rates of \(x\) fps follows by multiplication with \(x/10\).

### C. Measurement Points and Delays

To identify and evaluate the causes of large end-to-end delays, as observed in Fig. 1, we instrument the video application and the network using a number of Measurement Points (MP) as shown in Fig. 3. The trace files that are recorded contain tuples of timestamp and value, where the value is either a unique video frame identifier or an entire TCP segment, depending on whether the MP is in the application or in the network.

In detail, MP-A denotes the timestamp after an image has been created by the renderer application glrender. The image is written to a pipe file and MP-B denotes the time when ffmpeg fetches the image from the pipe. After encoding, ffmpeg writes the corresponding video frame to a localhost socket, that is MP-C. The frame is picked up from the localhost by ffserver at MP-D and written to the TCP socket where MP-E is the timestamp before the TCP send call. MP-F denotes the time when the first TCP segment of the video frame is transmitted on the network and MP-G is the time when the first TCP segment of the video frame arrived at the client. Once all TCP segments of the frame are received, the frame is delivered to the browser for reproduction at MP-H. Since TCP delivers data in order, the delivery of a complete frame is delayed if one of the preceding frames is not yet complete.

\(^3\)http://software.es.net/iperf/
Fig. 3. The streaming pipeline is instrumented using measurement points A to H. We distinguish coding delays (A→C and D→E), stack delays (C→D and E→F), and transfer delays (F→H).

The logging framework is implemented in the source code of the software of the glrender application, ffmpeg, and ffserver. The glrender application generates a video frame number which is unique for every frame. It is mapped to the ffmpeg input and used for logging from MP-A up to MP-E. After MP-D, the ffserver assigns a unique Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) to the header of each video frame that is transmitted to the client. We note the correspondence of frame number and the PTS from the recorded TCP segments. We identify the video frame boundaries using the TCP sequence number and the PTS for identification of frames up to MP-H. Since TCP divides the video frames into smaller segments, the TCP segments are captured at MP-F and MP-G in the network using libpcap, respectively, the wireshark software.

We postprocess the network trace files to identify the video frame boundaries using the TCP sequence number and the PTS from the recorded TCP segments. The different types of delays that each video frame incurs in the streaming pipeline from the rendering application to the client browser can be classified as follows:

Coding delays: The coding delays comprise the loading time of the image from the pipe (A→B), FFM encoder delays (B→C), and delays due to packaging into the FFM container format (D→E). In our measurements, the average delay between A→B is 18 ms, and B→C is 14 ms, respectively. The delay between D→E is dependent on the frame rate as we observed that ffserver generally buffers one video frame to send the current frame on the TCP socket. Hence, the delay is 100, 50, and 33 ms for 10, 20, and 30 fps, respectively. The coding delays observed in the experiments are not dependent on the network conditions.

Stack delays: Delays in the sender’s protocol stack occur whenever the transmission is throttled by TCP congestion control so that frames have to wait for transmission in the sender’s TCP stack (E→F). In our experiments, the socket buffer is configured to have a size of 3 MByte. While the authors of [19], [20] argued that delays in the sender’s TCP stack can be avoided by reducing the socket buffer size, we note that this approach shifts the problem to the next higher entity that would have to adapt accordingly. Precisely, if the socket buffer is full, the write call to the TCP socket by ffserver (E) blocks so that ffserver cannot fetch further frames from the localhost interface causing additional delays there (C→D). In the following evaluation we will generally show the combined stack delays of each frame (C→D plus E→F).

Transfer delays: The transfer delay of a video frame comprises the time to transmit all packets of the frame via the network (F→G). In case of packet loss, retransmissions are required in addition that can cause additional waiting times at the receiver until all packets are received in sequence and the frame can be delivered to the browser (G→H). In the evaluation we will show the entire transfer delay until the last TCP segment of the current video frame is delivered. (F→H).

IV. IMPACT OF NETWORK DELAYS AND LOSS

We conducted a large number of experiments with different network configurations and parameter sets. For clarity of exposition, we report experiments with selected parameter sets that enable us to separate and identify certain effects most clearly. In our evaluation, we first consider the impact of the network delay, specifically different RTTs of 14, 28, and 42 ms, on the transfer and stack delays experienced by the video frames. The network discards packets randomly to realize a loss rate of 1%. Different packet loss rates of 0.5% and 2% are considered afterwards. The frame rate is 10 fps and the frame size of 12.6 kByte corresponds to 9 TCP segments. The video bit rate at 10 fps is about 1 Mbps, i.e., compared to the greedy TCP throughput reported in Tab. II the utilization is moderate in all cases with a maximum of 39.1%.

A. RTT-induced Delays

The network RTT has an obvious impact on the transfer delay as it takes at least RTT/2 to deliver a video frame to the client. Frequent, the transfer delay is, however, larger as not all packets of a frame may be transmitted at once due to TCP congestion control. Further, packets may require retransmission in the case of packet loss. In addition, the RTT may result in stack delays and blocking of the sender’s TCP socket.

1) Per-frame Transfer Delays: In Fig. 4(a), we show the dependence of the CCDF of the transfer delay (F→H) on the RTT. We notice that all curves show the same stepped trend, where the first step at 7, 14, and 21 ms, respectively, corresponds to RTT/2 and the following steps have a width of 14, 28, and 42 ms, respectively, corresponding to the RTT. The step height, on the other hand, shows little influence of the RTT and is almost identical for the first steps.

The behavior is explained by the CDF of the CWND that is shown in Fig. 4(b). First, we notice that the CDF of the CWND exhibits no significant influence of the RTT. As the CDF indicates the probability that the CWND does not exceed a given value, we see that a CWND of less than 9 MSS, that
is the minimum CWND that is required to be able to transmit a video frame at once without waiting for acknowledgements, occurs with probability 0.77. In this case only a part of the video frame, i.e., CWND packets, can be transmitted before the transmission is paused. The transmission is resumed after one RTT when the first acknowledgements appear at the sender. We observe that the probability of 0.77 corresponds to the first step of a width of RTT in Fig. 4(a). The following steps can be explained in a similar way, e.g., in case of a CWND of less than 5 MSS it takes another round of one RTT. In addition, retransmissions that also take one RTT start to have an influence. In the given case of 9 TCP segments per frame and 1% packet loss, the transfer of a frame requires retransmission of one or more packets with a probability of almost 0.09.

We conclude that the RTT has only a minor effect on the CDF of the CWND in our experiments. Hence, the probabilities of observing transfer delays of several RTTs are similar irrespective of the RTT. In contrast, the magnitude of the transfer delays grows linearly with the RTT.

2) Stack Delays and Blocking: If the transfer of one or more video frames is not completed when the next video frame is ready for transmission, additional buffering applies at the sender resulting in stack delays and possibly blocking of the sender’s TCP socket. Given the frame rate of 10 fps, this applies if video frames do not complete transfer within 100 ms. From Fig. 4(a), we find that transfer delays exceed 100 ms with a probability of slightly less or more than 0.01 in case of an RTT of 14 and 28 ms, and about 0.1 in case of an RTT of 42 ms. The CCDFs of the stack delays (C→D plus E→F) presented in Fig. 4(c) confirm these probabilities. Again, the effect is due to the probability that the CWND falls below a critical value. This critical value depends, however, on the RTT, so that the probability of incurring stack delays is also RTT dependent. For example, assume that the CWND is small, e.g., less than 5 MSS, so that it takes 3 rounds to deliver a video frame. In case of an RTT of 42 ms but not in case of 28 or 14 ms the transfer delay exceeds 100 ms and the next frame has to wait in the protocol stack.

The stack delays may also be interpreted as queueing delays at a system with random service [22] and the magnitude of the delays can be related to the utilization. Since the greedy TCP throughput depends on the RTT, see Tab. II, we have different utilizations of 13.8%, 28.2%, and 39.0% in case of an RTT of 14, 28, and 42 ms, respectively. We note that the stack delays are significant already at a moderate utilization of 39.0%.

B. Loss-dependent Delay Probabilities

Next, we evaluate the impact of the packet loss probability. For the experiments, we set the loss rate to 0.5, 1, and 2%, respectively. The RTT is fixed to 28 ms.

1) Role of the CWND Distribution: Fig. 5(a) displays the CCDFs of the transfer delays. All curves show the same characteristic stepped shape as in Fig. 4(a) with a step width that is determined by the RTT of 28 ms. The curves differ, however, with respect to their step height that decreases in case of a larger packet loss rate, i.e., transfer delays that exceed the minimal transfer delay of RTT/2 by one or more RTTs become more frequent if the packet loss rate is larger.

The effect is caused by the CWND that is stochastically decreasing in the packet loss rate. The CWND falls with a higher probability below certain critical values if the packet loss rate is increased. The CCDFs of the CWND are presented in Fig. 5(b). As before, a CWND of at least 9 MSS is required to be able to transmit an entire video frame at once, whereas it takes at least one additional round of one RTT if the CWND falls below 9 MSS. This happens with probability 0.5, 0.77, and 0.95 in case of a packet loss rate of 0.5, 1, and 2%, respectively. The probabilities correspond to the step heights of the first step of the transfer delay CCDFs in Fig. 5(a). The following steps are explained similarly.

2) Effect on Stack Delays: The CWND distribution also affects the probability and the magnitude of stack delays. With increasing packet loss rate, the CWND falls more frequently below the critical value that is required to deliver a frame within the frame generation interval of 100 ms. Likewise, the utilization increases with the loss rate, i.e., in the experiments the utilization is 20.0%, 28.2%, and 39.1% given the packet loss rate of 0.5, 1, and 2%, respectively.
loss rates of 0.5%, 1%, and 2%, respectively, causing larger queueing delays in the stack.

V. ADAPTATION OF VIDEO PARAMETERS

The RTT and the packet loss rate determine the TCP throughput as well as transfer and stack delays, as observed for a defined video traffic profile in Sec. IV. In order to mitigate delays, the video traffic can be adapted using a variety of encoding parameters that determine the compression gain and hence the data rate. Common options are adaptation of the temporal resolution, the spatial resolution, or the quantizer, i.e., the quality. While the first option determines the frame rate, the other two options influence the frame size. Generally, the goal of adapting the video data rate is to control the utilization to avoid load-dependent delays. In our evaluation, we discover that the interaction with the TCP protocol stack causes a number of relevant other effects.

A. Frame Rate

To investigate the impact of the frame rate, we adapt the renderer application to generate 10, 20, and 30 fps, respectively. First, we consider the effect of the utilization on delays before we turn to an artifact that is caused by TCP’s fast retransmit algorithm.

1) Effect of the Utilization: In Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) we show the impact of the frame rate on the transfer and the stack delay, respectively. The RTT is 28 ms and the loss rate 1%. In relation to the greedy TCP throughput the utilization is 28.2%, 56.4%, and 84.6% for 10, 20, and 30 fps, respectively. While we notice little change in the transfer delay in Fig. 6(a), a significant impact of the frame rate on the stack delay is observed in Fig. 6(b). As before, the stepped transfer delay curves in Fig. 6(a) are caused by the size of the CWND, e.g., if the CWND falls below the frame size of 9 MSS it takes one or more additional RTT-sized rounds to transfer a frame, see Fig. 4(b) and the explanation in Sec. IV-A1. This effect is independent of the frame rate.

If the transfer of a frame exceeds the time until the next frame is ready for transmission, that is the reciprocal of the frame rate, stack delays occur. Fig. 6(b) confirms that the probability of non-zero stack delays corresponds to the probability to see transfer delays of more than 100, 50, and 33 ms for 10, 20, and 30 fps, respectively. The magnitude of the stack delays in Fig. 6(b) demonstrates the effectiveness of rate adaptation and supports earlier observations [18], [22] that good delay performance is achieved only if the video data rate is smaller than the greedy TCP throughput by a factor of about two or more.

2) Issue of Last Segment Lost: In Fig. 6(a), the tail delay at a probability of 0.01 shows an opposing effect: the transfer delay is larger by almost 50 ms in case of a smaller frame rate of 10 fps. The effect persists if the RTT is reduced from 28 ms in Fig. 6(a) to 14 ms in Fig. 6(b). The time differences of about 17 ms is noticed between the curves obtained for frame rates of 30 and 20 fps.

The reason for this is packet loss, specifically loss of the last TCP segment of a video frame. In general, TCP’s fast retransmit algorithm, that is triggered by three duplicate acknowledgements, as well as selective repeat of missing segments indicated by SACKs, deals effectively with loss. An exception is the loss of the last TCP segment of a video frame after which the transmission pauses. It resumes when the next video frame is available and eventually duplicate acknowledgements or a SACK indicate the missing TCP segment and trigger the retransmission. In the experiments, the loss rate is 1% and the frame generation period is 100, 50, and 33 ms in case of a frame rate of 10, 20, and 30 fps, respectively. Consequently, if the frame rate is smaller, it takes longer until the next frame resumes transmission and the retransmission is triggered. The time differences 100 − 50 = 50 and 50 − 33 = 17 ms are observed in Fig. 7 roughly at the loss probability of 0.01.

In more detail, if the last TCP segment of a frame is lost, it takes up to one frame generation period plus at least one RTT until duplicate acknowledgements or a SACK appear at the sender. Once there are three duplicate acknowledgements or a SACK, the retransmission is triggered. It arrives earliest after another RTT/2 at the receiver. In case of an RTT of 14 ms the numbers add up to 54, 71, and 121 ms for a frame rate of 30, 20, and 10 fps, respectively. The arrows in Fig. 7 mark these numbers approximately. For Fig. 6(a), where the RTT is 28 ms, the numbers are 75, 92, and 142 ms. The reason why
the transfer delays in Fig. 6(a) show no difference between 30
and 20 fps is that due to the small CWND at probability 0.01,
the tail delay to deliver a frame is 3.5 RTT, i.e., 98 ms, and
hence larger than the estimated delays of 75 and 92 ms for
retransmission of the last TCP segment.

B. Frame Size

Given that a reduction of the video frame rate can lead
to larger transfer delays, we now investigate whether an
adaptation of the frame size is more effective. We modify the
quantizer to generate video streams with different frame sizes,
where we specify the frame size relative to the one that we
used in the previous experiments. We show results for frame
sizes of 80%, 100%, and 120%. The frame rate is 10 fps and
the network has an RTT of 28 ms and a loss rate of 1%.

1) Impact on the Transfer Delays: In Fig. 8(a), we consider
the CCDF of the transfer delay. As before, we notice that
the curves have distinct steps. The width of the steps is
independent of the frame size and determined by the RTT.
The height of the steps increases with decreasing frame size.

This means that reducing the frame size effectively improves
the transfer delay.

2) Relation with the CWND: The way in which the frame size
helps reduce the transfer delay is via its relation to the
CWND. First, we notice that the frame size has little effect on
the CDF of the CWND, that is presented in Fig. 8(b), where
larger frame sizes tend to result in slightly larger CWNDS.
A possible reason for this is TCP’s Congestion Window
Validation algorithm [28], that freezes the CWND if it is not
fully utilized. Hence, the CWND only rarely grows to large
values if the frame size is small.

Given the similarity of the CWND CDFs in Fig. 8(b),
the improvement of the transfer delay is due to the different
CWND requirements given frames of different size. In the
above case, the frame sizes correspond to 7, 9, and 11 TCP
segments, respectively. If the CWND falls below any of these
values, frames of the respective size cannot be transmitted in
one round, resulting in one or more additional RTTs of transfer
delay. The required CWNDS are marked in Fig. 8(b) and the
probabilities that the CWND falls below any of these values
are clearly visible as the height of the first step of the different
transfer delay CCDFs in Fig. 8(a).

Regarding the stack delays, we observe relatively moderate
values that do not show strong differences for the frame sizes
above. The reason is the low utilization of 22.7%, 28.2%, and
33.8%, respectively. We omit showing the results and note,
however, that the adaptation of the frame size can effectively
reduce stack delays if the utilization is high.

VI. Conclusions

We investigated interactive TCP streaming of a free-
viewpoint rendering application. We instrumented the entire
streaming chain to identify delays and performed a compre-
hensive measurement study in a controlled network testbed
to analyze the impact of relevant network and encoding
parameters. A finding is that the utilization of the TCP
connection has to be kept low as it has a major impact on
delays in the sender’s TCP socket buffer. Further, a pronounced
influence of the distribution of the CWND on the transfer
delay is noticed. The insights guide the design of adaptive applications and suggest to include feedback about the size of the CWND and the socket buffer filling to the application. Our measurements of the end-to-end delay showed a high variability of a few 100 ms. Hence, the receiver of a video streaming application has to provision an adequate de-jitter buffer to accommodate the observed tail delays. In case of our rendering application, frames are displayed immediately when they arrive at the receiver. For moderate RTT and packet loss, stalling is sporadic and the user perception of the time lag is mostly acceptable.
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Abstract—The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) is a message and connection oriented transport protocol using a cookie based four-way handshake for connection establishment. The intention of the four-way handshake is to provide a robust protection against flooding attacks, like TCP SYN-flooding. Although it protects the memory resources on the server side, current implementations require a quite large amount of CPU resources. For some of SCTP’s use-cases, like the underlying transport protocol for Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) Data-Channels, SCTP’s cookie protection is unnecessary and its four-way handshake delays the connection setup unnecessarily.

We have developed an alternative handshake method which offers a more lightweight cookie exchange and a zero round-trip time (RTT) connection setup capability while still being fully backwards compatible with the existing handshake procedure. We describe the alternative handshake procedure and its advantages in common use cases like short living connections and WebRTC Data-Channels. In addition, we evaluate the alternative handshake’s benefit to the regular handshake with measurements using our FreeBSD kernel implementation.

I. MOTIVATION

Reducing the connection setup time has become a more and more important topic in the design of network protocols. With TCP Fast Open [1], TLS 1.3 [2] and QUIC [3], many popular protocols provide specific mechanisms to reduce the connection setup time. This development is driven by the perception that connection setup time has replaced insufficient bandwidth in the context of improving the user experience.

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [4] is a reliable, connection oriented transport protocol using a cookie based four-way handshake to provide protection against INIT-flooding attacks, resulting in one round trip before the client can send the first data and two round-trips until the connection establishment is completed. Even though originally designed for the transmission of small signaling messages in the Signaling System No. 7 (SS7), SCTP’s use cases have been extended over the last years, for example by Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) where SCTP is used as the underlying transport protocol for Data-Channels [5].

We have analyzed the regular SCTP handshake in multiple scenarios and by using the FreeBSD and Linux SCTP stacks.

Previous work [6],[7],[8],[9] and our evaluation shows that the handshake procedure is a resource consuming operation and vulnerable to byte amplification attacks, which is covered by the measurement and evaluation section in detail.

In case of WebRTC Data-Channels, SCTP’s four-way handshake is redundant and adds an unnecessary delay because the SCTP communication is encapsulated within the Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) [10] protocol which already authenticates the peer during its handshake.

Therefore, we developed an alternative handshake procedure focused on a more lightweight and flexible method which addresses the requirements and approaches of today’s transport protocols. Our main goal was to reduce the time to set up a transport connection, while still being fully backwards compatible with the regular handshake procedure defined in RFC4960 [4].

Before we introduce our approach of the alternative handshake in detail, we explain the regular handshake and show its drawbacks with respect to setup time and resource consumption. The measurement and evaluation section points out the benefits of the new extension by running tests and benchmarks on real hardware with our FreeBSD kernel implementation. In the next section we describe the interaction with existing SCTP extensions and how the new extensions have been implemented and integrated in the existing socket API. The last section summarizes this paper and gives an outlook on further research activities.

II. REGULAR HANDSHAKE

An SCTP association between a server and a client is established by a four-way handshake as shown in Figure 1. The client sends an SCTP message containing an INIT chunk to an SCTP server to initialize the association setup. The INIT chunk, as shown in Figure 2, consists of several parameters carrying a variety of information. Some of the parameters are mandatory in every INIT and INIT-ACK chunk, while other parameters are optional.

The mandatory parameters include the Initiate Tag, Advertisement Receiver Window, number of incoming and outgoing streams and the Initial Transmission Sequence Number (TSN). The optional parameters provide a flexible way to store arbitrary information in those chunks, for example a list...
of available IP address candidates and additional supported extensions.

![INIT chunk structure](Fig. 2: INIT chunk structure)

When receiving an SCTP message containing an INIT chunk, the server responds with an INIT-ACK chunk which consists of the same mandatory parameters as the INIT chunk and an additional State Cookie parameter. The state cookie contains all information the server needs to create the Transmission Control Block (TCB) and establish the association. It is digitally signed by the server to ensure its validity and neither the format nor the size of the cookie is specified by RFC4960, but it should be as small as possible. Since all necessary information to create the TCB is included in the cookie, the server does not need to allocate any client specific resources after the state cookie has been transmitted to the client. This mechanism is a key feature to prevent SCTP INIT-flooding attacks, similar to the TCP SYN-flooding, where an attacker can exhaust the server’s resources. On the other hand, this can also be a drawback if the server stores a lot of information in the cookie, for example a long list of supported extensions or many address candidates. A large cookie size may be abused by an attacker for a byte amplification attack or to exhaust the server’s uplink capacity. Byte amplification attacks cause the server to send a significantly larger INIT-ACK chunk as a response to an INIT chunk sent by an attacker with a spoofed source address of a victim. In addition to the state cookie, the server can also add any number of optional parameters to the INIT-ACK chunk.

Upon receiving the INIT-ACK chunk, the client returns the received state cookie to the server in a COOKIE-ECHO chunk to authenticate its ownership of the IP address. The server validates the reflected state cookie, creates the TCB, establishes the SCTP association and acknowledges the successful process with a COOKIE-ACK chunk. This COOKIE-ACK chunk opens the association on the client side, the four-way handshake has now successfully finished.

To reduce the timespan between connection initialization and transmitting the first data, the client and the server can bundle DATA chunks with the COOKIE-ECHO chunk and the COOKIE-ACK chunk, respectively, in a single SCTP message, resulting in a timespan of one round-trip for a client between initiating the connection and sending the first data.

In theory, the client can re-use the state cookie multiple times for future associations with the advantage of saving one round-trip for the connection setup, resulting in a zero-RTT connection setup, which is shown in Figure 3. A disadvantage of re-using the regular state cookie is that all connection specific parameters from the previous association, exchanged by the INIT and INIT-ACK chunk, have to stay the same which affects the Initiate Tags and the Initial Transmission Sequence Numbers in particular. Re-using the same Initiate Tag for more than one association is in conflict with its purpose: providing a key that allows a receiver to verify that the SCTP message belongs to the current association and is not an old or stale message from a previous association and should therefore be unique for every SCTP association. Additionally, the client cannot modify the supported extensions, number of streams or announced IP address candidates. Because of the drawbacks, this method is not implemented in the common network stacks.

III. ALTERNATIVE HANDSHAKE

With our alternative handshake approach, we wanted to create a more lightweight cookie exchange mechanism which reduces the resource consumption on the server side and allows a faster connection setup in less round-trips compared to the regular handshake. Additionally, our alternative handshake mechanism should still be fully backwards compatible to systems without support for the new mechanism.

The alternative handshake, as shown in Figure 4, uses the same SCTP chunks as the regular handshake, only adding new optional parameters. A client using the alternative handshake method initiates an SCTP association by sending a regular INIT chunk to the server. The only difference to a regular handshake is the new ALT-COOKIE parameter which is included in the INIT chunk. By adding this parameter to the INIT chunk,
the client announces the support for the alternative handshake and its willingness to use it.

A server, also supporting the alternative handshake extension, who receives the alternative cookie parameter in the INIT chunk, generates a client specific cookie and includes it in an ERROR chunk. The ERROR chunk is sent as a response to the INIT chunk which is silently dropped by the server. This is the first major difference to the regular handshake: instead of generating an INIT-ACK chunk, containing all information the server needs to create the TCB, the server only generates a lightweight cookie to validate the IP address ownership of the client, which is the only purpose of the alternative cookie. The ERROR chunk has a specific error cause ("ALT-COOKIE required") and the client specific cookie in the Cause-Specific Information field.

The client responds to the ERROR chunk by transmitting the INIT chunk and, in contrast to the first attempt, including the cookie from the server’s ERROR chunk in the INIT chunk’s ALT-COOKIE parameter payload field. Upon receiving the INIT chunk with a non-empty ALT-COOKIE parameter, the server validates the alternative cookie and opens the association if successful. In the next step, the server responds with an INIT-ACK chunk which carries an empty ALT-COOKIE parameter and no state cookie to acknowledge the successful usage of the alternative handshake to open the association. This INIT-ACK chunk establishes the association on the client side, and the alternative handshake is finished.

If the server cannot validate the alternative cookie, for whatever reason, it should generate a new alternative cookie and respond with an ERROR chunk, including this new cookie.

The client caches the alternative cookie for future associations to the server. To establish new associations, as shown in Figure 5, the client simply includes the previously received alternative cookie in the INIT chunk which instantly opens the association. This method allows an SCTP connection setup in a single round-trip without the disadvantage of re-using association specific parameters like the Initiate Tags and the Initial Transmission Sequence Numbers.

A. Alternative Cookie Parameter

As already mentioned in the introduction, the INIT and INIT-ACK chunks consist of mandatory and optional parameters. To distinguish the optional parameters, SCTP uses a predefined Type-Length-Value (TLV) format to encode the parameter types, variable length and payload.

![ALT-COOKIE parameter](Fig. 6: ALT-COOKIE parameter)

The parameter type, represented by a 16-bit field, utilizes the two bits of the highest order to specify the action that must be taken if the processing endpoint does not support the parameter type. The first bit encodes if the endpoint should process any further parameters from the current INIT or INIT-ACK chunk when reading this unknown parameter. If set, an endpoint will stop processing the INIT chunk and report an error. The second bit encodes if an unknown parameter should be reported to the remote endpoint or silently be discarded.

The alternative cookie (ALT-COOKIE) parameter uses this particular TLV structure and is included in the INIT and INIT-ACK chunk for multiple purposes. The ALT-COOKIE parameter type (0xB007) has the highest bit set to one and the second highest bit to zero. This encoding ensures that a server without support for the alternative cookie mechanism will silently discard the ALT-COOKIE parameter and continue processing the SCTP message. The length field contains the size of the parameter in bytes, including the length of the parameter header. An ALT-COOKIE parameter can carry an empty cookie. Therefore, the length value is between 4 and 65535 bytes.

B. Alternative Cookie Calculation

A fundamental requirement in the design process for the alternative cookie was to be more lightweight than the regular state cookie, as already explained in the introduction. This covers the cookie size and its computation time for the server while still offering the same protection level as the regular state cookie. In contrast to the regular state cookie, the only purpose of the alternative cookie is the validation of the client’s ownership of the source IP address and, in contrast to the regular state cookie, not to create the TCB on the server side.

The generation and validation of the cookie is in the responsibility of the server. We suggest that an implementation should use an appropriate cryptographic hashing mechanism to ensure the integrity of the cookie. Since the client only reflects...
the cookie, the server can embed any desired information in the cookie but should keep it as small as possible to mitigate the risk of amplification attacks. Our implementation uses a SIPS/HASH [11] based keyed-hash message authentication algorithm, which is also used for the TCP Fast Open cookie in the FreeBSD kernel stack, to generate the cookie from the client’s IP address. This method binds the alternative cookie to a specific IP address and, therefore, a multihomed client has to use the same path it received the alternative cookie on for future associations. The lifetime of the alternative cookie can be limited by changing the secret key of the cryptographic hash function.

C. Cookieless Handshake

Both handshake methods, the regular and the alternative, aim to prevent amplification attacks and resource exhaustion by malicious peers. But in certain use cases this protection is not necessary, for example if the SCTP communication is transmitted within a protected environment. The usage of SCTP for WebRTC Data Channels represents a typical case for a protected environment due to DTLS encapsulation of the SCTP communication [12]. In this case, the client and the server already perform a DTLS handshake before the first SCTP message is transmitted within the DTLS tunnel. For those scenarios, the alternative handshake method allows an SCTP server to waive the cookie exchange and open the association upon receiving the INIT chunk with an empty ALT-COOKIE parameter.

![Fig. 7: Cookieless Handshake](image)

Instead of responding with an ERROR chunk, the server acknowledges the successfully established association by sending an INIT-ACK chunk which includes an empty ALT-COOKIE parameter, similar to the last two steps of the alternative handshake with a cookie exchange. This method saves a full round-trip even if both peers have never been in contact before and requires no changes at the client side.

D. Zero-RTT connection setup

In addition to the alternative cookie parameter, our approach introduces an alternative data (ALT-DATA) parameter and an alternative selective acknowledgment (ALT-SACK) parameter. These parameters allow the client to embed application data in the INIT chunk, resulting in a zero RTT connection setup. The ALT-DATA parameter simply acts as a container for regular DATA chunks, see Figure 8. The local endpoint embeds one or more regular DATA chunks in the parameter’s value field. The sender has to be aware of not exceeding the path MTU to avoid IP fragmentation when embedding application data.

When the server receives and accepts DATA chunks from the INIT chunk’s alternative data parameter, it acknowledges them by an alternative selective acknowledgment parameter (ALT-SACK) which is included in the responding INIT-ACK chunk. This indicates the successful usage of the alternative data parameter to the client.

If the server receives a DATA chunk with an invalid stream number, it drops the DATA chunk according to the procedure specified by RFC4960 and reports it to the client using an ERROR chunk with the Invalid Stream Identifier cause. Another case is a server not opening the association and requesting an alternative cookie exchange by sending an ERROR chunk. In this case the application data is also lost and should be retransmitted in the next INIT chunk.

![Fig. 8: ALT-DATA parameter](image)

![Fig. 9: Alternative Zero-RTT connection setup](image)

A server not supporting data transmission at all via the alternative data parameter will silently discard it and, therefore, not include an ALT-SACK parameter in the responding INIT-ACK chunk. The client retransmits the previously included DATA chunks using the regular way.

E. Fallback Mechanism

A major requirement for the alternative handshake is the seamless backwards compatibility to endpoints not supporting the alternative handshake method, and if the fallback mechanism is used, it should not be unfavorable compared to the regular handshake. As already explained in the previous sections, we use TLV parameters in the INIT chunk to achieve a maximum of compatibility with peers not supporting our new extension. If a server without support for the alternative handshake procedure receives an INIT chunk with an ALT-COOKIE parameter, the server will silently discard the unknown parameter and respond with a regular INIT-ACK chunk not containing the ALT-COOKIE parameter. The client
continues with a regular handshake and reflects the received state cookie. When the client connects to the server for the first time, without having a cached cookie, the alternative cookie parameter has no payload and has a length of four bytes.

The behavior of silently ignoring the unsupported parameter is also used for the alternative data parameter. When the initiating peer using the alternative handshake procedure includes application data in the INIT chunk, and the server does not respond with an INIT-ACK chunk with the ALT-COOKIE parameter set and an included ALT-SACK parameter, the application data is lost and has to be retransmitted using regular DATA chunks. In contrast to wasting four bytes by sending an unused ALT-COOKIE parameter, including application data in an INIT chunk should be considered thoroughly because the performance impact may be much higher. In the worst case scenario where the client and the server support the alternative handshake but only the client supports the alternative data parameter, the client will transmit application data three times before it is accepted by the server. The server responds to the first INIT chunk with an ERROR chunk and requests the reflection of the alternative cookie, while dropping the included DATA chunks. The client retransmits the INIT chunk, now including the alternative cookie which opens the association on the server side. The server ignores the alternative data parameter, and the client has to retransmit the application data a third time using the regular DATA chunk.

F. Multihoming

A key feature of SCTP is multihoming which allows the usage of multiple IP addresses for a single association, either for automatic failover or load sharing [13]. During the handshake, both endpoints exchange their IP address candidates by including them in the INIT and INIT-ACK chunk, respectively. After the association has been established via the primary path, both peers probe the remote address candidates by sending HEARTBEAT chunks. An endpoint responds to a HEARTBEAT chunk by sending a HEARBEAT-ACK chunk which reflects the Sender-Specific Heartbeat Info from the HEARTBEAT chunk.

We have modified this mechanism for the alternative handshake since it leads to problems in certain cases. When a client initiates the association by sending an INIT chunk with the alternative handshake method and the server accepts this INIT chunk, either by successfully validating the cookie or by waiving the cookie exchange, the INIT chunk instantly opens the association on the server side and the server responds with an INIT-ACK chunk. Additionally, the server will probe all the client’s IP address candidates by sending HEARTBEAT chunks to the particular IP addresses. If the client receives the server’s HEARTBEAT chunk before the INIT-ACK chunk, which may happen if the secondary path is faster than the primary or the HEARTBEAT chunk is processed before the INIT chunk, the client cannot match the HEARTBEAT chunk with an existing association and will respond with an ABORT chunk which terminates the association on the server side. To avoid this behavior, the server will not send HEARTBEAT chunks directly after the association has been established. Instead the server waits until receiving the first additional SCTP message from the client on the new association before sending HEARTBEAT chunks to ensure that the association has successfully been established on the client side.

Another change affects the alternative cookie. The alternative cookie only validates the source address of the client from which the INIT chunk has been sent and not the additional address candidates listed in the INIT chunk. Especially mobile devices, like smartphones, often switch between cellular and wifi networks. When establishing a connection to the server, the smartphone uses the wifi network as its primary path and includes its cellular IP address in the INIT chunk as an additional address candidate. When the connection has successfully been established using the primary path, the client has an alternative cookie which validates the ownership of the wifi path but is not valid for a future connection using the cellular path.

To overcome this limitation, the client sends INIT chunks to the server via the additional paths after the association has been established, as shown in Figure 10. The server generates an alternative cookie for the client’s source address and responds with an ERROR chunk via the alternative path. The client caches the cookie for future associations on the alternative path.

G. Initialization Collision

Initialization collision happens if both peers initiate an SCTP association by sending an INIT chunk simultaneously and use the same address/port combination. The collision handling is an important feature, especially for the WebRTC use-case where both peers take the active part and initiate the SCTP connection simultaneously, as defined in the corresponding IETF draft [14]. The regular handshake has techniques to detect and handle collision cases, but not all of these techniques can be applied to the alternative handshake since the state cookie is lacking.
When an endpoint receives and accepts an INIT chunk using the alternative handshake procedure from a remote peer while being in a state of waiting for a response for its own INIT chunk from the same address/port combination, as shown in Figure 11, the local endpoint opens the association and responds with an INIT-ACK chunk, following the alternative handshake procedure. But, in contrast to the non-collision case, the local endpoint includes the same parameter as in the previously sent INIT chunk. This especially affects the initiate tag. The remote peer receives the INIT-ACK chunk which is carrying the same initiate tag parameter as the previously received INIT chunk. This indicates that the local peer has successfully handled the collision case and migrated the colliding connection attempts into a single association.

### IV. EXTENSION COMPATIBILITY

It is not sufficient to design the alternative handshake mechanism only to match the RFC 4960 since there are additional extensions relying on the traditional handshake mechanism.

**A. User Message Interleaving**

The User Message Interleaving (I-DATA) [15] extension is a mandatory part of the WebRTC Data Channel specification [5], solving SCTP’s sender side head-of-line blocking issues when sending a large user message which blocks all other streams. During the regular handshake, both peers announce support for the I-DATA extension in the Supported Extensions Parameter as defined in RFC 5061 [16]. If the I-DATA extension has been negotiated, which is the case if both peers have announced to support it, both peers must use the I-DATA chunk instead of the DATA chunk. Using the DATA chunk during an association when the I-DATA extension has been negotiated results in an error. The alternative handshake, including the cookieless variant, does not affect the I-DATA negotiation process but if the I-DATA announcing client wants to include application data within the INIT chunk by using the ALT-DATA parameter, the support for this extension has not been negotiated at this point of time. We considered several ways to solve this issue and concluded that the client should proactively use the I-DATA chunk instead of the DATA chunk when including data using the alternative data parameter in the INIT chunk.

When the alternative handshake has successfully finished, the client handles the application data within the alternative data parameter as lost if the I-DATA extension support has not been negotiated and automatically retransmits the application data using a regular DATA chunk.

A server without support for the I-DATA extension will silently discard the I-DATA chunks carried by the alternative data parameter and wait for the client to retransmit the application data using a regular DATA chunk.

**B. Authenticated Chunks**

SCTP’s 32-bit verification tags protect the association against a blind attacker but not against a Man-in-the-middle attack where the attacker can easily inject SCTP messages with the correct verification tags. The Authenticated Chunks [17] extension solves this issue by allowing the endpoints to authenticate specific peer chunks to verify that the chunks are sent by the remote endpoint and not from a Man-in-the-middle attacker. A sender bundles an authentication chunk with the chunk types which should be authenticated. The authentication chunk contains an HMAC which can be used by the receiver to validate the chunks bundled within the received SCTP message.

The support of this extension and the association specific parameters, like the list of authenticated chunks and the HMAC algorithm, are negotiated during the INIT and INIT-ACK chunk exchange. This procedure is compatible with the alternative handshake using the alternative cookie. However, this extension is not compatible with the usage of the ALT-DATA parameter to include DATA chunks in the INIT chunk because the sending endpoint has no knowledge of the receivers capabilities.

### V. IMPLEMENTATION

We have successfully implemented and tested the alternative handshake mechanism for the FreeBSD kernel stack and the SCTP userland implementation (usrscpt) [18]. The userland implementation is supported on all widely used operating systems, including FreeBSD, Linux, macOS and Windows. Additionally, the userland implementation is used for WebRTC Data-Channels in several major browsers, including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Apple’s Safari.

**A. API extension**

The alternative handshake mechanism is controllable by using the setsockopt() and sysctl() function calls. The support for the alternative handshake in general is controllable system wide by sysctl variables. System administrators can choose between only allowing the regular handshake (0), the alternative one (2) or both of them (1).

Applications, which want to use the alternative handshake for future associations, use the setsockopt() function call to control the functionality per socket. By setting the SCTP_ALTERNATIVE_HANDSHAKE socket option, the alternative handshake procedure is activated. The available option values are the same as for the system wide sysctl settings. After the association has been established, the application may use the same options for the getsockopt() function call to determine if the association has been established using the alternative or the regular handshake.

If the server wants to allow the cookieless alternative handshake, it sets the SCTP_EMPTY_ALT_COOKIE socket option on a listening socket. This socket option controls if
a server accepts an empty ALT-COOKIE parameter in the INIT chunk as described in the previous section. For existing associations, it allows to query whether the empty cookie method has been used or not on a particular association, e.g. for statistical usage.

If the network socket is configured to support the alternative handshake, the application may bundle application data within the INIT or INIT-ACK chunk using the ALT-DATA parameter. The application can enable this feature by using the SCTP_INIT_ALT_DATA option for the setsockopt() function call. Since the SCTP network stack needs the application payload before sending the initiate message, application developers cannot use the typical function sequence of connect() and send(). Calling the sendto() function initiates an implicit connection setup and includes the given payload data in the INIT chunk.

Listing 1 shows a simplified SCTP client example using the alternative handshake procedure with application data included in the INIT-DATA parameter of the INIT chunk by using an implicit connection setup.

VI. MEASUREMENTS AND EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our alternative handshake procedure and its implementation, we created a client-server scenario as shown in Figure 12. Both nodes have the identical hard- and software configuration: PC Engines APU2 boards with mSATA solid state discs and two operating systems installed. We have chosen this hardware configuration by intention to evaluate CPU effects caused by the low performance and energy optimized processor. In addition to FreeBSD HEAD with release type kernel and disabled debugging options (GENERIC-NODEBUG), we used Ubuntu 17.10.

Fig. 12: Testbed for INIT chunk flooding

A. INIT flooding

Although SCTP is robust against INIT-flooding attacks, similar to TCP SYN-flooding, however, generating the state cookie consumes a large amount of CPU load for the server side, and the INIT-ACK chunk is significantly larger than the INIT chunk. In a first step, we evaluated the performance of the INIT chunk handling on the server side for different scenarios where a server, running FreeBSD HEAD and Ubuntu 17.10, is flooded with INIT chunks. To send a large amount of SCTP messages containing an INIT chunk while having the greatest possible control over the senders behavior, we developed a benchmark tool using the netmap fast packet I/O framework [19], allowing us to send and receive network packets with a variable rate up to wire speed. To eliminate side effects, we disabled the ethernet flow control on all nodes. The client, running the netmap benchmarking tool, sends SCTP messages containing an INIT chunk with different rates to the server for a fixed timespan of 60 seconds and measures several values during the test run, including the packet-rate, bandwidth and average packet size in both directions. The benchmark tool provides several options to modify the INIT chunks, which includes extensions, address candidates and the number of parameters. We have configured the benchmark tool to flood the server with INIT chunks which announce support for all officially specified extensions and additionally our alternative handshake extension.

![Fig. 13: Comparison of Linux and FreeBSD INIT-ACK rates](image)

In the first test scenario, the client sends small SCTP messages of 112 bytes, containing an INIT chunk, to the server which does not have a listening service on the particular IP/port combination. The server responds with an ABORT chunk which is a cheap operation for the server, its generation consumes only a small amount of resources and its size is only 16 bytes. Therefore, this is our baseline scenario with respect to the responding packet rate and resource consumption on the server side. As shown in Figure 13, we measured an ABORT rate of 74 kpps from the FreeBSD server and an ABORT rate of 32 kpps from the Ubuntu server.

In our second scenario, the server has a listening socket bound to the specific IP/port combination and responds to INIT chunks with an INIT-ACK chunk. As already mentioned
in the previous section, the INIT-ACK chunk is significantly larger than the INIT chunk and its generation is more resource consuming. In contrast to Linux, FreeBSD announces all officially specified extensions in the INIT-ACK chunk by default, even if they are not requested by the INIT chunk. To have a more comparable result, we measured the INIT-ACK rate on both machines with two different settings. First with all extensions enabled, labeled as INIT-ACK MAX in Figure 13 and additionally with all extensions disabled, labeled as INIT-ACK MIN. In contrast to the ABORT rate, the INIT-ACK rates of Ubuntu and FreeBSD are on a similar level. The INIT-ACK rates for both systems range between 13 kpps for an INIT-ACK chunk with all extensions from the Ubuntu machine until 18 kpps INIT-ACK chunks without any extensions from the FreeBSD machine.

In a third step we used the alternative handshake method where the server responds with an ERROR chunk, bundled with the alternative cookie. The server is able to respond with about 52k ERROR chunks per second which carry the alternative cookie, shown in Figure 14. In addition, the responses are much smaller compared to the regular INIT-ACK chunk. In our scenario, the regular INIT-ACK chunk, with extensions, has a length of 416 bytes whereas the alternative one has a length of only 40 bytes. While the alternative response is only 4 bytes larger than the initiating request, the regular response is more than ten times larger than the SCTP message containing the INIT chunk. This shows another advantage of the alternative handshake, it successfully prevents byte amplification attacks.

B. Time to first byte

A common use case of SCTP, since it is reliable and message oriented, is the transmission of small messages in a request-response manner. Typically the client sends a small request, the server answers with a response and closes the connection afterwards. This traffic pattern is common for signaling services and measurement grids. We developed a client and a server to evaluate the performance improvements of the alternative handshake procedure over the regular handshake.

The client establishes a connection to the server and sends a small request of less than 100 bytes payload. The server also responds with a small message of less than 100 bytes and closes the connection afterwards. We varied the link delay by using the dummynet [20] network emulation tool running on a router between the server and the client, this scenario is shown in Figure 15. The link speed has been set to 2 Mbit/s, and we varied the link delay.

Figure 16 shows the results for three different handshake types. We measured the timespan between initiating the association and the arrival of the server’s response on the client side. The regular handshake and the alternative handshake show a nearly identical performance, the alternative handshake is slightly faster because of the smaller cookie size. This matches our expectations since both peers are not affected by CPU limitations and both handshake variants take the same amount of round-trips. When the client uses a previously cached cookie, the connection setup time is reduced by one round-trip. Since both DATA chunks, containing the request and the response, fit in a single SCTP message, the timespan until the server’s response arrives at the client is reduced by one half when using a previously cached cookie.

C. Compatibility and Security

We have tested the backwards compatibility of our new extension with multiple SCTP implementations without support for the extension to ensure its deployability. This includes the implementations of FreeBSD, Linux, Solaris and the userland stack. All of them successfully ignore the alternative parameter in the INIT chunk and continue with the regular handshake by sending an INIT-ACK chunk. Thus, and since introducing new parameters is defined in the official RFC4960, we do not expect any compatibility problems in deployment.
Our measurements and evaluation demonstrates that an attacker is able to exhaust the server’s CPU resources by sending a large number of INIT chunks and, since the generated INIT-ACK chunk is mostly larger than the corresponding INIT chunk, may also be used for a byte amplification attack. This insight is not new and has already been treated by RFC5062 [6] in the year 2007, where this kind of attack is characterized as hard to avoid. RFC5062 suggests to use the PAD parameter [21] to artificially enlarge the initiating message and, therefore, prevent this attack pattern.

The QUIC protocol makes use of this method, the initiating QUIC message must at least have a length of 1200 octets. Our implementation allows the server to waive the fallback mechanism and only support the alternative handshake. When configured to do so, a server will always respond with an ERROR chunk including an alternative cookie upon receiving an INIT chunk, even if the client has not announced support for the alternative handshake. This is an effective way to prevent amplification attacks but requires both peers to support the alternative handshake.

Before an application developer enables the new handshake features, their possible drawbacks should be considered carefully. While using the alternative cookie parameter should not have any negative impact, as it has a seamless fallback mechanism and offers the same protection as the regular handshake, the inclusion of application data in the INIT chunk may lead to unwanted behavior regarding security and data integrity. The cookieless handshake should only be enabled in protected environments, like WebRTC Data-Channels.
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Abstract—Much attention of the research community has focused on performance analysis of cache networks under various caching policies. However, the issue of how to evaluate and compare caching policies for cache networks has not been adequately addressed. In this paper, we propose a novel and general framework for evaluating caching policies in a hierarchical network of caches. We introduce the notion of a hit probability/rate matrix, and employ a generalized notion of majorization as the basic tool for evaluating caching policies for various performance metrics. We discuss how the framework can be applied to existing caching policies, and conduct extensive simulation-based evaluation to demonstrate the utility and accuracy of our framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of information-centric network (ICN) architectures [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] (see [6] for a survey of ICN architectures) has attracted a flurry of renewed research interest in caching policies and their performance analysis. Classical caching policies such as FIFO, LRU, or LFU – which specify what object should be evicted when the cache is full – have been widely used in computer systems. It is notoriously difficult to exactly analyze the performance of these caching policies, instead one has to resort to approximation methods with various assumptions [7], [8], [9]. These policies can be viewed as organizing the cached objects in an ordered list for replacement. More recently, timer-based caching policies have gained particular attention (see, e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13]) – where each object is associated with a time-to-live (TTL) timer, and is evicted when the timer expires. The interest in timer-based caching policies is due to the fact that objects within a cache can be viewed independently, and their hitting probabilities can be analyzed separately. As an analytical aid, TTL-cache can provide a good avenue to approximate classical list-based caching policies [14], e.g., in terms of characteristic times [7], [15], [16].

One important feature ICNs offer is a distributed network of caches, namely, a cache network, which poses additional challenges both in terms of practical cache management issues and performance analysis. For example, when an object is evicted from one cache, should it simply be discarded, or should it be inserted into the next cache (i.e., as a new arrival to this next cache) along the path to the origin server? When an object is returned from an upstream cache (or the origin server) back down along the request path, should it be cached along the way (e.g., as advocated by [1], [2]), selectively or probabilistically at some caches (e.g., leave-copy-down or leave-copy-probabilistically [7]), or only at the edge (e.g., as advocated by [4])? Should caches in a network be operated independently, in a cooperative fashion [17], or managed globally with a coherent view [18]?

Moreover, no single caching policy is likely to perform well for all user request patterns. For example, under the Independence Reference Model (IRM), static caching is shown to be optimal [19] if the object popularity distribution is known a priori. However, it is shown in [20] that static caching is no longer optimal when the interarrival distribution of object requests has a decreasing hazard rate (e.g., when the interarrivals of object requests are Pareto-distributed). In this case, instead of always caching the most popular objects as in the case of static caching, the optimal policy is to cache each object with a probability less than 1. This means that objects do not have to be always in the cache, leaving space for more objects to be cached. In addition, static caching cannot cope with changes in user request patterns, e.g., a flash-crowd.

From a theoretical standpoint, performance analysis of a network of caches is significantly more difficult: consider the simple case of a line of caches where each cache employs its own cache replacement policy (e.g., LRU) independently; assuming that object request streams at the first cache (the edge cache) are independent, the request arrival streams at the upstream caches are no longer independent – they are generated by cache misses from the downstream caches. Such coupling of the caches in tandem network is what makes the analysis of cache networks a challenging task. Approximation results for cache networks of specific topologies (e.g., a line or star network) have been obtained for LRU caches (see, e.g., [7], [15], [16]); exact and approximation results for a general network of TTL-caches have been developed recently under either the renewal arrival processes or Markov arrival processes (MAP) [7], [12], [13]. In our previous work [18], we have shown that when caches in a network are operated independently (with their own cache replacement policy such as LRU), the utilization of intermediate caches can be extremely poor, due to the “thrashing” problem caused by the (non-independent) filtered (cache miss) arrival processes at intermediate servers. To address this problem, we proposed the innovative notion of “BIG” cache abstraction [18] by viewing a line of caches from an edge server along the path to the origin...
server as a single “BIG” cache, and argued that it affords the added benefits of simplifying the analysis of a line of caches.

Unlike a single cache where the performance of various caching policies can be directly compared, evaluating and comparing the (relative) performance of caching policies for a network of caches are no longer straightforward. From a user’s perspective, hit probabilities at individual caches are immaterial; what matters is the latency he/she experiences. On the other hand, a cache network provider is more concerned with the efficient utilization of all cache capacities in the network; whereas from the standpoint of a content provider, the utility of a cache network is its ability to decrease the overall load on its origin server(s), and reduce the network bandwidth cost (it also cares about improved content access latencies to its users). Despite much focus on performance analysis of cache networks, this important problem has not received much attention in the research community.

In this paper, we propose a novel and general framework to evaluate and compare caching policies for a network of caches. Consider a collection of content objects served by a network of caches with a fixed set of ingress points (or edge servers) where user requests for content are routed. We assume caches are organized in a hierarchy, from the edge servers to the origin server(s). Given the request streams for the collection of objects at each ingress point (edge server), we introduce the notion of a hit probability matrix, which characterizes the hit probability of content objects that are served at different layers of the cache hierarchy. We employ (and define an extended version of) the majorization notion as the basic tool to evaluate and compare caching policies for various performance metrics of cache networks in Section II.

Section III provides an overview of the existing works to estimate the hit probability matrix, including their limitations. Then, we provide and evaluate a general simplified approach to estimate the hit probability matrix based on the “BIG” cache abstraction in Section IV. As we have shown in [18], implementing caching policies as a single caching strategy for the virtual “BIG” cache outperforms their implementation at each layer independently. In this paper, we show that our approach to estimate the hit probability matrix achieves the exact result as the “BIG” cache simulation for LRU and q-LRU caching strategies as examples. Thus, this estimation approach can be used to generate the hit matrix framework without wasting any time on simulations. Section V shows the accuracy of applying our proposed framework to compare caching policies for different user request patterns. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. CACHING POLICIES COMPARISON FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a general framework to evaluate and compare two caching policies, \( P \) and \( Q \), for network-wide performance analysis, where \( P, Q \) represent any caching policy such as LRU, static caching, k-LRU, ... etc. We first describe the network model, basic assumptions, and the key notion of hit probability matrix associated with a caching policy (here we assume it is given). Then, we identify the conditions for policy \( P \) to dominate policy \( Q \) by generalizing the notion of majorization defined for vectors to matrices.

A. Network Model and Assumptions

For ease of exposition, we make a simplifying assumption and model the cache network as a hierarchy of cache servers organized in an \((H−1)\) level k-ary tree, as shown in Figure 1, which is commonly used in today’s content distribution networks [21], [22]. Cache servers at leaf nodes represent edge servers, which are the closest to users located at layer 1. The root of the tree is connected to the origin server (at layer \( H \), which has a permanent copy of each object). The content population is a collection of \( N \) unique objects of unit size, denoted by \( \mathcal{O} = \{O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_N\} \). The popularity of objects follows a Zipf distribution with parameter \( \alpha \). The access probability of each object is denoted by \( a_i = \lambda_i/\lambda \), where \( \lambda_i \) is the request rate of object \( i \), and \( \lambda \) is the aggregate request rate, \( \lambda = \sum_i \lambda_i \). The access probability \( a_i \) is proportional to \( \frac{1}{i^\alpha} \) for \( \alpha > 0 \), and \( \sum_{i=1}^N a_i = 1 \). Without loss of generality, we assume that \( a_1 \geq a_2 \geq \ldots \geq a_N \), namely, \( O_1 \) is the most popular object, \( O_2 \) is the second most popular object, and so forth. Object requests arrive randomly at one of the edge servers. When a request is received at a server, which does not have the object, it forwards the request to its parent. This process continues till the request reaches the root, and the origin server eventually if no other server on the path has a copy. Each request experiences a latency depending on the layer it is served from. First, we consider comparing the caching policies \( P \) and \( Q \) for a tandem cache network (a line of caches) starting from one edge cache \( C_k \) at layer 1, till the origin server at layer \( H \). The concepts and notations introduced below can be generalized to a cache network of any arbitrary topology, where we construct a request routing tree/graph formed by the request forwarding paths from each edge server to an origin server as illustrated at the end of this section.

B. Tandem Cache Network

We define \( L_j \) to denote the latency experienced by an object served from a cache server at layer \( j \). We assume \( L_1 < L_2 < \ldots < L_H \) and \( L_j = L_{j-1} + \Delta L_{j-1}, \ 2 \leq j \leq H \). For a caching policy \( P \), \( a_i p_{ij} \) represents the hit probability of object \( O_i \) at layer \( j \) cache, where \( 1 \leq j \leq H \), \( p_{ij} \) is the percentage of requests for \( O_i \) served from layer \( j \) cache, and \( a_i \) is the access probability of object \( O_i \).
The set of values \( \{a_i p_{ij}\}, 1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq j \leq H \) can be compactly represented using an \( N \times H \) matrix, and by abuse of notation, we denote it as \( \mathbf{P}_N = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 p_{11} & a_1 p_{12} & a_1 p_{13} & \ldots & a_1 p_{1H} \\ a_2 p_{21} & a_2 p_{22} & a_2 p_{23} & \ldots & a_2 p_{2H} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_N p_{N1} & a_N p_{N2} & a_N p_{N3} & \ldots & a_N p_{NH} \end{bmatrix} \).

**Majorization of Hit Probability Matrices.** We employ the notion of majorization as the basic tool to evaluate and compare caching policies for a cache network. The standard notion of majorization is defined for vectors. We generalize it to a (hit probability) matrix as follows. Given two caching policies \( P \) and \( Q \), with hit probability matrices represented by \( P = [a_i p_{ij}] \) and \( Q = [a_i q_{ij}] \) respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume both policies are “sensible” at layer 1 cache – namely, the first column is decreasing in value. As caching policies react based on the received requests, thus popular objects are cached more often than others, which is also confirmed by the simulation results shown in [18] for different caching policies. Therefore, we assume the following holds:

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{11} & \geq p_{21} \geq p_{31} \geq \cdots \geq p_{N1} \\
q_{11} & \geq q_{21} \geq q_{31} \geq \cdots \geq q_{N1}
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

Also, the summation of the hit probabilities of object \( O_i \) for all \( H \) layers equals 1 under both policies, i.e., a request for object \( O_i \) has to be served from one of the \( H \) layers.

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{H} p_{ij} = \sum_{j=1}^{H} q_{ij} = 1, \quad \forall \ 1 \leq i \leq N
\]

(2)

Given the above conditions, we say \( P \) majorizes \( Q \), denoted by \( P \succ Q \), if the following criterion holds:

The summation of the hit probabilities in the top-left \((k, h)\) sub-matrix of \( P \) is equal or larger than that of \( Q \) for all values of \( k, h \), where \( 1 \leq k \leq N, 1 \leq h \leq H \), (i.e., \( P \) utilizes the first \( h \) cache layers to serve the \( k \) objects better than \( Q \)).

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{h} a_i p_{ij} \geq \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{h} a_i q_{ij}
\]

(3)

Thus, we say caching policy \( P \) dominates \( Q \) if and only if \( P \succ Q \) (i.e., \( P \) majorizes \( Q \)).

**Comparing Overall Performance.** Having two general caching policies \( P, Q \), where \( P \) dominates \( Q \) (from the perspective of the edge server), we show that \( P \) outperforms \( Q \) in terms of both the overall latency (as seen by the end user), and the load of the origin server.

1) **Expected Overall Latency:**

**Theorem 1:** For a hierarchy of caches of \( H \) layers, if caching policy \( P \) dominates caching policy \( Q \), the overall expected latency for \( P \) is less than or equal to that of \( Q \).

**Proof:** Expected latency under caching policy \( P \) (\( OL_P \)):

\[
OL_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (a_i \sum_{j=1}^{H} (p_{ij} L_j))
\]

(4)

Since, \( L_j = L_H - \sum_{h=j}^{H-1} \Delta L_h, \ 1 \leq j \leq H - 1 \)

By substituting for \( L_j \) in “(4)”, and rearranging the summation indices:

\[
OL_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (a_i \sum_{j=1}^{H} (p_{ij} L_H)) - \sum_{h=1}^{H-1} (\Delta L_h \sum_{i=1}^{N} (a_i \sum_{j=1}^{h} p_{ij}))
\]

From “(2)” and \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i = 1:

\[
OL_P = L_H - \sum_{h=1}^{H-1} (\Delta L_h \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i p_{ij})
\]

From “(3)”:

\[
OL_P \leq L_H - \sum_{h=1}^{H-1} (\Delta L_h \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i q_{ij})
\]

\[OL_P \leq OL_Q\]

Intuitively, caching policy \( P \) dominates \( Q \) means that under policy \( P \), the top \( k \) most popular objects are likely to be placed in the first \( h \) layer caches than under policy \( Q \), for \( 1 \leq k \leq N, 1 \leq h \leq H \). Given that \( L_1 < L_2 < \cdots < L_H \), we would expect that \( P \) outperforms \( Q \) in terms of expected latency.

2) **Origin Server Load:**

**Theorem 2:** For a hierarchy of \( H \) layers, if caching policy \( P \) dominates caching policy \( Q \), the origin server load under policy \( P \) is less than or equal to that of policy \( Q \).

**Proof:** Origin server load under caching policy \( P \) (\( S_P \)):

\[
S_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i p_{iH}
\]

(5)

From “(2)” and \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i = 1:

\[
S_P = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} a_i p_{ij}
\]

From “(3)”:

\[
S_P \leq 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} a_i q_{ij}
\]

\[S_P \leq S_Q\]

Intuitively, caching policy \( P \) dominates \( Q \) means that under policy \( P \), the top \( k \) most popular objects are likely to be placed in the first \( h \) layer caches than under policy \( Q \), for \( 1 \leq k \leq N, 1 \leq h \leq H \). Since, the number of requests is directly proportional to the object popularity, we expect more requests to be satisfied form the first \( h \) layer caches under policy \( P \). Thus, the origin server load under policy \( P \) would be less than or equal to that of \( Q \).

**C. General Cache Networks**

We now discuss how this framework can be utilized for any general cache network. Consider a cache network as shown in Figure 1. Each edge server \( C_e \in \mathcal{E} \) (set of all edge servers) is deployed to service content requests from one user populace located close to \( C_e \). The content population of edge \( C_e \) is denoted by \( O_e = \{O_e^1, O_e^2, \ldots, O_e^N\} \), and the object popularity follows a Zipf distribution with parameter \( \alpha_e \). The access probability of each object is denoted by \( a_e^x = \lambda_e^x / \lambda_e \), where \( \lambda_e^x \) is the request rate of object \( O_e^x \), \( \lambda_e \) is the aggregate request rate for the edge server \( C_e \), and \( \lambda_e = \sum x \lambda_e^x \).

A user’s request for an object \( O_e^x \) is first routed to the edge server \( C_e \) closest to her. The request is serviced directly by
$C_e$ if it has $O^e_i$ cached; otherwise $C_e$ routes the request along a request path $L^e$ – consisting of a sequence of intermediate cache servers, $C^e_k \in L^e$ – towards the origin server. If one of the intermediate servers, $C^e_k$, has $O^e_i$ cached, the request is serviced by $C^e_k$, and the cached copy is returned along the reverse path back to $C_e$, which then delivers it to the user. Otherwise, the request is serviced by the origin server. Thus, we consider the hierarchical topology as multiple tandem cache networks, each corresponding to an edge server $C_e$. The request paths $L^e$ from multiple edge servers traverse and share the cache resources at the immediate cache servers $C_h$.

Given two caching policies $P$ and $Q$, and their hit probability matrices $P^{(e)}$ and $Q^{(e)}$ respectively from the prospective of each edge cache server $C_e$. We can then apply the comparison framework detailed earlier to compare the two caching policies $P$ and $Q$ for each edge server $C_e$. Clearly, if $P^{(e)} > Q^{(e)}$ for each edge server $C_e$, then $P = \sum_e P^{(e)} \times \sum_e Q^{(e)} = Q$, where $P = \sum_e P^{(e)}$ is the aggregate hit probability matrix over all edge servers, as shown in Section V. The aggregate hit probability matrix can be determined using approaches such as [7], in which the authors extend their proposed method (discussed in Section III) for a general cache network, and use the miss rate of lower layer caches as an estimate of the request arrival rate for the current cache node. Finally, these concepts and notations can be generalized to a cache network of any arbitrary topology, where we construct a request routing tree/graph formed by the request forwarding paths from each edge server towards an origin server. Moreover, the cache network does not have to be symmetric, the tandem cache network from each edge server till an origin server could have a different height, and the missing layers could be replaced by dummy cache nodes with zero capacity. Hence, their hit probability is zero, and our proposed comparison framework would still be applicable.

III. HIT PROBABILITY MATRIX ESTIMATION USING TTL CACHES

As mentioned before, the analysis of cache networks is a complex and challenging task. This is because the request arrival streams at the upstream caches are not independent – they are generated by cache misses from the downstream caches. Thus, for each cache in the network, the miss rate of content objects should be calculated, along with splitting the miss streams to the other upstream caches. Moreover, the superposition of the miss streams which form the requests arriving at the intermediate caches needs to be calculated. Therefore, several approaches (e.g., [7], [12], [15], [23]) have been proposed to estimate the requests arrival rate at intermediate caches. Thus, the object hit probability for every cache in the network can be calculated.

The complexity of the analysis of capacity-based caching policies is due to the dynamics of the content objects in the cache. Hence, Che et al. [15] proposed the relationship between a capacity-based caching policy (LRU) and a timer-based caching, by defining the characteristic time. Timer-based caching also simplifies the performance analysis of caching systems, as it decouples the dynamics of content objects within a cache, as they can be analyzed independently. In this section, we categorize some of the existing TTL-based approaches according to the type of the approximations they proposed to estimate the request arrival rates at caches, and briefly discuss their limitations.

A Hierarchical Network of LRU Caches with LCE, LCP, and LCD Replication Strategies. The authors in [7] provided a unified approach to analyze the performance of caching policies such as LRU, FIFO, RANDOM, q-LRU, k-LRU, ... etc. for single cache, by extending the decoupling technique introduced in [15]. The authors also analyzed LRU for a two-layered cache network with respect to the following object replication strategies, which define how the object is cached when it is returned from an upstream cache (or the origin server) back down along the request path. 1) Leave-Copy-Everywhere (LCE): the object is cached at all the downstream caches along the request path. 2) Leave-Copy-Probabilistically (LCP): the object is cached at the downstream caches along the request path with a probability $q$. 3) Leave-Copy-Down (LCD): the object is cached only at the cache preceding to the one where it is currently cached.

For a single cache, the authors considered a temporal locality relation between requests by considering renewal process for request arrival process. However, the key assumption for a hierarchical network of caches is that the request arrival process at any cache in the network is Poisson (IRM request traffic). The existing spatial-correlation and temporal-correlation among requests are ignored as the requests interarrival process is considered Poisson at the intermediate caches. The authors justified this assumption by mentioning that the error gets smaller as the network grows (in terms of the number of branches), hence, the proposed model becomes valid. Finally, the authors proposed another extension for their model to work for a network of caches with any topology.

Equations “6” & “7” define the hit probability at each layer for object $m$ in an LRU-cache with LCE & LCP object replication strategies respectively. The hit probability of object $m$ at cache $i$ is denoted by $p_{hit}(i, m)$. $T_C^e$ is the timer assigned to all objects at cache $i$ which is related to the cache size, and $q$ is the probability to cache objects for LCP.

The average arrival rate for object $m$ at cache $i$ is calculated by: $\lambda_m(i) = \sum_j \lambda_m(j)(1 - p_{hit}(j, m))r_{j,i}$, where $r_{j,i}$ is the probability that cache $j$ forwards its miss stream to cache $i$. We use these equations in Section V to calculate the hit probability matrix, and compare them using our proposed framework.

LCE

$$p_{hit}(1, m) = 1 - e^{-\lambda_m(1)T_C^e}$$
$$p_{hit}(2, m) \approx 1 - e^{-\lambda_m(2)(T_C^e - T_C^e)}$$

LCP

$$p_{hit}(1, m) = \frac{q(1 - e^{-\lambda_m(1)T_C^e})}{e^{-\lambda_m(1)T_C^e} + q(1 - e^{-\lambda_m(1)T_C^e})}$$
$$p_{hit}(2, m) \approx \left[ p_{hit}(2, m) + q(1 - p_{hit}(2, m)) \right]$$
$$\left( 1 - e^{-\lambda_m(2)(T_C^e - T_C^e)}e^{-\lambda_m(2)(1 - q)T_C^e} \right)$$
Approximate Analysis of Hierarchical and General TTL-Cache Networks. Fofack et al. [10], [12], [24] focus on analyzing the performance of LRU, FIFO, and RANDOM caching policies using the characteristic time. The timer is set up so that the number of objects in the cache does not exceed the cache size, considering the same size for all objects. The key assumption of this model is considering the requests arriving at any cache in the network to have a renewal process interarrival time. The authors also assume that requests are forwarded in a feed-forward network in contrast with [7]. This approach characterizes three request streams: i) the miss stream of each cache, ii) the splitted miss streams to next layer caches, and iii) the superposition of request streams arriving from different caches along with exogenous request arrival as a renewal process. The main source of error of this approach is considering the superposition of renewal processes as a renewal process, which is a non-renewal in general. Moreover, this approach is computationally very extensive when the size of the cache network grows, thus, it is not scalable. Finally, it has the limitation of assuming the routing of the cache network to be feed-forward.

Exact Analysis of a Hierarchical Network of TTL-Caches. Following the approach in [12], Berger et al. [23] propose an exact model for performance evaluation of a hierarchical network of caches. The key contribution of this approach is adopting Markovian Arrival Process (MAP) for request arrival processes, and showing that the miss stream of TTL-based caches is MAP as well. Since the superposition of MAP processes is also MAP, the provided analysis are the exact values for feed-forwarded cache networks with a MAP process as an input for all caches in the network. However, this approach suffers from the computation cost for large networks, as well as [12], and suffers also in case of non feed-forward cache networks.

IV. General Approach for Hit Probability Matrix Estimation

The input to our proposed comparison framework (Section II) is the hit probability matrices of both policies ones wish to compare, which on general is a challenging task to calculate as discussed in Section III. Either of exact or approximation calculated values are known for specific network set ups [7], [12], [23], assumptions about the request inter-arrival processes. As mentioned, currently, there exists no general methodology for computing, approximating or even bounding the hit probabilities for a network of caches within a reasonable computation cost. Even with the simplifying IRM assumption, the request arrival processes to intermediate network caches are filtered, and no longer independent. This creates technical difficulty in analyzing a cache network for any arbitrary caching policy under general assumptions of request arrival processes. Thus, in this section for a caching policy \( P \), given the equations to calculate the hit probability for a single cache, we propose a general simplified approach to calculate the hit probability matrix for a tandem cache network, using the notion of “BIG” cache abstraction introduced in [18]. At the end of this section, we extend this approach to be applied for any general cache network.

The main idea of “BIG” cache is to view a group of hierarchical caches as if they are “glued” together to form one virtual “BIG” cache with a storage capacity distributed across multiple layers. Consider a tandem cache network of \( H \) layers, where \( C_H \) represents the origin server, and \( C_1 \) the edge server, where requests are first received. Assume, the cache size of each layer is denoted by \( C_j \), \( 1 \leq j < H \). The size of the virtual “BIG” cache is denoted by \( C_B := \sum_{j=1}^{H-1} C_j \). Then, any caching policy can be directly applied to this one (virtual) “BIG” cache as a single consistent strategy. Objects can be cached in any layer of the hierarchy, and moved between cache boundaries of different layers according to the caching policy (see [18] for more details). Using this “BIG” cache abstraction, the cache network can be viewed as a single “giant” (blackbox) cache with storage capability \( C_B \), receiving multiple streams of content requests \( \{\lambda_i\} \). The goal of any caching policy is to maximize the overall hit probability of the entire cache network, and minimize the load at the origin server. We now explain in details how “BIG” cache abstraction allows us to estimate the hit probability matrix for a line of caches, given the hit probability \( p_i(C, \lambda_i, P) \) of object \( O_i \) under caching policy \( P \) as a function of the cache size \( C \), and the object request rate \( \lambda_i \).

Consider a line of caches with cache sizes \( C_h \), \( 1 \leq h < H \). We can view the caches from layer 1 to layer \( j \) as if they represent a single virtual cache of total capacity \( C_{[1:j]} := \sum_{h=1}^{j} C_h \). Thus, \( p_i(C_{[1:j]}, \lambda_i, P) \) (upper) bounds the probability of serving requests for object \( O_i \) from one of the first \( j \) caches under \( P \), and \( \tilde{p}_{ij} = p_i(C_{[1:j]}, \lambda_i, P) - p_i(C_{[1:j-1]}, \lambda_i, P) \) yields an estimate (upper bound) of \( p_{ij} \), the probability that requests for object \( O_i \) are served by cache \( C_j \). Knowing the hit probability of object \( O_i \) at \( L_1 \), we can find its probability at \( L_2 \). Then, we repeat this process iteratively till layer \( L_{H-1} \). Then, \( p_{iH} \) can be calculated as \( 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{H-1} \tilde{p}_{ij} \), which represents the percentage of requests served from the origin server. Hence, we can calculate the hit probability matrix. Thus, “BIG” cache abstraction completely avoids the aforementioned technical challenges and interdependency between cache layers, such as the filtered requests at intermediate layers. Since content objects can be stored at any layer of the cache hierarchy, the overall hit probability of each object \( p_i = \sum_{h=1}^{H-1} p_{ih} \) is not affected by “BIG” cache since the percentage of requests satisfied by the cache network does not change based on the location of the object in the hierarchy, as the total caching capacity is the same. Hence, the origin server load is not affected either. However, the user’s latency depends on which layer the object is served from, which depends on the caching policy. Therefore, our proposed approach can be used to estimate the hit probability matrices for different caching policies. Then, our comparison framework mentioned in Section II can be used to find the appropriate policy for the given request traffic.

1This linear relationship is valid under IRM model assumption.
approach to estimate the hit probability matrix by comparing it to the simulation results for some known caching policies, and also to show how implementing these caching policies using "BIG" cache abstraction always enhances their performance when they are implemented at each cache layer independently.

**LRU**

\[ C = \sum_i p_{hit}(i) = 1 - e^{-\lambda_i T_C} \]

**q-LRU**

\[ C = \sum_i p_{hit}(i) = \frac{q(1 - e^{-\lambda_i T_C})}{e^{-\lambda_i T_C} + q(1 - e^{-\lambda_i T_C})} \]

From [7], and considering Poisson interarrival process for requests, we use "(8)" to calculate the hit probability of each object in a single cache of size \( C \) for LRU (always cache a copy of the requested object), and use "(9)" for q-LRU (cache a copy of the object with probability \( q \)). These equations calculate the characteristic time \( T_C \) for cache using the cache size \( C \) and the request rates for each object \( \{\lambda_i\} \).

Using our proposed approach, we calculate the hit probability matrix by considering the cache size of the first \( j \) layers \( C_{[1:j]} := \sum_{h=1}^j C_h \), which would give us a new value for the characteristic time using the corresponding equation "(8)" or "(9)" according to the caching policy. Using this new characteristic time, we can calculate the probability that the requests are being served from the first \( j \) layers.

We compare the hit probability matrix calculated by our proposed approach with simulation results. We consider a line of five caches, and a collection of 10K unique objects. The edge cache server, and intermediate caches, have the same cache size, ranging from \([10, 50, 100, \ldots, 2500]\). User requests follow Zipf-distribution with \( \alpha = 1 \). We use LRU as the cache eviction policy at each cache layer, and LCE as the object replication strategy when the object is traversing a request path back to the user. The results are shown in Fig. 2a, in which \( LRU(I)\text{-sim} \) represents the simulation results, and \( model \) represents our proposed approach results. We also simulate LRU using "BIG" cache abstraction, which maintains one copy at a time at any layer due to applying LRU as a single caching strategy for the "virtual" “BIG” cache, where requested objects are always cached at the first layer \( L1 \) (edge server), and when \( L1 \) is full, the evicted objects are cached in \( L2 \), and so on (denoted by \( LRU(B)\text{-sim} \)).

The result shown in Fig. 2a indicates that \( LRU(B)\text{-sim} \) outperforms LRU-LCE. This is confirmed by the results in [18], which show that applying existing caching policies to a hierarchical network as a single cache, improves the performance, instead of having each cache layer taking decisions independently. In \( LRU(B)\text{-sim} \), we considered the available storage as a single aggregated cache capacity which leads to caching one copy at most. Whereas other policies like \( LRU(I)\text{-sim} \) (LRU-LCE) results in having more than one copy of the requested object at different cache layers. Having only one copy at the cache, leaves more space for other objects to be cached, and hence improves the overall hit probability, minimizes the latency and origin server load. Our proposed estimation (model) considers available storage as one single "virtual" cache with the aggregate cache capacity allowing one copy of an object in cache. In Fig. 2a it is observed that the values of (model) estimations and \( LRU(B)\text{-sim} \) matches. As \( LRU(B)\text{-sim} \) outperforms other policies [18], our proposed method for estimation of hit probability matrix provides an upper bound for other approximations. Similar results are shown for q-LRU in Fig. 2b.

**General Cache Network.** Finally, this approach can be applied to any general cache network topology using the idea discussed in Section II-C by constructing a path from each edge server to an origin server. However, to apply the “BIG” cache approach to estimate the hit matrix for each line of caches, we need to (logically) partition the cache resources at intermediate cache servers through which the request paths \( L^e \) from multiple edge servers traverse, and allot appropriate cache resources to each edge server \( C_e \). Taking into account, the characteristics of the requests of each user populace (i.e., edge server) in terms of object popularity, request interarrival distribution, ... etc, with the goal of optimizing the performance objectives. For an intermediate server \( C_h, h \in L^e \), let \( C^e_h \) be the portion of its cache \( C_h \) that is (logically) allotted to \( C_e \). In other words, the cache \( C_h \) is logically partitioned into multiple pieces, \( C^e_h \)'s, among the edge servers; \( \sum_e C^e_h = C_h \) (here by abuse of notation we also use \( C^e_h \) and \( C_h \) to denote the cache size). Collectively, \( C^e_h \)'s, \( h \in L^e \), form a tandem cache network with respect to the edge server \( C_e \); its total size is \( C^e := \sum_{h \in L^e} C^e_h \).

For each tandem cache network corresponding to an edge server \( C_e \), let \( u^e_i \) be the object occupancy probability, and let \( U^e(\cdot) \) be a generic (concave) objective (or utility) function of object occupancy or allotted cache size. We can formulate the following cache partition/allotment optimization problem. The solution\(^2\) of this optimization problem indicates how to partition the cache resources at each intermediate cache, and allot them to the tandem cache network of each edge server to maximize the hit probability of the entire cache network. Once we have these partitions, we can apply the previously mentioned approach for each edge cache and estimate its hit probability matrix.

---

\(^2\)Due to space limit, we do not elaborate on the solution of the optimization problem here.
The goal of this section is to validate our proposed policy comparison framework, and show its evaluation in all the considered cases through simulation. Using common existing caching policies such as static caching, LRU, ... etc, we show that if policy $P$ outperforms policy $Q$, then $P$ majorizes $Q$ according to our definition in Section II, and show that the majorization condition “(3)” is satisfied. First, we start by applying the comparison framework to a tandem line of caches. Then, we show the framework extension (discussed in Section II-C) applied to a hierarchical cache network.

A. Tandem Cache Network

We use a hierarchical network organized as a line of four caches. Edge server lies at $L_1$, where user requests are first received. The origin server lies at $L_4$, which serves a collection of $10K$ unique objects each of a unit size. The edge server and intermediate caches have the same cache size, which ranges from $[50, 100, \ldots, 3000]$. User requests follow Zipf-distribution with $\alpha = 0.8$. Each object has a request rate $\lambda_i$, where the aggregate request rate $\lambda = \sum \lambda_i = 1$. We simulated two distributions for the request interarrival times of each object: 1) Poisson & 2) Pareto (w. parameter 2) \cite{20}. We compare the following caching policies: static, q-LRU, LRU with different object replication strategies (LCD & LCE) \cite{7}.

Comparison Framework Validation. Using the hit probability matrices of policies $P$ & $Q$, we calculate new corresponding matrices, $\tilde{P}$ & $\tilde{Q}$, where $\tilde{p}_{kh} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} a_{i} p_{ij}$, $1 \leq k \leq N, 1 \leq h \leq H$, similarly for $\tilde{Q}$. $\tilde{P}$ & $\tilde{Q}$ represent the summation of all the possible submatrices of $P$ & $Q$ respectively. Finally, we define a comparison matrix $X_{P,Q}$, where $x_{ij} = 1$ if $\tilde{p}_{ij} \geq \tilde{q}_{ij}$; and 0 otherwise, where $1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq j \leq H$. The matrix $X_{P,Q}$ is the representation of the majorization condition “(3)”. If all elements of matrix $X_{P,Q}$ are equal to one, then policy $P$ dominates policy $Q$. We visualized $X_{P,Q}$ using a heatmap, representing 1 as black, and 0 as white.

Analytically. We use the equations defined for LRU-LCE and LRU-LCP “6” & “7”. The only change to the simulation settings mentioned at the beginning of this section is the number of layers, as these equations are defined for a network of 3 layers. For each policy, we calculate the characteristic time of each cache, then the hit probability matrix. We apply our comparison framework to compare their performance. The heatmap comparing LRU-LCP and LRU-LCE is shown in Fig. 3. As expected, LRU-LCP dominates LRU-LCE for the different cache sizes.

Simulation. We implemented several caching policies to compare their performance using our proposed framework. Fig. 4 shows the overall performance of these caching strategies in terms of the average hit probability ($\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} a_{i} p_{ij}$), latency and origin server load for both Poisson (top row) & Pareto (bottom row) request interarrival distributions. As expected in case of Poisson request interarrival distribution, static caching is shown to be optimal \cite{19} if the object popularity distribution is known a priori, followed by LRU-LCD, LRU-LPC(q-LRU), and LRU-LCE caching policies (similar to results reported in \cite{7}). The latency and origin server load follows the same behavior of the average hit probability, thus are not included for the other policies due to space limitations. Figs. 4a, 4d show LRU(B) & q-LRU(B), implemented using “BIG” cache abstraction \cite{18}.

LRU(B) & q-LRU(B) outperform their corresponding caching policies when implemented independently at each cache. Moreover, their performance is close to static caching performance (similar to results reported in \cite{18}). However, as shown in \cite{20} static caching is no longer optimal when the interarrival distribution of requests has a decreasing hazard rate (e.g., when the interarrivals of requests are Pareto-distributed), we can see that LRU(B) & q-LRU(B) achieve better performance when the cache size is large as shown in Figs. 4e, 4h. The heatmap of comparing LRU-LCD & LRU(B) in both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P, Q</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>2500</th>
<th>3000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static, LRU(B)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static, LRU-LCD</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static, LRU-LCE</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU-LCD; LRU(B)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU-LCD; LRU-LCE</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU(B), LRU-LCE</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU(B), q-LRU</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q-LRU</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU-LCD, q-LRU</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cases (Poisson and Pareto distributions) are shown in Fig. 5 & Fig. 6 respectively, where they accurately reflect the dominance of LRU-LCD over LRU(B) only when the cache size is small as their corresponding average hit probability. Tables I & II summarize the comparison of every two policies $P, Q$ for Poisson & Pareto interarrival distributions respectively for the different cache sizes, where ✓ is used if $P$ dominates $Q$, and ✗ otherwise. The results in these tables reflect 100% accuracy for our proposed comparison framework in determining the dominance of the policies in comparison with respect to their simulated overall performance.

### B. Tree Topology

We use a hierarchical network organized as a binary tree of three levels (i.e., four edge servers). Edge servers lie at $L1$, where user requests are first received. The origin server lies at $L4$, which serves a collection of 2$K$ unique objects each of a unit size. The size of the cache servers at layers $[L1, L2, L3]$ are $[400, 800, 1600]$. We compare the following caching policies: q-LRU and LRU with different object replication strategies (LCD & LCE) [7].
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First Scenario. The distribution of the interarrival time is Poisson. We simulated 4 different values of $\alpha$ for zipf-distribution $[0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2]$ for all the edge servers. The average hit probability is shown in Fig. 7a. We find the relationship between the three policies is still as expected, and when $\alpha$ increases, the average hit probability increases.

Second Scenario. We use $\alpha = 0.8$ for all edge servers, and we changed the distribution of interarrival time for the four edge servers as following: $[P, P, P, P', P, P, R, R', P, R, P, R', R, R, R, R']$, where $P'$ refers to Poisson and $R'$ for Pareto for the corresponding edge server. For example, $P, P, P, P'$ means the distr. is Poisson for all edge servers in this experiment. The average hit probability is shown in Fig. 7b.

For both scenarios, we used our proposed framework to compare each two policies at each edge server. We construct a tandem cache network from this edge server to the origin server, and calculate the hit probability matrix for the objects related to this edge server. If policy $P$ has a better performance than policy $Q$, policy $P$ majorizes policy $Q$ for each cache server in all the different cases for $\alpha$.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed the renewed research interest in caching policies and their performance analysis as a result of the ICN architectures. Also, the additional challenges both in terms of practical cache management issues and performance analysis for cache networks. We also have discussed some of the related work done by the research community which focuses on the performance analysis of cache networks under various caching policies, and that the issue of how to evaluate and compare caching policies for a network of caches has not been adequately addressed. In this paper, we propose and develop a novel and general framework for evaluating caching policies in a hierarchical network of caches. We introduced the notion of a hit probability matrix, and employed (a generalized notion of) majorization as the basic tool for evaluating and comparing cache policies in terms of various performance metrics for a network of caches. We discussed how the framework can be applied to various existing caching policies and conduct extensive simulation-based evaluation to demonstrate the utility of our framework.
Neural Networks for Measurement-based Bandwidth Estimation
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Abstract—The dispersion that arises when packets traverse a network carries information that can reveal relevant network characteristics. Using a fluid-flow model of a bottleneck link with first-in first-out multiplexing, accepted probing tools measure the packet dispersion to estimate the available bandwidth, i.e., the residual capacity that is left over by other traffic. Difficulties arise, however, if the dispersion is distorted compared to the model, e.g., by non-fluid traffic, multiple bottlenecks, clustering of packets due to interrupt coalescing, and inaccurate time-stamping in general. It is recognized that modeling these effects is cumbersome if not intractable. This motivates us to explore the use of machine learning in bandwidth estimation. We train a neural network using vectors of the packet dispersion that is characteristic of the available bandwidth. Our testing results reveal that even a shallow neural network identifies the available bandwidth [2]. The tight link may differ from the tight link, that is the link with the minimal available bandwidth, respectively, the rate of the cross traffic does not change during a probe. Further, to simplify modeling, cross traffic is assumed to behave like fluid, i.e., effects that are due to the packet granularity of the cross traffic are neglected. Modeling a single tight link as a lossless First-In First-Out (FIFO) multiplexer of probe and cross traffic, the relation of $g_{out}$ and $g_{in}$ follows by an intuitive argument [1] as

$$g_{out} = \max \left\{ g_{in} \cdot \frac{g_{in} \lambda + l}{C} \right\}. \quad \text{(1)}$$

The reasoning is that during $g_{in}$, an amount of $g_{in} \lambda$ of the fluid cross traffic is inserted between any two packets of the probe traffic, so that the probe packets may be spaced further apart.

Reordering Eq. (1) gives the characteristic gap response curve

$$g_{out} = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{l}{g_{in} C} + \frac{\lambda}{C} & \text{if } \frac{l}{g_{in}} \leq C - \lambda, \\
\frac{l}{g_{in} C} & \text{if } \frac{l}{g_{in}} > C - \lambda.
\end{cases} \quad \text{(2)}$$

The utility of Eq. (2) is that it shows a clear bend at $A = C - \lambda$ that enables estimating the available bandwidth using different techniques, see Sec. II. We note that the quotient of packet size and gap is frequently viewed as the data rate of the probe.

For an example, consider a tight link with capacity $C = 100$ Mbps and cross traffic with average rate $\lambda = 62.5$ Mbps. The packet size is $l = 1514$ byte, resulting in a transmission time $l/C$ of about $120 \mu s$. Given an input gap $g_{in} = 270 \mu s$, the output gap follows from Eq. (1) as $g_{out} = 290 \mu s$. Now, assume for the moment that $C$ is known but $\lambda$ is unknown. An active probing tool can send probes with, e.g., $g_{in} = 270 \mu s$ to measure $g_{out}$. Noting that $g_{out}/g_{in} > 1$, Eq. (2) reveals the unknown $\lambda = (g_{out} C - l)/g_{in} = 62.5$ Mbps.

Fig. 1. Measurements of $g_{in}$ and $g_{out}$ compared to the fluid model. The network has a single tight link with capacity $C = 100$ Mbps and exponential cross traffic with rate $\lambda = 62.5$ Mbps. The packet size is $l = 1514$ byte.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term available bandwidth refers to the residual capacity of a link or a network path that is left over after the existing traffic, also referred to as cross traffic, is served. Knowledge of the available bandwidth benefits rate-adaptive applications and facilitates, e.g., network monitoring, detection of congested links, and load balancing. The goal of bandwidth estimation is to infer the available bandwidth of a network path using external observations of data packets, only.

Formally, given a link with capacity $C$ and cross traffic with long-term average rate $\lambda$, where $\lambda \in [0, C]$, the available bandwidth $A \in [0, C]$ is defined as $A = C - \lambda$ [1]. The end-to-end available bandwidth of a network path is determined by its tight link, that is the link that has the minimal available bandwidth [2]. The tight link may differ from the bottleneck link, i.e., the link with the minimal capacity.

To date, a number of accepted active probing techniques and corresponding theories for available bandwidth estimation exist, e.g., [1]–[13]. These techniques use a sender that actively injects artificial probe traffic with a defined packet size $l$ and inter packet gap referred to as input gap $g_{in}$ into the network. At the receiver, the output gap of the received probe $g_{out}$ is measured to deduce the available bandwidth.
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In practice, the observations of \( g_{\text{out}} \) are distorted for various reasons. For an example, we recorded a measurement trace of 50 pairs of \( g_{\text{in}} \) and \( g_{\text{out}} \) in the network tested in Fig. 3 with a single tight link and the above parameters \( C \), \( \lambda \), and \( l \), where \( l \) is the maximal size of Ethernet packets including the header. The results are shown in Fig. 1. Neglecting the cases where \( g_{\text{out}} < g_{\text{in}} \) that are not possible in the model and ignoring large outliers, a range of samples \( g_{\text{out}} \) of about 360 \( \mu \)s remain that suggest concluding \( \lambda \approx 90 \) instead of 62.5 Mbps erroneously.

### A. Challenges in Bandwidth Estimation

Relevant reasons for the distortions of \( g_{\text{out}} \) include deviations from the assumptions of the model, i.e., a lossless FIFO multiplexer with constant, fluid cross traffic as well as measurement inaccuracies, such as imprecise time-stamping:

**Random cross traffic:** Eq. (2) is deterministic and hence it does not define how to deal with the randomness of \( g_{\text{out}} \) that is caused by variable bit rate cross traffic. It is shown in [1] that the problem cannot be easily fixed by using the expected value \( E[g_{\text{out}}] \) instead. In brief, this is due to the non-linearity of Eq. (2) and the fact that the location of the turning point \( C - \lambda \) fluctuates if the rate of the cross traffic \( \lambda \) is variable. The result is a deviation that is maximal at \( 1/g_{\text{in}} = C - \lambda \) and causes underestimation of the available bandwidth [1], [14].

**Packet interference:** Non-conformance with the fluid model arises due to the interaction of probes with packets of the cross traffic. In Fig. 1, two relevant examples are identified by frequent samples of \( g_{\text{out}} \) in the range of 240 and 360 \( \mu \)s, respectively. In contrast, the \( g_{\text{out}} \) of 290 \( \mu \)s, that is predicted by the fluid model, is observed rarely. To understand this effect, consider two probe packets with \( g_{\text{in}} = 270 \mu \)s and note that the transmission time of a packet is 120 \( \mu \)s. The case \( g_{\text{out}} = 360 \mu \)s occurs if two cross traffic packets are inserted between the two probe packets. Instead, if one of the two cross traffic packets is inserted in front of the probe, it delays the first probe packet, resulting in \( g_{\text{out}} = 240 \mu \)s.

**Packet loss:** If probe packets are lost, the corresponding output gaps are void. This causes estimation bias, since packets that encounter congestion have a higher loss probability. There are few bandwidth estimation tools that consider loss, e.g., as an indication that the available bandwidth is exceeded [6].

**Multiple tight links:** An extensions of Eq. (1) for multiple links is derived in [3]. Yet, if cross traffic is non-fluid, the repeated packet interaction at each of the links distorts the probe gaps. Further, in case of random cross traffic, there may not be a single tight link, but the tight link may vary randomly. The consequence is an underestimation of the available bandwidth [14], [15] that is analyzed in [11], [13].

**Measurement inaccuracies:** Besides, there exist limitations of the accuracy due to the hardware of the hosts where measurements are taken. A possible clock offset between sender and receiver is dealt with by the use of probe gaps. A problem in high-speed networks is, however, interrupt coalescing [16], [17]. This technique avoids flooding a host with too many interrupts by grouping packets received in a short time together in a single interrupt, which distorts \( g_{\text{out}} \).

### B. State-of-the-Art Estimation Techniques

To alleviate the observed variability of the samples of \( g_{\text{out}} \), state-of-the-art bandwidth estimation methods perform averaging of several \( g_{\text{out}} \) samples. These samples can be collected by repeated probes of two packets, so-called packet pairs [18], or by packet trains [5], [19] that consist of \( n \) consecutive packets and hence comprise \( n - 1 \) gaps. Further, to improve the available bandwidth estimates, statistical post-processing techniques are used, such as Kalman filtering [10], [20], majority decisions [6], averaging of the bandwidth estimates of repeated experiments [7], [8], or linear regression [4].

These techniques do, however, not overcome the basic assumptions of the deterministic fluid model in Eq. (1). While packet trains and statistical postprocessing help reduce the variability of available bandwidth estimates, they cannot resolve systematic deviations, such as the underestimation bias in case of random cross traffic and multiple tight links [1], [11], [13]. Further, it is difficult to tailor methods to specific hardware implementations that influence the measurement accuracy.

These fundamental limitations motivate us to explore the use of machine learning in available bandwidth estimation. The machine learning approach has been considered early in [21], [22] and receives increasing attention in the recent research [17], [23]. The works differ from each other with respect to their application: [21] considers the prediction of the available bandwidth from packet data traces that have been obtained in passive measurements. In contrast [17], [22], [23] use active probes to estimate the available bandwidth in NS-2 simulations [22], ultra-high speed 10 Gbps networks [17], and operational LTE networks [23], respectively.

Common to these active probing methods [17], [22], [23] is the use of packet chirps [7] that are probes of several packets sent at an increasing data rate. The rate increase is achieved either by a geometric reduction of the input gap [22], by concatenating several packet trains with increasing rates to a multi-rate probe [17], or by a linear increase of the packet size [23]. Chirps permit detecting the turning point of Eq. (2), that coincides with the available bandwidth, using a single probe. They are, however, susceptible to random fluctuations [12].

Other than chirps, [22] evaluates packet bursts that are probes of back-to-back packets and concludes that bursts are not adequate to estimate the available bandwidth. Also, [17] considers constant rate packet trains for an iterative search for the available bandwidth. Here, machine learning solves a classification problem to estimate whether the rate of a packet train exceeds the available bandwidth or not. Depending on the result, the rate of the next packet train is reduced or increased in a binary search as in [6] until the probe rate approaches the available bandwidth. The authors of [17] give, however, preference to chirp probes.

The feature vectors that are used for machine learning are generally measurements of \( g_{\text{in}} \) [22], [23] with the exception that [17] uses the Fourier transform of vectors of \( g_{\text{in}} \) and \( g_{\text{out}} \).
Supervised learning is used and [17], [23] take advantage of today’s availability of different software packages to compare the utility of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques in bandwidth estimation.

C. Contributions

In this work, we investigate how to benefit from machine learning, specifically neural networks, when using standard packet train probes for available bandwidth estimation. Compared to packet chirps, that are favored in the related works [17], [22], [23], packet trains have been reported to be more robust to random fluctuations. In fact, the implementation of a chirp as a multi-rate probe, that concatenates several packet trains with increasing rates, also benefits from this [17].

Different from multi-rate probes, packet trains are typically used in an iterative procedure that takes advantage of feedback to adapt the rate of the next packet train. Such a procedure is also proposed in [17], where machine learning is used to classify individual packet trains to control a binary search. The goal is to adapt the probe rate until it approaches the available bandwidth. In contrast, we use a feature vector that iteratively includes each additional packet train probe. This additional information enables estimating the available bandwidth directly, without the necessity that the probe rate converges to the available bandwidth. Instead of a binary search, our method chooses the probe rate next, that is expected to improve the bandwidth estimate most.

We evaluate our method in controlled experiments in a network testbed. We specifically target topologies where the assumptions of the deterministic fluid model in Eq. 1 are not satisfied, such as bursty cross traffic, and multiple tight links. For a reference, we implement two state-of-the-art model-based methods to use the same data set as our neural network-based approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the reference implementation of model-based estimation techniques. We present our neural network-based method, describe the training, and show testing results in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we consider the estimation of available bandwidth and capacity for different tight link capacities. Our iterative neural network-based method that selects the probe rates itself is presented in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we give brief conclusions.

II. MODEL-BASED REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATIONS

The methods for available bandwidth estimation that are based on the fluid model of Eq. (1) essentially fall into two different categories: iterative probing and direct probing. For each of the two categories, we implement a bandwidth estimation technique that is representative of the state-of-the-art. While available bandwidth estimation tools differ significantly regarding the selection and the amount of probe traffic, our implementations are tailored to use the same database so that they provide a reference for the neural network-based method.

To reduce the variability of the measurements, a common approach is the use of constant rate packet train probes. A packet train of \( n \) packets comprises \( n-1 \) gaps. At the receiver, the gaps are defined as \( g_{\text{out}}(j) = t_{\text{out}}(j+1) - t_{\text{out}}(j) \) for \( j = 1 \ldots n-1 \), where \( t_{\text{out}}(j) \) is the receive time-stamp of packet \( j \). Considering the output rate of a packet train defined as

\[
 r_{\text{out}} = \frac{(n-1)!}{t_{\text{out}}(n) - t_{\text{out}}(1)} \tag{3}
\]

implies averaging of the output gaps since by definition of \( g_{\text{out}}(j) \), Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

\[
 r_{\text{out}} = \frac{l}{\sum_{j=1}^{n-1} g_{\text{out}}(j)}
\]

In case of long packet trains, stationarity, and ergodicity, the denominator converges to the mean \( g_{\text{out}} \). Further, for the deterministic fluid model, \( g_{\text{out}}(j) = g_{\text{out}} \) for \( j = 1 \ldots n-1 \) so that

\[
 r_{\text{out}} = \frac{l}{g_{\text{out}}}
\]

Similarly, the input rate for a defined \( g_{\text{in}} \) is \( r_{\text{in}} = \frac{l}{g_{\text{in}}} \) and by insertion into Eq. (2) the equivalent rate response curve of the fluid model is obtained as

\[
 r_{\text{in}} = \begin{cases} 
 \frac{1}{C - \lambda} & \text{if } r_{\text{in}} \leq C - \lambda, \\
 r_{\text{in}} + \frac{\lambda}{C} & \text{if } r_{\text{in}} > C - \lambda.
\end{cases}
\]

The characteristic shape of Eq. (4) is shown in Fig. 2.

A. Iterative probing

In brief, iterative probing techniques search for the turning point of the rate response curve by sending repeated probes at increasing rates, as long as \( r_{\text{in}} < r_{\text{out}} \). When \( r_{\text{in}} \) reaches \( C - \lambda \), the available bandwidth is saturated and increasing the probe rate \( r_{\text{in}} \) further results in self-induced congestion, so that \( r_{\text{in}} > r_{\text{out}} \). This implies queuing at the tight link and hence increasing one way delays can be observed at the receiver.

Established iterative probing tools are, e.g., Pathload [6] and IGI/PTR [9]. Pathload adaptively varies the rates of successive packet trains \( r_{\text{in}} \) in a binary search until \( r_{\text{in}} \) converges to the available bandwidth. It uses feedback from the receiver that reports whether \( r_{\text{in}} \) exceeds the available bandwidth or not. The decision is made based on two statistical tests that detect increasing trends of the one way delay. For comparison, IGI/PTR tests whether \( (r_{\text{in}} - r_{\text{out}})/r_{\text{in}} > \Delta_{\text{th}} \), where the threshold value \( \Delta_{\text{th}} \) is set to 0.1, to detect whether the probe rate exceeds the available bandwidth. Regarding the variability of the available bandwidth, Pathload reports an...
available bandwidth range that is determined by the largest probe rate that did not cause self-induced congestion and the smallest rate that did cause congestion, respectively.

In our experiments, we use a dataset of equidistantly spaced \( r_{in} \) and corresponding \( r_{out} \). We process these entries iteratively in increasing order of \( r_{in} \) and apply the threshold test of IGI/PTR [9] \((r_{in} - r_{out})/r_{in} > \Delta h\) to determine whether \( r_{in} \) exceeds the available bandwidth. We denote \( r_{in}^{th} \) the largest rate before the test detects that the available bandwidth is exceeded for the first time and report \( r_{in}^{th} \) as the available bandwidth estimate. We note that there may, however, exist \( r_{in} > r_{in}^{th} \), where the test fails again. This may occur, for example, due to the burstiness of the cross traffic that causes fluctuations of the available bandwidth.

B. Direct probing

Instead of searching for the turning point of the rate response curve, direct probing techniques seek to estimate the parameters of the upward line segment for \( r_{in} > C - \lambda \).

The line is determined by \( C \) and \( \lambda \). If \( C \) is known, a single probe \( r_{in} = C \) yields a measurement of \( r_{out} \) that is sufficient to estimate \( \lambda = C / (C - r_{out}) - 1 \) from Eq. (4). Spruce [8] implements this approach. If \( C \) is however, unknown, a minimum of two different probe rates \( r_{in} > C - \lambda \) are needed to estimate the two unknown parameters of the upward line segment of the rate response curve. This approach is taken, e.g., by TOPP [3], DietTOPP [4], and BART [10].

To implement the direct probing technique, we combine it with a threshold test to select relevant probe rates. Direct probing techniques require that \( r_{in} > C - \lambda \) where \( C \) and \( \lambda \) are unknown. We adapt a criterion from DietTOPP [4] to determine a minimum threshold \( r_{in}^{min} \) that satisfies \( r_{in}^{min} > C - \lambda \) and use only the probe rates \( r_{in} \geq r_{in}^{min} \). We use the maximal input rate in the measurement data denoted by \( r_{in}^{max} \) and extract the corresponding output rate \( r_{out}^{max} \). If \( r_{in}^{max} > r_{out}^{max} \), it can be seen from Eq. (4) that both \( r_{in}^{max} > C - \lambda \) as well as \( r_{out}^{max} > C - \lambda \). Hence, we use \( r_{in}^{min} = r_{in}^{max} \) as a threshold to filter out all \( r_{in} < r_{in}^{min} \). Once we have selected samples that certainly fulfill \( r_{in} > C - \lambda \), we linear regression like [3], [4] to determine the upward segment of the rate response curve. The available bandwidth estimate is determined from Eq. (4) as the x-axis intercept where the regression line intersects with the horizontal line at 1, see Fig. 2.

If the assumptions of the fluid model do not hold, e.g., in case of random cross-traffic, the regression technique may occasionally fail. We filter out bandwidth estimates that can be classified as infeasible. This is the case if the slope of the regression line is so small that the intersection with 1 is on the negative \( r_{in} \) axis, implying the contradiction \( A < 0 \), or if the slope of the regression line is negative, implying \( C < 0 \).

III. NEURAL NETWORK-BASED METHOD

In this section, we present our neural network-based implementation of bandwidth estimation, describe the training data sets, and show a comparison of available bandwidth estimates for a range of different network parameters.

A. Scale-invariant Implementation

We use a neural network that takes a \( k \)-dimensional vector of values \( r_{in}/r_{out} \) as input. The corresponding \( r_{in} \) are equidistantly spaced with an increment \( \delta_r \). Hence, \( r_{in} \) is in \([\delta_r, 2\delta_r, \ldots, k\delta_r]\) that is fully defined by the parameters \( k \) and \( \delta_r \), that determine the measurement resolution. Since the actual values of \( r_{in} \) do not provide additional information, they are not input to the neural network. Instead, the neural network refers to values of \( r_{in}/r_{out} \) only by their index \( i \in [1, k] \). The output of the neural network is the tuple of bottleneck capacity and available bandwidth that are also normalized with respect to \( \delta_r \), i.e., we use \( C/\delta_r \) and \( A/\delta_r \), respectively. While \( C/\delta_r \) and \( A/\delta_r \) are not necessarily integer, they can be thought of as the index \( i_C \) and \( i_A \) where \( r_{in} \) saturates the bottleneck capacity or the available bandwidth, respectively. To obtain the actual capacity and the available bandwidth, the output of the neural network has to be multiplied by \( \delta_r \).

The normalization by \( \delta_r \) achieves a neural network that is scale-invariant, since the division by \( \delta_r \) replaces the units, e.g., Mbps or Gbps, by indices. Considering the fluid model in Eq. (4), the normalization of all quantities \( r_{in}, r_{out}, C, \) and \( \lambda \) by \( \delta_r \) results in

\[
\frac{r_{in}}{r_{out}} = \begin{cases} 1 \quad & \text{if } i \leq i_C - i_\lambda, \\ \frac{i + i_C}{i_C - i_\lambda} \quad & \text{if } i > i_C - i_\lambda \end{cases}
\]

where we used the indices \( i = r_{in}/\delta_r, i_C = C/\delta_r, i_\lambda = \lambda/\delta_r, \) and \( i_A = A/\delta_r = i_C - i_\lambda \). Eq. (5) confirms that the shape of \( r_{in}/r_{out} \) is independent of the scale, e.g., sampling a 100 Mbps network in increments of \( \delta_r = 10 \) Mbps or a 1 Gbps network in increments of \( \delta_r = 0.1 \) Gbps reveals the same characteristic shape. The advantage of the scale-invariant representation is that the neural network requires less additional training. We note that the identity is derived under the assumptions of the fluid model and does not consider effects that are not scale-invariant such as the impact of the packet size or interrupt coalescing.

For implementation we use a \( k = 20 \)-dimensional input vector of equidistantly sampled values of \( r_{in}/r_{out} \). We decided for a shallow neural network consisting of one hidden layer with 40 neurons. Thus, the network comprises a \( 20 \)-dimensional input vector, 40 hidden neurons and two output neurons. The output neurons encode \( C/\delta_r \) and \( A/\delta_r \).

We also explored the use of deeper networks with more hidden layers, convlayers and residual networks. However, in our setting different variants of networks did not improve the quality in our experiments. We believe, that the main reason is overfitting which is caused from the sparse amount of data used for training. When using more data or more complex settings these variants might become interesting again. Methods based on metric [24] or incremental learning [25] will also be explored in future works.

B. Training Data: Exponential Cross Traffic, Single Tight Link

We generate different data sets for training and for evaluation using a controlled network testbed. The testbed is
located at Leibniz Universität Hannover and comprises about 80 machines that are each connected by a minimum of 4 Ethernet links of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps capacity via VLAN switches. The testbed is managed by the Emulab software [26] that configures the machines as hosts and routers and connects them using VLANs to implement the desired topology. We use a dumbbell topology with multiple tight links as shown in Fig. 3. To emulate the characteristics of the links, such as capacity, delay, and packet loss, additional machines are employed by Emulab. We use the MoonGen software [27] for emulation of link capacities that differ from the native Ethernet capacity. To achieve an accurate spacing of packets that matches the emulated capacity, MoonGen fills the gaps between packets by dummy frames that are discarded at the output of the link. We use the forward rate Lua script for the MoonGen API to achieve the desired forwarding rate for the transmission and reception ports of MoonGen.

Cross traffic of different types and intensities is generated using D-ITG [28]. The cross traffic is single hop-persistent, i.e., at each link fresh cross traffic is multiplexed. The probe traffic is path-persistent, i.e., it travels along the entire network path, to estimate the end-to-end available bandwidth. We use RUDE & CRUDE [29] to generate UDP probe streams. A probe stream consists of a series of $k$ packet trains of $n$ packets each. The $k$ packet trains correspond to $k$ different probe rates with a constant rate increment of $\delta_r$ between successive trains. The packet size of the probe traffic and the cross traffic is $l = 1514$ byte including the Ethernet header.

Packet timestamps at the probe sender and receiver are generated at points A and B, respectively, using libpcap at the hosts. We also use a specific endace DAG measurement card to obtain accurate reference timestamps. The timestamps are used to compute $r_{in}$ and $r_{out}$ for each packet train.

We generate two training data sets for a single tight link with exponential cross traffic. In data set (i) the capacity of the tight link and the access links is $C = 100$ Mbps. Exponential cross traffic with an average rate of $\lambda = 25, 50, \text{and } 75$ Mbps is used to generate different available bandwidths. In data set (ii) the capacity of the tight link is set to $C = 50$ Mbps and the exponential cross traffic has an average rate of $\lambda = 12.5, 25, \text{and } 37.5$ Mbps, respectively. In both cases the probe streams comprise packet trains of $n = 100$ packets sent at $k = 20$ different rates with rate increment $\delta_r = 5$ Mbps. For each configuration 100 repeated experiments are performed.

For training of the neural network, we first implement an autoencoder for each layer separately and then fine-tune the network using scaled conjugate gradient (scg). Given a regression network, we optimize the L2-error requiring approximately 1000 epochs until convergence is achieved. Training of the network (using Matlab) takes approximately 30 seconds. Due to the limited amount of training data (600 experiments overall in both training data sets), the shallow network with a small amount of hidden neurons allows training without much overfitting.

### C. Evaluation: Exponential Cross Traffic, Single Tight Link

We train the neural network using the two training data sets and generate additional data sets for testing. The test data is generated for the same network configuration as the training data set (i), i.e., using exponential cross traffic of 25, 50, and 75 Mbps at a single tight link of 100 Mbps capacity. We also consider other cross traffic rates of 12.5, 37.5, 62.5, and 87.5 Mbps that have not been included in the training data set (i) to see how well the neural network interpolates and extrapolates. We repeat each experiment 100 times so that we obtain 100 bandwidth estimates for each configuration. We compare the performance of the neural network-based method with the two model-based reference implementations of an iterative and a direct estimation method. All three methods generate available bandwidth estimates from the same measurement data.

1) **Testing:** The testing results of the neural network-based method are summarized in Fig. 4(a) compared to the results of the direct and the iterative method. We show the average of the available bandwidth estimates with error bars that depict the standard deviation of the estimates. The variability of the available bandwidth estimates is due to a number of reasons as discussed in Sec. I-A. Particularly, the exponential cross traffic deviates from the fluid model and causes random fluctuations of the measurements of $r_{out}$.

The variability of the available bandwidth estimates of the direct method is comparably large and the average under-
estimates the true available bandwidth. The iterative method shows less variability but tends to overestimate the available bandwidth. This is a consequence of the threshold test, where a lower threshold increases the responsiveness of the test but makes it more sensitive to random fluctuations. The neural network-based method improves the bandwidth estimates significantly. The average matches the true available bandwidth and the variability is low. The good performance of the neural network is not unexpected as it has been trained for the same network parameters.

2) Interpolation: Next, we consider cross traffic of the same type, i.e., exponential, however, with a different rate that has not been included in the training data. First, we consider cross traffic rates of 37.5 and 62.5 Mbps that fall into the range of rates 25, 50, and 75 Mbps that have been used for training, hence the neural network has to interpolate. The results in Fig. 4(b) show that the available bandwidth estimates of the neural network-based method are consistent also in this case.

3) Extrapolation: Fig. 4(c) depicts available bandwidth estimates for cross traffic rates of 12.5 and 87.5 Mbps. These rates fall outside the range of rates that have been included in the training data set so that the neural network has to extrapolate. The results of the neural network-based method are nevertheless highly accurate, with a noticeable underestimation of 5 Mbps on average only in case of a true available bandwidth of 87.5 Mbps. A reason for the lower accuracy that is observed when the available bandwidth approaches the capacity is that fewer measurements are on the characteristic upward line segment, see Fig. 2 that is also used for estimation by the direct method.

D. Network Parameter Variation Beyond the Training Data

We investigate the sensitivity of the neural network with respect to a variation of network parameters that differ substantially from the training data set. Specifically, we investigate two cases that are known to be hard in bandwidth estimation. These are cross traffic with high burstiness, and networks with multiple tight links.

1) Burstiness of Cross Traffic: To evaluate how the neural network-based method performs in the presence of cross traffic with an unknown burstiness, we consider three different types of cross traffic: constant bit rate (CBR) that has no burstiness as assumed by the probe rate model, moderate burstiness due to exponential packet inter-arrival times, and heavy burstiness due to Pareto inter-arrival times with infinite variance, caused by a shape parameter of $\alpha = 1.5$. The average rate of the cross traffic is $\lambda = 50$ Mbps in all cases. As before, the tight link capacity and the access links capacities are $C = 100$ Mbps.

The burstiness of the cross traffic can cause queueing at the tight link even if the probe rate is below the average available bandwidth, i.e., if $t_{in} < C - \lambda$. This effect is not captured by the fluid model. It causes a deviation from the ideal rate response curve as depicted in Fig. 2 that is maximal at $C - \lambda$ and blurs the bend that marks the available bandwidth. The result is an increase of the variability of available bandwidth estimates as well as an underestimation bias in both direct and iterative bandwidth estimation techniques [1], [14].

Fig. 5 shows the mean and the standard deviation of 100 repeated experiments using the direct and iterative probing techniques and the neural network-based method. The average of the estimates shows a slight underestimation bias compared to the true available bandwidth if the cross traffic burstiness is increased. More pronounced is the effect of the cross traffic burstiness on the standard deviation of the bandwidth estimates. While for CBR cross traffic the estimates are close to deterministic, the variability of the estimates increases significantly if the cross traffic is bursty. The neural network, that has been trained for exponential cross traffic only, performs almost perfectly in case of CBR cross traffic and shows good results with less variability compared to the direct and iterative techniques also for the case of Pareto cross traffic.

2) Multiple Tight Links: To test the neural network with multiple tight links, we extend our network from single-hop to multi-hop as shown in Fig. 3. The path-persistent probe streams experience single hop-persistent exponential cross-traffic with average rate $\lambda = 50$ Mbps while traversing...
multiple tight links of capacity \( C = 100 \text{ Mbps} \). The capacity of the access links is 1 Gbps.

In case of multiple tight links, the probe stream has a constant rate \( r_{\text{in}} \) with a defined input gap \( \delta_{\text{in}} \) only at the first link. For the following links, the input gaps have a random structure as they are the output gaps from the preceding links. At each additional link the probe stream interacts with new, bursty cross traffic. This causes lower probe output rates and results in underestimation of the available bandwidth in multihop networks [1], [13], [14].

In Fig. 6 we show the results from 100 repeated measurements for networks with 1 up to 4 tight links. The model-based methods, direct and iterative, as well as the neural network-based method underestimate the available bandwidth with increasing number of tight links. The reason is that the model as well as the training of the neural network consider only a single tight link. Training the neural network for multiple tight links is an interesting topic for future research. The estimates of the neural network show the least variability.

**IV. VARIATION OF THE TIGHT LINK CAPACITY**

So far, we used test data sets that cover a tight link capacity of \( C = 100 \text{ Mbps} \) sampled with equidistantly spaced probe rates \( r_{\text{in}} \) with an increment of \( \delta_r = 5 \text{ Mbps} \). Since our implementation of the neural network-based method is scale-invariant (within the limits of the fluid model), we expect that the method can perform bandwidth estimation also, e.g., in case of a tight link with \( C = 50 \text{ Mbps} \) sampled at increments of \( \delta_r = 2.5 \text{ Mbps} \). If the capacity is, however, unknown, the increment \( \delta_r \) cannot be adequately scaled and the measurement data will differ fundamentally. For this reason we include the training data set (ii) that is obtained for a single tight link with \( C = 50 \text{ Mbps} \) sampled at increments of \( \delta_r = 5 \text{ Mbps} \). We test the neural network with data sets for \( C = 50, 100, \) and 200 Mbps.

**A. Estimation of Available Bandwidth and Capacity**

We perform testing using measurement data obtained for probe rates \( r_{\text{in}} \) with increments of \( \delta_r = 5 \text{ Mbps} \). The network has a single tight link with unknown available bandwidth \( A \) and unknown capacity \( C \). In the evaluation we consider \( C = 50 \text{ and } 100 \text{ Mbps} \) and exponential cross traffic with rates \( \lambda = 0.25 \text{, } 0.5 \text{, and } 0.75 \text{ C} \), respectively. We use the neural network to estimate both \( A \) and \( C \).

In Fig. 7 we compare the available bandwidth estimates for \( A = C - \lambda = 25 \text{ Mbps} \). The results confirm that the neural network estimates the available bandwidth correctly, regardless of the capacity of the tight link. We omit further results for reasons of space and note that the neural network also estimates the capacity, i.e., 50 or 100 Mbps, with little error.

**B. Capacity and Parameter Scaling**

Next, we consider a proportional scaling of the network and probing parameters. In detail, the network has a single tight link with capacity \( C = 50, 100, \) or 200 Mbps with exponential cross traffic with rate \( \lambda = 0.25 \text{, } 0.5 \text{, or } 0.75 \text{ C} \). The probing is performed at rate increments of \( \delta_r = 2.5, 5, \text{ and } 10 \text{ Mbps} \), respectively. We note that only the case \( C = 100 \text{ Mbps} \) and \( \delta_r = 5 \text{ Mbps} \) is included in the training data set whereas the others are not. The available bandwidth estimates for \( \lambda = 0.5 \text{ C} \) are presented in Fig. 8. The results confirm the utility of the scale-invariant implementation of the neural network-based method that achieves precise estimates.

---

**Fig. 5.** Bandwidth estimates for different types of cross traffic burstiness. An increase of the burstiness causes a higher variability of the bandwidth estimates as well as an underestimation bias.

**Fig. 6.** Multiple tight links with capacity \( C = 100 \text{ Mbps} \) in the presence of single hop-persistent exponential cross traffic with an average rate \( \lambda = 50 \text{ Mbps} \). All methods tend to underestimate the available bandwidth in case of multiple tight links.

**Fig. 7.** Available bandwidth estimates for tight links with different capacities of \( C = 50 \text{ and } 100 \text{ Mbps} \), respectively, and \( A = 25 \text{ Mbps} \) available bandwidth.
in all cases. We omit showing results of the capacity estimation that was generally successful with little estimation error.

V. ITERATIVE NEURAL NETWORK-BASED METHOD

State-of-the-art iterative probing methods perform a search for the available bandwidth by varying the probe rate $r_{in}$ until $r_{in}$ converges to the available bandwidth. Pathload [6] uses statistical tests to determine whether $r_{in}$ exceeds the available bandwidth or not and performs a binary search to adapt $r_{in}$ iteratively. The recent method [17] adopts Pathload’s binary search algorithm but uses machine learning instead of statistical tests to determine whether $r_{in}$ exceeds the available bandwidth or not.

We propose an iterative neural network-based method that differs from [17] in several respects. Most importantly our method (a) determines the next probe rate by a neural network, that is trained to select the probe rate that improves the bandwidth estimate most, instead of using the binary search algorithm, and (b) it includes the information of all previous probe rates to estimate the available bandwidth instead of considering only the current probe rate. Our implementation comprises two parts. First, we train the neural network to cope with input vectors that are not fully populated. Second, we create another neural network that recommends the most beneficial probe rates.

A. Partly Populated Input Vectors

An iterative method will only use a limited set of probe rates. Correspondingly, we mark the entries of the input vector that have not been measured as invalid by setting $r_{in}/r_{out} = 0$. To obtain a neural network that can deal with such partly populated input vectors, we perform training using the training data sets (i) and (ii) where we repeatedly erase a random number of entries at random positions. When testing the neural network we erase entries in the same way.

In Fig. 9 we show the absolute error of the available bandwidth estimates that are obtained by the neural network if $m \in [1, k]$ randomly selected entries of the $k$-dimensional input vector are given. The bars show the average error and the standard deviation of the error. The data set used for testing is the same as the one used for Fig. 4(a) previously, i.e., $C = 100$ Mbps and $A \in [25, 50, 75]$ Mbps. We show the combined results for all values of $A$. The average error shows a clear improvement with increasing $m$ whereas the standard deviation first grows slightly up to $m = 5$ before it eventually starts to improve. The reason is that for $m = 1$ the information is not sufficient to identify the two unknown parameters capacity and available bandwidth. Hence, the neural network first reports conservative estimates in the middle range. For comparison, by guessing 50 Mbps in all cases the average error is 16.6 Mbps for the given test data set. With increasing $m$ the neural network starts to distinguish the range of $A \in [25, 50, 75]$ Mbps but tends to frequent misclassifications that can cause large errors. These misclassifications are mostly resolved when increasing $m$ further. We observe the same trend also for the error of the capacity estimates that shows a high correlation with the error of the available bandwidth estimates. Hence, we omit showing the results.

B. Recommender Network for Probe Rate Selection

When adding entries to the partly populated input vector of the neural network, the average estimation error improves. The amount of the improvement depends, however, on the position of the a priori unknown entry that is added, as well as on the $m$ entries that are already given, i.e., their position and value. We use a second neural network that learns this interrelation. Using this knowledge, the neural network acts as a recommender that given a partly populated input vector selects the next probe rate, i.e., the next entry, that is expected to improve the accuracy of the bandwidth estimate most. The recommender network takes the $k = 20$-dimensional input vector of values $r_{in}/r_{out}$ has 80 hidden neurons, and generates a $k$-dimensional output vector of estimation errors that apply if the entry $r_{in}/r_{out}$ is added at the respective position. Given the output vector, the rate $r_{in}$ that minimizes the estimation error is selected for probing next.

Fig. 10 shows how the recommender network improves the error of the bandwidth estimates compared to the random selection of probe rates in Fig. 9. Starting at 5 selected probe rates, the average estimation error as well as the standard deviation of the error are small and adding further probe
that certain probe rates, e.g., those on the horizontal line at $r_{\text{in}}/r_{\text{out}} = 1$ in Fig. 2, provide little additional information. We conclude that the recommender can effectively control the selection of probe rates to avoid those rates that contribute little. In this way, the recommender can save a considerable amount of probe traffic.

VI. CONCLUSION

We investigated how neural networks can be used to benefit measurement-based available bandwidth estimation. We proposed a method that is motivated by the characteristic rate response curve of a network. Our method takes a vector of ratios of equidistantly spaced probe rates at the sender and at the receiver $r_{\text{in}}/r_{\text{out}}$ as input to a neural network to estimate the available bandwidth and the bottleneck capacity. We use ratios of data rates and a suitable normalization to achieve an implementation that is scale-invariant with respect to the network capacity. We conducted a comprehensive measurement study in a controlled network testbed. Our results showed that neural networks can significantly improve available bandwidth estimates by reducing bias and variability. This holds true also for network configurations that have not been included in the training data set, such as different types and intensities of cross-traffic, multiple tight links, and different bottleneck capacities. To reduce the amount of probe traffic, we implemented an iterative method that varies the probe rate adaptively. The selection of probe rates is performed by a neural network that acts as a recommender. The recommender effectively selects the probe rates that reduce the estimation error most quickly.
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Abstract—Motivated by various surveillance applications, we consider wireless devices that periodically generate computationally intensive tasks. The devices aim at maximizing their performance by choosing when to perform the computations and whether or not to offload their computations to a cloud resource via one of multiple wireless access points. We propose a game theoretic model of the problem, give insight into the structure of equilibrium allocations and provide an efficient algorithm for computing pure strategy Nash equilibria. Extensive simulation results show that the performance in equilibrium is significantly better than in a system without coordination of the timing of the tasks’ execution, and the proposed algorithm has an average computational complexity that is linear in the number of devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile edge computing (MEC) is considered to become an enabler of a variety of Internet of Things (IoT) applications that are based on a pervasive deployment of wireless sensors. Examples range from water pipeline surveillance [1], through pursuit problems and discrete manufacturing [2] to body area networks [3]. Many of these applications involve the periodic collection of sensory data, which need to be processed timely to enable control decisions. Processing often requires some form of data analytics, e.g., visual analysis, which is computationally demanding.

The key advantage of MEC compared to centralized cloud infrastructures is that computational resources are located close to the network edge [4]. Thus, even though MEC infrastructures may be less resource-rich than centralized clouds, such as Microsoft Azure or AWS, due to their proximity to the sensors they may be able to provide response times that make them suitable for computation offloading for real-time applications.

The proximity of MEC resources makes low response times for individual sensors possible, but when multiple wireless sensors attempt to offload to the MEC simultaneously, the response times might increase due to contention for the communication and the computational resources [5], [6], [7]. Coordination is thus essential for maintaining low response times in the case of MEC computation offloading.

Coordination for offloading periodic tasks involves deciding whether or not to offload the computations, deciding which of the available wireless communication channels to use for offloading, and in the case of periodic tasks, it involves deciding when to collect sensory data and when to offload the computation. In addition coordination should respect that sensors may be managed by different entities, with individual interests. The resulting coordination problem not only has a huge solution space with a combinatorial structure, but it also requires consideration of the potentially diverse requirements of the sensors in terms of response time and energy consumption for performing the computation. Efficient coordination of computation offloading for wireless sensors with periodic tasks is thus a complex problem.

In this paper we address this problem by considering the allocation of cloud and wireless resources among wireless devices that generate tasks periodically. The devices can choose the time slot in which to perform their periodic task, and can decide whether to offload their computation to a cloud through one of many access points or to perform the computation locally. We provide a game theoretical treatment of the problem, and prove the existence of pure strategy Nash equilibria. Our proof provides a characterization of the structure of the equilibria, and serves as an efficient decentralized algorithm for coordinating the offloading decisions of the wireless devices. We use extensive simulations to assess the benefits of coordinated computation offloading compared to uncoordinated computation offloading where devices choose a time slot at random, and in the chosen time slot play an equilibrium allocation. Our results show that the proposed algorithm computes equilibria with good system performance in a variety of scenarios in terms of task periodicity, the number of devices and the number of access points.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the system model and the problem formulation. In Section III we present algorithmic and analytical results. In Section IV we show numerical results and in Section V we discuss related work. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a computation offloading system that consists of $N$ devices, $A$ access points (APs) and a cloud service. We denote by $\mathcal{N} = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ and $\mathcal{A} = \{1, 2, \ldots, A\}$ the set of devices and the set of APs, respectively. Each device generates a computationally intensive task periodically every $T$ time units. Device $i$’s task is characterized by the mean size $D_i$ of the input data and by the mean number of CPU cycles $L_i$ required to perform the computation. We make the reasonable assumption that the number $X$ of CPU cycles required per bit can be modeled by a random variable following a Gamma distribution [8], [9], and assume $E[X]$ to be known from previous measurements. Thus, assuming independence the mean number of CPU cycles can be expressed as $L_i = D_i E[X]$.

We consider that time is partitioned into $T$ time slots, and we denote by $\mathcal{T} = \{1, 2, \ldots, T\}$ the set of time slots. Each device can choose one time slot in which it wants
to perform the computation and in the chosen time slot it can decide whether to perform the computation locally or to offload the computation to the cloud server through one of the APs. Therefore, each device \( i \in \mathcal{N} \) can choose one element of the set \( \mathcal{D}_i = \{ A \cup \emptyset \} \times \mathcal{T} \), where \( \emptyset \) corresponds to local computing. We denote by \( d_i \in \mathcal{D}_i \), the decision of MU \( i \), and refer to it as its strategy. We refer to the collection \( \mathbf{d} = (d_i)_{i \in \mathcal{N}} \) as a strategy profile, and we denote by \( \mathcal{D} = \times_{i \in \mathcal{N}} \mathcal{D}_i \) the set of all feasible strategy profiles. The considered model of homogeneous task periodicities is reasonable for surveillance of homogeneous physical phenomena, we leave the case of heterogeneous periodicities to be subject of future work.

For a strategy profile \( \mathbf{d} \) we denote by \( O_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) = \{ i | d_i = (t, a) \} \) the set of devices that offload using AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \), and we denote by \( n_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) = | O_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) | \) the number of devices that use AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \). Furthermore, we define the set of all devices that offload in time slot \( t \) as \( O_t(\mathbf{d}) = \cup_{a \in A} O_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) \), and the total number of devices that offload in time slot \( t \) as \( n_t(\mathbf{d}) = \sum_{a \in A} n_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) \). Finally, we denote by \( O(\mathbf{d}) = \cup_{t \in \mathcal{T}} O_t(\mathbf{d}) \) the set of all devices that offload in strategy profile \( \mathbf{d} \).

### A. Local computing

In the case of local computing each device has to use its own computing resources in order to perform the computation. We consider that different devices may have different computational capabilities and we denote by \( F_i^L \) the computational capability of device \( i \). Furthermore, we consider that the computational capability \( F_i^L \) of device \( i \) is independent of the chosen time slot, and hence the time that is needed for device \( i \) to perform its computation task that requires \( L_i \) CPU cycles can be expressed as

\[
T_i^L = L_i / F_i^L.
\]

In order to express the energy consumption in the case of local computing we denote by \( v_i \) the energy consumption per CPU cycle [10], and we express the energy that device \( i \) would spend on performing a computation task that requires \( L_i \) CPU cycles as

\[
E_i^L = v_i L_i.
\]

### B. Computation offloading

In the case of computation offloading the computation is performed in the cloud, but the input data for the computation task need to be transmitted through one of the APs. In what follows we introduce our communication and computation models that describe how the wireless medium and the cloud computing resources are shared among devices that offload their tasks, respectively.

1) Communication model: We consider that the uplink rate \( \omega_{i,t,a}(\mathbf{d}) \) that device \( i \) can achieve if it offloads through AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \) is a non-increasing function \( f_a(n_{t,a}(\mathbf{d})) \) of the number \( n_{t,a}(\mathbf{d}) \) of devices that use the same AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \). Furthermore, we consider that each device is characterized by PHY rate \( R_i,a \), which depends on device specific parameters such as physical layer signal characteristics and the channel conditions. Therefore, the uplink rate of device \( i \) on AP \( a \) can be different from the uplink rates of the other devices on the same AP and can be expressed as

\[
\omega_{i,t,a}(\mathbf{d}) = R_{i,a} \times f_a(n_{t,a}(\mathbf{d})).
\]

This communication model can be used to model throughput sharing mechanisms in TDMA and OFDMA based MAC protocols [11].

Given the uplink rate \( \omega_{i,t,a}(\mathbf{d}) \), the time needed for device \( i \) to transmit the input data of size \( D_i \) through AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \) can be expressed as

\[
T_{i,t,a}^{tx}(\mathbf{d}) = D_i / \omega_{i,t,a}(\mathbf{d}).
\]

We consider that every device \( i \) knows the transmit power \( P_{i,a} \) that it would use to transmit the data through AP \( a \), where \( P_{i,a} \) may be determined using one of the power control algorithms proposed in [12], [13]. The transmit power \( P_{i,a} \) and the transmission time \( T_{i,t,a}^{tx}(\mathbf{d}) \) determine the energy consumption of device \( i \) for transmitting the input data of size \( D_i \) through AP \( a \) in time slot \( t \)

\[
E_{i,t,a}^{tx}(\mathbf{d}) = P_{i,a} T_{i,t,a}^{tx}(\mathbf{d}).
\]

2) Computation model: We denote by \( F^C \) the computational capability of the cloud service, and we consider that the computational capability \( F_i^C \) of device \( i \) would receive from the cloud in time slot \( t \) is a non-increasing function \( f_i(n_t(\mathbf{d})) \) of the total number \( n_t(\mathbf{d}) \) of devices that offload in time slot \( t \)

\[
F_{i,t}^{C}(\mathbf{d}) = F^C \times f_i(n_t(\mathbf{d})).
\]

Therefore, the time needed for performing device \( i \)'s task in the cloud may be different in different time slots, and given the number \( L_i \) of CPU cycles needed for the computation task it can be expressed as

\[
T_{i,t}^{C}(\mathbf{d}) = L_i / F_{i,t}^{C}(\mathbf{d}).
\]

We consider that a single time slot is long enough for performing each user’s task both in the case of local computing and in the case of computation offloading. This assumption is reasonable in the case of real time applications, where the worst-case task completion time must be less than a fraction of the periodicity.

Figure 1 shows an example of a mobile cloud computing system where devices can choose one slot out of four time slots to perform the computation. In the case of computation offloading, each device in the chosen time slot can offload its task to the cloud through one of three APs, e.g., in time slot 1 devices 1 and 2 offload their tasks through AP 1, device 3 offloads its task through AP 3, and device 4 performs the computation locally.
C. Cost Model

We consider that devices are interested in minimizing a linear combination of their computing time and their energy consumption, and denote by $0 \leq \gamma_i^T, \gamma_i^E \leq 1$ the corresponding weights, respectively. We can then express the cost of device $i$ in the case of local computation as

$$C_i^0 = \gamma_i^T T_i^0 + \gamma_i^E E_i^0.$$  

Similarly, we can express the cost of device $i$ in the case of offloading through AP $a$ in time slot $t$ as

$$C_i^{c} = \gamma_i^T (T_i^{e}(T_{i,t}^e(d)|T_{i,t}^{a}(d)) + \gamma_i^E E_i^{e}(T_{i,t}^{a}(d)), \ (9)$$

In (9) we made the common assumption that the time needed to transmit the result of the computation from the cloud service to the device can be neglected [5], [14], [15], [7], because for many applications (e.g., object recognition, tracking) the size of the output data is significantly smaller than the size $D_i$ of the input data. We can thus express the cost of device $i$ in strategy profile $d$ as

$$C_i(d) = \sum_{d_i \in T \times \{0\}} I_{(t,0)}(d_i) C_{i,0} + \sum_{d_i \in T \times A} I_{(t,a)}(d_i) C_{i,(t,a)}(d), \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where $I_{(t,a)}(d_i)$ is the indicator function, i.e., $I_{(t,a)}(d_i) = 1$ if $d_i = (t, d)$ and $I_{(t,a)}(d_i) = 0$ otherwise.

D. Multi-slot computation offloading game

We consider that the objective of each device is to minimize its own total cost (10), i.e., to find a strategy

$$d_i^* \in \arg \min_{d_i \in \mathcal{D}_i} C_i(d_i, d_{-i}), \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where $C_i(d_i, d_{-i})$ is the cost of device $i$ if it chooses strategy $d_i$ given the strategies $d_{-i}$ of the other devices. Since devices may be autonomous entities with individual interests, we model the problem as a strategic game $\Gamma = \langle N, (\mathcal{D}_i), (C_i)\rangle$, in which the set of players is the set of devices (we use these two terms interchangeably). We refer to the game as the multi-slot computation offloading game (MSCOG). The MSCOG is a player specific network congestion game, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Our objective is to answer the fundamental question whether there is a strategy profile from which no device would want to deviate, i.e., a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

Definition 1. A pure strategy Nash equilibrium (NE) is a strategy profile $d^*$ in which all players play their best replies to each other’s strategies, that is,

$$C_i(d_i^*, d_{-i}^*) \leq C_i(d_i, d_{-i}^*), \forall d_i \in \mathcal{D}_i, \forall i \in N.$$

Given a strategy profile $d = (d_i, d_{-i})$, an improvement step of device $i$ is a strategy $d'_i$ such that $C_i(d_i', d_{-i}) < C_i(d_i, d_{-i})$. A best improvement step is an improvement step that is a best reply. A (best) improvement path is a sequence of strategy profiles in which one device at a time changes its strategy through performing a (best) improvement step. We refer to the device that makes the best improvement step as the deviator. Observe that no device can perform a best improvement step in a NE.

III. Computing Equilibria

A. Single time slot ($T = 1$)

We start with considering the case $T = 1$, i.e., a single time slot.

Theorem 1. The MSCOG for $T = 1$ possesses a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

Proof. We prove the result by showing that the game is best response equivalent to a player specific congestion game $\Gamma$ on a parallel network, i.e., a singleton player specific congestion game [16]. Observe that if $T = 1$ we contract the edge $(v, d)$ in the network shown in Fig. 2, i.e., if we replace the edge $(v, d)$ and its two end vertices $v$ and $d$ by a single vertex, then we obtain a parallel network. Let us define the local computation cost of player $i$ in $\Gamma$ as $C_i^0(N - n_i(d)) = C_i^0(f_i(1 + n_i(d)) + c$, and the cost of offloading through AP $a$ as $f_{i,a} n_{(t,a)(d)} = f_{i,a} n_{(t,a)(d)} + c$, where $c$ is a suitably chosen constant to make all costs non-negative. Observe that due to the contraction of the edge $(v, d)$ the offloading cost is $C_i^0 = f_{i,a} n_{(t,a)(d)}$, and thus the difference between the cost function of player $i$ in $\Gamma$ and that in $\Gamma'$ only depends on the strategies of the other players. This in fact implies that $\Gamma$ and $\Gamma'$ are best-response equivalent, and thus they have identical sets of pure strategy Nash equilibria. Since $\Gamma'$ is a singleton player specific congestion game, it has a NE, and so does $\Gamma$, which proves the result.

Furthermore, a Nash equilibrium of the MSCOG can be found in polynomial time.

Corollary 1. Consider a MSCOG with $T = 1$ and $N$ players. Let $d^*$ be a Nash equilibrium of the game, and consider that a new player is added to the game. Then there is a sequence of best responses that leads to a NE.

Proof. The result follows from the best response equivalence to $\Gamma'$, and from the proof of Theorem 2 in [17].

Unfortunately, the contraction technique used in the proof of Theorem 1 cannot be applied for $T > 1$, as the resulting game would no longer be a congestion game.

B. Multiple time slots ($T \geq 1$)

In order to answer the question for $T \geq 1$ we first show that if a pure strategy NE exists for $T \geq 1$ then its structure cannot be arbitrary.

Theorem 2. Assume that $d^*$ is a NE of the MSCOG with $T \geq 1$. Then the following must hold

(i) $\min_{I_{(t,a)}(d')} \leq n_i(d') \leq n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) + 1$ for all $t' \in T$, $n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) + 1$ for some $t' \in T \setminus \{t\}$, then $n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) + 1$ for every $t' \in T \setminus \{t\}$, then

(ii) $\left| n_{i}(d') - n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) \right| = 1$ for $k > 1$ and $t' \neq t$, then

Proof. Clearly, all statements hold for $T = 1$. Assume that $T > 1$ and $\exists t', t' \in T$ such that $n_i(d') > n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) + 1$. Then $\exists a \in A$ such that $n_{i}(d') > n_{i}(d_{-i}^*) + 1$. Therefore, player $i \in O_{(t,a)}(d')$ could decrease her cost by changing
Theorem 3. The MSCOG for $T \geq 1$ possesses a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

We prove the proof in the rest of the section.

C. The MyopicBest (MB) Algorithm

We prove Theorem 3 using the MB algorithm, shown in Fig. 3. The MB algorithm adds players one at a time, and lets them play their best replies given the other players’ strategies. Our proof is thus based on an induction in the number of players, and starts with the following result.

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of the MB algorithm.

the strategy to offloading through AP $a$ in time slot $t'$. This contradicts $d^*$ being a NE and proves (i).

We continue by proving (ii). Assume that there is an AP $a$ such that $n_{t,a}(d^*) > n_{t',a}(d^*)+1$ holds. Since $n_{t,a}(d^*) = n_{t',a}(d^*)+1$, we have that player $i \in O_{t,a}(d^*)$ could decrease her cost by changing the strategy from $(t',a)$ to $(t,a)$. This contradicts $d^*$ being a NE and proves (ii).

Finally, we prove (iii). First, assume that $n_{t,a}(d^*) < n_{t',a}(d^*)$. Since $n_{t,a}(d^*) < n_{t',a}(d^*)-1$, we have that player $i \in O_{t,a}(d^*)$ could decrease her cost by changing the strategy from $(t,a)$ to $(t',a)$. This contradicts $d^*$ being a NE and proves that $n_{t,a}(d^*) \leq n_{t',a}(d^*)$.

In what follows we prove our main result concerning the existence of an equilibria in general case.

Theorem 3. The MSCOG for $T \geq 1$ possesses a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.

We provide the proof in the rest of the section.
allows only players that play the same strategy as the last
deviator to perform best improvement steps. Furthermore, if
\[ d = (d^*_t, d^*(N-1)), \]
then
\[ n_{(t,a)}(d') = n_{(t,a)}(d') \]
for every \((t,a) \in T \times A\), and thus \(d'\) is a NE.

Otherwise, if player \(j\)'s best improvement step is \((t', b) \in T \times A \setminus \{(t,a)\}\), then
\[ n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d) + 1 \]
holds, and we can have one of the following: (1) there is no player \(j' \in O_{(t',b)}(d')\) that wants to deviate from \((t', b)\), (2) there is a player \(j' \in O_{(t',b)}(d)\) that wants to deviate from \((t', b)\).

If case (1) happens then the DPD algorithm terminates, because there is no player that plays the same strategy as the last deviator and that can decrease its cost using the DPD algorithm. Otherwise, if case (2) happens then a new best improvement step can be triggered, which will bring the system to a state where \(n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d)\) holds.

In what follows we show that none of the players that has changed its offloading strategy in one of the previous best improvement steps would have an incentive to deviate again. Let us consider a player \(j\) that changed its strategy from \((t',b)\) to another offloading strategy, and let us assume that in one of the subsequent best improvement steps one of the players changes its offloading strategy to \((t', b)\), and thus it brings the system to a state where \(n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d) + 1\) holds. We observe that player \(j\) that has changed its strategy from \((t,a)\) to \((t',b)\) before player \(j'\) deviated from \((t',b)\) would have no incentive to deviate from its strategy \((t',b)\) after a new player starts offloading through AP \(b\) in time slot \(t'\). This is because \((t', b)\) was its best response while player \(j'\) was still offloading through AP \(b\) in time slot \(t'\), i.e., while \(n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d) + 1\) was true. Therefore, a new best improvement step can be triggered only if there is another player that wants to change from \((t', b)\) to another offloading strategy. If this happens, \(n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d)\) will hold again, and thus the maximum number of players that offload through AP \(b\) in time slot \(t'\) will be at most \(n_{(t',b)}(d) + 1\) in all subsequent best improvement steps. Consequently, player \(j\) would have no incentive to leave AP \(b\) in time slot \(t'\) in the subsequent steps. Therefore, each player deviates at most once in a best improvement path generated by the DPD algorithm, and thus the algorithm terminates in at most \(N - 1\) best improvement steps, which proves the proposition.

The DPD algorithm may be called multiple times during the execution of the MB algorithm, but as we show next for any fixed \(N\), it is called a finite number of times.

**Proposition 2.** The DPD algorithm is executed a finite number of times for any particular \(N\).

**Proof.** Let us assume that the DPD algorithm has been called at least once during the execution of the MB algorithm, and let us denote by \(d'\) the most recent strategy profile computed by the DPD algorithm. Now, let us assume that in the next best improvement step generated by the MB algorithm a player \(i \in O(d') \cup L(d')\) changes its strategy to \((t,a) \in T \times A\). Starting from a strategy profile \(d = ((t,a), d^*_t)\) players \(j \in O_{(t,a)}(d)\) are allowed to perform the next best improvement step using the DPD algorithm.

Observe that players \(j' \in O_{(t,a)}(d')\) that in the previous best improvement steps changed their strategy to \((t,a)\) using the DPD algorithm and triggered one of the players to leave the same strategy \((t,a)\) would have no incentive to perform a best improvement step using the DPD algorithm. This is because the previous deviators \(j' \in O_{(t,a)}(d')\) brought \(n_{(t,a)}(d')\) to its maximum, that is to \(n_{(t,a)}(d')(N-1) + 1\), which decreased again to \(n_{(t,a)}(d')(N-1)\) after the next deviator left strategy \((t,a)\).

Since the number of previous deviators \(j' \in O_{(t,a)}(d')\) that have no incentive to perform a new best improvement step using the DPD algorithm increases with every new best improvement path generated by the DPD algorithm, players will stop performing best improvement steps using the DPD algorithm eventually, which proves the proposition.

So far we have proven that the DPD algorithm generates a finite number of finite best improvement paths. In the following we use this result for proving the convergence of the MB algorithm.

**Proof of Theorem 3.** We continue with considering all conditions under which the DPD algorithm may have terminated. First, let us assume that the last deviator’s best improvement step is a strategy within time slot \(t'\). The proof of Proposition 1 shows that the DPD algorithm terminates if one of the following happens: (i) starting from a strategy profile \(d = (d_t^*, d^*(N-1))\) all players performed their best improvement steps, (ii) some players did not deviate and the last deviator’s strategy was \((t',0)\), i.e., the last deviator changed to local computing in time slot \(t'\), (iii) some players did not deviate and there was no player that wanted to change from the last deviator’s strategy \((t', b) \in T \times A\).

Let us first consider case (i), and the last deviator that performed its best improvement step. If its best improvement step was to stop to offload, \(n_{(t,a)}(d') = n_{(t,a)}(d^*(N-1))\) holds for every \((t,a) \in T \times A\). Otherwise, if a best improvement step of the last deviator was to change its offloading strategy to \((t', b)\), we have that \(n_{(t,a)}(d') \geq n_{(t,a)}(d^*(N-1))\) for every \((t,a) \in T \times A\), where the strict inequality holds only for \((t', b)\), and \(n_{(t',b)}(d') = n_{(t',b)}(d^*(N-1)) + 1\). Since there is no offloading strategy for which the number of offloaders is less than the number of offloaders in the NE \(d^*(N-1)\), there is no player \(j \in O(d')\) that can decrease its offloading cost. Furthermore, there is no player that wants to change its strategy from local computing to offloading, and thus a strategy profile computed by the DPD algorithm is a NE.

If case (ii) or case (iii) happen the MB algorithm allows players that offload in the same time slot as the last deviator to perform any type of best improvement steps. Furthermore, if case (ii) happens and there are no APs with decreased number of offloaders compared with the NE \(d^*(N-1)\), i.e., \(n_{(t,a)}(d') = n_{(t,a)}(d^*(N-1))\) holds for every \((t,a) \in T \times A\), then the strategy profile \(d'\) computed by the DPD algorithm is a NE. Observe that \(n_{(t,a)}(d') = n_{(t,a)}(d^*(N-1))\) holds for every \((t,a) \in T \times A\) if strategy profile \(d'\) is obtained by the DPD algorithm starting from strategy profile \(d = (d_t^*, d^*(N-1))\).

Otherwise, if case (ii) happens such that there is a strategy \((t,a) \in T \times A\) for which \(n_{(t,a)}(d') < n_{(t,a)}(d^*(N-1))\) holds, then players \(j \in O_{(t,a)}(d')\) that offload in the same time slot as the last deviator may want to change their offloading strategy to \((t,a)\). Let us assume that there is a player...
\begin{align*}
j \in O_t(d') \text{ that wants to change its offloading strategy to } (t, a) \text{ and let us denote by } d \text{ a resulting strategy profile. Since } n_{t,a}(d) = n_{t,a}(d') + 1 \text{ and } n(d) = n(d') + 1 \text{ hold, some players } j \in O_{t,a}(d) \text{ may want to perform a best improvement step using the DPD algorithm, which can happen only a finite number of times according to Proposition 2.}
\end{align*}

We continue the analysis by considering case (iii). Observe that if there is a strategy \((t, a)\) for which \(n_{t,a}(d') < n_{t,a}(d'(N-1))\) players \(j \in O_t(d')\) that offload in the same time slot as the last deviator may want to change their offloading strategy to \((t, a)\). Furthermore, players \(j \in O_t(d') \setminus O_{t,b}(d')\) may want to stop to offload or to change to any offloading strategy \((t, a) \in T \times A \setminus \{(t', b)\}\) since their cloud computing cost increased. Let us assume that there is a player \(j \in O_t(d')\) that wants to change its offloading strategy to \((t, a)\) or \((t', b)\) to perform a best improvement step using the DPD algorithm, which can happen only a finite number of times according to Proposition 2.

If case (ii) or case (iii) happens and there is no player \(j \in O_t(d')\) that wants to deviate, the MB algorithm allows players from the other time slots \(t \in T \setminus \{t'\}\) to perform best improvement steps using SelfImposeDeviator (SID) algorithm shown in Fig. 5. Observe that players from time slots \(t \in T \setminus \{t'\}\) are not poked to deviate by the other players, and only reason why they could have an incentive to deviate is that \(n_{t,a}(d') < n_{t,a}(d'(N-1))\) holds for some strategies \((t, a) \in T \times A\). The SID algorithm first allows one of the players \(j \in O(d') \setminus O_t(d')\) that already offloads to perform a best improvement step, and if there is no such player the SID algorithm allows one of the players \(j \in L(d')\) that performs computation locally to start to offload. Let us assume that there is a strategy \((t, a)\) for which \(n_{t,a}(d') < n_{t,a}(d'(N-1))\) holds and that there is a player \(i \in O(d') \setminus O_t(d')\) that wants to deviate to strategy \((t, a)\). Denote by \(d\) the resulting strategy profile, after player \(j\) performs its best improvement step. Since \(n_{t,a}(d) = n_{t,a}(d') + 1\) and \(n_{t}(d) = n_{t}(d') + 1\) hold, some players \(j \in O_{t,a}(d)\) may want to perform a best improvement step using the DPD algorithm, which can happen only a finite number of times according to Proposition 2. Finally, let us consider case (iii) such that there is a player \(j \in O_t(d') \setminus O_{t,b}(d')\) that wants to stop to offload because its cloud computing cost increased. Let us denote by \(d\) a strategy profile after player \(j\) changes its strategy from \((t', a) \neq (t', b)\) to local computing. We have that \(n_{t,a}(d') = n_{t,a}(d'(N-1))\) holds and that \(n_{t,a}(d') = n_{t,a}(d'(N-1))\) for players that change their offloading strategy to \((t, a)\) if doing so decreases their offloading cost. We have seen that a best improvement step of this type can trigger the DPD algorithm a finite number of times according to Proposition 2. Now, let us assume that a player \(j' \in O_{t,b}(d),\) where \((t, b) \in T \times A \setminus \{(t', a)\}\), changes its offloading strategy from \((t, b)\) to \((t', a)\), and that by doing so it does not trigger the DPD algorithm. The resulting strategy profile \(d = ((t', a), d_{-j'})\) is such

\begin{algorithm}
1: /*Players that offload and can decrease their offloading cost*/
2: \(D_1=\{j \in O(d)| t, o=\arg\min_{d \in C} C_j(d, d_j) \neq A, d_j \neq (t, a)\}/*Players that compute locally and want to start to offload*/
3: /*Players that compute locally and want to start to offload*/
4: \(D_2=\{j \in L(d)|(t, a)=\arg\min_{d \in C} C_j(d, d_j) \neq A\}/*Players that offload have priority*/
5: if \(|D_1 \cup D_2| = 0\) then
6: return \((d, t, a), A')\)
7: end if
8: if \(D_1 \neq 0\) then
9: Take \(i \in D_1\)
10: else if \(D_2 \neq 0\) then
11: Take \(i \in D_2\)
12: end if
13: \(d_i' = \arg\min_{d \in C} C_j(d, d_{-i})\)
14: Let \((t, a) \leftarrow d'_i\)
15: Update \(A'\)
16: end if
17: return \((d, (t, a), A')\)
\end{algorithm}

Even though the convergence proof of the MB algorithm is fairly involved, the algorithm itself is computationally efficient, as we show next.

**Theorem 5.** When a new player \(i\) enters the game in an equilibrium \(d^*(N-1)\), the MB algorithm computes a new equilibrium \(d^*(N)\) after at most \(N \times T \times A - 2\) best improvement steps.

**Proof.** In the worst case scenario the DPD algorithm generates an \(N - 2\) steps long best improvement path, and a player that offloads in the same time slot as the last deviator, but not through the same AP changes to local computing, because its cloud computing cost increased. Observe that the worst case scenario can happen only if \(|O(d^*(N-1))| = N - 1\) holds. Furthermore, \(N - 2\) players will have an opportunity to deviate using the DPD algorithm shown in Fig. 5.
algorithm and a player that offloads in the same time slot as the last deviator will have an opportunity to stop offload only if \( n(t,a)(d(N-1)) = n(t,b)(d(N-1)) \) holds for every \((t,a),(t,b) \in T \times A\). Furthermore, in the worst case scenario, the best improvement path generated by the DPD algorithm is followed by an \( N \times (T \times A - 1) \) long best improvement path, in which deviators change to a strategy for which the number of offloaders is less than the number of offloaders in the NE \( d(N-1) \) and by doing so they do not trigger the DPD algorithm. Therefore, a NE can be computed in at most \( N - 2 + N \times (T \times A - 1) \) best improvement steps.

By adding players one at a time, it follows that the MB algorithm has quadratic worst case complexity.

**Theorem 6.** The MB algorithm computes a NE allocation in \( O(N^2 \times T \times A) \) time.

**Implementation considerations:** The MB algorithm can be implemented in a decentralized manner, by letting devices perform the best improvement steps one at a time. For computing a best response, besides its local parameters (e.g. \( D_i, L_i, F_i^0 \)), each device \( i \) requires information about achievable uplink rates, available MEC resources, and the number of users sharing the APs and the cloud. In practice these information can be provided by the MEC. As discussed in [5], [18], [7], two main advantages of such a decentralized implementation compared to a centralized one are that the MEC can be relieved from complex centralized management, and devices do not need to reveal their parameters, but only their most recent decisions.

**IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS**

In the following we show simulation results to evaluate the cost performance and the computational efficiency of the MB algorithm. We consider that the devices are placed uniformly at random over a square area of \( 1km \times 1km \), while the APs are placed at random on a regular grid with \( A^2 \) points defined over the area. We consider that the channel gain of device \( i \) to AP \( a \) is proportional to \( d_{i,a}^{-\alpha} \), where \( d_{i,a} \) is the distance between device \( i \) and AP \( a \), and \( \alpha \) is the path loss exponent, which we set to 4 according to the path loss model in urban and suburban areas [19]. For simplicity we assign a bandwidth of \( 5 \) MHz to every AP \( a \), and the data transmit power of \( P_{t,a} \) is drawn from a continuous uniform distribution on \([0.05, 0.18] \) W according to measurements reported in [20]. We consider that the uplink rate of a device connected to an AP \( a \) scales directly proportional with the number of devices offloading through AP \( a \). The computational capability \( F_i^0 \) of device \( i \) is drawn from a continuous uniform distribution on \([0.5, 1] \) GHz, while the computation capability of the cloud is \( F_c = 100 \) GHz [21]. We consider that the computational capability that a device receives from the cloud scales inversely proportional with the number of devices that offload. The input data size \( D_i \) and the number \( L_i \) of CPU cycles required to perform the computation are uniformly distributed on \([0.42, 2] \) Mb and \([0.1, 0.8] \) Gcycles, respectively. The consumed energy per CPU cycle \( v_i \) is set to \( 10^{-11} (F_i^0)^2 \) according to measurements reported in [10], [9]. The weights attributed to energy consumption \( \gamma_i^T \) and the response time \( \gamma_i^T \) are drawn from a continuous uniform distribution on \([0, 1] \).

We use three algorithms as a basis for comparison for the proposed MB algorithm. In the first algorithm players choose a time slot at random, and implement an equilibrium allocation within their chosen time slots. We refer to this algorithm as the RandomSlot (RS) algorithm. The second algorithm considers that all devices perform local execution. The third algorithm is a worst case scenario where all devices choose the same time slot and implement an equilibrium allocation within that time slot. Observe that this corresponds to \( T = 1 \). We define the performance gain of an algorithm as the ratio between the system cost reached when all devices perform local execution and the system cost reached by the algorithm. The results shown are the averages of 100 simulations, together with 95% confidence intervals.

**A. Performance gain vs number of devices**

Fig. 6 shows the performance gain as a function of the number \( N \) of devices for \( A = 4 \) APs. The results show that the performance gain decreases with the number of devices for the MB algorithm for all values of \( T \), for the RS algorithm and for the deterministic worst case \( T = 1 \). This is due to that the APs and the cloud get congested as the number of devices increases. The performance gain of the MB algorithm is up to 50% higher than that of the RS algorithm for \( T > 1 \); the gap between the two algorithms is largest when the ratio \( N/T \) is approximately equal to 4. The reason is that as \( T \) increases the average number of offloaders per time slot remains balanced in the case of the MB algorithm. On the contrary, in the case of the RS algorithm some time slots may be more congested than others, since the players choose their time slot at random. However, the average imbalance in the number of offloaders per time slot decreases as the number of devices increases, thus the results are similar for large values of \( N \). At the same time, the performance gain of the MB algorithm compared to that of the deterministic worst case \( T = 1 \) is almost proportional to the number \( T \) of time slots, and shows that coordination is essential for preventing severe performance degradation. It is also interesting to note that for \( T = 1 \) the performance gain decreases with \( N \) at a much higher rate than for \( T > 1 \), which is due to the fast decrease of the number of offloaders, as we show next.

Fig. 7 shows the ratio of players that offload for the same set of parameters as in Fig. 6. The results show that in the worst case, for \( T = 1 \), the ratio of players that offload decreases almost linearly with \( N \), which explains the fast decrease of the performance gain observed in Fig. 6. On the contrary, for larger values of \( T \) the ratio of players that offload appears less sensitive to \( N \). We observe that the ratio of players that offload is in general higher in equilibrium than in the strategy profile computed by the RS algorithm, which explains the superior performance of MB observed in Fig. 6.

**B. Performance gain vs number of APs**

Fig. 8 shows the performance gain as a function of the number \( A \) of APs for \( N = 50 \) devices. We observe that the performance gain achieved by the algorithms increases
monotonically with the number of APs for all values of \( T \) with a decreasing marginal gain. The reason is that once \( T \times A \geq N \) every device can offload its task through its favorite AP without sharing it, and hence the largest part of the offloading cost comes from the computing cost in the cloud. However, a small change in the performance gain is still present even for very large values of \( A \) because the density of the APs over a region becomes larger as \( A \) increases, and hence the channel gain, which depends on the distance between the device and the APs becomes larger on average. The results also show that MB always outperforms RS, and its performance gain compared to that of RS increases with \( T \). Most importantly, the number of APs required for a certain performance gain is almost 50% lower using the MB algorithm compared to the RS algorithm for higher values of \( T \), i.e., significant savings can be achieved in terms of infrastructural investments.

### C. Computational Complexity

In order to assess the computational efficiency of the MB algorithm we consider the number of iterations, defined as the number of induction steps plus the total number of update steps over all induction steps needed to compute a NE. Fig. 9 shows the number of iterations as a function of the number \( N \) of devices for \( A = 4 \) APs. The results show that the number of iterations scales approximately linearly with \( N \) for both algorithms, and indicates that the worst case scenario considered in Theorem 6 is unlikely to happen. The first interesting feature of Fig. 9 is that the number of iterations is slightly less in the case of the MB algorithm than in the case of the RS algorithm for all values of \( T \), except for \( T = 1 \) for which the two algorithms are equivalent. The reason is that in the case of the MB algorithm the number of offloaders per time slot is more balanced, and hence the devices have less incentive to deviate when a new device enters the system, and their updates are always at least as good as in the case of RS algorithm, since the MB algorithm allows devices to change between time slots. On the contrary, in the case of the RS algorithm some of the time slots may be very congested, and the devices that offload within these time slots have a higher incentive to deviate when a new device enters the system. The second interesting feature of Fig. 9 is that the number of iterations is smaller for larger values of \( T \) for smaller values of \( N \), but for larger values of \( N \) the results are reversed. The reason is that for smaller values of \( N \) the time slots are less congested on average as \( T \) increases, and hence the devices do not want to update their strategies so often. On the contrary, as \( N \) increases the benefit of large values of \( T \) becomes smaller, because the congestion per time slots increases, and hence devices may want to update their strategies more often.

Overall, our results show that the proposed MB algorithm can compute efficient allocations for periodic task offloading at low computational complexity.

### V. Related Work

The scheduling of periodic tasks received significant attention for real-time systems [22], [23], but without considering communications. Similarly, the scheduling of communication resources has been considered without considering computation [24]. Most works that considered both communication and computation considered a single device [25], [10], [6], [26], [27], and thus they do not consider the allocation of resources between devices.

Related to our work are recent works on energy efficient computation offloading for multiple mobile users [28], [29], [30]. [28] proposed a genetic algorithm for maximizing the throughput in a partitioning problem for mobile data stream applications, while [29] proposed a heuristic for minimizing the users’ cost in a two-tiered cloud infrastructure with user mobility in a location-time workflow framework. [30] considered minimizing mobile users’ energy consumption by joint allocation of wireless and cloud resources, and proposed an iterative algorithm.

A few recent works provided a game theoretic treatment of the mobile computation offloading problem for a
single time slot [31], [32], [5], [18], [33], [34], [7]. [31] considers a two-stage game, where first each mobile user chooses the parts of its task to offload, and then the cloud allocates computational resources to the offloaded parts. [32] considered a three-tier cloud architecture, and provided a distributed algorithm for the computing a mixed strategy equilibrium. [33] considered tasks that arrive simultaneously and a single wireless link, and showed the existence of equilibria when all mobile users have the same delay budget. [5] showed that assuming a single wireless link and link rate determined by the Shannon capacity of an interference channel, the resulting game is a potential game. [18] extended the model to multiple wireless links and showed that the game is still a potential game under the assumption that a mobile user experiences the same channel gain for all links. [7] considered multiple wireless links, equal bandwidth sharing and a non-elastic cloud, and provided a polynomial time algorithm for computing equilibria. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm achieves good system performance for a wide range of applications. 

We provided a game theoretic treatment of computation offloading for periodic tasks. We proved the existence of equilibrium allocations, characterized their structure and provided a polynomial time decentralized algorithm for computing equilibria. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm achieves good system performance for a wide range of system sizes and task periodicities. Our results show that periodic computation offloading can be efficiently coordinated using low complexity algorithms despite the vast solution space and the combinatorial nature of the problem. An interesting open question is whether our results can be extended to devices with heterogeneous periodicities, we leave this question subject of future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

We provided a game theoretic treatment of computation offloading for periodic tasks. We proved the existence of equilibrium allocations, characterized their structure and provided a polynomial time decentralized algorithm for computing equilibria. Simulations show that the proposed algorithm achieves good system performance for a wide range of system sizes and task periodicities. Our results show that periodic computation offloading can be efficiently coordinated using low complexity algorithms despite the vast solution space and the combinatorial nature of the problem. An interesting open question is whether our results can be extended to devices with heterogeneous periodicities, we leave this question subject of future work.
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Abstract—Recently a new performance metric called experience availability (EA) has been proposed to evaluate online cloud service in terms of both availability and response time. EA originates from the fact that from the prospective of quality of experience (QoE), an online cloud service is regarded as unavailable not only when it is inaccessible, but also when the tail latency is high. However, there still lacks analytic models for evaluating the EA of online services. In this paper, we propose an efficient EA-analytic model using stochastic reward net (SRN) to study the tail latency performance of online cloud services in the presence of failure-repair of the resources. Our EA-analytic model can predict the online service performance on EA, as well as support analysis on traditional availability and mean response time. We apply this model to an Apache Solr search service, and evaluate the prediction accuracy by comparing the results derived from the model to actual experimental results. It is shown that the proposed model overestimates the response time at lower percentiles and underestimates the response time at higher percentiles. Through attribution analysis, we further identify the list of factors that may affect the accuracy, and show that the 95th percentile latency prediction error can be reduced to as low as 2.45% by tuning the configurations suggested by the attribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is growing rapidly towards delivering computing as a public utility. Many services, including online web systems (e.g., social networking, e-commerce, search engine) and offline data-processing jobs (e.g., mapreduce, spark), are continuously deployed or processed in cloud systems [1, 2]. These services often consist of multiple tiers and tens or hundreds of tasks or micro-services, and need to handle unprecedented volumes of data. To characterize the performance of cloud service, an uptime-based availability measure was widely used [3], which is defined as

\[ A = \frac{MTTF}{MTTF + MTTR}, \]  

where MTTF and MTTR denote mean time to failure and mean time to repair, respectively. According to Equ. (1), availability describes only whether the service is accessible or not.

* Corresponding Author: Laiping Zhao, laiping@tju.edu.cn

In fact, from the prospective of quality of experience (QoE), the tail latency performance is at least as important as availability for a realtime online cloud service. Google's experiences on their back end services show that while majority of requests take around 50-60 ms, a fraction of requests takes longer than 100 ms, with the largest difference being almost 600 times [4]. One major reason of the performance uncertainty is due to the inevitable underlying competition on hardware resources among co-located services, resulting in the serious tail latency problem [5]. According to Nielsen [6], 0.1 second is about the limit for having the user feel that the system is reacting instantaneously; a response time of 1.0 second is about the limit for the user’s flow of thought to stay uninterrupted, even though the user will notice the delay. For delays longer than 10 seconds, users are prone to perform other tasks while waiting. In this sense, slow response and service unavailable would be indistinguishable for cloud users [7].

Recently a new performance measure, named Experience Availability (EA), which is extended from the definition of availability, is proposed in [8]. It combines the traditional availability and tail latency for the first time into a single metric. According to EA, a service is experience unavailable not only because the service is failed, but also the \( \gamma \)th latency exceeds a pre-defined threshold \( \tau \).

Currently, there still lacks analytic models and methodologies to analyze the EA of cloud services. According to its definition, we need to derive both the tail latency and availability to measure EA. Analyzing availability is relatively straightforward, and there are already a number of models proposed for availability modeling [9, 10]. However, calculating tail latency of online cloud services is a significant challenge due to the multi-tier architecture of cloud services. The errors could propagate across tiers and have cascading effects on overall latency distribution. Even worse, the majority of existing work focus on evaluating mean performance metrics, such as average response time, average resource utilization [11], while there are only a few of them considering to model and analyze the distribution of latencies for online services.

In this paper, we propose an efficient analytic model for analyzing the EA of online cloud services. We consider the common online search service, and use a stochastic reward net (SRN) to describe the interactions between its multi-tiers.
Through the model analysis, we can predict the service performance on EA. By comparing the prediction results to the real experimental results, we find that the proposed model shows some error on tail latency. We then give an attribution analysis on the system behavior, and find the potential factors that may affect the accuracy. The contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We design a SRN model to characterize the request response process of online cloud services. In this model, we study the mean response time of online cloud services in the presence of failure-repair of the resources.
- We propose a tagged customer model to analyze the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of response time for online cloud services. Based on the CDF, we can derive the EA of online cloud services.
- We demonstrate the accuracy of the model by comparing the analytical results to the real experimental results. It shows that the proposed model overestimates the response time at lower percentiles and underestimates the response time at higher percentiles. We further conduct experiments to identify a list of factors, including cache, number of keywords in search space, turbo boost and DVFS governor, that may affect the accuracy. It is found that by turning off the cache, increasing the search space, turning off Turbo Boost and configuring the DVFS performance governor, the prediction error can be reduced to as low as 2.45%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basic architecture of online search service and our design of the SRN model. We present the EA-analytic model and introduce the model solving method in section III. Section IV describes the experimental evaluation of our model for online search service. In section V, we summarize the related work. We conclude and discuss future work in section VI.

II. SEARCH SERVICE AND THE SRN MODEL

In this section, we firstly introduce the general architecture of online search service. Then, we show how to construct the SRN model for the online search service.

A. Online Service Architecture

An online search service is a software system that is designed to search for information on the World Wide Web. Generally it consists of three main components [12]: the web crawler, the index generator, and the search engine, as shown in Fig. 1. The web crawler crawls some of the reachable web pages from site to site. The index generator associates keywords found on these web pages to their names of sites containing the keywords. It uses an update handler to process all updates, and generates distributed indexes. The indexed information is stored in database, and made available for search queries. The search engine will accept user’s search requests, support text analysis, and generate the web pages list results by searching indexes. During this process, every page in the entire list must be weighted according to information in the indexes.

Since a user’s perception of the latency is mainly affected by the search engine, we hereafter merely discuss the modeling of the request processing in search engine. As shown in Fig. 1, a typical infrastructure for supporting a search component mainly includes four tiers: search tier, database tier and two load balancer tiers. We do not take into account the two load balancer tiers because their processing time is negligible compared to the search tier and the database tier in our setup. Depending on the number of users, each tier can be implemented with multiple instances, which are hosted across different virtual machines (VMs) in cloud platform. If there exists more than one instance at a tier, it is required to deploy another load balance tier to distribute the customer requests among instances.

Each instance, either the search or the database, maintains a thread pool for accepting requests. When a search request arrives, it first waits in the searching queue. The load balancer reads the search queue, and dispatches the request to a specific instance of search tier for text analysis. The corresponding instance then allocates one connection thread from thread pool to the request, and the connection will be occupied until user receives search results. After getting the keywords by text analysis, the request is further forwarded to an instance of database. Then, the database instance also allocates a thread to it for searching all web pages containing the keywords. Then, the response writer in the search instance constructs a ranked list of web pages, and sends the results back to user.

B. SRN Model

According to the architecture of online search service shown in Fig. 1, we construct a SRN model to analyze the interactions between multi-tiers. SRN is scalable to model systems composed of thousands of resources and is flexible to represent different policies and strategies [13].

We assume that the times assigned to all timed transitions conforms to an exponential distribution between, following
the common assumptions in [11, 14]. We consider crash failures occurs in an instance, i.e., an instance of search or database could fail with probabilities, resulting in the lost of all connections running on the instance. If a request’s connection is lost due to the instance failures, we think that its response time is infinity. The input parameters required in the SRN model include: (1) request arrival rate (denoted by $\lambda$); (2) queue sizes of search and database (denoted by $M_s$ and $M_{db}$); (3) service rates of a search instance or database instance (denoted by $\mu_s$ and $\mu_{db}$); (4) the maximum number of connections supported by search tier and database tier (denoted by $N_s$ and $N_{db}$); (5) failure rates of search and database (denoted by $\phi_s$ and $\phi_{db}$); (6) repair rates of search and database (denoted by $\delta_s$ and $\delta_{db}$).

![SRN model of the online search service](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Guard Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g1</td>
<td>$P_{sw} &lt; M_s$? 1:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g2</td>
<td>$P_{dbw} \geq M_{db}$? 1:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g3</td>
<td>$P_{dbw} &lt; M_{db}$? 1:0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 describes the design of the SRN model for online search service. We only consider the two main tiers that directly affect the user’s response time in the model: place $P_{sw}$ to transition $T_{sp}$ represents the processing in the search tier; place $P_{dbw}$ to transition $T_{dbp}$ represents processing in the database tier. Components such as search handlers are not studied separately because their processings have been incorporated into their corresponding tiers. Timed transition $T_o$ represents the request arrivals to the system. Places $P_{sw}$ and $P_{dbw}$ represent the waiting queues of the search tier and database tier, and $T_o$ fires only if the queue of search tier is not yet full (following guard function $g_1$). Once transition $T_o$ ($t_{trans}$) fires, a token is deposited in place $P_{sw}$ ($P_{dbw}$) showing that a request has been submitted to search tier (database tier) and it is waiting for processing from search tier (database tier). Place $P_s$ and place $P_{db}$ represent the remaining number of resources (i.e., connection threads) supported by search and database tier, and they are initialized with $N_s$ and $N_{db}$. If there is a token in place $P_{sw}$ and there is at least one token in place $P_s$, then one token from $P_{sw}$ together with another token from $P_s$ is removed respectively, and a token is put in place $P_{sp}$, representing that a request is ready for processing by search tier. Places $P_{sp}$ and $P_{dbp}$ represent the processing queues of search tier and database tier. The pound # in the arc from place $P_{sp}$ to the transition $T_{sp}$ shows that the actual firing rate of transition is marking-dependent. Thus, the actual firing rate of transition $T_{sp}$ is calculated as $K\mu_s$, where $K$ is the number of tokens in place $P_{sp}$. After that, a token is removed from place $P_{sp}$ and deposited into place $P_{trans}$, which represents that the request has been processed and leaves from search tier. Transition $t_{trans}$ represents that the request moves from search tier to database tier. Transition $t_o$ shows that the request gets dropped from the system and it fires only when the queue of database tier is already full (following guard function $g_2$). And then, the request is inserted into the waiting queue of database (i.e., place $P_{dbw}$) following guard function $g_3$. At the database tier, likewise, the request is processed only if database has available resources. After firing the timed transition $T_{dbp}$, a token is removed from place $P_{dbp}$, while one token deposited into place $P_{db}$ and another token deposited into place $P_s$, showing that the request is finished and the corresponding connections at search tier and database tier are both released.

In the SRN model, we also model and analyze the impact on response time by server failures. We use place $P_{sd}$ to represent the number of lost connections in search tier and database tier, respectively. If an search instance fails, all working connections in $P_{sp}$ and idle connections in $P_s$ running on the instance are lost simultaneously. Transition $T_{sd}$ represents the failure occurs in search instances. The zigzag line on an arc represents that the arc can transfer multiple tokens at once. Suppose there are $I_s$ instances at search tier and $I_{db}$ instances at database tier. Since the requests are distributed evenly among the instances, a fraction of $1/I_s$ tokens in place $P_{sp}$ together with another fraction of $1/I_{db}$ tokens in place $P_s$ are removed respectively, and the sum of these tokens ($N_s/I_s$) is put in place $P_{sd}$, representing that failed connections are ready for recovering. Once transition $T_{sr}$ fires, the number of tokens ($N_s/I_s$) are removed from $P_{sd}$ and deposited in place $P_s$, indicating that the lost connections are recovered. The same process also applies to the database tier, except that the fraction of $1/I_{db}$ tokens are also deposited in place $P_s$ after transition $T_{db}$ fires. It means that the affected connections at search tier are also released when a database instance fails. The guard functions of the SRN model is shown in Tab. I.

**C. Mean Response Time under Steady State**

Given the SRN model above, we can derive the mean response time characterizing the system behavior by defining reward functions. To analyze the mean response time, we
first need to derive the mean number of waiting requests and blocking probability of requests.

1) Mean number of waiting requests: The mean number of waiting requests is given by mean number of tokens in place \( P_{sw} \) in Fig. 2, and it can be represented by \( E[\#P_{sw}] \).

2) Blocking probability of requests: The steady-state blocking probabilities of requests in Fig. 2, \( P_b \), can be calculated by assigning the following reward to the SRN model, where \( M_s \) is the maximum length of waiting queue.

3) Mean response time: Mean response time is defined as the mean time from a customer request is entered the system until its leave. According to Fig. 2, the mean response time is the time from the instant that a token is deposited into \( P_{sw} \) until it is removed from \( P_{dbp} \). Using Little’s law, the mean response time (denoted by \( E_i \)) for requests at steady-state can be calculated as follows,

\[
E_i = \frac{E[\#P_x]}{(1 - P_b) \times \lambda}
\]

where \( E[\#P_x] \) is the mean number of tokens in place \( P_x \) at steady-state and \( (1 - P_b) \times \lambda \) is the effective request arrival rate in the online search service system.

III. EXPERIENCE AVAILABILITY MEASURE

In this section, we show how to model and predict the EA of the online search service. Generally, it takes three steps for calculating EA: (1) Divide the total operational time \( T \) into \( n \) time slices. (2) In each time slice, derive the CDF of response time while taking into account instance failures. (3) Derive EA based on the CDF of response times in all time slices.

A. Tagged Customer Model

To derive the CDF of response time, we propose the tagged customer model [15] by modifying the SRN model in order to track the tagged customers’ movements through the system.

![Fig. 3. Tagged customer model.](image)

We show the design of the tagged customer model in Fig. 3. Place \( P_{cs} \) contains a single token that represents the arrival of a request. The \( m, n, i, j, a, b \) and \( p, q \) tokens initially presented in places \( P_{sw}, P_{dbw}, P_{sp}, P_{dbp}, P_{sdown}, P_{bdown} \) and \( P_s, P_{db} \) represent the corresponding system status before the request arrival. That is, at the time of the request arrival, there are \( m(n) \) requests waiting in the search (database) queue, \( i(j) \) requests being processed by search (database), \( a(b) \) connections lost in \( P_{sdown} \) \((P_{bdown})\), and \( p(\) \) connection threads in the thread pool still available for accepting new requests. Transition \( t_{cs} \) is fired only when place \( P_{sw} \) is empty and the place \( P_s \) is not empty. Transition \( t_{db} \) is fired only when place \( P_{dbw} \) is empty and the place \( P_{db} \) is not empty. The guard functions are shown in Tab. II.

B. Response Time Distribution Calculation

Now, we can derive the response time CDF using the tagged customer model. We define the set of initial system states as follows:

\[
T = [m, n, i, j, a, b, p, q]
\]

where,

\[
m \in [0, ..., M_s], n \in [0, ..., M_{db}], i \in [0, ..., N_s], j \in [0, ..., N_{db}], a \in [0, ..., N_s], b \in [0, ..., N_{db}], p \in [0, ..., N_s], q \in [0, ..., N_{db}],
\]

\[
i + a + p = N_s, j + b + q = N_{db}.
\]

Denoted by \( \pi_x \) the probability that the system stays in \( \forall x \in T \) under steady state. Then \( \pi_x \) can be derived using the SRN model proposed in Section II. Clearly, we have,

\[
\sum_{x \in \tau} \pi_x = 1
\]

In the tagged customer model, a non-empty place \( P_{fin} \) means that the processing of the tagged request has been completed. Thus, we define the absorbing state for the tagged customer as follows,

\[
r_x(t) = \begin{cases} 1, i f (\#(P_{fin}), t) > 0, \\ 0, otherwise. \end{cases}
\]

where the reward function \( r_x(t) \) is denoted whether an absorbing marking has been reached at time \( t \).

By solving the reward function \( r_x(t) \), we can obtain the probability \( R_x(t) \) that the tagged customer request is absorbed at time \( t \) under initial marking \( x \). Then, the probability that a request processing is completed at time \( t \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
R(t) = \sum_{x \in \tau} [R_x(t) \times \pi_x]
\]
Given the $R(t)$ and the pre-defined $\gamma$ and $\tau$, we can easily know if the $\gamma^{th}$ percentile latency exceed $\tau$ or not in the current time slice. Then, it is straightforward to calculate the EA using Equ. (9),

$$EA(\tau, \gamma) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m_i} t_{TTHTL_i}(\tau, \gamma)}{\sum_{i=1}^{m_i} t_{TTHTL_i}(\tau, \gamma) + \sum_{j=1}^{n_s} t_{TTTLT_j}(\tau, \gamma)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

where $t_{TTHTL_i}(\tau, \gamma)$ represents the time to high tail latency, that is, the time whose $\gamma^{th}$ percentile latency is less or equal to $\tau$; $TL(\gamma) \leq \tau$, and $t_{TTTLT_j}(\tau, \gamma)$ represents the time to low tail latency, that is, the time with $TL(\gamma) > \tau$.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed SRN model by comparing its results with the actual experimental results. We then give an in-depth analysis on the prediction error, and list the factors that may affect the accuracy of the model.

A. Experiment Setup

We use the Stochastic Petri Net Package (SPNP) [16] to solve the proposed model. We also implement a real Apache Solr [17] search service to record and analyze the actual tail latency experienced by users. All input parameters to the SRN model are extracted from the testing of the Apache Solr service. The proposed SRN model does not take into account the two load balancers because their processing time is negligible compared to the application and database tiers in our setup.

For the real Apache Solr service, we deploy three instances of SolrCloud search engine, which is implemented using Tomcat for accepting users’ search requests, supporting text analysis and interacting with database tier. Each instance of the SolrCloud supports a limited number of connections. When a request arrives at the server, a separate available connection thread will be allocated to the request. Likewise, we also deploy three instances of MySQL database to store the indexes generated by crawler and indexing component, and each database instance is configured with a limited maximum number of connected clients. There may be more than three instances in real system. Our model can still work by simply changing the number of instances in the configurations. However, the runtime of model will increase over the number of instances, and studying the scalability is left as future work. In addition, either the SolrCloud instance or the MySQL instance probably fails following some pre-configured failure rates. To demonstrate the ability of our model, we artificially set a relative high failure rate for both SolrCloud and MySQL instances in the SRN model. We also injected failures into the real system by powering off instances at the same rate. If an instance fails, all connections running on it will be lost simultaneously. The connections will not be recovered until the instance is repaired.

Search requests are automatically generated by Apache Jmeter [18]. It randomly selects a keyword from a pre-configured search space, and sends requests to Solr following a Poisson distribution with the arrival rate $\lambda$. The search space is initially configured with 3,000 keywords. We totally send 1 million search requests to Solr service. Then Jmeter records all response times of the requests. We deploy the Apache Solr service on machines configured with Intel Core i5-4670 processor, and 8GB RAM. To estimate the service rate of both search threads and database threads, we use Jmeter to access Solr and Mysql separately, and take the average of ten repeated operations as the final service rate. Tab. III lists all parameter configurations used in our model and actual experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max # of connections in search tier ($N_s$)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max # of connections in database tier ($N_{db}$)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting queue size in search tier ($M_s$)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting queue size in database tier ($M_{db}$)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request arrival rate ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service rate of a search thread ($\mu_s$)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service rate of a database thread ($\mu_{db}$)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure rate of a search instance ($\phi_s$)</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure rate of a database instance ($\phi_{db}$)</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair rate of a search instance ($\delta_s$)</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair rate of a database instance ($\delta_{db}$)</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results

1) Mean Response Time: We first evaluate the mean response time of the Solr service using the configuration parameters listed in Tab. III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurations</th>
<th>Mean response time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>$N_{db}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. IV shows the SRN model prediction results and the actual experimental results. Fixing the request arrival rate $\lambda$ at 400 and failure rates $\phi_s$ and $\phi_{db}$ at 0.125, the response times of both the SRN model and actual experiments decrease as the number of maximum supported connections increase from 9 to 45. While setting $N_s = N_{db} = 30$, the response time increase significantly as the job arrival rate increase from 100 to 900.
Moreover, the response time decrease if we reduce the failure rate of both search instance and MySQL instance. We see that the relative error on mean response time is generally within 20.18%, and the SRN model results on mean response time are mostly larger than the actual experimental results. This is primarily because, there are some acceleration techniques adopted by either the hardware layer or software layer, for example, CPU pipeline, multiple instruction issue, cache, our SRN model is unable to analyze these techniques, while they indeed reduce the response time significantly in the actual experiments.

2) Response Time CDF: By changing the maximum number of connections (\(N_s\) and \(N_{db}\)), request arrival rate (\(\lambda\)), and failure rate (\(\phi_s\) and \(\phi_{db}\)), respectively, we conduct three groups of experiments to evaluate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the response time.

The first experiment evaluates the response time CDF under settings with different maximum number of connections (\(N_s\) and \(N_{db}\)). For the other parameters, we set \(\lambda = 400\), \(\phi_s = \phi_{db} = 0.125\). Fig. 4 shows the response time CDF and the 90\(^{th}\), 95\(^{th}\), 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency, when \(N_s\) and \(N_{db}\) are set to 9, 30 and 45, respectively. We find that increasing the number of connections would reduce the 90\(^{th}\), 95\(^{th}\), 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency in both model analysis and actual experiments. On the one hand, our model overestimates the response time at lower percentile due to the lack of consideration on accelerating technologies such as cache, CPU pipeline, multiple instruction issue etc. On the other hand, our model underestimates the response time at higher percentile (99\(^{th}\)). This is because, there are many processes, from either other instances/applications or operating system processes, running on the same underlying hardware simultaneously, yet the hardware does not support performance isolation between these processes, resulting in resource contention and disorder. Hence, the higher percentile latency in actual experimental is usually much larger than model results.

The second experiment evaluates the response time CDF under settings with different request arrival rate (\(\lambda\)). Fig. 5 shows the response time CDF and the 90\(^{th}\), 95\(^{th}\), 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency, when \(N_s = N_{db} = 30\) and \(\lambda\) is set to 100 and 900, respectively. We see that the 90\(^{th}\), 95\(^{th}\), 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency all increases as we increase the arrival rate. Like the first experiment, our model overestimates the response time at lower percentile, and underestimates the response time at higher percentile (99\(^{th}\)). The two lines cross at around the 96\(^{th}\) percentile.

The third experiment evaluates the response time CDF under settings with different failure rate (\(\phi_s\) and \(\phi_{db}\)). Fig. 6 shows the response time CDF and the 90\(^{th}\), 95\(^{th}\), 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency, when \(\phi_s\) and \(\phi_{db}\) are set to 0.1 and 0.33, respectively. When failures are injected to search and database instances, all the affected connections will be lost, and their response times become infinity. Moreover, since the maximum number of connections supported by search tier and database tier is reduced due to the failures, the newly arrived requests more probably wait in the queue, or even are rejected if the waiting queue becomes full. Thus, increasing the failure rate would increase the response time.
3) Experience Availability Calculation: Suppose the user’s QoE requirement on tail latency is defined as: in each time slice, the 99th percentile latency should be less than 250ms. Tab. V shows the percentiles at the response time of 250ms in different configurations, calculated by solving the SRN model and actual experiments, respectively. We see that the percentiles calculated by SRN model is larger than that in the actual experiment. By dividing the 1 million requests into 20 equal-time-intervals, we calculate a statistical analysis of the response times for each time slice, and calculate the EA according to Equ. (9). We find that, even the arrival rates are the same in all time slices, but the response time we measure is changing across runs, resulting in different percentiles at 250ms. This is due to the underlying hardware contention interferences from other processes in the same server. We also calculate the traditional availability according to Equ. (1). Clearly, its values are generally much larger than EA, implying that a service may be experience-unavailable even when it is available.

C. Error Attribution

The analysis has shown the possible prediction error by our model. To reduce the prediction error, we need to identify the potential factors that may affect the accuracy. In this section, we list all the factors we suspect to have an impact on the response time, and evaluate their impact on the response time.

1) Cache: The cache includes CPU cache and page cache. CPU cache is used by the CPU of a computer to reduce the average time to access data from the main memory. The page cache is kept by the operating system to speed-up the access to the contents of cached pages and improve the overall performance.

2) Number of keywords in search space: Since Jmeter randomly selects keywords from the search space in each request, a small search space could lead to high frequent repeated requests. A repeated request could be completed by the cache not only in the service side, but also in the client.

3) Turbo boost: Turbo boost is a feature implemented on many modern processors, which automatically raises the processors’ operating frequency, and thus performance, depending on the task demand and dynamic power.

4) DVFS Governor: Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling is a power management technique in CPU. It allows the operating system to dynamically adjust the CPU frequency to boost performance or save power.

Tab. VI lists all possible configurations of the factors, which are divided into two levels, where level 1 indicates \{cache off, 8000 keywords, turbo boost off, DVFS governor performance\}, and level 2 indicates \{cache on, 3000 keywords, turbo boost on, DVFS governor ondemand\}. We conduct another group of experiments to evaluate the impact of these factors on the model prediction accuracy as shown in Fig. 7. We find that, setting all the four factors at level 1 could help to reduce the prediction error on mean response time, 90th and 95th percentile latency. In particular, as shown in Tab. VII, the prediction error on mean response time could be reduced to as low as 7.12%, the prediction error on 95th percentile latency could be reduced to 2.45%. Among the four factors, we find that turning off the cache feature is the most effective way to reduce the error, the next is increasing the number of keywords, turbo boost and DVFS governor make little effect on the results. For the 99th percentile latency, we see that the configuration of level 1 actually increase the prediction error to 43.54%. This is because the interferences coming from hardware resource contention still exists, and we are not able to eliminate their impact through simple configurations.

Fig. 8 shows the response time CDF under the settings of \(N_s = N_{db} = 9\) and \(N_s = N_{db} = 45\), respectively, after we change all the factors into level 1. Compared with the results in Fig. 4, when \(N_s = N_{db} = 9\), the prediction error on mean...
response time is reduced to 9.79%, and the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency is reduced to 3.57%. When $N_a = N_{db} = 45$, the prediction error on mean response time is reduced to 8.47%, and the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency is reduced to 7.02%.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Availability Evaluation

There has been a large amount of work on evaluating the availability of cloud services, which can be categorized into model based methods and measurement based methods.

In model based methods, three types of widely used models are combinatorial models, state-space models and hierarchical models. Combinatorial models include Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD) and fault tree analysis. RBD are proposed to model the availability of virtual data centers (VDCs) [19] and fault tree [20] has been used to evaluate the reliability of multi-nodes SDDC (software-defined data center). Although it is easy to implement combinatorial model due to its explicit presentation, it cannot model large and complicated systems.

State-space models mainly include Markov chain, semi-Markov processes, stochastic petri net (SPN) or stochastic reward net (SRN) [21]. Wu et al. [22] presented a stochastic method based on semi-Markov model to evaluate the availability of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud. Longo et al. [23] presented an SRN model to analyze the availability of a large-scale IaaS cloud. State-space models are capable of modeling large and complicated systems. However, it is impractical to use a single state space model to model the whole system due to the state space explosion problem.

Hierarchical models combine the combinatorial models and state-space models to evaluate the availability of large-scale systems. Wei et al. [24] constructs a hybrid dependability model based on RBD and GSPN to model the virtual data center of cloud computing. Dantas et al. [25] combined RBDs and Markov models to analyze availability of Eucalyptus architecture. Because hierarchical model is decomposable, it solves the problem of state space explosion. However, the decomposability is not always manually controllable due to the automaticity of the model generation.

Besides the model based methods, there are a lot of measurement based methods to evaluate the availability. Fujita et al. [26] developed DS-Bench toolset to evaluate the dependability of a cluster of physical machines and a cloud computing environment. Sangroaya et al. [27, 28] proposed a MapReduce benchmark suite to estimate the dependability and performance of MapReduce systems. Furthermore, there are also a number of prior works review the performance benchmarking for IaaS cloud [29, 30]. However, standard benchmarking solutions cannot be used directly for the prediction of cloud availability.

B. Tail Latency Evaluation

Tail latency, or response time, is another important metric reflecting the quality of user experience for online cloud services. Most existing work focus on evaluating the mean response time instead of the response time CDF [31, 32]. However, mean response time is far from sufficient to describe the user experience.

Generally, the response time consists of queuing time and service time. To evaluate waiting time, Sakuma et al. [33], construct a M/M/s queue model to analyze the tail approximation of the waiting time distribution of both patient and impatient customers. Bruneo et al. [13] also propose a tagged customer model based on SRN to calculate the waiting time distribution. The waiting time CDF is calculated by the probability that a tagged customer’s request is absorbed and the probability of its corresponding initial state. However, the two above methods only calculate the waiting time CDF instead of the total response time CDF.

Muppala et al. [15] propose a tagged customer methods based on SRN to evaluate the response time CDF. Their model can apply to the closed queuing system with a fixed number of customers. However, most online cloud services are built on an open architecture and it can response to an arbitrary number of customer requests at the actual arrival rate. Grottke et al. [34] analyze the response time CDF using an open queuing network model. However, it is not easy to construct and solve the model due to the state space explosion problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design an effective tagged customer model based on SRN to study the tail latency performance of online cloud services in the presence of failure-repair of the resources. In our method, the tagged customer model was used to analyze the CDF of online cloud service and predict the tail latency at any percentile. By solving the tagged customer model, we also can calculate the EA of online cloud services. We

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>49.31</td>
<td>17.48%</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77.03%</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>11.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>53.47</td>
<td>8.34%</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>43.96%</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>52.81</td>
<td>9.70%</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>54.12%</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>5.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>15.03%</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65.82%</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>7.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>48.25</td>
<td>20.06%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>92.65%</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>16.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>54.08</td>
<td>7.12%</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>36.46%</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 8. Response time CDF for different resource number.](image)
conduct experiments by changing environment settings and compare model results to real experimental results to verify the accuracy of the proposed model. Experimental results show that the model results generally overestimates the response time at lower percentiles and underestimates the response time at higher percentiles. We also identified the potential factors that may impact the accuracy of online cloud services. It was found that by turning off the cache, increasing the search space, turning off Turbo Boost and configuring the DVFS performance governor, the prediction error can be reduced to as low as 2.45%. Taking these potential factors into account and modify our model accordingly may further reduce the prediction error, this is left as a future study.

In order to simulate the real utilization of the system whose request rate may vary significantly over time, we will further improve our model by adopting a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) in the future.
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Abstract—Multipath TCP enables smartphones to simultaneously use both WiFi and LTE to exchange data over a single connection. This provides bandwidth aggregation and more importantly reduces the handover delay when switching from one network to another. This is very important for delay sensitive applications such as the growing voice activated apps. On smartphones, user experience is always a compromise between network performance and energy consumption. However, the Multipath TCP implementation in the Linux kernel was mainly tuned for bandwidth aggregation and often wakes up the cellular interface by creating a path without sending data on it.

In this paper, we propose, implement and evaluate MultiMob, a solution providing fast handover with low cellular usage for interactive applications. MultiMob relies on three principles. First, it delays the utilization of the LTE network. Second, it allows the mobile to inform the server of its currently preferred wireless network. Third, MultiMob extends the Multipath TCP handshake to enable immediate retransmissions to speedup handover. We implement MultiMob on Android 6 smartphones and evaluate its benefits by using both microbenchmarks and in the field measurements. Our results show that MultiMob provides similar latency as the standard Linux implementation while significantly lowering the cellular usage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices such as smartphones are now an integral part of our digital life. Mobile data traffic continues to grow [1]. The performance of the WiFi and cellular networks have significantly increased over the last years. Compared with 3G, LTE provides both higher bandwidth and lower latency while WiFi reaches Gbps and more. These high bandwidth and low-latency networks encouraged the deployment of new applications. Mobile video benefited a lot from the bandwidth improvements. On the other hand, the lower latency enabled a new family of voice activated applications [21]. The user uses his/her voice instead of buttons to interact with the application that sends voice samples to the cloud. For such applications, latency is key and many protocols have been tuned during the last years to reduce it [4], [33].

For most smartphone users, the WiFi and cellular networks are not equivalent. WiFi has two major advantages compared to cellular networks. First, using WiFi consumes less energy [20], [26]. Second, most service providers charge for cellular data while most WiFi networks are free or charged on a flat-rate basis. For these reasons, many smartphones owners only use their cellular interface for voice calls and when there is no WiFi network available [7].

Multipath TCP is a recent TCP extension [16] that was designed with these smartphones in mind. Pluntke et al. [32] and then Raiciu et al. [35] first discussed the expected benefits of Multipath TCP on such mobiles devices. Later, Paasch et al. implemented handover features [30] in the Linux kernel [29]. Lim et al. showed the importance of taking energy consumption into account [23].

Industry has already adopted Multipath TCP on smartphones with two major deployments [3]. Apple uses Multipath TCP for its Siri voice activated application since 2013 and enables Multipath TCP for any application on iOS11 [7]. This is the largest deployment of Multipath TCP today [3] with about 700 million devices. There is another major deployment in Korea. In this country, high-end smartphones use Multipath TCP through network-operated SOCKS proxies to achieve Gbps [37].

Many authors studied and tuned the bandwidth aggregation capabilities of Multipath TCP [36], [22], [18], [27], [11], [6] in mobile networks. Although popular in the scientific literature, this is not the main use case for Multipath TCP on mobiles [7]. Smartphones rarely exchange large files [9] that would benefit from bandwidth aggregation. Measurement studies [13], [9] show that smartphones mainly use either short or long-lived intermittent TCP connections. Apple recently opened Multipath TCP on iOS11 mainly to provide seamless handovers and support interactive applications [7].

We first describe the current state-of-the-art of Multipath TCP on smartphones in Section II. We then propose MultiMob, a series of improvements that adapt Multipath TCP to the requirements of today’s smartphone applications. More precisely, MultiMob provides a good compromise between latency and cellular usage.

A MultiMob server replies on the subflow used by the smartphone (§ III-A). If a smartphone sends a request over a cellular subflow because its WiFi subflow performs badly, the server should send its reply over the same subflow.

MultiMob minimizes cellular usage and unused subflows (§ III-B). Like iOS11 [7], MultiMob prefers to use the WiFi interface over the cellular one. MultiMob replaces the make-before-break strategy of the Multipath TCP implementation on Linux by break-before-make. With this strategy, the cellular
interface is only used after a failure of the WiFi one.

**MultiMob limits handover delays (§ III-C).** The break-before-make strategy minimizes energy consumption but at the expense of increased handover delays. MultiMob reduces those delays by extending the Multipath TCP protocol to carry data during the subflow handshake.

In Sect. IV, we collect measurements in a Mininet environment to assess MultiMob characteristics. In Sect. V, we evaluate MultiMob with real smartphones. Finally, Sect. VI concludes this paper. An extended technical report of this work is available [10].

II. STATE OF THE ART AND MOTIVATION

Multipath TCP [16] was designed with multihomed devices such as smartphones in mind. It enables them to exchange data belonging to a single connection over different network paths. It is described in details in [16], [36]. We briefly summarize its main features here. A Multipath TCP connection is in fact a combination of different TCP connections, called subflows in [16], that are grouped together. A Multipath TCP connection is established by using a three-way handshake as a regular TCP connection, except that the SYN packet contains the MP_CAPABLE option. This option negotiates the utilization of Multipath TCP and allows the client and server to exchange keys. Each Multipath TCP connection is identified by a token that is derived from the keys exchanged during the initial handshake [16]. Data can be exchanged over the initial subflow and both the client and the server can create additional subflows to use other paths or perform handovers. Those additional subflows must be established by using a four-way handshake with SYN packets that contain the MP_JOIN option. This option includes a token that identifies the corresponding Multipath TCP connection. Data can be transmitted over any of the available subflows. Multipath TCP uses two levels of sequence numbers. The standard TCP sequence and acknowledgement numbers are used in the TCP header to handle data sequencing and retransmissions on a per-subflow basis. Furthermore, Multipath TCP uses the Data Sequence Number (DSN) that tracks the position of the data in the bytestream. The DSN is placed inside the Data Sequence Signal TCP Option that also carries DSN acknowledgements. Thanks to this DSN, Multipath TCP can transmit data over one subflow and later retransmit it over another subflow because the initial one failed or became unresponsive. Reinjecting data over a different subflow is key to support handovers [36], [30].

There are two main implementations of Multipath TCP on mobile nodes: Apple’s implementation on iOS [7] and the open-source Linux implementation [29]. We focus on the latter because it fully implements the protocol and can be easily modified. Besides supporting all the features described in [16], it includes several heuristics that are important for performance [36] without impacting interoperability.

A first component of the Multipath TCP implementation in the Linux kernel is the path manager. It determines when additional subflows must be created. The initial subflow is always established on the interface that points to the current default route. On a client, the default fullmesh path manager [29] creates new subflows immediately after the creation of the initial one and each time a new IP address is assigned to the client or learned from the server. This path manager does not initiate subflows from the server because it expects that the client’s firewall will block incoming TCP connections.

A second component is the packet scheduler. It decides on which established subflow the next packet will be sent. The default scheduler extracts the smoothed round-trip-time of all the subflows whose congestion window is not full and selects the one having the lowest smoothed round-trip-time (RTT). Other schedulers more adapted to heterogeneous paths have been proposed [25], [28], [15].

Multipath TCP [16] also supports backup subflows. When a subflow is established, it is possible to set a bit in the MP_JOIN option to indicate that this subflow should not be selected by the scheduler to exchange data unless all non-backup subflows have failed. We observed that Siri in iOS11 [7] also sets the backup bit on the cellular subflow to discourage the utilization of the cellular interface to transport data. In the Linux Multipath TCP implementation, a subflow is considered to be in a potentially failed state once its retransmission timer expires. This subflow transitions to the active state as soon as new data is acknowledged on the subflow. The default scheduler uses a backup subflow if all the regular subflows are in the potentially failed state.

A. Multipath TCP on Smartphones

Before tuning Multipath TCP on smartphones, it is important to understand how they interact with the network. We summarize in this section some of the lessons we learned based on discussions with network operators and previous works.

**Smartphone applications rarely perform bulk transfers** Multipath TCP was designed to aggregate bandwidth and many articles evaluated whether Multipath TCP reaches that objective [31], [6], [11], [34]. However, smartphones rarely exchange very long files [14], [9]. Most of the connections carry a few KB. Many connections also experience large idle times [8]. While not being an issue from TCP perspective, from an energy viewpoint, it can consume energy if the radio needs to remain active to support it.

**Many subflows do not carry data** The fullmesh path manager immediately creates subflows on all active interfaces. However, most of these subflows are useless, i.e., no data is sent over them [9]. With the default scheduler, if the initial subflow exhibits a lower RTT than the additional ones, Multipath TCP will only use the initial one. Previous works also indicate than Multipath TCP can perform worse than TCP on short flows in heterogeneous networks [18], [27].

**Mismatch with user expectations** Most users favor WiFi over cellular for both monetary and power consumption reasons [20], [7]. They expect that their smartphone will use WiFi whenever it works well and will switch to cellular only if it brings some benefits. However, the packet scheduling decision is taken by the sender of the packet. In practice, smartphones mainly receive data [14], [9], meaning that most of the
scheduling decisions are taken by remote servers. Because the measured round-trip-time is the only metric, the server scheduling decision can go against the user expectations.

**Backup subflows consume energy** One way to minimize the utilization of the cellular network is to always establish the cellular subflow as a backup subflow [16], [23]. While useful in mobility scenarios, there is no point to create backup subflows if the primary one does not face any connectivity issue. Indeed, energy consumption is a major concern for mobile devices [7], [5], [2]. However, opening a subflow on the cellular interface without using it is expensive from an energy consumption viewpoint [11], the WiFi interface consuming at least five times less than the LTE one [26]. In the remaining of this paper, we use the LTE model proposed by Huang et al. [20] to estimate the cellular power consumption (we expect similar results with other models [26]). In the model used [20], opening one cellular subflow on a smartphone is equivalent to lighting up the screen 100% during the RRC_CONNECTED period, which lasts around 11 s. Opening preventively the cellular subflow as proposed in [30] is thus very expensive from an energy consumption viewpoint. Siri in iOS11 still creates cellular subflows at the beginning of the connection.

**Related Works** Lim et al. [24] proposed eMPTCP that delays the use of the cellular below a given threshold of bytes transferred and opens the cellular subflow if the WiFi bandwidth is not sufficient. While working with bulk transfers, interactive applications can transmit very few bytes and do not need large bandwidths. Sinky et al. [38] proposes to rely on the signal strength of the WiFi network to tune the congestion window to trigger seamless WiFi handover with bulk transfer. However, it was only tested under NS3-DCE environment and not with actual devices. Han et al. [17] proposes to disable the cellular when the WiFi is sufficient with delay-tolerant traffic. However, interactive traffic is delay-sensitive.

III. **Tuning Multipath TCP**

We explain how MultiMob improves Linux Multipath TCP. We first add to the server’s packet scheduler a heuristic that enables it to infer the wireless conditions that affect the client subflows. Second, we implement an oracle that monitors the network and opens cellular subflows only when needed. Third, we extend the Multipath TCP protocol so that a client can retransmit data inside the SYN that is used to create an additional subflow during a handover.

A. **Towards Global Scheduling**

When a Multipath TCP connection is composed of 2 or more subflows, each of the communicating hosts independently selects the best subflow to transmit each data. The Linux implementation selects the available subflow with the lowest round-trip-time (RTT). This scheduler works well in a variety of environments [31]. However, selecting subflows only on the basis of their RTT is not always the best solution. Consider a smartphone user that moves while using the Siri application. This application regularly sends small bursts of data and the server returns responses. If the smartphone detects that the WiFi starts to be lossy, it will start to send data over the cellular subflow. However, the server is not aware of the movement of the smartphone and its packet scheduler still sends responses over the WiFi subflow because it has the lowest RTT. The server will only switch to the cellular subflow after the expiration of its retransmission timer, which potentially wastes hundreds of milliseconds.

To solve this problem, MultiMob includes a packet scheduler that uses the most recent data sent by the smartphone as a hint to select the most suitable subflow. On the smartphone, MultiMob uses a priority scheduler that favors WiFi and only uses cellular when the WiFi subflow experiences retransmissions. The server-side scheduler maintains for each subflow the timestamp of the last original packet received over this subflow. A packet is considered to be original if it contains new data (based on its DSN) or if it successfully concludes a subflow establishment. Similarly, an acknowledgement is considered to be original if its Data ACK advances the lower edge of the sending window. The MultiMob scheduler first removes from consideration the potentially failed subflows and the ones where this data has already been transmitted. Then it iterates over all remaining subflows to identify the one having the most recent original reception. If the congestion window of this subflow is not full, it is selected.

Thanks to this scheduler, the server can quickly detect the most suitable subflow while taking into account subflow backup preferences. For an interactive application like Siri that sends small requests, the server will always reply on the subflow that was last used by the client.

B. **Break-Before-Make**

In the Linux kernel implementation, when a Multipath TCP connection starts, the fullmesh path manager opens the connection over the primary interface and then creates subflows over the other ones. If the cellular interface is configured as a backup interface, data packets will only be sent over this interface once the WiFi interface fails. This **make-before-break** approach minimizes the amount of data sent over the cellular interface. Unfortunately, it does not minimize the energy consumption. There is no significant difference from an energy consumption viewpoint between a cellular interface that transmits only SYN/FIN or several data packets.

MultiMob opts for **break-before-make** and creates subflows over the backup interface after having detected failures on the primary interface. With **break-before-make**, the key issue from a performance viewpoint becomes how quickly can the smartphone detect that a wireless interface works badly and new backup subflows must be created. MultiMob detects those failures through a **Multipath TCP oracle** implemented as a kernel module. The oracle relies on the assumption that if a network interface experiences connectivity issues, subflows using it will experience retransmissions and losses, even if they belong to different connections. To track those events, our oracle maintains a monitoring table of netpaths. A netpath is a tuple \( (IP_{src}, IP_{dst}, \text{network interface}) \). We aggregate the information on a per layer-3 flow basis to reduce the size of the
monitoring table. This structure is well adapted to deployments with SOCKS proxies such as [37] where all Multipath TCP connections are terminated on the proxy.

Our oracle computes every \( T_s \) seconds statistics based on the subflows associated to a given netpath. Our current implementation collects three metrics: smoothed loss rate \((sloss)\), smoothed retransmissions rate \((sretrans)\) and maximum RTO. Those statistics are computed based on the per-subflow state maintained by the kernel. It also takes into account Tail Loss Probes [12]. When the TLP timer fires, we enter FACK mode and the packet at the head of the write queue is marked as lost. The smoothed rates are computed by using Volume-weighted Exponential Moving Averages (V-EMA) used by Android to estimate the loss rate of WiFi beacons. These V-EMA reduce to the three following equations

\[
\text{vol}_{i+1} = \alpha \cdot \text{vol}_i + (1 - \alpha) \text{prod}_i
\]

\[
\text{prod}_{i+1} = \alpha \cdot \text{val}_{\text{new}} + (1 - \alpha) \text{prod}_i
\]

\[
\text{val}_{i+1} = \frac{\text{prod}_{i+1}}{\text{vol}_{i+1}}
\]

where \(\text{val}_{\text{new}}\) is the new value of the studied metric (e.g., lost sent packets during the last \( T_s \) period), \(\text{vol}_{\text{new}}\) is the volume of this new value (e.g., total number of packets sent during last \( T_s \) period), \(\text{prod}_i\) is the product at iteration \( i \), \(\text{vol}_i\) the volume at iteration \( i \) and \(\text{val}_i\) the value at iteration \( i \). \(\text{prod}_0 = \text{vol}_0 = \text{val}_0 = 0\) and no value is computed if \(\text{val}_{\text{new}} = 0\). \(\alpha \in [0, 1]\) is a parameter experimentally set to 0.5 as in Android.

The MultiMob oracle sets thresholds to detect underperforming netpaths. Once a threshold is crossed, MultiMob triggers the creation of backup subflows for all connections associated to the underperforming netpath. It also marks the subflows associated with that netpath as potentially failed. Since the oracle is part of the kernel, it can query the state of all established Multipath TCP connections and trigger backup subflows creation once a problem is detected.

The last scenario that we consider is a client-initiated download. During such a download, the server pushes data towards the client. If a subflow fails, the client stops receiving data, but it is difficult for the Multipath TCP stack to distinguish between losses in the network and the server application becoming idle for any reason. We modify Multipath TCP so that the server can indicate to the client that a data transfer is not yet finished. This can work with existing applications. We define two signals. The first one is sent in the Multipath TCP DSN option. We modify one of the unused bits of the DSN option that we call the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{IDLE}\) bit. This bit is set by server when it sends a data packet that empties its send buffer. Otherwise, the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{IDLE}\) bit of the DSN option is reset. Since this bit is included in the DSS option, it is sent reliably to the client. A receiver should not expect a connection to be idle unless it has received a DSN option with the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{IDLE}\) bit set. We also define a new experimental Multipath TCP option that carries the current value of the RTO. The client sends an empty RTO option from time to time and the server returns the same option containing its current retransmission timer. The client uses this information to set its idle timer at \(\max(500 \text{ msec}, RTO_{\text{Server}})\). This timer runs while the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{IDLE}\) flag of the last received data is reset. It is reset every time a packet is received on the subflow and stopped if the last data packet had the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{IDLE}\) flag set. If the timer expires, the oracle triggers the creation of backup subflows.

C. Immediate reinjections

The break-before-make approach described in the previous section is beneficial from an energy viewpoint. However, a mobile typically detects the failure of a wireless interface by the expiration of its retransmission timer or TLP probe. This unacknowledged data can only be retransmitted over another interface once a subflow has been established over this interface. Multipath TCP [16] requires a four-way handshake before allowing the transmission of data from the server. This handshake has two purposes. First, it creates state on the endpoints (and possibly on the intermediate middleboxes). Second, the client and the server authenticate each other. This authentication is performed by using the keys exchanged during the initial handshake. Both the client and the server exchange HMACs computed over these keys and random numbers exchanged in the SYN and SYN+ACK (see Fig. 1a). Unfortunately, this handshake delays the reination of the lost data since the client cannot send data before having received the fourth ACK [16].

To reduce this delay, we modify Multipath TCP to support the transmission of data inside SYN or SYN+ACK packets. For this, we define two new Multipath TCP options: \(\text{FAST}_{-}\text{JOIN}_{-}\text{IN}(\text{FJI})\) and \(\text{FAST}_{-}\text{JOIN}_{-}\text{OUT}(\text{FJO})\). This is different than TCP Fast Open [33] because a new subflow is established between hosts that already share state for one Multipath TCP connection.

A naive approach would be to simply place data inside the SYN and require the server to accept this data immediately. Unfortunately, this solution would cause security problems because this SYN is not authenticated. The \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{JOIN}\) option that it carries contains only the 32 bits token that identifies the connection and a random number that is used to authenticate the server (Fig. 1a). This token is not sufficient to authenticate the client because a passive listener could have observed it during the establishment of a previous subflow for the same connection, e.g., on an open WiFi network.

The \(\text{FJO}\) option described on Fig. 1b solves this problem and allows the client to carry authenticated data in the initial SYN. Our \(\text{FJO}\) option contains three fields. The token identifies the Multipath TCP connection as in the \(\text{MP}_{-}\text{JOIN}\) option. The Data Sequence Number (DSN) indicates the sequence number of the data contained in the SYN payload. The third field is a HMAC computed over the connection keys exchanged during the initial handshake and the DSN. This last field ensures that the initiator of the subflow is one of the connection hosts. To prevent replay attacks, our implementation only accepts one SYN containing the \(\text{FJO}\) option for a given DSN. To cope with lost acknowledgments, if \(\text{EDSN}\) is the next expected DSN on the server and \(\text{SDSN}\)
Multipath TCP uses a four-way handshake that lasts two round-trip-times to create an additional subflows with JOIN.

With FAST_JOIN, the client can immediately send data inside the SYN packet.

Fig. 1: Time-sequence diagrams for the establishment of additional subflows.

(a) Multipath TCP uses a four-way handshake that lasts two round-trip-times to create an additional subflows with JOIN.
(b) With FAST_JOIN, the client can immediately send data inside the SYN packet.

the DSN contained in the FAST_JOIN SYN, the server allows SDSN to be in the range \([EDSN - rcv\_wnd, EDSN]\) where \(rcv\_wnd\) is its receive window. Once the SYN has been acknowledged, the server can immediately start to send data to the client.

The FJO option is useful when the mobile client sends data to a server. However, there are situations where the server pushes data towards the client. A typical example are streaming applications where the server pushes data at a regular rate. When the oracle running on the mobile client detects losses or the absence of data, it may want to quickly establish a subflow without having data to send to the server. This case is covered with the FJI option [10] (not shown for space limitations). This option is very similar to the FJO option, except that it contains the current Data ACK instead of a DSN, with the HMAC computed over this Data ACK. With this new option, the server can authenticate the client immediately and send data upon reception of the SYN. By using the FJI option, the data transfer can resume after 1 RTT, instead of 2 RTTs with normal join.

IV. EMULATIONS

We evaluate in this section the performance of MultiMob in Mininet environments [19] in a scenario with two disjoint paths between the client and the server. Emulations are based on Multipath TCP v0.91 in Linux 4.1.

a) Studied Traffic: Siri is a famous example of interactive traffic. However, it is not open-source and only runs on iOS devices. To evaluate the interactions between a simple interactive application and Multipath TCP, we use a simplified model based on an analysis of the behavior of Siri. Our model is a three-states process shown in Fig. 2. The client maintains a counter: \(sent\). In the sending burst state, the client sends a burst of 2500 bytes using packets carrying between 50 and 500 bytes. Then \(sent\) is incremented and the client waits in the inter-burst wait state before going back to sending burst. Once \(sent\) reaches \(sent\_thresh\), the client switches to the inter-user interaction wait state that represents the random delay between successive user interactions. \(sent\_thresh\), inter-burst wait and inter-user interaction wait are empirically set to 9, 1/3 s and 5 s respectively. We model the server as a process that returns a 750 bytes response after each burst. Our simple client application then collects the delay between each request and the server’s response. Unless stated, all the measurements in this paper are based on this traffic.

b) MultiMob Scheduler: The primary path exhibits a RTT of 15 ms and the additional one 25 ms. Both paths have a bandwidth of 10 Mbps and the router queue sizes are equal to the bandwidth-delay product. The client opens the connection over the primary path and then creates a backup subflow over the additional one. Figure 3 shows that when there are no losses, the default and MultiMob schedulers running on the server exhibit quite similar performances. Notice that because of the default tcp_slow_start_after_idle set to 1, a request can be answered in two RTTs if its sending phase generates more packets than the initial congestion window (10 packets). However, when the primary subflow fails between two requests, the MultiMob scheduler reduces the maximal delay experienced by a factor of two. When the client sends its first request after a loss, it experiences a RTO before reinjecting the packet on the additional subflow. However, with the default scheduler, the server does not
know that the primary subflow failed, and it sends the reply to the primary lossy subflow and experiences a RTO too before reinserting the additional subflow. Since the MultiMob server-side scheduler follows the last client decision, it does not experience the RTO at the server side.

c) Influence of Threshold Value: To assess the benefits of the oracle and determine the threshold value for $sloss$, we rely on simplified interactive requests while a light background request/response traffic (12 KB/s) is present. Figure 4a shows the maximal latency to answer a request and Fig. 4b shows the estimated mean power consumed on the second path. The energy consumption is estimated by using the packet trace and the model presented in [20], considering that the cellular interface is always powered on. Without losses, we observe similar requests delays, while the backup subflow is not established with the oracle. When losses occur on the primary path, the oracle knows that the background traffic experiences connectivity issues and creates backup subflows for all connections using that path. Then, the simulated interactive client can directly use the additional path and does not face RTO. Since the server uses MultiMob scheduler, it replies on the subflow used for the request and no RTO occurs. On the contrary, the interactive connection must face a RTO if there is no oracle before using the additional path, even if the additional subflow is always established at the beginning of the connection. Furthermore, when the link is very flappy (20-30% losses), the case without the oracle tries to reuse the lossy path once some ACKs manage to reach the host, while the oracle prevents this behavior. With the oracle the creation of the additional subflow depends on the network conditions and the $sloss$ threshold. When set to a low value, e.g., 10%, delays remain low but a few losses suffice to open the additional subflow. With higher values like 40%, the additional path remains closed in the median case when the primary path experiences 10% of random losses, but it can experience higher latencies. Based on those simulations, we experimentally set the $sloss$ threshold to 25% as a reasonable trade-off between low-latency and low additional path use. $sretrans$ is set to 50% and the max RTO threshold is empirically set to 1.5 seconds to avoid using a subflow that might hurt interactivity because of lack of retransmission reactiveness.

d) Influence of the Oracle Periodicity: The reactivity of the oracle also depends on the oracle timer $T_s$. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 5, the lower $T_s$, the quicker the reaction of the oracle to losses and the lower the variability of the detection. A value of 1 ms allows very quick reaction, but the oracle might spend a lot of CPU time to update its monitoring table. In the remaining of the paper, $T_s$ is empirically set to 500 ms to match sub-second reactivity and low CPU usage on mobiles.

e) Bulk Download and Primary Subflow Loss: The client downloads a 20 MB file and we add 100% losses on the primary path after 1.5 s. Fig. 6 shows that after some idle time, the client detects that it did not receive data and triggers the creation of a second subflow. The server then starts to use the new subflow and the data transfer continues.

(f) Fast Join Benefits: We evaluate the benefits of using the FASTJOINOUT option with regular request/response traffic over an emulated network where the primary path experiences 100% losses after five seconds. Figure 7 shows the difference of the delays of the first request following the
loss event using normal and fast joins. If the request fits inside one TCP packet, as for the popular Siri application, the fast joins provide immediate reinjections when the client sends data and the response can be received after one RTT.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents the evaluation of MultiMob on Nexus 5 smartphones running Android 6.0.1. For this, we backported Multipath TCP v0.89 to the Linux 3.4 kernel of Nexus 5 phones. Three configurations are studied: 1) No backup (NBK), MPTCP with the fullmesh path manager; 2) Backup (BK), NBK with backup subflows on cellular; and 3) MultiMob, the proposed solution described in Sect. III. We use two servers. The first one, configured with the default scheduler, is used by NBK and BK. The second one, configured with the MultiMob server-side scheduler, is used by MultiMob. In this section, we first explore particular use cases with micro-benchmarks to understand the benefits of MultiMob. We then compare at a larger scale NBK and BK with MultiMob through active measurements performed on a set of modified Android 6 smartphones used by real users.

A. Mobility Micro-Benchmarks

To evaluate how MultiMob performs in changing wireless conditions, we go for a short walk (Figure 8) with two smartphones. The first uses MultiMob and the other a vanilla Multipath TCP configuration. Our walk starts at A, close to the WiFi AP. Starting from C, the WiFi signal becomes weaker given the distance and the presence of trees and buildings. Android usually detects the loss of the WiFi signal and tears down the WiFi network at location D. Starting at location F, the WiFi signal becomes available again.

![Fig. 7: Delta of max delay between normal and fast joins depending on the request size. Markers are medians over 6 × 2 runs, bars show min and max.](image)

![Fig. 8: Walk map for micro-benchmarks.](image)

![Fig. 9: Evolution of the mean fraction of total packets carried by the cellular network for the simplified interactive traffic.](image)

(b) Backup vs. MultiMob.

![Fig. 9: Evolution of the mean fraction of total packets carried by the cellular network for the simplified interactive traffic.](image)

(a) No Backup vs. MultiMob.

TABLE I: Aggregated results from simulated interactive micro-benchmarks. MultiMob shows the mean value over both runs. MD = Max Delay, RA = Requests Answered, CP = mean Cell Power consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>MD (ms)</th>
<th>RA</th>
<th>CP (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No backup</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiMob</td>
<td>1183</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulated Interactive Traffic Our test phones send 100 requests during our 80 s walk from A to D. Figure 9 shows the instantaneous mean over the test duration of the fraction of total packets that are carried by the cellular interface for the two runs. In addition, Tab. I shows aggregated results related to these tests. With NBK and BK, the cellular subflow is always created at the beginning of the connection, but no data packet is sent on the cellular subflow while the WiFi signal remains good. This is expected for the backup case, and the larger RTT on the cellular network combined to the low network load explain the NBK results. When the client requests start to be lost between locations C and D, the cellular network is used to recover the connectivity. Since the cellular subflow was established at the beginning of the connection, the NBK and BK cases often experience a lower maximal delay than MultiMob. Since the cellular subflow is already established, the NBK and BK cases can reinject requests on the cellular subflow as soon as a RTO occurs on the WiFi subflow. MultiMob needs first to detect the connectivity loss with its oracle before establishing the cellular subflow, but its maximum delay remains similar to those of NBK and BK cases. On the opposite, MultiMob consumes less cellular energy since it delays the utilization of the cellular interface.

Fixed Rate Streaming Traffic For this test, we configure the smartphones to stream a web radio over HTTP while performing twice the walk presented in Fig. 8. Our servers relay the same web radio at a fixed bitrate using Icecast.

1It is actually very dependent of the wireless conditions of a particular run. The lowest max delay observed for MultiMob over runs was 599 ms.
Since all the data flows from the server to the client, all the scheduling decisions are made by the server.

Figure 10 shows the time-sequence graph for the NBK vs. MultiMob test. We observed no stall during those experiments. However, the NBK case sends data nearly exclusively on the cellular interface, even when the WiFi network is available. From the server perspective, the cellular network appears to be more stable with an often lower estimated RTT than the WiFi one due to motion. This explains why the default scheduler prefers the cellular subflow. MultiMob forces the server to use the WiFi when it is still available. The WiFi to cellular (between C and D) and the cellular to WiFi (between F and A) handovers are visible on the MultiMob graph. Furthermore, notice that MultiMob waits 40 s before opening the cellular subflow using FJI, when the receive timer detects that no more data is received after some time without having received a MP_IDLE. Based on our model [20], NBK consumed 444 J for the cellular interface during the test (1386 mW), while MultiMob spent 329 J (1028 mW).

In the BK vs. MultiMob test, the network interface usage is similar, i.e., WiFi is used when available. Over a dozen of runs we observed no stall, except for a test that impacted both Backup and MultiMob. The buffer playing time at client side for that test is shown on Fig. 11. At 50 s (first C-D pass), MultiMob faces an half-second stall time, due to the reception of a packet on the WiFi network while the cellular subflow was already established. Since packets are acknowledged on the subflow they came from, the MultiMob server-side scheduler then tries to reply on the WiFi subflow, but it was meanwhile lost. After facing a RTO, the server reinjects this reply on the cellular subflow and the connection continues. The BK case experienced a 3 s stall time at time 205 s (second C-D pass). This stall was caused by the default scheduler that favors the WiFi subflow over the backup subflow on the cellular interface. Indeed, after 200 s, the WiFi was underperforming, the server experienced RTOs and reinjected data on the cellular subflow, but it then came back. When the WiFi signal eventually disappeared, the RTO value increased because of previous losses and the RTO expired seconds after the actual WiFi loss. Again, the BK case opened the cellular path at the beginning of the connection, while this happened at 45 s by MultiMob. Furthermore, MultiMob has a smaller cellular energy consumption with 319 J (994 mW), though the BK one remains close with 347 J (1083 mW).

B. Measurements with Real Users

This section summarizes active measurements performed on Nexus 5 devices distributed to a few students and academics over a period of seven weeks (28th January - 22nd March 2017). We installed on each smartphone an Android application that periodically changes the network configuration, either once during night or after a reboot. Our measurement application runs in the background and sends data when it detects that the smartphone moves. Network conditions of tests depend on the presence of WiFi and/or LTE networks. To observe the performance of MultiMob to switch from the WiFi network to the cellular one, we only consider here tests where both WiFi and cellular interfaces are online at the beginning of the tests. Notice that WiFi can be lost during some tests.

Figure 12a shows that nearly all simplified interactive requests are answered within one second. Notice that simultaneously using two paths for such traffic as with the NBK can lead to increased response delays because of network heterogeneity between paths. Figure 12b plots the maximum delay observed during the tests. For all configurations, the maximum delay observed to answer simplified interactive requests remains within one second, with rare outliers higher than two seconds. Though the oracle detection to trigger cellular subflow is the largest delay component, MultiMob does not impact too much the request traffic when WiFi is lost. The main difference between MultiMob and both NBK and BK resides in scenarios where the WiFi remains alive during the whole test. The energy consumption computed on the entire traffic collected during the test is shown in Fig. 12c. Since NBK and BK always open additional subflows at the beginning of the connection, they consume energy, even if no real data is sent on that interface. Background connections initiated by real users can sometimes increase energy consumption by using the cellular interface. In contrast, since most of the time MultiMob does not create additional subflows, its cellular energy consumption is very low. MultiMob can thus keep low latency for delay-sensitive applications while limiting energy impact of Multipath TCP.

VI. Conclusion

Given that smartphones have both cellular and WiFi interfaces, users expect them to be able to perform seamless
handovers between those two network interfaces. Multipath TCP enables such seamless handovers since it can use both cellular and WiFi interfaces for a single connection. Using both interfaces simultaneously is too expensive from an energy viewpoint. We propose, implement and evaluate MultiMob, a set of improvements to the Multipath TCP implementation and protocol. MultiMob uses break-before-make to minimise energy consumption. It extends Multipath TCP to support immediate retransmissions over a different interface. Furthermore, thanks to its scheduler, a server automatically selects the best performing interface to respond to requests from a smartphone. Our measurements indicate that MultiMob improves the performance of Multipath TCP on smartphones while minimizing energy consumption. **MultiMob is available:** http://multipath-tcp.org/multimob
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Abstract—Waypoint routing is a novel communication model in which traffic is steered through one or multiple so-called waypoints along the route from source to destination. Waypoint routing is used to implement more complex policies or to compose novel network services such as service chains, and also finds applications in emerging segment routing networks. This paper initiates the study of algorithms and complexity of waypoint routing on special networks. Our main contribution is an encompassing characterization of networks on which routes through an arbitrary number of waypoints can be computed efficiently: We present an algorithm to compute waypoint routes for the important family of outerplanar networks, which have a treewidth of at most two. We show that it is difficult to go significantly beyond the graph families studied above, by deriving NP-hardness results on slightly more general graph families (namely graphs of treewidth three). For the case that the number of waypoints is constant, we also provide a polynomial-time algorithm for any constant treewidth network, even if waypoints change the flow sizes. For arbitrary numbers of waypoints however, the constraint of different flow-sizes between waypoints turns the problem hard, already if the network contains just a single cycle. Finally, we extend the study of waypoint routing to special directed graph classes, in particular bidirected graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Waypoint routing is a fundamental communication model in which packets need to visit a sequence of waypoints along their route. Waypoint routing has many applications, e.g., related to security policies [1], [2], [3], [4], emerging network services such as service function chaining [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], or segment routing [10], [11], [12], [13].

For example, computer networks today consist of a large number of so-called middleboxes (in the order of the number of routers [1]) providing various functionality inside the networks, related to security (e.g., firewalls, NATs) and performance (e.g., proxies, traffic optimizers). In order to benefit from (or enforce) these middleboxes, traffic needs to be steered through the functions (“waypoints”) explicitly, as in Fig. 1. This is non-trivial especially in virtualized environments and in the context of Network Function Virtualization (NFV), where virtualized middleboxes can be deployed more flexibly. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a particularly useful technology in this context, as it facilitates the definition of such more flexible routes.

This paper is concerned with the algorithmic aspects underlying waypoint routing. Interestingly, only little is known today about the algorithmic problems, besides that the problem is typically hard on general network topologies [14].

Our paper is motivated by the fact that real-world networks (e.g., datacenter, enterprise, carrier networks) are often not general or “worst-case” but feature additional structure, which can potentially be exploited toward more efficient algorithms. Accordingly, we initiate in this paper the study of waypoint routing on specific network topologies.

A. Our Contributions

This paper studies the problem of computing (shortest) paths through an arbitrary number of waypoints on special network families. Our main contribution is a, in some sense, tight characterization of the network topologies on which routes through waypoints can be computed in polynomial time. Concretely, we provide an algorithm to compute waypoint routes on the important graph family of outerplanar graphs (which are of treewidth at most two). We show that it is difficult to go significantly beyond the graph families studied above, by deriving NP-hardness results on slightly more general graph families already (graphs of treewidth three). We also provide a polynomial algorithm for shortest routes on any constant treewidth, as long as the number of waypoints is also constant, with the added feature that the flow-sizes may change after each waypoint traversal. Additionally, we present various algorithmic and complexity results on special directed graphs, in particular on special bidirected graphs such as so-called cactus topologies.

B. State-of-the-Art and Novelty

The recent article by Amiri et al. [14] provided a first chart for this waypoint routing problem in general graph classes. Their focus is on providing intractability results and methods for few waypoints, but they present no algorithms to handle an arbitrary number of waypoints beyond trees and DAGs.

Fig. 1. In this introductory example, the task is to route the flow of traffic from the source s to the destination t via the waypoint w. When routing via the solid red (s, w) path, followed by the solid blue (w, t) path, the combined walk length is 5 + 3 = 8. A shorter solution exists via the dotted red and blue paths, resulting in a combined walk length of 2 + 2 = 4. Observe that when the waypoint would be on the node x, no node-disjoint path can route from s to t via the waypoint. Furthermore, some combinations can violate unit capacity constraints, e.g., combining the solid red with the dotted blue path induces a double utilization of the link from v to t.
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Waypoints</th>
<th>Feasible Algorithms</th>
<th>Known Hardness</th>
<th>Demand Change Optimal Algorithms</th>
<th>Demand Change Hardness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrary</td>
<td>P: Outerplanar (tw ≤ 2) Corollary 2</td>
<td>Strongly NPC: tw ≤ 3 Theorem 4</td>
<td>P: Tree (equivalent to tw of 1) [14]</td>
<td>NPC: Unicyclic (tw ≤ 2) Theorem 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of the complexity landscape for waypoint routing in special undirected graphs.

The goal of this paper is to chart the algorithmic landscape of special graph classes, motivated by often highly structured computer networks. Our main results on undirected graphs are presented in Table I, but we also provide further new insights w.r.t. algorithms for special directed graphs, whereas [14] only provided NP-hardness results on general directed graphs.

C. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem and model more formally, along with studying the example of a single waypoint. Our in-depth algorithmic results are presented in Section III, whereas the complementing intractability proofs can be found in Section IV. We present further related work in Section V and conclude in Section VI.

II. THE PROBLEM AND MODEL

We study computer networks, modeled as connected undirected, directed, or bidirected [15] graphs G = (V, E) with |V| = n nodes (switches, middleboxes, routers) and |E| = m links, where each link e ∈ E has a capacity c : E → N_{>0} and a weight (cost) χ : E → N_{>0}. Bidirected graphs (also known as, e.g., Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks [16] or symmetric digraphs [17]) are directed graphs with the property that if a link e = (u, v) exists, there is also an anti-parallel link e′ = (v, u) with c(e) = c(e′) and χ(e) = χ(e′).

Given (1) a (bi/un)directed graph, (2) a source s ∈ V and a destination t ∈ V, and (3) a set of k waypoints in V, the waypoint routing problem asks for a flow-route R (i.e., a walk) from s to t that (i) visits all waypoints in λ and (ii) respects all link capacities. Without loss of generality, we normalize link capacities to the size of the traffic flow, removing links of insufficient capacity. Unless specified otherwise, we will assume at most one waypoint per node, though it may be that s = t. Waypoints may also change the traffic rate, where the demand can be denoted as follows: from s to w1 by d0, from w1 to w2 by d1, etc. That said, if not stated explicitly otherwise, we will assume that d0 = d1 = ... = dk = 1, and refer to this scenario as flow-conserving.

The waypoints depend on each other and must be traversed in a pre-determined order: every waypoint w_i may be visited at any time in the walk, and as often as desired (while respecting link capacities), but the route R must contain a given ordered node sequence s, w_1, w_2, ..., w_k, t. For example, in a network with stringent dependability requirements, it makes sense to first route a packet through a fast firewall before performing a deeper (and more costly) packet inspection.

We are interested both in feasible solutions (respecting capacity constraints) as well as in optimal solutions. In the context of the latter, we aim to optimize the cost |R| of the route R, i.e., we want to minimize the sum of the weights of all traversed links.

Lastly, for ease of reference, we might denote the undirected waypoint routing problem by WRP, the directed version by DWRP, and the bidirected version by BWRP.

Before directly presenting our algorithms and complexity results, we start with a warm-up, considering the case of a single waypoint in bidirected networks.

A. An Introductory Case Study: A Single Waypoint

We first examine the case of a single waypoint w, which requires finding a shortest s – t route through this waypoint. Amiri et al. [14] already 1 provided a polynomial-time algorithm for undirected graphs and 2 showed the NP-hardness for directed graphs. We thus complement their results by providing an algorithm for bidirected graphs as an introduction.

One waypoint: greedy is optimal. Simply taking two shortest paths (SPs) P_1 = SP(s, w) and P_2 = SP(w, t) in a greedy fashion is sufficient, i.e., the route R = P_1 P_2 is always feasible (and thus, also always optimal in regards to total weight).

Suppose this is not the case, that is, P_1 ∩ P_2 ≠ ∅, possibly violating capacity constraints. Among all nodes in P_1 ∩ P_2, let u and v be, resp., the first and the last node w.r.t. the order of visits in R. Let P^uv denote the sub-path connecting x to y in P_i. Thereby we have R = P_1 P_2 = P_1^su P_1^uw P_2^wu P_2^uw P_2^vt (Fig. 2). Let P be the reverse of any walk P obtained by replacing each link (x, y) ∈ P with its anti-parallel link (y, x). Observe that for P'_1 = P_1^su P_2^wu and P'_2 = P_2^wu P_2^vt we have that P'_1 is at most as long as P_1 (because P_1 is shortest) and P'_2 is shorter than P_2 (by P^wu), a contradiction to P_2 being a shortest path.

Fig. 2. The directed path from u to v is traversed two times in R.

Two waypoints: can be infeasible! While we saw that it is always possible to route through a single waypoint in bidirected graphs, already two waypoints can prevent a valid solution.
In the example of Figure 3, an $s - t$ route traversing first $w_1$ and $w_2$ second must use the link from $w_2$ to $w_1$ twice. Hence, the feasibility of a solution depends on the link capacity.

Fig. 3. In this unit capacity network, the task is to route the flow of traffic from $s$ to $w_1$, then to $w_2$, and lastly to $t$. To this end, the link from $w_2$ to $w_1$ must be used twice.

After this brief introduction, we next study algorithms and complexity beyond the simple case of a single waypoint.

III. EXPLORING COMPUTATIONAL TRACTABILITY

Computer networks often have very specific structures: for example, many data centers are highly structured (e.g., are based on Clos topologies [18]), but also enterprise and router-level AS topologies for example, while being less symmetric, often come with specific properties (e.g., are sparse). In this light, the general hardness results provided in [14] may be too pessimistic: in practice, much faster algorithms may be possible which are tailored toward and leverage the specific network structure. For example, as already pointed out in [14], the waypoint routing problem can be solved quickly on undirected tree or DAG topologies

Accordingly, in this section we explore the waypoint routing problem on specific graph families. In particular, we are interested in sparse graphs. We conducted a small empirical study using Rocketfuel topologies [19] and Internet Topology Zoo graphs [20], and found that they often have a low path diversity: almost half of these graphs are outerplanar, and one third are cactus graphs:

- a graph is outerplanar if it has a planar drawing s.t. all vertices are on the outer face of the drawing [21]
- a graph is a cactus graph if any two simple cycles share at most one node [22] (every cactus graph is outerplanar)

A. General Observations and Reductions

As first pointed out in [14] for undirected graphs, there is a direct algorithmic connection from the link-disjoint path problem to BWRP with unit capacities. By setting $s_1 = s$, $t_1 = w_1$, $s_2 = w_1$, $t_2 = w_2$, ..., a $k + 1$ link-disjoint path algorithm also solves unit capacity BWRP for $k$ waypoints. This method can be extended to general capacities via a standard technique, by replacing each link of capacity $c(e)$ with $\lfloor c(e) \rfloor$ parallel links of unit capacity and identical weight.

Hence, we can apply the algorithm from Jarry and Prennes [17], which solves the feasibility of the link-disjoint path problem on bidirected unit capacity multigraphs for a constant number of paths in polynomial runtime.

Theorem 1: Let $k \in O(1)$. Feasible solutions for BWRP can be computed in polynomial time.

The optimal solution already for few link-disjoint paths still puzzles researchers on bidirected graphs, but the problem seems to be non-trivial on undirected graphs as well: while feasibility for a constant number of link-disjoint paths is polynomial in the undirected case as well [23],[24], optimal algorithms for 3 or more link-disjoint paths are not known, and even for 2 paths the best result is a recent randomized high-order polynomial-time algorithm [25]. For directed graphs, already 2 link-disjoint paths pose an NP-hard problem [26].

Furthermore, leveraging our connection to disjoint path problems again, we can also make the following observation, which we will use for special directed graphs and a non-constant amount of waypoints on some undirected graphs.

Observation 1: For any graph family on which the $k + 1$ disjoint paths problem is polynomial-time solvable, we can also find a route through $k$ waypoints in polynomial time on graphs of unit link capacity.

Thus, it immediately follows from [27] that the single waypoint routing problem is polynomial time solvable on semicomplete directed graphs, where a directed graph is called semicomplete, if there is at least one directed link between every pair of nodes.

Another case are directed graphs with constant independence number $\alpha$, where $\alpha = \alpha(G)$ denotes the maximum size of an independent set in $G$. Then, for constant $\alpha, k \in O(1)$, a polynomial time DWRP algorithm exists, using [28].

Having a well-connected graph helps as well: On random undirected graphs $G$, where the set of $2k$ endpoints are chosen by an adversary (e.g., to compute a waypoint routing), it holds with high probability that the $k$ paths exists, if $k \in O(n/\log n)$ and the minimum degree of $G$ is some sufficiently large constant. The paths can be constructed in randomized time of $O(n^3)$ [29]. Similar results also hold on Expander graphs [30].

B. Algorithms: Parametrized by Treewidth III

For a further example, on bounded treewidth graphs, and as long as the number of waypoints $k$ is logarithmically bounded, the problem is polynomial time solvable, because the link-disjoint paths problem is polynomial time solvable.

We briefly introduce the notion of treewidth as in [31], with alternate analogous descriptions and further examples provided in, e.g., Bodlaender and Kloks in [32], [33], [34]:

Given an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$, a tree decomposition $T = (X, V)$ of $G$ is a bijection between a collection $X$ and a tree $T$, s.t. every element of $X$ is a set of nodes from $V$ with: 1) each graph node is contained in at least one tree node, which is in turn called a bag (separator), 2) the tree nodes containing a node $v$ form a connected subtree of $T$, and 3) nodes are adjacent in the graph only when the corresponding subtrees have a node in common. The width of $T = (X, V)$ is the number of elements in the largest set in $X$ minus 1. The treewidth $\tau_w$ is the minimum width over all tree decompositions of $G$. We will make use of these definitions again in Section III-D.

For a treewidth decomposition of width $\leq \tau_w$ and $k$ link-disjoint paths, Zhou et al. [35] provide an algorithm with a runtime of

$$O \left( n((k + \tau_w^2)k^{\tau_w/2} + k(t + 4)^2(\tau_w + 4)k + 3) \right).$$

As a constant-factor approximation of treewidth decompositions can be obtained in polynomial time [36], also beyond constant
This idea can also be extended to polylogarithmic functions. E.g., \( f(n) = \exp(\ln(f(n))) = \exp(\log(n) \ln(f(n))) \).

In quasi-polynomial time, we can solve: In undirected graphs with a treewidth of \( O(\log n) \), constant \( k \in O(1) \) and \( k \in O(\log n) \), obtaining quasi-polynomial runtimes of \( 2^{O(\log(n))} \) in QP. Quasi-polynomial algorithms fit sort of in between polynomial and exponential algorithms and it is widely believed that NP-complete problems are not in QP [37].

Unit capacities can be modeled by introducing parallel links and in particular subdividing them by placing auxiliary nodes in the center. For each such new path of length three, we can add the three nodes of the path to a new bag, and connect it to the original bag. Unless the graph is a tree (in which case the treewidth increases by one), the treewidth remains unchanged.

We thus obtain the following corollary, which does not find shortest routes and is not applicable to demand changes:

**Corollary 1:** In undirected graphs with a treewidth of \( \tau \) and \( k \) waypoints, we can solve the waypoint routing problem in polynomial time for the following combinations:

- Constant \( \tau \in O(1) \), logarithmic \( k \in O(\log n) \)
- \( \tau \in O(\sqrt{\log n}) \), constant \( k \in O(1) \)
- \( \tau, k \in O(\sqrt{\log n/\log \log n}) \).

In quasi-polynomial time, we can solve:

- \( \tau, k \in \text{polylog}(n) \).

Nonetheless, note that the non-parallel unit capacity observation is of limited use in general: for a negative example, an outerplanar graph requires nodes to touch the outer face, however, this property will be lost during the graph transformation. Yet, as we will show in the following, solutions for outerplanar graph exist, even in arbitrarily capacitated networks. We note that outerplanar graphs have a treewidth of \( \tau \leq 2 \).

**C. Algorithms:** Outerplanar and Cactus Graphs

**Undirected Outerplanar Graphs.** We first prove the following lemma, which we then use for outerplanar graphs.

**Lemma 1:** Let \( I \) be the class of undirected WRP with

1. the graph \( G \) is planar (w.l.o.g. we have a planar drawing),
2. the maximum capacity is \( c_{\text{max}} \), w.l.o.g. \( n \geq c_{\text{max}} \in \mathbb{N} \),
3. \( s, t \) and all waypoints touch the outer face \( F \) of \( G \),
4. for every node \( v \not\in F \), \( \sum_{e \in E(G)} c(e) \) is even.

Then the feasibility of the ordered waypoint routing problem in the class \( I \) is decidable in time \( O(n^2) \), and the construction of a feasible solution taking time \( O(n^2 \cdot c_{\text{max}}^2) \).

**Proof:** Let \( I \in I \) be an instance of the problem. Suppose \( s, t \) are the source and terminal and \( w_1, \ldots, w_k \) are waypoints. Define \( w_0 = s, w_{k+1} = t \). We construct an equivalent instance of the link-disjoint paths problem as follows. Replace each link \( e = \{u, v\} \) with capacity \( c \) by \( c \leq c_{\text{max}} \) links with capacity 1, then subdivide those links once, i.e., the number of nodes is in \( O(n \cdot c_{\text{max}}) \). In the newly created instance of link-disjoint paths problem:

1. The input graph is planar,
2. all terminal pairs touch the outer face,
3. the degree of every node not on the outer face is even.

If only condition 1) and 2) hold, the problem is NP-hard [38]. But for this class of link-disjoint paths problems, there are polynomial time algorithms [39] with the following properties:

- Let \( b \) be the number of nodes on the outer face and \( n' = n' \) be the total number of nodes. Because the graph is planar we have \( m = O(n) \) and \( n' = O(n) \).
- \( \text{w.l.o.g.} \) that \( \text{tw} \subseteq \mathbb{N} \) and \( \text{tw} \) is decidable in time \( O(n^2) \), with an explicit construction obtainable in time \( O(n^2 \cdot \min \{n^2, c_{\text{max}}^2\}) \).

A solution to the shortest waypoint routing problem cannot be obtained via the same reduction: Brandes et al. [40] showed the minimum total length link-disjoint path problem to be NP-hard on graphs satisfying the three conditions mentioned above, already when the maximum degree is at most 4.

For bidirected cactus graphs of constant capacity, the ordered waypoint routing problem can be optimally solved in polynomial time, as we show next.

**Bidirected Cactus Graphs** The difficulty of BWRP lies in the fact that the routing from \( w_i \) to \( w_{i+1} \) can be done along multiple paths, each of which could congest other waypoint connections. Hence, it is easy to solve BWRP optimally (or check for infeasibility) on trees, as each path connecting two successive waypoints is unique.

**Lemma 2:** BWRP can be solved optimally in polynomial time on trees.

For multiple path options, the problem turns NP-hard though (Theorem 6). To understand the impact of already two options, we follow-up by studying rings.

**Lemma 3:** BWRP is optimally solvable in polynomial time on bidirected ring graphs where for at least one link \( e \) holds: \( c(e) \in O(1) \).

**Proof:** We begin our proof with \( c(e) = c(e') = 1 \). Observe that every routing between two successive waypoints has two path options \( P \), clockwise or counter-clockwise. We assign one arbitrary path \( P_e \) to traverse \( e \), and another arbitrary path \( P_{\bar{e}} \) to traverse \( e' \). By removing the fully utilized \( e \) and \( e' \), the remaining graph is a tree with two leaves, where all routing is fixed, cf. Lemma 2.

We now count the path assignment possibilities for \( e, e' \): by also counting the "empty assignment", we have at most \((n+1)n\) options, where the optimal routing immediately follows for each option. For these \( O(n^2) \) possibilities, we pick the shortest feasible one. I.e., BWRP can be solved optimally in polynomial time on rings with unit capacity. To extend the proof to constant capacities \( c(e) \in O(1) \), we use an analogous argument, the number of options for assignments to \( e \) and \( e' \) are now \( O(n^2c(e)) \) ∈ \( P \). Thus, the lemma statement holds.
As mentioned earlier, our empirical study using the Internet Topology Zoo\footnote{See http://www.topology-zoo.org/} data set shows that one third are cactus graphs.

**Theorem 2:** BWRP is optimally solvable in polynomial time on cactus graphs with constant capacity.

*Proof:* The idea is to 1) shrink the cactus graph down to a tree, 2) see if for the relevant subset of waypoints (to be described shortly) the feasibility holds on that tree, 3) reincorporate the excluded rings and find the optimal choice of path segments within each ring, and 4) construct an optimal route by stitching together the sub-routes obtained from the tree and the segments from each ring.

Let $C$ be the cactus graph (Fig. 4) and $T_C$ be the tree obtained after contracting all the links on each rings. As a result of this link contraction, those waypoints previously residing on rings are now replaced by new (super) waypoints in $T_C$ (Fig. 5). Each super node represents either a subtree of adjacent rings or just an isolated ring. Let $W'$ denote the waypoints in $T_C$. Observe that any feasible route in $C$ through $W$ corresponds to one unique feasible route in $T_C$ through nodes in $W'$. Next, we show that either the feasible route in $T_C$ (if exists) can be expanded to an optimal route for $C$, or there is no feasible route in $C$ at all. If $T_C$ is not feasible then we are done. Otherwise, let $R$ be the (unique) route in this tree. For each ring, $R$ induces some endpoints (Fig. 6), one endpoint on each node that is either a) the joint of $T_C$ and the ring, or b) the joint with its adjacent rings. Now we focus on the subproblem induced by this ring and the new waypoint set $W''$ (to be specified) as follows.

For each endpoint that is visited by $R$ add a waypoint to $W''$. Then, using the algorithm described in the proof of Lemma 3, find an optimal route $R_{ring}$ visiting all the nodes in $W''$ respecting the order imposed by $R$. If no such route exists, the instance is not feasible. Otherwise, remove from $R$ every occurrence of the super node that represents this ring to get a disconnected route. For each missing part, recompute the endpoints using the segment of $R_{ring}$ restricted to these endpoints. Repeat this for every ring; denote the resulting route as $R'$.

Finally, we argue that $R'$ is optimal. This is the case because its topology were taken from sets of sub-routes, where each set, covers a disjoint—or more precisely, node-disjoint up to endpoints—component of $C$. Moreover, the set of sub-routes taken from an individual (disjoint) component (i.e. tree or ring) is optimal on that component. Therefore the total length is optimal.

We next turn our attention to graphs of constant treewidth.

**D. Algorithms: Parametrized by Treewidth $II/II$**

Let us quickly recap the results on undirected graphs of bounded treewidth $t,w$ found so far:

1. For constant $t,w$, we can compute walks for $k \in O(\log n)$ waypoints, but those walks will not be optimal (shortest) and the flow has to be of unit size. The same holds for outerplanar graphs (a class with $t,w = 2$) for $k \in O(n)$.
2. For $t,w = 1$ (trees), one can compute shortest walks with demand changes, even for $k \in O(n)$\footnote{See http://www.topology-zoo.org/}.

As pointed out in the beginning of Section III, many network topologies have low treewidth, especially in the wide-area and enterprise context (e.g., the Rocketfuel and Topology Zoo networks\footnote{See http://www.topology-zoo.org/}). We now tackle a problem we thus deem to be realistic: in practice, the number of waypoints visited by a given flow is likely to be a small constant.

**Theorem 3:** In undirected graphs with bounded treewidth $t,w \in O(1)$ and a fixed number $k \in O(1)$ of waypoints, we can solve the shortest waypoint routing problem with demand changes in a runtime of $O(n)$.

*Proof:* Our proof will be via dynamic programming of a nice tree decomposition $\{T, X\}$ of $G$. Using the ideas and terminology of Kloks\footnote{See http://www.topology-zoo.org/}, a tree decomposition is nice if each bag of $T$ is either a leaf bag, a forget bag (one node is removed from the separator), an introduce bag (a node is added), or a join bag (its two children $q_1, q_2$ contain the same nodes). For bags $b$, we thus define signatures $\sigma_b$, representing already computed solutions of $b$, such that by dynamically programming $T$ bottom-up, we obtain an optimal walk $W$ at the root bag of $T$, if such a $W$ exists.

In every optimal solution $W$, each path from a $w_i$ to a $w_{i+1}$ will cross each separator $b$ of $G$ at most $t,w$ times. Due to optimality, these individual paths will traverse every node at most once. Hence, a signature $\sigma_b$ only needs to represent the at most $k \cdot t,w$ crossings (endpoints) of partial paths through the subgraph of $b$, and the link utilizations these paths use in $E(b)$. We additionally store if a path, for from $w_i$ to $w_{i+1}$, with only one endpoint in the signature, contains either $w_i$
We now present the required algorithms for the induction. We assume that we can perform standard operations (additions, comparisons etc.) of numerical values in constant time, else, an extra logarithmic factor needs to be included in the total runtime. We now present the required algorithms for the induction.

- **Leaf bags** \( b \): In constant time, we can generate all valid signatures, containing at most \( k \) paths (each without any links). The only restriction is that if \( v \in V(b) \) is a waypoint \( w_i \), its paths to \( w_{i-1} \) and \( w_{i+1} \) must exist.

- **Forget bags** \( b \): Let \( v \) be the node s.t. for the child \( q \) of \( b \) holds: \( V(q) \setminus \{v\} = V(b) \). If \( v \) is not a waypoint, then the valid signatures of \( b \) are exactly those of \( q \) which do not use \( v \) as endpoints. If \( v \) is a waypoint \( w_i \), then additionally must hold: \( v \) must be an endpoint of a path from \( w_{i-1} \) and the endpoint of a path to \( w_{i+1} \).

- **Join bags** \( b \): We first 1) describe the program and then 2) prove its correctness. 1): Given two valid signatures of \( b \)'s children \( q_1, q_2 \), we perform all possible concatenations, of endpoints of paths for the same \( w_i \) to \( w_{i+1} \), at the separator nodes \( V(b) \), checking a) that the union of the link utilizations in \( E(b) \) respect the link capacities and b) that no loops are created (we know the endpoints of each (sub-)path and the their link utilizations in \( E(b) \), if they share a link outside \( E(b) \), a signature of minimum size will not), which results in valid signatures \( \sigma_b \) of \( b \). 2): Assume we missed some valid signature \( \sigma_b \) of \( b \): Given \( \sigma_b \), we split the paths across the separator, resulting in valid signatures \( \sigma_{q_1}, \sigma_{q_2} \) and their subpaths, a contradiction. For an illustration of this procedure, we refer to Figure 7.

- **Introduce bags** \( b \): Again, we first 1) describe the algorithm and then 2) prove its correctness. 1): For each signature \( \sigma_q \) of the child \( q \) of \( b \), where \( V(q) \cup \{v\} = V(b) \), we first generate all possible combinations of empty paths at \( v \). Then, we distribute the link set of \( E(b) \) over the endpoints in all possible variations, checking if each distribution can generate some valid signature by possibly moving the endpoints of the subwalks (and possibly, concatenating some). If the answer is yes, we also generate all possible signatures out of these distributions, again by allowing to move the endpoints and allowing to concatenate paths, always respecting capacity constraints. As we only handle \( O(1) \) elements, we only perform \( O(1) \) operations (covered below). 2): Again, assume we did not program some valid signature \( \sigma_q \) of \( b \). We then obtain a valid signature of \( q \) by removing \( v \), splitting all paths that traverse it into two or, if they have \( v \) as endpoint, cutting off \( v \), or, if the path only contained \( v \), by removing these paths. As the reverse operation will be performed by the prior algorithm, \( \sigma_q \) would have been obtained.

Each of the above programs be be run in a time of \( O(1) \), assuming constant size \( b, \forall w, k \in O(1) \).

Furthermore, we implicitly assumed that for each signature, we also store a representative set of paths s.t. their total length is minimized. I.e., when generating signatures multiple times for introduce and join nodes, we only keep representatives of minimum total length. Hence, after dynamically programming the nice tree decomposition \( T \) bottom-up, we consider all solutions at the root node: If an optimal solution exists, it will be represented by a signature, and thus, we can choose a walk through the waypoints of minimum length.

It remains to prove the desired runtime of \( O(n) \): For constant treewidth \( \forall w \in O(1) \), we can obtain a nice tree decomposition of width \( O(\forall w) \) with \( O(n) \) bags in a runtime of \( O(n) \) using the methods from [34], [36]. As the dynamic program requires time \( O(1) \) for each of the \( O(n) \) bags, and as each of the \( O(1) \) possible solutions can be checked in time \( O(n) \), the claim follows.

IV. HARDNESS

In the previous Section III we presented various polynomial-time algorithms for undirected and directed graphs. In this section we present complementing hardness results, to clarify the corresponding intractability bounds. In comparison, previous work [14] provided NP-hardness results for general graphs, leaving the finer details where the border lays between polynomial-time algorithms and intractability to future work.

We begin by studying the treewidth of undirected graphs in Section IV-A, followed by the NP-hardness on (un)directed unicyclic graphs under flow-size changes in Section IV-B. Lastly, we investigate general bidirected graphs in Section IV-C, where hardness already strikes without flow-size changes, as in Section IV-A on undirected graphs.

A. Hardness: Parametrized by Treewidth

We have shown that for a large graph family of treewidth at most 2, the outerplanar graphs (which also include cactus graphs for example), the routing paths can be computed efficiently on undirected graphs. This raises the question whether the problem can be solved also on graphs of treewidth larger than 2, or at least for all graphs of treewidth at most 2. While the latter remains an open question, in the following we show that problems on graphs of treewidth 3 (namely series-parallel graphs with an additional node connected to all other nodes) are already NP-hard in general.
Theorem 4: The problem of routing through an arbitrary number of waypoints is strongly NP-complete on undirected graphs of treewidth at most 3.

Proof: We reduce the ordered waypoint routing problem in graphs of treewidth at most 3 from the link-disjoint paths problem in series-parallel graphs, the latter being strongly NP-complete [42].

Let \( I \) be an instance of the link-disjoint paths problem in a series parallel graph \( G \) with terminal pairs \( T_I = \{(s_1, t_1), \ldots, (s_k, t_k)\} \). We construct a new instance \( I' \) of the ordered waypoint routing problem as follows. Create a graph \( G' := G \), then add one new node \( v \) to \( G' \) and links \( \{t_i, v\}, \{s_j, v\} \) for \( i, j \in [k], j \neq 1, i \neq k \).

For simplicity, set for now \( s := s_1, w_1 := t_1, w_2 := v, w_3 := s_2, w_4 := t_2, w_5 := v, \ldots, t := t_k, \) i.e., the order of waypoints is \( s_1, t_1, v, \ldots, s_i, t_i, v, s_{i+1}, t_{i+1}, v, \ldots, t_k \), with \( 3k - 2 \) waypoints in total. I.e., \( v \) “hosts” \( k - 1 \) waypoints, with a degree of \( 2(k - 1) \). We will show later in the proof how to ensure at most one waypoint per node.

Claim: In any solution for \( I' \), the union of the \( k - 1 \) link-disjoint walks from \( s_i \) via \( v \) to \( t_{i+1} \) occupy all links incident to \( v \).

Proof: Any walk from \( s_i \) via \( v \) to \( t_{i+1} \) must leave and enter \( v \), using two links. Hence, the union of all these \( k - 1 \) link-disjoint walks occupy all \( 2k - 2 \) links incident to \( v \).

We can now prove the theorem: If \( I \) is a yes-instance, then \( I' \) is a yes-instance as well: We take the \( k \) \( s_i, t_i \)-paths from \( I \), connect them in index-order with the \( k - 1 \) paths \( t_i, v, s_{i+1} \), and obtain the desired ordered waypoint routing.

It is left to show that if \( I' \) is a yes-instance, then \( I \) is a yes-instance as well. Let \( I' \) be a yes-instance. Define the path from \( s_i \) to \( t_i \) as in \( I' \). As these paths do not use \( v \) or any of the links adjacent to it (otherwise the capacity of one of these links would be exceeded), these paths show that \( I \) is a yes-instance.

On the other hand, the treewidth of \( G' \) is at most the treewidth of \( G \) plus 1 (we can just put \( v \) in all bags of an optimal tree decomposition of \( G \)). To obtain at most one waypoint on \( v \), we create \( k - 1 \) cycles of length four, placing a waypoint on each, and merging another node with \( v \). This construction does not increase the treewidth and also retains earlier proof arguments. As series-parallel graphs have a treewidth of at most 2 [43, Lemma 11.2.1], \( G' \) has a treewidth of at most 3.

As the problem is clearly in NP, with the reduction being polynomial, the proof is complete.

We conjecture that it is possible to directly modify the proof presented in [42], to prove that the feasibility of the waypoint routing problem is hard even in series-parallel graphs.

B. Hardness: Flow-size changes and a single cycle

In case of non-flow conserving waypoints, NP-hardness strikes earlier already, namely on unicyclic graphs, which contain only one cycle, and thus have \( \text{tw} \leq 2 \).

Theorem 5: On undirected unicyclic graphs in which waypoints are not flow-conserving, computing a route through \( O(n) \) waypoints is weakly NP-complete, even if all waypoints can just increase (or, just decrease) the flow size by at most a constant factor.

Proof: Reduction from the weakly NP-complete PARTITION problem [44], where an instance \( I \) contains \( \ell \) non-negative integers \( i_1, \ldots, i_\ell \), \( \sum_{j=1}^{\ell} i_j = S \), with the size of the binary representation of all integers polynomially bounded in \( \ell \).

We begin with the case that waypoints can change the flow size arbitrarily. W.l.o.g., let \( \ell \) be even and \( i_1 \leq i_2 \leq \cdots \leq i_\ell \). We create two stars (denoted left and right star) with \( 1 + \ell/2 \) leaf nodes each, where all links have a capacity of \( S \). We connect both star center nodes in a cycle, with the cycle links having a capacity of \( S/2 \) each, respectively.

Next, we place \( s \), here also identified as \( w_1 \), on a leaf of the left star and \( t \) on a leaf in the right star. To distribute the remaining \( \ell - 1 \) waypoints \( w_2, \ldots, w_\ell \), corresponding to the integers, we place the ones with even indices on leaves in the left star, and those with odd indices in the right star.

Suppose the routing starts with a size of \( i_1 \), is changed to \( i_2 \) by \( w_2 \) and so on. Then, solving the PARTITION instance \( I \) is equivalent to computing a waypoint routing, as the paths going along the cycle have to be partitioned into two sets, each having a combined demand of \( S/2 \).

So far, we assumed that waypoints can change the flow size arbitrarily – but hardness also holds if each waypoint can just increase (or, just decrease) the flow size by a constant amount. In order to do so, we replace the leaf nodes of the stars with paths of \( O(\log S) \) waypoints, which are used to increase the demands to the desired size.

The directed graph case is analogous by putting all waypoints to one star, creating the same amount of intermediate dummy waypoints in the other star, which do not change the flow size, and replacing all undirected links with two directed links of opposite directions and identical capacity.

Corollary 3: On directed graphs, with the underlying undirected graph being unicyclic and where waypoints are not flow-conserving, computing a route through \( O(n) \) waypoints is NP-complete, even if all waypoints can just increase (or, just decrease) the flow size by at most a constant factor.

For these two proofs, we used flow sizes that can be exponential in the graph size (binary encoded). Nonetheless, we refer to Table II, which shows that the problem also stays strongly NP-complete on general graphs.

C. Hardness: Bidirected graphs without flow-size changes

It follows from the earlier Corollary 3 that waypoint routing is already NP-hard on unicyclic bidirected graphs, when allowing flow-size changes. It remains to study NP-hardness in the case that the flow-size remains unchanged:

Theorem 6: Solving BWRP optimally is NP-hard.

Proof: Reduction from the NP-hard link-disjoint path problem on bidirected graphs \( G = (V, E) \) [16]: given \( k \) source-destination node-pairs \( (s_i, t_i) \), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \), are there \( k \) corresponding pairwise link-disjoint paths?

For every such instance \( I \), we create an instance \( I' \) of BWRP as follows, with all unit capacities: Set \( s = s_1 \) and \( t = t_k \),
also setting waypoints as follows: \( w_1 = t_1, w_3 = s_2, w_4 = t_2, w_6 = s_3, w_7 = t_3, \ldots, w_{3k-3} = s_k \). We also create the missing \( k-1 \) waypoints \( w_2, w_5, w_8, \ldots, w_{3k-4} \) as new nodes and connect them as follows, each time with bidirected links of weight \( \gamma \): \( w_2 \) to \( w_1 = t_1 \) and \( w_3 = s_2 \), \( w_5 \) to \( w_4 = t_2 \) and \( w_6 = s_3 \), \ldots, \( w_{3k-4} \) to \( w_{3k-3} = s_k \) and \( w_{3k-5} = t_{k-1} \). I.e., we sequentially connect the end- and start-points of the paths.

Observe that BWRP is feasible on \( I' \) if \( I \) is feasible: We take the \( k \) link-disjoint paths from \( I \) and connect them via the \( k-1 \) new nodes in \( I' \).

We now set \( \gamma \) to some arbitrarily high weight, e.g., \( 3k \) times the sum of all link weights. I.e., it is cheaper to traverse every link of \( I \) even \( 3k \) times rather than paying \( \gamma \) once. Thus, if \( I \) is feasible, the optimal solution of \( I' \) has a cost of less than \( 2 \cdot k \cdot \gamma \).

Assume \( I \) is not feasible, but that \( I' \) has a feasible solution \( R \). Observe that a feasible solution of \( I' \) needs to traverse the \( k-1 \) new waypoints, i.e., has at least a cost of \( 2(k-1)\gamma \). As \( I \) was not feasible, we will now show that traversing every new waypoint \( w_2, w_5, \ldots \) only once is not sufficient for a feasible solution of \( I' \). Assume for contradiction that one traversal of \( w_2, w_5, \ldots \) suffices: for each of those traversals of such a \( w_j \), it holds that it must take place after traversing all waypoints with index smaller than \( j \). Hence, we can show by induction that the removal of the links incident to the waypoints \( w_2, w_5, \ldots \) from \( R \) contains a feasible solution for \( I \). Thus, at least one of the waypoints \( w_2, w_5, \ldots \) must be traversed twice, i.e., \( R \) has a cost of at least \( 2 \cdot k \cdot \gamma \).

We can now complete the polynomial reduction, by studying the cost (feasibility) of an optimal solution of \( I' \): if the cost is less than \( 2 \cdot k \cdot \gamma \), \( I \) is feasible, but if the cost is at least \( 2 \cdot k \cdot \gamma \) (or infeasible), \( I \) is not feasible.

While many BWRP instances are not feasible (already in Figure 3), we conjecture that the feasibility of BWRP with arbitrarily many waypoints is NP-hard as well. This conjecture is supported by the fact that the analogous link-disjoint feasibility problems are NP-hard on undirected [44], directed [26], and bidirected graphs [16], also for undirected and directed ordered waypoint routing, see Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waypoints</th>
<th>Feasible</th>
<th>Optimal</th>
<th>Demand Change Feasible</th>
<th>Optimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undirected</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>constant</td>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>Strongly NPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
<td>constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly NPC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II** Overview of the Complexity Landscape for Waypoint Routing in General Graphs as Provided by [14].

In particular, our work is different from existing literature on the computation of routes through unordered waypoints [31]: the computation of shortest (link- and node-disjoint) paths and cycles through a set of \( k \) waypoints is a classic problem [47] which has traditionally been motivated by many different applications. Well-known results include, e.g., linear-time algorithms for \( k = 3 \) waypoints [26], [48] polynomial-time algorithms for constant \( k \) [24], polynomial-time deterministic algorithms to compute feasible paths for small \( k = O((\log \log n)^{1/10}) \), or a randomized algorithm (based on algebraic techniques) to compute a shortest simple cycle through a given set of \( k \) nodes or links in an \( n \)-node undirected network. These approaches however cannot be applied to compute routes through ordered waypoints.

Our work is also different from existing work which focuses on how to admit and allocate multiple walks, e.g., using randomized rounding and tolerating some capacity augmentation [49], [50], [51]. There are also extensions to more complex requests such as trees [51, 52]. In contrast, we in this paper focus on the allocation of a single walk, without violating capacity constraints.

**Bibliographic Note.** A first version of the results on bidirected graphs was presented at the Algocloud workshop [53].

VI. Conclusion

Waypoint routing is emerging as an important concept in various applications, however, the underlying algorithmic problem is not well-understood. With this paper, we have made a first step to put the waypoint routing problem into perspective. We presented a comprehensive characterization of the algorithmic complexity of the problem regarding the “special” network families which support a polynomial-time solution. In particular, we presented algorithms and hardness results for networks of different treewidth, and discussed implications of more directed networks. In our future work, we aim to investigate the implications of waypoint routing on specific applications, in particular, Traffic Engineering.
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Abstract—Situation awareness is important to plan relief work in emergency response. However, impaired communication and computation infrastructure makes it difficult to acquire and analyze information. Accordingly, complex and resource-intensive information processing can be offloaded through opportunistic ad hoc contact to, e.g., first responder mobile devices, leveraging their idle resources. Ensuring complete service execution without overloading individual devices is a challenging task in such dynamic networks. In this work, we propose handover mechanisms that utilize the current context of individual mobile devices to balance load and achieve complete task execution without requiring a global view on the opportunistic network. We study their scalability and performance by combining them with our unified message template for distributed service processing in the OMNeT++ simulation environment. The evaluation shows that our handover mechanisms increase the success rate significantly and achieve distributed load balancing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mobile services become more computation-intensive and more complex, requiring multiple processing stages and highly-specialized hardware. Executing such services on a single device is therefore impractical. To alleviate a device with limited computing capacity, a complex mobile service can be offloaded as a task to a remote cloud for execution. However, offloading to the cloud is not always possible due to overloaded or impaired infrastructures, which can occur, for instance, in emergency situations such as disaster scenarios. Opportunistic offloading [1] has been introduced as an emerging solution for offloading computation. Hereby, the computation tasks can be offloaded to a nearby stationary computing unit such as cloudlet [2], or to an opportunistic network formed by mobile devices [3]. While both approaches share the common idea of leveraging nearby available computing resources, offloading in an opportunistic network provides more flexibility and more advantages in favor of executing complex tasks with multiple processing stages. A complex task can be divided into several subtasks, and distributed to the participating mobile devices, leveraging their idle, and heterogeneous capabilities. Besides ensuring successful execution of the offloaded tasks, balancing services execution among the participating devices is also essential, and beneficial. On the one hand, load balancing relieves overloaded devices, effectively leading to improved overall performance. On the other hand, the energy consumption for executing the offloaded tasks by participating devices can be decreased through load balancing, resulting in (i) longer lifetime of opportunistic networks, which serves as communication medium during critical situations, and (ii) more acceptance of users to contribute their resources. Most approaches dealing with load balancing in mobile systems are based on global knowledge of the network to formulate the load balanced assignment as an optimization problem. In line with the dynamic nature of opportunistic networks, the optimization problem can also be solved in a distributed manner, as proposed in [4]. Still, rapidly changing environments require a flexible and adaptive approach to load balancing that takes changing conditions, resource constraints, heterogeneity of tasks and services, and mobility into account.

In this work, we propose several handover mechanisms for load balancing in complex services offloading based on the currently available context of single devices. To this end, we extend our previous work [5] on a task message template that allows the user to define a task and the services required to accomplish the defined task. Our message template bundles the control information and the corresponding payload data into a single message. This enables mobile devices to decide autonomously whether and how to participate in service processing. We implement our proposed mechanisms within the OMNeT++ simulator [6], allowing for an in-depth evaluation of their performance in terms of load balancing and success rate and their cost in terms of message overhead and latency.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are threefold:

- We propose several load balancing (LB) mechanisms for distributing complex tasks across devices in an opportunistic network, optimizing resource utilization and success rate, while minimizing the communication overhead.
- We develop a simulation environment based on OMNeT++, which integrates our earlier work on an adaptive task oriented message template [5].
- We conduct an extensive evaluation of our LB mechanisms within the OMNeT++ simulation environment. We show the overall performance gain, improved fairness, and inherited trade-offs of our proposed LB mechanisms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss related work. Second, we give a brief introduction in our adaptive task message template (namely ATMT) for distributed in-network processing, and highlight an important open research challenge, namely, distributed fair load balancing. Third, we present our load balancing handover mechanisms and an in-depth evaluation relying on OMNeT++ simulations, before concluding the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Offloading computational workload in mobile systems, aiming to reduce network traffic have been studied in several research work. [7] propose a decentralized optimization model for the underlying operator placement problem. This approach, however, does not consider dynamic changes of the environment. Recent research on Complex Event Processing (CEP) in the context of vehicular networks has put more attention to adaptive mechanisms; an example is CEP operator migration [8]. Another research direction is edge computing, in which computation tasks are offloaded to nearby computing resources such as cloudlet-upgraded router for processing [2]. In the aforementioned work, balancing computational workload is neglected.

Load balancing or fair resource allocation have always been an important research aspect in mobile networks. To analyze fair resource allocation, Fossati et al. [9] propose to extend the Jain’s fairness index with a satisfaction factor of users. The problem of resource allocation is modeled through game theory, using their proposed metric. Tham et al. [4] target mobile edge networks and formulate a constrained optimization problem to achieve load balancing. The problem, however, has to be solved by a central entity. Fernando et al. [10] incorporate work stealing concepts in mobile crowd computing, allowing a worker device to take over workload from other devices. The authors focus on the practical implementation using mobile devices and, thus, do not consider work stealing in a large scale setup. Centralized coordination is impractical in an opportunistic network. Consequently, Benchi et al. [11] study the consensus problem in opportunistic networks, which allows each node to make a consent decision upon receiving enough votes from others. Comparable to our work is load balancing for services composition in opportunistic networks. Viswanathan et al. [12] use a time deadline for services composition to formulate an optimization problem, which can be solved by service providers in a distributed manner. The complexity of such optimization formulation is high, thus cannot cope well with the rapid changes of an opportunistic network. In [13], Sadid et al. introduce a hop by hop composition model designed for opportunistic networks, considering load and mobility of the devices. The authors propose to let each service provider decide on the next composition to cope with dynamic changes. Our work differentiates from [13] in that we explicitly incorporate uncertainty factors in our local optimization mechanisms to increase their robustness. Furthermore, we provide a thorough evaluation focusing on the quality of load balancing.

III. SCENARIO: IN-NETWORK DATA ANALYSIS IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

A. Scenario Description

To plan relief operations in emergency response situations efficiently, the relief workers need to have situational information. The required raw sensing data can be obtained through built-in sensors on the mobile devices as shown in [14]. Thereafter, these data have to be processed and analyzed to extract valuable information. A concrete example can be found in [15]. In this work, image processing techniques are applied to extract faces of victims through pictures shot by smart phones. To capture the situational overview, a large amount of data might be required. Processing all these data in a single device of the relief worker is inefficient. Two options are possible: (i) offloading the data analysis to cloud servers, (ii) offloading the data analysis to several surrogate devices for distributed processing. The first option is not always possible in case of impaired communication infrastructure, which often occurs in disaster situations. The second option provides a more flexible solution to analyze data, leveraging idle resources available in opportunistic network.

![Fig. 1: Abstract system model of disseminating ATMT task messages in opportunistic networks for processing.](image-url)

To facilitate distributed processing through mobile devices in the elaborated scenario, the adaptive task-oriented message template (ATMT) is proposed in [5]. The objective of this message template is to allow users to define an analysis goal and the operations/services required to accomplish this goal. Using the task message template, the data analysis is handed over from one device to the next device, whereas each device can perform one or several operations. Hence, the task is divided and processed in a distributed manner. The workflow of processing an ATMT message is illustrated in Figure 1. In this illustration, a device (called delegator) with required domain knowledge of how to process the data analysis, defines n operations (op1...opm) and disseminate the message into the opportunistic ad hoc networks. Each device participating in the processing (called operator) executes the operations provided by this device and hands over the processed message upon opportunistic contact with other devices for further executions.
B. Adaptive Task Message Template

The construction of the ATMT task message template designed in our previous work [5] is illustrated in Figure 2. To facilitate distributed processing in opportunistic networks, one of the objectives of ATMT is to allow the participating devices to cooperate without having to rely on any centralized coordination. Due to this reason, an ATMT message contains both meta-information required for processing and the belonging payload data. The meta-information is stored in the ATMT header, consisting of two parts, i.e., message header and analysis header. The first part is the fix-sized message header, which contains an UUID for identification, a checksum on the status of the processing and the length of the header. By comparing the checksum in the message header, a device can check on the current status of the processing and decides to merge, drop or to handover a task, without parsing the whole message content. The analysis header composes of an operations graph and a data dictionary. The operations graph is based on an acyclic directed graph, that is used to model the processing goal, the required operations/services, and the processing order. The data dictionary in the header maps the operations in the operations graph to the respective data pieces in the ATMT payload. When an operation is completed by a device, this device can replace the old payload data with the processed result. All in all, the construction of an ATMT message allows each device to make autonomous decision.

![ATMT Message Template](image)

Fig. 2: Construction of ATMT task message template as designed in [5].

A system utilizing ATMT message to perform in-network data analysis as the aforementioned scenario depends on the heterogeneous capabilities of the devices, which can be translated into different roles. Four roles are conceived, i.e., sensors for obtaining raw data, delegators with the domain knowledge for constructing the operations graph which can be understood as a way to coordinate the devices in a distributed manner, operator for performing operations/services, and forwarder to handover the ATMT messages. As briefly described in the previous section, Figure 1 shows a sample workflow using ATMT concept. Sensor devices are omitted in the illustration. A delegator device receiving data from the sensors constructs an ATMT message, and hands over this message to its directly connected operators via WiFi ad hoc communication. Each operator processes the ATMT message and executes the operations/services required in the operations graph according to its available resource and services. The resulting ATMT messages can be forwarded through store, carry and forward concept of opportunistic mobile networks to another operator at later time for further processing. In doing so, the chances for successful execution of a complex analysis task can be increased.

IV. CHALLENGES AND ASSUMPTIONS

Based on the description of the ATMT construction and the in-network data analysis workflow, we can identify several challenges. (i) A centralized coordination with the complete view over the services available in all mobile devices does not exist. Consequently, each device only has a partial view of the network. (ii) The devices considered in this work are highly dynamic and mobile. This requires adaptive mechanisms. (iii) Due to the challenges elaborated in (i) and (ii), the handover of ATMT messages in an uncoordinated way might lead to massive communication overhead and processing redundancies, i.e., workload waste. Optimizing both successful execution of complex ATMT tasks and load balancing under the aforementioned challenges is thus our main target.

With respect to the challenges and the elaborated application scenario, the following assumptions are made:

- Decentralized opportunistic ad hoc network: we focus on complex services offloading and distributed processing in an opportunistic ad hoc network. Thus, we assume that the devices are mobile and they are able to communicate if they are in WiFi range of each other.
- Heterogeneous resource and services: we assume that the participating devices possess different capabilities, i.e., each device has different resource capacity left, can provide different services, perform different operations.
- Cooperative behaviour: we assume that no participating device has malicious intention. To establish a trustworthy distributed processing environment in a mobile system, trust measurement concept such as in [16] can be utilized.
- Location-aware: we assume that each device is able to determine its own location.

V. HANDOVER MECHANISMS

We design our handover mechanisms with special focus on load balancing. Our target is to improve the distribution of workload among participating devices in an opportunistic network, taking into account the challenges and assumptions as previously discussed. According to Alakeel [17], we have to consider three main aspects when designing load balancing mechanisms for distributed systems, i.e., transfer strategy, location strategy, information strategy. Transfer strategy is the decision whether to offload/handover the task, location strategy indicates which destinations should the tasks be offloaded to, and information strategy refers to the context information which can be used to devise transfer strategy and location strategy. Accordingly, the information strategy is the most important component of handover mechanisms. W.r.t. our scenario, the information strategy is limited, since a global view of all devices in an opportunistic network is not possible. Therefore, a device in an opportunistic network can only use either (i) its own context information or (ii) a partial view of the network through information shared by other devices via opportunistic contact. Based on this observation,
we devise three categories for handover mechanisms, i.e., naive, work stealing, and local optimization. A device using naive mechanism only requires its own resources utilization as context to make handover decision; while a device using work stealing and local optimization requires shared context from other devices. The details of each devised mechanisms will be elaborated in the following.

A. Naive

Naive mechanism does not require any sophisticated shared context; the decision is made by single device’s context with respect to the resource utilization on this device. To this end, each participating device in our system maintains a queue of ATMT tasks. The size of ATMT tasks queue indicates the total resource, which a device can contribute. Two options are possible for naive handover. (i) Since an ATMT message represents a complex task that requires the execution of several services in a predefined order, the successful completion of a task is not guaranteed in opportunistic network. Consequently, to increase the success rate, a naive node simply contributes all of its resource available in ATMT tasks queue and passes the processed ATMT tasks to all neighbours. This behavior resembles the well-known epidemic routing [18]. Hence, the common observed characteristics of epidemic routing can also be applied for our naive mechanism; i.e., the success rate is improved by sacrificing communication and computation overhead. Due to this reason, a naive mechanism utilizing full resources of participating devices, serves well as the baseline for benchmarking purpose. (ii) It can also be observed that, in dense opportunistic networks, a high number of devices providing similar services can exist. On the one hand, the resource on these devices will be used redundantly, following a greedy naive behavior. On the other hand, the success rate when reducing the size of ATMT tasks queue and rejecting ATMT tasks upon reaching a limit, can be compensated by the high number of participating devices with similar capabilities. In such cases, reducing the size of the ATMT tasks queue and rejecting tasks can decrease the number of redundantly executed operations, while preserving the high success rate and leading to improved load balancing. This intuition will be analyzed later in the evaluation (cf. Section VI). In summary, a naive device in our system will either fully utilize all its available resource, i.e., epidemic flooding of ATMT tasks in the whole network, or a device can intentionally reduce its tasks queue and drop upcoming received tasks.

B. Work Stealing

The term work stealing is coined in the context of parallel computing [19]; it refers to the act of an underutilized processor stealing threads from over-utilized processor, aiming to relieve over-utilized processors from high workload, thus a better load balancing among processors can be achieved. Fernando et al. [10] incorporates the concept of work stealing in the context of mobile crowd computing. Our devised work stealing strategy extends this idea for a more decentralized dynamic system, i.e., mobile devices in opportunistic network with the ability to act autonomously.

In our system, each operator device is qualified as a work stealer, i.e., if an operator device deems itself to be underutilized, this device can ask to take over ATMT tasks from the nearby devices. Underutilization is determined based on the current number of ATMT tasks in the tasks queue. If this number is less than a work stealing limit, then an operator device will ask the surrounding operators to handover ATMT tasks. An operator device triggers the work stealing process by sending a work stealing message, indicating the number of ATMT tasks \( n_{ws} \) that this work stealing operator is willing to accept and the list of its providing operations. In order not to exhaust the maximum resource of the work stealing operator, \( n_{ws} \) should not exceed the maximum size of the ATMT tasks queue on the device. Furthermore, to avoid egoistic behavior of the participating operators, when receiving the work stealing message with the indicated capacity \( n_{ws} \), a device is allowed to handover maximum up to \( n_{ws} \) tasks, however a minimum number of task \( n_{keep} \) should always be kept back in the tasks queue. To decide how many tasks should be handed over to the work stealing operator, three options are conceived: (i) Devices receiving work stealing message try to exploit the maximum capacity indicating by the work stealing operator without any coordination from the work stealing device. (ii) The work stealing device assumes the local coordination and divides the number of allowed ATMT tasks equally for its neighbors. (iii) The work stealing device accepts tasks from its neighbors following first come first serve principle. As soon as the maximum threshold is reached, the work stealing device will notify the neighboring devices to stop handing over tasks.

![Fig. 3: Illustration of local optimization concept, choosing to the best next handover destination benefiting load balancing.](image-url)
orchestrated by a centralized entity. Following this line of thought, we devise strategies for tasks handover decision at an operator device in our system, requiring only local knowledge obtained through shared context of the neighboring devices. Our target is to optimize the load sharing among several devices locally by handing over the tasks to the next best destination within a close proximity. The local optimization is done by single devices autonomously, but still in a collaborative manner through shared context. The overall workflow of local optimization strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.

In opportunistic networks, the context of devices can be shared either in a reactive or proactive manner. Reactive context sharing is triggered only if a device receives an explicit query asking for its context. However, in a highly dynamic environment, a long time might elapse since the query is sent, until the information comes back to the query initiator. Due to this reason, proactive context sharing seems to be more favorable in opportunistic network. The context information is thus exchanged at any opportunistic contact of two devices in our system. Two devices exchange the summary of the context information about themselves and about the other devices that these two have seen in the past. Through this way, every devices have a snapshot of the shared context information. The context information required for local optimization of load balancing are generated by each device as a list of available operations \((op_i, op_j)\), the currently-used capacity \((n_a)\), the current position \((\text{long}, \text{lat})\), moving direction \((\vec{v})\) and a time stamp \((t_{inf})\) when generating context information. When an operator device triggers the local optimization, it checks the current shared context and filters the nodes within a proximity of distance \(d_{max}\), that possess the required operations, as potential destinations for task handover. The potential destinations can be further filtered, omitting devices that have distance around \(d_{max}\) and currently move farther away from the initiating device. To choose destinations benefiting the load balancing, we use a cost function covering three aspects for local optimized assignments, which are the currently-used capacity \((n_a)\), the distance \((d)\) and the uncertainty of the shared context information about operator \(O\), i.e., \((\mu(N_O))\). The cost function is defined as follows:

\[
c(N_A, N_O, #OP) = (w_l * c_l * #OP + w_d * c_d) * \mu(N_O) \quad (1)
\]

where:

\[
\mu(N_O) = 1 + \frac{t_{\text{current}} - t_{\text{inf}}}{t_{\text{keepAlive}}}
\]

\[
c_l(N_O) = \frac{n_{\text{max}} - n_a}{n_{\text{max}}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
c_d(N_A, N_O) = \frac{d(N_A, N_O)}{d_{\text{max}}}
\]

In Equation 1, \(N_A\) is the node that wants to trigger the handover, to assign some of its tasks to other operator; \(N_O\) is a potential destination operator, to which the tasks can be assigned. \(#OP\) is the number of operations that will be handed over. \(w_l\) and \(w_d\) are weighting factors for cost values of load \((c_l)\) and distance \((c_d)\), respectively. In Equation 2, the uncertainty factor \(\mu(N_O)\) is captured using the time elapsed since the context information of operator \(O\) are generated until recently. The main cause of the uncertainty is the high dynamic of the network, caused by mobility or by disappearance upon exhaustive utilization of the devices. Consequently, outdated context information, which results in a higher uncertainty factor \(\mu(N_O)\), can lead to a negative handover decision, increasing the total cost. The cost for load component in the equation is considered based on the number of currently utilized tasks in the tasks queue and the maximum size of the task queue \((n_{\text{max}})\). The distance component is determined by the ratio between the current distance \(d(N_A, N_O)\) from the assigner to the operator and the search radius \((d_{\text{max}})\), as in Equation 2. This is based on the intuition, that the communication overhead for a nearer node is less than that for the farther node; since more hops might be required to reach an operator at larger distance.

In order to improve load balancing, each device can trigger the local optimization to find the best destination with minimum handover cost for the upcoming operations of an ATMT task. We propose two modes to trigger local optimization to find the best next handover destination, i.e., (i) proactive mode: every time the shared context information are updated, indicating possible better destination for the next handover or (ii) reactive mode: only when a device receives more tasks than the current size of its task queue, indicating over-utilization. Regardless of trigger modes, to ensure effective dissemination of shared context information, every time a device detects a new neighbor, this device exchanges its summarized context information with the new neighbor.

VI. Evaluation

We implement and evaluate the task handover mechanisms as detailed in Section V, using a customized OMNeT++ module compatible with our designed ATMT message [5]. In this section, we first elaborate on the evaluation methodology, the simulation setup, and the evaluation metrics. Next, we study each handover mechanisms independently w.r.t. the evaluation metrics to identify the best performing option within each category. Last, we compare the proposed handover mechanisms against each other and point out the trade-off between the performance and load-balancing metric.

A. Scenario Modelling, Setup and Evaluation Metrics

Since the main target of our evaluation is the analysis of computation balancing, we model a simulation scenario to enable the dissemination of ATMT tasks into an opportunistic network. This network consists of several mobile nodes that move around a \(500 \times 500 m^2\) simulation area. Two nodes can communicate within \(75m\) WiFi range. We abstract from a WiFi ad hoc model to enhance the scalability of the simulation and assume that the congestion will be handled by Link Layer mechanisms [21]. We set up five static nodes, one main delegator and four helper delegators which are connected to the main delegator. The main delegator generates ATMT-tasks and
injects these tasks to the network through the helper delegators. The reason for this particular setup is to allow the initial ATMT tasks to reach more operator nodes even under sparse network as in case of 20 devices (cf. Fig. 4a), aiming solely at generating a similar start configuration in both dense and sparse setups. The performance of the handover mechanisms, which rely on the behavior of the participating nodes during the simulation run, is not affected by this setup. We create two types of task; a simple task which contains between two or three operations, and a complex task which always contains five operations. The delegator nodes are marked in red as shown in Fig. 4. To control the movement of the simulated mobile nodes, we use the Levy Walk mobility model. This decision is based on the fact, that the Levy Walk mobility model is reported in [22] to resemble the human mobility patterns. We generate mobility traces accordingly using BonnMotion [23]. The direct contacts among mobile nodes from the generated traces are illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the observed characteristics of the generated traces, which suggest a longer, more stable contact duration and an increasing number of direct neighbors with more devices in the network. As such, 20 nodes represent a sparse opportunistic network, while 80 nodes represent a dense opportunistic network. The most important simulation parameters are summarized in Table I.

![Fig. 4: Contacts among nodes for varied number of devices.](image)

![Fig. 5: Average contact duration and number of neighboring devices according to the used Levy Walk mobility model.](image)

We repeated each simulation ten times and plotted all obtained results with 90% confidence intervals. The following evaluation metrics were used to analyze the results:

(a) **Success rate** denotes the ratio between the number of successfully completed ATMT tasks that can be delivered back to the main delegator and the total number of tasks.

(b) **Communication overhead** is defined as the total number of ATMT messages that are generated and duplicated by the handover strategies.

(c) **Completion time** is the time elapsed since the main delegator injects tasks into the network, until all processed results come back to the main delegator.

(d) **Jain index** is proposed by Jain et al. in [24] as follows: $J(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) = \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i\right)^2}{n\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2}$, where $x_i$ denotes the resource consumed (in our scenario the number of operations executed) by node $i$. Jain index with value closer to 1 indicates higher fairness among the resources consumed by all nodes. Thus, Jain index is able to quantify the quality of load balancing mechanisms.

(e) **Redundancy factor** is defined as the ratio between the number of redundantly executed operations and the original number of operations in the network.

### B. Handover Mechanisms Analysis

**Naive:** The evaluation for naive mechanisms has two objectives: (i) assessment of ATMT tasks dissemination in scarce and dense opportunistic networks and (ii) identification of suitable tasks queue’s size which benefits load balancing quality as a baseline for further analysis.

In our simulation, each node possesses a number of predefined services which this node can execute. For evaluation of naive mechanisms, we set up three different classes characterizing the availability of the services on all nodes, i.e., *high, medium, low*. The distribution of the services availability on the nodes in each class follows a normal distribution. The *high* class assigns 50% of the nodes with all 5 available services required for the operations defined in the ATMT task; the *medium* class assign 50% of the nodes with between 2 and 3 available services; and the *low* class assign 50% of the nodes with no services, the majority of the rest are assigned only 1 single service. Fig. 6a and 6b show the dependency of success rate on the availability of the services. Low services availability decreases the success rate, which is visible in case complex tasks are executed in sparse network with only 20 devices.
nodes. The success rate in this case only reaches around 20% (cf. Fig. 6a). However, the success rate despite low services availability can be compensated through higher number of devices as we anticipated. Fig 6b shows, that the success rate for complex tasks with low services availability can be improved from 20% (with 20 nodes) to 80% (with 80 nodes).

The effect of tasks queue’s size on the performance and the quality of load balancing was examined. Fig. 6c shows slightly better values for Jain index over the executed operations when decreasing task queue’s size, compared to the maximum size (100 in our simulation), indicating slightly improved fairness in the system. Shorter queue size also means less resource has to be contributed by the nodes. With respect to the completion time, a shorter tasks queue does not have any negative effect. Rather, the completion time depends on the number of devices, i.e., faster completion time can be achieved with more devices in the network as shown in Fig. 6d. Overall, the analysis of naive handover mechanisms suggests reducing the size of the tasks queue, thus frees resources for participating nodes.

Work Stealing: We compare thee options for work stealing as introduced in Section V-B against naive flooding handover mechanisms (N-Full). The 3 options for work stealing are respectively: WS-Full which tries to exploit the full capacity of the work stealing node, WS-Equal in which the work stealing node divides the accepted capacity equally among neighbors, and WS-FCFS which follows first come first serve principle.

It can be observed that greedy behavior when handing over tasks in WS-Full decreases the success rate (down to 70% with 80 nodes), while generating even more communication overhead compared to the naive handover N-Full. This negative effect is due to the redundant task handovers triggered by the neighbors in WS-Full, which the work stealing nodes have to drop at overloaded capacity. On the contrary, the two other work stealing options, WS-Equal and WS-FCFS slightly improve the success rate and even the completion time in some cases compared to N-Full (cf. Fig. 7a, 7c). The reason is, work stealing with WS-Equal and WS-FCFS can free some resources of the nodes locally; in contrast, naive handover mechanism generates more redundant operations (cf. overall comparisons, Fig. 9b). However, depending on the distribution of the nodes in the area, the chance for a work stealing node and an overloaded node to meet cannot always be guaranteed. Correspondingly, Jain index values obtained through work stealing display no major load balancing improvement using work stealing concept (cf. Fig. 7d).

Local Optimization: Since the local optimization looks for the best next destination within a search radius to assign the handover, we anticipate the size of this search radius affects
Fig. 9: Comparison of handover mechanisms. N-Full denotes the flooding based naive handover; N-Limited denotes the naive handover with limited task queue; WS-FCFS represents work stealing, using first come first serve; LOpt-P denotes the proactive local optimization; LOpt-R denotes the reactive local optimization.

(a) Jain index over executed operations. (b) Redundancy factor. (c) Success rate.

Fig. 10: Completion time of handover mechanisms.

Having analyzed the handover mechanisms individually in Section VI-B, we now compare all mechanisms against each other. To cover the performance indicators for both sparse and dense network situations, we use two setups: (i) a low load setup with 100 tasks distributed to 20 or 40 nodes and (ii) a high load setup with 1000 tasks distributed to 60 or 80 nodes. Selected results for the comparison regarding the Jain index, redundancy factor, success rate and completion time are presented accordingly in Fig. 9a, 9b, 9c, 10. For a sparse network, the quality for load balancing fluctuates, regardless of handover mechanisms. It is to be expected, since a sparse opportunistic network tends to be partitioned; many nodes are therefore isolated the whole time, providing no way for their resources to be exploited. Evidently, the quality for load balancing can be improved with more nodes in the network.

C. Handover Mechanisms Comparison

The success rate for both proactive and reactive modes are high (almost always at 100%) regardless of the size of the search radius. Obviously, larger search radius leads to more communication overhead. Proactive local optimization generates more communication overhead compared to reactive local optimization; since the context in an opportunistic mobile network tends to change rapidly, leading to more frequent information exchange in proactive mode (cf. Fig. 8b). A longer completion time for proactive mode is visible when increasing the size of the search radius, which is the trade-off for obtaining better result for optimization. In contrast, the completion time for reactive mode is quite stable, since it only triggers the local optimization at circumstances (cf. Fig. 8c). Fig. 8d shows improved Jain index values with larger search radius. With proactive mode, the Jain index value increases from 0.37 with 75 m search radius, up to 0.75 with 125 m search radius. Reactive mode increases the Jain index value from 0.5 at 75m, up to 0.65 at 125 m. Increasing the search radius more than 125 m shows no more fairness improvement, suggesting converge quality for load balancing. Hence, the search radius should be restricted in order not to waste communication overhead. Between two modes, proactive local optimization yields better quality for load balancing than reactive mode at larger search radius. This can be explained by the fact, that proactive mode reacts on the context changes of the network, while reactive mode waits for an overloaded situation.
This confirms that the resources in naive mechanisms are used redundantly, while our proposed local optimization mechanisms help to alleviate this problem. As already discussed in the analysis of work stealing, work stealing cannot improve the overall load balancing, but can achieve higher success rate compared to naive mechanisms. The result shown in Fig. 9c again confirms this observation. The same result also demonstrates that our proposed local optimization mechanisms not only outperform other mechanisms w.r.t. load balancing, but are also able to outperform others w.r.t. success rate. Moreover, the marginal variances shown in the box plot obtained from the results of both local optimization modes, prove the robustness of the mechanisms, against the rapid changes in dynamic, mobile networks. The improvements achieved by local optimization mechanisms, however, have to take into account longer completion time (cf. Fig. 10).

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we extended the adaptive task-oriented message template (ATMT) defined in our previous work [5] and proposed several handover mechanisms that enable load balancing for distributed processing of complex tasks. Our proposed mechanisms were designed focused mainly on opportunistic networks, thus do not require any centralized coordination. The evaluation results show that we were able to achieve better load balancing through local optimization, leveraging only locally shared context information. Overall, our proposed task message template facilitates distributed coordination and is thus suitable for decentralized, highly dynamic environment.

Several directions are possible as our future work. First, the load balancing mechanisms proposed in this work can be further evaluated using real hardwares, which allows us to determine over-utilized situation in realistic conditions, e.g., based on CPU load or energy consumption level. This will also allow us to incorporate, and consequently study the effect of heterogeneity in terms of hardware configuration, energy consumption when executing a complex operation on distributed load balancing. Second, the handover mechanisms, especially work-stealing can be further augmented by prioritizing tasks, i.e., setting higher handover priority for nearly completed tasks can benefit the success rate, while setting higher priority for computation-intensive tasks will work in favor of load balancing. Third, within the context of information centric ad hoc network (ICN), it is shown that situational data can be collected by mobile devices [14]. Hereby, we want to combine the design of ATMT with data transport phase in ICN to deliver processed high-valuable information to the query initiator.
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Abstract—Services provided as free by Online Social Networks (OSN) come with privacy concerns. Users’ information kept by OSN providers are vulnerable to the risk of being sold to the advertising firms. To protect user privacy, existing proposals utilize data encryption, which prevents the providers from monetizing users’ information. Therefore, the providers would not be financially motivated to establish secure OSN designs based on users’ data encryption. Addressing these problems, we propose the first Privacy Preserving Group-Based Advertising (PPAD) system that gives monetizing ability for the OSN providers. PPAD performs profile and advertisement matching without requiring the users or advertisers to be online, and is shown to be secure in the presence of honest but curious servers that are allowed to create fake users or advertisers. We also present advertisement accuracy metrics under various system parameters providing a range of security-accuracy trade-offs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSN) such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google+ are in the center of people’s attention due to the functionality and networking opportunities they offer. OSNs consist of three main entities: Server, user, and advertiser. Server supports the OSN’s functions using its storage and computational resources. Users are able to share their personal information with each other and establish new friendships via OSN. Advertisers ask Server’s help to detect their target customers out of OSN’s users. Despite the attractive services that OSNs offer to the users, sharing personal information with these networks raises privacy problems where servers monetize users’ information by selling them to the advertising companies [24], [27]. To prohibit the accessibility of OSN providers to the plain information of users, secure OSN designs that employ data encryption are proposed [12], [11], [31], [33], [3], [4]. While these solutions provide tangible benefits to the users’ privacy, they neglect the role of advertiser as part of the OSN, which results in monetizing inability for the server [32]. Thus, OSN servers are left with no financial motivation to establish such secure OSN services.

The lack of a convincing commercial model for secure OSNs is our main motivation to propose a Privacy Preserving ADvertising (PPAD) system for OSNs. PPAD can be incorporated into secure OSN designs (where the OSN’s functionality meet data confidentiality) to provide advertising service. Yet, achieving the best of both worlds is impossible: we provide a trade-off between personalized advertising accuracy and user profile privacy. We first define these terms, explain why it is impossible to achieve some goals simultaneously, and show how we achieve a solution whose parameters can be tweaked for various settings.

In PPAD, we introduce the notion of group-based advertising on the encrypted data. By group-based advertising, we aim to cope with the security issues raised by the personalized counterparts [36], [21]. In fact, performing personalized advertising on the encrypted data will ultimately violate user privacy. The reason is that knowing that a particular advertising request (which is a set of attributes) is matched to an encrypted profile implies that the profile entails the attributes listed in that request. Therefore, although the matching is performed on the encrypted data, the server is able to learn the profile content i.e., user’s attributes. This cannot be prevented using any (cryptographic) method unless one (unrealistically) assumes that the adversarial server cannot create fake advertisement requests targeting known attributes.

One remedy of this problem is that the final matching result must be computed in the encrypted format (server does not learn the result) and then the results are sent to the user to open and read. However, this approach is cumbersome as the users has to open (decrypt) all the matching results (which is linear in the total number of advertising requests) and retrieve the matched advertisements from the server in an oblivious way (which again incurs a high load).

Due to this privacy concern, we define a new advertising paradigm called group-based advertising. In short, we (randomly) partition users into groups of equal size at the registration phase. Then, each advertising request is compared to the profiles of a group of users and not a single user. The matching result indicates whether there exist some threshold-many target users among the group members. If it happens, then the advertising is shown to all the group members. Note that the matching result reveals neither the identity of the matched user nor the number of matched users but only the existence of at least threshold-many matches. By this method, the matching result is unlikely to an individual profile. We propose a formal security definition to capture this notion of unlinkability.

Another property of PPAD is to keep the advertising procedure transparent to the users/advertisers, similar to the insecure counterparts. That is, users and advertisers carry no overhead except uploading their data to the social network. Henceforth, the matching process is operated only by the
server and needless to any constant online connection of the user or the advertiser. Prior solutions [34], [15], [6], [17], [29], [22] fail to provide the transparency feature. User’s involvement in the matching procedure adds an overhead to the user that grows linearly with the number of advertising requests. This overhead demotivates the user from participating in the PPAD protocol as the user is obliged to stay online until the server matches user’s profile to the advertising requests. It also negatively affects the system’s efficiency as the servers’ working-time depends on the users’ online time. In PPAD, users receive relevant advertisements, which are found by the server during the users’ and advertisers’ off-time. We enable this by utilizing a privacy service provider (PSP) that assists OSN providers to protect the privacy of their users. A PSP can be a non-profit or governmental entity that can help users and multiple providers achieve privacy-preserving advertising and can be implemented with low cost. Due to their fame and reputation, PSPs are assumed to be non-colluding parties and hence are used in similar privacy-concerned applications [35].

Our contributions in this paper are as follows.

- We propose PPAD advertising system that preserves user privacy and is applicable on the secure OSNs where users’ information are encrypted.
- In contrast to the existing solutions where secure matching requires both user and advertiser to be permanently or simultaneously online, PPAD allows users and advertisers to be offline after the registration. Once the matching is performed offline by the server, the advertisement is shown to relevant users the next time they appear online (or via push notifications, etc.).
- We present a formal security definition for user privacy. We argue that a meaningful security definition in this setting must allow the adversarial server to control some advertisers and users. Our system is formally proven to be secure against the privacy service provider as well as the server that may additionally employ a number of fake users or advertisers.
- We define two performance metrics of Target accuracy and Non-Target accuracy to be used in group-based advertising systems. Using empirical analysis, we capture the effect of group size and threshold value on the system performance and discuss their security implications.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Model: An overview of PPAD is shown in Figure 1. The participants are users, advertisers, and the OSN provider (Server) who gets help from a third party that is a privacy service provider (PSP). In PPAD, the advertiser specifies the attributes of its target users, and uploads an advertising request to the Server as a Bloom filter. We define an advertising request to be a conjunction of several attributes e.g., \{Artist, Player, Scientist\}. Users are (randomly) partitioned into groups of size \( k \) at the registration phase. As discussed, this grouping is necessary for user privacy, and must not be done based on similar interests. To preserve confidentiality, users encrypt their Bloom filters using additive homomorphic encryption and secret sharing techniques before submission to Server. To provide provable security, PPAD requires users to encrypt their data using two different public keys \( PK_1 \) and \( PK_2 \). The decryption power i.e. the corresponding secret keys \( SK_1 \) and \( SK_2 \) are given only to PSP, but PSP never receives these individual profiles.

For each group, if at least threshold-many group members’ profiles entail the same attributes listed in the advertising request, the group is marked as a target group. The advertisement is then presented to all members of the target groups (since advertising to a subset would require violating privacy). Afterwards, the social network provider charges the advertiser based on the number of target groups (hence users) found for its advertising requests. The group size and threshold are parameters that affect both advertisement accuracy and user privacy. We analyze this trade-off in Section V.

Security Goals: In PPAD, our security goal is to protect the link-ability of a successful match to a specific member. That is, when a group is marked as a target group, the server should not be able to say which members of that group exhibit the attributes in the advertising request.

However, it is important to realize that there is always an implicit and inherent privacy leakage in any advertising system, regardless of how secure it is designed. This leakage is that as soon as the server obtains the matching result, it understands the inclusion or exclusion of some specific attributes among the group members, although the matching is performed entirely on the encrypted profiles. In group-based advertising, the inclusion or exclusion of attributes in the group is unlinkable to a particular group member, while in the personalized counterpart, the matching result immediately breaks user privacy.

Security Assumptions: What we presume in PPAD is that the main adversary of user privacy is the social network provider, i.e., Server, (or an attacker controlling it) who may be curious to link the matching results of each group to the individual members. In this regard, the server may employ polynomially-many advertisers and take control of some of the users in each group. If the Server manages to control all but one member of some group, the same arguments against the impossibility of providing privacy in a personalized advertisement system apply. Therefore, we necessarily assume that at least two users per group are honest.

Moreover, the Server is assumed not to be able to collude with the privacy service provider, i.e., PSP. We believe that such a non-profit or governmental organization would not cooperate with the social network provider against user privacy.

![Fig. 1: PPAD system overview](image-url)
due to the fame and reputation concerns. Hence, privacy service providers are assumed to be non-colluding parties and are used in similar privacy-concerned applications [35]. In Section VI-B, we formally prove that neither PSP nor the Server would be able to violate user privacy.

Since we employ PSP as an external entity, it is important that it can be implemented with low cost, requiring minimal change in the OSN system. In PPAD, users contact PSP only during registration to receive some anonymous, non-personalized group parameters. Advertisers never need to contact PSP. Moreover, when PSP helps Server during the matching process, it performs two decryptions and some arithmetic operations per matching (6 milliseconds per matching).

Section V-B presents more details on performance.

Preventing Compound Group Matching Although group matching preserves user privacy, the social network provider may learn the identity of the target users by arbitrarily combining profiles of users from different groups and analyzing the changes in the matching results. To avoid this misbehavior, users of each group are given zero-sum secret shares by PSP. They embed their secret shares in their encrypted profiles. Decryption of individual profiles with different embedded secret shares results in garbage values. Thus, any attempt by Server toward grouping arbitrarily chosen users’ profiles fails. The only way to cancel out the secret sharing is to aggregate the profiles of users of the same group, as then the secret shares’ summation would be zero. Thus, Server has to aggregate profiles of each group separately and sends the aggregated data to PSP. Finally, PSP decrypts and de-aggregates the data to find the number of matching users in the group. We enable aggregation and de-aggregation of profiles using super increasing sets (more details are presented in sections III and IV-A4).

Profile Update Insecurity Performing profile update in secure group-based advertising systems comes with a serious privacy issue, whose solution hugely degrades system efficiency. Essentially, when a member of group modifies her profile (by adding or removing some attributes), Server can analyze the changes in the matching results of that group (against advertising requests) before and after user’s profile update and realize which attributes the user has modified in her profile. Also, the group-mates are vulnerable to the same security risk. Due to this security problem, if a user wants to modify her profile, she has to join a new group (similarly her group-mates), and the old group is now disfunctional. This is regardless of the underlying (cryptographic) tools employed.

Prior studies with the profile update functionality are not applicable to the context of advertising in social networks since they assume that the user does not share its profile with the server [34] or they employ an IP Proxy server [13] so that users anonymously add new preferences to their profiles. The former contradicts with the advertising transparency and degrades the performance. The latter is not applicable to OSNs since users access the social network via a particular account and hence the server observes that the update operation is done under a particular account.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Bloom Filters: Bloom filters [8] are used to represent sets, and efficiently check whether an element belongs to a set. A Bloom filter is constructed with an array of \( p \) bits, initially zero, and \( d \) hash functions, \( H_1(.), ..., H_d(.) \). \( p \) is called the size of the Bloom filter. To insert an element \( x_1 \) into the Bloom filter, all the hash functions are applied on \( x_1 \) (i.e., \( i_1 = H_1(x_1), ..., i_d = H_d(x_1) \)) and the array cells at indices corresponding to the hash outputs are set to 1. Testing the membership of an element is done by applying all the hash functions on it (similar to the insertion), and checking that whether all the corresponding indices are equal to 1. If one of them is not equal to 1, then that element does not belong to the set. Otherwise, with the false positive probability of \( 1 - (1 - \frac{1}{p})^d \) the element belongs to the set, where \( e \) is the number of elements inserted into the Bloom filter. In the rest of the paper, \( BFCreate(inSet) \) creates a Bloom filter with \( inSet \) being the set of input elements.

Super Increasing Set: A super increasing set [9] of length \( g \) is a series of \( g \) positive real numbers, \( \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_g \} \), where each element is greater than the sum of its preceding elements i.e., \( \forall j \in \{2, ..., g \} : s_j > \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} s_i \).

Additive Homomorphic encryption scheme: A public key encryption scheme (\( KeyGen, Enc, Dec \)) is called additive homomorphic [19] if for all \( m_0, m_1 \) from the message space \( C_0 \odot C_1 = Enc(m_0) \odot Enc(m_1) = Enc(m_0 + m_1) \) where \( \odot \) is an operation defined over ciphertexts. Example is Paillier encryption [28] where \( \odot \) corresponds to the multiplication over ciphertexts.

Negligible Function: A function \( f \) is called negligible if \( \forall \) positive polynomials \( p(.) \) \exists I s.t. \( \forall i > I \) (where \( i \) is a real number): \( f(i) < \frac{1}{p(i)} \).

Secret Sharing Secret sharing [5] is a method to disseminate a secret among a set of parties. Consider zero as the secret, one way to create \( k \) shares of zero is to generate \( k - 1 \) shares randomly (\( SS_i, i \in \{1, ..., k - 1\} \)) and then set the last share to \( SS_k = 0 - \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} SS_i \) \mod q where \( q \) indicates the modulus. The length of the secret shares must be long enough to hide the data content (longer than the maximum data size). We define \( SSGen(k, q) \) as a function which generates \( k \) zero-sum secret shares out of the given message space (i.e., modulus) \( q \).

IV. PPAD

A. Full Construction

This section presents our full construction, explaining which party runs which algorithm at which stage. Throughout the explanations, \( x \leftarrow X \) demonstrates picking an element \( x \) uniformly at random from set \( X \), and \( || \) represents concatenation.

The OSN initialization is launched by PSP to generate system parameters. Users register their encrypted profiles in User Registration. A profile is a modified variant of a Bloom filter whose elements are separately encrypted under an additive homomorphic encryption scheme. Advertisers engage in Advertiser Registration protocol to submit an advertising request as a Bloom filter. The Server cooperates with PSP in the Advertisement protocol to find the target groups for each advertising request. In short, for every group and advertising
request pair, the Server aggregates encrypted profiles of users in that group and sends the aggregate as well as the advertising request to PSP. Consequently, PSP checks if the group matches to the request and responds to Server accordingly.

1) OSN initialization (OSNInit)

Server: The Server initializes a database as DB. PSP: PSP determines the security parameter $1^k$ and the threshold value. It establishes an additive homomorphic encryption $\pi=(\text{KeyGen},\text{Enc},\text{Dec})$ scheme with message space MSpace, and generates $(PK_1, SK_1)$ and $(PK_2, SK_2)$ as two pairs of public and private keys. We need two sets of key pairs for the security proof to work. The reason will be apparent in Section VI-B.

2) User Registration (UReg)

UReg protocol is shown by Figure 2.

PSP: User connects to PSP via a secure and server authenticated channel to receive its group related information. Initially, PSP determines the group identifier GID of the user. GIDs can be assigned according to the users’ arrival i.e., the first $k$ users are assigned to the first group and the second $k$ users to the second group, etc. Note that a group needs to be full to be advertised to, since the secret shares will not sum up to zero otherwise. PSP generates a fresh set of $k$ secret shares as $GSS = \{SS_1, ..., SS_k\}$ per group and assigns shares to the users.

Also, PSP assigns a delimiter, $D$, to each user such that $D$ is unique among group-mates. Each user embeds its delimiter in the profile. The structure of delimiters is given in Equation 1. Delimiters exhibit the property of a superincreasing set and in the profile. The structure of delimiters is given in Equation 1.

$$\forall j \in \{1, ..., k\}, D_j > \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} D_i \times p \quad (1)$$

User: To make a profile, users may enter their preferences into a well-structured form like a Facebook profile. However, the presentation of profile form to the users is an orthogonal issue to the PPAD. Ultimately, all the collected attributes (denoted by AttSet) are transformed to a modified version of a Bloom filter at the user side. In Algorithm 1, first a Bloom filter, $PF$, is generated out of AttSet. Then, each bit $i$ of Bloom filter i.e., $PF_i$ is updated to $PF_i + D + SS$. In words, we replace the 0-bit values of Bloom filter with user’s secret share and the set bit values with the summation of the user’s secret share and delimiter. This modification helps in two regards, first, to enable aggregation and de-aggregation by the help of delimiters, and second, to prevent compound group matching using secret shares (see the advertisement protocol). Finally, each modified element of Bloom filter is encrypted under the public encryption key $PK$ given as input to the Algorithm 1.

The user selects its username $UName$, and generates two encrypted profiles $EPF$ and $E^2PF$ by running Algorithm 1 under two public keys $PK_1$ and $PK_2$, respectively. Then it uploads its encrypted profiles $EPF$, $E^2PF$ alongside $UName$ and GID to Server.

Algorithm 1

$$PF = BF\text{Create}(AttSet)$$

$$EPF = \{\text{Enc}_{PK_i}(PF_i + D + SS)\}_{1 \leq i \leq p}$$

$$\text{return } EPF$$

Server: Server receives the encrypted profiles and inserts them into the database DB.

Server

1. If a group is completed
2. GID = GID + 1
3. D = D + 5
4. SS = GSS

10. DB: Insert($\text{Name, GID, E}PF$)
5. $\text{Name} = \text{A username}$
6. AttSet = Set of attributes
7. $\text{EPF} = \text{PCreate}\{\text{AttSet, D, SS, PK}\}$
8. $\text{EPF} = \text{PCreate}\{\text{AttSet, D, SS, PK}\}$

Fig. 2: User registration protocol (UReg)

1. $\text{PName} = \text{Select a name}$
2. Product = Choose a product
3. $\text{TAud} = \text{Target attributes}$
4. Req = BFCreate($\text{TAud}$)

5. $\text{EAggGP1, EAggGP2, [Req]}$
6. $\text{EAggGP1 = Dec}_{\text{SK1}}(\text{EAggGP1})$
7. $\text{Req} = \text{Match}(\text{AggGP2}, [\text{Req}])$

Fig. 3: Advertiser registration protocol (AdReg)

1. (RID, PName, Product, Req) = Retrieve request RID from DB
2. $[\text{Req}] = \sum_{\text{Req}} \text{Req}$
3. $\text{AggGP1 = Dec}_{\text{SK1}}(\text{EAggGP1})$
4. $\text{AggGP2 = Dec}_{\text{SK2}}(\text{EAggGP2})$
5. $\text{Req} = \text{Match}(\text{AggGP1}, [\text{Req}])$

Fig. 4: Advertisement protocol (Ad)

3) Advertiser Registration (AdReg)

AdReg is shown in Figure 3. During AdReg, the advertiser registers its advertisement request under its name i.e. $PName$ into the OSN. Advertiser specifies a set of attributes denoted by $TAud$ for its target audience. The advertiser creates a request as a Bloom filter out of $TAud$. Then, it submits the Bloom filter, its name and the product to be advertised to Server. Advertising request preserves the AND operation between the targeted attributes. For example, a single request may target users with both attributes X AND Y. However, an advertising request which targets X OR Y must be split and submitted as two separate requests: one for X and the other for Y. Server registers the request, assigns a unique request identifier RID, and sends RID to the advertiser.

4) Advertisement (Ad)

Figure 4 represents the Ad protocol. During the Ad protocol, Server first retrieves an advertising request i.e., (RID, PName, Product, Req) from DB. Next, to find the matching between the request and each group of users, Server and PSP interact as follows (both users and advertisers are offline during this procedure, which is one of our main contributions):

Server Aggregate: Server checks whether the advertising request is already matched against the group or not. If it is not matched, then Server retrieves profiles of group members and proceeds to the aggregation phase. As we already mentioned,
the aggregation helps cancel out the secret shares embedded in users’ profiles (as discussed in Section II, the purpose of secret shares is to prevent compound group matching).

To aggregate profiles, we utilize the fact that a profile $Pf$ (which is a Bloom filter according to Algorithm 1) matches the advertising request $Req$ if for every set bit position of $Req$ the corresponding bit in $Pf$ equals to 1. More formally, $Pf$ is a target for $Req$ if

$$\forall 1 \leq i \leq p \ s.t. \ Req_i = 1 \rightarrow Pf_i = 1$$

(2)

Stated differently, $Pf$ matches $Req$ if the sum of set bit values of $Req$ (we denote it by $\|Req\|$) equals to the sum of corresponding bit values in $Pf$. Due to this reason, we are only interested in the elements of a profile corresponding to the set bit positions of $Req$. As the first step of aggregation, we take out and sum up the encrypted elements of each profile in accordance with the set bit positions of $Req$. More formally, $A = \prod_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} EPf_i = EncPK(\sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_i \ast D + SS)$

(3)

The second part of equality in Equation 3 holds due to utilization of an additively homomorphic encryption scheme. The Server performs this procedure for each profile of the group and obtains $A_1, \ldots, A_k$. Finally, the Server sums up $A_j$ values and obtains

$$EAggGFf = \prod_{j=1}^{k} A_j = EncPK(\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i} \ast D_j + SS_j)$$

$$= EncPK(\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i} \ast D_j + \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} SS_j)$$

$$= EncPK(\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i} \ast D_j + \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} SS_j)$$

$$= EncPK(\sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i} \ast D_j)$$

$$= EncPK(\sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} D_j \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i})$$

(4)

As it can be easily verified from Equation 4, $EAggGFf$ is the encryption of sum of bit values of profiles (Bloom filters) multiplied by their corresponding delimiters ($D_j$). PSP will employ delimiters to extract individual matching results. The aggregation procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Aggregate($EPf_1, \ldots, EPf_k, Req$)

1: for $1 \leq j \leq k$ do
2: \hspace{1em} $A = \prod_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} EPf_{j,i}$
3: end for
4: $EAggGFf = \prod_{j=1}^{k} A_j$
5: return $EAggGFf$

**PSP**: PSP decrypts the aggregated data (PSP possesses two secret keys $SK_1$ and $SK_2$). It may use one or both of the keys to obtain the plaintext data. Since Server is assumed to be honest but curious, the encryption under $PK_1$ is consistent with the encryption under $PK_2$). Then, PSP counts the number of profiles matched to the request by proceeding as follows. We denote the decryption of $EAggGFf$ by $AggGFf$, that is

$$AaggGFf = \sum_{j=1}^{k} D_j \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i}$$

(5)

Let us reformulate $AaggGFf$ by extracting the first term of the outer summation as

$$AaggGFf = D_k \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{k,i} + \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} D_j \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i}$$

(6)

Using Equation 1, we know that

$$D_k > \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{k,i} + \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} D_j \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i}$$

(7)

Therefore, if we divide $AaggGFf$ by $D_k$ we obtain the quotient and the remainder as indicated in Equation 8:

$$AaggGFf = D_k \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{k,i} + \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} D_j \ast \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |Req|} Pf_{j,i}$$

Quotient

Remainder

(8)

The Quotient is the summation of bit values of $Pf_k$ in accordance with the set bit positions of $Req$. Thus, if the Quotient equals to $|Req|$, then $Pf_k$ is a match. PSP continues the iteratively on the Remainder, using $D_{k-1}$ for the next division. At any step that the number of target users exceeds the threshold, PSP sends Yes to the Server and stops. If it was not the case, PSP responds No. The process of matching is presented in Algorithm 3. Note that, the delimiters enabled us to extract the matching result of individual members from the aggregate, but PSP does not have any information regarding the individual profiles and usernames.

Algorithm 3 Match($AaggGFf, |Req|$)

1: $count = 0$
2: for $D_j \in DSet, j \in \{k, \ldots, 1\}$ do
3: \hspace{1em} if $AaggGFf = |Req|$ then
4: \hspace{2em} $count = count + 1$
5: \hspace{2em} if $count = Threshold$ then return Yes
6: \hspace{1em} end if
7: \hspace{1em} end if
8: $AaggGFf = AaggGFf \ mod \ D_j$
9: end for
10: return No

Server Show: Based on the PSP’s response, Server either advertises the Product for all the members of the group, or skips that group. The total number of target groups is counted and stored for monetizing purposes.

For each advertisement request, the protocol above is repeated for each group that is not yet matched with the request. Since we prevent group compounding, matchings can be performed in parallel. This means, while the computational complexity scales, communication rounds do not need to increase with the number of yet unmatched groups.

V. PERFORMANCE

A. Asymptotic Performance

Table Ia shows the computational overhead of each entity in PPAD based on the number of homomorphic operations. $n$ corresponds to the total number of users in the OSN, and $m$
TABLE I (a) Running time based on the homomorphic operations. (b) Communication complexities (number of message transmissions). $k$: number of users per group. $p$: size of Bloom filter. $|\text{Req}|$: number of set bits in each advertising request, which is $O(e.d)$ where $e$ is the number of attributes in each request and $d$ is the number of hash functions used in the Bloom filter construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>PSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User registration</td>
<td>$O(p)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser registration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$O(k.</td>
<td>\text{Req}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Running Time (per matching)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Advertiser</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>PSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User registration</td>
<td>$O(p)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertiser registration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Communication Complexity (per matching)

C. Advertisement Accuracy Metrics

In order to analyze the effect of different group sizes and threshold values on the advertising performance, we define two performance metrics, namely *Target accuracy* and *Non-Target accuracy*.

*Target accuracy* indicates the fraction of target users who are served by the advertisement, as formulated in Equation 9.

$$\text{Target accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of target users served by the advertisement}}{\text{Total number of target users}}$$

This metric is in compliance with the advertiser desire who wants to reach as many target users as possible. Due to the nature of group-based advertising, the Target accuracy is not always 100% since the target users in groups with fewer than threshold-many target users are not shown the advertisement.

*Non-Target accuracy* as shown in Equation 10 is the fraction of non-target users that are not served an (irrelevant) advertisement.

$$\text{Non-Target accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of non-target users not served by the advertisement}}{\text{Total number of non-target users}}$$

The higher value of this metric indicates that users are less likely to be shown irrelevant advertisement (hence more accurate is the advertising and less disturbing).

Note that the *Target accuracy* and *Non-Target accuracy* are meaningful only in the group-based advertising paradigm and not in personalized counterparts (where both measures are perfectly satisfied with the cost of privacy loss).

We additionally define the notion of *target coverage*, which is the fraction of target users, as follows:

$$\text{Target Coverage} = \frac{\text{Number of target users}}{\text{Total number of users}}$$

The coverage value depends on the attribute distribution in profiles as well as the content of the advertisement. In our experiments, we target various levels of coverage and analyze the effect of our system parameters.

D. Advertisement Accuracy Results

We explore the effect of group size and threshold value on the *Target accuracy* and *Non-Target accuracy*. The results are taken over 100,000 profiles with three different target coverage values (10%, 50% and 90%) as demonstrated in Figure 5. The results present that under a specific group size, increasing the threshold value improves the *Non-Target accuracy*. This behavior is expected since having a higher threshold guarantees that more target customers are in the target groups (compared to the lower thresholds). Hence in such settings, the higher percentage of target group members are real target customers i.e., the *Non-Target accuracy* is higher. On the contrary, the *Target accuracy* has the inverse relation with the threshold value. Indeed, higher threshold imposes more constraint on the group for being selected as a target. Consequently, the advertiser loses some of his target customers in the groups which do not have enough target users.

On the other hand, with a fixed threshold, as the group size increases, *Target accuracy* increases but *Non-Target accuracy* decreases.
decreases. This happens for all target coverages, since in a larger group with the same threshold, it is easier to find matching groups, but it also means that potentially more non-target users are shown an irrelevant advertisement.

By inspecting the behavior of Target accuracy and Non-Target accuracy, we find out that a perfect balance between these two metrics is met when the ratio of the threshold to the group size \( \frac{\text{Thr}}{\text{Group Size}} \) is close to the target coverage. We refer to this threshold value as "balanced threshold". For instance, under the target coverage 50% and group size 19, the balanced threshold is 10 with \( \frac{10}{19} = 0.52 \approx 0.5 \). At this balance threshold, Target accuracy and Non-Target accuracy are 58% and 60%, respectively. We refer to the accuracy achieved at the balance threshold by balanced accuracy. In Figure 5, the x coordinate of the point where two curves of the same color (i.e., same group size) collide indicates the balanced threshold and the accuracy at that point (y coordinate) is the balanced accuracy. After the balanced threshold, the Target accuracy drops while the Non-Target accuracy increases. The inverse occurs for values less than the balanced threshold.

The simulation results demonstrate that as the group size increases, the balanced accuracy degrades. For example, under the target coverage of 50%, the balanced accuracy of group size 7 (at balanced threshold 4) is 65% whereas in group size 19 (at balanced threshold 10) it drops to 58%. The correctness of this fact can be verified by coverage 10 and 90 as well. This implies that smaller group sizes are better for accuracy at their respective balanced thresholds.

In general, threshold being equal to group size \( k \) would mean that all users in a matched group have the same attributes in the advertisement in common. Similarly, threshold of 1 where the advertisement is not matched would reveal that no user in that group contains all the attributes in the advertisement. Such leakages are independent of the underlying methodology, and hence are not analyzed, but should be considered when selecting the parameters.

VI. SECURITY

A. Security Definition

PPAD preserves user privacy if no adversary can link a successful group-matching result to a particular group member. In another word, the advertising result should not help an adversary to identify which user possesses (or does not possess) which attributes. The adversary controls either Server or PSP (since they are non-colluding), together with some users and advertisers. The adversary is challenged to break the user’s privacy in a single group. This challenge is modeled as a game played between a challenger and the adversary \( A \). Since the groups are independent of each other and the protocol is the same for every group, the failure of the adversary in this game implies that PPAD preserves privacy of all the users.

In this game, the adversary is allowed to control \( k-t \) users where \( k \) is the group size and \( t \) is the number of honest users in that group. Adversary registers \( k-t \) users of the group into the system and receives all of their secret information. Assume \( UName_1, ..., UName_t \) are the usernames of the honest users. Adversary is asked to select \( t \) sets of attributes, \( AttSet_1, ..., AttSet_t \). The challenger randomly and privately assigns the attribute sets to the usernames and registers them into the OSN. Then, the adversary is allowed to register polynomially-many advertising requests and obtain the results of matching between the requests and the group. Finally, the adversary is challenged to guess which attribute set is assigned to which username. To win the game and break security, the adversary needs to perform noticeably better than the random guessing probability of \( \frac{1}{t} \).

Observe that as \( t \) gets smaller, the adversary has more control over the group, and hence has more power. But, for \( t=1 \), the adversary wins the game with the probability of 1; therefore \( t=2 \) is the minimum feasible value.

\( UPrivacy_A(\lambda) \): In this game, the challenger acts as the honest users and honest advertisers. One of the Server or PSP is run by the challenger while the other one is controlled by the adversary \( A \). Adversary \( A \) is honest but curious, and may control polynomially-many advertisers and k-2 users per group. The game is played within one group.

1) A runs OSNInit with the challenger.
2) Query phase 1:
a) A runs $U\text{Reg}$ protocol, acting as a user, with the challenger.

b) A specifies user’s inputs $U\text{Name}, Att\text{Set}$ and asks the challenger to run $U\text{Reg}$ protocol over the given inputs. Challenger acts as user.

Part (a) allows the adversary register users fully under her control. Part (b) allows the adversary to register honest users whose usernames and profiles are known to the adversary.

3) Challenge phase:

a) A sends two usernames i.e. $U\text{Name}_0$ and $U\text{Name}_1$ and two different sets of attributes, $Att\text{Set}_0$ and $Att\text{Set}_1$. $U\text{Name}_0$ and $U\text{Name}_1$ are never registered in any query phase.

b) Challenger picks a bit randomly, $b \leftarrow \{0,1\}$, and executes the $U\text{Reg}$ protocol for $(U\text{Name}_0, Att\text{Set}_b)$ and $(U\text{Name}_1, Att\text{Set}_{1-b})$ on behalf of users. $b$ is the complement of $b$.

4) A repeats the query phase 1 until all the $k$ users of the group are registered into the OSN.

5) Query phase 2:

a) A creates and registers an advertising request by executing $Ad\text{Reg}$ protocol acting as the advertiser.

b) A selects the inputs of the advertiser for $Ad\text{Reg}$ protocol and asks the challenger to execute $Ad\text{Reg}$ protocol as an advertiser.

Similar to query phase 1, part (a) allows the adversary register advertisement requests fully under her control. Part (b) allows the adversary to register honest advertising requests of which are known to the adversary.

6) Query phase 3: A executes the $Ad$ protocol with the challenger for an advertising request registered as $R\text{ID}$.

7) A may adaptively repeat the query phase 2 and 3 polynomially many times.

8) A guesses a bit $b'$. If $b = b'$ the output of game is 1 ($A$ wins), otherwise 0 ($A$ loses).

Definition 6.1: An OSN with the $(O\text{SNInit}, U\text{Reg}, Ad\text{Reg}, Ad)$ protocols preserves the user’s privacy, if for every probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary $A$, there exists a negligible function $negl(\lambda)$, where $\lambda$ is the security parameter, such that: $Pr[U\text{Privacy}_A(\lambda) = 1] \leq \frac{1}{2} + negl(\lambda)$

B. User Privacy Against Server

The security of our design against $Server$ relies on the CPA-security of the underlying encryption scheme. We show that if a PPT adversary $A$ can win the $U\text{Privacy}$ game with non-negligible advantage, then we can construct a PPT adversary $B$ who runs $A$ as a subroutine and breaks the CPA-security of the encryption scheme. At a high level, since group matching does not reveal the identity of the targeted users, but only provides a Yes/No type answer, $Server$ cannot map users’ profiles and usernames using the result of advertising. Therefore, the information of $Server$ is restricted to the encrypted data. Thus, the success of adversary $A$ in $U\text{Privacy}$ game implies that $B$ can distinguish between the encrypted profiles of users. This means that encryption scheme is not CPA-secure which is a contradiction to the initial assumption. So, using a CPA-secure encryption scheme, our design is secure against $Server$. The formal proof is provided in the full version [1].

C. User Privacy Against PSP

PPAD provides information-theoretic privacy for users against PSP. PSP never receives the usernames during the execution of any protocol. This implies the inability of PSP to obtain a mapping between the data contents, i.e., attributes, and the identity of the data owners.

VII. RELATED WORKS

A. Secure Online Behavioral Advertising (SOBA)

In SOBA models, a broker is connected to a set of publishers who are web page owners. The broker creates a behavioral profile per user according to the user’s visits on those pages. Broker monetizes by putting the advertiser’s products on the publishers’ web pages according to the users’ behavioral profiles. We classify SOBA models as publisher-subscriber and push-based designs as shown in Table II.a (also considering PPAD applied to such a setting). In publisher-subscriber designs [34], [15], [13], users subscribe to the advertisers’ products. In push-based designs [6], [2] a server receives both the users’ profiles and advertising requests, and advertises each product for a set of target users. Some SOBA studies require users or advertisers to be online during the advertising procedure [34], [15], [6], while others allow them to remain offline [2]. Some studies [15], [6] enforce direct communication between users and advertisers. Outsourced profiling [6] does not consider user privacy. ObliviAd [2] relies on a trusted hardware (CPU) to protect user privacy.

B. Server Assisted Private Set Intersection (PSI)

In the PSI problem, two parties who have two different sets of elements execute a protocol to find the intersection of their sets. In the server assisted variant of PSI, a server helps the parties to find the intersection of the sets, improving efficiency. Table II.b summarizes the comparison between PPAD and papers of the server-assisted PSI concept. In the server-assisted PSI studies, the role of the server is to reduce the workload of parties by carrying the main portion of the computations. However, at least one party still needs to be involved per protocol execution as in [17], [29], [22] and the oblivious service provider method of [21]. Parties also need to have direct communication for sharing some secret information before the execution of the intersection (advertisement) protocol. The public output method of [21] and [36] support offline users and advertisers, but they fail to protect the privacy of users. In fact, their solution is vulnerable to the plaintext guess attack where the server guesses some elements and checks whether they belong to the user’s and advertiser’s sets or not.

C. Server Assisted Two-Party Computation (2PC)

In server assisted 2PC protocols, two parties, with the help of a third party, compute a function over their respective inputs while no party learns the other party’s input. Server-assisted 2PC solutions either employ a server to guarantee the fairness of the protocol execution [14], [23], [25] or to ease the other parties’ duties by delivering the main computation overhead to the server. However, users and advertisers are required to be online and provide some information per function evaluation.
(advertisement in this case) [18], [20], [14], [26], [16], [10], [7], [30] proposed a solution which mitigates the necessity of online users and advertisers by applying two servers, similar to our approach. But, the number of messages transferred between two servers depends on the function definition (number of multiplication operations), whereas PPAD supports constant communication complexity between two servers.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed the first privacy preserving advertising system PPAD for secure OSNs with transparency and group advertising. PPAD protects users’ privacy by employing an external non-colluding privacy service provider. We proposed a security definition and formally proved the security of our design under the honest-but-curious adversarial model where the adversary is additionally allowed to control some (fake) advertisers and users. As future work, our aim is to extend PPAD to be secure against fully malicious adversaries, and to efficiently support any Boolean function of the attributes in a single advertising request. We also plan to improve our approach. But, the number of messages transferred between two servers depends on the function definition (number of multiplication operations), whereas PPAD supports constant communication complexity between two servers.
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Abstract—Modern web protocols like HTTP/2 and QUIC aim to make the web faster by addressing well-known problems of HTTP/1.1 running on top of TCP. Both HTTP/2 and QUIC are specified to run on a single connection, in contrast to the usage of multiple TCP connections in HTTP/1.1. Reducing the number of open connections brings a positive impact on the network infrastructure, besides improving fairness among applications. However, the usage of a single connection may result in poor application performance in common adverse scenarios, such as under high packet losses. In this paper we first investigate these scenarios, confirming that the use of a single connection sometimes impairs application performance. We then propose a practical solution (here called H2-Parallel) that implements multiple TCP connection mechanism for HTTP/2 in Chromium browser. We compare H2-Parallel with HTTP/1.1 over TCP, QUIC over UDP, as well as HTTP/2 over Multipath TCP, which creates parallel connections at the transport layer opaque to the application layer. Experiments with popular live websites as well as controlled emulations show that H2-Parallel is simple and effective. By opening only two connections to load a page with H2-Parallel, the page load time can be reduced substantially in adverse network conditions.

Index Terms—HTTP/2, QUIC, MPTCP, Performance, Measurements

I. INTRODUCTION

The web has become an essential part of our daily lives. We see a continuous trend of migrating traditional applications to the cloud, e.g., Microsoft Office 365 and Google Apps. As a result, modern web content has become extremely complex. This complexity requires efficient web delivery protocols to maintain users’ experience regardless of the technology they use to connect to the Internet and despite variations in the quality of users’ Internet connectivity.

HTTP, which is the de facto standard protocol of the web was developed in early 1990s as a simple request/response protocol to deliver content over the Internet. Its first versions, HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1, have inherent inefficiencies when dealing with modern web content. For example, they suffer from head-of-line (HOL) blocking, where responses must arrive sequentially, following the order of requests. As web pages were getting more and more complex over the years, these inefficiencies started to hurt Page Load Time (PLT).¹ Despite these limitations, HTTP/1.1 over TCP has maintained a dominant position for around 20 years due to well-known challenges in replacing popular Internet protocols.

¹Page Load Time is the time from when a user fires a web page request (e.g., by clicking on a link) until the page is fully loaded by the browser.

Browser vendors have reacted to HTTP/1.1 inefficiencies throughout the years by deploying ad-hoc optimizations to speed up PLT. One such optimization is the opening of several persistent TCP connections towards each web server when retrieving pages. Browsers can issue requests in parallel in the multiple connections, reducing the effect of HOL blocking. As a side effect, they compete for resources with other applications in the network more aggressively. For example, while the transfer rate of a single TCP connection is limited by the small congestion window (cwnd) during TCP slow start, multiple connections sum up their cwnd, resulting in faster startup rates. The fierce competition among browser manufacturers has pushed browsers to open a large number of parallel connections in an attempt to speed up page rendering [1].

Only recently, with Google’s development of SPDY and QUIC, new protocols to replace HTTP/1.1 have gained momentum. The successful deployment of SPDY over TLS has opened the way for the HTTP evolution, triggering the standardization of HTTP/2 [2]. HTTP/2 borrows many of SPDY’s principles and solves several shortcomings of HTTP/1.1. In particular, HTTP/2 multiplexes requests in a single TCP connection, eliminating the HOL blocking bottlenecks. This feature has prompted the IETF to recommend clients to open a single TCP connection per host-port pair for HTTP/2 transactions [2].

QUIC (Quick UDP Internet Connections) is another promising protocol developed by Google that provides multiplexing, congestion control and security functionality similar to HTTP/2, TCP and TLS, respectively, on top of UDP. It implements several optimizations including 0-RTT connection establishment, where clients can start repeated sessions with a known server without a three-way handshake, improved congestion control and better RTT estimation and loss recovery mechanism than TCP [3].

Recent studies have tracked the adoption of HTTP/2 and QUIC, showing not only a manifold increase in their usage, but also real performance gains [4], [5], [6]. However, both protocols use a single connection by design, which may result in poor application performance under adverse network conditions, in particular if different protocols compete for resources. For example, HTTP/2 is known to be particularly vulnerable in WiFi networks with high random packet losses. Equally, whereas QUIC uses a different congestion control strategy that reduces the effects of random packet losses, the implications...
of QUIC's use of a single connection – e.g., during congestion in load-balanced links – are not fully understood yet.

In this paper we investigate the performance of browsing using modern web protocols in some adverse network scenarios. We use both active measurements with live websites and emulations in a testbed. We first confirm that HTTP/2 (and to a lesser extent QUIC) suffers more than HTTP/1.1 with multiple TCP connections in the tested scenarios. The use of a single connection partly explains the results. We then test whether adopting multiple TCP connections with HTTP/2 helps in mitigating the problems. We call this practical solution H2-Parallel, and implement it by modifying the source code of the Chromium browser. We compare H2-Parallel with HTTP/2 using a single TCP connection, HTTP/1.1 (both cleartext and encrypted) using multiple TCP connections, QUIC over a single UDP connection, as well as HTTP/2 over Multipath TCP (hereafter called H2-MP). The latter creates parallel connections at the transport layer opaque to the application layer. Note that HTTP/2 and QUIC always employ encryption by default.

Our experiments with popular live websites as well as controlled emulations show that H2-Parallel has some interesting advantages. It reduces PLT when compared to HTTP/2 over a single connection. In a scenario with around 2% of packet loss, H2-Parallel with only two parallel connections reduces the average PLT of HTTP/2 by 55%, and practically makes the performance of HTTP/2 similar to what is obtained by HTTP/1.1 with several parallel connections. Although QUIC is not affected by packet losses as severely as HTTP/2 over TCP thanks to its new congestion control strategy, we show that QUIC can also benefit from the use of parallel connections in some scenarios. Finally, H2-Parallel and H2-MP present similar performance with different practical trade-offs.

We make the following contributions:

• We identify scenarios that challenge HTTP/2 and QUIC performance, namely (i) packet losses in wireless networks and (ii) congestion in ISP networks with load balancers, a scenario not addressed in prior work yet;
• We implement H2-Parallel, a Chromium-based user agent that fans out HTTP/2 requests to a destination over multiple TCP connections;
• We compare H2-Parallel against the major web protocols. Our results differ from previous works by (i) including all relevant web protocols, instead of only a subset of them; (ii) considering real websites and browsers instead of simplistic downloads or TCP transfers, thus giving a view on how users perceive performance while browsing; (iii) testing the latest protocol versions (e.g., QUIC 39);
• We evaluate whether the protocols are fair to one another when competing for bandwidth and find that H2-Parallel and QUIC behave similarly for long transfers.

To simplify the terminology, in the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the non-encrypted (i.e., cleartext) version of HTTP/1.x as H1C, to HTTP/1.x over TLS as H1, and to HTTP/2 over TLS as H2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. In Section III we discuss scenarios in which H2 and/or QUIC may exhibit poor performance. We present our measurement methodology in Section IV, and discuss results in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Zimmermann et al. [5] investigate H2 adoption. They show that around 12.5% of Alexa top-million domains provide full H2 support, with a 66% increase in H2 enabled domains between Sep 2016 and Jan 2017. They also study H2 performance, but in contrast to our work, they focus on the impact of H2 server push functionality, showing that some websites profit from the feature to speed up PLT.

Other works characterize the performance of websites according to the used HTTP versions. Zarifis et al. [7] explore the PLT differences between H1 and H2 using data collected from real users of the Akamai CDN. They find that in around 60% of the time H2 has lower PLT than H1. Varvello et al. [4] build a measurement platform to actively monitor H2 adoption by probing Alexa top-million websites. They show that around 80% of the websites adopting H2 improve PLT.

Saxcé et al. [8] compare the performance of H1 and H2. They clone the Alexa top-20 websites and find that, apart from network conditions, PLT depends on the website structure and content. Erman et al. [9] focus on mobile browsing. They measure PLT for the top-20 Alexa websites using SPDY and H1 proxies in a 3G network and find that SPDY performs poorly due to the large number of retransmissions and TCP backoff. Elkhatib et al. [10] reach similar conclusions by comparing the performance of SPDY with H1 in simulated networks. All these works however do not explore possible solutions for the scenarios where H2 performance degrades.

Wang et al. [11] perform experiments with synthetic pages and cloned pages (Alexa top-200). They propose a solution for SPDY inefficiencies by tuning TCP: increasing initial window, increasing receive window and reducing backoff rate in case of packet loss. This solution is not practical since making changes to TCP is hard and can take years to be widely deployed.

Recently, there has been a lot of interest in QUIC. Carlucci et al. [12] investigate QUIC (v. 21) on emulated network environments using synthetic pages. They report that QUIC performs worse than H1, but better than SPDY, with large web pages and 2% random packet loss rate. Without packet loss, QUIC performs better than H1 and SPDY for small and medium web pages, but worse for large pages due to the usage of only six parallel streams.

Megyesi et al. [13] test QUIC (v. 20) while emulating different values for bandwidth, delay and packet loss. They host four synthetic pages having different size and number of images. They show that, with packet loss, SPDY performs the worst, followed by QUIC and H1. In case of high bandwidth and large page size, QUIC’s PLT is three times larger than H1 and SPDY. Kakhki et al. [14] show the root-cause for the problem, which prevented slow start threshold update (fixed in newer QUIC versions). The authors show that QUIC (v. 34)
always outperforms H2, except with a very large number of small objects. QUIC (v. 34) is however unfair with other protocols, taking more than 50% of the bottleneck bandwidth when competing with 2 or even 4 TCP connections, a result that we will revisit with the newest version of QUIC.

In our prior work [15] we showed that some browsers arbitrarily create up to 6 connections towards a destination when using H2, but this was due to an issue only recently discovered by the developers [16] (fixed in Chromium v. 61), and not a performance improvement feature. In this paper we implement such a solution for H2 (i.e., H2-Parallel) and show its effectiveness.

Other studies have investigated the use of newer transport protocols such as MPTCP to alleviate the performance degradation of H2 and SPDY in presence of packet losses. Han et al. [17] provide the first measurement study of mobile web performance over MPTCP using SPDY and H1. They download 25 websites from Alexa top-100 list and measure PLT by combining LTE and WiFi with MPTCP. They show that MPTCP helps in mitigating performance penalties of SPDY under packet loss. In [18] the same authors provide a cost-benefit analysis of MPTCP in terms of improved user experience and energy consumption on mobile devices. The assumption in these studies is that clients are multi-homed – e.g., WiFi and LTE can be used simultaneously. Our work has a different scope: we check whether MPTCP has an impact on H2 performance even on single-homed devices, e.g., laptops or PCs with WiFi only. We will show that MPTCP can create multiple TCP connections and help in reducing the impact of packet losses and congestion in the network.

III. CONSIDERED SCENARIOS

We consider real-world scenarios where H2 and QUIC may perform poorly. These scenarios are described in the following and investigated in the next sections.

A. Random packet losses in WiFi networks

Random packet losses in WiFi networks are common under real-world conditions due to various factors like noise and the distance from clients to the access point. The impact of packet loss on the performance of H1, SPDY and H2 has been thoroughly studied in prior work [10], [11], [8], [17]. There is a consensus that H2 performs poorly compared to H1 when there is high packet loss rate. We investigate the extent to which other protocols suffer from similar problems, and propose a practical solution applicable to regular H2 over TCP.

B. Load balancers and congestion in ISP networks

A large percentage of the Internet traffic between source-destination pairs traverses multiple paths due to deployment of load-balancing routers [19], [20] in ISP networks. These routers split packets across multiple paths using techniques like Equal-Cost Multipath Routing (ECMP). Since traditional Internet measurement tools like traceroute may fail to identify these paths, alternative tools such as Paris traceroute have been developed to quantify multipath routing in the Internet. Augustin et al. [21] performed a large scale measurement using over 68 thousand destinations and showed that around 70% of paths between source and destination networks traverse a load balancer.

Three different load-balancing schemes exist: packet-based, destination-based and flow-based. Packet-based algorithms distribute all incoming packets evenly on all network paths, e.g., in a round robin fashion. Since different paths can have different delay, this approach may result in massive packet reordering and hence out-of-order delivery of the packets [22]. Therefore it is rarely used in practice. The destination-based scheme routes all traffic destined to the same host over the same path. This scheme can lead to uneven traffic distribution. The flow-based scheme is more popular. It defines a flow using different fields in the packet header, such as source and destination IP addresses, port numbers and protocol. All packets belonging to the flow according to the chosen definition are sent over the same path.

However, optimal load balancing is hard. Figure 1 shows a load-balancing headend router with two equal-cost paths in an ISP network where one of the paths is shared by traffic from other nodes. Despite evenly distributing traffic using ECMP on the headend router, the shared link may become overloaded and cause congestion. A number of large scale measurements [23], [24], [25], [26] show that congestion predominantly occurs in ISP networks and the described scenario happens quite often. In such a scenario H2 and QUIC may perform poorly as the browser will open a single connection, and that connection may be routed over the congested path. Hence they cannot exploit the underlying path diversity of
the network. H1 on the other hand establishes multiple connections which may be distributed across the available paths by the load-balancing routers. Therefore, the performance is not significantly affected while downloading pages with H1 in such a scenario. This is an important scenario, yet it has not been investigated in prior studies. To quantify the extent of severity of this scenario by performing experiments in the Internet is an interesting topic for future work, but is out of scope for this paper.

C. Fairness among competing connections

In the recent years the traffic share of H2 and QUIC has rapidly increased and today, connections belonging to H1, H2 and QUIC co-exist in web traffic. These connections essentially compete for the bottleneck bandwidth. Maintaining fairness is very important for the network as unfairly taking bandwidth share from other protocols may lead to substantial performance degradation for some applications. While it is clear that H1 is unfair to H2 because of its aggressive use of connections, it is more interesting to see how QUIC competes with H1 and H2. In a recent study [14] on QUIC (v. 34) it was shown that QUIC is unfair to 2 and even 4 competing TCP connections. Since QUIC is evolving rapidly with major changes and improvements in each new version, we want to observe whether this behavior has changed in the most recent version (v. 39). Moreover, we want to verify how QUIC compares to our H2-Parallel implementation.

IV. METHODOLOGY

We now explain the design of H2-Parallel and H2-MP, our testbed, and measurement of PLT and cwnd of TCP and QUIC.

A. H2-Parallel

H2-Parallel is our Chromium-based user agent that fans out H2 requests over parallel TCP connections to mitigate the negative impact of a single connection on H2 PLT. Our objective is to verify that allowing the user agent to open parallel TCP connections for H2, similar to what most user agents do for H1, would improve the PLT.

Chromium browser maintains a single H2 session per domain, in accordance with the H2 specification. H2 sessions are tracked by a key consisting of the destination host–port pair. Each H2 session goes on a separate socket. In order to allow two TCP connections per domain, we have modified Chromium such that it stores two keys for each host-port pair. When issuing a new request, the state of the H2 session is controlled. First we check if we already have two keys for destination host-port pair of the current request. If not, we create a session with the new key and initialize the TCP connection. For each subsequent request, we call a function that returns one of the two available connections and use it for the request.

To keep the modifications as straightforward as possible, we have implemented a basic scheduler that assigns requests in a round robin fashion to one of the two connections. Note that requests assigned to the same connection are still multiplexed by H2. For the server, the two connections look like two regular H2 sessions from the same source IP. Despite this approach being simple, it distributes the requests fairly equally over the two connections.

B. H2-MP

H2-MP uses MPTCP to create parallel subflows to the servers to load a web page. We use H2-MP to compare the performance of creating parallel connections at transport layer versus application layer(as implemented by H2-Parallel). MPTCP is an enhancement of TCP that allows bandwidth aggregation and improved reliability by utilizing multiple paths simultaneously. It provides the same socket interface as TCP and spreads the data across several subflows without requiring applications or upper-layer protocols to be aware of the multiple paths. An MPTCP connection is initiated with the usual TCP 3-way handshake over one path. The handshake however includes a MP_CAPABLE message in the options field of the SYN, SYN/ACK and ACK packets. Further (sub-)flows can be added to the MPTCP session by sending MP_JOIN in the option field of additional 3-way handshakes regardless of the path used to open the flow.
We use stable release v0.91 of MPTCP and use the nddiffports path manager with the number of subflows set to 2, which creates two subflows between the same pair of IP-addresses by modifying the source port. We set the default scheduler which starts by sending data on the subflow with the lowest RTT. When its cwnd is full, it sends data on the subflow with the next lowest RTT. This is the recommended scheduler as it is known to provide the best performance. Hence two TCP connections are established between client and server without any modification of the browsing applications and having a complete view of the state of the connections at the transport layer. However, it requires MPTCP-compatible network stacks in the client and in the server.

C. Mininet testbed setup

We use Mininet [27] version 2.3 to emulate the three scenarios described in Section III. Mininet emulates a large network comprising multiple hosts, links and switches running real kernel and application code. We run Ubuntu Linux kernel 4.1.38 with the stable release v0.91 of MPTCP on the client and server and use Cubic congestion controller on both sides. We use Chromium browser version 60 on the client which supports H1, H2 and QUIC(v. 39). The server node hosts H2O web server2 which provides an open-source implementation of H2, and quic-go web server which is an implementation of the QUIC protocol in Go3. We use Linux’s Traffic Control (tc) and Network Emulation tools to configure network path characteristics such as bandwidth, delay and packet loss.

1) Emulating ECMP and congestion: For the scenario of ECMP with congestion, we emulate a typical home network shown in Figure 1 where a client’s home router is connected to the headend router of an ISP with a 10 Mbps link [28]. The link from the ISP to the web server is configured with 1 Gbps bandwidth capacity. The headend router at the ISP performs load balancing using two paths. We emulate the congested bottleneck link in the lower path by generating traffic on it with 90% of its bandwidth capacity using iPerf with 8 connections.

We use flow-based routing in the load-balancing router for the reasons explained in Section III-B. Flow-based ECMP routing is not available in the latest MPTCP-capable Linux kernel that we use in our experiments. Therefore, we build a custom Linux kernel and implement a flow-based routing algorithm where the next hop is selected by hashing the flow 5-tuple, i.e., source address (SA), destination address (DA), source port (SP), destination port (DP), and protocol type (PT) of a connection. Our hash function $H$ is defined as

$$H = SA \oplus DA \oplus SP \oplus DP \oplus PT$$

where $\oplus$ is the bitwise XOR function. We calculate $H$ mod 2 to select either the first path or the second path.

This design avoids any informed decision at the router on how the multiple flows of a single H1, H2-Parallel or MPTCP session are routed through the paths. For instance, the MPTCP or H2-Parallel flows may all take the congested or the non-congested paths during emulations. Obviously, each protocol will react to path choices differently. For instance, MPTCP is able to detect congestion and move traffic to non-congested paths, if at least one subflow is routed to the non-congested path. H2-Parallel instead will blindly schedule requests on the multiple connections.

2) Emulating random losses in WiFi: We emulate the network shown in Figure 2. The WiFi link has 7 Mbps bandwidth and 50 ms delay representing realistic network conditions based on large-scale measurement study [29] and also used in prior studies [17], [18]. We perform tests without and with packet loss in the WiFi link. For the latter, we inject random packet losses using netem. We use 2% packet loss rate as suggested in prior work [11], [12], [13]. We also perform experiments using other loss rates but the results are not shown due to space limitation.

D. Measuring page load time

We have selected 15 websites from Alexa’s top 100 list and downloaded their landing pages or other publicly available pages onto the H2O server. The selected websites are a mix of social networking, online shopping, news and search. The main characteristics of the cloned pages are summarized in Table I. Chromium browser is used on the client to load the pages from the server. We configure dnsmasq4 on the client to ensure that all hostnames resolve to the IP address of the server and do not leave the testbed. We have also selected 10 popular H2 enabled websites for live experiments listed in Table II. The key requirement for this selection is that all of the content must be delivered by the server using H2.

To automate the page loading we create a script that uses Chrome-HAR-capturer5 to connect to the browser via its remote debugging API and load each page multiple times with cold cache. When the experiment ends, an HTTP Archive (HAR) file is created, containing detailed performance data. Our script parses the HAR file, extracts PLT for each of each run and calculates the arithmetic mean of all runs. We load the web pages using H1C, H1, H2, H2-Parallel, H2-MP and QUIC.

E. Measuring cwnd changes

We monitor the changes in the cwnd size for TCP using the tcprobe6 module. In case of H1 we calculate the sum of the cwnd sizes of all individual connections. In case of QUIC we instrument the source code of quic-go web server to collect logs that allow tracking of the cwnd size on each ACK.

E. Measuring cwnd changes

We start our experiments by determining the impact of packet losses on the performance of various protocols by monitoring changes in cwnd size while loading a web page.

---

2https://h2o.example.net/
3https://github.com/lucas-clemente/quic-go
4http://www.thekelleys.org.uk/dnsmasq/doc.html
5https://github.com/cyrus-and/chrome-har-capturer
6https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/networking/tcpprobe
In case congestion in network with load-balancers, the packet losses are dynamic, however, the results that we observe are almost the same and are not shown here. In such a scenario, the single connection of H2 and that of QUIC suffers losses when it is on the congested path, while H1, H2-Parallel and H2-MP are able to use the non-congested path simultaneously for part of their traffic.

B. Impact of packet loss in WiFi networks

1) Packet loss in live websites: When visiting a live website, several aspects influence the PLT perceived by the user, e.g., delays of DNS queries or of server-side operations to prepare the content. Furthermore, a live website might consist of objects coming from different domains (e.g., due to domain sharding) that are not delivered from the same host.

We study the performance of H1, H2 and H2-Parallel with live websites. We do not perform experiments with MPTCP since none of the top websites support it at the server side. We also skip QUIC as it is only available for Google services and we cannot compare it with other websites. The only parameter that will vary in our experiments with live websites is the random packet loss rate. To this end, we have selected 10 H2 enabled websites. The page characteristics are shown in Table II, where we give the number of objects per tested page, the total size in kBytes and the number of domains delivering the objects. The latter determines the number of TCP connections opened by the browser (also shown in the table). For each domain Chromium opens one TCP connection with H2, two with our H2-Parallel implementation, and up to six connections with H1. Note that the pages loaded from live websites are not exactly identical to those we cloned onto our testbed.

The RTT to the web servers is in the 15–165 ms range. We load each page 15 times with an empty cache. Figure 4 shows the average PLT (and its standard deviation) when using H1, H2 and H2-Parallel without packet loss and with 2% packet loss.

Focusing on Figure 4a, we notice how the performance of H2 is mostly better than H1. Whereas differences are not extremely large, these results are significant if we consider the number of TCP connections opened by the browser for each protocol (see Table II). Our implementation of H2-Parallel achieves similar performance as H2 when network conditions are good, although a small overhead for opening and managing the extra TCP connections are visible in some cases.

Obviously, the PLT increases significantly when packet loss is introduced – see Figure 4b (note the different scale of the y-axes). However, the increase of PLT with H1 is less pronounced than with H2, thanks to the use of multiple TCP connections by the former. H2 suffers severely under the packet loss. We notice how the PLT for Facebook reaches almost 12 s on average for H2, whereas it is around 8.5 s for H1 with 2% packet loss. The figure also shows that H2-Parallel achieves similar performance to H1 thanks to its second TCP connection. We are able to achieve 53% reduction in PLT on average for all websites by using H2-Parallel.
Figure 4c shows the number of connections established with the server to load a website (depicted with different colors) and the percentage of bytes transferred with each connection (depicted by the size of the bar of each color) using H2 and H2-Parallel. We can see that with H2, while in some cases multiple connections are established due to multiple domains on the server side, most of the data (83% on average for all tested websites) is still transferred using only one connection. In case of H2-Parallel, a single connection carries 52% of traffic on average, thus distributing the load more evenly across multiple connections and reducing the probability of a single connection experiencing packet losses repeatedly.

2) Packet losses in emulated environment: We perform emulations in a controlled mininet environment for reproducibility of results. In this experiment we measure the effect of random packet losses on the performance of the different web protocols using cloned web pages. Since the web server is under our control we can test QUIC and MPTCP and compare them with other protocols for the same pages, which was not possible with live websites. We load each page 30 times with empty cache using automated scripts. Note that the performance of H1 and H2 in scenarios with packet losses in WiFi networks has been studied in [10], [8], [9], [11], [17]. We confirm results from the previous works and evaluate to what extent H2-Parallel and H2-MP improve performance.
In the following, box-whisker plots show the arithmetic mean (small circle), the median (middle horizontal line), the first and third quartiles (upper and lower box edges) and the minimum and maximum (whiskers) of the PLT over all 15 web pages. In our experiments, minimum and maximum will typically be several seconds apart. This is due to the large difference in characteristics of the selected web pages, i.e., small web pages like Google have very small PLT (represented by the lower end of the whisker) while large web pages like Facebook or Amazon have very large PLT (represented by the upper end of the whisker).

Figures 5a and 5b show plots of the PLT measured over all web pages without and with 2% packet loss, respectively. As expected, H2 performs better than H1 when there is no packet loss, and H2-Parallel and H2-MP do not show significant differences under good network condition. However, with packet loss, H2’s PLT increases greatly while the other protocols see only a moderate increase by around 20%. Again, H2 is affected the most due to the use of a single TCP connection by the browser. Another disadvantage using H2 is that when there is a packet loss event, all streams get stalled until packet recovery due to the in-order delivery guarantee of TCP. Using QUIC, only the stream related to that packet gets blocked while others keep functioning normally. QUIC also maintains larger cwnd size as compared to H2 as shown in Figure 3a. Due to these reasons its performance is not affected as severely as H2.

Both H2-Parallel and H2-MP are able to reduce the performance penalty of packet losses and achieve a performance similar to H1 by increasing the cumulative cwnd size.

Figure 5c shows the average speedup (in seconds) that H2-MP and H2-Parallel achieve relative to regular H2 for each tested website (sorted by their size, with the smallest on the left). It can be seen that the speedup relative to regular H2 with packet loss is particularly pronounced for large web pages.

C. ECMP and network congestion in emulated environment

We now emulate the ECMP scenario with Mininet using H1C, H1, H2, H2-Parallel, H2-MP and QUIC. For each considered protocol, the client loads each web page 30 times with an empty cache. Remember that we do not actively control how the multiple flows are load-balanced in the available paths to emulate realistic scenarios. That is, in some experiment rounds, the multiple MPTCP or H2-Parallel flows may both take the congested or the non-congested path by chance. We can see in Figure 6a that, without congestion, H2 performs slightly better than H1 thanks to its various optimizations and new features. Not a surprise, H1C is faster than H1 because of the TLS overhead in the latter. Using two connections (H2-Parallel and H2-MP) in good network conditions brings no noticeable advantage while QUIC performs slightly better than others in the mean and median case.

However, the situation changes drastically in the presence of congestion. H2’s PLT shoots up, with some pages taking as much as 12 s on average and up to 20 s in the worst case (not shown) to be fully loaded. H1C, H1, H2-Parallel and H2-MP are only slightly affected thanks to the parallel connections, which may be routed in the two available paths. In fact H2-MP performs the best as it can route the traffic away from the congested path on the fly and move it to the good path, which is not possible with any other protocol. QUIC is not affected as severely as H2 because its congestion controller reduces the cwnd size less aggressively when dealing with packet losses due to congestion. However, it still performs worse than H2-Parallel and H2-MP because in many cases it cannot take advantage of the non-congested path due to the use of a single connection. QUIC is 34% slower than H2-Parallel and H2-MP on average for medium and large websites but the situation is different in case of small websites. QUIC loads small websites quite fast due to 0-RTT connection establishment, and even with a single connection it performs slightly better than H2-Parallel and H2-MP. In fact for small websites creating parallel connections doesn’t provide much benefit because most of the data is already transferred on the first connection before the second connection gets its turn.

Finally, in Figure 6c we can see that there is no speedup using H2-Parallel and moderate speedup using MPTCP when both network paths are congestion-free. When congestion is created on one path, both H2-Parallel and MPTCP achieve impressive speedups particularly for large pages.

Among the tested protocols, QUIC looks the most promising. Although it does suffer from performance degradation in the above scenario, we believe that using two connections with QUIC (similar to H2-Parallel) instead of emulating two connections using the congestion controller could improve QUIC performance in this scenario.

D. Fairness comparison

So far we have measured PLT of various protocols while running in isolation. Now we investigate their behavior while competing with one another. For this experiment we use two
clients connected to two servers using the same 7 Mbps bottleneck link. We host a synthetic web page with large JPEG images on the web servers and both clients load the web page at the same time, but using a different protocol. H2 and QUIC use a single connection. H2-Parallel uses two connections while H1 uses four connections to load the page. We measure the throughput of each protocol using tcpdump. Figure 7 shows the bandwidth share of competing connections per protocol pair.

In Figure 7a we can see that QUIC gets twice as much bandwidth share as compared to H2 as it emulates two connections using its congestion controller. It has been shown in a recent study [14] that QUIC version 34 is unfair to TCP even when competing against 2 or even 4 TCP connections. However, we do not observe such behavior in our experiments with QUIC version 39. Figure 7b clearly shows that H2-Parallel using 2 TCP connections and QUIC version 39 get an equal share of bandwidth, as expected from QUIC’s congestion controller. Figure 7c shows that H1 using 4 TCP connections is more aggressive than QUIC and thus has an unfair advantage when competing with both H2 and QUIC.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a performance evaluation of modern web protocols in adverse real-world scenarios. We confirmed that H2 exhibits suboptimal performance in such scenarios and suffers from unfairness when competing with other protocols due to its use of a single TCP connection. Results showed that QUIC is not as severely affected, because it implements a congestion controller that emulates the behavior of two TCP connections over UDP.

We implemented and evaluated a solution to improve H2 performance, called H2-Parallel, which lets browsers open multiple TCP connections for H2 as they usually do for H1. We compared H2-Parallel with QUIC, H1, H2 and H2-MP, which relies on MPTCP to open parallel subflows. H2-Parallel has interesting advantages: it presents performance similar to QUIC, profits from parallel Internet paths similar to H2-MP, and requires changes only in the client browser thus easing deployment. Our experiments show that using only two connections with H2-Parallel provides significantly better performance than regular H2 in the tested scenarios, hence it avoids overloading the network with large number of connections like H1.
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Abstract—New protocols for Internet inter-domain routing struggle to get widely adopted. Because the Internet consists of more than 50,000 autonomous systems (ASes), deployment of a new routing protocol has to be incremental. In this work, we study such incremental deployment. We first formulate the routing problem in regard to a metric of routing cost. Then, the paper proposes and rigorously defines a statistical notion of protocol ignorance that quantifies the inability of a routing protocol to accurately determine routing prices with respect to the metric of interest. The proposed protocol-ignorance model of a routing protocol is fairly generic and can be applied to routing in both inter-domain and intra-domain settings, as well as to transportation and other types of networks. Our model of protocol deployment makes our study specific to Internet inter-domain routing. Through a combination of mathematical analysis and simulation, we demonstrate that the benefits from adopting a new inter-domain protocol accumulate smoothly during its incremental deployment. In particular, the simulation shows that decreasing the routing price by 25% requires between 43% and 53% of all nodes to adopt the new protocol. Our findings elucidate the deployment struggle of new inter-domain routing protocols and indicate that wide deployment of such a protocol necessitates involving a large number of relevant ASes into a coordinated effort to adopt the new protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [1] has remained the only prominent protocol in inter-domain routing practice. Based on information propagated by neighboring nodes, a BGP node decides which paths it uses and which routing information it shares with neighbors. The local selection and filtering of path announcements by each node provides the node with means to realize its political, economic, and security policies.

On the flip side, BGP suffers from serious problems inherent in its design concept. The local filtering results in unintended information hiding, which artificially reduces the diversity of usable paths. BGP is vulnerable to hijacking [2]. Other problems include slow convergence and lack of support for multipath routing or end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS). While refinements of BGP mitigate some of its weaknesses [3]–[5], a thorough solution to the BGP problems requires changes in the conceptual design.

Radically different designs for inter-domain routing have been proposed and yet not deployed widely [6]–[8]. For example, Route Bazaar is a blockchain-inspired approach that uses a public ledger to announce, select, and verify end-to-end QoS-aware routing in a privacy-preserving manner [8]. Such solutions empower an autonomous system (AS) to not only enforce its security, political, and economic policies but also obtain flexible secure routing based on global information. Despite the promise of significant improvements, the new inter-domain protocols fail to get widely deployed.

This paper studies the problem of deploying a new inter-domain routing protocol. With the Internet composed by more than 50,000 ASes, replacement of BGP with a new protocol has to be incremental because it is virtually impossible for all the ASes to agree on simultaneously adopting the new protocol on a flag day. Moreover, the benefits of partially deploying the new protocol have to be significant compared to the extra hardware, staff training, and other expenses incurred by the protocol adopters. We develop a rigorous mathematical approach to understand how the extent of partial deployment affects the amount of the benefits realized by the deployment. The sought understanding is of practical importance due to its potential to both explain the deployment struggle of new inter-domain routing protocols and guide a successful deployment for such a protocol.

The cornerstone of our approach is a novel model of a routing protocol, which is equally applicable to inter-domain and intra-domain protocols. The model centers on the ability of a routing protocol to solve the routing problem with respect to a metric of routing cost. The metric of interest can be end-to-end path latency, monetary cost of traffic transit through other nodes, consumed network capacity, or a hybrid of multiple simple metrics. Given a global set of paths constrained by the political, economic, and security policies (if any) of the network nodes, the protocol determines prices of all network links with respect to the routing-cost metric and then constructs routing to deliver a global traffic-demand matrix along the available paths. The considered model of a routing protocol is fairly generic and can be applied to not only computer networking but also transportation and other kinds of networks.

The key innovation in our routing-protocol model is a statistical notion of protocol ignorance that quantifies the inability of a routing protocol to accurately determine the price of a network link with respect to the routing-cost metric. This inability arises due to various reasons:

1) A protocol is designed to operate with a different metric than the metric of interest. For example, if the metric of interest is latency, the routing prices of links are in general determined inaccurately by BGP, Routing
Information Protocol (RIP) [9], and the other routing protocols that use the hop count as a proxy for latency.

2) Even when the security, political, and economic policies of any node do not prohibit routing along a link, a protocol artificially excludes the link from the constructed paths, which effectively renders the link price infinite. For instance, this happens in BGP due to its local filtering and single-path routing.

3) Because the routing-cost metric changes its value over time, a protocol measures the dynamic value inaccurately. For example, when latency is the metric of interest, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [10] sets the link price to mean latency and ignores higher moments of latency, which still reduces the protocol ignorance of OSPF compared to RIP.

For simplicity, we model a link price as a random variable, rather than a stochastic process.

What makes our study specific to inter-domain routing protocols is our model of protocol deployment. With a deployment trajectory referring to a sequence of network nodes that adopt a new inter-domain routing protocol, we assume that each deployment trajectory for the same number of adopting nodes is equally likely in inter-domain settings because ASes act as independent players. This feature distinguishes our model of incrementally deploying an inter-domain routing protocol from intra-domain settings, where the operator of a domain can hand-pick adopting nodes and deployment trajectories to maximize the amount of benefits realized by incremental deployment of a new intra-domain routing protocol.

Via theoretical analysis and packet-level simulation, we evaluate how the routing cost changes with incremental deployment of a new inter-domain routing protocol. We analytically characterize the dependence of the routing cost on a change in routing. In its turn, the simulation examines how protocol ignorance affects routing when the new protocol is incrementally deployed. Combining the two dependencies reveals that the routing cost changes smoothly during incremental deployment. The main contributions of our paper are as follows:

* We propose and rigorously define a statistical notion of protocol ignorance that quantifies the inability of a routing protocol to accurately determine link prices with respect to a routing-cost metric. Our protocol-ignorance model of a routing protocol is equally applicable to interdomain and intra-domain protocols.

* Based on the notion of a deployment trajectory, we model incremental deployment of a new inter-domain routing protocol.

* Our analysis and simulation show that the routing cost changes smoothly during incremental deployment of a new inter-domain protocol. This explains the struggle of new inter-domain routing protocols to get widely deployed and indicates that their successful deployment necessitates a coordinated adoption effort by a large number of relevant ASes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G = (V, E)$</td>
<td>Network topology with node set $V$ and edge set $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g =</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n =</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>Set of source-destination pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m =</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z = (s_z, d_z)$</td>
<td>Node pair with source $s_z$ and destination $d_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = (r_z)^T$</td>
<td>Traffic demands of all source-destination pairs $z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_z$</td>
<td>Set of available paths for source-destination pair $z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_z =</td>
<td>P_z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Set of all available paths in the topology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l =</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B = (b_{ep})$</td>
<td>Edge composition of all available paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_z = (w_{z,p})^T$</td>
<td>Traffic-demand split for source-destination pair $z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>Traffic-demand splits for all source-destination pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>All-ones vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_e$</td>
<td>Aggregate traffic demand on edge $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(\cdot) = (f_e(\cdot))^T$</td>
<td>Routing-price functions on all edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_e$</td>
<td>Routing cost on edge $e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C = \sum_{e \in E} C_e$</td>
<td>Total routing cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Notation in our model of the routing problem.

The paper has the following structure. Section II presents our model. Sections III and IV evaluate the model via analysis and simulations respectively. Section V discusses related work. Finally, section VI sums up the paper and its contributions.

II. MODELING

A. Routing problem

While our model of a routing protocol focuses on its ability to solve a routing problem, we first formalize the routing problem. Table I sums up relevant notation. We model the network topology as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$ with $g = |V|$ nodes and $n = |E|$ edges. Set $Z$ of size $m$ contains all source-destination pairs $z = (s_z, d_z)$, which have traffic demands $R = (r_z)^T$. Set $P_z$ of size $l_z$ contains all paths available for source-destination pair $z$. Then, $P = \bigcup_{z \in Z} P_z$ of size $l = \sum_{z=1}^m l_z$ constitutes the set of all available paths in the topology. Matrix $B = (b_{ep})$ of size $n \times l$ expresses the edge composition of all available paths. Bit $b_{ep}$ is 1 for path $p$ containing edge $e$ and equals 0 otherwise.

The considered routing problem is a problem of splitting all traffic demands $R$ among available paths. Our model is for multipath routing and includes single-path routing as its special case. With $w_{zp}$ denoting the fraction of traffic demand $r_z$ routed along path $p$, we express the split of this traffic demand as vector $W_z = (w_{z,p})^T$. Constraint $W_z^T U = 1$ ensures routing for the entire demand of source-destination pair $z$, where $U$ is an all-ones vector. To represent the traffic-demand splits of all source-destination pairs $z$, we compose block matrix $W$ of size $l \times m$ by forming its diagonal from
This section introduces and rigorously defines the stochastic notion of protocol ignorance. Our protocol-ignorance model of a routing protocol is fairly general and applicable to not only inter-domain but also intra-domain routing, as well as to transportation and other types of networks.

This inability of a routing protocol to know the routing prices exactly arises due to a variety of reasons. First, the protocol might be designed to operate with a different metric than the metric of current interest. For instance, while BGP and RIP use the hop count as the metric of routing cost, the metric of current interest might be latency, and the prominent hop-based protocols determine the routing prices of network links in regard to the latter metric imprecisely. Furthermore, the hop count is increasingly becoming a less representative proxy for path latency due to massive emergence of tunneling techniques that make some hops invisible to the routing protocol, e.g., because of remote peering in Internet inter-domain routing [12].

Second, the design of a routing protocol might unnecessarily exclude a link from routing some traffic, which effectively renders the link price infinite for the purposes of routing this traffic. For example, such link exclusion occurs in BGP due to local filtering of a path by an AS even when routing along the excluded link does not violate any economic, political, or security policy of any AS. Also, single-path routing in BGP unnecessarily prevents routing of some traffic along some links, which similarly undermines the ability of BGP to solve the routing problem optimally. Note that although single-path routing and local filtering in BGP simplify the protocol design and improve its scalability, these design choices are not fundamental for Internet inter-domain routing. For instance, Route Bazaar is an alternative inter-domain routing approach that supports multipath routing and uses a decentralized global public ledger for enabling each AS to make local routing decisions and enforcing the security, political, and economic policies of all ASes in a privacy-preserving manner.

Third, even when a protocol is designed for the same routing metric of interest, the protocol might be unable to exactly measure the dynamic values of the metric. For example, the values of path latency continuously change due to packet queuing in network nodes.

Regardless of the reasons why a particular protocol does not know the exact routing prices, the statistical notion of protocol ignorance quantifies this inability. Below, we refer to a protocol with imperfect knowledge of the routing prices as a real protocol. An optimal protocol measures the routing prices exactly.

1) Representation of an optimal protocol: For each edge \( e \), we view its aggregate traffic demand and routing price as random variables \( \Omega \) and \( \Lambda \) respectively and refer to either of them as \( X \) for exposition brevity. The characteristic function of \( X \) is \( \phi_X(t) = \mathbb{E}[e^{itX}] \) where \( i \) is the imaginary unit, and \( t \in \mathbb{R} \). In our model, an optimal protocol knows exactly all moments \( \mathbb{E}[X^k] \) of \( X \), where \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, \infty \). According to the Hausdorff moment problem [13], the collection of all the moments uniquely determines the probability density function.

### Table II: Notation in our model of a routing protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>Traffic demand as a random variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Lambda )</td>
<td>Edge price as a random variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X )</td>
<td>( \Omega ) or ( \Lambda )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi_X(t) )</td>
<td>Characteristic function of ( X )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Phi_X(x) )</td>
<td>Cumulative distribution function of ( X )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>Moment order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu_k )</td>
<td>Estimate for the ( k )-th moment of ( X ) by a real protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q )</td>
<td>Number of ( X )'s lowest moments estimated by a real protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_X(t) )</td>
<td>Estimated characteristic function of ( X )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi_\alpha(\cdot) )</td>
<td>Estimated routing-price function on edge ( e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Psi(\cdot) )</td>
<td>Vector ( (\psi_\alpha(\cdot))^T ) of the estimated routing-price functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha ) or ( \beta )</td>
<td>Real routing protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega_\alpha )</td>
<td>Protocol ignorance of protocol ( \alpha ) on edge ( e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega^{\alpha,\beta} )</td>
<td>Relative protocol ignorance of protocols ( \alpha ) and ( \beta ) on edge ( e )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega_\alpha^{\alpha,\beta} )</td>
<td>Relative protocol ignorance of protocols ( \alpha ) and ( \beta )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vectors \( W_z \) and setting all its other elements to zero. Each row of matrix \( W \) corresponds to the same path as in the respective column of matrix \( B \). Given the global traffic-demand splits, we add up the traffic demands on edge \( e \) to compute aggregate traffic demand \( a_e \) on each edge \( e \).

We define the routing problem with respect to a metric of routing cost. Following the approach by Roughgarden and Tardos [11], our model determines routing cost \( C_e \) on edge \( e \) as the product of its traffic demand and routing price: \( C_e = a_e f_e (a_e) \) where routing-price functions \( F(\cdot) = (f_e(\cdot))^T \) on all edges are non-negative and monotonic. For example, the edge price can be a monetary price of transiting one Mbps of traffic along the edge, latency experienced by the traffic on the edge, or a combination of multiple simple metrics. The routing-price functions can represent such effects as limited edge capacities and congestion, e.g., account for congestion-induced latency when the price is latency. With \( C = \sum_{e \in E} C_e \) denoting the total routing cost for the entire network, we formulate the routing problem as a minimization of this total cost:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize } & \quad C = (BW)R \sum_{e \in E} C_e \\
\text{under constraints } & \quad W_z U = 1 \forall z \in Z, \\
& \quad w_{zp} \geq 0 \forall z \in Z \forall p \in P_z, \\
& \quad \text{with inputs } G, Z, P, R, F(\cdot), \text{ and} \\
& \quad \text{with outputs } W \text{ and } C.
\end{align*}
\]

### B. Routing protocol

While section II-A formalizes the routing problem, we now present our model of a routing protocol, with Table II reporting respective additional notation. Our protocol model abstracts away operational details of the protocol, such as the format of its control messages, events that trigger them, etc. Instead, we focus on the inability of a routing protocol to optimally solve the routing problem with respect to the metric of interest due to protocol ignorance, which refers to the inability of the protocol to accurately determine the routing prices of network links.

---

561
(PDF) of $X$. Specifically, assuming that $\phi_X(t)$ is an analytic function, the optimal protocol expands it into a Taylor series:

$$\phi_X(t) = 1 + \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{(it)^k}{k!} \mathbb{E}[X^k]$$

(1)

and recovers the PDF of $X$ from $\phi_X(t)$ through the inverse Fourier transform as $\frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \phi_X(t)e^{itx}dt$. By integrating the obtained PDFs of $\Omega$ and $\Lambda$, the optimal protocol obtains the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for each of these two random variables, $\Phi_\Omega(x)$ and $\Phi_\Lambda(x)$ respectively. Because routing-price function $f_e(\cdot)$ is monotonic, the optimal protocol computes it as $f_e(\cdot) = \Phi_\Lambda^{-1}(\Phi_\Lambda(x))$ for each edge $e$ and solves the routing problem of section II-A optimally.

2) Representation of a real protocol: On the other hand, a real protocol observes only samples drawn from the probability distribution of variable $X$, i.e., for $k = 1, \ldots, q$. The real protocol computes an estimated characteristic function $\rho_X(t)$, an estimate of $\phi_X(t)$, as:

$$\rho_X(t) = 1 + \sum_{k=1}^{q} \frac{(it)^k}{k!} \mu_k.$$  

(2)

By applying the inverse Fourier transform to $\rho_X(t)$ and then integrating the obtained PDF, the real protocol computes estimated routing-price functions $\Psi(\cdot) = (\psi_e(\cdot))^T$ and uses them instead of functions $F(\cdot) = (f_e(\cdot))^T$ when solving the routing problem of section II-A. Because $\Psi(\cdot)$ are only estimates of $F(\cdot)$, the real protocol computes routing $W$ and its total cost $C$ suboptimally in general.

3) Relevance to prominent existing protocols: Whereas existing routing protocols do not actually perform inverse Fourier transforms, integration, or other complicated operations described above, we now show that our model of a routing protocol realistically represents the handling of routing prices by prominent existing protocols.

Hop-based protocols. This kind of routing protocols uses the hop count as the metric of routing cost. BGP and RIP are prominent representatives of such protocols in the inter-domain and intra-domain settings respectively. In our model, a hop-based protocol does not measure any moments of $X$, i.e., $\mu_k = 0$ for $k = 1, \ldots, \infty$, even when the routing metric of interest has dynamic values, e.g., when the metric of interest is latency. Thus, the respective estimated characteristic function is $\rho_X(t) = 1$. The inverse Fourier transform produces the Dirac delta function as the PDF of $X$, implying that $X$ is a constant and that the edge cost is the same for all the edges, i.e., the model realistically represents the link pricing in a hop-based protocol.

Mean-measuring protocols. A mean-measuring protocol measures only the first moment, i.e., mean $\mu_1$, of routing price $\Lambda$. OSPF is a prominent mean-measuring intra-domain protocol when it is configured to measure the routing price as mean latency, e.g., by using a sliding window estimation. While the hop-based BGP constitutes the only prominent existing protocol for inter-domain routing, Route Bazaar is an alternative Internet connectivity approach where mean-measuring protocols can be used for inter-domain routing. In our model of a mean-measuring protocol, the corresponding estimated characteristic function is $\rho_\Lambda(t) = 1 + (it)^1 \mu_1$. The inverse Fourier transform yields $H(x) = \mu_1 \delta'(x)$ as the PDF of $\Lambda$, where $H(x)$ denotes the Heaviside step function, and $\delta'(x)$ is the derivative of the Dirac delta function. The integration of this function leads to estimating each edge cost as the mean of the metric, i.e., the model realistically represents the handling of routing prices by a mean-measuring protocol.

4) Mathematical definition of protocol ignorance: To model how accurately a real protocol $\alpha$ estimates edge price $\Lambda$ in comparison to an optimal protocol, we define protocol ignorance $i^\alpha_e$ of protocol $\alpha$ on edge $e$ as:

$$i^\alpha_e = \int_0^c \left| \rho_\Lambda(t) - \phi_\Lambda(t) \right| dt$$

(3)

where $c$ is a constant ensuring existence of the integral. Based on equations 1 and 2, we express this protocol ignorance as:

$$i^\alpha_e = \int_0^c \left| \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \frac{(it)^k}{k!} \left( \mathbb{E}[X^k] - \mu_k \right) \right| dt$$

(4)

where $\mu_k = 0$ for $k > q$. The protocol ignorance of an optimal protocol equals 0. For a real protocol $\alpha$, we have $i^\alpha_e > 0$. As the real protocol estimates more moments of $\Lambda$ and measures each moment more accurately, $i^\alpha_e$ decreases toward 0, and the smaller protocol ignorance enables real protocol $\alpha$ to estimate the routing-price function on edge $e$ more accurately.

The notion of protocol ignorance forms a basis for comparing two real routing protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$. We define relative protocol ignorance of protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on edge $e$ as:

$$i^{\alpha,\beta}_e = \lim_{c \to \infty} \frac{i^\alpha_e - i^\beta_e}{c^{1+\max(q^\alpha, q^\beta)}}$$

(5)

which no longer depends on the choice of constant $c$. Here, $q^\alpha$ and $q^\beta$ denote the number of moments estimated for edge price $\Lambda$ by protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$ respectively. Vector of $i^{\alpha,\beta}_e$ for all edges $e$ in $E$ provides a topology-wide perspective on the relative protocol ignorance. We define relative protocol ignorance of protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$ as a norm of this vector:

$$\delta^{\alpha,\beta} = \sqrt{\sum_{e \in E} \left( i^{\alpha,\beta}_e \right)^2}.$$  

(6)

Example 1. Let $\alpha$ and $\beta$ refer respectively to hop-based and mean-measuring protocols. For edge $e$, protocol $\beta$ observes the following five samples of edge latency $\Lambda$, which has an exponential distribution: 0.81, 0.63, 2.10, 1.02, and 0.66. Using the samples, protocol $\beta$ computes $\mu_1 = 1.044$ as an estimate of moment $\mathbb{E}[\Lambda]$, and $\rho_\Lambda(t) = \frac{1}{1+it}$ as an estimate of characteristic function $\phi_\Lambda(t)$. Then, the protocol ignorance of protocol $\beta$ on edge $e$ is $i^{\beta}_e = \ln(1 - ic) - c - 0.522ic^2$. Protocol $\alpha$, which does not measure the edge latency at all, has a larger protocol ignorance $i^{\alpha}_e = \ln(1 - ic)$. Thus, the relative protocol ignorance of protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on edge $e$ is $i^{\alpha,\beta}_e = 0.022$, confirming the better awareness of protocol $\beta$.
TABLE III: Notation in our model of protocol deployment.

about the edge latency. If protocol $\beta$ estimated the both lowest moments of edge latency $\Lambda$, its protocol ignorance on edge $e$ would change to $i_e^\beta = |n(1 - ic) - c - 0.522ic^2 + 0.463c^3|$, and the relative protocol ignorance of protocols $\alpha$ and $\beta$ on this edge would increase to $i_e^{\alpha, \beta} = 0.13$, representing the increased advantage of protocol $\beta$ over protocol $\alpha$ in knowing the latency distribution on edge $e$. \triangle

C. Incremental deployment of a new inter-domain protocol

While the model of a routing protocol in section II-B is equally applicable to inter-domain and intra-domain protocols, we now present our model for incremental protocol deployment specific to inter-domain routing protocols. Table III reports corresponding extra notation.

Suppose that all nodes in topology $G$ support an incumbent inter-domain routing protocol $\alpha$. Adopting a new inter-domain routing protocol $\beta$ can reduce the routing cost in topology $G$ because protocol $\beta$ measures more accurately the routing prices on those edges where the new protocol is used. Some nodes deploy protocol $\beta$. When a node deploys protocol $\beta$, this protocol is used on all outcoming edges of this node. Protocol $\beta$ is backward compatible with protocol $\alpha$ and runs on top of the incumbent protocol, e.g., by using Generic Route Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels [14] or another tunneling technique.

The routing and its cost depend on not only how many nodes adopt the new protocol but also which specific nodes are the adopters. Hence, we define a "deployment trajectory" of $h$ nodes as a sequence of the first $h$ adopting nodes in the order of their deployment of protocol $\beta$. Because ASes in the practice of inter-domain routing act as independent players, we assume that every deployment trajectory of $h$ nodes is equally likely. The equal likelihood of deployment trajectories is the main feature distinguishing our inter-domain deployment model from intra-domain settings, where the domain operator can cherry-pick $h$ adopting nodes to maximize the reduction in the routing cost. For the inter-domain settings, we express average routing cost $C_h$ for all deployments of $h$ nodes as:

$$C_h = \frac{1}{P(g, h)} \sum_{j=1}^{P(g, h)} C_{hj}$$

where $g$ is the number of nodes in the topology, $C_{hj}$ refers to the routing cost for the deployment of $h$ nodes that has the $j$-th $h$-permutation of $g$ as its trajectory, and $P(|V|, h)$ is the total number of such $h$-permutations of $g$.

Let us examine a full deployment of $g$ nodes with trajectory $j$. Estimated routing-price functions $\Psi_{hj}(\cdot)$, routing $W_{hj}$, and routing cost $C_{hj}$ for a deployment of $h$ nodes might all change at each stage $h$ along this trajectory, where $h = 1, \ldots, g$. As $h$ increases, cost $C_{hj}$ changes due to two conflated effects: (a) changes in routing $W_{hj}$ and (b) changes in estimates $\Psi_{hj}(\cdot)$ of routing-price functions $F(\cdot)$. To segregate the two effects, we can track the value of $\tilde{C}_{hj} - C_{gj}$ at each stage $h$, where $C_{gj}$ is the routing cost with the full deployment of protocol $\beta$, and $\tilde{C}_{hj}$ denotes the cost of routing $W_{hj}$ computed with full-deployment routing-price functions $\Psi_{gj}(\cdot)$.

III. ANALYSIS

The salient outcomes of our extensive modeling effort in section II include the formulation of the routing problem with respect to a metric of routing cost, statistical notion of protocol ignorance that quantitatively characterizes the inability of a protocol to measure routing prices accurately, and model for incremental deployment of a new inter-domain routing protocol. This section analyzes such incremental deployment. Specifically, we assess how much a change in routing affects the routing cost. The analysis is the first step towards understanding why BGP remains the only prominent inter-domain routing protocol and what fraction of the Internet ASes need to adopt a new inter-domain routing protocol to substantially benefit from the adoption.

A. Routing for one source-destination pair

For ease of exposition, we start the analysis by considering the simple scenario where the routing problem needs to be solved for only one source-destination pair $z_1$, i.e., $Z = \{z_1\}$. The set of available paths for the pair is $P_1$. Without loss of generality, we normalize the traffic demand of pair $z_1$ to $r_1 = 1$. Protocol $\beta$ computes estimates $\Psi(\cdot)$ of routing-price functions $F(\cdot)$ as described in section II-B. With this, protocol $\beta$ solves the following instance of the routing problem from section II-A:

$$\text{minimize } C = \Psi(BW_1)^T BW_1$$

under constraints $W_1^T U = 1$, $w_{1p} \geq 0 \forall p \in P_1$, with inputs $G, \{z_1\}, P_1, r_1 = 1, \Psi(\cdot)$, and with outputs $W_1$ and $C$.

Consider two routings $W_1^e$ and $W_1^g$ that have costs $C^e$ and $C^g$ respectively. Vector $W_1^e = W_1^e - W_1^g$ of size $l_1 = |P_1|$ represents the difference between these routings. Let $\Theta = \{\theta_{pu}\}$ of size $l_1 \times l_1$ denote an edge-sharing matrix $B^T B$ (where matrix $B$ expresses the edge composition of all available paths), and $\theta_{pu}$ represents the number of edges shared by paths $p$ and $u$, implying that $\theta_{pu}$ is at most the diameter of topology $G$. Then, we represent bilinear form $(W_1^e)^T \Theta W_1^g$: 
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as $γ_{ab}$. By construction, estimated routing-price functions $Ψ(\cdot)$ have Lipschitz continuity. We define constant $L = \max_{e \in E} \{L_e\}$ where $L_e$ is the Lipschitz constant of estimated routing-price function $ψ_e(\cdot)$ on edge $e$.

**Theorem 1.** In routing for one source-destination pair, a change in the total routing cost is bounded from above as follows:

$$|C^x - C^y| \leq L(|γ^{xe}| + 2|γ^{yu}|).$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

**Proof.** Let $C^{ab}$ denote $Ψ(BW^a)^T B W^b$. Then, we express cost $C^x$ as $Ψ(BW^x)^T B(W^y_1 + (W^z_1 - W^y_1)) = Ψ(BW^x)^T B W^y_1 + Ψ(BW^x)^T B W^z_1 = C^{xy} + C^{xz}$. Similarly, we express cost $C^y$ as $Ψ(BW^y)^T B(W^z_1 - (W^z_1 - W^y_1)) = Ψ(BW^y)^T B W^x_1 - Ψ(BW^y)^T B W^z_1 = C^{yx} - C^{yz}$. Thus, we have:

$$C^x = C^{xy} + C^{xz} \text{ and } C^y = C^{yx} - C^{yz}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

and express the sum of these two costs as:

$$C^x + C^y = C^{xy} + C^{yx} + C^{xz} - C^{yz}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Using equation 10, we express the difference of the two costs as:

$$C^x - C^y = (C^{xy} - C^{yx}) + (C^{xz} - C^{yz}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The three terms on the right-hand side of equation 11 have the following upper bounds:

$$|C^{xy} - C^{yx}| \leq L |W^x_1| + L |W^y_1| = L |γ^{xy}|,$$

$$|C^{xz} - C^{yz}| \leq L |W^x_1| + L |W^z_1| = L |γ^{xz}|,$$

$$|C^{xy} - C^{yz}| \leq L |W^y_1| + L |W^z_1| = L |γ^{yx}|,$$

where $O$ is a zero vector. Because the symmetry of matrix $Θ$ implies $γ^{yz} = γ^{yx}$, we combine the above three bounds to derive equation 8. QED

**B. Routing for an arbitrary set of source-destination pairs**

Now, we extend the result of theorem 1 for the general formulation of the routing problem in section II-A, i.e., when set $Z$ of source-destination pairs and traffic demands $R$ are arbitrary. The extension is fairly straightforward and largely related to generalizing the notation from vectors to matrices. In particular, matrix $W_e$ denotes the difference between two routings $W^x$ and $W^y$, where $W^x_e$ equals $W^x - W^y$. Also, we define $γ_e = (W^x)^T Θ_e (W^x)$ where $Θ_e$ equals $B^2_e B_e$.

**Theorem 2.** In the general routing problem, a change in the total routing cost is bounded from above as follows:

$$|C^x - C^y| \leq L \left( \sum_{z=1}^{m} r^2_e γ^x_e \right) + 2\left( \sum_{z=1}^{m} r^2_e γ^y_e \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

**Proof.** By substituting $W^x_1$ and $W^y_1$ with $W^x R$ and $W^y R$ respectively, we follow the reasoning pattern in the proof of theorem 1 to show that

$$|C^x - C^y| \leq L \left( |W^x R|^T Θ(W^y R) \right) + 2\left( |W^x R|^T Θ(W^y R) \right).$$

Let $Τ^a_z$ denote an auxiliary block matrix that has the same size as $W$. Its $z$-th block is $W^y_z$, and all the other elements equal zero. Then, we express $W^a$ as $\sum_{z=1}^{m} Τ^a_z$. Because $(Τ^a_z R)^T Θ(Τ^a_z R)$ is zero for $j ≠ z$, we represent $(W^a R)^T Θ(W^b R)$ as $\sum_{z=1}^{m} (Τ^a_z R)^T Θ(Τ^a_z R)$. By expressing $(Τ^a_z R)^T Θ(Τ^a_z R)$ as $r_z(W^a_z)^T Θ_z(W^b_z)$, we derive:

$$(W^a R)^T Θ(W^b R) = \sum_{z=1}^{m} r_z(W^a_z)^T Θ_z(W^b_z).$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

By applying equation 13 to both terms on the right-hand side of the bound earlier in the proof, we establish equation 12. QED

The above results demonstrate that a change in the routing affects the routing cost smoothly, i.e., a small change in routing do not cause a large change in the routing cost.

**IV. SIMULATION**

The analytic results in section III tell only half the story. They show how a change in routing affects the routing cost. To complete the story, we now examine how the lower ignorance of an incrementally deployed inter-domain protocol affects routing.

**A. Methodology**

We use real network data to conduct packet-level simulation. Simulating the global Internet faces two steep challenges: scale and fidelity. Because the Internet consists of more than 50,000 ASes connected by around a million inter-domain links, simulation of the entire topology would require enormous computational resources. Furthermore, neither the Internet topology nor its traffic-demand matrix is known with high precision for such simulation to produce highly accurate quantitative answers. In dealing with these challenges, we openly admit necessary limitations of the simulated model (such as using a single node to represent an AS), avoid a focus on exact quantitative results, and instead strive to expose the qualitative dependence of routing on protocol ignorance.

1) **Topology:** To tackle the challenge of topology scale, we characterize statistical properties of the global Internet topology and generate a family of smaller topologies with the same statistical properties. Specifically, we reconstruct snapshots of the AS-level Internet topology from the CAIDA dataset [15] based on traceroute [16] measurements. Our characterization of the snapshots confirms the observation that the AS-level Internet topology is a scale-free graph. Route Views [17] and other prominent sources of Internet connectivity data can be used to make the same observation. Based on the scale-free characterization, we use NetworkX [18], [19] to generate synthetic topologies that preserve the statistical properties of the global Internet topology and range in their size from 100 to 1,200 nodes, with the default size of 500 nodes. The probability to add an edge to a node during the topology generation varies between 0 and 50%, with 10% being the default value. The minimum number of edges adjacent to each node equals 3 by default and changes from 1 to 50.
2) **Traffic matrix:** While the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [20] transmits packets in bursts, the basic level of traffic in the simulation is a packet burst. Each source-destination pair communicates around 10,000 packet bursts. We size every packet to 64 KB. The number of packets in a burst varies from 1 to 32 and is distributed binomially with 32 independent experiments and success probability 0.5. Time between subsequent packet bursts has a random distribution with a mean of 1 ms. We consider three such distributions: exponential, uniform, and Weibull, with the exponential distribution being used in the default settings. We include the Weibull distribution due to prior measurement studies [21], [22] and independently validate it on another CAIDA dataset [23].

3) **Routing protocols:** The routing metric of interest in the simulation is latency. For the incumbent and new inter-domain routing protocols, we respectively consider the hop-based and mean-measuring protocols described in section II-B.

4) **Simulator:** To improve scalability of the simulation, we develop and utilize our own simulator. Unlike ns-3 [24] and other generic simulators that support many features at the price of significant overhead, our tool is customized for the problem in hand to scalably simulate traffic generation, routing, and delivery for each source-destination pair in the network topology. The tool is a discrete-time event simulator that represents each AS as a single node. In addition to generating packet bursts, every node also forwards packet bursts from other sources. The node forwards all packets of a burst together as a whole. The forwarded burst experiences transmission latency determined by dividing the burst size by the internal capacity of the AS; this internal capacity of the node is drawn from a truncated normal distribution. Additionally, the forwarded packet burst experiences queuing latency drawn from the exponential distribution with a mean of 0.05 ms. The simulator keeps the average network utilization at 50% by: (1) setting the capacity of each edge according to closeness centrality of both nodes incident to this edge and (2) then characterizing each edge with extra latency drawn from the same exponential distribution for all edges, with the rate parameter of this distribution being determined experimentally. For every simulated setting, we conduct 10 runs and, for each run, measure the routing price as the average end-to-end latency in the network. The code of our simulator is available in [25].

**B. Simulation results**

1) **Impact of protocol ignorance:** Figure 1a depicts how the routing price changes when the fraction of nodes adopting the new protocol increases with a step of 0.5% from 0 to 100%, i.e., from no deployment to full deployment. For each of the 10 runs in every simulated setting, we plot the routing price as a point. Figure 1a also plots a polynomial regression and its 15th and 85th percentiles for the results, with the elbow method consistently identifying a quadratic regression as the best fit. We normalize the plotted results by linearly scaling them to map interval \([f, n]\) into \([0,1]\) where \(f\) and \(n\) refer to the regression values in the full-deployment and no-deployment settings respectively. Figure 1b reports a histogram of the deviations of the individual results from the corresponding regression values. Figure 1c plots the regression for three other sizes of the network topology. The dependence of the routing price on the deployment extent exhibits the same qualitative profile and only minor quantitative differences. The routing price undergoes a smooth quadratic decline over the entire range of incremental deployment. For the four considered sizes of the topology, between 43% and 53% of all nodes have to adopt the new protocol to decrease the routing price by 25%.

Combining the simulation insights with the analytical results from section III, we conclude that the benefits from adopting the new inter-domain protocol accumulate smoothly during incremental deployment and that protocol deployment by natural early adopters [26], [27] is insufficient to incentivize other ASes to deploy the protocol later. Our findings explain the struggle of new Internet inter-domain routing protocols to get widely deployed. Our results also indicate that widespread deployment of a new inter-domain protocol necessitates involving a large number of relevant ASes into a coordinated effort to adopt the protocol.
2) Parameter sensitivity: Figure 1c already shows that the topology size makes a small quantitative impact on the quadratic dependence between the deployment extent and routing price. We also evaluate sensitivity of this dependence to the distribution of inter-burst time (exponential, uniform, or Weibull) and parameters of the topology generation algorithm. Compared to the results in figure 1c, these sensitivity studies unveil the same quadratic qualitative profile and even smaller quantitative differences for the dependence of the routing price on the fraction of adopting nodes. Due to such similarity and space constraints, we do not report the respective graphs here.

Figure 2 explores sensitivity of the routing price to three parameters of the topology generation algorithm when the fraction of adopting nodes is fixed at 10%, 50%, or 90%. We normalize the plotted results by linearly scaling them to map interval $[l, h]$ into $[0, 1]$ where $l$ and $h$ refer respectively to the minimum and maximum routing price across all settings in these three parameter sensitivity studies.

Figure 2a shows that the routing price grows sublinearly as the topology size increases from 100 to 1,000 nodes. The result corroborates the intuition that the topology diameter grows slower than the topology size. For scale-free graphs, [28] analytically shows that the diameter grows on average with rate $\frac{\log(g)}{\log(\log(g))}$ where $g$ is the number of nodes. Because the diameter is determined by the longest shortest path, and the end-to-end routing cost grows on average linearly with the path length, the dependency depicted in figure 2a matches the theoretical expectation.

Figure 2b exhibits dependence of the routing price on the minimal node degree in the topology. With a larger fraction of adopting nodes, the routing price falls steeper as the minimal node degree increases from 1 to 50. This happens due to dependency between the node degree and number of paths in the topology. Because the incumbent protocol uses the number of hops as a proxy metric for latency and thus estimates actual routing prices inaccurately, the decrease in the routing price is more pronounced for larger deployments of the new protocol.

Figure 2c reports on varying the probability of adding a random edge during the topology construction. The topology generation algorithm keeps the number of added edges proportional to the topology size. Whereas the increase of the minimal node degree in our previous sensitivity study weakens the scale-free property of the topology, the addition of random edges strengthens this property without increasing the number of paths exponentially. Figure 2c demonstrates low sensitivity of the routing price to the edge addition probability.

Overall, among all conducted sensitivity studies, the routing price is most sensitive to the topology size and fraction of adopting nodes.

V. Related work

While prior work on inter-domain routing is extensive, its main focuses are not on the problem of incrementally transitioning from BGP to a new protocol. Even those papers that explicitly consider incremental migration to the new protocol tend to deal with technical issues of the transition [6] and do not provide clear answers on economic incentives for adopting ASes, especially for early adopters [26], [27]. Whereas [29] proposes a method for service composition that can be used to combine different routing protocols, the paper develops the marketplace support without studying incremental adoption of the marketplaces. [30] argues that it is possible to select a relatively small set of routing brokers, about 7% of the Internet ASes, to enable QoS-aware and, in particular, latency-aware routing for most of the Internet; while [30] hand-picks the routing brokers among strategically positioned ASes, our work makes a more realistic assumption that ASes adopt the new routing protocol voluntarily and randomly.

Incremental deployability attracts more direct attention in other problem domains of computer networking. In the context of Internet addressing, [31] studies incremental migration from IPv4 to IPv6 and estimates its costs. [32] analyzes a potential way to incrementally deploy a secure version of BGP. Our paper differs from these previous efforts in not only tackling a different problem domain but also using a new method based on protocol ignorance. The distinguishing trait of our work is its model that captures the inability of a protocol to estimate costs accurately.
Our work leverages various prominent previous efforts. The protocols designed in [6], [8], [33]–[35] inspire us to develop the concept of protocol ignorance. Our analysis extends the classical theoretical work by Roughgarden and Tardos on the price of anarchy in different types of networks [11]. Their research paves the way to formalize the routing problem and characterize dependence of the routing cost on routing. [11], [36] analyze different scenarios of network behaviour in its dependency on node behaviour. Our simulations rely on realistic network topologies [37] and use real traffic traces collected by CAIDA [15], [23]. The approaches in [21], [22], [38] guide our modeling work.

[39], [40] report on mathematical modeling of Internet protocols. Our work belongs to the same type of research. We develop a novel abstract model for inter-domain routing that ties together a routing protocol, routing constructed by the protocol, and cost of the constructed routing.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied incremental deployment of a new inter-domain routing protocol in the Internet. The paper formalized the routing problem in terms of minimizing a metric of routing cost. Then, we introduced and rigorously defined a statistical notion of protocol ignorance that quantifies the inability of a routing protocol to accurately determine routing prices with respect to the metric of interest. Our protocol-ignorance model of a routing protocol is fairly generic and applicable to not only inter-domain but also intra-domain routing, as well as to transportation and other kinds of networks. The considered model of protocol deployment made our study specific to Internet inter-domain routing. Using theoretical analysis and simulation, we showed that the benefits from adopting the new inter-domain protocol accumulate smoothly during incremental deployment. In the simulated topologies, between 43% and 53% of all nodes had to adopt the new protocol to decrease the routing price by 25%. Our results explained the lack of widespread adoption for new inter-domain routing protocols and indicated that their successful deployment necessitated a coordinated adoption effort by a large number of relevant ASes.
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Abstract—Segment Routing (SR) is a source routing paradigm that can benefit from both MPLS and IPv6 data planes to steer traffic through a set of nodes. It provides a simple and scalable way to support Service Function Chaining (SFC). In this demo, we propose an NFV architecture based on SR and implemented in Linux environment. It allows chaining of both SR-aware and SR-unaware Service Functions (SFs). In order to include SR-unaware SFs into SR SFC, we use our SR proxy implementation: srext, a Linux kernel module that handles the processing of SR information in behalf of the SR-unaware SFs. As SR-aware SFs, we use two of our implementation: SERA and SR-aware snort. SERA is a Segment Routing Aware Firewall, which extends the Linux iptables firewall, and capable of applying the iptables rules to the inner packet of SR encapsulated traffic. SR-aware snort is an extended version of snort that can apply snort rules directly to inner packet of SR encapsulated traffic. We show the interoperability between SR-aware and SR-unaware SFs by including both of them within the same SFC.

Index Terms—Service Function Chaining, Network Function Virtualization, Segment Routing, Linux networking

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication networks infrastructures are evolving at a rate rarely seen since the transformation from analog to digital [1]. Network functions virtualization (NFV) offers an agile way to design and deploy networking service [2]. In an NFV infrastructure, network functions are decoupled from proprietary hardware appliances and moved to virtual servers so they can run in software modules called Virtual Network functions (VNFs), which are sometimes referred to as Service Functions (SFs). This dramatically reduces both capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenses (OPEX) [3]. A set of these VNFs (SFs), which can be arbitrarily located in a distributed virtualization infrastructure, are often required to deliver an end-to-end service, hence Service Function Chaining (SFC) comes into play.

SFC denotes the process of forwarding packets through the sequence of SFs [4]. It requires a steering mechanism to force packets to go through SFs. These steering mechanisms often require inserting a new header into packets, which carries the path information. Network Service Header (NSH) and IPv6 Segment Routing header (SRH) are two examples of those headers. NSH has been proposed by the IETF SFC Working Group to support the encapsulation of packets with a header that specifies the sequence of SFs to be crossed [5]. Using NSH requires creating a state (per each NFV chain) in the network fabric, which doesn’t make it the preferred solution in the recent era of networking, where everything is going towards stateless and simplicity. On the contrary, using SRH for SFC doesn’t have the need for those state information.

In this demo, we consider the use of the Segment Routing (SR) architecture to support SFC. SR is a new network architecture that leverages the source routing paradigm [6]. It allows to steer packets through an ordered list of nodes, which are referred to as segments. SR can be instantiated over both MPLS (SR-MPLS) and IPv6 (SRv6) data planes. SRv6 defines a new IPv6 Routing type, named SRH. It allows including a list of segments in the IPv6 packet header [7]. Each A segment is encoded as an IPv6 address and represents function to be called at a specific location in the network. SR enables SFC in a simple and scalable manner, by associating each SF with a segment. Such segments are combined together in a segment list to achieve SFC.

II. SR-AWARE VS SR-UNAWARE SFs

SFs can be categorized into two types, depending on their ability to properly process SR encapsulated packets. These are respectively named SR-aware and SR-unaware SFs [8]. An SR-aware SF is able to correctly process SR-encapsulated packets it receives, which imply being able to process the original packet despite the fact that it has been encapsulated within a SR packet, but also being able to process the SRH. On the contrary, An SR-unaware SF is not able to correctly process the SR-encapsulated it receives. It may either drop the traffic or take erroneous decisions due to the unrecognized SR information. In order to include SR-unaware SFs in an SR SC policy, it is thus required to remove the SR information as well as any other encapsulation header before the SF receives the packet, or to alter it in such a way that the SF can correctly process the packet. SR proxy is an entity, separate from the service, that performs these modifications and handle the SR processing on behalf of a SR-unaware service. Strex [9] is a Linux kernel module providing advanced SR functions. It supports different SR proxy behaviours detailed in [8].

III. SR/SFC TESTBED

In order to showcase the SFC of SR-aware and SR-unaware SFs, we built the testbed shown in Figure [1] which consists of six nodes (R1-R6), implemented as Linux VMs and represent our SR domain. This SR domain is used to connect two branches (BR1 and BR2) of an enterprise to an external network (Ext). All nodes, except R4, support SRv6. Nodes R1 and R6 respectively represent the ingress and egress nodes, while nodes R2, R3 and R5 are used as NFV nodes of our
SRv6 based SFC scenario. Node R4 is a normal IPv6 Linux router. Service Functions (F1-F3), Branches (BR1 and BR2), and external network (Ext) are deployed as Linux network namespaces. F1 is an SR-aware Linux iptables firewall, F2 is SR-unaware snort, and F3 is an extended SR-aware version of snort. Nodes R1, and R4-R6 are running kernel 4.14 and have iproute2 v4.14 installed. Node R2 is running compiled Linux kernel 4.15-rc2 with SRv6 enabled and SERA firewall included [10]. Node R3 has the srext [9] kernel module installed. The links between any two nodes Rx and Ry are assigned IPv6 addresses in the form fc00:xy::x/64 and fc00:xy::y/64. For example, the two interfaces of the link between R1 and R2 are assigned the addresses fc00:12::1/64 and fc00:12::2/64. Each node owns an IPv6 prefix to be used for SRv6 local SID allocation, which is in the form fc00:n::/64, where n represents the node number. As an example, R2 owns the IPv6 prefix fc00:2::/64. SFs are instantiated on an SR SID of form fc00:n::fkt/112 where n represents the node hosting the SF and k is the SF number. For example, F1 which is running in node R2 is given the prefix fc00:2::f1/112. BR1, BR2, and Ext are respectively assigned the IPv6 prefixes fc00:b1::/64, fc00:b2::/64, and fc00:e::/64.

IV. SR/SFC POLICIES

The testbed in Figure 1 supports two different path, with different bandwidth and security guarantees, towards Ext. Path p1 (R1 → R4 → R5 → R6) provides high bandwidth. Path p2 (R1 → R2 → R3 → R6) has lower bandwidth, but more security guarantees. Going through p1 implies crossing F1 and F2. The same way, going through p2 implies crossing F3. BR1 and BR2 have different traffic requirements; BR2 traffic is very delay-sensitive, while BR1 traffic is highly confidential, but less delay sensitive. We exploit p1 and p2 to satisfy those traffic requirement. BR1 traffic is steered through p1, and BR2 traffic is steered through p2. At the ingress node (R1), we configured two different SR SF policies (CP1 and CP2) that steer traffic through p1 and p1. Policy Based Routing (PBR) is used to classify traffic coming form BR1 and BR2, which respectively go through CP1 and CP2.

V. DEPLOYMENT AND TESTING

We built our testbed by using VirtualBox [11] as hypervisor and Vagrant [12] as VM manager. This makes it easy to replicate the demo on any commodity hardware. Scripts required to deploy the demo are open source and can be found at [13]. To verify the deployment of the demo, we use iPerf [14] to generate traffic from BR1 and BR2. BR1 traffic should cross both F1 and F2. F1 is configured with iptables rules, which are applied by SERA firewall directly to inner packet of received SR traffic. F2 is an SR-unaware snort, which can’t correctly processes SR packets. We used srext to remove SR encapsulation from packets before being handed to F2. The removed SR encapsulation is re-added again to packets after being processed. F3 is the only SF crossed by BR2 traffic. It’s an SR-aware snort that can apply configured snort rules directly to inner packet. To make sure that BR1 and BR2 traffic follows the exact path in both upstream and downstream, we configure two SR SFC policies on the egress node (R6) for the reverse path. This guarantees that SFs get the traffic in both directions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this demo, we introduce a Linux NFV infrastructure that support SFC of both SR-aware and SR-unaware SFs. We used our SR proxy implementation (srext) to include those SR-unaware SFs in an SR SFC. As SR-aware SFs, we provided two implementations of SR-aware SFs, SR-aware and SR-unaware SFs have been included in the same SFC to show their inter-operability. We provided an open source implementation for the SR/SFC testbed been used.
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Abstract—Current Telco Network Service Provisioning requires proficient expertise on Infrastructure equipment. Moreover the process is tedious and erroneous making Network Service lifecycle a daunting task for Network Operators (NOs) and 3rd Party Network Tenants. This paper, proposes an Over-The-Top Intent Based Network Framework for Network Slice Energy Monitoring and Provisioning. The aim is to automate the task of network slicing through a declarative approach known as Intents while hiding network complexity enabling NOs monitor Network Slice energy consumption. We provide an experimental validation of the Intent Framework with a scenario of a 5G IoT Application Network Slice energy monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation mobile network, 5G is becoming a reality. The backbone or foundation of 5G is viewed as Software Defined Networking [1] and Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) [2]. These technologies provide potential cost cutting i.e. Capital Expenditure (CAPEX), Operational Expenditure (OPEX) and they will help Network Operators (NOs) maintain elastic networks to meet growing network demands.

5G will potentially provide a window for NOs to extend their infrastructure services to Mobile Virtual Network Tenants (MVNO) and Vertical Markets such as Over-The-Top Application Providers. The services envisioned by NOs to potential tenants will include physical or virtual shared end-to-end network resources known as a Network Slices. This encompasses network resources from Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) [3] through to Evolve Packet Core Network (EPC) [4] which traverses a transport network. Both NOs and Network Tenants will want an idea of how much energy these network slices consume. This will help NOs to bill their clients based on network slice energy consumption and other factors.

The current approach to realise network services by NOs requires proficient expertise on infrastructure equipments and moreover the process is tedious and erroneous. They exert a manual method to deliver the network services to their clients i.e. MVNOs and vertical markets. Such an approach will not suffice on 5G mobile networks due to a 30 million expected connected devices. Intent-Based Networking (IBN) [5] aims to ease such challenge of manual network service provisioning through network automation. Networks Tenants will only have to specify their Intents i.e. “WHAT” network service while an Intent-Based Management Framework handles the automation process of realising the Intent, that is, the “HOW”. An Intent in this paper refers to an Over-The-Top (OTT) Network Application Slice.

We propose an OTT Intent-Based Network Framework which provides a simplified and non-technical interface for MVNOs and vertical markets to request for OTT Network Application Slice without knowledge of the physical infrastructure details such as configuration, topologies and protocols. The framework enables energy monitoring of such Network Application Slices.

II. PROPOSED OVER-THE-TOP INTENT BASED NETWORKING (IBN) FRAMEWORK

The proposed IBN Framework provides network tenants and NOs with a simple service platform. The framework speeds up service request placement and provisioning, provides a feedback for network service feasibility and guarantees the platform reliability. The modules of the OTT IBN platform on top of a Cloud-Over-The-Top Application Slicing Platform (COASP) are shown in Fig. 1.

![OTT IBN Framework](image)

We provide details on the energy monitoring module for VNFs on the OTT IBN Framework. Details of other
sub-modules of the framework are skipped here and provided in our related work on Intent-Based Real Time 5G Cloud Service Provisioning. We term the employ micro-services for VNFs. These micro-services are cloud native Docker containers [6] which provide numerous advantages over traditional virtual machine. They are lighter and setup time is in order of few seconds compared to minutes for virtual machines.

A. Energy Monitoring Module

This module is responsible for microservices energy consumption monitoring. The module comprises a Software Defined Network middleware power metering, PowerAPI [7]. This tool enables the power measurements of micro-services which will be important for NOs about possible VNF placement decisions and furthermore identify high energy consuming ones. The energy data will be potentially useful in the future for data analysis and learning purposes.

III. DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration involves the setup of the physical infrastructure. This is made up of two Nokia Airframes Front-End Unit (FEU) and Edge Cloud (EC) and a laptop for Central Cloud (CC) interconnected by two switches. The table I shows the physical platform specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front End Unit</th>
<th>Edge Cloud</th>
<th>Central Cloud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM (GB)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Cores</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I CLOUD PLATFORMS

The next phase is the virtual network setup, deployment of a VNF Orchestrator, distributed key-value store, ETCD [8] and ONOS [9], an SDN controller as a docker container on the Central Cloud (CC). This phase also involves the installation of Open Virtual Switches (OVS) [10] on FEU and EC. ONOS is responsible for the management of the OVS to establish connectivity for the Virtual Network Infrastructure (VNI).

Phase two involves deployment of 5G helper VNFs, these are VNFs necessary for the deployment of 5G Network Application Slices. 3 VNFs and 5 VNFs are deployed on FEU and EC respectively by a VNF Orchestrator.

The above steps ensure that the VNI is properly set up to receive network service requests. The Network Tenant provides the type of service (Intent), which is a 5G IoT Application Slice from a GUI interface. Energy monitoring option is activated for End-to-End Network Slice monitoring. End-to-End Network Slice monitoring comprise energy monitoring of all micro-services on the VNI. The tenant request is transmitted to the Intent Engine for feasibility of service deployment. In the absence of any problem, a 5G IoT VNF is deployed as well as PowerAPI docker containers for individual microservices monitoring on the VNI. The individual consumption of the VNFs are summed and stored in a real-time database, influxDB. The total network slice energy consumption is displayed on a dashboard as shown in Fig. 2.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Our proposed OTT Intent Based Networking Framework simplifies network slice energy monitoring through automation. The NO does not need to manually setup different configuration for OTT Application Network Slice components for energy monitoring.
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Abstract—In disaster situations, relief work can be enhanced and facilitated by acquiring and processing distributed information. However, the communication and computation infrastructures might be impaired or inaccessible in emergency response scenarios. Consequently, approaches for coordination, and resource utilization are still challenging. To this end, we proposed the concept of an adaptive task-oriented message template (ATMT), that bundles the control information and the payload data, required to process and extract information, into a single message. Thus, an ATMT enables distributed in-network processing of complex tasks, allows to leverage the idle resources of mobile devices of the first responders. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of the ATMT concept in an example of face detection, which can be used to offer Person Finder similar services in an emergency ad hoc network. We utilize Google Nearby peer-to-peer networking API, standard and available on Android-based devices, to realize the handover of an ATMT message between mobile devices. This successful integration underpins the prospective adoption of the ATMT concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acquiring and processing distributed information are crucial for disaster situations. Today, several services designed to enhance relief work, and to offer information relevant for emergency situations, such as Google’s Person Finder \(^1\) or Facebook’s Crisis Response \(^2\) are available. However, these services require stable Internet-based communication, which might not be possible in disaster situations. To maintain communication in emergency situations, mobile hand-held devices such as smart phones can be used to create an opportunistic ad hoc network \([1]\), which allows mobile devices to share data and exchange information through device-to-device communication. Combining with the built-in sensors, and the computing resource available on mobile devices, it is possible to provide emergency relief services on top of mobile opportunistic ad hoc network. Hereby, approaches to enable distributed coordination, and efficient resource utilization are necessary. For this purpose, we proposed and designed a message template, called adaptive task-oriented message template (ATMT) in \([2]\).

An ATMT message describes a complex task, the operations and the payload data required to complete the defined complex task; which makes each ATMT message a self-encapsulated message. Hence, the ATMT message template is able to support distributed processing, leveraging idle resource of the participating mobile devices. Additionally, since an ATMT message is self-encapsulated, each participating device can make an autonomous decision based on its available capability, and its available resources. Overall, the ATMT message provides a basis to create complex services on an opportunistic network, utilizing mobile devices.

To showcase the advantages, and the applicability of the ATMT concept in practice, we provide a demonstration, that (i) uses ATMT message template to implement a face detection technique, which requires multiple-processing stages, specially designed for mobile devices \([3]\), and (ii) utilizes the Google Nearby Networking API \([4]\) for enabling handover of an ATMT message directly between devices.

![Fig. 1: Structure of the adaptive task-oriented message template (ATMT) as proposed in \([2]\).](image)

II. ADAPTIVE TASK-ORIENTED MESSAGE TEMPLATE

The design and construction of the ATMT message template are illustrated in Fig. 1. The goal in designing ATMT message template is to allow a user to define a processing goal, and the steps/operations required to reach this goal. These information are captured in an operations graph, modeled by a directed acyclic graph within the ATMT header. A device can check on the processing status of the operations graph, by reading only the checksum field, without reading the whole content of the ATMT message. This allows a device to make a fast decision on whether to merge, to drop, or to handover an ATMT task. To incorporate the payload data required for the operations, considering the resource constraints of the devices in an opportunistic mobile ad hoc network, we devise the ATMT payload to contain pieces of data, which can be compressed by different encoding methods to allow for more flexibility. Each piece of data is mapped to an operation.

\(^1\)https://google.org/personfinder
\(^2\)https://www.facebook.com/about/crisisresponse/
in the operations graph through the data dictionary in the ATMT header. To organize the coordination among mobile devices, we conceive four roles, which can be assumed by the participating devices according to their available capabilities. These roles are sensor node to obtain data, delegator node with domain knowledge to set up and adapt the operations graph if necessary, operator node which executes one or more operations from the operations graph based on its available resource, and forwarder node which receives, store and forward an ATMT message. Distributed processing of a complex task is realized by simply passing ATMT messages. Each device, receiving ATMT messages, will act accordingly to its role, adjust the content of ATMT messages w.r.t. the current processing state, and handover the adjusted ATMT message to the other.

III. INTEGRATION OF ATMT WITH GOOGLE NEARBY

Support to setup and to provide device-to-device communication using mobile devices such as smart phones is still restricted. To enable WiFi ad hoc communication between Android devices, these are required to be rooted. Even though WiFi direct allows for direct communication, but it requires a master-slave model, which makes transmission of a message through multi-hops difficult [1]. Recently, Google enables and provides Nearby [2], a peer-to-peer networking API that allows for discovery, connection and data exchange with devices in the close vicinity. We use Nearby Connections to let each device advertise its role/service. Thus, each participating device is able to look for the next role/service, that it requires. For instance, a sensor node, after acquiring data, needs to look for a delegator node, so that the delegator node can setup and include the corresponding operation graphs into the ATMT message. Similarly, a delegator node searches for operator nodes to execute the operations on the obtained data. If an operator node cannot complete the task described in ATMT message alone, this operator node will look for further operator nodes which possess the capabilities, e.g., special hardware, special algorithms/libraries, to take over the upcoming operations. When an operator node notices the completion of the ATMT task, it can look for forwarder nodes to transport the final result to a predefined destination. In this manner, a multi-stage processing is realized through multi-hops device-to-device communication.

IV. SCENARIO AND DEMONSTRATION

We use the ATMT concept to implement the face detection technique proposed in [3], which can be used to support person finder service in an emergency ad hoc network. The face detection technique as introduced in [3] relies on multi stages pipeline to detect multiple faces within an image; these are (1) preprocessing to handle parameters, (2) a fast face detection to determine important regions within the image, and (3) a validation phase using dlib library to detect and validate the faces within the image. Despite the fact, that the face detection technique in [3] is designed considering the resource and energy constraint of a mobile device, this technique can be further enhanced using the ATMT concept. The processing pipeline as described can be distributed to multiple devices; consequently, each device has to process only one phase of the pipeline. The advantages for the utilization of the ATMT concept in this scenario are (i) further reducing the resources consumption of the participating devices, since now each device has to process only one phase of the pipeline, and (ii) being able to leverage heterogeneous capabilities, for instance, in the described scenario, the dlib library might not available on all devices.

In the demonstration, a user can use a sensor device to capture and send a picture containing multiple faces to other devices for further processing. Next, the device chosen as a delegator node should receive the picture, adds the operations graph for the face detection technique accordingly, and forwards the constructed ATMT message to the operator devices. On each operator device, the user can choose which operations should be available, and can observe through log messages, how the devices handle ATMT messages, and how the Nearby Connections are used (cf. Fig. 2). At the end of the processing pipeline, the results of the face detection can be seen in the chosen end-node device, showing the cropped images of different detected faces. A short video, showing the demonstration as described, can be found at the following link http://bit.ly/2GGenHZ.
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DEMO: Controlling software router resource sharing by fair packet dropping
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Abstract—We demonstrate a practical way to achieve multi-resource sharing in a software router, where both bandwidth and CPU resources may be bottlenecks. Our main idea (published in a same-titled paper in this year IFIP Networking conference [1]), is to realize per-flow max-min fair sharing of these resources by wisely taking drop decisions according to the state of a shadow system. We implement our FairDrop proposed algorithm in Vector Packet Processor (VPP), a novel high-speed software router architecture. We demonstrate FairDrop is capable of fairly sharing CPU cycles among flows with heterogeneous computing workload, at 10Gbps on a single core.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling how bandwidth is shared between concurrent flows is a classical issue in networking, and the advantages of imposing fairness have been repeatedly discussed since Nagle's pioneering work [2]. More recently, the blending of networking and computing raise new challenges [3] in terms of resource contention and sharing – however, simple mechanisms that are capable of handling heterogeneous resources have yet to appear. In emerging high-speed software routers, flow throughput may additionally be impeded by network capacity limitations as well as other resources, such as the amount of available CPU cycles to process packets of any given flow: in this case, it would be desirable in this case to impose per-flow fair throughput expressed in cycle/s[4].

As in[4], we advocate that flexible dropping algorithms are an attractive solution to control resource sharing, be it cycles of a multi-core CPU or network bandwidth. We implement a simple and practical algorithm, which we refer to as FairDrop (FD), that realizes max-min fair flow rates while retaining the network interface card (NIC) and server code optimizations that are necessary to keep up with line speeds of 10 Gbps on a single CPU core. These optimizations notably require packets to be batched for both I/O and processing making implementation of classical scheduling algorithms like DRR [5] problematic if not impossible, as argued in [3].

Our proposal is then to realize fairness via a shadow system. Briefly, suppose packets are handled simultaneously by two service systems, one the actual buffer management system implemented in the router (e.g., a DPDK circular ring), the other a shadow system implementing a more sophisticated scheduler (e.g., per-flow FQ). Packets that are dropped in one system are also dropped by the other so that both systems yield exactly the same rate over the lifetime of a flow. The shadow system in our proposal is virtual and makes dropping decisions based on a measure of per-flow virtual queue occupancy. This measure is depleted between packet arrivals, at a rate that varies depending on the number of active flows, and incremented by packet length on the arrival of every batch. In particular, if the shadow system implements per-flow head-of-line processor sharing, the long-term flow rates will be max-min fair.

We implement the above proposal in Vector Packet Processor (VPP), an software router released as open source in the context of the FD.io Linux foundation project. For a detailed explanation of our FairDrop (FD) algorithm we refer the interested reader to a same-titled paper in this year IFIP Networking conference [1]. In this extended abstract we instead describe the experimental environment and scenarios that we will demonstrate, contrasting results achieved under simple buffer management policies (such as FIFO or NIC ring buffers). More information about the project, as well as our implementation, is available at [6].

II. FAIRDROP IMPLEMENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION

In a software router, a CPU core becomes a bottleneck when flows emit packets too fast yielding a compute load greater than the CPU capacity, leading to packet drops. High-speed software routers are intrinsically flow-aware: flow-awareness is facilitated by NICs implementing receive side scaling (RSS), that hashes the 5-tuple and maps packets to distinct virtual queues, mainly for the purpose of load balancing over multiple CPU cores. Individual threads of packet processing applications are bound to a CPU core and, using kernel-bypass stacks such as DPDK, threads consume independent streams of packets, each from a different RSS queue. Additionally, high-speed software routers and their NICs generally deal with packets in batches rather than individually, which reduces interrupt pressure and that is a necessary optimization for line-speed packet processing. Software routers typically polls for available packets in the NIC circular buffer, grabbing and processing the whole batch before the next poll. FairDrop operates over packet batches at the router ingress.

We demonstrate FairDrop with a scenario where \( N \) flows share a \( C=10 \text{Gbps} \) link and are processed by a single CPU core clocked at 2.6GHz. Particularly, flows have equal input rate \( C/N \) but different treatment cost. For the sake of simplicity, in the demonstration we consider only two flow classes: the majority of the flows belong to the light-weight class \( C_L \) (e.g., Ethernet switching or IPv4 forwarding), whereas few flows belong to a heavy-weight treatment class \( C_H \) (e.g., IPsec or stateful L4 operation). In particular, we select functions whose \( C_H/C_L \approx 10 \) so that a single packet of an heavy-weight flow
requires as many CPU cycles as about 10 packets of lightweight flows. We additionally fix $N_H = 2$ and $N_L = 18$ so that out of the total $N = 20$ flows, the $N_H$ flows of class $C_H$ requires as many processing cycles as the $N_L$ flows of class $C_L$. Needless to say, 64B packets are sent to the maximum rate of 14.88Mpps, so that not all flows can be processed with the CPU budget.

We represent experimental results of the demo with the visual layout of Fig. 1, where plots in the left column represent the case of traditional buffer management, and plots in the right column report the FairDrop case. In particular, the top plots report a sankey visualization of the experiments, whereas the bottom plots report the individual flow rate (in packets per second) and the individual flow cost (in cycles per second). The two heavy-weight flows are represented in red, and the 18 light-weight flows in blue.

In the traditional case, since the CPU budget is not enough to process packet of all flows, about 74% of packets are lost at the NIC before entering the VPP router. Given that flows have equal rates, there is no loss differentiation at the NIC, so that only about 3.86Mpps exit the VPP router, consuming the 2.6Gcycles/sec budget of our CPU. Notice that each flow have equal rate, but that a single heavy-weight flow alone consumes 25% of the CPU budget.

Conversely, the FairDrop mechanism preferentially drops packets of the heavy-weight flows to reinstate fairness (at a rate approximately 10 times higher). Dropping decisions have a cost (i.e., the packets need to be fetched from the NIC, the queue in the shadow system is updated, etc.) and FairDrop consumes 0.17Gcycles/sec. The net result of fair dropping decisions, more light-weight packets are processed in the router: this increases the overall throughput at 5.95Mpps (top right plot), reducing the drops at the NIC buffer, and reinstates per-flow fairness in terms of the number of cycles (bottom right plot).

The demonstration will allow to interact with the VPP router configuration (e.g., FairDrop vs classical ring management) and altering the scenario parameters (e.g., number of flows, relative cost, etc.) to contrast the key performance indicators under both approaches.
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Abstract—Utilizing information from the production process is integral to smart factory concepts. In our example use-case, plastic industry, sensor information from the injection molding process helps to detect defective parts and provides automated guidance for process set-up. An enabler for such applications is a means to wirelessly collect machines’ sensor information in harsh factory environments, and network coding has been proposed as a tool to implement suitable network protocols. Using pre-recorded sensor data from actual injection processes, we study the impact of network coding on the latency of sensor data collection. In particular, we show how network coding with prioritization helps to reduce delays until information becomes usable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many smart factory use cases strive to automate previously manual tasks via the utilization of highly detailed process information. In our example use-case, plastic injection molding, molten plastic is injected with high pressure and temperature into a form, termed the “mold.” As the plastic cools down, the final product hardens out and is finally ejected from the mold. Here, relevant process information includes material pressure and temperature measured within the mold. Such information, in combination with machine learning techniques, allows the automated detection of a variety of product defects before they can reach the customer [1], [2].

In order to leverage process information, it has to be collected quickly from machines throughout the factory. A centralized server then acts upon results and, for example, issues alarms to operators should the process become unstable. Wireless transmission of sensor information is preferable, because it avoids expensive retrofitting of factories. Wireless transmission, however, can be difficult due to the harsh factory environment with metal obstruction and widespread factory areas that necessitate multi-hop capabilities.

Using network coding in our use case can improve the throughput, simplify routing decisions, and add robustness against packet loss. But using random linear network coding (RLNC) to transmit sensor information may result in intolerable delays due to the “all-or-nothing” property. This property states that it is highly unlikely that the server can decode parts of the sensor information before a sufficient number of linear combinations for, in our case, a complete injection cycle are received. A number of prioritized network coding schemes have been proposed to allow early decoding of a subset of a generation’s information.


II. ENCODING AND TRANSMISSION SCHEMES

Using regular RLNC as an example, we explain how network coding in general can be applied to our sensor data collection use case. We then briefly introduce the two prioritized network coding mechanisms used in our comparison.

RLNC splits information into generations of data messages. In our case, a generation is one production cycle’s worth of sensor information from a single sensor. Each message is a set of sensor samples and consists of several symbols over a finite field. We employ the common finite field $\mathbb{F}_2^8$, as it combines efficient byte alignment with sufficient protection from linear dependency. Each machine generates linear combinations of one generation’s messages using random coefficients. Each machine then continually broadcasts these linear combinations until all neighbors can decode the current generation. Subsequently, the next generation is sent.

To apply prioritized network coding techniques to our industrial use case, we pre-process sensor information such that it can be divided into different priority layers, as described in [6]. We apply discrete cosine transform (DCT) to each production cycle’s sensor information and divide its output into blocks of coefficients. Blocks with low-frequency coefficients provide an early preview of a complete sensor cycle, whereas blocks with high-frequency coefficients incrementally increase precision to enable more demanding detection techniques. We again use one injection cycle as a generation, but we use blocks of coefficients as the prioritized network coding mechanisms’ prioritization layers. To generate a linear combination associated with a given priority layer, the prioritized network coding (PNC) codes combine only messages of equal-or-lower layers. In our case, this concept translates to only lower-or-equal frequencies of the DCT-provided spectrum of sensor information. As the prioritized layers form a linear subspace in the decoding matrix, they can generally be decoded earlier and, therefore, reduce delays in data processing.

In our evaluation, we study the impact of HNC [3], a PNC protocol, on the delay after which information is usable by the central server. We also study the impact of layer selection, a central aspect of PNC protocols, on decoding delay. To that extent, we compare HNC, which selects priority layers at random, with iNsPect [4], which employs limited knowledge.
on neighboring network nodes’ decoding states to determine ideal layers.

III. FACTORY NETWORK MODEL AND EVALUATION

We use a wireless network model in which nodes broadcast their messages. Our topology, given in Figure 1a, represents a typical factory layout with rows of machines in a regular grid and node distances of 30 m. The fifteen nodes, $N_1$ to $N_{15}$, represent the machines where the sensor data is measured. One sink node, $S$, is the factory’s central server system. We consider a single sensor for each machine. More sensors in machines bring a constant factor for the amount of required transmissions, analogous to a higher sample rate.

We evaluate using the discrete event network simulator ns-3 (version 3.25) with YANS Wifi model, 802.11g MAC, and 2.4 GHz PHY using log-distance propagation loss model ($\gamma = 3.0$, which is in line with a range modern factory environments [7]) combined with Rayleigh fast fading. We use real, pre-recorded sensor information from the injection molding process. Our sensor information stems from a 25 s long production cycle that was sampled at 500 Hz rate. Each measured sample is a 4 B floating-point number. We split frequency components into five priority layers with a generation size of 53 frequency components to limit each data message’s size to 1008 B. For the PNC-iNsPECT variant, we set the data-feedback ratio to $1:2$. Each sample shown in the following is the average over five simulation runs of 200 s simulated duration each, using different sub-streams of ns-3’s PRNG. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals (assuming normal distribution), but might not be visible if the error is negligible. During each run, several production cycles are transmitted to the sink.

Figures 1b and 1c show the simulation results for temperature error over time and pressure error over time. The time measurement starts with the first message being transmitted, which explains the initially very high average error that results from production cycles without any frequency components decodable at the server. Generally, it can be seen that the preview provided by the PNC scheme iNsPECT quickly gains precision and is virtually indistinguishable from the original sensor information much earlier than RLNC can provide any information. HNC also gains precision more quickly on average than RLNC. The overhead of the HNC scheme, however, results in RLNC providing the full picture before HNC can lower the remaining error below 1 K or 1 bar. In contrast, PNC achieves such a low average error approximately four times as fast as RLNC for both temperature and pressure readings. The maximum time until each production cycle was available with full precision was 8.40 s with our baseline RLNC. As a result of the principal message overhead imposed by PNC schemes, iNsPECT and HNC required up to 9.20 s and 17.80 s, respectively, until the preview reached full precision. Especially with iNsPECT, however, the error is extremely low during the time after which RLNC finished transmission.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the impact of prioritized network coding for smart factory use-cases using real sensor information from plastic industry. Our results suggest that iNsPECT provides significant benefits over non-prioritized RLNC, whereas HNC can only provide a coarse preview before RLNC provides the full picture.
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Abstract—LTE-A and IEEE 802.11ad are two of the networks that can have complementary roles in 5G networking. Thus, this paper proposes a time efficient, predictive, and dynamic Handoff (HO) algorithm between these two protocols. The algorithm presented measures the Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio (SINR), the Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), velocity, and the Time of Stay (ToS) for pedestrian mobile users and calculates the best Time to Trigger (TTT) value accordingly. One of the main advances of this algorithm is that the TTT value is calculated dynamically regarding user’s velocity and Handoff Failure Ratio (HoFR). Comparisons with other algorithms in this area determine that the algorithm proposed gains the least HoFR for these two protocols by avoiding unnecessary handoffs.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major research areas in 5G is the offloading process. With offloading, user traffic traverses the local wireless AP instead of utilizing a continuous connection to cellular networks even in indoor areas. In case of using LTE-A in 5G, a proper network for offloading LTE-A communications with up and downlink data rates of higher than 1 Gbps needs to support the same data rates, otherwise, users will not be willing to switch to the local networks. One of the wireless technologies to support high data rates and being deployed in indoor areas as a replacement of traditional WiFi networks is the IEEE 802.11ad standard. This protocol is known as WiGig because of the Gigabit scale data rates it supports. WiGig provides almost 7 Gbps for downlink and almost 3 Gbps for uplink [2].

Switching the user’s network from a home (already connected) network, to a new target network (one of the possible networks to be switched to) and vice versa is known as Handoff (HO) or Handover. In this work, a new time-efficient HO algorithm is designed to provide specifically a seamless connection and offloading between LTE-A and WiGig networks as two of the networks might be used broadly in 5G for high data rates. Results of a comparison with other HO algorithms reveal (cf. Section IV) that the algorithm proposed is capable of reducing Handoff Failure Rates (HoFR) in a predictive fashion. Also, the Time to Trigger (TTT) is updated frequently based on measures defined, and the HO process follows a cross-layer algorithm to increase the time efficiency.

II. SIMULATION SCENARIOS, PARAMETERS AND EVALUATION

Simulation of the scenarios done in Matlab. The focus of this work laid on two scenarios: (1) HO process of a user connected to the LTE-A cell and moves toward the WiGig network as presented in Figure 1. (2) HO process of a user connected to the WiGig network and moves toward the LTE-A cell as presented in Figure 2. Parameter used in simulations are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I SIMULATION PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eNB Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG-AP Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSRQ Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINR Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-A eNB Transmission Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG Transmission Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-A Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG Bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-A Antenna Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG Antenna Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial TTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE Radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of LTE users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of WG users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HO algorithm proposed is memory-and-time efficient, and managed in a cross-layer fashion. Number of unnecessary HO and HoFR are managed by TTT value. Being a proactive algorithm, users’ mobility, including their next location, speed, and angle of movement, are estimated using the Gauss-Markov mobility model, which is updated and readjusted by the accurate data received from Location Positioning Protocol (LPP). This update increases the precision of the Gauss-Markov model for upcoming estimations.
To be computationally efficient, this algorithm does not continuously gather information from target and host networks, instead time intervals are set dynamically according to the amount of TTT to gather information from networks. The algorithm reacts to HoFR increase by adjusting the TTT value. Besides lowering the computational complexity, a binary search is used in TTT calculations to provide faster converges than with a linear method by the order of $O(\log(n))$, which leads a very practical application.

In this algorithm, base (home) and target networks and User Equipment (UE), work together to reduce the process load on each side and calculate the parameters used in decision-making phase. Finally, UE decides to start or deny the HO process based on her velocity, current TTT, Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ), and Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio (SINR). Also, this model is not memory bounded and with only few bytes of memory the user’s exact location can be estimated.

Finally, as presented in Figure 3, the proposed algorithm manages to handle the HO process while keeping the HoFR rate close to 0. This is done with keeping the TTT amount in less than 0.2s which will end in a seamless connection. Comparisons with similar HO algorithms [1] revealed that other algorithms cannot be used in scenarios between LTE-A and WiGig networks with the goals of time-efficiency and low data loss during a HO process. High (or constantly increasing) TTT values of other algorithms make them inappropriate to be used for managing the HO processes for these scenarios and in most cases HoFR could not be controlled or reduced by employing the methods used by them.
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Abstract—Today users want to monitor their networks remotely and adjust privileges immediately. Addressing the first request is not a big problem anymore, because many applications offer such solutions by default (e.g., via a special app to be installed or a browser-based solution). The immediate privilege handling is the challenge nowadays, because usually a global administrator in the background needs to be included in the workflow. This is required, because he is the only person who has the full overview of the tool the network is included. In general this is a nice idea, but introduces delays to the privilege management depending of the number of networks linked to the system, in total. WebMaDa 2.0 overcomes this bottleneck by introducing an automated request handling solution to a web-based framework for monitoring sensor networks remotely as well as supporting privacy and immediate handling of privilege requests.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, many different devices are connected with each other building small networks that are part of the Internet of Things (IoT). Such networks are designed for individual solutions specialized for a specific purpose (e.g., environmental monitoring, health monitoring). Devices used show heterogeneity concerning hardware and software and are linked to a specialized solution allowing analysis and visualization of data collected. This itself is nothing really new within the IoT community. But the requests of users and network owners changed over time towards (1) mobility support, (2) ownership and controlling of data, as well as (3) updating granted privileges immediately. Many specific solutions are in place addressing the mobility request installing a special application on the mobile device. In general this is a good solution, but these solutions usually have special requirements to the operating system of the device and can exhaust the device quickly when running. The later can be overcome by integrating energy saving solutions, but still the applications require much memory of the device. To overcome this, web-based solutions are thought of being most suitable, because they only require Internet access and a browser installation on the device. Fortunately, both can be considered to be available by default on mobile devices. Furthermore, the code base only has to be updated in one place, thus reducing the cost for maintenance. The urge for control and ownership of the collected data is manifesting itself more and more in the minds of users. This is due to increased media coverage of data abuse caused by data leaks and the possibility of having data analyzed and visualized by third-party providers. Together with this situation comes the users’ request to update granted privileges to manage access to the data collected. This is challenging, because access granted to applications can hardly be revoked or updated immediately if at all. Thus, the call for solutions supporting data and access control immediately arise. The aforementioned three issues (1)-(3) are addressed by WebMaDa, a Web-based Management and Data Handling Framework for sensor networks. The development started in 2014 with a basic support of mobile access to owned sensor networks allowing visualization of collected data in a flexible and hardware independent manner [2]. In 2016 WebMaDa received an update addressing the general request of fine-grained access management and pulling data in emergency cases [3]. The drawback was that each request (e.g., create networks, access to foreign networks, to view or pull data) required interaction of a global administrator introducing delay into the system. This drawback has now been solved in WebMaDa 2.0 [1] by automating the request handling within the system allowing immediate handling without the involvement of a global administrator. At the same time, the request for privacy and controlling data access is respected as every action that affects access rights is logged in the database.

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to handle any request received immediately an automated solution is required. This solution must support (1) user creation, (2) access request to foreign networks, and (3) password reset. Furthermore, for addressing privacy and controlling of the data (4) transparency must be assured by including a detailed logging system into the infrastructure.

Addressing the first three requests an automated mailing solution was integrated into WebMaDa 2.0. If a new user wants to use WebMaDa he needs to register by filling out the registration form. By submitting the form, the user creates an invitation request that is stored in the database. At the
same time, the administrators receive a notification that a new request has been created. If the request is accepted by the administrators the user will receive an invitation which can be used to complete the registration. Otherwise, a message will be sent informing that the request has been rejected. After this, the user is able to create new networks or request access to foreign networks when not yet having permission as shown in Figure 1a. The latter is done by creating a permission request filling out a form (cf. Figure 1b). The form is received by the backend. Here a mapping between the selected network by the unique WSN Identifier (ID) and the stored owner address is performed resulting in mailing the request to him. The owner receives a mail with the request and a personalized link to handle it within WebMaDa (cf. Figure 1c). The owner can now grant the access, update the request or deny it. In return, the requester receives the result and a log entry is created in the backend’s database addressing the transparency request. Same procedure is followed if after time the network owner updates granted privileges. In case a registered WebMaDa user looses the password, a request can be placed via the corresponding form. The filled in data of the form is then compared to the logged entries in the database. If the check fails, no action is performed as not to provide a single bit of information wether a user exists or not. Otherwise, the user receives a link to reset the password. In order to ensure transparency, the updating of a password also triggers the creation of a log entry.

III. SUMMARY, PRACTICAL ISSUES, AND BENEFITS

WebMaDa 2.0 supports the original functionality developed in 2014 and 2016. This is extended by an automated mailing solution to handle incoming requests immediately and, thus, reducing delays in the system each time an administrator interaction was required in earlier versions. The designed and implemented solution is user-friendly due to its intuitive design in the graphical environment including easy understandable instruction to conclude the workflow (e.g., request data access, register new user). All steps are following a global process starting with a form that need to be filled out with respective information required, checkup with stored information if applicable, and updating database with new information (e.g., new user information, new networks, granted/updated/revoked privileges). In order to address the general privacy request of users the administrator is only involved when new users are registered or an existing WebMaDa user should become administrator of WebMaDa for the case the original administrator needs a representative. Addressing the transparency concerns of users, any changes are logged within the database with required information (e.g., timestamp, what was done and by whom). All this logging information can only be accessed by the network owner or the global administrator.

Looking from a practical perspective all user requests are addressed within WebMaDa without having drawbacks on performance of WebMaDa assuming several networks hosted at the same time. Due to the fact that WebMaDa 2.0 is still web-based, no new special requirements to the mobile device exist and the solution is still hardware and software independent.

Further developments are conceivable with regard to session timeout similar to banking systems, two-way authentication besides mailing using SMS, and further flexibility in visualizing data collected.
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